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Interest in the Middle Atlantic Bight of the Western North 
Atlantic, named the Virginian Sea by Captain John Smith around 
1608, has existed since the early days of exploration by Europeans. 
Vikings are known from epic and archaeological evidence 
to have traversed northern latitudes of the North Atlantic 
and visited the North American continent. It remained, however, 
for later European venturers, fishermen and colonizers to begin 
the written record of this part of the World Ocean. Though 
knowledge has been accumulating ever since, major advances in 
accumulation of useful information of the region were made in 
the seventeenth century and again in the'twentieth. Since World 
War II, science has added more information than had been gathered 
before. 
Concern for the different resources and types of environments 
of the Mid-·Atlantic Bight has grown markedly since the War due 
to increaSE!d pressures on the region for fish and minerals and 
disposal of industrial and domestic wastes - among others. As a 
member of the Mid-Atlantic Fisheries Management Council and as 
environmental and resource advisor to that body and the Atlantic 
States Marine Fisheries Commission, I became aware that no one 
had canvassed the various repositories of scientific data and 
the published materials of the region and made the results 
generally available. 
It seemed important that someone do so since new scientific 
programs or expeditions to gather data were contemplated or 
underway, and because management questions (such as those related 
to offshore oil and gas development in the Baltimore Canyon, ocean 
disposal of sewage sludge and dredge spoil, contamination by 
ii 
run-off and aeolean transport and fishery development and manage-
ment) have to be answered. After several efforts to secure 
outside funds for this venture failed we determined to under-
take it ourselves as part of the Institute's continuing information 
management program. 
This effort, of necessity a low-budget and low-key 
activity, has taken eleven months of dedicated work by my 
research ae>sistant, Hr. Armitage. 
We both are pleased that the first phase of the effort 
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The bibliography of the Virginian Sea is a compendium of 
literature and environmental data concerning the Middle Atlantic 
Bight region of the Western North Atlantic - or the United States 
east coast. The geographical coverage of this bibliography in-
eludes that region extending from 41° N latitude to 36° N lati-
tude and out 200 milE!S from the coastal headlands. This volume 
represents the first step of an effort undertaken by the Virginia 
Institute of Marine Science to assess the present status of 
kno~,rledge concerning the physical and chemical environment, biology, 
and fisheries of the Virginian Sea. VJe do not put forth this work 
as a complete biblio~rraphy of the Virginian Sea. No bibliographic 
effort of this scope can attain one-hundred percent coverage. 
Certainly, however, this bibliography is quite representative of 
the scientific research that has been done in the Middle Atlantic 
Bight. Later editions will broaden the bibliographic coverage of 
this work, correcting omissions as they are noted and making necessary 
additions. 
We ho;:)e that this bibliography ~·rill be useful to government, 
, '.!f·~J~n!.li::i.:. 
science, and the private sectdr .. ; and welcome suggestions and, c~iti-
cisms which would lead to its it;nprovement. 
v 
GUIDE TO USERS 
The bibliography of the Virginian Sea is a subject index 
of scientific literature and accessioned data concerning the 
Virginian Sea. A set of subject terms has been chosen to 
describe all of the citations in the bibliography. The descrip-
tor set has been successfully used at the Virginia Institute of 
Marine Science to describe citations in its comprehensive Ches-
apeake Bay Bibliography. Additional descriptors have been 
added to this bibliography where necessary. Each citation has 
been assigned an appropriate number of descriptors to adequately 
represent its contents. 
The bibliography is divided into three sections, a 
subject index, a geographic index, and a section listing sources 
of unpublished data. 
The first section lists every descriptor used in the 
bibliography in alphabetical order. Catalogued under each 
descriptor are the citations to which that descriptor has been 
assigned. 
The second section l~sts four geographical regions, 
,, "' ' ' 
an inshore region within the coastal headlands; a region of 
j1 l.i •),,: 
i:.: ' 
coastal waters within three miles of the' 'coast, a region of 
shelf waters within 3 and 200' miles of the coast, and an Atlantic 
Coast region encompassing the entire Virginian Sea. Under each 
region pertinent citations are catalogued. 
The third section is a listing of unpublished data 
sets. Included in this sectiqn are sources of these data sets. 
vi 
Each entry includes, the title of the data set (the subject), the 
geographic area covered by the data set, an abstract of the data 
set, and the chief investigator's name, telephone number, insti-
tution, and address. The data sets are listed alphabetically 
according to their titles . 
. All of the published references in this bibliography 
are stored on computer tape in the Computer Center of the 
Virginia Institute of Marine Science. Therefore, a computer 
search of the bibliography is possible using any descriptor 
listed, or any of the four geographic codes. 
Citations of research in the New York Bight have 
not been given detailed coverage in this volume. A compre-
hensive bibliography of the New York Bight has been published 
by the Marine Ecosystems Analysis Program (MESA) of the u.s. 
Department of Commerce. Users are referred to that publication 
(U.S. Government Printing Office Stock Number 0317-00223) for 
more information on the New York Bight. We will be including 
additional references to this northern region of the Virginian 
Sea in future editions, especially if the MESA bibliography is 
not continued or updated. 
vii 
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AUTHR 
ABLTfiE~TS, ACCCMAC~ CCLNTY, ,A, eEAC~ ERCSICN, ERCSICN CONTROL, 
HURRICA~ES, ~~PYLA~t, VIRGINIA 
·~~··~~~···················~·············································· ACCICEI\TS 
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1960 JUNE FC, rOll~~~V~ CM 
DETERMINING AGE Cf AllA~Tl( ~EI\HAOEN FRO~ THEIR SCALES 
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1916 BE~~lNGEP. El Al 
LEAD-210 GECCHRC~CLCGY CF CCNTE~PCRARY NE~RSHCFE SEDIMENTS, STATUS AND 
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A~ GEOPHYS LNlC~ TRANS 57( 121, '.i31-~32 
AGE, CCASlAL PLAINS, GECLCG~t LEAD RAClCISClOFES, SECl~ENTATICN RATES, 
SECJ~HTS 
6 
1S12 ~~ltER fJ Ill ET Al 
~IGRATION ~~0 CISTRIBlTION OF ~HITE MARLI~ ANt ELUE MA~LIN I~ THE ATLANTIC 
CCEAf, 
US DEPT CCMI'ER, FISH BlLL 7C!2) t U:!-298 
~GEt C~TCH 1 CISHIBlTICI\ 1 fiSH, LifE CYCLES, UGRATION, TAGGING 
19tl JUJ't ~H 
VAttCITY OF AGE DETERMINATION FRCM SCALES GF ~'PKECAMERIC~N SMAD 
US FISH ~ILCLIIFE SE~,, FISH B~LL 61(185), 161-170 
AGE, SHAD~ FISH, LIFE CYCLES, FISH SCALES 
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CCFEIA lllt 81-99 




19tS ~CE~CtP~· JC 
AGE A~[ GRC .. TH Cf lHE 51PlPEO !E~RCEIN 
~~~~ l~ESIS (CCLL kllllftM A~C M~RYI 
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TRANS ftMER FISh SOC 961!), !43-35C I'IMS CONTR 2521 
AGJ~G IBIOLOGIC~Ll 1 CHEStPEA~E B~Y, CCBI~, ClSTRlBUTIC~ PATTEliNS, 
FECUNCJTY, GRCkTH STAGES, LIFE ~IST~RY STLCIE! 
1 
lS~S ~CHUGt JL El AL 
LE~GTH, ~EIGHT A~D AEE CG~PCSITIO~ Cf THE MENHACEN CATCH lh ~IRGI~IA 
t.A 1ER S 
lli'I\Cl AI\C CCEANH~ 4121. 14!:-li\2 
~GING (BlCLOGJCALlt GRC~lH, FISH, lE~GTHt VIPGINIA 
l'it~ HCR HHE PJ 
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AG 11\G l fh'tSICAU 
·······~···~···•********************************************************** 
191~ KNEBEL H, 5FI~ER e 
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1913 CRFIS F~, T6YlC~ JE 
A FLORISTIC ANO ECCLCGIC~l SLR,E1. ThE BENTHIC M-CROlLGAf CF ~EHOBCTH BAY, 
CELA~/lRE 
!HlHNICA ~HIIIII 16, 180-19.< 
ALGAE, flORA, ECCLCGY, SU~~E,S, CEL~kARE fAY 
lSU ii.COES FG 
AOCITICNS TC THE BRC~N ~lGAE C~ THE lTLAI\llC (CAST OF VlRGII\IA 
CHS SCI 17(3), 117-Ull 
ALGAE, CGASlAL ~~~TER5, PHAECFHYlA, \IRGIIIIA 
191~ ~fi~S C El ~L 
FORAI'>IUFHA, CHTCI"S, ANI: I'ClLIJSKS AS POTEIHIAL *'CLOCENE PAlEOEI:OLOLOGll: 
INtii:ATC~S IN THE fUCSCN ESTUAR~ 
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II'ERIC~ 
VA INST MAR SCI, ~PEC SCI REP (2f), 1-5 
ALGAE, KEYS, S~S1E~~TIC5 
Is!:~ unu "R 
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NITROGEN C~CLE IN l"E SAREASSG SEA FINAl REPCRT 
UI\IV ALASKA INST.~AR SCI REP (R-64-S), 1-2~ 
ALGAE, A~~CNI.IIt GRC~TH, CY~NOPHYTA, NITRATES, NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS 
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ALGAE, NO~lt CARCliNA 
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1914 CARFE~TER EJ, (() Jl 
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1\C~t HEC~IEIA 54, !7~-381 
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ALGAE, ~AR,LANC, ~IRGI~I' 
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1~12 HOBBIE JE ET Al 
A STUDY OF ThE DlSTPIELTION At\0 ACTiviTY of P'ICRCORGANISMS l~ OCEAN hATER 
LIMNCL GCEANCGR 1114), 5~4-5~5 
AMINO ACIDS, EACTERit, CARBC.VC~ATES, CHLCRCPhlllt MICRCORGANISMSt OXYGEN 
DEMAND, PtYTCPLANKTCN, RESPIRATIO~. SALINITY, TEMFERATLRE 
197€ CAhSO~ Rt GCCKE K 
HElEROTRCPHIC ACTI,ITY I~ CC~PJIRIS(N TO THE FREE AMINO ACID CONCENTRATIONS 
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OCEA~Gl ACTA 1(1), 45-~~ 
AMINO ACIDS, EACTERJA, CIST~IBLTION, ORGANIC MATTER, SEA hATER 
1S77 ~HE'l~C~A SP ET AL 
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ALGAE, AMMC~IA, GNCkTHr CYANOPHYTA, NITRATES, NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS 
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SHORT-TERM ~ATER CCllJflf\1 fEI<TUilllHICNS CAL,SEt BY !tASTE WATER SLUDGE DUMPING 
IN l~E NE~-Y(RK EIGhT tfEX 
J WATER fOLlUT CONTROLFEC 49 llCt, 2Ct3-2G13 
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COASTAL AND OFFSH(RE E~VI~CN~ENTAl JN~ENTORY, CAPE HATTERAS TO NANTUCKET 
SHCALS 
RHODE ISlAI\0 lNlVE~SllY, IIARINE PUCUCATICN SERIES 2, 1973 




1'11!7 fiiLU El 
A REEXA~lN,TlDN OF SO~E SFECIES OF ~MPELISCA {CPUSTIICEA, A~PHIPOOA) FROM 
t•E EA~l COAST OF ~O~T· ~~ERIC~ 
"" J ZC()L 45 (5),. 635-655 
Af!Ptil POCA, BREEC lNG, CRLSUCEAt.S, GECGRAFH ICH llEGICNS, GONH St 
lEI'FEPATl.PE 
1912 l'U8ll2 OR, MillS El 
CEEP-SEA ~fo!PHIPCCA FPOI' WE "ESTER~ MRT!i AllAt.TIC OCE,N, CAfi<ElUCEA 
CAN J ZCOL 5CC4J, 371-383 
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l~iC FIH ~l 
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AMPhlPCOA, eENTHCS, C~LSTACE~NS, CJS1RIBU11CN, GECGRAP~ICAL REGIONS, 
INlfRTICAl ~REAS, JNVEPTEERATES, SVSTEMATICS 
1972 WAlll~G L1 ~'URE~ C 
M~RINE SHAllOW W~TER A~~HIFOCS Of lnE OELA~A~E BAY ARE~, U.S.A. 
CRUSTACEA~A, STUDIES CN PERAC~RIDA, SUPPLE~ENT 3, 251-266 
AMPHIPOCI, CRLST,CEANS, IN~ERTEERAlES, OELA~ARE BAY 
1~75 FC~ •s, BYNL~ ~t 
lliE AMPHIPOtl CRUSTACEAII:S CF NCRTH ORCLINJ! EHL~RINE hATERS 
CHESAPfAKE SCIENCE 16 1 223-237 . 
AMPtJPCCAt CRUSTACEANS, ESTU,RIES, NORTH CtROLINA 
1914 GECPGE RY, I'~RUI' JP 
THE EFFECTS Of t'ORO!lATIC PRESSURE CN LIVING AQUATIC CRGAIIIS"S Ill, 
BhJ!VICR ANC lOLEPAI'ICE CF EUPLAt-KTOIC OliGAt-liSf!S TO INCREASED t!YORCSTATIC 
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IIHVE CHLS 
1~13 HESSLER .PF• 1'1\CERS HL 
TWC NEW SPECIES Cf SANOERSIELLA ICEFHAlCCARrlAlt INCLUDING CI\E FRCM THE 
DEEF HA 
CRUSTACE~Nt 2412lt 1€1-l~E 
ANATOM~, BENlt<CSt CISlFielll(ll, GECG~APHICAl REGICt.S 
***"*********************"*******"""******"******************************* AIIGICSPER"S 
**"**************************•*******'***************-*******~············ 
191~ MENDELSSOHN IA, ~ARCELLlS ~~ 
ANGICSFEFM f~CtUCliCN CF l~REE ~IREINIA MARSHES IN VARIOUS S~LINIT~ AND 
SCIL hUTPIENT RE(lMES 
CHESAPEA~E SCIENCE 17,1~-23 
M~RSHES, PLANTS, f~CCUCll~ITYt A~GICSPERMS 
1'> 
1S75 EHKr.H [f 
CATING OF lATE PlEISlCCENE ANC P.OlOCE"E RElATl~E SEA LEVELS I~ COASTAl 
CHAUI'E 
UNPUBliSHED MASTER•! l~ESIS, l"IV CF OElAWA~E, S5PP 
DEl~kA~f, GECLCGl, P~YlClOXICITlo SEA lEVEL, ~"GICSPER~S 
l'.lU UHAL lJ 
EI\OANGEREC STATuS (f VIRGINIA FLCktRING PLANTS 
UI\FUBLISUI: 
E~CANGEREO SPECIES, PlAI\TS, SLRVEV~, VIRGII\JA 1 ANGIOSPERI'S 
1~7S Pt-IlllPS CE 
RA~E Ar.C E~CA~GEREC klltfLGkE~S I~ CELA~ARE 
UNFUELlSHt 
ENDANGERED SPECIES, FLCR~, tEl~~~RE, .ANGICSPER~S 
19'*€ wt<ERR' ET 
Wilt flCkEP GUIOEt NCRTt-EASTER" AND ~!OLANO UNITED STATES 
DOUELEO~~. NEW VCR~. 2C2P 
PLA~TSt kll[LIFE, A~GICSPER~S 
··········~································~······························ 1\NlfiAL GRCUPUGS 
**********'*****•**********'**'***'*************************************** 
1~14 KIN~E~ FD Et· tL 
BENTHIC IN~ERTEfR~TES IN DELAWARE BAY, ANIMAL-SECI~ENl ASSOCIATIONS OF THE 
CC~INAI\T SPECIES 
1~1 RE\ GE! HVDRCEICl 59, 6S5-7Cl 
.A~JIIAl GRCUFII\GS, Bfi'IT~OSt CCMINAN1 CRGAIIISMS, JIIVERTEERATES, SECIIIENTS, 
CELA~ARE eAY 
1~76 lAIRC CE El ~l 
CCCURIHNCE GF 2 Ol.ATH 10 CPLSHCE/\1\S MUIIJCI}-FCPCEFS A~D 
IIUI\JIJOFSIS-BER~UCEZI IN TI1E CI1ESAPE.AKE BIGHT CF lt!E loESTERN "CRTH ATlANTIC 
CCEA" 
US NATl MAR FISH SER~ FISH BLLL 1~(2) 1 462-~63 
ANIMAL GRCLPI~CS, ECClCGV, fiSt, CCE.o!IIOGRAFH~ 
iC 
··~·~·~·~·~········~······················································ M'ilfi.H fAlHOLCO 
******************************~·················~························· 
1917 GREIG RA, WENilCFf CR 
TRACE ~ElALS I" FISH FRC~ ThE ~Ek1CRK BIGHT AN[ lOhG ISLAND SCUND USA 
~AR PCLL Blll HSl, 1H-2CC 





lS7f MPRlEI\5 CS 
CONTROl (f METHA~E SEDIMENl-kATER ElfBLE T~AI\SfCRT BY MACRCINFAUNAL 
IRRIGATION IN CAfE lCCKCUT BIGHT, NORTt- CARCLI~A 
SCIEI\CE 192(42431, 9SS-1CCC 
ANION EXCHANGE, GENETICS, GECLCG1r INVERTEER~TES, IRRIGATICN, METHANE, 
NORl .. CARCLI~A, Sf[I~E"TS, SULFATE! 
······················~·~················································· AII,.LAL 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1976 INTERSTATE !~IIIlAliCN CCMIIISSICN 
ANJ\l.Al REFCFl 





1911 SPCRT FISHH I~SliTUTE 
A SYMPOSIU~ ON THE BIOlOGICAl SIG~IFJCIINCE Cf ESTL~RIES 
ADMINISTRATIVE II~EIICIES, AQU~CULTU~E, DATA CClLECTIO~S, ESTUARINE 
E"Vl~C~~E~T, ~ESEftRC~ 11"0 CE~ELCP~E~T, S~LINIT~, SHELLFIS~, 51RIPEC BASS, 
WATER PCLLUl ICN 
21 
l~lt SINCE~~~N CJ 
EFFECTS Cf CGA~TAl FCllUliCN ON FISH ANO FISHERIES WITh PARTICUlAR 
REFERENCE lC l~E ~ICCLE ATLANTIC BI~Hl 
IN GRCSS I!G tEOJ HCOLE AllANlJC CCI'IllNEMAL SHELF Al'lll TilE NY BIGHT 
F281-3Clt JlSC SFEC SYI!f ~ 
AQUACLLTURE, ECOLCGICAL IMFACl, FISH, FISH DISEASES, WATER POLLUllCN 
****************************•********************************************* A'UilTIC ECCSYSTtMS 
************************************************************************** I 
1~16 POWLES H1 SlENDER E~ 
OBHRVATICl'iS CN CC~FOSITION SEASCNHITY llNC CISTRISUTICN Of 
IChTHYOPLANKTCN FROM MARMAP CRUISES IN THE SCUTH ATLANTIC SIEHl IN 1973 
S C MAR RESCUR CE~l lEC~ PEP 11 0 2-47 
~6UN£At-CE, ACUHlC HCSYSTE~S, CLIMUIC DATA, CONTINENTAL SHELF, 
DISTRISUTION, ME1ECRGLOGY . 
************************************************************************** AQUATIC EN~IRONMENl 
************************************************************************** 
19it WHIPPLE ~ JR El Al 
HYDROCARBCNS Ifl HkllGE Milt URBAN R~NCFF--DEUIURE ESTUARY. SO~RCES, 
EFFECTS ~NC SINKS OF h~CROCAREGNS IN THE A'UilTIC EI'IVIRCN~E~T 
AMERICAN INSTllUTE CF lliOLCGICAL SCIENCES, WASHINGTON, C,.C. 54-65 
AQUATIC EI\Vli<CMHNT, CIUilUl CISHII!UTIGN, ESTUARIES, OIL, RlNOFF, SEWAGE, 
WAST£ tiSPCSAL 
1974 MCGFE SF El Al 
POTENTIAL SICL(GICAL EfFECTS Of h~PCTHETICAL Cll DISCHARGES IN THE 
ATL~I'ITIC CCAST A~C GULF Cf AL~SKA 
MASSACHUSETTS INST TECHNCL, SEA GR~Nl PROJECl CFFfCE, CAMBRICGE 
AQUATIC ENVIRONMENT, AQLATIC tABITATS, EICLCGICAL COMMLNITIES, BIOLOGICAL 
PRCPERliES, (ll lNCUST~Yo OIL ~ASTESt POLLLTAI\1 ICENTIFICATICN, TOXICITY, 
~ATER POLLUTICN SOURCES 
22 
····~····································································· ,,v.6TIC 1-~BilHS 
************************************************************************** 
1~74 I!CC~E 5f El AL 
PCrENTIAl EICLCGICH EFFECTS Of I<YPCTI-ETICAL Cll tlSCHARGES IN THE 
ATtA~TIC CCAST AND GULF OF ALASKA 
MASSACHU!ElT! INST TEChNCL, SE~ ~RA~T PRCJECT CffiCE, C~MBPI£GE 
AQUATIC E~~l~CNMENT, A'~ATIC ~ABITATS, BIOLC~IC.6L COMMUNITIES, BIOLOGICAL 
FPCPERTIES, OIL INDUSTRY, CIL ~ASTES, POllLTANl IOEN1IFICATICN 1 lOXICIT~, 
WATER PGLLUTICN !CLRCES 
************************************************************************** AQlAliC FlANlS 
************************************************************************** 
Hl.< SCL lH~ ICK 
TENTATI~E OUlLI~E FOR INVE~TCRY Cf A'UATIC VEGETATION, MYRIDPtYLUM 
SPICATUM (EURA~IAN ~AlER~llfCIL) 
CHES SCI 12, 517~-5176 
AQLATIC PLANTS, ~jRSH fLANTSt ~ARS~ES. , ~EGElllTION, ~EllANOS 
··········~··························•************************************ AFCllC 
·······················~·················································· 
l'l13 Kl<llFT JC 
A GUIDE Hl THE GECLCG'W OF CEUhARE 1 S COASTAL EN~IRCI\MENTS 
~NIV CELA~Ili<E, CCLLEGE CF ~~~~l"E Sl~ClES PUBLICATION NO 2GL-039 1 NEkAMKt 
CEL'~~RE,216 FAGES 
APCTIC, CELilhARE, GECLCGIC TIME, G£CLCGY, ~EOMCRPhCLCGY 
··~·······-~····~······~·················································· AREA Cf~ELOFMEI'Il 
****,.** n•• "* **** • ** "* "***** **"*********"*"*********** •••• *,. *" * • **" ******* 
19"11 NEh JE.RSE11 CEFT Of Eti'IIRC~I\ENTAL PRCTECtlCfl 
A CCASTAL ~~~~GE~ENT SlPtlEG~ FOR ~Ek JE~SEY 
lREI'ITCI'I, l'lfk JE~Sf~ 
AREA DE~ELCFMENT, CCI'ISEF~~liC~, GECISION M'KING, LAND ~AfiAGE~ENT, LAI'ID 
USE, ~~I'I~EE~EI'ITo ~ATU~Al ~ESOURCES, PLANNINE, CCASlAl ZOI'IE 
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··-~······-~···················~··························~··············· ARLl~GTC~ CCUNTV, VA 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1915 CSkPLl NF El Al 
FOURMILE Rli~ LCCAL FLCCC-CCHRCL FRCJECT t ALEXAI\DRIA AND ARLIIIGTCN COUNTY; 
VIRGINIA - HYC~AULlC ~CtEl l~vESTl(AliON 
u.s. ARMYWATERwAYS EXPERI~ENT ~lATJCN, VICKSBURG, MISS, TECH REP H-75-19 
ALEXANDRIA, vA, IIRLHGlC~ CCLNH, U, CEEP SEA FISHS, CHANIIELS, FLGOO 




1S11 P~NCIFCV FJ 
POLYNUCLEAR AROMATIC HVCRCCARBCNS I~ ~ARI~E TISSUES 
EN~SCI A~O TEC~ 11110), 9SS-992 
ARCMATIC CCMPOUNCS, IIRTHROPOOS 0 ATLA~TIC CCEAII, BlOASSA~t FISh MOLLUSKS 
··~···~··································································· 'RSE~ICALS (FESllCICES) 
************************************************************************** 
1913 CCLaEll RC fl Al 
~ICRCBIAL DEGRACJTJON Cf Cll PCLLUlANlS 
~OITCR, OG AHEAR~. LSU CENTE~ FOR kETLPNC l<ESCURCES, BAlON RCUGEt LA. PP 
185-197 





iSiS ~Al~Eii C ET ~l 
EEI\THJC INVERTEe~~TE ASSEMELAGES OF OELA~ARE BAY 
~ARBICt 45(1) 65-iS 
~RTtRCPODS, FOLLUTIC~, T~A~SFCRT, CHESAPEAKE BA~, EASTERN 6AY,MD, 
~CLLUSKS7 1\f~El<TEAI\~~ 5All~I1V, SECI~EI\TS, FEECI~G 
1971 PA~Cl~CV RJ 
PCl,~LCLEAF tR~~tliC H~CPCCARBCNS IN ~ARI~E TISSUES 
E~VStl A~O lEC~ 11(10), 9~9-SS2 




ASSATEAGUE ECCLCGJCAL STUtlES, PARl lt ENVI~CN~ENTAL INFGR~AliCN 
MO. UNI¥• ~Rl CCNl~JE 446 
FALNA, FLORA, ~AFI~E BIClCGV, .tSSATE~GUEt ECCLGGY, MARINE GECLGGY, SWAMPS 
IS12 WARD FP, BEFRV FB 
AUTUMN ~IGRATICN CF FE~€GRINE FALCC~S ON ASSAlEAGUE ISLAND 1910-1971 
Jl< ldLCLIFf ~A~AGHEIIT 3t C.Cl, 4ti4-4<;2 
BIROS, ASSAlEAGLE, ~IGR~llt~ 
1974 GA~KIN p, SlCTTLE~YER J~ 
ECCLGGIC~l ANC ECCNOMIC PRINCIPLES IN PARK Plb~NING. ThE ASSAlEAGUE 
.ATIO~AL SE~SHORE MCDEL 
COASTAL 20~E ~~~~~GE~E~T JR 1(4J, 3<;5-413 
~SSATEAGUEo ~ANAGEMENT, ~OCEL STUDIES, PRESER~ATION, BARRIER ISLANDS 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• llSSESS,ENTS 
······················~··················································· 
1917 ~ITCiilE CE 
GROLND FISH RESCL~CE tSSES51'E~T Of CHCPTAf\11, NAI'HICOKE Al\0 WILCMICC RIIIERS 
fRC~ NC\ 1973 TO CCT 1S14 
CHES 8IOL LAB REF NC 11-Ct 
AS~ESS~E~TS, FISii, FIS~EAIES, PESCLRCES 
25 
········~·······~··············~·········································· All~~TIC CCASTAL PlAI~ 
························~················································· 
lgt4 ~ARC~ Jt JR 
A NEh FROG, RA~A PALUST~IS MANSUETII, SUeSP. NOV.~ fROM THE ATLANTIC 
CCASUL FLA I~ 
CHES SCI 5(1 M~C 2h 91-100 CCONTRIB 259, NATUR RESCURCES INST, liNIV MD, 
CHES BICL LAB, SCLCMCN!, Mt) 
ATLANTIC COASTAL FLAI., OISTRIEUTIC~, fROGS, SYSTEMATICS 
1911 OELAiu'IRE IJ~HERSil'( 
' REPCin GN THE IITLMHIC CFFSHCRE liSEI1S MORKSJ.:OP t'ElO II.AV 19-21 
OEL-SG-11-71, NEURII., II.) . . 
ATLAHIC CCASTIIl PlAit., llllAHIC QCUN, CCNlltiHTAL SHELF, II.CMTORING, 
NATURAl RESOliRCES, PCHUTAI\T ICENTIFlCATIOI'it , RESOURCE DE~ELOPMENT, SPOil 
CIHCSIIL 
191! lEAR Dk, PESCH GG 
EFFECTS Of OCEAN CISPCS~l ACTI~ITIES CN fiiD-CC~TINENTAl SHElf ENVIRONMENT 
Off CELA .. ARE IINC f'AR,l,~O 
U.S. ENV IRCN PROTECT AGENCY, ~EGIO Hit FHIL.IIDELPHIA, PA 
ATLANTIC CCASTAL Pl'l~t CCNTINE!ITAL 'SHELF, tElAWAI1E, MARYLAND, WASTE 
ClSPCSAlt WASTE tLMPS 
1~78 GOODMAN J. ~LOSE P 
ENIJIROII<MENTAL Flii~!IIIIG FCP OfFSHCRE Cll 'Nt GAS; VOLUME v: REGIONAL STATUS 
REPORJS; P~RT 2: MID Aht SCUTf ATl~II<TIC 
FWS-OES-77-16.2, THE CCNSERVATIO~ FO~NOAliCNs ~ASHINGTCN, CC 
lNOLSTRIAl CEVELCF~EI\1 1 ATLAIITIC COASTAL Pl~lNt CONTINENTAL SHELft 
E~~IRCNMEIITAL EFFECTS, FACillTIES 1 lMFACTS, Oil, OIL INDLSlRl, REGIONAl 
ANALYSIS, RESOLRCE DE\ELOFMENT 
1950 SfA~GlEF WB, PETE~SON JJ 
GECLCGY OF ATLANTIC CCASTAl FLAIN IN ~EW JERSEYo DElAWARE, MARYLAND, AND 
VIRGINIA 
AMER AS5 PETRCL GECL, Elll 34Cllo l-9S 
ATL,~TlC COASTAL PlAIN, OEL~WA~EY GECLOGYo MIIR,LANO, STRATIGPAPHYo 
HRGINU 
26 
1978 CALIF LNIV SCRIPPS lh!l CCEAh 
INITIAL FEFCPTS CF l~E tEEP SEA tRILLING PRCJECT, VOL ~~ NORFOLK, VA TO 
NCRFCL~, ~A Ali,-SEPT l9i5 
PlB NAl SCI FCLNC lSGFC '£3~C3 ~44 
ATL~~TIC COASTAl FLAIN,. CO~TINENTAl SHELF, DRilliNG, GEOCHEMISTRY, 
GEOLOGY. REGIC~Al ANAL,SIS 
1915 hCCCkARC-Cl~CE CCNSLLTA~T! 
MID-ATLANTIC REG.ICN~l STUCY - AN .IISSESSMEI\T OF THE CNSHCRE EFFECTS OF 
CFFSJ.:CPE CJl A~D G~S C£VELOFMENT 
AllhGR 
AllAH IC CCASHL FL#l!l, CCNT I !lENT Al SHElF, ECCNCM IC IMP ACT, fl ANAGEMENT, 
Cll, VIRGI~I~, CCIIST~L ZCNE 
l'.i76 AtiC~ 
~EGII'Hl CCNTRCL 
MARYLAI'it CCOE, A~NCTtTEO SECTICNS 8-1101, 8-1105.l(l'.i74l AS IIMENOEO 
CSLPP-1S1E) 
ATlANTIC CCIISTAl HIIIN, BEACHES, COASTAl Et\G1NEERING 1 EROSION, 
lEGJSLATICfl, NATUitlll ~ESOURCES, SECll'nT CCNTRCL, IIATE~StiEC I<At<AGEI'ENT 
1912 BRCMN FM ET ~L 
SlRLCTURAl A~C SlRATIGPAPtilC FR~~EkC~~, A~t SFIITIAl OISTRifUTICN Of 
PERfHAIHLITY CF TH ATUNTIC CCASHL I'LAI"' NCRTh CAROL IN~ TC NEh. lORK 
US GCV P~ Cff (GEGL SLRIJEl PRCF PAP 7S6l 
ATLA~TIC CCASTAL PLAIN, GEClCGIC M~PFING, GEClCGY, MAPS 
i971 NCCNA~ PF 
THE ~IRGINIA COAST ~ESfR\E, ACtUISITICN ST~ATE(IES FOR COASTAL ZONE 
PIIESERVATICII 
CGA~TAL ZCNE ~A~AGEI'EI\1 JP 314), 4(5-~17 






l<.l11 hEN~'f ~~~ 
AllAIITIC MENt'ACEII (BIIHCCRTIA TYR.AHliS} RESCLRCE .ANC FISHERY--ANALYSIS Of 
CECliNE 
NAl CCEANlC .AH'OS .AOIIH, tOT M.AR FISI-; SER~. SPEC SCI REP-FISH SER 642 
ATLAIITIC MEIIH.ACEII, CATCt 1 Ct'ES.APEAKE BAY, CCMMERCIAL FISH 1 FISH 
PCPULATICNS, FISHERIES 
197~ KENDALL Ah JR, REINlJES Jh 
GECGRAPt-;1 C ANt 1-'YIJRCGRAFH JC 0 I STR IilUT ltN OF A.TLAIITlC M ENtiAt EN EGGS AND 
lAfiiJAE ALONG HE Mlt:tlE AllAI\TIC CCAST HOI'· ~V DCLPHIN CPlJISESr 1965-66 
US fiAT ~AR FISH SER, fiSHERY fULL 13(21, 317 
~TLA~TIC ME~~ACEI\ 1 DIST~IBUTICN, EGGS, LAR~~E, I'ICOLE ATLAhTIC BIGHT 
··~···················4~·················································· AllANliC CCEU 
··~······································································· 
1977 OELA~ARE UNJVE~SITY 
A REPCR l (I\ THE ATU!I\T H CffSH RE IJSUS "ORXSHP hELC MA~ 19-a 
CEL-SG-11-11 1 NEhAR~, NJ 
AllAhTIC CCASTAl' Pl~III, ATLANTIC CCEAI\ 1 CCNTINENTAL SHELF, MONITORING, 
NATURAL RESOURCES, POLLUTANT IOENTIFICATICN, , RESOURCE OE~ELCPMENT, SPOil 
0 UPCSI!l 
l<.lH SlRANC 
At. ECOt.OIHC APPRAJSAL Cf EASTERN SHRE SEAFCCC HARVESTING 
VJ~S M~R RES At~ !ER\ SllL NC 11 
ATLANTIC CCEAN, CCI'f'EflCIAL FISt!, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MO); ECCNCMICS 
1S11 LHRENCE MB 
AllA~liC HlRFICAIIE SE~SC~ Cf 1S76 
MGIITHLY WEtT~ER ~EIJIEk 1051 4S1-5Ci 
ATLANTIC OCE.AN, l!LRRICA~E~, ~ETECPCLCGY 
1911 K~LTEF ~J El ~L 
ATLANTIC ClTER CONTINENTAL SHELF EIIEFGY RESOURCES, AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
CCRIIELL Ut.IV, DEFT AGRIC ECGII 
ATLANTIC CCEAh, CC~TIIIE~l~L S~ELF, ECCNCMICS 1 NATURAL GAS, NATURAL 
PESCLRCES, Cll, ~ESCURCE CE~ElOPMENl 
l<.l68 SUIILEY Eft 
CIRCULATICII Of THE ShElf hATERS CFF lHE CHESAPEA~E BlGtl 
OCEAN SCIENCES ANt EIIGIIIEERIIIG CF ltE ATL.AIITIC StELf SYMPOSIUM. 
TR~NSAtllCIIS PI-IL.A, P.A, 1\M<C., 19-2Ct 1%~, Pl3 
ATlANTIC OC E.A~ 1 CHESAPE~KE 8H 1 C IRCULA Tl CN, COli TIN ENTAL. SHELF 
1974 NCRCRCSS JJ ET ~l 
OE~ELOFMENT CF VCUIIG BLLEFISt (PCMtlCIIUS S.ALTATRIX) .AI\0 DISTRIBUTIO~ GF 
EGGS A~V YCUNE Ill ~IRGIIIIA~ COASTAL hATERS 
AM FIS~ SOC, T~A~S 1C3(3lt 411-~SJ C~I~S CCNTRI 62881 
All~NTIC CCE~~. BLLEFIS~, C~ESAPEA~E fAY, CISTPIBUTION P.AllERNS, E~BRYGNIC 
GRC~TH STAGE, JU~ENILE fiSHES, LAR,Al GRCWTH STAGE, ~IRGINIA 
1 '.i74 lfA~ E 1 Ill 
EI\VlRONMENTAL SLR,EY CF T~C INTERII\ DlMPSilE!t ~ICDLE ATL~~TIC BIGHT 
EN,IRO~MENlAL FRCTEC11CN AGE~CY FEGICN lilt PHILACELPHI~, PA. PUBLICATION 
EPA-903 
S-14~010/l, 154 PF 
All~NTIC CCEAN 1 I~DUSTFI/ll WASTES, MARINE ANIM.ALSr OCEANOGRAPhY, 
SE~IMENTS, SEkA€£ CISPCS~L 1 kAlEF QUALITY, MICCLE ~TlA~llC BIGHT 
1S14 LE~R tl< 
ENVIRONMENTAL SLR~EY Cf 1~0 l~TERIM OLMP511ES; MIDDLE ATLA~TIC BIG~T 
SlFPLE~E~lAl REPCRT 
ENVIRO~MENTAL PRCTECTICN AGENCY, REGICN III, PHILADELPHIA, FA PUBLICATION 
E PA-SC! 
9-74-0106, 1C7PP 
ATLANTIC OCEAN, ECHI~CCERM5, E~VIRCN~EI\TAl EFFECTS, IRCNr METALS, 
MCLLUSKSt OCEAIISr ZCCPLAII~TCNr ~ICCLE ATL,NTIC SIGHT 
lSlS 5NC~ RA 
EXTENCED FIS~ERY JURISCICTICN I~ CAIIACA AND l~E LNITEC STAlES 
OCEAN CEV A~O 11\lERI\All L.A~ 5123), 291-344 
'TlA~TIC OCEtN, SCCIC-ECCNCMJCS 1 CE,ELOPMENT, FISl!ERIES, JlRISDICTICN, 
LEGAL ASPECTS, M~N~GEMENT 
191':7 CLAI'I< J 
FIS~ ANC MAN, CONFLICT I~ lHE ~TLA~TIC ESTU~FIES 
A~ ltll(RAL SCCIET~, SfEC PUe 5, 7t P 
~llA~TIC CCE~~. CCM~EPCIAL FISHING, CCIISER,AlJCN, ECCLCGICtl !~PACT, 
ESTUARINE f~VIRDN~ENT, FIStiNG, N~Tlfl~L RE!CLRCES 
29 
19tl MASSMANN k~ ET Al 
FIS!oES ANt FISH UlftVAE CCLLECTEC HOI', ATLAUJC PLAM<TON CRUISES OF RV 
PATHFINDE~. CECEMBER 1959 - DECEMBER 196C 
VII'S SPECIAl SCI REPT ~6 
AllA~TIC CCEPNt CHESAPEAKE BAY, CATA COLLECTICNS, fiSH T~PESt HYDROGRAPhY, 
lARVAft SAMPLIN&, SlATICNS 
197€ EVfRTS Ch · 
GECMURY Of fRCfllES ACCI<CSS UNER CONTINENTAL ShELVES Of THE ATLANTIC ANO 
GUlf CCASTS Of THE U~llEC STATES 
U.S. ARMl CERC T.P.1~-3 
ATLANTIC CCEAN, BAlhYI'ElRY, BEACHES, .CONTINENTAL SHELF 
1961 NORCROSS JJ El Al 
11\!VESTIGAliCNS CF I~NER CONTI~E~TAl S~ELF hATERS Off LCMER C~ESAPE~KE BAY. 
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~AVE CLI~AlE MCDELS FC~ l~E CC~TINENTAL SHELf 
BEACH ANt NEAPSHCRE SEC SPEC PLS 24 ECGN PALEONTCL MINERCL, TULSA, GK 
I'IMSS CO~TFIB lCE) 
SHCRELJNE ERCSICl, SI-CRELINE STAeiLllY, BATH~METRY, CONTINENTAl SHELF, 




1915 fAHAY I'P 
AN ANNOTATED LIST Of lARVtl A~t JU\ENlLE FISHES CAPTURED hlTH 
Sli<FJC£-TCWE£ fiElEI< NET IN TI-E SOUU ~TLAtHIC SIGH DUI<I"'G FClR RV OOLPHIIII 
CI<~ISES BfTkEEfll ~AY 1911 A~C FEBRU~Rl 1S6S 
N~FS TEC~ FEfl SSI<F-t85 
BAYS, SEASCNAL V~RIATIC,.,S, DIVERSIFICATIO~, FISH ~ANAGE~ENT, SPAkNllliG 1 
SPECIATICN, ~ICOLE AlL,~llC EIGHT 
19B S~ IH RP 
ECCLOCICAL STUDIES IN l~E eAYS AN[ OTHER WATERWAYS NEAR liTTLE EGG INLET 
AN[ l~ THE OCEAN VICINITY Of THE PROPOSED SI1E FCR THE ATL~NTIC GE~E~ATING 
SH 11 ct;, fi.J. 
lCTHYDLCC:lCAL ASSCC I~C~ ITHACA, N.t. 
BA'YS, ECCLHY 
1976 MILSTEIN CB, THOM~S CL 
ECCLCGICAL SlUCJES IN THE fA'YS A~D CTHER h.TERhAYS NEA~ LITTLE EGG INLET 
A~C 1~ THE tCEAN IN T~E VICINilY Of T~E PROPOSED SITE FOR THE ATLANTIC 
GENER~liNC: SlAliCN 
NEw JERSE~ ICHlHYCLCGICtl AS~ 
BAYS, ECCLCG~, ESTL~RIES 
4( 
l'i64 HASKH ~H 
lhE DI~TRI8UTICN CF ClSTER l'RVAE 
PRGC S'MP EXF MAF ECCL G~AC SC~CCL GCEANCGR, LNIV RI, OCCAS FLBLI2lt 
16-St 
BAYS 1 BEHAVICP, ESTUARIES, LARVAE, CY5TERS, SALINITY, TIDES, ~ERTICAL 
MIGRAHCN 
···~······································································ EEAC~ HOS lOll 
************************************************************************** 
1<;13 KNCWUS CE 
A PREllMIII~~y STUtY Of STOR~-I,.,£~CEt BEAC~ EROSION FCR NORTH CAROLINA 
REPORT 73-5, NORTH C~RCLINA CEPART~ENl GF NATlRAL AND ECOIICMIC RESOURCES 
SHORELINE ERCSIO~, BEACH HOSlCNt EHChESr ERCSICI\, ERCSICN CCNTRCLr 
GECLOG't, AC~T~ CAFCllNAt STO~MS 
1975 E\ERTS ET ~L 
8EHAVICR Of BEACH Fill AT ATLA~TlC CITY, N£- JERSEY 
PRCCE£DINGS 14Th CCASTAl EIIIERGY CC~FE~ENCE, CCPEN~AGEN, DENMARK, 
FPB10-131f 
BEACH ERCSICN, BE~ChES, EROSIC~, ERCSION CCIIIT~Cl 
lSil LS ARMY CORPS CF ENGINEERS 
PlELIC HEA~ING, ~ll~NllC COAST Of M~RYLANC ANt ASSATEAGUE !SLANt, ~IRGlNIA 
STUCY 
~llHR 
AELT~E~TS, ACCCMA~~ COUNTY, VAt EEtC~ ERCSlON, EROSION CONTROL, 
HURRICANES, ~AR'l~~D, \J~GINIA 
****************************************•••••••*************************** BEAUES 
************************************************************************** 
lSH KHHES CE 
A FRELI~JN~~~ STLt' Of SlOR~I~ClCEC BEAC~ E~OSICN FCR NORTH CAROLINA 
PEPORT 13-5, NCRTH CARCli~A CEPART~fNl CF NATURAL AND ECCNC~IC RESCURCES 
SHORELINE ERCSIO~, BEA(~ E~CSIC~t EEACHES, ERCSICN, ERCSICN CCNTROL, 
EECLCG~, NCRl~ C~RCll~At STC~MS 
l'i16 'rJlSSC 1-E, H.aRJ~At. Ell 
BE~CK fORMS ~NE CCAST~L FPCCESSES 
I'E5A N'r EI~Hl JlTLAS I'Ct.C(R 11 1 5CP 
41 
S~ORELINE EROSIOt., BEACrES, COASTAL PlAINS, DLNES, GECMCRP~CLCGY, INLETS 
(WATER\.AYS), SEOIMENlAllCN, STCRI'St EARRIEP JSLANCS 
191~ EVERTS El Al 
BEHAVIt• tF BEACH fill Al ATLA~TIC CITY, NEW JERSEY' 
PllCCEEtiNGS 1411-i cc.aSTAL EMRG'r COHERENCE, COflEI\HAGEN, llENMJlRK, 
PP137C-13U 
BEACH fRCSlDN, 6£ACHES, EFCSJCN 1 EPCSION CCNT~CL 
ISH 11.1\Rf\KE 1:~ 
OR liST I( EE~Cf-; Ch~NCES IIi A lOll ENERGY ENVIRCNI!ENT CAUSE() B~ Ht;RRICANE 
BElS~ 
JR CECFrYS ~ES 11(61, ~Cl3-20lt 
BEACHES, PPCFllE$ 1 SlCPM! 
1918 EVERTS CH 
GECI'ETR'r OF PROFILES AtCRCSS INI\EP CGI\111\Ef\TAL SHELVES OF THE ATLANTIC AND 
GLLF CCA515 OF TtE Ulillft STATES 
U.S. All~~ CERC T.f.7~-3 
ATLANTIC CCE~N, EAltYMETRY, eEAC~ES, CCNTli\ENTIIL S~ELF 
1~74 ~tlliA~~ SJ, tl~~f CB 
GEC~ORPCLCG~ A~D SECJMENTS OF lHE 11\~tR NEW YCRK BIG~T CONTINENTAL SHELF 
US ARM\' CCASTAL ENG RE! CE~T, TECH ~E~C ~C~4S 1 SIP 
BEACHES, CORES, GECLGG,, GEC~CRFHCLCGY, PROfiLES 
l'i72 Slolfl El Al 
HCLCCENE EVCLUTJCN Cf lHE SHELF S~FfACE, CENTRAL Al\0 SC~THERN ATLANTIC 
SHELF CF NORTH AMERICA 
IN: SHElf SECIMENl TllANSPORT: PROCESS AND PATTERN, COWDEN, HllCHINSON AND 
RCSS l~C, SlROUCSELRGt PA., 4S9-5i4 
BEACHE5, CCNTI~E~Tll SHELF, ERCSJC~, SANC EARS, SAND SPITS, SECIMENTAR'r 
STRUCTlRES, SEDI~E~tAric~, SEtiMENT$, SHOALS 
1916 SlUR~ SC, GCLCS~IT~ V 
LG~G-TERM fEACH lRE~CS fPCI' ~O~THL~ FRCFILE CATA, 6, SClTHEASlERI\ 
IIIRGif\lA 
GECLCGIC~L SCCIET'r Cf A~EPICA BULLETI~, AESTRACT WIT~ PROGRA~S, NE 
SECTION, PP27S-2cC 
8EACHE!, GEOLOGY, f~CfllES 
1'i76 SllTCN CH, GCltSI'ITH ~ 
REGIONAl Tll£NC5 IN HSlCR ICAL ~1-CRELINE CHANGES• NEW JERSE'r Hl CAPE 
HATTERAS, NCRTr CARCLINt 
GECLCGICill SCCIET'I CF ~fotEPlCA EI..LLETUt AESTR~CT WITH PROGRAMS, N.E. 
SECTIO~, 2El-282 
SHCRELINE ERCSIC~, BEACKE5, tEClCG'r 
1917 MEISBlPGEP EP 
SAND RESCUPCES Of. T H INNH CCH IN ENTAL SHElf Cf THE C ~PE FEAR REG ICN, 
NCRTH C~RCL IN II 
U.S. AR~'r C.E.R.C. ~ISC RfT 77-11 
BEACHES, CCNTINENTill ~~Elf, tEPOSITION ISECIMENTSJ, ~~PS, SEISMIC ST~DIES 
1Slt At.O 
SEti~ENT CCNTRCL 
~i!RYLAf\C CCDE, At\NCHHO SECliCNS 6-1101, B-110.5.1U<J14) AS i!foEI\!lEIJ 
ISLFP-197fl) 
ATL~NTIC CCASTAL Pli!JN, Bfj!CHES, CCASTAL EfiGII\EERING 1 EllCSlC~, 
LEGISLATIUi, 1\ATLRAL llESOl!RCES, SEI:IHNl C£NTRCL, IIATERSHEC ~.At\AGE~ENT 
··~·······~···~···~···············~······································· BEO~ 
**************************••·················~···························· 
1911 C~A~H(ll~ P! 
~ETHOtS FCR COMPUTING SAND kAVES 
CCEA~CLCG~ li(l}, ct-tS 
BEllS, GECL((l\', GCEIIHI::RHH, SAN() !lAVES, SEOIMENlARY STRUCTURES 
····~·4·································································*· BE~~\ICR 
·····························································~···•••****** 
lS74 CLl~ fl 1 SA~ET C 
eEtAVICR Cf MARI~E CRGAI\ISMS AS A ~EASURE Of fElRClEUM CC~TAI'INATICh. 
PRCCEEti~GS (f CCNFE~E~Cf ~NC WCP~S~GP 0~ ~ARI~E ENVIRCNMENTAl 
I~FLICHIHS ••• 
ESlUARINE RESEARC~ fEDERIITIO~, CCLLEEE PARK, ~[ 
BE~·VICR, CIL PCLllllC~, OIL I~CLSTRY, OIL ~A!TES 
43 
1S73 PILSC~ ~E,, .GClCSlfl~ E 
COASTAL AND OfFShCRE EN\lRON~E~lAl JNvENTCRY, C~PE HATTERAS TC NANTUCKET 
SHCALS lt ~ARI~E ~A~~ALS 
I'~R FUEL SER 121. 8, 1,...1!, 13€ 
BEHAVIOR, CISTRIBUTICN 1 GECG~AfHIC~L REGIONS 1 "ARINE MAM"ALS 1 ~IGRATION 1 
RE\IE~St FEEDING 
1916 JCNES Fh El Al 
CEVELCPHI\ 1 Cf FISHS CF lH f'.lt-A UAI\ Tl C BIGHT 
PLE UHitS 6 VCL 
BE~AVICRt ATLAS• CISTRIBUTICN 1 FIS~, FIS~ EGGJr JUVENILE GRGitTH STAGE, 
lARVtf 
1S72 SCHEllER A 
FECLNDITY 'NC FOSSIBLE MtO£ Cf CEVELCFMENl OF SOME CEEP-SEA CFHIUROIOS 
UI'IICL tCEAIICGR 111.<1), 193-19S 
BE~AVICR, BENTHOS, EGESt ELECT~IC PEJCTORS, FECUNDITY, REPROCUCTICN 
19i:O. EOWA~CS Rlt liVINGSlCN R 
OBSER~ATIC~S CN THE BEhA\ICR (f lHE PGRPCISE CELPHINUS DELFHIS 
SCIE~CE 132(34181~ 35-3i: 
BE~AVIDR. ~ARINE MAMMALS, fEEDING 
1964 ~ASI<ll\ hi-
THE Ol~l~ISLTICII CF CYSTER L~R~AE 
PRGC S'VMP EXP MAll ECCl GPAC SCtlC(l DCEANDGR, UNIV Rlt OCCAS PLBU2), 
i6-8C 
BAYS, BEHA111Cil, ESTUM<IESr LAR\IAE 1 OYSTERS, SAliNITY, TIDES, vERTICAL 
I!IGRATICN 
***********************************~************************************** llHEFICIAl liSE 
************************************************************************** 
1CJ75 A~CN 
OCEA~ CL~PI~G: f~llACELFhlA 1 S STCR~ 
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE ~NC TECH~CLCG~ ~(10), ~li:-917 
BENEFICIAL USE, ~EAVY ~ETALSt LA~O RECLAMATICI\, OCEANS, PER~ITS, 
RECLAMATIC~, REGll~TlC~, SEWAGE CISPCSAL, SLUDGE DISPOSAL, hASTE DISPOSAl 
44 
****************•···~····················································· SHThlC FAt..Nft 
************************************************************************** 
1966 f'ERRlll AS, fOSS ~J 
BENTHIC ECCLCG~ ANC fAlNAL CrA~GE PELATl~G TC CYSTERS FRCM A DEEP BASIN IN 
THE LOWER PATLXENT RIVER 1 "ARYLANC 
BENT~IC FAUN,, DEEP-~JlfR ~ASITJTSw G~CWT~ RATES, CYSTERS, PATLXENT RI~ER 
1~76 ~ALRE~ C £1 'L 
BENT~IC fAUNAl AS£EMBLAGES OFF THE tELMARVA PENINSLLA ESTUARINE AND 
COAS1AL liAR SCI ~(2) t li:3-1 11 
BENTHIC FAU~At CCNTI~ENTJL S~ELF 1 CJSTRifUTION, INVERTEBRATES, SEASONAL 
Cl!TRIBUIIDIIt ~IRGINIA 
1912 .. ARKLE CF 
BENTHIC FISH ASSDCIAliCIIS ON THE CCI\llNENTAl SLCPE OF THE ~ICDLE ATLANTIC 
eHrT 
VIMS THESIS ICOll -ILLIAM Al\0 MARY) 
SEIIlHIC FAUN~, CC~TI~ENT~l S~Elft CISTRJBUTIO~, FISH PCPllATICNS, GONADS, 
SP~WNI~G, LENGTH-FREGUENCY ClSTRIBUllCNS, SEA~OBII\S 
1S74 MARI<LE CF, ~LSICI< JA 
BHTHIC-SLCPE FISHES FCUD AT 9COM [filTH ALCNG A TRANSECT IN THE WESTERN N 
ATl~NllC CCEAI\ 
M~RINE fiCLCG' 2tl3lt ~2~-233 
BENTHIC FAU~At DISTRIELTICN P~TTERI\S, FISk, SPECIATION, ~ICDLE ATLANTIC 
EHH 
1s11 ecesn tf 
CISTRteUTlGN AND STRUCTLRE OF BENTHC CCMMLNIT IES IN A GRAD lENT ESTUARY 
PH[ CISSE~TATICN~ CCllEGE Cf ~llll·~ AND ~AR'V, ~ILLIAMSeURG, VIRGINIA 
COMMUNIT~, EENT~IC fAUNA, BENThiC FLORA, BENThOS, ESTUAPIES 
lCJ6S ll~P~NS CJI 
OISTRIBLTICNr GRChlh A~O eEH~VlC~ CF THE SPCTTEC HAKE IN THE CHESAPEAKE 
EIGI-T 
\IJ~S THESIS (CCll ~llLIA~ ~NO ~A~'l 
BENTHIC FA~NA, CrES,PE,KE EA,, fiSr eE~AVICR, YG~K RIVER 
4!i 
191!i SEDBERRY GR 
fGCG hABITS Cf SCME DE~E~SAL flS~ES Of THE CONTINENTAL SLCPE ANO RISE 
~IMS T~ESI5 (h AI\C M) !ECBER~Y GR 
BEI'iTHIC FALM. CthlltiENTAl St-!Etft tEEF-WHER IHillTATS, DEHRSJIL FISHES, 
FISii tHTS 
1912 CAV IS J 
SEASONAL A\IAJI.AllllfTY Al\0 OlSTRllliJllON Of BENThiC FISHES Of CHESAPEAKE 
llHiH 
VII!S IIAM;SCRIFT 
BENTHIC fAUNA, OlS1RlBU1ICN, Fl~fiS~ IND~STRY, FISH POFULATICNS, 
FISHERIES, SEASONAL GIS~RllllflONt MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
1964 ki~LEY Rlt MCINTY~E At 
SOf'E QliAlllATI\IE CCMfA~l!Gf\S CF £FfS~CRE MEIOBENTHOS ANIJ I!ACRCBENHOS 
SCliTH OF ~~RT~A 1 S VINEY,Rt 
LIMNOL CCEANCGR S (~), 4E5-4S3 
BENTHIC FAUNA, 8E~THCS, OENSIT,, fCRA~INiffRAt METEOROLOGICAL DATA, 
PLANK1CN, FCFLLATICN 
196~ BUlAS foi,A, GlBSCN TG 
SPECIES DIVERSITY, BENTHONIC ftRA!tlf\IFERA IN IIESTERN NORTH ~TlANTIC 
St!HCE !63(H62l• 72-15 
BENT~lC f~UNA, FCRAI!INJFERA 
1916 Z-NEV!LD JS, WILLIS kM 
THE ~ARINE ALGA£ Cf THE AMERICAN CC~Sl BET~EEN CAPE MAY, NE~ JERSEY ANO 
CAPE ~ATTERAS, NOPT~ CtRDLINA. III PHAEOPHYT~ 
BOl MAR 1911J, .3!-46 
AlG~E, BENT~IC FAUNA, OISTRIBUTICN, SYSTEMATICS 
****** ~-U U**** 4 t Ull t "*** 4 t U * ***" ll ****" t>tll * ltll****** ** ~*** otll ************* 
BENHIC FLGIIA 
*****"***"********************"*"*••······································ 
1911 BOESCh CF 
OISTRIBUTICIII ANG SlRliClUIIf Of EEHHC COI'!MUNITIES IN A GRACIENT ESTUARY 
PHC CISSERlAllO~, CGLLEGE CF WILLIAM AND MARY, ~llllAMSBURG, ~IRGI~IA 





1 <;76 BRENU• G 
A (CMFAFATJ\E Sll[Y Of BE~T~IC CCMIIUNITJES OF CREOGEC LAGOCNS, TIDAL 
CREE~S, ANC AREAS CF THE CPEN BAY I~ LITTLE ASS~hOMAN !~DIAN RIVER AND 
RE~OBOTH 8A)S, Oflt~tRE, 112F 
BENTHOS, CELAWARE~ CREtGIN~, LAGCCNS 
1912 FR~~z CR, Cl~~K KE 
A CISCl:SSJGNOF TH SYSTEMATicS, REPROCUCTJIJE ElClCGY, AND ZOOGEOGRAPHY Of 
PCLYCEREllA Efoi,EilJCNI ANC IH:UTEC SPECIES fGASTROFOilA NUOIBRANCHIAJ 
VELIHF 14{3), 21:5-210 
BENT~OS, EGGS, GECGRAPhlCAl REGIONS, INVERTEBRATES, ~OLLUSKS, COASTAL 
ZCNE, NltiER~NCH 
1~11 MILSTEIN (B ET tl 
A MAJOF Kill CF ~ARI~E GRGAhiSMS IN THE MIOCLE ATLANTIC BIGHT DURING 
Sl.i~MER 1976 
ICTPYOLCGICAL ASSDC INC fLLL 16 
BENTHOS, CfMERSAL FIStES, FISH~Ill 1 fCULING, HVD~OG~~PHY, lN~ERTEBRATESt 
MCI<TA ll n 
1 Ci13 'WCLNG JS 
A ~ARINE Klll IN Nfh JERSEY CO~SlAl ~ATEPS 
MAR PCLL Blll 4, 1C 
BENltOSt FISh~lLL, INVE~TEBRATES, MCRTALIT'W 
1S73 AHE 1< .. 
A NEW CYtlOPlERIO FISH, LIPARIS 11\,LlliNUS, ASSCCIATEC hlTH ThE SEA 
SCALLCFt PLACCFECTEN M~GEllA~IC~S, IN THE ~ESTEPN NORTh ATLA~TIC, ~ITH 
NOTES CN ThE LIPARIS LlPARIS CC~FLE) 
COPEIA 1Ci13(4), it1-ICi4 
BENTHCS, CISTRIBlliC~, FISH, GECGR~PHICAL REGICNS, NEKTON 
1~12 ClillEP Eft ClFfY ~' 
A l'iEW SPECIES Of F~~SCGliC~ ISIPUNCul'l FRCM T~E WESTE~N NCRlH ATLAI'iTIC 
PRCt BICL SCC ~ASH £5(t), 1l-7t 
BE~ThCS, NEW SPECIES, CC~Tl~ENT~L SlCFE, CISTPifLTICNt GEOGRAPHICAl 
REGICI\S 
41 
19t6 ALLE~ JA, S~~tERS ~l 
ADAPTAliCI\S TC ARYSSAL LIFE AS SHCIIN EY lt:E lll'VALVE ABilA PROFUNOCRUM 
CHJlliJ 
I:EEP SEA RESEARCk 13, ll1~1H4 
ACCLI~AllZ,llON~ FkVSICLOGY~ AN~TC~V, 6ENTHCS• tlGESTION, MOLLUSKS, 
PESPIRHIO 
1974 WAlLIN~ L ET AL 
AN E'IIAllATION CF St:II.IIGE SlUDGE OUfolflt.G ON HE llENlt\OS CF DElAWARE BAY 
MARII\E PCLlUTICN BULLETIN 5, 39-42 
BENTHOS, SEWAGE, SLUDGE, WASTE DISPOSAL, k~STE DUMPS, CElAWARE SAY 
1910 ~USICK J~, ,CE~C~Rt~ Jt 
A~TUM~ AND kiNlER CCCU~~E~CE CF CECAFDD CRLSl~CEANS IN C~ESAFEAKE BIGHT, 
IJH 
CRUSTACEilNil 221Pl 2), l'lC-20C llllf'S CCNH 414) 
BE~THOS• CRLSHCEAIISt FHYLCGEIIY, SEASCNAL CISTRIBUTIGN 
1965 HESSLER RR, 5ANCEFS kl 
BATHYAL LEPTCSTRACA FRCM THE CCt.TliiENlH SLCPE Of THE NCRTHEASlERN UNITED 
SlATES 
CRLSTACEAIIl 9(1), 71-14 
BE~THOS, CCI\llNEI\TAL SLOFEt FISH• f 151-' Hll<CNCMY 
1914 KINNER PC El Al 
BENlliiC JN'VERTEBRHES HI OflAWAI<E EJlV, ANHI.H-SECIMEI\1 ASSCCIATIONS Of THE 
CC~IUt-1 HECIES 
INT REV EES tYCRCBICl !~~ f€5-lCl 
ANIMAL GRClPINGS, BE~lliOS 1 DC~lNANl CRGAfiiSMSt INVERTEEPATES, SEDIMENTS, 
OELJhARE BAV 
1913 llCES{H CF 
CLASSIFICilliCN AND COMMUNITY SlRLCTURE Of ~ACRCBENTHCS IN THE hAMPTON 
ROADS ARE,, \IRGl~IJl 
MARINE BICL 21, ~2f-~44 
CCMI!UNilY 1 BENTHOS., ECOLOGY, ll'iliEIIltllRATES, liil~.PTCN ROACS 
l~tO MONNIOl c. ~C~NICT f 
CEEP SEA ASCICIAIIS COLLECT£[ BY ltE ATLANTIS, ATLANTIS lit ANt CHAIN 
CEEP SEA RE~ l1tll, 3H-.B6 
BEHHOSt DEEP IIAlER·, DEEF-IIAlEP 1-oAEITATS, SYSTE~ICS 
1912 L~UilllZ CR, Mill! EL 
DEEP-SEA A~PI'lfOCA fi<Cf' THE IIESTERt. NCRH ATLAI\TIC OCEAI\, CAPRELLIOEA 
CAt- J ZOCL 50141, 311-3c3 
A~PHIPOCftt BENlliCS, CRl51ACEAt.5 
1913 Sf'llk KLo TEAl JM 
DEEP-SEA eENli'IC CHII'UNITY RESf IRATIO. All It-t SITU STUDY H 18~0 METERS 
SCIENCE 17~(4010), 2€2-2t3 
BENTHOS• CO"TINENTAL SHELF, CCNllNENl.L SLCPE, E~EPGY EUCGET, OXYGEN 
DEMAND, RESPJR~TlC~, SECI~E~Ts,·sue~APINES 
1913 J~~~ASCA ~~. hiRSE~ CC 
DEEP-SEA MICRCORGANIS~S, I~ SITU RESPCNSE lC NLTRIENT ENRICH~EIIT 
5CIEt\CE lSCl4CBtl 1 641-643 
BENT~OS, MICRCBlCLCGY, MICRCCRGANIS~S, SUBM~RtNES 
l9t5 1-~RUA~ C 
CEfP-WATER fEfiTHC POLHhtElCUS ANIIELIDS OFF NEW EI\GLA~O H SERMUOA ANC 
OTHER ~CRlh All.llflll( ilREAS 
J ~A~ ~ES 21(2), fl-93 
BE~THOS, CI5TR18UTICN, FCLYCt•ETESt SVSTEMICS 
1~76 WATLING L El tl 
DELAIIA~E BAY BE~lHIC ~~~E~TEfRITE t!Sf~SLAGE$ 
IN, k~TLING l AND C MtURER tEtlTORS) ECOLOGICAl STUDIES ON BENTHIC ANO 
PLANKTONIC ilSSEMBLAGES 1~ lOWE~ CELA~ARE B~Y. ~EPGRT TC NSf 
RANN PRCGR~~ 6~0Pf 
EENlli(S, ECCLCGY, 1N\ERTEERATES 1 DELAWARE SAY 
1~7C SMITH kG, FAHAY ~f 
DESCRIPTION Of EGGS JlNC LARVAE CF lliE SUM~E~ flClNDER, PARALICHTHYS 
cer.un.s 
LS BlR SPORT FISh hllCliFE RES REP (7~), l-21 
ANATOMY, BENTHCS, FISt, FLATFI!Ii, LARVAE, PIG~EN15 
1916 fEARCE JE El ~l 
Ol!lRIBLTIO~ AND ~fUfiCA~CE Cf BE~THlC ORG~NIS~S IN THE NEW YCRK BIGHT 
e-1968- l:t-1911 
NOtA DR ERL MESA-7, NAT M~R FIS~ SE~, 8CUlDER, CClC 
BE~THOS, D~T~ COLLECTICNS, OISTRIBLTICN PAlTf~N$, INYERTEER~lES, SL~YE~S, 
~IttlE ilTL,NTlC eiG~T 
1916 FEARCE J~ ET Al 
DI~TRIBLTICIII AND ~EU~CA~CE CF BE~l~IC ORGA~ISMS IN THE NEW YCRK BIGHT 
.llPO .. He; ~-E, l'i73 
NO.IlA OR ERL MESA-e, NAT MAR FI~k SE~t BCvlDER, COLO 
BEhHiOS, DATA C!lllECliCt-S, lllSTI<lBtJTIGN PATTERNS, IN\IERTEBRAHS, SlR\IE'VS, 
MICCLE ATLA~TIC BIG~l 
1911 BCESCH IJF 
CISTRIBUTION AND STRLCTURE OF EENTHIC CO~MLNITIES IN A GRAClENT ESTUARY 
PHC CISSH<TATION, tCLLEt:E Cf WILLUM MiD M.oiRYt WILLIAMSBURG, \IIRGINIA 
CCfiMUNllY.1 eEI\lJ;JC FAUNA, BHHHC flCI'At BEI\THCS, ESTUlRIES 
1517 BCESCH Oft El AL 
t:ISTIHiliJTlCN ANO SlRl:CTlRE CF CCMfllJHTIES Cf fiACPCilENTHCS ON THE OUTER 
COI\TINENlAl SHElf CF TH MICCLE ATL~NTIC 81GiiT: 1915-l'i76 lN\IESTIGATIONS 
VIMS SFAMSH 175 1 GlCLCESlER PCIH, \lA 
BENTHOS, 8IOlOGIC~L COI'MtJNlliESo CCNTINEI\TH ShELF, tiSTRIEUTION PATTERNS 
19ti ~ERRILL AS. RCPES J~ 
DISTRIBUTJC~ Df SCl:THERN CtJAHCGS Of THE ~IttLE ATLANTIC COAST 
COI'~ER fiSt llE\1 2'!it4), 62-E4 
BEI'iT~OSt FISHING, fiSHitiGa GECGRAPHlCJ!l REGJCJ~St !IOLLUSKS. POFULATIOI\., 
SllE 
l<;;~c; CliAHn P 
CC"AX FCSSCR 1 A SUMMER RANEE EXTE~SIO~ OF OCNtX VARIABJLIS 
"A.l TillS E3 ( u I 1-1'-
BENTHtS, Cl~MS, CURRENTS tWATER) 7 ClSlRIBUTION, MOLLUSKS, SYSTEMATICS 
1916 WATLII'\G L, ~AUEI< t tEtiTCRS) 
ECClOGICH STUCIES IJN BENThiC AND FlANKTCNIC ASSEMBlAGES If\ LOWER DELAWARE 
BA'¥ 
A RPT TC TliE NSF. RESEARC~ APFLIED TC 1\AllCNAL NEECS PROGRAM. 650P 
BENThOS, ECCLCCY, PLA~KTC~, DELAWARE fAY 
1960 SANCERS l-ILt HEISLE .. PR 
ECClCGY CF ThE OEEP-SE~ EfNTtCS 
~CIENCE 16313814l; 1419-1424 
CC~STAL WATERS, BHlHOSt SEASONAl 'IARlATlO~S, €ECTHEFMAl STU[IES, LARVAE, 
ZOCFLAN~H~ 
1~14 BENC£R ;e ET ~l 
EFFECT OF A~ GIL SPILL CN BENTHIC A~I~ALS l~ THE LOWER YCRK PIVER 1 \IIRGINIA 
PROC OF A SY~PCSIUM tiU IW~KSHCF HHC AT NBS, MAY 13-17, GAITHERSBURG, 
M.oiRYUtd:, ~BS SPEC PlBL NC.4C'i, 2~H-.259 
OIL SPILLS, llEIHHCS, YCRK lilHP 
1974 ~ALRER D ET ~L 
EFFECT Of SFCiiL IHSFOSAL 0~ BEMIHC COMMUNITIES NEAR TI-lE MCliTH OF CELAkARE BAY 
REPORT TC CElAkAPE Rl\lfR SAY AUTHORITY, UNI~ERSllY OF DELA~ARE 200PP 
CCf'MUNITY, DREDGE SPOil, BENH!OS, CCMMUNilY DE'oEUJPMENT, CRECGING, 
ECCLOGY, EFFECTS, CELA~APE Bt~ 
1977 TAYLOR ~R, lAFl JI 
EFFECTS OF ENERG~ RElATE[ PERTliREATIONS CN lhE BIOFUNCTICNS OF ESTUARINE 
ANC CCASl'L PLANKTON. IN PRCGRES~ 
CHESAPEAKE fAY 11'\Sl., JCH~S HCPKJI\S L~IV., AM\~PCLIS, I'C 
BENT~CS, ESlU~RIE~. NCRl~ CARCLINt 
1<;73 A~O~Ek5 JC 
EFFECTS CF TI<OPICAL STORI' AGNES ON EPIFAUI\AL II\~ERTEBRATES IN VlRGII\IA ESlLARIES 
CHESAPE~~f ~ClENCE 14, ~23-234 
BE~THOS, CHESAPE.IlKE EAY, CI\IERSJFICATICI\ 1 ECCLCGV, 11\\lfRTEERtTES, 
SALINITY, STAillliTY, SlCPM RLNCFF, lRCPICAL CYCLCNES 
1973 lEAR CW El AL 
H\1 SLR\IE'V (f INlERIM CCE~N DUIIFING, !liDDLE All fiGHT 
NTIS REPORT PB-22S itl 
211f SEFT 13(1491 
CCI'MUNITY, fENTHOS, CONTINENT~L SHELF 1 COPPER, HEAVY I'ETAL~ 1 PliVTCPlA~KlC~. I SlliCGE [ISPCStl 
1915 \IIRGJ~JA IN~lllllE CF MARI~E SCIE~CE 
EN\IIPO~MENT'L DATft ACQlJSITICN A~D A~ALYSIS, MID-ATltNTIC DCS BETWEEN ~IMS A~[ BU! FC~ HiE PERIOC 3C JliH, 19i5-3C SEFl 1 1'375 QlARTERlY PRCGRE~S ~EFCFT 
EACTERIA, EE~TtCS, CtEM!SlRY, CCNTl~ENTAL StELF, FORAMINIFERA, 
OCEANOGR,PI-'h TRACE ELEHNTS, II~VES (loATERJ, iCCPLAl\t<TCII 
1915 VIRGINIA IN~TlllTE Cf MARINE ~CIENCE 
ENVIROI\MENHl CATA ACCUISITIOI\ Al\0 AI\Al\'SIS - I"IC-AlLMiTIC CCS BETWEEN 
\III'S Al\0 Blfl HR 111E PHICC 1 CO, l'i75-:H CEC, l<.ll5 
21\t QU~RTERLV SUf'MAR\', FRCGRESS REPCRl 
BACTERH, BEHHOS, Ct-.Efo\ISH.'fo COIITIJIENTAl S11Elft fCRAfllNlfERA, 
CCEANCGRAF11Yt TRACE ELEMENTS, WAVES (~ATER)t ZOOPLANKTON 
1913 CElli\ H 
EPIFAUNA OF THE PAf'LICC Rl\ER ESTUAR,, NCRlH CARCllNA 
MS THESIS EAST CARCLII\A UI\IVERSITY. GREENVILLE, 1\0RTH CAROLINA, 114PP 
eENTfCS, ECClCGYt lN~ERlEERATES, ~CFTH CARCLINA 
1Cj6E 5CHCENEil .A 
EVIDENCE FCR REPRCDLCll\E PERICtiCIT~ IN.lHE DEEP SEA 
ECCLCG) 4Sil), El-87 
BENTHOS• EPEECINE, SEASCNAl VAFIATICNS, CISTRIBUTION, EGGS, GEOGRAPHICAL 
REGIONS, GCNAOS, REPROD~CTICI\, SIZE 
1967 flESSLER RR, SA.CERS Hl 
FAUNAL OBERSIT't 1~ TH CEH-SEil 
tEEP SEA RES l4t 6~-iB 
eENTtOS, BCTTOM SEDIMENTS, OEN!llY, SPECIATION 
!S12 SCHCENER A 
FECli\DITY .AM: PCSSII.llE IIGCE Cf CEIIELOFMENT Cf SCME CEEP-SEA OPHIUROIOS 
lli'NGL CCE~I\CG~ l1C.U, 193-l<.l<i 
BEHAVHR, BENTHOS, EGGS, ELECHIC llEHTORS, fEClNOITY, REPRCCUCTICN 
19E5 E~ERY KC ET Al 
GECLOEY A"C lliCLCGY Cf THE SfA fLOCR AS CECUCEC FROM SIMUlTANEOUS 
PHCTOt~APtS A~C !I~PLE5 
LIMl\OL CCEAIIOGR ICCU, 1-21 
BEI'\lliOS, BIClCGY• CCt-.111\HlAL SHELf, CONTINEI\TAL SLOPE, CIJ~RENTS I hAlER)' 
GECLCGY, PtCTOGRIF~Y, SECIMENlS 
1S7C CISlAGNA MA ET AL 
HARD CLAM CULTlRE ~ElH(O DE~El(PEC AT VIMS 
M~R RESCLR ~OV SE~ (4), 1-3 
BE~THOS0 CL~MSt fREDAllO~, S~ELLFllf 
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1S65 BClSf IELD El 
11AUSTCRIIO~E CF 1\Ek ENGltl\[ ((RlSTACEA, A~PHIFGCAl 
PRCC US IIAT MUS, SI'ITHSCI\ lNSl 11 H35121. 15'1-240 
AMPHIPCOA, BENTHCS, CRlSlACEANS, OISTRIBUTIC~, GEOGRAPhiCAL REGIONS, 
INTERTICAL AREAS, INVERTEERAlfS, SYSTEMATICS 
1977 flltDEU (l 
hiSTGPATHCLCGJCAL ST~CIES ON T~ELVE BENTHIC IN~E~TEBRATES fRC~ ThE MIOCLE 
AlLANl!C CllE~ CCI\ll~E~TAL SHELf 
Cwl~S S~P~SCE 17Sl 
BENTHOS, CCI\TINENlAL StELF, CRlSlACEA~S, ECHI~CDER~St ~OLlLS~S, PAThGlCGV, 
SHELLF!Sf, HISlOLCGICAl INVESTIGATICI\S 
191~ E~EP~ CC, LCHlPI f 
LIF~ {IN) ~ESTER~ NORlf AllAI\TIC CCEA~, TtPCEPAFHV, ROC~S, Sl~UCTURE~ 
~ITER, LIFE, AI\~ SED!~ENl! 
AltER ~SS FETRClElli HCL MHI ( 111t 304-332 
EEI\T~GS, FISH, 1\IlRGGEI\t NUTRIENTS, CRGAI\IC ~AlTER, PHVTCPLA~~TC~, 
RHIEI!St 
l<J12 lEI\CRE l<ll 
MACRCBE~T~CS GF lHE PAMLICC RIVER ESTUAR~, NORl~ CAROLINA 
ECCLCG IC~L I'CI\GGfCAFHS 42, S 1-6<; 
BE~THOS, E!llAfClES, ~0~1~ CA~Cli~A 
191E KI~I\EfC F, Wtlll~G l 
MElHCCCLCGICAL BE~l~IC SlUCIES 
IN, ~AlliNG, l ll"C C M~LRER (fCilO~Sl ECtLCGICAl STUDIES 01\ EE"THIC ANC 
PlA~KTCNIC •ssE~ELAGE I~ LO~E~ CEll~~~E B~V 
REfCJll H HF 
RAI\N PFUGRA~, 35S-44~ 
BE~T~OS, DEl~h~Rf, ~El.CCCLC(V, FLI~T CISE.SES 
1916 JACCB~C~ JP 1 l~~Ch ~p 
'10 ATl~hTIC OllER CC~lli\E~TAL SHELF BE~CHMAil• Sl~CIES 
IN OCE~NS .lt PRCC 2~0 A~N CCMel~E[ CC~F C~ lHf ~TS 
A~ALYSIS, BENTHCS, CCNTINE~TAL SHELF, INIIESTIGATIO~S, SAMPLING, SECIMENTS, 
ZCCFLA~I<TCN 
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1S73 LlDCLF~ C El Al 
NEURAL CONHCL OF f"IGRATIOII" CF PRtlllfo\Al SCREEI'I lf\G PIGMENT f'W RETINULAR 
CELLS CF THE Ski"MING CRAE CAlLI"ECTES SAPIOUS 
EICL BUll 145(1)~ 15S-17C 
CO~STAL E~VIRCN~E~l. EE,..THCS~ OPTIC~L PRCPERTIES, PIGMENTS, ELUE CRAB, 
HISTCLOGICAL I~VESliG~llC~S 
1962 G~LTSCFF PS, f"ERRILL ~S 
NOlES ON SHll IUJRPtJOLGGYt Glllli!ITH, AND DISTRlBUTICN Of CSTREA EIIUESTRIS 
SA' 
fULL MAR SCI GULF CARIB.l2t21t 234-244 
BENTHOS., FGULihG, f"CLLlSI<St ~GIIPtlOLOGY, SAlllillYt SYSTEMHICS 
1911 PGwE GT 
OBSERVATICNS CN llCllO,. CU<RENTS AliC EPIBENUHt POPUUllCIIIS IN HATTERAS 
Slff(~RIIIIE CAIIIYCii 
DEEP SEA RES 18(6), 56CJ-5H 
BEIIITHOS, CINYDNS., INVE~lEB~ATES, PCLYCHAETES, PCRIFERAt SPATl~l 
OISTRUlbriCN 
1S6f SCUTtk~~C EC 
ON A NEat GENUS Cf PCGCIICFHUE fRCM lH WESTERN AtlANTIC OCEAN, WITH 
OESCRIPTICNS Of TWC 1\!Ek SPECIES 
BULL 11-AR SCI 1St lh ISrlH 
BENTHOS, ~E~ SPECIES, E~BP~CNIC GRChl~ Sl~GEt SPECIFIC G~AVJTY, CO~STAL 
ZCH 
1912 R~IIEY EC 
PART 2t PRCfLEMS AND FREOICTEC CONSEQUENCES Gf POWER PLAIIITS CN ThE MARINE 
ECCLCGY ~l OCEAN SITES Cff ~fh JERSE' 
CI~J ECOLO~ICAL CCNSIOfRAllONS FOR OCEAN SITES CFF NJ FOR PRCPOSEO NUC 
GE~ER ~TA lt llS-139 
BENTHCS, HAPCRAliCN, PHTCPLANKTOt., PCWER PLAUS, PRESSURE .,EAOr 
SALINITY., SP~PLING, lfi'PERATURE, W'TER QLALilY, ZGCPLA~KTCN 
19i2 ~URPWSKI liS 
PART 3, RHU TS OF TAGGING BFERII\HITS OF SU~MER FLOUNOEP, PARtlliCt!THYS 
VE~l,(llUS, CC~DUCTED I~ ~E~ JEPSEt ~tilERS FRC~ 1960 TC 1967 
tiN) ECCl COt.S FCR CCEI\11 SITES OFF ~J FCR HOf NtJC GEN SUTICIIS 2.t 1-73 
BEHr.os, BREEDING, SEASO~AL VAPIHIC~S, FISt!, FISH M.lGRHION, flATFISH, 
SE~SCN,(IL 1 TP(;(;JN( 
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1911 BARKER AMt ~CPES Jh 
PART 3, THE AllAhTIC Sl~F CLA~ fiS~ERY - 1969 
CO~MER FISH ~EV 33(6t, 35-42 (~LSC INI ECCLCGJCAL CONSICERATIONS FOR OCEAN 
SITES CFF NE~ JERSEY FOR PROPCSEO NLCLEAR GENER~TING ST~TIONS, 2 
BE~THOS, C'TC~, CLAMS, CCM~ERCIAL fiSHING, OISTRIBUTICN, GfCGRAPhiC~L 
REGICNS, SHElLFl!~ 
1969 f(EP~Ill AS 1 RCPE~ Jk 
PART 3t ThE GEhERAL CI!TRlfUTICN Of JHE SL~f CLAf" ~NC CCEAN CLAHCG 
PROC ~AT ShELLFISt ASS SS, 40-45 CAlSC INJ ECOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS FCR 
CCHN SITES llff NEll JERSEY fCI< FRHCSEO NUC GfN STAT 
BENThOS, C~TCH, CLAf"St DlSTRIBUTIDii, GEOGPAFHICAL REGIONS, ShELLFISh, 
~ERTICAL "lGI<AliCii 
1S14 HAECRICH Rlo hENOERSC~ ~R 
PEL~GIC FCDC OF CORYFhAENOIOES ARMlTUS, A CEEP BENTHIC RATTAIL 
OEEF-SEA JIES 21(Sl, H<j-144 
BENTHCS, f 1 SH, FISH 0 lETS, NEK TCN 
19«:6 R£JPES Jll 
FITAR I'Ht!UA~~. liEW t:CST FOil ~ALACCfCEllA GROSSA 
NAlllLIS 7SI4l 1 13C-1:!3 
ff~l~OS, HC!TS, ~ClllS~5, ~E~EFlEA~S 
l«.iE3 lliiGLn H 
PCGONCP"CRA CN THE NE~ ENGLA~O CO~liNENTAL SltPE 
SCIE~CE 1411351SJ, 35B-~59 
BE~THCS, FORAMINIFERA, PCLYCHAETES, PCPULATlCN, SECIMENTS 
1St2 5ANCERS ~l, ~ESSLEII PR 
PRI~PULLS 'llANTISl ANt PRI~PULUS FRCFUNDUS ThC ~Ek SPECIES CF PRIAPULlDS 
FRCM BAltY~l ANO ABYSSAL CEPTHS OF THE NCRTH ATL~~TIC 
DEEP SEA RES 9 1 125-l3C 
EEH~OS, l~~VAE 
1974 1-:AHlRlCtl RL, FCLLU\1 FT 
R,(IRELY SEft. FIS~ES CAPTURED IN HtO!O~ SUBMARI~E CAII,CN 
J FISh RES EO CAN 31(2lt 231-23~ 
EEt.l~CS, ERLSH COIIT~CL, CISTRieUTICN, FIS~, IIEKTON 
19tl ~CPAE EC JR 
REC CRAB E~PLCRATICI'<S Cff WE IICHt:EASTEI<N CCAST Of THE U"'ITED STATES 
LCM~ER fiSH RE~ 23(5), 5-10 
BENT~CS, CCMMERCl~L fl!~IIIG, CR~B 11\CUSTRY, CR~BS, EXPLORATICN, FISHERIES, 
SHELLfiH 
1'>65 BUMPlS tf 
~ESICUAL D~IFT ALCII~ ltE EOTTCH ON T~E COIITINENTAL SHELF IN ThE MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC BIGHT A~EA 
LIMNOLOGY AIID OCEANOGRAPHY \CL 10, 196 L5 75TH ANNIVERSARY VCLUME (WOODS 
HCLE OCEAIICER INSl CCN1P 1646J 
A~ERICAN SHAC, AllANTIC OCE~N, BENl~CS, BOTTCM SEDIMENTS, CO~TINENTAL 
SHELF, INST~U~£~1~110~ 
1'35! TURI\ER RC 
SCAPttCPCCS Cf THE HLIINiiS CREC<:IIIGS IN lHE ltESTERN ATUNTIC WITH A 
CATALOGUE 
DEEP-SEA RES 3 ( HFPU, 3C'i-32C 
BENTHOS, GISlRIBUTI0~ 1 GEOGRAPhiCAL RECIONS, MOLLUSKS, ZOOPLANKTON 
1'>76 LEATHI' WC 
SEASONAL ChANGES OF eEt>TttlC lN\ERlEBRATE ASSEMElftGES Ill LICHTERIIIG AREA 
JN, hATLIIIG l Al\0 C MALFER IEtlTCRS) ECOLOGICAL STUDIES CNBEIITHIC AI\& 
PLll\KlO~IC ASSE~ELAGES I~ LCWE~ OELA~~RE BAY, NSF RANN PROGRA~ 
BEHtms, SEASONAL VAlH H IONS, JI'IVER IEBRATES1 CELA\riARE BAY 
1974 S~JT~ KL ET AL 
SEDI~E~T O)YGEN CE~A~t II\ AN OllWELLIIIG ~NC uF~ELLINE ftRE~ 
TEUlS 611-2), 223-;13() 
PCLLLTION, SENTHCS. CA~BCN 1 CURRENTS (WATER), NUTRIENTS~ OXYGEN, SEDIMENTS 
1916 SAILA SB ET AL (ECS) 
SECIMENTATICN AND FCCD ~ESOURCES, ANI~AL-SEOIMENT ~ELATIONSHIPS 
MAPINE SEDJ~ENT TRANSPDPT AIIC·E~VIRC~MENTAL ~AIIAGEMENT, hlLE'W AND SONS, 
NEW YORK, rn, P47S-4S2 
Cll SPILLS, CO,MUNITY, POLLUTJC~, BENT~CS, CREO~ING, ECCLOGY, 
lNVERTEBPATES, MHHMATlCAL MCCELS, SfDIMENTAllCN RATES, 'IIASlE DISPCSAL 
1970 CHEN C, ~ILt~~N NS 
StELL-BEARING PTERCPCDS AS I~DICATCRS CF WAlE~ M~SSES Cff CAPE HATTERAS, 
NCRTH CARCLIIIA 
BULL ~AR SCI 2CC2J, 35C-361 
BENTttCS, BICM~SS, CCNTI~E~TAL SLCFE, ~OLLUSKS, PLANKTON, SEDI~ENTS, HATER 
C lllCt;LH ICh 
1 <;76 R ~OCSI- CJ 
SHCRl - TERM EFFECTS (1\ THE BEIIThiC I~FAUNA AS ~ RESULT CF THE CXVGEN 
DEPLETEC ECTlC~ ~ATER CFF ThE ~EW JERSEY CCASl, 1'>76 PRELIMINARY REPORT. 
OAH REPOlH 110 1 
SANOY HCOK LABORAlCRV, 1\AlL ~AI< FISh SERV. 
BENHHJS, EFFECTS, IIWERTEBRAHS, O>VGEN DEMtiO, CXYGEN REQllliEMENTS 
1~6S SKLC EE, PEFKIIIS ~C 
SIZE CCMPOSITIGN, SE~ ~AllOr AND SIZE AT MATL~ITY CF OFFSHORE NORTHERN 
L0851E~S 
US FIS~ ~ILDLJFE SER~ 1 SPEC SCI FEF FlSHf5SEt, 1-10 
BENTHOS, C~TC~, CC~MERCIAL FISH, CC~~ERCIAL flSttltiG, LCBSTE~S, SELIMENT 
TRA~SFCRT, SH£lLfl5P 
1 <J73, JCIIE S tiS 
SCME NEW CL~ACEA FRCM CEEP hATER II\ l~E ATLANTIC 
CRUSTACE~l\l 25(31, 2S7-31S 
BENTkCS, 1\E~ SPECIES, lRUSTACEAI\S, SYSTEMICS 
1SE4 ~lGLEl ~L, ~Cl~TlFE ~[ 
SO~E ~u~LITATIVE COMPARISONS OF CFFShCRE ~EICBENThOS ANC MACRCBENTHOS 
SClTH CF MtRTHA'5 \11\ElA~O 
LI~NCl CCEAIICE~ S 14), 4S5~493 
BENTHIC FJIUIIAw BH.HCSt DE~Sll'W; FCRJ!MINIFERA, METECPOLOGICAl OATA, 
PLANKTCN, PCPlLATICN 
1S71 CASlA~NA MA, ClGGAN WF 
SPA\ri~J~G ANC REA~ING T~E B~T SClLlCPt VIMS lAEO~ATORl ~ETHOC 
~A~ ~ESCUR At~ SER {51, 1-3 
BEIITHO!, SCALLCPS, S~ELLFISH, 5PA~IIl~G 
lS12 CCULL llC 
5PECIES DI~ERSIT'W ~NC FA~NAL AFFINITIES CF ~EICBENTHIC COPEPODA IN THE 
CEEF SEA 
MAR BIOL 14(1~, 48-51 
CCAST~L ~~TERS, llf~T~C5t CCNliNENTAL SHELF, CCIITINENTAl SLCPE, CCPEPODS, 
DEPTH, MAT~EMATIC~L SlLtlES, 5TATISTICAl ~ETHCCS 
1S7<1 BOESC~ Cf 
SPECIES OIVE~SI1Y Cf MtFI~E MJCRCfE~TrOS IN THE ~IRGINIAN AREft 
CHESAPEA~E SCI 13131, ~Cf-211 
BENTHOS, CC~TINENTAL SHELF, CRL5TACEANS, l~CUST~IAL ~ASTES, l~VERTEBRATES, 
~ClLUSKSo S~LINll,, SPECIATICN, Sl,TISTICAL ~ETHCCS 
!1 
1963 H~Ht\ CS 
SUPPLEMENJjl FEEClt\G ~f C~SlE~S ~11M SlARC~ 
ChESAPEA~E SCI 6l1Jt 43-51 
SO U!OS, E SlliAR HS, HlCCS, GI<CWTti PATES, MCLlliSKS, OYSlERSt STARCH 
1973 REX ~~. ecs~ ~J 
SYSTEMATICS AND Dl~TRIBUTICN Of THE DEEP-SEA GASTRCPCD, EPllCt\IUM 
IECCLISECGYRA) t\llltl~ . ., 
1\~UlllU 5 8i 141, 93-<i8 
BENTHOS, DJSTR16U11CN, FO~EST MANAGEMENT, GEOGPAPHIC~l REGIONS, MOLLUSKS, 
SNAILS, 5'!1EM~TICS 
191~ RCPES J~ El ~L 
THE ATUINTIC CC~ST Sl.Rf ClA14 fiSt\ERl-1971 
MAR FIS~ REV 34·111-121, 4f-~4 
llENltiOS 1 SEilSCNAl \I~RIJlTICNS, CIITCH, COMIIER.CIAL FISH, SHELLFISH, SURF CLAM 
l'.i7C HESSLH llR 
THE CESIICSCI'ATIDAE llSCPOJ:A, AS ELLCTA) Of THE GA'f HEI\0-BERI'IJCA TRAI\SEC T 
Bllll SCR IPP ~ INH OCEANC!iR 1~, l-U5 
BEHHOS 1 C~llSHCEAMi 1 1: ISTRIBLTION1 GEOGR~PMCAL REGIONS, ISCPOOS, 
SYSTEMATICS, ~ERTICAl MlGRAliCN 
1964 ~ESSLER R~, S~NCER! .. L 
THE OISCCVER~ Of CEPhAlCCARICIA AT ~ CEPTH Cf300 IIETEPS 
CPCSHCEHII. 7(1), 77-18 
BENT~OS, tENSITY, ~ERTICIIL MlGRAliCN ~ 
1967 SOUTHh~RC EC, SOUlthiiRU AJ 
THE CISTRIELTION CF PCGCNCPHCRA IN THE ATLA~TIC OCEAN 
S~~p ZCCL SCC LONCCN (19), 145-158 
BH•lhOSt CC~Tlt\ENHL SLCPE, INVERlEERAT.ES, IIERliCAL ~IGRATICN, FEEDING 
1972 GHCE GD 
THE fXISTE~CE CF A BCTTC~-LIVING CIILlNOit CCPEPCC fAUNA IN CEEP hATER hlTH 
CESCRIFTICNS OF fiVE NE~ ~FECIES 
CRlSlACEANII 2313), ~19-~4~ 
BEI\THCS, #lfh SPECIES, CCfHOOS, Pllllil<l(N, ZOCPLANKTON 
1S13 ROoE Gl 
THE EXPLCRATION CF SUe~ARINE CAN'O~S AND THEIR BENTHIC FAUNAL IISSE~8LAGES 
PRCC RC~ SCC ECINEUR!ih 73 117), 16C-169 IAlSCl WHCI TECH REP (73-51 
fAl.N~, BENTHCS, C~N'fC~S, PE~lEhS 
1967 KCRt\JCKE~ l! 
THE HYCDCCOPID OSTRACOD fAMILIES PMILOMEOIDAE AND PSEUDOPHILCMEDID~E lt\EW 
FAIIILY) 
PRCC US t\AT ,.US, SMITHS£~\ l~ST 12113580), 1-33 
EEt\THOS, CRUST~CEANS, tiSTR18UTIO~. GEOGRAPHICAL REGIC~S, CSl~ACODS, 
SYHEMAllC! 
1913 MEADE TL, GPAV Gl 
THE REO CRAB AVAILA8ILITY, REO CR~B EXPLCRATIOI\S ON THE CONTINENTAL SLCPE 
Cf THE NO~T~EASTERN LNITEC STATES CC~ST 
UNI\1 RI ~AR TEC ... I<Ef SHill), 1-8 
eENThCS, CGNTINENT-L SLOPE, CRASS, C~USTACEAt\S, LARVAE 
19f7 eA~KER A~, ~ER~Ill AS 
TOTAL SOLIDS AND LENGTh-~EIGHT RELATIC~ tf T~ESURf CLA~t SFISULA 
SCliCISHfl~ 
FRCC NH SHLLFISH ASS !7£1 9C-'i4 
SHELLS, BE~THOS, SEASC~AL ~ARI,TIC~S, CL~f~S, lENGTh, ~EFRCCUCTIONt SURF 
ClAfl 
1917 SICK L\1 
TRACE ~ET~L OY~~~ICS I~ lOCPLA~KTC~ ANt ~ACRCBENTHIC ORGANISI'S 0~ THE 
OUTER CCI\ll~E~TAL S~Elf Of T~E NC~l~E~STERN LhlTEC STATES III\ PROGRESS) 
U~l~EPSilY CF NCRTh CAPCll~A, C~AFEL ~ILL, N.C. 
EENT~OS, TRACE MclAL~t CC~TINENTAL SHELF, lCCFL~NKTON 
JC.i12 HOBSCN ~C. 
TWC NEh SPECIES jiNt ThC .~Ek RECDRCS CF T~E F~Mll~ PIIR~ONlCAE (ANNELIDA, 
POLYC~·ETA) FRCM TH~ 1\CRT~EASTERN F~CifiC CCEAN 
PRCC 8ICL SOC ~·Sh 85148), 54'i-5~6 
BENTHOS, ~Eh SPECIES, CISTRIBUllCN, FClYChiiETES 
1973 HESSLER RR, SAt\GER5 hL 
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CRGANISI!S, Ct-EMICAL A~~LYSJS, CHE~ISTRYt CnlC~I~ATED HYCROC~RBON 
PESTICIDES, ECGlCCICAl IMP~CT, GAS ChRO~AlOGRftFh~ 
1913 SHRIC~r.. Pf 
UPTAKE METAeOLlSM Ar..C CISTRIBLTICN Cf DOl l~ CRGAr..S OF THE flLE CRAB 
CALLINECTES SAFICUS 
M. SC. THESIS, VIRGlr..IA INSTITUTE CF PARINE SCIENCE, GLCUCESTER POINT, 
IIIRG IN lA 
CHEMISlRYt CRABS, COT, Y(RK FIVE~, BlUE CR~B 
1973 MlGGElT RJ ET AL 
lJTillllNG I<ETAL COHE!IITRHIO~ llELATHNSHIPS II\ ThE E~StERf'.l CYSTER TO 
CETECT tEA~\ ~Eltl FCLLLllCN 
~AlER RESCLRCE~ ;, 4~1-460 
PttLUli(N, CHEMISTRY, CHESAFE~~E SAY, HEAV\ I<IT~LS, OYSTERS, ~IRGINIA 
1~73 E~ ANt Go IIIC 
1913-1976 WATEII t:lALllY M£1\SUREIIEIITS IN tm, JEIISCY COASTAL ~ATERS NEAR 39 
28'N LATITUCE ANC 74 15'W LCNGITUOE DURING A SERIES OFQUARtEHY TEChNICAL 
REPCRTS 10 Ple SER~ GA~ ANC ElEC 
NE~ARK 1 ~fk JERSE~ 
CHEMICAl Ar..ALYSI!, CHEMISTRY, SFECT~CSCOFY, TR~CE ELEMENTS 
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1'372 h.llSS Ml 
A CHECK liST Of THE EICTA CF LC~ER (HESAPEAKE BA~ kiTH INCLUSIONS FROM THE 
UPPER EAY ~NO THE ~I~GI~IAN !EA 
VIRGINIA I~STITUT£ Cf ~ARI~E SCJE~CE SPECltl SCIENCE REPORT, 290P 
BIOTA, CHESAPEAKE EAYt FISH, l~VERTEERATES, SLR~E~S 
1972 BI<AOF(FO Ill 
A SlUCY ON ThE ChEMIC~l BEH~~ICP Cf ZINC IN C~ESAPEAKE BAY ~AlER USING 
tNCCIC STRIPPING \OllA~~ElR~ 
REF 12-.lt tECHfiiOL FEfCPl ~(( 76 
CHESAPEA~E B~Y Ir..!TITLTE 
CnEMJSlR~, CHESAFE~~£ tftYt METALS. 11~( 
19ES h(NG FSf 
AGE AND GRCWTI- CF TI-E ~CFTHERN SEAROEIN, PRICNOTUS CARCLINUS (liNAEUSJ 
~IMS THESIS (CCLL .IlllA~ ~~0 ~~~~Yl 
AGING lfl(LCGlCHl. CHSAPEAI<E eAY, GROWTh RHES, IIAIHI\E fiSh 
REFRCCUCTICNt SElSCN~l CISlRlBLTIO~, YCRK Rl\EF, SEA~OEII\S 
1967 RICHAI<t5 CE 
AGE, ERC~T~ AND fECUNCITl Of 1~£ COBIA~ RACHYCENTRCN C~NAOUM, FROM 
CHESAPE~KE fAY ANC ~CJ.ACE~l ~IC-Allt~l!C ktTERS 
TRANS A~ER FISt SOC S6131o 343-350 C~IMS CONTR 252) 
AGING IBIOLOEICAL), C~E~APEAKE SAY, CC81At CIST~IBUTION PATTERNS, 
FECUNOITl, GRC~l~ STAGE5, LIFE HISTC~Y STUtlES 
19it FREEMAN Bl, ~AlfCFC LA 
ANGLERS GUitE TO ThE L~ITEO ST~TES ATLANTIC CCAST, SECTION ~. CHESAPEAKE 
Bit' 
U.!. DEPARTMENT Cf CCM~ERCE, NCAA• NMFS, SEATTLE• WASHINGTON, 17P. 
CHESAPE~KE fA~, FISHING 
19i1 T'LE~ MAr SELIGER HH 
A~NUAL SL&-SURFACE TRA~Sf(RT CF ~ PEt TICE ClNCfLAGELL~lE TO ITS BLOOM 
AllEAr li~HR CIRCUATICii ,I'AlTERIIS AH CRGANISM t!HRIBUTIONS lN THE 
CHfSAPE/IKE llAV 
39TH AN~ MEETI~G A, SCC liM~ ANC CCEA~OG 
CHESAPEAKE SA~, CIRCULATICN, DINOFLAGELLATES, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, REO 
lHE 
l'Sil HEN!il I<A 
AT LAliT JC M£NHCEN tERE\'CORTIA T'YRANNIJU RESOURCE AND FISHER't--ANALYSIS Of 
llECLINE 
NAT OCEAIIIH ~UOS llmHr NAT II~R FISt' SERVo SFH SCI REP-,..fiH SER 642 
ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CATCHr CHESAPEA~E BAYt CC~~ERCIAL FIShr FISH 
PCPllAliC~S, FISHE~IES 
l~i€ IIAlRER 1: ET ~l 
EENThiC lN~ERTEERAT£ ASSEMBLAGES CF CELA~ARE eAY 
MARBIOL .t't~(ll 6.5-18 
ARlH~OFOCS, FOLLUTIO~, l~A~SfCRT, CHESAPEIIKE fAY, EASTERN Bll'trMC, 
IICLLUS~S, ~EMEFTEANS, S.ALINIT'tr SEDI~ENTSt FEECING 
19~9 PERlMlllE~ I 
CHANGES IN THE PCPLLATIO~S Of FISHES A~D I~ lHEIP FISHERIES IN THE MIDDLE 
All~NTIC ~NC Ch£S~fEAKE REGIC~S, 1930 TO 1955 
NEW YCRI< AC~t SCI l~~N~, SER 2, 2116), .t'te4-4SE 
CATCHr CHESAPEAKE B~Y, CC~~ERCIAL FIS~ING, FISH PCPULATICNS, FISHERIES 
lCO 
19H SHNLH E~ 
CIRCULATIC~ Cf THE SHElf h'TERS Cff THE CHESAPEAKE BIGHT 
OCEAN SCIENCES ~~t EN~INEERING OF lhE ATLANTIC SHELF SlMFOSlU~. 
TRJ!NSACTJCNS Ft'ILA, PA, lURCH 19-2C, l'i6f, Fl3 
ATLANTIC CCE~~. CHESAPEAKE EAY, CIRCLLATIC~, CC~TINENTAL SHELF 
1S1t BCICCt~T ~C ET tl 
CI~CULATIC~ CN ThE ATL.A~TIC CGNTI~E~TAL SHELF Of THE UNITED STATES, CAPE 
~AY TC CAPE HATTER~S 
IN, PRCCEE&J~GS CF THE l'i15 LIEGE COLLCQUILM CN CCEA~ tVNAM1CSr UNI~ERSITW 
Of LIEGE, LIEGE, fELGilM 
CHESAPEAKE SAV, CIRCLLATICNr CC~TI~E~TAl S~ELF, NORTH CAROLIN~r VI~GINIA 
ISB ~~ss I'L 
CC~I'ENTS CN LCiiE~ CHES~fE~KE EA~ f!CTA 
VIRGINIA JCL~NAL OF SCIENCE 24, 13~f 
BICTA, CHESAPEAKE fAY, FISH, ~~~ERlEilR~TESr VIRGINIA 
19t~ NCRCRCSS JJ El AL 
DATA CN COASTAL CURRENTS (ff CHES~FE~KE E~'t 
VII'S SfECI.AL SCI. REPT 31 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, (LRRENTS (hATERl 1 OATA COLLECTICNS, DRIFT BOTTLES, 
fH'tSIC~l CCEt~CGFAFHY 
1S14 MRCRHS JJ E1 H 
CEVELOPIIENl Cf YOlNG BLUEFISH (P(I'AlOI'US SALTAT~JX) AND OISTRIBUTICN OF 
EG~S A~O YClNG I~ VIRGINIA~ CClSTAL liATERS 
~~~ FISH SOC, TRAN5 10313), 471-491 IVIMS CONTPI t2f6J 
ATLANTIC OCEAN, fLlEFIShr CHESIIPEA~E BAY, CIST~JEUTION PATTERNS, EIIBRYCNIC 
GROhTH STAGE, JU~ENILE FISHES, LARVAL GRCWTH STAGE, VIRGINIA 
1S1C M~SICK JA El Al 
ClSTRlflliCN ~Nt ABU~C~~CE CF LCBSTEPS ANC SE~ SCAllOPS IN CHESAPEAKE 
Bl(;tH 
VI~St ~lCLCESTER FCINl, vA 
CHESAPEAKE ~AYr tAlA CCLLEClJCNSt CISTRIBlTIO~ FATTER~S, lCBSTERSr 
POFULAliCN t~NANICS, SCALLCPS, SEASC~Al CIST~IELTICN, STATISTICS 
1S16 hAEFNEil PA 
OISTRieUTICN PEPRCOUCllG~ lNC ~OllJN( CF T~E RCCK CRAB CANCER-IRRORATlS IN 
THE MIC ATLANTIC eiGI'T 
J ~AT l'IST lC(<Iil 
CHES~PEAKE EAY, CRAES, ECCLCCY, FISHE~IES, , SEXLAL MAlURIJY, I'OLTING 
1{1 
19t9 llAilAI\S 0 
DlSTRIBUTIDNt GRC~lh A~C BEHAVIOR CF THE SFCTTEO HA~E I~ l~E ChESAPEAKE 
8 IGI- T 
VIMS THESIS {CCll ~llll~M ~1\C ,ARYl 
8ENHHC FAUNA, Chf5APEAI<E BAV. FISH BEHAVICI<, 'ICI<K RIVER 
l'i13 ANDI<E~~ JC 
EffECTS Cf HOPICAL Sli:Rfl AGNES ON EPlfAUMl INVERTEBRATES IN VIRGINIA 
ESTU,RIES 
CHESAPEAKE SCIE~CE 14t 223-234 
eENTHOS, C~ESAFE~KE fAY, OlVERSifiCATIGN, ECOLCGY, INVERTEBRATES, 
SALINITY, !TABilll't, SlCRM RlNCff• TRCPICAL CYCLCNES 
IS12 HGfo!~N 0 
E~ERGENl VASCLLAR PLANTS Cf Ttf Ct£Sjf£AKE EA~ kETLANDS 
IN fo!CERLEAN ET Al, EIDTA CF ltE CtESAPEA~E B~Y 
CHESAPEAKE SCIHCE 13(5h 89-93 
8ICTA 1 CtESAPEtKE EAYo FLJ/>,lS, ~EllANCS 
lSi~ kAlKEF JCt CCL~tll RR 
FACTORS AFFECTING ENUMERATION A~D 150LATICN OF ACli~OMYCElES FRCH 
ChESAPEAKE BAY A~C SOUTHEASTERN AllAt\liC OCEAN SECJMENT 
MARINE foiiCRCBICLCEY 30 1 193-2Cl 
CHESAPEAKE EAY, flf\&1, CCEAN!, SECIMENlS 
l'i74 kE~NEP CA, ~LSJCK JA 
FECLNDITY AND GONAD OBSER'fATICNS Cf lliE AI'ERICAN EEL, tNGUillA ROSTRATAt 
~IGRATJNG FRC~ ChESAFEAKE EAYo \lRGI~IA 
J FISH RES ED CANACA 31, 1367-1!91 tVJMS CC~TRIB 627J 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, EELS, FECLNDITY, FISH MIGRAliCN, GONADS, ~lttlE ATLANTIC 
B IGI'T 
1961 ~ASS~A~~ kh ET Al 
FISHES ANt fiSH LARVPE CCLLECT£0 FPC~ ATLA~liC •tA~KTC~ CRUISES Cf RV 
PATHFINCERt CECE,eEP 1959 - OECE~eEF 1960 
VI~S SFECIIL SCI REPT 21 
ATLA~TIC OCE~N. CHES~PEAKE B~V, CAT~ COLLECTICNS, FISH TYPES, HYDROGRAPHY, 
LARVAE, ~A,Pll~G. STPllC~S 
lES 1 IlEA~ I'! A 
FI~HES CCLLECTEC BV kllliA~ F SEAL l~ CHEStPEAKE eAY AT CAPE CHARLES CITY, 
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PPCC US NAl ~U! 16(843), S3-S4 
CHESAPEAKE EAY, FIS• 
1C2 
1973 RITCHIE C€, KCG TS 
HYORGLCGIC A~O ECOtCGIC~l EFfECTS CF ENLARGEMENT CF ThE CHESAFEAKE ~NO 
CElAIIIlRE CA/>,Al 
APPENtl~ VI FIS~ SLR~E'f II\ MARYLAI\C ft~TIC~, CHESAPEAKE EICLGGICAL 
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ABUNDAlCE, CHESAFEA~E EJ't, tlSlRISLTICN, FISH, FISH PASSAGES, SURVEYS, C + 
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19H THR1 R" 
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IN~ESTIGATIC~S CF ~~~EF ((~TINf~TAl S~ELF ~Al£RS CFF LOkER CHESAPEAKE BAY. 
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CHESAPEAKE EAY, CCNTI~ENTAl SHELF, fiSH PEFFCC~CTION, GRCWTH STAGES, 
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INVESTI~ATICNS GF I~NER CCNTINENT~l S~ELF kATEfS CFF lC~ER CHESAPEAKE BAY. 
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CHES SCI 2U A~l: 2), 4S-SS !HI'S CCIOR '16) 
ATLANTIC CCE~N, ChES~FEAKE e~y, CI!TRIBUliCN, GRC~TH RATES, tATCHl~G, 
LAR~Al GRCklH STAGE, PLA~K1£N, SALI~ITV 1 Sft~NING, STATISTICS 
10! 
1St3 G~AH GC 
IN,ESTIG~TIC~S Of IN~EF CC~TINENTAL ShElf WATE~S OFF LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY. 
PART IV. DESCRIPllCN~ CF THE CHAETCG~ATHA ANC A KE~ TO THEIR 
IOEI\TIFICATIOfl 
CHE~ ~CI ~{3) 1 107-119 (VIMS CC"T~If 145) 
CHAETOGNAHS, CHESAPEAKE llAY, CCHIHIITAL SHElf, CATA COLLECTICNSt 
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197~ MACINl~RE ~G El Al 
liiVESTIGAllONS OF SLRFACE Fll~S-CHESAPEAKE EAt ENTRANCE 
EIIVI~ONMENHL PRC1EC1ICN TECI1NClCGY SERIES EFA 67C-2-73-099 
CHESAPEAKE EAY, Fll~S, SLRFACE WA1£RS 
1973 COlkEll ~C El Al 
MICRCEIAL CEGRACATIOh CF OIL PCLLUTA~TS 
EDITOR, CG A~EARN. LSL CENTER fCR WETLAND RESCLRCESt eATON ROLGE, LA. FP 
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ARSE,ICALS IPESTICIOESlo BALTIMCPE HAPEOR, OIL PCLLUTION, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
~ICRCiliCLCGY . 
l9E3 MCMAI-CN J" 
~CNCGENEliC TREM.TCCES fRO~ SO~E ChESAPEAKE BAY FISHES. PA~l I. THE 
SUPERFA~ILIES CAPSAlCJCEA PRICE, 1~3t AND OICLIOCPAO~CIOEA P~ICE, 1936 
CHES SCI 4t4i, 1~1-lEO (~I~S CC~lP 153) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, ~AEITATS, hCSTS, MEASUREMENT, PATAPSCO RIVER,~O, , 
TREMATCCE$ 
1974 HAEFNER PA JR, ~LSIC~ JA 
CBSER~ATIC~S ON CJST~lfLTICN A~C AfU~CANCE Cf REC CRAilS IN NORFOLK CANYON 
ANt ACJACENT CCNTINENTAL SLCPE 
MAR FISH REV 3Eillo 31-34 {VJ~S CC~lPJS 5~6) 
CHESAPEAKE EAY, CCNTINfNTAl SLCPE, C~A8S, tiSlRIBUTICN, VIRGI,IA 
1S41 ~EkCCPllE Cl G~AY Eh 
CBSER~~TIC~S CN THE CCNSER,ATICk Cf THE CHESAPE AKE ELLE CRAE, CAlliNECTES 
SAFII:LS RATlilllN 
VA J SCl 21Ut 1-lC IVUS CCNTRIB .;:) 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CC~SERV.TION, CGIITlNENTAl SHELF, MORTALITY, \IRGINIA 1 lllUE CRAB, ~ClliNG 
1(4 
1<il5 5HlOEUR Gl 
PHYSIC~L PA~A~ETEF CISl~lfLTICII PATTE~~S I~ ECTTCM SEDIMENTS Cf THE LOWER 
CHESAPEAKE EA' ESlLARlt ~IRGIIIIA 
JCURIIAL CF SEOI~E,lA~~ PElRCLCGY 4513lt 121-131 
ChESAPEAKE EAY, ESTU,IJIIE EIIVIRCN~EIIT 1 PhYSICAL OCEANCG~APHY, PHYSICAL 
PRCPERTIES, SECI~E~T~. ~IRGI~I~ 
1913 KCLCGISKI RL ET Al 
RARE, ENCA,GERED, AND ~fiCEMIC PLANTS CF ThE ChESAPEAKE BAY REGION, 
APFENCIJI C 
IN ~ARWLA"O DEPARTMENT CF STATE PlANNING ANC CEIITER FOR ~ATURAL AREAS, 
CO~PENCIUM CF ~AT ~ES I~fCt VCL 1, eALTIMCRE MD 
ENDANGERED SPECIE!, CHESAPEAKE BAW, PlA~lS 
1944 ATLANTIC STATES MARINE FISHERIES COM~ISSION 
RECENT ADVANCES IN ~ARI~E FISHERY ~ESEARCh ALONG THE ATLANTIC COAST 
REP BICL SEC SCI CCM~ TC All STATES MAR FISH COMM 34P 
CHESAPEAKE eAY, FISHERIE5, ~ESEARC~ ANC CE-ELOFMENT 
1912 HillE~ H\11 
RECCROS OF FIS~E~ FCR l~E MIOCLE ATLANTIC STAlES AND VIRGI~l~ 
ACAO. ~AT. SCI. Ft<IU. FRCC. ~Cl 61t FIRTI, 31t-59 
Cf-ES,PEAKE eAY, FISH, (EOGRAPHICAL REGICNSo ~IRGI,IA 
1971 lAIPC EL, L~NCH MP 
RESEARCH ON CHESAFEA~E tiAY A~C CC~TIGUOUS ~ATERS OF THE CHESAFEAKE BIGHT 
OF THE VIRGl,IA~ SEA (1~76 ECITICNI 
VI~S SSR 8I 0 GLCLCESlE~ FCINl, WA 
CHESAPEAKE EAV, CRUSTACEA~St CATA F~CCESSikG, GECLCGIC I~VESTIGATICNS, 
HYCR~~LIC P~CPERTIES, PAII~GEMENTt CCE~NOGRAPHY, PATHOLCGYt RE~OTE SENSING, 
SCIENTIFIC PERSCNIIEL 
1S73 LAIRC BL, LHCH liP 
RESEARCH Cll CHES~F£AKE e~y INC (O~liG~OUS ~~TERS CF THE CHESAPEAKE BIGHT 
OF THE VIRGINIAN SEA (1~73-14 ECITIC~l 
~I~S SSR tS, 'LCLCESTER FOINT, \~ 
CHESAPEAKE EAY, CRLSTACEA~S, CATA F~CCESSI~G, GECLCGIC IN~ESTIGATIONS, 
HYtR~~liC PPOFE~llESt M~"AGE~ENT, [(EA~CGRAPHY, FAThOLCG~, RE~GTE SE~SING, 
SCIENTifiC PERSONNEL 
105 
l'.lB tiiii<GH .. J 
RESEARCJ-\ ON CtiESAPE~I<E BA'I ANI: CtNTIGl:CUS IIATfPS OF THE CHESAFEAKE BIGHT 
Of THE ~IRGINIAN SEA 
~IMS SSR t.C 69, HOlCHTH PCII\T, ~~~ 
CHESAPEAKE I:AY., CIH.SlACEANS, CATA FRCCESSit.G, CISHIEUTI()N PIITTERNS, 
GECLOGIC INVESTI{AT101\S 1 HYDRAULIC PRCPERTIES, ~At.AGEMENTo OCEANCGI<APHYt 
PATHCLCGY, PE~CTc SEI\SII\G 
1~1~ lAJ~D BL, LYI\Cti Mf 
RESEARCH 01\ C~ESAPEA~E BAY A~t CCNTIGUOUS WAJERS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BIGHT 
Of TtiE VIRGINIAN SEA (1~12 ECilltNI 
VIMS SSR 66., GltlCESlER PCli\T, VIRGII\IA 
CHESAPEAKE fAY,. CRI..SUCEAhS, DATA fRCCESSit.G, GECLCGIC 11\VESTIGATICNS, 
UtRAUllC PFCPER11ES 1 MANAGEMENT, CCEAI'd!GRAPHY, PATHCLCGYt REMOTE SEt.SING, 
SCIEI\llfiC FERSCI\~El 
1974 VIRGII\IA 11\STilUTE Cf URIH SCIENCE 
RESEIIRCH ON CHESAPEAKE BAY AND COUIGllOUS lotATERS OF TfiE CtiESAFEAKE BIGHT 
CF THE \IRGl~lAN SEA 
Uf(S SPEC SCI REP 6~ 
BIBLICGRAPHIES, C~ESAPE~KE BAY, RESEARCH FACILITIES, SClEI\TlfiC PERSONNEL, 
VlRGII\IAo l'lDDLE·AlLANliC SlG~l 
1913 GCCOkl~ EK, ~HC~AS JE 
SHElf Sfti~E~TS CFF C~ES~PEAKE BAY. III. fE,,Y MINERALS 
VIMS SSR ta, GlDUCEHEI< PCII\h \A 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CCI\li~EI\TAL StiElfo HEAVY I'ETALS• SEtlMENTS 
11'J12 NICt;OlS M~ 
SHELF SEOl,EhTS Cff Ct:ESAPEA~E BAY. 1. GENERAL llltOlOGY AND COMPOSITION 
~I~S SPECIAL SCI REP itt 
CHESAPEAKE fAY, LlTt:IFICAllCI\, SECI~EI\TS, TCFOGR~PHY 
1<;12 t.lCHLS flfl 
SHELF SECifiEN15 OFF t~E Ct:ESAPEA~E EAY. I. GENERAL LlThOLOG~ AND 
CCMPCS ITICI\ 
VI~S SFEC SCI ~EF 46 
Cl-'fSAPEAKE BAY, CONTINEI\TAL SHELFt LllHIFIC#ITION, SEDIMENTS, TCPCCRAPHY 
19!iJ PChERS ~C, KINS~AI\ e 
SHELL ACCUI'ULATICNS II\ U~OER~AlER SEtl~E~TS ~NtltiEIR RELAll(N TO ThE 
THIC~I\ESS CF TH£ lF~CTIC~ lC~E 
J SECIMENT PHR ~3(4), 229-234 (CHES BAY INS1 CCHl<le S) 
CHESAPEAKE 8A1 1 CCNTII\E~l~L SHELF, tCRES, SAI\CS, SEClfiEI\TS 
IC6 
1~11 KNEBEL HJ, CAPSCI\ B 
SMALL-SCALE SLLMP CEPOSIT~, ~IDOLE ATLANTIC UFPER CCNTI~ENT~L SlOPE 
GECl SCC AI' 'iii}, Hi!i3-1C54 
TRAI\SPCF!T, CHESAFHKE fl.'lt CCASTAL PLAINS, CCNTII\EI\T.AL SLOPE, GEOLOGY, 
GECFHYSICS, CCEAI\CGRAP~Y, SfCI~EI\TATIOI\, SEIS~IC STUCIES 
19i3 FLEIYEII t~ 
SUMMRY REFCRl CF MAICSH PRGCIJClJGI\ STl01ES f(;ll THE UPPER PATUXENT PIVER 
ESli..AR' ANC PARKER CREEK f!AI<YlANC tlPING ThE SI..MMER OF 1973 
1\Rl CHS BICL liiE HF ~C 73-l.t3, .30P 
CHESAPEAKE !lAY, CCASTAL I'ARSHES. I'IIPFif\G, ~JIIiSH flANTS. f(ARSHS, PATUXEH 
RIVER, RE~ClE SEI\Sli\G 
197!i ZUBKGFF Pl, ~ARl~I\ER JR III 
SYNOPTIC SIGHTII\GS OF RED kAHRS Cf TH LOMEli CHESAPEAI<€ 8#1Y AND ITS 
TRIBUTARY !liVERS CMA't 1913 TO SEPTHBER 1914J 
11\ PRCC CF 1ST 11\TERI\tT•L CCI\f CN 1CXIC 011\CFLAG BLGCf!S, MASS SCI TECH 
CHESAPEAKE e~t, Cl~OFlAGEllATESt REC TIDE 
1963 SCt:\o!Aj:ll FJ 
THE BARRELFISH F~C~ CHESJPEA~E EAY ~NO Tt:E MIOCLE ATLA~TIC BICHT, kiTH 
Ct~~ENlS Cl\ ITS 2CCGECGR~Ft:Y 
Ct:ES SCI 4(3), 141-14S 
CHESAPEAKE BA~, OISTRISLTIO~ 
l'.it2 GRAI\1 GC 
THE CHAElC~~~THA Of TtiE 1~1\ER CCNTli\ENTAl ~HElF ~ATERS OFF ~IRGINIAr 
THEIR TAXCNOMY, AI!UNtANCE, AND CEFHOENCE ON PHYSICAL FACTCRS OF THE 
EN\IflO~IIEI\ 1 
VIMS tiSS {COll ~llliA~ ANC ~ARYl 
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FIShER~ 
IJI~S CO~lRACT REFCRT 
ATLANTIC OCEAN, CLAM I~ClSTRl, FlS~ERIESo ~A~ACE~E~T, SHELLFISH, S~RF CLAM 
1911 RCFES Jk 
St.;RF CLAMS AND CCEAI\ Ct,HCGS 
A~ERIC~N M~LACCLOCICAL UI\ICN, 36TH '1\1\UAL MEETING, ANNLAL REPORTS FOR 
HiC, F.22-24 
CL~M l~DUSTRY, Cl~MS 
1S15 RCPES JW, El tl 
THE 'TLANTIC COAST SLRF CLAM FlS11EF'- 1S72 
~ARI~E FIStERJES RE\IE~ 37fSJ, 22-~l 
CLA~ INCLST~V, CLA~S, FIShERIES, MCLLUSKS 
1912 ROPES J~. EAR~E~ ~~ 
HIE ATLAtH IC SLRF CLA~ FISHRY - Hi1C 
MARINE fiSHERIES RE\IH, ~OAA 3419-1(), 36-44 
CL~~ J~DUSTRY, CLA~S, FIShERIES, ~ClllSKS 
1S11 5~lSlER Cl\ JF 
THE HARt CLA~ A~C SOFT CLAM Cf l~E ~E5TERN ATLAIITIC CCASl 
AMERICAN MALACCLCGICAL U~I(N, 36TH JIINUAL MEETING~ ANNU-l REPCRTS FOR 
1970, f.U-24 
CLAM lNtLSlRl, CLA~S 
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l'iH PRAll H 
BEIITHC FA~I'I~ 
UI'IIV Rl ~AF F~EL SER 2, Ct5. 1-5, 1( 
PHlSlOlDGY, CL,M5, CRAfS, CRL!lACEli'IS, FISt, II'I~E~lfEP~TES, JIICLLU~~S, 
CYHEil5 
111 
1S69 Ct.AI';lEY F 
COf\AX FOS SORt J1 SLMIIER llAIIGf EXT Ell-S 101\ CF CCI\ H ~ARt A BillS 
~ALlllUS E3(1J• 1-14 
BEl\ 11-10$, CUIMS, Cli<RENTS (WATER J, I) IS TIUSOTIOf\, MOLLUSKS, SYSTEMATICS 
1971 LEAP [~, El .AL 
EFHCH CF OCE/lN CVPIIIG ACTI\IIU, to.It-ATL.Atl.llC IHGHT-1976 
EPA, PHil.OCELFHlllt Pll 
CLAMS, 1-EIIVY ~ETALS, MI:LLUSKS 1 ORG.ANIC WASTES, 5EitAGE CISPCS.AL, SEWAGE 
SLI,OGE 
1 S7l I!CLFE CA 
fAllCUT CESIUM-137 If>. CLHS (lillt.GU Ct;NEATAJ FROM ThE NEIJSE RIVER ESTUARY, 
NOR lf-, CARCLINA 
li joi\Cl(GY A tit CC E~I\CGRHhY 16 (5 h l97-805 
CESIUM, CL.A~S, ESTUARIES, NOiilh CARCLlNA, RAOIOISCTCPES 
1 'i1 C CAST MiNt MA ET Ill 
HARD CLAJ CLLlLRE ~ElHCO CE~fL(PEC AT Vlll5 
MAR. RESCLR ftCV SEii (41, 1-3 
BENThOS, CLA~S, FRfDATICI\, ShELLFIS~ 
l9t8 RCFES Jk 
HERMAP~RODITISM Ill THE S~Rf CLA~, SFIS~LA S~LJDISSIM~ 
~AT SHELLflS~ .ASSCC PRCC 5€, 6!-65 
CLAMS, l!EPRCOIJCTICN, HISTCLCGICAL II'IVESllG.I!liCNS 
1971 BAR~E~ AM, FCFES Jk 
PAllT 3 1 THE ATLA~TIC SURF CLA~ FJStEP~- 1969 
CCM~ER FISH REV 33(6)• !5-42 ULSO II\) ECOLOGICAL COJ\SIOERHICNS FOR OCEAN 
SITES OFF ~Ek JE~SEY f[li PROPOSEC ~tCLEAR GEI\EFAliNG STATICNS, 2 
BENThCS, CATCH, CLA~St CC~ME~CIAL flShiNGo DISTRIBUTIO~, GEOGRAPHICAL 
~EGICIISt StElLFISh 
1S6S ~EI<~ILL .liSt l!CPES J~ 
PART 3, THE GEI\ERAL· OJSTR JeUTIOI\ CF THE SLRf CLAM AND CCEAN !;UAHOG 
PRCC NAT !1-ELLFISH AS! !9, 40-45 (tlSC IhJ f((LCGIC.I!l CONSftE~ATIO~S FOR 
CCE~I\ SITES CFF ~E~ JE~SEY FCR PROfCSEO NUC GEN ST'T 
BENTHOS, CATCtr CLAMS, DISlRIBLTIO~~ GEOGRAPhiCAL REGICNS, StELLFISH, 
VERTICAL ~IGR~TIC~ 
llE 
1S74 ~JIL!ELA l El ~l 
RE~PCt.H Of S.AlT M.APSI- BIVALVES TO EI\RICHHNT WITH METAL-COI\TAINING SEWAGE 
SLLCGE Al\0 RHENliCN Of PB, ZN, CD ll'¥ IIAPSh l:Hlfo\ENTS 
EI\VIRCNI'EI\UL PCllLTICf\ 1, 149-157 
POLLUTICN, CLAIIS, EUlRCFhlCATIOI\, tEAVY IIETALS~ SAlT M~RSHES, SEDIIIENTS, 
SEWAGE SLLCGE, SLLCGE 
1S7! CASTAGNA M, CI-ANLE'¥ f 
SALIII-ITY TCLEI<ANCE Of SCME IIARIIIE BJV,LVES fRCII 11\SkORE ANO ESTUARINE 
ENVIRCI\MENTS IN VIRGINIA II~TERS ON 1111: WESTERN ~ID-ATlAflllt CCAST 
~ALACCLCGIJ 12(1) 1 47-St l'l~S CCNTRJ .76) 
CLA-5. ESTL,RIES, ~GLLUS~S, SALINIT~, SALT TOLERANCE, ~IRGINIA 
1911 RCFES Jlo, 
SURF Cl.AIIS AND DCEilfl 'tA~GGS 
AMERICAN ~ALACCLOGICAL LNION, 361~ AN~UAL MEETING, ANNUAL REFCPTS FOR 
l'i1C, F.22-24 
CLAM I~CUSTRYt CLAMS 
197S llCPES JWt El AL 
1HE AllAHIC CCAST SLRF ClA!f fiSHn - 191.2 
~.APINE flSHE!liES REVlEio, 31(8), 22-21 
CLAM INOLSlRY, CLA~St fiSHERIES, MCLLUSKS 
1976 RCFES J~, El ~L 
THE ATLANTIC CCA~T SlPf CLA~ FISHER~-1~73 
~.A~ fiS~ ~Ev 37(12)• 31-34 
CLjM$ 1 FIS~ERIES, IIOLLLSKS, SLRF Cl.I!M 
1S12 ROPES Jli, BARKER A~ 
THE AllAI\TIC SURF CLA~ FISI-ERY - 1~70 
I'Afil~E FIShEI<IES RHIE!No 1\0AA !"(9-lC), 36-H 
CLAM I~CLSlR'• CLA~S, fiShERIES, MClllSKS 
1911 S~v~TER C~ JP 
THE hARt CLAI' A~O ~CfT CLA~ Cf lhE ltESTERN ATL~NTIC COAST 
A~ERICAI\ ~.ALACtLC~lCAl UNIC~, 361t A~I\UAl ~EE11NG, A~NLAL REFCRTS fOR 
lSiC, F.22-2<4 
CLAII I~OU~TPY, CLA~S 
11'> 
1967 BARKER A~. ~E~~ILL AS 
TOTAl SOLICS AI\C LENGT!i-\IEIGkl RELAliCI'I tf THESUilF CLAI't SPISUA 
SCLICISSII'A 
PRCC NAT SHllflH ASS 548, 'iC-<jlf 
SHELLS, BENT.OS, SEASCNAL VARIATICNS, ClAPS, LE~GTH, REPRGCUCTIO~, SURF 
Cllll' 
1 '313 ltJRIIEF I<C 
WOCD-BCRII\G BIVALIIES 1 CPPCRllJI\ISTIC SPECIES ll\ THE CEEP SEA 
SCIENCE lECt4C93), 1317-137S 
EENTtiGS, BCilES, Cl,AMSt C ISTP lllUTION, lARVAE, MCLliJSKS. PHOTOGRAPHY 
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1915 XLE~AS V ET ~L 
COASlAl ZONE CLASSlfiCAliCII FRC~ S~lELLilE IM~GERY 
PHCTOGRA~MET~JC EIIEIIIEERINE ill\[ PE~(lE SEIISIIIG 41(3) 
ClASSIFICAliCN, PHTCG~AHiY, RHICH SENSING, SAlEU.IlES tARTifiCIAU, 
COASTAL ZCIIE 
·································~········································ ClAY I'J~EP.AL S 
··················~······················································· 
1974 lllllf-GAOCW St SCH~FER ll 
HEA\IW ~ETALS I~ ThE SEti~ElTS CF J'tE eAY, ANALWSIS ANU CCMPA~ISON WITH 
T~CSE CF THE 1~1\EF GER,.At- etG•T 
SENCKENB MAR 6(2)• ltl-114 
CLA~ MINEPALS, HEA~V "ETALS, SEOIME~TS, SILICATES 
H12 1-iAlHAU'I JC 
REGIONAL CLAY MlNERtl F,CifS I~ ESTUA~IES AN& CO~TINENTAL ~APGIN Of THE 
UNITED STAlES EAST COAST 
GECl SCC A~E~, ~E~ 133t P.Z93-316 
CL~Y MI~ER,LSt Ct~TINENTAL M~PEIN 1 ClSTRIBUliON, ESTUARIES, U~ITEO STATES 
1975 MEACE Rt ET AL. 
50LRCE! CF SlSFENOED M~TTER IN WATeRS OF ThE I'JOCLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
J SEDIMENT FElRCL 45(1), 171-18B 
CL~Y MII\E~ALS, CONTINENTAL SHflft ~A~lt.E GECLCGY. NORTh CA~OLI~A, CRGANIC 
~AlTER, SECIMEI\TS 
lH 
191~ GAD(~ S, SCHAFEF t 
THE SEDIMENTS OF T~E GERI'A~ fl€HT, G~AIN SIZE, ClAY MINERALS, AND HEAVY 
MEHLS 
SENCKENB ~~·~ 51 16!-l7E 
TRANSPORT, CARBON, CL#Y M1N£RALS, HEAVY I'ElALSt MAPINE GEOLCEW, METALS, 
SECIMENlAllCN, SIZE 
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JSi5 GAOC FE El ll 
C~l(UlATI CIIS GF SJlH TllAIISPGRT ON Tt!E NEio YORK ShELF USING NEAR-BOTTOM 
CURilENl I'EUR CI!HRVATIOS 
A~ GECPHYS LNICI\ T~ANS 56112~, lCO! 
TRAIISPCilT, CLIMATES, Ct~Tli\EIITAL S~ELF, CU~RENT METERS 1 CURRENTS lloATERl. 
GECLQG~, OCEANOGRAPHY, !EDI~E111All(~ 1 VElCCllY 
1973 SJIILA 58 lECl 
COASTAL Alit OFFSHRE EII\IIFOIIMENlAL INVENTCRV-CAPE t!ATTERAS TO NANTUCKET 
SHOALS, CG~PLE~E~T VClU~E 
Rl U"H "AJi FUE SH 3 1'>1.3 SUPf 1 
CLJ~.ATESt ,.~PHIE GEOLOGW, VEGETATICN, WEHhER, COASTAL ZONE 
1975 I'AYDEt- Bf 
STCRM ~AVE Cli,.AlES AT CAPE HATTER~S. ~O~TH CA~DLINA, ~ELE"T S~CUL'R 
\IAR lA 11 CNS 
SCIE~CE 19C C421EJ, SEl-983 
CLIMHfSt I'IETECRCLCGh Mllllh CAPOllU, STCRI'S 
··········································~······························· . CLIMATIC DATt 
························*······~·········································· 
l'.il3 ~NON 
lOCAl Cll~~TCLOGICAL CATA P~ll~Cflf~IA, FA ATLANTIC CITW, ~J kiiLMINGTCN, 
CEL 8ALTJ~C~E MCt ~CRFClK, VA CAPE tATTEPA!, NC 
US "fATHER BllllEAUt kAStdt-G let. ()( 
CLIMATIC O~lAt CLIMATCLCG~, ~ETED~DLOClCAl tAlA, METEC~CLOGY 
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1976 PC~lES H, SlE~CER EW 
CBSERVATICt\S CN CCI'IPOSITION SUSONJ!liH AND CISTR16UTICN Of 
1Ct11HYOPLANI<HN FROfi' I'AI'M~F CllUSES If< THE SCUH' II TUN TIC e lt;H IN 1973 
S ( I'AR I'ESCUil CENT TECH RtF llt 2-41 
llBUNCANCE• AQ~ATJC ECCSYSlff'S, CLIMIITIL OllTA. CCNTINENTill SHELF, 
CJ!TRIBlliCN, ~ElECRCLCGY 
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l<;l5 DALE CR 
II CllftATOLCGY OF lt>E \1 HI(; IN lA CAPES CPERATIMi AREA 
US FtEll kEATHER fACILITYt t.AS, NCRf(iLK, VtRGlt\1.11 
Clii'ATCl(iGY 1 METECROLC(;JCIIL OAU, f',ETEOROLCGYt VIRGINIA 
1 961! A lAI<A JIA 
CLIMATClCGY Of ATLANTIC TROPICAl STCflii.S MiC hURRICANES 
kEilTHEII BU~EilU TECt' FAHil Ml 6• UCtil\lCAL C€VeLCPMENT I..IIBt WASIHNGTON, 
o.c. 
CLIMATCLCGY 1 HURRICl~ES, STORMS, lFOFICAL CYCLC.ES 
lc.i13 AfiOfl 
LCCill CLI~ATOLOGICAL tllTA P~llADElf~IAt PA ATLANTIC CITY, NJ hJILMINGTON, 
OEl BALTIHCRE MC 1 f\ORHL1< 1 VA CAFE tillllfllASt NC 
US kEATI'IU e.UREAt.i, kASH l~GlCI\ tC 
Cll~JTIC !:lilA, CliMHCLCGYt MElECRCLCGIClll.. CHI!, METEOROLO(;Y 
1<;15 HC FR ET Ill 
SOME CliMAlCLCGICill CHARACTERISTICS OF HURRICAfiES AND TROPIC~l STORMS, 
EULF AfiD E'ST COASTS Cf THE UfllTEt STATES 
NATIONAl OCEilNCGFAFtiC AfiO AT~CSPtiERIC ACM1NIS1RATION 
TEChNICAL REPORT hk5 15, kllSh, CC 




1973 STRETE~ N,, TFCLP AJ 
SYNOPTIC CllftAlOLCGY OF SlllELLJTE CBSERVEO CLOI.:O VORTICES C\IER TI-E 
SOI..ltiERt. I'HISPliERE 
ROYAL fiETEUClOGICH SCCIETYt QUARTHLY JCLRt.~t <;<;(·H9l. 5r72 
ClCI..OS1 PHOTOGRAPH\, SATELLITES (llRTIFICIAl), STORMS 
···~··················~··················································· CO IlLS 
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1918 UNITED STilTES FISH ANO klLOLIFE SER~ICE 
PUBLICATICt.S Cf li'E BIOLOGICAL SEPIIICES FRCGRA~ 
BIClCGICill SERVICE! PFCER~" 1918 SEPT 
eiCGRAPHIES, COALS, LAI\0 USE, 1\llTU~AL RESCLRCES, PCWER Ptl~TSt STREAM 
IMFRC~EMEN1 1 h~TER RE5CI..RCES, CCASllll ZC~E 
.................... u ·~ ................. ,. * •••****************""•'"•"'"******:4 
CCA51 GLA~O REGI..L,l1Cfl5 
.......................................... ~·························~·*···· 
lc.i12 LS CCAST Glll~D 
PfiilllCELFHIA CCAHll REGION JIIUlll-AEENO OIL AM H~Zi1RCOUS MHERIAlS 
PCLLUTitfl CCNliNGEfiCY FLAN 
51• CO.AST (;ljlRt ClSlt fCRlSI'.Clll't '0 
CC~ST GUj~R[ REGULAliCNS, fEOfR~l PRCJECl PCLICY• OIL, PLAI\fll~G, kilTER 
POllLTIOfl, CCAST~L ZCN£, CEl~kftRE EAV 
19it JEt.H~ CS 
I...S. CCAST G~~RC .IGH !EAS Cll SPILL ttNT~CL A~O RfHC~·l SYSTEM 
SYMPOSIUM C~·MA~I~E Rf5CI..~Cf5 OE\ELOFMENT IN THE fiiOtlE lllLA~llt SlATES, 
OCT • 2'i-3C, lilLll.llf'~eL!l(;, ~~ 
COAST GI..,Rt REEUlllllC~S, EhVIFCt.ME~TAL EffECTS, CIL, Oil' ~AlER, PCllLTICN 
•snEMEt-11 
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1 c; H Al\01\ 
SECI~E~l CC~TRCL 
MAR~LAI\D CCDE 1 AI\~CT~TED SECTIO~S S-1101, S-11C5.1(1~741 AS A~ENOEO ( SlPP-1<;1U 
ATUNTIC CUSTAL PlAIN, BEACHS, COASTAL EI\Git.:EERING, EROSICN, 




1S14 M'LRME,ER EMt 
AN,lYSIS OF S~ORT- ANO LONG-TtR~ ElEMENTS OF CCASTAL CHANGE IN A SIMPLE 
SPIT SYSTEM, CAPE tENLDPEN, CELAWARE 
lNPUBLISHEC ~ASTER'S TtESIS, ~~J~E~SITY CF CELAhARE, 150 P. 
COASTAL E~VIRCNMENT, CC,STAL ~ATERS, COASTAL STRUCTURES, COASTAL ZO~E 
1964 ~ATHER J ET ~l 
CG~STAL STCRMS CF lhE E'STERI\ ~Nll£0 STAlES 
JO~RNAL Of APPLIEC ~ETECRCLCGY 3• E93-706 
CCASTAL E~~l~CNMENT. CCtST~L WATERS, EFFECTS. MElEOROlCGY, STORMS 
1~73 LUCCLP~ C ET Al 
NEURAL CONlRCL Of MJGR.ATICN OF PRC~IMAL SCREENING PIGMENT BY RETlh~LAR 
CELLS CF T~E S~li'~IIIG CRAB C•lll~ECTES SAPlELS 
SlCl fllL 1~5(1), 159-110 
CDASTAL ENVIRONMENT, BEIITHCSo OPTICAL PRCPERTJESt PIGMENTS, BLUE CRAB, 
HISTOLOGICAL IN~ESTJGATIC~S 
1972 ~CDEPMCTT ~ 
PAilT 3t STI.I:Y CF TH ICtH'tOPLAM<TCt. ASSCCllliEC IIITH HO OF t.:EII JEilSEY• S 
CO~STAL lHETS 
([til ECClGIC'L CCIISHER/.TIOt.S FCII CCEIIN SITES OFF NEll JERSEY FOR PROPOSED 
t.UCLEAR GE~ERATII\G !TIITICNS 2. 1-3~ 
COASTAL ENIIHONMENT, SEASCfiAL VARIAIIt..NS, ICTHYCPLANKTCN, EGGS, LARVAE, 
PCPUL#lTICfl, SllllllllY, SEASCNAl I:ISTRIEUTICt., TEMPERATURE, 200PlANKTCN 
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1~71 CCLPT~A~ kR J~ 
SEXUAL OIMORPHJS~ CF lHf SGUNO P~C£LC1NG ~ECkAI\JS~ C 
F HiE HRIPEil CU.Sk-EELt RISSCLA ft.APGli\AU lfiSCES. OPHICIUAEl, CCPEIA 
1~11 121, 2sq-~6a 
COASTAl EN~IRC~ME~l, EELS, FIS~, Sf~~AL ~ATUFIT), SOUNt ~AVES 
1912 REJSE~MARS~Et.: ~ 
STORMflCCE~ OG OIGEB,GNING PA E~ EKSPCNEREl ~ESTERHAVSKYST 
FOLI~ tEOG~APtiC~ CANIC,, CCFE~hA~E~. l2tllt S4P 
COASTAL ENVIRONMENT, SlCR~!t COASTAl ZONE 
····························~·····························~-~············· CCASTI!l 1/,.t!RSHES 
·······················-·················································· 
1S13 Klf~AS ~f El Al 
COASTAl VEGETATIC~ Cf Cfl·~~~~. l~f ~APPING tf DELAWARE'S COASTAl MARSh~S 
SEol GR~H PLB llEL-SGClS-13. I;IIIVHS llY OF DEUIIAH PP ~33-439 
AEI<Ul Pt.CTCGRAPtY, CCASTAl /olilliSHE~, CELAWAiiEo IIEII.OTE .SEt\SING. VEGETATIOt\ 
1913 flEHEfi CA 
Sl~MAAY FEFCIIT Cf ~.APSt PFDCUCTION STUDIES FOR ThE UPPER PATU~ENT RIVER 
ESTUARY ANt PARKER CREEK M~RVltiiU CLRING lHE SU~MER OF 1973 
NRI CHES BICL tAE liEf H 73-123; 3CP 
CHESAPEA~E EAY, CC,STAL I'AilSHS 1 fUPPING, MARSt PLANTS, MARSHES, PATUXENT 




1 <i6 9 R ICtiAFl:S ttG 
A REIIIEII OF RECE~l SlLI:IES ON TtiE ~~~lNE PL£ISTCCENE Cf Thf. ATLANTIC 
CCASTIIL FLIIIt. - fiEh JEilSEY lC GECREIA, IN: GEOLOG~ OF THE A~ERICAN 
MECITERR#lfiiEAfii-GLLF CCA!T A~EII 
GECL SCC TFIINS 1St eCl-6C9 
CCASTAl PLAit.S, GECLCGV, PLEISlCCEIIE EPOCH 
191~ liTCHFIELC Ct El Ill 
BACTERIAL FLUX IN SC~E ~Eh JERSEY ESlL,RINE SECII'EfiTS 
AM SCC li~~CL CCEIII\CGR z, 34C-:53 ISPEC SYI'PJ 
fACTERIA, C.A~BCII, ChE~ICIIl fRCPERllfSo COASTAL PlAINS, GECChE,lSTRY, 
~JlRCGEN CC~FCL~t!, SEti~E~lS 
1915 SUfl tJf 
fA~RIER-lSLA~O GE~fSIS 1 EVICE~CE fRCM THE CENTRAL ATLA~llC SHELF. EASTERN 
us~ 
SECII'HT GHL 14Uh 1-43 
SHCRELINE ERCSJON, BIBLIOGRAP~IES, COASTAl FlftlNS, CONTINE~TAL SHELf, 
0 HlRICT OF COLUI'e lA, GHLIGY, GECI<IlRPiiOlOU e SECIMENHRY STRUCTUIHS, 
B~RRIER ISU!t.tS 
c 
1976 YAS!C ~E, H,RTMAN El' 
BfAC~ FORMS ANV CCASTAL FRCCESSES 
MES~ NY BIG~l ATLAS ~C~CGR 11, 50P 
SHCRELINE EPOSION, BE,CHES, COASl~l PLAINS. OU~ES, GEO~ORPHOLOGY, INLETS 
(W~TERkAYS), SECI~ENTATibh, STC~MS, 6~RRIER ISL~~CS 
197t HATCHER PG, ~EI~lER lE 
CARBCHYOPATES AN[ CRGM\IC ORBOI\ I~ NEW YCRK Blf:HT SEOIIIENTS AS PO.SSlBlE 
INC ICATORS OF SEWAGE CChTAMJNAJIOf\ 
AM SCC liMI\CL CCEANOGR ~. ~40-248 CSFEC S~,PJ 
PCLllTICN, CARBCtiYORAHSo CAI<BCN, COtSTAl fLAII'IS, COtiTINENTAL SHELft 
GECLCGY, SEOIMENlS 
1'116 WIM:CII 1-
CHE,ICAL CCEA~OGR~P~~ CCNSICE~#TIC~S 
IN CCNFERENCE WC~KS~CP P~CCEECJNGS BUREAU Of lAND MANAGEMENT'S 
ENHRONIIENTAL SlUtl.ES FRCGRAM FOR THE S AlLAN CUTER COl\ SliElf, SKlDAWAY 
IN~T Q(EtNCG, SA\ANNAH, GA~ flC1-B 
POLLUTICN, CCASHl PlAlt.S, CCNTINEt\Ul SHLf, teOCt!EHISTRY, GEOlOGY, 
IMF,CTS . 
191£ BCICCLRT ~C 
CIRCULATICN P~CCESSES CCNTROLLING SECI~ENT TRANSPORT IN THE MIDDLE 
Hllli>;T IC eJGI-1 
ft~ GECPH~SICtL LNICN l~ANS 5S(6) 1 409 
TRANSPCRT, CIRCULATJCN 1 COASTAL PLAINS, CCNTINENT~l SHELF, CLRRENTS (WillER), OCEANCG~APhY, SEDIMENTATION 
197~ SlUCS F~e 1-llC~SKY E~ 
COt.CENTRIITIIJN CF HEA\IV METALS It. fCTTCM SEtlf!Et.TS OF Tt;t ~ID-AllAI\llC 
B IGI· T 
GECL SCC Ali 1llh 12.2 
PCLLUTICN 1 CCASTAl PLAINS, CCNll~ENTAL S~ELF, GECLCGY, HEAVY METALS, 
SHII'EHS 
126 
1976 MUELLER JA El AL 
CONTAMINANTS ENTERING THE NE~ ~CR~ BIGHT, SCU~CES, MASS LOADS, 
SIGNIFIUHE 
AM SOC LIMNOL CCE~NCGR 2t l62-17C CSFEC SYI'PJ 
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CONTINENT~L MARGI~, GECLCGIC FC~~~TlChS, GECLCG~, GECMCRPHCLCGY 
1S71 H~lHAWAY JC 
CATE FILEt CONTINENTtl ~AP,IN FROG~l~o ATLA~llC COAST OF TliE UI\ITED 
STATES, V. ~~ SA~PLE CCLLECliCN A~t A~AlYTICAL CAlA 
~OCOS t-OlE OCEANCG~AFhlC I~STITLTE TECh~ICAl ~fFCFl 71-15, 496P 
A~AlYTICtL lEC~NIQlES, CC~ll~E~T~L ~'~GI~, s•~PLING 
1915 EEHEHl JC 
HIGh SENSI1l\ITY AERCMAGNETJC SUFVE~ CF ThE ~ll~NTIC MtRGI~ CF T~E ~NITED 
~UTES 
TRANS -~ERlCAN GECP.~SlCAL UNICN 56o !56 
CCNli~E~TAL MARGI~. GECFHlSICS 
15! 
lS13 s;IFl 0 El ~l 
~ES~, INlERCISCIPli~ARY ~PfRCAC~ TO ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS OF CONTINENTAL 
"~RGit.S 
MARll SEOI"tNT~ SC2), 37-44 
CCNTINENTAL MARGIN, CONTINENTAL StELF, ECOLOGY, ECCSYSTE~S. GECLCGY, 
OCEANOGRAPHY, SEA ~AlERt SEOl~E~TATIC~t SEDI~E~TS 
1974 MJNARC JP, El AL 
PREllf(JNAH ~EPCill CN HiE GECLCGY ALONG THE ATLANTIC CONTINENTAL MARGIN OF 
NCFTHEASTERN UNITEC STATES 
At~ERICAI\ A~S OF FElRCLEIJ~ HCLCGISl EIJllElJN 5B 1169-1178 
CONTINENTAL "ARGIN, GECLCGY 
1976 HAl~A~AY JC El AL 
PRELIMlNA~Y SU~MA~Y OF THE 1Slt AllAAlJC MARti~ CORING PRCJECl OF THE U.S. 
GEOLOGICAL SLPVEY . 
UNITED STAlES tECLCGlCtl SU~VEY OPEA FILE REPCRT 76-e44, 217F 
COAliNENTAl ~ARGIAt GECLCGY, SURVEY~ 
l'i72 HAHA!~AY JC 
REGIONAL CLAY ~I~E~AL FACIES 1~ ESllARIES AI\[ CCATINENTAl ~ARGIN Of THE 
UI\ITEC STAlES EAST COAST 
GECL SOC AI'ER, ME~ 133, F.2S3-316 
CLAY ~JNER,ILS 1 CCNliNEI\TAL MARGIN, DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, UNITED STATES 
1512 ,Iltii'A~ JC El Al 
SEtiMEt.ilS Of TH CCNllllfNTAl PIAili>IN Cff THE EASTERN UNITED STATES 
GECLGGlCAL SOCIEl'l' Cf A~ERICA BLLLETI~ 83, 1315-1334 
CC~lii\EI\IAL ~APGJN• Sf(lMENTS 
1<Jc3 lCI-'lPI E 
SEDIMENTS ON THE CCNTINENT~l I'ARGIN CFF EASTERt-1 U~IlEO SlATES 
t..S GECL SURVE'I' PROF PAPH 4 15-(, PC 13.2-C 137 
CCNTII\E~lAl MARGI~t GECLCEY, SECIMEI\TS 
IS75 5CHLEE J ET IL 
STRUCTURE Cf CC~li~ENTAL MARGIN CFF ~10 ATLANTIC STAlES (BALTIMORE CANYON 
TRCLGHI 
U.S. GECLCGICAL SLRVEV CPEI\ FILE FEfC~l 75-6(, 45P 14FIGLRES 
CA~YCNS, CCNTINENTJL MAR~lNt STRUClLRE 
156 
19E7 E,.ERY KC 
THE AllANliC CONUHI'ITAL ~ARGII\ CF THE UNIHt STATES OURINC: HE PAST 70 
I'JlliC~ YE~RS 
COLLECTED PAPE~S C~ GEClCGY OF Thf ATLANTIC REGlCN, GEOL ASSCC CANADA SPEC PAFER 
CONTINENTAL ~ARGIN, GECLCGY 
1S6S OR~KE Cl ET Al 
THE CONTINENHL fYARGII\ CF THE EtiSHR~ UtdTEO STATES 
CMAOIAN JClR~AL CF EJI!<lr HIEHES :, 993-lClC 
COATl~EI\lAL MARGIAt GECLCG~ 
19'l4 I<EEA ~.J 
THE CCNTihENTAL ~ARGJ~ (f EASlEFN NCRTH AMEHJCA, flORICA TC AEWfOUNDLAND 
It-!, AH ~AIRI' ANC fG STEiill (fCJTORSt THE OCE4/Ii BASINS Al\0 MARGINS., 112, 
THE tiORTr AllAI\TIC. hEll HRI< FLENLI' PfiESS 1 P41-78 CCtiTINENlAl ~ARGI~ 
1~1~ 5CGlT K~, CCLE J~ 
U.S. ATLANTIC ~A~GI~ LOCK FAUC~ABLE 
CIL AND GAS JClR~AL 73 1 55-~S 
CONTI~E~TAL M~RGIN, GECLCGY, Cll 
••4•****··~~······························································ CCI\liNE~lAl SHELF 
······~·····~·················~··········································· 
H16 S~AFP J~ 
A GENERAL EOX MGCEL APPRCACH 
PRESE~TEC AT lt.ilEI\tlL tECAtE CF OCEAN EXPLC~ATICN· 
NSf CO~f ON ANCXIA ON THE MIDDlE ATLANTIC SHElf DLRING THE Sl~MER Cf 1976, ~A~H DC, CCT 15-lE 7t, P631cl 
ANAERCBIC CCNCITIONS, fGLLUTlC~, CONTINENTAl S~ELF, EST~ARIES 1 MAlrEMATICAl MCOEL!, NlT~IENTS, REt liCE, SllD'E DISPOSAL, ~~TER A~ALYSIS 
1915 ~ARGIS ~J~ LYNCH I'P 
A PROPOSAL 10 CONCLCT ATLANTIC BASELINE STLCIES ANC ANALYSIS 
~ FRCPGS~l TC EU~EftU Cf LA~C ~A~AGE~E~T, kAS~I~ElON, OC FRC~ ~IMS, 
GLCUCESTER PCINT, VIRGINIA 
COI\liNENTAL SHELF, CIL, FRCJECTS, ~ICCLE ATL,1~1IC EIGHT 
l~i 
1S14 GAlli-Ej; -.s 
A PUBLIC AUTHORITY TO MANAGE THE ATLANTIC CUTE~ CO~TlNENTAl SHElf 
AOCRESS DELIVERED TC NE .. YORK SfCTICN OF MAR TECH SCC, MARCH 21 
CONTINENTAL SHElf, INSTITUTIONS, Cll, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
1977 OEl~~~RE UNI\E~SilY 
A REPOill GN THE ATLANTIC CFFSHORE L5ERS kCRl<SHOF HElD M.tv 19-21 
CEL-SG-11-17, HURKt ~J 
ATLIINTIC CCASTAl PlAIN• HlAIIllC CCE~fl, CCNTINENTAl StiElf, fiOIIITORlNGt 
NATURAl RE!ULRCES, PCLLUTAIIT ICENTIFICATIC~, , RESOURCE CEVELCPMENT, SPOIL 
DISPOSAL 
l~iB BEARDSLEY RC 
A SIMPLE Tt.HiilETICtll MCCEL FCR Thf FLCW CF All- ESTUARY CNTO A CONTINENTAL 
SHElf 
JR. GECFHYSICAL HSE.CRCt; IICL. S3 IIC.C2 913-81!3 
FRCJECTICNS, CONTlNEI\ltll S~ELF, CYNAMICS, MCOEl SlLDIES, THEO~ETICAL 
ANAL,SIS, TIDAL kAlfFS, TCfCGR~Pt;), ~ElO(llY 
1\~0 AG~EllC RJ, GCCC~A~ J 
A HlC"t OF THE SC(IO-ECO~Qfl.l(; FACTCRS RElATII\G TC THE CUTER CCNTINENTAl 
SHELF CF THE MIC-HLANliC COAST, BCOI< 2, VCLI.<MES Ill AI\£ V 
LNIV DEL, CCLlEGE CF ~API~E SlltlES 
CCNHNENTAL SHElf, ECCNO\IC l~P~CT, I'J!NAGEMENT, Cll, Oil 11\DlSTR"t, SGCIAL 
IMPACT, COJ!HAL ZCI\iE 
N*O* l;I\IVERSITY OF DElA•ARE 
A STLD'W Of THE SCCIC-ECCIIC~IC fACT(RS RELATING TO THE CUTER CCNTII\ENTAL 
S~Elf Cf ThE MIC-J!Tl,NTIC COAST, BCCK 1, VOLUIIE5 It II AND III 
COllEGE CF MARIIIE SllCIES 
CCNlliiEI\T~L ShElft ECC~CIIIC IMF~CT 1 ~AIIAEEfiEI\T, Cll, OIL 11\0USTRY, SOCIAL 
I~FACT, CCASlAL ZCII~ 
~*C KUPTl Mt ET tl 
A STUDY OF THE SCCH-ECC~CMIC HClOS RELATINc:; TC H<E CUTER CONTINENTAL 
SHELF CF lH f'ID-Hl.ti\TH Cc.'!Sl, ECCK 3, VOllfiES VI, VII. /INC IX 
UNIV DEl, COllEGE Cf M~~INE Sll;ClES 
COHINEN1Al SHELF, ECOCI'iC IMHCl, f'ANAGEMENT. Oil, Oil I~OIJSTRY, SOCIAl 
l~PACT, CCASTAl lC~E . 
15c 
1~16 P~RKEj; CE, ~~~G~l ~~ 
A VOLU~ElRIC TEMPERATURE SALINITY CENSUS fC~ 1 HE MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
li.NCL£~' AND CCEANCGR~P~~ 21(4); 563-571 
SEASONll VARI~Tl{NS, CCNTINENTAL Sfflf, CCNTINENTAL SLOPE, S~LINlTYr 
TE~PER~TURE, VCLLMETRIC ~NAl,SISt !OfT CLAM 
1917 CIEHil Mf 
ACLTE A~C CHRCNIC STLCIES kiT~ h~TERFCWL EXPCSfC TC FETRCLEU~ 
l:iHRCCtREOS 
US EPA tOC 
7-17-111 
OIL 5PlLLS. POllUllCN, CO~TI~ENlAL !Hflf, fCDC Cl:iAINS, WATER, WATER 
POLLLTIC~ EFFECTS 
l~tE MCEAC~RAI\ JC 
AGE AND GRCWTH OF 11-!E SlRIPEC SEARCBI~ 
VI~S THESIS ICOll ~llliA~ ANC ~A~ll 
AGING IBICLCGICAllr CCI\TINENlAl Shflfr OlSlRlBLTION, OIVERSIFICATICN, FISH 
PCPLLATICI\S 1 GONACS, SPAW~l~G, LEIIGTH-FREQLENC' OISTRIBUTICNS, SEARCBlNS 
1'376 loHSk JJ 
AN ANAL~SIS OF TIME OEfENCE~T FACTC~S LEACI~G T£ ANCXIC CCI\CITICI\S WITHIN 
THE fllCCLE A1lJ!N1IC EIEHT CLRI~G 1~1t 
6RCCKhtVEN NATL LAe, NY, NSF CCIIf Cl\ AI\OXI~ ON MIC All SHELF 1976, ~ASH 
OCr CC.l 15-It, 1t, P11 
AI\AERCBIC CCNCITIC~S, CCI\TINENlAl S~Elft RED TIDE, WATER ANAl,SlS 
1S75 PARRAR~~-C~~~,~~~IS ( 
AN I~VESTIE,TIC~ CF A~l~ROPOGE~!C 5EDJ~E~T5 l~ TfE NE~ lCR~ EIGHT 
DOCTCR~l 015ERT !Cl~S A8S1A lftl !6(4), 163!f) 
CONTINENTAl SHElf, CC~ES, (ECLCG"t 1 HEAVY ~El~LS, CCEANCGRAP~Y, CRGA~lC 
MAllER, SECI~E~TS, SCLJC WASTES, M~STE DISPOSAL 
1976 5~11~ PA ET ~l 
A~ Cll SPill RISK ANAL~SIS FCR ThE f'IC-All~NliC CUTE~ CCNliii£~TAl SHELF 
lEASE 
US GECLCc:;IOL SURVEY, CPEI\-fllE REFT 16-451, RESTO~, V~ 
CC~lliiENTAL SHELF, EN~l~O~fiE~TAL EFFECTS, ~~TtEMATICAl MC[ELS, NATURAL 
RESOURCES, Cllt Cll IHLSTRY, RESCI..~CE OEVELCFI'EH 
1!9 
lSil BCE5CH Df 
-~~LYSIS A~C JNTEFPPETATIO~ Cf SEDIMENTS CCLLECTEO OLRlNG THE ~IOOLE 
ATLANTIC CUTER COI\TINENlAl SHlf HlflRONIIE~T.Al STUDIES 1975-76 
l~IMS ~Rt~~Cf 174) 
ANALYSIS, PtYSIOGRAPHY, CCNTINE~TAL SHElF, SEDI~Ef\TS 
1912 S~lFT CJP El AL 
ANATOMY OF A SHORE FACE RIDGE SYSTEM, FALSE CAFE, VIRGINIA 
liAR GECL 12, 5S-f4 
BATiiV~ETRY, CCNTINENlAl £tELF, MARINE GECLCG~ 
1~11 '~R~Ill AS El AL 
ANCIENT OYSTER StELLS CN THE ATLA~TIC CCNTI~ENlAL SHELF 
SCJEI\CE 147 f3qa-~CC 
SHELlS, CC~TJNENTAL SHiLF, HEPlACHLCRt RADICACTI~ITV 
1974 ZEIGLER J 
APPLICATIC~ Cf REMCTE SINSIN~ 10 SlLCY NEARSHCRE CIRCULATIC~. Af\NUAL 
REPCRT fCF YEA~ T~( 
IVIMS G~ANT RPl ~H54J.l5N4\6) 
CC~TINE~TAL SHELF, ESTLARIES, PE~OTE SENSING, WACH.PREAGUE,VA, kATER 
C li<CULA liCI\ 
1916 CI-EN \ItT 
APPLICATION Of RE~OTE SEI\SING TC THE CHESAPEAKE BAY REGIO~ VOL 2 PROC 
NA5A CCNF Fle 6 
CO~TINENTAL ShELF, CRECGING 1 EUTPCFHIC~TIC~, REI'OTE SENSING, hATER 
PCLLlJTION, wATER QlAlll'l 
19"17 hAEFNER PA 
ASPECTS OF THE BICLCGY CF THE JONAI- CRAB, CAI\CfR BCAEALISSTIMPSON. 1859 IN 
THE ~10 ATLANTIC EIGHT 
JCLRNAL OF ~ATURAL Hl~l(RY lit 3C3-320 
EICLUMINESCENCE, CONTINENTAL S~ELF, CRABS, NORlt CARCLJI\A, REPNODUCTION, 
SIZE, SPATIAL DISTRIEUTION, TRAhllNG, MIDCLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
1974 SfRC~UK F~, R~lHJEI\ ~F 
ASFECH Cf lH OISTI!JeUliO~ Mt ~BLHANC£ (f LONG-FINIIEI: SQUU, LCLIGO 
PEALE!, BElkEE~ C~FE tAllEI!AS •Nt ~ECRGES BA~K 
f'IAI' FIS., HV 36UJ,, lD-11 
CCNliNENTAL SHELF, CI5T~IBUTICN, FISHERIES, 1~\IEFTEEAAlES 
16C 
19fli UCiilPI E 
ATLANTIC CCNTJNENTtl S~ELF A~C SLOPE Cf THE LNITED STATES- P~YSJCGRAPhY 
U.S. GECL SURVEY FRCF PAP ~2S-C, PC1-C30 
PHVSJCGRAPHW, CC~TINENTAL ShELF. CC~TINENTAL SLCPE, GECLDGY 
1'.i6S SlANU'r CJ 
ATLANTIC CCNTI~ENTtL SHELF Af\C SLCFE CF TtE UNITED STATES-COLOR OF MARINE 
SEI.iii'EHS 
LS GEOL SLRifE'r P~CF PAFIR 52;-c, PL1-Cl5 
CCLOR, CC~TJ~ENTAL SHELF, CO~TlNENTAL SLOP£, MARINE fEOLOG~, SEDIMENTS 
1914 POCT£ ~c. El ~l 
ATLANTIC CCS RESCURCES ANC LE~SING PCTENliAL CPRELIMII\ARV COFYl PRESENTED 
AT EASTER~ REGIC~AL ~EET!~G SCCIET} Cf PET~CLEL~ ENGINEERS Of AlMEr 
litASHIN(lC~, C.C., 1\(\1 14-15, l'ii74 
CONTINENTAL SHELF, CFFSHC~E PLATFCR~S, OIL FJELCS, CIL PESEP~CIRS, 
RE~OLRCE OEVELCP~E~lt ~£SCL~CES 
1~11 KALTE~ ~J El AL 
ATLMTIC Ol:TER CONTII\CHAL £HLF HHGY RESCURCES, AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
CCRNELL LNIV, OEFl AGRIC ECC~ 
ATLANTIC CCEAN, CO~TINENlAL S~ELF, ECCI\O~ICS, NATURAL GAS, N'TU~AL 
RESOURCES, CIL, flE~ClRCE CEVELCPI'Hl 
1945 ShiFT CJP 
EARRIER-ISL.NO GENESIS, E\IOENCE FRC~ THE CE~TRAL ATlANTIC StELF, EASTERN 
t.:H 
SEDIMENT GEOl 14111, 1-43 
SHORELINE EROSIOI\ 1 BI6LICGRAPHIES 1 COASTAL FLAINS, OCNTINENTAL SHELF, 
DISTRICT Of COLUI'fiA, GEOLOGY, GECI'CRFHOLGGY, SEDIMENTARY STRLCTURES, 
BAilRIU I SLA~t::S 
1916 SlTlCI\ Ct-
BAlHY~ETRIC CHART Cf THE 6ALTl~CFE CANYON TRCL(P. OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF 
SPECIAL REPCRT APPLIEC MARINE SCIENCES AND OCEAN ENGI~EERI~G NC 106, 
~IRGINIA INSTITUTE CF ~·~INE SCIE~CE, GLCLCESTER PCINT, VA 
EATHYMETFV, CAI\V(~St CC~TINENT~l S~Elf 
1S73 FW·E~ JJ 
BAThYMETRIC PROJECTED FRCFILES ANO lhE CRIGIN Cf e4RRIER 
ISL~~CS--JCtNSGN'~ SfCREli~E Cf EI'ERGEI\CE ~E~lSlTEC 
COATES, DR (ECI CCASl~l GECMCRfhCLCGY STJTE UNI~ OF ~.V. BING~AMTON 
CCNTIIIE~T·L S.,ELf, GEC~CRPPOLOG,, EAFRIE~ ISLA~OS 
161 
1975 GCLCS .. ITH V ET R 
BAlH~fo!ETRY OF THE 'lllRGII\IAII SEt, PIRT 11 CHSAPEAKE BU:HT, CAPE HENLOPEN 
TO CAPE H~lTERAS CCNTIIIEIIT~L ShElf PliO UPPER ~LOPE 
~~~ INST ~AR SCI 1 3( ~~~~ IlllE~V~L, 1S13-1~15 
BAT~V .. ETRV, CCIITIIIflllAL ShELF, CDIITIIIENTAL SLCFE, MAPS, NORTH CAROLINA, 
V II<€ II\ 1A 
1916 "llvPER C ET ~l 
BENTHIC FAUIIAl ASSEtBLAGES CfF THE CtLMARVA PEI\11\SULA ESTUtRINE ANC 
COA5TAl ~A~ SCI ~(2), 163-177 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CONTINENTAl S~ELF, tlSlRIBLTlO~, INVERTEfRATES, SEASCNAL 
OI~TRIBUTICN, \l~GINIA 
1972 MARKLE OF 
BENTHIC FISh ASSOCIATICIIS CN ThE CCNTJNEI\Tll SLOPE OF THf MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
BIGH 
VIMS THESIS tCCLL •ILLIIIM A~C ~ARYJ 
I!EIITHIC fAliNA 1 CONTINENTAL Sl-ifLF, C I STIHBUTICN, FISH PCPLLIIllCNS, GONADS, 
SPIIWI\ING, lENGTH-FREQlENCY ClSTRIBvllCNSo SEilllC6IIIS 
· l~ill I<ARRI5 REo .\ANENGEL ~A 
BICLOGY llll£ I'At<AHfoi:ENT OF THE HER !CAll. LOBSTEil 1 JULY 1-CEC 31, 1971 PROG. 
FEH 
VII'S G~N1 ~PT 'L444C3V3 ~C13 
CCNTIIIHTAl SHLF,. CCSTS 1 fiSh MANilHMENTo INIIESTIGATIOIIIS, SAf'PLING, 
SECIMENTS, ZCCPLA~KTCN 
1917 STOLT FM, MCCLEIINEN 
BURIED IIALLEY !EDEMENTS Oil THE CCIIliiiENTAl SHELF OFF OflAWilRE BAY AND NEW 
JEI<HY 
GECLDGICill ~GCIETY OF JI'ERICA NCRTHEIIST REGIO~AL "EETI~G ABSTPACTS 
CAIIYCNS, CCNll,..EIIillll StELF, GECLCG,, SEOII'ENTS 1 CELilkARE BAY 
lS15 GIIOC FE El ~L 
ClllCtLHICNS OF SAIIC HA~SfCFT 0~ THE NEW YCRK SHLF USING NEAR-BOTTOM 
CURRENT MElER CB~ER~ATIC~~ 
A~ GECPHYS UI\ICII TRti\S 56(12), 1003 
TRANSPCRlo CLIMATES~ CC~Tl~E~TAL StELF, CU~RENl "ETERSt C~PRE~TS !WATER), 
GEOLOGlt CCEA~OGR~PH~, SECif'EIITATtC~, ~ELCCilV 
162 
1916 hATChER PG, Kfl~lER LE 
CA~BOHYCRAlfS ANC £RGA~IC CARBCN 111 flEW YORK BIGHT SEDIMENTS AS POSSIBLE 
IIICICATCRS OF 5 H~GE CCI\ l.A" II\ A liCN 
A" 50C Ll~~CL DCEANCG~ 2, 240-24! (SPEC SY .. FI 
POlL~TlCN, C~REC.Vtl<tlESo CIIREDN, CCASTIIL PLAINS, COIITINENlAL SHELf, 
GECLCGY, SfOI .. EI\T! 
1'>76 1-iU\CCI' j., 
CHEMICAL CCEANCGFAFH~ CO~SIOER~TIC~~ 
I~ CONFERENCE ~(RKStCP P~CCEECINGS BlREAL Of LANC MANAGEMENT'S 
EI\,IRCN~ENTAL STl[lES FPCfPAM FO~ ThE S ATlAII CUTER CO~ SHELF, SKICAWAY 
JNSr OCEANOG• SA\IIN~A~t GAo PlCl-8 
PCllUTICN, CCAST~l PLAI~S, CC~llNENTAl S~ELF, GECCHE"ISTRY, GfCLCGl, 
If.! FACTS 
1967 HARPISOII W El AL 
CJRCULATICN (f SHELF h•TERS CFF THE CHESAFEAKE SIGHT - SURFACE AND BOTTOM 
DRIFT OF CONTJNE~TAl S•ELf WtTERS EETWEEN CAPE HENLOPEN, OEL~kARE AND CAPE 
H~TTER~S. ~OPTH C•ROLI~•••• 
~IIH CO~H 218 
CC~TINENTAL SHELf, kiiTE~ CI~CULATIG~, MIOCLE AllANliC BIGHT 
1966 SlAIIln Ell 
CIRCULATION Of T~E SHELF •ATERS CFF ThE CrESAFEAKE BIGhT 
CCEAI\ SCIE~CES ANC EI\Gl~EERING OF THE ATLA~TIC S~Elf S~I'PCSILM. 
TRANSACTIO~S PHILP, PA, MARC• 1~20, 1968, F13 
ATLANTIC OCEAN, (hESAPEA~E a•~• CIFCvlATIC~, CC~TIIIEIIT'L s•Elf 
1S7~ BClCCLRl ~C'El Al 
CIRCULIITIC~ 0~ THE ATLA~llC .CC~Tl~f~Till S~Elf CF T~E UNITEC SlATES, CAPE 
~AV TC CAFE tATTEPtS 
IN, PRCCEEDINGS OF l~E 191! liEGE CCLLOCLIL~ CN OCEAN DYNA~ICS, UNIVERSITY 
CF LIEGE, LIEGE, BELGIL~ 
CHESAPEAKE e••• ClRCLLATIC~, CCNTI~E~TAL StELF, NCRT~ CAROLI~A, VIRGINIA 
1978 BCICCLRT kC 
CIRCLlllltCN PRCCES!ES CC~T~CLLl~G !E[I~E~l l~A~SFORT I~ THE ~!COLE 
IITUNTIC EHrl 
AM GECPH.SICAL UIIION TRII~S 5tlf), ~C~ 
TR,NSPCRT, CIPCULATICII, CCASTAL FLAJNS, CC~TI~E~TIIL ShELF, CLR~ENTS 
!WATER), CCEA~CGFAFH~, ~EtJ~E~TATIC~ 
H:3 
1976 GfFICE Cf TECn~ClCGY AS~ESS~E~l 
CCASTAL EffECTS Cf DFFS~CRE ENERGY S'STE~S, ~N ASSESSMENT CF CIL AND GAS 
SVSTE~S, DEEPk~TER PCRTS AND N~CLE~R PDWERFL~~TS Cff ThE CO~ST OF Nfk 
JERSEY A~D CEL~~t~t 
WASHINGTO~, D.C. 
l~C~ST~l~l DE~El(f~ENT, CCNTINf~T~l ShElfr ENVI~ONMENTAL EffECTS, NATURAl 
GAS, NUCLEAR PCkER PLANTS, OIL, PLA~NING, RESCLRCE DEVELOP~ENTt COASTAL 
ZOH 
l<;i1 BAR\EIIKI Fl< 
COASTAL S~ELF PROCLCliVllV~ ~Eh YORK BIGHT AND ~E~ JERSEY SHELF WATERS 
IN PRGGRES~ 
COASTAL k~lERS, CC~TI~E~lAl S~ELF, PRCCUCTI~ITV 
1912 SChlfEL JF, C~LEC ., 
CO~~ENTS CN THE CISPERSAL OF SlSfEIIDEC SEDIMENT ACCRCSS THE CONTINENTAL 
SHEl liES 
IN SWIFl ET Al CECSJ. SHLF SEDIMENT TRANSPORT. STROlOSBliRG~ PA,. OO~DEN, 
HUTCHIIISCN AND RUS INC. P.333-34f: 
COHINENlAL SHELF, SEDIHfll li<AI\SPCRT, SECIMEIHS, SUSPENIJEC LCAD, VlRGINlll 
1<;i'i MLSIC~ JA 
CC~~LNITY STRUCTLRE Cf FISHES CN TtE CONTINENTAL SLOPE AND RISE OFF lHE 
MICCLE ~TLANliC CCASl (f THE U~ITE[ 5TATES 
SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC ~EPC~l ~(. S6, ~IMS, GlCLCESlER Ptl~T, VA 
~fUNCANCE, DIVERSITY, CCNTI~ENTAL S~ELFt CCNllNE~lAl SLOPE, FISH, FISH 
POHLATIO~S 
1975 SZLCS FK• HllOVSK' E~ 
CONCENTRHlCN Cf tEAVY METIILS Ill fClTCM SEDII'EMS Of THE MI!I-~TLANTIC 
eiGHT 
GECL SCC ~~ 7{1), 122 
FGLLLTIC~, CCjST~l PLAINS, CCNTII\EI\T'L ShELF, GEOLCGV, HEAVV ~ETALSo 
SECIIHI\TS , 
1915 WILLIA~S S ET tl 
CCNSTRIJCTION IN lHE CC~STAL ZC~E, I PCTE,.TI'l lSE CF W~STE MtlERIALS 
~AF GECl 1B(l), 1-15 
CONSTRUCTION, CCNli~E~TAL SHELFo GRAVELS, ISL.NCS, PLAN~lNG, WASTE 
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SH~llCW s~eBOTTC~ SlRATl~RAPhY• ~ICOLE AllA~TIC OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF 
GECL SCC A~ ~SST~ 8(6), 9!1-95E 
BATHYMETRY, CO~TlNE~TAl SHELF, FCRlMINIFERA, GECLOGY, LAGDC~S, SEDIMENTS, 
SEISMIC STltiES, STFATIG~AfHY 
1964 ~ICHCLS ~'• lYhC~ I'F 
StELF C6SERVATIO~S - H~C~OGR~PhV C~UISES Of JAI\U~R'V 22-25, JULY 15-19, 
l'.itJ 
Vl~S SPEC SCI REP 4S 
BATH1ME1RY. CCNTil\E~lAL SHELF, ~'VCFCGRAPHY, S~LI~ITV, ~ATER TE,PERATUREt 
'ICCLE ATL~~TlC et~HT 
H2 
1972 NICI-CLS 1'1" 
SHELF SEDI~El\15 CFF THE CHESAPE~~E BAY. I. GEI\E~~L lllt.CLCG~ AND 
COfo!PCSiliCI\ 
Vli"S SPEC SCI REP 46 
CHESAPEAKE B,Y, CCI\TII\tl\T~l SHELf, LITHIFICATION, SEDIMENTS, TCPOGRAPH'V 
1973 GCOtklN eK, T~OM~S JB 
SHELF SEOI,ENTS CFF Ck£SilFEA~E e•~• III. ~EAVl MINE~ALS 
VI'S S~R 6S, GLCUCESTE~ FOINT, V~ 
CHESAPEAKE EAY, CO~TINENTAL SHELF, HE~VV MET~LS, SED~MENTS 
1916 SOUT~ARC JB, STANLE) C 
SKELF-BREAi PROCESSES ~~C SEDIMENT~TICI\ 
IN 1 C. STANLEY ANt tJP SkiFT lECITCRSI MARINE ~ECIMENT TRANSPORT AhD 
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT 
~Ek VOR~, J(~~ ~JLEV ~~[ SDI\S, 351-371 
CC~TINENTAl SHELF, CONTINENTAL SLCPE, SEDIMENTATICN 
1~14 WE~P CM El ~l 
ShELFBREAK PHVSICGRAfHV fETkfE~ kll~INGTCN A~C NC~FOLK CA~YC~S 
M~RINE TECHNICAl SCCIETY 8, 37-48 
PHYSIOGRAPHY, CANVCNS 1 CCNTINENTAL SHELF, CONTINENTAL SLCPE 
1953 PCkERS MC, KINSM~~ 6 
SHEll ACCLMLLATIO~S l~ UNCERkAlE~ SEDIMENTS ~NCThEIR RELATIC~ TO THE 
THICKNESS CF ltE TR~CTIC~ ZC~E 
J SEOJMENT PETR 23141, 22~-234 ICHES eAV INST CC~TRIB ~~ 
CHESAPEAKE BA1, CC~TI~E~T~l SHElf, CCRES, SA~CS, SECI'E~TS 
l<J65 EI'Eil'r K( 
SC~E PCTENllJl Ml~ERAl RE!CLFCES OF THE ATLANTIC CONTINENTAL ~ARGII\ 
LS GECLCG IC At SU!l \lEV PI<CfES S IG~Jil fAFER 525-C, Cl57-C 16C 
CCNTI~E~TAL S~Elf, CC~ll~E~TAl SLOFE, ~A~GANES£ 1 MARINE GECLCGY, MINERAL 
Il\CUSTRY, ~INING, RESClRCES, SECI'E~TS 
1975 'EACE ~~ ET ~l 
SOLRCES OF SUSPENDED ~AlTEk I~ ~AlENS OF ThE ~!COLE ATL~NTIC EIGHT 
J !Etl,ENT PEl~Ol 45111, 171-lEB 
Cl~V MINERALS, CCNTII\E~Ttl SHELF, '~~~~E GEOLOGY, NORT~ CAROLINA, ORGANIC 
MATTER, SEti~E~l! 
lf3 
lSlt GRCS~ I'G 
SOuRCES (f L~B~~ ~lSTES 
AM coc LIM~CL OCEANCGR 2, lSC-161 !SPEC S~MFI POL~LTIO~t CO~TI~E~lAL StElf, GECLCGY, INOLST~IAL ~ASTES, LA~Oflll5• 
SECJ~E~TS, SEkAGE• SCLIC k~STES, WASTE DISPOS~L 
1971 MULFCRC FAt ~CFCRCSS JJ 
SPECIES COMPCSITIO~ AN[ ABUNCA~CE CF NET PAYlOFLANKTCN IN VIRGINIAN 
CCAHAL tr.AlERS 
Crt'S SCI 1213h 1~2-15! SUCCESSIO~t SEASCNAL -ARiftTIONS, CC~llNENTAl SHELF, PhYTOPlA~KTON, 
SAli~IlY, lE~PER,lLREt CCAS1Al ZCNE 
~:~~~~~L~~V=~SITY ~NC fAUNAL AFFl~ITIES CF ~ElOBE~lHIC COPEPOCA IN THE 
DEEP SEA 
MAR BICL 144llt 41-51 CO~STAL ~ATERSt BE~THD!t CCNTI~ENTIL SHELF, CO.llNENTAl SLtPE, COPEPCDSt 
DEPTH, PATHEMATICAL STltiES, STATISTICAL MElHCDS 
1<;12 BCESCH Of 
SFECIES CIVERSIT' Cf MA~INE MACRCEE~THCS I~ THE 'IRGINIAN 'REA 
CHESAPEAKE 5CI l313lt Ht-211 ES BEhTHOS, CC~TI~E~ltl StELf, CR~Sl~CEA~S, INCUSTRI~l w~STESt I~VERTEBRAT t 
MCLL~SKS, ~All~llYt SPECIAli{N, S1~1I5TICAl ~ETHGDS 
1914 HARGIS ~J JF t• J~STITUTE Of STATEMENT BY OR. WILLIAM J. HARGIS, JR., DIRECTGF, VIRGI~ • 
M'RINE SCIENCE BEFGRE l~E OCEAN PCLICV STUCYt SENATE CCM~ITTEE ON 
CCI'·I'fllCE CChTINENTAL SHELF, E~EREY~ ENVIPCNMENTAL EFFECTS, INDUSTRIES, CIL 
INCLSlRY, VIFGl~lA 
1S14 MATTICK ~E El Al STF~CTURAL FRAPEkCRK tF U~ITEC Sl~TES AlLANliC CUTER COMTINE~TAL SHELF 
~ORlh CF CAPE ~AllERt5 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION PETROl tECL S~lLETIN Sf, 117c;i-119C 
, CELL~LCSE, CCNll~E~ltl S~Elft STF~ClURE 
J<;~s eiGELC!ol t-.e, SEAI<S r-. M ST~OIES OF THE ~AlERS CF THE CC~Tl~E~TAL SHELft CAPE CC~ TC CHESAPEAKE 
eAV. 111. A VCLUI'ET~IC SlUCY (f THE ZCOPL~~KTC~ 
HARVARD UNI\ MEM ~US CC~P lCGl 54(41, 181-~78 CO~llNENTAl SHELF, ZCCFLA~~lC~, ~ItClE ATL,~llC E!IGHT 
1933 eiGHCtr. 1-6 
STLCIES OF THE k~TERS CN THE CCNli~E~TAL S~ELF~ CAPE CCO lC CHESAPEAKE 
SA~. Pl. 1--CYCLE Cf TE~PERATL~E 
MIT A~C W~Cl FAFEF! l~ PhYS CCEA~CG~ A~D METECFOL 214) 
CONTINENTAL SHELF, ~AlER 1E~PER~1LRE 
1935 BIGELO~ HB, ~EARS ~ 
STLOIES ~F T~E ~~1ERS C~ r•E CC~TI~E~TAL SfElf, CAPE COD 10 CHESAPEAKE 
SA~. PT. ~-- SALl~llY 
MIT AND ~hCI PAPERS IN PHYS CCEA~CGR A~D ~ElEC~Ol 4(1) 
CCNTINE~TAl StELF, SAll~ITY 
l'i71 KATCI< HI 
STUDIES C~ t•E CISTFISUTION, AEU~CA~CE, AND ACTl~IllES OF ~ElEROTRCPHIC 
ANC PETRCLE~M CEGRADI~G eACTERIA FRCM MIDCLE AllA~TIC CONTINENTAl SHELF 
~Alf~S A~O SfDlPE~lS 
IVlMS S~AMSOE l&Cl 
BACTERIA, CO~TINENTAL SHELf~ OEG~ACATICN (CECC~PCSlTIC~1, CIL 
1S17 WllllAM5 ~G El ~L 
SUMMARIZATICN A~D INlEFPFETATICN Of HlSTCRICAL PHVSICAl OCEANOGRAPHIC AND 
/<ETECRGLCJGICill lfiFCRMHICN FCR THE IHC-Alli!NliC REGICN IFI~Al REPORH 
NCAA E~VlRC~MENTAL DATA SfR,ICE 1 hASHI~GlC~, C.C. 
CO~TINENTAL SHELF, DATA CCLLECTICNS, HYO~CLCCIC CATA, MElECROLCGICAl DATA, 
OCE~~ CI~C~lAliC~, OCEA~ CUR~E~TS, CCfAN w•~ES, WATER PROPERTIES 
1976 HYE J 
SUPERTANKERS CCMI~G CR GCI~G 
S~MPOSIUM C~ MARINE RESCLRCE CE~ELCP~E~T I~ THE ~ICOLE ATL~NTIC STATES, 
OCT. 29-30, hllll~MSSURG, \A 
CONli~ENTAl SHELF, CEEP tr.~TER, EXFLCR~TIO~, P~CJECT FE~SiflLITY, S~IPS, 
TRANSPCRT AT IC~ 
1~65 SUMFLS OF, LAUZIE~ 1~ 
SURFACE CIRCULAllCN 0~ THE CO~TlNENlAl SHELf CFf EASTERN NCRTh A'E~ICA 
EElWEE~ NE~FCL~DLA~D A~t flCFICA 
AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAl SOCIETY, SERIAL ATLAS CF l~E MARINE ENVIRCNME~TAL 
fCLIO 
CIRCULATIC~. CO~TINENTAL SHElf 1 SUFFACE ~A1£RS 
Hl~ 
1Si6 FPEELA~C Gl El tl 
SURFICIAL SEDIMENTS Cf lH NCIIIT-I'ESII STUI:Y AREAS IN THE NEW YCRK BIGHT 
Af4 SOC LIM~CL CCEA~OGR 2t 90-lCl tSfEC SY~f) 
BATHYMETFY, SUSPENCEC SECl~E~TS, CCASTAL PlAINS, CCNTINENltl SHELF, 
GECLCGY, CCE~NOGRtPHY, SANDS, SEDI~ENTS, SEw~GE CISPCS~L, ~ASTE CISPCSAL 
1911 LY~Ll At ET AL 
SUSPENCEC SECIMENT TRANSPCRT AT THE SHELF e~EtK Al\0 ON THE SLCPE 
hllMINCTCN C~~YC~ ~RfAt EASTER~ USt 
M~RINE THHiCLGG't SCC Jl< 5, Pl5-n 
BATHYMETRY• CO~ll~ENlAl SHELF, OISTI<IBUTIO~, SECI~E~T TRANSPORT, SUSPENDED 
LCAt 
1955 KElCHLM eH, ~EEN DJ 
THE ACCU~ULAIICN OF RI~ER wATER OVER THE CCNll~ENTAl SHElf BElhEEN CAPE 
COD ~Nt CHES~PEAKE 8A~ 
PAP ~AR EICL CCE~~CCR CEEP S£~ RES, SUPPL TC VCL 3, 346-351 
CONTINENTAL SHELf, DISCHARGE lkATERit FRESH~AlER, NCRTHEAST L.S., RIVER 
flCWt ~AllllllYt H~SC.NAL ClSlR lBLliC~, VlRHt>H 
19~t KETCHlf4 BH, KEE~ J 
THE ACCU~ULATICN CF Fl,ER ~ATER CVER TkE CCNTIIIENTAL StELF BETWEEN CAPE 
COC AIIC CHESAPE~~E fAY 
PAPERS IN MARINE BICLCGY ANt CCE.Ct-CJGR~PHY 3 1 346-357 
CCNTI~E~TJIL SPElft RI,ER flC. 
1S6t EI<EI<"r H 
THE ATLAIITIC CCNTIIIENTAL s•Elf AND SLCPE Cf THE LIIITEO STATES - GEGLOGIC 
BACI<GRClf>O 
US GEOLOGICAL SUFVE"r PROf PAPER ~2S-A 1 PAl-A23 
CC~TINENlAl SHELF, CCNTI"E"lAl SlCFE~ GECLCGY 
1913 GCLCS,Ilt V El ~l 
T~E CAUSES CF NO"-LNIFCRM ~A'E EIIE~EY CISTRIEUTICN OVER THE SHELF AND 
ALCNG T~E StCRELI~E 
INST 6ECL eASSIII A'LilAINE, I'E~ 7t 165-170 CVI~S CCNTRIB 5591 
8ATHYf<ElRY, CCI\Tl~Efxllll SHU, ENEJHY lRANSFERo St'ORESo IIA~ES IWATERJ 
lH 
19t2 GflllH GC 
THE CHAETGGNATHA Gf lkE INNE~ CONTINfNTAl SHELF hATE~S Off ~IRGINIA, 
THEIR TAXCNCMY, AeUNCANCE, AN[ CEFENDENCE GN PHYSICAL FACTCRS OF ThE 
EII'VIlHJHEI\1 
VI~S CISS ICOll hllLIA~ A~D MAPYl 
CHAElOGNATtS, CHESAPEA~E BAY, CCIITIII£1\TAL SHELF, PhYlCPLANKTCN, SEASONAL 
DlSTRIBUT ICN 
l(j76 M~RHSCN JE 
T~E CHALLE~GE CF DEEF~tTER PCRT SAFETW 
SY~PGSIU~ C~ MARINE I<ESCURCES CEVELCPMENT IN THE MIDCLE ATLANTIC STAlESt 
OCT;; 29-30, ldllli!~SBUI'G 1 I;~ 
CONll~ENTAL SHELF, FC~T AUTHCRITIE!, SAFETI FACTCRS, SHIPS 
1~72 lE~NYSCN PS El Al 
THE CHESAPEAKE B~Y BIBLICGRAPHI, vCLU~E II. ~IRGINIA WATERS 
~I,S SFE( SCI REF 6! 
BICGRAPHIES, CHESAFEJIK£ EAY, CCHli\E~lAL SHLF, GRuWTH RtHS, MARit\E FISH., 
REP~OtUCllCN, SEASONAl CISTRIELTIOII, YCRK ~I~ER, SEARCEINS 
1S1t GLEE~Ct> SA, STALtlE JF 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY BIEllCGRAP~~. VCL.4, viRGINIA WATERS 
Vli'.S SSR €C 
BlBLICGRAPtiES, CCIITI~£1\Ttl S~ELF 1 EI\~IRON,fNT 1 JAMES RIVER, MANAGEMENT, 
POTOMAC RIVER, RAPFA~AIINCCK RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RivER, CCASTAL ZO~E 
197:3 BCJCCURT WC 
T•E CIRCULPTICII CF WAlE~ Oil THE CC~ll~ENT.Cl SHELF FROM CHES~PEAKE BAY TC 
CAfE HAT TE~AS 
PH.C. T~ESIS, JO~NS ~OFKI~S Llll~ERSIT¥, 1t2P 
CHESAPEAKE EAY, CIRCLLATI(~, CC~TINE~TAL ShElf, NORTH CAROLI~A, VIRGINIA 
1~12 STCM~El H, LEElMA ll 
THE CIRCUL/lll(l\ (~ THE CC~TJI\ENTAL S~ELF 
PRCCEEDI~GS Cf T~E 11/lTICN/ll /lC/lCE~Y Cf SCIENCE ~SA 6S, 338C-33€4 
CIRCLLATIC~, CCNTI~EI\Ttl SHELF, CCEt~ CIRCULilTJC~, ~ATER CIRCULATICN 
1918 STA~LEY CJ, FFEEL/lNC Gl 
THE ERCSlGN-DEPCSITICN-ECUI\CilRY IN l~E HEAC Cf HLDSON SLB~IlRI~E CANVC~ 
CEFINEC Cll THE EllSIS Of SUEMilRINE CBSERVAliCNS 
MAR GEOL 2f{3-"t), M37-~4t-
CAIIIO~S, CE~ClOIC ERA, CC~TINENlAl SHELF, CURRENTS I~AlERl, CEPOSITICh 
ISEDIMEN1Sl, ENE~GY, ERCSION, SLB~A~l~ES, SUESL~FACE INWESTIG~TIC~S, 
lOfGGR~PI-~ 
H7 
191t GUE'r l<f 
THE FISH tNC ~ILCLIFE RESCU~CES CF THE MICCLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
ENVIRON~ENTAL AFFAIRS, ShELL Oil C(~ HCUSTC~, TEXAS 
COHINENT.Al SHELF, FISh FISt PCPuUTIONSt NATICNAL HISTORIC PARKS, 
~ATURAL ~ESOURCES, SURVE~S, ~ILOLIFE HABITATS 
1970 GREER ~W III 
THE HEAT BlCGET Cf THE h~TERS CF A FCRTlON Cf THE CHESAPEAKE EIGHT 1967 
VI~S THESIS ICCLl hllliA~ ANC ~AR,) 
CONTINENTAL SHELF, HEAl fUCGET, H,CRCGRAPHV, HVOFOLOGIC FRCPERTIES, 
VIRGII\IA, hiNCS 
1~14 ZANE\ELC JSo ~llLIS ~~ 
THE ~ARINE ALGAE Cf lfE A~ERIC~N CCAST EETkEEN C~Pf MAY, NEk JERSE,, AND 
·CAPE H~lTE~AS, NORTH CAPOLIN~ 
BCT ~A~ 
CO~TlNENTAl SHELF, DElt~ARE, OlSTRlBUliON, ~ARINE ALGAE, ~ARYlANO, NORTH 
CAROLI~A, \I~GlNIA, ~ItDLE Allt~TI( EIGHT 
l~tl H~~GIS IIJ JP 
THE MIO-ATLA~TIC EIGhTt A ~EGLECTEC ~ARI~E GCLD ~I~E 
IJ l~S I'A~U.SCIH Pl 
CONTINENTAl SHELF, Fl~flSH INCLSTPlo FIS~EPIES, ~ATU~AL RESOURCES, 
SHHlF lSI-
lS1t liHUE TC 
THE I'ICDLE AllANliC SHELF AND THE Hlo YCRK BIGHT 
EDITCR, ~G G~CSSt IN PFES5 
CC/IllHNHL SHlf 
1976 K ETO'UM Bh 
THE OLD AND THE ~Eh, NE~ ~CR~ EIGHT ~ESEARCH IN PERSFECTIVE 
AM SCC Ll~N(L CCEPNCGR ~. 1~-19 ISFEC SYMP) 
RESEARCh CCASHil PLAHS, COIITINEN1Al SHElf, GEOLCGYt HISlCRYt 
SEOIMENHTHN 
1S7t ~NllEC STAlES BLREAL OF LA~D ~ANtGE~ENT 
THE CUTEP CCNTIIIE~T~l Sr.ELf Cll A~( GAS CEVELCPMENT PRCCES5~ A BACKGROUND 
PAPER fOR STATE FLtNNER! AND ~Af\AGERS 
BURE•u Of LA~O MAN~GEMiNT, US [EfT l~lERICR 
GtS INDUSTRY, CO~TI~ENTtl Sr.ElF, EJPLCRATICN, FACILITY SITING, MANAGEMENT, 
OIL INCUSTRV, RE~OlRCE CEVELCP~E~Tt SOLT~EAST l.S. 
lC8 
19t4 KElCHUII' Eh CORIIIN N 
THE FE~SISTENCE CF ~INlE~ kATER ON T~E CONTINENTAl SHELF fETIIEEN CAPE COD 
ANC CHESAPEAKE Bt' 
li~NCLCGV ANC CCEA~CERlPH' S, 4E7-415 
CCNTI~ENl~L S~Elft kATER CIRCUL~TICN 
1915 ClllZENS PRCERAM FCP l~E CfES~fEtKE E~V, INC 
THE RCLE Cf TITLE 2 CC~~ISSIC~ AS AN ALTER~Ali~E TO CHESAPEAKE BAV 
MANAGEMENT AND DI5CLSSICNS OF THE 'A-~0 12~ P~CGR~MS 
IJPJ EXT 1:1\ He 61:1 
PROJECTICNS, CCNTINENTJL SfELF, MA~~GEMENTt PPCGR~MS, ~IVER S~SINSt 
CCASUL lCIIE 
lSit ~lKINSON lP 
Tt>E .SCLTH ATLAI\11( EIGI-T 
PRESENTEC AT IN1l CECAtE Of CCEAI\ E)flCR.llC~ 
NSF cc•F CN ANCXI~ ON 11-E ~lDClE All~NTIC SHELF CURING THE SU,MER OF 1976, 
W~SH CC GCT 15-1ft 7E, P33161 
CONTlf\EIITAL SHElf, !lEI: lHEt SALINIHt TEI'PERPTURE, WillER ANAlYSIS 
1S7e ~ElCH J ET Al 
THE USE (f EClE SATEllllE SYSTEM TC (fSERVE C£NTlNEN1Al SHELF CIRCULATION 
PROCEEDINGS, VOl 2 (IIPI, OffSHCRE lECHNOlCGV CC~FERENCE, PP c~7-708 
ATLANTIC GCEANt BlCYS, CIRCULAliCNt CCNTINENTAL SHELF, CISPERSIQN, 
SATELLITES IARTIFICIALJ, hATER C!RCUlATICN, ~ICOLE ATLANTIC EIGHT 
lc.i17 SICK Lli 
TR~CE METAL CYNA~ICS IN ZOCPLA~KTGN /1~0 MACRCBEN1HIC O~GANIS~S Gil THE 
CLTE~ CCNTI~E~TAL SHELf Of THE NC~l.EASTERN LNITEC ST,TES liN PRCGRESSI 
UNI~ERSITV CF NUFTt' CAPCLINA, ChAfEl hiLL, ~.C. 
EENTtOS, TRACE METALS, CCNTINENTAL !I>Elf, lCCflAN~TG~ 
1977 KUPfERMAN Sl1 GARFIELC N 
TRANSPCRT Cf LC~-S~LINilV IIAlEF ~~ l~E SlCFE k~TER-G~LF STRE~~ BOUNCARY 
JCLR~Al Cf GEOP~lSIC~l I<ESEAHt, 821.!41, P 341:1-3486 
ATLAhTIC CCEA~, BUCYS, CCNCUCTIVIT'• CCNliNENTtL SHELF, ~EASLREMENl, OCEAII 
CURRE~TS, fRCFILES, S~llNITY~ lE~PE~ATURE, ThE~~CCLINE 
1S12 STANlEY OF, FEllNER P 
UNCERWATER TELE~I~l(N SLR~EV Cf TI-E ATLANTIC CUTER CONTINENTAL MARGIN NEAR 
wlLMINGlCN CANYCII 
SMITHSCN CCNTRIB J( lH£ EARTt SCIE~CES NC 11 
ShElLS, FAUN~, BAThV~ETRY, TELEVISIO~t UNOERRATER PHbTGGRAPHY, CCNTINENTAL 
SHLF t GEOLOGY, ~UPVEY! 
11!9 
1911 GOltS~IT~ ~ 
VIf!S-BlM t.~IJE CLI~IlTE fiCtEL Of TH EAUIMCRE CAI'I'tCN TROUGH SHELF AI\C 
SHCRElli\E 
IJIMS SI<AI'ISCE l(t:, GlCLCEHER POliTo VA 
CCMFUTEP fll:OElSt CCtHli\ENHL Sl-flft GEGMCRFHClCGY, MODH STLCIES, WAVES 
UtHERl 
1914 PLE~S~I\lS J El AL 
\IRGII\IA AND THE CUTER CO~Tli\EI\T'L SHELF - P~OfLEf!S, PCSSIBlllTIES, AND 
FCSTURE 
V~ INST MAR SCI, S3 P 
lllll FOLLUTICI\ 1 CCI\lli'IEI\ll!l SHlfo t:RllLINGt ECOI\OIHC UIPAClo ENVIRONMENTAL 
EFFECTS, EXPLGRATICI\t LEGAL ASPECTS, 1\ATUilAl GAS, Ollt kATER FOLLUTION 
lSH WELH CS 
VIRGINIA 11\STITUTE Of ~ARI~E SCIENCE, 1\ASA lAI\GlE"t RESE~RC~ CENTER EOLE 
BlJCY PHGI<Ill' 
IN NASA CCI'If PUB O~JFTII\G B~CV! 1C!flf73t P32~ 
llllSTRATJOI\S, 8tiCYSt C£t-.1HE~Hl SI'Ei.ft Jf\Slll~I'.ENTATICN, 1\AVIGATIGN, 
WAlE~ tiFC~L~llCI\ 
1974 GCLCSI'lTH v ET ll 
hAVE CLIMATE MODEL CF THE· MlD-PTL,NllC ShELF AND SHORELINE (VIRGINIAN 
SHJ. ~CtEl CE\IELCFI'Et>l, ShElf GEC~CIH't\OLOG'i, Al\ll PREllMINAR'I RESULTS 
N~~~ l\IMS SFAI'S£E 381 1\~S~ SP-!SS, 146P 
BAThYMETRY, COI>llNENlAL ShElf, GEC~(RfHCLOG"tt I'OtEL STUClESr WAVES !WATER) 
1915 GOLCSI' ITt. V 
hA~E CLIMATE ~GDEL! FCR l"E CCNTII'IElllll S"Elf 
BEJCf AI\C ~EARSHCRE SEC SFEC FUE 24 ECON PALECNlOL MINERCLt TULSA, CK 
(VIMSS CONTRIB 7Ct) 
SHCREllNE ERCSIOI\, SI-HEllNE SHI'!lliTYt BlllHIIETRYt COIHINENUL SHELF, 
HYDRAULICS, I'OCEL STUDIES, W~VES (h~TE~J 
1974 CI'\AC 'IV 
~~\IE REFRACTIOI\ FHEI'ICME~A CIJER ThE CCNTI~E~Till SHElf NEA~ THE CHESAPEAKE 
e•~ EI\TiiA~CE 
U.S. AR~Y CCRFS CF ENG CC~STAL ENG FES CENTEii lECh ~EMC 47 
CHESAPEAKE BA~. CC~PUTER PROGPA~S, CC~TINENTAl SHELF• REFRACTION (~ATER 
hA~ESI, VlliGINIAt ~A~ES (~tlEPI 
l'iC 
1 'ii71 SA LHEPS P II 
WII\C 5TRESS Gl\ TI-E CCEAN O~ER 11-E fASTER~ COI\TlNENTAL S~ELf CF NCRTH 
At« ERIC~ 
JOUili\AL CF Pli"tSICIIL CCHHUOI!Pt-Y 7(4 ), 555~5(:6 





1S72 CUTLER EBr tlff' 1\t 
A f\EW SPECIES Cf F~~SCCLlOI\ ISIFLIICULA) FRCM T~f hESTE~N NCRlh ATl~NTIC 
PRCC BICL SOC WASH ~516), ll-H 
BE~ThCS, NEW SFECJESr CCI\111\EIIT~l SlCFEr CISlRIB~TlCN, GEOGRAPHICAL 
~EGICI'iS 
1Sl6 P~~KE~ CE, t.RIGI-1 ~R 
A \GLU~fTRIC TE~FEPAT~FE SALII\llY CE~SUS FOR l HE MICCLE ATLA~TIC BIGHT 
LIP'MLCGY AI\() CCEilliCGI<ftPWW 2114), 563-511 
SEASON~l VARJATICIIS, CCNTl~E~Ttl SHELF, CO~llhENTAl SLCPEt SJllNITY, 
TE~PERATLRE, ~ClL~ElRIC AIIALYSIS, ~(fl Cl~~ 
l'36E LCHUP 1 E 
AllAHIC CCHli\EIIHL SHLF ANC SLCPE CF TH LI\ITEC SHTES - P"VSIOGRAPH"t 
U.S. GEOL SLRVEY P~Of PAP ~29-C, PC1-C30 
PHYSIDGRAPH'it COIITINENT~l SHELf, CC~TINE~l~l SLCPE, GECLCG"t 
l'Jf<J SlAlllE'r tJ 
ATLANTIC CCI\TINENTll ShElf A~C SLOFE CF THE LNITEO STATES-COlCR Of MARINE 
SH I~.E1'\TS 
US GEOL SLR,E"t F~CF PtPER !2~-D, FCl-015 
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OEL~ARVA FEfllNSUl~, ltiiD ATLA~TIC BIGHT 
COCTCRAL CISSERTAHOI\, GEORGE ~AShiHTCN U~IV, !CIS ABSlR 11\T 37UJ, 
124fi-lt 56) 
TP,NSPCRT, ChARAt CC~TINENTAL S~Elf, CCRES, DELA~A~E, GECLCGY, MARYLANC, 
SECIMENTATICN, 5~IS~lC SlLDIES, S~C~LS 
1953 PO~ERS MC, KINSMAN B 
SHELL ACCL~LLATIC~S I~ LNCEFkAlER SECIMENTS ANOTHEIR RELATICN TO THE 
ThiCKNESS Cf THE lRACllCN lC~E 
J SED~ENT PETR 2.3(4), 229-2!4 lCHES BAY I~Sl CO~T~lE 91 
CHESAPEAKE eAY, CONTINE~l~L ShELF, CC~ES, SANCS, SEDIMENTS 
··~·····~·~·····~·~·~·~···~···~··········································· CCRICUS FCilCE 
******************************4******************************************* 
1~1~ MCCLE~NEN CE 
NEh JERSEY CONTINEt.TAL StELF NEAF fCTlGM CU~RENT ~ETE~ RECORDS AND RECENT 
SEOl~E~T ~CTI~IT' 
JClR SEC FETRCL 43, 371-38C 
hAVE PATTERNS, CCRICLIS FORCE, CLRRE~T METERS, CLRRE~lS (~-TEPJ, SEDIMENT 
TRA~SPORT, TCFCGRAFhY 
~0 1 
··~·*····~·~·~······~·~····~·~····~······································· . CCST ~~AlY515 
··········~··························~·······························***** 
1973 LNITED STATES ~R~~ CCRFS EI\GII\fERS 
1\AllCI\aL StCRELli\E STU&Y VCL 2 
US ARMY EN(; CIV NO ATUII\.TIC CCRFS Ef\G NY" tiY 1COC7 TC330\J41R4 
COST AI\ALYSIS, ERGSICI\, FHCTCGFAf~Y, SHORE FRClECTION, VIRGII\IA 
***•**************~******************************************************* CCSlS 
**********************************'**~************************************ 
1978. HARRIS RE, VANEI\GEL hA 
BICUJGY Pflt MAt\AGO\ENT CF THE HERICAN LOBSTER, JULY 1-0EC :n, 1971 PRCG 
REfl 
Vl~S G~I\T FFT tl444C3~3 I\Cl3 





1S6l JIUAE ED. JR 
~E[ CRAB EJPLtR.ATIC~! CFF l~E ~ORTHEASTERN CCASl OF THE tNlTED STATES 
LO!MER FHh REV 23(51 1 5-lC 




19i7 .. HFNEF FA 
ASPECTS OF lHE BICLCG't (f THE JCNA~ CRAE, CAIICER BCREALISSTiflPSON. 1859 IN 
THE ~It ~llA~TIC fiG~T 
JOURNAL Of NATURAL HISTCRY llt 3C3-32C 
EICLUMINESCEIICE, CCNTI~E~T~l s•ELF, CRABS, ~C~llo CAROlliiA, REFRCDUCTION, 
SI2E, SP~TIAL DISTRieUTICN, T~~wliNG, MICCLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
2C2 
l'i13 PRAll ~£: 
SEI\ ltilC FAt;l\.ft 
UNI\ RI ~AF FLEL S£R 2r C~5, 1-5, 1C 
PtoYSlOLCGY, ClAiolS, CRAfS 1 CRLSTACEAI\S, FISH, 11\\JERlEliRIITES, ~CllLSKS, 
CYSTERS 
19i3 SHCHEN LR 
BICLCG't CF THE Jl(CK CRA£ 1 CANCER HRCRATUS SA't, IN THE CCASUL WATERS GF 
HRHtdll 
VI~S THESIS CLI\I\ \~l 
BICLO<:Y, CRAilS 1 HSTERtl Sf-ORE IV.A-flCl, FIShHIES, INVERHBI<ATES, LIFE 
HISTORY SlLClES, -IRGI~IA 
1975 MIGLE't Rl, El Al 
CEEf-SEA ~E[ CR~E, GERYCN 'UI~'UECEI\S, SLR~E't OFF t\ORT~EASTERN UNITED 
SUlES 
flARII\E FISHI<IES RfVIEto 37181, 7-21 
COI\TINENTAL SLCPE, CRAES, CI<USl~CEIINS, NORThEAST U.S., SUR\JEYS 
1'376 hAEFI\EJ< Pll 
OI5TR!BUTIG~ REPRCCLCllO~ ANC ~Olll~G Gf ThE RCCK CR~B CII~CER-IRRCRATUS l~ 
THE ~IC ATl~~TIC EIGHT 
J NH HH lCIH 
CHESAPEAKE EA't, CRASS, ECCLCG't, FISHERIES, , SEXLAL MATURITY, MOLTING 
JS74 HAEF~ER FA .~, ~L!IC~ JA 
CBSERVHICI\S Cl'< CISlRlfJt.TlOII ~NC lli!LIII:ANCE GF REO CRABS II\ ~ORFCL~ CA,YCN 
~Nt AOJACEIIT COI'<TINENlAl SLCPE 
JIAF FISH RE~ 3611), 31-34 (~I~S CCt\TRIB 58El 
ChESAPEAKE B.AY, COIIT!NENTAL SLOFE, CRABS, DISlRIBLllO"'• VIRGIIIIA 
1S71 I!CESCI- CF 
CN ThE CCCLRRE~CE CF PIN~IXA lLNZl GLASSELL IDECAPCOA, FII\NCTHERIDAEl Off 
'wlROIIU, LSA 
CFLST~CEANA 2012), 219-2~C (\I~S CCNTRIB 36tJ 
CONTINENTAL SHElf, CRABS, CRLSTACE.AI\S, OISTRIEUTICN P~TTER~S, EASTERN 
BAY,~D, VIFGI~I~ 
1961 IICRJE Et J~ 
REt CRAB EXPLORATIO~S CFF ThE NCRTHE~STER~ CG~ST CF T~E L~ITEC STATES 
LC~"ER FISt RE\ 231!J, 5-lC 
BENTHOS, CCM~EFCIIIL FIS~ING, C~AI! l~CLSTRY, CR~ES, EXPLORATIO~, FISHERIES, 
ShELLf I SP. 
2C3 
lSI€ HAEF~EF PAt JR 
SEASC~Al ASFECTS CF THE BICLGGY, CISlRIEUTION AND RELATIVE ABU~OANCE OF 
THE CEEP SEA RED C~AE EEPYC~ CUINCUECENS SMITh, IN THE VICI~ITY Of THE 
~ORFCL~ CA~1C~ ••• 
NAll ShEllfiSh ASSCC PHi( V6B F49-6~ 
CRAES, ECC~CMICS~ GRCWTt RATES, SPtWNING, SURUEYS 
19J3 ~EACE ll, GR~~ GW 
lHE RED CRAB AVAILAelLITY, ~ED C~tE EXPLORAliCNS ON THE CCNTI~E~TAL SLOPE 
CF lhE NC~THEASTERN U~ITEC SlATES CCASt 
UNI~ Rl MAR TECH REP SE~Clllt 1-e 
EE~ThOS, CC~ll~E~l~l SLCFE, CR~es, C~USTACE-~Sr l'RUAE 
1916 MACLEA~ SAr RlCCEll Cl 
l~REE ~E~ CRLSlACfAN ~CST! FCR THE fAR.SlliC DJ~CflAGELLATE HEATODINIUM 
PEREil !CINOFLAGEllATE, !!~Dl~IOPEI 
JR FARASITClCG1 64lllr l58-16C 
NEW RECCRCS, CRABS, ClSTRlBUllCN, FARASlllSM 
1913 SHRUA~ Pf 
UPTAKE ~ElAllCLISM AND DlSlRIIJllHlti (f DDT It. CRGJI~S Cf T.,E BLLE ClUB 
CAlll~ECTES S~FICLS 
M. SC. ThESIS• VIRGINIA I~S111UTE Of ~ARINE SCIENCE, GLCUCESTER PCINTt 
H~GINIA 
C~EMISlRY, CRAllS, tOTr 1CR~ ~IVE~, BllE CR•B 
1913 EIEGS CC, ~CCEP,CTl JJ 
VARIATICN I~ TEMFE~ATURE-SALINITY lClERA~CE EElh£Eti lWC ESllJIRINE 
PGPUl~llC~S OF PAELRlS LCtiGICJIRPUS SAY ICRlSlJICEA, ANCMURAI 
EICL Elll 145 lilt 91-102 
ACCLIMATIZ,TICNr PtVSICLOGYr SENTHOS, lCLERJI~CEr CRAES, ESTUARIES, 




1916 El\\IRC~'ENTAL FRClECll[~ AGE~CY 
fNVIRCII"'E~lJil SUPUEY Of lhC l~HRI~ DU,.PSITES-MICDlE HlAl\liC BlGtT 
ENVlRO~MEl\TAL PRCTECTIDti AGENC\t Al\~AfCLJS, MC. Al\N.PCLIS SCIENCE CENTER 
ACIDS, AIIALYTICAL TECH~IGUES 9 (Cl\T111E~TAl S~ELF, CRUISES, lNOLSTRIAL 





190 MillS H 
A REEXA~I~ATIC~ Cf SCME SPECIES Of A~PEliSCA lCRUSTACEt, AMP~IPOCAI FRCM 
THE EAST CCAST DF ~DRT~ AMERICA 
CAN J ZCCL 45(5J~ t35-t5~ 
~~PHIFDOA, BREECI~E, CRUSTACEANS, GEOGRAPHICAl kEGIC~Sr GO~ACSr 
lEMPERHUIH 
lSlC MUSICK JA, MCEACHRAN JC 
AUTU~~ A~C WINTER CCCLF~E~CE Of CECAPCD CRUSTACEA~$ IN CHESAPEAKE 8IGHT, 
USt 
CRLSTACEANA 221Pl 2), 1SC-2CO IVI~S CCNTR 414) 
BENtHOS, CPUSTACEA~S, Fh!LCGENY, SE.SCNAl CISTR18UTION 
1972 ~CEAC.,~Ati JC, MUSIC~ JA 
AUTUMN ANt WINTER CCCU~REti(E OF CECJIFOC CRlSlACE~NS IN CkESAfEAKE BIGHT, 
l~A 
lEYDEN, NElh I~TER~AT IOAL JCUR~Al Cf CRUSTACEAN RESEARCH 22(2) r l9C-200 
SEPSCN~l ~ARIAllOtiS, CRLSTACEJI~S, ~INTER 
1S'l3 PRATT H 
EE~H'IC Ul~· 
UNJV Rl ~AR PLEL 5ER 2, CH5, 1-5, iC 
PH1SlOLO,V, ClAMS, C~AfS, CRUSTACEJI~S, FISh, ~~~E~T~S~ATES, ~ClllS~S, 
C't STERS 
1970 RICE ~l, fRC~ENlANC AJ 
BIClOGICAL RESlllS OF lHE tNIVERSIT~ OF ~IIMI [EEP SEA EXPEDITIONS 55 ThE 
lAflVAl SlJIGES OF HMCU EAPEAU (f~BJCUSl ICRLSlACEA, OECAPOOA, HOMCLIDAEJ 
REAREC 11\,. ••••• 
BULL ~AP SCI 2C(2J, 446-471 
CEVELCP~E~T, CRUSTACEANS, OISTPIBUTJCl\, GECGPAFHICAL REGIO~St 
lABCflATCRIES, lAR~AE• PLAl\KTC~, SYSTE~ATIC! 
197~ ~ANEN~El WA, £1 AL 
BICLCG' .NC MAIIAGE"'E~T Cf THE ~~ERICA~ lCBSTEfl, JUNE 24, 1S74-JUNE 23, 
1915 
PRCERESS REPORT, ~l,.S, GlCLCESTEfl FCI~T, •t 
CRlSTACEAl\S, FISh 'A~AGf~EIITt FISH PCPULATIC~S, FISHERIES, LOBSTERS 
2C5 
1~16 ~~~ E~GEL ~~ ET AL 
BICLCGY A~C MANAGEMENT CF THE AKERIC~~ LCBSTE~o SEPTEMBER 16, 
1S16-DECE~EE~ 15 1 1916 
PRCGRE5S REPT, VI~S, GLCUCE!TER ftl~T, VA 
CRLSTACEANS. FISh ~A~AGE~E~T, FISH ftPULATIC~S, FISHERIES, LCfSTERS 
1914 VANENGEL ~A, El Al 
BICLOG'I A~O f(.IINAGEI"ENT (lF The ~MERICJ!N LCBSTE~, SEPT 16, 1974-tEC 15, 
1974 
PROGRESS ~EPORT, VI,S, GLCLCESlER FCINT, V.ll 
CRliSTACU~S, FJSI- ~.ANAGHIENT, FISt! POI'UlATICNSo FISHERIES, LCBSTERS 
1914 V~~E~GEL hA ET tl 
BIOLOGY AND I'ANAGEMENT OF THE A~ERICAI\ LOBSTEP, JUNE 24, 1974-SEPT 15, 
l'iili 
PROGRESS REPCRT, ~I~S, GLCUCESTER PCII\T 
CRLS1ACEANS 1 FISh ~A~AGE~E~T, FISH FCFULATICNS, FISHERIES, LOBSTERS 
l<i11 VAN E~GEL k~, h.IIRFIS RE 
BICLOG'I Al\0 I'ANAGEI'ENl Of l~E ~MERJCAN tCBSTER, I'IIRCH 16, 1971 - JUNE 30, 
19H 
PROGRESS REPORT, ~I,S, Gl(LCESTER f(J~T 
CRIJST ACE~~S, f lSI- KIII'IJI(;EI'ENT, f lSI- PCFULATICNS, F ISHR IES, LCBSTERS 
1S18 HftRRlS REt V~~E~GEL k~ 
BICLCGY ~Nt ~ANAGEMENT OF T~E A~ERlCAN LOBSTER, JULY 1 ~ OECE~SER 31, 
l!.i 1 'l 
P~CGRESS RPTo VII'S, ~lCLCESTER PT, \A 
CRlSTACEANS, FISH ~A~AGE~E~T, fiSH PCPUL~TIC~S, FISHERJES, LOBSTERS 
l<ii7 vANENGEl ~~. HARRI~ RE 
BICUJG't MD MllNAGEIIEH CF 11-E AMERICIN LCBSHR, CECEMBER H, 1976-MARCh 
15, 1917 
PPOGRESS. PEPCRl, VIII~, GLClCESlER FCI~T, VA 
CRLSTACEA~S, FISt MANAGEMENT, FISt FCFULIITIO~S, fiSHERIES, LCBSTERS 
1S75 ~JIIIE~(EL 1111, ET Ill 
BIOLOG' Al\0 MANAG~MENT CF THE A~ERICA~ LOBSTE~, I'~RCH 16, 1975-JUNE lOt 
1S1'3 
fRCGRESS REPCRT, VI~S, GLOUCESTER PCI~T, ~~~ 
CRLSTACEAN5, FISH ~~~~AGE~EIIT, FISH fCfULATIC~St FISHERIES, LCBSTERS 
2C6 
1S75 V~NENGEL hA, CAVELL ~A 
BICLCGY ANt ~ANAGEMENl CF T~E A~ERJCA~ LOBSTE~, JUNE 11 1 lS7!- SEPT 15, 1SH 
FRCGRE~S REPORT, \1~5, GlCLCESTER fl, VA 
CRlSTACE~NS, flS~ ~A~AGE~E~T, FISH FCPULATICNS, FISHERIES, lOBSTERS 
1976 VIRGINIA INSTITLTE Cf MARINE SCIENCE 
B ICLOGY ANO .-AI\AGHEH Of THE .IIMERICIIN LCBSTER, VII<GINIA PROfCSAL 
(AfiENti'EI\1) 
GLCUCESTE~ FCII\T, '' 
CR~~TACEAI\S, FISH M~N~GEMENT, FISh FCPULIITICNS, FIS~ERIES, LCeSTERS 
lSif V~N ENGEL MA, hARRIS RE 
BICLCG't ANC ~AI'IAGEI'EIIT OF THE ~I'ERJCH, LCBSTEI't JUNE lf, ISU- SEPTEMBER 
15, l<.i76 
PRCGRE!S REPCRT, ~I~S, GlCUCESTEP FCI~l, ~t 
CiilSTACEANS, fiSH ~~MCH'EfiTt FISH PCPULATICNS, FISHERIES, LOBSTERS 
1976 VA~E~GEL ~~. ET ~t 
·~IOLOGY A~D ~A~AGE~E~T OF THE ~MERICAN LC8STER 1 tECE~BER 16, 1975-~ARCh 
15, 1916 
FRCGRESS REPORT, VI~S, GLCLCESTER FOINT, V~ 
CRUSTACEANS, ~ISH MA~AGEI'E~T, FISH PCFULIITICNS, fiS~ERIES 1 LCSSTERS 
1S75 W~NfN(EL h~, fARRJ! ~E 
BICLCGY Ill\£ IIA~ACiEMENl CF THE AllER lCA~ LOBSTEF, SEPT H, lCjB-OEC 15, 
197~ 
FRCGPESS REI'CRT, ~I.-s, GLCUCESTER f(I~T, VJ 
CRIJSf!ICEI\NS, FISh ~MI~GE~.ENT, FISt-. PCPULJITICNS, fiSHERIES, lOBSTERS 
1975 lEIIIS EG 
CCNTRISUTIC~ TC ltE BICLCG~ CF B~TH)~ECTES SLPERELS ICCSTAl 
ICECIIPGCA:PCRTL~ICAEl FRC~ THE CHES,PEAKE EIGHT OF T~E hESTERN NCRTH 
~Tliii\T IC 
VIM! lHESI! (C(LLEGE Cf ~llll'~ A~C ~'RY) 
BlCLOG't, C~lSTACEtNS, ~ICCLE ATLA~liC BIGI-1 
lt12 LAlfllZ CF, ~ILLS El 
CEEP-SEII A~PHIPCCA FRC~ THE WESTERN NCRTH ATL.II~TIC CCEA~, CAPRELLICEA 
CAl\ J ZOCL ~CI4), 371-383 
AMPI-IPOCA, eENTHCS, CRLSTACEP~S 
2(1 
l9i5 WIGLE' RL, £T ~l 
CE~P-SEA RED CRAB, GER~CN QLI~QUEOE~S. SLRVE1 OFF ~CRT~EASlERN U~ITEC 
SHH5 
MARINE FIS~ERIES RE\IE~ 3)(6), i-21 
CO~TINENlAL SLCPEt CRAfSt CRUSTACEt~S, NORTHEAST U.S., SURVE1S 
l~iC FINE ~l 
FALNAL VARIATION ON PELA~IC SARGASSLM 
I'AI< BJOL 7(2), 112-122 
A~PHIPODAo CRUSTACEANS, ECCS1SlEMS, INVERTEBRATES, ISOPOCS, MATHEMATJCAL 
MOtELS, PH,TCPLANKTCN, POL~ChAElES, ZOCPLANKlO~ 
1912 FCXlCfl P 
FLR111LR EVICHCE Cf HIE HHHMIC IP'PCRTANCE Cf Tt!E CRGAI\S Of PESTA IN TtiE 
GE~US SERGESlES C~tlthll~t PE~~EIC£AJ 
CRUSTACEANA 22(2), lSl-lSS 
ANATCM,, BIOLU~li\ESCE~CE, CRUSTACEt~S 
1Sf5 BCUSFIELD El 
HAlSlCRIICAE Gf 1\Ek ENGLAND (CRUSTACEA, AMFI11PCDAJ 
PRCC US NAT MUSt $J(Ilk5CI\ INST 117135121, l!'9-24C 
A!IPHII'CDA, eENTiiOS, CRUSHCEA~S, CISlPieUTICN, GECGRAPHICAL !lEGIONS, 
lNTERliOAL ARUS 1 HIVEI<lEER.GTES, S'SlEMAllCS 
1S11 RUC[Ell CL 
HISTCPATHOLC~lCAL STOCIES ON TkEL~E BENTHIC ~~~ERlEBRAlES FRC~ THE MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC OLlER CtNll~EtT~l S~Elf 
CVI~5 ~~A~SCE 17SJ 
BENTHOS, CCHII\Et\TAL ShELF, CRlSTACHNS, ECHIMOERMS, JIICLLUSKSo FAlHCLCGY, 
SHELLFISH, HISTCLCGIC~l IIIVESTlGATIC~S 
1~72 ~Alll~G lo MAURER C 
MARINE S~ALLG~ h'lER A"P~IPCCS Cf l~E OELAkARE BAY AREA, u.s.A. 
CRUSTACEANA, SlUCIES ON PERACARitA, SlPPLEMENT 3, 251-266 
AMPiilP(O,, CRUSTACEANS, IN\EPT£8RATES, DELAk~RE EAY 
l'l17 All SJ ET AL 
MERCLRY I~ ~CPlh tlLANliC LOESTEP Cf ThE NEh YCRK eiGHTUSA 
PRCC PA 'CAt SCI 51(1), ~6-2~ 
PHY!ICLOGY, CRUSTACEA~S, GC~ACS, I~IIEPTEBR~TES, ~ERCURY, METALS, MCVEMENT, 
lO~ICIT,, hATE~ FCllUliC~, ~EP~E CELLS 
19'H ECE5CH Cf 
ON THE CCCLRRE~CE CF PINNIXA Ll~ZI Gl~SSELL !C£CAPCDA 1 PINNCTHERIDAE} CFF 
II IRGHJA, UA 
CRUSTACE'N' 2C(2J, 219-220 (Vl~S CC~1RI8 36~) 
CO~TINENTAL SHELf, CRAe!w CRUSTACEA~$, DISTPieUTICN PATTERNS, EASTERN 
BA\,I'D, \li'GltdA 
1S63 PRO\E~ZANC tJ 
PYLOFAGUPUS OISCOl[AllS (A ~IL~E-EC~~RCS, lESCI IDECAPGOA, A~CMURAI FC~hD 
Cff NOPTH CARCllhA (LS~J A NCRTHER~ RECCRO fCR ThE GE~US 
CRUSlACEA~A 5(3Jc 23S-24C 
CRUSTACEANS, GECGPAPHICAl REGICNS, RANGES 
1912 ltii<C EL, L)N(k I'F 
RESEARCH CN CHESAPEAKE EAY ANC CCI\TIGUOUS ~~lERS OF THE ChESAPEAKE BIGhT 
Cf ThE ~IREI~IA~ SEA (1Sl2 EriTIC~l 
1/I!IS SSR 66, GLCUCESTEP PCI~lt ~~R~INIA 
CHESAPEAKE BA,, CRUSTACEANS, O~TA ·f~CCESSINGt GECLCGIC INVESTIGATIDI\S, 
HDRAUliC FPCPERT IES, ~·~~~GEI'EH, CCEANOGR~Pt;,, PATHOLOGY, REI'OTE SENSING 
SCIENTIFIC PER50~NEL ' 
1917 LAIRC El, llll(~ ~F 
RESEARCH CN CHESAPEAKE eAY ANC CONTIGUOUS ~'TE~S OF THE CHESAPEAKE BIGhT 
Cf TliE ~IRGII\IA~ SEA (1916 ECITIO~I 
VIMS SSR €1, GUJLCEHEF PCII'<lt ~A 
CHESAP£A~E BA1, CRUSTACEti\S, C~TA fR[CESSl~G, GEOLOGIC iNVESliGATIOI\S, 
H1CRAULIC FRGPERlHS, fiA~AGHHT, CCEAMlGRtft'1 1 PHHOLOG'h RE,.OTE SENSING 
SCIENTIFIC PER!O~NEL ' 
l'l13 hARGH IIJ 
RESEARCr, C~ CHESAPE~KE E~Y A~O CCNlJGUCUS ~ATEPS OF THE CHEStPEAKE BIGhT 
CF THE VI~GINI~N SEt 
VIM! SSP ~C 69, GLCLCE5TEF FCI~l, '' 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUSlACE~~S, tATA PRCCESSING, OJSTRIBUliCN PATTERNS, 
GECLOGIC INVESTIGATICNSr hYOPAULIC PRCPERTIES, ~A~AGE~EKl, CCEANOGR~PhY, 
PAl~CLCG~, PE~CTE ~E~SING 
1913 LAIRC eL, L'I'<Ch ~F 
RESEARCh C~ CHESAPE~KE fAY A~C CCKTI~UCUS ~ATERS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BIGhT 
GF ThE VIRGII\I~N SEA 11S13-74 EClliC~l 
Vl1'5 SSR 6'l, GLCLCESTER P(l~l, \A 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CRUSTACE,NS, tAlA P~CCESSIN(, GECLGGIC IN1/ES1IGA1ICN$, 
HYDRlUll( FRCPERTIES, !IANAEEMENT, CCEANOGRAPH1, PATHOLCG,, RE~GTE SENSING, 
SCIE~TIFIC PER~C~NEl 
2CII 
1973 JCH5 f',S 
SGAE ~E~ CLM~CEA FRCM OEEf ~ATE~ 1,., lhE ATLANTIC 
CR~STACE~N~ 25(3), 2117-3111 
BENTHOS 1 NE~ SPECIES, CRUSTACEA~S, S15TE~ICS 
1912 BCE~Cli OF 
SPECIES DIVERSITY Cf M~RINE ~~CRCBENThCS IN THE VIRGINIAN AREA 
CHESAPE~~E SCI 1~(3), 2C~211 
BENlHCS, CONTINENTAL SH£LF 1 CRLST~tEANS, INCUSlRIAl kAS1ES 1 INVERTEBRATES, 
MClLU!KS, SALINITY, SPECIATICN, STATISTICAL MEltC05 
H75 FO R:St e\'1\lil' Kl-< 
THE AMPHIPOO CRLSlACEAI\S CF ~CRTH CARCLINA esTLARINE WATE~S 
CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE 16, 223-231 
AMFtiPOCA, CRUSTACEA~S, ESTUARIES, NtRTH CAROLINA 
1970 HSSLU Ill< 
THE CESMOSOMATIOAE (ISCPCCA, ASELLClAI Of THE ~AY HE~D-BER~bCA TRANSECT 
BULl SCRIPP~ INSl CCEA~CGR 1! 1 l-lt5 
EENT.OS, CRLSTACEANS, CJSTRIBUTIOI\, GEOGRAPtiCAL REGIONS, ISCPCOS, 
SYSTEMATICS, VERTICAL MIGIIATICN 
1967 KCR~ICKER LS 
ThE ~YCOCCCPIO CSTRACCC fA~ILIES PtiLCMECJtAE AND PSEUDCPHILC~EOIDAE !NEW 
FA~ILY) 
PRCC US NAT ~U~~ S~IThSCN INST l21&35EOl, 1-33 
BENTHCSt CR~STACEANS, DlSTRIBUtJCI\ 1 GECGRAF~ICAL REGIONS, CSTRACOOS, 
SYSTEIInits 
1913 ~EACE TL, GRA~ (W 
THE REO CRAB AVAILABILITY, ~ED Cl\,8 EXPLORATICNS ON ThE CCNTI~ENTAL SlOPE 
CF ThE NCRTHEASlERh UNITED STATES CCAST 
UNI~ Rl MAR TECH REP SERCll), 1-S 




l9tl CLARKE GL, HLBeARC CJ 
QUANJilATI\E RECOPOS CF TtE LU~l~ESCENT FLftSHING Of CCEANIC ftNIHALS AT 
GREAT GfPHiS 
LIMNOL CCEA~C~R 4121, 16~-180 
BICLUHINESCENCE• CTE~CFtC~ES, FLA~KTCI\ 
··-···~~··~~************************************************************** 
. CLRFE~T I'ETEFS 
********************•***************************************************** 
1975 GAtD FE ET ~L 
CALCULATICNS Of SAf',O T~AI\SPO~T 0~ lkE NEh ~ORK StELf USJ~G 1\EAR-BOTlCM 
CLRREI\1 METER CS~ER~AllC~S 
A~ GECP~~S LNIC~ TRANS 5t(l2lt lCO~ 
TRANSPOPT, CLIMATES, CC~TJNENTAL SHELF, CUR~E•T METERS, CURRENTS (hATER), 
GECLCGY, CCEANCGFAPHY 1 SECIMEhlATJCN, VELCCITY 
1111! MCCLE~~EI\ CE 
NEW JE~SEY CONTINENTAL StELF NEAP ECTTOM CU~RENT lifTER RECORDS AND RECE~l 
SEDIMENT ~Cll~Il\ 
JClR SEC FETRCL 43, 371-380 
WAVE PATTERNS, CCRICLJS FORCE, CLRRENT METERS, CLRRE~TS (~AlER), SEDIMENT 
TRANSPORT, lCFCGRtPhY 
1913 ~ARGAA~C Lt ~C~EE ~C 
SE~I-CIVR~Jl TICAL CL~R£~15 AT SITE C 
CHP SEARESEliRCH 20(11), S<J1-1CCS 
CU~RENl MElE~S, f~~~ICll CCE,~CG~AFH~, TICES 
*******************••·····~··············································· CURRENTS O.AlE~I 
****************************•********************************************* 
1S13 Bli'FU! OF 
A CESCRIPTICN OF TtE CIFCULATICN C~ t•E CC~TINE~lAl ShELF CN ltE EAST 
CCAST CF THE LNITEC !TAlE~ 
FRCG~ CCEA~C~R 6, 111-151 
OESCRifTIOht CJRCULATICN, CURRENTS (wATER!, PHYSICAL CCEA~CGPJPHY 
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1918 FREY t-:R 
A SURFACE CLRRE~T RE,ERSAL IN ~IG AllftNTIC fiGHT IN RESPONSETO ~IND 
FCFCIIIG 
AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL li\ICN 191E FALL ~EEIING A174296t SAN fRANCISCO, 
CALIFC~NIA ~-~ DEC 1977 
CURRENTS I~ATEFJ, SURFACE CRAINAGE~ hiNDS 
1971 FE~~EF F ET ~l 
BOTTOM CURRENTS IN WIL~ING10~ 5UfMtRINE CA~1CN 
NATI.RE, PI-'ISJCAL SCIEHES 22'5, f52-54 
BATHVIIETRYt UI\CERIIATE~ flhCHGRAHIYt CCNTINENUL SLOPE, CI.JRRH1S l'-ATERJ, 
SL~ ~E'IS 
1S15 GllO[ PE ET Ill 
CALCULJITJnS CF SAI'iC UAI'iSPCRT ON ThE NEW YCRK SHELF US lNG NEAR-BOTTOM 
CURRENT ~ETER CBSEF\Illl(NS 
A~ GEOFHVS UMI£N lFA~S 56{12), 10C3 
TRANSFCRT, CLJ~IlTES 1 CCI\Tl~E~TJIL SI-ELF 1 CURRENT METERS, CURRENTS (WATER), 
GECLGGV, CCEAMOGRilPHY, ·SECIMEN1ATICN 1 ~ELCCilV 
l9l8 BCHCUT kC 
CIRCULATION PROCESSES CCNTRCLLII\G SEDIME~T TRAIISPGRT IN T~E t<ICOLE 
~llANllC BIGI-.1 
AH GEOPH,SIC~L ~NIOM lR~N! !E(6), ~tS 
lRANSPCRT, CIRCUlATICN, CD~STAL fl~I~St CCNTI~EI\l~L SHELF, CLRRENTS 
(WATER), OCE~NCCRAPhYt SECI~ENlAliC~ 
1CJ74 STRCI.C A 
COMPLTATIDN DF TIDES, ClR~ENTS, ANt CISPEilSAL CF POLLUTANTS IN THE NEW 
YGRK EIGHT fRC~ ELCCK ISLAND TC ATLANTIC CITY kiTH LARGE GRID SIZE, SINGLE 
At\C lloiC •••••••• 
GOVERN~ENT llEPCRlS A~NCI.NCEMENTS 74(14J, 57 
POLLUTlCN, CUPRENTS (WATER), HATH£,AJICAL ~OOELS, CCEA~GGR~P~'I, POLLUTA~TS 
197~ C~ll~hAY F El AL 
CC~Pt.TATION Of TICES, CLRPENTS, A~O DISPERSAL CF POLLUTANTS Ill THE NEW 
)OFK BIG~T FPC~ fLCC¥ JSLA~O lC lllLA~TIC Cll' kllh LAREE GRID SIZEt SI~GLE 
Ill\( •••• 
GO~EFN~EI\T REPCRlS A~N(l~CEMENTS 141141, 57 
T~ANSPCPT, CURRENTS lkATERJ, 1-~CRCCVNAMICS, litEs. ~AlER PCLLLTION 
212 
1S76 NCLCE~ JL El Al 
CONTEMFORAR1 SEDI~ENTATICN IN LINEAP SA~D S~CftLS, EXAMPLES f~CM ThE IN~ER 
SHELF, MIDCLE AllA~liC fiGhl 
GHL SCC AM llBSTR PRCG ~12h ~35-23t 
TRANSPORT, COASTAL PLAI~!, CCN1INE~TAL SHELF, CURRENTS (kATE~It MARWLANDr 
SEOIMENTATICN, VIRGINIA, kAVES (kATE~l 
1~16 VCCR~I! AC ET AL 
CURREI\T STRLCTURE AND 'lXIMG IM T~E SI-ELF-SLCPE W~TER FRONT 5C~TH OF NEk 
EHLANI: 
JOLR~Al Cf GEGPHVSICill RE5EA~CI- 811211, 3695-31CS 
CURRE~ TS (MATER), t' IX IH, Fl-'V S ICilL OCEANCGI<APh't, STRIJCTI.;RE 
1912 SlANlE't CJ ET Ill 
CURRENTS llNC SECI~EI\1 TRANSPORT ~1 THE klL~I.GTG~ CAMVCN $hELFBREAK AS 
CESER~EC .... 
lN SlilfT Q.JP ET AL IE[) !kELF HDI~ENT TRAilS Pi<OC ANC fATTERI\S 
CCWOEN. 1-~TCHIIISCI'I ROSS, SlRGLCSBURG. PA, P621-644 
FAUMA, CC.lliiE~TAl ShElft CLR~E~TS lkATER), SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SURVEVS, 
VElCCIH 
196€ NCRCRCSS JJ £1 AL 
DATA 0~ CCilSTAl C~RRE~TS Off C~ESAfEAKE EAY 
~II'! 5 SFEC Illl .SCI ll EFT 31 
CHESAPEAKE SAY, CURRENTS (kAlERJt DATA CCLLECTIC~S. CRIFT EOlllES, 
PHY~ICAt CCEA~CGRIPH~ 
1974 CllAKE DE ET Ill 
DISPERSAL (F ~ASTE SOLIDS I~ ~E~ YCPK 61Ghl 
GECL SCC A~ ABSTF 6t7l, 715 
CO~TINENlAL SHELF, CURRE~TS lhtlER), EST~AillES, SEOIMENTATICM, TIDES, 
I!AHE DI5PCSIIL 
1974 SHEP~~~~ ~ El IL 
CISTRIBUTICN OF lllP EILLS INC 1\ELSlOI\ SA~Pli~G I~ THE ELLF STPfA~ SVSTE~ 
NaTIONAL B~REAL Of STAI\CAPOS, SPECiaL FUBLICITION 4C9. PP243-i45 
CIL SPILLS, GIL PCLLLTIC~, tLRREI\TS (hATER) 
l<.i62 S'LJRE JL 
OISTRifUTION OF TLNA5 IN THE CCEAI\IC-~ORTH~EST ~TLANTIC 
IIGRLO SCI flEETING BHL TUNtS, U J(lLAo JLLV 1962, EXPH fAF 128), l-3S 
CURRENTS (IIATERI, EXfl(R~TIOI\, FIS~. SEASONAL CISTRIBLTIOI\ 
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1Si:9 l:HI\LU P 
COI\AX HlSSOR.o A SUI PIER ilAI\GE OTEMiiOI\ Of OCI\H ~AR IABILIS 
1\AUTILUS li31Ut 1-14 
BEI\TMDSt CLAIIS, ClRRENTS (WATER), tiSTRIBUTIOI\, HDLLUS~S, SYSTEMATICS 
1 9 12 F 1 Sti Ell A 
ENTRAIIIMENT CF SliELF hillER BY THE Gllf STI<EAIO 1\CRTt: Gf CAPE HATTERAS 
JOURNAL OF HCPI".VSICAL llESEARCH 71, 344S-3255 
CURREI\TS I~ATERJt tcEAI\ CUilREllllSt t.~lER Cli<CliLAllON 
1911 G~CC FE El H 
ESTIMATES OF S~NC TRAI\SPCRT 011 THE !lEW YORK ShELF USING NEAR-EOTTOH 
CURRE~T ~ETER CBSE~~~TIC~S 
J SEC PETROL 48{1), 23~-2!2 
TRtNSPCRl, CCNTli\EI\.TilL SFHF, CUJ'iREliTS (WATERl, t:EOLOG~, RIVER eASIN 
CC~HIS~ICNSo SEOI~ENTS 
19'11 HRGn~ CW 
EXAMPLE OF GLLF STRUM EODY-lNCUCH hATH UCHANGE Ill THE ~H-ATLAI\TIC 
SIGtl 
JOURNAL ll.F PHYSICAL fJCEANGGRilPHY 713), 472-419 
CLRREI\15 HillER) 
1965 €ME~Y KO ET ~L 
GECLOGY tNI: EIDLCGl OF THE SEA FLDCR AS OECUCEO fRCH SIMULTA~ECUS 
PHClGGRAFHS ~~0 ~AMPLE$ 
llf'NCL CCEHCGJi 1CH1, l-21 
BENHiOS, B ICLCGY 1 tOll T JNENTAL StiElf 1 CCNTINEt.UL SLOPE, CLRREIITS (hATER), 
GEOLOG'r, PHOTOGRAPH,, !ECI~E~l! 
1SE2 SRE~.HR ML 
11\SHORE CURPENT ITLC' - \IFGINIA BEACt, VIRGINIA 
IIE~C TC OP. HARGIS, DR WOOC AND OR JOSEPH, VIRGINIA INSTITUTE Cf MARINE 
SCIENCE GlOl<:ESTH FOHT 1 \A 
CURJiEI\TS (hATER)• \IRGJNI~ 
1914 ~CKJ~I\E~ T, El ill 
LARGE-SCALE CURREtll LIMATICI\S C11 HE CEIITRAL t.Ell JERSEY SHLF 
INVESTIG~TICII BY SIDE SCil~ SC~AF 
HAiliNE GECLCG' 11 H-IC2 
COI\TINENTAL SHELF, CURRE~TS tliATERa, SCUNO W'VES, hATER CIRCllATION 
;:14 
1S77 BOARD~~N M, ~EUIIA~ AC 
LIIIE MUD DEPOSITJCI\ 11\ El\l:lC~ED LAtCCI\t BIG~T CF AEACO, EA~A~AS 
A~fR ASSCC PET GECL Blll 61(5), 16~-770 
ENVIRCI\IIEI\TAL CLtLITY, C~RECIIAlfS, CORES, CLRREI\TS (~AlER), GEOLOG., 
LAGOCNSw SEDIMENTARY PElROLOG~, STORMS, hA~ES I~ATER) 
197E PlAYER til 
LONG TERII CURRENT ~ARI~BILITY IT A Sli\GLE SITE IN THE ~IDOLE I!TLAI\TIC 
BIGH. ' 
TR~NS AMER GEGP~'~ICAL l~IC~ 5SI4) 
CU,RE~lS t•~TER) 
1976 C5MulCY H 
MEAN CIRCUlllllDN II\ SF~llO~ SE~S 
J GECPHYS RES €1(3Cl, 5389-5399 
CIRCUlftTfCI\ 0 CURRENT! I~ATERI, CCEI!NCGRAPH~ 
1S7t SWIFT CJP El Al 
1'.01\PHGLGI: lC EVCLUT ION .11\1: COASTAL SAND TRAIIISPGRT. NEW 'ICRI<-1\Ek JERSEY 
SHLF 
AM SCC LIMI\CL CCEANOGR 2, 69-E9 tSFEC SYMFJ 
SHCRELINE EROSlOIIt BllltYI'ETRY, CHAIII\flSt CCI!STAL PLAII\S, CC~TINENTAL 
SI-ELF, Cl fill ENT S OUTER J. HOlOGY, I'OI<PtiOLCGV, SEtiMENTS 
19i3 ~CCLE~I\EI\ C£ 
1\EW JERSEY CONTINENli!L SI-ELF NEAll BClTCM CLR~ENT METER RECCRCS Al\0 RECE~T 
SEOIMEI\1 ~Cli~Il'r 
JCOR SED PEl~(l 43, !71-!SC 
~AVE PftlTEJi~St CCRICLlS fCRCE, CURRENT METE~S, CLRRENTS IIIATE~J, SECIMEI\1 
1RAN5PCRT, lCPCGJiAFI1' 
19it FllE'r t:R 
NCIHHEASTI11lRO [RifT IN HE 1\CIHHER~ MIC-ATUI\TIC EIGtT DLRIIIG LATE SPRII\G 
llNC ~UI'MER 197t 
JCLRNAL Of GEOPH~SICAL PESE~RCH €31C1l, 503-504 
Cll SPILLS, CIL FCLLUTICN, CU~RE~TS lkATERit !:RIFTING IACUATIC), OCEAN 
CURRENTS, PCLLUTA~T IOE~TIFIC~TIO~, PCLLLTA~TS, S~IPS, kiNDS 
1 'J6 f t:~Rill Set< k 
PARTIAL CORRELATIC~ 'C[EL FC~ ~~~E~S CFF T~E SCUT~ERN PCRTICN Of THE 
~IOCLE ~llll\11( El(~T, LSA 
TENTH CONF ON COASTAL EIIGIIIEERING. TCK~O, JAfA~ tvlMS (CI\T~ 2C5l 
CIRl:Ui.ATICII, CCNTII\EI\TH SHELF, CUFICEHS IWHERJ, ~ATtiEMtl.liCH MOOELSr--
REtRESSIC~ ~NillYSIS 
21~ 
l'>'H BIJHA~ E 
PHASE ~HIFT OF SEMIGIU~~~L TIDE ALC~G MICATL~~TIC BIGHT CURI~G STRONG 
~IIITEfl SlUi"S 
A~ERICA~ GECPhYSICAl UNICN 1Slt SP~I~G A~NLAl ~EETING A76221S 
CIRCULATICN CPlA~TSl• CLRRENTS (hAlER) 
1975 LAVELLE Jh El AL 
POSSIBLE fCTTC~ CL~RE~T RESPC~SE TC SURFACE hiNtS IN THE hlCSON SHELF 
c liJI 1\1\El 
J GECPHY~ PES 8Cil5l, 1S53-1956 
CIRCULATIC~, CCNTI~E~T~L ShELF, CURRENTS (WATER), , TIDAL EFFECTS, TIDES, 
k INCS 
19~6 hARRISC~ h El Al 
PRECICTCR ECL~TICN FCR SLRF~CE AND BCTTO~ C~lFT CF CONTINENTAL ShELF 
WATERS EETWEEN CAFE hEhlCFEN AND CAPE HATTE~AS, U.S.JI. 
2~0 l~TERNATL CCE,NCGRA~hiC CC~ERESS. ABST~ACTS fVI~S CC~T~ 2C51. 
CJFCULATJC~r CCNTINENTtl S"ELF 1 CUPREhTS I~ATERJr REGRESSION JINALYSJS, 
SUBSLRFACE hATERS, SURFACE WATERS 
1975 ShiFT CJP 
RESFONSE OF T~E StELF FLCOP lG GEOST~CPHIC STORM CIJR~E~TS, MIOtLE ATLANTIC 
BIE~T Cf ~CRTii AMERIC' 
FRCCEECI~GS 1X CG~GRESS l~TER~ATIC~tl DE SECIMENTOLOGIE, NICE. ThEME 6, 
PP 1 S3-2CC 
CLPRENTS lhATEill, FHYSICH ttEANCGRtPhYr STCRI'S 
1St\S 6lJMFU CF 
~EVE~SALS IN ThE SURFACE ORIFT IN THE MICOLE ATLANTIC BIGHT A~EA 
OEEP-SEJI RESEIII<Cii ANC CCEA~CGR~FhlC ABSHACTS UISUPFL), 11-.<3 
CIRCULATIC~, CCNTINE~TIL SHELF, CUFRENTS I~ATEPJ, RIVERS 
1914 S~ll~ Kl ET tl 
SECIMENT OXYGEN CE~ANC IN AN OLT~ElliNG AND UPhELLING 'REA 
TETH~S 6 Cl-2 J, 223-Z~C 
POLL~TION, BENTH{S, CA~BC~t CURRE~TS lkATER), NUTRIENTS, CXYGEN, SEDIMENTS 
1914 S~IlH KL ET Al 
SEDIMENT OXYGEN CE~~·C IN AN CUTWELLING AND UPhELLINGAREA 
~CCDS HOLE CCEANCfR INST, COLLECT ~EFR VCL 1974, 1P lhCCDS rOLE CC~TRIB 
NC 3143J 
CO~TI~ENlAL S~Elf 1 CLRRENTS lkATERJ, GEOCHE~ISTR~, GEOLOG~, CXYGEN DEMAND, 
SECI~E~TS, STATISllCAL IEl~CDS 
1916 F~EELANC Gl, ~ERRILL Ef 
!EOI~E~TCLCGICAL ~SPECTS OF BAThYMETRIC CHANGES CVER A 37 YEAR PERIOD IN 
THE NE~ 'CR~ BIGHT APE> 
GEOL SCC A~ ABST~ P~CGRA~S 8(2), 171 
TRANSPCRT, CCASTIL PLAINS, CC~TINE~T~l SHELF, CURRENTS (WATER), DELAhARE, 
ENVIRONMENT, MAR,LA~Ct CCEANOGRAPHY~ SHCALS, 
1'>16 PA~HF CE 
SO~E EfFECTS OF LATE~Al ShifTS OF THE GULF ST~EA~ CN 1~£ CIRCULATIC~ 
NC~lHEAST Cf CAfE hAJTEFAS 
CEEF SEA FfSEARCt i319J, 7~5-8C3 
CI~CULATIC~, CURRENTS (~ATEF) 
1 S76 COCt- Nl< 
TE(IIPCRH A~D AFEH IIA~IHIChS It. SCH HUOSCN PIIlER-ESTUARY SHIMENTS, 
~ARC~-CCTCEE~ 1S7~ . 
GECL SCC A~ ABSTF F~CG~A~S ~12J, 153 
SEASCN~l \IARJAliCNSt CLRFE~TS (wATERJ, OE~SJT~, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, 
SECIMENTATION, SECIMENlSr ~ELCCIT~ 
1918 STANLEY CJ, fREELANC Gl 
THE ERCSJCN-CEPCSITICN EOUNLARY IN ThE hEAO Of ~UCSON SUBMARINE CANYON 
DEFI~EG CN T~E EASJS CF 5Lf~JI~I~E CESERVATJC~S 
~AR GECL 2~(3-4), M37-M46 
CA~YCNS, CE~CZCIC ERA, (CNTI~E~TAL ShELF, CURRENTS (kATER), CEPCSITION 
ISECIME~TSJ, ENEF~Yt EROSICN, SUBMARINES, SUESURFACE ~~~ESTIGATIONS, 
lCPCG~APt-'t 
1916 WRIGI-1 lo!R 
THE LIPITS CF S .. ELF lo!AlfP 
JCURNAL Cf ~ARINE RESEARCh 34(1), 1-14 
SEASONAL ~ARI~TIONS, CC~TI~E~TAL SLCFE, CUFRENlS (WATER), SALINITY, 
TE~PERATIJRE, k~TER TR~NSFER, ~JCCLE AllANTlC EIGHT 
1952 FCRC klt ~IllER tF 
THE SURFACE LAYER CF T~E GULF SlRE~~ INC 'DJACENT WATERS 
J ~AR RE! llf3l, ~6~-2fC 
CURRENlS ~~~TfR), P~1SICAL OCE~NCGFJIP~Y, SURFACE ~ATERS 
l'.i15 lllOI'IICI< JC 
TICAL CURRENTS, SEOl .. ,EI'<l li<ANSPCRT ~.Nt SAI\0 BANKS IN CHES~PEAKE BAY 
ENTRANCE, \IRGINIA 
IN. PRCCEEDJNGS CF T~E ~ND I~lER~ATICNAl ESESl~ARINE RESEARC~ FEDERATION 
SY .. POSIUM, MlRTLE BEACh, ~.c., CCTCBER 1973 
CHESAPEA~E EAY, CURREalS (~JITER), SJINCS, SfDJMENT TR~NSPORT, llDES 
··~·····~································································· C Y.ll 1\CPI-l YTA 
····~·········~·~··························~~··~·····~···•**************** 
191.i1 DUGCALE RC 
NITROGEN CYCLE II\ ThE SARGASSO SEA flNAL.REPOI<T 
LNIV AlASKA 11\ST f\AR SC.l REP H..;64-5h 1-'-29 
.ollG~E, A~MCNU, GRCWTI-i, CYANCPj-,HA1 NJTRA.TES, 1\ITROGEN, NllRIENTS 
1972 CARPENTER EJ 
Nlli<OGEN FIXATION BY A SlUE-GIHEII EPIPI'YTE Of< fELAGIC SA~G,SSLM 
SCIENCE l7SC4C66), 120i-12C9 
CVIli\CfltYTAt 1\ITilCGEN, N 11R()€EJ\ FIXJ!T I Gil, SllllltlNG CRCP 
1S74 CARPENTER EJ~ CCX JL 
PROCUCTION Of PElAGIC SARGASSlM AND A BLU-tiRHN EPIPHYTE Ill THE WESTERN 
~A~G,S5C SEA 
Ll~J\Cl CCE.oii\CGR 19(3J• 42.-436 
ALGAE, CYil~OPHYTil, NITRATES, I\JTRI1ES 1 NUlPlEI\TS, OXYGEI\ REGUIREMENTS, 
PhCSP~ATES• P~YTCFL~~KlCII 
········~··~~···~~····~····~·················-························•*** CYTOLOGICAL STUDIES 
********U****,..****U''***•*******~*u*•••H•*************'**U****"****•• 
1913 StE~BLR~E ~~ 
CELl TlPES, CIFFERENTJAL CEll COUNTS, ANC ElCCC CELL MEASUREMENTS Cf A 
PORTUGESE ShAR~t CENlllCSC~~NL! CCElCLEFISt C.oiPTU~EC AT 100 FATHOMS 
LS DEFT CC~~E~, flS~ Elll 7112), 435-~39 
CYTCLCGICAL STUCJES 1 FISh, FISh P~'SICLCGV, NEKTCN, SH~RKS, BLCOC VALUES 
1912 KCHME'HF J 
I'A~INE FUNO OETERlfRATJI\G ChiTIN CF liYDRCZCA J!J\0 KERATlli-LII<E AI\NELID 
lLEES 
MAR eiCl 1214), ~17-2£4 




1973 KESTE~ CR, CCURJl~l RA 
A S~MMARY OF C~EMICAL CCEANCGRAFHIC CCNOIIICNS CAPE H~lTERAS TO NA~TUCKET 
S~CAlS 
COJlSlAl AND CFFS~CFE E~VIRCN~E~T~l IN~E~TCRY 1 ~AR PUBL SERIES NO 2, UNIV 
RHOI:E ISLAH, 1<11\CSlCN, I<It 2-l TC 2-36 
ENVIRGN~E~T·l Q~AliTY, EieLIOCRJIP~IES, DATA, ChE~ISTRY, HEJlVY METALS, 
HVIEWS 
1965 KETC~L~ Sf, ~Yl~EI< J~ 
BIClOGJC~Lt CHEMICAl, A~D RACICCHE~IC.oll STUCIES OF MARINE Pl.oiNKTON 
~HCI REF (65-47), 1-17C 
DATA, ~ITR~lfS, ~ITRITES, NlTRIENTS, PhOSPhATES, PHYlCPlAJ\KTCN, 
RACICI~OlOfES, SILIC~TES 
l~tC KETCHl~ BH, G~ICE Gt 
BICLCG' GF MARINE FLilll~lCN CRGAIIIS~S 
llhOI REF Ito-H), lHP 
BIOCHE~ISTRY, BIC~IlSS 1 . ttTt 1 CCPEPCLS 1 0(~11\.oiNT CRGANISMS, E~ST RIVER, ~A, 
PCFUlllTICII, SE~SC~AL ClSJRleLTlGN, lLOPLANI<lCN 
1913 WILLI~~SCN RSL 
COllECTION ANC .oll\.ollYSIS Cf RE~CTELY SEJ\SEC CAT~ FRCM THE R~CCE RIVER 
EHl~RV WAlERS~H. S ECOC PRCGR ESS li£FORT. FE I! 1 '.i73-JUIIE 1 S 73 
CHESAPEAKE BAY CEIITER FCR E~VIRCN~E~T~l SlUCIES. SMIThSCII 11\ST 70P 
DA1A 0 ESTUARIESt I<EMCTE SE~Slll~t MllfR RESCl~CES 
19f~ MAR~K RR ET JlL 
DISTRIBUTION CF FISti EGGS ~NC lARV.oiE 1 TE~PERHURE, AND S~liNilY IN THE 
GECRGES B~I\K-Gllf Cf ~.ol 11\E IIREA, lSSS 
US FISH hllCLIFE SER~t SPEC SCI REF FISH 1411), l-66 
CATAr EGGS, FISH, l~~V~E, SALIIIITY, lEMPERATLRE, ZCOPLANKTCN~ COASTAl ZCIIE 
l'.i7S lS GECLCGICtl SURVEY 
GECPHYSICAL C~TA fCR CUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF, LEASE SAlE 1\C. 4S IB6LTI~CRE 
CAIIYCN TRClGH), l~G~ Ctl~ SET ll-162~3 
NJ!liCI\AL GECPtYS t~C SCLAR TERFETRIAL CENTER, COI:E D62I, NOAA 
EtlSt eCllCER, CC 
CATA, CCI\ll~EIITAL ShELF, CECLCGW 1 GECFHYSICS 
1Si3 I<~MA~ ~E 
LIGhT VESSEL, liGH SHTICN OCEA~OcRAP11IC CBSERVATICNS, EAST COAST OF ThE 
lNITEC SlATE!, J~~lAR\-OECEMEE~ lS71 
OCE~NCGR FEfT LS CC~ST GltRt 313-59, 124F 
DATA, PH~SJCAL CCEA~C~R~PHl 
1916 KI\HEL I-
MAP ANC GRAPhiC OATA RELATE[ TC GEOLOGICAL HAZARCS IN THE BALTIMORE CAN~ON 
TRCLGH AHi! 
UNITED STATES GECLCGlCAl SURVEl, ~ISCELLA~ECUS FIELC STUDIES MAP MF-828, 3 
"AF! 
DATA, CANYONS, GEClOGlt HAZARDS, MAPS 
1975 H!\'ES RM 
CCEAIIOGRAPt<IC CBSEFVHICf>S, Ml~A SCCTlA TIJ C~PE 1-ATTERAS, I'>CRTH CAROLINA, 
OCTOBER - NC~E,BEF 1~6~. A~C ~A\' - JUNE 1970 
USCG OC E.Af>CGR LN lT, GCE~NOGR REP IIC CG 313-66 
DATA, OCEAIICG~APH\' 
1973 ~ESTINGHCUSE ElECTRIC CCFPCRATID~. OCEA~ RESEARCh LABCRATCRY 
PHILADELPHIA CCEA~ CU~fii\G SITE SUR~E\' CATA 
ANNAPOLIS, f'ARlLA"C 
PDLlUTICr., DATA, CtE~ISlRY 
1914 ChARNEll ~l~ 'ANSE~ D~ 
SU~~ARY ANt ~NALYSIS OF PH~SICAL CCEANOGRAPHl DATA CGlLEClEC IN THE NEW 
lCRK BlfHl AfE) Dl~I~G 1969 TC 1~7C 
NCAA TECH"ICAL ~E,CF~NCUP ERL PESA-3, P44 
DA1A, DATA CCLLECTIO~S, fhlSIC/lL OCE,NCGRAFH'I 
1946 ECGflllCN, GtfiERSI-'IIMER. IINC GRIER, INC 
SUPMIIRY Cf OCEANOGRAPHIC CBSERVATICNS IN NEW JERSEY COASTAL ~liTERS NEAR 39 
2ll' II lATillCE ANt 74 15' W lCt.GITUCE CUR lNG TH PER ICC PU'I 1974- ~AY 
1915 
EG ANC G, ~ALTHA~, MilS! 
CCASlAl ~·TE~St C~lA, CCEA~OG~APhY 
1~f2 EthAR[! ~l El Al 
WINTER ~ATER TEMPER~lURE~ ANO A~ AN~CTAlED LIST (f FIS~ES - NAIITUCKET 
SHCALS lC CAPE HATTERAS Al8A1~CSS III CRLISE ~C 126 
LS FISt kllDLIFE SE~Vt SFEC SCI REF FISH (!91), 1-31 






1911 SPORT FISHI~G I~SliTUTE 
A SYMPCSIUM CN TH BIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICAIICE Cf ESTLAiliES 
AC~lNISTPAli~E AGE~ClESt A'U~CLLTU~E, CATA CCLLECTICIIS, ESTU~FINE 
EIIVIRCN~EI\1, ~ESE,PCH '"C CE~ELCfMENTt S~LINITY, ShEllFISH, STRIPEt BASS, 
WATER PCLLLTICN 
1968 NCRCRCSS JJ El ~l 
DATA CN CDAST~L CLRREIIlS CFF CHESAPEA~E E~~ 
VII'S SFEClAl SCI REFT 31 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CLRRENTS (WATER!, DATA CGLLECliCNS, DRIFT BOTTLES, 
PH,SICAL OCE~IICGFAFHY 
191( MlSICK JA ET Al 
CISTPIBUTICN ANC ~fUND.NCE Cf LOBSTERS AND SE~ SCALLOPS IN C~ESAPEAKE 
BIGI·ll 
~I~St GLCUCESTER PCl~T, V~ 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, t~TA CCLLECTICNS, [ISTRit~liCN PITTE~NS, LCBSTERS, 
POPULATIG~ DY~AMICSt SCALLOP!, SEASCNAL DI!TRIELTICN, STATISTICS 
1576 FEARCE J, ET At 
ClSTRleUTlC~ AND •euNtA~CE Cf BE~ThiC CRGA~ISMS IN THE NEW 'ICRK BIGHT 
APEJI. HG 2-6, l'!Ji; 
r.CAA OF ERL MESA-Bt NAT MAR FISH SER, BCULCER, CCLC 
BE~THOSt CATA COLLECTIONS, DISTRIBL11DN P~llERNS, INVERTEBRATES, SLRVElS, 
~IDCLE ATLANTIC EIGHT 
l'.i76 PEilRCE JE El Ill 
CISTRISLTIO~ ANO ,EU"CII~CE CF SE~T~IC DRGAt.JSMS IN THE NEk YORK BIGHT 
S-1 'if8 - 1.ii-l'i1l 
NOtA OR ERl MESA-7, NAT MIIR FIS~ SER, BCLLCER, COLO 
BE~THOS, DATA CCLLECTIC~S, CJSTRIB~TICN PATTERNS, INVERTESRATES, SLR~EYS, 
MICCLE ATL~NTIC EIG~T 
1963 f'ULFCFC RA 
OI!TRIBUTICN OF THE LI~CflAGElLATE GENUS CERATILM IN THE TICAL AND 
OFfS~ORE WATERS Cf VlPGlr.IA 
ChES SCI 4(2), 8~-f9 1\I~S CCNTR 137J 
CATA CCLLECTIONSt Dir.CflAGELLAlES, fltNKTC~, StllNITY, SEASO~Al 
t!SlPlElTICI\t WATfR TE~FEPIITL~E 
221 
1'62 ~~ss~~~~ k~ ET ~L 
fiSHES AI\D FISh UflVH CCLlHTEO FRCM ATLANTIC PlANKlCI\ CRUSES GF R\1 
FAlHfiNOER• MARC., 1'61 - ~AflCr 1962 
VI~S SFECIAL SCI REPT 33 
CAlA CCLLEC1101\S 1 JU\IEI\JLE flStESt lAPVAEt SAMPLING, SPAWNING, STATIONS 
1961 ~ASS~AI\~ kH ET ~l 
fiStES AND FISH l'RVAE COlLECTED FPC~ AllAI\TIC PlAI\KlOI\ CRUISES CF RV 
PATHFINDEflt CECE~EER lS59 - DECE~eE~ 1960 
Vl~S SFECI~l SCI ~EFl ~6 
HlAt.TlC OCElli\, tHSAFEJIKE BAY, DATA COLLECTltiiSt FISH HPESt HYORCGRAFHY, 
LA~\IAE, SA.PliiiG 1 STIIllCI\S 
11*1:* AHt-
fO I<E IGJ-. fISH lNG 
DATA CCllECTIOIIS, FISH TVF£S 1 flSHJM:;, FCREIGI\ TRACE 
19iE RCPES Jk, ~£R~Ill AS 
HISTCRICAL CflUISE DATA C" SUPF CLAMS AND OCEAN QUAhOGS 
NOAt tAlA RFT ERl t'ESA-lit NH MAR FISH SER, 8CULOER, COLO 
DATA COLLECllCNS, OISTRJBUliO" FtllER"St SlR~EYS, SURF CLA~ 
l~tl JOSEFH Ee El AL 
hltRCG~AFHlC D'TA FRC~ THE ATLA~TIC PLANKTCN CRUISES ON THE R~ PATHFINDER. 
CECEMBER 19~9- C£CE~8ER 1~6( 
'I~S SfECIIIl SCI REPl 18 . . 
CG~TINEN1Al SfElf• CATA CCLLECTIC~S, .HYDRCGRPfhYt PHYSICAL GCEANOGRAPH' 
190 GFAH H 
INVESTIGATIONS Of lNI\Eil COfiTINEI\TAl SHELF lllllfRS OFF LCIIER CHSAPEPKE BAY. 
PART IV. CESC~lPliC~S CF THE CHAETCC"IITHII ANt II KEY TO l~EJR 
lCEH lfJCIIliCII 
CHE~ SCI 4(3), 1C1-119 IIIII'S COTflU: 145) 
CHAETOGNAThS 1 C"ESAPEAKE BIIV, CCNTIIIEI\TAL SfELF, CATA COLLECTIONS, 
FhYTOPLAIIKTCII, SEIISCNAL CISlRIELTICII 
1966 liULJ .. GS NC 
~ARliiE CSTRACOCA fRO~ ~ESTER~ ~C~lh ~TlANllC CCEA~ CFF T~E VIPGINIA COAST 
CHS SCI H lh 4Q-5fl I~ IJIS CCNTIHB 191) 
ATlANTIC OCEA~. [AlA CCllECTIO~St CI~TRIEUliCN PftTTERNS, OJVEflSIFICATICN• 
CSTRACOOSt ~YSTE~ATICS, VlRGI~lA 
222 
1914 RlZECKI EF E1 Al 
CCE~NOGRAP.,IC tAlA CCllEClEO I~ THE EIGHT Of THE -IRGINIAN SEA FRO~ 1966 
Jj.,RClG" l'f'i 
\/HIS CATA REP € 
DATA CCLLECTICI\S 1 CCEAI\CGRAPH,, ~lttlE ATLANTIC EIGHT 
19t7 CI-IISE J 
CCEAI\OGRAFHIC OBSER~ATJCNS ~lt~G THE fAST CCASl OF THE U~ITEC STATES 
US CCAST GUARC CCEAI\CG~·PHIC REPORT 38. hASh, CC 
ATLAI\TIC CCEtN, UTA CCllECTIONS, SllllNIT'Y, '-IllER TEMPEilATLRE 
1971 hlLLIIIMS RG ET ~l 
SU~~ARIZATIOII ANt J~TEPFilETATICII Df tiSTCRIC~L PtYSICAl OCEAIICGRAP~IC AND 
MElECRCLCGICAl HFCR~n HI\ FCR TH Mlll-ATUNTIC REGION I FiliAl REPORTJ 
NCAA EIIVIPCN~ENTAL tATA SERVICE, kAS~li\GlOIIt D.C. 
CONTIIIENTAl SHELF, CATA CCllECTICNS, hYCilOLOGIC tAlA, ~ETECRCLCGICAL DATA, 
CCEAN CIPCULATICII, CCE·~ CU~RfNTS, CCEAN WAVES, '-ATER PRCPERTIES 
1S74 CHA~~Ell FL, GA~SE~ C\1 
SUMMARY AIIC ANALYSIS Gf PHYSICAl CCEA~OGRAP~Y DATil CCLLECTEC IN THE NEW 
'C~K BIG~T AfE) tlPI~G 19fS lC l91C 
NCAA TECHIIICAL ~E~C~AIItl~ ERl ~ESA-3, F44 
CtlA, C~TA CCLLECTIOIIS, fH,SIC~L OCE~NCGRAFH' 
··········~~-················································~····~······· CAlA P~CCESSII\G 
················~························································· 
1~73 l~IRV fl, l'IICH ~p 
RESEARCH C~ CHEStfEAKE f~Y ~Nt CCI\TJGLOUS IIATERS Cf THE ChESAPEAKE BIGHT 
OF THE VIR(INI~~ SEA llS73-14 E011ICNI 
~I~S S$R cS, GLCLCESJEF FCII\1, VA 
ChESAPEJKE £AY, CRUSTACEANS, DATA PRCCESSI~G, CECLCGIC IN~ESTIGATIONS, 
H1tflALllC PFGPE~liES 1 ~A~AGE~EIITt C(E~~OGR~PtY• PAThOLCGY, Af~CTE SENSING, 
SCIENTIFIC PERSONIIEl 
1~71 LAIRD 8l 1 L\1\CH ~P 
RESEARCH Cl\ CHESAfEAKE fAY ANt CONTJEUOUS kPTERS CF ThE ChESAPEAKE BIGHT 
CF THE VIR(I~ItN !EA 11S1t ECITIO~J 
~I~S S5R 81 1 GLOlCESTEF FCINT, ~A 
ChESAPEA~E fAY, CRLSTACfANS, CATA fRCCESSI~G, EECLCGIC 11\vESTIGATIGIIS, 
HYCRAULIC PRCPE~TIES 1 ~A~AGE~E~To CCEA~OGRAPH,, FATHCLCGY, RE~CTE SEIISIIIG, 
SCIENTIFIC FERSCII~El 
lSB 11~R<:I~ t.J 
RE!EARCh 0~ CHES~PEA~E BAY A~O CC~TIG~GUS ~ATERS Cf THE CHESAPEAKE BIGHT 
OF THE ~JRGI~IAN SEA 
-1~5 SSR ~C E9• GLCLCE!TEP FCINT, ~· 
CHES,PE,KE fAY, CRlSTACEANS, CATA FRCCESSl~Gt OlSTRifUTICN PATTERNS, 
GEClGGIC I~VESTI(ATIG~S, HYDRAULIC PRCPERTIES, ~A~AGEMENlo OCEANCGPAPHY, 
PATHClCG1, ~f~CTE SE~Sl~E 
1S7~ L'!RO Blt l~~CH ~f 
RESE/IRCI- 01\ ChES~PEAI<E BA' A~D CC"llGUOUS WATERS H THE CHESAPEAKE BIGHT 
Cf THE VIRGI~IAN SEA (1~72 ECillt~J 
VI~S SSR 6t, ElClCESlE~ Ftl~lt VIRGI~lA 
CHES~PEJ!KE EAY 7 CRlSTJ!CEANS, CATA fRCCESSI~G, GECLCGIC ~~~ESliGATICNS, 





1973 SHERJO~fl Pf 
~PT~KE ~ETABGLIS~ ~NO Cl5T~IBUllCN Of COT IN ORGANS CF l~E BlLE CRAB 
t•lll~ECTES SAPIClS 
M. SC. 11-ESIS 1 VIR,INIA I~STITLTE CF ~ARINE SCIENCE, GLOUCESTER POINT, 
Vlf<G IN lA 
CHEMISTRY, CflAI!St CCT, YGI<I< llliJER, El~E CI<AE 
·········~~··~·····················~······································ DECISIU f'At<IM> 
···~·············~******************************************************** 
1917 ~EW JE~SE1 CE~l OF EN~IRO~MENTAL FRCTECTICN 
~ COASTAl M~NAEEME~T Sl~ATEGY fCR ~Ek JERSEY 
TRENTD~, ~E~ JERSE\ 
AREA OEVElCFMENT, CtNSE~VATIG~, CECJSION ~A~I~G, LAND M~NAGEMENT, LAND 
USE, MANAGEMENT, N~TURPL RESOLRCESt PlANNING, CCASTAL ZCNE 
224 
~·~~~···~····~~···························~············~·-···~············ CEEP-kAlER H'Bil,lS 
*****************·~·-·······~·····~······································· 
1~66 MER~ILl AS, 805~ KJ 
BEtllhiC ECCLCGY ~tiC FJU~AL C~ANGE RELATING TC OYSTERS FPOM A CEEP BASIN IN 
THE LOWER FATUXE~T RI\ER, MAR)lANO 
BENTHIC FALNA, DEEP-IIAlER HAilllATSt GRCWTH RHES, lYSTERS, PHUXEI\T RIVER 
1917 WE~NER CA, I'U51CK JA 
BIClCGY OF THE I'CRIC FISh A~TIMCRA ~CSTRAlA IN THE WESTERN NCRTH ATlANTIC 
CANACA f~B JR 34(1~), ~3t2-236c (~1M~ CQNTRIB E3E) 
CEEP SEA FISHS, CEEP-WATER hABITIIU, DISTRIBlTIC~ PATTERNS, FISH 
FOFULATICNS, FlSI- REPRCCUCTICN, fiSHE~lES, SLFVElS 
1~~C ~C~NlGl C, ~(~~ICT f 
OEEP SE~ ASClCIANS COLLECTED BY THE ATlANTIS, ~Tl~NTIS II, ANC CHAIN 
DEEP SEA RE~ HL2lt 317-336 
SENTHO~t CEEF •ATER, CEEP-kATER 1-ABll~TS, SYSTE~ICS 
1'>15 ~ECeEIWf GR 
FCCC ~181TS CF SC~E DE~ERSAL FIStiES CF THE CCNllfiENTAl SLOfE AND RISE 
VIMS T~ESIS (~ ANC ~j SEDBERRY GR 
BEIITIHC FALNil, Cnllt.HHL SHLF, CEEP-WAHR HAfiTATS, llEMERS.L FIS,ES, 
FIH CIETS 
************************************************************************** C:HP 5£11 FISHS 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1978 ~ARKLE CF, 5ECfERFY ER 
A SECOND SPECH'H Cf THE I:EEP SE• flSI- PA(I,YCo\lflA AeESA, kiTH A DISCUSSION 
Cf IT! CLASSIFICAT1C~ A~D A C~ECKLIST Of Cl~ER ZOARCICAE OFF VIRGI~IA 
COFEIA lt P 22-29 (\I~S CCNTRIB €13) 
CEEP SEA FISI-ES, FISt TAXC~C~Y, ~CFFtClCGY 
1~1i hEN~E~ CAt ~lSIC~ J~ 
81ClCGY Cf THE MC~lt FISH ANTI~CRA RCSTRAl~ I~ 11-E wESTERN NORTH ATLANTIC 
CI!NACA fRE JR 34( 12), 23t2-236E niMS COHFU 838) 
C:EEP SEll FISHES, tEEP-Io(I'ER hAEIJIITS, OISTRlfUTICN PATTEf.iNS, FISH 
FGfll~TIC~S. FISt REPRCCLCTIC~, FIStE~lES, SLRVEYS 
225 
1~17 SECEEPP~ GRt MUSICK JA 
FEEDING STRATEGIES Cf SC~E OEPEPSAL fiSHES Cf THE CONTl~ENT~l SLOPE AND 
RISE CFf ThE MI&-tll~~TIC CCAST CF ThE U.S.A. 
CEEP SB FISHES, CCNlli\ENHL St<E!F, fOCD CUINS, FCO£ U€ITS 
1915 GSnAll NR El AL 
fOURMILE Rll\ LOCAL FLCCC-CGNlll(l fFCJECT, ~lEXANORIA .Alit ARLINGTCN CCUNTYt 
VI~GINIA- HYCRALLIC ~CDEl ~~~ESTI(~TICN 
u.s .. MH41~ATEIU•Il~S EXPEillMEtH STATICI\t 1/ICKSELRG, MISS, TECH REP H-75-19 
ALE>cANCRU, 'iA 1 ARLII\GTON CGtNn, 'V!lo DEEP SEA FISHES, CHANNELS, FlOOD 
CCNlRCL, h~tR~ULIC ~CCEL5 
1918 hEU.EI< CA 
MAK lNG A UVING CN THE CCNliHNTAL SLCPE Allll H THE CEEP-SEA. lifE HISH!RY 
Cf ~OI'E OCfoilNI11\f Fi:SilES Cf THE t>.ul<FCLI< CAt-<YCt. AREA 
IVI~S tiSSEFTATlCNl . 
DEEP SEA FISHES, CCI\liMNT.H SLCPE, DENSITY• CISlRIBtiTICNr lifE t!ISTCRY 
STLOIES, ~~N~GERE~T, REFRCCUCTICN 
*****************~··~·~·4·~·4·~···4······································· tEEf hATER 
****************•····~···················································· 
lSfC MCN~IGT c, ~C~~ICT f 
CEEP SEA !1SCitiA~S COLLECTEC Bl T~E ~TLANTISt ATLANTIS II, A~D CHAIN 
DEEP SEA ~E£ 11(2)~ 311-33f 
fE~lhCS, DEEF ~ATER, CfEP-~ATER ~AflTATSt SYSTEMICS 
1S14 IIAliiEF C 
IMPACT OF DEEPWATER TERMI~AL. ~Cl I EIIVIRCNIIEt.TAL PRGBLEMS ASSOCIATED hlTH 
A CEEP hATER PCR1 I~ l~E CELA~tPE fA~ AREA 
II PEPORT TC NSF PANN PRCGRAM S4F 
TERMINALS, CEEP ~AlEP, E~I;IRCI\~E~Til EfFECTS 
1S15 NATIONAl ACACEM' [f SCIENCE 
MINING IN l~E CUTER· CONTINENTAL S~flf liND IN THE DEEP CCEAN 
loi~SI-If\GTCIIt C.C., IClF 
CCNTINENT~l SHELF, C~EP loi~lER, ~~~I~G 
i.2t 
1913 ARTHUR C. lllll£, .INC 
POTENTIAL (NSI'CRE EffECTS Cf CHFWATER OIL TERI'INAL-RElATEC INDUSTRIAL 
CEV ELCP liEN T. VOLLME II. !liD-A TLAI\ 11 C REGII.JII .AND "' li'<E 
REPC:RT TO THE CCUI\CIL Cll EI\I;HC~l'HUL Qt;HITY 
~IR POLLUliCI\, DEEF wATER, EII~I~ONPENTAl EffECTS, LAND USE, NORTHEAST 
U.s.~ CJL lNOUSTR~t SHIPS, WATER PCLLlTION 
19H HYE J 
SUFERTANKE~S CC~II'\G CR GCI~G 
SYMPOSIUM Cl'\ MARI~E PESCURCE OEVELCF~EI\T IN THE MIDDLE ~TLANTIC STATES, 
OCT. 29--3C 1 llllllA~SBLHi, \A 
CON1JNENTAl SHELF, DEEP hAlER, E)fLCR~TION, PRCJECT FEASIBILITY, S~IPS; 
TRtt.SPCiRT AT I Ct. 
··············~·~·~······················································· DEGI<~CATICN (CECCMFCSITICNJ 
*******************~~······································•************** 
1918 CFNOG~f S~~ CCLhEll R~ 
CISTRIBUTICN A~O DECRAC~TI~E PCTEI\liAl Cf KEfC~E RESISTANT 6ACTERII1 IN THE 
JA~fS Rl,ER A~D LFPER C~fSAFE,~E 5t~ 
PRCC EIIVIRCI\MENTftl FRClECTlO~ AGE~(~ hCRKShCF. G~lf fREEZE FLA, APR 12, 
Hilt 
~EPDt.E, EACTfRI~, CEER~CATICN (0ECCMPCSI11C~) 1 4AHES RIVER 
IS76 CClkELL PR ET Ill 
tllCRCBICLC(ICAl STUDIES CF HE AlANllC CGNTINENTAL SHElf It- lhE MIDClE 
ATlANTIC CCNTII\EIIHL S ... ELF AfiD TH 1\Eioi Y[lll< EIGHT ED .. CROSS, ,.( P2l5-2BO 
PClllTICN, fACT£RJ~, CEfRAC~TICN tCECOMPCSITIO~J, ECCLCGYt EN~IRONHENTAL 
EFFECTS, CIL 
1917 KAT[Il H 
SllDIES ON THE DISTRIBlTICNt ~EUI\CA~CE, ~1\C ~CTIVITIES Of t<ETEROTRCPHIC 
~1\C PETRCLEUM CEGR~Cl~( EACTE~I' FROM HittlE ATlANTIC CONTINENTAL SHElf 
hATERS ll~C SEOI,.E~TS 
(\IMS ~R~M!CE 18CJ 
BACTERI~, CONTINENT~L S~Elf, DEGilACATICN €CECC~FOSITIONJ, OIL 
············~····························································· CElllkARE 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
l<nt. tl~EI\I)t-' G 
A COMPARATIVE STlDY CF BENTHIC CC~~ltllTIES Cf [REOGEt LAGCCI\S, TIDAL 
C~EEKS, AND A~EAS CF Th£ CFEI\ SAY IN LITTLE ASSAWOMAN INDIAN RIVER AND 
REhOBOTh EA\S, CElA~ARE, 11~F 
BENTHOS, OELAkARE, CREtGI~G, LAGCC~S 
1Sl3 !<RAFT JC 
A GUIDE TC T~E c;ECLC€\' OF OELAIIARE'S Ct:iASTAl tNVIRCNMEtllS 
UN I~ 0 EUikiARE t CCLLEGE Cf MARINE S TLO IES Pll'!lltlll ION NO 2Gl-039, NEI!ARK, 
CElAkAREt21f PAGES 
ARCTIC, DELAWARE, &EOLCGJC 11ME 1 GECLCGY, GEO~ORPHOLOGV 
1976 ThO~PSDN W~, CALRY~PLE RA 
A HISTORY Cf INCIAN Rl\ER INLET, OELihARE 
S~C~E AND BEACH 4~(2) 1 24-31 
CELIIhA~E. tl5TCRY, INLETS (WATERkA~S) 
1S72 JHNY l"t GCCCI"Atl J fECS) 
A STUDY Of ThE SOCIC-ECCNOMIC fi!CTCI<S RELATING TO THE CUTE~ CCNTINENTAL 
SHELF Cf TtE MID-ATLJI'ITIC CC~ST. ~. i TARGET ~REAS 
Uo tEL, CCLL MAR. SlLCt 18€ P 
ACCDt-'~CK CCU~TY, Vt, ~CRTHAMFTCN CC~~TY, ~A, AE~PCRT NEWS~ ~A, ~ORFCLKt 
VA, DELAk,FE, INOUSlFIES, lANC USE, ~DRTH CA~DLINA, POPULATION DYNAMICS, 
1S14 RICHTE.!< A 
A VCLUMETRIC ANALYSIS Cf kCLOCENE SEOIMHHS LNCERLYING PRESHT OEL/lliARE 
SALl MARSHES INLNCATEC e~ CEli!kARE EAY TICES 
UNPLetiS.EC MASTE~'S T.ESIS, LNIVERSITY OF CELAhAPE 103P 
DELAWARE, GECLCGY, S,l!lT MIIRHH, SEOII'ENTS 1 TIDES, DELAiiARE BAY 
1973 KLE~AS Vf ET tl 
COASTAL ~EGETATICh CF EELAiiA~E, T~E ~APPINe OF CELAWARE•s CCASTAL MARSHES 
5EA eRANT PUB CEl-SGC15-73. UNIVERSIT~ Of CELAkARE PP 433-439 
AERIAL PHCTGGRAPHY, CCASTAL ~APSHE!, CELAWARE, REMCTE SEI';SlNG, VEGETATltN 
22f 
1975 Btll<l'\j\P OF 
DA1H.G OF LATE PLEISTCCHE HC HCLCCEI'\E RELATIVE SEA LEVElS Itt COIISTAl 
DEU~~RE 
UNPUBLIShED ~ASTER'S THESIS, Utii\ (f OELAkARE, 95PP 
DELA~ARE, GEOLC~\, PHYTCTCXICITY, SEA LE~Elt AI'\GlCSPERMS 
1S16 I<RAfl JC ET JL 
CELAkARE•S ChJNGII\G ~tCFELl~E 
TECHNICAL ~EFORT NC ), CELA•A~E STATE PLA~~II'\G CffiCEt 319P 
SHCRELI~E E~CSIC~, StC~ELINf SJAelllTY, SHC~E LI~E CHANGE, CCASTAL 
ST~UCTUR!S 1 CELAhARE, EEGLOGVt COASTAL ZONE 
197S FLEI'lH LM 
CELAkARE 1 S ClTSTAt.ClNG 1\JlUR'l j\~EAS AND TtEIR PRESERVATICN 
CELAhARE NATLRAL ECUCATICN SCC., INC. 
ILl~STRAliCNS, DELAWARE, 1APS, N~TL~~L RESCU~CES, POFULATICN, PRESERVATION 
1975 LEAR Ck, FE~Ch GG 
EffECTS OF CCEAN CISPC.SJ!l ACTHITIES Cl\ 1'.10-CCt.TINENTAl SHELF ENVIPOI\MENT 
CFF CELA~A~E A~C ~~~~Yt~~O 
u.s. ENVIRON PRCTECT AGENC~, REGICN III, FHIL~OELPHIA, PA 
ATLA~TIC CCASTAL PlAINt CO~TINE~TAL SHELF, DELA~ARE, MARYL,I!I\( 1 WASTE 
OISPCSAl, ~ASTE Clt-'PS 
1950 SPA~GLER ~E, FETEPSCN JJ 
GECLOGY OF ATLANTIC COASTAL FLAIN IN NEW JERSEY, OEL,I!Ii,I!RE, I'ARVLANC, ANO 
lll~GHIA 
AMER ASS PETROL GECL, fUll 34(1), 1-~9 
ATLANTIC COASTAL Fl~I~t DEL~kAREt GECLCGY, MARYLANC, STRATIGPAPHYt 
VHGI~IA 
1914 ~LEMAS Vt El Al 
IN\Et.TCRV OF OELAhARE'S hETLA~CS 
PHCTCGFAHEHIC HGli';EEI<It<G, 4.33-4~0 
CELA~ARE, kETl,~CS 
lSH KINI\ER P, IIAlliNG l 
~ETHCOCLCGIC,I!L BE~T~I( STLCIES 
IN, hATlii';G, l ANC C MAURER IECITCR!) ECCLCGICAL STLOIES CN BENTHIC ANO 
PLANKTGNIC ASSEMeLAGE I~ LC~ER OEL~~ARE EAV 
FIEPCRl TC 1\Sf 
RA~N fPCGRt~, 35~-442 
BENTHCS, OElAh~REt ~ETtCOCLCGY, PLA~T DISEASES 
l<J'l-4 KIIEEEL hJ 
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BEIITI-!IC FAUNA, DlSTRJBU11CN PllllERt.S, FISH, !FECIATIG~. 'ltl:L£ lllLAIITIC 
EIH11 
1S11 ~EN~EF CA, ~LSIC~ Jt 
BICLCGY Cf Tkf MCRIC FlS~ ANTlMCRA IICSTRAlA JN lHE ~ESlERN NCPTH AllAIIllC 
CA~ADA f~E Jll 34(12!, 2362-23EE I,I,S Ct~T~iE Slal 
DEEP SE~ FISHES, CEEf-~HER 1-AEllAlSo OISTI\Ht..TICN PAlTEilNS. FISii 
PCFUL~TICNS, fiSii REP~ttLClJCN, fl!tERJES, SlR,E'IS 
19J6 A2A~C,Il1 T, ET tl 
DEMERSAL fl~flSH CAlCtES IN TI-E NE~ lCRK Elt~l EV STATICNS A~C SFEClfS, 
P-V tll~lllJC lh1N, ~~y 8-~L~E 4, 1c;7~ 
NOAA CR ERL MESA-l.iit Ml I'AR FISH Hilt BGLUEI', CCLC 
, CEI'ERSAL FIShES, OI!li<IB~TICN fjJJER~S, SL~~ElSt TRJkllNG 
1914 ~C~CIICSS JJ El Ill 
DE~ELCPI'E~l Cf YCU~G ELUEFIS~ tPC"~l(MUS StllilTRlXJ ~1\C CISTRIBUTIC~ Gf 
EGGS ~IIC YUNG IN HRl:lt.llll\ CCIISHl ~AlEI<S 
A~ FIS~ sec, lRIII\5 1C!C31o ~11-451 C\IMS CC~lRI 62881 
AlLAaTJC (CEA~, ElLEFlSt, CH£SAPEtKE EAY, t:J5TRIBUllC~ fATlER~S, E~BRVCNIC 
GRC~lh STAGE. JUVEI\lLE FIS~ES, LIIR~Al GRO~l~ 51tGE, ~IRGlt.IA 
1~76 PE~RC£ JE ET tl 
DISTRISUlJC~ A~O AEO~Cli\CE Cf ff~ltlC CRt~~~S~S IN TtE ~E~ YC~K B1G~T 
e-19ca- 12-1971 
NCAA tR ERl MHA-1. 1\Al ~~~~ FJSI1 SER, Eltl'LCE!i, CCLC 
BENlHCS, tAlA CCllECJIOS, tJSTFiSLIIC~ ftlHR~!l. INVEI<lEERATES, SURVEYS, 
~ICCLE ~lll~llC El~tT 
1910 ~lSIC~ J.<'l El Jl 
CISTRIBUTIO~ .<'1~0 IIBU~C.<'I~CE GF LCESlE~S A~O SEA SCALlCPS I~ CtESAPE~KE 
SIGH 
Vl~S, GLCUCESTE~ FDl~T, '' 
CHESAPEAKE llAYt Oftlll CCI.lECTlOS., () ISTI<lBUlltll HTTERI\S, LCilSURS, 
POfl.lATI Cll DYI\111' HS, SCJLLCFS, SH~li\Al. C lUR I BUT Hlllt STATISHCS 
1S16 FEAFCE Jt El tL 
ClSTillEUTICN .GNt AflJNCJIIICE Of EEUHC ORGANISf'S U THE ~Eli YCI<K BIG111 
APE). Al.G ~-(, l~i3 
NCAA CR ERL MfSJI-S, ~~T to•R FIS~ SER, BOl.LCERt COLO 
BENUOS, CATA CCLLECllCI\S, ClSliHfl.l.HI~ PA11ER~S. lN\IHlEili<AHS, SI.IWEYS, 
NICOLE AllAallC BIG~l 
1Si1 BCESCH OF, El ll 
OI5TR IBUllCN Af\<0 STRLCHiRE Cf UJIIIIU.IliES Gf UCRCEEIIlUS tl\ THf CUTER 
CCt.TlliEI\Ut StHf Cf THE MICCLE AllAf-liC 81Gti.U U75-:-1916 11\~ESllGATIONS 
Ht-15 SRt,.SCf 175, GLCIJUSTU HIU, \A · 
BENThOS, BICLCGIC'L CCtl~liflllH~t CCIIUIIENUl SHtlf, CISHIEUTICN PHTEI<NS 
1~13 B~Ck~, RA ET Al 
DISlRiflliC~ Cf ~E,~Y tlC~CCIFEC~S 1~ SOME lllA~llC ~~lERS 
FRCCEECI~GS JOl~T CO~FfRE~CE Cfl< PRf~EI\110~ ANC COIITPOL Cf Cll SPILLS. 
AMERICAN PETRCLHM HSTlHHo lotASHiiClCht tc. 5C5-519 
Cll fCLL~liC~, CHf~lSTPY, tlSl~lfUTICN, tlSlRlf~TION PA1TER~S 
1916 ~CPES JM• ~E~Flll ~S 
h!STCRICAL CRUISE CAlJl C~ ~UPf CLJl•s AND OCEl~ QlAHOGS 
NCAA DATA RPl ERL ~ESA-11t ~~1 ~A~ fiSH Sf~, ECULCfR• CCLC 
tAlA CCLLECTID~S, tiSTFJ£UTIC~ FATJER~S, SLR~E'S• 5URf tlA~ 
lSH 8ERFIHI Fl 
ICT~YOPLtNKTON FRC) TME R\ DDLPHI~ S~RVEY Of CCIITINENTAL SHElf WATE~S 
£Elhfftl MARTI-A'S \11\H~RCt ~~SSHHLHlTS /lt.l: tHE LCDIICUl:t ~ .. (. i9t5-6t 
lS~«FS ~EfC S~ lEt~ SR 15 
IClt,CPLAI\KlCI\, CGI\111\EIIlAL ~Hflft ~lJTRlB~lJCI\ FAllEA~S, SA~PLIN&r 
SFA~Nli\G, SlR\EYS 
lHt HlliiG~ ~C 
I'A~l~E CST~ACCt~ fRCM ~fSTE~~ ~CRT~ AllA~TIC CCE~N Off lrE \IR~1~1A COA~T 
CHiS SCI i(l)t 4Q-~6 1\IM~ CC~lFIE 1~11 
~lLA~TlC OCEt~, tAlA CClLEClJC•s, tiSTRISUlJC~ FlTlERI\S, C!VE~S1FlC.<'IlJC~t 
CSlPACCtS, S~Sl£~~11CS, ~lFGINl~ 
!C.i7l BCESCt [f 
CN l~E OCCURRENCE OF PJ~IIIXA L~llll ELASSELL CCECAPOCA, fli\1\(JtERICA£) Cff 
\IRGINIA, lSI! 
CRlSlJCEAIIA 20(2), 219-~2C lvJ•s C{~l~IB 36tJ 
CCNTti\ENl'l StElfo CRABS, CRl.SlACEt~S, DIST~l6~l1CN P~llfRIIS, EASTERN 
BA'hlolt~ ~lRGHH 
1917 Mf'St-Hl tH; 
PH110Fl~~KlDN CISTRJBUliCI\ ALO~G T~£ e•sTE~N CLAST Of THE UI\JTED STATES, 
PPRl lit SE#SCII~L ASSf~ELIGES IICRTh OF CAPE ~PllERAS, NOFlM CAROLINA 
SE.l SCiiJll vll11IATIO~S • C ISTJllEUT llN, tlSTRlflTICN PAITERIIS, FhHCPLAIIKlOII, 
SEISON,l OlSTRJBUllCI\ 
1':11€: MHlSHlll 1-G 
PhWTCPLA~KlOII CISli<IELliC~ ALO~G Ttf EJISTE~Ii CCAST Cf THE U.S.A. l• 
Pt,TCPl·~~~(~ CC~FCSITIC~ 
M,RINE elGlCGY 3t,fl-ES 
DISlRlBlllC~, Cl~lRI6~liC~ F'TTEPIIS, FHVTCFLAIIKTC~ 
1 SB HARGIS \IJ 
llESEJlRCI- CN CHSHEilKE UY ~NC Ctt.llGUCUS I!JlHRS Of HIE CHESI!PEAKE BIGH 
CF lhE ~IRGINI~t. ~EA 
Vl~S SSR ~( 6S 1 (l(lCfSlER FCI~T, v, 
ChESAPEAKE fAY, CRUS1A(EANS 1 OAlA fROCESSING, tlSTRl8UTIO~ fATlERI\S, 
GECLCGIC I~VESllGATIC~!, h1D~A~LIC P~CPtRTJES, ~~·~GE~E~T, CCEA~GGRAPH1o 
PAlhCLC~1, FE~ClE ~E.Slli~ 
l9t4 CAvlS J, JCSEft EE 
SCllMERN ~ECCRC Cf SEfAS1E5 ~ARI~u~, OCEtN PERCH 
CHES SCI 514J, 212 1~1~5 CC~TFIE 1(5) 
'lLA~llC CCE,N, tiSTRlfl.TlC~ JJlllER~!, FISh PCPULAllCNS, loiARI~E FISt, 
FE~C~ESt \JR~lNIA 
1~65 U~IlEC STAlES OH~Rli'EH Cf TH l~lEIClCRt fiSH At>O llllCllfE SERVICE 
ltE fJG filE- CCM~EFCJ~L fiSHE~IES Cf TtE ~lttlE All,l\llC CCAST 
h'Sh CC 
CAlCH, CC~)cRCIAL fiSHli\G, tlSlRJBlliCii fAllERNS, ECC~C~IC !~FACT, flhf!S~ 
J~DUSTRY, FISt tAF~ESl 1 fJS~E~lfS, ~tRKEll~Go ShELLFIS~ 
1912 JCSEfli EE 
THE STAlLS CF lrE !CliiEhiC SlCCK~ (f ThE MIOtLE tTlA~TIC CCASl 
CHES SCI 1~12Jt 67-ltC (~If'S CC~T~ 4211 
CA1Cr, CC~~ERCIAL fiSt, ~lSl~JBUll(~ fATlERIIS, CRL~St FISH PCPLLA11C~S. 
PO FLLAT lCf\ 
2E1 
l9t9 SUfi~ERS kC 
\liNTER POPULATIU CF lCllGC Pftl£:1 U IliE MlD-HlAI\TIC 81HT 
EICLCGlCtl BLLLETI~ ~tl 131 1\( lt ~c~-21t 
ABUNCANCft CISTRWUJIG~ PAllER~S. MCLLUSKS, TfMfE~ATL~E 
>I< U •***•*** ~JioliJio U•***•****li*HU:t*liH***lt*ll**·* liJOoH***~ H UU~***"*****Jtllll. 
tiSl~l(l Cf COLLMSIA 
···························~·············································· 
1'11! SLIIFJ i:JP 
BARRIER-ISUN£ GEIIESIS, E\IU:Ehi;E HCPI THE C£1\HAL HLAIITIC SHLft EASTfRN 
USA 
SECIMENl GHL l4lll 1 1-43 
SfCRELIIIE EFCSICII, fiELIC(RAPtl~S. CCASTAL FL,INS• CCNll~EIITAL SHELF, 
OIST!liCT OF COLUt'EIA, GECLCG'f, G£CNCRft<tLOG't, SEOIMENTAIH HRUCTLRES, 
BAI<RIEil ISLAIIDS 
································~·~·········~·~··························· tllR.~l [151RIEL11CN 
·······························~·············~········~~·~·~·············· 
I 'it3 GRAtH GC 
Ct~ETCG~~TtA FRC~ IN5tCRE COASTAL ~AlERS Off OELA~ARE, Ai\0 A ~CRTH~ARO 
EXTEIISICN Of ltE ~t.Ckh ~AhGE Cf S~GI11A lENLlS 
CHESAPfA~E SCI 4llle 36-42 
SE,SCN~L VARJATICNS, DILR~'L OJSTRISUlJON, POJULATICNt SALINITY, 
ZGCPLA~KlCf\ 
l~jt WHifPLE k J~ ET Al 
HYCPOC.~BO~S }to, :!U.AGf At-C U~8Af\ RUI\(ff--O~UioARE ESTL.Ain. SOlRC.ESo 
EffECTS AIIC SIIIKS Of tltRCC~PECI\1 JN lhf AGlAllC EII~IRC~~E~I 
AllfRICAI\ INSTlTt..H CF 8lCHGHAl SC IEIICf'Sr li.AS,HGTOII, C.C. S'i-65 
~QLATIC f!I\IHCIIMEI\h [)LIIIIH LJSTfdflllCN, ESTL~RIESt CIL, Rli\Cff, SEWAGE, 
WAS lE [ ISPC.SIIL 
lS5t CLARKE ~L, 8ACK~5 ~H 
MEASURE~EIITS Cf LIGfl FEhElRtli(N I~ P€1ATICII TC VERliCAL MIGRATION ANV 
llECCRilS Cf LUM II\ESCEM E Of CEffl-SEII AI\ II!AlS 
CEEP SEA RES 4(1), 1-14 
BICLLI'.IIIESCEHE. CiUl'hll ClSTRleUTlUio LJG .. f PfNHRAJIOih Tt~FERATUREt 
T .. ERMCCLI~f, VERliC~L ~JGR~fiC~, Z!Gfl~N~JCN 
2£1l 
IS~.< litRSEY JB ET Jll 
RECENT FINCI~GS AB(ll lliE CEtP SCATliRII\f LA1fR 
J ~'R ~E! ll(llt 1-9 
DIL~N~L Dl!TRlfUllCN, fiSha FIS~E~IES. ~ERTICAL f'IGR•Tttl\ 
l'i!7 EIICI<li~ Rt, f.llRhE~ t-
lELE\ISICI\-EChC SCLi\NI' UHf~JTIO~S Of I'HWHER SCU~O SCATTfRERS 
CE£F-SE~ RES 4t llt-11~ 
TELEVISIC~, CCPEPCCS, tlli~A~L CJ!TRlBUTICI\• fCPUL~TICII• ~NtE~kAJfR, 
VEFllC~L ~IGRATI(~, ZCCflAII~ltll 
·-·~·····~·····*~~~·~·······~············································· C l~tRSHICATIU 
··················~······················································· 
19l3 SMJ!Htl T J 
A SURVEY Cf FH1TCfL'~~TCN CY~~IJCS I~ l~E COASlAL hATE~5 F~c• CAFE 
~ATlERA~ 10 NANTUCKET 
CCASTAl Al\t CffSHR£ fl\lllfiCt.MHAl 11\VEN TCR~, MARINE HBL SERIES, PP.3-l 
ro :-tee 
SIC~ASSr CtLCRCft~LL, tlVERSIFlCAllth~ PtYTCPLAh~TC~, FLAhKTCh 
lSH MCHCI-R~II J£ 
AGE AN£ eRCWTt Of Jtf STRIPE[ SEAROBih 
~IMS THE~lS (((Ll ~llLIA~ ~Nt ~AP~l 
AGIIIG llliCLCGlCAL), CCIITlNENTH SHlft DISTRI8~TICI'it JJ\IERlllfiCATICI\, FISH 
PCPULATICNS, GOtiHS, SFAki'IING, LENGl*-fREQLHC\ CISTRJHTICNS, SEAilGtllll~ 
1975 FH~Y I'F 
All ANNOlAlEC LIST Cf LAPW'L ~~t JL\ff\llf fiShES CAFTUREC ~IT~ 
SURftCE-HhH f!ETH fi.El ll\ TM SCI.H ATLAIIT IC 81Gt;l OURING FCliR RV COI..PHN 
CFUISES EElhEE~ ~~y JSE7 Al\t fEBRLAR\ 196f 
1\MFS TECh FEFT S!~F-tf! 
BAYS, SEASUAL V~~UTIOS, I:IIJERSiflCAT!CI'<, FlSii f.IA~AGEHtn, ~PA.,I'IltiG, 
SPECJATlOflt MICClE ~TLAI\11C fiGtl 
1913 T~CMAS Clt MILSlEJ~ CS 
ECOLOGICAL HLCIES IN TH Bll"'S llf\C {Uffl kATER~.Il~S MA~ liTTlE EGG l~LU 
~NC Ia l .. E CCEA~ I~ ThE VlliNilY Cf lfE FRCPGSEL SITE FCH lhE ATLAIITIL 
GEIIEFATlNG ~TATIO~, ~fit JER~El 
IC .. l~"'CL. ASSOCS. 
BJCLCG'• CHlCRCPh"'lLt (llllCMS, CIVERSIFICATIC~, Ph¥TOlC~ICIJV 1 PLA~~lC~ 
lS13 Aflti'E ... ~ Jt 
EfFEUS CF TROPICAl SlCRM AG~ES Cti fPIFAlif>l\l lfiVEFTf8FIATES If\ HRGINIA 
ESJLARIE~ 
C~ESAPEA~f SCIENCE 14~ 423-234 
BEfiTHO~, CHESAPEAKE fA~, DIVERSlflCAllCht ECt~tGYt JfiVEFTEER~TES, 
SAliNITY, STAilliT,, SlC~H Rlfltfft lRDPICAl CYCltNcS 
19ft .,LLUG~ IIC 
MARINE tsTRACCCA fRCM MfSlfRN NORTh AJLAflllC OCEAN Off lhE VlRGlfll' CO~ST 
CHES SCI 1t1Jo 4C-!t (~IMS CQ~TR11 lS1) 
llllAllliC GCUfl1 UTA CULHllCNS, ( lSTR 16Ull0t. fAllERNS, OIVERSlflCATICNt 
CSTRACtDSt SYSTE~ATICS. VlPGl~l' 
1S7::l lii!RU JJ 
PIHTCIIEUSHN ECOlCGY CF I TEJIIPtUH f<.ARHE l'GCH 
LIJIII\Cl CCEA~CE lEo 525-533 
l:llCLCGV 1 tJVE~SIFICAllO~t ECCLC~ICAL CISlRIBlTlOfl, £COlOGY, FHYTCPLAfiKTO~, 




lSlS MlHCII .lA 
CC~MUNITY SJFIUCTLRE Cf flS~ES CN HE CONTI~HHAl SUPC AND lliSf Off tr.E 
IIJODLE .AlLM!IlJC CCI!Sl Cf TH UHH SUH~ 
SfECllll HIENNFIC l<fHI'T Hi. 96, ';lfo$ 1 GlCUCESHR PCIIIH \Ill 
ASUIICAIICE, CIVE~Sil¥, CCIITINcNlAl ~·ELf, C'hli~EIITAL SlCfEt fl~H~ fiSH 
PCPllATICIIS 
!Slt IIERRINER J\, ET tl 
SE.ASCII.AlllY• AEl~tAIICE, ~fit tlVERSll' uf fJS~E5 IN THE PIA~KATAU~ ~l~ER, 
V I I< G IN lA (l Sl C-lSllJ 
CHES,PEA~E SCIEN(E 11(4) 238- ~45 
'eU~tAIICE• CJVERSJT~, tlSTR16ll!Ct.. fiSH, SE~Stfi~L OlSl~ltiLJJCN 
···~······································································ Dl~I~~~l CRGAfllS~S 
···~···························~·········································· 
1974 Kl~~ER PC ET AL 
BEI\TtliC HHEiilEI:lUIES lt<i DEL,WtRE tAYt AI\HAl-.SEtlJIIEfiT ~SSCCIATICI'\S Of flif 
OtJIIlfl~l\1 SFECIES 
JI\T AH GE~ t1YCRC£1Cl ~S, U!-iCl 
ANIML GRCUPIMIS, BEUMSt CC~Hifll CliCAtdSI'-St I~\ltRTEERHESt SEOIIUIITS, 
CElAioAiiE BH' 
1S6C KElCHUJII Bt., CFICE Gt 
BIClCGY OF f!ARINE PLAUlC~ CllGAMSI'S 
lohCI REF t6G-4E), ltffl 
B!CCHEHHil'i 1 fJIUUSSt OUAt CCPEPCOS, OCMUtANT ORGANISMS, EAH Rl'IER, IIAt 
PCPULATION, SEASCNAL tlSTRlBll!CI\• ZCOPLA~~l(l\ 
1910 1-llfLRl El" 
CCMFETITICfl FCR ~LllliEIITS tv M-RHH FJ-,YTCPUIIJ<TCN IN OCEANIC, COASTAL, ANO 
ESll,Pl~E ~EGIC~~ 
ECCLOGY 51(3J, 4l!-~t4 
CEt.5JlY, 01ATCI'S 1 tlfllHAGHUIHS, tGI"lt-!At<il GRCiA~I!:IU, EHlAF1!:St 
1\l..lRIENlS, Pl-'rlCFUIIJ\ m~ 
1St:~ ~uuuo R' 
Cl~TCM~ FRCJ! \IRGI~l~ Tlt.AL ~~~E~S lStO ANt l~tl 
~~~ IIISl ~~fl SCI, SfEt SCI FH 1301, l-33 
DIATOMS, CCMINANT CRGAtlSHS, PH1TGfl'~~TCII, S'llii1Tl, Sfti~Ef\1 
DISTRIBUTICI\ 1 TE~fE~All~E, VlRGllll' 
l'i6.2 I!CCLCCll loS 
IIIT~~SPECJFIC VARJATJC~ I~ T~E khllE PERCh RCCCVS AMERICANlS CGMELINl 
CHESAPU.KE HI 3(4dt '5~:...113 
ANilOROCU.S FISh ti<J!CKlS. IIAltRo C<.i~IMI'IT CIIGJ!l\lSI'S~ fiSH, SALlNIH, 
TEHEUTURf 
1S64 IIUUCFC llA 
lN\IESTIGATltfiS CF INHF CCHINfNUl SHt.F lo.HHlS Cff LCIIEf< CtfSAPE~Kf !l~Y, 
PilRT V SE.ASCIIH IlY (f Ttf t IAUM Ht\1, S CI-A flCLERCS 
LlllfiCL CCEAIICGR <;(;1, 2E~-!9( 
CJAlCMSt OCUI\AIIl ORUNJS~S, SAlii'H~, SEtSCUL CIHRHUTJCI\, TE~PfRATUH 
l9f!: CHEll l R 
PlAI\KTctdC FCRAI"·li'IIFHA fi<CM HE •tSTERN t-;(RTfi ATU~TH 
S.,.JUSC11 IIIST tHS (CllfCl l~Etl.Jo 1-36 
COfilliAtx 1 Ci<GAII.ISt!St GECGRJ!Phl CAl FHU~S, SH HdlY • S E ~SCIUL CISTR lBUTIOI'it 
, lCCPLAIIIOU 
1S66 ~tER~t~ K, SCtt~El l 
POIITfllit CCPEPOCS AS Il\OICAHRS Cf ~~~ GCfAfiH INCU~S[()t> 1J~£R GEORGES 
eAI\K 
EC£lCGW 4913), SB~-5B4 
CCI'EPCt:S 1 ClSTRIIltJTICN 1 l.lCUliAI\1 Cl<GlflilSftS, TUPEIUTl.iR£, ZCCFLAI\KTCI\ 
19tG CEE\l <:e 
THE lCCPUt>I<TCN Of ltlE SLRFilCE WHUS Cf TU CELAilARE EAY RfGlON 
eULL SIIIGJo<U• ((E~I\CCR CCLLECl 1H2), l-5.C 
SE~SCUL Vti<IIlTJOIIS, CCPEFOtS, tCflltw\f\1 CRG~JIISPS, GECGilAft'IC.tl REG IGNS, 
Pl~IIKTCNt fCFLLATIC~ C1.,~1CS, Si'llli\ITY, SE~SCN~L UISTRIBUTION, 
ZOCPlAMTCll 
·············~···~···~······~··~······················~··················· CRAI~AGE E~EINEERII\& 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1916 Sf!HCA TJ 
CERATIUI' TRIPCS CC.F. HillER), NITlSCh ~ ERIH CVERVI£11 Cf llS ll.IOLOGY 
RELATIVE TO ITS 1976 ELCCM t'~~HIC~ IN NCRlhfASTERfl L.S. CCASlAl ~ATERS 
FEFOPT kORK~tOP wASh. c.c., Ufll\ Cf DEL lECI J.t~ SHARF 
COASTAL loATEt<S, fiCLCGY. ti'Alf\HE EliUNfERlMir fHYTCPLAI\KTCN, PLANKTCN 
·················~·······························•********•··············· tREDGE HUll 
**************••••••••*····~··························~······~············ 
l~1t l.~. AI<MY COI'PS CF E~GII\EEI'S 
[REC<:E[ I!AlflllJIL RESEARCt. PI'CGR~I'\ STATUS SL~.MARW., "AlE~kAY.S .EliPERII'tNl 
Sltl!ON . 
VIC~SBUR~, ~ISSIS!lffl 2C2 F 
I:REt1iE SPOIL. CREtG lNG, EI\GINEER JlVC:, eN\IIROI\MENlAL EFFECTS 
212 
1915 ~ILC~SKW EM, !ZLCS FK 
CYI\AMICS Of ~AST£ tiSFERSICII Cf OISSClVED rEA~~ I"ETALS II\ ThE 1\E~ ~ORK 
BIGHT tRE.II 
GECL SOC AM ~SST~ 7(1), 1~ 
CRECGE SFOlLt CIFCll~llCll, CISFEFSIC~ 1 011\AIJCS, ~EA'~ METAL!, METALS, 
SEk;lGf. SLLCGE, SPECTRCSCOFV, kASTE tlSPCS'L 
1914 ~tU~EF ( ET Al 
EFFECT Of SPOIL CISPCS~L C~ Sf~ThiC CO~MlNillES !\Ell~ ThE MCLTH Cf tELAWA~E 
an 
REFORT TC IJELAIIARE I<IVER fAY AllhOfl JH, lNl\IERSIT'I Of CElAIIAFE 2COfP 
CCf/JIUI\ll'Yt CI<EOGE Sfr;llt EEI\lhCS.t CC~fi\.JN.lH CtHlCfMENT 1 t:HtHN\: 1 
ECCLCGY, EffECTS, tELAkARE EAY 
iSH ACA~S Ct, FHK ~1 
WATER HALITY MONIHRII\G CF THt CRAM) ISLHO Ci<ECGE ~ATEI<l~L IJJSPCSAL 
AREA, PORT Cf HA~flGII FO~DS, 'JRGllllt - ~Pflll 1!75 TC ~~~~'*' 1976 
l~STITI.TE OF CCHHGRHI-1, CLC CCMHtiCN IJNH 1 JfC11 RPT .ts ;(CJ 
tREOC£ SPtll, tJSFCSALt MATER FOlll..llCtx CCfllROL 1 l!AlER 'UAllTY 
··········~······························································~ tFHHNG 
n >I tH4 *>I* 4 t tt ""' tt t >I >Ill**** tt t t :I >I ttt *"***"**• t:ot* *****•*'* >It >tt tt >tt tt tt t *** >1*>1 
l'.iH BHNLII G 
A CO,PtR~TI~E SlUCY Cf Ef~lhlC CG~~~NITIES [~ C~E[GED LIGCCNS, TICAL 
CREEKS, AN£ llREAS Cf TH GPEN EU IN Lllllf A~S~WCHAN ItiOlAN' RiVER ftNC 
REHOBOTH EAVS, GElAkllRE, 112f 
BENTHC~t DELAWARE. [l<f[ElN~, LAGCC~S 
l'iH CHEI\ lo 1 
~Pfl~'TICN Cf RI~CTE SENSl~E It TtE ChE!APEA~E BAY ~EGICfli VCL 2 PR~C 
1\ASA CCI'if PLE t 
COfiTIIIENTAl SIHlfo CHHIJI\C; 1 E~lRCPtJCATIC,..; i<HGTE Sfi\SlhG, kATEil 
FCLLUTIC~, k~TER QUALIT~ 
l'i76 U.S. llR~Y CCRPS Cf E~GlNEERS 
ORECGEO f!AlE~l~l RESEAFC~ fR(G~A~ SJlJLS SL~~A~,, kA1Ek~tYS tXfEkiME~T 
SlA IICI\ 
~lCKSBlRG, MIS~I~SIPFI ~C.t P 
~RECGE SPCILo tRECGING, E~GI~EE~ING, ENVI~C~~ENlPL EFFECT! 
1Sl3 OHfEii FC 
ECCLGGIC'l effECTS llfOf\ ESlUtR IES f:ES\.llll'IG fi<CM LAGOOI\ CCNSlt<UCllON~ 
CPECGIN~, FILLING AhC fllK~EADlfiG 
PFCJECT F-13-ll-15 0 t<EFCH 1C CEPARUEI\T Cf 1\Ali.RAL RESCiillCfS AI\D 
ffl~l~Ofi~Ef\l'l CCN1RCL 1 SlAt£ Cf CfL. 
BULKI-!EAO LitlE, BIJLKHfAllSo llRHGlNGo ECOLCGICAL lMUCT, tsHAR JES, lAGOOS 
1S75 DAHlER FC 
ECClCGJCAl EFFECTS lifGf\ ~Sll'ARJES HSIJlTIH fllUJt. lAGOCIII COI\SlRI.CliO~. 
ti<HGIN«i, F lLlliliG ANC ElU.HAO lt.G 
PROJEC 1 f-~ 5-1<-3• liEFCI<l U tE fAHHf\ 1 (lf t<AHIIAL REStlillCES tJIC 
EJI~lRCt.~E~lAl cc•t~Cl• SliT£ Cf tEL 
8ULK~EAC LINE, ElL~hEACSI CREOGIJIG, ECCLCGICll 1~P,C1, ESTUA~IES, lAGCtJ\S 
1914 ~AURER C El .l 
EFFECT CF SPOIL DISftSAI. C~ 8Ef\THIC CCMiit;llllllES NEAR HiE MCUT!; Of CELAWARE 
en 
I<EFORl TO CElAWARE Rlv~R SAY AlilHCRilY, Ut.IVERSll~ CF CEL~kARt 200PP 
CC~MlNIT,, t~ECGf SI'Cllt B£JIIHCS, ((~~U~IT¥ CEWfltP~ENl, CRECGING, 
ECCLCGY, EFFECTS, CELA-·RE Bill 
197~ SAIL~ SH ET Al lft~J 
SE!lJ~E~TATICI\ A.JIC HtD HSUI<CtS, .lfii~Al-S.I:Oi!Hfll NElAT lOI'ISkfFS 
IURlNE SEtli<E!\1 l!IAI\SPCRT ~Nt f~lllfiOI\I!fNTAl MANAGE MENlo ~ JLn AND SONS, 
NE~ ~CRK, t<Y, F419-4~2 
OIL SFILLS, tO~I'll\11'• FCLLUllC~, tEI'ITHCSt [Pft,JNG, ECGLCG1, 
11\"V£1<1 URATES t I<HHM.AT JC.AL MCt ElS~ HO HEll TAllON RATES, loASlf 0 ISFOSAl 
......................... ~···~···~·,.············~·**********••··············,. 
t!IJF1 HlllES 
••••• ,..,. •• ,. ....... ,.~ •••• ,. •••• ,..,..~··~········*••,.·············,.•••********** 
19£8 fi(I<CR(SS JJ El 'L 
IJAU CN CCASllll CIJRRENlS OfF Ct'·ESAfEA.Kf EH 
VIM~ 5FECI~L ~CI RfPT 31 
CHESAPEAKE fAYr CUR~ENlS lkAlER)r £AlA CCLLECTIOI'ISo tRlfl eOTllESr 
PHVSIC~L ((EAI'ICGRAPH~ 
lStO JOSEf~ EE El Al 
ll'IVfHlGATICNS CF It.I\EI< CCHlN£1\TAL StElf hAfUS llff LCIIER CHSAPE/lKE llA'I, 
PART I -GEMilAl lfllRCiti.ClWN llH t\t~GGkAPhY 
CHES ~CI H3-·fdo 1!5-l.tl 
CIHSAPfAKE 6/l.Y, CCf\TJfiHHl SP.HF, tlSCtiARGt (lo/llER)t CRIFl BCiHlf:S, 
HVOROGRAfHYo LARVAL GRO~TH STAGE, SALlNil,, St"flli\G, STATICNS, 
lHPERAli.RE 
*******'*"*"*llliUUH:CliUUU:Ull>lllllll>t••***"*!!'~···U·ltUU*li'U*ll*ll*"*"*""** Ol'ilf JIM; CIU;t;H ICI 
····~ .. ,. ..... ,., .. ,. ............... ,. .......................................... ,.. 
1976 IIHG ' ET H 
COMPUTER MDCElli\G tf OIL C~lfl Alit IFREAti~G 1~ tELA~A~E B~' 
COllfGE Of I'ARltiE STUiiES, I.INIIIERSIH CF CEUiiARE Cfo!S-RAII~-1-16 1 58P 
CIL SPJlLSt t~lFTl~G (A,UJ11CI 1 Cll 1 tElAii-R~ BA) 
HH: fi<E'r tl< 
1\0RTHE~.SH.tRO CRJFT II\ lt.E flui<THEf<h MlO-AlUtHlC EIGhT Ct;RIIIG lATE SP~JhG 
ANt ~\.t'MER 1976 
JCURI\'l Cf 'EOFt,SlCAL RE~£ARtt 83CClJ, 5t3-~C~ 
OIL SPILLS, DJL PCLLlliGfl, CLRREI'Il~ tiiATEF), t~lfllNG IA'L~1JCJ 1 GCEA~ 
ClRREI\lS, P(Llll,~l ltE~llflC.AlJCII, f(llUTANTS, StlPS 1 iilNCS 
******"n*hllliUH UU CUli~:U:iH Ut~H Ull:t:t!l 4'tll$ll:t!l't:t*:H tliU *'~•***"'*"****** 
CF UUNG 
.................. u,.,. ....... " ....... * ~ ""·*". u :u lilt ... ,..,.,."""*** :u.~. ··········* 
lilt ~A~hEJP lf, H~LL FE 
CEEP E'IIAFCRITE SJRtlA Off 1\Eh ~CR!<. ~Nt 1\Ch ..IEiiHY- EviCEI\CE fRCI' 
lNlEPSllllll ~~TER CtE•lSl~' lt tRILL CC~ES 
JOLI<I\H Cf RESEAI<Ch l~llH STtTES GECLCOUl SURH~ <flltJ. b~1-1GL 
CHEHISTI<h CORE CRIUlH, CCHS, Olillll~G. GfOlOGh ldHEII (hfi'ISTRY 
19l8 CALIF UNJ~ SC~lFP~ 11\~1 C(E~N 
IN111Al FEFCRTS OF lhf CfEf SEA DRILLING f~CJECl, ~CL 44 t<CRfCLK, v~ Tl 
tiOIIFUI<, H Hi<:-Hfl H15 
P\.f NAT SCI fCUNC ~SGFC 'E!~C3 \~4 
ATLA~TIC CCA5lAL FlAit., ((~111\E~TAl ShElf, IJI<Jlllfl(, GfCC~E~ISTRY, 
GECLO<:,, RE<:IC~~l ~~~LYSIS 
ii5 
l~H KHHtt> F 
CFFS.,OIIE li41Rt MltiERAL RESCliRCE FOlEI\HAl AU I'It>If>:G THtl~CltGY 
SY~PCSIL~ t~ MARl~E FESCURCE Ct~ElCfff~T l~ l~E MlttlE AlLA~llC STATES, 
()Cl 29-30, .lllLllAJIISfURft H 
CO~TINEN1Al SHELF, D~ILLINGt Ml~ERAL lNOliSTRV, ~l~l~C, AEStU~CE 
DE\IEUF~Hl 
1962 SA~DHS El H 
Pt<HII'IfiAFV (<EPCRT CN HE GEOLGH Cf SliUTHEA!lERN \lliGIUA AI\D ACJ~CENT 
COAST AIIO CCI\TII\EHH StHf 1 IIITH ~Hli<KS Cl'l SftJMfl'iJ SAMPLIM TECI-.NHIUE 
USING ~IERCDRILLJI~ ~Eli-CCS 
YALE LI\IV tEPT GECL 
COUI~EIITAL SliHft tlillll~(• GHLC<:'I'• SAMflltlG, SEDUHIITS, Vi.llGINlA, 
COASTAL 10~E 
1916 US CfFl 11\TERJOR. ~UREAL Of LAI\0 MAI\AGE~ENl 
PRCfCSEt 1S1t CUTER COI\llNENlAl SHELf CIL A~t GAS LEAS£ SALE CffS~OFf THE 
MJD-ATLAtalC SlATES, IIULME lt fiiUl £1\VIRCI\ftfl\HL STATEMHT 
liAShi~GTCII, D.C. 
CCNliNEIITAL SHELF, CRILliAGt Et~1~(1\~EI\TAL EfFECTS• EXFLCITATICN, 
EXfLCR~liO~, N~lU~'l ~ESCLRC£5• 01L 1 CIL INtLSlRY, RESOURCE O£~ELOf~ENl 
191t U~ (EfT UHfRlCR, BLRUIJ (f Ul'it IIAUtffolftll 
PRCFCSEt 1916 CUTER CONTINE~TAl S~flf C!L -A£ GAS LEASE S~Lt tffSHGRE lhE 
MID-ATL,NTIC SlA1fS 1 ~CLLME 2, Fl~tl E~~IRC~fi~l~l STATE~E~l 
•AStilt.GIU, DC 
CONTII\EI\lAL !~ELF, tRILLING, E·~IRCNJEIITAL EffECTS, f)FlCITAllCNt 
EXPLOR~liGNr ~ATLR~L ~ESCURCES 1 CJL, CIL I~tLSlRY, RESCLRC£ OEIIELOfMENT 
1S16 US CEPl 11\lERlCR, EL~EJL Gf l~NC ~AN~IEIE~l 
fRCPCSEO 1916 CUTE~ CCNTJI\E~TJl S~ElF OIL A~D G~S LEASE SALE OffShCRE TliE 
/Ht-AlLANliC STATES, ~Cl.U~E .3t FUIH tN\IiR!JII.MfNlAl SHTEti;ftH 
IIA~HINGHI\ 1 C.C. 
CCI\TINENUL SHlf1 C~ ILLING, UVll<OI»E/IiUl HHCTS, EliPLCllAliOI\o 
EXPLORATION, , NATLRAL ~ESCURCESt tiL INCUSlP'• ~ESOliRCE Df~ELCPI»EI\1 
1916 US DEPT l~JE~lCR, EL~EAL Cf LAI\0 ~ANAGE~ENT 
PROPOSED 1~76 OLlER CC~TI~E~Tll Stflf Oil J~t GAS LEASE SALE CffSHCRE THE 
~1[-HLANTJC SlATES, \ICLUI'E 3~ FJIIIIL EN\IUCtd4Et.TAl SlAlEI<'EI\T 
WASHHlCII, tt 
COHIUIITAL .SHElf; CRilllMo EtHJRC~jl(fNTAl EffECTS, EXPLOJUllON, 
EXfLCR~TIONt , NllLRtL RESOURCES, ClL 1NDlS1R1, RESCURCE CE~ElOPMEt.l 
216 
1976 US DEPT INTEPICR, fLREAl CF LA~D ~A~AGE~EAT 
PROPOSED 1Sl6 CLTEF CCNllAf~lAL !~Elf Oil AAC G~S LEASE S~l£ CFFS~CAE TtE 
~It-ATLAATIC STATES~ \CLU~E 4, flA~l ENVlR()·~~NTAl STATEMENT 
IIASIHM;HN. t .• c .. 
CO~TINENlAL ShELf, DRllllNG 1 E~~IR(~~EAlAL EfffCTSt fXfLCITATIC., 
EXPlORATICN, , ~ATLFAL ~ESCURCES, tlL INDUSl~'' RESOURCE OE~ElCPMENT 
1914 FlEASAIITS J fl ~l 
VIRGINIA AI\C THE CLTER CCNlJaE~lAl ShElf- PFOELfMS, PCSSlflliTIES. AI\£ 
PCSlL~E 
VA 11\Sl MAP !CI 1 9! P 
AIR PCLLUllCN, COI\TINEI\lAL SHELF, CFJLLII\G, ECCI\tM1C IMPACt, El'iVIRONMEI\TAL 
EFFECTS, EXFLCFATICN, LE~AL ASPECTS, ~ATURAL fAS, CIL, WATER PCllUliCN 
···~··············~······················································· Uil~S 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1H2 JC~EFH EE 
THE SHTUS Cf HE HUENIC SlCCKS Cf llif MICDLE .AILAIITIC CCAH 
CHES SCI 13fil, tl-ltC tUMS Ctfll~ 42H 
CATCh, CC~JEFCIAL FISht tiSlRIELltC• fAllER~~. tRU~S, FISt PCP~LATlO~S, 
FOtUlAllCN 
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1913 LOI\GCORE JR, ~lltEPI\ eM 
OPG~NCChlCRlDE FESTICltE! l~C FGLYCtLCRI~AlEt flfHENYLS IN BLACK OLCK EGGS 
FRC~ TtE UNITEC ~TATES ~1\[ CAN~C~ 
PESTICIDES MGNllCRll\G JCllli\AL Hllt t.2-6t 
SIPO EGGS, CtEI»ISlF,, CtLC~fNATEC tYCFOCARBCN PfSTICitE~, CUCKS IWlLOl, 
FESTICICES 
·····································································~···· CltlfS 
................................... ~ ................................................. . 
1~7t ~/ISSO hE, tlRTM~N EM 
BEACti FORMS /INC tCASlAl UtCHS£5 
~E~A N' ElGtl ATLAS ~C.CGR 11, 50P 
SI-ORELJH EPOSIOII, flEACHS, CCtSIAl flAI~S,. tliiiES, GW~CFPHLCG\', 111LHS 
(WAlERhAHI. SEDH'EtllHIU, SHIIf<S• HRRIEfi lSUI\tS 
li13 ShiDELER Gl . . 
EVH1JAHCI'> Cf f. CCfiCEPTLH I'.CtEl fGF lht TfUINSIIfRSE SED li'EII'T TRMSFQRT 
SYSTEM OF A COASTAL BARRIER CliAHia IIHOlE AlU.ttliC 61GH 
JOlRt.Al CF SEO PElFCLC~Y 43(31 1~8- lt4 
SHOPE lii\E CI-.At.GE, Ct.NES 9 GEClCGY 1 GECMORFI-\CLO~Y, SAI\VS, .SECHENT 
TRANSPORT• VIRGI~IAt BARRIER lSl.NC5 
··~···~ .. ~·~····••••***********••••••••••••••t*"****"*******************""* 0\'t.~I'JtS 
····~·~·~·1·~·~·~·········~··············• .. •t••··········*···~·······"***" 
I'i7t kEll ce 
A I',OCEL FU THE tlSHHfi.TlCI\, t'ttUI!lCS, Al\0 fliHlJTICI\ Cf 1-ClCCENE 
SEDIMENTS Al'iC fWi<PtClOtlC FEATURES Cf OELAiriARf llA'r 
UI\PUBLISUO PHl t:ISHr<TATICNo 1\0ltAII. DEPARTMEI'H Cf Gfc.LOG'to UJ\111. Of 
DEl hARE 
OJSTRJSUTICI\, V\'1\,,.,ICSt SEOl~EIITS 1 CfL,IriARf EAY 
1918 EE~Rt~lEY ~C 
A SIMPlE lH:ORETICAl HCH fCF TM fl(ll Cf ~<• ESllJARV CNTO A CCNTII'.fi\Ut. 
S!Hlf 
JR. GEOP~lSlC'L i<E5EARC. \CL. E3 ~C.C2 973-SS3 
FRCJECTIC~S, CCIITIMt.TH SHLf, CYIInHC.St ~ttfl HlCIE~, THHRETlCAl 
ANALYSIS, TICAL hATEFSt TCFC,~tftl. llfLCCll~ 
191S llEitEM!~liCili H. 
AN AERIAL A~C GRCU~CTRll# ~~~ES11GJ1JC. Cf ~Jll lARSI- ECGLGGY• WAllCPS 
ISLAH 1 HHII\U 
l~TENSJVE BIC~ETRIC Il\lE~TJC~l SLR\E\ PUS 
Qh~41.5S~4R4 
~E~I~l FI-CTCGll~Pt~ 7 GRt~Tt 1 tYNlMICS, E~STE~N SttPE tVA-~t), ECOLOG., 
~AFS 1 SALT ~~RSH£5 
1974 CAVJS ~A J~, fC) ~l 
COA~TAL C)NAMICS C~ CEC~R ISL~~t, \IRGI~l~ 
(~~ IECt~ICAL ~EFC~l 11, 6tf 
CY~AMICS, GEOLCGY, \IRGINJA, BARRIE~ lSLA~DSo CC~SlAL ZC~f 
1S7! hJLC\S~Y E~, SZUCS f~ 
tYIIAMICS Of hASTE tiSPERSl(~ Cf £1SSCLVEt tf~~~ ~ETALS IN THE NE"' VCR~ 
SIGH ARH 
GECl SCC A~ ABST~ 7(1), 14 
OI<ECGE SFCil, Cli<Ct.UTICt.• [ISfEilSIGI\, OYNAMH:S, 11EAV' ~ElALSt METALS, 
SEh#GE 1 SlUCGE 1 5FEClFCSCCfY~ -~~lf tlSPCS~l 
1916 TtFT Jt, TAllCil hR 
FHCSFHC~OLS t'YNAMIC! I~ SO!E CC.oiSlAl flAil\ EHL~IHES 
INt ESTL~Rl~E FRCCESSES, LSES, STRESSES, -1\t AOAPTICN lC Thf fSTLAR\' 1 ~Ol I ~C FFESS. P1s-~~ 
PtlSIOLOGY, CHEMIS1Rl 1 0'1\AMICSt ESlLA~lES 
*********"* ********U*H*******Ullotu •• u .,.,.•••••·•********"*"*"'u*•***"*U EASl i<IHR 1 ~A 
........................................................ , .............. ,. .....•.... 
litt ~ElCHL~ BH 1 GRJCE 't 
EICLCGY CF ~A~l~E PlA~~TCN ORGAJ\IS~S 
liHOI ~EF HC-4U, Hff 
EICCtE~ISTFY, EIC~~SS, C~T,, CCPffCCS, CC~JI\ANT CRGAI\ISI!S, EAST RI~ER, ~A, FOFULATIC~, SE~SC~Al Cl5T~lEU1JCI\, lOCPLA~KlCI\ 
' 
............................................................. ~.··~····*········ 
EASHH f~Y 1 1'C 
··~*""**··~·· .. •••• .. ··············*·····"···············•*•"****••••*•*•••• 
1978 ~~U~EF C El tl 
BE~lnlC ~~~ERlEBR~Tf ASSE~BlAGES Cf CfL~~#Il£ f#Y 
~AllBICl 45111 65-i€ 
ARThROFOCS, PCLLLliC~, lRANSPCRT, CHESAPE~KE EAY, E~STE~I\ SAl,~t, 
~OllLS~!, ~E~E~TEA~S, SALI~IJY, SECI~E~JS, fffti~E 
l'i1l ECEHH OF 
Cl\ TH CCCt.FREI\Cf OF PJMHA lli\Zl GlA~SELl CCEUPCOJl, PlN~OlHERIO~El Cff 
VIRGHdA, LSA 
CRLSTACEAI\~ 2Cl21, 219-2~C (VIMS CC~l~IE 3t6J 
CCNTINENTAl S~Elf, CRAES, (RUSTACEAI\S 1 OlSlRIBt.liCN PATTE~I\Sr EASTERN 
B~,,Mt, \IRGINJA 
···~·············~·-·····~*~*4·~··~~·~·········~·~························ EtSTE~A StCFE tuft-~[) 
······························~······································~···4 
1~7€ REIDEfiBAL€H 1( 
AN AERIAL AfiC GFCLfiDTROll lfl~fSlltAllC~ CF SALT ~~RSH ECOLOG1t kALLOPS 
I StAtiO, V II'G IN Ill 
INTENSIVE ElCMElFIC INlE~liO'l SLR\E~ FUf 
H!41.5S241<4 
AERIAL FHTCGRA.P~Y, GRCIIU, tnAI'HS, EASHRII ShCR£ (II~MOJ, ECGU:GJ, 
MAPS, 5Al1 PA~ShES 
Hit HRJlfl£ I 
~~~ ECCfiC~tC AFFRIIS'l Cf EASlERfl s•cRE SEAfCUt tAR~ESTING 
Vt•s MAR RES AOII SfRV £lll tiC 11 
AJLAflliC CCE~fl, CCfiMEHUt FISt, HHERN StCR£ (~~f!t), ECCII'UICS 
l9i3 ShClTEN H 
BICLCG' GF THE ROCK CRAe, CA~CE~ lFRCRATt.S ~·~• IN ltE CCASlAL ~~lEftS OF 
\lRGl~l~ . 
~IfiS THESIS (UIII\ \~) 
BIOLOG,, CRABS, E~STERr. ShCRE {VJl-H1, flShfllHS, INIIHHBIIATES, LIFE 
hlSlOR' SlLCIES, lllRGlfiJ~ 
H15 LOESCh JG 
INVEfiTCRY CF SURF CLAM! JN "EJRSh(~E kATERS fRCM CAPE HE~LFE~ 10 T~E FALSE 
CAPE AREA 
VIrtS CCtiTR~CT 03-4-043-351 FCII CH it, 1'>74-MJ\RCH 15, 1915, GLCUCESJER 
fCINT, ~~ 
CIHRIBLHCNo EA.!;.TERfl SHCilf CH-Hh ~IOtl£ ATUNllC fiGtT, St.Rf CLIIM 
lSI<! KHBEL hJ 
~C,EPE~T '1\C EFfECTS Cf SPllLED CIL (~ER ltE Ct.lE~ CONTINENTAL SHELf -
I~ACE,UACY OF EXISTE~T CATA FCR THE fAlli~C~E (Jl~'CN l~CUG~ t~fA 
l.S. GECL SURV ClFC 102, PESlC~, Vt 
CCNTl~E~TAL S~Elf, tELAWARE, EASTERN SHORE (~A-ftCJ, ~A~~lA~C, CIL hASTES, 
PCllLlA~T ICE~TlfiCAllC~ 
1SJ5 Ot~lS J, £1 Al 
P~CPCS'l FC~ RESEARC~ Cl\ ALTERNATIVE PANAGEPEeT "EAS~~ES FC~ lHE SL~F CLAP 
FJS~ER~ lfli\Al RfP(Rll 
VIPS SRA~SCE 1\C 1C3, (lClCESlEF FOII\1, VJ 
CillO<, lilSlPJeHlCN, EASTERN ShORE 1\A-MCJ 
l St;':i li.RI\E~ fA 
SI-CR ELINE HS JCR't CF lJ-;E lllLAU lC CCAST Of 11-1£ tHMAR\iA I' Ell I fiSt.. LA 
GE(l SCC A~EFICA SfE( fllf£F l~la l~G 
OELII~ARE, fASTERt s•cRE t\•-~t), GfCLCG'tt hiS1CFV, MAR1lAfiC, SHCRES, 
VlRGl~JA, CCASlAl lCflf 
*******•·············~·····~·············~···············~················ t:Ctc IllltER ~ S 
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1S74 HC~~RC JC ET Al 
BICGENIC SfOIMENT~P1 STRUCTL~ES FC~~Et EY tfA~l L~Ctii\S 
Sf~CHE~B M~R 6(2lt l~S-~Cl 
ECHI~OOER~S, GEOLCGYt INC!CATOFS• fAlECATCL(GY, SEClfiE~l~RY STRUCTU~ES, 
HOIMHATin 
H13 LEM< 0 .. 
EfiVlRCNfiEr.l'L SU~VEY OF lkO INlE~lfl CLPPJilE! ~ICDLE AlL~NTlC biGHT 
SI.PPLEMENl ~EPO!Il, CFEHTJO~ fHCb C~LlSf I<EFCRT 5-10 ,._C\IEMEER 1973, EPA 
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1~77 RL[[Ell Cl 
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ECCLCGYt EffECTS, tEL~~A~f EAY 
1913 At>CiifloS Jt 
EffECTS Cf TROPJC~l !TCR~ AC:IIES CN EflfA~NAl 11\VERTEERATfS i~ VIRGII\lA 
EHlARIES 
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GECLCGICAL SOCIETY Of A~ERICA EULLETIN 8~, 1~tl-15lC 
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LIFE hiSTORY, ECCLOG'It .111\IJ SfliAVICF C.f LIPIRH IMlllUI\IJS IFHCES, 
C'ICLOPTERIDIEI A5SCC.HHD illH Hi£ SES SCHltP, FUCCPECTEN MA<OEUANICU! 
fl.I'FS Fl~l-O'r ELLUlH\ 14(2J, 4(9-4~1 
ECCLCGYt FISt<, FJ!I- BEtAVIC~, liFE hiSTORY SlUClES, SCALLCFS, MIDCLE 
HLA~liC BIHl 
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1~~3 S~lfl C El Al 
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~~Ril SEDI~ENTS Sl2l, 37-44 
CCNTl~ENT~l MARfi~, CCNll~ENltL S~flfo ECOLOGY, ECCS~SlE~S, ~ECLCG~, 
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1~1t CCL~Ell RR El Al 
~ICRCSJCLCGICAL Sl(CIES Cf l~E AlA~llC CC~Tl~E~l~l St£LF 1~ T~E MJOCLE 
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ECCLOGY, ECCSY!TE~!, E\JLUATICN, (ECLCGY, ~OC!l STUDIES, SLR~EYS, ~ASlt 
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1917 JC~NSC~ ET ftl 
~~A~TITATI~E MAffltiG CF SLSff~LfC SOLIDS 1~ iASTE ~ATER SlltG£ PlUMES IN 
1~£ ~EhYCR~ BIEHl tff) 
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1978 A~tEI'HII H 
RE~ERSEC Sl~~ER FLCU~OE~ PtR,LlCHT.1S-CE~T·TLS F~O~ THE ~I[DLE ATLI~TIC 
BIGHT 
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CRC fUEl NC 34, VI~S SCRtMCE 51, Cfl SFEC. CC~T~. ~C • .20£ 
EFFECTS, ES1UARIES 1 hl~RICANES, TROFICAL CYCLCNES 
1914 LlllLE-GAtO• s, 
I~FLUENCE Cf NACL CN SECI~ENlAliCI\ 
SE~CKE~e ~AF It)~, 12~-133 
CC~T~Cl, EFFECTS, ESlUAFIE!, SALINll,, SEOlMENlAllCN 
1S16 GFOS~ ~G ET tl 
MAl\ •s IMPACT ON UtE MIDI:lf AHA N TIC CCNT HEll HI. Stt;lf A flO UE N EM YCRK. 
EIH:l 
~M SCC LIM~CL CCEA~O€R ~~ 1-13 fSFEC ~VMPJ 
CO~TINENlAL ShELF, ECClCE~, EFFECTS, GECLCGY~ lAliO USft ~(~lh CARCLINA, 
SEOl~E~TATICll, h~SlE CISPCS~L 
lSU R~DCSt- CJ 
SHCRT - TE~~ EfFECTS (~ T~E BE~THIC I~FAU~A AS A RESLll Cf THE CJVGE~ 
CEPLETEO 8C11G~ ~ATE~ {ff ThE aEW Jf~SEY CCAST, 1916 FRELI~l~tRV REfCiT. 
OftlA REFCRl ~C 1 
SA~C' HOOK l~BCRAlCR,, tiATl ~AF Fl~H SER\. 
BE~THCS• EFFECTS, ~~~E~TEE~tlES, OXYGEN tE~A~D, ()VGEN REQLIREMENlS 
IS 11 tl< lK E tE 
SLSPENCEC P~RTICUlATE ~ATTE~ I~ ThE Nf~ lCRK eiEhl APE), FALL 197! 
J SEDIMENT P£1RCL 4111), 2Cs-2~6 
TR~N~PCRT, SLSFE.OEO SEOJ~E~TS, EFfECTS, GECLC~V, INCUSTRIAL ~ASTE5, IRON, 
SEDIMENTS, kAST£ CISFCSAL 
·····~···································································· HGS 
**************"*****""*"*"*****4*************"**********~***************** 
1912 fR~N2 CR, CltRJ( KE 
A CISCLSSIC~ Cf T~E SVSTE~ATICS, REFRCDUCTIV£ ElClCGYr A~C ZCCGfCG~AFHY Cf 
FOL~CEREll~ E~ERlCI\1 ~~C ~fl~TEC SPfCJES CGASTROPOOA NLCIBRA~CHIAl 
VELIGEF 14(3), £6!-~1C 
BENTHOS, EGGS, GECGRAP~ICAl FEGIC~S, INVERT£ER~TfS, MCLLUSKS, CCAST~l 
ZCIIE, ~UCJEPANC~ 
lS18 CHES~FEAKE ElCLC~ICAl LAE 
OEvELOPMENl CF FJSHE! Cf ThE MID-AlLtNTIC EIGHT. A~ ~llAS Cf EGG, LA~v~L 
ANC JlvENILE Sl~GES. V(L.1-6 
USfkS fiOL SEF~ PFCG f~S 
OBS.1S . 
12 
ATLAS, HGS, fiSh fiH TAHNCI"Y, GI<CIITH STAGES, JLVENilE FIHES, lAR\IAJ 
JS6~ M~R~K RR El ~l 
CISlRifLTIC~ CF fiSH EGGS ~·( l&R~AE, lEMFEI<ATL~E, ~~C SALINIT~ I~ THE 
&ECREES BANK-GULF Cf MAINE AREA, IS~! 
LS FISH klLOLIFE SER~, SFEC SCI FEf FISH 1411), l-b6 
O~TA, fEGSr FISH, l~FVAE, 5AlltllY 0 lE~PERlliJRE, ZGOPLA~Kl(~, CCASJAI.. ZCNE 
1S7C MCftCtRll\ JC 
EGG C~PSLLES ~~[ ~EFFCCLCTI~E 6lCLC{~ OF l~E SKATE RAJt GARMJNI !PISCES, 
FAJICAE) 
CCFEA c, 1, 1S7-1SS 
DESCRIPTIO~, EGGS, SKATES 
l~tt SCHEHR f, 
EWICE~CE FOF FEPRCt~CTl~E Ff!<lCCICITY IN Ttf CEEF SEA 
£CClCG~ 4~«llt 81-Sl 
EENTtOSt BREEDING, SEASCN~L V~RIATICNS, DISTR15Ll10Nt EGGS• GEC&RAPhiCAL 
REEICNS, GC~lt!, R£F~CCL(ll(N, Sll£ 
l<J14 SChtHH t. 
FECUNCITY ~~[ POSSIBLE ~CDE (f DEV£LCFMENl Cf SCME DEEP-SEA CFHIUROlDS 
LIMIICL CCEAIIUR 1H2lo 1~3-ISS 
BEhAVICRt BENTHC5 1 EEE!t fLECT~IC PE~CTORS, FECUNCITY, REPPOCLCTION 
1S15 KE~DALL Ak JR, Rfl~lJES Jk 
'ECGRAF~IC ANC t~CRDERAFtlC DlSTRJBUllCN OF ATLAaTIC MfNhACE" EGGS AND 
LARIIAE ALOfiG ThE ... IOOLE nLAttllC CC"Sl FRCM R~ WLPI-:111 CRUISES, 1965-6t: 
lS NAl MAR flSii SE~, flShE~' Blll 13l2J, 311 
AJLAIITIC MfNhAEE"• CIST~IBLTIOII, EG&St L'RVAE, MIOCLE AlLANTlC BIGHT 
1916 ~CLAIII P, SC~LEEFT T 
OSPREY EG( TRAIISPLAI\1 fRC&~A~ ~ !LtCESS 
NEll JERHl CllDCCRS 3 
EIFDS• E~GS, CSFRE~S 
19i2 ~COERI*CTT II 
PART 3, Sli.JOY OF HiE ICI'Th'HFlA~J<T£1\ tSSCCHHC ldlh HC Gf 1\EW JEiiSEV'S 
CCJSTH HLEJS . 
(lNJ ECCLGICAL CONSICERATICNS FCR CCEtN SITES Uff Nfh JERSEY FCR PRCPCSED 
NUCLEAR GE~f~Alt•G SlAliC~S 2, 1-3~ 
CCASTAl EN'l~OI\MENT, StASC~AL VARI,liCNSt JCTHYDPLANKlON, EGGS, LAR~AEt 
POPUlAliC~, SALINITY 1 SEAStNAL CISTRIBUTICN, lEMfE~AlU~E. ZCCFLAIIKTC~ 
1164 HJGH~M J~, hl(hCL!CN h~ 
SEXlAL I'AlURAllCh A~D SFA-hl~€ CF Jllt~TIC ~E~~ACE~ 
U! F!St hilDliFE SE~V fiSh tLLL 63l2~t 255-2il 
GRGklht fRfECI"G• SEASC~Jl ~~RIATIC"S' EGG!, fiSH, GCIIACS 
3CC 
~·~·~·~·~·-·~·········~··············~·······~···~···~···~···~·~··~······· ElECT~lC FE~ClCF~ 
··········~···········~·······~···~······································· 
1S14: SCiiLENER A 
FECLNDllY ~~C fGSSlBLE ~CD£ CF CE~fl(;fMENT Cf SCM£ CEEP-S£11 CPHIL~CIDS 
LHNCL CCEJI,..,C(;~ ll12J. lS2-lS'i 
BEh~VIDR, BE~Th05, EGG!. ELECl~IC ~E~CTDP5 1 IE(l~CJTV, FfP~ClLCTICN 
**********~····~*··~···~···~·············································· EMERYC,..,IC (~ChTH ~TJIGE 
······~···~···············~··············································· 
1~1~ NCRCRCSS JJ El Al 
OEV~lCf~E~T CF VCLIIE BLlffiSt tPC~JilG~US SALTtl~IXl AND CISTRibUllCN Of 
EGfS A~t ~CUNG Ill VIRGllllAN CCt~lAL kATER5 
AM FIS~ SOC, lFA~S 1C3taJ, 47i-49j fVIMS CC~T~I c2SBI 
ATLJINTIC CCEA~ 1 BlLEFISt, CHESAPEAKE BAY, ClSfRlBLTION PATTERNS, E~BRYCIIIC 
G~C~lt STAGE, JU~E~llE FlSME~, LAR\AL GRChlh !lAGE, ~~~GINIA 
llt6 SCUl~~~~C EC 
CN A N£~ Gf~US Cf PCGCNCPHC~E fRC~ ThE hESTER~ JlLA~liC CCEt~. WIT~ 
CE!CRifTJC~! Of l~C ~E~ SFECIE5 
EULL M~l' SCI UUI. 1£2-HC 




l9l2 JE~hY ~, GCCtM•h J (fCSl 
A STUDY CF ThE SOCIC-ECCNC!ilC FtCTlP5 RELHllll: TO THE CUJEFI CCHINENTAL 
SHELF ••• ~. 4 ThE I~PtCT Cf CUTE!' CC~TINE"T'l ShELf RESCURCE CfvELGPMrNl CN 
~IDCLE ~lLANll( l~ClSlFltl ••• 
l. DEL., ••• 
INDUSTRIAL [EVELCFMEIIT, CC~Mt~CIJIL fiSHI~G, ECCNCMIC I~P~CT, EMPLC~~E~T, 
Ml~ERAL I~C~STRYt RE(Rf~TIGN, ~CCl'L I~PAClt lCL~ISM 
.3Cl 
··························································~··············· t~CA~CERED SPECIES 
u • u•• **** ,.,.,..,.,. H ** u "* n ** ** "*** u*****************"***********,.. ,.,.,..,. * 
1917 U.S .. CEPARHEU Cf l~lE~ICR, fiSH AM IIIULIFE SEI<HCE 
Btl SCORE Df SPECIES llSll~GS 
ENUNGEREC SPECHS lECI-fllUl BHLElllt 2tH, 1-! 
ENCANGERED SPECIE~, 1-Af!llAlS, PLAI\lS, SURVE'fS 
1976 NEW JERSEY CEPA~l~ENl CF Eh~lRCN~E~lAL PROlECTIGh 
Dl,ISICN OF fi!Ht GA•E• Al\t SHELlfl5tERI£S 1116 
FACT S~EET fOP E~tAhGER£0 ~ht hD~G~~E SPECIES PROJECT 
li\PUBLIS~Et ~J~Et 4fP 
E~OANGEFEt SPECIES, fl!., StEllflSh 
Hi15 NEll .IUSEY CEPARlHH CF E.~IIII'<Ctii'ENlH PRCTHTICN 
t IV IS ICN Cf fISh GAH, AI\D SHLLFISlHR IES, ENtANGEREt AfiC NCNGAI'E SFECIES 
PRCJEtT 1S7~. ENCA~GERECt lHREAlE~Et tht ••• 
~Eh JERSE~ STATE REGISlfF, ~FEll lC 9PF 
ENtA~GER£0 SFECIES, FISh, ShEllflSt 
N*C 1\0RU OPOUt.A Ellt,NGHEI: SPECIES CO~MIHEE, STATE l!l;SEU~ Of hlllli<Al 
IHSTCR) 
ENDANGEREC ~~C TH~£tlftEC SPECIES 
U~fUfllStEt Mll'f( ~FP 
E~CANGERED ~PECJES 
)~76 l.S. CEPARl~Ehl CF l~TE~IOP, fl!~ ~~C hlhOLIFE SEPVICE 
ENtANGEREC A~D TtRE~TfNEC hlltLifE ,N[ Pl,NTI 
FEtE~Al REEISlER, OClCBER 21 1 4il~C-4il~t ENCA~GEREO SPEC!£!, .AEll~lS, fl~~lS 
1S76 L.S. CEFARl~E~T Cf l~lE~I(~, fiSH A~t ~JlCllfE SER~ICE 
ENCJNGEREt A~t ltREAlE~EC SPECJESt PLANTS 
FEtERAl REGl~TER, JUNE lt, 2~524-24~12 
E~CANGEREC SPECIESw.~ABllAlSt Flt~lS 
l<:i12 lTlAL LJ 
E~CANGEREC S1A1U5 Of ~IRCINl~ FLChE~l~G FLA~JS 
Ur.FlB li~HE[ 
E~CA~GEREO SfECIE~, flJ~lS• Sl~~EYS, ~IRGI~IA, ANGICSFEFMS 
N*C M~RYLAht ~llGLlfE AC~IhlSlR~TJC~ 
~~~1LA~t EhCA~~ERft SPECIES LIST IA~lhCRIT~ 111LE lC, SECllC~ 21CCl 
WILDLIFE CC~SER~tlJCN RE,LLAllC~ OE.tl.Ol IU~FLELISHEC ~l~EC~ lP 
ENCA~G£R£C SfECIES, tC~!E~\ATlCh, ~t~YLA~C, ~ILCllFE, ~ll[llf£ 
CC~SERVAliDN, WILDLifE ~ABITAlS, ~llOLlfE MANAGE~E~l 
N*C t.S. tfPARlMENl Cf l~TERIO~, FISt ~ht WILDLifE SEkVICE, OfFICE Cf 
E~D~h~E~Et SPECIE~ 
OFFICE CF E~O~~GE~EC SfECIES LIST Cf CtNTRtClS 
W~Stll~GlCh, D.C. l~PLEll!.Et Ml~ECa llf 
ENDANGERED ~PECIE5, ~ABllAlSt !lR~EY! 
1171 u.s. tEPARlMENl Cf l~TERIGR• FISh Ah£ ~ILDllfE SERVICE 
FE~OING RllE~A~l~GS 
ENt~~GEREC SfECIES lEC•NlCAl BUllETIN 214), 6 . 
EhOA~GERED SPECIES, 1-A£11A1Sa lEGAl ~SPEClSw FlA~lS 
1911 ~CLAI~ Pt. FRIER ~ 
PEPFOliii~NCE REPCRT fiESHHI'I IM I•(IHAHtiEH CF ENtANGER£0 fliRtS lN NEto 
JERSEY (CSPREYSl JCI: 11-A-1 f'.JIR ltl'.i'll:-SEPl 3C,1116. 
~EW JER5E1 Dl\ FISH,GAI'E,ANt 5hELlfl5.ERltS lfif~l(~ ~E~ JE~SEY 17 
RESE~RCH 1 E~tA~GEPEO SFEllESt EIRtS, MANAGfi'E~l, CSFRf)S 
1171 u.s. CEF~Rl~EI\1 (f l~lERlORo fiSh A~t ~ILCllFE SER~ICE 
FLAI\T PE~UliTICNS ISSlfCt CLEARING ~A' FO~ llSli~GS 
ENCA~GERED SFECIES HCI-NICn f~llE1l~ 2l1.1t 1-5 
EI\OANGEREC SPECIES. ~#Ell~lS, fl~NlS 
1Si2 ~EINllEl~A~ tE tECITCRl 
P~PE A~C END~N~EREt fl!~ AN[ WILDLIFE CF NEW JER5E1 
~CIENCE NCTES NC 4 
~Eh JE~I£1 ~lATE ~USEl~~ lFENTC~. NEk JERSEY 
ENCANGERED SPECIE~. fl!Ht ~IltLIFE 
1S73 fAlRBRClHER! CE, tClGI'I M~ 
PARE AND E~CA~GEFEt ~ASCUl~~ FLlNTS Cf NE~ JERSE~ 
SCIENTIFIC NCTES. t.l,EER 14 
E~DA~GEREO SFECIES, fltNl~ 
lSH PHllllFS CE 
R~RE Ah[ ENCANGEREt ~IL[FlthERS IN Lfl~~~Rf 
l~Pl!BllSHC 
ENCANGEREC SPECIES, FlC~A, LELI-~Rft A~GICSPE~~S 
.3(3 
1q74 11-E ~ESEA~Ct l~SITI~TE Cf TI-E GLLF Cf ~Al~E 
RARE, ENtA~GERE0 1 t~C ThREtl£~£0 SPECIES. CHAFTER l6.C, 131 P. 
IN A SOClC-ECCNCMIC A~O e•v!RC~~E~lll ~~~£~TCF' Cf THE ~CFTI- ATLANTIC 
REGJCh, VCL I, ECC~ 4, EL~, ~~R "I~ 
E~CANGEREC SPECIES 
191! LAEASllllE A 
RARE, EMJAMEKEC, M'.tl 11-HAlENEt 1/ERTESRAH SPECIES Cf TH CHSAPEAI<E SAY 
RHIC~ 
IN. MAR,LAlD [EPARJ~E~T Of STtTE FLIA~ING AND CENTER FCR NATURAl A~EAS 
1915 1 CC~Pf~CIL~ Cf ~Al 1 L fE~TUFES IhFO~ EAllt MD 
ENDANGERED SfECifS 1 VE~lfE~ATES 1 CE~E~TS 
1973 KClCGlS~I Rl El AL 
RARE, ENCA~GEREO. Ah[ ENCE~IC fltNlS OF THE CHESAPEAKE eAV REGICN, 
APPENI:IX t , 
IN ~AR~lANC CEPARTMENT CF STATE PlANNlhG A~C 'EhlER FO~ hAlL~Al AREAS, 
CO~PENDIUM CF NAT RES l•Fc. ~(l lt EALTIMCRf ~[ 
ENCA~GERED SPECIES, CHf~AffAKE EAYt PLANJS 
1~15 L.S. CEFl Of l~TE~lCRo FISH ~Nt MILDLifE SERVICE 
THRE~TENEO CR ENC~~'EREC FAUNA OR FLORA, RE\IEk Of STATUS Of ~ASCULAR 
PLANTS ~Nt CETERJl~AllCN Cf CRlliC#L ~A811t1 
FEDERAL REGI~lEF 4£1121lt Z1SZ4-27SZ~ 
EHANGE~EC SPECIES, h.tBill!lSo flANU 
~·················4·····~·-·~~-·····~·~·········~························· EI\Ef<H 
··~··~···~··~-~···~·4·~···~·~············································· 
1912 JENI\Y P, &CCC~AN J CEtSI 
A !TLOY CF THE SCCIC-ECC~O~lt fAClCRS RELATING T( THE CUTER ((NTJ~ENTAL 
SHElF OF T~E PIC-t1LA~1IC CCAST. ¥. 9 ENERGY EXChA~GES 
U. CEL, CCLL ~A~ SlUD ~8 F 
ENERGY, INDlSlRIAL PLANTS, (It lNCLSl~V, TRA~SfC~TATICN, USE ~-TES 
l'i41 I'AIIOIT.l, ll lHJ 
EFFECTS CF E~EFGY-~EL~TE[ ACli~IllES CN TtE ATLA~TIC CChllllfNTAl ShElf 
FRCCEEC INGS Cf CCI\fEI<ENCE HlO AT fROCKHA'JEI'i IIAliCNAl UBCR.HCRY, lfH:~, 
NY CN IIC\HilER H-i2t l'J'l~ 
CCIITINENTAL StELf, .ENEF(Y 1 E~~JACN~ENJ~l EFFECTS, OffShCRE PlATFCR~S, ClL 
lNtuSTRYo PC-ER PLANTS, FESCLRCE CE11£LCP~E~l 
3C4 
l'l74 NCO~E J~ 
ENERGY REPCRT CE' E~lllAlES FliKS 1~ Alll~Jit Cit, G~S f~CCLCTICN 
CG~TI~ENTAl 51-Elf• ENE~(,, ENVlRCN~E~lAL EffECTS, lNC~SlRIES, GIL 
lNCUSTRY, PCLLLTIC~ AE~TE~E~l. ~lR(I~lA 
1916 HEhhf~Ult ~C 
fi!HERlES AND RENEhABLE RESCL~CES Cf THE NC~lt~EST ATLANTIC StElf 
IN 1 f. ~ANCkJll IECITCPl EffECTS Cf ENERGY RELATE[ ACTIVITIE~ CN THE 
ATLANTIC CC~TINENlAL StELF. fRDCKHA~E~ ~A1 1 l lAE, ASSCC LNIV! INC 
MARI~E BlCLCGI 1 COhllNENTAl SH£lf 1 E~ERG,, flSI- 1 FlStfRIES, RfSCU~CES 
1~17 l.!. DEPART~ENT Cf E~E~E' 
~UCLEAR FC~E~ ~EACTC~S l~ TI-E Uhllft !TATES 
U.S. ERCA TECh. l~FC. CE~JER, CA~ FlCEE, ltN~ESSEE 2f 
E~ERGlt NLClEA~ PCMER PlA~TS, PCkfR flANlSt SL~VEYS 
1514 H.RGI! kJ JR 
ST~TE~f~T B~ C~. kllllt~ J. HlRGIS, J~ •• ClRECTCR, Vl~GINIA I~STITLTE Cf 
MARI~E SCifNCE B£FCRE THE OCEAN PCllO SllO\t SENATE CO~Io\llTEf CN 
COMERCE 
CD~TINENltL SHElft E~E~G~t E~vlRCN~ENltl EffECTS, INDUSTRIES, OIL 
1/iDUSTR'I, \IRGINIA 
1916 Sl~NLEl CJ, fREELA~C GL 
THE ERCSICN-DEPCSJTICN ECU~tARY IN lhE hEAt Cf t~CSO~ SLBMtRlNE CAhYCN 
tEfiNEC G~ THE fASIS Gf SUBMARINE Cf!ERVAllG~S 
~AR GEOl 2t(3-4l, ~31-P4f 
CAN~CNS, CE~ClClt ER~t CC~TINENTAl StElft CURRENTS (~AlER)o CEPOSITICN 
CSE[lME/ilS), ENEFGY, ERCSION, SLBPARl~ESo SLESUAFACE lN~ESllG~TlGNSt 
lCFCG~APh' 
·······················~···············~······~··························· ENEAGl eLOGEl 
·····················~········*~···~·······••f••·~···~·~·····~····~·-····· 
1~13 ~MITH ~l, lEAL J~ 
CEEF-SEA eENTI-IC CC~MUNilY RESFIRAliCII AN Ill Sill STLC' AT l~IC ~E1EA5 
SCIE~CE li'i(4(1Cl, 2c2-2f3 
BENlHCS, CC~TINEIIT~L StELF 1 CCNTJ~E~lll 5LCFE, E~ER(~ 8LOGET, CX~GEN 
CE~ANC, ~ESPIRATJCN 1 SE[JMENT5 1 !L~~-~INE! 
;cs 
1944 S'~I~ES ERt FE ~CCC 
SEISCN~l C~ANGES IN ThE PROOLCTIVlT~, CALCR!C CCNTE~l, PNC C~t~lCAL 
CC~PCSiliO~ tf A PCFUllTJCN Cf SAlT ~~RSh CCRC GRASS (!fA~llll~ 
AlTERlllflCIIn 
C~ESAPEA•E SCIENCE 15• f3-11 
SEASC~Al VA~l~llt~St ChE~lCAl PNAliSISo ENERGY BUDGET, PRCOLCliVIT,, SALI 
MPRShES, SECONCARI FRCCUCTIVITI, SfA~llNAt CtbCRlMETR~ 
······~·~··································1··············~~·~·····~······ EllfiHo) UAhSfEl< 
U~···Ull*~*ll*4ll<llllll*li*Uli*UUliU*li*U**U**:!!**"*!t*****"*************"*"*~ 
1~74 GCLCS~ITH \ 1 COlC~Ell JM 
RESULTS CF CCEtN ~'VE-CC~Tl~E~l~l S~Elf l~lERACllCN 
FRCC 14TH CGtSTAL ENG C.OU, COFH.H#GEI\, tENJoA.I'K, JUNE 1S14 HIIMS COhlRIB 
~91) . 
CCNTJI\HHL SI-Elf, ENHG~ TR,1NSFER 1 RtfRilCliCN liiATER IIA11ES) 1 iiAI/ES (WATER I 
197! GDLOS~lll- 11 El Ill 
T~E CAUSES CF 1\C~-LI\lfCR~ ~~\E E~EF'' CIST~IBUTIC~ OVEF 111£ S~Elf ~~C 
~LCI\G T~E $~Cilfll~E 
11\Sl GECL BASSil\ AGLllAIM, liEf' h 165-170 C\ II'S CCI\ll<IB 559l 
I!All-ii"Elfl,. CCII.Tit.HHl SULF, ENERH lllAI\HER, S"ORESt ~ll\H IWATERJ 
*"* U4~ U llliUllliU4 :UUUU U****"* ll4 "*"* llll4llllll~*,.************"************ HGIUEI<IIIG 
···~·····················~·~··················,.·~···•••***"*******•***"*** 
l~lf L.!. AR~1 CCRfS (f E~GIIIEEFS 
CRECGEC MATfPIAL ~ESfARt• P~CGRt~ Sllll~S Sl~M~R~• ~AlER~Al! f)PERI~Ehl 
SHllOll 
VIC~SBLR~, ~15SlS~IFFI 2C2 F 
tRECGE SPOIL, CRECGI~E, EN~INEfRIN~t ENVIRO~~ENlllL EFFECIS 
1~74 MCCLELLANC f 
GECLCGICAl ENGI~EE~~IIG PFGFE~TIES llE lC CC~519~CTICII Cf CffS~CRE 
FAClllllES Cl\ ltE ~lt-tTlt~TIC CCNTl~Ellllll !tELF 
PRCCEECJ~(S ESlUARJNE PE!EARCt FED ClTER C(N StElf CCNf LNI\ ~C 211-242 
CC~STRLCTIO~, CCNlJIIE~l~l StELF, E~(I~EE~l~E. GECLCEY 
:ct 
1S4~ KElLEF G El AL 
GECTEChlllCAL PFCPER11ES Cf CCIITlliE~lAL SLCfE CffCSITS, CAPE hATTERAS TC 
tivti<CJ(;RAPHil CAI'I'OII 
AI' JI~SCC FET GECl tlUll b2C3J, 52<;-530 
CCIITIIIEIIlAl SLCFE, ENGIIIEERlll~, GECL(GI, MATERIALS, SECli'E~lSo SCIL 
MECHAIIlCS 
l«.i77 .U~CEY Rft 
IN f~OEFESS, hCilK C~ ~SE Of VEGflATIC~ f(F CCtST'L EII~INEEPI~G PlRFCSES 
U.S. ARMY <CASTAL ENGINEERI~G RESCLFCE CE~l£R 1 fl. SEl\CJR, \' 22060 
ENGIIIEERIN~, 'EGEltllC~, CCtSTAL ZCJE 
lS17 FREELtN£ GL El ~l 
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CFFStORE SLltGE CISPOS•L 
VI~S, GLCLCESTER PCIIIT, ~· 
EN\IRC~MfNl~l EfFECTS, SE~lGE CISPCSll, SEkAEE SlltGE 1 ~ASTE DISPOSAL, 
~o•HE CUf'PS 
1914 PLEASANTS J El AL 
\IRGII\IA ANC THE CLTf~ CC~ll~f~J·l Stflf- P~DflE~St PCSSltlliTIES, ANt 
PCSTUllE 
~A INST MAR SCI, ~3 ~ 
AIF PCLLLTJCN, CG~TJNEIITAt S~Elf, CPilllNG, ECCNCMIC l~PACT, EIIVIRC~~EIITAL 
EffECTS, E>PLORAllO~, LEGAL ASPECTS, ~ATL~Al GAS, Cllt •At£R PCLLUIJCN 
315 
~•~•u .,...,. "***"***"***"*******"****"*·"*"* ~•••••~••***** ••~~ *~ ~• ****** ***•• 
f~~IRC~~EalAL Q~Alll\ 
............................ ~ ••••• ~ ........................................... 4 
1973 KfSlEF tR, (CURt~T ~A 
A ~l.IIMAR'f CF CliE~ICAl CC£HCGHHit CCN£IlJGI\S CliFf .. ATTERAS TO NAI'HliCKEl 
SHHS 
CCASTAL ANC OfFShCRf E~VIRCI\~E~T~l 11\~ENTC~~~ ··~ fUEL SERIES NO 2o UNIV 
RliCCE ISL~~t, KINCSTCN, ~~~ i-1 TC ~-36 
ENVIRCJ'H<EI\Hl Qli.IIUT\', flEllCGRAHH.S, OATA 1 C~EHSTRV 1 H~\1\ I<ElAlS, 
HVIEIIS 
1972 WIRGINIA CIVISIO~ CF STAlE PLA~NlNG ~~~C ((~foiUNllY AffAIRS 
CRITIC~l E~VIRCN~E~TAt ~~~Et5 
RICk~G~ta VlRGI~IA 
EN~IRONMENlAL 'UIIllTV~ E~~IRCN~fNJ, FLilNI\IIG 1 ~lRGINlA 
1511 RAC £1 Ill 
GULF STREAM ANC fiiCClE HUNlJC fiGHt CCMfLEl< lkEI<MAL STRLCTlRE AS SEeN 
FRO~ AN EN~IRCN~E~lAl ~lllfllllE 
SCJEI\CE 113(3~96)• ~iS-53C 
ENVIRC~MENTAL tU~liTV, INF~Il~Et R~tiAllCN, REI<CTE SEI\SING, SllTEllllES 
tARTlfiCJALJ, THER~Al fRCPfRTIEI 
1975 TFIGCfo 
IN\EI\TCRl Cf ENVI~CN~E~Ttl FtRIMETfRS IN l.E CEEP ATLA~TIC S~flf AND 
StCPE• CA~IltiAI\ - lS f(~tEF TC CAPE k~lTERA~ 
TkE RESEARCt 11\SlJlUlUlE CF ThE GUlf CF ~AJNE• SC fC~llAI\0 1 ~AINE 
ENVIRCNME~Ul QLALI1Y, COllMI\Till SliHf 
1~71 80ARO~AN M, ~fl.~~~ AC 
LI~E ~UD DEPDSITlCI\ IN ENCLC.SEC lllGCON, BlG .. l Cf A8ACD 1 EAhA~AS 
~~fR ASSOC PEl GEOL Slll 611~1, 76~-47C 
EI\VIRCN~E~T'l (lllllYt c•~£CNATES, CCFES 1 Ct..RJE~TS ~~~lERl, GECLOG1 1 
LAGCCNS. SEEIMENTA~Y PET~DLC&V, 51(~15 1 W~VES I~AlER) 
19j8 ~l.JR -C El Al 
OCEtN DHPCSAL 111 HE ~lO ~HilHIC BIGHT 
MAPINE lECH.CLC€' SCCIET' 
IEEE 4TH M'diLAL CC~f CN CCEAiiS H, li~St1 CC 1 SEF IH.\ 1 H, P4~~(6) 
ENVI~C~~E~T~L GL~llTYt ~APINE 81CLCGV 1 DISFCS,l 1 hAZ~RCSt ~C~ITCRII\G, 




1910 FE~( !~, C~NlC~IE~ ~J 
~U~O~Al ~ESPONSES IN T•E AMERICAN CY~TER (CFASSC5TREl \IRLJNICAJ I~FECTEC 
~ITH 6LCEPtALUS SP AftO 1lNCHl~JA NflSCNI ilNJ SYMFOSIU~ ON CISEASE! Of 
FISh ~H. •• 
AMER FISH ~DC SPEC PLEL 1!1, 4SJ-~1C 
P.\SIOLCGY, TCLE~·~CE~ E~ZVMES, INfECTION, OYSTERS, PARASIT1S~, P~OJEINS, 
StELLFJS~, 1Rf~.II1CCE3 
1Sl1 SkE-T~C\A SF ET Al 
Hfo'ILA~ ITY Cf PI<CPERlUS OF CPllC UIIGllA ChU.IMSTE~ASES It-< UtE S'UIO 
G~MASTIIEPHS-E.IIIHI<Afoll fi<Cfol HiE SllcU AlLANllC A~C THE GRI:Al Jl.STI<All/lN 
8IGI'T 
CKEAI\CLCGI~~ 1716), llO~-JlC6 
AMJNC ACIDSt BICCHEMISTRY~ ENZY~ESa GENETICS• 1~\E~TEEF,lfS, IICLLUSK$ 1 
FRCHH~ 
lSIC ioCLFE Cll 
ZINC E~ZYM£5 IN CRt!SOSlREA VlRGI~lCA 
JOlk FISH ~EI EO C'~tOt 2illJ, 59-f~ 
ENZYMES, CYSlERS. ZJ~C 
~~··~·~·~·~~·~··~~··~~····~··············································· EHlCCTILLC!:Y 
*******************~···············~······················•*************** 
1918 AI\CFEIIS JC, C~SlJ(~A ~ 
EPIZOCllOLCGY OF ~IlCHI.lft CCSl~LIS IN SLSCEFTISLf OJSTEPS I~ SEASIDE EArS 
CF ~~R~Ili~'S EASlf~~ ShCP£. lS5~-1916 
JR. IN~ERl PAltCLCGJ 3~1~1. 124-13l 




19i3 KNCtolfS CE 
A FRELHI~H'I Hln Cf SlORM-I!IHCH BEACh EPCSlCN FCR NCRUI C~ROLlNA 
REPORT 73-5 1 NORU CAI<CLihA .CtflJlRUfl\1 OF 1\Alli'Al ANt ECCIICHC I<ESCl~CES 
SHOI<ELIIIE ERCSION~ llE~U EHSIU, I!HUU:s, EF.CSICN, ERCS1C!I CCNTROL, 
GEtlCGY, !ICFTH CI~Cllll~. STCR~S 
1S15 E\IEFlS El Al 
BEHA\IlUR Cf EE~CH FILL AJ AlLAhliC Cll~t !IE~ JEFSEY 
PRCCEEDJIIG~ l.-4lH CCASHL HHGl CUFEiiEM£. !.CcFEMiAGE!I, CEIII'AFK, 
Pfl310-13H 
BEAC~ ERCSlUt., 6E~CtES, EPCSIO~, EfCSICN CCNlRCl 
1913 I<UlHA I< 
EffECTS OF ERCSIC~ CN S'RRlER lSLAI\t ~CRFHGLC5Y, fiRE l~lAIICw flEW YORK 
COASTAL liHHRf~ClCGY, SlfiGU~HN, Hll Y()RK" S1A1E Ul\H {)f ~~~. PLBL IN 
GECMORPI-,OlOGY, 2lCJ-.<.3i 
ERCSIOI\t GECLCE,, CEC~CRFH£LCGY 0 
l'.lt9 RCNA f 
ERCSIC!I 
lRCL GECl ELLL 53 t71, 1453-1~6~ 
CCI\Ht..HlJlL StElft CCI\1 11\U\Hl SLCfE, £EfO.SJ11tN ISEOIHENJSI, ERGSICN, 
MARINE GEOLOGY, ~EOl~EI\T TRA~SfORT 1 !EOl~E~lJlllOI\ 1 SEDIMENTS 
19il Sk 1FT ET AL 
HOLCCENE EVCLUTIC~ CF 1tE ShElF Sl.iPfiCEt CENTRAL A~D SCUTHER~ ATLAI\TlC 
StELf Cf ~C~T~ A~E~ICA 
IN: ShELf SECIMENl TRAI\SFORT: PRCCE!S ANC PAJlEFht DOWDEN, tLTChli\SCN AND 
ROSS INC, SlROLOSelRG, Fl., 4SS-51'1 . 
BEACHES, CC~TI~f~T~L SI-ELf, ERCSlul\ 1 SANC EARS, SAND SPITS, SfDIME~lAR~ 
STR~CJL~ES, SEDI~f!ITATIC~, SECIM£N1S, S~CAll 
19-ES I<CI\A H 
MltCLE ATLA~tiC CC~TI~E~TAL SLCf£ (f L~llEC STJlES- C£PCSIT1C~ ANt 
HCSlCN 
A~ER AS~OC FElRClEL~ GECLCGI51S ELLL 5311), 1453-1~65 
CO~liNf~TAl SlCPf, CfFCSlllCN !SEtl~fNlSJ, ERCSIG~, GECLCGl, SEDIMENTATICN 
3H 
1913 UNITED STATES AR~) CC~PS E~Gl~EERS 
NATICNAL ShCREll~E SlLC) ~tl ~ 
US AA,..Y HG OIV tiC Jlll.olf\TIC CCHS UG IIV 1 flY ICCCl TC33CL41R'I 
CCST A~AlYSlS, ERC~tCN, F~OTC~PAFt~, SHORE PFC1£CTION, VIR~l~IA 
lSlS NlftCPCCA A• El ~l 
PRI:LIMINJlR'r REPCR I (.N HOSJCN PRCflEMS Al Gi<6111 KILLS P ~kK A IlL SAtiCY ttCCK, 
GAlE~~' JAliCNAL RfCREJlllt~ tP1~ 




S El: lllftH CCN 1 RCL 
HARVlAH CUJE, AMICHTH SECliCIIS 6-1101. 8-1105.109141 AS "<\ENCEt 
ISLFF-1946J 
ATLANTIC CCASTAl FLAI!I, BEACHES, CC.riSlAl EllflNEfRII\G, ERCSICI\, 
lEEISL.rlllC~, ~~TURlL FESCU~CESt Sftl~ENT CCN11<CL 1 ~AlERSKEC .AIIAGE~EIIT 
lSI€ SlA~LE' OJ, FFEELt~t ~l 
THE E!lCSION-CEPOS IllCN BOI.iNO,RY II\ lH HE-0 Cf hliOSCN SLBHRUE "NYOfl 
OEFII\EO C~ THE €'SIS Of SLE~~Pl~£ CBSEPVtliC~! 
M~R GECL 2tl3-4)• ~31-.46 
CANYO~S~ CE~ClCIC E~A, (CI\111\£1\lAL StELFt CLFREh15 I~ATE~J, CEFOSlllCII 
I!EOI-EI\15), ENE~GW. ERCS!C~. S~B~~FI~ES~ SLfSlRFACE l~VESTl~ATICNSt 
lCFCC:fUFH , 
··~···········~·~········~···························~···················· EFCSIO. CCHI<CL 
·········~····························~·····i····························· 
1913 K~ClollES Cf 
A FRELIMiNJlR~ ~TlC~ CF SlC~~-l~CLCIC BEACH I:FCSlC~ FC~ ~O~Tt tAI<OLlfiA 
REPCRT 73-5, NC~l~ C~i<Cllll~ CfP~RT~E~T OF ~ATL~~l tNC fCCNCMIC RESOLRCES 
SHCRELlflf f~CSlCflt EEtC~ fROSIC~o Bf~CHE~t E~O~ICN, ERC510~ CC~TFOl, 
GECLCGY, !ICRTH C~FCLI!IJl, ~TCR~S 
197~ E\IERlS El Al 
BEHAVICR CF EEtCt fill AT 'llt~llC CITY, 1\E. JE~SE~ 
FRCC£ECI~GS 14TH CtASl'L E~EI<G) CCNF£RENCE, CCPENHAGE~, OE~~AFK, 
PP1:3iC-13H 
BEACH ERCSIC~, Bf,CtES, ERCSJCN, ER[510~ CC~T~[L 
.:n s 
1911 US A~~y CCRPS Cf E~Gl~EE~~ P~BllC ~EARING, AllA~liC CC~ST Cf ~t~Yl~~t '~[ ASS~TEAGUE ISLAhD, VlMGlNlA 
Sli.CV 
~LTtiCR •eLl~f~TS, ACCC~tc• tCtaTY, ~~~ EE~Ct ERCSlt•• ERCSION CO~lRCl, 




' GENERAl ec~ MCtEt AfPFCACI-
fRESEIIlEC Al INlENATL CtCACE {f CCE#II EXfl(RJliC• 
NSf co•f GN JI\Ol!IA uN THE ~lOCH Ht,Ai\llC ShELF OLHlll>iG THE SI.IIIIH< Cf 1916, 
~ASH CC, CCl 15-16 16r ft3ilil 
ANAERLEIC CCIIClTIONS, PCltUTICNt CO~liNEIIlAL SHELf• ESlUARIESt 
MAlHEMATICJl MCDELS 1 llll~IEI>i1S 1 Fft liCE, SL~GEE OJSPCSAl~ h'TER ANALYSIS 
19!C CAFRI~ER ~R £1 Al 
A PRElli'HHV llH Of ThE liTEfilllUI<f Ctl TtiE .fCClCGY CF 1"'£: f:SlUARHS llllh 
E~FHASIS Ctl l~E Mlttl~ AllA~llC CC~Sl Cf ThE Ut.llED ST,l£5 
RllGERS ltll\t ~2P 
BICGECER'F~~. E51Ll~JES 
1~14 lllllllli'S llB 
A Tfll YEAR STlitv OF ~EI'OFL~I\KTCN IN NCRTI- CARCLINJI ESHAAIES, MYSID 
ShliHPS 
CHESAPEA~E SCIENt£ 13(4), 254-262 
ESlUARIES• NOfll~ CARCLINA, PtA~KlC., !HR1~F, ZCCFL'fi~TCII 
19i2 WILLIA~S ABo BYI\ut ~~ 
A lEN YEAil SllCY CF tlliRCHMI\TU 111 ~CRTh CAJlClli\A ESTUARIES, AMPHIPODS 
CHESM£AKE SCHME UOlt 17~-19-' 
ESlv~RJES, NORT~ CARCll~A. flAN~lCN, SHRl~P, lCCPL~I\~TCI\ 
l~H WILLI.t•s ~13 
A lE~ ~EAR STUUY Of ~EFCfl~~Kl(l\ I~ ~CRT!- (A~CLlll~ ESTuARIES, JUVENILE ~NC 
ACI.Ll cni<HES ICJII<JI::ES, OGYFltltAEl, CliESJIPEAKE SCIENCE 13(.:11, 145-146 
ESlUAFlfS, NO~lli CAR(ll~At Pl~~KTO~, ShRIMF, ZCOfltNKl(~ 
32( 
1 ':l7 4 lf HLEA J 
APPLICATJC~ Cf REMCTE 5E~SIN' JO STLCY NEA.StC~E CIRCULATIC~. A•NUAL 
REPCRT f(~ YEAR laC 
IVI~S G~A~l RPT 't~4l.l5M4\t) 
CC~Tl·E~T~l ShElF, ESTLAPIES, ~E~CTE SE~Sl.Ge hACHtPREAGUE,~t, wA1Ek 
CIHUUT JC. 
1914 T~A~E~ E~ El Al 
810/IASS OF ZOCPLA~KlCl II\ ThE .EI!FCFT ~I,ER ESl~ARY ~~G Thf l~fLUE~CE (f 
FCSlLAF\Al Fl!tES 
CHSAPEAKE 5ClENCE 15(1J, S-lt 
SHHASS, ESTLARifSt LAI<\H GHhlt Sl HE, 2C(flAIIl<TCII 
l'ii2 FClGH Cl! 
CI-ARAClERJ!TIC! Cf ESlLARliiE SEDI~E•Ts CF THt u•ltED SlATES 
UIIITEt STAlES GECLCElCAL SlR\E~ PRCFESSICI\tt ftff~ 142 1 94F 
ESTLAPIES• !ECI~E•Ts 
1910 CRCSS FA ET tl BICCECC~E~IST~V CF TRACf ElEMENTS IN A CCASTAL PLAJ~ 
ESTUARY, ClSTilJEUliCII Cf MANGtUUt li<Ohr Atlt ZHC lfl HCIHfllS 1 ltHERt 
ANC PCl~CHAETOUS JCRM~ 
CHESJIPEA~E !CJEII(E llf4J, 221-~34 
ESTUARIES, li'Ot., MANI:ANESE, POUChAETES, HOli'EtiTS, UACE· HHHTS, ZIH 
1973 PAL~H 
CHESlER fli\E~ ~llC~ 
kESTifiGtCU~E, \CL 1,2 1 3 
ESlUARI~E fLOw, CtESTEF Rlv£~, ESTlA~IES, CECLCG~, SECIMENT lRANSPCflT 
1913 hlllli~SCI\ ~Sl 
CCLLECTIO~ JINC A•AtYSIS Cf FE~CTEL\ SE~SEt [~TA FRCM ThE l<tCCE RIVER 
ESH.~RY IIATEI<SHL .. SECCflt FPCGFtSS I<HORT. ftf 1S73-JUH H13 
CHESAPEAKE SA~ CE~TER FCR E~VlRtN~E~Ttl SlLClE5. SMIT~SCI\ l~ST 7CP 
CATA, ESJLtRIES, RftCTE SE~SI•G, -llE~ FESCU~CES 
1':J1( hllBll'l H 
CG~PETiliC~ fOR ~LTRIE~lS fY ~~Rli\E FtiYTCFL~I\~TCN IN GCEA~JC, LCASl~L, ANC 
ESTUAPII\E REGICII! . 
ECCLCGY HUl, 415-·H4 
CEIISlTV, tiATC~St CIIIOFLAGELL~TES, CCMINANl CRGA~IS~S, ESllAFIES 1 
NLTRIENlS, FH~l(PLA~~T(~ 
1913 NICHClS ~~. THO~P!G~ G 
OE\ElCFI'.EI\1 OF Tt1E TlReJGJJY l'IAXIMUt lh ' (CJSTAl FLH~ fSTI;jlR\' 
VIRGINIA INSTITUTE Cf ~~RINE SCIENCE, GLCUCEITER PtlNT~IRGINlAt 55f 
COASTAl PlAINS~ ESllllRHS, fl(CCUAlHJii, c:EU.U;Y, TUREICITY 
1914 DRAKE CE El Ill 
DISPERSAL C.F h~STE SCLJI::S H M~ VOl< SIGH 
GECl SCC Ai ll6S1F 6(1)• 115 
CO~TINENTAL SHELF• ClRRE~TS i~llERl 1 ESTUARIES, SECJM£NTATlCN 1 TICES, 
hlHE OJHCSH 
1910 SllllfFER Te, ~~CI~TYPE hf 
CISSOLVEC f'lTY A(ltS If\ THE JAMES RI~ER ESTlAF~, VIRGll'IIAe ~NC ADJACEhl 
O.CE~N ~AHRS 
CHESAPEA~E SCI 11 4~J 1 2lt-2<1C 
CO~STAL hillERS~ CHRtMATCGR~FHY, ESJLAFIES, JAIES RI~ER 1 LIFIDS, DRGAIIIC 
~AlTER, \l~GlNIA 
lSH BCEHH Cf 
CJSTRIBU11Cf\ llNC STRUCTLPE Of £E.TI-1C COfi~L~111ES IN A GR~CIENl ESTUAR'f 
PhD DlSSERHllON, COLLEGE Cf WHLIJ~ A~O l'tRY 1 UU.HMSEUF(;, ltli<GlNlA 
CC~~UI\11~. fE~TI-IC f'LAA, BE.TtiC flCRA, Bf~J~CS, ESTU~RIES 
1CJ13 CAJBER fC 
ECDLCGICIL EFFECTS UPUN ESTUARIE~ RE!ULTING FRCM LAGCO~ COASTRLCllCNr 
DREDGING, FILL!~~ A~C Blll<hEA[l~G 
FRCJECT F-13-R-lSt HPCill TC UfAIHHliT tf /IAJLilAl RESCuRCES .CNC 
ENVJRCNMENT.CL CO/Il~Ol 1 STATE Cf tEl. 
BULKHHIIJ lli\E, BlLI<HADS, CRECGIIIGt ECCLCGlCI&: HP~CT, ESTUAI'IES 1 lAGCChS 
1915 tAIBER FC 
ECOLOGICAL EFFECTS UPCI\ ESTUARI£S PfSULTI/IG FRCM LAECON CONS1RUCTICN 1 
CRECCING, FILLtaG ANC BULI<hEAti~G 
PROJECT F-25-R-3, HPCIH TO CfFARTI'fi\T OF fiAl\;UL RESCLI<CES JII:C 
EI\VIPC~~f~TlL CC~lFCL, STAtE Cf tEL 
BULK·E~O LINE, BLLKHEACS• CREtGIN:G, ECOLOGICAL JMPACT, £STlARIES 1 L~GCC~S 
lS72 TtO~AS CL ET lL 
ECCLCGICAL SlUCIES I~ lhf ~ICI~Ill Cf CC£t~ SITtS 7 ft~[ B 
IIIIJ ECCLCGICAL tC~SICE~ATIO~S fCR CCEAN 511£~ OFF NE• JERSE~ fOR PPOPCSEO 
NUClEAR GEIIERAll~E SlAliCN~ 11 1-115 
ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ESlLARIES, PCMEP FLANlS• P£EFS 0 SAllllfl~t SEDIMENTS, 
TE~PfRAlURE, lJOESt 2CCFlA~~l(l\ 1 FEECJNG 
1916 l'll~TEI~ ce, ltCMAS [L 
ECOLOGICAl STUUJES IN t•E fll~S A~C Cl.ER ~JlfR~AYS NEA~ LITTLE EGG I~LEl 
At;C II\ THE CCEAI\ IN TH. ~ICltdlY Cf HE PRCPCSH SITE FOI< ThE HlAU IC 
GE~EI<IlTING STATIC~ 
NE~ JER!E' ICHTHYCLCGICAL A!! 
BA~S, ECClCGYo ES1LilFI£S 
1S77 lllYlCF hRt TAFT Jl 
EffECTS Of ENERGY RELATED PERTURBATIC~S C~ THE EICFUNCTICAS Cf ESTLARI~E 
~Nt CO~SlAL fl~AKl(~. lA PFCGRfSS 
CttfSIIPE~KE fAY ll'IST.,, JCH'IS t-.OPI!If\S vfiH., AI\IIAFOLIS, 1'1: 
BENTHOS, E~llARJESe ~O~TH CAFCll~A 
1944 CA,IS J (ECJ 
EFFEC 15 Cf TRCPI C,oll STell~ AGHS (II THE CO~ llfl H Ul eA'f ES TUAI<II\E SYSTEfl 
CRC PLH ~C 34, llllt(S SCJ<At<CE 51, CEI SPEC. CC~lFI. r.o .. ~CE 
EffECTS, ESTUARIES, HRRICAHS 1 lRCFICAL C'fCU:t\ES 
1S71 ~CLH CA 
FALLCUI CESlL~-131 1~ CLAMS «F~NGII ClNEtTAJ fRCM THE NEUSE RJVER ESTUAR~. 
NCHH CAHtJU 
li~NCLCGY AND CCEA~CERJf~~ 16151, 1~1-BCS 
CESJLM, ClAMS, ESTLAFJES, ~OFT~ CA~GLINA, FAClCISOTOPES 
1914 CCSl EF ES 
GRAIN SlZE CLR~ES Of SEDJMEhlS II\ l•E SOLNCS Of ~O~lh (A~Oll~A 
UNPLBllSHED Pt.D. THESISt U~l~ERSll~ CF ACFTH CtRCli/IA 
E!TLARIES, GECLCE,, 1\CFTt tAR(lJN,, SEDIMENTS, SliE 
1S1~ ~Alli~G Lt ~AlREP t 
GUICE TO T.E MAC~OSCCPIC ESTUARINE AND ~ARIII£ ~~~ERTEERPltS Cf THE 
DELA~~RE fA~ ~FE# 
J. /lAT. ~~~~. ~, 643-64S 
ESTUARIES, II\VEPlEf~IIT£5 1 CELA~ARE BAY 
19i6 "tJPfLE w JR fl tl 
HVOROCARBCNS Ill SU.~Gf AN[ lReH l<t~Cff-HUI .. ~l<E fSTUA~'r. SH~CES, 
EFFECTS AN[ SI~~S Cf H~t~CCtR£C~S l~ IHE AQUATit f~VIR(~~E~T 
A~ERICAN I~STIT~TE Cf EIGLOGIC~L SCIE~CES, ~A~HJNGTCN, C.C. ~4-65 
AQlAllC E~\IRC~ME~l, IJI~F~~L CISTFlELliCN, £STUARIESt Cll 1 ~L~CFFr SEWAGE, 
~jSJE D ISPCSH 
1'>74 l ITTl E-~ALCI\ S, 
lNFLUE~CE CF IIACL CN !ECJ~ENTATIC~ 
~E~C~E~B MlR (6J2, 12~-133 
CC~TRCL• EFfECTS, ESlL~~lES. SALialtY, SEDI~E~lATION 
1911 Cl~FEIIlfR EJ, CLlll~RC RRL 
IllilRASPECIFIC DlffEREI>ICE~ HI i'dHAJE tiAU-SIITt.FAl1CN CCI\SHI\15 FGR ThREE 
SPECIES Of ~A~li\E P~~TCfll~~l(ll 
ECCLCG~ 52(1), lc3-lt5 
ESTL~RIES, ~ETABCLISM, 1\llRtlES, 1\LTRIEI\il RE,Ul~E~ENTS, AUJRlti\TS, 
fH'l'1CPLAHTU 
1~1t fEllllET Jt flElSChf~ P 
JA~ES ~l~ER ESTUAR1, ~lRGli\IAt CGl\l~Ol Cf ClA~ ~11\ERAL CISTRifUTICl\ BY 
ESllARlNE CIPCllAilC~ 
GECL SCC A~, ABSlRACl ~~~~ P~C~R~fiS,·~.E. SE(llON, PAGE 16~ 
MINERALS, CJRCUltTICI\ 1 CISTRlflliCI\ 1 ESTlARIES 1 JA~ES FI~EF 
l9l4 wE ISS [ 
LATE PLEISTCCENE SlRATICGRAFH'l' '~( PAlEOECCLCG~ Cf ThE LCMER ~UOSO~ RI~ER 
ESTUM<' 
~EOLOGICAl 50CIE1~ Cf A~E~ICA EULL£11~ 85r 1561-1570 
ECCLCG,, ESl~lRIESt PALEC~TCLCGV, flEISTCCENE EPCChr SlRATIGRA~HY 
H14 HliLG. Jl 
li~lTING FACTORS AfFECTING CO~MERCitl flShERlf~ IN THE "ltCLE ATLA~TIC 
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'IC-ATlANliC STAlES, ~OLU'E 3, fiiAl f~VIFC~MENT'L SlAlE~E~T 
~ASHIHHI\, t.c. 
CONTINENTAL SHELF, DPILLING, El\~lRC~MfNTAL EffECTS, EXPLCIJA11CN 1 
EXFLCRtTION, , NATLRtl Rf!(l~CfS, (Jl lNtUSTRl 1 RESCL~CE CEVELOPME~T 
191t uS OEFl lllERIC~• BU~EA~ Cf L~~[ ;A.At£M!Nl 
P~CFOSEC 1S76 CUUF CHTINENTAl Sliflf Cll tNt GtS LEASE SALE CFFSHORE THE 
MIC-ATL~NTIC STAlE!, VCLLME I, fl~Al E~~JR(N~E~TJL ST~lEME~l 
IIAHtHGlO~, C.C. 
COI\111\E~T'L StElf, CRllLl~G, ElVI~CJ\MENTAl Eff£(1S• ElPlCI1AllCN 1 
EXPLORATION, NATURAL RESOLRCES, Ollt Cll INCWSlF,, RESCURCE OfVELOP~ElT 
1916 US CEfl INTERIOR, BU~EAU OF LA~D MAI\AG£MEN1 
PRCPOSEI: 1S16 CLlfl< COJITIHH!ll StiEU CIL ,ll[ tJS LEASE Sill£ CffSt.CPE HE 
Mlt-ATLA~TJC STATES, VCLUME 3, FIN•L ENVJRCNMENTAl STATEMENT 
II'HINGTCl\• DC 
CC~JI~E~TAl !~ELF, tFlll1NG, E~VIRCN~E~T~L ffffCTS, £XFLCITATIGN 1 
EXflORATICh, • N'Tl~lll PESCURCES, til IND~!l~Y~ ~ESCLRCE Of~ElCP~E~l 
1976 US CEPT INlERJCP, ELPEAL CF l~l'iO ~AI'iAGElE~l 
PRCPCSED 1'16 CUTER CCNli~E~Ttl S~ELF CIL ~~C GIIS LEASE S~Lf CffShCRE ThE 
MID-ATLANTIC STATES, VCLLME 2, FINtl t~~IRCI'i~EI'il'l STATEME~l 
lu15HfiGHt., DC 
CONTINENT~L StELf, CRILLilG, E~~JR(N~EI'il~L EFFECTS, f)flCITATICN, 
E)PLORAliGN, J\ATLP~L ~ESOURCES, Gilt CJL J~CLST~Y, RESCLRC£ CEVELGFME~T 
lStl MCR'E Et JR 
REt CRAS ElPLO~AllC~S Cff ThE ~O~ltEASTE~A CCASl Cf THE L~lTEC STATES 
LCM~E~ FIS~ RE~ 23(!), !-IC 
BENTHCSt CCflliEFCHL flSHNG, CfiA6 Jllti.JSHV, CR~BS, EXPLCRATICN, FISHERIES, 
ShELLF!SI-
1915 u.s. CEPARTflfhl CF CC~~ERCE 
REPCRT TC tONGRfSS ON OCEAN PCllUllCI\, C\IERflStiUG Al'it Cff~HIIE 
CE~ELOf~c~l . 
U.S. CEPARTMENT Cf CCMMERCE, 1\CAA. 11f 
POLLLT!CII, EJIPUlUllUq fiShll\f 
19'46 ffi~E J 
StPERTAI\~E~S CC~I~G CR GCI~G 
SY~POSI~M Ch 'ARI~E RE!OLRCE tEVELCP~E~T I~ TH~ ~ItOLE Atlli\TIC STATES, 
OCT .. 29-3C• ~llLiaMSBLRGo 'I 
CC~TlhEhlAl ShELf, CEEF ~AlfR, f)PLCRATICN, fRCJECl fE~SlBllll~, ShlFS, 
TR ·~SPCRT U IC~ 
IS7~ LNITEO STAlE~ BLREAL UF LA~O M'N~GE~E~T 
THE CIJTE~ CC~Tf~E~TAL S~Elf CJL A~t '~S Df~ELCf~E~T·PRCCESit ~ BACKGROLND 
FAfE~ FC~ ST~TE ~LANNERS AND ~~NAGf~S 
BUREAU Of lA~O M,N,GE~EN1 1 L! CEfl l~lERIC~ 
GAS IhD~STRY• CC~Tl~ENl~l S~Elfo E)PLCRAliCN 1 fACILITY SlliNG, MA~~GE~E~l, 
tiL I~[L51~Yf RESCLRCE tE~ELCF.ENT, !OLTHE~Sl L.J. 
1~71 lhllEC Sl~lfS BURE'l Cf LA~O ~,N,GEMENl 
THE CUTER CCN11Nf~lAL ShElf OIL A~t GAS LEASE S'LE SOUlt AllA~TIC CCS SALE 
43, FltAL I~fACl !lAlE~E~l 
US ELM 3 VCL tD~42.!L~ 
BIBLICGPAPHIES, E•\IRO~MENTAl EfFEtlS, EllfLC~AliCho ~'fSo 1\~TLRAL 
RESCLRC£S, Cll 1 Oil ll\C~STFY 1 ~ESOLRCE OE~ELCP~E~T 
lS14 FLEASA~lS J El AL 
VIFGI~JA AN£ ThE CllEF CONli~ENlAL SHElf- PFGeLEMS, PCSSiflLITIES, A~C 
FCSlURE 
~A INST ~AF SCI, 93 f 
~~~ POLLUllO~, LChT)NENltl ShELf, [RILLING, ECCNC.l( IMPACT, E~VIRG~MENTAL 
EffECTS, E)PLCFAll(~, lEGAl ASFEClS 1 NtlURll GIS, Cllt ~ATER fOLLUJICN 
334 
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FAC I liliES 
········································~······················•**"······· 
191t ~ARCIIIG R\ tl AL 
E~~IRONMENlAL IHfACl Of FIJTIJ~E CffShCRE fA(ll!TlfS 
SY~POSIUM Ch MARINE RE~GLRCE OE~ELCP~EI\J 1" THE ~ItOLE lllli\TJC STATES, 
ocr .. 2~-.:c. tdLLIHSELH 
CC~TlhE~TAL ShElf, fh~l~CNME~TAL EFFECTS, fAClllllES, ~LCL£A~ fOhE~ 
PLANTS, CFF~HCRE fl~lf(F~~ 
IS1~ GCOCMAh J, KlC5E F 
ENVIRO~MEhlAL fllh~IhG FCR CffSHC~l Cll A~C c•s; VOLLME ~: REGIONAL STAllS 
REPCRTS; PART 2: Mit A~D S(uTh ~TLlNTIC 
fW5-0fS-i7-lt.2, ThE CCN~E~VAT1C~ fOLNCAllCN, hAShiNCTCI\, £C 
INCLSTRIAl CE~ElCfME~T, ATLA~TIC CC,STAL FLAIN, CCNTINENTAL ShELF, 
ENVI~Ch·E~ltL EFFECTS, FACJLJTJES, IMFACTS, OJL, CIL INDLSlR), REGICI\AL 
~NRYSIS, RESCLRCE OE\ELOF~Et.l 
***********•********••···················································· FACILIH SITING 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1918 U~ITED ~~~TE! FI~H A~C wllOllfE SER~lCE, Cffi(E Of fiCl((iC~L 
H~ VICES 
EN~lRGN~ENlll fL~~~iNG fCP CFFS~CRE Cll tNt 'A~. ~CL. 5 ~EEIC~AL STAllS 
REPCRJ PART 2, ~It A~C SCllh lllAI\TJC 
INCLSl~l~l OE~ELCf~E~T, F~CJECTIOhS, CO~SERVATICht CCNTJI\ENTAL SHELF, 
ENVIFO~MENlAl EFfECTS, FtCJLJl~ Slli~G, CJL l~DLSTRYt PLA~·~~E 
1~78 RCC~E,~CH,R,. li-
CffSHORE PIPEll~! CCRRIDCPS ~~[ Lt~tflllS 1N Ct~ST~L ~J~Eli\IA 
I~I~S ~~A~SCE lSOl 
OfFSHCR€ (CN~lRUCTIC~, ~~S ii\DlSTRl, CCNTI~E~lll ~~ELF, EN~lFC~~E~TAl 
EFFECTS, FACILITY SITI~G, ~~~tGE~E~T, OIL l~(l5lRY, CO~STAL 2ChE 
1Sl6 LNilED !TAlE! fLRf'L Cf LA~C ~t~~GE~E~T 
THE (UJEF ((1\llhf.T'L S!-ELF ClL A~C ~tS Ct~tLCPMENl PRCCESS, A SAC~G~OLNC 
PAPER FOR SlATE PlA~NER~ 'hD ~A~AGEF~ 
BLREAL Of lA~D ~tl\tGE~E~T, LS [EFT I~TERlC~ 
G~! INCIJST~Y, CO~Tl~EhTAl S~ELF 1 EXPLCRATICN, FACllll' 5111NG 1 ~A~AGE~EI'Ilt 




ASSATEAGUE ECCLCEICAL Sl~CJES, P~RT lt EhVJPC~~ENJAl INFGR~~liON 
,C. lhiV. ~PI CClllPIE 4<6 
F~L~A, FLCRA, ~ARJ•E EICLCGY 1 lSSAJEA,~E, ECtLCGYt MARINE EECLOGY, SkAMPS 
1~13 Bt,Pl~ Of El At 
C0.6STAL Alit CFFSHRE HVIlHJI\tHNTAL lNVENTCRYt OPE MHERAS 10 NANlUCKET 
ShCAL 5 
RHCDE ISLA~D L~IVEI<SllYo 'A~IhE PlfllCATICN SERIES 2, 1913 
FAUNA, FISI'ERJES1 ~O~lh CAROLINA, GCEANOERAP~\, Ph~SICAL CCEA~CGRAfH~, 
PLAN~TCN, AMCEEAE 
19i~ SlA~LE~ OJ El At 
CURRENTS ANt SEDIMENT TRANSPCRT Al lHE kll~I~GTCN CANYON ShELfaRE~K AS 
CBHRVEO •• 
IN SkiFT CJP El ~L IEtl S~ELF SECI~EI\1 T~A~S PRUC ANt PATTERIIS 
COHEN, I'UlCiilf\SCN HSh SlRCUCSfJUH, PA, H21-t44 
FAl.IIA 1 COI\TINENTAL SHELF, ClJilFfl\.lS lld!TERh HCHEI\T HAf\SfOH, SUfl\lf'tS, 
VELCClH 
1~13 RCI•E U 
, T~E EXFLCR~TIG~ [f SUB~ARINE CAAYO~S ANO lrEIR BENTHIC fAUNAl ASSEMBlAGES 
PRCC RCY SCC ECINBUREH 73 111), ltC-169 tAtSCJ ~tCI TECH ~EP (13-51 
f~LNA, EE~TtCS, Cl~~CIISo FElllfhS 
1943 STAhLEY Cft fEhllfP F 
UltERWATER TELEVISION !UP~EY Of THE AllA~TlC CllER CCNTIIIENltl MARGIII 1\E.R 
kll~I~GlC~ CA~'CN 
S~llhSC~ CChTFIB TO ltE EtRTt Sllfi\CES NC 11 
SHELLS, FAUNt, 6~1t'fME1~V 1 lELE,ISIC~. UNCE~hAllR P~CTCGRtfh'ft CCNlii\EhTAL 
ShELF, GECLCGY, SlP\ElS 
··~···~···~···~·~·~····~~···~················~·~··········•4************** FEClr.tll\' 
******************~·~···············~·····~······························· 
lHi RIC~AI<IJ~ CE 
AGE, ERD~T~ AND FEC~hCllY Cf lhE CCBJA, ~ACh~CEhT~O~ CANACLP, FHOP 
ChESAPEAKE EAY Aht ACJACEN1 ~1C-AllA~TIC ktlERS 
TRANS A~ER flSH !CC S613J, 343-350 (~l~S CCNTR •52) 
AGl~G CBICLCCJCALJo ChESAPEAKE EAY, COBIA, CIS1R18LTIO~ fAllfR~S, 
FECLNDITl, GRCkl~ STAGE!, LIFE hiSlCRY Sl~CIES 
~~~~ HCLLAhC BF, 'EL~ERlO~ GF 
ClSTRIEl,;TICN At-.C: BJCL((I(JIL SlLtlfS Gf MACPOCLS FISHS CffHORE MiRTh 
CAilClltiA 
NC CEPl t-All,;ll ECCN RES(l~ !PfC SCI llEP (241 1 1-132 
SEASONAL VAiliATICNS, CATC~, FECb~C:IlY. FEECING RATES, fiSh, FISH DIETS, 
FISH ~IERA110~ 1 SEISMGLCGY, FEECING 
1914 wf~NE~ CA, ~lSlCK JA 
FEClNOJTY HD G(Njl() Cf.SfRliATICI\S CF H-E MHillCJlll fEl 1 jli\GUlllA RCSTRAJt, 
MIGRAll~f fRC~ CtESAFEJ;E fA~, VI~,I~IA 
J FISH RES eo CAhACA 3lt 13tl-13~1 C\IIMS CC~TRif 6211 
C~ESAPEaKE BA), EEL!, fEC~~Oil~, Fl!~ MIE~~llCN, GCAACS, ~lCCLE ATLANTIC 
SIGH 
1S72 SCHHH A 
FECLIIDIT'f .61'10 FOSSIBlE IIHE CF &EVHCf/1,£1\1 c.F SCM£ DEEP-SEA CfHIU~ClDS 
liHCl CCEHCH 1712), 19':-19~ 
8EtA~ICR, fJENTHOSt EGG!, ELECT~IC FE,CTO~S, FECL~DIIV, REP~CClCTIC~ 
~·-···~·~·······~··········~·~··········~·····················~~··*··~···· ffCE~AL GCvER~~E~T 
······················~·················~································· 
1973 CH'fll(l\ FX 
STATE ANC FEDERAL CC~SlillllC~Il I~FECIME~TS lC ST~TE tiMJTEC E~T~~ 
FlShERifS lEGlSL~liC~: Sl~TfS fRCM ~~I~E 1( VIRGI~IA 
MJRINE ~ff.IRS PROERA~, RhCCE lSLA.O l~I~, KIN{SlC~ 
FEOER'L GCliERli~ENl, FIStERlES, LEGAL ~SPEC1St ~·~'GEME~l, STAlf 
JUF ISt ICllO 
33i 
···················~**************************************"*************** 
ffCER~L PFCJECT POLICY 
:t:tll*"*"**** H:tU * lO H:tH Ulh 'I >I :t * H :t :t ll It~· :t:t >t:t :t~'I*******U>t:U:t$>1 ****** •*ll.t$li:O 
lS12 LS CCIST ~LAR~ 
p!,Jli1DELPHIA COAHJll REGION MUTJ-AGHCY CU. lht HZARCClS I'ATERIALS 
POlllllD~ CO~llN~E~CV flAh 
5TH CO~ST GU~RC CIST, PCRlSKOlTHt \11 
COAST GUARC REGULA11ChS 1 FEDERAL PFCJECT PCLICY, OJL, Pl,hhlh~, WATER 
PCLLLTICht COAST~l lChE, CELAkARE E~V 
~·~·····~···~·~···~····~·······~···············~·························· ffECliiG 
··················~··~·········'**************************************"*** 
19!6 BACKUS ~" El AL 
A CCN TR IBLTICN 1( TtiE hAliJR~l H ISTU' (if Hif hhlH-TIP Sh~liK t FT ERU.AM I CPS 
LO.Gl~~ALS lfCEVJ 
CEEP-S£A RE~ 3, Jl&-lt~ 
eREEti•G• GE(H~OFOlCGIC L.llS, liEF~CCUCTICII, !tli~ITV, lEMPER,lUREt 
VERTICAl MJ~~ATICNo FEfCJAG 
li73 MAURf~ [ El ~l 
BE~THIC IN\E~TEB~AlE ASSEMfltGE! Cf"CELA~A~E S~Y 
M~REICl 45(1} 65-1B 
~RltRCPCOSt POlllllCA1 T~ANSFO~Tt CHESAPEA~E B'lt EASlfRh eAY,MD, 
MC.(LUSKS, HMER1EAI\S 1 SALINllVt SftiMEfliTS. fffCJM: 
1913 PllSCI\ MEQ~ GClCSltl~ E 
CC,STAL ~~~( OffStCRE EIIVl~C~PEIITAL l~VENlC~~~ C-Pf h~JTE~AS 10 NANlUC~El 
SHCALS 1, ~ARI~E ~A~MAl~ 
I'IAF flfl HR LH t Sa l-€, 136 
B EI-AV HR, J: ISTPlllUTI CN, GEGGRAPii lCAl REG lCN.S, M~R INE MJIIH~LS, II IGRATICNt 
RE'vJEWSo HEt Ill& 
1913 .Oll~~[ llf~ \El\E~lC~ Gf 
OI!iTRIBUTICI\ ~H EHLCGICAL Sli.CHS Cf AMCRU~CLS fiSHES OFFShORE NORU 
CIIHLJ~.e 
NC DEPT NAllR ECCII REHLR HEC SCI Hf (24Jt .1-132 
SE~SGNAL VtRJATIC~S, CtT(r, ffCLNCil,, fEECihC ~ATtSt flS~, FISH DIETS, 
flS~ MIG~ATICN, SEISI'ICLCE,, ffEClll{ 
33ii 
191~ l"CI'AS Cl El Al 
ECOLOGICAL STLOIES IN l"E ~ICI~IIV CF CCEI~ !ITES 7 AN[ 8 
(J~) ECCLCGICAL CChSICERtTIC~S FG~ CCEAN SITES Off NEh JERSE' FOR fRCPCSfO 
1\UCUAR CEfiE~ATIMi HATICI\S 1t l-11~ 
ECCLCGICAL l~PAClt ESTLARlES, FC~E~ fl~f\TS, ~EEFS 1 SALI~ITY, SECl"EATSt 
lE~PERATLRE, TICES, ZCCflA~KlCa, FEECIAG 
19fC SFFHGE~ S 
N~TUR~L ri~TGRY Cf THE S~NCB~R ShAFK Ell~MIA ~1LEE~T1 
liS FISh k!ltllH SEI<~, fiSH EIJU 6ltl1U 1 1-3£ 
GFCkTH, frffClhG, CC~FETJTICN, FISh, LIFE CYCLES, PRECAliC~, REVIE•St 
SEISCN'L Ol!lRIBCliCNt !hAR~!t FEECI~G 
1S6C EthARtS Rlt ll~l~€~1(~ R 
CBSER~HIOS (II Tt;E HH~IDR Cf TH HRPt:ilSE tHPnlM.iS CELPHS 
SCIE~CE 132(341€), :s-;t 
BfhA~ICR, fA~l~E ~~~~Al!t FEECI~G 
19f7 SCUTH•ARC EC, ~CLlt.•A~D AJ 
ThE DISTRIBUlJCN Cf PCGC~C•ttl<~ IN ltE AJLINTIC CCEA~ 
SY~P ZCCL SCC LCNCCA tlSlt ~~~-l~S 
fENTnOSt COhll~E~lAL SLCFE• 11\VERlEfRAJESt \ERliC'l HIG~ATIC~, fEECI~G 
1963 DESVLVA tf, C'~lS ~f 
~tiiTE I'APLiho lElHPTUHS ILEHIJS., H THE I'ICClE Hlll~T1C fiGHt li1Th 
CfS£RVATJC~S CN TtE hVC~CER,FtV Cf ltE FJStl~G GRCIJNDS 
CCPEIA llh U-9S 
AGE, FlHit GOhAtS, OVGE., fEE£ JH 
··~·~···············~······~················~····························· HHHG RHES 
·····································~·····················~·············· 
1~73 HCltAlC eF, ~fl~E~lC~ Gf 
CISTRIBLTI(N A~O BIClCGICAL SlUClES Of AN~CkC~OLS fl!hES CFFShCRE ~CRTH 
CIIROLHA 
~C CEPl ~AlUR ECCh RESCU~ SPEC SCI ~EP (2~1, 1-13~ 
SEASONAL VAPI,liCNS, c•tc", FECU~Cll,, FfE[l~~ RlTfS. fiSH, fiSH DIETS, 
FISh ~IGRATIO~. SEISM(l(G~, FEECl~G 
19£1 RA~~C~l JEG 1 CC~C~E~ FJ 
FU~ThEP lh~ESTIGAIIC~S UN Thf CAR6[~1CRAlf CcalENl Cf ~·RlNE ~CQPLA.KTCl 
ll~~(L CCE~NCE~ ({2), l~4-lt4 
c•RBCH\tRtlES, CCfEFCCS, fEfCJ~G R~TES, ~fTAEOLISH, lDCPLA~KTCN· 
··~·······~·········~·~············4···········~·-························ HRTIUZATH!\ 
··················~·~·~···~·~·~·~·~~~-··4·~·~--~~·········~··~·~·········· 
19~1 ~IL!CN Of, fARRI!t ~~ 
Rf~ATI•G IN A PLANKlCNIC MARINE CALANCID CCFEfCC 
MA~ Bl(l S(3), ~(2-2C~ 




1S14 SUlLI~A~ ~. CtiEEF 
RESPONSE IN PRCOUCTICN (f CCRCGRASSt 5PARll~A AllfR.lflt~t, TC INC~EANIC 
NllRCGfN A~D PHC5fhC~l5 FEFlllllE~ 
CHESAPE~~f SCIENCE 15, ~1-23 
fERTlllZf~S, NIT~CGE~t NLTFifNlS, fhCSFHCRUS, F~CDUCTl~lTY, SfARTINA 
······~···~·····~-*~·~········•**************•···~······················** fJHS 
·····~········~·············~·······~····································· 
1914 M~CINl,RE k( fl Al 
lN,ESTIGAllC~S Cf SLiftCE fll~S-CtESAFE~KE fAY fhTR.NCE 
E·~IRCNMENT'l fRClECTICN lECtNGlOGl SERIES EP. ciC-2-73-CSS 
CrESAPEAKE fAY, fiLM!, SLRfA(f ~·lfRS 
3~0 
··~···············~····~~·~·~·~·~·~·~············~···················~···· f 11\f I Sl1 
....... , .................................. ~··-····················~···~··· 
1917 U.S. tfPARl~f~T Of CC~~E~Cf 
FINAL E~~IRCN~E~l~L l~P.CT S1A1E~E~T, FRfll,INftFY FIShERY MANAGEMENl PLAN 
FOF TrE tllANlJC tf~RING flStERV Cf ltE ~CFTtkEST ATlANlJC 
~ATICNAL 'JRJNE flSMERlES SER\ICE, ~CCD'! t(Lf, ~ASS 
FllFIItt FJ!tEFIESt tEF~l~ES, MANA(f,ENT 
1S77 ~.S. CEF~~l~£~1 Cf ((~~f~(f 
FINAL ENVI~ONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENt, PRELI~IAA~Y FISHERY MANtGfMENT FL~N 
FCR TtE H~~E FIS~EFIES Of thE ~C~lthfST AllA~llC 
NATIONAL ~AFI~E fl5tERIE5 SER-ICEt hCOC'S tClE, ~ASS 
FINflSt, FISHERIES, '~~tGE~E~l 
1917 u.s. tEPtAT,fNI Cf CC~Mf~Cf 
FI~Al E~VIRCN~ENT~l SlAlE~f.l, FRELI~INAPY f1S~ERY MANAGE~ENT PLAN FCR THE 
SQLIC fiSHERIES (f ltE NCRTHkEST AlL~~TIC 
N~TICNtl M~~lNE flSrEaiES SER~ICE, ~GCD'S hCli ~ASS 
FJ~FISH, flSHE~lES, ~A~AGE~E~l 
1911 u.s. DEPART~E~l Cf CC~MERCf 
FINAL E~\IFCNMEhl~L IMP.CT STATE~f~T 1 FRELIMJN.~Y FISHERY ~ANAGEMENl PLAN 
f(~ THE CTtER fiNFISh FlStERIES Cf lhf NCRlhkESl All~~liC 
NATIOtiAl foAili•E FISHIIIES HR\ICEt ~((0 1 S tiUf USS 
fl~fiSt, Fl!tE~IE!, fo~~·(EfoE~l 
1971 L.S. tEFAFl~E~l Cf ((,~£RCE 
Fl~Al EN~IFCNHENTAl IMPACT STAlfMfN1 1 PREll~llA~~ FISHER~ ~ANtGEMt~T FlP~ 
FCR HE I'ACKEREL FISiiHHS Cf THE ~tnt-11£51 tllAIIllC 
NAlJO~~l ~AFI~E fl5tERIES SEN~iCE, ~CCC'S tCLE, ~ASS 
FI~FlSt, FlS~ERIESo M~NlGE~ENT 
lSH PEI~TJES Jll, llCllH~YR Cl' 
SURVE' OF THE OCEAN fiShERIES OFF CEL~~ARE EAV 
~S FISt klLCLlFE SE~~. !FE( SCI Rff fiSH 1!41!, J-Ib 
FJ~FISt, SEASC~AL VARitliCNS, CAlCt, CC~ME~ClAL FISH, C(.~E~ClAL flSHI~G, 
Fl!h, Fl!hERIES, FISti!IG, fl!kiNG ~EtR, Sh£llfl!t 
.341 
··························~···••**•*•················*···················· f lf'if l.S~ lliDI..S lR) 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1<;!:~ OEA~ • II 
FlShERI'Ell CFF l~E CAFES 
L.S. NAVAL 1~$1 1 PFOC,EltlCit 112i-ll33 
CCMI'ERCIAL fiSt!JM;, CCI\THHllll SH.lft fli\FISI-. 11\tUSTR~, FISHRlES., LASCR• 
VI~Gl~IA. l'ltCLE AlLAIIllC flGtl 
l9t7 C~V.JS J 
If\V.E 51IGA HCN CF FCTH HAL FCI< EHAI<HCN Of lU: 11\C:USTR IAL fISHERY OF THE 
1Ht-AU.AU1C EIGH 
V IMS M.ttoiUHRIPl 
COfii'ERUAL f1SI'., CC.I'MEFCHL flSHM, WI\Tlt.ft.TAL SHELF, Flt.FlSH INDUSTRY, 
FIShERIES 
196E CAlliS J 
INiiESTIGATICf\ Cf P(Hhlltl .fCR UHAHCI'i Cf nu; INCI..SllHAl FISHERY Cf ThE 
MlO-ATLAIITlC EIGHT . 
1/H'.S MMlSCIHPl 
COI'IfiEI<C IAl FISH, U:Mfifi<C IAL f IS HillE, CCNTIIIE"Hl ShELF, fll'IF ISh INti.S Hn, 
FISIHRlfS 
1913 JCSEft Eft RJ(~A~CSGN Sl 
LAI<UE AMl ~01.1\G CF iiESlEPN NCRlli AlUNTIC ECTJiiO FLATflSHS fTRCiP~S 
~ICFCSTC~LS ~NC (lltti<ICtl~YS ~RCTifRCtiS Ih ltE ChESAPEAKE flfHT 
NMFS fiSt-fFY llULLETJN 71Ul, i3~-16i 
fi~FISH lNOLSTRY, fLATfiSt, LAF~tf 1 lA~V·l GFChlt STAG£, ~(RfhClOG1 1 
OSl EO LOGY 
1912 CA'JIS J 
SEASONAL A\AlLAeJLIT' AND Cl!TPJBUliCN Of EE~lhlC fiSHES Cf CHESAFfAKE 
BlGt-;1 
VII'S IIAMJSC~lfl 
BENTHIC fAL~At Dl!l~IELll(l\ 1 fi~fiS~ INCLSl~~, fiSh FCfUl~TICNS, 
FlSHERJESt !EASCIIAl. tlSTPlflliC~, ~JCCLE ~llANllC SIG~l 
1965 L"llf[ ST,lES OEP,PT~EIIT (f l~E 11\TEFICP, fiS~ ANt hlltllfE SE~-ICE 
ltE BIG 81TE - C(~~E~tltl fiSHERIES Of THE MlCClE ATLANTIC CCiAST 
ll.t~h cc 
CATCH, CCHERCHL flSt-11\G, ClSTFtiHllGII FATTERIIS, ECCNCMJC IMPACT, FINFISH 
l~Cl.STRY, flS~ tAfl~ESlt fl5HRIES 1 ~ARI<EliiiG 1 ~HELLFIS" 
342 
1~61 h~RfiS hJ Jf 
litE I'.ID-AUAtlliC IIIGI'Ilt A f-EHECTH i'.JIFIIIE GClt ~IN£ 
\II'S ~HilS<RIPl 
CONTIIIElllAL ShELft f1Nf1!~ J~ClSlR,, fiShERIES, IIAJ~~Al RESCLRCES, 




lc:il.t liAS! H 
A C~EC~ LIST OF TtE £1ClJI Cf lChER CtESAPEAKE BJI~ ~IlH INCLL!ICI\S FROM THE 
~PfER BJI~ ANC lr.E \l~Eli\IA~ !E' 
VlRGHtlA I"SlllUH Of l'tRJII£ SClfNCE SPECUL SCIEI\CE REPCRT, -'9CP 
BICTA, CHESAPEAKE UY, flSJ-;, 1111/ERlfeRATES, ~~-~~E~S 
1913 ~~~C"EY El Al 
A FIN RCT CISEASE Cf fiA~I~E A"[ E~~~tlllllf flShfS IN TrE 1\E. 'VCRK EIGHT 
TRJIIS -~ER FISt SCC 10~(3J, !9E-60! 
EllEflS~, FISH, FISH DISEASES, flS~ERIES 
1973 Aflf l<h 
A liE~ CYCl(flE~IC fiSH, liFAPIS IN,llllNLSr A!SCCIAlEC kiTh TI-E SE~ 
SCALLCft HIICCHCTEN M.HElUIIICt;S, JN THE IIESHRN 1\0RU AllAI\llC, ~IlH 
NClES C~ TI-E LIFAPIS llfARIS CCMFLEX 
CCPEIA 1Sl3(~), lt1-1~• 
BE~l~CS, DlSTPIBLTJCNJ FISh, eE£'~~ftiCJIL RfGICNS, NEKTCN 
l<.i5f GL~lEJi C.: 
A PEVJSEC liST OF ElPYtAll~E FISH£~ Cf ~0~1~ ~Nl ~ICDLE A~ERICA 
AMER MIOLA~D ~PllR ~6(2j 1 3~5-3~4 
AN~ORO~CLS flSiit CJTtC~C~CUS FJSt 1 fiSH 1 5ll1Nll' 
1913 H~H Clo 
A SURVEY OF ThE ~EA eA~S FISHE~~ 
Mil~ FI!., I<E\ 35(1-2J 1 19-2t 
BIFC EGGS, FISt, flStERIES, fl~~ING GEAR, ~AINF~ll l~TEN511Y 1 lRAPfi~G, 
TRJI~Ut.G 
1S6t NIC~Cl! PR 1 ~ILLER R\ 
P~ERICH ~tAL 
MAll RESCU ,Ill CCAH LEAH lil 1 1-4 
ANtCROPOL~ FISt, StA[, CllCH, CC~~fF(lAL fiStJ~(, CC~SE~~JliCII, FJS~ 
IS72 !liM!C~ FE, FRl~tL£ E 
ARHiliiliG Cf SVt<THllC-f IBER tHP....SEA MCO!lHG liNES AGAINST f 1Sh8IH 
WH(l TECH HP (1~-15), 1-3~ 
fiSHo fiSH BEH~\IC~t lESllhE 
l'.lt5 HESSLER RR. S.AhCE~~ tl B~THY~L LEFTCSTHlCI FRGM TtE CGI\llNENlAL 5LCPE CF ThE 1\CRTHEA!lER~ LNllEO 
HAlES 
CRLSTACEA~~ 9(1), 71-14 · 
BENT~O!r tChTINEI\TAl SLCFE, FISt, fiSt l~>CNCM~ 
19"l3 Hl!lT St 
BEl\ lHC FAI.~I! 
U~l~ RJ ~~~ FUEL S£R 2, C~S, 1-5, IC 
P~YSIOLOE,, tli!M!t CRASS, C~USTACEAl\S, FISMw ll\VEF1EE~AT£So 'CLLLSKS, 
C\'51ER~ 
1914 MARKLE Cf• ~lSIC~ Jl EE~THIC-!LCfE fiStES ftU~C AT 9CO' CEfTH ALONG A TRANSECT 1h THE hESTER!\ N 
ATUlhTIC CC EllN 
'ARI~E eitltGY 2tl3l, 225-233 
BEI\THIC f~Ul\A, CISTRlfUTICN PAliERNS. FISH~ !PECIATICI\t •ItDLE ATL~NTIC 
BIGHT 
1562 MAThER fJ lilt SARllEll ~R 
ELUEFih Tli\A CCMEI\TRtliCII FCU!\[ ClliliiG A lCH-liNE E>FU1Rtll0h Cf 11-E 
IIO~Th~ESTER~ AllA~TIC SlCPE 
CC,~ER FI5• REW 24121, 1-1 
FISh, FISHERIES, FlSrliiG GEAR 
1973 S~E~EU~IIE SW 
CELL nPES 1 DlFFERENlUL CELl CCI.IIlSo AP;C HCCC CHL IHASUI<EKENTS GF A 
PCRTUGESE SrARK, CE~l~CSC~~NlS C(ELCLEFIS, CJPTLrEt Al 10C F~lrOMS 
US CEPT CCMHF, FlSlc Elll ilL2h 435-439 
CYTOLOEICAL STUCIES, FISH, flSr PHlSICLCGYt .~f~TO~, SHJR~S, BlCOD ~ALLES 
1S13 lltSS f'.L 
CC~I'EI\lS C~ lCloEF CHE~tFEtKE f~\' EICTA 
VIRGINIA JCL~N~l Gf SCIEI\CE 24, l!i~ 
BICTA, ChE!APEAKE ~A,, FlSr, I•~ERlEER~l£!, VlFGllllA 
344 
l<J1'.l l'l.ISICK J~ 
CO,MUNilY Sl~LCTURE CF FlStES C~ TtE CON1Ih£NTAl SLCPE AhD RISE Cff l~E 
HJCDlE ATL~hTIC CC~ST Cf ThE l~ITEC SlATES 
SPECIAL SCIHTIFIC REfCfll H. '.lt, IIU.:, fHlHSTH PtHI\T 1 ~A 
AeLNC~hCE, CIVERSJTY, CO~TlNEhTAl Sr.ELF, CCNTihEhTAl ~lCPE, FISh, FISH 
I'CPIJlATICh! 
l'H<; MillER Rl; 
CCI\li~E~l~L ~IG~ATIC~S Cf fl!~ES 
UNCERIIHfR UlliR, HRll\G lSMJ, H-<l.t, 
CISTRIBUTICN, flS~, GEOGRAPHICAl REGICNS, ~IGFATICN, ~IGR~ll(l\ PATT£~NS, 
FHifltS, HGH~G 
1S5~ REltllJES Jll 
CONTJNUOL5 Dl!TRIBUTICI\ CF ·E~H~CEI\ ALO~G TtE SCllH ATLAI\TlC lND GLLF 
C0~51S Of THE lNllEC STAlES 
PRCC GLLF CA~Ie FISt lh!To 121t ~~· SESS 19!5, ~1-35 
SEASON~l VARIAllCNS, CCK"ERCIAL FII~ING, FISt, FIS•I~G. GECGPJPHitAL 
REGlCt-S 
19311 TA,.HG f>'l 
CEEP SEA FISHES Cf THE eEP,UCA OCEIIICGRAF~IC E)FfOlllC~, Ft~ILY 
AIIGllllliJAE 
ZCClCGIC~ 23Cl6), 313-31€ 
CISTRJE~TIGN, EEL!• FISH, GEOGRAPhiCAL REGICNS, LARVAE, !fASCIIAl 
ClSHIElTI Cll 
1H3 HflflEfl~~ lo 
i:ESCRIHJCI\ ~Nil C ISTRifUT ION Cf NH SHCII-IEI\S CF lHE FISH UI'CGEN\'S Glllt 
FPCH THE "ESlE~N NC~lt ~lLtNll( 
J flSH PES Ell 0~ 3C llCh 155S-15t4 
~Ew SPfCIES, CISTRISUTICN, FIS~, EECGRAPHICAL ~EGICI\S, NEKlC~t MtRfHCLCc\' 
1910 SMllr lo(, FAr~\' 'F 
DESCRlPliG' CF EGGS A~O ltR~AE CF lrE SU~I'E~ fLCL~CE~, FA~tLICrTr\'S 
tE~HllS 
US BUR SPCRl fl!r hlltLIFE PE~ FEF t1~), 1-21 
AN~TCM~, BE~THCSt fiSH, FL~TfiSht tt~\AEt Fl(~f~l5 
lSfC JLNE FCt ~Cl1h~A\'~ C~ 
CElERMII\INE ~GE Cf AlLPNTIC MENhAC£~ FRCI' THEIR SCALES 
lS fiSH ~JLCllfE SER\, f15H Slll tCtlill, 3~3-342 
AGE, GRnH-:, FISH, fiSr. ~CHES 
lSJE JCNfS P~ £1 AL 
CEVElOPMEhT Cf FISHES Cf lJiE IIID-ATLAI\HC BHMT 
PUll lSfliS t lrCl 
BEHA~ID~, ATLAS, CJSlRIELTICI\, FIS~. FISH fG&S, JlVEI\lLE GRCiilH STAGE~ 
URVAE 
191E CHESAPEAKE SJCLCGICAL LAB 
OHELCPIIEfi.T Cf FlSh£5 Cf TH IH£-AlUfH I( EIU·T. AI\ ~HAS Cf EGG, LAR11AL 
Al\t JUVENILE STAGES. VCl.l-t 
USF~S 8IOL SEPV P~CG f•S 
CllS.79 
1.( 
ATLAS, EGGS, FISt, fJSt'lAXCI\C~Y, ~~CWJH SlAGES 1 JlVENILE Fl~~ES, LARVAE 
1S73 HCLLA~O Bf~ YELVEFlC~ Gf 
CISTIHfUTHN Al\.0 BJOlC{}CAl STUOJE.S Of ANAOROf!OI!S F1SI1ES Cff.StORE NCRTH 
CAROLHA 
NC CEPl 1\HlJR ECCN RESIL'R SPEC SCI REF (24.h 1-132 
SEASONAl VARIAJICNS, CATCh, FEC~~DllY, FEE£11\.G FATES, fiSht FISh OJETS, 
fiSt! I<IGRA11Ul\, HISfi.CHGYt HHIH 
1S~2 ~ARA~ AR ET ~l 
CISTRIEUTIC~ Cf fJSh E'ES ANO l~RV~E, TE~PERATLRE. A~C SALINITY IN ThE 
GHRGES i!AM<-Gtllf Cf t<A 11\f AHA 1 1'3.:5 
tJS FISt; hllDLifE SEI<Vt HH SCJ FH flSI- ('illlr 1-66 
tAlA, EGGS• FISH• LAFV,E, SALINJ1Yt TEMPE~AltJREt ZODPLA~KTC~, CCASlAL ZC~E 
1962 S'UIRf Jl 
DI!TRlBUliCN OF lLNA! lh ThE CCEANIC-~CRlHkESl ATLANTIC 
IICRLO SCI ~£ETI~G lllU llt'AS, U JCllt, JUl'f 1962 1 EXPER PAP 12Ut l-313 
CUI< RENTS IIIHfR 1. EXPLUAllCI\ 1 fiSh, SEASOAI. CJlHIIHUHCN 
1S62 SHJU JL 
CISTRlfUTI~N DF T~NAS Ia CCEAI\IC ~AlEFS Of TH£ 1\CFlhkE!TER~ ftllA~TIC 
US FISH hlLDLiff !fP~~ FlS~ EllL 621211~, 322-341 
COMMUNITY, Sf~SOI\IL VARiftllCNS, fi~H, FISHI~G 
1916 NEW JERSEY £EPAR1·E~1 OF EI\V1j(~~EI\1Al FPGl~CTION 
DI~lSION CF FISH, GA~ft ANC !hflLFI!hEPIES l\i16 
fACT SHEET fCP fNCA~GfRf£ ~~[ ~O~G~IIE SPECIES f~CJECT 
~~fletJSHEC MIMEC 4Pf 
ENCAhGEREO SPECIE!, fl!h~ ShELlfiSh 
1915 NEll JERSEV CfPART~E~T Of EN\IRC~MENlAl FRClECllCN 
£IVISIOI\ CF FISh, GA~f, A~C ShELlFIShERIES, £NCAI\GER£C AND 1\CI\GAME SPECIES 
PRCJECT 1St5t ti\Cti\GEREC, ThREATE~EC tNC ••• 
NEW JERSEV STATE REGISTER, APPIL .lC SPP 
EftitAI\GEilED 5FECIE5t FISh, SHLLFISt-
1Si5 lrO~A~ Cl El ,l 
ECCLCGIC~l ~TUCIES I~ TrE BAYS AND CTHER ~AlE~ ~AlS NEAR l111LE EGG ll\LEl 
Al\.0 IN T~E CCE~N JN lrE OCEAI\. IN ThE VlCINJlY Cf ThE f~OPOSEt SITE FOA ~TL 
GENER~liNG STA, ~CL 1 FISh£5 
ICtlHYGl ASSOC li\C,4SO 
ECOLOGY, EN,IRON~ENTAL EFFECTS, fi!t-, PC~ER flAI\TS 
1S~3 lClNG JS, GlB.StN CI 
EFFECT Of THER~Al EfflLENl CN MI~RAlli\G ~EI\hECEI\. 
I<AP PCLL EULL 4161, S4-S6 
flSh 1 FISH MIGFATICN, fJSh~ILL 1 THEP,.AL fCLLl11C~t ThEF,.,l FC~ERPLANJS 
l91t SINCE~M~N CJ 
EffECT~ CF CCAST~L PCLlUTJCN c• FJ.St A~O flShEFifS Mllh FA~TJCULAR 
REfERE~CE TC TI-E ~JCtl£ ATl~~TlC i!I€1-il 
IN GRCSS ~G IECI ~JCDLE ~~L~hliC CCI\llNENTAl ShELf A~C ThE ~V eiGHT 
P28l-J01, AlSC SfEC Sl~f ~ 
.QUACLLIUREt ECCLCE!CAL !~P~Cle fiS~e FISh Cl!E~SE!o hAlEF PClLUliCI\ 
1964 EISLU E 
ER,THRCCYTE CCLNlS Al\0 HEfCGLCEJ. CC~lENT I~ ~JNE SPECIES Cf ~ARINE 
TELECS1S 
C~ESAPE~~t SCI 6(~), 11~-l~C 
FISH, FJS~ fHYSIOLCG~. eLCCt V~l~ES 
l\i1C OAH S J 
E~FLCRJ~~ fC~ SCtCGLI~~ PEL~flC FIStES IN MIClLE AllA~llC BIGHT 
CCMMERCI~L FISI-ERIE! RE\lEh !~131, 23-24 
FISH, FISH 'ftN~GEMINT, fiSt FCflLATICI\S, llltllf ATLAI\TIC EIG~T 
1~12 U.S. OEPAR1~E~l [f I~lE~lC~t f!Sr A~D ~ILtLJFE SfRVICf 
FISI- ANC kllCLIFE IN ThE NCRTh ~TL,NllC REGICNAL ~ATER RESCLR~ES SILO'• 
AFPENCD C. 
IN, L.S. IR~1 CCRF5 Cf flli~lNEEFS N.All~NT. ~tTER RES STLLY. N. AlL. (1~, 
~y 
FISh, SlR\EYS 1 ~AlER RESCLRCES •• ILtLlfE 
IS1t HE~~E.llH ~( 
FISHERIES ANt l'fi\EI<iAEU llESCURCES Cf THE 1\0~lt!llt:Sl ATLAI'iJIC HtElf 
II\, B. MANC~Jll CftiTC~l EfffCTS Of ENERG' REL~TEO ACTJVITJES Cl\ T~E 
ATLANTIC CC~TII\EI\TAL Stflf. eRCC~~lVEI\ N~T•L L~B. ASSO( UNJV, INC 
MAR IM BICLCGY, tOHilHI\UL SHLF• EI\ERG'J. FISti, fiSHEIIIfS, ~ESCURtES 
1913 SHUI SEe FHlT S[ 
FISHERIES, CHAPTEF t 
COASTAL tilt CffSHRE HVII<OI\1-\ENTAL 1lWEI\1Cl<Y1 CAPE tiATlERA.S 1C NANTUCKET 
SHCALS, UNl~ CF Rio ~AF PLEL SE~ 1\C 2 
FHti• fl~H PCPLLA1IC~~. FISH£RJES, LIFE tiSlHY SlUClES 
UH BEA~ llA 
FISHS CCLLECTEC flY IIU.LIU f SEAl ttl CHESJlPUKE BA'I AT CJlPE CHARLES CITY, 
VI~GINIJl, !EPT 16 10 OCTC8ER 3, l~SC 
P~OC LS NAl foiLS l6(S43J 1 83-54 
Cl1tSAP£AKE E~Y, fl!t 
~~~€ SCCTl liE, 116EC Stl 
FOOO ANt FEED lNG 11AB llS Of SWCRCFI St!, X lfio!HS GtHlUS, If\ U·E t<ESTERfoi 
t.CFlH HlAHIC 
J fiS~ RES eo CAt\ 25f~), 5C3-~15 
fiSH, Fl~~ DIETS, fRfOAllC~, CCASliL ZCfoif 
1911 RITCHIE CE 
G~OUNt fiSH RESCUCE liSSESSMEf'IT Cf (hOPT~follit .1'\ANTICIJKE AND ltllGMICC RaERS 
FPC~ NDV 1573 lC CCl 151~ 
CHE~ BlCL LAB REF 1\C 7i-C6 
ASSESS~£N1St FISh• flStERIES, RESClFCES 
1973 RiTCHIE CE 1 KCC lS 
HYCROLOGIC AND ECU.HICAL EffECTS Of ENLAJ<CEMENT CF HIE CHSAFEAl<.E ~~C 
CHAUlU: CANAL 
11 APFEICIX VI FISh SLR-E'f J~ ~~RYLAI\t fDRTJONw CHESAPEAKE BJCLDGICAL 
l~BCRAlOR'I, lNJV OF ~·~~LA~D 
ABUNDANCE. CHESAPEA~E 8,1, CISl~IElllCflt fiS~. fiSH FASS~G£S, SURVEWS, C + 
c (AI\Jil 
19f2 iiCCLCCTl \IS 
INTRASPECIFIC VARIJITIC~ I~ ThE kHITt FERCh RDCCUS AMERICANUS CGMELINI 
CIHSAP£A~E SCI .H;;:J, 5~-113 
tNtllROI'OUS FISh, ePACKISH hATER, DO~HAfiT Cll£#dSI\S• FISH., SALIIIITY, 
lE~PERAHRE 
19H ~CJ<HI\'1 HI 
LAPV~l ~1\t Atlll ST~GE~ Of Tr£ ST~C~ATECIC Fl~h fSENfS REGtll~ kllr 
COM~ENT5 ON 115 CLA!SIFIC~TlCI\ 
Blll ~AR 5(1 G~lf CtPif 11121 1 210-236 
GRCWTH, SREECli\G, FISrt LAR~~E, VERllCAl ~IG~~TIOI\ 
1555 "C~Uft Jl ET Al 
LHGTH, HICHT AI\C AGE CCfoiFOSlliCtl Cf THE f'EIII'IJCEII CHC!< Ill ~IRGitdA 
killERS 
llf!MJL AI\D CCEANC(R 4U), l4!-lt2 
AGI~G lfiCLCGICALI, G~Chltt FIS~, LE~GTH, ~IFGlNlJl 
1512 E~ER'f (C, LCtlfl E 
LIFE liNl WESTERN NCRlt ATLAI'ITIC CCfAI\, 1CfCG~JlPH'I 1 ~OCAS, SlRlC1uAE 1 WATER, LIFE, AND !EOI~E~TS 
Afo\E~ ASS FEl~OLEU~ GECL ~E~. {11) 1 !04-332 
BEI'<THDSt FHH, NITPCGEI\, NUTRIE~TS, OFCANIC I!J!11El<., PliHGHH\1\TCtl, 
RHIH~, 
1965 CHlllENCE~ ~E J~ 
liFE IHSl(JR'I At.C ECOUiGY IJF TM Jll•lRIC~I\ 51-H.o .CLOSA SAPICISSJMA, 11\ THE 
DEUI~~RE IHVER 
PH C DISSE~TATICN, RLTGERS U~I\E~SIT¥ 1 NEW B~UI\SI<ilCK 
SHAD. CELA~A~E ~~~ER, fCCLCGV, FIS~, lifE ~!STORY STLCIES 
1576 ~USICK JA, tflE K~ 
liFE ~ISTORY, ECOlOGY, AND BEHA~ICR Cf LlfA~lS 11\,llll~US (PISCES, 
CVCLOPTENitAEJ ASSCCIATEC hllH ltE SEA SCALLCF, PLACCfEClEtl MtGELLAI\ICLS 
N~FS flSHEJY ELLLElll\ 741~J, 405-4~1 
ECOLOGY, FISH, fiSH BEHA\lCR, liFE HJSTCPY SlltlE5 1 SCILLCF5 1 MltDLE 
AlUNllC EHtiT 
IS14 •cu~G JS 
MENhAOf~ '1\C POW£F FLA.TS - J1 GRC~ING CG~CER~ 
~AR FISH RE\ 3~11CJ, 1~-43 
FISH, LAP~tE, LA~Y~l GFCklr Sl,G£, fC~EF Plt~TS 
1S13 CCCCRCl El tl 
HRCURY CGIICENTRATICt.S IN fiSh Pllli'.KlCII, Al\0 looATER FflO lh~H ill:SHKII 
ATtA~TIC E~lLAFIES 
J fiSH EICl ~. 641-647 
EllLOGY, FISh, ~Et~' METALS, MERCUFY 1 METALS, Flji\~T(N 
34«.i 
197! G~EIG ~~ £1 ~L 
IIERCt.R't CCfo.CHTRHimS It< fiSh, fo.CFlt 'lLAt\lU: CffSHUE liATER5-lS7l 
PE~TICICE a£t.JTC~lfo.G JCL~~tl S(ll• 15-20 
FIS~• ~EAVl METALS• ~EFCLR't 
19~9 SACKU~ R~ El Al 
RESCPELAGIC FISHES AI\[ THERaAL FFC~TS IN ThE ~ESTERN s•RGASSC SEA 
aAf £1Cl 3t~J, 81-lCt 
fJSh, NEKTON 
1c;1~ Mill-ER fJ Ill El Al 
IUGRAlltt. Jf\C tiSHIElllCfl tf litHT£ I'~Rllll ~tiC flUE M~Rllti IN lt!E AllAI'tllC 
tt:Uf> 
lS DEPT CO.I'ER. fiSH 8lll lCI~l2 ~E3-29E 
AtGE, CAJCt-, C ISH lliUTICI"', f 1St . ., llff CYCHS 1 IHGiiATICN1 TA€G Jt;G 
l«.ilt tl.!i. tEPI!Rli',Et.l Cf COHI'CE 
P.nTAllHES Cf FJSJ-; Atoll HHlflS*i ASHCIATEO lillh ANCJIJC 8Cl1CI' IIATER Ill 
THE lUCDLE ATUIIIHC eU:tH 
lATIC~Al ~ARJNE fiSHERJES SER~JC£ 11 SAIICY httK. ~.J. 
flSt- 1 I'C~UliTY, CXYCiEN REQliJRfli.fJITS, SHEllfl.5H 
l%C SffiiMifli S 
~ATURAL Hl~TCRl CF ThE SJ~CS~R lt:J~X £ULJ~JA ~JLEERTI 
lS FISH ~lltliH Sfllll, fiSt: El.ll tlU'i8h 1-3£ 
GROWTh, 8FiECI~G. CO~PETITIO~, FISh• LIFE C\CLE!, FREO,lJC~, ~EV1Eh5, 
SEASONAl DISTRIBLTIC~, SHAR~$, fEE£1~~ 
1S~4 HERSEY JB, 8~C~lS P~ 
~Eh E~JOENCE ltAT ~IERITIIIG (;~S BUEELES, fR08~8l~ lhE SWIM6LAOOERS Of 
FISh, ARE lARGELY ~ESFCfo.SlBLE ftR SCAlTERIN' lA~ERS (~ lHf CC~Tl~EhTAl 
Rl~E SCllh Of hE• f~Gll~[ 
DEEF SU liES lC3J, l'>C-JS 1 
fiSt:, fiSt: ~IG~~1ICN 1 £hJM~I~G 1 ~ERliCAl ~lGf~liC~ 
19~7 eAUUS IH· 
NClE! C~ MESTE~N NCRlh Pll,NllC ShiR)S 
CCPEI~ 431, ~4t-l4t 
FISH, FISH DlflS, FISH FCCt t~G~~~~;s, FISH l~)C~CI'Yt FlSrERlESt fCCDSt 
GECG~APHit~l REGJCNS, Sri~KS 
1913 ILCHI~~~ CC 
OCCURRENCE Cf ~ATURE REDfl5H, ~EfA!lfS M'R1Nl5~ IN SfCFT flShE~~ Cf THE 
NEil YCR~ SIGHl 
US DEPT COHR1 HSI-: lllll HI2J, 'H1-5<:i6 
FISH, ~EKTC~, !PORT FISH, SFC~l flS~l·G 
1914 FA~A'4 tot 
CCCuRRENlE Cf Sll\ER H~KE, ~E~LVCCilS ElLI~ElRJS, EGGS ~NC LA~\AE ALONG 
THE ~ICCLE AlLANlJC CO~JINE~lAL SHelf DURI~G 1St6 
FISnEIH EIJLLETIN 72(3), H3-t34 
CC~ll~E~l~L SHELF, fiSH 1 fiSt EGGS, LA~VtE 
1~16 lAI~t CE El tl 
CCCt.RRHCE Cf :t UUlHJt CRlSlllCEAN~ I'UtllDA-FCRUfS AM:I 
t-~,U~I DC1'S 1 S-BERtH.C fZ I IN TU; CHSAFHH UUIJ Cf HE HSTEI<ti f\CRTh All AU IC 
CCEA~ . 
US NATL MAl< fl.Sii HRII fiSH SUL 14(,2}, 4t2-<(jt3 
ANIMAL GFDlPINtS 1 fCCLCGYt fl!t, CCEt~C,~AfhY 
19U +IAI'ER PE 
P~RT 31 ~lGRATCRY FATTER~S Cf SOliE NEll JERSEY STRIPED BASS. MCRDNE 
SA>AliLIS · 
tiN) ECCLCGICAl CCNSICE~tliG~S fCR OCEAN SITES Off NEll JERSE~ fOR PROPOSED 
NUCLEAR GEI\HAliNG SHliOII~ ~. l-2~ 
BREEDING, SEASCIIAL ~ARllllC~s. fiSH, flS~ ~IGR~TICIIt SEASCtl'l 
tiSlRIElliCNt Sl~lfEt E•ss, l~(GJ~( 
1S72 MIJR~~SKI ~5 
PA~T 31 RE!LLTS Of lAGGING EXFE~I~E~lS CF !LM~E~ FLCLNOER, PA~ALIChTHYS 
DE~T~lL~ 1 COIIOLCTEt Ill liE• JERSE~ ~tlf~S fR(~ 1910 10 l9t7 
IINJ eccL cc~s HR oum snes cFF IIJ Hi< HCF NLC GEN STATio~s 2, l-73 
BENTHCS, fREEtlNG, SE,!C~AL \AFIATIC~S. fiSt, fiSH MlGFATIC~. flATfiSH• 
SE~SO~AL, l'GEIIIG 
1Si4 HAEORICH RL 1 HE~tfF~(~ NF 
PElAGIC FCCO (f ((F1FHtE~CltES AR~tTLSt A DEEP Ef~T~IC RATTAIL 
OEEP-SEA RES 21(9) 1 7!9~1~4 
Bf~TtOS, fiS~, FIS~ [JflSt ~E~l(~ 
1911 PANCIFC\ FJ 
PCLY~UCLEAr< AFCMAiiC .,CFCCARBO~S 1~ 'ARI~E TISSUES 
E~\SCI t~C TECH lltlCI, S~s-S9~ 
ARC,ATIC CC~P[L~tSe ~~~~RCfODSt 'TLA~TIC GtEtN, £1CASSt~. fiSh, MOLLUSKS 
3! 1 
lS63 OESHII.ol Df 
FOSTLA~IIA OF l~E kHITE ~ARLI~ TET~IflLRLS AltiiDLS F~O~ THE fLCRIO.ol C~~~ENT CFF l~E CA~GLI~A~ 
BUll M~R SCI GLLf CA~RIS l311lo liJ-132 
FISH, FIS~ lAXONCM,, flORitA, GECGFAFhiC•L REGIC~St LAF~tE 
19~2 HEI~TZEL·A~ CE IEC11CPJ 
RARE AND E~DA~GERED fi!H A~[ ~ILCLIFE Cf ~E~ JERSEY 
SCIE!ICE HIES tiC 4 
NEll JERSE'\' STATE IIUHl•, lliEtiTCII• 1\U. JERSn 
ENCAIIGEREO SfEClE~, fiSH, lllUI.IfE 
1914 HAEDRICH RL, f(ll(~l Fl 
RA~ELY SEE~ flS~ES CAPTURE[ I~ HUDSC~ SIJEMtRINE CANYON 
J FISh RES ED CA~ !llilt 231-~!9 
BEaTHDS• EFUSt CC~TRCL, t!STRlfUTlC~, FIS~, JEKTCN 
1S~2 ~EPSE'4 JB tl Al 
RECENT fl~tlNGS ABCUl ltE tEfP SCAlTE~lNG Lt~ER 
J I'AR ~ES 11111 1 1-S 
DI~RIIAL CISl~IBLTICIIt fiSh, fiS~EFlE~ 1 VERTICAL MIGRATlCII 
lCJl.:! HHEF ~lo 
~ECCRCS Cf fiS~fS FO~ THE MI[OLE ATLANTIC STAlES AND ~lRGINIA 
ACAG. NAT .. SCI. Pt-.ILA. Fl<CC. 1/Cl 64 FAI<Tl 1 34-5~ 
CHESAPEil.KE fA~, fl~h, GECHHtJOL RHIC~S, 1/IFGINIA 
ISle 'N[Ef<SCII H 
~EVEilSEC SUI'f'ER FLCLMEF PARJLHHTtYS-DEHATI..S HOI' lH I" HClE AlLA~TlC 
BlGHl 
Elll ~S tC~C SCI 23CJJ, 29-41 
ANATCMY, DE~ELCP.EI\1, VE~lEeRAlfS. ECCLCG,, fiSk, fl!t lAXC~C~Y, FLITFISH, 
NEr<IIE CELU 
191! StllH ;G El AL 
SEASCN'L CJSlRISLTlt~S Cf lAFI/tl fLATfiS~ES {flEL~ONECllfCR~ESl ON THE CONTI~eNTAL StElf BEl~fE~ CAFE CCO, ~ASS,CtLSfllS tNC CtP~ LCCKCUT 1 NCRT~ CARCll~A, l~tS-1~66 
1\C~A TEC~ I<EPT S~Ff-£91 
FISH, LAR~'E• L~R~~l ~R(hlh 51AGE, SE,SCIIAL Ol~TRIBUliC~ 
1946 ~E~Rl~E~ JV. EJ ~l 
SEA5011Alll'h AHHAIICE• A~D lli'VERSin Cf FISHU II\ TliE FIAIII<HAUI<. l<JIIEI<• 
'VlFGllllA f1~1C-1~7ll 
C~ESAPEAKE ~CIEIICE 11(41 43~ -45 
~SlNtAI\CE, DIHRHH, I:ISTI<IELTICI\, FISH• SE~SCt.H tlSUIElllCN 
1S11 CCllili\A1 ~R JR 
SEJUAl tiMCRFtlSM CF lhE SCL~O fRCOUCIIIG JECt~IIISJ C 
f ltE STRIPE( CU!K-EEl 1 RISSCLA ~ARGIIIATA CFISCES, CFHICllEAE), CCPEIA 
lSll (2), 25~-26t 
CCIISTI!l HVJRCIII'£111, EHS 1 fiSh SEXliAt.. f'All..lillY, SOliN[ hA'oiES 
1Sf4 HlH.Af! JF, 1\ICf,.ClSCI\ 1<1< 
SEXl./ll MllUR~TlON ~1\C 5FA~I\ING CF /llL/lNTIC I'E~h/lOEN 
l.S fiSh "'ILOllfE !fR~ FISH BUll 63t~!t 255-2Jl 
GRCWTH 1 BREECJ~t, SEASCNtl '~RlATlCI\S, EGGS, flSht GONAtS 
1976 GRCSSLEII\ flO . . 
SOME RESll TS Cf F 1St SlRH~S Jl\ llif HC-IlllAHIC 1JIPCRlAII1 HR ASSESSIIIG 
EN,IRCNI'E~llll !~PACTS 
1~, MICOLE 'llA~llC CChli~EIIT~L ShElf AND ltE 1\Ek ~OR~ BIGtT, MG GRCSS 
CE£) A~ SOC llM~O ll~t OCEANCG~ Ll\t 
ENVIRO~~E~TAl EFFECTS, FISt, lMFACTS, S~R~EYS 
l~t~ HERSE) JB El Al 
SCLIIt-SCATTERING SfECTFA CF CEfP SCATlERihG LAYER I~ThE kE!TEFN NCRlH 
/lllAIIliC OCHN 
DEEf-SE~ ~ES S«3,4), l~t-ilC 
BUOYANCY, fiS~, GECERAFtlCAl REGICfl5, SCLNt k~VES, vERliCAL ~IGR~llCN 
l9i5 P ICHRCS hJ 
SPA~NI~G CF Bl~Efl~ ll~~ lltl~IILS lt)~hUS) 11\ Ttf ATLA~TIC OCEAN Alll 
~DJA(Hl ~EAS 
SOlT~E~ST fiSHERIES CE~lE~. N.~.F.S., MIA~l, FLCRICII, CCIIlRIBUJICN ~C 431, 
lCFP 
FIS~, FlStERJES. SFAh~lN( 
l'i75 S~lH llll 
!PCRl FIShiNG IN ~ESlf~~ CEL~ht~E E,Y, A~ ASSESSMtNJ Cf C~ITJCAl AREAS 
CCllE(E Cf ~ARI~E STLCI£S 1 UNIVERSllY CF Cfl~~ARE C~SRA~N~15 
F!St1 fiStl~G, ~PQ~T FI~h, SfC~l FIStiiiG, CELA.AFE B~' 
l96C REII\TJES Jilt RCllt~A'R C~ 
SU~'E' Cf THE CCE'I\ fiShERIES Cff EElthAkE EAY 
US fiS~ klltllfE SERV, 5FEt SCI REP fiSH 13411 1 l-18 
FJNFIS~, SE~SCI\Al ~ARIATICIIS, CAlC~, CCM~EFCJAL f1SH 1 (C~~E~(l~l FJShliiGt 
FISh, FIShEFJE!, flSHJ~(, FlStl~G GEAf 1 StfllflSt 
1~16 BRt•~ BE El •t 
THE. EfHCl Cf flHU.(; ct.·K/IRIH flHISH BIOIIlS~ IN ThE NCRlHESl ATLANTIC 
FRCM l~E GLLF OF ~AINE 10 CAPE HAllERt~ 
lfllfllfi.!TICHL CCI'fl.lSSICI\ fCR HE 1\ClllhwfST /ll.l./llll IC, fiShER lES Bl.llElll\ NO 
12 
BICkASS, f)PlOiltliCI\, Fl5t 1 FISt ~/ll\/lGE~EI\1 1 flS~JNG. 
l'lU GlSE'I lof 
lHE fiSh 111\C hllCllfE FESCl.KtES CF ltE MJD[lf AlLIINTIC EIGhT 
El\liiRCNMENHl 'ffAIR5, ~t.HL OIL C£, HCUSTU 1 TEXAS 
CCNlli\EI\TAl SHU, fiSh, fiSH HFLHTlCNS, 1\~TICI\Il.l HSlCRlC PARKS, 
1\ATLRAL ~ESCURCESt Sl.~Vf)S, ~Iltllf£ hABITATS 
1564 BRW,~TSER ~~ 
l~E INflUENCE Of ~AlER ~ASSES Of THE ~E~ ENGt..tNt ~NC ~CvA SCCTIA SHElf CN 
lhE FORMtTJO~ CF CC~~EfCIAl CC~CEI\l~ATlCNS Cf tfRRlNG 
ICI\itf EII\HON SYfi.P RCME l'i64, SEf<il.:i23J, CCt.lRHl (f-41. UP 
CCNTINENTAL SlCPE, fiS~, f!ShEFIES 1 •ERRINGS 1 SIILINI1~ 1 SEtSCNAL 
DISlRIBlllCN, TE~FEfATL~E, hl~£S 
1St~ Ml.!ICI<. JA, ~CEACtFAN Jt 
THE SQUtlClt St~R~ ECtliiCF~IIILS BliLCLS Cff VIRGJ~lll 
COFEIA 19~S (11, 2C5-2Ct 
COASTAl ~AlEFSt fiS~. fiSt DIETS, ~fKTC~, ~CAf~CLCGV, S~A~KS, VIRGINIA 
1Si1 G~EIG RA, ~EN2LCFF r~ 
TRACE ~flALS IN FIS~ f~C~ TtE aEhVCRK BIG~T 11\1: LCIIG ISLA~D SCUNO USA 
M~R PCll Blll S(SJ, 19E-~CC 
MH .. Al FAltlCUJGY, ECCHG), FISH, FISHERIES, , ~nH fGllLTICt., WHER 
FESCLflCES 
1S11 loE~llCFF C~ ET tl 
TRACf ~ETALS IN GAGANIS~S fRC~ CCEA~ CISPCS'l SITE! Cf ThE ~I[Cl~ EASTE~~ 
lNITEO SlATE! 
A~Ct E~VlACII CCNlAM lCJJCCL 614), 3~5-4C9 
PCLLLTJC~, ECOLCGICAL lMFACT, flSHt ~E·~~ ~ElAlSt ~C~IlC~l~G, S~EllflS~, 
I!A5TE DISHSAL 
l~6i MftltE~ fJ ET ~l TR~NSAll~hTIC ~l(RAllC~~ CF ~CL~G_ELLEFIN Tl~l 
J F I~h RES EC CAJI 24 tS), l<JSl-H<J A 
FISh, FISt ~IG~~TIC~, ~lGRtliO~, Ml~~ATIC~ PJllER~S 
1978 JOES H ET tl ( CES 78 12 USA FISh AN£ wiLDLIFE <ERVICE EICLCGICAL SER~ICE PFOGRIM fk.- -
CEvELCPMENT Gf FISHES iF THE ~It AllA~llC BlG.l AN AlLASCF EGG LARVAL AND 
Jl~ENllE SlAHS 
FISH wlltUFE SER\ \Ol 1-6• .t2HP GRPHOLOGY BISLICGRAPhlESt ~RC~lHt CISlRlflTICa, ECCLCG~, FISH, P~YLCGENV, M 
l~cl JlDl ~H A~ <tAO VALIDllY Cf ~GE tETERMINATICI\ FRCM SCALES Cf ~·RKECA~ERIC •: 
LS FISH iilLClllFE HR\i 1 FISH Blll 6HUl51, 161-HC 
AGE, SHAD• FISHo LIFE CYCLES, fiSt SCALES 
191:3 CES'tl.\~ cp, CAlliS H ITH kHll£ MARL!., TEl~~PTUFUS tlfltUSo I~ THE MlttLE AlLANllC BIGhT, W 
ceSER~AliONS ON THE h~CRCGRAFH~ OF lHf flSHl~G ~RCl~OS 
COfElA llJo 61-SS 
AGEt FISH, GCNADSt CXYGE~,· fEEtl~G 
l<Jt:2 ec•~~cs RL El AL . . c 
•INTER •ATER JEMffRAlUPES ANt ~~~ A~NClAlED Ll.l 
SHOALS 10 CAPE 11A1HI<AS A.LEAHCSS Ill CI<I.IISf II( 
US FISh WlLtllfE SER\t SPEC ~Cl REf FISh (39JJ, 
CATA, tlSTRIEUTIC~, fiSt, FlStl~Gt GECGRAftlC~L 
TRA~Ll~Gt CSTECL(G~ 




1S72 SllMSCII fBt FRIHt£ f AR~CRING (f SYNT~£1IC-f1BER CEEP-SEA MOO~I!IG liNES AGAlNSl flShBllf 
WHCl TECH PEF (12-15,, 1-3~ 
FISH, FISH BEHA~JCF. 1£~1I~G 
l'lt<J 8A~A~~ CA 
CISTRIEUTJCN, GRCkl~ A~C EEH~VID~ Cf ThE SfOll£0 HAKE I~ ltE CtESAFEAKE 
BIGhT 
VIMS ThESIS ICCLL klllltM A~D ~ARYJ 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CtEStPEA~E EA~, fiSt B£tAvlCR, YC~K RIVER 
lSJt ~USICa JA, AflE ~~ 
lifE HISTC~~. ECCLCG¥ 1 ~~C SfHA~ICR Cf llfA~IS I~'Ulll~US {PISCES, 
CYCLCPlE~ IClEl A~SCCIAlEC HTH HE SEA SCALLC.f 1 PL~CQFEClEI\ 1\tGELLAI\lClS 
M~FS fiSHHV ELLUllt. i4\I<J, <CS-421 
ECCLOGY, FISH, FISH BEt,\ICR 1 LIFE ~ISTO~Y ST~CIES, SCtLLOFS 1 MICDLE 
ATlAt.TIC EIHil 
1~17 KE~t~LL Ali J~ 
PAT1ERNS CF LARVAL FISh D1STRIBU1l(~S II\ THE MICCL£ ATLAI\TIC SIG~T 
II\: fRCCEEtHGS Cf CCHEREI\U, EffHlS OF ENEI<l:Y-RELATEC ACTIVITIES CN THE 
ATLANTIC CONTli\E~lAl !HELF. SRCCKH~\f~ 1\Al LAE, ~C~, 1~75 
.fiSt BEhAVIOR, LIFE HiSlC~Y STUCIES, ~~RJ~f FISh, RESCLRCt CEvELCF~f~T 
···~·-···~·~···~·~·~···············~·-··············~~···················· FIS~ CCN~ERVAliO~ 
****************~·-·~·~············~·······························~······ 
1 H1 El\t ill GL 
l'iJSlC!UC~L SU!lf C.lH r<ECCHS thli SI.~I'URY SHTJSTICS FIJI< 
MAI\AGE•E~T P~OJE(l 
VI•S G~~l I<Fl 'L~3t.1~3ES~ 
CAl(H, fiSH CC~SEF~~Tlc~, FISt MA~~tfMENT, S~Rf ClAM 
SUi< F CLAM 
~···~························~····~·~····································· fiSH IJ JETS 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1~73 HCLLA~C Bf 1 ~El~EFTC~ ~f 
DlST~JelTION Al\0 BICLCGICAL STLCIES 0~ ANttllC.ClS F15~ES CFFS.GRE ~CMTh 
CAPOl HA 
NC tEPl t.~llR ECCN RESCU SHC SCI HF (~lil. 1-132 
SE.SO~Al V~RlATJCNS, C~TCh, f£CUI\0Jll, FEE[l!IG R~TES, FISH, fiSH DJETS, 
FISH ~lGRATIO~t ~EIS~Cl(GY 1 FEE[l~G 
l~tS SCOll ~e. TIBEt ~~ 
FCC£ A~t ffECl~G ~ABllS Of S~CROfiSh, XlPhiAS GtADIUS. IN lhf kESTE~N 
i\01<111 ATlAllliC 
J flH RES tO C.llt. 2.5t5); CJC3-Sl~ 
fiSh, FISt tlElSt PREC.TIOt., CCA!TJL ZCN£ 
l<J15 SHBU<Rl Gil 
FOOO,HABilS OF scu: CEHRSAl HStif~ Cf T11E Cttl'liUti'Hl StCff lll\0 RJSf 
Vl~S ltESIS (II Atl't •l SfCEfliRY GR 
BENTHC fAUNA, CCt>TIMNlH SliElf• [Eff-iiAlU ~AEllATSt C.EI'ERHL flShfSt 
Fl !H OIElS 
l~Si B"IIU ftl 
NCTES CN WE!TEFN NCRlt AllA~llC SHARK! 
CCFEU (3$, 24t-.i<4t 
FISH, Fl~~ CIE1S• fl!t fCCL CRGAllSMS, fiSt TAXOI\O~Y, fiSHf~JES, fOOtS, 
GEOGRAP~ICAL PEGICNS, StARKS 
l<J14 hAECRlCt RL, .ENCE~!CN ~R 
PELAGIC FCOC (f tCRVPtAfN(l[ES ~R~AlLSr A ClEF EENlhlC ~~TTAJL 
CE£P-!EA RES 21(9), l3S-l44 
BHHiOS, FISH, fiSt Cl£1S, NEKTCN 
1969 MUSlCK JA, ~(EACt~AN JO 
l~E SQLALCID S~A·K ECHINCRti~l! fRlCLS Off 'IR~l~lA 
CCFfiA 1969 lllt .i<05-2Ct 
CC~SlAl ~ATERS. fl!to FISt DIETS, ~E~TCN, 'OFPtOLOG,, SHARKS, Vl~Gli\IA 
******************·~~··~··········~··························~·····~·~···· fiSt tlSEASES 
~~~~···~·~·······~···~··~············~···································· 
1973 M~hCNE~ ET tl 
A Fill !ll.il CISEASE tF ~~I<IIIE ~t\1: EU\1-Alli\E fiSHS Ill TH 1\h YORK BIGhl 
T~AI\5 A~ER FISh SCC lC2(31• 5tt-6C5 
8lLEFISt, FI5tt fl!~ CISEII!E5, FlShE~lfS 
1916 SI~CEP~A~ CJ 
EffECTS Cf COASTAl FClllTIC~ (1\ fl!t J~C FISt-fFlES hlTh fA~TICUl'R 
FEfE~ENCE lC TtE ~lCClE ~Tlt~TIC E1Ct1 
IN GROSS ~G IECJ ~JCCLE A1LAN11C CC~li~ENTIIl ShELF II~C Ttf ~' BlGtl 
FiE1-3Clt ll5C !fE( S~~F 2 
A'l~CUlTLRft ECOlCGlCill l~fACTt fiSt, flSr DISEASES, ~~lER PCLLLliCI\ 
·-~~·~·~·~~···~~····~~~·····*·······················•********************* fiSII EGGS 
·························~················································ 
1CJ7t JCI\ES fW El ~L 
Of~ElOFMENl (f fl!IIES (f ltE ~IC-Allll\11( flGnJ 
Ple lSfll ~ 6 HI. 
BE~·VIOR• ATLA~, tlSlRIBlTIC~, FISh, FISM EGGS. JL~E~liE GFC~l~ SltGE, 
UR\AE 
ISH FAHA._ I'C 
CCCU~RENCE Cf Sll~EJ tAKE, ~ERLVC(l~5 6lllt.EARIS 1 EGGS Ati'C LAR~AE ALCNG 
THE MICDLE 'TLANTIC CCNlii\E~lAL ShElf DuRING 1~66 
FISHERV ELLLEll~ 1213), S13-S34 . 
CC~TJNENT~l StELF, fiSr, fiSt EGGS, lAii~tf 
1913 NATJC~Al ~~~INf f1Stf~1ES SER~ICE 
SURVEY 1 PlAN FC~ ~ARI'~F 
P~EFA~EC FGF ~AFI'IP FFC~~~~ CffiCE f~ TR~ SVSTEMS GRClP, CChlRACT ~C 
2-3430~ 
ICTHVOPLA~KlON, DISTillAliC~, FIS~ EGGS, FIS~ ~IGR~TIO~, FlS~ FGFulATlCNS, 
FISH REF~CCLCTIClt fJStf~JfS, fCREtt~TlNG, SA~PLING, SlAli!TICAL METHCCS 
•••••••~•~~c•••~~·~•••~•••~•~•••••4•~••••••******************************* 
flS~ FCtD C~GINJ!~! 
···~·················································~····~·~············· 
l<J57 fiiCKU5 111-
NCTfS ON hESlERA t.C~lt All~hliC !Hti1k! 
CCPEIA (3!, 24E-~4t 
FISH• fiSH CJETS, fiSh FCU CHA~H~.S, FJSt- HHNC~Y. Fl.StfRHS, fCCOSt 
GECGRAft-lC~l REGICNS, S~~RK! 
·······························································*********** f 1St- hi~~ESl 
··················~4······················································ 
1965 U~ITEC STATES CfPARl~E~l Cf ltE l~TERIO~, FISh ANt ~llDLlfE SERvlCl 
THE BIG BilE- CC.ME~Clll FJS~E~If! Cf THE .I[[LE ATLt~TIC CC,ST 
~ASH, tC 
CATCH, COP~ERCIAL FIS~l~G, ClST~lEUllCN P~TTEF~S, E(O~O~IC l~fAtl, fl~flSr 
INCLSTRY, FISH hPR\ESlt fiSHE~lESa ~lRXETlt.(, S~EllFIS~ 
··~·~···~·~·~·~·4···~·~·~·~·~·~·~···~···4~4·4~·~~············~·~·-········ fHH ~.ti\~GEMEI'il 
····························~···············~·····~················~······ 
lSI! fAI-A'I t'f 
Al'i ANNCTtTEC LISl Cf l~RVAL ~N[ JUVEI'illE fiStES CAPTUREC ~~~~ 
SURFACE-TC~EC METER 1\El Il'i lHE SCUTM ATL~I'iTI( EIGHT tL~ING f(LR R~ COLPhll'i 
CRUISES EET~£EI'i tAY 1~67 tNt FESRL~~~ 19~8 
~~fS TEC~ ~EPT S!~f-tS! 
BA1~r SEASCI'iAl ~~RIATIC~S, Ol~EFSiflCJTit~. flS~ MANAGEME~T, SPAWNING, 
SPfCIATIC~ 1 'ltOLE Jllt~TIC El,tl 
1~7! A~DERSC~ ED 
ASSESSMENT OF ATLAI'illC ~ACKEREL ll lC~AF SLEA~E~ 5 ANt SltllSTICAL AREA 6 
lCI'iAF RE ~ CCC B 
14 1 HR ~G <l<:il6 3HP , 
LANCINGS, BlClCGY, FISH I'A~AGE.Elll, FISHERIES, ~CRTAL111t 51(CKINGr YIELD 
EGliiTICM 
1976 VI~GINIA I~STIT~lE Cf MARlhE SCIENCE 
BlCLOGY A~O MANAGE~EI'iT Cf THE tMERICtN LC8Sl£R, \l~GINIA F~Cf(SAL 
!AMENOMENl) 
GLCWCESTEP FOINT 1 ' ' 
CRUSTAC£AI\S 1 fiSH ~ANAGE~E~l, FISh ftfULtTlCAS, fiStERIES, LCBSTERS 
1S1! vAI\E~GEL hAo El 'L 
BICLCGY Ht I'At.AI':EMEI'il Cf TH£ HERICA~ LOilSTH. fi~RCH 16• 1915-JLNE lOt 
lSH 
FRCG~E5S REPCRT, \II'S, GlCLCESlE~ fCll'iT, ~~ 
CRlSlACEANSt FISH I'A~A(E~EJIT 1 FISH fCPULATICh~. fJShERlESt LOBSTERS 
1977 ~A~ ENGEL hA, ~A~~IS RE 
BIOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT Of lHE AMERIClN LCB!lfR, ~A~CH lt. 1S~7- JUNE 30t 
I «.iII 
PRCGRESS PEPGRl, VJ~S, GLCLCES1ER fGII'il 
CRLSTACEAI'iSt fiSH ~~l'i~G£MEN1 1 fiSt fCFULATICI'iSo fl!~ERlESr LCESTEkS 
1S15 ~~~E~GEL ~~~ t~R~lS ~E 
ElCLCG'I A~C ~AI'iACEPENl Cf THE A~ERlCA~ LOBSTEFr SEPT lt, 1~1~-DEC 15, 
}<;7 ~ 
FRCG~ESS RfPCRlt ~~~S. GLCLCESTE~ fCI~T, \t 
C~lSTACEANS, FIS~ ~~~AfE~E~l, FISH FCFUl.TICNS, FISHERIES, LOBSTERS 
1916 ,.l'i ENGEL ~J El tl 
SIOLOGY Al'iD MANAGE~E~T Cf ThE A~ERlttl'i l(t~lEFo SEFTE~EE~ leo 
lSlt-CECE~EfF 15, l~lE 
FRCGFESS RcPT, Vl~S, GlCUCESTER PCJI'ilt ~A 
CRLSTACEANSo. FISh ~A~AGE~E~l, FISh f(PULITICI'iS, flS~ERlESo LCESTERS 
19i4 VANE~GEL ~J, £1 Al 
SlCLOG~ AfiD !I,AI\AGEI'E~l CF lH AMERICAN LCBSTER, SEH 1~, lS14-I:EC B, 
19i4 
PROGRESS REFO~T, Vl~5, GLC~CESTER ftli\T, VA 
CRliSTACEHS, fiSt f<IIIIH.EHNTo flS .. fCFlJlATJCJIS, fiSHRH.s~ LCBSHRS 
1S74 \'fiE~EEL hA El AL 
BICLOG~ ANC ~ANAGEMENl Cf THE A~ERICAJI LOSSTE~r Jll'iE 24 1 1S74-SEFT 15, 
1S'i4 
FR~GFESS PEPCRT~ -~~S. GLCUCESTER PCJ~T 
CRLSl~CEAN!, FISH ~A~AGE~E~T, fiSH f(fULillC~! 1 fiSHERIES, LCBSTE~S 
1Si7 VAhENGEl ~A, HARRI~ RE 
BICLOG'I A~C MANAGEf'EI\1 Cf HE AHRICAI\ LCeSHR, CfCEf!BER 16, 1916-MARCH 
15, 1917 
PPOGRESS ~EPGRT, ~~~~. GLCLCESTER fCI~T 1 VI 
CRLSlACE~~S, FIS~ M'NAGEMENT, FIS .. fCfULATIC~Sr FIS~ERIES, LCBSTERS 
lSH ~~to E~GEL ~~~. H~RRJS H 
BICLOGY ~hC ~ANAGEMENl .CF THE A~ERICAI'i LOBSJE~t J~NE 1~ 1 1S76- SEFTEMSER 
1~, lSH 
fRCG~ESS REPCRTt VJ~s, GLCUCESTER PCI~T. ~A 
CRLS1ACEAN~, FlSM ~A~~EEtE~l, fiSH PCPULtllC~S, fiSHERIES, LCfSTE~S 
1~16 VAhENGEL ~~~ El Al 
SICLOGl A~O M~~AGE~ENT Of ltE AMERICA~ LCBSTERr CECE~BER 16, 1975-MARth 
15, 1916 
PROGRESS ~EPOPl, \l~S, GlClCESlER f(l~lr VA 
CRLSTACEA~S. FISt ~A~tGE~ENlt FIS .. fCF~lATIONS, fl5 .. ERIES, LCESTERS 
1~15 ~A~E~GEL h~t CA\Ell ~~ 
BICLCGY ~Nt ~AI'iAGE~EI'il CF THE '~ERJCA~ LOBSlEF, JLNE 11, 1~1!- SEFI 15, 
19B 
P~CGRESS FEFC~T. VI~S, ~lCLCESTEF Fl, VA 
CRLSlACEAN~. flSro ~A~AGE~E~T, FISH P(PLl,liC~S, fiSHERIES, LCBSTERS 
3t0 
1~1£ ~AR~IS REt ~ANENGfl .A 
BJCLCGY M1C I'AI\AHf!Ef\1 Cf llif HEIUUt- LOSSTU, JUlY 1-U:C 3lt 1S74 PROG 
Hfl 
Vl~S G~Nl FPl tl444C3\3 ~(13 
COIITII\El\lH SI-ELf, CCSTS• FIH M~NAHI'!ENT. IN\ifSTHATICIIiSt S/lfiPllNG, 
SftiMEIIiTSt ZtCPlAt-~TCIIi 
1915 Vtllifi\(El ~A, El tl 
BIOLOG' AIID MANilGEMENT CF ThE AI'EI<ltllt. UfSlEfl• J\.11\E 2't, 191it-JUt.E 2.3, 
1~15 
PRCGFESS REPORT, \1~!, tlC~CESTER PCll\lt ~A 
CRL STACEAI\S, F 1St l'lltdiHI',EI\ 1o flSI" fCAJLAT JCNS, f ISI-!ERHS. UJESTERS 
1~16 HPR~I! FE, \A~E~GEL ~~ BICLOG~ ANC ~ANA,EMENl UF ThE AfiERlCAN LCBSlE~, JLLW 1 - CECE~BER 31, 
19H 
PRCGR£!S Fflt ~~~S, GLCUCESTER Plt ~.t 
Cill:SUCEANSo FISh fiAl\AGUElllt FISH PCPI.JLHJOI\St flSHERJESt LCBSHRS 
1910 !:AVIS J 
f)f'lORlMi HR SChCCUfiG PEUGIC f·lstES. Ill l'lCCU ATL.tNlJC eJGH 
CCfi~ERCI~l FJStERIES ~E~lE~ 32131, 23-2~ 
FISh fJSii 1'~1\~GUHNTt FHt PCPLLAliGI\S, I'IOLlE AllA~liC EiGHT 
1915 SCHl~F WE, El ~L 
FORECA5TS Cf A1LA~11C ~~t Gllf ME~t~CE~ CATChES EASft Cl\ ThE hlSTCRIC~L 
REllliC~ Cf C~lCH A~t FISHING EffC~l 
M~RINE FISHERIES REVIE~ ~1(1C), !-~ 
FISH ~ANAGE~E~T, ~A~AGE~E~l, ~ESCOF(E ~EVElCF~ENTt 11\CLSTRIAL FISH, 
COSTIIL lCIIiE 
1917 El\GH Cl 
tiSlORICAL SURF ClA~ FECOFCS t~t SL~•JRY Slt11S1ICS FC~ S\.IRF CLA~ 
~AfiA(E~E~l f~CJECT 
Vl~S GRNT ~PT Ql430.7~3E!~ 
CAlC~, FIS• CC~SER,AllC~t FISh ~~lJGE'E~T, SU~f tl_, 
191~ OR)fCC! El tl P~ELI~It.AF' ANAlWSES OF tTLAI\liC ~E~·A~EI\, BREVGORTlA l)RA~I\LS, 
,.IG~ATICNS, fCPUL~llCII SlRLClU~E, !UF~lVtL AIIC EXPLOJlAllD~ ~AlES ftl\C 
A~AilABllll) INCICATEC FRC' l.tG RElLR~S 
fiSH BLLlETI~ 11C3J, 71S-34 
FISH Mll~AGE'E~T, fiSh FCPllATIC~S, flSHERIES, ,.CRTAllllo Sftl,ENTS 
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lSI!: ANI:E~~CI\ Et 
REASSESSI'EI\T CF MACKE~fl I~ l.C.~.t.F. S~BtRfAS 3t 4, JN£ ~ t~C 
ST~TISTICAL tFEA f 
I.C.N .. A.F. RES COC. 15-lC3, Hr. H. 2Sl6. 3cff. 
FISH I'AI\AGEI'fl\1, fiStEFifS, fl!tll\' GEAR 
1'375 5CHCff t..E 
STATUS OF THE t:IJLF MD AlltlHH MEIIihHEN FJSHRIES ANC lfi!FLICn10l\S HR 
RE~OLRCE 1'/li\AGE~EI\1 
~~RIM: fiSI-Ei<JES RE~IEII 3HSJ. 1-S 
FISI" MANA<:EMENh IIANA<:ff'EH, RfSC.I.IFCf CE'VELCFfolf:Nl~ ltiOt;SlRJAL HsH; 
CCA ~Hl ZCIIE 
l~1t BRC~~ 8E El .tl 
THE EfFECT Cf fiSHM CN MARHE FHfiSH BICM~S~ JN ThE NCRU>UST ATLANTIC 
FRCM ThE GULf Gf ~AINE 10 CAPE HATTER.t! 
11\TE~t.~TIO~AL CC~~JSSIC~ FCR ltE 1\C~lh~EST All~I\TJC, FISHERIES BLLLEllN NO 
12 
BICMASS, f)PlCJT,llCl\, FISk, FISt ~.ti\AGEIIEI\To flSI-!11\G 
***lt*h "*** ****H U 4:114 4 H 44 HU **U H**UlOH H**"*****U**********U****** 
FI51-! HGI<AllO 
*************************************~************************************ 
1913 hCll~•t ff, YEL\ErlC~ ~f 
OIST~lElTIC~ ~NO El(l((JCAl STUCIES (f ANJC~C~GLS flStES OfFStCRE 1\URTH 
CAI<QLINA 
~C DEPT ~All~ ECCI\ FE5Cl~ SFfC SCI FEF (2~), l-132 
SEASONAL V'Rl.TJCNS, CllCt, FECLND11,, FEEDING ~AlES, F1S~, fiSh CIETSt 
FISt MIGRAlJCN, SEIS~ClCG~, fEECJI\( 
1~13 ~CUI\C JS, GIE50~ CI 
EfFECT CF HEI'I'H EfFLlHT Of> ~JGRHII\G ~HHC£t. 
,AR fCLL ELll 4ttJ, ~4-St 
fi5Ht FISH ~IGRATIC~, f lSt.l<ILL, HEiiHl fClllT ICI\ 1 THHI'~l HilER fUNIS 
1~74 ME~NER C~, 'lSlC~ JA 
FECL~OITY ~~1: GCI\A[ CESE~~tliCNS Cf l~E A~Erl(A~ EEl, ~~GUlllt RCSlR~TA, 
~!GRATIN(; fRCM CtESAPEAKE SA), \JRGll\lA 
J FISH RE~ SC CAI\~CA 31, 13E7-l3S1 (\l'S CC~T~JE 6271 
CHESAPEAKE eAY, EElS, FECUr.Lll,, fiSh 'IGRATICN, GCN~CS, ~IOCLE ATLANTIC 
EHH 
1954 ~ERSEY Je, EACKU~ R~ 
NE~ E~ICENCE l~Al ~IGR,TING GAS EL£SLES 1 P~CE.ELY ThE ShiMBLACOERS Cf 
fiSh, A~E l~RGELY PESP(NSltlE fCF SCATTE~I•G l~'ERS ON ThE CO~TINENTAL 
RI~E SCUT~ Cf Nf~ E~GltNC 
DEEf SEA ~ES lC3!t 1~0-lSl 
fiSh, FISt MIGRATlCN, ~~IMMING• \ER1ICAL MlGRAliCN 
1912 1->t~H FE 
PART 3, MIGRATCR\ FATTEFNS (f SCME ~E~ JERSE' STRIPE[ fASS• ~CRONE 
SAXAllUS 
liN) ECOLOGICAL CCNSJCERAliCNS FOR ttfAN !IlES CFF NE~ JERSEY FCR FRCPCSEC 
NUCLEAR GE~E~~~~~G SlAllC~S 2 1 l-25 
BREEDJN(, !EASCNtl VARllllCNS, flS~, fiSH ~IGRA1ION 1 SEASONAL 
tiSTRISUllC~, STRIPE£ e'SS, l~CGl~E 
1912 t'.UflAII HI liS 
PARJ 3, REHllS OF UGGli\G EHHlfifNlS CF SUIHHR HOUNCEI1, PllRALICHHYS 
CE~l~lUS, CCJCUCTEO 1~ ~Eh JEI1SE' ~A1£RS fRCM 19t0 TC 19~7 
IIN.l ECCL CCt.S fCR CCHI\ SITES Cff t.J FCR PI<OF l\.\JC GEl\ SUllOS 2, 1-73 
BENT~OS, BREEDING, SEASC~AL ~A~ltliC~~. fiSh, fiSh MIGRATION. fLATFISto 
SfASCN~L, TAG~lNG 
1913 NATJO~Al 'AFJ~E fJStERIES SER\ICE 
!UR~E' 1 PLA~ fOf ~AF~IF 
PllEI'Ailft FCR f#ARf'AP fRCGRH (fflCE BY TRII S'SHMS (RQLP, COt.TI<ACJ NC 
~-343C~ 
ICThVCPLA~XTCN, ClSlllt~TIC~, fiSh lGGS, fiSh ~lGRIITION, FISH FOFULATIC~S, 
FISH REPRCtlCliC~, flS~ERIESt fCRECASliNG, SAMPLING, SlAlJSTICAl METhOCS 
1~61 MATtEF F~ El JL 
TRftNSATLANliC MIGRATIC~! CF YCL~~ BlLfFIN TLN' 
J fiSH RES BC CA~ 241SJ, ISS1-ISS1 
FISt, FISh MlGRAliCN, MI~R,liCN, MIGRATIC~ FAlTEfl~S 
30 
~~-~-····~···~····~···········~·········••*******************•·····~······ FISh HSSAHS 
·····································································***** 
1913 RITC~If tE, ~CC TS 
HYtFOLDGIC tNC ECCLCGJC'L EFFECTS [f ENL,REEKENl Of THE CHES.fEAKE A~C 
tELA \I ARE CAM l 
APFENClJ VI FIS~ SLRVE¥ 1~ ~A~VLA~C fCRTICJ, ChESAPE~KE EJCLCGICAL 
LAeO~ATCPV, UNJ' (f NARll~Nt 
118Lt\£A~Cf, CHSAFHIIE fJ't, tiSTRIBt..TlCN, FISro fiSH PASSAGES, SURVEYS, C t 
C CANAL 
······~···~·····~·····~···~·~·~···*·~·····~·~·········~····*~············· fiSt fhYSIOLCJO 
··~············~·~························································ 
1913 51-.ERElRNE !to 
CELl T)FES~ OIFFEfEl\Tllll CEll COlN1S 1 ANt ELCCt CELL MEASLRE~ENTS OF A 
FCFTUGfSf S~APKo CfNTRCSCYt'NLS CCELOL£FIS 1 CAPIUFEC AT lCC FAlhOt'S 
US CEPT CC~~ER, fiSH BLLL 11121, 435-439 
CYTOLOGICAL STLDIES, flS~, fiSt PHYSICLCGY, l\EKTC~, SI-A~KS, BLOOD ~ALUES 
1St4 ElSlH E 
HHhi<CCHE CCLNTS A~O HMCGLCfJl\ Ct~lENT HI tdM SFECJE.S Of ~ARINE 
THHlSlS 
CHESAPEAKE SCI 612), 119-12C 
FISt, flS~ PhYSICLCG\, flCCt V'LLE! 
············································•·*··························· flSI- FtfllATIC~S 
··········~··································j·········~·················· 
196E MCEtCtRtN J( 
ftGE A~C GR(kTH Cf ThE SlRIPEC SEARCSJ~ 
VII'S HES IS (Ctll ldlLIAM AH fol.c\R ~ l 
AGING ISlDLDGJCAllt CO~TlhE~lAl !Hflft OISlRJBllJO~, 01\ERSlfltATIC~, fiSh 
PCPULATICI\S. GCI\HS, SHII~J~Gt lEtiGT.._-FRHLHt~ USHll:lTlCI\S, SEARClli!IS 
1S1C RICHARCS CE 
~1\~lCG Sl~LlAliCN II\ FJSt P(PULATJC~ SlUCIES 
COI\T~IEUTIGN NO 145, \IRGINIA l~SllllTE Cf ~AFI~E SCJE~CE, C(Ll~GE Gf 
Ill ltiA~ ~H HI'¥ 
tNALOG MCCELS, fiS~ f(fULATlC~S, 5J~~lAliCN A~Al)SIS 
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l9il 1-tENI<'Y KA 
ATLA~TIC ~E~HACE~ CERE\CCRliA l'YRA~Nl~J RESOLRCE A~D FIShE~1--AN~l~SlS Of 
tECLINE 
NAT GCEA~It Al~C~ Jt~I~o NAT MtR FISh SERVo SPEC SCI REP--fiSh SER 642 
Allli~HC 1'£1\ttAtEN, CATCh, ChESAPEAKE f:AY, CCnEilCIAL FUH, fiSH 
fOPlLATICNS• FIS~ERIE~ 
1 S7 :t MJRKU Cf 
llHlHIC fiSH ASSCCI.ATICNS G~ TH CCI\TINENTIIL SUPE Cf TilE M IIHLE AlLANHC 
eiGhT 
VII'S ltE!I~ ICCLL •ILLIA~ '~C ~A~Y) 
BENTHIC FALNAt CCNTJNE~T~L SHELF, tiSTRIEUliCNr fiSH POPULATICNS 1 GCNACS, 
SPAWNING, UM;l.,_FRU;UNC'V OISlRIBlllCftSt SEll<tllJNS 
19l~ VANENG£L ~A, El Al 
BICLOG' Al\0 f'AIIAGEI'>Et.T Cf TH AMERICAN LCBSTER, foAI<C"' lt 1 l'i75-JUNE 1C, 
1915 
PROGRESS REPORT. \1·~• ELCLLESTER fCIIITt ~~~ 
CRUSTACEA~$, fiSt ~'t.tGEMEAT, FISt fCfULATJCt.S, FIStERIES. LCBSTERS 
1916 \AN E~GEl ~~, HIRFJS ~1 
e ICLCGY ANO MANAGHO 1 CF THE AMERICA 1\ LOilSlEJi., JLN£ U t 1 S76 - SEHE*IfER 
Hr lSH 
fRCG~ESS PfPCRT, VJ~S, GLGUCESTE~ PCI~T, ~A 
CRlSlACEAI\S, FISt- foA~AGEI'E/11, fiSt. HfUUTICl\S, fiSH£RlfSr lCeSTERS 
1917 VANENGEl ~At hAFRJ! RE 
BJIJLOG~ 111\0 ~AUGEI'EI\1 CF lH AMERJCM LCBSTEil, CfCEJI!BfR 16, JS76-MARCI-
15, 1917 
PROGRESS REPORT, ~IfoS, GLCLCESTE( FCI~l. ~A 
CRlSTACEA~S. fiSt I'At..HEMENT, FISt- fUULATlCI\Sr FISHRJES, LCBSHRS 
lS77 VftN El\GEL ~ft, HA~RIS RE 
BIGLOGY ANC MANAGEMENT Cf THE APE~ICi!~ lOESlE~, M'RCH 16 1 l9J1 - JU~E 30, 
lSH 
PRCCRESS REPCRT, ~IMS, GlGLCESTER fCI~T 
C~LSTACE~t.~, FIS~ ~A~AGE~E~T, fiSh f(PUL~TIC~5 1 fiSHERIES, LC~STERS 
19i~ ~AfiENGEL ;A, El Al 
8ICLGG\ Al\0 ~~1\~GEMENT Cf 11-f AMERICAN LCBSTER, JU~f 24, 1914-JUNE 23t 
1915 
PROGRESS REPORT, ~1~5, ElCLCESTER FCI~lt ~' 
CRUSTACEII~St FIS~ M~N.,EMENT, FISt- f(fULATIC~S, fiS~ERlE!t LCBSTERS 
1974 V~NENGEL WA ET JL 
BlCLOGI ~NO ~ANAGE.ENT Cf THE e~ERIC~~ LCBST£~, JUNE 24, 1974-SEPT 15, 
19 'l4 
P~CGRE5S REPORT, V1~5, GLClCESlER fCl~T 
CRLSTACEANS 1 FISH I'~N~GEI'ENI, FISh PCfULATlC~S, fiShERIES, LOBSTERS 
1~15 ~A~E~GEL ~A, C~vfll •A 
BICLCG'I' tr.t Miii'<AGEIHNT CF 11-if HEIUC.lt. LCEHEilt JUNE llt 1'575- StP1 15 •-
lS1! . 
FRCGPESS REFCRT, ~~~S, GLCUtESTER iTt ~~~ 
CRLSTACEtNS 1 FIS~ ~ANAGEMENT, FISH fOfULAli(N~t flS~ERIES, LCESTERS 
1976 VlRGINlil INSTI1U1E Cf Mi!RII\E SCIENCE 
BICLOG' AND ~AI\AGE~E~T Cf THE tMERJCtl\ LCBSlfR, VIRGINIA FRCP{SAL 
UHHHHJ 
ELCUCESTER POII\1, \A 
CRLSlACEAI\Sr FISH MAI\AGf~E~lt fiSt PCPUltTIGI\S, FISHERIES, LCBSTERS 
1S15 'A~EI\GEl ~~. H~R~IS RE 
l!lClCG't Al\C MIINAHM£1'<1 Cf HE AMEIHCA~ LCEHERt SEFT l~t l'.ii5-CEC 15, 
1 <.il5 
fRCGFESS REPC~T, \I~S, ELCUCESTE~ FCl~l, ~A 
(Rl.STACHNS 1 FISt- JiA~AHMENT, fiSH fOfUlAHCt.S, FiSHERiES, lCEHHS 
1974 VANEI\GEL ~~~ El Al 
BIOLOG' ANO JiANAGHHl Of TIH ,II.ERIOI\ lCBSlEiio SEPT H, 1S71t-CEC 15, 
1974 
PPCGRESS PEPOR1 1 VII'S, GLClCESlE~ fCll\Tt \~ CRLSTACEA~S, FISH 11'1\~GE~El\T, FISt- PCPULATICI\S, FISHERIES, LOBSTERS 
1S16 ~AI\ El\EEL ~~ El tl 
BICLGGY ~~t M~N~CEMENT Of lHE ~~E~lCA~ LCESlE~, SEfTEMEER ltt 
1~16-0ECEMEER 15, 1'>16 
FRCG~ESS REFT, 'l~S, (LCLCESlf~ PCI~l, VA 
CRI.STACUNS 1 FIS., MAl\AHMENlt FISI-t fCfUlATICNh flSHElllfS, LGESTEI<~ 
IS7S ~ARRIS ~E, VA~E~(El hA 
BICLCG~ ~hC ~Al\AGE~E·T Cf THE t~ERlCt~ lCBSlER, JLLY 1 - CfCE~BER !1, 
1917 
P~CGRESS RPl, \J~S, ~LCLCE!lER Fl, ~~ 
CRlSlACEA~S, FISH Mt~AGE~E~T, FISt FCPULtTIGt.S, fiShERIES, LCBSTEKS 
36t 
191t ~~~E~(El kA, El Al 
SICLGGV ~~t MANA(fMENl Cf THE A~ERl(A~ lCSSlf~, DECEMEER 16 1 1975-~ARCH 
15, iSH 
FRCGPESS RfPCRT, Vl~S, GLOUCESTER PCI~T, \A 
CRLSlACEAN!, FISh ·A~AGE~E~T, FISH f(fULATIC~S, FISHERIES, LOBSTERS 
19i7 WEN~Ei< CA, HHCK JA 
BIOLCGl (f THE HO~I[ FISh ANTl~GFA ~CSTRAT~ IN Ttf WESTERN NCFTH ATLANTIC 
CJIIIACA FRS JR 34tl~h at.2-236i CIIIft~ CO~HHl ~.HI 
DEEP SEA FISHES 1 CEEP-~'TER htBITATS, OISTRlBUTICh PATTERNS, fiSh 
FOFLLA11CN5, FIS~ REFR(Dl.CTIC~, fiShERIES, SL~IIElS 
l'i~S PERL~lllEF ~ 
CI-'ANGES IN THE PCPlUliC~S OF FISHES AND It. THEIR fiSHEI<IES Ill THE I'ICDLE 
ATlANTIC ~Nt CHESAPEAKE REGICN5, 1S3C TC 1955 
NEll YCRI< ACAC HI Hl\1\h SEI< 2 1 21UH 1 484-~9~ 
CATCh, CHESAPEAKE E~Y, CtMPfRClAL fl5hiNG 1 FISh fOfliLA1ICN1, fiSHERIES 
l'ilfS I'IJS 1CI< JA 
COMMUNil'W HRLCTlRE tf FISHES H TH CtNllliE~Hl SlCFE A/IC RISE Cff THE 
MJCDLE ATLA~TIC CCAST CF T~E IJ~lTEt 5TATES 
SPECIAl SCIENTIFIC ~EFURT NC. ~e. ~~~!, GLOLCESTE~ fCI~T. ~' 
AllLNCA~CE, OlVERSITV, (C~lli\ENT~l SHELf, CC~TINEI\TAl SLCPE, fiSH, FISH 
PCPUUT JCfiS 
195'3 RCVCE kf ET Al 
DECLINE CF THE YEUOiolAll FLCU~OER fli.C~ THHE HlAhTJC FISHt.G AREAS 
FISH elll 5'3, 16~-261 
FIS~ POFULATICNS. fiS~ERIES1 flATFISH, PCPll~llC~ 
19iC CtVJS J 
EJPLORI~G FCR SCHCOLl~G FELAGIC FII•ES IN 'ICtLE All~~llC Elt~T 
CC~~ERCI~L FlShEFlES FE~IEk !2(3), 2!-24 
FIS~, FISH MANAGE,ENTt FISH PCPLLATlO~S. 'ltCLE AllAhliC EIGHT 
1 'l45 CAR SO~ FL 
FI!H A~C SHEllfiSH CF lHE ~ICtlE AlLA~TIC (CA!T 
US FISH A~C hlLCllf SEF~, CC~SERV Elll 38 
ECC~OMICI, FISH fCFULAliCNSt FlSHEFlES. ~AF,lA~O, SHfllfiS~, ~lRGlt.IA, 
MICDLE ATLA~TIC EIGHT 
1913 SAILA SB, P~All ~t 
FI5~ERIE~ 1 CHAPTEF 6 
361 
CCASTAL A~C OffShORE EJVI~CN·E~TAL ~~~ENlO~Y, CAPE H~llE~AS lC NAtil~CKEl 
S~OALS, ~Nl\ Cf Rl, 'AR PLBL SE~ ~C 2 
FISH 1 fiSh fOFlilHICtiSt FISH~HS 1 llfE IHSHIH HLCIES 
1 'iH: lS tEP 1 CC I'HI<Cf 
fi.St!ER~EN•S fiEPO~l, CATCH Cf CHAio/IPE II CN GRClNtFIStl Sl.f<~E~ 16-05, .FAH 
It MARCh 4-i5t 1~16 (C(~ERING SC~l.ERh 1\Ek E~Gltht ANt ~JC-tlLANllC 
SHLFI 
SA•t' HOCK lAB, hlGHl~~CS, NJ 
C~TCH, CCI'I'ERCUl F lSI-, f lSI-. PCPUUT 101\S, flShfR IES, Nf)l EtiGlAI\0, SlRIIE'WS 
l9i3 LECt.Ht S 
LARVAE CF CJltARl(HTHY~ AND ET~Ofl.~ IN THE ChESAPEAKE fiGHT 
ABS~RACT IN U.S. t.Al ~~~ FISH !ER~ ~!tOLE ATL,~TIC CCASTAL fiSH CE~TER, 
THH PliSL 1, F. t:7-6E 
AllSlPACTS, OISTRlSUUCI\, FISH PCPJ.;l-liO~S, lAF~H, IHtOLE ATUNTIC SIGHT 
1'313 wENIIH CA 
CCCLRRENCE OF AI'ERIC~~ EELS, ~IIGUlll' ~CSl~ATit IN kATE~S CVE~lYli\G THE 
EASTER~ t.C~TH A~EFIC'N ((1\ll~E~T'l SHElf 
CANilllA fiSHERIES RESEAI<Ct; liCARt JOlRfiAl 3Cilllt ll5Z-li~5 1\lto!S CO~Hlll 
514) 
COtiTI~EhlAL StELF, tiST~lELTIO~t EEL!t FISh FCfllAll(NS 
1973 V~Yf(CS ET ~l 
PRELIMINA~l ANALVSES Cf ATlA~liC I'E~H~OE~, E~f\CCRTIA TYRA~NUSt 
~IGRAlJCA~, FCfLlATlC~ STRliCTU~E, !LRVIVAL th( f)PLCITAllO~ PAlES A~D 
AVAll~SJLJT'W lNtlC~lEC FROM TAG REllR~S 
FISH SlllEll~ ilC21t 11S-34 
FISt ~A~AGE~ENT, FIS~ fCPULAliC~St F1SHEPIES, ~ORlALilY, SEDI~E~TS 
1912 CAlliS J 
SEASO~Al AV~lLABILITl AND Cl!TRIBL11C~ Of BENTflC FISHES Cf CHES,PE.KE 
BHHT 
\Ill'S ~~~LSCI<JFl 
BENTHIC FAl~A, CIST~Ielill(t., fl~FIS~ I~ClSl~), fiSH fCfUl~liC~S, 
flSHERlES, !EASC~·l £1ST~IEL11C~. ~lCClE AlLA~llC BIGtl 
1964 CA~IS J 1 JtSEF~ ff 
SClThER• PECDRC CF SEfASlfS ~A~I~l!o .CCEAN PiRCH 
C~E~ SCI 5141, 212 (\l~S CC~l~IE 1{5J 
ATLA~TJC CCEA., CISl~IfUTJC~ P~TTER~S, FISh fOPlLAliCNS, ~~Rl~E FISH, 
FEFCHESt VIRGJ~JA 
1~73 ~ATIO~Al MAFl~E fiShERIES SER~JCE 
~URVEY 1 PLA~ fO~ •AF~lf . 
PREPARED FCR MAR~AP FRCGRA~ CFFICE BY lRW SYSTEMS GROUP, CO~T~ACT NC 
.C-3430~ 
IClh}mFLA~XTC~, Dl!Tlll,TICN, fiSh EGGS, fiSh ¥1GR~TIC~, fiSt POPLlATIONSo 
FISH REf~CDUCTIGN, FIStERIES 1 FCRECA~TING• SAMFllNG, SlATISllCAL MElhQ[S 
1916 GLSEY hf . 
THE FISH AND ~JlDllfE FESCLPCES OF ThE MICDLE ATLA~TIC EIGhT 
EN~IRG~MENTAl ~ffAIRS 1 StELL Cll CC, hOLSlC~, lf>AS 
CO~TINENTAL SHELF, f1St 1 flSt PGPLLITIONS, NATICNAL HlSTO~IC FARKSt 
NATURAL ~ESOl.RCESt SU\\f"rS, ~IlOllfE HA81U1S 
1912 JtiSEPI- Ee 
THE STAll;S Cf l~E SCHE~H SlCCKS Cf ThE MllltLE lllAH IC CCASl 
CnES SCI 13(~1, ~7-lCO (\IMS CENIR 4~1) 
CATCH, COfiMERCIAJ. fiSH, lliSTRIElillCII fATTEliiiS• li<UIISt f lSI- PCPULAT lOllS, 
f(f~LATIC~ 
.. 1S6~ ELOFitGE FJ 
. THE SUMMER flCUNCER 1 PARALICHTH~S CENlAlA,'~N l~E \I~Gllll~ ~~~fER lRAWL 
F I ~HER' 
VIliS TI-ESIS (CCLL ~ILLJAM ANt MARlJ 
AGING IBIClCGlCAL), CG~MERCHL FISt, DISTR18litlef\, FISt PCflUTHJNSo 




lS11 ~E~~EF CA, ~lSIC~ Jl 
SICLCGY OF T~f ~ORIC fl!h ANTI~CRA FOSTRATA I~ ThE hESlERN AC~Th AILA~llC 
CA~ACA FRB J~ 34112lt 230~-~J6S t\I~S CC~TFJf E3~) 
CEEP SE~ FJSHES 1 CEEf-~ATE~ tAEITAT5 1 ClST~JE~llCN PATlERt.S, FISh 
PCPUL~llCNS, fiSh REPRCClCllCN, FISHERIES• SL~~EYS 
3tS 
1~61 NCRCRC5S JJ El Al Al 
IN~ESTIGAliC~S Cf ~~·£~ CCNTl~EhlAl S~Elf wATERS Cff LCWER ChESAPEAKE BA~. 
PART II. SANC LA.CE LAP.AE, AMMtCYTES AMERICA~US 
C~ES SCl ~(1-2), ~s-SS (\l'S CE~lRlf S6J 
CHESAPEAKE fAY, CCNTI~ENlAl S~ELF, fiSH PEFRCDUCTJCN, GRCalH STAGES, 
LARVAL GFChT~ STAEt, ~ARINE fl!h• \IRGINIA 
1913 NATJCN~L MARINE FIShERIES SER\ICE 
SLinEY 1 PLAt. HR II.~~~H 
PREPARED FCI< I"MI,f',H HCGiiiiM CFFICE f'Y 11111 SYHEI'~ GRCUP, CCt..lllACl fiG 
2-34305 
IC1HYOFLAN~1CN 1 CISllllAll(~, fiSH E~GS 1 FlSt ~~G~IITICN. fiSt POPULATIONS, 
fiSh REPRCCUCTIO~, FIStE~IES, fC~ECASTING, S~~PLINE, ST~TISJICAL MEJHCDS 
n ,.,.,.,.,. u~ •""*""" ,,.,.,. u **"""* ,...,.,.,.,...,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,..,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,...,.,.,...,..,.,.,.,.,. 
flSti SCALES 
**"*"*"*""""""""~"·*•••••••••*•••••••**"*"*"•"*"*"*"*""*""*"*"***"*"****** 
196C JUIIt FC, FClli-~'YF Cfl 
CETERMININC ~GE OF AllAIITIC MENHAtE~ FRC~ lnEI~ SCALES 
US FISh ~IlCllfE ~ER~, FIS~ E~LL 6((171), 22!-;4.< 
AGE, G~OWTI-, FISt. FISt SC~LE~ 
19tl Jl[l H 
~tLIDITY Of ACE CETE~~INATIC~ FRCM SCALES CF ~lRKECA~E~IC~~ SH'C 
lS FISH wlltlliFE SERv, FISt Elll 611185), 161-170 




1917 Jl~GE~SE~ 1<~, CC~I~GT(t. ~f 
EXTENCEt flS~ERY Jl~lStiCTIC~ fRCBLE~S A~D P~OfR£5S 1~71 f~C( ~CFlt 
C~RCLlhA GC~ERhCR'S CC~FE~E~CE C~ FJS~ERl ~'~AGEME~T Ut.CER E~TENCEC 
JUHSt:ICTIO 
NC ~G RPT 11-lS 
ECChCMICS, fiSt STCCI<I~Gt FISI-E~IES, JURISCICTICN, lEEISLAliCN, 
MANAGEMENT, RESEARC~ A~C tE~ElCf~ENl 
31C 
~~·~·····~·······~~~······~···································~··········· f lSI- TAJICNCio\ l 
****************•·····~·····*******************''************'*********~·· 
lSJ€ M~RKLE CF, SE08ER~\ GR 
A 5ECO~O SFECI~E~ (f ThE DEEF SEt fiSH PlCt~(A~A AEESA, WITh ' DISCUSSltN 
Cf llS CLASSIFICATIO~ A~C A C~ECKLISl Of QlhfR ZCARCIOAE Cff VIRGINIA 
CCPHA It P 22-2~ fVIH CCf\11<1!! c13J 
CfEP SEA FISHES. FISH lAlC~C~Y, ~[~fHCLCGY 
1S65 HEISLER ~R, 5A~DERS HL 
llHHYAL lfPlCSJ~JlCA fll(f! lH CCIITiliEI\TAI. Sltff Gf THE l'iCRUHHERN Ll\IJEC 
SHlES 
CRL~lACE~~t 9(1), 71-7~ 
fENl~OS, CCNTil\E~l~l SLCFE, FISH• FISh lAlCI\CM' 
1Cj71 IIlLI< SJ 
BJCLCGICAL A~O FIShEFI£5 ttl~ Cl'i BllfFIS., FC~~lC~CUS SALliTFIX 
( Ullfi~ElJ~l 
l~.S.N.~.F.S. Jli.E.F.C. !.H. TECh lR 11 
lllUEfiSH, tiSTRiel.TICNt El<HCilAllCN, FISH Ul!UU1Y, liFE hiSlCilY SJUIHES, 
~A~AGE~E~l, •rfftCL((' 
lS11 ~URA~SKI SJ, F~ChECC ~l 
BlCLCGIC~l A~C FJShERl£5 DATA 011 ATLAI'iTlt SlURGEO"• ACIPE"5ER CXYRHYhCHUS 
(Ml lCHELLJ 
US~MFS ~EFC !.h. lEC. S.R.lG 
DISTR18UTJCNt EXPLCilAlJCNo FISh TP>CNCMV, GFChl~ ~AlES, LIFE hiSTOrY 
STUDIE!, ~A~AGEME~lt MCPPhCLCEV, f(PLL~TIC~ 
lSI€ CHE~~PEAKE BlCLC~IC~L LAE 
CEVELCHEI\l Cf FISHS Gf TH filt-A llA~ TIC l!l.Gr J. A._ A TlA.S (f EGG, lAR ~AL 
ftNC JvVEI\lLE STAGES. \Ol.l-6 
USF~S ElCl ~E~V f~CG f~5 
Cll$.79 
~~ 
ATLAS, EGGS, FISh, FISt lAXG~G~~~ ERC~TH STAGES, JU~ENILE FISHES, LAR~AE 
1957 EHIIU~ fit 
NClES ON hESlERN JliCRll- All~~lJC ShJR~5 
CCPfH 13), 24t-.t4t, 
fiSH, FISH tlETS, FIS~ FCC£ CRGAhl~MS, FiSh 1Al01\C~Y, FISHERIES, FCCCS, 
GEOGRAPHICAl PEGIC~S, ~HAFKS 
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lSE~ OE.S\l\A H 
PO!TLA~~A CF l~E k~lTE ~ARLI~ TETRtFTURUS tlfl[U$ f~Dio\ 11-E fLCRILA CURRE~T 
Off TI-E CARCLI~A~ 
BUll MAP SCI Gllf C#~FIE l3(1J, 12.3-132 
fiSH, fiSH TAXONC~\, flCRICA, GEC~~Afi-IC.l RfGIC~S, LA~~AE 
1918 AMlHSCI\ H 
REVERSED S~~MER FLClNCER PARALICHTH15-0EN1ATLS fRC~ lHE ~IGtlE JlTLJNTIC 
eHt-11 
BIJLL NS ACAC SCI ~3(1J, 3~41 
ANATOM), Of~ELCP~E~l, 'ERlEB~AlES, ECCLCG,, fiSh, fl5~ lAXONCM,, fLJllfiSHt 
HFVE CEllS 
···~···~·~~~·~·~·········~···········~··~·~···~···~··········~~··········· FISt. lYFES 
~···~·····~···~··························································· 
191! US CEPT Cf CCH~E~CE 
FI~HER~ SlAli~liCS CF Ttf l~lTEt SllTES 
Sl~TJSTICAL Cl,EST lC l1, US £Eft Cf COMM, ~CAA 1 N~f! 
LA~OINGS, fiSH TYPE~. fl~HEkiES, 
1~61 MlSSMA~~ WH ET Al 
F 1~1-ES A~D FISH lAJIW/lE CCLLEC.Ht FFO ATLAtll JC fl~!\1(1(~ OUISES Of 11'11 
P~ltFlNCE~, OECE.ffil 1959- tfCE~Sf~ 196C 
~IMS SPECIAL SCI REPT ~t 
AllANllC CCEA"• CHESAFE~KE EAY, tAlA COLLECTICtS, FISh TYPES, hY£RCG~AfHY, 
LAF~AE, SA~~LING, SlATlC~S 
"*(* A~O fOHIIil- fiSnii\G 
DATA CCLLECllC~St FISH 1YFE5t flSHl~G, FC~EJ~~ TR~CE 
·······~·········••*********************•········~························ FISHERIES 
·····~·······························································•**** 
1913 ~AHC~EY ET AL 
A FIN ~Gl CISEASE Gf ~~~II'iE AI\C ELFlH~ll~E FIS.t! lh ltE 1\f~ \CNK EIGHT 
lRA"S A~ER FISh SCC lC~t;), ~~f-tC5 
ElUEFISH, fiSH, FISr ClSEtSf~t flStE~IES 
1913 FHM a 
A SURYEl Of ThE ~EA BASS FISHE~l 
MA~ FISt ~E\ 35Ch2h Hh26 
BI~C EGGS, FISt. FlSfERJES• fl~tlNG GEAR. ~AJI\FALL l~lENSll~. lRAPFIIIG, 
TRAHII\G 
19H WVEil~ 1t 
AN CBSERVATHN Of PAFIC JURMCCllf\t HRI!AT lCh 11\ THE IHtCLE ATLANTIC 
I! IUH 
ESlltRINE CCA51Al I'AF SCI 2111 1 7!-t2 
PClllTIDllt ECGLD~Y, flStERlESt fo!CVfi'£1\T, Sfk~i£ tlSPOSAlo SllES, 
TEMFERAH.fU, IIIASU "lliSFCSAl 
1914 SERULK fl't RAltiJEII lof 
ASPECTS Of ltlf CISlRIHTICh ll~t ~1!\iHtiiCE (f LCNG-FINNEC SQl.ltt LOLIGO 
FEH£1, EElUEN CJPE 1-AlTERAS A~D GECFGES Ul'll< 
~~~I' ftS" R£\ 3t( H 1 lC-17 
COI\TINENlAL SHELf, OlS1RlBL1lt~, FIS.ERIESo l~VERTEfR~l£5 
l'>i! AIICER~O~ EO 
ASSESSI'flll Cf ~TLANllC IIAC~EREL IN ICI\Af StJB#PEA S AND SlATISllCAl AREA 6 
ICI\~F RES CCC U 
j4, 5E~ ~C 2Si~ 3EFF 
1111\tii\GSt SIOLCG~. fiSt II'NAEEIIEIIl• FJStiERlES, "CRlAlll~, STtC~liiG, YIELC 
E~LA llOIIS 
1911 Hfi\R~ I<A 
AlUII\11( ~Ht.HEN CERPICGRllA JYRAIIIILS1 I<ESCI..llC£ ANIJ FJSt\ER\-ANAL~SlS Of 
tECLJNf 
1\Al CCEIIIIIC HMOS JOIHf\, 1\H fi!JR FISI- SERV, SHC SCI RH--fiH· SER 642 
ATLJ!IIllC MENHA[EI\ 0 CJ!T{t, CHES.PEAKE BAY, COI'MERCIAL FIS~, FI!H 
PCPULAllCN~. FIShEIIIE~ 
191<1 VANENGEL kA, E1 Al 
BICLCGl AtiD ~ANilGEI!ENT Cf TH AMERJCIIN LCdSTEfh SEfl Itt 1914-CH 15, 
1914 
PROGRESS ~EPORT, '1~5 1 ELCLCESlER FCIIIT 1 ~J! 
CRUSTACEIIIIS, flS. MIII\J!EEI'.EI\T 1 FISt ftFULATICIIS, fiShERIES, LCBSTERS 
1~1~ \J~ E~'EL loA El 'l 
BICLDGY ~~C MANA~EMEI\1 Cf THE A~fRICAII LCBSTEF, SePJE~EER 16, 
1S1t-CECE~EEF 15, lS7c 
FPCG~ESS ~EPT, VJ~S, ~LCI.CESTEP PCI~l, \A 
C~LSTICEAN!. fiSt ~lli\.A(E~EIIT, FISH fCFUl~liC~!, FISHERIES, LC6SJERS 
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1~74 ~~1\£1\~El ~A tl Al 
BICLt:GY til£ f'.AI\AGEfoElll Cf HiE HEillCA~ LGtSTEii~ JUt\E 2'\, l'.i7~-SEPT 15, 
1974 
FRCGRESS REPCRT, ~l~St GlClCESlEF f(I~T 
C~lSlACEti\So FISt .AliAEE~Elllt FISH fCFULAllCN!, FIS"ERIES, LCBSTERS 
1918 ttRRl! RE, \A~E~'El ~~ 
BIOLOEi ~NC MANAGEI'EI\T Of TtE ~MERJCtN LCB!lERo JlLY 1 - OECEI'EER 31, 
1S1 i 
P~CERESS ~PTt vl~S, GLCLCE~TER Plo ~~ 
CRl!TACEA~S, FISH ~·~~GE~~~t, FISt FtfULATIC•S• FlStERIES, LCESTERS 
1S15 ~A·E~GEL loA, El Jl 
BICLCGY ti\L .. Af\AHI'EI\1 (f TH AIIH l(A~ LDESlEiit fi~RCtl It, lSH-JI.NE lC, 
l'>B 
FRCGFESS REPCRl, ~JI'S, GltlCESTEF ECI~T, V# 
CRlSTACEA~So fiSh f'~IIACEI'£1\lt FJH PCPULIITJONS, fiSHERIES, LCBSTERS 
1917 VAll EIIEEL ~~~. t~RI'JS P£ 
BIGLOG'f AI\D MAIIAGEHH Cf lHE J!MEIIJCJ!I\ USHER, ~At<c;- H, 1S17- JUH 30t 
1S11 
PRCGRESS f<EFC~T. VI~St Gltl.CESlEII fUll\1 
CRLSTACEAI\S, fiSH l'.iii\IIGfliENl, fiSt HfUlAiHiiSo FISHIHES, LHSHRS 
1§11 'AI\EII,EL iliA, tARIIJ! liE 
BICLCGY ~Nt I'AIIAHI'.Et-1 Cf lli( HEI< lCAI\ LCeSTEI', CECEMeER Its IS7~-~ARCH 
1~ 1 lSJI 
PRCGRESS REPCRl, ~l~S, GLCUCESlEI< ftl~T, \A 
CPLSTACEIINS, fiSH ~AI\A{E~EIIT, fiSH PCPUl.llCI\5, FISHERIES, LOBSTERS 
1915 IIA~EI\GH U, E1 H 
EICLCG~ A~C MANAGt~EhT Df l~E AMERIC~N ltB!lE~t J~~E i4t 1S1~-JLIIE 23, 
l'ilS 
F~CG~£SS F£FOPTt Vl~5, ElClCESlER fCI~l, ~~ 
CRl~TACEA~S, fiSH ~111\AGEMEI\1, FIStl fCFULATIC~S, Fl!~E~IfS, LCESTERS 
1S1t VAN ENGEL MAt h~~RJS RE 
BICLCGY ~Nt I'AIIA(E~E~l Cf THE ·~ERIC~~ LOfSTEr, JUI\E lt, 1~7t - SEPTEMBER 
15, l<JH 
P~CGRESS REPCR1 1 \l~S, GlClCESTEF fCI~T, \t 
CFlSlACEANS, FISH ~A~A(E~E~T, flStl PCPULAliCII!, fiSHERIES, LOBSTERS 
314 
1~75 ~t~E~~El -~. (~~Ell ~A 
8ICLCGY ANC MANAGEMENT Cf THE A~ER!CA~ LOE!lE~o Jth£ 11, 1975- SEFT 15, 
lSI~ 
PRCG~E!S REPCRlt \IMS, GLCLC~SlE~ flo VA 
CRLSTACEANS, FIS~ ~A~AGE~E~T 1 FISM f(FULAliCl!t FISHERIES, LCESTERS 
191! VANENGEL ~~. ~ARRJS RE 
e ICLGG' AI\D fiM'dlGEfiENT Cf lU AMfR I CAN LCSSHR, SEPT 16, 1915-LEt 15, 
1915 
PROGRESS REPORT. ~~~~. GlClCESl£~ FCII\l1 ~t 
CRUSTACUIIS, FISt IUI\~HMEtHo FISt FUULATICIIS, fHhERIESct LCBSTERS 
1~76 ~IRtllll~ IIISlllUTE CF ~ARI~E SCIENCE 
BlClGG) IINC MANACEMENl CF TliE AHRltAII LOBSlU, ~JRGINH FRCFCSAL 
(HHD~EHJ 
GLCUCESTf~ PCIIITt VA 
CRlSlACEAN!~ FISh ~A~AtE)EIIlt fiSH FCPUl,liC~S, fJSiifRIES, LCBSTERS 
1976 VAI\ENGEl ~J, ET ll 
BIOLOGY AND MAI\AGEJI!EI\T Cf lliE A~ERHM LCllSlER, DECEMBER 16, 1975-~ARCii 
15. 1976 
fRCG~fSS REPORT, ~ItS, GlC~CESlER f(I~T, ~~ 
CR~5TACE.I!~S, FISt "'~~(f~ENT, FIS~ fCFUlATIChSo FIShERlfS, LOESTERS 
lSii WEN~EF CA, ~lSit~ JA 
BICLCG"I (f TH IICRJC FISh ANllHRA HSTRJIU Ill lliE WESTERN 1\CFlH AlLAIITIC 
C.I!NACA FRI! JR 341121, 23f2-.C36C Hli'S COHFH 2361 
DEEP SEI FISHES, CEEF-~JlER ~~BITAJS, OISlRlEUllCN PATTERNS, fiSh 
FOFOLATICNS, FISt REPRCCLCTltN. flStERIESo SlR\E"IS 
1913 SHll H lR 
BIOLOGl Of THE RCCK c~•E, CA~CEF IFFCRATLS SlY• IN Ttf CCASTil WATERS CF 
IIHG IIlJA 
VIMS l~ESIS tlNl~ \AJ 
ElCLCGl, C~AES• EASTER~ SHCRE ~~~-~(), FIShE~IES, IN~ERlEfRATES, liFE 
hiSTCRY STU[lfS, IIIR~l~l~ 
1~62 MAlhEF FJ Ill, EAFlLEll KR 
Bl~EFI~ lU~A CC~CE~T~AllCN FCU~C DLRl~G ~ LC~G-LI~E EXFLC~ATICN Of THE 
1\CRTHWESlEF~ Allt~ll{ SlCfE 
CCI'MB fiSh RE\ .(4(2), 1-i 
FISH, FISHERIES, FISHII\~ GEIR 
31~ 
li~S PERL~lllEF J 
CHANGES IN T~£ PCFLLATIC~S Of FISHES A~D IN lHflR flSHE~IES I~ THE ~ICULE 
ATLJNTIC ANt Chf!AFEAKE FEGJCNS, lS!C TC 19!5 
Nh YCRI< liCit SCI HJIII~, SER 2, 21C6h 484-49t 
CAlC~, CtESAPEAKE B~~~ CC~~ERClAL Fl!tlNG, FISH FOFUlAllCN;, f1StE~IES 
1S7S !AILA SB tf[) 
COASTAl ANC OFfStCRE fi\Hi<CNI!ENTH JN\El\TCRY-CAH 11ATTE~AS lC NANTLCKEl 
SheAtS 
RI Ul\lV ~AF flE SEI< 2 
SlRtS, FIS11E~IES, CCEA~CGRAPtYt FH)JCPLA~KTC&, lCCFL'N~TCII 
1913 elii,PU llf El Al 
CCASlAL A~D OffSHCR£ E~Vl~(N~ENTAL l~VENlCFit CAFE HATTERAS 10 NANTLCKEl 
SI10~LS 
RHUDE ISLAIIC lNI~E~SIT,, ~ARI~E PLELICATICII SEFIES 2t 1973 
FA\,;IIA, FHtHIES. 1\:CFTI- CARCllf\A, CCEANCGPAH'W, Ph'tSICAl GCEANCGRAfH~, 
fl~NKJCN 1 I~CEEAf 
195~ RCYCE kf ET ~l 
DECLINE Cf THE IELLC~T~Jl fl(l~tER f~C~ lh~EE 'lLANTIC fiStlht 'REAS 
FISH Blll ~9t 16S-i6i 
FISH PCFULA1JCNS 1 fiStERIE5 1 fLATfiSH, PCPLLPTIC~ 
lSH: HffMF P~ 
CISTRIEUTICN REPRct:LClltfl A~C I!CLTHG Clf Tt.E RCCK CR-'f CAI\CER-IRRORATI.S lN 
THE ~It AlLA~lJC BIG~l 
J liAT HSl 1CI41 
CHES,PEA~E 8AY, CRftBS, ECCLCG~, FISHE~IES, , SEaUAL MAlURJJI, KCLTI~G 
1Si6 l.S. OEFART~E~T Of (.(~~E~CE 
CRAFT Elllll~C~~EhT~l I~f~CT Sl~lEI'!f~l 
PRfllMINAFl FIStER' ~AIIIGE,E~l PLA~ FCR Cl~EF fl~FIS~ 
t,;.S. CEPART~E~l Cf CC,~ERCE 1 ~(~1 1 ~lliVNAL ~'RII\E flStERIES !ER~ICE 
GAS INtLSl~Yt fi\~JRC~M~Nltl EffECTS• flShE~IES, ~~~AGEKE~l 
1~14 RlttAR[SCN Sl 
EG~S AND ltRVAf CF TtE CPHICHlHID Efl Fl~CCCNCFtlS-CRLE~TlfER FRl~ THE 
CtESAPEAKE eiGHT hfS1E~~ NCRlH ATLII\11( 
CtESAPEA~E SCIE~Ct 
RESEA~Ct• ANAJC~,, flS~E~lES, ~Ef~([lCliCN 
376 
lSH SI\CW l<A 
E)TEI\OEO flS~~F' JLRISCICll(l\ lt Cfti\ACA A~t lhE C~ITEO STPlE! 
CCEAI\ CE\1 AM ll'iTEFt\tll lAII 51~31. ~91-344 
ATLAinlC GCEAN, SGCI£-fCCNCfo!JCS, DfllflCPitEU, fiSiifiHES, JLRlSDICTICN, 
LEG~l ASPECTS, "'~AEEitEI\T 
1917 JlPGEI\SEN Kl\, CC\111\GTCI\ Af 
EXTENCEC fiSHERY JLRIStiCTICI\ FRCBLE~S Al\0 P~DGRESS 1S11 P~C(·I\C~T~ 
CARCLII\A GC!iE!lNOii 1 S CCI'ifEREI\CE CN fHHR-. H!IAUHH LHER CXTENtEt 
JlliiS[ lCTICfl 
NC SG RPT il-lS 
ECCNClHCS, FISt SlCCHfl(;, flSiiUHES,. JURJSUCTHN, LEGISLHICII, 
~AIIAGE~ENT, PESEtRCt A~C tE\ELCP~E~l 
1917 U.S. OEPART·f~l CF CC~fo!ERCf 
FINAL fNVIRONHENlAL IMPACT SlAlfi'EIIT, PRELIMIHAPY FISHERY ~AIIAGEI'E/11 FLAN 
FCR ThE OThER FIJI.FISI:i FlStEiiiES CF HE NllRTt:lllfST ATLANTIC 
NATICII.H H~INf flStiERlES SERVICE. liCCD'S hClE HIISS 
Fl~fJS~, flStERIES, ltAIIAGE~EIIl 
1~11 U.S. CEPARlHENl Cf CCMI'E~CE 
Flt.Al ENiiiFUHHHAL IMFAC.T STAlEMEI\T, PREllUMFl FI5HE1il MANAGEMENT PLAN 
FCR THE M~CKEREl fiS~E~JES Of THE IICRlHhEST ATLANTIC 
NATJCNAl MARINE FISHRHS ~E~IIICE, IIUlt•S teu:. !>ASS 
FINFISH, FISHERIES, lt~f\tGf~E~l 
rsH L.S. OEPAAl.fiEI\T CF CCHHCE 
fii\Al EIWIUlN~fflHl STATEMENl, PRHIIHNA~Y FlSHE~V HllNtt:fMENl PlAN FCR ThE 
SQUIC FISHE~IES CF l~E t.ORT~WEST lll1At.JIC 
1\ATIC~Al I>~Rit.E fiSHERIES SE~\lCEo ~OCO'S HCLE ~ASS 
flllfJSh, fiShEFlES, MAI\AGEMEI\l 
1911 U.S. CEFA~T~EI\T Cf CCMMERCE 
F 11\Al ENHRO~HENlAl IMFACJ STATEI'Hlt fRfllllli\HY FIS11EI1Y I'AI\I!GfMEI\T FUN 
FCR l~E ATL~I\TIC ~ERRI~E FIS~E~' Of THE 1\0Rlh.fST ATLANIIC 
NllllONAl ~ARli\E fiStfRIES 5EPVICE, kCOt•s hOli• ,ASS 
FINFISh, Fl!HERIE!• HER~J~GS, PJI\AGEI'EI\T 
1S11 l.S. CEPARlfoiEI\1 Cf Cl~~E~CE 
FI~Al Ell~l~CI\~E~Ttl l~F~CT Sltlfi'EI\1 1 PRELII'II\~~~ fi!hER~ ~AI\AGE~E~l PLAII 
fOF ThE hA~E flS~EFIES (f THE IICRltkEST All~l\liC 
NAllCNAL I'ARINE FISHERIES SE~\ICE 1 ~CCl'S tCLfo ltASS 
fli\FlSHo FISHERIES• ~A·A~E~E~l 
3'i1 
19415 C~~SCI\ H 
FISH AND SHELLFISH Cf lfE ~lttlf 'llA~llC Ct~St 
US FISt ~Nl IIILCLif SEF~, CCI\SEF~ fLLL 3t 
ECCNCMJCS, fiSh PCPLLATIC~St fiSHE~ItS, MAR~LII\[, ShELLFISh, ~IRGII\IA, 
ltiCCLE All,l\llC fiGHT 
l~iE hEN~E~Ll~ RC 
FlSt:ERHS Al\it RENEIIAEU RESGvRCES Cf THE /ICRJ.tiW.ESl 111LIIIIllC StElf 
IN, B. MANCWiTl IECllCRl EffECTS OF fNERGl RELITED A(ll~lli~S CN ThE 
ATLANTIC CO~TINENTAL StELf. BPCCKt~~EII lllll'l LAE, ASSOC UNiw, INC 
I'ARIIIE BICLCGV, CCI\Tl/1£1\Hl SHlf, EHRG,, FISh fiSHERIES, i<ESOLRCES 
1~75 L.S. tEFIIFli'EIIl CF CC~I'fi<CE 
FJSMERIES SlllllSTICS Of ThE lllllED ~TATES 
CURREI\1 fl~tER~ !l~TISTICS 1\( 6iCC 
FIShERIES, SlAll~TICS 
l~iE u.s. CEPARl~E~l Cf COI>~EfiC£ 
FISHERIES !TilTJSliCS Of ltE llllTEC SlATE!, 1~1~ 
CLfi~E~T FISHE~IES SlAllSTICS ~C t9(C 
fiSH£RlES 1 ~TATISTICS• l~ITEt STATES 
1SI3 SAilll SB, PFAlT 5[ 
flShERlESt CtAPlEP E 
COASTAL ANC CffSiiCRE H~IRCNH::f\Hl 11\IIEhTCi<h UH HATT£1<1\S lC NAI'iTUCKET 
S~C~lSo l~l\1 Cf PI, ~tP fufl SEP N£ 2 
FISH, Fl~t fCFLLATIC"So FIShERIES, lifE hl!lCRl STLOIES 
1'5!5 CfH lo 11 
fiSHE~ItEII Cff T~f CAPE~ 
U.S. 11~\~L I~ST, fF[( 61(1Clo ll~S-1133 
CC~I'E~CI~l FIS~II\Go CO~Tli\E~TAL SHELF, flf\FISh INC~STP~, fiSHERIES, lAt(R, 
\IRGINlA 1 ~IDClE AllJI\11( flGHl 
194E U! DEFT CCH~ERCE 
FJ~HERIIEN'S REPCRT, (Al(t (f CEL~IoJRE II o• (R(LI\CflSH SUPVEV 76-(5, P~RI 
J. IIIIRCt 4-.C5 0 lSU (COVERING !Olli-ERN NEil HHAI'C At.D 1'10-ATUNTIC 
ShElf) 
SA~CY tCCK LAft tl(~lJII£5, ~J 
CATC~, CCI'MEFCIAL FISH, fiSH fCFllATICIIS, fl!~fPJES, ~£~ EtGL~~C, S~R~EYS 
1S16 U.S. tEPftRl~E·l Gf CC~MERCE 
flS~E~Y CCNSEFWPllt• ·~[ ~~~~(f~E·T ~CT CF 1S16. f~CT StEEl 
U.S. CEPA~l~E·l tf CCM~ERC~ 1 NCAA. S PAGES 
CCNSER~AliC., fl!~ERil!e LEEAL ASfEClS 
1SI3 lS OEPI CF ((~~EFCE 
FISHERY SlA1lS11CS Cf ThE U~llE[ Sl#lES 
STtTISTICAL [l~EST fiC 61. US CEPT Df CO~M, NCAA~ ~MFS 
LANCINGS, fl~H T'PESt fi5H£~1ES, 
1913 u.s. CEFARl~f~l CF CC~M£~CE . 
flStiE~'t HAllSllCS OF TH Ut-.llEt SHlES 
STATISliC~l OlGEST ~C. ti. U.S. tEfl. Df CCMt., ~O~A fltFS 
FISHERIES, 51All!11(~ 
1S11 RJlCHIE CE 
GRCLI\D f lSI- ~ESCUHE ,!SSESSHf\1 Cf ChOPUNK, t.Al'<liCOKE AI\D iilCCMICC l<BE~S 
fRCM NC\ 1~13 TC CCl 1~14 
CtiES BIOL LAB PEF ~C 11-Ct 
ASSESSMENTS, fiSH, F1St-£~1ES, FESCURCES 
1968 CA~IS J . 
~~~ESTI~ATIO~ Cf PCTE~ll~L FCR EliP~t.!ICN OF lhl lNC~SlRI~l FJ~~ERY Cf THE 
MIO-AlLANliC BIG~l 
VIliS f'HlJSCFIFl 
CCM~ERCIAL FISt!, CCfiMERCllll FISHI\G, CCIHII\EHH SHELF, Flt.f1St1 INtLSlR'Vr 
FISHERIES 
Hilt DHI~ J 
lNVESliGtlllON OF POlHTIAl PCP EliFAi'SIOfil Cf lH nouSTRlAL fiSHERY CF ThE 
HC-ATLAHIC IJIGU 
1/I~S MS 
COMMERCIAL FlSHr CC~·E~CI~l flSHlNG, CISlRIB~llCN, FIShERIES 
l'.it7 DAVIS J 
It.~ESTIGATIC~ CF fClEI'<li~l fOR E)P,.SICN OF T~E INOUST~IAL FIShERY CF THE 
~It-ATltNJIC EIGhT 
VIM5 t<A~U5Cil1Fl 
COI'~ERCIAl FISt, CC~MERCIIL FIStiNG 1 CCNTI~E~l~L ShELf, fl~FISH INCLSTR1e 
FISHERIES 
37S 
1~12 UN!lEC STATES CEPl (f THE I~lE~ICP 
LIBRA~~ RESEAPCh F~CJECT-MIC AllA.llC CO.Tl.ENTAl SHELF IRECC.NAISSANCEl 
8U~E.lU Cf' LAfiC "'~AGEH~l 
CCNllNE~TAL SHELF, F!ShEFIESt l~F(P~~llGN FflJIE\Alt LIB~AAIESt aATU~Al 
FESCL~CES 
1913 l~ITEf ST~lES 
MHTING ON flS!-ERIES Cf ioESTE~N MH-ATUUHIC.t USA- USS~, JAI\LARY-FEBRLi\R¥ 
l'.iB 
CEPT Gf STJTE. fttStit CC 
ACCH 
FI~kE~IES, lNTER~tTJCNJL l,W, UNJTEC STATES, MIDtlE ATLANTIC SIGHT 
1'\iit fi:~A II[ S H 
'I[ClE All,~TIC f!SkE~JE5, ~ECE~l CtA~GES IN PCPLLATIO~S A~O CLTLOCK 
Ifl GROSS• EM (EO!, •tDtlE AllAI'<liC CCI\lll'<fNTAl ShELF RNC Tk£ NEW VCRK 
BIGHT. ASlf SPECIAL S'~FC!IA, ~CLL~E 2, Ff3C~-3ll 
FISHERIES, MICCLE •TLANllC BIGtl 
1971 tOY [l, CH~FREll J~ 
NORlH AllA~llC flShEFIE! 
INr CU~ CtAN(li\E FISMEFJES, S. StAfl~O IECITDRJ, LS tEPl CF CCMMERCE, 
GC,ERN~ENl PRINTING CFFICE, ~A!HINGTCN. C.C. 
FISHE~IES, CC~f~E~(E 
1957 8ACIIlJ! Rt 
NCTfS CN WESTERN ~CRlt! AllANTIC 5M'~'5 
CCFfiA 13), ~46-~4t 
FISH, FISH UETSt FISh fCC[ CRGIINI!MSt FISh lA>CNOI'Yt FISHERIES, HCCS, 
GECGRAPHICtl REGICNS; SHA~KS 
IS 7t: HUNT Sfo\AN GR 
CFFSHO~E flShl~G It. hfFlt (I~CLifiiJ 'N( SOUTt CA~CLINA A~D !GllH CAROLII\A 
MARINE FIS~EFIES RE\lEk 3£(31 1 1:-~3 
Fl!hERIE~. FI5HI~Go ~OPlt C~Rtll~ll 
1'316 JEIISH At 
CFFSHCPE CIL ~Nt fiSHEFV FESCUF(ES 
NEk 'CRK fiSH ANt G~~E J. 23(~) 13t-l4E 
FIStERIESe 1\ATLR~L ~ESClR(fS 1 Cll, I'IOtLE tllA~llC eJGtl 
1~15 u.S. CEFA~l~E~l Cf CC~~£~Cf 
PLCTS CF US~ FlS~l~G ~ESSEL ACll~IT,, hE~ E~GL~~t FISH£P~ JhlfR~IE•S 
l'.if5-l'iH 
NAllCf\H ""~If\E FJSHRHS SOVICE, f\CRTHEASl flSHRIES CE!IlER 
FIStERJES, ST~ll~Tl(~ 
1913 tRYFCCS ET ~l 
PRELI~l~A~~ A~ALVSES CF AllAhllt ~E~HADE~t 8Rf\CCRll~ lYFA~~LSt 
MlGRAllCh5 1 FCFLLATIC~ STRUCTURE, SURVIVAL A~G f>PLOITATIO~ RATES ANO 
A~AILA81llll INDlCAlED fRC~ l~G REllR~S 
FJ~~ BlllE11~ 71C~J, 11~-34 
FISH MANAGEMENT, FISH FtFULATIC~S, FIShERIES, ~O~TALJT~, SEDJ~ENTS 
1913 tiEll F, ~INCSHllA ~J 
PROCLCll\llV GAJ~S I~ l£ fl~hE~IES 
FISHEI<l BULLETIN 7U4J, Sll-9.l!<l 
FIS.EFI£5 . . 
1915 VJRGINIII JNSlllllf OF MARINE !(IENCE 
PRCPCSAL FOR FESEARCh C~ IILTEFf\tll\£ ~ANAGE~E"l ~EASURES FCR THE SURF CLAM 
FISHER'Y 
~JMS CCNTRACT REf(Fl 
ATLANTIC CCEAN, (LA~ l~OLS1R1o FIS·E~IES. tA~A(E~Ehlt S~EllflSh, SLRF ClAM 
191!l At\CEUCI\ EC 
REASSESSMENT CF MACKE~ll 1• J.C.~.t.f. S~BARfAS 3, 4, ~Nt S AfttC 
STAllSJICAL A~EA t 
J.C.N.A.F. l<ES CDC. J5-lC3, HF. ~C. 29Hi• 3eff. 
FISH ~li\AGE~f~T, FIShEFIES, flS~J~( GfAR 
li44 ATLAI\TIC STAlE~ ~tFII\E FlSHERlfS CCM~lSSIO~ 
RECEI\T ADVANCES IN MARJI\f fiShER~ RESEARCH ALCNG THE AllA~liC CCASl 
REP Bl(l SEC SCI CCM~ 10 All SlATE! ~AR fiSH CC~~ 34f 
CtESAFEAKE EAY, flShEPJ£S, ~ESEAI<Ch .tNO [E~ELCPME~T 
19~2 HEFSEY JE El Al 
RECENT fiNDI~GS AECUl ltE CEEP SCA11ER1NE LA~EF 
J M~R RE~ lHU. 1-<.i 
CIUR~Al tiST~JEUTI£~ 1 flS~, f1St£FJES, ~ERllCAl MIGRATIC~ 
19H MC~H H JR 
·REO CRAB f)PLORAliCNS CFF ltE ~CFT~EA!TE~h CtASl Cf TM£ U~ll£[ STATES 
LC~~E~ FISH RE\ 23(5); 5-lC 
8E~T~CS, CC~MERCitl fiS.INEt CRAB l~CUSTRY• CRABS, f)PLCRAllCN, FISHERIES, 
SHELLFISH 
HH Rt.OCES RJ, UN EHEL till 
REF!FT Cf THE ~~TlCh"L Ell£ C~IIS J~tvSTRY ~CR~SHCF SEFl lQ-llt lS14 
ChARLESTC~, SOUTh CAROLINA (~lMS SFIIMSOE l€SJ 
FI~HEklE~, MANAGEMENT, ~ICCLE IITLA.llC BlGtl, flUE CRIIE 
1912 CAVIS J 
SEASONAL ~V,llAElllTY #NC CIST~IBUllCN OF EENltlC FISHES CF CHESAPEAKE 
B ICtl 
IJIJI.~ ~AH5CPifl 
EE~TtiC FAL~II, OlSTFIELllC~, fiNFl!t JNDLSlR~~ FISH FOFULAJJCNS, 
FISHERIES, SEASCfttAL CISlRlBlTION, .IUOCLE IITUt>lJC BlGH1 
1~17 MUSICK JA, ~ERCE~ lP 
SEASC~Al OlST~lfUll(~ lf SlACK SEt EASS, CE~TFCFRISTES STRIATA, IN THE 
~1[-AJLA~TIC BIGhl ~11• COMMENTS CN THE ECOLOG~ A~O FIShE~IES Of THE 
SPEC IE~ 
TRANS .tM FISt SOC 1(6(11. 1-'-15 
SEASONAL \ORUTHNSo HCLCG'h fiStiEIHES, UCGUftiCAI. ~HlOS, , SEA 
BA~SES, ~IOrLE AllA~ll( ElGtl 
l<J15 ~ICtd!RCS IIJ 
SPA~~IN€ Cf SLLEfl~ lUh# ll~l~~lS 1~\N~US) I~ 1HE ~llAhTIC CCE~N A~C 
AOJACE~l ~E~S 
SOlTHEAST FISHERIES CE~lE~, ~ ••• F.S., Ml~~~. FlCRICA, CCNTAltiUllON NO 431, 
lCFF 
fl~~~ Fl5HERIE5, SFA~~l~G 
191:: CMIERCt. n 
ST.TE A~t fEOEFAL CGNSliTlllC~Al I~PEOI~E~TS lC SlATE LlklTED ENTFY 
FIStifiHfS UGJSUUO~: 51AlH FRCM .-~11\E H \IUGlt\111 
~ARINE AFFAIRS fRCG~AM, ~r([f ISLAtt L~l~t KJNGSTC~ 
FECERAL Gt~ERNMENT, FIS~ERIES, LEGAL ASPECTS, ~A~AGE,.E~T. Sl#TE 
JlRISCICTIC~ 
1,(1 IC~~SE~C CH 
ST,TISTICS Of Th£ FIStfRIES OF ltE •ICOLE AllA~liC SlATES 
LS FISH CCM~ REP fCR lSCC, ~.zt, 1S5-3lC 
CCMII£1lCUL fISh, HUI!IIAI<E. flSiitiiHS 1 MtlRYUHt H·,ELlflSt.. liJRGINIA; 
~ICCLE All~~llt fl~hl 
1913 Ul\llEC STATES AI\C L~SR 
STOCK ASSESS!I.EI\T t:F FIS~EFIESt \IESHRt- i'IH-ATUIHICo USA-USSF 
tEfl Cf STAlE. ~tSt, C( 
.cca 
FISHERIES, l~TE~~~TIC~ll L~ko U~llEC STATES, ~ltDLE ATLANTIC fiGHT 
19tC REI~TJE~ J~. PCllt.tVF (~ 
SURVEY Gf THE CC~AI\ FIS~ERJES Gff CElA~ARE EA) 
IsS FISH ~IU::llfE HR\~ HEC SCI I<H fiSH (341), 1-lS 
Fl~FISH, SEASC~Al ''RlATlCI\S, CATCt.·ttM~EFCIAL FISH, (O~MERCIAL FIShiNG, 
FISH, FISHEFIES 1 FISHIN~, Fl!tiNG GEAR, !HEllflSH 
1~13 N~lJCNAL ~t\RlNE FJStERlES SE~\lCE 
S~~~EY 1 PLAN fC~ ~AF~tf 
PREPARED FCR ~~R~AP FRtG~~~ (ffiCE EY lRh S\51EMS ~RO~P, CCNlRACT 1\C 
2-34305 
ICTH1CFLANKTCN~ Ci~TlllAliCN, flSM EGGS, fll~ ~~G~~TIONt fiSt PCPULAllCNSa 
FISh REfR(DUCTIC~, flStEFlES, FC~ElASTI~'• SAMFLINEt STATISTICAL MElhOCS 
1~16 RCFE~ Jk, El AL 
THE HUINT lC CCAST SlRF CUI'. flSHf<'t-1<;73 
fiAii fiSti RH 311UJ, 31-34 
CL,fiSo FlStE~IES, MCLLU!K!, SlRf CltM 
1~15 RCPES J~, El tl 
ThE ATLA~TIC (CAST SURF tl•N Fl!hERl- 1S12 
I>IARIIIE FIStiERIES RHIH 31Hlt <12-21 
CLAM 11\Ct.STRY, CUI'S, FISt:ERlfSt 1'\Cl.li.SKS 
1912 ROFES Ja, EAF~ER All 
ThE ATlllNTIC SL~f CLA"' FIShER~ - 1~1( 
MARINE FHHRIES H\lffllt ~etA 3~(9-Hl. 36-H 
CLAM I~DU5TRY, CLA,St flShE~IES, "CLLLSKS 
1965 ~~IlEC STATES CfFA~TPENl (f ltE INTERIOR, FlS~ AND ~ILOLIFE SER~ICE 
TtE BIG BITE- CCMIIERCIAL FI!HERIEl CF THE MIOCLE AllA~llC CtAST 
k'5h DC 
·CATCh, CC~MEilCIAL flStiN~, ClS1Rl8lTIGN fAlT~RNS, ECCN(MJC I~PACl, FINFISH 
11\CLSTRY, FISH HARliEST, FIStEFlES 1 MFKETlU• SI-ElLFISh 
lSB DERJCK~GN loK, PRICt ~S 
THE FISHES Cf T~E SHCRf iCI\f Cf REtCfET~ A~t lhCitN RI~£R Bt)S 
TfltNS ~MER fiSI- SCC H2t3J, 5~r.5t.< 
DflAW~R£, fiShERIES, ~EASC~At CIST~IELTJCN, CElAhA~E E~~ 
19t4 ERYANlSER VA 
THE l~FLUENCE Of kATER ~ASSES Cf ThE NEW E•GLA~C Al\0 NC't SCCliA ShElf CN 
THf FC~l'ATlCN Cf CCMIHHUl CCHEN1RATIONS Of t:H!UI\G 
ICNAF t~VIRCN SYMf RQ~E l~f4, SERtl223), ((~lFif (E-41, liP 
CO~iiNEI\TAL SLCFE, FISt, FlStERIESo ~ERRIN~S, !ALI~llYt SEASC~AL 
CISTRIEUTICN, TE~PERllU~E, ~IN[~ 
lS61 ~~R,IS ~J JF 
THE ~ID-ATLA~TIC BIGhT, A 1\ECLECTEt ~ARI~E GCl£ ~l~E 
VI~S ~A~lSC!<IFT 
CONTINE~TAL StELF, FINFISH INClSTRl, FIShE~IfSt ~ATURAL FESCLRCES 1 
ShHLFIH• 
l'i6Z HCR IIJGE PJ 
THE S~MIER ftctJHER, fM<IlllCHtYS ClNTATAt IN U.E 'dRGlNIA ltll\lER JRAkl 
f ISI-ERY 
Ul~5 11-ESIS (CCLl ltllll~~ A~t fo!~RYl 
AGING ISIOLGGICALI, CC,~E~CIPL fiSt• LISTRIBLTICN• FISH PCPllL.TlON~, 
fl!KERIE!, GRO~TH ~AlESr SfPit~l~G, 1-t~FlC~ RC~[S 
1~11 GREIG RA, ltEI\iLCFf tR 
TRACE ~ETALS It- FISH fflC~ ltE ~Eit~(~K fiGHl Jh[ LONG ISLAND SCUNC ~SA 
M~R PCLL BULL tf~l, lSt-~CC 





1S7t fREEf'tfl Blt •tlf(~£ LA 
ANGLERS CIJIDE 10 H-E li\ITEO STATES Hl.Al\TlC CCASJ, SECJJC~ V. CtiESAFEAI<E 
EA' 
l.i.S. O£f>ARllo\EIIT t::F CCMJIERCto NCAAt l\MfS,· $EATllE, WA~t<IIIGT(l\,; UP. 
C~ESAPEAI<E BA,, flSHitiE 
H!:~ REHlJES J" 
Cllt.Tit\lGlS tlSTR IBIJllO 'Cf I<.EIH•AtEII HOM TtiE SOUltl AlUNllC AND GllF 
CCASTS Of l~E lNllEt ~lAlE~ 
PRCC £LLF C~RJB FIS~ ltSl, 12Th AN~ SESS 19!9• 31-35 
SEA.SGI\Ill OI<Hl Ul!IS, tCfo\IURClAL f UHNG, f 1St!• FISfHI\G, GHGiiHHICH 
REG lOllS 
1~67 MERRILl AS, ~CFES J~ 
CJSTRIEUTJCII CF SCUl.EPl\ CUAI-CGS Cf ThE MIVCLE AlLANlJC COAST 
CCI'MER Fl.St REV 2~(~1. U-t4 
BHTt10~ 1 FISt\Jf>G 1 flSt1JM, GECGRHt.H.AL ~EOCIISt ltOLlU~I<S, FOHLATION, 
SIZE 
1967 MERRill AS, PCPE! J~ 
OHTRllll.llCN Gf SCL111Efit. ''-'At'Ct:.S Of TU l<lttU ATlAl\TlC CCAST 
CC~f'EP fiSH PE~ 29C4J, t~-64 
BENUCS, FJSHINI.it flHUNGt GECGRftPt!lCAl I<E~UNh MCLLIJSI<S, PCFUlATHitl, 
SIZE 
lst2 SUHE JL 
tlSTP teUTICI\ Cf 11.~AS Ill OCEANIC liATHS (f Tti.t ~CRlHIIE~HRII tllAftlJC 
US FISt WJLCUFE .HRV, FHr . .Slll 6~1HU, 323-.a41 
COf'MlNIT't, SEASOIIAL VAPI~llC~S, flSiio fJStJ~G 
lsti ClA!ll< J 
FISH ~~( '~~, CCIIfl~CT 111 l~E ~llA.TIC ESl~ARI£5 
~M liTlCR#L !OCIET,, SfEC fLE ! 1 ll f 
AllANTIC CCEA~, CC~'ERCIAL fiSHJhEr CC~SER~'llCh, ECOLCCICAL !~PACT, 
E!ll~Pl~E f~VJRC~~E~l 1 flStJIIG 1 fiAlLRtL ~ESCL6Cf5 
fi*C* AH~ 
fQH IH fISH 11\C: 
DATA CCllECllCfiSo FISh l~ftS, fiS~l~C, FCREIG~ TRACE 
1976 HtllSf'~fl Gl< 
OFFS~ORE flSHIII~ I~ fiCPTH CAPOlltl~ Aflt SC~lh C~R(LJ~t ~~[ SC~l~ CA~Cll~~ 
MARINE fiSHRIES ~EIIIH 3813h 13-.iC~ 
fiSHERIES, flS~lN~t ~CRlh CARCLJ"A 
1S75 l•5• tEfA~l~EI\1 Cf ((f'~£1<CE 
,PEfO~T TC ~O~G~ESScO~ CCEAII POLLUliCN, O~ERfiStilNG AND CFF~tiC~E 
CE\ELOflo\E~ 1 
u.s. CEPARTMENT Cf CCMio\ERCEt ftOAA. 17F 
POLLLTIGII, E~PLD~ATIC~t fl~HJ~E 
Hli5 5~111-. I<" 
SPORT FISI-I~G ll\ kESlERN CEL~W,RE fAY, A~ ASSESS~El\T Cf CRITICAL AREAS 
CCLlEliE Cf f'Aiill\E STHHS, UNJHRSlll CF CEl~loARE CMSUI\11~-15 
FISh, FISHI~G; SPCRT fiSH, SPCRl flSHI~G, CEl~k~RE BAY 
19EO REll\lJES J .. , RCJl~~AlR C~ 
Sl~~E' Cf THE CCEAll fLShf~JES Cff CELA~ARE fAY 
US FISh ldLCUFE ~ERVo HEC SCI REP FISH 04llt 1-18 
FlflflSH, SEASC~AL ~A~l-TIO~St CJlCt, CC~ME~ClAl fiSh, CC"~EICIAL fiSHING, 
FI5~, FIS~EI<IES, fiS~I~Et FIS·I~G G€~R, S•fLlfl5t 
1S17 ~A~t GE, RCP£5 J~ 
Tlif ATLAIIT JC COAST Slilf CLM• fiSHii't- iSH 
~ARII\E FISHERIES FE\IE~ 
3Sf5J, 18-~3 
CAlflStESo ClRCULATl(l\ CPLtNlSJo fiShiNG, MAS~, VlRGllllAo ~IElO E'LATICtiS, 
~IDCLE All~NliC flGHl, !llif ttl~ 
lSit BPC~l\ BE El ~l 
THE EFFECT OF FIShiNG ll\ I<ARlf\E FI~flSH EIC,JSS IN T•E 1\0~lhkEST ATLANTiC 
fi<GM lrE ELLF Gf MAl~E 1( CAfE rAllE~~S 
I~TER~ATIC~~L CC~MJSSJC~ fCP T~E hCRTtliEST Alltl\Tl(, FIStE~IES BULLETIN NC 
12 
BIO~ASS, EJFLCJTAliCI\, fiSh, FISH ~~~#GE'E~T, flS~ING 
)qc2 ECkARC~·~l E1 ~l 
WHlER kAHR TEfiPERAllliHS 111\C 11~ M1~CTATEC LlSl Gf FISHES- ~Al\TlC~ET 
SI-CALS TC (AfE HllTE~AS ~LEATFCSS Ill Cllll~E ~G 12t 
LS fiSH ~ILCLIFE SER\, !fEC SCI ~Ef FISH t3Sllr 1-31 
C~l~, DISTRISUTIC~r FISt, fiStlNGt 'EGGRtPti(AL REGIONS, lE~PERATL~E, 
TRAWLIIIG, CSlECL(() 
3i6 
··························~·······~·~·······~~···························· flStilH: GEAil 
·········~························~·······~···············~··············· 
l'.iH FRAI'E Cl! 
A ~URVEY Of lhE SEA EAS~ flShEF~ 
Mill\ FHi< REV 3.Hl-.2), l'S-;:t 
81RC EGGS, fiSh, FISHERIES, flShl~G GEAR, RAJNF~LL INTENSIT~, TRAPPING, 
Ht\IILIIIG 
l'.i62 ~Jl~ER fJ III, e~FTlflT ~P 
eLUfF Ill TIJI\A CONCEI\lRATIOII fOliND Cll<lf\G A lCNG-LHE EXPlOI<Alltfl; Cf THE 
fi;OFTM~E51EFN AlLll\11( 5LCFE 
CO .. H FISI- H\ 2H.2h 1-1 
FISh, Fl!I-ERIE!, Fl!l-l~E GEAR 
1CJ1~ AI\CEI<H~ Et 
REASSESS~EI\1 (f fjJICKHEl H 1 .. C.!I .. J .. F. SU8JlllfAS 3, It, Mit 5 MC 
STATJSTIC~L ·~EJI t 
I.C.N.A.f. RES DOC. 15-1C3 1 SEF. ~t .. 2916. 3EPF. 
FISH ~Jl~·GEffl\1 1 flSI-fFJES, flSI-11\E GEAR 
l~tC REI~l~ES Jk 1 llCilh~t~ll C~ 
SlR~EY Of l~E CGtAII FIShf~JES OFF tELAWARE BA\ 
LS FISH HlOllFE SER\, HH SCI liEf fiSH (3'11J. 1-18 
Fl~FtSH, SEASCIIAL v•~lJTlCIIS, CATCt, COM~fRCIAL FISH, CCM~ERCIAL FISHING, 
fiSH, FIStfRIES, FISHJN,, fiShiNG GEAR~ SHELLFISH 
··~·······~······························································· f 151-K Ill 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
l'ii71 MlLSlEl~ (6 fT ~l 
A ~AJOR ~Ill Of ~A~l~E C~GANI!.S I~ THE ~ItCLE ATLA~TIC BIEHl CURI~G 
Sl~~Eil 1<;76 
IClHYCLCGJC~l AS!OC IIIC 6~ll IE 
EENTHCS, CE.EFSAL FlStES, FIS~~ILL, FCULJNG, ~~t~CGRAP~~, INVERTEBRATES, 
HFHI.ln 
l~i3 YCU~G JS 
A ~ARINE ~Jll Ill ~Ek JEllS£) CCASl'L •tTERS 
~A~ FCll BULl 4t 1C 
eEI\ThOS, FISHKILL, 1~\EFTEB~AlE~, MCR1Al11' 
19E9 CG~~~ lt C~ESS J 
A ~ARINE KILL 0~ ~E~ JE~!E' ~~ECKS 
UNCE~!fA ~'1 6, 4-12 
3ci 
f JSihKlll 1 Q)YGfN C HAI\C t CX'Gf~ REHHE ~fillS 
lSH STEIMLE f 
A SU,MAR' Cf lhE fl!h ~Jll - A·C~l' fHEIIC~f~CII Cff 1\Eh JERSE~ AND ITS 
l~PACT Cll llES~lRCE SfEC1ES 
OCTCBER 15 1 161 1916 kOU<SHCF, WtStcHGlOII t.(., LNIVERSll'l Cf CElA~A~E 
FISHKILL, CJ)GE~ CE~A~t, CXYGE~ RE,Ll~EMEIITS 
1 S11 l<LHF hE 
ECLNCM1C IMf,lT Cf Ttf EfFECTS Cf FCLLIJTICfl; (N THE CCA!Ttl Fl!hERIE! OF 
THE AllANlJC AND GIJlf OF ~EXICG REGIC~S Cf THE IJ!~ 
~A~· fCLLUl BULL Sl9lt 1SS-2CC 
GAS !NCUSTFY, , flSI-~llL 1 1-U~A~ FESCURCESt , OIL, Q)YGE~ RE,LlREME~lS 
1913 YCUfi;G JS, GIEStll Cl' 
EFFECT Of lhER,Al EffllE~T CN ~IGRtliiiG ~E~HECEN 
~AR FCLL Elll 4ttl 1 S4-~6 
FISH, fiSH ~IGRAliCNt FI5~KILL 1 ThER.~L FOLLlllC~t THE·M~L PC~ERFllNTS 
···~······~·~·····~···~·4·~···~-~~··~····································· fUHISH 
·······~···4··········~··················································· 
1~59 R[~(E ~f ET Al 
DECLINE Cf THE ~ELLC~l~ll fl(L~tER f~tM ll'c~EE ~lLANliC flS.IIIG AREAS 
FISI- ELll 5~, 16~-267 
FIS~ POPULATIONS, Fl!hERlE~, FLA1Fl5H• PCPLL~110~ 
1970 SMITH kGt f~tAY MP 
OESCRIPliCN Cf EGGS A~O l~RVAE [f l~E SUM~tF fl(L~CEP, P~~All(HThVS 
CHHlUS 
~S BUR SPCRJ FISh l\ILCUFE ~E~ FEf fi~h l-21 
AN,lCM,, BEI\lHC!, FISH, fl,lfiSH, l'F\~E. FlE~E~TS 
1~13 JCSEPh E8o FICHA~[S(fl; Sl 
LARVAE 'IIC VCU~' Cf ~ESTER~ ~OFT~ All~~llC BCl.lt flAlflSHES ETRCPLS 
MIC~OSTO~US AND CllhARICHTH~! 'RCTIFFG~S I~ ltcE (HESlPEA~E BIG~T 
N~f~ fHtiER't HLUllfl 11131. 135-761 
FlfiFISt !N[USlRY, fLATFISt, ltWV.tu LARVAL f~C~lH STtGE, ~(RftGLGG'• 
C 51 ECLCG't 
ISH LEC~AIIO .H 
UI'VAf Cf UE fOli<S FCT flOIJI>li:EI't t, IPfOGLCSS IliA OELONGA (PI SC£S, BOTHIOAE), 
FRO~ TH ChESAPEAKE lliHil, HESlfRN MRlH AlUIHH 
CCPEU 4, f16-68l 
FltlFJSHt l~R\~l GRC~lt STA~E 
1S66 LU) fft PCRJfj .LR JF , .. 
lENGTtHIEIGtiT RElATlCI\ CF THE SUII".H fLCUHER P~UllCtn'HS C£1\TATUS 
LS fiSh kiLOLIFE SER,, SFEC SCI ~Ef fiSH t!31J. 1-~ 
BRfEOI!IG, SEASCNAl 'ARJ~TICNSt flATflSht lf~GJt, ~f~UAL MAllRIT~, hflGHJ• 
lENGTh-fREQUENCY CISlRiflTIC~S 
1912 Mt.RAI1~KI I!S 
PART 3t Rf~ULTS Cf HH)li\C: f)HRIMEHlS Of Slii'MfR flOUNCe~, Ptl<.tlllCHhliS 
CEIITATUSt CCNCLCTEC Ill IIEW ~ER~El ~AlERS fRO~ 196C TC 1S61 
1111) ECCL CONS FOR OCEMI HlES CFF IIJ FOR fllCF HC GEN SUUCIIS z, 1-73 
BEtHt!CSt BRHIJIM?, SHSCt-.tl \IARUTICI\St FISk, fiSH IHGIUTICN •. flATflSii, 
SEASCNAl; T~~GIN~ 
197S ~1\CEI<SCII Vl 
Rf\lfRSEO SU!I'ER fl(l;i'OE!i P'R,lll(tU'fS-CENHUi~ FRCI~ THE IUCCLf ATUIITIC 
lliGt-1 
BUll NS ACAC SCI 2311Js 39-41 
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1973 NlCHlS Ml'to l .. O~PSCN (; 
OE~ElCfMENT Of ThE llRSICJl~ I'A>I~l~ I~ A CCJSTAL fl~l~ ESTLt~Y 
VIRGI~IA JNSlJTUlE Cf ~JRIIIE S(IENCE, ~LCUCES1£R PCI~TVIRGINIAt 55P 
COASTAl FU INS• ES lUAR lESt FlOCCHA TIU, GECLCG h Tlit<BICJ n 
llUltllUUU HH H ~·>Ill >l>t>l* U U U ~otH>I"*******·*"**"***"*Ull***"***"-~''h'Ull*"* 
fi.CU: CCHHl 
····~*"*"**•>~***"~>l>lll>lll>l**"*"*""***"""""*"*"*"**""""*****"*""""*"*"*"*"*"* 
1915 CS~~ll N~ El Al 
FOURMILE Rlf\ lCCIH fl(([-CCIITRU FHJECT, HEXAIICRIA AU: A~LIIIGTCN CCUIIT't, 
VIFGINIA- HYCFAULIC ~Ctfl IIIVESTltlliOII 
U.S. ARMUulTERIIAYS E~PERIP~,EI\T SlATlU• ~ICI<SHI<G, lo!ISS, TECh ~EP H-75-19 
AlEXAN&RU, ~A, tRliMlCII CGlNH, \A, CE£P 5U FIShES, Ct:AIIHLS, FlCCO 
CCIIT~Clt h'CR~UliC ~([fLS 
······~·~·~·-~······~·-~·················································· FlU A 
············································*•*****"**""******"***"***"""* 
1913 CFI<lS FK, T~YlCR JE 
A flORISTIC AND ECCLCGIC~L S~~~f). ThE eEIIltlC 1AC~O,LGAE Cf •£HCBClh fAY• 
[Eliii!AH 
I!OTIIIHCA fi~RliiA lt, H()..-1<;~ 
AL~AE, fLO~At ECCLCGY, SL~VE~St CELAI!A~E EA'f 
lSIC At.Cn~CU 
ASSAHAHE ECCLCGlCAl !llUCIES, PARllt EMIIROtd!ENJAL l~FCI<MATION 
MO. LNIV. IIRI CC~J~lS ~4f 
fAl~At fL(Rt, M'RIIIE fl(l(GY, ASS,TEAEUE, ECClCE~, MARINE ~ECLOGYt S~AMPS 
1~15 PUUIFS CE 
~A~E All[ EIICA~£EREC kll[flC~ERS Ill CElAWAPE 
UNHEll~H[ 
ENCAhGEREO SFECif~, flCPA, Cfli~Ar<E, ANGICSFEi~S 
1Sl3 S~Ifl CJP El tl 
RIDGE ANC ~WAlE lCPCGR~P~\ Cf lhE ~IOCLE ATll~TIC eiGhT, IIC~l~ AMfklCA, 
SECUlAP ~f~PON~E lC 1•1 ~OLOCf~E H)[PAlllC ~EGI~E 
M~R GECL 15(4) 7 ~21-241 
FLCRA, EtRRIE~S, TRANSFCRTt CGII1l~EN1Al SHELF, E!TLAFI£5, 5ECI~E~T!, STC~~ 
RlNCFF, ~JRGI~l~ 
lS12 SIFPLE loS 
THE FAST A~IJ PI<ESEtll ~~t PRESE~l flCR' IN[ VE{ETATIC~ Cf THE ~AC~E~SAC~ 
MUI:CIIIS 
fAilTC~U All, ~-55 
FlCRA, CC~STAl PlllNS, ~EGETITIQN, CCASTAL lC~E 
3~C 
··············~···~··················~·······~·········~·~··········~····· fl tlliC/l 
**************~·······~···~·······~······································· 
l<.it:! OES'Il'vA llP 
FOSTLAF'' Cf ltE ~l-ITE ~'RLI~ T[l~~FTLRUS ALSltUS FRO~ ThE FLCRIOA CLRRENT 
Cff THE CAFGlllAS 
BULL MAR SCI Gllf CAFRlB 13(1), 123-132 
FISh, fiSt T~XC~(~~~ fLDFltA, tECGFAFMIC~l REGlCNSt LAR,AE 
~·~·~·~·~·~·········~·~~···~·········~···~············~~·················· f((; 
··~··········~····~················~···~·~································ 
1S7€ ~fRRlll El Al 
J<AI\GE UTEI'ISJON Of f\OLL(SK~ fllof" TtiE HOOLE AlLAHIC EIGHT 
~AlllLLS Sill), 34-4t 
Nf~ RECC~tS, FCG, lNVER1EERATESt ~ClllSKS 
·······~··~····~·······~···········-······································ Feet ChiH.S 
························~················································· 
1'>17 ClfTE!l Mf 
ACUTE Al\0 CHACNIC SllitlfS kin ~AHRHwl OFCSEt H FETIIClfUi', 
hHIICCAIIECIIS 
US EFA tOt 
1-H-U 1 
Oil SPilLS, FOLllllON, CC~TIIIEIIlAL S~Elft FCCG C~Al~St ~AIEllo ~AlER 
PCllLTltll EFFECT! 
19i1 SEtBERR' GR, ~l~JCK JA 
FEEDING STII,TEGIES Cf !C~E DEMERSAL FIS~ES Cf Thf COIIliNENTAl SLCPE AND 
RISE Cff TH I!Ic-tll~~llC CCASl Cf lhE L .. S .. A. 
CEEP SEA fiSHES, CC~liNENIAL SHELf, FCCC Chtl"S• fCCC hABITS 
1S61 -1Lll~MS Pft MlRCCCt M8 
THE PCTE~Tl~l l~FCFl~fl(£ Cf CCFC G~~SS I~ CCNVEYI~G ZINC; ~~~GANESE, ANC 
IFCII l~T( E!lL~RlNE FCCt CtAlN 
NAT MAR fl~~ SER 1 fRCG ~EPl., EEILFC~l, fl.t. 
FOOC CHAI~St ~AlCfhYlE!t tEA\' MET~LS, SFA~TIN~ 
3Sl 
············~·~·······~··················································· Her 1-tEilS 
···················~··················~···························~······· 
l9i7 SECSER~~ G~, ~USICK JA 
FEEC!NG !TRATE&IES OF !O~E OE~ERSAL fiSHES Of l~f CO~liNENlAL SlCPE jNC 
RISE Cff l~E MID-AllA~TIC CtASJ Cf Thf U.S.~. 
tEEF Set F JSHS, COflllt\ENTAl SHU, FCCC Ui~H!, FCOC 1-Afll~ 
·~····················~··················································· fCU: IIIEeS 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1913 CALCEF t~ 
JNVHTCilY tf M~FINE Ef\1; IRCNMENHL ANO SOCic-ECCIICHC OH~ fOil THE CllEF 
CCNll"EATAL SHELF A~E' (f ThE 'TlAAll( CCEA" fF(fl, SA~CY "CCK 1 ~EW JERSEY 
TO CAPE CA·~~EFAL 1 fl(FltA 
VJM5 I<.S 
SIClA, OISTRlBUTIC·~ FCC£ WfE5o MA~~ALlA~ RtPELlE~TS, I'ICRTHEAST L.S., 
SOUTHEAST u.s •• WETLAAt!~ CC~!TAL ZC~E 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• fCU:S 
··························································~·~············~ 
1 'i!1 EACKI.JS Rt 
NCTES CN WESTE~~ ~C~lh 'll~~liC StiF.S 
CCPEI~ C3J, ~4t-i4t 
FISH, FISH DIETS, FISh FCCC C~'~IIIS~S, FISh ~~~C"C~Yy FIShfRIES, FCODS, 
GECG~Af~IC~l ~EGICI\5 1 Shlii~S 
HH CEEIIn GS 
RELATIIIE EffECTS Cf TEMPER,lURE ANt FCOO C~ S&ASO~Al II'IIIAllC~S lfl lEIIGTH 
OF MARINE CCPEPCCS IN SCME EASTER~ t~ERIC~II A~C ~ESTE~~ ElRCFE/lN ~ATERS 
BUll BJI\GhU (CE~HGR CCLLHT 11UJ, l-S6 
SEASO~~l V~~IATIC~5, CCFEFLCS, FCOCS, GECG~Af~IC~L REGIC~So fCf~lATICI'It 
TEMPERAlLREt ZCCPl~~~lC~ 
IS t3 HA \EN ll S 
SUFPLEMEN1~1 FEEtl~G Cf CY5TERS ~llt ST~R(~ 
CH£S~PIAKE ~CI flll 1 4;-~1 
eE~Tt05, ESllA~IES, FCCCS, GFChl. ~tlES, ~(LLUS~S, C~SitRS, !TARC~ 
,...,.,...,.,.,.,.,. "*"*~*~*"*"*~u• •••u •u uu•uu *'" •• u .,..,..,. H u ,.,. "* ** ********* 
HRIII'.!MfERII 
········~································································· 
1975 ~JRGI~IA 1NS111Llf Cf I'~Rl~f SCIENCE 
EN II JROMHNTAL CAH ACQUISITION At.£ At\AL Y 5 H - I' IC-AllAt\liC CCS BE liliEfN 
\/IllS AMJ ,Blfl, HR ltiE PEI\1(){. 1 CC1 1 l<;i15-31 DEC, 1975 
2ND QUAFlERl) SUIII'ARY, f~CGRESS ~EfC~l 0 
BtCTERH, eff\Jt:O!, CHE,.lHI'Y, CGHlNENlAl Hiflft FCRliMINifERAt 
OCEtNCGRAI'tt't, lRACE ELEI'HTS, loliiiES (IIATE~It .lCCPLANI<TCN 
IS75 VIRGINIA I~SlllllE CF ~A~I~E ~CiENCf 
£N\IJPCM•EHAL UH ~"OJSITIGI\ ~f>iC #HLYSI~, MIC-IITLJINllC CCS 8ElliEEf\ \Ill'S 
ll~[ BL~ FCF T~E fEI<ICC 30 JlfiE, 1Sl~30 SEPT, 1S75 
QUJIRTERLW fi<CGFESS RfPCRl 
BACTERI~t BE~THC!t CHE~l!TFY, CC~TINENTAl ShELF, FCR~~~~IFER~. 
CCE~NCGPAF~Y, TI<ACE ELEMENTS, k~IIE~ lkATERJ, lCCflliN~lCN 
1941 HAG Cl1 
FDRAHANIFERAL 81D!1RA1IGI<llfhl 
IN, fl.~. SCI-IJLLE UCllUl GfCLDHCAl STUCI£5 CN ltE COH NC,. a-,.;: kELL• 
UNITED STATE~ ~IC-AlLANTIC CUTE~ CC~liNENlAl SHELF ~REA. uS G£CL SuRIIEY 
CIFClL~R ISC, 35-36 
FCRliMlNlfE~A, GECLCGY, PLANKTCN, !TRAliGRAFhY 
l'it.3 wtun Ill 
PCGCHFtrCRII ON UlE NEll HGLA~D CctlliNEI\lH HUE 
5ClENCE 141C3S18lt 358-359 
eEt.HOS, fCPJII'ltdfEI1At PCLHti!ElES, PCPULAllCI\, SEOHElllS 
1S7t ~~ESEl tJ El tl 
SHALLOIIIi SUBEOTlO~ 5lRA11GI1APH,, ,ICCLE All,lilJ( CLTE~ CC~TihfNTAL SHELF 
GECl SCC A~ AS51~ 8(6}• 9~7-9!~ 
B'lh~METfY, CC~JINENTAL S~ELF, FCI<i~INIFERA, GEOLOGY, LAGOO~S, SEDI~ENTS, 
SEISMIC SllCIE~t ~lRATI~~AFh~ 
l~t4 WIGLE~ Rl~ 'CINlV~E At 
SC~E 'L~LilAll~E CC'F'FIStt.S (f CffS~CRE MElCfENJtCS ANt MACRCBENl~OS 
SCUTt Cf ~~RltA 1 ! ~lNf,tR[ 
llM~Cl CCEA~OGR ~ (41, 4E~4~3 
eE~ltiC FAU~A, BE~THCS~ CE~SIT\, FCFA~INiffRA, 'ElEORGLCGICAl DATA, 
FLANKlCN, fCFllAllG~ 
196~ SLZAS HA, fiE!C~ lf 
SPECIES Cl~ERSIT,, BE~l~C~IC fCPA~I~IFERA J~ kESlERN NCRlh AllANJl( 
SCIENCE le3(3S62J, 7~-15 
EENTtlC fALNAt FCRA~lllfE~A 
··········~···············~·~·······~·~···············~~-·~··············· FCI<ECAHIIIG 
'·····~··········~························································· 
1913 NAllON~l ~A~JNE FI!HE~IES SER\ICE 
SURVE. 1 FLAN FCI< ~~~~~Af , 
PIHP~RH fU 1'\M<I' .. tP PfiCI:I<'IO Cff ICE B' TRio nHEM.S GRClift CCiilllilCT 110 
.2-343(:5 
ICTHYCFLAI\~lCN, CISTlll~TlC~~ fiS~ f((S, FISt MIGRATIOI\t fiSH FOFULATICNS, 
fiSH REPROtlCTIO~, FtStE~lES, FCREC~SllNG, SA~PllliGt STATISTICAL I'ETHCOS 
····~·····························~···································~··· fCHHt. TR~Cf 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
N*C* liMN 
FCRE IGI' fl SH HG 
tAlA COllECliC~S, fiSt TYfES, FlSt'lt.G, FCREIG~ TRACE 
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1973 RE~ Mftt fCS~ KJ 
SY~TEMATICS A~C CISTRIElliCN OF lhE CEfP-!EA GASlRCFCC, fFITC~lUM 
{fCCLl~ECGYFAI ~ITICL~ 
NHllli.S 81 14), 93-H 




1915 ii~GHI\EI< GS 
EASTERN OEtlOlOlS fC1<E~l. \(LL~E 1. 
SU1HtSTEilN EVEFG~Hfl ~tiC CI~-FIM fCREST, 11\Hf\TOR~ Cf NATlRAl AREAS 
U.S. DfPtRT~EI\l (f 1~1€~1(~ 
FORE~T5, ~APFI~Gt SL~\f\S 
*********··~·······~·~····················~······························· HUllS 
················~············~······························~············· 
1S6l ~·IT~ORE Ft El Al 
ELfPtAI\1 TEET• f~CM lHE ATlt~TlC CC~lli\EIITAL SHElf 
SCIENCE 15tt3f11J, 1411-14tl 
CC~TIIIENTAl SHElf 1 GECLC~~. P~lECIITCLCGY, FCSSilS 
1St1 RICrARC5 rG 
FlEISTCCENf G~STRQffj[A Cf ~lRGl~IA 
\lRGINlt MINH<~U 1312). 15-lS 
GA!TRCPCOS, t<ClllSKS• FLEIST<CENE EFCCH~ VIRGl~JA, FCSSILS 
Htt IHCHtRtS HG 
FlEISTCCE~E FELE{YFCC~ Uf \IREINIA 
VIRGifiiA ~~~EFALS 12(3Ja 1f-i4 
~CLLUS~S, FLEISTCCENE £FOOt, \IF~INIA. FCS!ILS 
1S11 M~Cl~l,FE l~t ET tl 
RELICT OYSTE~S 0~ T~f U~llfD ST~TE~ AlLANllC CO~llNE~TAL ShELf, A 
RECONSIOERATIO~ Cf T~EIR l5EF~ll~ES5 Ill l~£E~SlAIDlNG LATE 'ijARTE~A~Y SEA 
LEVEL HISTCF'l 
GECL SCC MHR f!tJll SHi}• .<Ji-a4 




1977 ~Il~TEI~ CE El tl 
A (I(~JOR KILL CF fiARIIIE CRGMdS~S Ill UE ~,I£t:lE AllANllC BI<:Hl Cl.RU.G 
SU.(~H HH 
ItlH)CLCGICAL tSSCC 11\( EUll lt 
BENTHOS, Dft<ERSAl FISHS, fiSHKill, Hl.JLIIIGt I<HRCGRAFHY, lll~cRTEBil~HSt 
foiORl.AlfH 
l9t~ GALlStFF FS, ~ERRILL AS 
hClES ON SHELL M(RFt(l(GY, GFC~TH, ~~D DISTRIBUTION GF GSTREA EQl.JESTRIS 
SA) 
EUll MAR SCI Gulf CARIE l~{~j, i34-i44 
BE~ThCS, fGUllNG, fCLLLSKS, ~D~PHOlDG,, !All~Il1, S~Sl£MtliCS 
**********~···~·~****************************************•················ fRE,U£fl(l tN~LY~I! 
······················~······························•••****************** 
1S15 ATKINSON LP 
ESTI~ATES (f \CLLMES, F1<fQLENCY, ANt ChE,IC'l Alit 6IOLCGICAL JMPORlANCE Of 
GUlf SlREA#' lNlRlSIC~S Ill SCI.Jll HUIITIC eJGU 
36Tr 'NNLAL MEETING CF A~ !CC ll.fl(l Al\0 CCE,IItGF t152344 
BIOLOGY, CHE~lSl~Y, FRE,lf~CY ~~ALVSlS 
·······················~·················································· fRE~H<tlER 
······················~··················~································ 
1~55 KETCHL~ e•, ~EE~ [J 
THE ACCL~Ll.ATION Cf Rl'WER WAHil O~H lHE CCIIli~EIITAl Sl-iElf EEHoEEII CAfE 
tOC ~NC <HESAPEA~E B'l 
l'~f ~AF fJCl CCEANCU tHP SE-6 RES, SlPPL H ~CL 3, 34t-351 
CCNTI~EN1~l S•Elf, [ISC.ARG~ !~AlE~), fRESt~~l£R, ~OFl•E~ST u.s., ~J~ER 
FlG~, SALINITY, SEASG~AL tiSl~lflTICfl, Vl~Gl~It 
*lt*UUUU:U~:t:tlflfll<<h:tUU~:tH:t:UUH>I<***U*:UU*-**********U******U***** 
fHGS 
............ ,. ................ :t.:t:t:t:t:t:t:t••·~~-····*••••*~··············~······ 
1964 1-!AIW\' JC Jl' 
~ NE~ fROG, ~A~A PALLSli'IS MIN~UETIIt SUeSF. NC)•• F"Dt.THf llLANTJC 
CCA n Ill P lAII"i 
CHES SCI 5U 11>4C 2h 91-100 CCCNTIII£ .25S, tiATLR RESGt;RCES JIIS1 1 Ufll~ ,.0, CHES BIOL LAe, SCLDtD~S~ ~() 
ATlAUJC CCASlAL FlJliN, tlSll<lHTJO, FRCGS, S'fSHIUHCS 
******••••••••••••••••n·••••u•uu••***-•••U**************'-*••••~••••••• flf\GI 
,. .................... ,. "* ..... "*"*"*•• .................. ,.,.,. ............. " *". "*** •••• **** 
1915 WALKE~ Jt, CClhfll F~ 
F~CTORS AFFECTlhG E~LME~JITICN 11\t ISCLATIO~ [f ACTINCIIYCETfS FRC~ 
ChE~AFEAKE EAY Alit SCUltE~STE~N ATlANTIC CCEAII SEtiMENl 
IIA~II'\E MIC~CEICLCG' 30, 193-~01 
CHESAPEME e.n-, fLMih CCfAr>S, SEtHHlS 
}';71 KlllMBEIN WE 
~A~GANESE-C)IGllJ~G fll\~1 'Nt EACTE~J.tl !N RECENT SHELf SEtlME~lS OF ThE 
eAY CF BISCAY ~N[ THE NCRlt SEA 
N~lU~hiS~ 5~11), ~c-!l 
BACTERI.tl, FUII€1. ~AliGAl\ESEt 14CRPt!ClGGh SEti,.EIIURY STRLCTLR£! 1 SHiJMEt<TAllCN 
1912 KCH~f'rEF J 
MARINE fUN (I D HER J(lRA liNG ChIT IN Cf ti\'ORCHA A flO K H A llt.-llltf A !'iN fl. I C 
H.EU 
~A~ tl(l 12(4), ~17-·f~ 
CYTOLOGICAL STLOIES, fUGJ, FCL 'ICJiHTfS 
.3'i7 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• G~5 CtRC~AlOGR~Ph~ 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1Si.3 "A~\E~ GRt 
LPlAKE IIIC UMSFEJ< CF CHCFINUH l-'ttROCAl<6CNS 11'\ ATLIIMIC CCEAN 
CRGll"il.H.S . 
IDCE P~CG~ES~ ~EPCRT ~Cl 2 1 JulY 1~72 TC JFJ<JL 197.3, PG 13, CATALOGUED 
UfltE~ 1\CCC ACCESSICII ~c. 73-C513 
CRGAI\.ISIIS, CtEf'ICAl tNJL\'Sl.S, CHiii.SHY, CHO~Il\ATH HURCCJI~ECI'\ 
PE~TICICE.S 1 ECCLCGICtl l~PACJ, GIS CtFCIItlCG~lF~Y 
.................•. ,. ..... ,. ... ,. ........................................... . 
GH 11'\tL.Slln 
.......... ,. ............ ,. .... ,. ............................................ . 
1S16 L.S. [fPJIRl~E~T (f CC~~E~CE 
C~'FT E~VI~(~MENltL l~FtCl STAlf~E~l 
PRELIMINJ~Y FISHERW MANAGEMENT fl~A FCR CTHf6 FINFISH 
U.S. OEF~Rl~E~T (f CC~~f~Cf 1 NC~A 1 ~ATICN~L ~~RINE FISHERIES SER~ICE 
GAS 1NtU5TFr, ENVJ~CNMENT~L EFFECTS, fl5~ERIES, ~ANAGE~ENT 
1971 Kl:Mff tE 
ECCNOMJC J~PA(l Cf T•E EFFECTS (f FClll:TlC~ (N l~E CCASl'l fi5~ERIE5 (f 
lHE AJL.tiNTIC AI\C ELLF (f ~EXl(( J<E(JCNS (f Tt£ LSA 
tAR PCLLUT Elll EISJ, lSi-~CC . 
GAS INCLSlRY, , FISHKILL, HU"'t~ ~ESCL~CE~. t GIL, CXYGE~ ~E,UIRE~E~TS 
1S15 C~Chlfl lEo S~llt ~£ 
~A~It.E Et.~l~CN~Et.lJL l~fli(AliCI'\! Cf CffShCFE Cll AI'\C G'S CE\ELGPMENT IN 
T~E BALTIMCRE CAt.YCh REGJCt. Cf l~E ~IC AllA~liC CCASl 
PRCC ESTLARJI\E RES f(Lt[ CllER ~hElf CChf [E( 1Sl4 ,~5~1.5$3£1 
OE~ELCF.Ef\1 1 CfFShCPE CCfiSTPUCTICfl, GAS INClSlR,, ECClCGJCAl IMPACT, CIL 
IIICUSJR't 
1914 Ct-~H J 
~ARINE ENVI~CNME~Till l~PllCAllCNS Cf CffSr.CRE Cll INC CAS tEVELCPMEfiT Ill 
THE E'Llli"C~E UI\YCt. I<HHII Cf Ttl ~H-AllA~llC CCASl 
ESTLARINE RESE~RC~ fECE~AllCN 
CFFShC~E CCt.SlFL(lJCflt t•s JN[lST~Y. El"iVl~Ct.~E~J, CffShCRE PltlFOR~S, CIL 
1916 RCCNE~-C~t~, th 
OFFShORE PlPfli~E CCRRIDCR! A~C LA~CfllL! I~ CCASTAL ~JRGlAlt 
(·l~S SRA~SCE lSCJ 
CFFStlCH CCIISTRLCllCI'lt US JNCUSH,, CCt.llNfNUL SIHLF, EN\U<Ct\MENTAL 
EFFECTS, f'CilllY SITING, ~A~AGEMENJ, OIL IAD.STRV, CCASlAl ZCI\E 
l'.lH UNITEC SUH~ BURE.t\1.1 CF 1AIIll ~~1\tGEMENl 
TH CUTER CO~liNEI\TAL SHElf Ul AH !:AS tEHUPfiHT PRCCESSo ~ BACK~RCUI\0 
PAPER fCR ~TATE flAI\1\f~S A~D MtNAGfRS 
B~REAU CF LAI\0 ~AI\AGEMENl, U! CfPl l~lfRIOR 
GAS l~OLSlRV, CDNTII\EI\lll 5hELF, E•fLCRAli<N. FACILITY SITlNI, MANAGEMENT, 
Cll 1Nt~S1RY, RESCURCE tEVELCf~ft\1, SCUThEASl l.!. 
···~·~·~-~-·~~~·············~·4·~·~·~·-·~·~···~-~·~······~················ HSES 
···~·~················4·····~·~~··~·~1****•******************************* 
l'.l18 Uf\IlEO STJIIES FISt ANC hllDLlfE SERVICE, CFflCE OF BlCLOEICAl 
SERVICES 
Ef\\IR(II~EIITAl PLAI\f\l~G f(~ CFFS.CRE (Jl ~Nt (AS. \ICL. 1 ~ECOVERV 
TECHHLCGV 
CONll~E~lAl ShELF, EXFLCRtiJG~, GAS£S2 LEG1SLI1l(~, CJL, PLAI\1\ING 
* >lol llol U>!*U ~*** *H>tllllol U************"*"*"*"*Hll *ll*lll*>l *>Ill >IH $" ll**"* ~ 411 ****" 
GASTI<CPCOS 
**••··~··~,. ........ "*"*"*"***"*"*"******'***************"*,.*"*"*"***"*"*"*"" 
1'>4:7 RICt!AIUS IHi 
PLEISTOCE~E G~!l~CFCD.t CF ~l~EINIA 
VJRGIIIIA ,11\E~~LS 131~), 1!-IS 
GASlRCPCOSt MClli.ISKS, PlEISHCE/IE HCCH, VIIlGJtdA; fCSSilS 
······~·········~·······~····················~····,.·······~··············· GEI\E TICS 
···········*········································4····················· 
1SH ~AR1HS CS 
CCI\TfiGl Cf MEH:AH SCCIMfNT-IIATH fl:fBlf HA:f\HCRT B~ llllCRCIHAUI'IAL 
IRFIEAllCN 11'1 CAPE LCCKCUl ElE.lt ~C~lli t•RCLII\' 
SCIENCE l<.i.214<:43l, <.i'H-lCCC 
'NIO~ EJCH,~CE, EE~E11(!, EECLCGV, If\~ERlEI~'lfS, IPRIG~TICN, METHANE, 
NCFTH c•Ptll~~, Sf[l~f~lS, !LlfATE5 
1~11 S~EVlSC~A Sf ET Al 
Sl,ILAPITY CF PROPERTIES CF CFllC Gti\GLIA C~OLl~ESlfRjiS£5 I~ T~f S'UIC 
OMIIASnEFhES-B~RlRJI~,I fi<(~ HE SC\.Ui HL~fiT H JH TliE HEll AU~TRAL IAI\ 
eJGH . 
CKEAf\OLOGHA 1116), 11C2-11Cf A~l~C ACICS, SICCtEMIST~V, E~ZVMES, GE~ETICS. 11\VERTEBRAlESt ~CLLLSKSt 
P ~lllf JIIS 
1S76 LJlC~fiELt CC El ll 
EACTERIAl flll 1• SC~E 1\Ek JERSEY £STLA~I~E SE£1MEIITS 
A~ SOC LIM~Ol CCEANCG~ 2t 34C-3S3 ISfEC S~Mfl 
BtCTERIA, (jiRECNt CtEMICAL PFOPERllfS, CCAS1Al PL.li\S, GECCtf~!ST~V, 
NllROGH CCHCL~DSt .HCJI'HTS 
1S1t iollltcll I'! 
CHE~ICAL ((E~~GGP~P~\ CC~SltERATIO~S 
I~ CC~FEFfNCE WCRKSI'!Of. fRCCfEClhGS fL~E~l Cf lA~C ~~h~GE,EI\T'S 
EN\II~mi'EI\TAL SlUCIES HCGil.tll fCR Hf S ATUN CUHR CCI\ SHLF, SKICAioA'i 
11\ST CCEAI\CG, SA~Al\N~Iit (;tl, PlCI-E 
PCLLLTIO~, CCASl'l PLAI~S, CCNTI~E~lll StElFo 'ECCtE,lST~Y, ~EOLOG,, 
HHCT~ 
1977 fAFRJf\(;1(~ ~~~ lllJFF Elo 
HYCRCCP~EOt\S I~ ~E!lER~ ~C~l~ •TLA.liC SLRFACE SEDIMENTS 
GEOCHE~ CCS~CCHII' AC1~ 41Clllt lt21-164l 
fClLUllCI\a CC~Tl~E~TAL Stflft CC~Tl~E~TAL 5LCfft EEOC~EMISlR\o GEOLOGY, 
ORGANIC MAllER, SECl~E~lSt !E~JGE 
1~78 C~Llf LNl~ SCRIPPS 11\51 CCEA~ 
INITIAl REFCPTS Cf ThE CEEf 5EI tRILli~G P~CJE(l, VCL 44 ~C~f(LK, ~A TO 
~ORfCL~, VJI AUG-SEFT 1~15 
Plif NAT SCI FClNC lSGFC 'E3SC3 ~44 
All~~TIC COPSlAL fltl~, CC~TI~E~l~L StELF, [~llli~Gt GEGCtEMI!TRV, 
EECLCGY 1 REElChPL JIIIJIL\SIS 
4(( 
1S7C FRJEtftA~ GM, SA~CERS JE 
11\TEGAATEC CCN11HI\Hl-SU:1f At.D MARGltiAl ftA.Fif\f El\\llRtNfiEI'<Ht RESEARCt; 
PPOGRAM, SEtlfiEI\lSt CRGI~IS~S, ~~[ ktTERS IN Ttf NE~ ~CRK EIGHT ~NC 
\IICll\llV 
MARIT ~EOIMENlS t(llt ~6~2s 
GECCtEftiSl~lt GECLCGY, CCE~~CGRAP.V, SEClfif"'lS 
1S13 P~RARAS-CI~lVt~l\lS ( 
CCEAN tlMP JNG IN 11-f 1\H 'Oil!< B lGHlw #N ~~US~MEJ\1 Cf El\11 IRCN~ENTAl 
~HOlE~ 
US ARMY COAST~L ENG ~ES <ENl, TECH ~E~O NC 3S, l~S 
POLLLTICI\t CC~ST~l PL~I~!, ECCLCG~. GECCtE~lSl~Yt EECLCGY, GECPHYSICS, 
RE~CTE SHSJNG., SEOli'Et>JS, hASH £1SFCSAI.. 
1974 S"llt ~l ET IL 
SECIMENT Q)YGEN tf•A~O IN AN OllkElllNG ANt lF~ElliNEA~EJ 
kOCCS HClE CCEANCER INSi, CCllfCT FlP~ VCL ltl4, Jp (hOCDS tCLE CCNTRIB 
1\[ 314.31 
COIITINENTAL SI1Elft CURHhlS t~ATEI<J,. GEOCUI'ISlln, GEGltG¥, OYGEI\ DE~~I\0, 
SEOII'EIIT!, SlAll!llC~l I'ET~CtS 
1914 FCR~TE~ U, 1'£11\fC~ tE 
ThE El\RICtftENT Cf T~ACE ELEMENTS 11\ ltE "ECENJ SEDIMENTS F~CM A CCRE IN 
THE G£RI'AII SHt<T CI E t~RE ICHRLftG \Ofl SPLREMI.EMENlEII lft DEll llElEI\TEII. 
SECIMENlE~ El~ES fRC •••• 
SEI\CKE~E I'#~ 6(2), 115-1~4 
CHROMIUMil' COPPER, GEOCtiEMISJR~t GEOCH~ISTI<I, IFCII, Mi!MAI\ESE, SE&IMENTS, 
TRACE ELEI'E~T!, ~1-C 
1~14 FCRSlER lt FEl~EC~ HE 
T~E ENPlCHMENl Of TRACE ELE~E~TS IN lHE REt£Nl SECIMENTS f~CI' A CCRE I~ 
ltE GERMAN Bl~HT CIE A~RtlCHE~l~E ~(~ SPuFf~£LE~fi\TEN 11\ CE~ FEZE~TEI\ 
SEOJ~E~TE~ El~ES fRC •••• 
SEI\CKENE Ull 6121, 115-H4 
CHRGMIU~t CCPFEilt GECCHEMISTRY 1 Gf((hEMIST~Y 1 IRCN, MAI\GAN€5£, SEOIMtNTSt 
TR~C£ Elf~E~TS, ll~C 
l9i1 l<lUHH1 P 
THORILM RESIDENCE liMES A~D Rt-228 ((~STANCY J~ ltE ~E~ YORK BIGHT 
PM GECFHISICAl L~I(~ l~~IIS 5~Ctl, ~Ci 
GECCiiEMJSTil'l, <:EC:LCGY, CCEII~OGR~PJH, ~Al:lCISOlCfESr SEA IIHU< 
~Cl 
··~····················~·················································· GECG~~FtiCAl REGIG~S 
········~··~······*····~·····················~···························· 
H1~ fi<~NZ CRt C.LARII liB 
A CISCLS~HN OF lliE SISHI!H ICS, REfHtliCTl~i fiCLCG~, AI\ I: lHGEOGIUPH'i CF 
FDLYCERELL' EMERTONl ANC RELAtED !PECIES lGASlRCPCOA ~UtlER~NCHIA) 
~EliGE~ 1~(3}, 2t5-~iC 
BENTHOS, f(;Es, GfCGflAHlCH REGICNS, IN\IERTEflUHS. I'OLLUSJ<~,. CGASlAl 
ZCNE, NUtiSRANCf. 
19i3 liSLE l<ll 
A 1\Ek CYCLCflERit fiSH~ LIFA~IS IN,llllNLS 1 ASSC(Jj\TED hilt THE SEA 
SCAlLOP, FLAC(PECTE~ M'(EllA~IC~!, J~ l~E ~EStER~ ~O~Th AlLA~1fC, kiTH 
NOTES 0~ ThE liFA~IS LIFA~IS CC~PL£X 
(CfElA 1S73l4), 1SI-1S~ 
BENTtiOSo ClSTR161JllCIIt FISH, GECGI'AHICAL REGIUIS 1 1\El<TCI\ 
lS6S RCPER CfE EJ il 
A ~E~ SPECIES Cf ILLEX fi'G~ 1Hf ~ESlfRI\ AllA~llC i!IID CIST~IeUTICI\~L 
ASPECTS OF CThE~ ILLEX SfEClfS (CEftiLOPCCil• CfGCPSIOAl 
PRcc tiCL sec ~tst a~. ~~s-~~~ 
Cl!lRIBlllOI\, GEOERJ!PtlCAl PEEI<IIS 1 
l~i~ CIJlLEI' EB, tlffl II' 
A 1\Ek SPECIES Cf ftASCCLICI\ CSlfiJ~CLlll fFC~ Jhf kESlf~N IICRlH ATLANTIC 
FRCC BlCL SOC kASh ~5(f), 11-Jf 
Sf~ThOS, NEk SFECIES, CC~TJ~ENT~L Sl(fEt ClSlFIElTIGN, GECG~AfhlCAl 
REGlCNS 
1967 MILLS El 
A REEXAI'INATIG~ Cf SCI'f !FECIES Cf A~fELJSCA I(RUSTACE~, P~ftJPCCA) FRGM 
TtE E~~T CCPST CF ~C~TH lMEPIC~ 
CPII J ZCCL 't!i 1!: It E3!-t!!~ 
AI'PHIPGDAt eREECI~Ga CRL!TACEPNS, GEC~RAftlCAL REGIC~S, GC~ACS 1 
TEI'HR~l~H 
lS1C RICE Alt fRC\E~i~~C lJ 
EICLCGIC~L RESULTS Cf ThE ~1\l\EPSlll CF Ml~~J CEEF SE~ ~>FECillC~S 55 J~E 
LAFV'L SlA(ES CF ~C~Cl' fAPStll tflfiCUSI IC~LSl.CE~, CEC~PCCt, HCPCLIDAEl 
RE.HEC IN •••• •• 
BtLL MAR SCI 2C(~) 1 ~4t-411 
DE~ElCf~EIIlt CRUSl~CE~~S, CISTFJSLTlCII, EECEPAfhlCAL ~EGICNS, 
ltECR~lORJES, LARVAE, fl~NPTC~, S~~lEMftTIC~ 
1Si3 PILSO~ ME,, GClt~lfl~ E 
COASTAL eftt CffStC~E E~\I~CN~E~T~l I~~E~lC~Yt C~FE hAT1£RAI lC NAN1UCK£1 
SHCALS lt ~A~l~E MA~MALS 
I'AI< fUEL SER (~), ~. 1-f, 131: 
8E~AVICI<t Ol!TRIBUllCN, GECERAPtlCAL REGJD~S, I'AI<I~E MA~MALS, MlGRAllON, 
R E\llHS, fE EC 11\G 
lCJt'S ~ lll EF ~~ 
CUI\111\E~TAL MIGI<AliC~S CF FIStE! 
Ul\tEfl~llER 1\HUR-. SHIM; H6'i, 15-<44 
CJSTRlEU11CN1 FISH, GECGRAPHICAl REGHNS, UGI<All(N, I"HiRHJCI\ PATTERNS, 
HHBo~, HGHfiG 
lS~<; REHil.iH J~ 
CCI\TINLClS t:I..STRllllllCII Cf IJ.EI\tli[H HCMi Th£ SOUU AlLAt.liC AND Gl.LF 
CCASTS Of ThE tNITEC S1A1E5 . 
PRCC GLLF CARie FISh I~Sl, 12TH AN~ SESS 19!9, ll-35 . 
SE~SCI\~L V'~IAllCI\S, CCI'MfRCIAl fl!hiNGr FISH, FISHI~G, GECGFAfHlCAL 
RECIOI\S 
1~31! lAtdtiG A\ 
CEEP SEA FIShES Cf TtE EE~MU£A CtEA,OCR~PtlC ElPEtlTlOI\, fAMILY 
JINHllllEAE 
ZCClCGICA 231l6h 313-31S 
OISlfllEUTICN, EELS, flSno ~ECGRJIPHI(AL ~EGIONS, LARVAE, SEASC~Al 
OIHiliBLll£1\ 
1<>13 TEI'IFLEJIAN to 
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SATELLITES lARllfJCIALl, SLR\E,S, ~A5TE OlSPCSAL 
1~75 C~~R~fll Rl lf[J 
ASSESSMENT OF OFFHCRE CLI\P!.SIG IN Tlif Nfw Hill< eiG*lT t HCf.l\iCAL 
fACKGRClJ~Ct FHYSICH CUAI\CGFHii't, GHLCOC~l CCHNCGRPPtY 1 CH.MlCAL 
CCEIIIICGPPFhY 
NC~A TECh REPORT E~l 32~-MES' 31 E3Ff 
ChE~IST~I, CISPtSPL, EECLCGYt fr~SICPL OCEliiCGRPfhY, hASTE CI!POSAL 
1~6€ l.ClilFl E . 
All.AI\llC COlli\EJ\TH SHU AI\C SLUE Cf 111£ l~HH SlATES- H'ISIOGRAPH~ 
U.S. GEOL SlR~E' FRCF PAP ~2<;-C, fCl-(30 
FHYSJCGRlfr,, CC~ll~E~ltl StElft Cl~ll~E~lAl SLCPE, GECLCG1 
411 
1975 S~lFT LJf 
B'RRIER-lSLANC GENESIS, EVICE~CE FFC~ 1Ht CE~lfAl tllA~llt SrElf, EASTERN 
LSI\ 
SHUIENT HCL l4Uh 1-4:: 
SHCREli~E ERCSICN 1 EICLIC(RAPrlESt CC,STAL fl~I~St CC~Tl~E~Ttl ShELF, 
CIST~ICl OF CCLL~BJA 1 EECLCGY 1 GECtC~fhCLCEY, SftlMENTAR~ STRUCTLRES, 
fJII<RI Ell ISLAIILS 
1-.74 toi~VH .. ,.., 
8ASE~E~T TC EAST C(AST CtNTI~E~l'L ~tFCI~ 
AMERICAN 'SSOCIAllCh Of FETRCLEUI' <:ECLCGIH tt.LlEllN 56, lC6~-lOS6 
CCNTINENl~L MARGIN, GECLtG' 
l<Jt<J HffER Fe 
618LHG~AfHY CF \11<<111\H HOLCG'I AH /HNERil RESCv~CfS - 1960- lS6'i 
VA DIV ~IN ~ES fL£ NC1 . 
MINERAL~, SICGECGP~FH~, G£GLCGl 1 FESClRCES 
l<J14 HC~IPt JO El ~l 
flCGENIC SEDlMENlA~l !l~UCTLR£5 FCP~EE fY flA~l LPCtiN5 
SE~CHE~B ~tR 612), 1€5-~01 
ECHINCDE!l~S, GEOLCt'h 11\CICJITC~S, fHHIITCLHh SHUEI'iURY STRUCTLHS, 
SEDI!oiEI\lP 11 Oi 
l'i12 S~AH fM 
flCGfCChf~lSTF~ Cf SEtJ~E~TS FR(~ tEllh~~E fA~ 
UNnERSITY OF tEUI~ARE Hll G~lll'\1 Flf tEl-SG-E-'i2 
EICChE~ISlPlo GECL(G~t !£01~£~1!• tEltWARE fAY 
l'i11 SlOll P,., 'CCLE~~E~ 
£URIEC \/ALLEY SHH'ENTS ON Tl-f CCIIHIIE~IAL SHELF OFf CHAllAH BA~ A~D t.Ek 
JERSEY 
GECLCGICAL SCCiiTV Cf AMERICA 1\0FltE~~~ ~E~IONAL MEETING ABSTRACTS 
CjiNYOI\!, (DS\111\EIITAL s•£Lft GECLCE\~ SEOIM£N1St CELAkAFE 6tl 
1915 GAtC ff ET ll 
CALCULATICNS CF S~H UANSP(RJ CN lH Hll ~CIH< ShHf US 11\G f'I~~R-tOTTCM 
CLRRE~T ~ETEF CBStF~tllCIIS 
'M GEOPHYS lNICII lR~N! !6(1~), ICC! 
lRANSPCRl, Cll~A1ES, CC~li~E~lJl Stflf, t~FRE~T ~ETERS, CLRFf~lS I~ATERI, 
GECLC'~' CCEA~C,FAFrY, SftlMfNTATJCII, VELC(Il' 
"12 
lSic ~~lChE~ Ftt ~EJSlE~ LE 
CA~60hY£RATES ANt ORGA~It CARBO~ IN NE~ 1CR~ flG~T SECI~ENlS IS FO~SIBLE 
INCICAlCFS Cf SE.A(E CC~TA~l.All{~ 
~M SCC llMt.Cl HEAI\Ot:R 2, .141l-248 (~ffC S~P!fi 
PCllUTIC~, CAREC~1CR,1ES, <ARBC~,·cclSTAl fL'l~S, CC~TlhfhT'L SHElf, 
GEClCGlo SECl~EI\lS 
19l6 ldMlC~ H 
ChEMICAL CCEANCGRifrl CCI\SlDER.TlC~S 
II\ CONFERENCE WCR~ShCf FRCCEEtl~GS SLREAl Cf LAI\0 ~A~AGE~E~T•S 
El\lllilCI\MENlAL STlitHS FI<Hilll~ fCI< H-E S ATUti CUTER CCI\ SI-ELF, StUCAkA\' 
lNST OCEIIN(G~ S~VAI\Nth 1 ~~~. PlCl-t 
POllLTIO~, CCASTll FlAI~S, CCNlli\E~llL SI-Elf 1 EECCI-EMISIRY 1 EECLCGY 1 
II'FIICTS 
1913 FAVEr< 
CI-ESTER Ill~£~ !lltl 
IIESTli\GkCU5Et ~Cl lt~t3 
ESTUARINE FLOW, CtESTEI< Rl~E~, ESTl~l<lES, EECLCGY, SEOJ~EI\T TRAI\SPCRT 
1915 All E1 H 
CLUSTER AfiALYSJS CF I!~RlNE SHHHJS ~f\t W'Slf CEPCSlTS J~ t\lilli VCRK 5HhT 
EN,IRC~ ~ECL 1(31. 143-f 
BICLCGY, GEOU:lGV~ folfTALS 1 SHlMENTS. ~tASTE !tAlER TREATMENT 
1974 tAVIS RA J~, FOX Wl 
COASTAL DV~APICS 0~ CECAR l!lA~D. \IFGINIA 
O~R TECH~ICAL ~tPCRl 11, 66F 
CYI\AMICS, HOLOGY, VIHINU, eARRl.fR ISLANDS. COASTAL lO~E 
l'i7C Hl\1 F~ 
Ct~FARJSCN Cf CCNlli\EI\TAL MARGINS Cf EASTEPI\ 1\C~lH AMEFIC' ~~CAPE 
HATTERAS Al\0 1\C~l~-ESlfF~ tfPitl AT CAP 6L~~C 
A~ERICAN ASSCC Of FETRCLELM CECLGGI51~ 6llLEliN 1 5~(1) 1 125-151 
COI\TINENlAL CPlfl, (((\li~E~ltl MAR(l~t GftLC(,, ~C~Tr CIFCLli\A 
191!: FETEI<~QI\ JJ 
CCMPRESSJCI\~L ~~~~E UELCCIT' CI-,RtCTERJSJICS (f RCCKS FFCf THE MINGS 
fl(tl-BflTS CC~E CF~IClllE CCMPLE~t NE~f(li\CLA(\0 1 '.~CtEl FC~ THE CCEAI\IC 
CRLH 
~S 11-ESIS, tLEEI\~ tCLL tl\~l 
EXPERIMEf\l~TlCNo EECLCC~t EECPtYSlCS, PH~SICAl FRCPtRTIES, RCCKS, ~ELCCIT~ 
191! SZUCS FKo ~IL('~~' EM 
CC~CEI\lRATICN Of tEl'1 ~ETALS 11\ ICllOM SEtt•EtlS CF lrE ~10-ATLANTIC 
SHirl 
GECL SOC ~~ 111), 122 
PCLLUTlCI\t CC,ST'L flAl~5, CCNlii\EI\lAL S~Elft GEtLCGl, ~fA\1 MET,LS, 
SEDIMENTS 
1916 I>WEll.Ei< JA E 1 Al 
CO~TA~II\A~TS EI\TERI~E ThE 1\~~ YC~~ 5l(hlt SCli~CES, ~ASS LCIIC5, 
SI€1\IFIC~I\CE 
AM SCC LIM~OL CCE.~OGil ~~ 162-110 iSFEC S~~Fl 
PCLI:l .. TICtlt COSTAL HAHSt CCIO 11\EI\UL SI-ELft (;ECLOGY, SEDI~HTS, IIASTf 
tl~FOSAlt ~ASTE IIIlER (fCLLUIICI\J, ~IllER 
1973 SeA~ ML,SY~tS LR 
CONTEMFOilllllY COMPRfSSI\E STRESS A~O IEIS~ICllY IN EASTER!\ 1\CRlh AMERICA, 
AI\ EXA~PLE Cf 11\l~JPLATf llClCI\ICS 
GECL SCC A~ER flill c4, 18tl-lt84 
GECLtE,, SEI~MIC S1LCI£Sa !1FES5 
1914 SiolFT CJP 
CCI\TINENTIL SHElf SEtl~fhlA11Ch (l~ THE G£ULC(1 Of CONllt\fNTAL MARGINS, 
Cl [R&Il<f ftl 
SPRINGER-VERLAG, ~E~ ~C~Kt ~'• Fli4-135 
BATHVMfl~Y, TllANSPCRl, CO~Tli\EhT~l StElf, C(P(!IlJON I!EDI~E~TSI, GECLCG), 
SA~CS, SECI,ENTATIC~ 
195~ O~~KE (L £1 AL 
COI\TINENlAL I!ARGia A~D LfCS)~Cli~ESt l~E £151 CC~ST OF 1\CRlt AMERICA 1\CRlH 
OF CAFE H~llERAS 
I~ LH AtRfNS El AL tEt5lt Fr,SIC! INC CHEMISlR) (f THE E~RTH, UCL3t 
FE~~~GC~ F~ES5t LC~CCI\, PfllC-lS~ 
CO~ll~ENT~l ~A~GI~t (f(LCGIC fC~MAllCNS 1 'ECLQt:Y, GEC~C~F~ClC(~ 
191~ E~EF~ ~( El Al 
CCI\TI~fNl~L FISE Cff E'STERN NCRIH AMERICA 
AI"ERICAN A~S((IAllCN Cf fEliHUU CiHLCGJHS SllLETII\ 54, ~4-108 
CCNTII\EI\T~l ~LCFEt CEClCG~, FETRCL((Y 
N*O ~CGRE~CF £, Ef~~Ell P~ 
CCI\lii\EhTAL SLCFE SEtli!£1\T 11\Sl~BllJl~ NCRlhEA~l Of ~!l,IN~l[~ C~I\Ytl\ 
A~fRICAI\ AS50Cl~llC~ Cf PEl~ClEl~ GECL EllLEll~ 
C~~lCNS, CC~TINENT~L SLCPE, GEtlC~\, SECl~E~lS, 5TABILI1~ 
414 
197t ~~t'TEI\S CS 
CCNTRCl OF MfHiAI\f SEClt\EN1-I!A1ER HfBlE TMI\SH~l llY I'HRCit.HUI\Al 
I"RIGATIG~ IN C~PE lCC~(ll El(hl, 1\CRTH CA~Cll~A 
SCIENCE l'lH<42<43l• c:l'i8-1CQ( 
ANION EXCHJ.MiE; HNETICS, GECl((;~, lh'IICR1HI<JllES, l!IRIGHIC.t\; I'ETHAt.a;, 
1\0FTh CAFCLII\A, S£tii'E~lS 1 5UlfJ1£S 
l~l~ OffiCE Cf MlRII\E (E(l(GY 
CllllH I<EPCRl-CLHR COHINENTAl SHHF 1 BHHJitRE lRCtiGt A!<E~, R-11 AllAI\llS 
I It 14 ,GPI<Il-12 .Jlllft 1~15 
kCCV~ H[l£~ ~~SS 
CCNTI~E~l~L ~tElf, tECLCG~, GECPH~~lCS, ~E~~~I( 51LD1ES 
19i5 SElKIIIIF tf 
DATING Cf LATE FLElSTCCENE J!l\f I-CUCHE REUllH SEA lf\IELS It< CCASTAL 
tHAhA~E 
UNFUBllSfEC ~ASTER'S TtESIS, l~l\1 (f tElt~tRf 1 ~5PP 
Ofl~~ARE, GEClCG,, P~~l010JIC11~ 1 ~EA LE~El 1 A~GICSfE~~~ 
19if P.AN~ElM lf, tAll FE 
OE£f E\,PCRllE SlR,TA Cff ~E~ WORK A~C Nf~ JIRSEY- E~lDENCE FROM 
INTERSTITIAl ~ATEF C~E~IST~1 Cf CRill CORES 
JOLRNAl Of RESEARCh, L~llED SltlES GECLCCICIL 5U~VEY ~(6) 1 611-i02 
CHEMISTRY, CCRE tFlLLIIIGt CCRES 1 [FllliNGt (ECLCGYt k,GlER CfEMISTRl 
1S77 laiCHELl t El AL 
CElAhARE RI~ER EVICE~Cf FCR llS fCRtEF E>lf~SJCI\ TO kll~IIIGTC~ SLB~,GRI~E 
CAII"N 
SCIEI\CE 1S5, 4£3-485 
C•N~ONS, CELA~ARE lll\ER• GECLC~· 
1916 KR,Fl JC El ~l 
OEL~~~RE•S CH~I\'l~G ~~(~Elli\E 
TEChNICAL REPCRT ~C 1, LElPWARE STATE PlAI\~J~G OFFICE, 3l~F 
SHCRELIIIE E~OSIC~, S~CREllNE Sl,EllllY, S~LFE LJIIE C~·~GEt CC,STAL 
Sl~LCTLRESt tELA~AFE, (ECLCG'1• CttSJAL ZD~E 
1~7t RCBERlS hf, PlE~CE J~ 
tffOSIT ICN IN UPPER PATlJIEI\1 ESlli.bn, MIIR'IUN£, 191:8-6~ 
ESll.ARlNE .el'll: COHlAL ~AFHE HHHES ~OJ. .C6i-28C 
OEPC5111CN ISECIMEN1Sl 1 ~ECLCGYt PA1U~ENT ~l~ER 1 SEDIMENTS 
415 
1c:li7 I'IJlECl< 1 EP 
DESCPIPllCN Of SHElf hAlE~-SL(fE kAlfF FRCI\1~ IN •ICtlf ATLA~TIC SIGhT 
JCURI\Al Cf GEOFHYSICJ.l ~fSfARCt, SFEClAL 15SL£ Ch OCEAI\S AI\C ATMCSFh~RES 
CDI\TINfl\lAl Stflf~ GECLC<~, ~lCPfl. kASTE DISfO!Al 
1973 1\lC~ClS Ml' 1 lhGMPSCN ~ 
OE\ELDF'E~l Cf ThE lLREICllY M~JlML~ I~ ~ CCt!lAl FLAI~ ESTUt~Y 
VlRGI~JA l~STllUl£ Cf I'ARl~E SClfNCf• GlCLCESlER POINlVIRGI~IA, SSP 
CCAST~L PLAI~S, ESTUARIES. flCCCLLAllCI\, GEOLC(~, 1LP8101TY 
19 i4 1\lCI· ClS ~II: 
OEVELCP,EI\T Of THE lURBitllY •AXI,l, IN lhE RAFPAtANIIOCK ESTUARY IN, 
RELAll(I\S SEt EI\TRE !STUA~IES fl Fl~TEAUJ •••• 
MEMOIRES DE L'lNSlllUl CE GECLCGIE Cl BASSI~ ['~QLITAI~E, 1, fAGES 19-25 
GECLCG,, SEOlME~1~, TlFBIDilY 
19~3 SANCEFS JE 
EFFECT Of !EA LE~EL RISE 0~ E51AELIShE~ fAFRJE~S 
GECL SOC ,GMERJCA SFEC FAFE~ 1lt f~!l 
BARRIERS, GEOLCG1 1 SEt LE~EL 
H15 ~IHOLL JCJ 
EffECT (f THE llttl STRESS CN RESlCUAL CIRCULAllCh A~C MLC CEPCS!TIO~ lN 
THE SOUTHERN BlGtl CF ThE NCRlH SEA 
l'liiE AfPl <:ECPHS 113141 1 517-581 
TRtNSPCRT, CIRCULATICN. tEPOSITIOh ISECIMEN1SJ 1 GEOLC€'1, ~Lo. 
CCUIIOGR,GPti'lr Htl~Elll.tlllOh SHJJ!fl\11 
1913 RLZUA ~. 
EFFECTS CF ERDSit~ G~ ftRRlER ISLAtC MCRFhllCGV, FIR£ ISLAI\0 1 NEk VCAK 
CGASHl GEC ... Ci<Pt-CLOI::'1o fii\HM!JO~, NEil VCiU, STAlE UIIH Cf IIY, PLBL 11\ 
GEO .. ORPHOLOGV, 21S-23l 
ERC~IC~, GECL((V, GEC~C~FhClCG), 
1~61 k~Il~C~E FC fl 'L 
ELEFtA~T TEETH fROM TtE AlLANTIC CtaliNENlAl !hElf 
~CIEaCE 15t(;c1llt 14li-14El 
CCI\TI~ENl~l StElf, EECLC€~, f~Lf(N1CLCGY 1 FOSSILS 
1S13 Pll~ER tO, LEA~ Ch 
EMIIROhMENlAl SliJI:lES Of AN 11\HRUi GCEAN Ot;JIFSITE, MIDCU AllAI'iTIC lllGtiT 
EN\1~01\MENlAL fRClfCllCI\ A~E~CY fFA ~03 
S-CC1-A 1 134P fClllTlCN, 1:1SPOSJ!l 1 EI\IIIRCI't~EI\lill EffECTS, GEtltG'Y. liiSTE Olt'PS 
1~11 GAt£ 'H fl Ill c 
ESllMATES Cf SAI\1: HAI\HCR1 Cti THE Uli VCRI'. StiEU USIN(; "ElR-fCTTOfil 
CUFREI\1 METER CSSERVATICI\S 
J SED PETRCL 4flll, ~3S-454 
TRAl\SPCRT 1 CUTIHI\HL SHU, CIJ.RREfi.TS (.11\AHRlt GEOLOO, PIVER BASIN 
CC~JIJSSICNSt SEtlMENTS 
1973 S~IDELE~ GL 
E\IAllAllCN CF A CCf\CEFl'-lll MCCH HFI 1H HiAbS~ER5f SHI!iEI\T TRANSPCRT 
SY S1fl' CF A CCAS TAl iHI<RlER ctHI\t fUDDLE AU AI\ lJC B.IGHl 
JCLRNAL ()f SEG PETR~LCG't HOt HE- lt:4 
SHORE LINE CHANGE, .tti\ES •. Gftlt~Y~ GEC~CRP~OLCG~t SAI\OS, SEOl~ENT 
H'I\SPCRlt \IHII\IAt filiRIER lHA~{;S 
1S76 StERltAI\ REt K"EEEL 
EVIDENCE Of PCSl-flElSTGLENE FALLlS Cf\ THE 1\E~ JEI<Sf'Y All,I\Tl( CLTER 
COf\llNENlAl SHElf AliE~ICAH ~SSOCIAllCN Of FETRCltU~ ~ECLCGJSTS SIJlltllN tc. llll-1111 
CCNTJI\EI\T~l S~Elft GECLCGYw t FLEl~lCCENE EPCCt 
1911 BClCCUl II 
£)CHANGE ACP055 ~HELF 
SLCPE fRC~l I~ SCLltE~N MltCLE All~~llC BIGHT 
JCURNAL CF GEOPWtSlCAL REHARClt 1 SPECIAL ISSUE CN IJCEAIIS Mit HMCSPhE~ES 
CCI\111\EI\TAL SHELF, G£CltG~, SLCFES 
1'i11 HAt: U 
FCRA~AI\IFE~Al EICSlR~llGPAFI-IY 
JN 1 P.A. SCHCLLE !EClTC~I (f(l(GIC#l STUtlfS G~ 1~£ CCST ~C. f-2 Wfllt 
LNITEt SlJlES ~1&-llTl~~TIC t~TER CC~llNENlJL !tELF AREA. LS GECL SUR~E1 
CIRCLLAI< 7~0, 35-3t 
FCRAMINJFERJ 1 GECLCG'Y 1 FLil~~lC~t SlPJliG~Ilf~Y 
1~14 ~fEt EC El Al 
GEI\EJAll2E[ PFE-PL£1!1C(E~E GECLCGl(lll ~AP Cf t•E NORltERN l~IJEO STAlES 
tll~~11C CCNli~EI\lll MlP(IN 
L.!. GEOLOGICAl SLF\EY, ~ISC. 11\~EST. '~f. I-i61~ 2 S~£ETS 
GEClCG,, MJP~, PlEISlC(E~E EFGCt 
411 
1915 StE~ICAN RE, ERC~I\ F~ 
GEOLOGlC HJSTCRV CF BJSE~EI\1 fllll ~CTIC~S II\ ltE EALTl~CPf C~I\YCN T~GUGt 
COFREL~lEO -ITt 1\C~lt J~EPICA~ StA flCOR SPRE~OJI\G 
TRANSCRIFT, AMERICtl\ GECFHV51C~l ll\101\ 5t, 451 
CAI\~CN~, GEGLOG,, 
19i6 S~Jlh ~~ ET Al 
GECI:OtlCill ~H Of U AIICI\.CL St;fi.,AFY • CCST H. B-2 \Ell, EAlllHKE C$\tiVCI\ 
TI<CIJG~ llR U, MIC-A lllltd lC CCS 
lS GECLCGICill SlR\EY 1 CfEI\ tltE ~EfC~T 16-174, 19P IfCJTf 
CAiiYCI\S, G HLHV 
1\* C* ~1\CI\ 'YI'Cl S 
GECLCGICill DESCRJPliOI\ ANC PETRCLEL .. fOTEI\llAL CF SELEClEt CCS fRCI\TIER 
llREA~ 
l.S. DEPT CF 11\lERlC~ 
COI\llNENlAL SHELF, GECLC~~. lE,SES, tJL 11\tLSTR~ 
19i4 MCCLELL~NC E 
GECLCGJCAL E~GINEE~J~G f~CFERTIES ~£ lO (G~SlR~CTlON Of CFFS~CRE 
HCillllES CN HIE UC-HlHTIC CCN1IHI\TAL SHlf 
PRCCEECJNGS ESJl,ARlh£ REHAI!C;. fEC UTE~ CCI\ SHU CUoif UNIV ~D 217-2"2 
CC~~TR~CTlCI\, CCI\TI~E~T~L S~E1f, EI\Cli\EERIA(, GECltG~ 
l'iil 5CI-ItllE H 
GECLOGIC~l $TLCIE~ ON THE CCSl B-2 kEllt LNITED STATES ~lt-AllANllC CUTER 
CO~llNENlAL SHElf IREA 
U.S. HCLCGlCAL St.nn CIRCLLAR BC, HP 
CCNTJNENlAL ~tELf, GEGlCG~ 
19t5 EMERY ~C ET ~l 
GECLOG1 A~C BIOLCG'Y Cf lHf SE' flCC~ 'S tftU(£[ fRtM SIMULTA~ECUS 
PHCTCG~~~·S ftl\t S~~FLES 
llMNCL CCE"\OGR lCCU, l-.1!1 
BE~T•OS, BlCLCtY, CCI\Tli\EN1'l SHELf, CC~TINE~~tl SLCPE, CLRREI\lS (~ATERI 1 
GECLCGY, FtCTCGRtP•~• SECIMENTS 
19~0 SPJI\Glc~ ~e, fETEFS£1\ JJ 
GEOLOG'Y CF llll~Nl!C CCASlAl flAI~ IN 1\Eh JERSEY, CElt~J~E~ ~tRYlANC, ANC 
\IRt;HH 
A~Eil ~SS FE1RGL GfCl, e~Ll 3~fll 1 1-~~ 
ATL~NTIC CO~STAL Fl~If\, CfLJ~t;E, G£CLCGY, li~~Yl~~Co SlR~liG~APHY, 
V Il'G II\ U 
41£ 
l'i14 WlLliA~~ SJ, CUt~E [S 
GEC~ORPCLGG1 · .A~C SECIMfNlS Of 1H llltvH 1\E!< YUI< E IGhl CCI\l Jllft.TAl ShElf 
US .AR~1 CCASl'L E~G RES C£1\T, lECh ~E'C 1\C 45, i1P 
fE~ChES, CC~ES, 'fOLCG1, GED~CRFMCLCGY• fR{fiLES 
1~1~ lS GECLOEJC~l SU~VEY 
GECPhYSJCAL CATA FOR CUTER COhTII\EI\TAl SHElf• LEASE $~tEN(. 4'i (SJLTl~CRf 
CAI\~(1\ lFClGtJ, USGS CJTJ SET Al-lb2~3 
1\ATICI\AL GECPHYS AI\C SCLlR TtaRETRJAL CEhTE~. CCDE D621, 1\GAA 
ECISr BCllCERt CC 
[}AHt CCI\1 UiENUL Shiilf• GEIJlC(;~• GHHlYSICS 
1918 KEllE~ G ET ~l 
GEOTEC~I\lCAl PROPERTIES Cf CCNlli\EI\TiL SlOfE DfPCSJTS, CAPE t.ATTERAS TC 
h)tROGRPPhE~ CAI\~(1\ 
PM ASSCC Hl GECL H.ll 6~(3), 32!:-!:lC 
CONTINENTAl. SlCPEt ENGJ.EERING• GEOlOGY~ ~A1£~IALSr SfDJ~ENTS~ SOIL 
liEU. AN JC 5 
1914 CCSlH ES 
GR~I~ SllE ClR~ES Of S£0IMEN1S I~ lt;E SOUhCS Ct NCRlh CAROLIN~ 
lii\PUBLIShEC Pt.D. UESlSt Lt.IHRSI1Y Of 1\liFU CllllClHA 
ESTUARIES, EECltGY, NC~TH CtRCLia~, SfDl'E~lSt SIZE 
1~15 hARRJ! ~t . 
1-iEA~Y METAL R~TlOS AS 11\D ICHCWS Of OHPER~Al ANC CRIGIN Cf ~ASTf SOLICS 
11\ lhE 1\E' 1CRK BlGtl 
GECL SCC ~M ASSlR lllJ, 12 
POLLUTION, AELND,NCf, CCPFER• GEOLCG~, HE~\1 ~ETALSt ~f~CURY, ~EJALSt 
HCHEIIT5, I<HlE OlSfCSAL 
lS14 S~ERIC~~ ~E El j!L 
HCLCCEI\E SHII'EI\HRY EI\VJRCNfiEIIT Of TH AlLAtlllC lJ>INER ShHF CFF OELA61ARE 
GEOlOGICAL SCCIElY Cf AMERIC~ EULLfliN 85,1319-132S 
CONTINEI\TAl SHELF, GEtLCGYo ~EOI~E~l~ 
1~7C 5~1fl CJP El Al 
1-IOLGCE~E lRMSGIHS~lH SAI\0 S .. En Cf THE IHtlllE J!JLAhllC BIG .. l, A I'.OCH 
FO~ GEhERAliON BY SHORE FACE ERG51(~ 
GECL SCC ~~ ASSlF 2(7J, 751-759 
S~CRELINE E~CSlON, GECLC,Yt MARINE GECLCGl 
4l'i 
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GEOPhYSICS, CCEA~CGRlPhVt ~EtJ~E~ltliC~, SEIS~IC SlUtiES 
ISH GRCSS KG 
SCLRCES Cf LFBJII -tSleS 
AM SCC ll~hCL GCtANCGR ~. l~G-ltl tSPEC S~~fl 
POLLLTIO~, CCIIll~EIITJl StELF, EECLCEY, IIIOLST~l'l kASTES, LA~CFILL5, 
SECI~E~TS. !EkAEEt SCLIC ~·STES, hJSTE Dl!POS'l 
1916 B)R~E PJ, ecc~ Jt Ill 
SPECULAUIIE HYPOUESJS Cfl lhE EVCLllJCI\ CF BARFlER lSUNt-11\lH-lAHC~ 
S~STEMS. llt A CASE Sllt,, ~ACH~P~EIELE, VIREllllA 
GECLCGIC~l SCCIET~ CF A~ERICA EULL£11~, Af!lR ~llt PRO&, ~E !EC, Pl4~ 
E~CLUTICN• GEOLO(,, 11\LETS (kAlfR~'lS), l~LEJS (~tTER~AYS), liGCCfiS, 
EAI<RlEII IHAflll5 
lSl~ PERR' ~J El AL 
STRA1IGRAPtY Of ATLAI\TJC COASTAL fwA~El~ Cf ll\llEC SlAlES 1\CRl~ Cf CAPE 
HATTERAS - EFlEf 5LR\E' 
AMEl<ICAI'I .!StCI.AllC~ Cf PElRCLEliJI HtLCGlSTS BllLETII'i 5'5, 15~5-1546 
GEOLCG~, Sl~AllGR~P~~~ (C~~T.AL ZCI'if 
1912 e~Ck~ FM ET .AL 
STRl.ClURAl Al\0 SHATIGRtPt-lC FRHUoCFII, AMl 5fATJH CHTii I.EUJJCN Of 
FEF~JAEillTY Of THE ~ll,l'iliC CC~ST.Al FLAII'it NCRT~ CA~Oll~A TC ~E~ )ORK 
US GOV PR Cff tGHl SLFH) f.RCF .P/JP Hl:l 
ATLAI'iTIC CC/l51AL PLAINt ~E[l(GIC fwlffli\G, tECLC''• ~'PS 
1975 ~AilD' (0 1 8AYLC~ Ell 
SURFACE TE~Sl(~ FECuCllCIIS ·~t UllBIN hASTES I~ T~E NEk YCRK EIGHT 
J EEtfr)S FES EOilt), ;tS6-2l9~ 
PCLLUliCN, GECLCG)y O~G~~IC ~AllE~, SlUCGE 
1~7t F~EEL~~C Gl El AL 
SUilfiCIAL SECI~E~l~ Cf lrE ~c••-MES' STUDY 'flEAS 1~ ThE NEk lCRK SIGhT 
A~ SCC LIM~Cl CCEA~O~R <t 9C~1Cl (SFEC !YfwPl 
BAl.lMETRY, 5U5PENCEC SE£1~E~TS, C£AS1AL FLAI~S, CC~TJ~E~lll S~ELF, 
GECLCGV, CCEA~CEP,Ptl, SAhCS, 5ECI~E~1S, SE~·GE CISPCS/ll, ~ASlE Cl~PC5Al 
1913 FREELA~O GL, !klfl CFL 
SURFJCI.L SEtl~EIIJ! 
~EW VOFK SEA GRAhl II\S1 1 MESA hE~ lCFK 61Gh1 AllA! ~[~CG~~F~ lC 
GEClCGY, ~EDJ~EN1~TIC~, SE[l~E~TS 
1 C:1t U:ll\( 1<11 
SUSHHfll MIITTEI< [JSllllElliU IN Hif r.t:~ YUII eiGIH .IIPB RtUlED TC 
liLI'RICIIH EHlE 
GECLCG~ 6l5», 3(1-3<4 
TRAhSPCRT, CCAST~l PLAJhS, G£CLC,l, ~lKRICAhE!s OCEANDGRAF~Y, SEA killER, 
SEOl~E~lAllC~t !lCJtS 
lSll DRAkE DE ·I 
SUSPfNOHl PoiiRHClLAH fo!JITlER II\ THE IIEW YC.RI( BIGHT JIPU, fAll 1973 
J !EOJfo!E~T PETROl 41(11 1 2C~-2.tE 
lRAIISFOIH t H.SP Et.CH SH IHNTS 1 EffECTS, Gf.CLCCY 1 INCUS Til Ul !oASlES• 
SEI:lMEhlS• hASTE tlSPC~ll 
1~13 s•ItElER GL 
TE)TUR~l TREND ANAL~SIS Of CCASTAl EA~RlEil Sfi:I~EI\lS A1C~~ ThE HittlE 
ATLAIIJIC BIGtl, 1\C~lt CA~Cll~~ 
SEDIMENT~R'i GECLCGV 9, 19~-22( 
GEClOGY, NCRlr. CARCLINl• SEDIMENTS, EARRIE~ J~LA~CS 
19t1 EllERY l<t 
IRCI'i, 
THE ATLA~TIC CO~ll~E~lAl ~AR,III Cf l~E U~lTEC ST~TES DURING THE PAST 10 
I'I LllOt> YE IllS 
CCllEClEO PAFERS Cl'i GECLCGY Of ltE ~TLANTJC PfGIC~. GEOL 'SSCC CANACA SPEC 
fA fEll 
CONliNENTAl MARGt~. GEOltG'i 
1S6t EfoiERl J<C 
THE AllAt.llC CU'illNENlH StELF tNt SLCPE CF TH LI\ITEC SlUES- GEClOGlC 
EACK(RCl.lf\t 
lS GEOLOGICAl SlHE'Y PHf fAfEF 52S-~ 1 PH-A.23 
CCI\TIIIHlll. S~ELF, CCI\ll~EIIHil SlCH, GEClttY 
1St€ Cll~I<E CL El ll 
THE CDl\Tl~ENl~l ~~RGIN tf lliE fASTERl\ LNITEC SlAlES 
CA~ADIAt.. JClli~AL Cf E'Rl~ SCIEIICES 51 S93-1ClC 
CO~lll\EIIllll ~A~Gl)w EECLCGV 
l~H t<ElC~U et-
T .. E Clt Aht THE NEW, NE• ~CPI< EIGHT RESEA~Ch IN PERSPECll~E 
~M SCC LIM~Cl CCEA~CGR ~- 1~-19 4Sft( S~~F' 
RE!EARCh, CDAST'L fllll~S, CC~TJaEt.Till SHElf, G£CLCE,, tiSTCRY, 
Ht IM ff';ltllJCN 
4.tS 
1S75 O£Al1ERIS Jlo elRNE ~J 
THE RECENT hl!TCF'I' Cf klC~tfMEII~UE lNLETo ~lA'l.lA 
IN, f~(CEEVII\CS Cf T~E .t~O 11\TER"ATICNAL ESTUARINE RtSEARC~ fEDERATION 
SY~POSIU~. ~l~lLE fEACh, SCUlh CIIRlll"~• OCT 16-lfr 1S73, flt7-lB2 
GEOLOGY, t'ISHR'I'r 11\UlS htTE~W~Y!l 1 W/l(j,llff<U(;U£,1141 
1St& RIC~ARCS ~G 
THE TE~ll~RY ~ISTCP\ Cf T~E All~~TIC (CAST ffl-EEI\ C'PE COC A~G CAFE 
hiiTTERJS• )N: lEI<JIAP'i 5.E/I-lE~fl FUCllATICf\5 H UI\1\Eil HCl 
PALECCLI~AlDlO(l, ECClCG,, GECLCEY 
19l! FREElANC GL 1 ~E~Rlll GF 
lH 191! eAlhHElRJC 5LR11EY IN Tt;E t..EII HRK EHt!T APU1 MAP~ AND GEClUGIC 
lfiPLIUTICt.S 
1\CA~ TECH ~EFT Efil ~ES~ 
BAT~YMET~Yt GEClCGIC ~IIFfl~G~ GECl[(' 
1976 ~t.ESEl ht SPIKER E 
THICKNESS oiiGi DF r•e S~~FICIAL SA~C ShEtTt ~~lll~CRE CAt.lC~ 1PCUGh AREA 
IN PPESS, A~ERJCjiJI ASSCClATICA Cf fElPCLE~~ EECLCGISlS ELllEllN 
AGING IPt-'WSIC.IIl), CANYCI\S 1 GHllC(h SAI\OS, .SECH'HlS 
19 i7 I< AU Ff'.jll\ t 
TliCRIUM flES ICEI\CE liliES ANt llA-~2S CLI\SHNO Ill lHE Hii V(I<J< SIGHT 
A~ GECPH~SICAl Ul\1(1\ Tfll\S 58(61 1 4C7 
GECCt-EMIST~Y, EEUl,G1, CCfANCER~P·~~ RACICISCTCPESt SEt ~AlEF 
1917 ALLEI\ E~.£1 ~l 
lHREE-DIMENSICNA1 CHA~~CTEFI~Tl(S Cf J RAFltl~ l~A~SGRESSl~G ESTUA~liiE 
hASHC~E~ 6AFF1ER, CELAW~~E E~V 
GECLOGICilL ~CCIET't ()f Ai'ERICA HSlli~Cl lollt- PFC<:RliiS '.ll3h 234-235 
ESl~ARIE~t GEClC~'' CELA~~FE E'l 
l'.llt SE~~R CAt CAI\llll( Ill 
TRACE METAl! 11\ ltE ~E· ~(R~ El~HT 
ll~ SCC llMI\Cl CCHNCH 2, 111-lSE tSHC SYHI 
PCLlUllCN, AELNtll~CE, CCASTAl PLAI~S, GEGLC''• ~ETALS, SE~IlGEt SPGIL 
BA~~s. TRACE ElE~E~lS, ''~IIEILI11 
43( 
1914 KRAFT JC ET tl 
TRANSGRESSIVE A~C REGRESSI\E SEtJM£NlARW LIJ.GSO~ES ~T T~E EtGf Cf A LATE 
hOLOCENE ~ARi~E l~A~SG~ESSICN 
ASSTRACT I> U.TER~ATICfi~L CGHRESS Cf SEC, ~1-'SS 
GECLCGY, lllhlfiCAJION• SEA LE~EL 
HB 
TRCLF EN, fRIC~EF CF 
PRCCESSES ~ffECTlNG THE TRANSFCRT Cf tAlERJ,LS fRCM CCNTINENTS TC CCEANS 
IN, ~ARI~E CHEPISTF- 1~ THE tO~!T~l E~VIiC~~£~1. II CH~~CH IEDJ, Alf~ILAN 
ChE~ItAL SCC, h~!hl~Glt~, C.C., 133-l!l 
T~AN!PCRl, CME~l!1RY 1 GECLCG' 
1915 SCCTT KR, CCLE JM 
U.S. ATlA,..llC MARGI" LC(K F'\(~tBlE 
(ll t~[ CAS JC~~"~l 13t.S5-95 
COhTINENJAL MARGI~, ~ECLGG~, Cll 
1~13 STANLEY Dft FE~NER P 
UNOE~hATER TEl£~151(~ SLR\EY Cf l~f ATLANTIC CUTE~ CONTINENTAL MARGIN NEAR 
kiLMIN,TCN t•t.YCN 
~MilHSCN CCNlRIB 1{ ThE EA~l~ SCJE~CE~ NC 11 
S~ELLSt FALt.., B~THYMET~Y. TEL£V1SJD~, UNOEAhATER PHOTOGRAPHY• CCt.TJNENTAl 
SHELF, ~EGLCGY, SUR~EW~ 
······~·~·~·~·~·~·~···~···~·~·····~······································· HCt.UPhCLCGY 
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1'173 KFHl JC 
A GuiCE 10 THE GECLCG) Cf tELAh~~E·~ CCASlJL Eh~l~C~ME~TS 
UNIV CELAkAPE, CCLl£GE Cf ~ARJN£ STLCIES PlBLICATION ~0 cGL-C39, ~EkA~K, 
CEL'k'RE,216 PAGES 
ARCliC, OELAh.RE, GECLCCIC TIPE, GEClCGYo GECMCRFhCLCEV 
1S15 Hlfl CJF 
f'FRJER-15LANC ff~ESIS, EV1£E~Cf f~C~ ThE Cf~TF•L ATlA~llC !~Elft EASTER~ 
USJ! 
SEti~Ef\1 GECl 1411J 1 1-~3 
ShCRELI~f ERCSIC~, BIBLIGGF.PHJES, CCASTAL flAINSt CO~liNEhT~l SHELF, 
DlSf~ICT CF CGLU~EIA, EECLCL~, GEC.CRPMCLCG,, SEti'E~TARY STRltTUR£51 
BM<PIER ISlJ!fltS 
lSB FIHEI< JJ 
EAlhYMETRIC PROJECTEC PROfiLES AND THE CRIGJN Lf fAR~lE~ 
ISlA~C~-JChNSCN'! 5tCREli~E Cf E~EREE~CE RE~l!IllC 
CCATES, CR HCJ CC~STAL ~E(Jli,CRl'HCUG~ $14\Tf Llll~ Cf N.W. fi~GJ,AIOCN 
CC~TINENT~L ShELF, GEC~CRP~CLOG,, f~FRIE~ JSli~CS 
15lf YASHl hE, ~AR1MAt. fll 
BEACH FCRMS A~C CCASl~l E~(CESSES 
MESA ~1 BlGtl ATLAS ~C~CGR II, 5(P 
SHORELINE EROSICN, EE~CHES, CCASltl Pl.INS, {~-ES, GEG~C~P~CLCGY, INLETS 
lliltHRkAY~l. SEOH'EtiHTIO~, SlC~MS., SARI<JEI< lSlti\CS 
1~55 UFA~E Cl El Jl 
CO~TINENT~l MA~Gl~ A"O GECS~NCLtNES, lhE EASl CCASl OF "OFTH t~ERIC~ "C~Ih 
CF CAPE HAllER'S 
IN LH ttPE"S El 'L CECSI, FHYSICS tNt CHE~l~J~Y Cf Tt£ fART~~ ~OL3, 
PERMAH;N PRHS, liJIICCt., Ffl.IC-lSS 
CC~Il~ENl~l M'RGI~, GfCLt{J( f(~~~llChS, LfCLt(•~ GECMCRPhCLCGY 
1S13 RllHA K 
EfFECTS tf EACSICN CN f~RRlfR lSLA~t ~ORPHCLEGY, FIRE ISLA~C, NEk ~ORK 
COASTAL ~ECMCRPHClOGY, EI~G~AilCN, 'E~ YO~K, Sl~JE U~l\ Cf ~'• PlbL IN 
GEC,CAFHCLCGY, 21S-231 
ERCSIO~, GfOLCtY, GECMC~PHGLCG~, 
1~73 Shli:ELH Cl 
EVALlAliCN CF ~ CC~CEPlU~L MCOEL f(~ l~E ~~~~S~E~SE SECI~ENT TRANSPCRT 
S'STEM CF A CCASl~l Bl~~IE~ Ct~JN 1 ~lttlE ~TLJ~TJC BIGtl 
JCLR~~l CF SEt PETRCLCO 4.H3l 7./lS- iti<i 
SHCRE li~E ChANGE, CUhE!, CECLGGY, EECMCRFHCLCGY, 5~~(5, SECIPENT 
lR~NSPCRT, ~IRti~It, ft~~IER ISl~~tS 
liJU C~RI'CII ~J 
GECMORPtfClHY CF I. MctfA~HLY SlRIIlifiED COSTAL FUIN ESlUR\ 
GfCLCGICAL SCCJfl~ OF APEPlC' fl.Ll£11~. ABSl~ hiTH P~LG~A~S, ~E SECT!CN, 
p 147 
CCASlAL PLAINS, GfCMCR,~CLCG\, SlAlllfiC'TID~ 
1916 WILL Ur-!S 5J 
GEC~ORPhOLO~Y, SHtlLCW SLEEOTlCM SlRLCTURf, AfiL SEtl~EfllS CF lhE AJlANTl' 
IflfiE~ CCt.TiflifiTAl ~hELF Cff lC~G I~LJ!t.O, NEh ~(~~ 
U.S. AP.Y CCRPS Cf ENGI~EERS, JECH"ICtl PAF£F fl( 7E-2r 123f 
COhllNfNlAL 5HELfo GEC.CPf~Cl[(y, SECI~E"lS 
1~74 ~llliA~S SJ, Dl~~E CE 
GEOCRPCLCC'Y 'Nt SEC lHI\TS CF H£ HillER 1\f~ 'ft~K lllGhl CtNllt\Et\TAL SHElf 
US A~MY COASTAL E~G RES CEhlt 1ECH •e~O ~( 4!, Slf 
EEAC~£5 1 CCRES 1 EECLCG1 1 GECMCRF~CLCEYt PROfiLES· 
lSH KI'Afl JC 
~II;CLE- UTE t-OLOCEI'iE EVCllTlOI'I Cf lhE MCRPHUCGY CF A OI<Cwl\£0 ESTliiiPi 
~¥!TEM- lhf GEL,~Il~f EllV c, 
ll'lt RfUilltt\5 SEC lfiEt\UiiiES El'IHE ESllAAJES El PlATEAI.X. I"E/'.CI RES CE 
L1 11\STlTlT CE GECL CE EAS t 1 1lQlllll11\ 1 i 
ESTLARIES, GECMCRFHCLCG~t OElll·ll~~ EAV 
1S76 Sklfl CJF ET At 
~CFPHCLCCICAL EVCLUTJC~ /J~C CC~STAL S/JNC TRilNSPCRT. NE~ ~CR~ - hEk JERSEY 
SHU 
IN, I'. G. GHSS HtllU.} MH.Cl€ AllJtl\1 IC CCNlll\HUl ShELf lli\C THE Nflo ~ORK 
BIGhT, /Jfi SCC LH'i'i CCH~OG SPEC S~MF 1. l:S 
EVCll 11 Cl'l, CfCf!Gf.l'hfHOGV • SAi'OSo HO JHtH lllAt.SFCRl 
1913 KRAFT JC ET /Jl 
MCRFHCLCGY ANt VEFTlCAL Sftlf!ElA~V SE,UEI'ICE I'CtELS l~H(l(CfN£ 
TR~I'ISGRESSlVE Bll~~IER SY~TEMS 
CCASTAL GEQI'O~PHOlCiGY Sll'il:HMOC~ fl~ STATE ll\111 Cf l\Y • fiJ£!1 H" 
GEC~C~fHCltG~, 341-3~4 
HOIOR PliOlOGY 
1!1A-LEAR £~, PAL~ER HC 
CCEA~ CISPCSPLt ~I[ClE ~Tl~l'llf[ EJ(~l (II\ ~AlJCl\AL hEECS PNt CCEAN 
SCLUJICNS, CCE~N CJSFCSPLJ 
fol.jill TECh SCC, IJIAHINGHI'I. CC, FlU-lO:E 
EXPERI~EfiTATICI'I, (C~Sl~l Fl/Jli'IS, CCRESe El'IEI~EERJ~G, GEC~CRPtCLOC~r 
fllCFllES, SEISMIC SlltiES 
1916 FIELD ~Et Clt~£ tE 
PC'.H-PLEIHCCEI\E HSHF'l Cf UE UlHt SJi!TlS 11\1\H CCI'Tlt.fl\Hl SliELF, 
SIE~JflC~NCE TC CRIGI~ CF Ell~PifR lSLJ~CS 
GECL SCC P;EF EUll i1C5l, 6~1-iC( 
CO~TINENlAl SHELF• GEO~C~P~CLCG1, ~ISlCRV, S[tli'El\lllTJC~, B/JR~IER ISL~NtS 
1913 f'CCLEIII\EN CE, MC~tSlE~ Fl 
PROBABLE HLCCEI'IE HllNHI<ESSIVE EfffClS ONTHE CUliNEI'ITAl SHELF Gff NEW 
JE~SE~, U~ITEO Sl~lES 
MAKlTIME SEDI~E~lS HllllfAX 712Jt 6~-12 
BA1HYMETFY 1 CC~TI~E~Till S~tLF, GECMCRfhCLCGYt M•Rtllt GECLOGY, lGPOGR~PH~ 
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1916 SCrlEf J £1 •t 
REG1GI\Al 'GttlCGICAl fRill'IEMRI< Cff ~Ull1EilS1EJ<~ l.f>.ITH SUHS 
AfiEIHCAI\ llSSOClllllCI\ Cf FElRClE\;1' C;HLCG!STS EIJlUTll\ H, ~~6-S!ll 
GECLCG~, GECMCRfrCLCC~ 
1S73 Sklfl [J( tl Ill 
RICGE ANC S~ALE lCPCG~Af~~ Gf MIOCL£ llTl~~llC BIGHT 
~AFl~E GECL£(~ 15, 221-241 
S~CRE li~E Chll~G£1 GEOLCEYt ~EGMORP~OLCGV, HYCR/JULICS• SEC[~€~1 TRAhSFDRl, 
~TCR~S, lCFuGRPPh' 
1'11._ GCLOS~llH v 
'vU\5-BtM llllli/E CllfiHE H.:tH Cf lH e•tHMOllE C~l'IVCN TRCLGh SHflf AND 
ShC REL 11\E 
Vlf!S SRAji!S(E 1(6, GlCt;CHlH FClf\1, ~/J 
COf'.PUTH f'<CCELS, CCIIJ JIIENTAL SMU, GfCMCIHI"iGHGl, MCO£l SlUIES. loAVES 
(loHERJ 
1~74 GCLC~MJTH \ El Al 
~A~E Cli~ATE ~CCfl [f lrE Mlt-~TL,I'ITJC ShELF Al\[ SHCRELJl'i£ (\IRGII\IIll\ 
SEAl. f'CtEL tEVELOfMENT, S~Elf GECMCRP~OL(G~. Al\0 PRElll'lfiA~~ RESULfS 
1\A~A {\If'S SI'P~SCE 3fl l'iP~' SP-35E, 146f 
S'lhY~ETRY, CCNTil'iENT~L ShElf, ~EC~C~PrOLOG,, ~GCEL Sl~OlESt ~A~tS (kATERI 
'~* * H*4*4 * Ull* lOU lOll UH llll HUll***"* 4'1 ****>I' H >Ill< U"**********U**'** **** U:U 
GHFt,StCS 
··············~·····~·········~···~~······~··················~··*******~*· 
1S13 ~~IF5 Rl El ~l 
llPFLICIIT ICI\ CF Er<TS-1 [AlA TG ThE fRC lECTIG~ /JNO I'AMGEt<EIIl (if 1\EW 
JE~SEY•S CCASllll E)~IFCII~E~l 
SYI'P GN SIG l<ESHTS CBHHH FRO\ HlS-lt ~Cl l lECh PR£~ 1 SEC A1 MSA 
SFHUL FUellC 1\C 321, PU<i-t3~ 
SHOPE liNE CHA~GE 1 PCLllliC~ 1 GECLC,Yt GECf~lSlCS, REMClE SEI\S!NG, 
SllHltllfS CHTIFHIJIU, SUl<\IE,St llllSTE CISPGSH 
1S15 PEHilSC/1 JJ 
CO~PRESSJO~PL WAvE ~ELCCll~ CHARACTERISTICS Cf ~CCKS FRC; lhE ~11\GS 
elGhT-EEllS CCvE CFhiCLJTE CC~FLEX, ~EwfC~~tl~~t, A ~(CEL f(R The CCEAI\IC 
CflLST 
NS lHE~l~, QlE£~~ CCtl (~Yl 
EXP£Rl~f~T/JTJC~t GECLCGYt GECPtYSlCS, FbVSJC~L PkCPERTIES, RCCKS, VELCCllW 
1S15 CfflCE CF ~t~l·f EECLCG' 
CR&.ISE REPCRT-OLTER CCI\111'1£1\Hl SliElft flAllll'!tRE TROUGH ARH, R-V ATLAMlS 
IJ, 14 AfRll-12 o~lHw H15 
wcrts HL£, ~~~ss 
CO~Tti\EI\TAL 5HELF 1 GEOlOG~, EE£FhVSlCS, SEJS~l( STUDIES 
1918 US GECLGGICJL SLR\E) 
GECFHYSIC'l DATA fCR ClTER CCNll~E~Ttl SnElft 1E~SE SAlE NC. 49 IBALTIMCRE 
CllUCf\ THUEHh lSGS C.HA Hl Al-H~43 
NAliOI'lAL GECPHYS AI\C SCLH TEF!<ElilUl CEI\TU, CCCE C62lt 1\CH. 
EOl~t ECI.LCEF, CC 
CATA, CDNllNfNTAL SHElft GECLCGl, GEOFH~SIC~ 
1~70 G~A1 ft STA(E~ JF 
GRAVITY ANC ,AGNETJC I~lERfRElJTIC~ CF PCRCLFINE B~I\K lNC PCRCUPJNE BIGhT 
OEEF-SEA PES 11C3!, 461~415 
G£0PhYSlCS 1 GRAVITV 1 ~AENEllC SlltlE!• MARINE GECLCGY, CCE,NCGRAPHY, 
SlHCllllE 
1~15 BEHRENOI JC 
Ml(H SE~SITJVllV AEFC~AGNE1JC SU~VE~ Cf THE AlL,NJIC MtRGIN Cf ThE UNITEC 
SUlES 
TRtNS A~ERJCAI\ GECFHYSICJL UNIC~ 5tt 3!6 
CONllNENJAl MARGII\ 1 {f(fh~SICS 
1974 WEZER~AK Clt FCLL£P 1\ 
MO~llORI~G OCEAN ClMfl~G ~IT• ERlS-l C~l~ 
SYMPCSIU~ £~ SIENIFlCAaT ~fSULTS OtJAINEL fRCM lHE EARTH RESClRCES 
TEC~NCLOG~ SATfllllE-l 
UCL 1 lECh FRfS SEC At .ASA SfEC PLel NC 321 f63!-641 
FOUUTICI\w GHH«11 1 HCH.V.S ItS, MARJI\f (,fCLC.t1• REI'I{)lE SEI\~UG, SA1ElLilES 
tA.llFICIAllt kASlf CISfCSAl 
1~13 PAR·R~S-CAR~VtNI\JS E 
OCEAN OU~PJNG II\ lME ~£· VCRI EJEtlt A~ tSSESS~EI\1 Gf E~VIRCI\~EI\TAL 
STU: IE~ 
LS ARM~ COASTAl EkG ~ES CE~lt lEC~ PE~C ~t 39, 15~ 
PCLLUTICNt CO~SHL FU!lfiS. ECOLOGY., GECCI'HISlFVo CECLCGY, GECPH'\'SJCS, 
REio\CTE SEI\SING. ~ECIMEtllSt WASlE C!SfGSAl 
1S74 ShEFJCA~ JE 
PRELIMINAR~ REPCPT G~ t GE(f~YSIC~L SlUt~ Cf A CC/IE STRUCJLRE Gl\ Thf 
ATl~I\TIC ClTE~ CCI\111\EI\TtL S~flf ftST CF DELJ~'RE IABSlRAClJ 
GEOLOGICAl SCCJET1 GF A/IE~ICA t(iJo ~52 
CCNTl~EI\lAL SHELF, DELP~A~Et GECLCGY, GECFhY!I(S 
1~74 HADLEY JR, tEvlNE Jf 
SEI!~IClECTCNIC ~~F (f ltE f~STE~N Ll\lTEt ~TATES 
UNITED. STATES <:ECLCGJCtl ~UR\IE~ l'IAI' folf-fl2C, 3 ShEETS tlfliC TEXl 
GECLDG1, GECPHYSIC!, flAPS, SEIS~JC FFCPE~JJES, SEIS~IC STUCIES, SEISMIC 
~A~ES, SEI~~CLCGY 
1~17 K~EBEl HJ, C~~SCN f 
SMALL-SCALE SLLMP CEFOSllSt •ltClE ~lLANll( lPfEF CCNTlNENlAL SllPE 
GEDL ~0(; /Jt' S 11 h 1C53-1C54 
TRA~SfCPT, CtEStPEAKE e•1• CC~STAl FL.INS, CONll~fhiAL SLOPE, GECLCGY 1 
GECPh)SICS, OCEANCERAPf1r SEDIMENTATICN 1 Sfi~~IC STLOIES 
············································~·············~··············· GfCltER~AL STLCIES 
·····································~···································· 
19t0 SAI\(EFS tl, ~ESlLER RR 
ECCLCGY Of lHE DEEP-!fA SENTHC5 
SCIENC£ l63(3S74l; 141~-1444 
CC,STAL WATERS, fflllrC!t SEA5CI\:AL HRlATHNS, GUiTi1Hllo\Al SllltlES, l!IRIIAE, 
ZGCP lAtl<T 0 
··········~····•'****•~···~·~·~·~·····~·~·~·~············~················ GUHS 
······*~···~···~·~··········~·················~··························· 
1967 !"ILLS EL 
A REEXAMINATICN CF SCME !PECIES Cf A~fELI!(;A tCRUSTACEt, A~PriPCtAI F~C' 
T~E EAST CC,Sl Cf tiCRlH A~ERIC~ 
CA~ J ZCCL 4515), t3!-t5! 
Alo\FHIPCOA, eREECl~G. CRLSTACE~I\So ~fCGRAPtiCAl FEGIChS, GCh~CSt 
lE~PfRHURE 
1968 ~CEAC~R~~ Jt 
A'E A~C GAC~l~ Gf ltE !TRIFEC ~EPR£81~ 
VIMS THESIS (COll ~ILLI~~ A.O ~ARY) 
AGI~G tBitltGlCALI, CChTl~E~TAl StElf, CISl~lflTIOh~ 01\ERSlflCATICN, fiSH 
POFULATICNSt GOI\tDSt SPAWI\lr..G, ltl\Glli-fRHliEl'in ClSTRlllUIICNSo SEARCSII\S 
H.H HARKU tF 
si:fln'lic fiSH Assccunns·c"' TH CCJITINENUL~SHPE cF ne tHctu ATLANllC 
SIGH 
~~~S THE!l~ lCCLl ~ILLIA~ I~C ~AF~J 
BE~TH.IC fHNAt CU'IlHEI\Jtl St.ELF 1 CISTt<lfLTICN, FISH POPULUICNS, GtNADSt 
SPAWN lNGt LEM;Tr-ft< HL Et.C Y OISTR JSlllttiS, SHlitllJNS 
19t€ SCI-CEHR A 
EVICHCE FCI\ ~ffHtliCllVf HHUIC llV IN ThE OEEF SEt 
EC£LCGY 49Cllt 81-tl 
BENTHOS, BREEOII\G, SEtSCI\tl VtRl~TICI\5 1 OI!TPIBUTltk, E&GS, €ECG~AFHICAL 
FEEICNSt GC~POSo FEfPCtliCTltl\, Slll 
l"H ltfl\f\H CAt HSIU J/. 
HCIJI'iOJTY lll'iD f>(}NA£; tBSER\AliCI\S Cf TH AI'HICA~ EEL, AI\GUllU RCSTI1ATA• 
MIGR~TlNE FRC~ CtE!AFE~KE EAY, ~~~(l.IA 
J FISI1 i<ES £() CJit;ACA 31 1 UH-1391 tVH!S CCfHRIB 6211 
CH£SAfEJIKE BAY, EflSt fECU~tiT~t fiSh HIGRAllL~, GCNACS, MICCLE AllA~liC 
eu:t~T 
1S71 fLEMJNGf~ At HLLSE~A~ a 
GECGRAP~IC'l PAN(f ~Nt lAXCI\OMIC CIVERGEhCE IA hCilTH ATljNJIC CALA~US 
CALAI'.US-1-ELGGUII<tl tlS CtLANI.S-f INfii.A~CiilClJS JIN.t CAl.AI\LS-GUCIAUS 
~AJ fi(L 4Ct3lt i33-24E 
ICHiYOI'LANKTtN, Ht!ACS, hCRH CARCLINA, PCRESr RAI\GES, SEXlAL M.ATURITYt 
LNllEC !TAlES, ZCCFL~~·1(~ 
1917 All SJ ET Al 
MEPCLPl I~ t;CFTI- tll~~l!C LOEST£~ Cf THE Nf~ \tRK SIGHTLSA 
PPCC FA i\Cilt SCI 51(11, H-H 
PH'YSICLCG\ 1 CRLSUCEAllh GOAtS, JIWHlEbiUlES• HRCliRYt METHS, MC~EMEt\T; 
TC)lCillt ~ATER fCllUllC~, ~E~vE CELLS 
1H5 CCI\C\H llJ 
1\ClES CN ltE ~OLJJI\G C'Clf~ DE\Eltf~EAT Cf SEXLAL CHAR,ClEFS A~D SE• RAllO 
IN CPLANU~ hYPfRECREL~ 
CRLSTACEPNt 813), 3C8-32C 
SE,SC~tl VtRIATI(I\S, CCP£POCS, GCI\~DS, LA~l.Al GROklH SlAGf, lCCPLA~MTCI\, 
1!01111\G 
1St4 MlG.,A. JR, ~lCHCL!C~ kR 
SE~UH MAH.PATIOf\ Alit SPiioHI\G (Jf HUI\liC MENI-Hel\ 
US fiSH lollCLIFE SER\ flSI- BLll 63l~JJ 255-ill 
GROWTH, BREEOI~€, SEASCI\'l VARIATIC'S• EGGS, fiSt-, GCN~CS 
19~3 CES,l\A CP 1 tA~IS ~p 
WHITE MAHII\, TElRAfll.lll.S ALBJCUS.t II\ TliE MICCLE AlLANllC 8H.t'lt WiTH 
CBSERV~liCI\S 0~ THE 1-)t~CGRAPh~ OF 11-E fiSI-11\G ~Rtli~DS 
COFEIA (1) 1 61-S~ 
~&E, FISt, GC~AtS, CXYGc~, FEEtli\G 
·~~·~~--·#·········*·~*··~···~·*·················~························ GFISSES 
*U***UUH*U*'I*>~•*** ****HUH~* H>i**" >ill •• >I* liUll+llllll•llliU+ll+*******"*"* 
1"14 Ftlt.LHS H 
lE~PERAlE G~ASS flAT! 
IN H.T. CtLJ ET AL CE£1TCRS) CCJIST~l ECCSY!TE~S (f ThE LhllE[ SlATES, A 
SCURCE BCOK FOR E!TLARI~E PLAt;NI~G. VCL 2 ktSI-l~GTC~, t.c •• Ct~SER~AllC~ 
FCL~CATIC~, 244-2~~ 
ECClGGYt GRASSES, SlEMfFGEC Fll~lS 
1915 T~AYE~ G~ El ll 
l~E IMPACT Cf ~AI\ CN SEtERlSS S\Slf~S 





UJS WJLLJA~5 5 ET Al 
CCI\SlRLCTICI\ I~ ltE CCASTtl i01\E 1 ' FOTE"TIAL USE Cf W'STE MtlERIALS 
~AR GECL lfllt, l-15 




l'iit llllSOo ~E 
GRlVlTATICNtl ClRCllATJCN I~ lC~G ISll~C SCUNL 
ESTU,RINE .tNt CGJlHAL MARINE SCIEIIC£ 4(4), 443-4~4 
CIFCUUTICN, GI<AIIJl'Y., 1'1-lYSICill CCEIIMlGR!lPWr 
lSIC GP~~ f 1 SlACE~ tP 
GRliVITY AN£ MAGNETIC 11\TERPRElAlJOl\ Gf PORClPlNE BANK AI\D HIHliPliiE BlGtH 
OEEP-SEA RES 11C3lt 4t1-445 




191e REICENBALGH lG 
AN AERIAl tf\C GHLIIClllUlt 111\ll:S HfJlllCN IJF SALT MARSH ECOUlG~, WAllOPS 
ISLMD, VHGltdA 
IN1EIISIVE EICMETFIC li\1HllO.Gl Slll\EY FL£ 
n~4l.~S24F4 
AERIAl fHlCGI<AP~Y, GRCHh D'IIIAI'ICS, EASTERII SHRE t\lt-I"OJ, ECCLCO, 
M~PS, SAll I"APS~ES 
lSH JliiE FC, RCITJiii'AYR 0 
CETEI<~HI!N( HE Cf J!lLJ!l\11C tt,EHACH FRO!' TtEHi SCill.ES 
US fiSh wllCllfE HF'V, fl$t. 8Lll tCU11l. 223-342 
AGE, GFChT~, fiSt, flS~ SCtLE5 
19H I'Ct<HI\~ HI 
LAFV~L A~O Atlll ST~GfS Ct TtE ST~C~ATEOIC FISH PSEhES NECLLLS WITh 
COM~E~TS 01\ ITS Cl~SSlflCAliC~ 
EULL MAR SCI Gllf CAFIE 1112) 1 21C-2Jt 
GRC~1H 1 BREECihft fiSt, lAFVlE, VE~liCAL MIGRAT10" 
1959 I'CtlGt Jl ET Al 
LENGTH, ~EIGHT A~O AGE CC~f0Sl1ICN Of THE ~E~k~OE~ CtTCH 1~ vi~Gl~lA 
hHER~ 
llti\CL ANC CCE~NC(R 4C2J, 14!-162 
AGING IBICLCGICALJw G~G~Th, fiSh, lf~Elh, ~IPEI~IP 
1Ci6C HRIMER S 
NATlRAl tiSTCRI CF lhE !t~CE~R ShtR~ £ULA~IA ~lLBERTl 
US FIS~ wiLCLifE SERV, fl~t Elll 6llli6l, J-3E 
GRCWlho BREECING, CO~PfTlllON, Fl~t, LIFE C~CLE5, FREC~llCN, PEl/lEkS, 
~EASONAl CISlFIEUTlC~, SH~FKS, fEECJN( 
1Cil2 ClGCillE ~C 
hiTRCGE~ C~ClE Ill l~E !~REA55C SEA fiNAL REFCil 
UIIIV ALASKI 11\ST I',JIR ~Cl Rt:P U<-£:4-51, 1-2~ 
ALGAE• AM~C~IA, GFC~TH, C~tiiGFt~TA, "ITRATES, NITPOGE~, NU1RJENTS 
1St4 HIG~A~ JR 1 ~lCHCLSC~ ~p 
SE>UAL MATLRATIOII tN[ 5PA~III~G Cf tllAhTIC ~EII~'tEN 
lS fiSh ldL[llfE SER\ fW· Bllt 6H~h 255-nl 
GROkTH, B~EEGI~G, SEASCI\tl lltRIATlCIIS, EGGS, fiSh1 GCNJOS 
1~14 fRCO~E Sk El Al 
THE ~ElATICNShlf (f MINf~Jl Nt;lRIE~TS TG GRGklh CF SFA~TlNA 'LlEI<NlflG~A 
IN NURTH C~ROLINA 1 EffECT~ Of "• P, AIIO FE fEPlllllERS 
SOIL SCIENCE SCCIEH Cf HERICJ PHCHCI~GS, Hl 3C-2, P30I-::01 
~IIIEAALS, GACWTt, IIC~T~ CA~Cll~A, SClLS, SfAPliNA, ~EllANOS 
1914 BRCC~E Sh El ~L 
ThE REL~llCNShiP (f I"J~fFAl ~U1R!EIIl5 10 G~O~l~ CF SFAFllll~ ILTERhlflCFil 
IN NOAlh CARCLIIIA, I. IILTPIEI\T STill~S Cf ~Ill SCllS iN 1\ATLAAL STANCS 
SCIL SCIENCE SCCifl'l Cf A~E~lCil f~{CEEO!N(S ~Cl 39-2 1 ~S5 
~l~E~ALSt GriOhTH• NCRTt CARCLI~Il, !ClLS, ~FilRTI~A, hETltN£5 
44C 
ISiS JC~ES ft El ~l 
I.SA FlS., AM; wllCLifE ~EIIIIHE fiClUICAL HR\IICE PPOGRM• FkS-tES 7£-12 
tEVEI.CP"'EtiT Cf flSi'ES CF ThE ~ID A1UNTIC Bl.Gtll At\ Allll.SCF HG l.ARI/Al ~IIIJ 
Jl\ENllE HAGE.S 
FlSH lllltllfE HI<~ 'iCl 1-6~ .C.CCEP 
BIELlOt:RAPHES, HOIITH~ DtSlRlBlHtll, EC.OLC(;'t, HSH, l'i'YI.CGI:Ut f<(.llfHCl(lGY 
**" :tU;. :t>l U ***"' **** :t.h******ll*'li*****U**U U UUll:*:t*>I*U H >~• ~ 4 UJO:t>tH:t:t**>l 
G~CIIH RATH 
·················~···~··········· ............................................. . 
l'JH WCI\IG liSP 
AGE AI\C G~OWTf, CF HE fiCHkERN SEAFCe 1~, Plll£NCTUS CPRCLIMJS lllNAtiJSl 
VIMS ThESIS (CCLL ~ILLJtM ~NO ~~Rll 
AGIN& lBlCLCGICAL)t ChESAFEA~E EAV~ GFCklh ~AlES, ~~~l~E fiSt, 
I<EFRCOUCTICN, SEtSC:I\H ClSTRIEl.HCN11 VOI<K Pl\'ER, SEARGBli\S 
lS6t ~ER~ItL as, ecs.s KJ 
BENT~lC ECOLOGY Al\0 FAUI\Al CHANGE REL,TlNG TO OYSTERS FRCM ~ tEEP 6AS1~ IN 
l~E LOkER FAl~)f~l Rl~f~t ~PF~lA~C 
BHlliiC f~l.it-41!, tEff-"ATEfi HAflTATS, t:RCIHI1 RATES. OYSTERS, PATUXEtil Rll/ER 
19H I'LRAIII5KI ~~~ FHtHC AL 
BICLOGICAL ANt FISHERIES CATA CN Allltillt 51LRI:ECN 1 ~ClPENSf~ CXYRtWNCHI.iS 
(IH lCHELU 
U!~·f! ~EfC .S.~. lECt S.R.tO 
tlSTillfi.ITICN, EXPLClTATJON, fiHl TAXHCMVr GllCIIITH RATE!, LIFE HISTCRY 
Sll.DIES, ~~N~GE¥£NTt •cFPtClCG~, PCFI.ilATICti 
lSU RCSERU ~l-
1~\IHTCIH CF MARINE Ell11lRC~~E.NTAL i!Ml SGC!C-ECCIIO~IC DATA FOR THE GLTER 
CC~TINENT'l ShELf AREA Df l~E tlLA~liC GCEt~ fFC~ SAIICY ~CCK, NE~ JERSEY 
TC CAPE CPIIl~ERill, fLCFltt •••• 
IIII>IS f.!~ 
SIClAo [I!T~IBLTICN, GRC~TH RATES, LifE Hl!lCR~ STLCIES, MARSl-ES, 
1\C~TI-EIST L.! •• SC~TtEAST u.s., ~ET1A~OS, CCASli!L ZO~E 
1~61 IICRCRClS JJ E'T 'L 
lNVESTlGtllGNS Of !fiNER CCNlliiE~TAL Sl-ELF MillE~S Cff LClE~ CtESAPEAKE SAY. 
PA~T II. SANC lAfiCE LAF\tE, J~~CtYlES ·~fRl(t!ILS 
Cl-ES SCI ~~l i!IIC ~~. •s-5~ (\liM! CCI\T~ St) 
ATLA~TIC CCEANt CHEStPfAKE Bl~t Cl!i~lfUTlC~t ERC~TH RtlESt ~tTC~Ih~, 
lA~VAL ~RC~TH STAEE, Flt~KTC~, S~LI~llYt ~FAh~lh~t STATISTICS 
1S71 HtEf~l~ PA 1 JF 
SEASON'L ASPECTS Cf THE BlClCGl, CISl~IELllCN A~D REltTI~E ABlNCA~tE Cf 
l~E DEEP SE' REt C~AE GE~YC" Qll~'LECE~S S~JTH, IN TtE •IClllTY Cf l~E 
NCRFCl~ Cft~'tC~ ••• 
NATL SHLLF lSI- A~SCC PHC \H f4rt~ 
CRAfSo fCCM~ICS, GI<U.H- ~HES, SHkiii~G, Sl.ill\IHS 
l'i63 HA \H CS 
SUfPlE~E~ltl fEEtl~~ Of C~~TERS ~11• SlA~Ch 
CHESPPEAKE !Cl 6(1Jt 4!-!1 
BE~lHCS, EST~A~IESt fCCCS, G~Cklh ~AlES, ~Clll.iSKS, C~SlERS, ~TARC~ 
191~ TENI\'t!D~ F! El ~L 
ThE ChESAPEA~E BAY BIBLJO~RAPhYt 'DLU~E II. VIRGI~IA kAlER~ 
~1~5 SffC SCI FEP 63 
BlCGRAPhlES, CHESIPEA~E EAV, CCNT1~£~1AL StELF, t:RCWTH RATES, MARINE FISh, 
REF~GCUCTICN, SEtSCNAL CISTFIElTIOI\, VCR~ ~I,EF, SEAFOfii\S 
1S~2 ELC~IC~t fJ 
TH SLMMER FLOUNDER, PJliHillCiilh~S tEI'ITATA 1 ll'l lhE ~IROt.lil lll~lER TRAWL 
FUHR' 
Vl~S THESIS CCCLL kllli~M ANt ~AR'J 
AGING lBICLCGICALlt CC.MERCIAL fiSt, Cl5TRISL11C~, FISt fCFLllllCI\S, 
FIS~ERIES, ~~CkTh R~TES, SFAWtiltiG1 tA~PTCN RC~CS 
··~······~·············~·····~·~·············~··· .. ····················· .. ·· GFOH· .SHH~ 
................•... ,.~········~- .............................. ~············ 
H6l R ICI-AFDS CE 
AGE, GPC~T~ tNt FECLN[llY (f lHf CCEit 1 ~AC~~CE~l~OII CAIIA[l~t FkC~ C~fS~PEAKE BAY A~C A[JJC£1\1 ~lt-tllt~TIC WtlEI<S 
lRifl~ IIHR fiSl-. !CC '3613J, 31t~-!5C I'O!o!S CChTR ~~H 
AflM.'i 18HLCG10lJ. CHSAPE,1KE fAY, COBIA, IJinRIBlliG/1 fATTERfiS, 
ffCLNOll'h GR(k'Tk STAGES, lift tlSHilY SlL[ HS 
1'7E CHESAPE~~E tiCtCGICAL LAe 
CE~ElCfMENT (f fi5.ES Cf T•E l'lt-~llA~TlC 61&tT. A~ ATLtS Cf EGG, LARVAL 
ANt JUVE~JLE STAtES. \CL.l-t 
LSF~S SJCL ~ER\ f~CG F~! 
CES.19 
1<1 
ATL~Sr EG~S, flS~, fiSt T~XC~C~~, CRC~T~ STA(ES, JLVEIIJLE FISHES, t.•R-AE 
1S6l HIHI't ll~ 
INVEST !GAllONS OF 11\1\Eil CCNT 11\Eflllll SHlf killERS Cff lCIIEI< CtfS.toFEAKE BIIY. 
PART III. lHf fHCRCZCCIC STAEE Cf ltE T~l\l(,lf tOLIGLU, ~~liCI\ALIS 
CliES SC l 2 U-2J, 60-64 (VII'S C(NTR.Ie S<;) 
ChESAPEAKE f!AV 1 COtiTli\EtilH ShELF• GFIJ~Ui SHGES, LifE HlHU'Y STlJCIES, 
REPROCLCTIOI\~ L~CChCRCA1E5~ ~IRGI~lt 
lStl 1\CRC~C!S JJ £1 Al 'l 
lNVESTIGAllCI\S Cf JMHI< COt.Tli\ElllAL HELF knERS Off LCIIER CHSAPE~l<E flAY. 
PAin I 1. StNC LANCE LAR \AE 1 Jl~f'lCCVlE~ AIIERICA~LS 
CHES SCI 211-21, 49-5S C~lf'lS CC~TRIE 96) 
CtESAPEAKE f~Y, CGNTIN£N1Al ShElf 1 FISH REPRODLCliGN, G"CIIlh STAGES, 
LARVAl GRC~lH STtGE; MARIN£ fl!Ht \IFGINIA 
****************•~···~~*···~·*·~·~·~·-··*·~······························· GUfS 
·································································~········ 
IS7~ li( FR El Al 
SOI'E Clii'.AHlC(;JCIIl (hti<HHRISTICS OF tiUPRIC,'\fS Al\0 li<OPICAl STORMS, 
GULf AI'IC E~ST C~ISTS OF T~E Ul'lllEC !lATE~ 
t.AllGNAl CCEAI\(Gj;lt-I'HIC HC Alf<(SfHRJC ACI'JIIlSTRATICII 
TfCtNICAl ~EPC~T N~S l!t WtSt, CC 
CLJI'ATOLOGV 1 GULFS, HLfiRICANfS 1 !TtR~S 
····~···~·~··························~···········4·············~·~········ (lJLLS 
········4·······~···~·~·4·~······································~········ 
1S7~ PARIIELL Jft ~OCT~ F~ 
HERRIIIG All[ GREAT fl,CK-fJCKE[ ElJllS ~ESTING Jl\ IICRTh CARGLJIIA 
IIUK S2ll), 154-15i 
BIRCS, GULLS, 1\ESTING, NESlSt ~CRlh CARCLI~A 
··················~····~···~·······4*4**•····~·······*~······4············ t;HJlATS 
··~···~·~····································~···························· 
1S1i L.S. CEPARTMENJ Cf 11\TERIOR, Fl!h A~t hlLDliFE SERVICE 
BC) SCC~E CF SFECIES ll~ll~(S 
f~CAIIGEREC SfECIES lfC~NlCAL BUllEliN 2111, 1-5 
ENDA~GERED SPECIES, tP~IlA15, fLPAlS, SL~~f'S 
1Sl3 hfFP~EF Ft, (Cll[ ll 
CCtSTAl .ANt CffSHRE £1\\IHCM'.EIITAL HVENlCI<Y, CAPE HAllEilA~ 10 NANlLCKEl 
S~OALS 1 8 BlllDS, SIRCS (f THE 'll,~l!C SE~BGA~C FRO" CAPE HATTERAS TC CAPE 
coo 
UNIV ~~ ~JlR FlJEl HR tllo a, l-c, Bf 
61BLICGRAPHJES, eiPC l'PE~, BIPDS, B~EEUlh~, 5EASChAl ~A~IIJJ(~S, 
HABITATS, MIGf<ATIO HllEli~S, HGRH(RY eHCS, REII IEWS, SEtSCI'.tl 
tiSTfilBUllU 
1SJ6 U.S. tEPAillMENl (f INlERICR, FIS~ A~O hllDliFE ~EFVICE 
ENCANGEREO ANC ltREAlENEC SfEClES 1 FltNTS 
FECEFAl t<HJSHR 1 JlH 16 1 24524-24512 
E~CAI\GE~Et SFECJISt ~ABITAlS, PLA~T~ 
1916 U.S. DEPAPT~f"'l Cf lNTEfii[R, fiSH Al\0 ~lL[lJFE SER~ICE 
ENCANGEREt .lll\t T.HREATEfiEI: "llDLIFE HIJ PLAH~ 
FEDERAl REG1STE~ 1 CClCfE~ 21, 4718C-4H98 
E~CANGE~EC SPECIES, ttElltlS, FlA~lS 
l«i63 H~HO Jll 
MOIIOGENETIC TREMAlODES fRCM SGME CHf!APEA~E BtY FISHES. FA~T I. ltE 
SUfE~FtMlllES CAfStlCIIEt fRICf, lc;~t til[ CIClltCFACRCitE' PRICE, 1936 
CliES SCI 414Jt 15l-16C 1\III'.S CCIITil 1531 
CHESAPEA~E EAY, liAfllA15, tCSTS, MEASLRE~EIIl, fATAfSCG fiJVfR,tt, , 
HEI<ATCCES 
N*O u.~ .. OEFA~lMEI\1 (f 11\TEIIIG~, HS~ AND l<lllDllfE SERIIIC.E, CfiflCE CF 
E~CANGf~EC SPECIES 
OFFICE CF Et.CAIIGERE£ SPECIES LIST Cf CCNT~ACTS 
WASHJHln, C.C .. LIIFLHISHt ~IHC1 17P 
ENCAIIGERED SPECIES, ~ABITATSt SlR~E~~ 
1S71 L.S. [EFARTHENT Cf I~TERIC~, FISh Alit kllCllfE SERVICE 
PE~CIIIG PltE~A~l~GS 
EIICA~GfREt SFECIES lECtNICj\l BULLETIN 214J, t 
EIICAI\GE~ED SFECI£5, tAEI1A1St LEGAL ISPECTS, FLA~TS 
191i U.S. CEP~Rl~E~l CF lNlE~lCRt FIS~ A~O ~ll[LlfE SE~~ICE 
Pl~·T REGll,TICI\! ISSLEC, CLE~~I~€ ~~¥ FCP llSTIIIGS 
Et.CAIIGE~EC SPECIES lECtt.lCAl Elllfll~ 2(iJ, 1-~ 
ENCA~GERED SPECIES. •AEITATS, PlA~lS 
~44 
l~i5 U.S. CEPl Of l~lE~ICR, FISH A~C ~ILCLJFE SEFVIC£ 
lhREATE~EC CR E~Cth6EFE[ fA~~' CF flCR~, Rf~IEh Cf STAlLS Cf \ASCLLAR 
Pl.~TS ·~[ CETER~l~·llC. Cf CRiliC•L tABIT~T 
F.EI:ERAL REGIS lEI< 4C ll2Ht ~H.24-2H24 
E•tA~GEREC !PECifS~ ttEITITS, FlA~lS 
* ** "* ••u u "** * ,.,.,.·, :tu *.,. *"",o·~ *"*" u·u ••••u••******** *************"*"**'** 
tiHtHHES 
·~·········~··········~··ij·········"***""*'""*****"*"*""'*"**"**"***"*"*** 
Jq67 ~ILLIA~S RB, ~~~CCCH ~E 
TtE PClENTitl I~PCRTANC£ Cf CD~£ GRASS ta (0.\I,JNG li~C, ~AtGANESE 1 AND IR~N 1~10 ESllARI~E FCCt CHtl~ 
~~~ MAR fl~· SER, PRCE ~Eff., BEAUfCRT 1 N.C. 
FOC£ CtAINS, HALOPhlTES, •EA\~ ~E1ALS 1 SPARTI~A 
**********·~·····~~·········4·····~····****"******"****•**"~·············· 
.. At<Pltf\ RO,OS 
··~··~·~~·~··~·~·-···~···················································· 
1943 HESCt [f 
CLA~SIFICATIO~ A~[ CC~"Lf\11~ SlRLCl~RE CF ~~C~CEE.lhCS I~ TH£ HA~PTC~ 
RCtDS tREA 1 VIFGl·I~ 
I'Ailli\E BICL .21. ~~6-~441i 
CO~MlNll'•.bENlH(5, ECCLCGY, ~~~E~lEE~ATES, tA~flCN RCACS 
1Si4 BEA\ChA~P RG 
~AFI~E E~VI~CN~ENT.Al flA~NINt GLIDE FCR THE t~MflCN RCACS-NCRfOLK NAVAL 
CPERATI~G .AREA 
NH~l CCEtHG~AF111C Cff IC.f SFEC Plf MJ 25C, 2t.CPP 
NCRFOLK, VA, ENVIRCN~E~lo fl~N~lfiGc HA~PlC• FGADS 
l9t:2 EUR II: CE PJ 
THE SLM,ER fl(li\OER, fARAliCHTHYS [fl\lATA, I~ ltE ~IFGINIA WJ~tE!l J~Ahl 
FISHER't 
VI~! 1HESI5 ICOLL ~llllA~ A~D ~AF~J 
'GlNG (blClCGJCAll, CC.,fR([~L FISt~ ClST~IfLIICN, fJSt PCPUliliCN!, 




1961 hC~C~CSS JJ £1 tl 
IN\I!TIG•TIC~S Cf ~~~EF CL~TlNf·T~l S~ELf ~·TERS Cff LC~E~ CtfS~PEAKE SA). 
P~RT li. SA~C LA~CE ltKVAEt A~~GU,TES AMERIC~h~S 
CrES SCI 211 A~C Ll, 4~-~S (\l~S CC~lR St) 
AllA~TlC'OCEANt (HfStFEAKE BAit Ol!lRIBUliC~t G~CWJH RAIESt ~·ICHl~G. 
LA~Vtl G~C.lh SltGft fLA~MlCtt SftLl~llY, SFJ~~l~G. Sl~liSTIC! 
···········~·····~···~~~~·~~·~············~·~·········~·~·~·~···~······~·· IHUHS 
*H ~*** **"*** UUIIll>lllll:o> ***"' U •• tliH UHH4H >14 H>I**Ullli>IH_H~•***** ***•**** -~ ,~.-~-~~-·---.-~~:·•<"'-·-..----------
1916 ~l\EBH H 
M•P A~C GRAPHIC CAlt REL.TEC TC GECLCGIC~l HtZARCS 1~ lHE £ALll,CRf CA~'CN 
TROlGJ' ARE A 
U~llEC SHTES GEClCOOl SOI<'ijH, fiiSCELLJINEClS fiElt Sli.Cl£5 1'/lP Mf-il28t 3' 
II'AfS 
CATAt CAfi'(~S, GECLCf,, tt;tRCSt ~Af! 
lSiE ~liF ~C El JL 
CCEAI\ tiSfCS~l I~ ThE ~JC All~NllC SIGhl 
f~RI~E lE(HkClC(' !C(lfl' 
IEEE 41~ AN~LAL CC~f C~ CCE~~S 1b, WJSh [(, SEF b-d, 18, P456(6l 
EN~IRCN~ENT1L ~U.AliTYt ~A~INE BICLCL,, DISfC!Alr HAZ~RC5, ~OilfORI~G, 
SfltAGE DIHCS'l 
............................. ~.~·~~····~·~·········~·····-~·················· liEU elCGEl 
························•****••···~···~························~~·-······· 
!SiC GREER G.ll 11 I 
tHE HEAT SlCGET (f l~E ~lTERS (fA FC~TIC~ (f Tht CHESAPEtKE ei~hJ 1S61 
~I~S ThESIS ICCll ~llllA~ ••c ~AF~l 
CC.Tl~E~l·l SrELF, hE~l fL((fl, t¥£~CERAff'• fYC~CLOEIC PNCPERTIES, 
Vll'GI~U, •II\C5 
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HH DCtANGHS 
.......................................................... ~ ................................ . 
1S73 Hlll J~o ~EL2 GR 
CU AND ZN I~ ESTLJRINE ~ATERS ~fA~ t COAL Fl~ED ELECTRIC PCWER PLA~T 
CCRRflAllC~S Cf t'SlER G~EE~l~E 
ENVIRCNM£1'<1Al l..ETHilS 5, lH-114 
CHfMISlRY, CCPPER, ~£A1 f~CHA~GE~S. CYSTE~S, IATLXENl RI~£R, ZINC 
.......... ~········~~~··~ .. ············~················~··················· 1-!EA'f\ HTALS 
............................................................. 4 ••••• ~ ........... . 
1Si3 fiESlER OF, CCL~Afll JU 
A SUMMAFY Of c•EMICAL CCEA~OG~APHlC CC~OITIC~S CAPE 1-AJTfR~S 10 ~A~llCKET 
SHCAU 
COIISTAL Jl~t CffSI-.(f<E Hl/HCMHfiTAL INIJE~lCR~, HR PUfl SERlE~ ~0 ,t, LNIV 
llHCOE JSlA~O, ~l~GST(~, ~I, 4-1 TO €-36 
ENVIRONMENTAL CLALIT1, 6IBLICGFAfHIIS, Dll., CI-EMJSTRY, I-EAVY MElALS, 
RE111EII~ 
1915 PA~~ARI!-t,FtV•~~IS E 
AN INVESllGHlCI'o Cf MlH~OPOGfl'dC HCHEM.S IN H-E NEh 'CRt< fiGHT 
CCCTORAL CISE~l CCIS! Af!TR 1~1 3614), lt33f) 
CO~ll~ENltl S~Elf~ CC~ES, GECLCGY, 1-EJl~Y METAL!, OCEANCGRAF~~. ORGA~IC 
flATTER, SECH'EI\TS 1 SCllt U!TES, IIA!TE OISPC!Jll 
1973 lCI:Eil 1 
CHEMICAL OCEIINCGF~F~Y CF t(JISTJL IIJlfRS 
CUFHR 4.3 II\ IIJIJn SWHS .I(NI: fiHAYI"tNTSt REPORl TO THE BLREAI; tf LAND 
~~·~AGEMENT E' l~E RESEARCt 11\SlllUlE Of l~E Ellf Cf I'AJ~E 
BlSLIGGilAPhiES, C~E~IST~'Yt ~E~'y •ETALS, ~ET,l!, RE,IE~S 
1Si5 !ZlCS fKt Hllt\S~~ E~ 
CC~CENTFATICN Of ~EAVY METALS I~ SCllC~ SEDI~E~T! Cf t•e MJO-AlLJlNTIC 
BHHT 
EECL 5CC A~ 7(llt 12~ 
POLLUTION, COASTAL PlAJ~S, CO~llNE~lAL SI-ELf, GEClCCY, ~EAVV ~ETALS, 
SHHHT~ 
447 
l~i5 ~llC\~~y E~, SllC! f~ 
C~~A~ICS Cf hAST£ CISPE~SIC~ Cf Cl!SClVEO ~fA~' METALS 1~ 1~~ ~Eh ~CRK 
El(H ~REA 
GECl SCC A. ABSlF 71llt 14 
CREOGE SPOIL, Cl~CULAllCN, DISPERSICN, DY~A~ICS, hEA~Y •ETALS 1 ~ETALS, 
SE~AGE, !LlCGEt !PEtlR£SCtfYt ~ASl£ [ISPC!tl 
1911 CALAfRf~£ Aw El AL 
EffECTS OF CAC"ll~, ~fRCLR' A~£ SIL~ER 0~ ~A~l~E A~I~ALS 
.AR fl5~ ~EV lSI~J, !-ll 
f~VIRC~~E~TAL EFFECTS, ~EAVY ~ETAL~, lETH~l LI~IT, ~~~~l~E A~IMALS, 
~ERCLR,, FtltCLC(' 
1~14 lEA~ [~, El Al 
HfEClS Cf CCEAI\ CLII'Plt.G ACll\llY; 1'11:-AHA~llC BIGHl-Hi16 
EPII, P•ILACElf~I'• FJ 
CLAMS, HEAVY ~ElALS, ~CllUS~S, CRG~~lC hASTES. SE~AGE Dl!PCSAl, SEkJIGE 
RlCGE 
1S1! LEA~ t~ El ~l 
E~V SURVE¥ GF INTERIM OCEAN ClMPII\G, ~IDDLE All EIGHT 
1'.115 ~EPC~l Pf-~~S 1El 
211F HH 7! U4fi) 
CCMI'UhiTY, llEIITI-CS, CctHINENTAI. £1-Hf, CCPFH, lifA\'Y Hfli!LS, 
PHYTOPLAI\~lCN, 1 SLLCGE DI!FtStl 
H13 UAR C~ 
E~VIRC~~E~TAL SU~~fY Cf T~C J~JERI~ CL~PSilt! ~IOCLE AllA~llC BlGhl 
SLPPLEMENT REPORT, CPE~ATIC~ FElCh, C~~ISE FEFG~T !-10 ~C~E~BER 1973, EPJl 
~0, ~liS llEPCRl PS-~3S 251, CCT 1411~-tl 
CAABON, ClSPCSALt EC•I~OVE~~S, HEA~' .ET~LS, IRCN, MOlll!KS, FAThCLCG'Yt 
ZCC.FUt.KTCt. 
l'.l'l5 HARRIS H 
~EA~1 METAL RATIOS AS l~OlCAlCRS Cf CJSPEA5'L A~C CRJ~IN Of wASTE SGllCS 
It. TH Mi 'CI<K eiHT 
GECL SCC A~ ASSTR 7(1), i2 
POLLUTlC"' AElt.I:J~CE, tCffER, (£CLCGY, HEAVY ~ETJlLS, ~EFCUR,, METALS, 
SECl~f"TS, h~STr I:ISFCSAL 
44€ 
1914 .. ITTLE-G~CO S, SthHER A 
hEA~Y METALS I~ l~E SEDl~E~TS Cf J~tE BAY, A~ALYSIS ~Nt CD.PARISCN WIT~ 
THCSE CF ltE ~~~EF G£R~'~ £1Gt1 
S£1\CKEt.B MAR El2), 161-1111 
Cl~Y MlNER~lS, HfA~' ~tl~LS, 5£01~£~15, Slll(AlES 
1913 CCCCRC! El 'l 
HI<ClRY CD#ICENTil~TlC~S~H fiSt,. FUMOClll• ~Nt WATER FRCI! li-R£E lliESJERN 
A·rctl\l·l·c··e~HAR.lE~-~--··--~~----·--------------·-·. 
J FISH BICL 51 6~1-647 
EICLCGY, FIS~, tfAYY •ETALS, ,E~CU~V, METALS, PLANKTCN 
1~75 G~EIG ~· f~ AL 
M£FCURV CONCENTRAllO~~ IN fiSH~ NC~l~ AllANll( CFFS~CRE WAlERS-1971 
PE!TICIOE •of«ITCI'II\G JHFUL 'illlt l!hcO 
FIS~, ~EA~' ~E1ALS 1 .EFCLRY 
1917 hAR~J! R, El 'L 
MEHL CISTRIIlUllCNS IN SEDIMEN1 1 SlOlA Al\0 HRUCllATE fiAlTEil CF THE 
MIDDLE 'TLAI\lJC BlGHl 
VIK5 SFAMSCE 117, GLOUCESTER FCJI\1, ~· 
BICJA 1 CCNTINENTAL SHELft ~EA~I AElALSt !ECJ~E~T!, TR~CE Elf~E~TS 
1~1!: A~ON 
CCEAk Cl~PJNG: ftlLA[ELFHI~'S STC~l 
ENviROMHNUl SClftiCE INC TECHNOlC(;) SUCJ, Slt-911 
BENEFICIAl USft HAVY HTALS, lAt.O RECLHATIU, CCE~I\St H~~US, 
RECLA~ATICNt FE,LLATICN, SEh,.EE ClSP[SAL, SLUDGE CISPOSAL, ~~!Tf DISPOSAL 
1~14 ~AllELA I El Al 
RESFOI\SE Cf StL T toARSI- fl'vALVES TC EI\FICHMEI\1 HU MEHL-CCN1AJN1NE SHAGE 
SLUDGE A~O RETENTION Cf PB, Z~t CC EY ~"RSH ~EOJ•£~1~ 
EI\~I~O~~E~l~l fCllLllC~ 7t 149-151 
POLLUTIG~. CLA~S, EOTRCPHlCATIOI\, rEA~V ~ETAL~, SALT ~AFShE~, SEDIMENTS, 
SE~~GE SlUCGEy SLLCEE 
1S1t KELLE' J, PAR~l J~ 
!EOII'HT A"[ 1-EA~Y ~ETJll~ ClSlfliEUllCN I" A CGASTAl LAGOCN C[MPLEl!, STONE 
~~FilC~, "E~ JERSEY 
GEOlOGICAL SOCIETY CF A•EFlC' fLllETI~t Af~TFACT hiT~ FRCC~A~S, 1\E 
SECTIC~, f2C6-2CS 
CISTRifUTitN, tEl~¥ ME1ALS 1 l~(COI\So ~ETALS, !ECI~Et.T DlSTRIBLliO~. 
CCIISTAL lOt 
197! GCOC~lN BK~ ltCMA! JB 
SHflf SECHEI\TS Cff Ct:lSHUKE fU. lll. t.EAV\' ~HEfliiU 
VIMS SSR 68, GlCUCESTtfl FGII\1t ~A 
ChESAPEAKE B~Yt CC~Tlt.E~TAL SH£Lf, hfAV) ~£11LS, SECl~EI\TS 
ISH: HARPI~ ~H 
SFATIAl AI\D TfMFCI<tl VtRitllCI\ I~ SEtlMEI\l,flY GRAIN Sllf FACIES Al\0 
.SftJ11.£1'>1LJ:lllt.'LM.UAL.RA111li.J.h..~.liSJL...U.G.tl1 ... AP.lll. 
AM SOC lJ"~Cl OCEAI\CGR 2~ 10~-123 (SPEC !Y~P) 
HEt'Y ~ETALSt PETALS, , S(CI'E~TS, ~ISlE Ci5PCSIIL 
1~~1 ~IlLIA~S FB, ~l~CCCH ~E 
THE POTENTIAL IMFO~TINCE Df CCFC GRAS! IN CCN\E~II\G ZINC, 'ANGANESE, ANC 
IRCN I~lC ESll,RINE fC£~ CHAI~ 
N'l MAF fiSt S£R, PRCE REPT., 8E,UFCF1, ~.(. 
fCOC CHAINS, HALCPhYlE!t HEA\' ~ElALSt SfA~li~I 
191:: GAI:G" S, !:CHAFU /1 
THE SEDI~E~TS OF THE EE~~~~ EIGHT, EPAIN SllE• CLAY ~I~E~ALS, ANC tEA~Y 
I'EHLS 
SE~CKENB ~~p 5, lE!-li~ 
TR,NS~CRT, C/IREC., CltY MINERALS, tEAVY MflALS. MARI~E GEOLOEY, ~ElALS, 
SECIMEI\TAllCN, SIZE 
1S71 kEN2LCff C~ ET AL 
TRACE ~ETALS t• CFGl~lS~S fRC~ C(E~· CISPCStl SITES OF T~E MICCLE EASTER!\ 
UI\11Eil ST HcS 
ARC" EIIVIRCN CCNllll' lOlCOl ttH, 3S5-4C9 
PCLLUJICN, ECCLCGICAL I~PACT 1 FISt, tEAVV ,.EJALS, ~O~ITORII\Gt SHELLFISH, 
hASH ClSFCSH 
19 B 1-UGEElT I<J E1 tl 
UllllliNG ~ETAL CCNCE~TFAliCN REL~TIC~SI-lf~ 1~ ThE EISTE~I\ CYSTER TC 
CETECT HfA~~ ~fl'l fCllLTICI\ 
WillER RESDLilCES It "51-~6C 
FOllLliOht Ct-EI'ISTFY, CHESIFE~~f E#Yt ~E~~~ ~£1,LS, CY~TEAS, ~IMGII\IA 
4!0 
"*"*~*"'* U H'4tllll ~""*~>I~ U 11 lllj H H>l~ liHllll!lO<OOH liljllll~li>I'O 'lit ll* **lll>l U:tllllt>l>llllll***** 
HEFHCHlCA 
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1S11 ~fRFill AS £1 Al 
~NCIENT C~STER StELLS CN T~E ATLA~lJC CGI\ll~EI\TAL ShElf 
~CIEI\CE 141 F39£-~CC 
ShEllS, CD~TlNEI\lAL ShELF, tEPTACHLCF 1 R~DJCtCTlVITV 
··~··············~····*········~·············~···························· hE HUGS 
····~·············~···~··················································· 
lSll L.S. CEPARTMENT (f CCM~EFCE 
FIIAL ENVI~C~~E~TAL IMPACT STATE~f~l~ fRElllla~F1 FI!h£R~ MAI\.GEME~J FLAI\ 
FOI' THE HLAI\llC t;ERRHG flSt.En Cf ~~~ 1\CHI-hEST ATUI\lH 
~ATICI\~L MAPINE FJSi-£RlES SEP~ICE• ~CCC'S 1-CLEt MASS 
FINFISM, FIShfRIESt 1-E~Rli\G!, ~AI\AGE~fi\T 
l9E4 eRY~NlSER VA 
THE 11\flUEME CF hATER ~ASSES CF Ttif HW HG!Afl£ A~O NCVA SCOTIA ShElF GN 
THE FOF~tliC~ Cf CC~ME~Cltl CCfi{E~lFATlCI\S CF H£PRING 
IC~AF ENVIRON SYMP RC~E 19t4• SER(l223l, CC~l~lf CE-4), llP 
COIITIIIEIITAL SLCPI, Fill-, FlS.ERlES, 1-fRRJ~(S, S~LINITY, 5EASCI\AL 
ClSTRIEUTICN, TE~PERAlURE, ~11\C! 
···········~·~·····*···~···4·~····~·4···~·~·~·~·~···········~·········-··· •tS1CLC6JCAl ~~~ESliGJllC~S 
UUH>IH*lleUt:U tHliUlfliU >It ll>l H U U ** t:t H>lt~:t>l:tUlltll*lt**ll*************** 
19t:S ~CHS Jlo 
hEAMAPHROOITlSM 1~ TME SURF CLA~, IFJSLLA J(lJtliSIMt 
~Al SHEllfl!t tSSC( f~(( !f, 63-E5 
Cl~MSw ~fPRCCUCTlOt>, ~JSTCLCGICAL Jh~ESTIGAJIC~! 
1917 ~ltCELL Cl 
~ISTCPAT~CLCGICAL STLOIES CN T~ELVE EE.Thl( lt>VEFliE~AlES FRC' l~E ~IDCLE 
.lltNliC CllE~ CC~li"E"T~l SHElf 
I~I~S S~·~~CE 175) 
EEI\THCS, CC~TINENlA~ ~tELf, CRLSTACEAt>S, ECHltCtE~MSt ,ClllSKS 1 fAl~GLCGY, 
SHElLFII~, HI5TCLCG1Ctl l~VES11G~li£~S 
19e6 ~~S~I~ ET AL 
MINCI1l~JA HLSCNl 1\ SP (Hilfl(Sf(~I[A, H.UUSfCFitllCHJ. CJI.SATIVE AGEI\1 
Of THE CElAkAFE B~~ C~51EF tfi2CCTIC 
SCIHC1 l5H3742h lH~-1416 
~O~T~LITY, OYSTEAS 1 PARASITIS~ 1 HISltlGGICAl 11\VESllG~TIGI\S, CELAhARE BAY 
1973 LUCClfH C El ll 
1\ELRAL CCNlRCL Of ~IGRtllCI\ (f f~[)i~AL SC~EfNI~' Pl(~£1\T fY FETII\ULA~ 
CELLS Cf THE Skl~'li\G CRtB Ctlll~EClf! StPIC~~ 
BICL Blll l45(1lw 15~J'iC 





197E Tt:C~PSGI\ Whw CALRYMPLE RA 
A tiiHCR' Cf lf\OIAII Fi\U JNH1 1 CHtltllRE 
SHI<E Af\0 flfACH 44Uh .04-31 
CElA~AREo HISTCF~, l~lETS fh~TERIIAlS) 
19i2 JEIII\Y ~, GCCCMAI'I J (ECSl 
A STUDY CF lrE SCCIC-ECCNC~IC ftCTCFS RELtllfiG TC THE CUTE~ CCI'ITINENTAL 
SHELF Cf T.E ~IC-Allli\TI( CC,Sl ~. I SUM~ARY 
U. CH. CCll M~R SH;t, 10'5 P 
ECCNCMIC I~PACl, HISlCFlt Fltflfl~G, SCCI~l I~PACJ 
191~ f!ELC ME, CLA~f tf 
PCST-PLEISHCEI\£ HSlUY Cf HE lNITH STATES 11\t>Eii Cll~TINfNTAl SHflft 
SIGNIFIC,NCE TC CRIElt> Cf B~R~lf~ ISL~AO! 
GECL ~CC AME~ Slll.~ll!lt c9l-1C~ 
CONlll\fi\JAL SHELf, GEC~CRft(l(f~, tiSlOR~, SECI~tNTAliC~, B~R~IE~ ISLAI\CS 
1c;11 '~CJI\lHE Hio fl H 
~ELICT GYSTE~S 0~ T~£ U~ll£0 STAlES AlLANTIC tO~Tlt.E~TAL ShELF, A 
RECGNSI~ER.TlGN Cf ThEIR l!EFULL~E!! II\ lNCE~SlA~tlNG lATE 'LAklEI\A~Y SEA 
lE\El HISlC~' . 
GECL SCC A~ER EUll ac;c•l• (7i-~E< 
CONTI~EI\TAL SHELF, GECLCGIC ~~~ES11(~110t>S, hiSTC~Y, C)STE~S, FO~SILS 
19t9 Tll1t1Eil p~ 
~HCI1fll~E HlSTCR~ Cf Thf PllA~1IC (CAST CF T~E OEL~A~~~ FEhiN~Ul~ 
GECl SGC A~fi<JC~ SfEC f~PER 121 1 3t0 
CElAWARE, EASTERN SHOI<E IU-Hh t:HLCGY, H1Sll:tc'l 1 fo\MWUNI:~ St!OI<ES, 
~IPGINJA, CCPSTAL 2C~f 
1 S7~ KETCH.lil\ f!t-
lt<E OLC JlN[' TtiE l\Ekr fiH YCFII< f!IGkl RESEAFCI'! IN PfRSPECTI~E 
AM SCC llMtiOl CCEHCt:R ;., lli-l<.l tSFEC Sn<PI 
RE~EARt~. CCAST~l flAl"S• COhTlNENTAL ShELf, ~fClCGY 1 hiSTORY, 
SH: IIHtHAT ICN 
19i5 D£ALTE~IS Jl• £\~NE RJ 
THE RECENT HISTCRY Cf ktChAfRE-ELE INLET. \IREINIA 
INe FRCCEH II'.GS Cf HE 2fit INH~I\iAllllf'Al ESTURll>iE RESEARCH FEDfRA llCN 
SY,.POSl.lJih MYRTLE !lEACh SClTH CARI.ilHA. CCT lt-Ui 1 19U, fl6l-Ul2 




IS63 f'CfiAHC~ Jk . 
fiC~CGf~fllC lfEM~TOtES fRCM S(flf C~EStPEAK£ BA~ FIS~ES. PARl I. THE 
SUPERFA~ILIES CAf~AlCICEA PRICE, 1~36 A~D CICliCOPACRCitEA PRICE, 1936 
C~ES SCI liC4l• 151-l6C t~IJS Ct~TR 1~3) 
C~ESAPE>li<E fAY, ~ABJTATS, ~OSTS, MfAS~REME~l, PATAPSCO RI~ER,fl0 1 , 
1HMATGC£S 
l9H RCPES Jt 
PilAR fiCNhl.NA, ~E~ HC!T fCR M~l,ClBCEllA GRCSSA 
NAllll IS 1914 J • l3lJ-133 
fENlh£S. HOSTS, ~ClllS~S. NEIIERTE,NS 
*****************'***********~·~········~···················~············· HIIAN 11E SCUI'CE~ 
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1 'ii1 I<IJfiPF HE ECCNCMIC I~PACT Cf l~E EFFECTS Cf f(LLUTICN C~ T~E CCASTAL FISHERIES OF 
THE All~NTIC A~& GLLF Of ~E)ICD REElC~S Cf THE LSA 
l'llR fHLLT Elll tl'i), i«if-::CC G~S 11\0USTI<Yt , f 1Shlllll 1 tiU~A~ FESIH.RCESe , Gll, CXYG£1\i REQUIREMENTS 
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1~11 l~~PE~CE ~e 
~ll.ANllC 111JRRICANE 5EASCN Cf 1S1t 
fiOI\THL~ kEtl~EP fEviE• 105• 451-501 
ATLAI\TIC OCEAI\• ~LiiRICAN£!, l'flECFIClOGY 
HcE H'IIJ fl.~ 
CLIMATCLCGl Cf All~~TIC l~CFIC'l STCF~S l~t tlP~lCA~ES 
kEAIHER BLREAU TECH PAFER ~C 6, TIC.~JCAL tEVELOFMENT LAE, ~~SHINGTON, 
c.c. 
CllfiATOLCGY 1 ~l~RlC~NESw STCR~S, JF(fJC~l CWCLC~ES 
ljjH: ROCHALO M 
tEF CAFEll~-CRKAN HM .3 1 .J.Hil~R 19'i6t HURRICMiE CHELU Cf JlNl.ARY ;, 
l~U 
IJEP SEEUI<l, H"JofliiGt 3U3l, .I.C2-ll4: 
tl.RRIC~N£5 1 STCRM!t litE~ 
1S74 DJl~IS J tECl 
EFFECTS (f TFCflUl STC~fl H~ES Ct. TH CDIITII\fiiTAl fAY ESTU.R lNE SUTfll; 
CRC FUel NC 3~t VJ~S S<R~MtE !7, rei ~PEC. COI\1~. Nt. ~C€ 
EFFECTS, E!llARIES• ~L~RIC,Nt5, lRCFJC~L C~CLC~ES 
1914 llhCl J• lilJG(Ell FJ 
JA~ES ~lVfR !EDJ~E~T Sll.CY, CP£Rll(~ AGNES 
UhFLSLIStEC ~EPCRl, 'J~(l~IA l~STlll.Tf Cf ~·Fihf SCIENCE, 34F 
GECLCGY. HURRICANES> J~~E~ Fl~EF, SEDIMENT LCAC, lRCFICtl CYCLCNcS 
~54 
1911 U~ AR~~ CCRF~ Of E~CI~EERS 
P~SLIC HE~RI~G, ATLA~TIC CC,Sl Of ~AfYLA~C A~D ASS.TEACLE ISLAND, VlRGI~lA 
S JL Clt 
ALTI'CR 
AfUl~E~lS, ACCO~~CK CGl~lY, \A, BE~Ch ERCSIC~, ERCSICN CCNlRCL, 
~LRRICANE5t MAR)LANO, ~IRGI~lA 
1S7S HC FR El ~l 
SOfiE CllfiATCLC'ICI\l (Hti<JICHIHSTICS Of 4-UI<RICAI\fS Al\0 lllGPICA.I. STORMS, 
GULF A~C EAST COASTS Of Tl'f U~llft 5TATE! 
1\AlJCNAL GCEANCGFAfhlC A~D A1MC5f~£RJC ACfll~JSTR~llC~ 
TECHNICAl REPCRT ~~S l~t ~~Snt CC 
Cll~ATCLC~Y, GUlfS, }L~~lCA~ES, STC~~S 
l'JH lCli\G R~ 
SUSPENDED MATTER CI!TRIIUlJCI\ I~ THE ~EW )C~K !l&hl APEX FELATEC TC 
HLRR1CANE EELLE 
GECLCEY tt5l, 3Cl-3C4 
TRAI\SPCRT, C.CJISTAL PLAINS, GfOLCGV, H.:RRIC.INE~, CCEAIICGI<tfj,~ 1 SEA k,(llfR, 
SEOlMEI\TATIC~, SlC~I'~ 
19"11 HCEI< FB 
THE EFfECT (f RU~-CFF FFCM ~~RRICAI\E CAMILLE C~ lHE CO.llhfNTAl SHElf 
MATERS CF lHE CHESAfEAKE EIGHT 
'fiNS li'ESIS ICCLL MILLJ,(IM #~( MtRYl 
DISCHAPGE Ck,(ITER1, HURRICANESt JAfiES RIVE~, SLRfACE RUNCfF 1 1(HK ~IVER 
* ** ••u •••• ** U**********"••••u••:t*"*****~* ~• •• •• u•••****•~••uu•u•"n HYCR~Ull( .,OCELS 
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1915 CSh~ll N~ El •t 
fOURMII.E Rlll LCCAl fl( CI:-CCIIT liC l FHJECT, ~LfXAI'!CI<IA AIIC AlilliiGHN CCU~ TY 1 
VJ~GINJA - HYtFAULJC I'CDEL IIIVESll(lllGN 
~.S. ARMnAHRhAYS E.XHRUHT SlAlJ(f>!, ~ICKSBI:RG, I'ISS, HC.r I<EP h-75-19 
ALE)ANCRI•• ~A• 'Rli~GlC~ CCL~l,, ~A2 CEff SE• flStES, Ct~~NELS, fLCOD 
CG~l~Olo t~[~~LLJC ~CCELS 
1915 SlLBSLEFIEL[ ill ET Al 
!ECIME~T RESPONSE 10 THf P~E~E~T hlCFA~LJC RfGI~E (N ltE Cf~TR~L NEk 
JER ~E\ ~HELF · 
JGLR~AL [f SECIMf~lJIR~ PETRCl£l~ 4!, Z31-3S~ 
GECLCG~, .,CRAlllC ~CCflSt hYC~·ULlC P~OfEI'liES, SEDJME~l TRANSPORT, 
SH IME~T! 
······················~·~·~··~~···~··~·········~·························· 1'\CRALLIC PFOPE~IIE! 
·························································~················ 
J<H1 LAIR!: H, UI\Cti l'f RESEA~Cn C~ CtiESAFE~Ki SAY ~NC CCI\llGLOUS WATEPS Of THE CHES~fEAKE eiGhT 
OF THE VIRGJNlA~·SfA Cl~lt EtlllCNJ 
IIIMS SSt! 81, GlClCESTH PC!lllt .,, ) 
CHES,PEAKE SAY, C~~STACEANS1 CATA P~CCESSINC, GEOLOGIC I~VES11GA1ICNSt 
HYDR.AULIC fRCPERTIES 1 .,JlhA!:EMENh OCEANCCRAPh"ft P~lHOlOG"t~ liE.fiCTE SEI\SI~G, 
~CIE~liFIC PER£0~N£L 
1s1; LAII<G Blo Lli\CH ~f RE!EA~CI' Cl\ CHESAPEAKE s•Y A~D CCI\liGbCUS ~~lERS Of THE C~ESAPEAKE BIGHT 
OF t~E VIRGINIAN SEA {1~1; EClll£1\) 
~~~S SSR 6~, GltLCESlfR l'CINlo ~IRGJNII . . 
CHESAPE,Kf EAY, C~LSl,CEANS, tAlA fRCCESSJ~G. GECLCGIC IN~ESllGATICNS, 
HYCRIIULIC PFCfERTIElio /o\.!~tGEHI\1, CCEANCGRHifV, PHHOLCGY, RE.~CTE SENSING, 
SCIE~liFIC ff~SC~NEL 
1S73 HtRGIS IIJ RESE~RCH ON CHESAPEAKE SA' AND COIITIGLOUS h'lfR5 Cf T~E C~ES~fEAKE EIGHT 
Cf T~E ~IRGI~I~N !EA 
~lMS SSR NC 69 0 GLCLCESTER PCI~J, ~A CHESAPfAKE EAYt CRlS1ACEAN5 1 DATA FRCCESSING, CISTR1flliCN P~lTERNS, 
GEOLOGIC IN\ESTIGATIC~So H'CRALLIC fRCPERTif~t ~ANAGEMENT, GCEtNCGFAPH1~ 
F~lHCLCGYo llf~Clf SE~51~G 
1~13 L~IFO Blt l~~CH ~F ~ESEARCh ON CHESAPEAKE BAY AI\C CO~TIGLOLS k•TERS Cf TtE CtESAfE,(IKE eiGHT 
OF HE ~IRGHIAN HA (1<;7,:-.,H fCITJC~) 
~J~S SSR 6S 0 Gl0lCES1E~ fCI~T, vA CHESAPEAKE EA\, CRL~lJICEANS, DAlA fACCESSI~G, GECLCGIC ~~~ESTJGATIG~St 
HYORAI..LIC HOFEflllt:S, I'JII~GEI'EH, CCEM\GGR~HW, FHHLCGY, REMOTE SENSI~G, 
SCIENliFIC FEFSCI\Nfl 
1915 SlUtBlEFIElt .L El ~l 
SEClMENl ~E!PC~!E TC T~f F~ESE~J t~[RtLLIC FEEl~E C~ TtE CE~T~AL Nf~ 
JEFSf' ~1-Elf 
JOLRNAL OF HOli'HTAI'\ fElHLEL~ 45, 331-3H 
GECLCG~, ~~D~ALLIC ~CDflSt HYOF~Ull( F~CfEFliES, SECI~E~l lRA~SPC~T, 
HCJHH! 
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1973 S~ lfl CJC ET ~l 
RIDGE AND !hAlf lCPCGR~f~Y Cf ~lCtlf ATLl~Tlt El~HT 
11~1< IM 'lfUCGV 15.1 ,~21-~41 , 
SHOI'E Lli\E CHAH£, GEOLOGY, GEU\CRfr.CLCGh HVti<ALLJCS~ ~£0 JHI\T lRAI\SPtRT, 
SlOI<MS, lCPCGRAFr~ 
IS75 Hlfl tJF 
SEtl~E~l RESPC~SE TC T~f ~~CRALLIC ~£GIME II\ THE CENTRAL NE~ JfRSE~ SHElF 
JOLRNAL Cf SEDI~HTAR' FEllltlEl.f' 4~. 3.31-3!:, 
HVCR.61;LJCS, SEtJJE~l lFA~SFC~lt Sf[l~£~TS 
l9f! GCLDSf'llH ~ 
~·~E Cll .. AlE MCCELS FC~ THE (C~II~f~TAL SHElf 
8 EACH A Nil N EAIUt-JlRE SEt SPEC PlB :;t4 HOi FH EO lCL M11'4UClr lllSA, GK 
tVIf'SS CC~lFIS 7C8) 
SHCRELI~E EPOSICN 1 ShCRELJNE Sl~flli1Y 1 BAJ~Y~ElFYt CC~liNENl~l SHELF, 
H\CRAlllC~t MCDEL SllCI£S, kA\ES (hll£R) 
················~·~·~·-·4···~~··········4··············~·················· t\CRCO"tUKICS 
*******4·································································· 
19]4 CALLA~A) R El Al 
CC~PlTATIC~ Of litES, CURFENTS 1 ~NC tiSPERSAL (f PCLLUTA~TS JN TtE NE~ 
VCR~ BIGHT FRCM ELCCK ISLA~[ TC AlLA~TlC Cit\ kllh LAR~E GPIC SIZE• Sl~GLE 
A~C •••• 
GOVEI'~MENl ~EFCI'lS ~~NCl;~(E~E~lS 74114), ~1 
TR~NSPCRT, CIJRRENlS nAlERJ, HlCRCD'I~AAlCSt liD£~, wAH~ PCLLLTICN 
4~1 
................. ,. ........................................................ ~ ... ~ .............. . 
HCHGFAP~Y 
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1S71 MlLSlfiN {B ET AL 
• ~AJOP KILL Cf IIA~i~E CRG~~IS~S l~ THE ~lttlE ~~l~~llC BIGhT DURI~' 
Si;U!ER 1 S76 
ICli-YClCG I:C Al AS!OC UC elill H: 
BEN1HS 1 CUHSAL FISHS, FlSH<Ill 1 HUlii\G 1 H.YCRCGRAPI-i~, lN~ERTEBkAHS, 
Hnttln 
1911 ~tSS~t~N ~H £1 Al 
FISHES AND FISH l~R~AE CCLLECTEC FRCf' Allt~JIC PlA~KTC~ CRUISES CF RV 
FAlHfi~DfRo tECE~eE~ 1~59- CECE,.BfF 1S6C 
~~~S SFECIAl SCI REPl ~t 
ATLAI\llC OCEANt CHE~tFEA~E BtV, [Alt CCLLECll!~St fiSH TYPES, .. VDRCGR~PHY, 
LARVAE, !t.Pll~G, ~ltTIC~S 
1S61 JCSEF~ EE El tl 
~YCRO~R~PtiC CATA FRC~ THE All~NllC fLAN~l[N C~LISES 0~ THf ~' fATtfl~CER. 
CECEMeER IS!ic;- CECEI'BEI' 19tC 
~11'5 HECltl SCI Ui'l 18 
CCHJNEtiiTAL Sl-iElf1 C"H COLLECTIO~~, t;YDRCGRAFif~, PH--SICAl CCEA~GGR.eJ>hY 
l<.i77 EtwHt. /IJ 
H'ORCG~AFHIC ~~CFE~TIES 
MESA N£w VCR~ £1Gtl ATLAS ~C~CERIPt ~C 1 FEB, 1S~1, NE~ ~CRK !EA GRANl 
IN HIT l TE 
~EASO~Al V~~ltllC~S, ~'CRC(~AP~V, CCEA~OGRtPtlo COASTAl 10~£ 
lSfC JC~Efh EE El Al 
l~VESTlGAliC~S Cf J~~EP CO~TI~£~1Al StELf ~tlERS OFF LC~ER c•ESAFElK£ EAl, 
FAFT I -GE~ERAL l~TROCLCT!Ot. A~C HlCRCGRAFHY 
CHH S(l 113•1il 1 ~~~-16i 
CHESAPEAKE EAV, CC~Tl~ENTAL SHElf, Cl!CHAF~E IMATERl, CRlfl B(lllES, 
HYDRCGRAFHY, LAR\AL ~RC~Tt SlA~E, ~All~Ill, SA~FLI~G, STlTJC~~. 
1UPERATLFE 
lSCS GRC\ER ~C, .. (ll ~C 
REPCRT Cf fFCCRE~S CF STREAM ME~SIJRf~E~lS FCF ltE CAlE~CfR lEA~ l~C~ 
US GECL SLR\ ~AlER-SLFPL~ .6~0 l~RlG P~P l2f 
H'tRCGFAfHV 1 Jl/IES Fl\EPt ~C~l~ C.eR£llNA 1 f~ltFSCC ~lVE~,ftC, FOTCMAC 
~IVER, klhCFf, ST~E~~flC~t 5TRlPEC B~SS 
1964 ~1Ct£LS ~M, L~~Ct ~p 
SHELF CBSER\AliCN.S- HI:~Ctii'AfH\' CRl.ISES (f J.llllullR\' 2.2-25, JUlY 15-191 
l'ill3 
VI•S !FEC SCI REP ~f 
BATHY~ElliY• CC~Tll\f!IHL SUlf, t\'ORCHAPH,. SllllNJTV, llllTEI< HI'PfRilli.RE, 
~II:CLE ATL.IIhTIC fiEHT 
197C tlifEI< (~ Ill 
TH liEAT Bl.tGET (f TH li~HRS (f A ftRTICII Cf THE CHESHfAKE EIGH 1S67 
VIMS THE!I! ICCLL ~llllt~ ANC ~'F'I') 
CCIITINE~T.IIl S~Elf, tE'l BUCEIT, h\'tRCERAF~'• hlOROLOGIC fRCffRTlfS• 
liiRGI/IIAt kiNO~ 
··~···~·············~·~···~··············································· tt'ICRUCUC OAH 
··················~···~···········~··········~·················~·········~ 
l S63 BARHS lit 
SEA-SURFACE TEMPERATURE MEASURE~E~TS CF All~NTIC-SHELF hATERS BY AN 
AI~BCR~E TtE~"("fTE~ 
VHS PUNUS(RIPT 
HYORCLCGIC O~TAs ISOlHER~S, FA£IATIC~. RE~CT£ SE~SI~G. SUSSU~fAC£ kAIERS 1 
THE~~C,ElERS, ~lR(,I~IAo ~t1£R lt~PERITURE 
1~71 kllliA~S RG fl Al 
Sl~fiARIZATICN 1111[ l~lERFRfltllO~ Cf HISTCRICAL PfYSICAL CCEAaCGRAPtlC ~NC 
f',EJECRCLCGICAL INfCRio\AllCI\ fO~ lH ~lt-AHIIUIC RfGlC~ (f1NH REPORT) 
NOAA E~\lPCNfiENTtl Ctlt SER\IC£, kA5tiNGTCN 1 G.C. 
CO.TINfNTAL SM£Lft o•T• Ctll£CTIO~St hWORCLCElC O~lA. MElEC~OLOGICAl CATA, 
CCEAI'< CIFCLLATIDN• OCf'h ClRFE~TS, C{E~N k'V£5, kATE~ F~CFf~TlES 
••t•••·····························4~~··~~·····~·························· tYDRCLCGIC PROfE~TIES 
··~····························~·············~···························· 
lSlC GREE~ Gk III 
THE ~EAT BUC~ET Cf TtE ~~~E~S CF ~ fCRTIC~ Cf l~E CHESAFE~K£ fiGHT lS67 
VlMS T•ESIS (CCLL WllliAR A~C MAR') 
CO~TINE~lAl SHELf, HEAl f~[Gfl~ t'tRCGRAFH)• H'IORCLCEJC P~CFE~TIES, 
V IR(;J ~I.o!, k iNC S 
~·····~~··-~·····~····~···································~··············· HHHFU~KHII 
·······················~·················································· 
1977 flf~I~EER At tULS£MtN K 
GECGRAPhiCAL RANGE HC THUOIC OHHGEt.CE Ill MiilH AllAH IC CilUI\uS 
CALANU.S-HELGGUM:ICUS CtlA~U5-F llli~ARCHCIJS At.ll CALANUS-GLACIHIS 
~~~ fiCl 4((3), ~3]-~4~ 
ICTHVCPLA~KTC~, GCI\~C!, 1\i(illt C~RCLII\,, PCRES, ~Al\GES, SEXLAl ~ATU~IJY, 
UNITED !TATES, lCCFLA~~lC~ 
iSH BER111EN Pl 
ICTtiYGPUNI<HN FHJ~. TH R\1 OOLPHII\ SLR\IEV CF CCHINENTH SHElf WATE~S 
BElWEE~ M'~THA'S ~INE'ItRt, MtSSACHl~tTTS A~C (~FE lCCI<CLTo N.C. l9t5-6t 
USl\~fS ~EFC !t T£CH !F 15 
IClhHPLAN<TCN, CCNTINEI\Ul SHt.F, tlHRIBLUGI\ FATTERIIS, SAHLIIIG, 
. SPHNII'<G, SlR ~n~ 
1~12 fiCOUMCTT 11 
PAFT 3, SiltY OF TtE ICtlf~OPLA~KTC~ ASS,CitlEC ~IlH T~O OF ~Ek JE~5El'5 
CCJ!STAL 11\LETS 
(1.) ECOLGICtl CC.Sl(EFATIC~S fCR CCEA. SITES Cff Nfk JERSEY FD~ PROPOSED 
NUClEftR GE.ErAli~G STATIC.S 2, 1-34 
CCASTAL ENviRONMENT, SEASCIIAl \ARitlio•s, JCl~lOflAN~lC., EGCS, LAR~AE, 
PCPLLA110~ 1 SAll.llY 1 SEASC~Al I:ISl~IEUTIC~, TEMPE~ATURE. lODPLANKJON 
1~73 NAllCN~l ~ARI~E FIShERIES SEF\J(f 
SUR~EV 1 fl~N FCP fiAR~tf 
FREPAREO FOP ~AR~·P PFCGR'M OffiCE f' TR~ SYSTE~S GRCUFr CCNTPACT ~0 
2-343C~ 
ICTHYOFL~NKlON, ClSllllATIC~, fiSh EGGS, fiSh MIG~ATICNt fiSH FCFUlATICI\S, 
FI!H REPROClCliQ~, f!StERIES, f(~f(,SJINE, s•~Pll~G, SlATl!TJCAl METHCDS 
******U***"*** ****H U4*U lj:t44 UH."fH**HH 4444U4H*4H*HUn**H*•**** 
lllUH~HICI'l~ 
··············~································~···················~···*·' 
lSI€ flEMIIIG lfo' 
CElAwAPE'~ CUlSlJ~CI•G htlLRtl ~REtS AND T~EIR PRESERvATIC~ 
CELA~ARE NJTUP'l EtLCATICN ~CC., l~C. 
IllLURAliCNS, OELAkARE, fiAfSt ~~TLFll RESCLRCES, PCPLLATICh, PRESENVAliO~ 
4t0 
HH I!HSI- CS 
VHGltdA It-.STillilE ()f litRII'H SCJEHE, t-.AS~ llli'1GlE'i RESEARCh CENTER EClE 
I!LC'I P FG<;R.H! 
IN ~ASA CC~F fUB C~lfll~E fltYS TC!Slf73~ P322 




lSlt UNtO!' J: 
CHEI!ICH ((EANCGU fliV (C~S IC<EiiAllet\S 
Jt\ CCNFEI<ENCE WClR.KSJ-.CP PROCEED l~GS BUREAu OF lA t.O IO,AIIJlGE14EI\ T 1 S 
El\~lRC~MENTAl STltJES fRCG~A) fO~ THE S AllA~ CUTER CCN ShELf, SKICAWA'i 
11\Sl CCEAI\CC:, 5AHMAt, Gila FIC1-fl 
PCllUTICN, COASTAl Pl~INS, CCNlll'lfi\TAl ShElF, GECChHISU~, (HltGV, 
JMPAC 1.5 
1S18 GOCO~~t. J, ~LCSE f 
ENVIRCN~ENTAL PLJlNNlNG FOR CffS~CNE Cll ANC GIS; VOLUME ~; REGIONAL STAlLS 
~EfOFTS; P~RT 2~ MID AND ~CLTH AllA~TIC 
FW~Oll5-11-16.2, lH Cli\SEHtliH fCLHAUCtu l<ASI1111HH, I:C 
INDUSTRIAL tEVELCf~ENT, AllAt.ll( CCASlAL PLAIN, CCNTINE~TAL SHELF, 
EN,IRON~Et.lll EFFECTS, fACILITIES, I•PJlCTS, Cll, CIL 1/\DUSTR~, REGICNAL 
ANALVSIS, RESCLRCE CE\ELCf~E~T 
1~75 FCRNS JM 
IH£-HUNTIC lUOPlHKTCN, ~~~ GHRVIH hlU CCNSIDEI<AllUi Of fCTENTIAl 
IMPACTS fY CFFSHGRE OIL t)PLCllAllC~ 
JN CRONU Lft SIUH. fiE (f[J MARINE EN~lROIIMfNTAL IMPL JCAliOtiS Of OfFSHORE 
Cll ••• ,h541.5S3E7,217-2~C 
IMfACT!, OIL INDlSlR\, l(OfL~~~lCN 
1915 MAI<~I-All 11(; 
PI-YlOPlANKTGN STLCIES I~ THf CCtST'L hATERS fElhEE~ Cftff K'TTERAS ANt THE 
GULF CF ~''lH 
IN CRCNIN lEt S'lT~ NE (f[J ~'RINE Eti,IRCN~ENTAl l~PLICATICNS Cf GffShCRE 
Cll 'H541.5S3El f2t5-2i6 
POLLUllOt-, II'P~CTS, Cll HCUSTin, PI'YlOPUNII T£111. FOPllATlCN 
Hl 
1918 BURE'li Of LA~C ~~~~~Gf~EIIT 
PROPOSED 1~79 OllER CCIITI~E~ltL ShELF Cit A~C G~S LE~S£ SALE CFF-SJ-ORE TI-E 
I< II:-~ HAl\ lJC STATES 
\IOL 1 CF 3 
SOCIC-ECCNCMICS, PFCJEOJCIIS, fi<CFCSH, Htiii<C~Ut.T, HlfAClS, LPf\41: USE, 
LEASES, Cil 
1918 EUREtli CF l~llt I<AI\A~EMENl 
PRCPCSEC 1~7S CUTE~ COI\TlN£1\lAi S~tlf Cll Alit GAS lEAS£ SALE (ff-SI-CRE ThE 
MlD-AlLA~TIC S1AlE5 
VCl 2 Cf 3 
SOCIO-ECO~O~ICS, fRCJECJlCNS, PPOPCSAL, Eh\IFC~MENT 1 I~PACTS 1 LA~O LSf 1 Lf~S ES, C ll 
l9i6 GFCSSLEI~ ~[ 
SCME RES~LTS CF fiSH SUF~ElS IN lh£ ~10-ATL~~TIC I~PCRTA~T FCF ASSESSlhG 
EN~IRC~~E~TAL IMf~ClS 
IN, MU:OLE ATLANTIC CCNHHIITIIL StiElf AI\C ThE t.EII YCRI< f!HHT, MG GI<CSS 
(ECI A~ !OC li~NC ~1\t CCEA~CGF I~C 
Eli,IRC~ME~lAL EFFECTS, fiSt, l~PACTS, SUR~E~S 
U~:tU:tU ~ ~ ~ot!Uli>Uotll*ll:rt **HH ~· Ull+ U*************'*U4U*4*H**"***** **U 
Ill£ HHCI<S 
••••••••~•••••••c•••••••••~•~•••••t•••••••••••••••••••••****************** 
1~14 HC~ARC JO El Jl 
BIOGENIC SfCIMENTA~~ ~TRUCTLRES fCR~Et BY ~EAFT LRCHII\S 
SHCHHB MAR tt2l• 185-201 
ECHI~GDEFMSt GEDLGGY, 11\tlCATCFS. fAlECNTOLGE~t SECIMENlARY STRUCTURES, 
S H 11'\ENTA liCt. 
****•********··········~·-·····~·········~···~·~·········~················ 
IIICUSJ~l'l C£~ELCFMEN1 
n••••u•• 4**"**~* •• H****"*** u•*****"**•••• u***•*****'*"*** ••u •• *•****" 
1S7~ JENN~ ~, GCOC~A~ J IEDSl 
A ~HOY CF THE SCCJO-HOO!C HCTCilS llH,lliH 1( THE CLTER CCI'"T 11\EIIT Ill 
SHELF ••• ~. 4 THE I~FtCl Cf tLT£R CCI\111\E~TlL S!-flf RfSCL~CE tEWELOPMENT Cll 
~ICCLE Allt~llC 11\ClSlRI~L ••• 
U. CEL., ••• 
I~ClS1Rltl [f~ELGF~E~T, CC~~E~ClAl fiSHING, ECCNGMIC I~PACJ, E'PLOY~EIIT, 
MINERAL INCUSTRY, RECREAliCII, SCCI~l IMPACT, TCL~JS~ 
1912 JE~~) ~. GCCL~A~ J CEC~J 
A STUC~ Cf THE SCCIC-£Ct~C~1C FACJ(RS ~ELATI~G TC THE CUTEF CCNTIN£NTAL 
SHlf tf ThE f'IC-HL,tll!C COA~l. 'II. t RECREAHCl\ 
U. Cflo CCll f'A~ Sl~C, 233 F 
INCLSTF!fl DE'I/flCFf'Et\1 1 CC~~EFCJAL fiShiNG, ECGNCMIC l.PACl, RECREATION 
CE~Al\C, hATE~ FOllUllCN, CCf'ME~CE 
1976 CFFIC£ Df TEChl\CLCGY 'SSESSf'ENl 
CDASltL EFFECTS {f Cff~hCRE ENERGY S\5lE~St ~N ASS£SSM£~T (f Cll A~O GAS 
SYSTEMS, CEEP~AlER fCRlS ~~C ~~CLE~F fChE~FLANlS Gff ThE COAST Of ~EW 
JE~SEY ~~C tEl~k~~£ 
kASH!t.GlO~, D.,C. 
I"C~SlRI'l CfVElDf~E~T. CC~Tl"E~TAL !tELf, E~~IRCN~ENTAL EffECTS, ~ATLRAL 
GAS, NUClEJlR POHR PlAI'il.S, CHiP FLAMING, IH5tilf<CE CE\IHCiP/IHT, COASTAL 
.ZOIIE 
1~78 L~IlEt ST,TES FISt Aat kll~LIFE SER~JCE, CffJCE Of 6JCL£,ICAL 
SHHCH 
ENVJ~(~~E~TAL flAI\tiiNG fOR CfFStC~E OIL AN£ G~S. '1/CL.! RfGJC~Al SllllU5 
REfCRT P'RT 2t MIC AND ~Otlh ATLAI\JIC 
INCUSTRIAL tEVELCFMf~T, FRCJECliCN5, CCNSEFVtliO~. CCNTI~E~l~l ShElf, 
E~VIRC~~E~l·L EFFECTS,· FACILilY SJlJ~Gt tll INCUSl~Y, fLANNING 
lSJf GCCC~A~ J, ~LCSE f 
ENViRCN'E~TJL FLA~NINE fO~ Off5hCRE tiL A~O GAS; VCLLMf ': REGIONAL STAlLS 
~EfC~TS; PA~T 2: ~IC ANt !CllH ATLil~liC 
FIIS-CllS-71-16,..;!, lU CCI\SEF\AllCN HliflfJATlO~t WAHili\GTCI\, CC 
Ir.CUSTRUt CEVElCF,.EI\1, HLAI\lJC COI!HAL FlAJII• CCNTHHUL HHF 1 
ENHROI\MENUL EFFECT~, f~CILITIES, HHCTS, CIL, Cll Illl:l.ISTH~ REGICNAL 
AI\Al,SIS, ~ESCLPCE CE'IIELCP~E"l 
., ...... ~···~·········~····~···~·················~·········~·············· INtiJSHUt fiSt 
·············································~···········~················ 
191~ ~C~AAF ~E, El AL 
FD~EC~!T5 Cf AlL~NTJC PNC GlJLF M£htA£EN CAJCtES E'SEC ON T~E tiSICRlCAL 
RELATICN Of CA1Ch ~Nt Fl!tli\G EffCFl 
~ARINE fl~HERIE.S HHH 3HlCl, .5-<:i 
FISH ~t~A~E~ENT, MANAEe,ENl, RESClJFCE DE,ELCfMEr.T, l~DLSTRIAL FISH, 
CCA ST Al l(IIE 
463 
1515 SChtff H 
STATUS Cf T~E GUlF f~[ ~llANll( ~E~h,CEN FlS~E~lES ANO IMPLICATIONS FOR 
RESCURCE f'A~AGE·E~J 
MARINE fiShERIE~ ~E'IIIE~ !1(5}, 1-9 
fiSH MANAGE~E~T, ~'~tG£~f~Tt R£5GLRCE Df~ELOPf'E~1 1 INCLST~lfl FISH 1 
CCtsTH lOH 
·····~~~·~·~·~~~··················································~······· INCLSl~lll PLAt.TS 
··~···4··································································· 
l9i2 JHNY ~. GCCU\~l\ J &EllSJ 
A Slt.IOY Cf THE .SCCH-ECCI\C~IC F~CTC~~ REUlll'if TC THE CuTER CCHINEI\lAl 
SHELF (f Uf MI()-AllHTIC UtH. \. S El\fRGY il!CrAN<:ES 
U. CEL, tOLl MAR Sllt 2~ P 




iSH 'lASSO loE 
CE'IIELCfMEI\T~l TESlS (1\ lhE L~E CF fLUCRESCEal l~ACE~S AI\C BjC~~ASh 
SECIIIHT-LCAC SAf'IPLEllS 10 MEIISIJRE THE BEACh {ll<lfT CCMFOI\Hl (f LITTCRI!l 
T~AN!PCR1 AT SIINC~ k((~, 1\fk JfRS£'1 
AM SCC LIII~ CCEA~CG~ 2, 138-149 
PCLLIJTICI\, COSTAL PLAit;S, o HDIJSlRI.H ~A~HS, lAI\DSCtPI~G, liCRTH 
CARCLINA, SfCIMEI\lS, SEhAGE, SCLit h~SlE~, ftASl£ CISFOSAL 
1Si4 LEAR El Al 
ENVIRC~~E~Jjll SU~~EY Of 1k0 I~l£RIII CIJMPSilES, IIICCLE JtlAI\lJC BlG~T 
EI\VI~ONMENTAL PRCT£CliC~ AGENCV REG1Ct. 111 1 PhlLACflFH1t 1 PA. PUBliCATlO~ 
E P t-H3 
9-74-0lCt, 151t Pf 
ATl.NTlC CCEAN, INPli~T~IAl kA!lES, ~t~INE ti\I~~LS, ((Et~CGFAF~Y 1 
SEDIMENTS, SEkAGE PJSFCStl, ~jllf~ 'ltllTY, MlPtlE tlLA~lJC llJG~T 
Hili SIIIH- 5~ 
ENVIRC~~E~l·L SU~VEY Cf lWC INlf~l~ PL~P!IlE! 
US EPA, ~EEIC~ 3, PHILA Pt, PtBLICAliCI\ EFt-SO! 
9-H-C1Ct 1 154H 
ENVI~O~MENTAL EFfECTS, I~OLST~l~L ~tSlES, ~A~JI\E tl\lM~LSt ~fltlS, 
CCEAI\UERtP~~, SEti~E~lS, SEklGl [ISFCSAL, kATE~ 'ttlJT~ 
1S1~ E~\lRG~MENlAl FRClECllC~ t€E~C~ 
fi\VIIlCNI<EI\HL St.RHY Of lilt JIIHRIJI DUMPSIHS-MltCLE AllAIIlJC SU:it::T 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTIG~ AGENC), AI\1\AfCLIS, MC. 11\NAPCllS SCIENCE CENTER 
ACICS 1 AIIALYliCAl THHHUESt CnHliE!ITAL SMtf, CRiilSfS, lrdlUSTRlAl · 
IIJIHES 1 CCfi\1\S. f( U.LHIIT J[ENTlfiOT JON;r SLUDGE 0 ISPOSAL, SURVEYS, hASTE 
CUMPS 
191! WINCtiM ~ El Al 
MERCLRY Ill ~CPT~ 'lLAI\lJC flJII\~lCN 
JClRNJIL CCI\S Jl\1 EXFLCR ~ER, 35(1J, lt-21 
POUUUCN 1 BHLCGY 1 [j,AE1CG~Ht!S 1 UHPOCS, 11\l:t.iSlRUL liASTES, MERCURh 
METALS, PLAIIKTCN 
1916 CtAI"F H 
5~CRT A~D LCNG TERI' !!'fACTS Of CCEll\ [ISPCSJIL U MUNICIPAl Allll INDUSTRIAL 
aASlE5 I" •It ATlJINTIC EJGtl 
JIMERICAN ChEMICAl SCClElY ABSTRACTS SCOKLET 15 fEE 76 
CI!EMJCAL EI'GINEUJ.f\G, Ulff!ISTR'I', DlHCSAl, lt>i:UilRJAL USTESo MUNICIPAL 
ltJIHES, CCHfiS 
lS'lc GH~~ ~G 
SCURCES CF U~E~I\ wASTES 
A~ SOC Ll~NCL CCtANCG~ 2, 15(-161 tSFEC SY~fl 
FOlll!HCI\ 0 CCt.TIMI\Hl SHlf 1 HCLCH 1 INCLSli<UL loASTES, LA~OFillSt 
SEGJ~EI\lS, !E~AGE, SCLJG lotSlES, ~A!lE OISPCSIL 
197;t SCESI:Ii Of 
SPECIES 01\ERSI n U ~llRJH •AtHI:lUIHtCS Jl'f TH IIIRGINIA~ AREJ 
t~ESAFEA~E SCI 13(3), 2C6-2il 
BENTHOS, CONTIIIE~TAL Sf-ELF, CRlSTACElNS, l~DlSlRIAl ~ASlESt I~VERTEBRATES• 
MOLLUSKS, SALINITY, SFECIATIC~, STATISTICAL ~ETtCCS 
1'>11 CRA~E CE 
SLSFENCEC P~RlJCULATE ~AllE~ I~ l~E ~E~ lCRK BlG~T AfE), ftll 1973 
J SEClMEJ\1 PETROL 41(lJw 2C9-2~8 
lRAN5PCR1 1 SLSfE~OEO SEDJPE~TS, EffECTS, GECLC(V, J~CUSlRl~L ~ASlESt lRCN, 
SEDIPE~TS, hASTE CJSFCSAL 
********4*******"*************************•••····························· 
HCLSHIES 
*** ~~ H ** ll *>It"* Ull H H "UH *"I • H ""HI**** •* H *****U******************"* ll 
1912 JEI\IIl M1 GCCC~A~ J (ECSJ 
A STlCY Df l~E SCCIO-ECO~O~IC FACTCPI REL~Il~G 1( T~E CLTEP CCNll~ENT~L 
SHELF Df lHE ~ID-AlLA~liC CC~Sl. V. 2 TA~GEl ~~iJS 
U. CfL, CCLL ~~R SlLC, lES P 
ACCCMACK CCLNTYt ~~~. ~CHf'H,PTC~ CCLr.n, '4~, HkPCRT NEkSr VA, NCRFCLK, 
V~t OElAkA~E, INCLSl.lES, lA~G LSE, NCRTh C~PCtiN~, PCPUL,liCN t)NA~ICS, 
1 ~ H NCO fiE JA 
ENERGY REPCRl CEC EvALLATES FISKS IN ATLANTIC CIL, GAS PRCCLCllON 
CGNTINENT.tiL SHLF. ENE!<O, H'4IRCJ'HHTAL EffECTS, 11\tLSlRI££, DIL 
11\0USTRY, PCLllTICN AfllEMENT, V1R'l.JJI 
1~14 UNITEC SlATES SENATE C[~·lllEE C~ CCI"~EiCE 
CUTER CC~ll~f~TAL S~ELF OIL A~C GAS GEVELCEMENl ~NC ThE CO~STAL Zt~E 
WASHJN€1[~, t. C. 
CC~TINENTAL SHELF, I~ClSTRIES, ~ATU~Al GAS, Cll I~OUSTRY, CCASTAL ZO~E 
1S74 hARG15 •J JR 
STAHMENl Sl CF. ldLLUM J. UI<GlS 1 JR., OIRECTOR, VIRGINIA HSTilUTE GF 
MARINE SCIE~CE EEFCRE ltE CCEA~ FOliC~ Sllt,, SENATE CC~~llTEE Cll 
CCMHRCE 




1910 FENG ~l, CA~lC~If~ •J 
HUPCRAL REifCIISES I~ ThE A~E~lCA~ CY!TER ICRtSSCSlRE. VI~GlNICAl INFECTED 
kl1H BUCEFI-.LUS SF IM MII\CI-INIA NEUONI UN) ~'W~PCSil' CN DISEASES CF 
FIS~ ANC ••• 
IME~ FISh SCC SFEC fuEL (5), 4S1-51C 
PHYSIOLOGY~ TOLErAI\CE, E~ZV~ESt INfECllCN~ C'STERS, PAR~SlliS~, PI<Glci~S, 
5hEltfiSH, l~E~AlCCES 
~·····~·~·~·~·~·~··*~·~~·~~4.~4~··*········~···~·························· J~FlAliC~ IECC~C~lCJ 
······~···············~····•••t•••··~·~··································· 
1~11 t.S. ((~51 ~lARt, l~FCR.ATl{~ Ait A~ALYSlS E~A~CH 
CCI'IPUTEI< PRJIHOUl CF IURINE VESSEL CASUAL liES Cll THE EIIS.l CCAH HR ThE 
PEfi ICO HU-t 
t.~~lil~GJCI\, c.c. 
ACCICfNTS, ShiPPING• IllflAllCI\ IECCI\C~JC) 0 11\fCR~AllCN RET~lf\Al 
··~···~·~·~··································~············~··············· l~fC~~ATIC~ RElRIE\Al 
······~··································································· 
1977 t..S. CO~ST UARC, 11\FCRMAl Hill ~IU AI\AL'WSIS BI<AI\Cn 
COMPLIER PRIHCUl Cf f'IR.IH HSSEL CtSUAUHS Ct. TH EASI COAST HR Tt:E 
PERlGt 1972-6 
t.~~hli\GHI'It c.c. 
ACCIDENTS, SHIPI'II\G, IHUllC~ lttCNOHCh UHR~ATICN RfHIHAl 
1512 LNITEC SlATES tEfl Cf THE I~TE~ICR 
llERAilY PESEARCh ~RCJECT-"lt 'llANllC CCI\TINENlAl ShElf CRECC~~AlSSA~CEJ 
EIII<EAl Of LAI\0 MAf\AGEIIHT 
CO~Tli\ENlAl SHELF, FIShERIES, lflfCF~lTIOfl ilflRlf~Al llERARIES NAlURAl 
I<ESCI.IRCES · • ' 
···················~···········~·-~·~·~···~·~···········~·······~·~······· 11\FCR~All(~ SCl~CES 
·~-·~·····~······~·····~·············4·········~·························· 
1918 BAGI.fi JC 





EICGPAFHJES, CCNSEF~tTICh, J~f(P~ATJC~ SCU~CfS; RESCLFCES, fARRIER iSlANOS 
······~···················~·············~································· I~FR.REC R'CIAl!CN 
············································~··········~·················· 
1511 RAO El Al 
G~lf STREA~ j~NC ~J[CLE ATlAhTlC ElGHTt CC~FLEX ltERMAl STF~ClLRE AS SEE~ 
F~O~ AN EN,lRC~ME~TAL !AlELlllf 
SCIENCE 17:H39~6J.t 529-53C 
EI\VI~C~"ENTAl 'UAllTl, 11\FRAREt RACIATIO~. R£~CTE SEI\SINGt StlELLllES 
IARllflClAllr THEF~Al fF(FEFllES 
····~·····················~·~····••*•*•·~~-············~·~·4·············· l~lElS (kA1ERkA\~l 
················································-··················*······ 
1~46 THOMPSON ~-~ OAlR\~flE FA 
A tdSTCR'f CF IHHfl I<Hfil INL£1, CflAioARE 
SI-CilE A~C £EACH lili(.t), -'4-.H 
CELAkARE, HISTOR\t 11\tflS (kAltllkJ\S) 
IS1E \ASSC ~E, H'Rli'AI\ EM 
EEACh FCFMS ~~~t CCtSTAt f~CCESSES 
MESA NY EIEHl ATLAS MCNCGP 11r !CF 
SHCRELJNE ERCSlO~, BEA{11ES, COSTAl HAI~S, (LiltS, GECI"GRPHLCGYt INLETS 
tWATERWJVSJ, SECIMEN1A1IO~, STOR~S, BARRIER ISLA~OS 
1916 e\~~E RJ, fCC~ ~C Ill 
SPECULATIVE HYPOl~ESIS C~ lhE EVClLll(N Cf B~R~IER ISLt~£-l~lET-LAGCC~ 
S\SlE~S. II, A CASE STLC~, kAC~lP~ElGuE, ~I"GI~IA 
GHlCGlC.6l SCCUT'1 Cf AI'£PICA EI.LUll~t AtHR ldlt PRCG, NE HC, Pl-4't 
EIJCLUTIO~, GECLCGY, Il\LETS lhHERkii\SJ, IIILflS IIIHERkAYSlt UGCCIISt 
EARRIE~ JSLAHlS 
1~46 8'R~E RJ, S(C~ JC III 
SPECULATIVE t>'IFOlHSIS C~ ThE EHli;TICI\ CF 6HRltll 15LAIII:-li\Ul-LAGCCI\ 
SYSTEMS. llt ~ CASE ~TlC,, W~CiiAfREA~l£, ~~F~I~It 
GECLOGICAl SCCIEl~ Cf t~ERICA €ULLETJ~, A6ST~ hlTH P~CC, NE SEC; P144 
E~CLUTlC/1 1 GECLC(Y, l~lETS (h~lERMA~$), INLE1S I~A1ER~.6,SJ, LAGOCNS, 
BARRIER I SUNC S 
lSi~ GCLCS~llH El AL 
THE l~fllE.CE (f ·A~ES C~ THl CRIGl~ AhO Ol~ELCPMENT OF T~E OFFSET COASTAL 
J~LETS CF T~E SCLTHE~N tELMARVft PE~J~SLLA, 'lRGI~IA 
lNo PROCEECINGS Gf 2•c INTERhAl 1 L £51LARINE RES fED SY~PCSIUI 1973 
CEVEL0f~ENT 0 INLETS lhATERhAYSlt WAVES IWAlER), COASTAL ZOhE 
1575 OEAllERlS Jl, e~PN£ RJ 
HE ReCEfoll tiiSTOR' OF liACHAPREAGt.E U\1Eh 'IIIRGUU•, 
IN, FRCCEH ll\GS Cf HE ao HHIHII!T ICf\AL ESTt;AR IN£ flESEAR'ti FEDER A liON 
SYMPOSIUII, M~RTLE BEACh, SHT!i C~RtlliiA, CCl lt-H, 1513, Flo7-U2 
GECLOG'f, HSlCR~• INLEl.S HAlEltU'fSl, hACIUHHGLE,•O 
••••• *** .......... " .................... -····•***,*'* "* .................. -........ .. 
HSTlllllGI'IS 
******"*** U11ll ll* 4 oO 4 ltU Ull11 U U UU>IU•U*****>I>I:tlt******* ***"' **"***4ltll:tli*Ull 
1914 GAIH'ER iiS 
~ FUELIC All.ORIT'f TC .AIAGE t•E Alt,NTIC CUTER CCNTI.ENTAl !•ELF 
ACtRESS Ofll~EREC 10 NEil ~CRl< SECTJC~ CF ~~~ lECt SOC, ~AAC~ 21 
CONTII'IENUl SHlFt 11\SllltJllCNS, OJL, I'J()Olf ATUHIC fiGHT 
**"****************Uoh u ... uu ...... uu uu .............. ,. ........... u ...... . 
, 11\SlRUHTAJICI\ 
********UU>I•Uli<:I***"*"*****H*llll** **"'***"*************"*******"***-'~***"** 
lCJM BUI'FlS Cf 
RESHIUAL OI'Jfl AlCM:i lH fCTlCM Ott TH COU ll'ifl\lAl SHELF IN ThE MIC(;l.E 
tTlA~TIC BlGtT AFE' 
Ll~NCLCGY AND £CEAI\CGR~PM~ WCL lC 1 19~ 15 751~ At-lNl~ERS~RY ~CLUME liiOCCS 
HCU OCEAHU< 11\Sl ((Nll< tt.46J 
~~ERIC~I\ StAt, ATLANTIC OCEAI\, B£1\ltCS, BOJTC" SEDIMEI\TS, CO~TINENlAL 
SHELF, Ih.HPUI'EI\lAllCN 
H1~ MHSh CS 
VIPGINIA I~STIT~JE Cf ~~~11\E SCJEN£E, NASA lANGLEY i<ESE~RCh CENTER EOLE 
BUCV PFCGIU~ 
IN NASA CC~F Plb CRifllNG £1.()5 TC3E1F73, f322 




1917 ~GH<~EI'i IJA 
AIR Q\.AUH 
NYSSGP-A~-71-C12 MSt NEk HlRl< flUl .ATlAS ~C~CGR .28 
~IF POllUTlCI'it l~lERfACES 
·········~·~······························~·~····························· INlE~NillCNAl lAk 
Ull~ U11U$liU*ll*>l>l>l>l>l>l>l 411 U nu t11llt U:f*Ullt "*** *·************************** 
1915 AI\Ct. 
AGREE~ENT BElkEEN THE GCVfR~~£~1 Cf T~E ~NlTii SlATES Cf A~E~JCA A.C T~E 
GCIIERNftEl\1 Cf THE UUCI\ CfSOVIE1 HCIALISJ REPLBLICS CN CERtAIN flSHEUES 
FRCBLEMS ON THE ~HH HAS-hESlHN AIIEJ!S Cf ~H-.illlAIIllC CCfH• 
INTERN.illlO~Al LA~, LA~ Cf lHE SEA, t•£ATI£S, ~J[ClE ATlANTIC fiGhT 
1913 U~llEO ST~TES 
MEETING (1\ fiStiHlfS (f HSHRI\ I'It-AHAIITIC• LSt - USSR, JAM.ARY-fEBRUAR't 
1913 
tEPl OF STAlE. ~ASH, DC 
j\0Cl€ 
FISHERIES, 1NlfRI\A1ICI'iAl LAW, ~~ITt~ SlATE!, MICCLE ATLA~TJC fJG~T 
1513 lNITED STATES AI\C lS!R 
SlCCI< HSESS/"El\T Cf FIShERIES, ~ESTERN ~H-HUUJC, US~USSI< 
DEfT OF STATE. h·~·• CC 
ACC2l 
FIShERIES. 11\TER~AllCI\jl lJk, Ul\llfC !TAlES, l'lDDlE ATLANTIC fiGhT 
···············~·······~·······~···"**********************••·············· 11\THT lttl A~HS 
························································-················· 
1911 ~flAliSS C 
A CHEC~l1ST Cf Pl~l\1 SPfCI~S Cf THE C~ESArEA~f tAY CCCl~~IIIC kiT~!~ TrE 
hiGH TIOE LI~ITS tf lrf ElY ~N[ 115 1FIBLTA~lE5 
CEPART~E~T CF fCTJl\), UNI~ERSIT) Cf MAR)LAI\0, lEChNIC'L B~LlETill 2C02 
1~1ERTIDAl AREAS, llll(R'L• Fltl\TS, 11£ES, TFi£LTA~IES 1 ~EGET~TlGll 
lt"lC 
1St5 80l~FIELC El 
hAUSTORiltAE Lf ~E~ E~GLANC lCR~STACEAt A~FHIPCCA) 
FRCC l.S NAT MLS, ~11111-HI\ ll\H 117U!ll2lo 15S-~4C 
A~FHIPCDA, ffliTHLSt C~l.~TACEANS, DlST~IEUTICI\ 0 'ECGRAPHIC~L REGIONS, 
IliTElnlUl .llUASt IIWHlEilRAlESt S'l~lEMATlC~ 
1913 BIGGS £C, MCCER~Cll JJ 
~ARIAT !CN Ill THHRHUH-SALINilV lOLERAliCE Eflifjfl:f\ hC ESHJJllNE 
PCPLLATIOll! OF PAGLRUS lO~GlCARPLS SAY lCRLSlACEAt A~G~URAJ 
BICl Slll 145 111 1 91-lC~· 
ACCLIIUlllATION 1 Ph'ISICLCG'It llEtllhC~, lCURAI'ICE~ CRASS, ESTUAI'lESt 
INlE~TIC~l AREAS, ~All.ll,, TE~ffi'Jll~E 
···~·············~~····~················~································· IN\HlEEI'AHS 
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CO~TlNE~TAl s•flf, ECCLCG., EffECTS, GECLCGY, L~~t USE, NCHlh CARCLIII~, 
SECJ~E~T~TIG~t ~J.SlE CI!PCSAL 
1~13 ~RTHLF C. llllLE, J~C 
PClENTltl C~S~C~E EffECTS Cf CEEFk~lER OIL lER~I~Al-RELATEC J~CLSl~l~l 
CE~ELCP~ENT. ~OLU~E II. ~ID-AlltNTl( FEGIC• A~C ~AINE 
~EFC~l lC Thf (C~~Cll C~ E~~I~C~~E~lAL 'LALll' 
AIF POll~TICN, CEEP wATER, E~\lFC~~fNlAl EffECTS, l~llt ~S£, ~CRTHtAST 
L.~ •• Cll lNtLSlFW, !hiPS, ktl£~ f(llLTlt~ 
1S1E BL~Eil Of LA~O ~A~~GEf'EIIT 
FHPCSEC 1'57<; ClJHF CChll~EtdH SHLf Ul AN.C GAS LEASE SAlE (fF-S .. OI<E ThE 
~It-AlLAI\TlC STATES 
~ct 1 (f 3 
SOClt:i-ECGNGfoiiCS, PRCJECTHNS, PIIO.FCSH, EMWIR(t\foEI\1, IHAClS, LANC USE, 
lEASES, Cll 
l<JH i!lREAl CF LAI'IC f>AHHH~l 
PRCPOSEC 1H4.1 CUTER CCt-1 IJI!Et<lAl. ShElF Cll 'Nfl GAS LEISE SALE CFF-St-.ORE ltiE 
~11.1-ATLA.TlC STAlES 
VCL .t CF 3 
SCCIC-ECCI\CI'lCSt FRCJECllCNSo PRCPLSAl., EIIHFtiiMEN1, JfiPAClS. LAI\0 liSE, 
LEASES, CIL 
1918 LNITEt Sl,TES FIS~ A~C WILDLIFE SER\ICE 
PUELlC,liC~S Cf THE EJCLCGJC~L SER\ICES PFC~R~~ 
BlCLCGIC~L SE~VICES FRCG~AM lt1t SfFT 
Blt(;RAFtilE5, CCAlSt U~t USE, IIAlliFAl RESCLRCES, FCt.Eil FLAUS, STREAM 
I~PRCVE~EIIT, WATtF· FESCURCES~ CGA!lAl ZONE 
1974 T~E II'TlFE ~t~SEF~I~C, 
l~E NATUR£ CC~SER~AIICY fFESEFVE tiREtlCR, 
ARLINGlCNw \J~GINIA, 1!4Pf 
CIRECTtR1ES 1 COS£1l~H 10, ECCL£Gh UNt, LAIIC llHo PRESH\AllCN 
1~74 l~E. ~JT~~E CCI\IER~A~C¥ 
THE ~lllU~E CCNSfF'I~CY ~~~~LAL REPCRl, 1'514 
ARLI~GlG~t ~lRGl~IA~ .t3ff 
CJRECTtRlE~, CCNSE~~IITIC~, ECCLCG~o lAhD, lA~C LSEt PRESER~ATIO~ 
1975 THE ~All~E CCtiSEF~l~CY 
THE NATURE CCNUIIVA~CY Alll\lJAL FEFUl, 19.1~. tRlU.GlOtl, lilRUHA 21ifP 





1S7t Gt<GSS fiG 
SCLRCES Cf lFBJI\ kA5TES 
AM SCC LIMNCL OCEANCGR ~, 1~0-1~1 (~PEC S)~Fl 
FGlllTJO~, CCNTI~E~lAl SI-ElFt ~ECLCG~, l~OlSlFI~L -~~T£S, L~~CfllL~, 
5ECJ~E~TS, SE~A~E~ SCLIC WISJES, ~ISlE Dl~FOS~L 
········~·~~~········~·······································~············ UHitiGS 
U******"*;(>t>IUUU>Illli 1 *"***"** U:U *'hltUU *ll-1'***"* ******·**,..***********•* 
1913 Al\l:HSC~ £1) 
ASHSSMENT. CF AlU~TlC ~ACKHEl HI JU~f Slf.IIREA 5 At-t STATISTICAL AREA 6 
lOAf HS ((( 1.3 
l~t SEF NC .t9l6 3~FF 
LA~CINGSt eJCLCGY, FIS~ ~A~A~E·E~lo fiSHERIES, ~CRTALITY, STCCKINGt YIELC 
HI.IITJ(II~ 
1913 ~~ CEFT Cf CC~~E~CE 
FJS~ERY STATISTICS CF lhE lkllE~ STAlES 
SlAliSllCAL ClGEST fit ~1t LS tEPl U CCM,., t.CU, ll~fS 
lAt.tlHS, fiSH lHESt flS.I-HJE~, 
,.,..,...,..,.. u•oouu~u• •***"* ********u•u*""*"*****'*****u •• "*"*.,. "* ** ••• 
lHitS(~PliiG 
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HH HSSC k E 
OE\ElOFMENllll JESTS C~ T~E LSE CF flllCPEStEI\1 ~~~CERS ~~~C EAC~WASH 
SED 1/IEIIT-LCAD SAf'HHS TC HASLR£ TH eEtCto U!IfT CO~PC~EIIT CF LllHKAL 
T~#IISFC~T 'T S~~[~ tCC~, NEll JER5E\ 
A~ ~OC ll~~ CCE~NCGF 2s 13~-l~S 
JlQllvllC~, CC~SHL FlAHSt , llHUSHltL lotHES. LA~IlSCAPING, 1\CKlH 




l91C RICE ~l, PRO\E~ZAI\C AJ 
BICLCGICAL FESULTS CF l~f L~l~ERSITY CF ~IAMI CEEF SEA EJPECJTIONS 55 ThE 
LARVAL SlAGfS £F •tMCl~ fA~E~l~ tf,BlCUSJ (CJLSlACEAt CECAPCCA, HC~CllDAEl 
REJII<EC 1~ ..... •• 
Elll ~AR ~CI 2Ct~l 1 ~4t-~71 
CEVELCP~E~T, CRLSTACEAI\S, CISTRJSUJICI\, GECGRtP~ICAL REG10~5, 
lAfO~ATG~IESt LAR~AE, PLA~KlC~, SYSTEJATICS 
1 SH 1 Hi ll'H • \ 
CEEP SEA flStES CF ltE EE~~LL• CCE.~CGR.PHJC f)fECITlDN, fA~llY 
A~Et.lllHH 
lGCLCGICA ~31ltle 3l3-3lt 
Dl51RI£UlH:N, EELS, FISt, EECGFAfhlC~l REGICNSt LAR\IAE, SEASOML 
ClHRllllJlJ(~ 
l91C S~llt ~Gt FA~Al Mf 
DESCRIPTIC~ Cf EGGS A~C lti<VAE Cf ltE SU~MER FLOUNCE~, PAR~LlCtltlS 
tEIIHTlS 
US BUR !PCRl fl5H ~lltliFE ~ES FEf {75Jt l-21 
A~AlC~Vt BE~THCSa fiSH, flATflSt, LtR~AE2 PlG~E~lS 
1S1f CtESAFE~Kf ElCLCGlCll L~e 
DE~ELCPMENl Cf FISHES Cf t•E MJD-ATLtNTIC EIGHT. AN ATLAS Of EGG, lARVAi 
Al\t JU\ENllE STAGE!. 'CL.l-t 
~Sf~S BlOl !ERV FFCG F•S 
CfS .. 19 
1:! 
ATLAS, EGGS, flSt, fiSt TA)t~C~V, EFCwlh Sl~GfS, JLVENILE fiSHES, lARVAE 
1S7f J(~ES fh El Al 
CE\IELOPMENT Cf FHtES Cf lHE ~lC-AHAHIC BIUl 
FI.E USH~ c \Cl 
SEtAVICR, 'TLAS, tlSlRIBLTION, fiSt, fiSt EGG!, Jl~ENILE ERC~lH STAGE, 
tAR 'vAE 
l~t~ MARA~ RR El Al 
ClSTRJeUJICN Of fl~h EGGS JNt LAR~AE, TE~PERAl~RE, AND 5ALI~l1Y IN THE 
GECRGE5 BA~K-{llf Cf ~tl~E AREA, 1~5: 
LS FISH ~lltliFE S~~\, SFf( SCI REF flS~ 14111, 1-66 
CATA, EGGS• FISH, lA~~tE, S'LI~IlYt lEMPE~ATlRE, lOOPLA~"TCI\, COAS1AL ZO~E 
19~0 SA~CEFS ~L, tESSlfF FF 
HCLCG' Cf THE I:HF-Hil EHlHS 
SCIE~CE 162(38141; l41S-l424 
4~ I 
CCAST~l ~~TERSt EE~TtC!, SftSC~~L \ARIATIO~St GECThE~MJl SlltiESt LA~~·ft 
ZCGPLAMHI\ 
l ~62 ~A SHAM\ ~-H ET A.l 
FIS~ES ANC flS~ LJR~AE CCLLfCTEt F~C~ ATLAhTIC PlA~KlO~ CRllSES Cf H~ 
fAiHFJNDE~t kARC~ !Stl - ~~~C~ 196~ 
~~~~ SFECI~i ~<I REPl 33 
DATA CCLLECTIO~S, ~UUE~ILE flStESo llRVAE, SAMPllNE, !PAkNINE, STATIONS 
lSEl ~ASS~A~N k. fl tl 
FlStES •Nt fiSH l~RVAE CCLLECTEC fRC~ ATLANTIC PlA~KlCN CRLISES CF R~ 
PA HjflNDER, DECEMEH l'i.5'> - llECHHF 1S6C 
~1~5 !FECI~l SCI FEPT ~6 
~llANTlC OCEtN, CHESAPEAKE EA,, OAlt (0LLEC1ICNSw FISh T'PES, HVO~C~~Af~Y, 
LAF~~Et !A~Pll~Gt Sl~lJC~! 
191! KEI\CALL A~ JR, ~El~lJE~ J~ 
GECGR,ft!C ~~C ~YC~CGR•f•lt tlST~IEUTICN Of AllANllC ME~·ACEN EGGS AND 
LARVAE ALONG Tk.E IHCClf AllAHIC CCAST fi<O .F~ OCLFHII\ CllUJSH, 1965-66 
US NAT ~AR FISH SEll, flStE~Y Elll 1iA~J, 311 
ATLA~TJC ME~•AtEI\, CISTRIELTIG~, EGGS, LAR\AE, MICCLE ~TLA~liC BIGHT 
1Sl3 JC!EPt Eft ~JCt~PtSC~ SL 
LA~VAE A~D ltlJ~G Cf WESTERN NGRlt All~NllC fOlhiD FLATFIShES ElROFLS 
~ICRCSTO~lJS A~C Cl1~~~1Ctlt15 ~RCllfFC~S IN Tt£ CHES~Pf~KE ElGtT 
N~FS flSHEPY ElLlfll~ 11(3), 135-~61 
FINFISh lNCUSTRY, FiATflSt, l~FV~E, LARV~L GFG~lt ST~GE, ~CRfHCLCGV, 
OHEClCG'f 
1Si3 lECNARO 
l~~~~E Of ClltA~I(tltYS ANC ETRCFUS l~ ThE CHE5~FEAKE ElG~l 
tBST~ACT I~ U.S. NAT ~AR F!St Sfk~ ~ICDLE Allt.TIC COASTtl fiSH CE~TER, 
TECH P~Bl lt F. ci-te 
ABSTPACTSt OISTRIBUTIC~, FISt PCPLLATIONS, lA~'vAE, ~IOOlE ATli~TlC tlEHT 
l<.l66 M(t<ENn TW 
LARVAl A~O AClJLT SlAG£! Cf ltE STRC~tlfGIC fl~~ FS£1\ES FEGLLLS WITt 
CCM~E~TS CN 115 ClASSlflC~llC~ 
eLLL ~~~ Stl GLLF (tRJE 1112), ~10-.l:H 
GRC~JH, EPEECING, FISt• LAR~AE, \E~llCAL ~~G~AliC~ 
1<;14 )CUfiG JS 
MEI\hACH 1.\tlt FCWH flHT~ - J. GRCIIilM CCfiCfRf\ 
~A~ flS~ FEV Jt(J(), 1~-~3 
FISH~ LAR~AE, Lll~\1.\l GRCkl~ STAGE, fC~ER FLAfllS 
ISH HHH l't 
CCCURREfi<E Cf SIUER ~AHt flfRLVCOl.S lliLll\fAJilS, EGGS 'Nt LAF\iAE ALONG 
Tt!f fot.U:CLE 1.\TU\NTH COI\111\EI\lAL Stltlf DURING lS.Ct: 
Fl!KER' EULLETII\ 12(3), £13-8~4 
CCI\111\EI\TAL SKELF, FISK, fiSt EGGS, lllRVI.\E 
1912 fo.CCEiiHlT V 
PART 3, Sll.CV CF T~f lttlhVCPLAIIKTCN ASSCCIAlft ~llH T~C Of ~Eh JE~SEV'S 
CCASTAL HLElS 
(II\) ECCLGICH CUSHERilT HillS HR CCEAI'I SHES Cff NEll JERSEY FCR PRCPOSED 
Nt.ClEAR GEI\ERATH\G STATJCNS 2, 1-34 
COASTAL EN\IIiDIIMEI\1 1 SEASC~Al '1.\lilJllCNS, lCTtVCFLAI\KTCIIt tGGSt LARVAE, 
PCPULAllCN• SALII\JTV 1 SEAStNAl CISlRIEUTIONt lf~PERAllRft ZDOFLANKTCN 
l9t:J VESH\.11 tF 
POSTLARVA Of HiE liHilE I<ARlltt HlRtPliJRUS JUHIJ5 fR(fl It£ FlORitA CURRENT 
Off THE CARCLIIIAS 
BUll P'Ail SCI GUlf C.tllRlf lHlh 12E-B1 
FISH. FISH 1A)01\0'Y 1 HCRIU, HCGRJFtHAl I<EGHI\S, UPVAf 
196.i SANDERS t'l, tHSSlEI' ~R 
PRIAPULUS ~lLA~TISI AI\[ f~IAFULUS f~CFUNCUS J.C NEh SPECIES Cf PRlAFIJLlCS 
fRCM EAlHVAl AI\C ABYSSll tEPTtS OF lt'f NORTh ATLANTIC 
.CHP SEA RES 9, 12~-13( 
BENHiCS, LAP'IIAE 
1~75 ~MllH ~G El ~l 
SEA50~~l CI!T~18U1JC~S Cf l'~V~l fLATFISHES JPLELRCNEClUOPM£!) CN ThE 
CQI\TIN€NTAL SHELf 6El~EEN CAPE CCC, ~ASSACHU5EliS A~C CAfE I..CCKCLT, 1\0PTH 
CAFCll~A, 1~~5-lSt6 
1\0AA TECr FEfl SSRF-f:Sl 
fl~H. LARV,E, lA~~~l GFChlt STAGE, ~£1.\SC~AL [JS1PifL11C~ 
l 1H4 HAS~U Hh 
ThE DISTRI6UTICI\ Cf ClSTEP LlP~AE 
PROC SV'P EXP 'AR ECCL GFftC SChCOL CCEANCGR, L~I' Plo CCCAS fLfl(2Jt 
lt--H . 
fAYS, BErAVIC~. E!TLtFJESt lAFvftf, CYSTERSt SAlii\JlY, TIOES, vERTICAL 
foilHH ICt-
1913 ~EACE Tlt GRt' Gk 
THE RED CRAB AVA1LAB1lll1 1 ~ED C~tf fXPLC~J.liC~S CN TtE CCI\111\EI\T~L SLCPE 
CF ltE NCRTHEASlERI\ UI\ITEC Sl~lES CCI.\Sl 
UNIV Rl MAR TECH REF 5EFlll) 1 1-E 
EHThOS, CCI\llf\EfllH SlCH, ClUeS, CH.SHCEIIIS, URV,!!.f 
HB llRIIEJi I'C 
WCCC-ftRIN' fl\iALVESt CPFCFlUI\ISTlt SPECIES If~ ltE DEEP SEA 
SCIENCE 1HHC'.i3l, Un-13H 
BENTHCSt SCFES, CLA~St tlSl~lflTIG~, LAR~A£, PCLLUSKS, P~OTO,RAP~Y 
··········~·······~···~·~················································· lARVAl ~liC~lH SlllGE 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1S14 lHA,EP G~ El tl 
BICfiASS CF ZCOPl~I\~TCN I~ TtE ~EhFCRT RIVER ESTt.ARY ANt ThE I~FLUENCE Of 
PC5TL~RVI.\L flShf! 
CHESAFEA~E SCIEI\C£ 15lllt '.i-16 
BIO~ASS, EST~ARIES, LARV~L ERG~lH ~lAGE, ZCOFL~N~TCN 
1914 ~CFCFCSS JJ E1 Al 
CEVELCPfiE/\1 CF YCLNG Bl~fflSH (f(~~lC~~S SlL~tlRIXj ANC tlST~IBUTICN OF 
EG'S A~O )(li\G 11\ ~1FG1~1AI\ CCtSlAl kJlERS 
AM FISh SCC, TRAI\~ 10313), ~11-491 fviMS CDI\lFl f2~E1 
ATlANTIC CCEANt ELLEFISHt CHEStfEA~E EJY, tiST~IEUTICI\ FATTERI\So E~BRYC~IC 
GROWTh STAGE, JU\E~llf fiSHES, l~R\Al GRCkTh ST~GE, Vl~GlNIA 
1~6( JOSEf• EE El Al 
HIVESllEJ!lHI\S Cf lNI\H C[I\Tl~HTAL HELF loHHS Off LCIIER CHSAPEAKE llA'Y 1 
PAiil I -GEI\ERAl J~lRGClCTIO~ Al\t H'CRCGRAfHY 
CHES SCI 112-4), 155-161 
ChESAPE~~E EA), CC/\111\ENT~l ShELF, DI!CHA~GE lkllTERl, CFIFl BClTLES, 
HVORCGRAfH~, LllR\iAl GRC~TH Sl~(E, 5Ali~IT}, SA~Fll~G, STATAC~S, 
lEHEilATLFE 
19tl ~CFC~CSS ~J El tl 
INVESI1EATICNS Cf ~~~ER CCt-TINf~lAL !HELf ~AlEFS Off LC~ER CtESAFE~~E EA~. 
PARl 11. SAIID LA"CE LtR\AE, A~I\CtYlfS AME~ICA~LS 
CliES SCI 2U AI\D 2J, 4S-~9 (\III'S COH <.it l 
ATLA~TIC GCE~N, (HfStF£AKE E~), tiSlRIB~TIO~, G~OalH RATES, ~JlCHI"G' 
LA~VAL GRC.TH STAGE, ftA~KlC~, SAL1"11V, SFA~~~~~. STATISJICS 
1S6l ~C~CFC~S JJ fl AL #t 
INVfSTJGATlCNS Cf l~NER CONTINE~l~t S•ELF •ATERS OFF L(hER CtESAFEtKE SAY. 
FA~T 11. SANC LANCE LAR\AE, A~~COYT£! AMER1CAhlS 
CHES SCI 21l-2J, 4'>-5S 4\llftS CCI\TI<If S6l 
ChESAPEAKE EAY, CONTINENlAL SHELf, fl~H REPFCCbCTIGNt GRO~lh !lAGES, 
LARVAL GRC~lh ~TAGE, ~t~ll\f fl!h 1 \IRGII\JA 
1913 JOSEPH Ee, RlCtARCSCN !l 
LARVAE AND YCLNG (f ~E5TE~~ hO~TH JlLAI\TIC BCltiC fl.TFISHIS ETRGPUS 
~IC~CSTC~LS 'N£ CJT.ARJC~l~YS AACTIF~CNS IN l~f Ct;ESAPEAKE BIGHT 
~~fS flS.ER' BllLETIN 1113)~ 1~5-ltJ 
FlHISt; INCLS1H 1 HtlflSH, LHHE 1 URVH G~OH STAGE, MCRPt;OlGG~, 
OSHClHY 
1971 LECIIJIF[ SE 
LAR,AE OF lHE fClRSPCT flO~NCEF 1 hiPfCGLCSSIIIA (ILO~<:A (PISCES, SCThlOAE)~ 
fRO~ THE CHES~FEAKE BI~~T, WESlfRN ~CRlh All,NllC 
CCPEIA 4, t7f-t81 
FLAlflSh, LAR\'At t::RCIITti .HAtE 
1S14 'IOt.NG JS 
.,Eht!AO£N Alit FDWE~ Pl,NT!- A GROIIJN& CONCERN 
~AR FISH RE\ 3tllCJ, 1~-~3 
FISH, LAR\JE, LA~~·L G~CIIl~ STAGE, fC~EF Pl~IITS 
19E~ CCN('IIER RJ 
NOlES Gil lHE ~CLTJIIG CYCL£ 1 DE~Eltf,EIIT Cf SEX~AL Ch'R'CTERS ANO SEX R~llC 
JN Ct1A~US t;~FE~eCRELS 
CRUSTACEA~· fi:J, 2Cf-3~C 
SE~SCNn VtilljiJHI\S, CCHfGCSt GGI\AC~, LARV~L GIIChlh SHGft lCOPLAJIIKlOI'<t 
I'ClllH 
197~ S~llt hG El Al 
SEASONAL DISTRI6UTIO~S CF l~~~~l Fl~lflS~ES {PLEtRCI\ECllfCII~ESJ 011 ThE 
CCI\TI~E~TAL ShElf EETWEE~ CAfE CCC, "ASSACtlSEllS ANC CAPE LCCKCUl, NCRlH 
C~RCLII\A 0 l9t5-1S6t 
NCAA TECH ~EP1 S5FF-6Sl 
FISh, LARV'E• LA~~Al ERC~lh STAGE, SEASC~Al CIST~IEUllCN 
··~·~·~~··~~~··~·~··•********~···~·········~·~·*********~***************** Ull Cf HE SH 
*****************************·~·~···········~···*********************~···~ 
1915 ~II(~ 
AGREEME~T EElhEEN THE ~C\IER~~E~T Cf ltE lNITit STATES CF A~E~ICA A~C T.E 
GO~E~h~ENT Gf THE UNICN CF SCVlET SCCIALISl RfPL6LIC! CN CERTAIN FISHE~IES 
FRCBLEMS ON THE Ht::H HAS-IIESlERN AllEtS OF HC-AllAIIllC CCHfl 
INTERNATIO~Al LAk 1 t•~ Cf lHE Sf~, lFE.TIES, ~lttLE Alltl\11( fiGhT 
·········-~~·~·~·····~···~~~·~~~~~··~~·····~··········~·~·········•******* LEAt F~tlCISOlOfE~ 
'****************************************************•···················· 
1S76 BE~~I~GE~ ET ~L 
lEliD-2lC GECCHr<CHttO Cf CCI\1£/oiFHH~ 1\EAI<SHIH SECIMENTS, HAllS ANO 
HCELHS 
AM GEOFH'S ~ftiCII Jr<A~S 57(l~J, SJ1-S3~ 





GECLCGICAL CESC~IFTICN tNt FETRCLEL~ .FOTEflllAL CF SELECTEC CCS fROI\llER 
~REAS 
L.~. DEPl CF l~TERIC~ 
CCIITINENliL S~ELF, (ECLCGY. lE~SES, CIL INCLSTR~ 
1918 SLREtl Cf L•~c ~~~tCE~E~l 
FRCFOSEC 1S7S CUlE~ CCI\TINE111Al 5tElf Cll AND GA~ lEASE SALE CfF-StC~E tt;E 
MIC-AltA~ll( STAlE~ 
\IC l 1 (f 3 
SOCIG-ECONOI<ICS, FRCJECliCNS, P~CFOAL, EfiVIRCI'\~ENl, lf<fAClS, LANC USE, 
LEtSfSt Cll 
191£ BlREAl CF lti\C ·A~AGE~E~T 
P~CPCSf[ 1919 (UlEF CC~llNlNT~l ShELf Cll ~~C G~S lEASE SAlE CtFShC~E TtE 
~lt-ATl~I\TlC S1A1£~ 
\l(t 3 (f 3 
PFCJEC1ICN!• Cf,~l~, LEA!E5, Cll 
4S6 
1~1e BOREAl Of l~~O ~·~~~EME~l 
PRCPCSEO 1S"l9 COHF CUllH~Hl StiH.f Cll .All£: G~S LEASt S~U Off-SHORE THE 
~lt-ATL,~Tl< !l~TES 
\Ol 2 (F 3 
SCCIC-ECC~t~ICSt fRCJECTIG~S, fRCPlSAl, EhVIRON~ENTt l~PACJS, LAND USE, 
lE~SES, 0 ll 
1916 MAlliCK RE El Al 
SECCND AllAhllt S'lE ~~~~ I~VCL~f T~ACTS Cff VlFGINJA, IAR~LANO 
Cll II~C GAS JCLFN'L 14t41l.H9-115 
CFF~HORE Ctt-SJI<LCHCN, lE~S£~, ~~~~UAIID 1 CfHHRE FUTfCRIISe Cllt VIRGINIA 
····················~·~·····················~··~··~······················· LEG/Il A ~PEC 15 
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lSH S~OII .I<A 
EXHNCEC flS11ER'W JURISCICllGN lt\ CHADA All() ltiE IJI\llE£ STillES 
CCEAN OE\ ~fill: II'OERI\HL LH 5{2;:1, l'll-.344 
Allll~liC OCEAI\ 1 StCIC-fCCNC~ICS, tfVELCP~E~T, FISHERIES, JURIStlCTION, 
lEGAL ASPECTS, ~AIIAGE~EI\1 
1916 U.S. CEP~RTMENl Cf CC~~EFCE 
fiSHERY CCNSE~~AllOfll ANt ~AI\AfE~E~l ACT Cf 191t. f~CT S~EEl 
U.S. DEPARlME~T (f CC~ME~Cft 1\CAA. 8 fAGES 
COI\SERVAliCN, FISHERIES, LEGAL ASFECJ~ 
1977 U.S. CEFA~T~ENl Cf 11\TERIO~o FISh Al\t kiLDLlfE SER~ICE 
PE~OlNG ~lLE~A~l~GS 
ENtJIMiERH SPECIES lECHilCAL BUllETIN 2(4J, t: 
E~OAI\GEREO SfECIES, tAEllAlSt tE(Al •sPECTS, flA~lS 
l<;H EOWIYMI I'J 
RE!FC~SE Cf ThE HUCSCN ~IVER PLU~E TC HU~RIC.~E EEllf 
All GECFI-~..SICIIl L~ ICI\ Hll~ lt '>34 
PDLIC'I, CO/JS1AL flAINS, GECLOG~. LEGAL /JSfECTS 1 SEA killER, SfCIIYE~lS, 
SE~AGEt ~CliP ~A~lES 
l'.i73 CAHFO f~ 
STlTE ANt fEGER~L CC~Sllll1JChAL l~fE~lME.lS TC 5T~Tf lJ~llEC ENTR~ 
FISHERIES lEGISLAllCh: 5TA1ES fRD~ ~AINE lC ~lRGI~lA 
~ARI~E AffAIFS FFCGFt,, RHCLE ISLAhC LNIVt Ml~GSTCN 
FECERAL GOVEFN~E~l, FIS~ERIES, LEGAL ASPECT!, MANAGEME~l, !TATE 
JUF ISDIC 11(11 
lSl~ AGNEllO RJ, DC~~ELL l~ 
THE lNTERACliC~ Cf ECCNC~JC, BlCLCEICAL, A~C LEGAl FORCES IN lHE ~[COLE 
ATLANTIC G'SlER INCl~l~' 
lS ~AT ~AR flSH !ER, fiS~EfY fLLl 73(~) 
ECCtvCMIC UUACl, LEGAL ~HHlS, CYSTE!i 11\DlSTR'I, IHOClf HLAI\11C 81Gl-l 
1S74 PlEA~~~l~ J El ~l 
VIPGINIA AND Tt.E CUTER CCI\llNENTAl SHELF- fRCBLE~S, FCS$lfll11IES, ANC 
FC~llRE 
'A INST ~jR SCI, '3 F 
AIR POLLLTIC~, CCNlliiE~TAL 51-Elf, lRilll~G, fCCI\C~lC IMPACT~ fNVlRO~MENTAl 
EffECTS, EHLCRAllCN, lf(;ll JISHCTS, hATLR~L GAS, Cll.., lo.HfR fOlL!Jll()l\ 
····~···~~~·~····························································· LHHLHIC/1 
··········~··························~···································· 
1Sl6 ~~ITEC ST,lES fl!t AI\L ~lLDLIFE SER~ICE, ~fflCf Cf BlOLCEJCAl 
HI<VICES 
Ek~IRCNME~T·l PLANhl~~ FCR CfFS~CRf tiL ~Nt G~S. ~CL. 1 FECC~ERY 
lECH(l(G' 
CC~li~ENlAL St£LF, EJPlCRtliC~, GA~€S, LEGlSLA1ICN, Cll, PlA~klNG 
1S7i JURGEI\5EN ~~. CC~I~GTC~ tf 
EXTEI\OEC FIS~ER~ JURISCICTIC~ PRCELEMS A~C fRLG~ESS 1911 FRCC ~ORT~ 
CAROll~A GC~ER~OF'~ CC~fE~E~tE G~ FIS~ER1 M/J~'CEMENT U~(f~ £)TENDED 
JURIStiCT JCI\ 
~C SG l'lPl "ll-1~ 
ECC~OI'lCSt fiSH STCC~l~E, fiS.ERlES, JlJRIStiCTIONt LEGISLATIC~, 
MPN/JGEME~lt RESfAFC~ ~~[ tEVELCP~E~T 
1916 DEWLI~G ~1, A~CE~!CN Pk 
NEW ~CR~ BlGHl I, OCE'~ Cl~fl~G f(LJCJES 
CCE~~lS 1SI4), 2-lC 





MAR,LANO CCOE, ANHllAlEl: SECTIOS ~-llOl, 8-ll05.Hl974J ~S 1!1\fNCEC 
tSlPF-lSUJ 
'1LAN1IC COASTAL FLAI~, BEACHES, CO,SJAL ENGIAEERING, EkGSICN, 
LEGISLATIC~, N'TL~tl AESCl~CESo Sftl~ENT CC~T.Ol, kAlERS.EC ~~NAGEMENT 
·········~··········~~···~·~·~··········~·········••*••··················· l BIG Ui 
·····································~······~····························· 
1966 ll~ FE, fCRTER lR JR 
lE~GTh-WEIG~T RELATIC~ Cf l~E ~U~MER flOlNCE~ FA~ALICHlHYS OENTAlUS 
U5 FlS" WILDLIFE SER,, !PEC SCI REF FISh (!311• 1-5 
BREEClNG, SEASt~Jl ~APltTICNS~ flATfiSh, LENGTH~ SEXlAL ~AJU~ITY, ~fiGHT• 
LE~Glh-FRE,UENCY UlST~IeUTICNS 
1~59 MChUG~ Jl ET IL 
lEAGlH, ~EIGHT A~O AGE CCMfC5111CN Cf THf ~E~HADf~ CATCH I~ VIRGI~IA 
Ill tEllS 
LI~~GL A~t OCEANC~R 4(Zla 145-lt2 
AGING leiClCG ICALJ, GI<Cillh• FISh HHTti, IIUGJIIJA 
1St1 fARKER A~• I'ER~ILL AS 
TOTAL SCLICS ~NC LE~GTt-kEIGtT RELATICN Cf T~ISU~f CLA~, SFISllA 
SOLHISSII'I.tl 
FR(C NAT StfllfHii AS~ 51B, 9C-S4 
SHELLS, BE~ltiCS, SE.tl~CIIAL \ARI~TIC~S, CLAMS• lE~GTti, REPROC~CliON, SURF 
Cltfl 
"* ................. :j *"**********"***,.,. ''* ** .... ,.,. •• ** "***** •• ** ~· 4lt '*"* ......... . 
L£~Elt-f~f,~ENt1 CIST~lBUliC~S 
··~··~·~·~·-·····--·~·~········~-··~·~··~·~·~···~···*····················· 
l~6t MCfACt~~N Jt 
AGE ANC GRCWlH CF THE ~l~lff[ SEIRCfl~ 
VIMS THESIS {CCll kllllt~ AN[ ~~FlJ 
AGI~G (flCLCGICALI, CC~TINENlAl ~~ELf, DJS1R1BLTIOII 1 OI~ERSlfiCATlCN, fiSH 
POPlilATICII.So GOII:ACS• SFhf>HG, lf~GTh-FREHEMl tJSHlllLTICNS, SEAiiOf!ll\S 
1912 ~A~KLE Cf 
€EN1.1C FIS. 'SSCCIAlJC~S (~ ThE CC~TINE~T~l SLCft Of l•f ~ILCLE ATLA~T!C 
EHrl 
VIM~ lkESIS ICOLL kllllt~ A~O ~tF~I 
EE~l.IC fAUNA, CC~TINE~T~L StElft LJS1RI8UTION, FIS. PCPllATlCNSo GO~ACSo 
SPAWNING, LENGTh-FRE,lENCY Cl~lRlElllCNS, SEAFCfl~S 
196~ LU~ Ff, PCRTEP lR JP 
LE~£lh-kElChl RElAll(~ Cf THE SL~~ER ftCU~{E~ fflRALIChlh~S CE~TATUS 
lS FISH lllULlff SHIV, SfEC SCI Hf fiSh !53U, 1-5 
BREEDlN,, SEASONAL VARlAlltNSt FLAlFISho LfNGT~• 5f)LAL ~ATL~IT1t kElGhT, 
UN(;li-FRE,I.EI\C\' CJSHiHlllOIS 
U~ *******"******U4U 4$4* 4>1 44 4>1**** * 4U4 ** **""*"****""*"***''* ****** 4>.l< **** * 
lfThH lii(ll 
·····~~···············································~···~·~·~···~······· 
1~17 CAl,BFESE A, El Al 
EFFECTS OF CHI'IIL~. HRClJRY ANC SIH£1< Ct. fi~IH~E ANIII~LS 
M~ll FIS~ RE~ 3S(~l~ 5-ll 
H\IRU~EI\Ul. EFfECT5, HiltY ~EHLS, lEThAl llfllTt IURl~E· M'Uio(llLS, 
ME~CURY, FlT~ClC(~ 
················~····················~·················~·················· llfll~ IllES 
*H**HH *HHU4 4 H**:l>l:t*U *****************************"* H "* UU 4***"*" 
1912 U~ITEC STITES CEPl Cf T•E IN1E~ICR 
LIER~AY RESE,RC~ fRCJ£CT-Mlt ~lLANlJC CONli~ENlAL ~HELF tRECCN~AISSA~Ct1 
BlREAl CF l~NO ~A~~GE~E~l 
CUllr.HTAl SHELF, FISHRHS, lllfCRII'llCN RHRH~Alt LlffiA~JES, N~llwRAl 
PESOliRCES 
..............................•........ ,.. ................................. . 
LIH CHLU 
·····················~···················································· 
1912 MATHR fJ Ill El Al 
f(IGRATICII A"O Cl~TRifUll(N CF ~·IT£ ~AaLIN A~G BLLE ~A~LIN l~ THE tlLANllC 
OCE~~ 
US DEPT CCM~E~, FISH EllL IC12J, 2t3-2~8 
~GE, C~lCH, CISTFIELTIC~, fiSh, Llff CVCLE! 1 MIERATIG~, lAGGI~G 
1960 Sfi;J ~GEl< S 
N~TURAL hi~TOR' CF THE SANGBAR S~A~K fllAMIA MILEE~TI 
LS FIS~ ~ILtLlfE SE~~. FIS~ elll 614lltiJ, 1-3£ 
GRChTtl• EHHJI\G, CCf'FETITICN, FISh, LIFE C'ICU:S, PREOAliOI\ 1 REVIEhSo 
SEtSON~l CISTRJ6U11CN 1 ShARK~. fEEOlNG 
1C:i61 JUt~ MI-t 
~ALIOJT~ OF ~GE CETE~~INATICN fPG~ ~CALES CF MAPKEOAMERlCAN 5tAO 
LS fiSh ldUlllifE SEI<\1 1 fiSH flill t1085J. 1Cl-l1C 
AGE, SHAD, fi5H• LIFE C)CLE5 1 fiSH 5CtlES 
***********************··-···~·······4···································· LIFE ~ISTGR' Sl~CJES 
**. *** ,. ••• ** .......... ** *** **.,. ...... ,. ",. * .. **" .... "*"* "*****"*,..**'h ........ *** 
1S61 RI.CU!lDS CE 
AGE, G~CWlf. At\t fEU.Ntll~ Of UE CCfU, RAChHHHON CAt;AtLJ'!, fRCM 
CHSAPUI<E U~ MC ACJJC£NT UC-AlUN UC ._A lERS 
TRANS AMER FISh SOC ~6(3), i4J-35t (~IMS CCII& 252J 
AGING 161ClCGICJ!lJ, CHSliPf~KE llA~, CCBit, 0 I.HRJ6U1JDN PATTE~NS, 
FECUNCln, CiRCIITh STAHS, LifE t.ISlCR~ Sllltli5 
1947 W IlK SJ 
BIOLOGICAL ANO FISHERIES CATA 0~ 8LLEflS~ 1 PC~ATCMCUS SALT,Ti<IX 
CLJM;AHSJ 
u·.s.N.M.F .. ~ • N.E .. F.C. S .. t. lECH SR 11 
BLLEflSt. OJ!TRIBUllCN, EXFLCRATIONt FISH TAXCNC1'~ 1 Llff HlSTCRY STUOIES 1 
MANtGE~ENT, ~CRFHCLCG~ 
lSll ~URA~5~1 ~A, P~C~ECC AL 
BitLCGJC.lL lllllli fJSHRJES UTA Cll. AllANllC SllRGECN, ~CIPENSER CXYRI-Yt.C~LS 
(MllCHELU 
US~~FS ~EFC S.~. TECI- S.~.lC 
CISTRIBUTICNo EXFLCITATlON, FISH 1A)C~GM~ 1 GR(hlH RATES 1 lifE HlSTC~~ 
STlCIE~. ~ANAGEMENl. MCRFHCLCGY 1 PCflt~TlCN 
1913 SHCllEN LR 
BIClCGY CF THE PCCK C~Af, C~NCER l~RCRAT~S SA~. IN ThE CCASlAL killERS Gf 
\ IR(lh U 
~I~S THESIS (U~I\ \AI 
BIGLCGY, CRABS, E~STER~ SHRE IIIII-H), fiSHFIES• lNIJHHSFAlESo llfE 
1-JSlORY SlLCJES, \IPGIIIIA 
~c 1 
i913 SAllA SBo PFA11 ~[ 
fl~~ERIES, ChAPTER 6 
CCASlAL AND OffSHCRE E~VIPCN~El\lAl ~~~ENTGF~, CAFE HATTERAS 1( NANT~CKET 
SHCA~S, l~l\ Cf RI, ~'R PLBl SEP ~( 2 
FISht FISh fCPll~TJCNSo FlStE~lfSo LIFE hJSlCR' SlLCIE! 
1S73 RCEERH 1'1-
INVENTCRV Cf MARiNE EN,IRC~~ENTAL Al\D SGCIC-EttiO~lC C~T' FCR ThE CUTE~ 
CO~TlNENTAl SHELF lREA Cf lh£ JllA~Tlt CCE~I f~CM SANCI ~CGKJ NE~ JfRSEY 
TC CAPE CAI•VE~Al, FLC~JCA •••• 
It lf< s "'5 
810lAo DlSlRJBLliD~o G~C~T~ ~ATESw llfE ~lSlORY SlUDIESo ~ARShESr 
NCRlHfAST L.S., IOll~EA!l L.!.o ~EllANDSt CC~STAL lC~E 
19tl THR~ Ill' 1~\ESTICiATIC~S CF ~~~E~ CO~liNENTAl S~ELf ~AlERS Off LC~ER C~ESAPEA'E 6AY· 
PART III. l~E P~C~GlCCIC STA£E CF ltE TU~ICAlE tCLIOLU~ ~AllCNALlS 
Cl-!fS SCI 211-21. 61l-64 (IJIMS CU.Hl£ <:;«;.) 
CHESAPEA~E €ft~, (C~TINENTAL S~Elft GR(Wlt STAGES, LIFE ~ISICRY SlUOlESt 
REf~OCUCTJCN 1 URtCtO~t,lE!o Vl~GJ~IA 
l~6S Chlllf~[E~ ~E J~ 
LIFE HlSlCRW AND ECDLCG~ CF ltE tMfRICAN S~A£ 1 ALCS' S~PICISSIMAt JN THE 
DflA"ARf JiiVEii 
PH t tiSSfRlATION, RlTGERS UNI\ERSll,, NE~ B·U~S~l(K 
SHAO, CELAWARE ~lvE~, ECCLCE,, FISH, LIFE HISlCRY STUti£S 
lSlt M~SIC~ JAo AELE ~~ 
llfE HJSTCR~, EtCLCG,, til[ BEtAVICR Cf llF~~lS l~'llliNlS !PISCES, 
CYCLCPTE~IC~E) ASSOCIAlEC kll~ ThE SE~ SCALlCf, FlACOPEClE~ ~~GELLANIClS 
NMFS flSHE!lY 8LllE11~ 1~121, 4C~-~21 
ECCLCGY, FISHo flSI- EftA~ICR, LIFE hlSTOP'Y SllCIES, SCAlLCPSo MIDDLE 
ATUNTIC E Hhl 
191~ AeLE .1< 
LIFE hlSTCRYt ECCLCE) ANC f£t~\ICR CF T~C ~E~ LlfA~lS (fiS(ES. 
CYClCfTERlt,EI F~C~ l~f ~E!TERh ~Cillh ATLA~TIC 
VIM! OI!S (tOLl ~llllt~ A~D ~tF1) 
tlST~lELTI(N, ECCLCGY 0 llff· ~lSlGR' 5TliCJESt SC~LLCP!o ~IOCLE ATlA~llC 
EHH 
l'lU WHilE~ CA 
fi.AKII\G A LIVIIIG Cl\ THE CCI\111\EIIUL SLCfE AI\C Itt THE tHP-S£A. LIFE HJSlOR¥ 
CF SC~E £(~11\AIIl flStES CF Ttf 1\0~fCL~ CAII!CN ARE~ 
IVlMS tlS££RTATJOIIl 
DEEP SEA FJS~ES, CCIITI~E~T~l SLCFE, tEI\SIT~. CIS1RI6lTJCNt llfE HISTORY 
STLCJE5t MANAE£MEI'Ilt REPFCDUCllCII 
l9J7 ~EIICALL A~ JF 
PATTERNS CF LARVAL FISH tl!TPlEUllCI\5 IN ThE MIDCLE tTLAI\Tit BlGHl 
Jl\: PROCEEDII\ES Cf CC~FEREI\CE 1 EffECTS Cf EI\EJE~-RELATEC ACll\IliES CN THE 
AllANllC CIJ~llhENlH SHlf .. SllCCH.tVEI\ t-lllT LH, 1\C~, 1H.5 
FISH BEHAVIOR, LIFE ~ISlG~' S1UtlE! 1 •ARI~E flS~, RESClRCE tE~ElCP~ENT 
···~············~···~·~···································~··············· LHH 
·····~·~·············*··············~~····4·4•*···~·~·~·~·~··············· 
1S58 RYTHER J~, \EIIl!Ck C! 
PRI~ARY PFOtUCTIO~ (f CClTII\E~JAl Stflf k~TfRS Off NEW ~CRK 
ll~I\CL CCEt~CGR 3tilt !21-!3! 
CHLCRCPHILlt liGH1 1 ~llRDG£~. ~t;lRIE~lSt fk~SFHtTES 1 f~C1CSY~THESIS 1 
FRJ~~RY fR(t~CliiJITYt lE~fE~ATl~E 
···············~············~·~·······················~··················· LIGHT ff~ETR~TICI\ 
............................................................ , ............ . 
l~t4 YE~lSC~ CS fl AL 
HC TORS AFFECTING lH ~fllTICAl 0 lSlR 161ill0fl tf B JOLU~ UESC fii(E Ill THE 
Eli'I<OllC lCH 
LIM~CL CCEJ~OGR ~~4), ~lS-524 
SlCLUMINESCENCEt DINGFLAGELLAlESw OlSTRlB~llC~, llG~J FEN£1~A110N 1 
PH,TCPLA~KlCI\, PIG~E~lS, 'fRlltAL JlE~Allll~ 
19~6 CLA~KE GL 1 SACKlS RH 
MEASI.RE~E~lS Cf 11E~1 fE~El~ATIO" IN ~EltTJC~ TO VERTICAL ~lCRATJOI\ •Nt 
RECCRCS Cf ll~lNESCENCf CF tEEF-SfA ANIMAL~ 
CEfll HA PE~ 4( 1), 1-14 
BICLU~JNESCENC£, [JLR~AL CIS1FlSUT1CN 1 LIGI<l FENETRAliCN• 1E~PERA1lRE 1 
THER"OCLI~£, ~ERll~Al MIG~All(h, 2CCflA~K1C~ 
······~················~···~··•****~·~··~~-~··············~·~·~···~······· Ll~ 11 11\G FAC lCF S 
··········~·~·········*··············~···················-············~··· 
IS74 r<Ciit;Gh Jl 
LI~ITI~G FACTCFS lfffClli\G CC~MERCltl flShE~IfS IN THE PltCLE ATL~I\TIL 
ESTLARII\E tRUIS 
MARli\E SClEI\CES ~ESEARCH Cfi\1EF 1 Sl~lE Ul\l~f~SITY CF 1\EM VCR~, STCNY 
BRCCI< 
COMMERCIAL FISHING, ESlU~RIE!, LJ~l11NG FAC~CRS 
1~14 VALIElt It lEAL J~ 
NLTR1EN1 LHllAliCI\ Hi SA!l fiAi<SH ~cGET~11CN 
II\• R.J. Ul~CLO ~1\£; h.h. c;uEEI\ lH llCRSJ ECOLCG~ Gf hALCPH'flES 
ACADEMIC PRESS, N.Y. PP~47-~t3 




1911 JC~I\SC~ E1 'L 
QI.ANTITATIIIE I'AFPHG CF St;SFEf\tEC HLIDS H ~ASTE wATER SLUDGE PLUHS IN 
THt 1\E~YCR~ fl,Hl .FEX 
J ~ATER POLUJ1 CtlllRCl FEC 4911Clt .tCt3-.tc13 
POLLLTIO~, BIOChE~l~l~Y, f(OLCEV, f~VI~C~~E~l, Ll~NCLCCY, SCLJD ~ASTES 
·······~·~~········~···~·················································· LlPICS 
·····························································~············ 
lS15 klllUI'S SJ 
A~T~~CPC~EI\lC fllli\G Cf THE ~~CSCI\ ~l~ER (!tELf} CI<A~~EL 
GECLCGY 3llCJ, 5~~-tCC 
POLLLTIO~, GECLCGY 1 LlfJ[So ll,llt ~lSlESe SLLlGE, hASTE kATE~ ClSPCSAlt 
II HER 
5C4 
1910 STALFFER Te. ~ACI~T,RE ~~ 
CISSOLIIED Fnn ACICS Ill THE JAfjES HHR fHt.ARY • VIRGit\lAt Al'\0 AOJACtl\l 
CC fAf\ kATEF S 
C~ESAPEAKE ~CI 11 (4), 2H-22C 
COASlAL kAlf~S, C~RC1ATCCRAFtV, ESTLARIES, ~~~ES RIVER, LlPlCS, GRGAhlC 
~AllER, ~JFClNIA 
****************************************************************••········ 
L HIHI: ldST ES 
······················~·~············~·······~···························· 
1915 WllliHS SJ 
ANTHRCPCGENIC FILING Cf ThE HLCSCN ~I~ER (S~ELF) C~AN~EL 
GECLCGV 3(10) 1 SSi-tOC 
FOLLUTICN, GECLOCY• Llfi(S, Ll,Llt ~AST£5• SLLDGE, ~ASlE kATE~ CISfCSALt 
loAlER 
·······················~···············~··~·-~··~········~········~······· lll.,,lf1CH1Gf\ 
*****olo*****"****"~***41tll$ll$ **~* ***" ** **"* ***" ll>l UUU*•UH4U11li!UHU$4*** 
1 c.i12 1\ lCHCU ~I' 
S~flf SECiflfhlS tff ltE CtESAPEt~E EAW. l. GE~ERAL L1T~OlCG~ Al\0 
CCI'PCSllJOII , 
~I·S SfEC SCI FEf 46 
ChESAPEAKE SAY, CGI\TINENTAL ShELf, lllHFICHlOI\, SEOlfilftHSo TCPCGFAPh'V 
1'.172, tiiCtCI.S /'It<, 
ShElf SfClfiE~T5 CfF CtESAPEA~E BA~. 1. GEhfRAL lil~ClC~' A~C COMPCSITIOh 
~~~S SfECJAl SCI FEf 46 
CHfSJlfEIIKE fAVo LIU.JfHAJICfl, SHII'EI\lS, 1CfCGI1APHV 
1914 K~Afl J( ET AL 
TRA,SGRES!J\E A~t REGRfSHIIE Sfllli'EIIHRY lllh!.SCI'ES Ill HE EC!:E CF A LIITE 
~CLOCE~E I'~Rl~E T~ANSGFESSICI\ 
AB!JRACT IX I~TERf\AHCI\AL Cct.GllESS t:F SEC, t7-S5 




HH Kt<AU~ ( 
A C~ECKLIST Cf PLANT SFEClfS CF THE CHESAPI~Ki fA~ CCCL~RING ~ITHlh ThE 
~IGH TICE Ll~IlS Cf lHE EA1 #Nt 115 lRIBLlJRlES 
DEPARTMENT CF BCl~~V~ L~IVfPSll~ Cf ~ARVLA~C, TECHNICAL 8LllE11N 2Ct2 




1S15 IIAN£1\(fl kA• El Al 
BICLCG't Ar.t fiAIIAHI'EI\1 Cf HE HERlCA~ lCBSTEiit JUt\E 2~t 1'51~-JUNE a, 
197~ 
FRCGFESS R~PCRl, \lfoS, GlCLCESlfli f(l~T, \~ 
CRLSlACEAI\S, flS!i ~~IIAGEHIH, 'fiSt' fCPULATiCNh FISHERIES, LOBSTERS 
1917 VAI\E~GfL ~~~ li~R~IS R£ 
HCLOG' ANC f'ANAGHEH Of lhf AIIER1Cilh U:SSUR, I:ECEI!BER 16, 1974-/<ARCI-
15, l<i1i 
FPCG~ESS ~ffCR1~ ~lfiSt (LCLtESlER fCINT, ~~ 
CRU5TACEA~S, FISH 1'1~1\A~fl'lfl\1, fiSt FCFULATICI\S, FIS~EklfS, LCESTERS 
lSH H~RiilS RE, \IANEI'IGH ~A 
BICLGGY til.[ fiA~AHfiEI\1 Cf THE HERlCAI\ LOESTEI't JULY 1- t:ECE~BER 31. 
1977 
FRCG~E!S RFl, \I~St ElCLCESlE~ fl• \J 
CRLSlACEAN£, FISt ~A~AEE~E~J, FISH FCfUlAllti\St FISHERIES, LOBSTERS 
1914 VII\EN~fl kA, ET Ill 
B ICLOG' AIID l'll~AGE~EIIT Cf lH At-JERJCII\ LCBHERo SEFT 16, 1<;14-CEC 15, 
}';14 
PRCGFESS R£PCR1t \l~S, GLCLCESTER FCI~T, \Ill 
CRLSTACE~NS, FISt fjAI\AGE~ENJ, FISH fCfUlAliCI\So fiSHERIES, lCESTE~S 
1S76 VAN E~GEl Wt El Al 
BICLCG' IINC ~AIIAGE~Efll CF lHt l~ERlCI~ LCBSlfPt SEPTf~EER )4, 
1916-tECE~ef~ 15, 191t 
PRGGHfSS ~fPlt VIM~, GlClCESlEF fCI~l, VI 
CRlST~CEA~S, FISH '~1\.&f'E~T, Fl!t fCfllAllC~S, f]StERJES, LCBSTERS 
l~i~ ~~NlNGEL ~A« tAPRI~ R£ 
BICLCG'I liND ~11/I.AGEfo\fNl CF TU AMERICAt. LCBSTE!<, SEPT itt 1H5-DEC 15, 
ISJ5 
PRCGRE!S FEfCF1 1 VIPS, 'lt~CESTE~ fOINT, ~~ 
CRUSTACEAt.S, FISH M~NI!GfMEI\1 1 fiSt PCPlLATIOI\5, FISHERIES, ltBSTERS 
I915 v~l\f~GEL MJI, (~\Ell MJI 
810l0Gl AIID MA~AGEMENT CF TH AHFlCilll LtfHER• JUliE llt 1975- SEPT 15, 
l'ii15 
PRCGRESS REPORT, 'I~S, GLCUCESTER Pl, VII 
CRUSTACE,~S, FISt PIINAEEMENT, fiSt FCfULATlC~S. FISHERIES, LCSSTER! 
1~11 ~AN E~GEL kt, HARFIS FE 
BlCLOGY AN[ ~A~A,EMENl OF ThE ~MERICAN LCBSTERt MARCH lt, 1971 - JL~E 30, 
19"!1 
PRCGRESS ~EFC~l, VI'S' 6LCLCESTE~ FCII\T 
CRLSTACEANS, FISH ~A~AGE~E~Tt FISh PCPULAllG~S. flSHfRlES, lCBSTERS 
1~74 VA~E~GEl M~ El AL 
BIOLOG' AND f.IAtiAGEfi.ENl Cf TH HHHA~ lU5Tffl, JlifiE .2~t 1974-SEfl 15, 
1'.144 
fRCG~ESS REPCRT, Vlf.IS, GlCuCESTER PCINT 
CRLSlACEANS, FISh ~A.AGE~E.T, FISH PCPI.JL~lJC~St FISHERIES, LCBSTERS 
1916 VAN E~GEL kt, tiR~J! ~E 
BICLCGl AND ~llNAGE~f~T CF ltE AMERIC~N LC6SJERt JUNE 16, 1916- SEPTEMBER 
15, 19i6 
I'PCGIHSS RHORT, IIHS, GLUCESTU HINT, VI> 
CRLSTACEA~S, FISt ''NIIEE"£~1, FISt fCFULATIC~S, fiShERIES, LCBSTERS 
1~15 'AI\E~CEL ~A, El Al 
BICLCGY 'NO MANAGEMENT Gf lHE A~ERICA~ lCESlEF, MARCh 16, 1975-JUNE lOt 
Hi~ 
FRCGRESS ~fPCRTt Vl~S, GLCUC£STER PCI~T, ~A 
CRlSlACEANS, FISh .A.AGE•E~l 1 FISH PCfULAllCNS, fiSHERIES, LCESTERS 
1~16 VllNENGEL ~J, El Al 
BIOLOGY AJiiO MA~AGEMEf>il (f Thl: ll~E~ICAN LCEHfl<o I:ECE~BER 16r 1<>75-I"AI<Ch 
15, lSlt 
fRCGPESS REPORT, \l~S, GLCLCESlER f(l~l, ~A 
CR~STACEA~S, FISt ~'~A,EI"E~l, fiSt FCfULATICNSr FIShERIES, LOESTERS 
1976 VI~GINJA IN~TillTE (f MARINE SCIENCE 
BICLOG' AND MANAGf~EI\T CF ltf ~MERIC~N LCB!TER, ~I~GlNIA PFCfCSAL 
UHN[HI\H 
HCI.JCESHF FCIIH, H 
CRUSTACEANS, FISH MANAGE~f~T, FISt f(fUltllCNS, flStERJES 1 LCSSTERS 
1~7C ~USICK JA El ~L 
OIST~IELTIC~ AND tEL~tt~(f Cf LCESlERS AN£ Sft SCALLCFS lh C~£SAPEAKE 
BIGhT 
Vl~S, ~l(L(f51ER PCI~l, ~~~ 
ChESAPEAKE fAY, tATA CCLLECTIO~S, tlSJRlfLTION PATTERNS, lC8S1ERS 1 
POPUltllC~ tY~A~ICS, SCJLLCPS, SEA~C~AL tJ~l~IBLllCN, Sl~ll!llCS 
19t9 SKUD BE 1 PERKINS t( 
SIZE CC~PCSlllON, Sf) Rtltt, ANt SliE AT ~ATLRIIY (f CffS~CRE ~ORThERN 
lCESTE~5 
US FIS~ kllOllfE 5ERV, 5FEC SCI REP FlSHI5~E), 1-lC 
BE~THOS, CA1Cht CC.~ERCI~l fiSt, Ct,,ERCl'L flStJ~G, LCE51ER!, SECl~ENl 
TR~N~PlRl, ShELLFJS~ 
··························································~··············· ~~G~HH STUCHS 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1~7( G~AV f, ST~CE) Af 
GR~VITY AM 'AfHTIC IIITERFREHlJClli OF PORClPlNE BAM( AJiiD HliCLPIH BIGH 
DEEP-SEA RES 11!3Ja 4t1-415 
GEOPHYSICS, GFAVITY, MAG~ETJC STUDIES, MARI~E GEOLOGY, CCEA~CGRAPHY, 
STRUCTl~£ . 
**~*********•***" ~•••••u••••••>~•u u u••nuH u UH*>~*'~**U*~*~•••u••"* 
~~~MAliA~ liEFELLENlS 
··~···~···~························~·····························~········ 
1H3 CALCER [F 
l~VE~TC~Y CF ~'FI~E fN\IRC~tE~l~l A~t SOCI(-f([N(MIC OAT' fOR 1HE CLTEF 
CO~TJhENTAL S~Etf AREA (f THE All~~llC CCEA~ F~CM ~P~C} nC(K 1 ~EM Jf~SE\ 
TC CAPE CA~AVE~Al 1 FLCFI[t 
VUU MS 
BIOTA, OISlRIBlTIC~, FCCC -EES, ~A·~JLIA~ FEffLlf~lSo ~CRT~EASl L.S., 





1S13 T~~LOF (, fl,GER V 
£IS1RlflliCt. CF 111€ CEUI!R~A fCX S'llr<REL (SClvRVS 1\lGfR cli\E~EUS) 11'1 
I'AfYlAIIO 
ChESAPEAaE SCIENCE 14(1), 5~-tC 
MAI'I'ALSt M~R,LANC• RCCEI\lS 
1914 Relillfll RA 
Sf~eiRCS ~lit MA~I'ALS Of~ CCE~N Clll, MAR)ltNl 
HL r-.Al 2S(I!), lH-154 
SAlliNG, 't~~ALS, "'~)Lt~[ 
* ** "* u •• "• "* :u ** "• *** • *" • • • • • • "..,,." • "· ~ >~.u • u c; n ****** ***** ** ** **** ******" l!tJIIGHHH 
·····~······················································~············· 
1917 l\Eh JERSEY OEPl Cf eN\dRCti!EtHH I'RCTECTICN 
A COASTAL 1!~1\~GEI!ENT STPAT£El fOR /lfk JERSEY 
TRE.TCN, /IEk JE~SE~ 
~RE~ CE\ELCfMENT, Ct~SER\ATJG~, &ECISIC~ I!~KihG 1 l~NC ~AhAfE¥E~T. LAI\0 
USft MtN.tGEI'ENlr /IAlURAl I<ESO~RCES~ PLA~t.IMio CCASJAL lCtiE 
ll•t KbRlZ Mt El AL 
A STIJDY Cf 11-E SCCIC-HC/101'\JC fACTUS RHH lf'<G Hi THE ClJlER Ct:NTIIIIENlAl 
SHELF Cf lH MfC-JllLUH I( CCAST, 6((1< 3, ~ClliMfS lilt 'flit ANI: I)( 
b/IIV DEL,.COLLEGE Cf MARINE STLCIES 
CCN 111\H TAL ShElf, tCC/ICfllC ll'fiiCT t I< 11/IAHHH 1 ( llt 0 ll INOUTRY, SOCIAL 
I~FACTt CCtSllll 2Cf'<E 
~*C ~EI\EllC RJ, CCCCM~~ J 
A STUDY Of THE SOCIC-ECCMUC F~CTC~S REU11H TC HE tUTH CCI'.TlNfNTAl 
SHElf CF ltE fllC-~TLJ~ll( ((~51, BCCK 2• ~ClllfS .1~ AIIC ~ 
~NIV OELo CtllEGE Cf ~~~~~f Sl~ClES .. 
COf\TINENlAl Sj,Elf, ECUHIC IMHClr ~At-AEEI'EI\1, CIL, CJL 1/ICUSTR't, SOCllll 
l,P,CT, CC~Sl~L 2CIIE 
N*C* ~~I~EF~ll~ (f Cflt.tRf 
A STUDY (if TH SOClO-ECGNOMlC FACTOS llfLATlNG 10 THE CllEii CCNTIIIEIIUL 
5HELF ~F THE MID-Allt~ll[ CGtST, BCC~ 1~ ~(l~JiES It 11 Alit Ill 
CCLLEGE Cf ~AFIIIE SlLtlE! 
CONlliiEIIHl SHLF 0 ECC~CP41C IMPACT• ~AIIAGEHIIlt Cll 1 GIL ltiDLHRY, SCCIAL 
IMPACT, CCASl~L ZCIIE 
Hn ltiU< ~J 
BIClCGICAL ~NC FJS~ERIES CATA C~ BL~EFISH, PC~~TOMCUS SALlAl~lX 
lllNNAHSl 
li.S.!I.~.F.S. N •. E.F .. C., .S.t ... lf:C~ SR 11 
Bllif.FlSh, tlSTIIlfliTHiN 1 E~PLCRilllCtt 1 FISii lA.llfNOO., Llf£ .. IHSURY STUDIES, 
I'ANAGE~E/11, ~GFPHCLCGl 
1S17 MlRAW!KI SA, fACiifC( AL 
6ICLOGICAL AND flSHERlfS tAll CN ATLANTIC S11JRGECN 1 ACIPEhSf~~XY~tYNCt~S 
li'lllCHLL l 
L!N~fS NEFC S.H. TECH S.R.lC 
CISlRIBLliCI\, EXPLGIT~TJC~• flSH TAXC/ICM~, G~Dklh RAlE!t LifE HJSTCRY 
STUlliES, 1!111\AGEMENT, I'CRPHOlCG'f 1 HfLLATICI\ 
1S74 ~llLI~fiS SJ, C~A/IE Ge 
CC~STRLCTICN 1/1 THE CC,ST~l lC/IE: ~ PClEr-.Tltl ~SE Of •AS1E MATERIALS 
DEPT OF tP~V, COASTAL ENGlNEERl/IE RESEARCH CE/IlfRt FT. fEl~CIP, ~·· 
CCI\SlRlCTICN MIIHRUlS, UMGHHlo l<ASH [1SFC5Ht CO STill HillE 
1916 u.s. OfPIIRT~E~l DF CC~fiERCE 
DRAfl E~\lFCNI'E/IlJ!L IMPACT Sl~lE·E~l 
PPElJfiJ/IAF~ flSHERl MIINIIGfM£1\T PLA/1 FCR CTHEF fl~FIS~ 
l.S. OEPARlfiENT CF CCI'~EFCE, ~(~lit /IAllCI\AL ,~RillE flS~E~IES SERVICE 
GAS INDLST~'• f~~IRC~~f~lll EfFECTS, FIS~E~IES, ~~N~GEMEN1 
1914 GAS~I~ ft SlClllE~)fp J~ 
ECCLGGIC~l ~1\C ECCI\0~1( FRII\ClPLES IN PARK fl·~~I~G. THE •sSAlEIIGLE 
~AllCNAl SE.StCRE ~OCEL 
CCASTAL ZCNE ~A~II(E~ENl JR 114lt 3S5-413 
~SSATEAGUE, ~A~ACEMEI\T, ~OCEL 5llClE!, PRESER~AllO~, BtR~lER ISL~~CS 
l'lie SH!il i'ft 
E)TENDEG FISHER'! JlRISCICll(l\ 1~ C~~~CA A~( ltE LIIITEt: STATES 
CCE'l\ tE~ Jll[ HHR~All Ulo 51.ii3lt 2~1-3~4 
HlAI\TJC CCEtl\, SCCID-ECOIIO~ICS, t:nElCF/Hl\1, FISHRlfS, JL~lSI:ICTIC~, 
LEGAl ~SFECl~, ~~~tGf~£~1 
51C 
1S17 JLNGE~!E~ K~ 1 CCWJ~GlC~ 'F 
E)TE~OEO fiShERY JU~IS[ICTICN FRCELJMS AND PROGRESS 1917 F~CC ~ORTH 
CA~OliU GC\IfRIIO~•S ((:t\ffllEl\Cf GN flSliER~ MANAGEMENT l;I\CER fHEI\OEO 
JUR HD IC 1 HI\ 
NC SG RPl 71-l'i 
ECCI\OMICS, fiSh !TCCKI~E. Fl!hERIES, JURIStiCllCI\, LfGISL~TICII, 
M~N~GEI'Et\1, RfH:IIFH "'t CEvfUHEH 
1S11 ~.s. CEP~Rl~EIIT Cf CC~~E~CE 
FiliAl EIIVJ~CI'IKEI\l~l STATEMEN1 1 PRflJKil\AFl FIS~EFY MIIN~CEMENT PLAN FCR ThE 
SQ~IC fiSH£~1ES Cf l~E I\O~lH~E51 ~ll~~TlC 
1\AlJC~~l ~~Fl~t fiSHERIES StR\lCEr ~CCO•S h(lf ~ASS 
FIIIFISft FIS•ERIES, f'A~AGEMEhl 
1971 U.S. tfPART~Ehl OF CCM~ERCE 
FINAl ENVIRCNMENlAL IMPACT SllllEHUs FREllMIN~Ii't fiSHERY IIAI'IAGEMEI\1 PLAN 
FO~ THE MAC~E~El FISHERIES CF lrE ~C~THWEST tlLA~TIC 
I'IATICI'IAL ~AFl~E fiStEFIES !ER~lCEt ~CCO•S hCLEt f'IISS 
FINFISh, FIS~ERif~. MAI'I~Gf~El\1 
1917 t;.S. tEPARlMEl'tl Cf CC~~E~CE 
FIML Ell'viFCIIMENHl l!',fA(l SHTE~ENT., PRHll'IUn f ISHR'r M~l'tllGEMEt.l PlllN 
FCR THf CT.ER FJflflSh fiSHERIES Cf lhE 1\0~THhESl ATLANTIC 
1\AllCNAL HllRlNE FI5HERIE5 ~E~'vlCf• ~Cct•S ~CLE ~•ss 
FINFISH, FISHERIES, •••aG£~£111 
1977 U.S. DEPART,ENT Df CC~"fRCE 
FI~Al E~vi~C·~ENl~L IMP,CT Sl~lE~£1\1, PRELI~JNAR~ flS~ER't ·A~AGE~E~l FLAN 
fOR THE fiAKf fiSHERIES CF l~E •cRlM~EST All~ATJC 
1\AllCN~l ~lRII'IE FISHERIES SEF~ICEt ~CCC'S •cLEt MASS 
fl~FlSh, FIShERIES, MAN~'EMENl 
1917 U.S. CfPART.ENl Cf CC~Mf~CE 
fJ~Al EN\IFOhMENlAL lMFACl SlAlE~E~T, fR£LIMil\~F1 flSHER1 ~A~~GEMENT FLAN 
FCR ltE ATLANTIC ~EPRI~C F1StEF1 Cf TtE 1'\0Rlh~£51 AlLAI\TlC 
NAIICNAL ''RINE F!StERIES SEFVICE, kCGC 1 5 tOlE, PASS 
FINFISh, FISHERIES, HERRI~GS, 'A~AGE~fNT 
1S75 SCHA~F ~E. El tl 
FCI<ECIISlS CF AllH-llC Atil: Gulf I'EI\~AOEII CHCtiH SIISEC CN ltiE ldSTOIHCAL 
RELATICN CF CATCt Al\0 flSHI~C Eff{Rl 
~ARI~E flStE~IES Ff\lE~ 37{1CJo 5-S 
FISH MA~ACEMENTt ~·NAG£MENT, RESOLRCE DEVElCFI'E~T, lNDLSTFIAl FlSrt 
CC~STAL ZOE 
511 
lSH UNI\EI< CA 
f'A~HG A ll\IIIE (1\ HE CUilllti'ITH SLCPE ttl£ l~ TI-E CEEP-SEt. LIFt H.'ilGR'I 
Cf SCI'!E CIHH.Af\1 F l!:HS Of HE 1\0RFCU CAIIHN' AFEII 
fVIM5 DI~HRlAllCI'Il . 
DEEP SE~ flSrESt CCNTI~EIIltl SLCFE, CE~Sll~, CISTPIBulJCN, liFE HISlOA~ 
STLCIES, ~~NAEEMfl\1, REPFCtlCllC~ 
l9l6 S~lCER ~t, El Al 
MANAGE~E~T Cf ~IC-Allt~ll( DFFStCRE tE~ElCf~E~l ~ISKS 
SY~PCSIUM C~ ~ARIIIE R£SC~~CE CEVELCP~EI\T I~ l~E ~ICOLE ATLA~liC SltTESt 
OCT. 2q-3c, hllllA~5ElRG, v' 
COaTl~E~TAL SHELF~ E~VI~C~~E~T~l EffECTS, ~tNtCE~EIIT, RESCLRCE 
DE~ELOf~EI\1, RJS~~ 
1915. lrt(CCWIIRC-CLYCE CC~St.il TAnS 
HIC-ATlt~TIC REGJC~AL STLD~- tN IISS£SSMEN1 Cf l~E O~ShCRE EfFECTS Gf 
OFF5~CRE CIL ~~t GAS CE\ElCf,Ell 
tlli\CII 
AlLANliC CCASlAL fl~l~, CCNll~E~l~L 5tElf, fCC~C~IC l~F~CT, •t~AEE~E~T, 
CIL, ~IR'I~I~. CC~Sl~l lC~E 
1976 IIH .!EilSEY tEF.Uil/H~ 1 (f EIW lilCt\foEI\T Al PJ'CTECliC~ 
CFFlCE CF CCASTAL ZC~E M~NI~f~E~T 1~1t 
CCEAh RE50lRCES~ MINERtlt t Sl~ff kC~~INE FIFER. l~E~TCI\, NEk JERStY 
35FF 
MINIGE~ENT• CCASlllL ZC~E 
1918 ROOI\f)-CtiiR 1 ~~ 
OFFSHORE FIPELIIIE CCR~l[CNS A~C L'~[fllLS IN CCAST~l ~IRGINlll 
lvl~S S~t~SCE 19Cl 
CFFShC~E CCNSTRLCllCN, GAS I~ClSlP~, CONTI.EIITAL SHELF, El\\lFCNMENlAL 
EFFECTS, F~ClLll~ SiliiiGt ~~~A~E'-E.J, GIL I~CUSTRY, CCASl~L ZDNE 
1~17 ~CLAI~ fO, F~IE~ ~ 
PERFCR~~~CE ~EfOFI RESE~RCt ~N[ "A~AEE~EIIT Cf fiiCilNGEREC EI~CS I~ liE~ 
JE~SE~ (OSPRE~~j JCe 11-A-1 ~~~ l,lS7t-Sffl 3(,1SI6. 
NE~ JERSEY [IV f[SroG~~t~~~C SHElLfJS~ERIES TREIITG~ ~E~ JERSE' 17 
RESE,RC~, EI\[~1\GfREt SFECIES, EIRC5, ~ANAGE~E~l, OSP~E'5 
19i5 VIRGII\111 IIISlllllE Cf ~ARI~E ~(IEI\CE 
PRCPCS'l FOR RESEARCt Dll ALlEFNAllVE I'AIIAGEI'E~l I'EASLFES FCR T~t SLRF Clt~ 
F l SHEin 
VIMS CCIITRIICT REFC~l 
ATlA~liC CCE~N, (LAM l~CL51R), FISHE~IES, ~A~ACEI'E.T, S~EllFIS~, ~l~f tlA~ 
512 
1S1c OEL~k~~E U~I\tRSll~ 
PRCPCSED ATLA~TIC CFFS.~RE PRCERA~. ' PRELl~J~A~~ PlAN TO DETAIN VITAL 
HFCI<Milltct. FOR ThE NATION 10 PROlECl AND USE IlS OffSHCAE flESCUIICfS '· 
(f)ECLll\E Sl~~AF') 
CCLLE(t CF MARINE STLCIES, NEhtR¥ 
ATl~NTIC CCEAN, CCI\Tll'lft.lAl ShELF, Jj~f'<AGEMEU t 1\AlUI<n ~ESCLRCfS, 
PCllOTAt.l lCEI\TIFlCAllCI\• ~ESEARCt Al\0 DEV£LCP~Et.T. RESOURCE CE~flOPHENl, 
SEC IIIEtH TRAI\SPCIIY, SPC Jl t ISPCSAL 
1917 OELAht~f ll\l~fRSllY 
PROPOSI:O ATLAIITIC CFFStlUE PRCGFH19 /l. PRHJI'lii'AR._ flAil 1( CBUIN V!HL 
I~FCRIItTIC~ fO~ lHf.I\AliC~ lC F~OTECT Al\t USE ITS OffSh(llf PESOURCES 
CCLLEbE Cf M/l.RINE SlLOlES, 1\EtARK 
ATl~I\TIC CCEANt CQ~lJ~fhlAl ShELf, ~-~~GE~E~1 1 ~J!TUR~L ~ESCU~CESt 
PCLLlTANT ICE~TlfiCATilN, ~ESEt~C~ ~~C OEVElCP~E~T, RESOURCE Of~ELOPMENl, 
SEtiNEI\T TR~NSPCRT. SPClL CJIPC!Al 
l9lE RtCtES jJ, \~N ENGEL ~~ 
REP(iRT OF Tt<E NATIOf\Al lllUE CFAE lUlSlR't ~CI<KSI-CP StPT lQ-11. 1911 
Cl-lftRLESHII.• SilUH URCllll.il j~J~S SllJ!JjSQE Uil 
fiShERIES, ~A~AGE~ENTo ~ICCLE ATL~NTIC SJGI-1, BLUE CRAB 
1913 liARHS liJ 
RESEARCt: 01\ Ct!ES~PEAKf U't Aflll CCI\liHCUS hATERS Cf It!E Ct;ESHEAKE B1fH 
Cf THE ~I~GI~lAII. SEt 
VI~S SSR t.C 69t (LOUCESTE~ PCII\.1 1 \A 
CHESAPEAKE fA'• CllLSl~CEAII.S, DATA FFCCESSIII.G 0 DJSTRlfUTJGII. P~TTERNS, 
GECLCGJC ~~~ESTIGATICII.S, h~CRALLIC fRCPERTI£~ 1 MAI\A&EMfhT, CCEANCGIAPHW, 
PAl~ClC&Yt REJjCTE SEN£ING 
1~12 l~l~t £l, LYI\Ch Mf 
RE~EARCH 0~ CHEStff/l.~E a'Y ~~C CCNllGLCLS ~ATERS Of THE CHESAFEAKE SIGHT 
OF THE ~I~GI~l~~ SE~ (1972 Etlllt~) 
~IMS SSR 6~, (lttCESlE~ FCINT, ~IRCt~J~ 
ChESAPEAKE fl/l.'r, CRt.iSUCEA~S, tAU fHCESSHG 1 HtlHIC U.VESTICATJCNS, 
hYtR~LLIC FFtPERTIES, I'A~'CEMENT, ttf~NOGRAPH'rt PA1h0LGEY 1 RE~OTE (ENSING SCIENTIFIC PERSGN~EL ~ . ' 
1~71 l~IRC Blo Ll~CH ~p 
FESEARCH 0~ CHEStPEA~E 8~Y AlC CC~liELGLS ~ATER~ (f ThE CHfSAFEAKf BIGHT 
Cf ThE '1Ptl~lt~ SEA llS7t ECITICN~ 
~IMS SSP fllt ElOLCESlEF FOII\1• \t 
CHESAPE~KE EAY, CRlSlt<£AhS, CAT~ fRCCESSI~G, (ECLCGIC ~~~ESli(ATlQNS, 
tY[~tULI( PFGPf~ll£S, P'~tEEPE~T, CCEA~GGRAPhY, f/l.lHCLCG), REMCTE SE~SINE 
SC IHliFIC HRSCI\~H ' 
1Si3 L~IRC eL, L\~(t Mf 
RE!EARC~ CN C~ES~FE~~£ ~A~ ~~[ CC~llGUCUS IIATE~S Of THE CHEStPEAKE BIGtl 
CF ThE VIRGINIA~ SEA (1S1J-7~ EtlTIC~J 
VlMJ SSR t9, GLCLCESlER Ptl~l, \A 
CHESAPEA~E SAY, CR~STft(E,~S, t~TA FFCCESSING• GECLCGIC l~~ESllGAllCNSt 
HYCRAULIC fRCPERllE!, ~A~t(E~E~J, CC£AhC~RlftYo PATHOLCEW, RE~OTE !E~SI~G. 
SCIENTifiC PER!C~NEL 
l'iU CAII.H<CI'i F> 
STATE Al\.0 fEOER/l.l CCI'iSlllLliCNftL t•PECIMENTS TC ST,TE ll~ITE[ ENTRY 
FISHE~JES LEGlSL.TltN: STilE! FRC~ ~~lNE 1( \I~GINIA 
MARINE AFFAIRS fRCGRA~. Rt->HE l SUU LN n, Klllt&SlCtt 
fECERAl (CVE~N~E~T, flSHERJES, lEG~l ISPEtlSt M.NAGEMEII.Tt !TATE 
JlRISOICTIO~ 
H75 SU!Gff WE 
STATUS CF THE G~LF A~C ATLI~ll( MENt~CEN FJStERIES fti\C IMPLICITIUNS FOR 
REStURtE M'~ftGEMEI\l 
MARINE FISHEFIES REVlfk 311~1$ 1-9 
FIS~ MAt.~GEME~T, MAN~EE~ENT, RESt~FCE tE~ELCf~EhTe INO~SlRIAL FISH, 
CC~SUL ZCU 
· 1916 C.UESCI' SAo SHlflf JF 
THE CHESAPEA~E BAY BIELICGR/IJIH, ~U.4t \IHINH ii~HRS 
VII<! SSR 6C 
BIBLIDG~AP.IES~ CGNliNE~T~l SHELF, EN\IROa~E~l, JtMES ~~~fRt ~AI\AGEMt~T, 
FOlO~AC Fl\EF, RtPfA~AtN(C~ fivE~, viRGl~llo YC~K ~IvER, CC,~TAL ZCNE 
197f lhllEO SlJITEI BlREAL CF LA~t ~~~l&E~EI\.1 
ThE CUTER CCI'\TINEiillAl SI-Elf Cll ~1\[ t;'S tEVELCfMENT PRCCESS, A BACKGRCli/10 
P'Pf~ FOR ~lATE FLJIN~ERS A~O ~l~~GERS 
BUREAU CF L·~C ~A~A&EI'E~lt L5 CEfl l~TERICF 
(/IS I~CUSTPYo CC~llliE~lJl StElf 0 E)PLCRAliCN, FACllllY SITING, MA~JGEMENT, 
Cll 1/ICLSTP~, RESC~RCE OE\ELCF,~/11, SCUTHf~Sl l.S. 
H15 CITIZENS PRt:GRAM HR HiE CHESAFEtKE EAh HC 
TtE RCLE OF llllE 2 CG~MISSICN AS til AllE~~·TlvE 1( Ch£StFE~Kf fAW 
M~NAGEME/IT I~C tlSCLSSIC/IS Of ltE \t-•o CZM PRCGRA~S . 
vfl EXT Cl~ PUB tci 
PROJECTIOII.!, CC~TlNE~T·l SHElf, ~·~tGfME~Te JJCG~A~S, ~lVE~ fft~l~5, 
CctSTAl 20E 
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1':177 1\CCIIAII H 
TtE V1RGI~IA CCA!l RESER\Eo AC,UISITJCII Sl~ATEGIES FCR CCASl'L ZGIIE 
Pf.lE~E~~tllCfl 
CCISTAL ZCIIE ~AIIA(E~EI\1 JR 3(4) 1 4(5~417 




l':llO CRCSS FA ET ~l BlCEEOChEMlSlRY Cf TFACE ELE~EIITS IN A CCASTAL PLAIN 
ESTUARY, CISTRlBUTJCN CF MANGAIIESE, IRGN, AN~ ZIIIC Ill SECI~EIITS, ~ATER, 
All£ PCLWCHAElCUS kC~M5 
CHE!~PEAKE !tiEIICE 1114), i21-~34 
EST~ARIES. JRG~, ~A~GA~ESEt PCL~C~AfTES, SECI~E~TS. TRACE ELE~E~TS, ll~C 
1'571 KllUI'BEU WE 
I'!AhGANESE-C.lllt:IlitiG fl~GI 'Nt EACHRJA ltl I'HE~l StHf SECII'EIITS CF THE 
8PY Cf fiSC~) A~D l .. E lltPTk SEA 
NHURIIISS .58(H, St-!i 
BACTERIA, Fll\Gl, tA~GAIIESE, ~(RfHCLCGV, 5Etl,£111ARV STRUCTURES, 
SH lt'E/1 U 1 IC~ 
1Sti5 HEn I<( 
SOME PGTENllll I'!Ili£RAL RE!GLRCES OF THE All~NTIC CGIITJNENTAL ~ARGJ~ 
l.S GEOLOGICAL SUI<~n PI<CfESSIOH fAfeR 52~-(• Cl5i-Cl60 
COtiT!NENl'L S .. Elft CCNTiaEl\TAL SlCfE, MAl\GlNESE, MARINE GfGLOtY, MIIIERAL 
Il\CUSTR~. 111\IIIG, RE50lRCE5 1 !ECI~EIIlS 
19i4 FG~~TER Ut REJNEC; HE 
THE EI\RlCHHNT Cf li<ACE ELHIENTS Ill HE liECHT SEDJMENH fllOII A CORE IN 
THE GERII.H fiGHT CIE AliREICHRlNG \Otl SPLREl\ElE~ENTEf\ Ifli OEN Rtl£1\lEI\ 
SEDIMEI\lE(\ EI~ES FRC •••• 
SE~C~EfiB ~tP 612J 1 115-1€4 
CHRG~IUM, CGfPER• (;ECCtEMISlR,, €ELCtEM1SlR~, IPO~. ~~~GAIIESEo SECI~E~TS, 
TRACE ElEME~lS, 21~C 
/ 
1S6t WClfE C~, MJ~ER lJ 
TRACE ANAL.SIS CF CCCFEF, ~~~GthfSE, AIID lll\( 1~ CYSTER StELLS SV AJO~IC 
AS~CRFll((\ SPECT~(ftCTC~ET~Y 
· 18lt AN~L~l SCLThEASl ~EGICh~L MEEll~G Of lH£ ~MERICJI\ CtE~ICAL S~CIETY 
I~BHRACU 




Hl! ~AGHHF (;~ 
EASTER~ CECIDUCUS FC~EST. ~CLlME 1. 
SGlTHEASTERN E~ERGREEN A~D CA~-Pl~E FCREST, JN~E~ICRY Cf ~t~~~AL AREAS 
U.5 •. CEFA~lftEIIT CF 11\THIIJI< 
FCI<ESTS, ~~fPINE, ~URVE~! 
19l3 flEfiEF t.A 
SlM!!ARY REPCRT tF ~.ARStl PHltl.CllGt. SlliDIES FCil ThE UPPER FHUXENT lil\IH 
ESTUARY .ANt FAI<~ER C~Et~ PARll.A(\£ [lllJN(; TrE SlM~ER (f 1S13 
tiRI CHES BICL LAf FEf 1\[ 13-12!, 3Cf 
CrESAPEA~E BAY, Ct.ASTAl ~AFSrES, •tffli\G, ~·~Sr FLAIITS, ~~RSrES, PATUXEIIT 
Rl\ER, ~E~CTE S£~51(\G 
1S76 VIRGINIA 11\STITLTE (f ~ARINE SCIENCE 
11£E~AlER •ETLAIIDS JIIVEhlCFIES El \I~S 
VIRGINIA INSlllLlE CF ~.ARINf SCIEIICES, GLCLCESTfR FCINJ, V~ 
)IAFPI~Et SLRVEYS, TICAL ~AFSrES, Tl£ESt ~EllA(\CS 
·················~····~······················~···························· •Af! 
·········~·········~·····~···········~················4******************* 
1978 FEIDE~EAUGr TG 
AN .AERitL AI\D GRCUIIGlRll.A 1~\E!llG~llC' (f S'Ll ~AFSt fCCLCG,, ~ALLCFS 
JSLANC, \liHI/IIA 
I~TENSJ\E fJC.flRJC l~lf~TICAL S~~~E~ FUe 
QH4l.~S2~~~ 
AE~IAL FrClC,PAF.,, ~~C~T., ['~'MICS, EASTERN 5tCRE (VA-~CI, ECCLCG,, 
~AF$ 1 SALT M~RSHES 
5H: 
1915 GOLCS~ll~ V £1 Al 
BATHYIIETR) Cf THE \;lRGiliUt. SU, fHJ I. CtifSHEAIIE £ IHTo CAPE nEIILGPEN 
10 C~PE ~AlTER~S Ctt.ll~E~l·L Stflf Jl\[ ~fFER SLCfE 
V/J lt.ST I'.U SCI •. 30 I'll\ lhTER~Al~ 1~13-1915 
B/Jlh~MET~Ye COIITI~£1\lAL StELF, CClllJ~EIIlAl SLGFE, I'~FS, l\C~Tt CARGllNA, 
'viRGHH 
1917 u.s. DEPARTMENT Cf cnMHE, HiAA, HS 
ttll) hEATHER 1'/JfS hEE~l\ ~ERIES 
JAIItAR~ It, 1917. h~!HllGlC~t C.C. 
M/JFS, METECRCLGG\, WEiltER 
1918 FlEfo!li\G lfo! 
OELAWARE1S OUTSlA~OlNG ~ATU~tl IRf~S INO ThEIR FRESE~V~TIC~ 
CELAWA~E hllUR~L ECUCATID~ SCC., IIIC. 
JlL~ST~ATIO~S, DElA~ARE, ~AFS• ~ATU~/Jl RESGLRCES, PCPULATIC~. PRESER~ATIDN 
1976 SUTTC~ CH El lL 
OETAilEt E/JTHYI".ElR\ CF SELEClEC /JRUS Cf TH HI\ER CCI\Tll\fiiHl SI<Elf Cf 
THE VIRGI~l'N SEA- S~lTHfASl \JR~ll\lA• VlRGlf\1A BEACH, ANC wACHAPREAGUE, 
'0 
~JioiS ~RAMHlf 69 
EAlHYMElRY; CCASTS, CCI\TJI\E~T~l S"flf 1 MAF! 1 ~IRGIIIIA 
1S14 afEC EC ET tl 
GEIIERALI2EC PRE-PLEISlQCEIIE 'ECLGGICAl ~Af Cf THE NCRTH£RII U~ITED STATES 
ATLA~TIC CCIIli~E~TJL ~ARGI~ 
U.S. GECLCGICAL SLI<IIt\~ ftlSC. 1~\IESI. MAf. I-~cl, 2 SHeETS 
GECLOG~. MAPS, PlEISlCCE~E EFCCt. 
l'iiU KMBU H 
MAP Al\0 G~AftHC C/JH RfLAHt TC <iECLCGICAL U.HRtS I~ THE fAL TIMOR£ CAN\'011 
THt..fH AFE~ 
UNITED STATES GEClCGICAl 5~RVE,, I'ISC~llA~ECLS flELt Sl~tlfS MAP Mf-828, 3 
~/lf 5 
CATA, CAI\1CNS, GECLC~1, rPlARCSt ~AfS 
l'ii77 \IIR~IIIIIl ll\Slllllf Cf I'AilHE HlfNCf 
~ICCLE A1Ll111IC (LIE~ ([1\llNfiiTAl S~flF EI\Vl~(IIPEI\1/JL !lLCIE! 
Vl~S GR,I\1 Rfl. ~ClC7Al~M! 13 vCLI 
BlClCEIC'L fRCfEFTIE!, t•E~IC/Jl fRCPERTIES, CCIIli~EIITAl ShELf, GEGLCEIC 
ll\VESTlGATIOS, !ttPS 1 ~UH Slli:JES, SM'ifliNG; SfDlMEIITS 
1~11 ~EISfl~(ER EF 
SANt RESOlRCES 011 lHE lliNER CCNllliE·l~L ShELF Of lHE CAPE fEA~ REGlCll, 
IIOI'lh CAFCL HA 
u.s. ~RMY t.E.R.C. Ml!C RFT 11-11 
BEACh£!, CCI\111\EIITAL ShElF, tEfCSlllCN (SECl~EIIlSlt I'Af5t SElS~IC STUtlES 
1974 hA[LE~ J~, OE'vliiE Jf 
SEISMIClECTCNIC ~~p (f THE EtSlER~ U~ITEC ~TAlES 
UNITED STAlES (ECLCGIC~l SU~~E) MAP Mf-6~0, : StEElS A~C lEXl 
GECLDGY, GfCPH~SlC~ 1 ~AFS, SElS~IC FRCPERTIES, SEISI'IC SlUCIES, SEISMIC 
kA\E~, SEI~~Cl(G) 
191~ B~O~N P~ El /Jl 
ST~UCTURAL -~C SlR~liGFAP.lC FRAfo!E~tR~, AhC SfATIAl CISlRIBlliCN Cf 
PERMIABILJ1Y Of ltE AlLA~TIC CtASltl flAlh, ~'Pit C/J~Cli~A TC NEW 1CRK 
LS GCV fR Cff (Gf(l !UF~EY f~Of fAF 196l 
ATLANTIC CC~STAl PlAINs GEClC(lC MAPPING, GEClCG1, MAPS 
1SI7 LNITEC SlATES EURE~~ Cf tA~O ~t~tGEMEhl 
THE CLlEF (CIITINE~lAl SHELf OIL All[ GAS LE/J~E SALE SO~TH ATLA~llC CCS SALE 
43 1 FI~Al I~FACl SlATE~E~l 
LS El~ 3 V(l tt242.5L6 
BlBLIGG~APhlES, fN\IRO~MEIITAL IFFECTSt E>PLCFA1ICNt ~AFSo ~ATlRAl 
RESCL~CESt CIL, CIL l~CLST~Yt ~ESCLFCE CEV£lCFMEIIT 
·········*~··~·~~···········~·-····~~········~···························· I'~Rll\f 'LGH 
·········*······~···············-·········~···········-··················· 
1916 ~'~TlfR lt, CC) G~ 
NEW YORK BIGHT- AN EIIVIRCN~f~l~L B'SELIN£ STLC! 
FRCCEEC IhG5 1 Hl ~ HP.lt GffSHCRE THHIICLCO CCI\HREI\Cf, iSH, PP t65-tH 
EII~IRCN~EIIT.AL EFFECT~, 14~RIIIE tlGAt, ~tRII\E A.JMALS, MtRINE tACTER14t 
CCEAI\ CUR~fiiTS, !E~tEE tlSPC!.l, SLUCGE C!!PCS.Al 
1914 l~~EVfLC JS, ~IlllS h~ 
THE ~ARlNE 'LGAE Cf lh~ A~E~l(A~ Ctl~l eET~f£11 CAPE ~AV, l\E~ JERSEY, Al\C 
CAFE HJlTErAS, l\CFlh CtF(Ll~t 
EOT t!A~ 
CC~TIAE~TAL SHELf, CElt~AAE, ClST~lE~llCNt ~A~I~E ALG~E, MA~~lAl\D, NGMT~ 
CARCLIIIAt ~l~GINI/J, MlllLE All~~llC 81GHT 
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~·~~~·~·~·~··························~···········~·····~·~~·~~············ fit~lllt 11\li'AU 
··············~·~····················································~·~·· 
lS77 C~l~EFESE ~, El Al 
EFFECT! CF C~C~JL~, ~E~CLf1 ~1\{ Sll\f~ D~ "~~~~E ANIMALS 
~p~ FI5~ ~Ev 3~14}, 5-11 
EI\~IROI\,.EI\l~l EFF£CTSt ~EAvY MET~l~t LET~At LI~Ilt MJRI~E J~~~~LS, 
MERCLR~, P~lhClCG\ 
l<il4 LEAR El Al 
f~VJRCN~E~ltl SL~~EY CF lhC l~TfRI~ C~MP!ll£!, MICClE tllAI\llC BIG~T 
ENVIRONMENTAL PRGlECTlOI\ AGENCl REGIC~ Ill, PhllACELPHIJ 1 ft. PUBLICtTIG~ 
EPt-SC3 
9-74-ClCl, 154 Pf 
ATlAl\TlC GCEAI\, 11\CI.SHIH ~~~SlES 1 /'tFINE ll\lliHS 1 CCfA~CGRJlPI-iY, 
SEOI/'E~TS, SEk,Gf CJSPCStl 1 hATE~ 'l~LITY* MIOCLE ATLAI\llC BIGHT 
1974 Sl'llt s~ 
E~~IRCNMEN1Al 5U~VE' Gf T•C INlEFI~ tl~P!Ilf! 
LS EP,, REGlCN J, PI-llA fAt FLBliClllCI\ Eft-SC3 
S-H-Gl0A 1 HliPP 
E~~IRC~~E~ltl EffECTS, l~ClSTRJAl ~ASTESo ~A~l~E A~i~ALS 1 /'ETALS, 
CCEAHGI<AfHt S£ClfHNTSt SEWHE CJ~PCSAL, ~A1H 'LAlllV 
1916 ntSllEF lA, CC~ G\ 
NEh VCRK BIGHT - AI\ E~\IRC~~E~T,i f~5fll~E Sl~CY 
f~CCEHIIIGSt 1/Cl 2 (IIFl, CfFShCH HCt.NOLCGV CCI\:ffREI\CE, 1Cj7f 0 PF 61:5-1:14 
EN~l~ONME~TAl EffECTS, ~ARI~E 'lG,E, f'ARI~E All.ALS, MA~IIIE EtCTE~I~, 
OCEAN CI.RRENJS, 5f~AGE CI~FCSAt, SLI.CGE [JSFC~~l 
lSil GREIG RA, JC~ES J 
~C~-CESTFUCTIVE ~ELJFO~ ACTl~AliCI\ ·~~LYSIS Cf MA~INE ORGA~IS~S CCLLECT~O 
f~O~ GCEAN GLMP 5J1E! Cf THE MIDCLE EASTER~ L~JTED ST~TES 
ARC~J- El\\I~C~~EI\1Al CC~lt~ll'liC~ •Nc TCJICCLCC1 4, 420-434 
·~·lY5l5t t~•LYllCAl TfC~~~'~£5, CtfMISTRY, OI~PDSAL, ~ARI~E A~l~ALS, 
1\EUTRG~ AClJ~ATIO~ ANAL~SlSt ~ASTE llSPCSAlo ~A!TE CL~PS 
1977 GFEIG Rl ET Al 
lR,CE •ElALS l~ CRGA~IS•s f~C~ CCEJ~ CISfCSil SITES Of T~t •I£DLE EASTER~ 
U~ITH SHHS 
ARC~ EIIV C(~~~~~~All(l\ A~D TC>ICCL(G,, I~ fRfSS 
l~ACE •ElPLSt CISFCStl, ~~Rl.£ ·~I~~l!, ~A$1£ tL~PS 
*'~* * U~ ** 4 *HUH 4 4 ll H ~··· hl~U**""**"****"HII+>I********* U H H***H*****~ 
~HIH HCTHI~ 
***************'*''''**~························••**'*'***~··············· 
1976 wASTtEF TA, CCX E~ 
NEM YORK EIGhT- ~~ ~~\l~O~MENl~l f~~Ell~E Slt() 
P~GCEECIN~S, VCl 2 (~FJ, CFFShC~E l£CrhClCG~ CCNFE~£1\CE, lS16, PP 6t5-t14 
ENVI~CN~E~TJl EFFECTS, ~·Rl~E AlGAE, MAkiNE ·~IMALS, MtRINE EAClERIA, 
CCEAN CL~~E~TS, SEktEE ClSPCS,l 1 SLLCGE DI!fC&tl 
··········~·····~·-~··~·····4·············4*4*******~*****444~···~·····~·· I'~RII\E SIOLGG~ 
*4***····~·····················································~·········· 
l':iiG A~OHCU 
AS!-1E~ELE ECCLGGICAl Sl~CifS~ PtRT lt E~~~~C~ME~lAl I~FCRMAIIO~ 
MO. l~IV. ~~~ CG~T~IS ~4t 
f~L~A, FlCR~. K~Rli\E flClCGY, ASS,lftGUE 1 ECCLCG~, MARINE GEOlOGY, ShA~PS 
1512 ~E~PEl G, kEI~fRT t 
AllA~TIC 1\EI.STC~- t FEVIE~ 
MARINE BI(L(G~ 3, iC-t~ 
f'A~HE BlCLU~ 
1~1t hEII~E~lTH R( 
FlS~ERIES ANC RENEWABLE RESC~~CES CF lHE ~O~l~kE!l ATLA~TIC s•EtF 
IN, E. MANC~11l lf(llC~l EfFECTS Cf E~ERGY ~EltJEC ACTIIIIT1E! CN THE 
ATl~I\TIC ([Ill HHlAL S~ELF. ERCGI<ht\IE/1 IIAT'l LAS, ASSCC IJIIht 11\C 
M~RINE EICLCG~, CDIITIIIENlAL SHELF, E~ERGW, fl!t, FISHEFIES, PESCIJRCES 
1S7S NllR ~( El Al 
OCEA~ OlSfiJSH Ill UE HO Hlt~TIC fiGHT 
~~FI~E TfCt~CLCEl 5CCIET' 
IEEE 4Th AI\~UAl CC~F (1\ DCEA~S lEt ~~Sh DC, SEF E-€, 7E, P45616l 
EN~I~C~MEhltt .,l.lllT1, ~~~IIIf EJCLCGY, CISFCS~L, ~·ZA~CS, ~C~ITGKINC, 
SH.G£ CJSfCSPL 
52C 
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I'•HHE fU*' 
··~·~·········~···•**************************~************************•••• 
lSU hCN€ FH 
AGE AJ\1: GR£1!TH Cf TM hCI<lHRI\ StAI<CIHN, FRUl~CUS CARGUr.lS iliNAEliS) 
VII'S THESIS (CCtl ldlllAii ~t\C. liARH 
AGING lBICLCGICAllt (HfSlPEAKE B''~'• fRC~TH R~lfS• ~A~II\E FIS~, 
REfROCOCliC~, SEASC~Al tiSl~IELTIC~, YCR¥ ~IVEP, SEAPGEI~S 
lSH MJRCiiCSS JJ El Al H 
I!WESTIGJITICI'<S Cf 11\MR WNTHHlAL SlcElf I!UfliS Off ltloER CUSAFEJIKE BAY. 
PART 11. SAN£ LANCE LAR\AE, A~~COYTES A~E~ICA~LS 
CtltS SCI 2U-.2J, 4'9-.Sc;; Hl~S CCI\181£ 96J 
CtiESAPUKE EAY, COf'.lJN£1\lAL ShELF, fiSh REPiiCtUCTIGI\• GRGhltl HAGES, 
LARVAL GRC.Ttl STAGE, MARII\f fl~tl, \IFGll\lA 
1917 Kf~O,ll ~~ JR 
PATTER~S Cf t~~V'l FIS~ Cl51RIEU1J(~S IN T~E 'ID[lf ~TLA~TIC BJGhT 
I~: P~CCEECI~ES Cf CGhfERE~CE 1 EffECTS Of ENiRG~REL,TED ACll~lllES CN lhE 
ATLANliC CCUINEHH SHELF. BFCCU.tl~EII 1\AT lAf, t.CIJ, 1975 
FISh BEH~~IOR 1 LIFE tiSTC~Y SlLtlESo ~ARJ~E fiSh,. RESCL~Ct tEVEL~PMENT 
19t~ OA~IS Jo JG~EFH Ef 
!CLTHE~N FECCRC CF SEBA!lES ~AFI~US, CCE~~ fEBCH 
ChES SCI 514l 1 l12 1\1~5 CCNlRIB 16~) 
ATlANliC CCEA~, CISTRJELTICN PATTEFNS, FISt fGFULAJICNS, MIRINE FISH, 
fE~ChES, VI~EII\1~ 
1912 TE~I\Y!CI\ fS El ~l 
THE CHESAPEA~E BAY SieLJCG~AP~1t V(ll~E Jl. ~I~Gl~JA ~~TERS 
VI~S SFEC .SCI REf f3 
BlCGUP111ESt CHSAPEAKE 8~Y 1 CCIIli~El'llAl ~hElf, G~Ohlh ~.AlES, MARI/lE FISH, 
~EFRCClCllCN, SElSCN~l DJSTRISLIIC~t 'CR~ FlwER, SEAR(fiNS 
s.a 
·~·-···········••>~••··~·····························,.····················· MtlilM HCLCG'I' 
*****************4·····~·················································· 
19t~ SHI\LE'I EA 
ABoi\D-1\CE. Cf fCLLEI\ AI\£ SPCRiS I~ ~AFII\E SEOiffNTS GfF E~STE~I\ CCASl OF 
U~ITEC SHHS 
SCllhEASTER~ GECL!GY 711~. 2!-33 
ASUI\CAI\CE. ~'jJI\E GEGLC~Yt fCLLEI\, Sfti~EI\15, SPCRES 
1S7.2 Shlfl CJP El Al 
ANAlCMY Cf A ShURE FACE RIDGE S'I'Slf~, FALSE C~PEt VlRGII\1~ 
I!H GHL 12t ~S-£4 
BHHMETRY• CGI\J lNENUl SHlF. fi.'R IH 6EClCG~ 
19i C ~I\ (II HCl S 
ASSATEt€UE ECClCClCAL SltCIESt P~R1 1, E~VlRCk~E~TAl I~FCR~AllCN 
MD. U~IW. NRI CC~lRIE 446 
FALI\A, FLCFA• ~AFI~E EICLCEY• ASSAlf~GUE, ECOLCG'I', ~ARII\E GECLCG~, S~A~PS 
l<Jts STAIILE'I CJ 
ATUI\TIC HHlNE/IiUl SHLF ANO SI.CPE CF THE LNllH STAlES-CCLCR Of I'Aiill\f 
S£0 I,.Ef\H 
US GECL SUFVEY FRCF P'flR !29-C, P£1-C15 
COLCR, CG~JI~E~TAL SHELf, CO~TI~ENlAL SL(Pft MtRINE GECLCG), ~EDIMENTS 
1913 SAIL~ SB IEtJ 
COASTAL AKO OFPSHCRE €~-I~Ci~~E~lAl ~~~ENJC~Y-C~FE HATTERAS TC ~A~TUCKtT 
SHCAl5t CC~FLE~Ell ~CLl~£ 
Rl lNI~ MA~ PlE SER 3 1~13 SUfF 1 
CLIMATES, ~ARI~E GECLCC1, VEGEl~TIC~, ~E,1tfR, CCtST~l ZCKE 
19E<J HfiA F 
EROHCN 
T~CL GECL flLl 53 C7J, l45!~14t5 
CC~TINENTAL SHflft COI\liNENTAL SLCFE, OEPC~lllC~ ISEDI~ENT~I 1 ERCSIC"' 
~ARII\E GECLCG1, 5£[]~£~1 TRANSPCRT, jfDl~E~TAllCI\, SECI'E~IS 
1SJC GFA~ f, 51A(El tf 
GRAVITY •Nt ~·&NETIC l~lERfRETJTICP Cf PCRCLPI~E SANK '"C PCRCLPI~E BIGHT 
OEcf-SEA Rf$ 1ii~J. ~61-~15 
GEOPHYSICS, GFA,ll,, MA(~ElJC SlLCIES, M~~~~E ffCI.CGY, OCEJNOGRAPHY, 
SHLCILil£ 
1S1C ~Wlfl CJP El Al HCLCCE~E Tf~~S€RE5Sl~E S~~( SHEET Cf ThE ~lCCLf 
FCF Gf~E~~TICN BY StG~f FACE tRCSIG~ 
GECL SG( ~~ ABST~ 2111• ~5j-j~~ 
SHOREll~E E~GSIGh• GEClCG~t ~tRl~E CECLCGY 
ATL~NTIC ~~G~T, A ~OOEL 
1~1~ ~JLLI~Al\ JC . . ~APINE GECLCGY, 1~ CC~Sl'L 'Nt CffStCFE EN\lRON,El\lAl IN~El\TCRY, CAPE 
~ATTERtS lC ~A~lLCKET ShCALS . CO~PLE~E~T -CLL~E. Rl l~l~ GF~[ SCt CCEA~((~ ~C6t 101-1091 . . CCl\Tl~E~lAL S~Elfr GECLCG~. ~AFl~E ~ECLO~Y, CCtANCGR~P~l, SEtlMENTAllONo 
SEClMEl\TS, SlRlCllRE 
1914 WEZERNtK Clt PCLLER N 
MCNITCRI~G CCEAN CLMPI~~ kilt ERTS-1 CATt 
SYMFGSlUM C~ SIGNlfiC,hT RESLL1S oeTAlhEO FRCM THE EARTH REStLRCES 
TECHNClCGl ~AlELlllE-1 _ ~Cl l TECH F~ES SEC t, ~ts• SfEC flfl hO :2l P6~5-64l 
PGlLUTICII, fEClCt:'t, GECPr'rSIOt MARINE GECLCG~, RE~CTE SEIISIM.:, S"HLLITES 
(~RTIFICIALJ, ~A!lE Cl!F{S'l 
19l3 MCCLE~NEN CE, MCMA!lE~ Fl 
PRCBASLE hClGCEhE lFAhSER~SSlVE EfFECTS CNTHE CC~liNENTAL SHELf CFf NEk 
JERSEY, UIIITEC SltlES 
MARITIME SEDI~EI\15 hAllfAJ 7(2lt 6~-72 
BATHYfiE1PY, CO~Tl~El\T'L ShELf, EECMCRPhOLCGY, I'ARlhE GEOLOG~, lCFOGRAPHV 
1~14 Sklfl DJP ET ll ~ICGE tNt S~ALE TCFCGRAFH' Cf THE MICCLE ~TLA~liC BJGhl, ~CRlt 
SECULAR RE~PCNSE TC lH£ HClCCE~E h~C~~ULIC REGI~E, ER~ATLM 
~~~ GECL 16151, 302 
MARINE GECLCGl, !£Dl~El\1AllG~ 
ISH MCKII\~H lf £1 Al fk SHE-SCAt. SOfiH f'APPlM (f SfiJIHf\T fACIES tH tt.;I"P MtHRlAl IN Tr.E N 
VCH 8 IHl HE) 
GEOl !OC A~ ASSl~ tllla ~4 . , I'AFI~E CECLCGY, ~Lt, StfiC k~VES 1 SA~CSo SEOIMENTAR' PElRCLCG,, SEDIMENTARY 
STFlClURES, SECIMENlS 
1St~ EHi<~ H 
SC~E PDTE~lJAl HI~EFAL FESCUFCES Of l~E tlLA~llt CCNTI~E~TAL ~ARGIN 
LS GHq::GICAL SUFVEY FI<CffSSICl\Jl f~fER 5.t5-C 1 C.157-Clte 
CCN11NE~TAL ~HELF, CC~Tll\EhTAL SLCff~ ~~~~'~IlESE, M'RINE EECLCEY, MINER'l 
lNClSl~Y, ~lft1~6, ~ESCLfiCES, Sitl~f~lS 
1~1! ~EACE ~t El ~l 
SOLRCES Of 5U!PENCEC ~AlTER I~ ~A1ER5 Of ThE ~1CDLE ATL~~TIC EIGHT 
J ~EDHEfll PEHU -4~41), 111-Iet 
ClAY MINE~ALS, CC~Tl~El\T.L StELf, ~A~Jl\E GEOL0() 1 NORl~ CARCLil\A, CRG~NlC 
MATTEF, SECI~E~T~ 
19i4 SABEl ~A, ShlCELEF G~ 
TEJlURAl TRE~C Al\·l~SIS Of CC~!TAL f·~~IEA SEll~fl\15 ALO~G TtE MIDllE 
~llA~TJC BlGrT, ~C~lt Ct~CLI~t, ti~CLSSIC~ ~l\t REPLY 
I'A~ GECL 10(41, :HI-3lt 
COtSTAL FLAihSr EnHOHIITAL EFfECTS, fl,tRIH UGLCG'i, 1\C~lii (ARCUM, 
Sfti~E~TAR' PtlRCLCGY, SEOli'E~TATIC~ 
1913 E~tCh S, ~C~tfER J 
T~E SEDJI'EhTS Of ThE GE~~AII BIGhT, GFAIN SIZE. CLAY ~11\E~ALS, 'Nt ~E~~'i 
MEHU 
SE~CKE~E ~J~ 5, 165-17€ 
TR~NSPCRT, c•RBOII, CLAY MlNER~lS, ~EA~~ Mfl~LS, M~Rl~E GECLCGY, ~ElALS, 
SECI~E~l~llC~, ~llE 
·····~·~·······~··········~···~···~·~·······~····························· I'H IJ\f ~JIIIHLS 
···~·········~······························~····························· 
1Si3 fll5Ch ~E,, GClCSTEI~ £ 
CCASTAl ANC CfFSHO~E E~Vl~CN~E~TAL I~VENTCf,, (AfE H'llE~AS TC ~fl~TUCKET 
SHOAL! 1, ~ARI~E ~A~I',LS 
~AF FUEl S£~ 1~), ~. 1-a, 138 
SE~AVICR, OISTRIElTIC~, GECGR~FrlCAL FEGIC~S, ~lRl~E I'P~~ALS, I'IGRATIO~, 
FE~IE,S, FEE[l~G 
1S6C ECtAR[~ RL, ll\1~(51(~ F 
CS5ERVATIC~S C~ T~E EE~'VI(R Cf Trf FORPCISE CfLPHI~LS DELPHIS 
~CIE~CE 13~(3418J, 3!-~t 
eEtAVIOR, ~ARll\E ~A~~AL5, fEECl~G 
************·~···~·~-·~····~···~·········································· ~A~Illi'E OE~ELtPtE~l 
·········~·································~··············,··············· 
1915 U.S. OEPARTJIEI\T U CCI'f!ERCE, UI<Illi>E AUill'<l.STRPTIOt.: 
A STATISTIOL 1\1\ADSIS Cf 11-E •oRLC 1 ~ IIERChAU flEETS 
WASH Jf;G lOt-. o.c. I Pl-5 
loiARfTHiE D£\HCPI<H<T• St-UPIM:, STATISTICS, COJIIIffRCE 
1976 L.S. CEFAI<l~E~T (f ttM~E~tE, ~ARITIME ·D~INJSlRATION 
CO~TAl~EFilft CAFGC STITISllCS 0 CAlENDER \EAR IS14 
;A~Iilt.GlCNt c.c., H-! ' 
~~Fllf~E CEVELCP'E~T, StlPfl,.Gt SltlfSTICS, COMMERCE 
1976 U.S .. CEPAI<TII!Efll (f CCMIHI<CE, I'MUTIME ACIHI\ISTRAliC~ 
MERC~ANT flEET~ Cf THE ~(RLC 
OCEANGOING STEA~ ANt I'CTCF SHIPS (f 1000 GFCSS lCNS ANt CVER AS CF 
t;ECEMBER 3 h 19n., WJIStdHlO, 1:.(., P7-9 
'ARITIME CE~ELOPMENT, SH1FPING, STA11STICS, CIM~E~CE 
·····~····~·················································~············· I<A~IIEliNG 
·················~······················~································· 
1965 UNITE£ STATES CEFA~TKENT Cf ThE lNTERIOI<t FISH ~hC hlLOLlFE SERVICE 
THE BIG ~ITE- CO~~ERCI~l flStE~IES Of T~E MII:[Lf JITLA~TIC CCAST 
hASH, tC 
CJITCht CO,MERCIAL fiSHING, CISTRiflliCN PAlTE~NS, ECONOMIC l~fACT, flt.FISh 
INtUSTRY, fl5H hJIR~ESlt FISHEPlES, ~~~~KEli~G, 5M£LLFIS~ 
·········~·~·~··~~4~···~··~~··~~···4~···~·~·-···*·····~·~················· Hl<Sh FUN U 
···················-···~···4·~~····~·4···················~················ 
i513 t•R1ER El AL 
~AFFINE ~CFlhEA~ AllPNllC COASl~L ~ARSH l'~D~, ~~R1l~NC ~NC 'IRGlhlA, 
USING EA15-l IMAHR) 
Pk(C 2~C ANNLAL AEPCTE SE~SI~G Cf EtFl~ PES CC~F, UNIV Cf TEh~ SP~CE INST 
llllAHII/l 
M'RS~ PLANTS, MARSHE!, AEMCTE !E~SING, VEGEl~liG~, ~EGfT~liCa REGAChTH 
5~5 
HB flEfoiEI< CA 
SLI'M~I<Y REFCI<l Cf .I'AFSt FFCtLCJIGt; Sl~CIES FC~ Thf UPPER PATL>ENl AI~ER 
ESTUARY ANt PARKER CFEEK MtRYl~l\[ LlRING ltE ~LPMER Of lS7: 
NRI CHES BIOl lAE FEF t( 13-123 1 3CP 
CHSAPE~U EAY, COSTAl I'~I<SHS, MAPPING, MARStc PLANTS, MARSHES, PATUXHT 
Rl\ER, I<EMCTE !E,.!l~G 
151~ SCUTHlCt< 
TE~TATI~E OlTLI~E FOR 1~\E~TCRY (f A'UATIC VfGtl~TIOho MYRIOP~VLUM 
SPIC~TU' lfURASI~~ ~ATE~MilfCJLJ 
CHES SCI 12, 51 H-5llc 
AQUATIC Fl,~TS, ~APS~ fL,~TSo MARStfS, t ~EGElATICt., ~ETL~NC! 
1~13 A~CERSCN FR 1 ~EE£ER 
WEllANCS MAPPI~G t~ ~f~ JEF~EY 
J FhGTCGFA~ME1RIC ENGI~EERihG 3S• 3!3-358 
MARSH PLA~TS, ~~~SMES, RE~tlE SENSI~E. VE,fTAllO~• VEGET~TJON REGRO~TH 
~·~···*·~······~···············~~·~~······~······························· ~HSiiES 
····································~····~··········~····················· 
1~1t MfNCEl!SCh~ Il1 ~~~CELlUS ~~ 
ANGllSFEFM PFO[UCllCh CF ThFfE VJREINIA MAR!hE~ I~ ~ARlCUS SALihiT~ A~C 
SOIL NllRJE~l FEGI~ES 
ClifSAFEJIH SCHNeE 11.15-<13 
M~RShES, PL~~TI, PROCLCll\11'• A~GICSPER~S 
l9'l3 ~CHillS Mh 
lliVEHCilV Cf l'AHI\E Hl!lRC~~fNUL Jlf'i.O SOCIC-£CCNC1'41C D~U fOI< THE CLTER 
CONTINE~T~l ShElf Ai<Et (f TtE AllA~liC OCEJIN f~O~ SA~C- HCCK, ~Eh JERSE~ 
TO CAPE CANA~EkJIL, FLC~IDJI •••• 
VHS ~S 
fiOTA, DI!l~IBUliC~, GRC~lH R~lES, lifE hl!TC~V STUCIES, ~tRStES, 
~CFltEtST U.S., StLltEtST U.S., kElLANCS, CCAS1Al ZD~E 
1513 C~~TEF El ~L 
~AFPING NOFl~ERN ATLA~TIC CCA5T~l ~tR!H L~~C! 1 ~AR~lA~D A~C ~IRGI~I~, 
LSING ERlS-1 I~AtE~' 
PAC( 2NC A~NUAL FE~CTE SENSI~G Cf £Aflh RES (CNF, UNl~ CF lEN~ SPACE INST 
lUtLAI-CMA 
MAR~~ PLAHS, MAitSt!E~t HHTE HNSHG, VEHTAl ICh VHHH IG~ ~EiiRCHH 
1~13 FlE~U CA 
SU~MARY FEfC~T Of 'AFS. PRDCUCTIO~ !TLDIE! POR THE UPfEP fAll~E~l ~~~~~ 
ESlUAR' A~C FA~KE~ C~EEK MAR1Lt~£ [L~l~G ltE SL~MER CF 1973 
NRI CtES EICL l~E ~EF tC 13-li!t 3CP 
CtESAFEtKE EAY, CCAST~L ~ARSHES, MtPfl~G, ~A~St fl,NTS, ~A~5tES, PAlUXE~T 
Rl\ER, RE~OlE SENSI~G 
1S72 SOL lliHC~ 
TE~lATIVf CUTLl~E FCR lii~EIITCR1 Cf A'UATIC VEGETAllOII, M1RlCfH,LUM 
SPICATUM tELRASlA~ ~AlEFMllfCll) 
CHE5 SCI 12 1 !114-5116 
A'UATIC PL,~TS, ~A~S· FL~I\15, MARS.ES, , ~~GElAllCNo kElL.NC! 
l9i3 PCEICHAlt e, B~Ell ~f 
TtE ~EGElAllCII OF ~E~ JE~SEY 
RUTGE~S L~l~E~5ll' FRESS 1 ~Ek EFL~Skl(K, Nfh JERSEY MA~StES, ~EGETATlCNt WEll~Nt! 
1'313 flOoHS H 
VEGETATION IN Til() StCCES~ICIIAL llRACHS-H MARSHES (f Hit CHt~HfAKE SAY 
CHES SCI 1'1, 1Sl-2CC 
e~ACKlS~ k~lER, <•ESAPEAKE BAl, 'ARShES, 'EGElAliCN~ lC~I~G 
1'313 I<~WLS Cl< 
~EGETATICN OESER~Et CN SflfCT~t ~AElL~IIO ~flljl\[ lYFfS 
NRl CHS f!)Ct L~E Hf H 13-I1C l~f 
MARShES, MA~'LANC, VEGETATIC~, hEllAlDS 
19B METHAR FC 
kEllA~C~ I~ ~~RYlt~t 
PAR,Ltftt CfF,RlPE~T Cf ST~lE fl'll~l~E, PLE ~C 151 
~Ai<SHS, MJRYUM • PLAI\ lS, HGilAT JCI\ t ~EllAIItS 
1S7! AI\CERSCI\ FR, WEEBER 
~ElLANDS MAPfl~G 1~ ~E~ JEFSE1 
J PhCT[G~A~METFIC f~(ltffRlN( 3St 3~3-358 
M~RSH PLANTS. ~ARSHE! 1 RE~CTE SEI\Sl~G, VEGE1P110~, ~EGEltliCI\ REG~C~TH 
1~11 Sll8ER.CFI\ GP 
kCRI< CN ~EllA~DS III'E~l(RY A~C FEltlE[ PRCGRt•5 
VIFGII\JA 11\SlllUlE Cf MPRII\f SC1E~CE, GLCUCE51ER PCIIIlt \A ~3CbZ 




ISli GAR~III l, ~tEELE~ Ft 
CCA5TAl ~ETlA~C~ 1~\f~TC~l I~ ~tR~L~~C 
IN, COtSTAl ~AFPJ~~ S'"PCSIL~, AMERICAN SCCIEl' OF FHCTCG~Af.E1R1 
('l3-.2C3lt l!F 
MAPYLA~[, kilLANC~, CClSTAL 2CaE 
1976 ~CLDE~ Jl El tL 
CCNTEMPCRARY SECIMEhlAllCN I~ Ll~EtR S~N[ 5HCALS, E)AMFL£5 F~CM THE ~~~E~ 
SHElf, ~ICCLE Altt~TIC EIGHT 
GECl SCC A. AEST~ PFCG 812J, z;S-236 
TRANSPCPT, CCASTil Fl~I~S, CC~TINE~TAL SHElf, CLFFENlS {~lTERl, M~R~LA~C, 
SECI~E~l~llC~, ~lRCiftl,, kJVlS (~AllP) 
1'37t Hfi~l£ CR tl tl 
CONT~IBLTICIIS OF TICA( ~ETLAIItS lC ESllA~I~E FCCCCHAINS 
UIII~ERSIT~ CF ~A~YLAIIC, kJTE~ RESCL~CE5 ~ESEA~Ct CENlER, TECHNICAL REPCRl 
NO 29 1 IEPP 
ESllARI~E E~VIRC~~f~T, .AFllA~C• T~CPhlC lf~EL. hflLAIICS 
1Si1 lftlLCF f, fl)(E~ \ 
CIST~IEUTICN CF ltE [ELMAR~A fO) SQllRREl (5CILRW5 ~IGE~ CiftEFEUSl IN 
~AI'YLAHi 
CtESAPEAKE SCHNeE l4tlla 5$-~ll 
~A~MALS, ~ARllAI\[ 0 RCtENl~ 
19H LEPR Clolt PEHH GG 
EFFECT! CF CCEA~ CISPC!tl ACll~ITJES Cl\ ~IC-CC~T1NENTAL SHILF ENVIRGNPEI\T 
CFF CELthtRE tilt ~~~)Lt~C 
U.S. E~HRCII FPCHCT IGENO, FHHI\ lilt fhHHHfHlt, PJ! 
ATLAIITJC CCASltL ftAlllt CC~liiiE~ltl SHELF, [Eltlol,~Et ~Ar)LANC, WASlE 
tiSFCSAlo WJSTE tl~PS 
1945 c•~~o n 
fiSt ANt S~EllFI!t Of lhE ~ICOLE All~~TIC CCtST 
US FISH A~O ldl[llf SEF~, Ct~SER\ flll 38 
ECC~CMICS, FJSt FCFLL~llCNS, FIShEFJES, .ARYLA~C, SHELlfiSh, ~fMGI~IA, 
MJCOLE AllA~liC BlGhl 
lS!C ~FA~GLE~ ~8t fflEF~(~ JJ 
GEGLCf' Cf ~ll~NliC COt£TAL Fltl~ In ~EW Jf~SEY, CELA~~Rft ~Afl)LA~O, AND 
~lf<Gli\U 
A~ER ASS FEJRCL GfCL, E~tt 341llt l-9S 
HUI\TIC tlJASTIIl I'U II\; CUA~AIIEt GECLCGh MAR\l .. .ll'·H:, S1RHIGFAF11h 
VIRGllllA 
1\•t ~AR,LAI\D ~ILtliF€ AC~l~IS1~~11C~ 
JI!APHAN:l Ellll.CNC:EHt SHUts liST UI..U(jRIT'Y llHE lOt SfCTlOfl .21CCl 
~ILCLIFE CCNSERU/1101\ Fffi..LA1101\ C€.C3.Cl !LNFLELISHEC ~l.ECJ lF 
ENOA~GERED SfECIES, CC~~ER~Allt~, ~AF~lA~O, ~ltCL!fE, ~ILCLifE 
CCtiSEI<~~llC"• ~lltllff HtllllSt hJLCLIH MANAGEMENT 
lll14 llt\£BE.l HJ 
MO,£MENT At\C EffECTS Of !PILLEt Cll CUER ThE OLlER CCNll~E~ltL ShELF-
l"ACE,UACY Cf EXISlE"l CATA f(R lhE EtLTIMCI<E CAN~CN TRClG• AREA 
U.S. GE(l 5LR~ CJFC 10~, RfSl(t\, VA 
COHINENUl SHf..lf, OHAl!AIOE, EASTE.Ril SHCR£ 1\A-~0), MARn~H, UL tai!SHSt 
POllLTJNl JOE~llfl(Allt~ 
1911 l! AR~Y CCR~! Cf l~CI~EE~S 
PUEllC Htl' JtiG, HLAH IC CCAST Of l'AI<HAMi AND ASSUEAHE ISlAND, ldRGifllA 
HlC'Y 
Atli-CF 
AELlMENTS, ACCCMACK COll\lYt \As SEi\Ch ER(SIO~, EFC51Ch CC~lRCLr 
~LRR1CANE!, MARYLINC, \IRGI~ll 
Hil~ fiElC ~E 
,v~~TE~t\1~\ E\DLLllG~ ~~L SEDI~fi\TIF~ RECCFC Cf ~ CO~SIAl FLAI~ SHELF, 
CELMARVA PE~INSLLA• MID ~ll~NllC EIE~1 
CCCTCM~L DISSfJlAllCN, CtCRG~ h~S·I~CTON UNI~t !CIS AE~TR INl !llllt 
1~4£-1.2 5E l 
lRANSPCRT, CHARAt CCIIllMNHl SHUf, CCRfSt tEU~ARE 1 HCLCG'f, I'Al<HAl\0 9 
SEOI~E~lATIC~, SEI5~It SlLClfS, StCAL5 
1914 Hltl£11 1<1. 
!E~elRCS ANt MAM~ALS Cff CCEAN CIT\, MAR,LtNt 
All Nlll 2St4) 1 l'iC-154 
SAlLl"E• ~·~~·LS• ~~~'lt~C 
1H3 RCHEll r~ 
.Sf.BIRCS ~~~TERINE Cff ~A~YLA~D SHC~E~, IS~2 - 1S13 
~·~~lA~C SIRCllff 2S 1 €(-IC~ 
E IHSr ,.,e~nANCo 1111\lEf 
52S 
1916 ~AlllC~ FEET ~l 
SECGNO ATLA~llC !~LE ~AY 11\VCL~E lR~CTS (ff \lFGli\IA, ~A~YLA~C 
til .01\[ C:AS JCURI\~L 141~1t,lt9-115 
OFFS~ORE CCI\Sl~LCllCN, LE,SESt ~AR,LA~Dt (ffS~C~E PLATFCR~St Cllt ~IAC:ll\1. 
1976 fi<Eflttl£ CL, MEF~lll Ef 
SEOI~E~lCLCGlC-l ASPECTS Cf EAl~~Mfi~IC ChA~EES C\ER A 31 YEA~ FERICD I~ 
lhE 1\fk )(~~ EIEhJ tFEX 
GECL SCC ~~ AE~Tr FRC(~A~S €(~), !jl 
TRANSPCRlr CCASlAL FUH~, C01IH"TA1. SHElf. Hii<RHHS {~AlEFl, CHAwAH, 
EN~I~G,~E"l' M'R'L'~C, CCEA~CE~·p~,, !~CAL!, 
1S6S lvR~EI' FA 
S~CRELINE hiSlLRY Of ltE ATLA~Tlt CCA!T CF l~E CELMi!R~i! PEaJ~SvlA 
GECL SCC A~ERICA SfH fAFH 121 1 3H ~,__...--'-,__--~-~~·'----.. r-
tEUliti\RE, EJ!STER~ SHRE (\I~I'CJ. <if!.LC(i't, HS1CR1, MARYLA"':t ~HCRI:St 
VIRGINU, CGASHL ZCH 
1913 .EEFE C, BC\NlCt\ ~R 
STAIIOING C~CP Gf SALl ~JRS~£5 SLRRCL~CINC ChlNCCTEJGLE BtY, ~ARVLAND -
\IIFGll\lll 
CHESAPEAKE ~CIE~CE 1412) 1 111-123 
I'AFUA"D' SAll !'tliSMSt STH£11>(; CllCP, 1/l~GIIIIA 
l~Cl HHSHI: (H 
ST~TlSTICS Of lliE FlSHE~lES Uf ltif PICOLE ~lL~NllC ST~lfS 
lS FISH (.(j~l< llH FU< lSCC, 'v • .26, 1S.~-31C 
C(JI!~EPClAl fiSH, (flAWAFEr fiSt.ERJE5, I<AR~LANCr StELlfl~H, \l~GlNlAt 
MltCLE ~llANllC ElGtl 
l'lB flCitlEll Rll 
STAlLS CF ltE SA~[~lC~ lEP• IN ~ARll,l\0 
~AR¥U!I£: ClflCLIH .2'9!.t:l, tl-£.2 
BIRC l~FE~, BIRC~; ~·~'lA~C 
HB C11 f 
TH~ ~·RI~E IILCPE CF VlREl~l.C A~[ MAR,LANG 11\CLLCIN, lhE CHEStPlAKE JAW 
RHODORA 15, 2!£-~~~ 
tlfAE, ~~R~L~~t 1 \IRCI~lt 
1914 lA~E~ELC J$ 9 ~llllS h~ 
l~E M'RI~E jL(AE LF lhE A~ERICA~ CCA!l SElkEtN CAPE ~AV, ~Eh JERSEY, A~O 
CAPE hATTERAS, ~C~lh CAfCLI~A 
f(l ~·~ 
CONTINENTAL SHELf, DELA~A~E, CIST~IE~TICN, ~ARI~E ALGAE, ~·~'lA~D, ~CATt 
CAFOll~A, \I~Gl~JA, ~ICDlE Allt~ll( EIGHT 
lSB RAHS C~ 
VEGETAllCN CSSER\EC CN SEltCTEC fAFVLAND kElLAAC liFE! 
~RI CHES ElOL lAf ~Ef ~C i3-13t l5f 
~ARSHE!, ~·~~lA.C, VEGElATIC~, hETLA~CS 
1914 SlfHE ~S 
~fGElAllO~ TlPES 1~ TICAL •ElLA~CS I~ ~A~lLA~C 
M.RlLANC tEPA~l~E~l Cf ~ATLFAL FESCb~CES lCF 
MA~lLA~C• T!Ctl MJRS~ES. TICAL kAlfP!t WASl£ a!SIMILill~E CAfACITl 
1S73 ~EllUl< RC 
WElL~NCS IN MARlLAND 
;A~VlA~O DEF~~TME~l Cf ~lATE fl~~~l~€, FLE ~( 151 
~~RS~E5, ~ARVL~NC, Pl~~TS, VEfElATIC~, hfll~~CS 
1912 fRCk~ FG, EFC~N ~l 
~CCC\ PLANlS Cf ~~~'LAND 
UNIVERSITY (f 'AFYltNC, CCLL£(f P~~K, 341P 
MA~YLANC, FlA~lS, CCASlJL lC~E 
··~···~·~·-·**********~**'**~·-···~············~*'************************ 
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1S71 WA~C GE, ~OfES J~ 
l~E ATLANllt CCA!T .Sl~f (l'~ fl!tEF~- 1~74 
~IIRI~E flS~E~IES Rf~IE• 
3915), U-t3 
CATFIStfS, CI~CUL•TIC~ CFL~~TSJ, flS~IfiG, ~ISS, ~I~GlfllAo ~IELC EQUATIC~S, 
~ICCLE ATLJ~liC EIE~T, SL~f CLA~ 
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l9iS KfllE~ ( ET tl 
~EClECH~lCAl FRCPERliES CF CC~ll~E~lll SLCfE CtPCSITS, Ctft tATTERAS TC 
h\CRCG~AfHfA Cl~l(~ 
M'i ASSCC PEl GfCL Blll t2(3J, ~2<.i-!::C 
CO~TINENlAL ~LCPE4 E~GI~fERI~Go (f(LCGY, ~tlf~IALS, SECIME~T~, SCll 
HUANICS 
···~·~·~·~·~·······~···~···~·~~·*·····~···~·~~~·············~·····•******* MAT.fJAliCAL ~CtELS 
**********************~··········································-~····~-· 
HH SI-HF J~ 
~ ~ENEFAL fUX MCCEl APPRCAC~ 
PRESENTE[ Al lNTf~llL LE(t[t Cf CCEI~ EXFLCRATIC~ 
NSF CC~f CN ANCXI~ ON ThE Ml(CLE ATLA~llC ShElf DLRING THE SL~ME~ Cf lS76, 
~A~n CC, CCT 1~-lt It, P63(f) 
A~AERCBIC CC~tlllCNS, fCLLUTlC~, CCNli~E~lJL ~tELF 0 E!TlARJES, 
MAHtJUTICAl MCCEU, HHJfNlS, REl liCE. 5LlDGE DISPOSAL, ll~lER A~AlYSIS 
l9i6 S~Jlt FA ET tl 
All Cll SPILl RISK AJIAl't.SJS fC~ THE ltH-All~flllC ClllfR (QfiTJNUITAL SliELf 
lEtSE 
US GECLO€ICAL SLR~El, CfE~Fllf RfPT lt-45lt ~ESlC~, VA 
CC~TI~E~lAL SliElft E~VIRC~~E~TIL EffECTS, ~IITHE~~liCtl ltCCflS, ~ATL~AL 
RE.SCU~CESt Cit, Cll IJICU~TFl, ~ESCL~Cf CfvELCPitE~l 
1914 SlHliC A 
CC~FUTATlCfl Cf TICES, C~R~E~l~, ANC CI5PER~Al (f PCLLLlA~TS lfl ThE NE~ 
YCRK BIGHT FRC~ ELCC~ I!LtfiC lC AlllJITIC CIT' ~llt lA~GE GPI[ SIZE, SlfiGLE 
AI\{ lltC •••••••• 
GCvE~NMENT R€PCRT5 ANI\Cl~CE~E~l~ 1~1141, 51 
POLLLTIC~, CLR~ENlS r~•lEFlt ~·ltE~•TICAl ~((£LS, CCE.~CCR,PtV, PCLL~TA~TS 
lSiC fi~E H 
F·L~Al VA~I~llCN Cl\ PflA(IC SAFGASSL~ 
~t~ lllCl 7121, H~-122 
A~PHifCCA, CFuSltCEA~S, ECCSYSTE~S, l~VEFT£E~~TES, ISOfCCS, ~AThE~AllCAl 
~OCELS, FtiTCPLA~KTC~, fCl,CttETES. 1CCPLAlK10~ 
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1966 1-:AR~ISCt- W 
PARTIAL CORRELAlJ(t- ~C[El fC~ ~ATE~5 CFF J~E ~CLTHERN PCRTIC~ Of ThE 
~lDClf AlLAt-llC EJG~T, USt 
TENTH CCNf CN COASTAl E~GJNEERING. lCK~O, JAFA~ t~I~S ~C~l~ 2C5J 
CIRCULATJCNt CONTINENTAL ShELF, CU~-ENTS ~~~1£Rio MAThEMATICAl MCDELS, 
~E~RESSICN 'NALYSIS 
1S16 :S.4ll.4 !E ET ~L lHSJ 
SECl~ENlATJON AND FCOC RESCLRCES, ANJ~AL-SECI~E~l RELATIC~ShlfS 
~A~INE SEOJME~l 1R.4~SPCR1 ~~[ E~Vl~CJ~E~l~l ~'~'EEMENT, kllEY ANt SO~S, 
N£~ lCRK, N~, f41~-4~~ 
OIL SPILLS, CO~MLNIT,, PCLL~lJCN, EE~lhDSt tFEL&l~G, ECGLCE'I 1 
IN\IERlEBRATES, IJAlHEfo'ATICH HCElS, HDIHNHIIOI\ RATES, iASTE OISfOSAL 
**"*,.* "* u ~•u •• ~ • •u• u 4* .,.,. • ~ ""*"",.. u u • ""*" u *" "* u .,..,. u "* "*>~• "****** 
fo'.AlHE~IITJCAL SllClE! 
................................... ,. ............. -.. ~ ................................... . 
lSl~ CClll BC 
SPECIES CI,ERSllY ANt fAU~AL AFFINITIES Cf ,EIOfE~THlC CCPEPOCA IN IHE 
DEEP SEA 
~·R 81Cl 14fll, 4a-51 
CCASTll ~~lERS, fENT~C!, CCN1IIIEIITJL SHELF, CO~TINENTAL SLCFf, CCPEPCOS, 
CEPlH, ~AlrEMATlC~l Sll£IE!, STATISliC~l ~flh([S 
···············~·~··············································· .. ········ ~EAHREMENT 
................................ ~·················*···········~············~ 
l9E3 MCI'Ai'(~ Jlt 
MC~CGE~EliC lREMATOCES fRC~ SO~E Ct-ESAPEAKE fAY FISHES. FA~l I~ THt 
SUPERFA~ILIES CAPSALCICEA PRICE, 1~3E AND CICiiOCPAOFCIDEA FFlCE, 1S36 
CHE£ ~Cl 4l4J, lH-lt\G (IJHS C{liH l53J 
CHESAPEAKE fA~, t-HIHT!i, HSTS 1 MllSURE/'Hl\T, PATAPSCO IHIIER 1 f'ID 1 , 
TREMAlCllE~ 
1S73 HCLLINGER JPr ~E~~ELlA R~ 
GIL SPILLS• ~EPSL~E~£~T CF l~EI~ tlSl~l8UTJC~S ~Nt IICLl~ES e' 
fo'UlTIFPE,Uf~C~ MICFCkAVE R~CIC~ETR~ 
~CIE~CE ltl, ~4-~~ 
Cll ~FILLS, CIL FCLLlTIC~, ChE~ISTF\, 'EASUREMfNT 
1 S75 'ICH E 
SATELLITE MEASUR£~EN1S CF TLRBICIT\ Cf CCA51Al ~ATE~S 
CONf Cl~ E~G OCEJNS fRCC 3, 1170-llcC 
SUSFENCft Sf[J,ENTSt 6£CLCG~t MEASL~EMENT, ~ElhCCCLCGY, Rf~Clf SENSING, 
SA~PlJNG, ~~T£LL11ES (ARTifiCIAL)• S~CRES. o ~tSTE DISFCSAL 
1917 ~lFFERMAN SL, &ARFIELC ~ 
lRAf\SPCRT Cf lOlii-SALINlH ~Al£F .tlT THE SLOFE ijHfR-GUlf STilEJ~ BGLr-.CAR'r 
JCIJRNAL Gf HCPI-iUICAL HSEIIRC,., 8~124), P 34Sl-34S6 
ATLANTIC CCEAII, SLC'IS 1 CO~CLC11\ll'W 1 CCI\llfl£1\lH SHELF, fo'HSUREMENT, OCEAN 
CU~RENTS 1 fRCFlLES, S~LINJTY, TEiifEFAllRE, TtER~CCli~E 
1S7t EC JNC G, I~C 
WATER 'U.AlllY MEtSLRE~E,l! IN 'Eh Jf,SEY CCASl~l kAlERS 
llEPCRl TO PUBLIC SERHCE HECJI<IC #H GAS Co, HIIAI<K• ~Eli JEI'SE'I~ l1PRIL2ii, 
HH 
MEASUREf'EI\1, W'TEF fClliJliCN, ~ATU (;IJALIH 
. .............................................. ,. .............................. ~·· 
~ E FCliRY 
............... ~ ...................... ,. ........................................ .. 
l~li Ctl~B~ESE A, El AL 
EFFECTS CF CADMIU~. 'E~CU~' ~Nt !ll\E~ C~ M~RI~E ti\IMALS 
fo'Ail FlSI-i I<E\1 39(4), 5-ll 
EN\IRONMENlAL EffECTS~ hEA~~ ~El~LS, LEl~AL ll~Il, ~~~~INE tNl~~LS, 
MERCl~~. fAlHCLCGY 
1975 HAFI<Ili hi-
HEAVY METAL RAllCS A! INCICAlCFS Of CISPERSAt ·~C CRlGIN Cf ~~STE SCLlCS 
IN lHE ~E~ 'CFK EIGhT 
GEtl SCC A~ AESlF 7(1Jr 12 
FOLLUTJCN, AEU~Clh(E• (CFPf~, €ECLCGY, HEAV\ ~E1AL5r ~E~Cl~~. MElALS, 
!EOI~E~l!t kA!lE VISFC5Al 
1Si3 CCCCRC~ El ~l 
'ERCLRY CC~CENlRAllO~S JN flS,., FltNKl(~, ~~[ hATtR f~CM lt~EE ~ESlER~ 
ATLA~TlC E~TlARIES 
J fiSh fl(l 5, t4l-647 
ElCLCGY 1 FISh, hE~~y IJETAL5r MERCL~Y, ~E1ALS 1 fl·~~TCII 
1975 GFEIG Rt El AL 
MEI<CLR'Y CCI\CENTRJ\110~~ H fiSH, ~Cfll· AlUI/IllC CffStiCH lltHRS-1971 
FE~TICICE ~CI\llDFJ~( JCUFI\tt S(J) 1 15-ZC 
fiSh, ~EA~' ~ElALS, ~E~ClR' 
19i7 All SJ El Al 
MERCLRY IN IIO~TH AllA~llC LCBSlfF Cf THE ~fk "i(R~ EIGhTUSA 
FRCC Pl tC~C SCI 51(1), ~o-2t 
PE'YSJOLOG'Y, CRYSJACEAI\S, GCI\ACS, 11\\EFlEERATES, MERCL~Y, ~ETALS, M(\/EMEI\1~ 
lO>ICil~, ~AlE~ FClllliC~t ~ER~E CElt~ 
1~13 kll\ICC~ H El ~l 
MtPCURY IN 1\CRT~ ~ll~~liC flA~KlON 
JOlRNAL CG~~ I~T E)flCR ~fRt 3~Allt 18-21 
PCLLLTiet-. ElClGGV, CHETGGl\IJ!HS, CUfPOCS, lNtlSlRIAl MHES, MERCLR'f, 
MEl~LS, PLAN~TCN 
19U WJI\CC~ 1-! El 
MERCLR'Y II\ ~O~T~ 




EXFUR HI< 3~11h H-a 
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19tl RAYI'0/11 JEG, CCI\C\E~ FJ 
FUFThE~ ~~~ESTIG~llC~S ON ThE C~RBChYORAlf CC.TENl Cf MARINE 200PLA~~TC~ 
ll~~(l CCEA~C~R t{2), 1~4-1t4 
c•R8CHl£~~1ES, CCfEftts, fEEOl~E RilES, .ETAEOLISM, 2CCPLAI\KTCN 
1S11 CARPE~lE~ EJ, ~llllAFO RFL 
. I~lA,SPECiflC tJfffPE~C£5 1~ /IITRA1E hAlf-~All~All(N CCNSTlNl! FCN TtREE 
SPECIES CF ~·~IN~ PH}lCFLAI\~l(N 
ECCtCG~ 5~(1! 1 lt3-lt5 
ESTUtRIES, ~ETtBCLIS,, ~llRAlES, ~UTRIENT NEQLIRE~ENTS, ~lliiEI\fS, 
Ph'ITCHA~l< 10 
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1S7~ STECfMAN JJ, ~ABC CJ 
LPTAKE AI\C FELE~SE Cf fET~CLEL~ t'Y[~CCAHBCI\S El MARII\E CRGAI\ISMS AI\C SCME 
fo'ETAEGLIC lt<FLICtllCI\S 
UoiPLICAT!OIIS Of CffSh(H CIL liM: GtS Cf\/ElCf II\ TH e/ILT CJII\'1(1\, ESil.ARII\E 
RES HC, CCLL I'AH, H 
OIL PCLLLTICI\, METAECLIS~, Cff!~CRE fLAlfG~M! 
~·~···~·~·~···~·~·~·······~··············································· HTHS 
···~··~·~·-·······~···~······················~···························· 
1S7.;! BRACFCRt wl 
~ STUDY CN T~E C~E~IC~l EE~~~ICR Gf Zli\C IN C~ESAFE~KE EAV killER ~!ING 
~NCCIC STPIPFINE ~ClTA~~ElR~ 
REf 12-1 1 lEU!f\ICAL HfHl HC 16 
CHESAfUKE fA~ 11\SlllllE 
ChE~ISTF1, C~ESAFEAKE EJ1, METAL!, ZI~C 
l~B LCOEF 1 
CHEMICtL C(EA~GG~~PHY CF CCASlAL kAlE!<! 
CH~PJER 4.3 1~ ~tJC~ SClNCS ~h[ E~t~Y~E~TSt ~EPCRT TO 1HE e~REAU Of LANC 
I'AI\AGEHI\1 !JY ThE RtSfARCI- INSllllH CF TH GllF CF M~UE 
818LIGGP~PhiESr CHEMlSlR'Y, HEA\1 MElALS, ~EltlS, I<E~IE~S 
IS15 ALI f1 Ill 
ClLSTER AI\AL,SIS Cf I'~~INE ~ECJMEI\15 AND ~·STE CEPCSITS IN 1\Ek YORK BIGHT 
E~vii<C~ GECL 1(3), 143-S 
81CLC~Yt GECLCGY, ~flALS, SECIMEI\TS, ~ASlE ~ATE~ TRE,TI'EI\T 
1S1S HILC~S~- £•, ~ZLC~ f~ 
D'Y~AI'ICS Of kASTf [JSPE~SIC~ CF tlSSCLVEt tEft~'Y ~ET~LS I~ ltE NE~ lCRK 
SHiH M<U 
GECL SOC ~I' AE~lR illlt 14 
ORECGE SFCIL, ClRCllATIC~, £ISPE~SIC~, DY~·MICS, HEAV1 METALS, MET.LSt 
SE~AGE 1 Sll[EE, !FECT~CSCCFY, ~tSTE tliPCS.L 
1~"14 lEAF 0 
E~VIRC~MENTAL SLR~E1 Cf T~O I~TERIP OL'P~llf!i ~!COLE •rt•~Tl( EIGHT 
S~FFLEtE~ltl REPCRl 
ENVIRC~~~~ltl FRClECTICI\ AGt~CY, REGILN III, F~IL,CELF~IA, FA P~BllCATIC~ 
EPA-'iC3 
S-74-0lCor 1C7Ff 
ATLA~TIC OCEA~t ECHI~CC~~M~, E~VIRl~tf~TAL tFFECTS, IRC~, tElALSt 
MCLL~SKS, C(EA~S, iCCPlt~~l(l'l, ~ICCLE ATLt~ll( El(~l 
lt;14 HJlH H 
EN-IRONMiNTAl SlA\EY Cf 1~0 l~TERI~ CLMPSITES 
lS EPA 1 REGHN 3s fhlll fA 1 HfUCHICII tFJ-SC3 
S-74-0lOA, 154fF 
E~~IRCNMENltl EFFECTS, lftOlSTRIAl ~A!TESt ·A~l·E A~l#IALS, ~EJALS~ 
GCEANO&RAP~Y 1 SEtl•E~T~, SEk~GE ClSfCSAL, ~tifF 'L~LITY 
tn~ HARRIS IIH 
hHifY MElllL RiiTIOS JlS UDICJllORS OF lllSPERSM JlNIJ CRIGIN Of I.>ASTE SOllCS 
111 ThE NEk 'GRK fiGhT 
GECL StC A~ ABSlJ 7111, 12 
PCLLUTICN, AEUIIO~~CE, CCPPER, GEOLO~Y, ~EA\' ~ElAlSt ~ERCURY, METALS, 
SED!~E~l!, ~ASTE OISfD~Al 
1q13 CCCCRCS ET AL 
~ERClRY CC~CE~TPJITJC~S I~ flSt, Pll~~TCN 1 AN[ hATER fRCM ltREE hESTERN 
ATLA~TIC ESTLARlES 
J FISH 8ICl 5, 641-t41 
BIUCGY, FISh HHVY IHHLS, Hi<Cll<'to MEHLS, PLAM<TCN 
lSl! ~INtO~ t El Al 
~E~CURY IN IICRT~ ~TLANTIC FlA~KlO~ 
JOlRI\Al CC~S illY E)fl(R Hl<t 3HlJ, 18-21 
PCll~TlCII, ~IOLCGY. Ct,ETCGIIATtS. CCFEPOCS, lhCLSTRlAL ~A!TES, ~E~CLRY, 
METALS• PLA~~TCN 
lSi# All SJ ET AL 
MERClP1 I~ 1\(~1~ tllANllC lOESlE~ Cf Ttf 1\Eh WCRK EIGHT~SA 
FRCC FA ACIC SCI 5l41J, ~6-2t 
PH\'HClCG'V, CRUH.I!CEAIIS, GUACS, 11\~EIHEil~AlESo I'ER(l~Y, I'EHLS, MCVEMENit 
TOXICITYt IIATEP f(LlUTltl\, "EF~E (EllS 
1S7t KELLEY J, ft~~~ J~ 
SECJMENT A~D HEAV' I'EllllS tlSTRUI.tHUII IJ\ A CCASHL LAGCC~ (Cl'PLEXt SICJ\t 
~ARBCR, liE• JEFSEl 
GECLC~ICAL SOCIETY (f AMERICA 6Ull£1IN. ~BSTRA(T ill~ PROGRA,..S, NE 
SECTICN, F.<Ct-.<0~ 
CISlRIBlllO~, HEA\~ ,..El~lS, L~G((j!• ,..EliL~, Sl(IMENT tUT~IEUTICN, 
Cct STill Hr.E 
1SI6 1-ARI' U H 
SPATIAL A~C Tf~PCR~L VARIATICN I~ SE£1~E~TJ~Y GR·l~ SllE F.CIES A~[ 
SEOI~EIIJ tEA~~ •Eltl ~ATIC~ I~ THE IIEk VCR~ EIGhT JIPEJ 
Jill SlC LHIICL CCEtNCH ,t, 1C.:-t.:3 ISFEC 5nPl 
HEA~Y METALS, MElJILS, , SEDIMENTS, ~'STE [ISf(Stl 
1'73 GAOC~ !, 5CtAfER A 
lHE.SECI~E~TS Cf ltE GER~A~ EIE~T 1 GRAI~ SIJE, CLA~ MI~ERALS, AND ~EA~Y 
MEl H.S 
~E~CKE~B M~~ ~~ lt5-l1S 
TRANSPORT, CAR8C~, CttY ~~~E~ALS, ~EAVY ~ElALS, ~A~lNE GtOLC~~, ~ElALS, 
SfCIMENTAli(N, Sl2E 
l9t6 WCLFE Cto ~I~EF TA 
TRACE ANAL)JJS CF CCCfEF, ~ANEA~ESE, lNC lL~C 1~ C~STE~ S~ELLS BY ATCMIC 
tBSORPTICN SfEClFCFHCl(~ET~~ 
18TH ANNUAL SC~T~EA!T ~EGIC~Al ~EETlNG CF l•E A'EFJ(A~ CHE~ICt( SCCiETY 
CAtSlRACl l 
A~ALVSIS 1 lRACE 'ETALS 1 CCFFER, ~A~GA~ESE, METtLS, CVSlERS, !FEClROSCCPY, 
liii.C 
191! CARPOC- CJ El Al 
TRACE ~El~LS Ill !£CIMEIITS Cf IrE N£~ VCR~ EIGhT 
MAR!IIE fCll euLL 4, 1!~-13! 
CHE~ISTRYr ~ElAL~, SECl~E~l! 
lS16 SEGtR CA, CAIIliLLC ., 
TRACE ~ETALS I~ THE liE~ 1(~~ fiGrl 
AM SCC LIMIICL CCEAJ\O(R .<, 111-1'18 (.SPEC Slf.'fJ 
POlllJICII• AfU~CtJ\CE, CCJSTAL fl~~~~, (f(LC~~. ~fT~LSt Sfw~Gft SPCJL 
BAN~S~ TRACE ElE~E~TSt ~AFitBllllV 
··~·~·····~························~~····················•**************** ~ElECRCLCGIC~L Cllt 
··············~···········~·~·················~~·························· 
B1~ DHE C~ 
~ CLIMATCLCGY OF l~E \I~GlNIA C~PE! CFERAlliiG ~~Et 
LS FLEET ~fATHER FACILIT~, ~lS, ~CFFCLK, ~~~~~~It 
Cll~ATCLC~~. METEG~OLC(lCAl tATA, ~flE(R(lCG~t \I~Cl~IA 
19'13 All(!\ 
~G£NCY ~EPCRT, El\\lRDliMEI\lJt SATELLITE l~AGE~Y 
SERIES CF ~(~ltLY [C(l~ElllS 1\Ct~ 
ECS 
~ElECRCLCGJCAL D~T~, ~ElEC~CtCCV, ftCTCGFAFhY, StlflLJlES ltRllflCl~l) 
1SI3 AfiO~ 
lC(Al CL1MATCLC&ICAL CtlA PtllACElP~IA, PA AllA~llC Cll,, 1\J ~JlLMII\GlCllr 
DEL BALTIMCPE ~C, I\0Rf£l~; V~ CAFE htlTE~AS, 1\( 
US kE~ltE~ ELPfALt ~AStl~(lCI\ CC 
Cll~ATIC tATA, CllMAlClCGY~ ~£1ECRCLCGIC~l OAlA, MElEC~CLCEY 
19E4 WlGlf' Rlt MCI~TYRE lC 
SC~f 'UALilATIVE CDMP,RISC~! CF CfFShCRE ~EICEEfllhCS A~C ~AC~CfE~ThOS 
SGLlh Cf l'·~~~~·s Vl~E'J~C 
LIHICL OCE.tiiCGF 'J t~), ~E!-~'.i3 
BEIITHIC fAlhA, BEhlHCS, Cf~Sll,, f(Rt~II\lffllAt ~ElECIGLCGIC~L CATA, 
PLAIIKTC~, fCFULATICII 
1977 kllllA~S ~G ET AL 
SU,.~ARJlAT 10/11 At-.C 11\HRfHTATICI\ Of Jo\lSTCfUCtl Pt\SHAL CCfAH~RAP!iiC AI\D 
MEltORGLOGICAL I~FCF~AllC~ FGR THE ~1[-All,~llC ~EGICN (fl~Al ~tfCFTl 
~OAA E~~JRC~HENT'L DATA SE~-ICE, ~AShlNGlOI'it C.(. 
CO~TfNENTAL ~HElf1 VAlA CCLLEClll~S, h~O~CLCGIC CA1At MEJECRCLCGICAL CATA, 
CCEA~ Cl~CllATIC•• CCE'~ C~R~E~TS, CCEA~ WAVES, kATER PPOPE~llES 
*********************··~··~~·~·~···~···*****•···············************** lltlHFCLCG\ 
·················~········································-·~·~··········· 
HiS DHE Cl< 
A Cli,AlCLCG~ OF l~E ~JF(I~lA CAPE! CFER~TI"G ARE• 
US FLEET WEAThER fACilllYt liAS, ~CRfCLK• ~l~GIIIIA 
CLI~ATCLCGY, ~ETECFCLCfl(ll tATAt METECRCLCG~t ~l~GlNIA 
1Si3 AI\Cll 
AGEI\CV REPCRT• E~~IRONMENlAL !A1ELL1TE lMAGfR' 
!ERIES CF ~C~lhl' CCCl·E~l! ~ClA 
EC~ 
METECACLC~ICAL DATA, MflECPCLCGV. f~CTCG~Af~V. s•lElllTES {tRllflCIAL) 
53S 
lSJi Ut.FEI\CE ME 
A HA~liC HLTHICAH ,HAS( I\ Cf 1S76 
~O~THLY kE~ltEF FEVIE~ lC!, 4~f-5C1 
ATLA~TIC GCE~I\t hLFRIC~I\E!, •£1ECR(t(GY 
19t4 MAThEF J ET Al 
COASTAL SlCPMS CF ThE EtSTERfl l~ITEC STATES 
JCURtltl Cf Al'fliH I'HHilClCEY 3t tS.:-IOE 
CCASTAL f~'INCNME~l, CCJS1Al ~AlfP5 1 EffECTS, ~ETEC~CLCG\, SlC~MS 
lS7t CtlSPft~ CCRPCRATIO~ 
CC~fEREHE (l\ CCt~Hl HlfCFGLCG' 1 ~lllGI~ Ill BEliCh, VI11G ItdAt < 1-2.3 
SEFJEMfEFt 19'l6 
CALSPA~ CCilPCRATIG~, BlffllLCt •El '(F~ 
~ElECilCLCG,, CCASllll lC~E 
1946 ~ILLER JI-
CYCLOEENESIS IN l~E ATLA~TIC CCASTAL REGJO~ CF l~E L~ll~C STilES 
J METECR 3 31-45 
I'ETECRCLCO 
1911 U.S. CfPA~lMENl Cf CCM~fRCE, •cAAt EC! 
CAlLY ~fATtER MAP~ ;EEKLY SERIES 
JA~UAR~ lC, 1~11. ~tShlN(l(~, C.C. 
MAfSt ~ElE(RCLCG~, kEAT~ER 
1913 AIIC" 
LCC~L CLIMATCLCGICAL CATA f~ll,DELfhlAr f' ATLt~llC ClT1r ~J ~lllMI~GTC~, 
tEL BALTI~CFE lit, "C~fCLK, ~· C'Pf ~AlTERAS, ~( 
US JE'T~E~ fl~Etl, ~AStlfl(l(ll DC 
CLIM,llC DATA, CLIMATCLCG~, MElEC~CLOGICAL t•TAt ~ETECFCLCGY 
lSlf PC~LES ~, SlENDER E~ 
CBSERV411C~S (1\ CC~FCSITIC~ SEtSG,..~LJlY AIIC C1STRIBUTIC~ CF 
IChT~YCPL~~KTC~ F~CM MA~~AP CRUISf! J~ T~E 50ll~ AlLA~lJC BIG~l I~ IS73 
~ C ~A~ FE~ClR CE~l lE(~ ~EP llt 2-~1 
AEUI\D,~CE, A,U,TIC ECCSVSlEMS, Cli~ATIC CAlAt CCI\ll~E~TAL SHELF, 
Cl~TRieUllC~, ~ElECFCLCE' 
~4( 
Hii5 .,A'tt£11 fP 
STCi<M UH Clli'IATH AT CAPE tiATlfRl~a 1\GFTt. CA~CI.II\Il, I<ElEIIT HCULAR 
~ARIAUCI\~ 
SCJEI\C£ l'.iC 142Hh SSl-'>83 
Cllfo~AHS~ 1'\ETECRGlCGh 1\0I<H CAilHHAa SlCR~S 
1 S H II£ ATH Ellld SE 
SUfVARY CF IIUTH .HI.Jt-11( TRCfH.Al CHLCI\E SHlJSTlCS 
l<J75 28CU. H-le 
I'ElECRCLCG,, li<OflCAl CYClt~ES, kEll~EF 
HH hEAlliERUSE 
SUfiMARY CF 1\[Rlh AlL~NliC TROPICAL CYCLCI\E STATISTICS 
1Sl6 2~11}• 14-1! 
llE1ECRtlCG~, TRCP JC~l C~CLCHS, HHHR 
U~U*~*UH•*"*~ Ult4U UU UU HH 4U>(kJt·:4· 4.H***"*******"***1t****"***"*** 
Hlt.~I\E 
**•*******····················~···'*"***"*"*"*"***•*•••··················· 
l<.iH tMRlEt.S CS 
CGI\Tl<ct Cf !oiEHA!\E SEClfo!ENl-IIATEil flEIILE TUI\SHI<T l!'t I!~CI<CIIIifAliNAL 
IR~lGATION IN CAFE Ltc•tll BlGhl, ~CFTH CA~ClltA 
SCIEI\CE 19Z(~2431t SSS-lCCC 
ANICN EXCI-!JIIGEct UNET ICS, GEClC(;'t, Jt.IIERlflliUTES, tRRHAlHfh ~Elli.i!t;E, 
NDRlt CARCLI~A, SfCI~fNlS 1 SLlftTES 
..................... ,. ......... ~··············~··························· liE lHHlCG' 
........................... ,. .................•. ,. ......................... . 
1~16 KINt-EF f, ~Jfll.G l 
MEl~CCClC~ICAL BENl.l( Sl~ClES 
Ill, IIATLII\G, l ~t-ot C .MAURER H.O JTORH ECCLCGlCAL STUCHS Cft fHH!lC JlN£ 
Pl~t-KlO~lC ~SSE~BlAC:E l~ lC~EF tEl~~AFE Bt~ 
REfCI< 1 1( ~ 5f 
RA~N PFGGRt~, 359-44~ 
BE~T~OS, DEL'~~RE• ~EltCtCLC{,, fll~l CISEtSES 
Hi5 )GH E 
SATELLITE ~EASURE~EI\TS CF lUREltlT) Cf CCil~ltL ltlERS 
COt.f CH €1\G CCE~I\S PllCC 3, Uic-llst 
SUSPEI'CEC SEtli'EfilS, GHLHYt I'HSI..Hf'ENT t fiElHCCLCGY, REI'Clf SENSING, 
Sll .... Pt.IIIGt SHElllHS URTIFlCIAL ), 51-CRES, , ~AHE CISPCSH 
~~·~·····~~~·~~-·~~·~~-~~·~··~·1··························~··········••*** 
I< JCHEICLCGY 
****** ***** *~****"*"'.,. ~• *" • * • •u••• ~*"***** ** '*** "* ** **** "* •• u "*** **.••••• 
1S13 DIHLH H 
CO~l~MINATlON OF SURfACE BY BACTE~ltl NEL!TCN 
LI~NCL CCEANCGF ~~. 1t5-IE€ 
fACHRIA. fllCLCGY. fo!ICI<CEULCG'I'• ~lCHEIWII<UHI\l, MICRCOFC:ftNISMS, SURFACE 
htHRS 
1913 JAt-NftSCA ~~~ ~lr~EN CC 
DEEfl-SEA .foiCHCflGHdSIIS, H SHU RESPONSE lC 1\l..li<IENT EIIIHCHfitE~l 
SCIENCE 18CC40€6lt 6~1-t~3 
BENlHGS, ~JCRCBICLCG,, ~ICI<CO~GANIS~S, Slf~t~l~tS 
1~1! CCL~fll ~C El ~l 
~ICRCBlAL CEGRtCtllC~ Cf (ll FClLLl#IIIS 
EtlTCR, tG AH~RII. LSl CI:~HR fCR WEHAMJ RESUI'CES, eATO llClGE, L~. PF 
lS!-J«;J 




l'i73 CISAlVC H 
COIITA~II\AllOt- Cf SlRFACE B' fAClERl~L ~ELSTC~ 
LJ~~[l CCEA~C~Il 1St lc5-lfE 
BACTERIA, BIOLCt,, ~ICFCEICLCEY, MIC~CEN'I~O~~ENl, M1CFCCREA~IS~S, SU~FACE 
IIAlER~ 
···········~··~··~~*~~~··~··~**~····~···~···~···················~·~······· ~ICFCCRGJlfd Sl'~ 
·········~~············~·································~·~·········~···· 
1~72 HOBBIE JE El Al 
A STUCl Cf 1•E ClSTFIELTIOh A~D ACTI~ITY Cf ~ICRCORGANJS~5 I~ CCEA~ kATER 
LII'Hl CCEtt.CGR lltlt It .5<~"1-5!:5 
AMlhC 'ClCS, EAClt~It, CtRECt1£~AlES, CHLCFCf~'llt ~ICRCORG,NISMS, caYGEh 
CE~~~Cy F~YTCPLANKlCN, ~E5PIRATlON, SALINJT,, lE~FE~All~E 
1Sl3 C!Stl\C U 
CCNTAMINATICh Cf SLRfACE B' EAClfRJAl ~ELSTC• 
ll,~Cl CCEA~CER 1€ 1 !6~-16€ 
EACTE~J~, EICLCG~, I.ICRCBIOLO(,, MICROEN\I~O~MEN1 1 MICFCCRGA~ISMS. SURfACE 
WAlER 5 
1S13 JA~NA!CA h~. •IRSE~ CC 
CEEP-!EA ~lCFCCP,,hiS~S, l~ SITU ~t~PChSE lC NtTRIENl E~RlCt~ENT 
SCIENCE lc0(4CBcJ, tltl-t43 
BENT~O~, MlC~CBICLCGY, ~ICFCCREA~IS.S, StS~tFJNES 
···~·~·~·~·~·~·~~~···*·~·····~·~···~---····~*~··*~····~···~·~·····~······· ~ICCLE AlltNllC flGHl 
**********•··-···*~····~········~··········••***********~***************** 
1~7f GAI<fiHC "' 
A ECX ~CCEL ST~C' Of Ttf MICCLE ATLA~liC BIG~T 
CCLLEGE Cf ~A~l~E SlltlfS, LNI,ERSIT~ CF CELA~Al<E, 'ASlfRS JtESIS, S3P 
,OCEL SllCIES, .JC[lf JTlt~lJ( £lEtT 
lSI~ HtRflS .J, l'~(t ~F 
A f~CPCS~l Tu CO~CUCT AllANTIC SASELI~E S1LCJES A~D A~Al,SlS 
A PROPOSAL TC BUREAU CF lA~C M~N~GEMENlt ~ASti~GlCA, 0( FRC~ \IMS, 
GLOlCESlER FCINT, \IRGI~lt 
CC~li~E~TAL SHElf, CJL, P~CJECTS, ~JDCLE A1LA~11C EIG~l 
1S74 GHTtH loS 
II PLEl!C AUl~ORll~ TO ~ANAGE THE AllA~TIC (llEF C£~TI~El\1tl ~rELF 
AOCRESS CEll~EFEC lC J\EM ~(~· SECllC~ CF ~tF T£Cr SCC, MA~C~ 21 
CCIITIJ\Ehl'l S~ELF, lNSTlTLTICNS, CJL, MIDDLE AllA~liC B!GHl 
1916 ~RIC~l h~, FARME~ CE 
A VCLLMETRIC 1EI'FE~tTLFE-5Alf~ITW CE~S~S fCF Tkf ~ICCLE 'TlA~TlC eiG~T 
ll~~(l A~C CCEt~CGF 2114Jt 5t3-Sil 
SALI~Illt SEASC~Al DlST~ISUTlCh, kATER, kAlER 1EI'FERATLRE 0 ~ICOLE ATLA~TIC 
BJGI'l 
1SJ5 A~O~ 
AGREE'E~l BElWEE~ T~E GCVt~N~E~T Of T~E UNITEC !TATES Of AMERICA A~C THE 
GCVERNMENT Of T~E lNlC~ Cf SCVIEl 5CCIALIS1 FEFLELICS CN CERTAIN fl!HE~IES 
PROBLEMS CN THE hiGH SEA!-kESTEFN tFEtS Cf ~IC-AJLANTIC CCEA~ 
INTER.JllCN'l LA~, LA~ (f THE SEA, lREATJ£~. ~ICCLE ATLANTIC EIGhT 
lS75 FAHtl ~f 
AN ANNOTHEC liST Cf lA~Vtl All£ Jlvti\ILE fJStiES CAPHRH IIITH 
SURftC£-lC~EC ~ElfF ~El I~ ltE SCUl~ ATlt~TlC EJE~T CLRIN& FCUR RV COLPtl~ 
CPUISES Efl~£E~ MAV 1S67 t~t fEERUA~' lStE 
NMfS TECt REPT S~Rf-6~~ 
BA,S, SEASC~AL VAFltlJ(N~t Cl~ERSIFICATICN 1 fiSh MANAGEMENT, ~PAWNlNG 1 
SPECIAliC~, MICCLE ~1L~N1IC ElEtT 
l<.in ~HHH FA 
A!PECTS Of THE Bl(l(Gl (f ThE JCN't CAAE, CA~CE~ SCREALISSTIMPSON. ld5S IN 
THE ~IC AlLA~llC flG~l 
JOLRNAL OF ~ATURAL hl~l(~' 11 1 3C3-32C 
fiCLLMINESCE~CE. CC~ll~E~TJL StElF~ CRAES, ~CPT~ C•RCLl~~. PEFRCCUCTIC~, 
SliE, SPtTI~L Ol!T~lfUliC~, TRt~ll~G, ~ICCLE ATL~~TIC EIGHT 
1914 ~A~~lE CF. ~LSICK J~ 
SEIITiiiC-SLCPE FIHES HU~D Al SCCM CEFlH AlC~G A HAIIS£Cl Jl\ lH IIEHEI<I\ ~ 
All~NliC CCEA~ 
~AFI~E EICl((Y 2t13l 1 <2~-~33 
eHTHC fALl\Jl, t::JSTRIEullCJ\ PIITTERfl~. flS~, HHIHICII, IWlCU AlUI\TIC 
f IGt-1 
lS~S DA' C( 
CHSAPUKE lHhT~tlP P.tl5-9.<. lh Dt~, CG. CCEAl\CGRAPI-IC OBSER\ATH.h~, 
l9~i, EAST CCAST OF lrE lNITED STAlES 
U~ fl5H ANt ~ll[llf£ SE~\, ~fEC SCl ~EP 2€2-
SALINITY. kJilER 1E~FE~JITlRE 1 ~l[CLE ATLA~TIC Sl,~T 
544 
1S61 HRFISCI\ W El Al 
C IRCUAliCII CF SHELF kAHil.S CFF TM CHESAPEAKE llHiH - SURFACE ANI: llGTTOI 
DRIFT CF CCUII\EI\T/ll ShElf WAHRS HTIIEEN CAPE tiENLOPEN, llELAioARE Al\0 CAfE 
hAlTERASt 1\CRJH CIROLI~A ••• 
Hfi!S COH 21B 
CCI\TifiEI\Hl ShELF, MAHI< ClRCULAllCI\t KICOlf AlllllHit flGtH 
l<ll6 WEI\1\EF H 
COI"P/lR/lllllf ElGLCG'i OF FOlR SHClU OF Gl'YfHHUi\GCIO AI\C (UfiGOI\CJt 
SHFI~P FllO~ .THE CCI\Tli\£1\TAL SLCFES Cf THE fiiCtlE lll/li\TIC BIGJ-1 
C~~•tiAN JCUPNIL Cf ZCCLOGY, 1918 ~CL 5t, PlG!~ 
CC~Tl~ENTtl SLCPf, ClSlRlelTlG~, PARASITJS~, REFFCC~ClJCII, StFIMP, 
lRA~LI~G, ~lttlE AltAl\llC SlGtl 
1915 lHIS EG 
CCIITRIIllJllCfl TO lH lllCLCE\ CF SATh'l'IECTES SlPEReliS CCCHA) 
(OECAPOOA:PCRlUI\lllAEI HO~ THE ChEHPEAKE 8 lGtl Cf TkE .ltfSTEI<N NCRlh 
HlAflllC 
VIMS T~ESIS fCDLLEEE Cf ~ILLIAM A~O M~llY) 
BIClCG\o CHSUCEAI\h HCCI.E AllA~llC EIG~T 
· 1S4! FCLGEP ll•• fAl~ER H[ 
DIRECT CBSEI<IIATJCN CF 11-E SU flCOI< IN Mt()-St-f:Lf OUMPSITES, I'IOOLE 
ATLAI'<llC E Hrl 
lRA~SACTICNS ~/'ERICA~ (f(fhY!ICAL L~IC~ 5t.tJ, 37C 
CC~Tl~EhTAL StELf, CISPC!'l• SEClMEi\1 OISChAI<GE, lCPCG~AfH~t ~~STE 
CISPO~Alt MIOCLE AllAhllC ~IG~l 
HH PEA~CE J• El Ill 
0 I51Rlfl 1I Cll Al\C HLi~UH£ Cf HNTt JC Ol<GtN Hl'S H TI-!E hEW YCRI< tl IGhl 
~PEX. tu~ 2-6, 1913 
NOAA OR ERI. PESA-S, ~Al ~All f!SH SfR• ECUl.tE~. CCLC 
BffiTHCSo DATA CCLLECllCNS, CJSTRISLiliGN PAllfRN~, JNVERlESRATES, SlPVE~s. 
MICCLE AlLAfiTJC EJG~l 
lSit PEARCE JE El AL 
OISTRIBUHOI\ PH tl3\.iiii:AfiCE Gf fHTtlC CRGAIIJS~S IN TH ~Ell 'iCRK eiGHT 
e-1'>6S - l.ii-lSH 
NOtA OR ERL MESA-It NAT MAR FISH 5Eiio BCUCf.Rt ((L( 
fE~T~OS, DATA COLLECliCI\S, tl!T~lSlllCI\ F~TI£61\S, Il\VE~lEERAJES, SlR~E'iS, 
MltCLE PTLPI\llC SJG~T 
545 
1915 ~CEAC~FAI\ JC, ~LSIC~ J~ 
CISTRIBUTION AND RELATI~E AEL~C.I\CE (f SEVEI\ SFECJES CF SK,IES 
US 1\H flllR FISJ- Stilt flSHI<Y El;ll 1:3(1), llC-126 (III"S CCNlRIE 651) 
CISIRIEUTION, ~~AlES, MIOCLE AllA~liC BIGHT 
l'i14 UAR f1 AL 
EN,IRO~ME~lAl SLF\E\ Df TkC JNTEFI~ ClMFSllES, ~ILCLE AllA~TIC BIGHT 
E~~IRCN~ENlAL FPCTECTICN ~GE~C~ REGJCI\ III, PHiltOELPHIA, PA. P~SLICATICN 
Efii-S03 
9-14-ClCA, gt, FP 
tTLANTIC CCEt•; l~tLSTFIAl h~Sl£St ~ARI~E ANifiALS, CCEA~CGRAf~~. 
SEDIMENTS, SE~AGE LlSFCSAL 1 ~ATER 'LALIT,, ~ICDLE Alltl\ll( El,HT 
1974 lEAii tk 
EN\IROIIME~lAl SliF~EY Gf l~C 11\lEFI• tLMPSilES; ~lCtLf ATL~I\TIC BIGhT 
~UPflt~E~T~l REPCRT 
EI\VIRCNMENlll FRCTE(lltN AGE~C,, REGIC~ Ill, PJ-IlAtELPJ-It, P' f~ELICATJCI\ 
HA-'.iC3 
9-14-0lOt, lCIFF 
AlLA~liC CCEAI\, ECHII\CVER~S, E~VIPCfi~£~TAL fffECTS, IRC~• IETALSt 
ICLLUS~S, CCE~fiSr lCCFlA~~lCN, ~ICtlE ATL~~TIC EIGHT 
Ui1C DhH J 
EIFLCRING fGR SCrCOllhE PELAGIC FIS~E! IN MICCLE tlLAIITIC BIGtT 
CO~MERCitl FlS~EFIE! Rf\lE~ 32t3J, 2!-24 
~ISH, FISh I'AI\AGEMENlt flSr FOfULAllCI\S~ MIDCLE ATLAl\llC blG~l 
1174 WE~IIEP Ct, ~LSlCI< J~ 
FECUNCIT~ AND GC~AD CB!ERVATIOI\S Of 11-tE AMfRIC~N EEL, ANEullL~ RCST~ATA, 
MIGRAlli\G FRO~ CHf!APEA~E BAY, ~lRGI~JA 
J fiSH l<ES Et CAl\HA 31. 1 1~6i-.,-13Sl (l;li'S CCI\l~H t21l 
CHESIIPEAKE BA~, EELS, fECll\Oln, fiSH JHGiiATICt., tCI\,:II:S, ~-HillE ATLiliiT lC 
E IGhl 
1S45 CPRSU H 
FISh AND S~ElLfiSH Cf THE MIOCLE PllA~llC CttST 
US FlS~ PNC •tLCLIF SEF\o CC~Sf~V Elll 3f 
ECC~CMICS, fiS~ PCPlLAlJCNS, FIS~EFIES, ~A~'iLA~D, SHELLFISh, •tRGl~IA, 
MIDCLE P1LPII11C EIG~l 
1S5~ CEAR I< 11 
FISHER~E~ CFF THE CtFES 
U.S. NP'v~l II\Sl 1 FRCC fHlCI. ll.tf-1133 CC~MERCIAL FIStl~G, (0~111\E~TAL SHElf, fll\fiSM l~CLSJ~~. FISttRIESt LABOR, 
~I~Eli\IAt ~JICLE AlLAI\llC EIEtl 
1915 REI\C~ll J~ ~A, ~EJI\TJES J~ 
GEOGRAPHIC ANC h'CRCGRAPHIC CI!TAIELTICN Cf ~llj~TIC MEI\tA[EI\ EGGS AND 
LAR\IAE AlCI\f ThE HLCtE llll.HTI( CCtST HO I<'V tCLPt-;11'1 CRI,;JSU, 196.5-ct 
US 1\AT ~t~ FISt ~EFt FIShERY Blll 1312), 311 
AllA~TIC ~E~rAtfN 1 tlST~JELTIC~t EG(S, lA~~~ft ~lCDLE ATlt~TIC BIGhT 
lSI!: lCESCt- JG 
INVE~lCR~ (f SURf tll~S lh ~EA~StC~f ~ATERS fFC~ CAPE tENLP£1\ TG ThE FALSE 
CHf HH 
'VII'S CCNlRACl C3-4-C43-351 HR DEC it, l'i1'1-~AHJ. 15, 1S75, HOI.CESJER 
PCl~l, 'vA 
C151RIBU11G~ 1 E'~TER~ StCRE C'Vt-~Cl, MlDCLE 'TLA~liC BlGtl, SlRF CLA~ 
1913 lECl\AIH S 
LAR~AE CF CITHAfllCHlHYS A~C ETRCfU5 1~ THE ChfS~FEAKE EIGhT 
JBSl~ACl 1~ U.S. lltT ~·~ FISt SERV ~ICCLE ATLtliTIC CCASTAL fiSH CE~lER, 
lECt PLBL It P. 61-tt 
'651RACT!, OlSTRISlllD~, FISt f(fllATICNS, ltll~tft ~lCCLE ATLtNTIC BIGHT 
lSl~ ABLE ~ 
LIFE ~151Gf1 1 ECCLCEY tNC SEtAVICR CF TkC 1\E~ liPARIS 'FISCES. 
CVCLCflERICtEl FRO~ ltE ~ESlERh ~C~lh ATLA~ll( 
VI~~ DISS ICCll kiLllftM A~C ~~RY) 
CI~TRIB~TICN, ECClCG), liFE riSTCRY SlUCIES, ~(ALLCPS, ~I(ClE ATLAI'ITIC 
eu;H 
lS7c MUSICK JA, JELE K" 
LIFE HISTCR~, ECCLCG,, A~t BEht~IC~ CF LIP,RIS I~'UlllhUS ~FJSCES, 
CYCLCPlE~IOtEl A~SCCIAJ£[ kilt TtE SEA SCAllCF, PLACOPECTE~ ~AGELLAI\ICUS 
NMfS FIShERY ei.LlEll~ 1412), ~CS-4~1 
ECCLOGY, fiSH, fl~H tiEtt~ICF, LIFE tlSTGR~ SlU(JfSt SCALLCFS, ~ltOlE 
HUI~T IC EJHl 
~41 
1973 U~llEt Sl~TES 
'EETING CN FISHE~i£5 Cf ~ESTER~ ~It-t1LAI\l!C, L~t- LSSFt JAI\UAR)-fEBRLARY 
1913 
DEPT Of ~T~TE. ~A~t, DC 
ACClE 
FISHEPIES, INlEPI\ATlCI\Al LAkt Ul\llf[ STAlE!, 'ICCLE AllA~TlC SIGHT 
lHt Hi>tH~ H 
~ICCLE ATL~NllC fiShERIES• ~ECE~T ChA~GES lft FGfLLATICftS t~C (LflCC~ 
IN GPDSS, (~ IEOJ, ~JOLLE ~ll~·TlC ((~Tl~EI\T~L Srflf tl\[ T~E ~Ek YC~K 
BIE~l. A!LC SPECIAL S,,PC5!A, ~CLU~E ~. Ff3C2-311 
Fl~tERIE~, MICCLE AllA~llC BIGhl 
l'i1! HAZEL~GRlh JE, El AL 
NE• YCRK BIGHT FRCJECT, ~tlER CCLL~N SAMFLJI\( CRUISES ~C. 6-8 OF TtE NUAA 
St!JP FEI<I<Ello HI< ll-JUH, 1SI4 
NCAA CR MtSA-1. etLLUfl, cue 
~Q~ltEJST U.S., 1\LT~IE~TS, Ft15IC~l CCEJNOGRAPhY, ~lDCLE AlLAI\llC BIGHT 
1S15 HAlEt~CFlt JE, ET tL 
1\h YORK BIGH PFGJHT. WATER CCLlf!l\ CRLIH~ tiC. 'i-H Gf THE ~CAA HIP 
FERREL, JUlY-1\CV~ 1914 
~GA~ tR EFL ~ESA-3, ECLlCt~, CCLC 
NCRTHEA$1 l.S., NUTRIE~l5 1 PHV:ICAl CCEA~OGRtPt~, ~ICOLE Allt~T!C fiGHT 
1912 ~~2ECKI EP El tl 
OCfANCGRAP~J( CATA CCLLECTEC I~ lhE BIGtl Cf ThE •IRGI~I~I'I SEt f~OM 1S66 
THHl.G~ 1'569 
V IMS llAH HP 8 
DAlA CCLLECTIG~S, CCEA~C{~tPr~, ~lCClf ATlt~Jl( EIGhl 
lSU Jfi\H~ f.C 
CffShC~E Cll A~t f!StEF~ ~EStlFCES 
N€1. ~CRl< fiSh ANC GAH J., 234:<1 l3t-148 
FIS~E~IESo ~ATL~tl FESCLRCES, Cll, ~ICCLE tllA~T!C E1GrT 
1~1f ~rGCES RJ, ~A~ f~GEL ~~ 
HFOl Cf THE 1\.IITIOH €lLE CFAE IHLSH~ ~CRI<HCP SEPl IC-11, lS-ti 
CrARlESlG~, SCUlt CARC1I~A lvl~5 ~~t~50E le~l 
Fl!~fRIE!, ~A~AGEMENlt ~lCClE Jll,ll.llC ElGtl, flLE CRtE 
l<:iH ~JFGitdA U\nllLH U foA!ilH S(JfNCf 
~ESEAPC~ Cfl CrES~PEtK£ fAY ANC CCflliGuCUS kAlfF~ OF THE CHESAPEAKE BIGhT 
Cf ltE 'IRCifllAfl' !EA 
~~~~ SfEC SCI FEf 6S 
SISLltGF~Pt.IES, CHESAPEAK£ B~Y, RESEARCH fAtlllllES, SCIE~liFIC PEFSCIIIIElo 
\IRGINIA, ~IOCLE AlltNliC fiGHT 
Jqj3 MCKlii~E' Tf El IlL 
RIDGE ANO ~~ALE TCfCGPAPHV OF ThE JolOOLE All~Nll( EIGHT, ~CRTH AMERICA, 
SEtLLAF RESPOIISE lC lhf tCLOCEIIE h'[~AlllC ~EGIE~E 
MAFJNE GEClOf' 15(41, 421-~41 
COIIliNENTJl SHELf, lCfCGF~PhY, ~ICtlE ATL~~TIC fiGHT 
l":i1~ DtUS J 
SEASCNAL AVIllLABlLJlY tNt tiSTRllllliON OF BENThiC FISHES CF ChESAPEAKE 
BIGI-1 
V I~S MAI\USCR IPl 
BEt-THlC FAlNA, DISlRIBLTIC~t fiNFISt lNDL!TRY, FISh PCfllPTIClS 1 
F lShERHS. SUSCI\H C lSTfUEUT ICfh• l'ltCU: AlUJ\il H: lllGHT 
1917 ~lSIC~ J~, ~E~CEF lP 
SEASONAl CISlRlElTlC~ CF BlACK SEA E~SS, CENlRCPRISTES STRIATA• 1~ l~E 
M!U-AlL~Nl!C E!GH1 ~llh C(~~E~TS Cl\ T~E fCCLCGV AND flS~ERIES Of l~E 
SPEC lES 
TRA~S A~ fi~H ~CC lCEillt 12-2! 
SE~SCNAL VtRI~TICIIS• ECCLC,Y, fiShE~IES, GECG~APHJCAl REGl(~!, , SEA 
eASSES. ~l[DLE ATl~NTI( EIGHT 
1'64 NICtCLS M~, LYNCh i'P 
S~ELF CBSE~VATIO~S - ~IVFOGR~Pf.~ CFllS£5 Cf JA~~JilY ~2-2~, JULY 15-l'.i, 
19t3 
~ HS SffC HI HF 41: 
s•Th,METRY, CCNTINE~ltl ShElf, tYCfCGRAPhl, SALl~JTY, hATER TEMPERATURE, 
MitClE ~llA~llt BIGhl 
19Cl TC~NSE~D C~ 
S1A1ISTICS [f lHE FISHERIES Cf THE MlCCLE Jll.~TIC STATES 
li~ Fl~t Hit~ Hf FU HOC, V.2.t 1 l~!-3Ul 
CCMMERtl'l FIS~, CELA.AFE, fiSHERIES, MA~~L~Nt. $htlLfiSt 1 VJRGJ~IA 1 MICDLE ~ll,~liC EIGHT 
54~ 
1<;;73 LNIJEO.SlATE~ A~t L~S~ 
SUCK llSSES51'1ENT Cf flStiEFIES 1 IIESHRII MH-AU.MTICt L:SA-LSSil 
tEFT Of Sl,lE. ~A~ho DC 
HC21 
FIShERIES, 11\TERIIATIOIHL LAk, UliJlEt .HATH, HOOLE ATLANTIC EIGHT 
1S39 UHLCii t-E,. SEAfiS II 
STLCIE~ CF THE WillERS tf ThE C(NlllE.ltL !hElft c•FE CCC TC ChES~FEAKE 
BAl. 111 .. A HLU~ETI<IC Slut'¥ CF TH lCCPLAt-KICI\ 
htRVAl<li ut.IV liEf! MIS CCMF 2CCL 5•U•Oo Hil-3H 
CONlli\ENl'L SHElft lCCFlA~~ll~, ~ICtLE ~lltllll( eiGhT 
l":i71 kARt GE, RCPES J~ 
THE PTlAIITIC COA~T SlRF ClAM fiShE~Y- 1~14 
MARINE flSHEI<IE~ FE\IEk 
3SC~J I 16-~: 
CATfiShES, CIRCULAliCI\ fPL~NlS), fl!hli\G, M~SS, ~IRGINlAt. YIELD E'LATIOI'ISt 
MIOCLE lllLAI\lJC EIGhT, !lRF ClAM 
1q;5 AGNELLO RJ,. CCN~Ell Lf 
THE IlllERACTICN Of ECCNC~JC, flOLOGJCAlo A~D LtGAl FCRCES IN lhE MIDDLE 
ATLA~TlC CISlER IIICL!TRY 
LS NAl ~AR FISH ~ERt FISHERY ELLl ~3(2) 
ECCH~IC IH~CT, lEG~l #SFECTS, CYHEI< INi:lS1R,., l'iCiJLE AilAHlC BIGHT 
HH liiSHGHT IIR 
ThE LIMIT! Cf SHElf ~AlER 
JOlRhAL (f M~RINE fESEt~CH 34tll. 1-14 
SE.SCNAL V'RIATICNS, CCNTIIIE~l-l SLCFE, C~~RE~l! (~~lERl, SPliNllY, 
TE~FEFATLRE~ killER T~AI\!FE~, ~ICtlE AlLA~llC fiGhT 
191~ lANEVELC JS• ~JlliS ~~ 
THE MARINE 'lGAE CF lhE A~ERICA~ CC#ST EET~EtN C~PE ~AY, NElli JERSEY, AND 
CAfE hATTE~ASt I'IC~lh CAFCLJI\~ 
BCl MAR 
CCNliiiElTAl ShELF, tEL.hA~E, CISTFJEUTIOIIt MJRINE ~lGA€, MPR~LANOr NLRlH 
CA~OLINA, VIRGINIA• MlOtlE AllA~liC BIGHT 
1S7t liiELC~ J ET Al 
THE USE (f ECLE s•TELLJTE !iSlE~ lC CESE~vc CGNll~E~lftL ShElf ClKCLLATIG~ 
F~CCEECI~GS, VCl ~ CNPJr CFFShC~f lEChNCLCE~ CC~FERENCE, fF tS1-lCE 
ATLA~TIC ~CEilN, EUC~S, CJR(LlAll(~, CC~llNE~Tftl ShELF, CISfE~SlCI\, 
StlELllTES I~FliFJ(l~LJ, ~~TE~ CI~CLL~llCN, MlCOLE ATLA~TIC BIGHT 
1Si5 ~ldfl OJf 
lHAL SA~t RlDH:S tNt SHAL-~ETREAT MASSifS 
~A~l~E GEOLCG~ lt(2)~ lC5-1;~ 
!A~CS, SECJ~E~l TFA~SP!RT, S~C,LS, , ~JO[Lf AllA~liC BIGHT 
19i7 S.AlHH~ fl' 
~INC STRESS C~ Thf CCEAN 0\EF lhE EASTER~ CCfliNENTAL SHELf CF ~CRTH 
A~HJCA 
JOURNAL CF ftY~ICtl CCE,~CG~APhY 7(41, 5~5-5tt 
AllAAliC CCfAN, SEASG"AL ~A~J~llCN5, CO~ll~E~TAt ShElfo klACS, MICCLE 
HlA~ HC B lGI-1 
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1912 ~JR[ ff, BEFRY FE 
AUTUMN MHRH ICN OF FHEGilll'iE FHCU~ CN A~StHAGl.E ISLAIIO 1910-1911 J" klLCllfE MA~AGE~EIIl 3ci~J, ~€4-~92 
El~CS, AS!~lEACLE, 'I(RAllC~ 
1S73 flLSC~ ~E,, GCLCSlEl~ E 
COASTAl ANC OfFS~CRE E~\I~CA~E~TAl IN\EIITCR)~ CtPE hATlER.5 1( IIAIITUCKET 
~rCALS I, ~A~l~E ~·~~AtS 
~~~R fUel SER 12h 8, 1-E, LH 
BErA,lCR, ClSTRIElliCNo GECGRAfhiCAl REG1G~S, ~·~IaE ~·~~AlSo MIER~liCN, 
RE\IEhS, fEtDI~C 
1%9 HllE!< 1<11 
CCNTl~Ehl~L ~IGRATIO~S Cf FI!FfS 
UNtER~AlER NAill<, Sf~l~G l~6S, 1:-44 
CISlRiELTICA, fiSh~ GECG~AF~l(tl FEGICNSt ~IGBATJG~, MIGRAllCN PAT1E~h5 1 
HV IHS, lHUNG 
1S7~ ~tlhE~ fJ Ill ET tl 
MIGRATIO~ AhD ClST~IflliCN Cf hhllf ~AI<ll~ AaC ElLE ~ARLI~ Ill THE ATLAIITIC 
C(E t/1 
LS DEPT CC~~EP, fiSH Blll 7CI~l, 2E3-29E 
AGE, CA1Ct, DISTFl8UTlC~, fiSh, llfE CYCLES, ~IGRAllC~, TAGGI~G 
1~61 ~tlt£~ fJ El ftl 
TRANSAllA~TIC "IfRAllC~! CF ~Cl~G Bll£FI~ lL~t 
J FISH RE~ 6[ CA~ 241Sl, lSSl-1SS7 
FISt, FISt MIE~AllCN, ~JERAlJCN, ~lGR.TICa FA11ER~S 
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1SI3 HEFf~EF Ft, GCllt ll 
COASTAL tN( CFFS·C~E E~\I~C!I~E!IlAL IN~E~TCR~, CtPE ~AllER~S 1( ~A~TUCKtT 
SHCALS, € fl~O!, BJR[! Cf THE tTL,~ll( SEAEClFC f~CM C~PE ttlTERAS TC CtPE 
(([ 
LNI\ Rl ~AF FUEl !fR (2Jt e, 1-i, 13€ 
BlBLICGAAEHIES, EI~t TYPES, Sl~[S, B~EEDINEt !EASONAL ~ARIAJlCNS, 
h'SJlATS, 'lGRATlC~ fATTE~~s. ~lGRtlCR~ EtFCS, R£~IE•s, SEtSC~AL 
CISTR18l110 
1S6S ~IllER R\ 
COIIll~E~lAl ~~E~'llOIIS Cf flStES 
UNtE~~·lER II·T~R, SPRI~G 1~6S, 1~-~4 
DIST~IELTICN 1 flS~t Ef[GFAFhJCtl REGICIIS, ~~E~JTJCN, ~IGR~llC~ PAT1ERN5, 
I<Ev lEkS, H H l!IG 
1961 ~~l~EF FJ ET tl 
T~A~S~TlAhllC ~IGNtllG~! Cf VCliiE £LLEFI~ ll~' 
J Fl!~ ~ES fD c•~ 241S), lS91-lS97 
fi5h, FISF ~IGRAliCNo ~IGR.TIC~, HJ(AATICN P'l1E~N5 
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IS73 hEPPNER fto GULLO LL 
COASTAL ~1\C: CffSHFE El\~lilC~I'ENTAL ll\'vHTCRY, CHE hATHRt~ IC NANlt..CII.E:T 
SrCAlS, 8 EIFLS, EIRCS Cf ThE AllA~lJC SE~BCA~O F"O~ CAfE ~~llERAS 10 ttPE 
CCC 
U~IV Iii ~H fltl HR 121, a, 1-t, l!S 
BIBLIOGRAPhiES, EIRC l'PES, Si~CS, B~EEO!~E, SEASCftAL 'vt~ltlll!IS, 
'~~811tTS, ~!GRAll(~ FATTEF~S. ~lGFJlCFY tl~[~, REVIE~S, Sc~5C~AL 
CISTF IEL110 
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19)2 Jfl\N\ M, GCCC~A~ J (ECSJ 
A Sll.t'l Of ThE SCCIC-ECCI\Ct'lC fACTUS RHHIM U ThE ClilfP CONTINENTAL 
SHELF ••• v. 4 l~f lMFACT Of OLlER CCl\llhE~TAL SHELf RfSCL~CE tEVELOfMENT CN 
t'ltOLE ATLAI\TIC I~CLSlRIAL ••• 
L. DEL. •• •• 
INOl.SHHL OEIIEL(Pfo'Et.T, CCMI'EHIAL flSUN<:t fCOMliWIC IMFACT• EMFLCU~El\h 
~~~ERAL INCliST~Y, ~£CREA1IC~, SCCIIL l~P~CT, lCl~lS~ 
1912 NAMiEIM TF 
~I~ERAL ~ESCUFCES Off l~E ~OFlHE.IISTE~N CCAST Of THE UNITED STATES 
UNITEt STATES GECLCtlCAl SLR~El CIRC 669t 2fF 
MINERALS, GECLCGIC IN~E~TIGATIC~S, CECLCGY, I'I~ERAL INCUST~V. ftlt.E~ALOGV 
l'!iU I<Jl.fftl~ R. 
CFFShOiiE H~Rt I'HEFAL HSCliHE POTHtTIAl AM Ufllt;G lECMClO<:'t 
SYftPCSIUI' CN MARINE ~ESCURCE CE~ELGFMENl IN thE MlOOLE AlLA~llC STAlESt 
CCl ~9-3( 1 kiLli~~~BlRGt ~l COt;TI~Et;lAL Shflf 1 tRilllN<: 1 MINERAL lNOl51RY, HlNINGr RfSCUPCE 
tEHlCPH~l 
1916 U.S. tEPARTMENJ tf CCMME~CE. t;OAA 
PRCC EEL INGS Cf TH I".ARII\E f'llNERJlLS ~UKSHCF, l'lli<CI-\ .23-;!5, 191t 
SILVER SFRJt;(;, 1'(.7 f2'!i-33 
1WiH<ALS 1 JIIIIE.IiAL IN CliS TRY, RE SCURCE OEVElC FHENT 
l'.i65 HEn KC 
5C~E PCTENllAL MINERAL RESCLRCES Cf THE ~TL~NliC CONTlt.ENTAL ~ARGIN 
US GECLC(ICAL SU~~E'I F~CfESSlC~Al fllfER 5~!-Ct C1!7-C16C / 
CCNTINENllL StfLf~ CCNllNE~TAL SLOFE, ~A~GINfSf, MtRJN£ GECLCG'It Mi~ER~l 
I~ClSlR~, ~lNJNG, RE!Cl~CES, SEtJ~E~TS 
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1 <.i1 < IliA I'U· E I It 1f 
~I~E~Al ~ESCU~CES Cff T~£ hC~ltEASlf~~ CCAST €f l~E L~ITEC SlATES 
UNITED STATES ~ECLC~JC~l ~U~VEl CIRC tcS• <~P 




IS6'i HCFFER FB 
eiSLIOERAF~Y Cf •IRGlNll GEOLCGY A~C ~1NEF~L ~ESCLFCES- l'i6(- 196S 
VA OIV MIN RE~ P~e ~Cl 
~I~E~ALS, EICGECC~lf~,, (fCLCGY, ~ESCLRCES 
1Sl6 FELlllEl ~~ flEI~(HER F 
Jlli'ES ~~~E~ ESTUtR,• VIRG1t;I,, CCNT~CL Of CLI' MINfRAL OISTRIBUTICN S, 
ESJUAPlNE CIRCLL~TIC~ 
GECL SCC AM• ABSlF~Cl ;11t P~OGRAM~, N.E. SECTIC~. PtGf ltS 
MINERALS, ClRCLLATICN, tlSTRiflllG~, ESTLA~IES, JAt'ES FI~EF 
1912 ~~~MElt< 1f 
Ml~ERAL REStURCES OFF l~E NC~THf~SltR~ CCIST OF ThE UNllEt STATES 
UNll£0 ~TATES GEClC~JCtl SliFVE~ CJ~C 669, ~~p 
MINERALS, GEuLCGIC 11\\ESTlGATlC~S, GECLCG~, MINER~L It;CUSTRV, MINERALCG'I 
1~76 KELll~G G~ fl AL 
I'IHRALOGICAL CCHCSiliO (f StM-SilE SfDHflll Cll TH CUTE~ ~ARGIN Off 
T~E t'lO-ATL~liTIC SlATES, 'SSESSMEN1 CF T~E l~FLLENCE Of THE A~CESTRAL 
tl.tSO~ lll[ CTtEP fLU\IAL S'S1E~S 
GECl SCC AI" flll tt,&53 
~~~E~ALS, GECltGY, ~t~tS, ~EtJIIENTS 
1576 l.!. CEFAFT~Ehl (f CCPI~E~CE. ~(At 
PRCCEE[J~GS Cf ltE M~RlNE MINE~AL5 ~OPKS~CP, ~A~Ch 23-~5 1 1916 
~ll~ER SFRING, ~[., f~~-33 
MINERALS, ~~~E~~l INtLSlrY, ~ESCURCE CEVELCF~E~l 
1~7t CL~Slt~ ~~. ~T~l~S(~ LF 
SOURCES CF ~E~ ~llRCGE~ FCR T~E SCllH AllA~1IC fiGHT 
ESll~RINE FRCCES~ES \(l l USfSr STFfSSES ~~[ t[APTATIC~ lC ltE ESTl~RY 
AlG~E, ~~~E~ALSr ElG~ASS, Fl~~TS, FL~Cff 
1q74 8RCC~E Sh ET ~L 
THE RElATIC~!tiP OF ~~~fPAl ~UlRIE,T! TO GFO.lt tf SFARll~t ~LTER~lFLCPA 
I~ NORTH t•POll~A, I. ~LlFIE~T Sl~lLS Cf t~C SCllS I~ ~ATUPAL STANCS 
SGIL HlEI'I(E SCClEn Cf ti~HICA Pi<CCHCING~ Hl 39-2, ~<;5 
Ml~f~ALS, GRO~TH 1 ~CPT~ CAMCLI~A, SCllS, 5P~R1J~At ~ETLJ~CS 
1574 8FCCME Sh ET tl 
l~E RELAliC~ShlP (f fl~EFAl ~llRIE~lS TG GPC~lt Cf SPARTIIIA ALTERIIIfLCRA 
Ill IIC~T~ C~~Clli\A, EffeCTS Of ~. P, ANt FE FERTilllERS 
HIL SCIENCE SGCHT't CF AI.U:RlCt fRCCEEC 11\GS, \U 3C-2, P3Cl-3C7 
kiNERALS, GROklHt IICRTH ClR(ll~Ar !CILS, SftRTI~At kEllAIICS 
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1915 1\ATIC~•t ACACE~) (f ~CIEI\CE 
Mll\11\G II\ ltE CUlER CCI\Tl~ENl•l 5tELf ANC JN l~E DEEP CCEAI\ 
wPSH~GTO• c.c .. , lCif 
CCN1Il\El\1Al ShELF, CEEF ~~lER, ~ll\11\G 
l~U t<AlHH F 
CFfS~O~E ~JRt ~IaE~Al ~E~GL~Cf fCTENllAL ~~0 MINING TECtNOlCG' 
SY~PCSllM c• MARINE RESCU~CE CE~ElC.~E~T IN ThE MIDCLE tllANlJC STATES, 
CCT 2S-3C, ~llliJ~!ELR(, \t 
CCNTI~ENTAL ShElft CRJLLINGr ~INER~l INOU!l~Y, ~~~lNG, ~ESCL~CE 
OEHLCFI'EIIl 
1Si5 Et'fR' KC 
SCt'E FCTE~liAl ~I~E~AL fESCU~CES Cf ltE AllA~TIC CCNTIIIENltl ~ARGI~ , 
US GECLCOUL $LP\H PHfESSICNAl HFEk !:~!-C, Cl~'l-Cltc ;¥· 
CO~TINENTAL S~flft CCIITINENTAL SLCfE, M~IIGA.ESE, ~~~I~E GECLC(~, MINERAL 
I~tLSl~), ~I·I~G, FESClR(ES 1 SECI~E~TS 
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l«;H \j((~Hl~ AC El Al 
Cli'RENT S TRlCTUR £ AIIO fl IX I~G Ill THe ShELF-HG FE ~HER HC~ T HuH! Cf !\En 
ENGlANC 
JCUFII~l Cf (E0f~~5JC~l P£5IARCt Bll~ll, ~tS!-3iCt 
CURRE~lS (~PltFlw ~J)I~C, FH~SIC'L CCEA~CGPftfH\, SlRLCll~E 
1977 BRCECI<ER ~S 
MIXING• OlfflSJCN A~O CIRCLlAll(ll ~tTES Ill CCE'N kATfRS, ANl\UAL REPORT 
JCL~ 1SJ3-Jll\E 1S7~ 
CURRENT ANTARCTIC lllERATLRE 1\C 5t 0 JL~E 1911~ P22, AESlPACl J-1&334 
CHCLllllO, I<IXIH 
H1i l'lllEF J~ 
VEFTlC'L MIJI~E Al\C AI\G)JC CO~CITIC~! I~ lHE ~f~ ~C~~ SIG~l 
~M GECFH~SIC•L L~l(l\ lFA~! 5B(t), 4C~ 
CG~SlAl fl.INS• MlJIIIG, C)IGENAllG~, SALII\E ~AlE~ 11\l~LSICN, !EA hATER. 
TEMfE~HlRf 
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l'i7S GtRfiEl[ tl 
A 80) ~ODEL !llO) CF ltE MICCLE Allt~llC 81Gt1 
CCLLEGE (f M~~INE STLCIES, Ul\IVE~SllY CF DEL'~'Rfr MASTERS ltESIS, S!P 
MCCEL !TltiES, MICCLE ATlAtiTIC eiG~l 
1945 loALUCE 
A CRITICAl CO~PARJSCII CF THE EICLCGICtl ~S!L~FllC~S Cf tLCSC~ RJVE~ 
Sl~IPE[ E~SS ~CCElS ~~£ fiElC SURVE~ CAT~ 
TRtNS l~H< fl~~ SCC 14), i1C-il1 
Bl(lCGYt ~CDfl Sll[IES, Sl~IFEL fPSS, SUR~EYS 
lSi€ Bf~FC~lf' RC 
~ Sl~PLE TtECRETIC~L MCCtL FOR l~E FLCh OF A~ ESllAR' C~l( ~ CU~liNE~lAL 
HELF 
JR. GE(PH~!IC'L fESE,RCt ~(l. 63 ~C.C~ S13-EI3 
PFCJECliCNS~ CGNTl~E~lAL ShELF, C'~A~ICSt •c[EL !TUCIES, ltEC~ETICAL 
A~ALYSIS, liC'l ~AlERS, TCFCGFtfHY 1 \ELCCllY 
19i~ GtSKI~ f, Sl(lllE~~E~ J~ 
ECCLCGICtl ·~t ECC~C~lC fRINClfLES 1~ FA~~ FL~~NING. Thf PSSAlEAGUE 
NA110~Al SEA!~C~E ~CDEl 
CCASTAl l(~f ~A~ACE~E~l J~ 1141, 395-413 
ASSATE~GUE~ MANA(E~f~Tt •oCEl 5TLCIE!, P~E~E~~ATIC~, BARRIER ISLANCS 
1S1l VlR(IN.IA l~!lllllE Cf ~ARJ~E S(IE~CE 
IICCL~ AllthTl( CL1ER CC~11~E~T~L SHELF E~\I~~~~E~lJl 5fL[lES 
~~~S GFA.l ~fl. tClC7tl2~5 (3 'CLJ 
BICLCGIC~L F~OFf~TlES 1 C~EMICAL PRCFERTIE5, CCNll~E~lAL SHELF, GECLC,IC 
IN\ESTIGATICaS, ~AFS, ~CC~l SlLDIES, !J,fll.Gt SECl~E~lS 
19H HI<H,~ ll 
NCAA'S ~E~ YC~K BlG.l ~tRlhE ECCSVITE~S 'hlllVSJS P~OJECl, tN 
lNTE!<CISOFll~llH' nt.CV Cf TH MARli\E ENHI<CIII'EI\1 
MAl< TECK SOC J t(S)s 2S-34 
ECCLCGVt ECCSYSTEI'Si E~tlllllltN,-GECLCGV, ~CCEL STLCIE~, SlR\EYS, kASTE 
CISPCSilL, CCASJAl lC~t 
l':i73 Vll\CHl L 
QLANllfiCAliCN Cf 5HCREll~E ~Et~tE~I~ES 
CEFT CF E~\IRG~MENlAl SCIE~CfS 1 Vl~Gl~IA ~1\IV Ch~RLGTTfSVlllE• TECH REPT 
H-1, ~l:P 
GECLGGV, ~CDEL SILCIES, 5tCRE EJF£5, ShG~ES 
ISif CA~R(~ MJ, GCLCS~llh \ 
STCRI'! SlFH-iiJ!Vf 11\TERACliCI\ I'CtH. LllEI<JilUH REI/HI> Cf HRH MCDELS. 
~OtEL CESCPIPTIDN AI\C RESlll! Cf \J~GII\IA SEl MCCEl 
(~IMS ~R~M!CE llC) 
CCJ!STS 1 ~.CCEL SlUCIES, SlUMS, I<AH~ (WATER~, HAlHER P~JTEFh! 
l'ii7 GCLCHJH- v 
V IMS-ELM k~\IE CLIMATE fiHH CF TtiE EtLTHOH Ct~HI\ lRCLGH SI-ELF A~C 
ShOd HE 
~IMS S~tMSCE 1(6, GLCLCESTER PCI~l, \A 
COMPUTER ~CDELSr CCI\111\E~TAL ShELft GECMCRFrCLCE\t MCCEL 51L[JESt WAVES 
lilt Hi<) 
19"l4 GCLCS.IH ~ El H 
~A\E CLIMATE •oCEL (f lhE ~10-tlll~ll( SrElf ·~[ ShCREll~E tVIRG!NlAh 
SEt). ~CCEL CEvELCF~E~Tt S~Elf CEC~(RfrGLG(~, ~ND PKELIMINAR) RESULTS 
NA~A (vl~S ~FA~SlE ~EI ~t~t SF-35i, 14cP 
BAlr~MElR~, CC~ll~E~lPt S~Elf, GEC~CrFrGlC~'' MCCEL ST~LIESo ~AVES (hATtRJ 
5~1 
191~ GCUSI'ITH .. 
hA .. E CLI~ATE ~(C£lS f(f lrE CCNJINE~lAL S~Elf 
BEACh ANt ~EAASHCRE SEC SPEC PUB 14 ECO~ FALECNlCL ~I~E~Olt lLLSAt CK 
I~I~!S C[Nl~IB 1CE) 
S~CRELINE E~CSICN• ShCREll~E STABILll,, SAlh¥ME1Rl, CC~ll~ENTAL SHELF, 
rY£RAULJCS, •ccEt STLClfS, wAVES t•AlE~I 
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1~1~ FRANZ C~t CLA~~ ~E 
~ CISCLSSIC~ Cf Thf SYSTE~AlJCS, ~£fNCtUCTl~E BICLCG,, •Nt ZCCGECGRAPH'f CF 
FCLYCE~Ellt EMERlC~I A~C REltlEC SfECIES ~~~SlRCPCCA NLC16Rt~(H1Al 
IJ£LIGER l4t:ll, 2£~2lC 
BENTHC~, EGCS, GECG~AFrl(tL ~EEJCNS, ~~~£RTEEPtlfS, ~OLLUSKS, COASTAL 
ZC~E, ~LC!f~t~Ch 
19£6 AllE~ JP, St~CERS hl 
ADAPlAliCI\.S TC AR'fSSAl Lift AS ShCio!l E'l HE 81\tlVE ~B~A PFICfli\DLAUM 
IHllHI 
CEEP SEA RLHARCt 13 1 111!-llH 
'CCLIMtlJZtTIC!I, PtVSICLCGY, A~AlC~~. SE~TtCSt tiGESTIC~, ~ClllSKS, 
HSfHAllO 
1'113 PFJITT 5I: 
BEHHIC FAll\ll 
UHV ill PH< FUEL !ER <:, 05, 1-!, H 
PrYSICLCG~r CLAMS, CRAESs C«lSlACEA~S, fiSt, ~~~ERTEE~tlESo ~ClL~SKSt 
CYSTH~ 
1918 ~AL~E~ C ET tl 
EEI\TriC 11\~ERTEERtlE tSS~MBLACES Of CELA~A~E BJ!' 
MARBICL ~~(1) t5-lt 
~RT.RCFCL5, PClllllC~, TFti\SfCRJ, CtESAFE~KE SA,, EA~TER~ B~,.~C, 
I'OLLUSKS, HMEATEAN~. SllllNlT'o Sful/HNHo HH 11\G 
1S67 MERFlll AS, RCFE~ Jk 
CI5lRIBLllC~ Cf SCLT~E~~ 'LAt{(~ (f lhE ~l[tlE •Tt~IIIIC CC~ST 
CC~~E~ flSr PE\ 2~14l• t2-64 
BEf\TrOS, flSHl~Et fl!tlNG, GECGR.Ptl(Al ~EGICN!, ~CLLlS~S, f(FULAllC~, 
SIZE 
1S6S Ct-AHH f 
CO~AX fGSSGR, A SL~~£R ~A~GE E~lE~SiG~ CF [(~l> \ARIAElllS 
NALTILLS E3111t l-14 
BE~lhCS, CLA~S, CLPRENl! (hATEFI 1 tlSlRIEUTIC~, MOLLUS~!, S15TEMATICS 
1911 LEAR Ok, ET ll 
EffECTS Of OCEAN ~l~f~~~ ACllVll~, ~IC-AllJNllC E1GHT-1S76 
EFA, fi-IlACELfHIA 1 fA 
Clt~S, tEAV1 METAL!, ~CLLUS~S, CRC,~JC ~ASTE5, SEkAGE CISPCSAL, SE~AGE 
SLUC(E 
1Si4 LEAf< [~ 
EN~I~CN~E~TAl S~F~t't CF T~C l~lfRI~ tlMPSllES; Pl[OLE ATLANTIC SIGHT 
SUFflE~E~TAL REPCRT 
E~\lRCNMENlAl fR(TECTIC~ AGE~C~, REGlCN lilt ftllACELf~IA, FA PUBLICATICN 
EFA-~03 . 
S-14-C lC~, 1C1FP 
AJl~NTIC CCEA~, ECHI~Ct£R~5t E~~IRCN.ENT•L EffECTS, IRCN, ~ETALS, 
~CLLUSKS, CCE~NS, ZCCPltNKlCN, ~ItCLE AILA~TIC BIGHT 
l'il3 LOP Ck 
ENVIRC~~E.TAL S~R~E' Cf l~C I•TERJ~ OL~PSJlES ~1££1€ AllA.llC SIGtl 
SLfPlE~EaT REPCRl, CfE~ATIC• FETC~, CPLlSf FEFDPT 5-10 •cvE~eER IS1!, EPA 
~C, ~TIS ~EPCRT Ff-~39 ~~1, CCI 14(122) 
CARBCN, Dl!PCS'L• fC~l~CCEF~S, HEA\) ~EltLS• 1~(~, ~CLLUSKS• FAT~Cl(GY, 
HCFlA~~Hfl 
1S76 wEI~S C ET AL 
FGRt~I·IfERA, ClATC~!, A~C MCLLUSKl t5 PClENlltL HCLCGf~f fALfCECCLClCGIC 
l~CICATCR~ 1~ THE hlCSC~ E5Tlt~Y 
EECL SCC f.~, HSU fllGt:ll,,.S 812J, 2~t-;?'.i1 
ALGAE, A,.MCNIFIC~llCN, !EA!CNAL \"RIATICNS, OlATC~S. ESTLt~l~£ 
EN~(RO~~E~T, •ctLLSKS, Stll~11~, Sl~~TI•RjPt~ 
lS11 RlDCEll Cl 
tl!TCPATHClCGI(jL STUCIES CN ThELV£ fENTfiC IN,ER1EBRATES FRO~ THE ~IOOLE 
ATL,NTIC CLTER CCNll~E-lAl ShELf 
1\l~S ~PA~~(E 17~) 
eE~TtOS, CC~TINE~IAL StELF, CRLS1AC£A~S, ECt.INCCER~S, .OlllS~!, FAlHCLC&Y, 
SHELLFISh, ~15TCLCGICAL 1•\ESliGAllCNS 
lSlt HSEI\FHC A 
I~FECT!ClS CISEA!£! I~ CCMJ£PCIAL StELlfiSh CN TtE MID(lf tlLANTlC COAST 
I~ GRCSS ~G IECI SPEC 5)~p A~ER ~CC l AND C 2, P414-4~~ 
~Clll!K!, PARASillS~, • 51-EllfiSH 
1SE2 GALTSCFF PS, ~ER~ILL AS 
~OTES (~ StELL ~(ffh(LCGV, G~C~l~t tNC CISTPIEUTIIN GF C5TREA EQLE!TKIS 
SA't 
BLLL MAR SCI Gllf CA~IE !212), 23~-2~4 
EE~THCS, f(Ull~'• ~CLLUS~S, •cFPtGLC(), SALINll'tt SVSJE~AliCS 
19t6 HfES Jll 
PilAR ~CN~LA~A, ~f~ HG!l FCR ~Al.CCBtELLA 'AC5~A 
NALllliS 4914), 13G-l33 
EE~TtCS, ~CSlS, 'CllLS~S, ·E~E~TEA~S 
1S61 ~lCt-tHS H 
fLEISTGCfN£ (ASlRCPCCA CF \IRGI~IA 
~IPGINIA ~l.EFtl! 13121t 15-IS 
GASTPCPGCS 1 ~GLLU~MSt FLEISTCCE•E EPOCh, 'I~Cih{A, FCS!ILS 
1<;66 ~lChtHS H 
~LEI!TCCENE fELEC,fClA Cf \I~GlalA 
VI~~I·IA •I~EFALS l~(3), lS-24 
MGLLLSKS, flElSTCCE•E EPC(h, VIRGl~lt, FCS!IL! 
1S1l FHClHV PJ 
fOLYNLCLEAP ~RG,.Al!C ~~£RCCAR8C~~ l~ ~API~t 1lSSLf5 
E~\SCI P~C lfCr 1111Cl, Sc9-<;S~ 
ARC,.ATIC CC,.PGUNt~, tRTrPUfCCS; AllANllC CCEA~t 810~SSAV, fiSt, MCllLSKS 
·-~" 
l'.l6S H Ei<t KC 
POilllC~! (f E•Pl' PELECYPtC ~ILVES (~ l~E ((~ll~E~TAL SrELf 
JR SEt FE1FCL 4Fl~64-12S6 
S~ELLSr CC~TINE~l~L ~~Elf, ~CLLL!K! 
1918 ME~Illll El H 
RANGE E,TENSICh CF 'CllL!~! f~(~ THt ~IC[lf All.~liC EIC~T 
~ALlllL~ <;21llt .3<0-4C 
NEW RECGkOS, FCG, I·~ER1EERPTES, ~ClllS~~ 
56( 
1Sl3 CASltGNA ~. ChA~lE' P 
SALI~I1Y TCLE~A~CE Cf ~C~£ MARIN£ BivAlVES f~O~ l~SHC~E ~NC t~TUA~JN£ 
HVII'CN~ENTS IN \iUHlNJA hATEj:!~ Oi TH hESHii!i MlD-AlUNliC (CAST 
~ALACCl((IA 12(11 1 4i-~6 tVIMS CC~lFi 47i} 
CUMS, ESlllA~IES. JICU.liSI<St SAliNilY• SAlT TClUAIICEt VJRGJIIIU 
1~55 lLRIIE~ PC 
SCAFHCFCCS CF ThE ATLANll! CRECGIN~! IN THE ~fS1E~N:All.N1IC kiTH A 
CATAlCGUE 
DEEP-SEA RES 3 C!LFFLI 1 3CS-32C 
BEtHhCS, [ ISTI<ll!LT ICI\ 1 GECG~~Fh lt.Al llEGICN~, JICLLLSKS 1 lCGfUIIKHt\ 
1910 C~E~ C, hlLl~A~ ~~ 
SHEll-BEAR lNG PTEIWPtiCS AS 1~1: lCATOI' S (.).f loH£R I'~SSES (.ff CAfE HATTERAS, 
II(JI<lt- CAHlHA 
BLll MAR SCI 20(2)• ~!C-3El 
Be~T~OS, BID~ASS, CC~TJ~ENTAl SlCP£, •tlLLSKS. PLtNKTC~~ S~CII'E~TS, kATER 
CUCLUTIO 
1977 SHE\TSC\A Sf ET Al 
llMJLARilY CF PR(PERliES Cf CPllC GAfiGLIA ChCLJNESTEI'ASES lh ThE S'UJO 
OMM,ftS lREPI-IES..eARUA H FFC~ THE SOU 1t ULAftllt t~C HiE 'RUT ,ftlST!lAL IIIN 
EHiil 
OKEANClCGIYA lllfJ• 11C~-11C6 
~~INC ~CIOS, BICChE~IST~Y, ENlY,ES 1 'ENETICS 1 ~~~ERTEER~TE!, ~CLLUSKS 1 
.PRC lE 11\5 
1S12 BCESCt- tf 
SPECIES CI~HSITY CF MHlH MtCAuH~UOS IN HiE ~ IRGII\U~ AllE,I 
ChES~PEA~E SCI 1313) 1 4Ct-2ll 
BEHHOh CCNliHIIHl SUlfe CRlSTACHIIS 1 U.Cl.SHUL loi!SHS, lliVERHBRAHS, 
~CLL\;S~S, Si!Lil\llY, SFECI,ll£1\, 5TAllSTICtll fiET~CCS 
196.3 liA~H CS 
SUPPLEfiEIITAl FEECI~G Of CYSTEII~ ~~1~ SlA~Ct\ 
CHESAPEAKE SCL 611! 1 43~!1 
EEl\T~CS, ESlUARifS,;fCCCS, Gllt~TH ~flES, ~CLLU~KS, ~YSTER~, ~lARCH 
1S13 Rf) ~'• BCSS KJ 
SYSTEMATICS /1~0 OISlRielTIO~ Cf lhE D£EP-HI .USHOfCC, EflTOIUI' 
IECCli~ECGlRtl NllJCl~ 
NtlllllS ~7 14l• S3-Sc 
BENTHCSt tlSlRIBLTIC~, FCREST ~~~ACE~E~T, CECGFAFhlCJL ~EGJCNS, MCllUSKS, 
S~AILS, S'YSlE~~liCS 
lS75 RCF£! Jho El ll 
ThE ATLANlJC COASl !URF CLAJI FlShE~~- l~Ji 
~A~IIIE fiStEFIES REvlE~ 31CEl• 22-21 
CLAM I~CLSTRY, CLA~S. f1Sh£RJES, fi(LLLSKS 
197~ ~CPES J., El ~l 
ThE ATLANTIC CCAST SLFF CLAM FISHER\-lS73 
liAR fiSii RElt 3H 1.2J, 31-l't 
CUJIS 1 FJStHHSt Hllt..SKS, SliH CUI" 
1~1~ RCPES Jlo, Bti<KE~ t~ 
T~E ATlAIIIllC SLRF CLAI' Fl!~ER1- 1~1C 
I'APUiE FISfHHS IH\JH, fiCH 34(9-lCh 36-4~ 
CLAM I~CLSTRY, CLAI'S, fiShERlESt ¥CLLLS~S 
l'ii6'ii SUMI'HS Ill 
kl~TER PCPLLATIC~ (f L(llGC FEIL£1 I~ THE ~IC-All~~TIC EIEhT 
8IClCGlCAl EULLET Jh vtl 137 NC I. .Hl-216 
AELNOAr.CE, CJSTRlfLTIC~ FAllERr.S, fCLlL!.!t lE~FEP~Tt..PE 
1Sl3 HRNER R£ 
._CCD-BCIIIM:: enHV£5, (ffef.HNISTH SPH.u:s IN TH OEEF SE~ 
SCIEI\CE 18((40~3), 1371-1315 
BEl\THS, BCI<ES 1 CUfiS 1 tiHPIB\iTICIIt lAilHEt HUUSKS, FtiClCH~Pt\'t 
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lSU 1-t,ftEFJ'.Eil Pi! 
OlHRIEUl JCN PEI'J:OCIJCllO t~[ ~Oll Jll( Cf HE HCK CR~I! CAIICER-IRRCRATLS lh 
l"E MIC ATL~r.TIC fl~hl 
JfiHHIH lCI~) 
CHESAPEAKE ElY t UlA ES, fCCLCG'Y• F UHil IES• • S Eli~AL "TLFIH • I'Cllli\C 
19t5 COCVH FJ 
NCTES ON ThE ~ClllNG C'YCLE, Ct,ElCfi'E~l Cf S£Xl~L C~~llACTE~S Al\0 SfX RATIO 
IN C#Lt~IJ~ HYFEPfCFELS 
CRUSTACEAN~ 8131 1 3C€-3~C 
SEASCN~L \ARIAllC~S, CC~EFCCS, GtNitS. ltll~AL '~C~Th STAC£, 2CCFL.e~~TCN, 
Hlll~G 
!t2 
1~41 ~E~Cc~ef Cl GF'' f~ 
CBSER~H JC~~ Oh THE CCN~HVIITI0/1 CF lhE CHSME ~liE BLU CIU.e. CAllli\ECTES 
5AF1tl~ I<A lhfl~ 
VJ J SCI 2(1lt 1-lC (\dfiS COliiUl .t) 




1571 OEUIIAI<E IJ~J\USil~ 
A REPOI<T 0~ THE AllANliC OfFS~CRE USERS •CRKSWOF HELD MA) 19-21 
OH-SG-11-11, t.HAI<Kt ~J 
ATLl~TIC CCASTAL Pl~INo ATLII~TIC OCE~N. CO~TINENTAL SHELF, ~Ct.ITGRlNG, 
N~TURAL RE~CLPCfSt PCLLUlA~T ltENTiflCATlOA• ~ RESCuRCE CE~ELCfMfftTt SPCll 
CISPOSAl , 
1~7€ fi~IR ~C El AL 
CC£Ah CISFCSAL IN l~E ~IC All,hliC SIGHT 
~A~INE TECH~OlOGY SCCIEl~ 
IEEE 41H At.NUAl CCIIF tti CCflltiS 78• ii'Sh q:, SEP 6-t:, H, P~SUU 
ENUROt.MENlAL (;lJ~LlTY• MARINE BIOLOGYw OI~PCS~l, tiAlAROS, MCNllCRING, 
HUGE OIHC~AL 
lSli ~ENZLCFF CR El ~L 
TRACE Mfl~LS I~ CRGA"ISMS FRCM OCE~I\ OISFCSAL SITES Of T~E MIDDLE EASJERN 
LI\ITEO SHU$ 
ARCH El\HilO CCtiH~. lOJUL b(~), .395-409 
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HilS UPSO I'F 
BCCCAilOIA HAftATER IPCl~ChiET-, SflChltAEJ J FCTE~TIAL FEST Of THE AMERICA~ 
CYSTER JN THE JA~f! Rl\Eil, VIRCii~1A 
CHESAPEAKE !CIE~CE• I~ PFESS 
JAf'ES Fl\IEF, ~OEIC:IT't 1 HPHLlT'h C'fSTERS, PARA!IllSMt fOLYCI-AElES 
··~~~-~·······~·~·~··~·················~···············~··~··············· •ti\FHLCG~ 
····~·····~···············~···················~··~···········~············ 
1S16 ~tR~LE tf. SECEE~F~ Gfl 
~ SECONG SPEC!MEl\ Cf ltE CEEP SEA FIS~ PAChYC~R~ tEfSJ, all~ l CISCuSSIC~ 
CF 115 CLASSIF1Ct110~ J~[ t CHECKL151 CF ClhE~ lCARCJCAE Cff ~IRGI~JA 
CCFEH 1, F 22-2$ IVII!S C01PI8 8131 
OEEF SEA FISHES, fiSh lA>C~O~)o ~C~P~ClCGl 
1911 MLRA~~KI SA, PACtECC Al 
61CLCGICAL ANC FISHERIES UTA CN A1LA~TIC Sl~GECN, AClPENSEil OXYRUNCtlS 
(~,JiCULll 
USNJIIFS ~EFC .S.h. lECH ~.R .. lC 
CISHIELTJU, EXfl.CIUTIC~. fiSh TAXCNOin, GliOiolti RATES, liFE iHSlCIO 
STLCIES, MA,AGEMEt.T, ~CRPHCLCGY, fCfllAliCN 
1977 WIU SJ 
BICLCGICAL Al\0 FISHEll! ES CIU U! Bll.£f JSf,, PCii'J H~tl.iS SAL HTIUX 
tlltti'IIIEUJ 
L.5.N.M.F.5. N.E.f.C. 5.~. TECh SA .11 
BlliEFISh DISlRIBlTICI\, UFLCI<I\Tl(), FISt< U~O.CMY, LifE tdSTCRY SHCIESt 
MAtij~Gf~EI\l, M(~ft(lCfY 
1$13 lEIIPLEI'H to 
DESCRIPTION AND CISTRIBlliO~ Of Nflo SFECl~E~S CF ThE FISH l1PCGEI\Y5 E1lll 
FRCM ThE ~E5TEFN ~CRlti Alll~ll( 
J FISh RES EC Cj~~ 3C liCit lSSS-156~ 
NEll SPECIES, CISlRIBLliOI', FISh GfCCiRAfHCH HHUS, UI<TCfl, MGilPiiOLOG't 
1913 JOSEF~ EE, RIChA~~SCt. Sl 
lAil~AE AND YClNG Cf ~E!TE~~ fiC~Th ~TLJNTIC EClhlD fllllfiSHES.ETRCPUS 
~~C~CSTCMLS 'ht ClltA~J(hlh'tS j~~CTIF~CNS IN T~E ChfSAPEA~E BIGHT 
NMFS FISl-ER) BUllETH; 11(3), 135-H1 
fll'lflSti l~tLSHY, fLHfiSti, Uli·IIH, Ull10l. GHIITH STAGE, I'CRHOLGE'f, 
CST ECLCGY 
1~11 k~Uf'B£Il\ WE 
IIAfiGANESE-CXICIZIM> H~Gl .«NC HCHRU Ill HCEIH SHLF SEC JHHS tF THE 
6J~ Of EISCA\ At.t lhf ~CfllH Sf.« 
NtlUKMlS! !8(1lt 56-~1 
BACTERIA, flhGJ, tA~GA~ESE, ~(llfHClCGYr ~ftlft£~1AR'f STRLCT~RES, 
SHifiEUH ](l\ 
1~7~ SklfT CJF ET tl 
MCilfHCl.CGIC fiiCllliOt. Jt.t C:OJSlAL SArlO lliAIIHCI\1 1 1\Eio 'WOI<K-Ulo JEilSH SttE lf 
AM SOC liMNGl GCE~NCGR ~. ES-~~ (SfEC S'W~PJ 
SHDilELit.f EFOSIC~, EATHW~EJ~), CHAI\~ELS, CCASlAL PLAINS, CCNJINENT•L 
SHELFo CU~RENlS (~AlE~J, GfCLCGY, ~(~fHCLCGY• !ECIMf~TS 
lSlt ~EllJ.G G. SlAt.lE'W CJ 
,.OI'PiiOLC ('I ANC SlRUCTLRE Cf W IU:lt.G JO AN£ fAlllMCRf SlEMARIH CAl\ ~Ct.S 
EA~TER~ lNITEC S1ATE~ 
JR GECL 1f F637-6EC 
BATHMETRY, COHlNfNlAL ,Sf;fU, JoCRf~CU:iGY, HCII'El\TS 1 STRUUIJRAL ANALYSIS 
1~12 (AllS(ff PS• l'fRRlll AS 
NC1ES CN SHEll MCI<PtCI.HYa fiPCU~, 11\C 0 lSTIUBUliOtli Cf OS fREA EQUESlRI S 
SJ!' 
BlLL IAR !CI Gllf CARIB 1212l~ 234-244 
EEfiH.CS, FOtllNG, Jo\CLLUSKS~ HRffiClCGY, S#L UHJV 1 SYSTEMATICS 
lc;6e ltCI'FS(~ JC J~ 
PSEI.iCOCOHilU,.Bt!S MAIHtlilS t-1 .. SP., A hlMENCSlCH CILIATE HCM THE Vlt<GH\U 
COJST 
JCUI<NJL tF f~CTO.ZCGlOGY 1313), 463--~tl~ h IJIS CCHil .;: l2J 
I'CRfHClOGY, FRCTCZCA, !1RLCllRAL A~Al\SlS 1 ~ACtAfREAEUE,VJ! 
l9ES MLSICK JA, HEAttllA~ JC 
THE SHJ!l(IC SHJ!FK HHh.C~t!HlJS BRlCLS Off vJRGIIIU 
CCFEIA l'.i6c; Ult .((5-.Ht 
CCA5TAL hATERS, FISh, fiSt ClflS1 ~EKTCN, ~C~PhCLCGY, St~P~S, VIFGINIA 
1~7f JC~E5 fh El ~L 
lJ5A FISH A"CJ kllUJFE 5H\ICE fiGL((J(Al Sfli'JlCE fRCGRAI' HS-CI:IS 7£-1~ 
CEVELOFMENT Cf FJSHS lf lH JollD AllAIITIC fiGHT A" ATLASOf tH lAR\IAL MD 
JUHNILE SHGE~ 
FI~t ~llCLlfE SERV VCL 1-6, 24!€€f 
BIEllC{~AftiES, G~OWlt, OISTRIBUTJCN• ECCLCG'• FISH, Pt~LCEElY, ~O~PHOLCG~ 
··························································~··············· ~.c~uun 
····················································-·~·~················· 
l'.iH MIUlElf\ U! El AL 
A ~AJCF KILL Cf ~tRl~f t~'ANIS~S I~ ThE ~ltD1E ATLINTIC tlEHT CURif\G 
SIJt'H~ 1S7t 
ICThYCLCGICAl AS!CC l~C BlLl 11 
EENltCS 1 OE~ERSAL f1St£S 1 flSh~lll, fCIJllt.,, t'CRCGRAPHYa IN\EilTEB~AlES, 
I'O~ULllY 
1973 'WCUt-G JS 
A ~ARif\E KILL It\ t.H JERSE~ CUHH llATU~ 
1'4R fCLL ElLl 4, 10 
BENTttCSt FISHKILL, l~VER1E8RATE!• •c~TALll) 
19H ANCER~C~ EC 
AS!ESSI'EI\T CF .Alllf\Tl( I'AC~E~El IN JCN~F SLBIREA ~ A"D STATISTICAL ARE~ 6 
JCt-AF ll ES tCC B 
14, SER ~C ~Sl~ 3EPf 
l.AIIOINGS, UCLCGY, fiSt l"n~AHIUH, FJS"ERIE!, I'ORTALIJY., HCCKIIIG, 'rlELO 
Hill AT 101\S 
lSH UR~EN Pf 
BCCCA~tiA tA"'AJEF tPCLYCtAETP, SPJC~lCAEl A ll(TENTJAL PEST CF The AMERI(AII 
CYSTER Ill Thf JA~ES FIVER, ~~R~ItllA 
CHESAPE~KE SCIENCE, 1~ fRES$ 
J~~ES Pl~ERt ~O~EICJT~t ~O~TALIT~, C~STE~S, fAFASITISMt FCL~(t~ETES 
l~t6 tASKIII ET Al 
Joii~Cti~IA ~ELSCt.J ~ 5P (t~PLGS~CRlCA, HAfL(SfCFICllO,El, G'L~All'E AGt~l 
CF lh£ OEL'~'RE E'Y 0'~1E~ EFIZCCllC 
SCJEt-CE 15~(31~2), 141~-1~16 
MOFHLHY• CYSTEPS, FJl~JISITIS,., 1-15l0l.OGICAL It-aESTlGAlll~~. CElAw~~E ell~ 
1976 U.S. CEF,RT~E~T CF CCMJoiERCE 
MORTAliTIE~ CF FIS~ '~[ 5H€Llfl5h lSSCCJtllC ~Ill- t~C~IC BCTlLM "AlER I~ 
l~E ~IDCLE /!ll,t-11( EIGtT 
NATIO~Al ~A~lNE fi~t-ERIE! 5ERVIC£, SANC~ ~(t~, N.J. 
FISH, MCRlALil), (~~GE~ Rf,LI~E~E~lS, S•EllfiSI-
1'>41 NEwCGI"IlE. CL (;flA) H 
QCSERVJTIC~S (~ THE CC~SE~\~TJCN Cf l~E Chf5APE AKE flUE C~AE• CALLINECTES 
S~PICUS RHI-BUN 
IJA J SCI .21llo 1-lC HIH CUIHJB 21 
CHESAPEAKE e~Yt CC~SfflV#TlC~, CCNTl~E~lAl 51-ELF, ~ORlALITY, \lRGlNIA, BLUE 
CRilB, MOLHIIG 
1S73 CR,FOC~ ET Al 
FRELlll!IARY AlltLYSES Cf A1LI1N11C ~f!ltACEN, fREVCCRliA lYRAII!ILS, 
.. ltRATlCIIS. fOfULIITICN STR\JCTIJflE .• St.R\11\IAI.. AMl UfLCITAllCN RtlES Al\0 
AVAlLABllll~ 11\0ICtlEO FRQ. lAG REll~I\S 
fl~h Elll£111\ 71(3J, ll~-!4 




1q7~ MILLEF ,.l ET tl 
. A COMPLIER S1HlJUIT10ft lt'Ctlf\HU£ FO C ll SP llU tff HE 1\E~ JHSEV-CELh~RE 
COASlUtiE 
LS CGAST €LARD RESEARCtl ANC CE~ELCJMENl CE~lfR, ~RCllN, CONN 
COASTS, COIIIPUTER l'.ctHS, ~GIJUUlw Cllt { U-.. Al £IC lNlERfAC £ S, S ll!lilAT HN 
llt.H'VSlS 
1944 hCCtCCCK th 
A THECR ~ Of HRFACE UHR t!CllU llHHEC fRCfol UE ldi\!:-11\CLCEO HCTlOt. Cf 
lhf ftYStLJA . 
J MAR RES 5(3 I. 1~6-:a5 
MO~E~EN1 1 flAN~T!IIt SL~f,CE tF~i!ltGE, Wl~tS, lCCPL~~~TCN 
1914 /lllEPS lC 
AN CBSEPV~llON DF ~'Fit ltfRMCCLl~f FCRM~llG~ IN THE MlDClt lllA~TJC 
SHH 
E~TlARI~E CtA~l~l ftR ~(I 2111t 75-c2 
FCLLUTIC~. ECCLC~lt flSfEFlE~. ~CYE~E~l, SE~''E CISPtStL, SITES, 
TE.,PE~~lUR£, ~A51£ tlSFCSAL 
1511 All SJ El AL 
MEPCURY 1~ ~(~1~ ~TL~~ll( LCE5TER Cf Ttf NE~ ~CR~ BlGtlUSA 
PRCC P~ ACAC $CI ~ill), 2f-~S 
p~~5IOLOEV 1 CRLSlACEA~S, CC!I~OS, ~~~EFTEER~llS, MERCL~\a ~fTALSt .. CVEME~t, 
lC)lCJTY, ~AlEP fULLLTIC~, !IE~VE CELL! 
l~tE STA~lEl OJ, ~Ell!~~~· 
P~CTCG~Afi-JC I~VESTI~ATIC~ Cf SECl~ENl 1E)llRE 1 BtTTO. CURRE!Il ACTIVITI AND BE!IlHO~IC (RGA!IIS•S 1~ 11-E ~~l~l~GTC~ SLf.,FI!IE (~IIVO!I 
lSC G GC fA tiC HI r<F 1 H ~2 
UNCERWATffl fHClCGflAP~V, CA~YCN!. CCNll~E~T~L !tELF 1 ~0\EI"E~l, SECI~EIITS 
·······················~···~············································~· Hl: 
********4*································································ 
ISH NJJ,CU JCJ 
EFFECT Cf THE Tlt•L STRESS C!l MESJttAL CI~CIJLAliC~ AI\C ~Lt tEFOSITION IN TkE SOUT~E~~ 6JGtT Cf Ttf NCRlt SEA 
PLRE AfPl CECP~~~ 113(4J 1 ~l1-5cl 
TRAJIISPCillt ClRCULIIllCN~ CEfCSlli(N (SfCUEHS,, GEClCGY, f'UO, 
OCEANCGflAfhY, SECJ~INTAT1CN 1 SECI~ENlS 
1914 ~C~I~IIE~ lf £1 ~l 
SIDE-SCAN SONAR ~llFPUt (f SEOJ~f~T fHIH lll!C tUt!P MAHRtAl tN HE NEk YCFJ( 6IG~l .AHX 
GECL,SOC A~ ABSJR 6(1) 1 54 I'ARI~E GEOLOCY, "Lt, Stilt hA~ES, Stft[S, SEtlf'ENTA~~ PElRCLC{,,, SECIMENlARV ST~UCTU~ES 1 Sfti~ENlS 
·············~···························································· ~L~JCJJ~l ~ASTES ····················~············································*········ 
1916 C~AfH ~' 
SHCRT ~~t LC~G TE~~ I .. FtCTS Gf CCEla £ISPCStL Cf ~LhlCIPAl A~L INCLSlRlAl ~AS1E5 1~ ~I[ All,~ll( SlGtl 
lMIRICAN CtE~lCAl SCCIElY 'eSlRACl! ECOKLET 15 fEE 7t 
CHEMICAL E~Gl~EEFl~Gt CHEMISTRY, CJ!FCSAL, J~CLSTRJAL ~ASTtS MUNICIPAl.. \IASTES, CCEHS 1 
***U*liU"*"****U****llltll44>tU41tll*ll***"*"*"***nllt444UU41t$************** 
f'lSSElS 
******"' .... :u ...... "* •• u ..... "'u ......... ,.,. ....... u. ,.,. ........ *"* "*"-*****"******* 
1913 CLA~~ ~C.Fl~LEY JS 
P~RIIfflN fYCRCCARECN PAT1E~~S lN PETROLE~H PCllLTEt ~LS~ELS 
MIIRINE FCllllJGI\ ft.ll 4,112-H6 
Cll fCLllJlUN 1 l'llSSELS . 
,.,..,. ... ,. ...... .,. .... ·~" ............ ,. ........ ~ .. ~ ...... ,. .... ,. ............ ~ u .......... ,. ........... . 
~~TIC.Al tiSlCRIC fiFK! 
*"* ............. ,.~ ",. .. " ... ,.,. • .,.,.."" .... " ........... **************"*" ................. . 
1916 ElSf'l hf 
THE FISh ANt WILDLIFE Ff5GlRCE5 Of IkE MIOCLE AlLA~TlC eiG~l 
E~~IRC~~EhTAl AFF~tR!t SHELL OIL CC, tCUSTCN, TEXAS 
CGHlMHAL SHlft FISh fiSt! FOPlilAliCN5, NATIONAL hlSHRJC PARI<Sr 
t\ATL_RAL FfSCURCES, Sli<IIElS. ldltllff. tAIHlAT S 
*4*ltt4tllttttll:l<llii<U liU* t:t lt$ltllll*""'**" ot Ulltll>tt:tllt UlltlllllttUlltll U ***"U ****"**. 
hAll.tflAL GAS 
........ ,.,. ....... ,. ........................... ,. ................ ,. ............. ,. ............ . 
lSll KALlER RJ El AL 
AllA~TIC C~TE~ CO~li~EflAL StiElf E~EFtV ~ESO~RCES, AN tCCNCMlC ANAL~SIS 
CCRAEll Lt.!Vt IJffJ ~GillC ECCI\ 
ATLANTIC CCEA~, CCNli~E~T~l StELF, £CCI\O,.ICS 1 ~ATURAL GAS, N~TURIIL 
PESOIJR(ES, Cllt RESCIJ~(E CfVELCfMEAT 
l~lt ~FFlCE CF lECti\ClCGY II~SES5Mf~T 
COJSTAL EFfHTS Cf CffSiiCiit El'lflU'I !iYSTEHSt AN ASSESSI!Hl Cf Ul A~[ GAS 
!V!lEM~, DEEf~AIER PCRTS A•c NlClElP PCkERFLIAT! Cff ltf CLAST Of NEk 
JERSEY t~t CELAk~Ff 
htShl~~lGI\, c.c. 
11\0UTRIAL CEI/ElCfi<'EI\l 1 U:Hll\EtilAl Stflf, El\llll<CN,.fhHl ffffCTS, NATl.RAL 
GAS, ~LClEAR F~~EP.fl~lllS, Cll, Pl~ANJNG, RESClRCf CEVELCP~fl\1, COASTAl 
ZCH 
151<4 ~NlTEC Sl~lES ~£l\A1E CCI'..lllEE C~ CC~tf~Cf 
CUlEP CCllli~ENTAl SHElf Cil tl\t EllS CEVELCf·f~T A~C lHt CCASlftL ZOI\E 
hftS~Il\GTCt., C. C. 
COIITll\ENl~L SHElf, l~ClSlfliES, 1\ftlll<tl GftS, (Jl lNCLSl~Y, CCtSTAL lCI\E 
1Sl4 FLEA!A~TS J E1 Al 
VUGIIIJII ANC ltf C\HH CCI\111\l:IIUL ShElf- PI<CEL£1<'5 1 PCS!IEiliTI£5, IINC 
FCS lLflE 
~A l~ST I'AF SCI, 93 F 
Alfl PCLLI;liOI\, CCNTJI\EI\Ul StElf1 UJlliNG, HCIIOMC I,.PAClt ENVli<Cl\MfMAl 
EffECT!• EXPLC~ATICII, tfEIIt 115fECTS, 1\tflJI<tl G~!t CIL, ~ATEP FCLLUTIOI\ 
**"******•-*-*****•*•-'t*"*"*-"'-**-*"-***U-U-ll~«'l•«•••••••••••••••••••••••u 
NAlURAL PESOlRCE~ 
................................................................. ,. ............. . 
1S11 lE~ JERSE'I DEPT Cf E~'lR(~~E~tAL FRCTEC11CN 
I. CG~STAl ~AUCHU.l SHHEE'f HR lE:Il JE~SEY 
TRE~TOII, NEll JER~E'f 
AREA OE~ELCf~E~l, CC~SfFVAliC~, tECISION ~A~l~G, LAhD M~N~GEMENT 1 l~NC USE, IIAh~GEI'.ENT, N.HUfltl RfSCtRCH, PlA~Nl~G. C£ASTAL lCt.E 
1971 CELA-~Rf U~I~ERSlTl 
A REPORT G~ THE AHAHIC Off.S~CiH I.SfflS il(illkSt.U tiHC_,.n 19-21 
OEL-S,-11-71, ~E~t~Kt ~J 
ATU~TIC CCAHAl flAHit tTUIIliC CCU~, COIIllNHolAL .SHHF, "UllCfllt.G. 
NATLRAL RESCIJflCESt FClllHtH lOUHUICATIC~~ • ~ESCUI<Cf tfVELCFMENTr SFGll 
CJS-PC5H 
1S7~ ~~ITH ~~ ET ,l 
AN O.IL SPill RISI< AI\AlVSIS FCil ThE Ht-AHAt.HC OllER CCUll\HlAL .St!Elf 
LEISE 
IJS GECLCGICH SU~E\'• CFEN-flU llEfl l6-<4!llo lltSTCN, ~~~ 
CCNTII\ENljL S~Elft EA~lflCN~E~TIIl EffECTS, fAlhf~Jllttl ,.CCELS, ~ATIJ~Al 
RESCIJ~CES. Cil, CJL 11\0lSTfY, ~ESClllCE CEVfl(ffft.T 
lSH !<ALTER flJ E1 Ill 
ATL~l\TJC CUllfl CC~lii\EI\lAL S~Elf t~f~E~ RE~ClRCfS, AA ECCI\(~JC AAAl)SIS 
CCFNELL Ulll,, CEPl AEPIC ECC~ 
ATtA~TIC CCE~Nt ((1\111\EATAL SHflf, fCCI\C~lCS, 1\'lLR~l EtS, 1\~TLRAL 
RESCURCES. CJl, RESCLI<tE CE~ELCfMENl 
1918 ClAF~ J~, TlP~Ef R 
8~RPIER ISllll\CS, ' lHREIIlEI\EC fRAGllt ~ESOlR(E 
IN CC~SE~\AliCI\ fCU~[~llCI\ LEllf~, t~G lS7t 
CEVELCF~E~T, CCNSf~V~TlCN, ~-llRAl RES~IJ~CES, lA)ES~ 6t~~IER ISL~N£5 
1975 I'IAI<YUMJ CEfi!lllMEt.l H SlllH Pli!I\Nlt.G 
CATAlOG CF NATlRi!l fEAllHS II\ "i!I<Htl\£., HClltl\ 1. t:O PP 
Ir., ~ ARYUH [EfAillMEH Cf STilT£ Pt./11\N lNG AN£ CENTER FOR 1\AllJI<Al ARfAS, 
CCIIFENGlLM OF 1\AllRAL fE/lllRES 11\H, \itl l 
, NHLRAl IHSCUCES 1 fl.tl\IIJIIG . 
l~H fUM lt.e: lfo\ 
CEl,WARE 1S CUlST/11\CJNG NATLRAL AREAS A~D l~EIR P~ESE~Vi!llC~ 
[ELAWARE 1\i!TUR'l EtlCtliCI\ StC., 11\C. 
ILI.I.~HAliUiSt DEUHRf• M/.llSt Ullilitl IUSt:URUSt PCPUlH JCNt PRESERIIATUlN 
lCiti CLAI'K J 
fHJ; Aht 111!1'1, COHLICl 11\ ThE AUAUIC ESTUARIES 
Afol liTlCR'l SDCJ£1,, IFEC fi.E St i6 f 
ATLAIITIC CCfAII, CCI'I<\fi<{JAL flStU1(;, CCt.SERVATH.flt fCClCGICAl. IMPACT, 
ESTI.IARIH flllilHM•ftllt, flSflM;, .l\AliJRAl Rf.SCI.RCES 
1912 li~JTEt SHT£5 tf:fl Of JtH ltiTERIGR 
liBRARV RESEAilCH fllCJfCl-f'IC HLAUJC CGNliNEUAI. SJ!Elf lflfCCNI\AISS,NC£) 
ElRE~L Cf LAIIO I'JI\tGE~E~T 
CONTINENTAL SHELF. f ISHiilES 1 UifCRI\A UCN RElUf~'l 1 LUR~R IES 1 hill URAl 
llESOt.R(E~ 
1'i It JEI'\~H AC 
OFFSHORE tiL Alit flS~E~'f REStli~CES 
NEll 'ICRK fiSti AND GM<E J. ~3(~t llf-l~B 
FISHERIES, IIATLRAL RfSClRCES, CIL,.MIDCLE ~TlAIIllC 81Ghl 
lt1E CELA·A~E U~J\E~Ill'f 
fRCPC Sf[ J llAIIl JC OffSt-.GRf PR CGRAI!a A PRELIMJf\Afl'l FUN lC (BlAIN ~ IlAl 
INFORMHION FCR ltif NAliOt. l(j PIIOTECI AND lSoE ITS OffSiiCR£ I!ESCUHES 
IEXECLll\iE !U~~Af'fl 
COllEGE OF MARINE SliJOlfSt 1\EUlil< 
~lLANliC OCEAN, CDt.TliiEI\l'l S~fLf. ~AIIAGE~E~l~ ·~lUPAL FESOUR(f5 1 
PClLlT ANT ICENllf I CAl Ull, I'ESHRCtl AMi DEV EltPI!EI\11 RfSCLRC E CEVHOfHENlw 
SECIMfNT TR~NSPORlt ~PCll CI!PC!Al 
191i DElAWARE lNl~ERSJl' 
PROFOSEC AllA~lJC CffSt!CRE PPOG~AI!, A PRELIHI~JilY fLAN TC C8TAIN VITAl 
11\fCRfiHlCII FCR lhf 1\JITIOI\ TO fMilEU AMl lSE 115 OFfSI-CRE REHiURCES 
COLLEGt Cf M~RINE Sll01ES 1 ~E~ARK 
ATLA~TIC CCEAII• CC~11~E~T~l StflF. ~AI\AGE~E~l, ~AT~RAL ~fSCURCESt 
PCllUTANT ICENTIFICATICN, RESE~RCH A~O OE\ELOfMENl, RESCURCE CEVElOFMENl, 
!EDII'E~T lRANSFORt, ~PCil [JSPCSil 
5il 
l'J1t lS CEP1 JNTHHRt clt<Hl Cf U!ll: MiiUGHHT 
PRCfCS(C 1~1~ CUTER CCNTII\t~ltl St£LF Cll AI\& G~S LE,Sf !ALE CFFSHCNE lHE 
fiii:-HlAI'<TJC STATES, \GLUI'.E ,t, FIUL HVII'C.MIOT/11. SUlHUl 
IIASHIHlU., CC 
COI\TlNENTAL SHElf1 Dt<lllii\E 1 El\~lRC~MfNlAl EffECTSy EXPLOilATICI\, 
EXFlCRATlOI\• NATli<Al RESCLI<CES, tiLt Cll 11\CUSTRY, R£SCURCE ££\IEL(f~EI\1 
l9itl US 0 EPT INTER lOR, elR EAl Cf U II£ I'AI\ACH£111 
PROFOSEC 1~1t CUT£~ CChliNtNl~L S~Elf Oil ~Ill G'S lEAS£ SAlE OffSHORE THE 
I'IC-nLAI\TIC STAlES, 1/Cllifolf J, fUll!l £111/IRtfi.IIHHL SlAlEI'Ul 
WASHHGlCI\t C.t. 
COIIliiiEI\TAl SHElf, CFILLII\G, fll~l~OhfoiENTAL EfFECTS~ EXflCJll!lllN• 
EXflCR,TIOII• • II'JURil RESCUR~ES. tiL l~OlSTRYt RESOURCE CEVEtOPMENT 
197~ US tEfl lNTERJORt BUR£AU Cf LA~O MANAGE~E~l 
PRCPCSED 1~16 CUlH CttlliNiNUl ShElf Cll lflt. US HAS£ SALE CffSHClAE HIE 
fiiO-ATLIINTIC SHlESt VCllillf lt flU.l Er-IVIRCt.IIEI\Ul STATEME.t.l 
li ~Stt liiGTtN, 0 .C.. . . . . 
CCNTII\HlAl SHLF, tRlllli\Gt HVHOI'Er.Hl EffECTS, UFLCIUliON., 
f)fLCR~llCN, 1\tlLJjll ~ESO~RCES. Cll, CfL 11\E~SlRYt RESOLRC{ tE~ElOFMENl 
1~16 US tEFT lNTERICRt EUFIEAU Cf l~IIC MANAGf~fNl 
PRCPOSEC l'!ill6 OUTER CCr.tllllftoHL SHHf OIL AI<& GAS LEASE SotU CFFShCIIE H-f 
fiHC-UlAllllC STAlES, ~tll:IIE 3, fUI.tl EhVIPCUfi\UL SUHMENT 
II'ShU.GTCt., DC 
COIITINENlAl ~tiELF, DRilLING, EII~IRtN~ENT-l EffECTS, E~FLCITITJON, 
fXFlORATJON 1 • ~I!TlRAL JESCURCES, Cll INOI.Sl~~. RESOURCE DE\ELOPMENT 
1916 US OEFl INTERICFI, ELFIE-l tf LAN£ ~A~AGE~E~l 
PRCFCSEC l'J7t UUHR CCNIINENHl SHLf CIL ANil GAS LEASE SAlE CfFSHCH THE 
I'It-HlANlJC STAlESt \CLUI'E ~~ fJUL fNVIIlUI!fNTAl SUlEI!£1\T 
iiASHIM:lCI\• t.C. 
CONTINENTAl SHELF, C~lllJNG. E~-IRC~MfNlAL fffEClS, E~FlOIT-liCN, 
EXPlCRtllONt , N'TtR'L RESt~RCES, l1L INCUSlll'f, RtSCUilCf CEVELCPMENT 
1918 U~ITEO ST,TE! fiSh A~C kllClltE SER~l(f 
PIJBLICATHI'\S Cf ltE f HLU l"l SERVICES PRCG.iCAM 
BIOLOGICAL SER\JtfS F~CG~A~ l'JJE SEPT 
810GR~PHlESt COALS, L~Nt LSE, 1\'TURAL RESCURCE!, POiiER PLANTS, STREAM 
I~f~C~E~E~T, kATEF t<ESClRCES. CtASl'l lCI'\E 
1S16 ~IICII 
SECI~E~T CCNlRCl 
MARHAIIC CCCE, AHCltTEt SECTICNS ll-1101. B-U05.1(19Hj AS #MfNCEt 
w .. H-1S76J 
HLANllC COASTAL flAil\., BEA<.hfS, C.OJI.HAL EtdiiiiHRli\G, HCSlOII, 
LEGISLATICII• NJTL~tl R£5CL~CES, S~tl~EIIT CCIIT~CL, ~~lfRS~E& K~NAGE~ENT 
HU GUH lilf 
THE FISH Al\ll "'ILtllfE HSCURCES Of lhf MICflLE ATlANTIC IJIGHT 
fN,IROII~ElllAL Aff~IRS• S~ELL OJL C(, ~CUSlCII, TEXAS 
COIITll\Elllll StElf~ fl~t, FISt FOfllAllONS, ~'llONAL klSTORIC FARKS, 
N.tTURJIL RE~Cli<CES, :SLJ<~E'WS, lllU:llfE tii131UH 
19tl hA~GIS ~J JR 
THE M!D-AlUINliC eiGH, A 4\H.iLECt'H lltRlhE €Clll PlliiE 
IIU~ I'~Nt.SUIPT 
COt.liNENTAL StiUft flJ>FISh INCtJSTI<Y. flSttERICSt NIITURAl ltESClFC.ES, 
SHUFHH 
1911 Uti I lED STATES SLREAl Cf UMJ UUGHHl 
THE CUTER CCUitiEI'iHl StELf OIL Aht G'S LE~SE SAL:f SCI:Ttl ATUI'TIC OCS SAL£ 
43• FINAL !~PACT SltlEI'ENT 
US 8l~ 3 \Ol h0242.5l6 
81£LlC~RAP.IES, f~~~~Ct.~E~TIL EffEtlSt E)fLCRAllON. MAFSt ~AlURAl 
RESOURCES, OIL• Oil lNClSlRY, R£SGLRCE CE\ELCJ~EI'il 
·~·~······················································ .. ·····~········· 1\AV lGAEU WATUS 
·······················~·················································· 
1'>43 AliCII 
NE~SPAPER Cllffl~~~ - ARE~~- \JR(JNJ~N SEA 
M~Y BE CBTAlt.EC FFCM MEPR~S, VJRGI,.,lA IN.SfllllE (f ~ARI~f SCIE~CE, 
GL[LCESTEF POINl \JRGifiJA 
~A~lGAfLE ~ATE~S, ~IFGl~ll 
·····························································~············ U'iHlllCII 
··························~··················~···························· 
1'!114 HLSii CS 
· 'ii~GIN lA INST IT liTE tf liAR I fiE SCIEfiCE, NAS. U ~GLE~ RESEIIRCH CENTER ECLE 
SlC'I PPCGR"~ 
lN NASA CONf PLS tRJfllNG SLO\S TC3Elf73. f3Z~ 
ILLUSTR.ll(l\S• 8lC,S 1 (~~TlNftil'L !hELF, l~Sl~l~£NT~T1C~, k·~IGATICI'i, 
~AlER ClRCllAJICN 
···························4·············································· Ul<l(tl 
....... ,.. •••••••• "* ...... "* .. '. "* ,.,.. .................. *""* ................... . 
lSB AHE l<k 
A hEll CYCUlPTERIC FISH 7 LIPARIS IN<;I.;lllNlS, ASHCIAJEt ~llh HE SEA 
SCALLCft PLACCPECTE~ M#GEllA~l(USt lN THE kESl£RN NORT~ ATLA~liCo kiTH 
NClES ON l~E LJPAPIS llfAFIS CC~FLE~ 
CCFEIII l'i73(4J, 167-79~ 
EElHtCS, OJ.SHIBIJlJCt-. 1 fiSH, CHGRJftHCAL Rf.~lt:IIS 1 J\UlCt\ 
1973 StEFEIJRNE .Sk 
CEll TYPES, l:lfHRE .. llH CUL CCIJIITS, AND el.C{() 'Ell llfASU~EII\fNTS Cf A 
FGPTUGESE S~~RK, CEt-.TRC~CYM~LS CCELCLEPJS, CAflLREO AT lCC fAlHCMS 
LS tEPl CC~MER, fl.SH Blll 1lt2J, ~3S-~39 
ClTCLCGIC~L llltlES, flS~, fiSh ftYSICLCGY, IIE~TCN, S~~RK.S, flOOC ~ALLES 
1Si.3 lHPlUH " 
CESCRIPllC~ AIIC [JSTRIEUTIOII Cf "'Eh SFECIMEN5 Cf THE FISh LJfCGEIIYS Gllll 
FRCM ltE ~E~TER,., NORT~ ~llA~llC 
J FISH RES H CA~ 3( 110 1 155'.1-l.~tlt 
1\h SPECIES, tlSTRIBUTICho flSf,, GHCRAPhJC•L REGlCliSt IIB1CI\o I'Ci<HlLCGY 
1S6S fA(~lS F~ ET tl 
~E~OPELAGIC flSHE! A~O lhE~I'tl F~C~lS I~ ltE kE!lER~ S~FEASSC SEA 
~~R 61Cl 3f~), ~l-lC6 
fl.Sh tHKHII 
514 
1 c;·,; Bf.JCHAI\AN CC 
CCCli<REHE CF UTLH I<HFJSI-o SflllHES MfiHuS, 11\ SPCH FISHERY Of THE 
I'IH YOIIK BJGH 
US DEPT CCI'.Mfll 1 flSI- flll 1H2lo 5'.i1-!98 
FIS~, 1\E~lCI\o ~PC~l fi~J-, SPCRl fl~l-INE 
1~14 HAEDRICH RL, HEI'ItE~SCI'I I'IR 
PElAGIC HCC CF CCI<YPtlHNOlt:ES ARM-'TlSt A OEfP BENltiiC RAllAJL 
DEEP-SEA RES 21t'.il 1 13'.i-144 
BEI'IltCSo FIS~, FISt CIETS, I'IEJlCN 
1~14 HAEC~IC~ Rlo f(llt~l Pl 
RAHLY SEH fJStUS CIIFllRH 11\ tl\JCSCN SCS"·AIH~f CANVO" 
J fi5H RE~ BC CA~ 3114) 1 £31-23~ 
BEIITI-\O.S. UIJSI~ (tjljlRU .. 1 CJSTiiil!LTIC"' FISti,. 4\EKlCN 
19t9 M;Sl(J( Jll, ,..tEICH<lt. Jt 
THE SQULC 1£ SHI.IIll< Etblt!CRti HU~ eRt.CI.S Off URCHV 
CCPEIA 1969 (1), 2C5-2(e 
CCASTAL lUHRS, fiSh flSt- CIETS, HKTCtl, .-oRP.tiOLOG'W, S,.,AIUt.S, \IIRC.li\IA 
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l'.i71 MlR~Al CN, ~AllS~Y t 
PLUTO.IUI' I!Ml AMERICLM ACli\IlllES Ill! ThE liC~lh .SEA AND GEP~-~~ ClJASlAl 
REGICNS 
ESTLAPINE CCASUl f'IIR SCI 5t31, 31S-3.t8 
1\LCU'll fllfl'<i'V·t NltLE.AR PCWER Fl..H-15 1 RACIIIliCI\, RACIOACTHE llASTE 
tiSPOS~L, RACIOACTI~f ~AS1ES 1 RADIC~CllVll' EffECTS, hASTE CJSPOS.Alt WATER 
fOLllllGI> 
·$·········~···············~·············································· fi&;ClEAJi Jie.tCTCH 
.............................................................................. 
19i6 SEIIEC~ Et fl 'L 
A~ ~NALYSJS OF T~E EFFECTS OF 1hE ERLNSWIC~ ~LCLEA~ FC~EF flt~T C~ TtE 
PPOC~Cll~ITY [;f 5FA~Tl~A ~LTE~IIlflCJiA CS~CCT~ CCRCGRASSI 111 ••• 
THIRt A"NL~l REfCFl CAA~CLIIIA FCwf~ '"0 LIGtl CO, RlllEIGh, II.C. 
EFFECTS 1 NUCLEAR PCWER FlANlSt 1\UClEA~ REAClORS, PO·E~ FLAIIT~t 
PPOtLCll~ll~, ~PARlJN.A 
5<;2 
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MJC lBR~NCI-, 
··············~··~············································*··········· 
1~;~ FPA~Z 0~, ClAF~ ~E 
A CI!CLSSJCN Of T"E S~SlE~~TICS. RffR(tUCTI~f EIOLOGY, 'NC lOCGEOGRAPhY Of 
PCLYCERELLA EMERTOkl A~C RELATED SfECIES (GASlFlfCCA NLtlE~l~(hlA) 
-----v-Eti{i-f1(----tlrt-3+)•·• --l2Ht:55-2'1tr------~--------
EEI\Th()S, EGGS, GfCGRAfi-ICi\l REG lCN~. lNVfRlEE'IUHS, I'Ol..LIJSJ(S 1 COilS TAL 
ZOH, HCIHil~CH 
················~·············~··········*··············1·····*··········· ~U1RIE~1 Rf,UIREMENlS 
.................... ,. .................................................... . 
1911 CARPENTER EJ, 'llllA~C RRl 
INTRASPECIFIC ClFfEREIICES I~ fiJTRA1£ tALF-~Al~FAliCN Ct~ST~NTS f(R ThREE 
SPECIES Cf ~~fiJI\£ FH'IICfl~fl~l(f\ 
ECCLOG) 52()), lEJ-165 
ESlLARIESt ~ET,BCLISI', fiilFATES, f\Ll~IENT FE,UI~E,.~I\TSr .~Ul~IENTS, 
PI'YTCHHl<TCN 
1974 VAllElll lt TEJL J~ 
~UlRIE~T LI~lT~TIO~ I~ !Ill ~AFSt \E&fTATIC~ 
ltlt R.J. FE JHLC HC 11.1-.• 'UEEI\ (Et ITCRSI £CGlCG\' Of HAl(JI'l-'rTES 
llCADH IC fll ESS t 1\,. ~ • Ff!iA11-~f3 




1916 St.~~f Jh 
A GENEF<Ill SC) ,CDEL APF~CACH 
P~ESEhlEC AT l~TE~ATL CfC~CE Cf CCI'~ EJFLCR,liG~ 
NSF CCNF CN A~CXIt C~ ltE ~ICCLE AllAhllC ~HELF CU~l~G lME Sl~~ER CF 1916, 
hASH DC, CCl B-It H, Ft3(SJ 
~1\AERCHC CC~ClllCI\S, HllLTHfl 1 CCHINEI'lTAl SHlf,.ESJUARH.S, 
MAThEMATICAL MCOElS, ~vl~IE~TS, REt TIDE, SlLtG£ tiSPCS~Lo kATE~ AfiALYSIS 
5<.13 
1915 HSA H.Hf 
JIN~t;lll SUfoMJIRY ()f RESEAPCt< RfSCLlS f(~ FISC.Jil.. HAF 1<.114 MESA MW YCKI< 
EHiHT FR(J ECT 
NOtA, EOULtER, CCLC 
CHE~ISTRY, CIRCLLjiTIC~, NCRTtEAST u.s., NUl~lENTS, PHY!!Cill CCEANOGkAPH) 
1<.11! MEH !Uff 
_A_Illifl'C_llLL. _ _A_(_C_Efi_CJlM _ _'l3_l_O_EJ; __ lS_1!U _ 1C t.OAA 1M l:l<l MES,\-2: Al\IILAl Sli'.MIIR¥ 
CF IIESEilRCh H~Ull~ fOF flS"L YfA-Il--1~74--Mf~l--llfl'l -YC~K--elG._-T-PRG-JEft--
NCAA, 8ClLCEilo CCLC 
CliEMISTR't• CIRCULAlJtN, fiOilThEIIST l.S., 1\l.lRIHTS, PHSHAL CCEAI\C(IH!Pt:\' 
19t3 VACCIR( RF 
AliAILABLE 1\IHOGEII AM; fti(5PHC11Ul: A flO HiE E ICCJHI'ICAL CYCLE Ill ThE 
AllA~llt tff fiE~ EI\GLAI\[ 
J 11\.tlRI<ES 2113). .tll4-3Cl 
AMfiCtiilM CCHPOlNCS, (hlCIIOH!'rU, 1\IUATES, Uli<ITES, llllllCHI\ 1 fiUTRIHTSr 
PI-CSHATES, fHCSHCf<lJS, Slli..H)lY• lEI'!PER.AlLRE 
1965 KETC~l~ EH 1 F,TI-fF Jt 
BIOLOGICAL, CI-~MICAL, ANQ ~~tiCC~E~JCAL STLCJE! Cf M~Rl~E fLII\KTC~ 
hHOl ~EF (l:~47)o 1-lH 
C~T~, NITFillES, f\llflllfS, I\UTFIENTS 1 FHCSftl1ES 1 PHVTOPLANKl(l\ 1 
flAPICISClCPESt 51LJCA1E~ 
JS7C hULELRl EM 
CC~PEllliCI\ FOF 1\LTRIEI\TS fV M~fii\E PHYTCFLAI\~T(I\ II\ CCfAI\IC. COASTAL, AI\C 
ESlUARli\E FE,lCNS 
ECCLCG~ 51131, 475-464 
DEI\SilV, OJjlQ~St Cli\CFlAGfllATES, DCMINANT CR~AI\ISMS, ESTLA~IES, 
NUl~IE~JS, PHVlOFLAN~T(I\ 
19t3 hllBvRl E~, F"CC~A~ J 
OISTRlSLTICfl CF PHYlCFljiNKTCN SFECIES ~ITt ~ESFECl T( SAll~JT1 eET~fEN TtE 
CCilSi CF 5Cl1HER~ ~Eh f~Elt~t ~~t tER~LCA 
ll~NCl OCEA~OGR £(.tl, ~t!-itS 
CO~HlNIT,, CJATC~S, [l~(flJG£ll~TES, l~C~, ~LTRIEI\15, P~'TCFLJNKlOfl, 
flAI\KTCN, StllNIT,, SILJ(AlES 
1911 STEF~~SSC~ l El Al 
~YCROGRAFHlC FRCPfRllfS A~O ClfCLLlllt~ Cf ThE NCRT~ C'RCllNA SHElf 'NO 
SlC PE kATE II~ 
CEEP SEA RES EARn IE, .H3-42C I ltOCO.S hOlE CCf~NtGilAFHIC IIISTilUTlCII COIITf< 
H3U 
ClRCUlAllOII, CCNTIIIEI\l~l StELFt CI!~Ol~EO O)YGEI\9 NCRTH CARCLJNA, 
IIUTRIENT!~ RLNCFf. SAllllll,, lE~fEFAlliiE, ki~CS 
l9il CA~PENTER EJ, ~liLLARC RRL 
11\UASPfCIFIC DlffEREM:.fS ll'i NITRATE h'ILf-SATUilATICN CCNSUNT~ FOR ThREE 
SPECIES OF "AIIINE Ph,lCPl~AKlCA 
ECO.lOG'Y 52( U, 1U-U:5. 
ESH.ARIES, I'EllllltliSII" UlR~HSt tlllRIENl RfQ.lJIREMENTSt MJlRlfHS, 
FliYTOPLAI\I<TON 
1S72 EMERI CO, LCHUPI f· 
LIFE tlNI ~ESTER~ NCIIT• ATLANTIC CCEA~, TCFCG5AF~Yt RCCKS, S1RLC1URE 1 WATER, LIFE, At<O SEClMENH 
AMER A~S PETROLEl~ G[Cl •e~ (111, 3(4-332 
eEtllHGS, fiSH, NITROGE~t NLJ~lftiTS, CRGANlC ~AllER, PhllOPLAN~TCN, 
R£\ JEWS, 
191~ ~AlEl~ORTf. Jfo El Al 
~Ell YCRI< BHHT FHJECT, IIHEI' CCLUH SA~fLING CRI.ilSES I'IC. 6-.8 Of HoE NOAA 
SHIP FERRELL, ~FRIL-JUI'IEr 19l4 
NOAA OR MESA-l, HUUER 1 CCLC 
NORTHEAST l.S., I'IUTRlE~tS, P.1SICAL CCEAtiO'R~1•1, MJCtlf ~TLAIITIC BIGhT 
191~ HAZEL~OPTH J6t El Al 
NEil ICRK BIGhT P~OJECl. hATER (ClU~tl CRUISES NC. ~12 Of ThE ~OAA SHIP 
FER~ELo JULY-NC~, 1~14 
NCAA CR Hl IHSA-3 1 BClltE11 1 CCLC 
NC~TrEAST u.s., NUTRIEI'ITS, PhYSICAL CCEAI'IOGRAPh'Y, ~ICOLE AlL,NTIC EIGHT 
1S12 l:liGI:tLE PC 
~ITRGGEN CYCLE IN IHE ~~RGA~SC SEA fl~Al ~EFt~l 
LNI~ ALA!KA lNSl ~lR SCI liEF !F-64-SJ, 1-2S 
ALGAE, A~MCNI~, tRCWT., C1~~CPr,TA, I'IITRllES• tlllPOGEtl, NLTPIENTS 
1S74 ~ALIEU It lEtt Jl' 
NUTRIEtT Ll"ITAllCII IN ~All MAR5t VEGETAllOII 
IN, R.J. REI~OlD A~D ~.H. 'UEE~ iEtllCRSJ [CCLCGY Cf HJlCPrYTES 
ACACE~IC fR£5So ~.Y. Ff54l-~~3 
LlMJTJ~G f~CTCRS 1 IIUTRIEIIT REQLJRE,EIITS, Nll~IENJS, SALT MARSHES, 
~EGETAliOII 
1~5e Rll~ER JH, YEtiTSC~ CS 
fRl~~RY P~C[CCTICN GF CCtlll~E~TAl StElf a'lE~S Off NEW 'CR~ 
LIMNCL CCE,t~CGR 313)• !21-!35 
CHLOPOFHYllr LIGH 1 hJlllliGEN, 1\llRIEtiTS, FHS.fhHES, FhClCHNTHESlSt 
FPJMAP~ PRGtUCTl~lTY, TEMPE~AllRE 
1974 CIRFE~TER EJ, CC) Jl 
PRGCLCliCN CF PELAGIC S~~G,SSL~ ANt I BLUE-GPEE~ EFIFHYTE It~ ThE WESTEKN 
S#RGASSC SEA 
LIMtiOL CCEA~C~i' 19&3), 42.-43t 
ALGAE, CYANCPHilAt ~Ili'ATES, ~ITRllES, NUTRIE~lS, CXY~f~ REQUJRE~E~TS, 
FHCSfHilE~, fH~lCfl~~~TCtl 
ltl4 ~Ulli~A~ ~. CtlfEP 
RESPONSE IN PRCO~CTJCI'I CF CC~tG~~SSo SPARTJ~A AllfRNIFLCR~t 1( li'ICRGAI'IlC 
l'lllRCGfN A~O PHC~PhCFLS FEFT1Ll1E~ 
CHESAPEA~f SCIENCE 15, 21-23 
FERTILIZERS 1 ~lTFCGE~. NLTFIEN1S 1 fhCSPHCRlS, FIICCUCTI~ll1, SFARTII'IA 
1914 S~ llt' KL El H 
SEDIMENT CJYGE~ CE~~IIC 11'1 tN OLT~ELLJI'IG ANC UFaELLIN~ lRf~ 
TEThiS 611-~), 2~3-2]C 
POLLUllCN, eEI'ITHCSt CA~fC~, C~~~EIIlS ~~~lfRJ• I'IUllllENTS, CXYGf~, SECIMENTS 
1~14 BENCER MEt CC~Rfll Cl 
THE LSE CF WElLAIIOS JS ~llPlf~l FE~C~~L SYSTE~S 
CPC fUfllC~llCN ~C 29 C\l~S CC.lFIE ~t 62~J 
NUTRIENT~. hEllA~C~ . 
5S6 
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197~ RCIIE Gl, S~Il~ •t 
BE~THIC FEL~EJC tCUPLit.' 1• ltE ~IC ATLAhTJC BIGHT 
BELLE II BARUCH LIERA~'t l~ ~AFI~E ~(lfhCE, •c 6 ECCLCG) Cf ~~~INE BEhTHOS 
SYMPOSIU~, GE£1lGETCiifl. S.C .. , UIIJ\1 5. URCLJ~~ fllfSS, CCLUI4fU, !).,CAR. 
--- -(X-'iGEN-t[j;it\[;-Tt=~lCPllltdiTCI'It ZOCPLAI';( TO~. l'lllRlliCN --
•••••• 4 ................... ,. ...................... t .................... ** "* ....... . 
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1962 1-UUEFl Ell 
A 1\ClE ON lt!E HCRllCI\Hl DlSTfii8UllGII Of f'HUPLAIIKTOI\ Ill ThE CPEI\ CCEIII\ 
O.EEF-SE.II HS 9Clh ·12-74 
CINCHAHLUTES, OCEAN CiRCULAlHNt FHHCPlHA<lONt SfAlHL CJSTRJBliTICht 
SlAll!TIC~L I'ETHCCS 
1n1 hllllAfoS RG. E1 Al 
SLI'~~Idl.HICN .H.C JI\HRFiltHTlO~ Cf HSTCRICPL Pti'fSICAl OCfAIICiGRAPhiC AI\D 
METfCRCLOGlCAl INfCR!IAJlCI\ FO~ THE folt-AJLA~liC ~EGlON (fl~~l REPO~T; 
MUA HVIRCNf'EHH IJftH SEilldC.fio hHI-HGTUt t.C. 
CCIIH~HHL SH'Lf, CIIU CCLUtliCNS, t'fiJROLOHC CATA, METEORGLCGICAl OATAr 
OCEAN ClllCllATHi~• CU~t. CI.RFEHS, GUlN V~ESt llAlE~ FRCP£RHES 
1912 STC~~EL ~. LEElM~ ~ 
THE CIRCUlAllCN Cti lHE ((~llNE~l~l SHElf 
FRCCEErHGS Cf HE 1\~T WOl HICUO~ Cf SC UIICE USA 6~, 33SC-!.3fl4 
CIRCULATIC~, CC~lltiENlAl ShELF, CCEtN CIRCllAllCN 1 WATER CIRCUlATICti 
~·-···········~·········~·~·-~···································~········ OUI!ti CUR~HlS 
·~·~·····-····~···········~··············································· 
ISH lln IG JC 
CCAST~~ CU~FE~TS l~C t~ AS!CCI~T~C SAI\C STFE~~ Cff VlREl~I· EEIIC~, 
1/HGJIIIi! 
JR GECFnYS RES E3 3C~ f236~-~312 
CCEA~ ClFRENTSt CCEA~C(PAF~Yt Si!~tS, SEVJ~E~T l~I!~SPCPT, litES. IIINCS 
1972 FISHEll ~ 
EhlRAih~f~T Cf S~Elf ~jTfll B~ lhE ELlf SlREA~ ~O~Th CF C~Ff tATTER~S 
JCURNAL OF GECPH'tHCAL FESEARCh 11, 3~48-3.255 
CLFRHlS. CIIHERh DU~!II C!JRilEfllS 1 IIHER CIHLUTIC~ 
lSH lll~lLH 111 1 (()( GV 
NEW YORK BIGtl- AN £1\VIRCN~Efll~l BASELINE ~llO't 
PRCCEECUGS, VCl 2 UFJ, CfFSHUE H(ht.GLUY CC~FEREI\CE, lSH, PP t65-t14 
H\HR-IThlfEI'fHl HFErn;-JI.Jlffi\CTL GA fl MARJTI-.IIN IKPlS ~-MARTt\E-e.iCTERIA; .. 
OCfAN CURRfNTS, !f~.IIGE ClSFC~Alt Sl~CGE tlSPC!tl 
1916 FR H Hl 
NCRTHASTURC CRifl Ih Tlif ~CUkHII IIIL-ATUHH IHG);l t!JRING LATE SPRING 
.IIH Stf!~EF 1~7t 
JOURNAl Of GEOPiiY!ICAl ~E5EARCh S3tClJ. 50!-~C4 
CH SPillS, Ul FCLlllJCtl, CURREIITS hATHh [~JFTII\G HQU~HO, OC£At-l 
CUR~EI\TS, FCLLUHI\l ltEI\TiflCAliOII1 PCLLU1AH5, SI-:IPS, ioHCS 
1S11 WILLI~~~ FG El ~L 
SU14MAR12A1IGN ANC It>ilEI<PRETATIUI Cf HSTC~JC.Iil Pt:)SICAL CCfAMIGRAPHC AtiC 
METEGRCLOGICAL Il>ifCF~lllCN fCI< TtiE ~H-ATUI\tJ(. liE.GIGN (fiNAl REPORU 
tiCtA E~Vl~Ctii4EI\l~l tAlA ~ER~JCE, W~Shl~GTC~, o.c. 
CCt.liNENTAl SHElft DATA CCLLECTIC~S, h~DRCLCGJC D~lllo MflECRCLCGICAl D~T,, 
CCEAti Cl~CllAliC~, C(E'ti Cl~FEtiTS, CCE~ti ~A-ES, h'TER PROfERllES 
1Sll KlPFERMAN Sl 1 GAilflElC ~ 
lRAI\SPCRl (f LCW-SALINll't RATE!< Al 11-E SLCfE •ATER-GULF STREA~ eouNCAR~ 
JCLRNAL OF GECFMISICAL RE!EA~C~, S2(24lt P 34El-3486 
ATLA~TIC CCEAt., EI.C~St ((II£~CTJVJTY. CCNTII'IE~ltl SHELf, ME~SUREMfNTt GCEA~ 
CU~RENTSt PRCfJLES, ~~llt.Jl't• TE~PER~1LRE 1 lhEFMCCLI~E 
···················································~······················ CCfH kAVfS 
···~················-························~···················•****"*** 
1974 DU~~E ce, ~llll~~S SJ 
GECMCRFHCLCGY ~NC S£Cl~f~T! (f t•E ~~~ER ~E~ ~CR~ El~HT CC~TJ~E~TAL Shtlf 
GC~ER~MENT PEFCPTS A~~(~~CEME~JS 74(231 1 14~7! 
SAThY~tTRY, CCAilll STR!JCTLRESt CG~ll~ENlAl !hELF 1 CCRE C~llll~G, C~EA~ 
~AVES, SEIS~IC STlCIE~, SlRt~~ GAGES 
1911 WILliAM5 RG El ~l 
SUMMARllATIC~ A~D l~lf~PFtlATICN Of ~lSTCRlC~l P~~SICAl CCEA~OGRAP~IC AND 
I'ETHRCLCGIOL 1111fCliMtllCh fCR ThE IHC-All~llllC REGIC~ (filiAl REfOH) 
NCAA E~\IRCNMENTAl tAlA SER\ICf, kASnlNGTC~, t.C. 
CC~llNE~TAL SHELF, C~lt CCLLECTIO~S, ~'CRCLCGJC DATA, ~ETECRCLCGICAL CATA, 
OCEA~ CJRCOLATICN 1 OCEJN CURRE~lS, CCEAN kA\E~. -AlER PFOFERTJES 
···~·······~··································~··························· CCEJIIICGFJIPto't 
··········~······························································· 
1915 FARR~RAS-C~R,,A~IIIS C 
AN INVES11GA1JCN Cf A~THRCP!GEtiC SEDIMEIITS IN ThE NEW VCR~ ElG~T 
GCCTGRAl DJ~ERT j(lSS AESTR 1~1 !6(4J, lt3!fJ 
CONTINENTAl S~Elf, CGF.ES, GECUIGY• lfEAIJ"' METALS, CCEAt.CGRIIH't, CRGAf\IC 
MAlTER, SEOJ~Ef\TS, SCll~ li~S1£Se lilSl£ OISFCSIIl 
1S15 GAOD fE El ~l 
C~lCLLATIUS Cf S~t>G UJIIISFCRT Cit. TH NEii YORJ( St'Hf LSII\G NEAR-BGTlOM 
CURRENT METER Cf~ERVATICIIS 
A~ GECPHVS lNIOtl TRANS 56l12J, lCCJ 
TRANSPORT, (ll~AlESt CC~TINEIITAL ShElF, CUR.REI\1 METERS, CURRENTS (kATERlt 
GECLCGY, OCE~NCtRAfHY, !fOIMENTIITlCII, VElCCJlV 
1S76 HCLEC£ EC, (JLBERT TR 
CHEMICAl CCEA~CGRAfHV (f THE CCI\li~E~TAl SlCFE 
Ct!APTER 6 Cf A l<EF(Rl TC ft.,£ BUREAU CF L~Nt ~IIAGEHENT 
CHEMJSTR,, CCNllllfNlAl SLCFE, CCEAttGRAPH"' 
1918 6CJCCI.IIl I<.C 
CIRCULATIC~ PRCCESSES CtNTRCLLI~G SEtiMENT JPA,SfORl IN lrE MJCOLE 
HLAIIllC l:JHT 
AM GECPH,SJCAl UNIC~ TRlNS SECt)• 4C~ 
TRA~SPCRT, CIRCULATIC~, CCAST~l Pl~INS, CONTINENTAL 5~ELf 1 CLRREIITS (kAlERJ, OCEANOCRAPH't 1 SEDI~E~l~lJC~ 
l'i73 BUMPlS [f El Al 
COASTAL 'Nt CffS~CRE E~\JPCN~Ehl'l l~WENTCRYt C'PE HATlER~S lC NANILCKET 
SHHS 
RliCCE ISLMit UNIHRSITh MARIIIE PlfLICATl0/1 SHIES 2o l'i73 
FAUIIA, f!SHRIES, 1\C.RlH CIRCLlUt HE,IICGI<Ht.'t, PHSIOL CCE~I'.CGRAfH't 
Flftl\~1(11, '~£EEAf 
ISH .SAHli H CECJ 
CCJHAl Jl~l: CFFSHIH H'fiFCH,fliTJIL ~~~E~lCRV-CAFE HAlTERAS TC ~AIITLCI<El 
SHAl.S 
Rl L~l\ lA~ FLS !EF 2 
BIRtS, FISHJ<IES, CCEA~CG.RlPH, ff;~HflAtiKTCN, lCOPlJINI<lCll 
1978 LltliiG JC 
CGASTAL CU~RENlS A~C A~ ~SSOCIAlfC S~NC ~T~Et~ ijff VlRCl~It EE~C~, 
'flRGU.H 
JR GEOfh"'S ~£5 83 3C5 F2!6~-i312 
CCEAN CL~RtNTS, OCEA~CC~Afh'~ SANCS, SECI~f~l l~A~SPCRlt T!CES, hl~CS 
l'i1.ti STRClC I. 
CC~PUTATitt Cf TICESo (lR~flllS, ~~t tlSPE~S'L Cf FOllUlANT~ IN THE NEii 
lOR~ BIGtT FRC~ ElCC~ JSlA~C T( AllA~llC CIIl ~llH LARGE GRlC SIZE, SI~GLE 
.0110 TWO ...... ••• 
GC~E~~MENT ~EFCRlS I~NCL~CEMENlS 14(14j• 57 
FCLliJTICN• CURRENTS (liATEPJ. MAUifl',AllCAl I!CGELS, CCU,OGR~Pt:h fCil.lllJINTS 
19 1S tdt<CL"l JCJ 
EFFECT tf THE TID'l Sli'ESS Cll US I£LH CHCUUUU ANt MUC OEfCSIT JO~ IN • 
THE SCUltERN SJG~l Cf THl NCRTt SEI 
PLRE APPL (ECPt"'S llJC~J, !11-Stl 
TRtNSPCRl, CIRCllATIC~, CEFCSITIC~ CSECI~E~JS), ~ECLCG,, MLC, 
CCEA~C~RIPtY, SEClMENlAllOI\, SfDJMflllS 
1915 VIRGltdA INHJTUE CF MlRJI\E SCIENCE 
EIWIRONMENTtl DATA ACHIHliCN Ult AUl~~IS, MlO-ATllliliC CCS EElkfH ~IllS 
Alit 6lM FCR lHE PERICC 3C Ju~ft 19i5-3C SEFT, 1975 
'liRTE~I.Y f~CGRESS FEFCFT 
SACTERU, SENTI-OS, CHIHSU~, CCt'illiiHJAL StElf, FOI<AMUFEU, 
CCEANO'R~PtW. TRACE ELE~E~lS, ~~~ES lk,TfRl, lCCPlANKTCN 
1~15 VIRGINIA I~SlilllE (f M~RIN£ 5(1fNCE 
EN~IRCUIHUL DAH ,C!;llSITICN 'ANt ANALYSIS- loliD-ATLi!IITlC CCS BETioEEN 
HMS ANt ELM fCR ThE PEFIGt I CC1 1 Jc.il5-31 DEC, H15 
~lit QLA.RlERll SLM~A~,, FI<CGFESS Fff(~l 
EAClERllr £El\TtCS, C~EMI!TRYo ((~TI~f~TAL StElft FCRIMINIFEAA, 
CCEANO,RIPtl, TRACE ElfMEIITS, ~j~f! C~ATER), 2((fLAIIKTC~ 
60( 
1914 LE~R El. H 
Eh~lRCN~E~lAL SLR~EY Cf .lkC l~TE~l~ C~~PSITES, ~ICCLE ~llA~llC BIG~T 
EIIVIIICMUUL PRClECTICfl ~HI\Cl IIE,ICfl lilt f.IL.,DELFHl/1 1 fA. fLtlllCATlCtl 
EfA-9C3 
9-14-ClCl, 154 PF 
AllAI\T JC OCUli, JfiClSlRIAL loAStES, I<AIIHE HHHS. CCUt.CGRAFU, 
5ECJ~EIIT5, SE~AGE tiSfC!JL, kATE~ 'LALIT~, I<Ittl£ ATLANTIC EJG~T 
1'1'44 Sl' 111-i .H 
E~~IRCIIMEI\lll S~F.EY Of 1~C I~TE~l~ CLMPSITES 
US EP~. REGICN 3t PtlLA FA, HfllCJllCt. EFt-'iCJ 
S-i'+,..O lOA, B4PF . 
EMIIRCl\I'.EIIlAl EfFECTS, IIICI..STRJAL ~.Anfs, ~AfiJIIE A~li'AlS, ~ElAlh 
OCEANCGilAPH'W, SfDIIIENlSt SHAG£ ClSFCSAl, lltUR 'tiALITV 
1S7C G~AV ft STAtEl Af 
GRA\1111 AN[ MAGNEHC lftlfRfR£1Hlt• (f PCRU.Plf\t 8A/IK llNC PORCLfll\E 8HiH 
CEEf-SEA RES 17(3) 1 ~t1-415 
GEOFHVSJCS. GRAVITY, MAGI\EliC SllllJES, M~RIH UCLCG'V 1 CCEli\CGRAPhY, 
STRI.Ut.FE 
1917 EC: .. I'I-11 I'J 
tVCROGRAPtlC PkGFERliE! 
MESA l\Ell 'WOFK BIGhT ATllS ,.C~CGfillfh 1\( l ftE, lSiit 1\E• YORK !EA GRANT 
U.SlllLH 
!EASCI\Al \ARJj\fiCIIS, t'WCRCG~AfHI 1 tCE~~OG~~PtW, CC~SIAl 2C~E 
1S1C FRIEDI'AII Gfl, Sj\IICH~ JE 
l~lEGRAlEC CC~Tl~ENliL-StELf AIID MAFGINAL MtRlht ENVI~C~~EhTAl RESEARCh 
FRCGPA~t SfCIMENTS, CREA!IIS~St A~D ~AlEkS IN lh~ ~Ell ~C~K BlGHl AIIC 
\JC ltdlV 
MM<Il HCllo\EIITS tdl), 2£-~9 
GECChEMISTFWt GEClCC., CCfAI\((RAft,, .SEDIMENlS 
1912 ~HlHA~ J[ 
MARINE GECL(Clt IN CC~SlAL AN[ CFfStG~E E~~IRt~~EIIlAl ~~~E~JC~Y, CIPE 
hATlERA~ 1( llft~TCC~!l !"CAL! 
CO~PLEHH 1/CU.;I'E, I< I Ulll~ GR~C Set CCEANCGI< ~06, 101-lCH 
CO~TINE~lAl ShELF, GEClCG~, ~~fi~E GECLC(~, CCEl~CGRAFtY, SECJMENTATIGN 1 
HCli'E~n, SlHCTLH 
Hl 
lSH C.SA~.Hl Gl 
~EAN CJRCllAIIOII 111 ShAlLCw SEAS 
J EECPtl~ liES 81C!CJ, 538~-Sl9S 
CI~ClLATICI\, CLRIIE~lS C~llERJ~ (CE~tiCGIIAFHV 
1913 Sklf1 t El ~l 
MESA, llllERCISCIPLINARl APFRCAC~ 1( fi\Vl~OfiMf~lAl ANALYSIS Of CONT111E111Al 
MAIIG I r.S-------
~AfiiT .SUJI'ENlS 'H~J, !7-44 
CCtllliiENTAL MARGIII 1 CCI\1111£1\TAL .SHELF 1 ECCLCGY, ECCS~SlEMS, GfCLCEl, 
CCEANOG!llftl, Sf~ kAlE~, !lCl,ftiTAllC~, SEtl,E~IS 
1S11 CtAitClll\ P~ 
~ElhCC! FCII COI'PLTJNE SAl\0 lo~\£5 
CCE~NOLCGl l'Hllt U-H 
BEDS, GHilHh CCEAUUIPtlo Sti';C II~HS. SEOII!EIITAn STRUCTIIRf.S 
l~lf LAIFC CE El ll 
CCCl:llREIICE Of 2 HllllhEJQ CRlSlACEAN~ IIUUCA-HRCEFS AJID 
MliiiDC:FSIS-BE~MLCEZI II\ lh~ CtESAfEI.~E EIGhT tf ltE ~ESTEll~ 1\CRlh AlLAhJIC 
CCEAII 
US NAll MAR FISH SER' FISH ELLL 14(21. 4t2-4t3 
ANIMAL GFCLPINCS, ECCLCGY, FISt, CCE~~CGFtF•V 
1914 RlZECII Ef El Al 
CCEANCGRj\PHJC CAJJ CCLLECTEC I~ THE EIGHT OF ltE 'lRGINIAII SEA FRC~ 1St6 
HRCLGt ISt'.l 
111M~ tiiH REP o 
tAlA CClLECliC~S, CCEANOCRAPtY, I'ICCLE AllANilC EIGHT 
191:5 hP'VES ~14 
OCEANOGRAPHIC C8SEI<~ATICN!, NC~~ SCCllA TC CAPE kATTEJAS, ~C~1h CA~QLI~A, 
CClCeEF - ~CVE~8£F lS6~. A~C "tY - JL~E 1970 
~SCG OCEtNCG~ Ul\11, CCfAN((R I<EF ~C CG 37:3-tt 
DATA, CCEA~CGRAPHY 
1S7~ LAIRC ~l~ LW~Ch ~f 
PE~EAI<Ch C~ ChESAPEA~E StY A~O CC~ll(LCUS ~ATER~ Of T~E ChESAfEAKE ~lGHl 
Of THE ~IRGI~lAN SEA (lSI~ EtllJC~l 
~~~S SSR 6t, fLCLCESlER FCll\lw IIJRGI~IA 
CHfSAffAKE en, CRUSHCEA~S, CI>U PI<CCESSING, EECLCGlC lhESlJGAliCIISo 
hY[RI.~llC fRGPERliES, MANAGEMENT, C(EA~CGPAfh~, PtlhCLC(~, RE~CTE SENSIIIG, 
5CIE~TJFIC PER~O~~El . 
1Cj"l3 hAPG IS ~J 
RESE~RCh C~ ChES~fEJKE EAY ·~[ CC~llG~CUS ~'lfRS Of ThE ChEStPEAKE SIGhT 
CF ThE ~IRti~IAh SEA 
Vl~S SSR ~C 6St ~lCltE51E~ FClhTt ~~ 
ChESAPEAKE fAY, CRUSTACEANS, OAlA fROCESSlNG, CISlRIBUllOh f~llERhSt 
GECLCGIC lhVESllCAlJChS, hlOFAlllC P~CPEPTIES, ~~hAGf~fhTo CCEAhOGRAPh~t 
P'lhGLCCY, ~E~CTE ~f~SlhG 
1973 LAIRC eL~ l'~C~ ~f 
RESE~RCH D~ CHESlFEAKE ElY 'ht CC~llGLOUS k~TfRS CF ThE C~ES~PEAKE eiGHT 
Cf TI1E \llRI:JIIUN SE~ ll'ii.3-l4 EtlllCN1 
~l~S S!R t'i, GlCLCESlEF FClNl• \' 
C~ESAPE~KE fAY, CRLSTACE~NS, CATA FRCCESSlNG, CECLCGIC ~~~ESTIGATIGNS, 
~Yt~AUllC FFCPE~11ES 1 ~~NAGE,Ehl 1 CCEA~OGRAPH,, PAlHCLCGY, RE.CTE SENSl~G, 
!ClENllflC FE~SCN~El 
}Cj77 LAIRD Blt l'~CH ~f 
~ESE,~CH CN C~ESAfE~KE fAY ANC CCNTIGUCUS kAlE~S Of THE CHE~·PEAKE BlGtl 
OF TtE \iJRONIAN UA HCj76 EtlllG~J 
VI~$ SSR Elt GlCLCESlE~ FCI~l• \A 
CrESAPE~KE EAV, CRUSlACE~NS. OATA PRCCESSlhG, GECLCGIC lN~ESTIGAllCNS, 
H¥C~AULIC PRCPEk lJES'r ,.AfiAGHEH, CCEAfiCGRAfU t fi!THCLCH t IHI'OTE Sft.S lNG, 
SCIENTIFIC PERSCN~EL 
JCj]6 FREELA~O Gl~ ~ERRill Gf 
SEC I filEt- lClCGJCIIl IISHCl S OF BUUfiHR IC Ct-ANGES C\IER A 31 H'R PER ICC H. 
THE NEW WCRK BJGI-1 APEX 
GECl ~(C A~ A8ST~ fFCGFl~S at2lt 111 
TRANSPCRTt CtASTAL PLAINS, CON1JNEN1Al St-ELF, CLRREf\TS l~ATERlt DELAaARE, 
EN\iiROfiMEN1 1 I'ARlLA!It, lCEANlG~'FH't !1-CtLS, 
1SI7 K~EB£L HJ, CA~S(h 8 
~~~ALL-SCALE SLvi'F CfHlHl S t I' ICCLE A llANTlt liP FE~ COl\ Tlt-IENTAL SLOH 
HCL sec ~,. s t7lt 10!3-lC!i~ 
TRAN.SP.ORTt CHESAPEAKE Blh CC.6SUL HtlNSo CCJ\111\EIITAL SLCfEt GELLLG'r, 
GECPhYSICSw CCEA~C~~lFtY, SEtl~ENT~llCNt SEl!MIC SlULIES 
1S76 EtGERTC~, GE-ERS~l~E~ Ill\~ C~IE~t INC 
SU~MARY (f CCE~~CGFAFHlC CfSERVATIGNS II ~E~ JERSEY CCASTAL ~~lERS liE~~ 39 
26' ·~ LATllUDE Alii: 1./i 1~' ~ lC~GlllD£ [,1;~11\G lH FEJ<JCC UY 1514- MAV 
l'.l 'i5 
EG ~~t G, ~~LTHA~, MAS~ 
CCASl~L ~~lE~S, OAT•, CCEt~GERAPtY 
H3 
1S76 FPEflt~[ Gl ET ll 
SU~FICIAL SEtiME~lS CF ThE ~CAh-MESJ STUCW JR£AS lh lhE hf~ YCRK EIGHT 
AM SCC LIM~CL (tfA~CGR ~. 90-101 (SffC SW~F1 
8.41hYMHI<Yo SUSPfN[H SHII'EHS, CCASl~l PLAINS, CONTINENTAL ~HLF, 
GEOLOGI, OCEAhCGRAPhlt SAhCS, JEtl~E~lS, Sf~JGt tiSPCS,lt kASTE C!SPGSAL 
1<;1S YCLM ~A 
Sl!PENOEC MATTER CIST~lElliCN I~ THE ~Eh YC~K BIGtl ~PEX ~ELATED I[ 
hlFRICHE fEll£ 
HCLCGY H5J, .3CJ-3C~ 
TRANSPCRlt CCASl~L PLAINS, GECLC~Y 1 tU~RICtNfS, CCEANC~NAPHY 1 SEA ~ATER, 
SfCl~E~TAl·IC~, SJCRMS 
l'>i7 KAUffUIN A 
THCRlUM IIESJCEI\H TII'ES AN£ RA-226 CCfiSTlH\' Ill THE Ha YUK £1GIH 
AI' GECPHVSHAl UtdU THIIS 58(6). 4C1 
GECChE~JST~Y, EECLCEY, cCEANCGR~F~l, RAOICISCTCPES, SEA aAlEF 
.................. .,. ............. ,.. ......................................... .. 
CCfii~S 
······~···································~······························· 
1976 SFCWEJ t El ~L 
ECCLCGICAL CETER~J~AI\JS Cf CCAST~L AREA ~A~AEE~EI\1 11/Cl 11 lN OVER~lEWJ 
N.C., lhiV SE' G~~~T Rfl 76-C5 
ECOLOGY, LAhC CE~ELCf~ENl, O(flN!, PLAN~ING 1 PROJEtTS, Rl\~R E~SI~ 
CE~ELOP~EI\To S~A~F!, ~ATER FESCU~CES 
JCj16 Ell\l~C~~EIITAL fRClECllC~ AGE~Cl 
ft\VIRChi'HHL Sll<\iEY Of lhll 1/ITlRH Ol.I'IPSIH~-MICOLE tllAhHC BIGH 
EIWIRONMENHL PROHCllOII ll<iENC\, tUAFCUS 1 1'\C. AIIN~PtUS SCH~CE CEI\TER 
AC lOS, A~AL HI CAl l EC!ifll UES.1 CCII T.lMHAL ShHF, CRUISES, INOLSTR lAl 
h~STES, CCE~t>S, FOllUl~IIT JOEIITIFIC~TIOII, SlUCGE CISFCS,lo Sl.PVEYS, kiiSIE 
OUHS 
191~ LE~R [h 
E~~IRC~~EI\lll SURVEY tf 1~( JNlE~l~ CL~PSITES; ~lOClf ~ILA~llC BIGtl 
SLFHEI'EIIl.H REFCFT 
ENVlRO~MENlAL PRClECTIC~ ~GENC1, REGJCN Illt fhlllOELPt-IA, P~ PUELICATIC~ 
EPt-~C3 
9-74-ClC6, 101FP 
AltA~TIC OCE~~. EC~l~CCE~MS 1 E~~lR(~~f~Ttl EFFECTS, l~CI\, ~ET~LS, 
~CllUS~S, CtE~~S, lCCPLA~KTCI\, MICCLE AllA~TIC EIGhT 
1~15 htl~EF JD 9 ((l~fll F~ 
FACTCRS ~fFECTI~C E~U~EFAliCN A~D l5DlATIC~ Gf ~Cll~G~~CETES f~CM 
CHES~PEA~€ BAY A~O SC~1H£AS1ER~ ~ll~~TIC OCEt• Sf£l~E~1 
M~~INE MIC~CEICLC~Y JC, 1~3-2Cl 
CHESAPEI!Kf lill't 1 fl;!\1:1, CCEAN5, SEOJI'ft.l.S 
l'Ji!l ANCJI. 
, _OkE_-IIJLD_UJ!J'_t_~G_Lli:Ll.~l--:-I-~C~El~F"-':H'-'l'"::A'::c1 ~!c-c!"'-=l':-'C""::R':"~~~c-::-:~c::-:-c---:~--c--­
HIJIRCNt'EI'IHl SOEI\CE Alii) lECHClCGY 911(), Slt-'.il1. 
BENEFICIAL LSE, HEA~Y METALS, lftND FECLAt'~1IC•~ CCEANSt PERMITS, 
RECUI'IA1IU 1 REG~l.UlU\, SfhHE tiHCSAl, HUGE CISPCSAL, WASTE CISfOSAl 
lt;16 u.s. tEF,~l~E~l [f tCMME~CE, hCA' 
REPCRT TC TtE CON£FESS ON OCEAN OLMflNG RfSEA~CH, JANLARV ThR(LGH 
DECfi''BER r 19ii!l 
h~St-INGTCN, t.c., 39f 
CCUNS, WASTE Dl~PCSAl, UHE CliHl 
19i6 Ct.AIIf Mil 
ShO~T ANC LCNG TER~ Il'fAClS Of CCE.Aa CISPCStl Cf MLNJClPAL ANt INDUSTRIAL 
WASTES IN I'Jt ATLANTIC EIG~T 
AMERICA~ C~E~ICAL SCCIEl~ .AESlRACT~ StO~lfl 15 fff 76 
CHEMICAL E~GINEEFI~G, (Hfl'lSTPY, CISPCSAL, l~£LST~l~L ~·51ES, MUNICIPAL 
kASTES, HEM\5 
·······j···~·~········~·····~········~····~·······~······················· CffSHG~f CCNSlFLtllt~ 
··~··············~·········~·········4···································· 
l91S C~C~I· LE,·!~llt Ff 
MARINE EN~I~ON~E~lAL IMfLICATlC~S Cf (ffSt(Ri Cll ANC GAS CE~ELDFMENT IN 
THE EALli~C~E CA~)(N PfGlC. Cf ltE ~1C AlLA~llC CCASl 
PRCC ESTUARI~E RES FCLhC £LIEF !~Elf CCNf CEC 1S14 'H541.5!3El 
DE\ELOf~E~t, Gff!HCRE CC~S1RL(JlCh~ t.AS l~(L51~), ECOLCGICAL JMPACl, CIL 
INCUSlR) 
lSI4 Ct'AH J 
IIARINE ENIJIRC~MENTAL l~PLICAJICI\5 Cf CfF!hCRE (ll 111\C GAS CE~ELDfMENT Ill 
THE liAlllf!CilE CAf>t)U FHICN Cf UIE I<H-ntA~liC CCAST 
ESTLARJNE FESEARCt fECEFtTICII 
CfFStOI<E CCNSIRLCTJCN, GAS INCLSTF'I'w EIIIIJli<Uf'ENT, CfFShCRE FLHFCRI"-St Cll 
tC~ 
J(jjEJ i<CCt\£'1-CI-AR I At-
CFFSHCRE PlfELI~E CC~~l((~S ANt l~~CFILLS IN CCASl~L ~~R~INIA 
('dt'.S SI<A~SCE 19() . . .. 
OFFSHCRE CON!TRLCTICN, GAS J~CLSTF\, CCNlJ~E~T'L Shflfs EN~I~CNMENTAL 
EFFEC~S, FlCllil't SITING, MAN.GEMENlt OIL lNOUlTR't, CGASIAL ZCNE 
l'.i76 M~lliCk FE El AL 
SECOND AlL~NliC S~LE MA~ IN~CLWE lPAClS Off \IHEINI~, ~ARYL~~[ 
Cll AND GA~ JCLRIIAL 14~1T;16S=-n~-------- ---- ---- -------··-
CFFSHOH CtNSHllCTIGN, lUSES, flll~'tUt\1: 1 OfFS11CRE PlHFCRIISr tll, -.IRGUIA 
nllliH ~ Ull ll H llll Jill"" llll:tll li*H~ ll 4 ll H-llliUll**" 'Ill"" 4Jt HUll*"""**" *h~*** -***"*"* 
CFFStO~E PLATFC~MS 
h llllll*hhliU*llll4 UliUll •U H H H HH Ullllli.Hllllll:t4ll*****"*"*"""***"*"******* 
1974 PCCTE FQ, El 'l 
AllANHC (CS RESOLRCES AM LEASING fCHNlUL ts:REllf'UII,RY (OfY) FRtSENTEt 
Al E'STER~ PEGIC~'l ~Efll~G JC(lET~ OF PETRGLEL~ ENGINEERS Of Ali'Et 
hAShlN(lCN• C.C., hCIJ 14-i5, 1~14 
tONTINENlAL SHElf, CFF!HC~f fltlf(FJS~ CIL FIElCS, CIL ~ESEF~(lRSr 
Rf!CLRCE tEIJELCf~E~r, ~ESC~RCES 
1977 t'A~Cklll~ e (ECl 
EffECTS OF ENE~(;'i-RfUHC ACT Ill IllES ON 11-.E AllAIITIC CCJ\TUHlAL S .. ELf 
PROCEEDINGS OF CC~FE~ENCE HELl IT B~CCKhA~EN ~ATIC~AL L•BCF~TCRY, ~PTON, 
"' CN HIJEHER lC-12, 19H 
CO~llNENTAl ShElf• ENEFGY, EN~l~ONMENlAL EffEClS, OfFShCRE Fl~TFCR~S, CJL 
INDL!lR), fC~EF fLA~lSt FESCLF(E CE\ELCP~E~l 
lSif HARCI~G R\ El Al 
EN~IRC.~E·l~l l~F~CT Cf fLTU~E CffStCRE FACillliES 
S'tMPCSIUM C~ M~~I·E PESCLRCE CEVELCP~E·T I~ thE ~!COLE ATLA.llC SlATES, 
OCT • .2~-::c, HL lH~.SBLH 
COalli\EIITAl SHLF• EIIVHC~IIEfiTAL HFEOS, HCH.lllES, HCLEA~ FOI!H 
FlANTSr Off5tCRE FLATFCRM! 
lS 7.t B RAI:G I:M 
ICENllfJCAllCN Of SlLClES ~EECEC 1( CETEF~J~E lhE FEASlflllT\ Gf AN 
CfFSHGilE HI<T 
CFFSHCRE lfCHNCLCG't (G~ft fAfEF ~C ClC 1643, CJlLASt lEXtS (lrlS lS A 
P~EFRl~l SLfJECT TC CCF~ECTIC~I 
OFFSHCRE flAIFCR~S, Cll I~CuSlF~, ~riPS 
6C6 
lSH CUSE J 
~ARI~E E~\l~C~~E~l~l l~fLJ£tTIC~S Cf CffStC~E OIL AND GAl DE\ELOFMENT IN 
lH EAI.liMCRE CAUCtt REG lOi GF ThE ~ lt-ATUI\tlC CCAST 
ESlLARJNE ~E!EARCH FED£~JTIC~ 
OFFSI-IORE CCNSTPUCTICI\, €AS UDUSTRYt ENVIRUf!Etilt OffSHRE PL~TFORMS, CII. 
1916 ~AllJC~ ~E fl AL 
SECONt ATLANTIC !ALE MA~ ilVCL\E lFACTS Cff \J~GINlAt ~ARILAlD 
OIL ANt GAS JCLRN~L i4«4 4l,lt9-l15 
(fFSii(jflE CU.SlH:CllCN, LEASES, ~ARHAttO, CfH .. ORE PLAlfCRfl!t tiLt HRGINIA 
l 'i14 STHEUN JJ, S .of( CJ 
UPTAKE AND RELEASE Of FETROLELM H~t~CCARSCNS f~ M~RINE CRGA~lSMS A~t SCME 
~ElASOLIC IMPLIClliC~S 
IMPUCATIGtiS Of (fFS.Hlff OU .tMl GIS CEVElCF Hi THE B.tll CAN\CNt ESlURINE 
RES fEO, CCLL PARK~ tC . 
OIL PCLLLTIC~, METAECLlSMt Cff5~CRE FLATFC~~S 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (Jl 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1~15 ~lllEF ~l El tl 
A COI'PUTER S IMULH lOll THHNH;LE FCR OIL SF ILLS Cff THE NEii JE~SEY-OELAU.RE 
COASTLII\E 
US CO~ST ti~ARC RESEAFCh ti\C CEVELCP~EI\T CE~lER, G~OlCN, CCNII 
CCASTS, CC~PIJTER MCELSt MCHMENh OIL, CIL-IIATH IHE!lftCES, SIMliUTJON 
AI\Al'ISIS 
19i7 LIS~ALER lM El .-L 
A CCMPL TER SIMUAll Cl\ TECH HUE fOI< Ul SP JLL5 Off ltE Ntto JfRSEY-CELA~ARE 
CCil ~UHf 
FRCCEECIN~! 1977 CIL SPILL CC~FE~EI\CE AMERICA~ PElROLELM 11\SlllUTE, 
WASHIN~TCNt C.C., ~31-44C 
Cil SFILLS, Cll fOLLLllCN, CCMPLTE~ MCCELSe CCMFLTE~ fRCGRA~S, COMPUTERSt 
CCI\TPOL, tiLt CJL INCLSTRV• Gll\ ~AlE~ 
1S7S .,,R~IS WJ, l\1\C~ ftP 
A FRCPCSAL TO CO~CLCT ATLAI\TIC BASELlttE STLOJES '1\t ,1\llYSIS 
A PRCFOSH TO fUREAU Cf UH MJNHEMENT• WASt HGTCJ~, OC FRCM UHS, 
GLCUCESTER FCINT, ~)RGJAJA 
CC~TlNfNTAl SHELF, Cllt fRCJEClS, ltiCCLE ~lLANliC fiGhT 
tC i 
1S74 GtllHR ~~ 
A FUBLIC AUlhORIT' TC MANAGE ThE AllAlTIC CLTER CCNTII\EI\l~L StELF 
ADDRESS DELIVE~Et 10 Nfh ~CR~ 5EC11C~ (f ~~R lfCt SCCt ~·~Ck 21 
CCI\TI~EI\TAL ShElft 11\STllUTICNS, OJL, MlCCLE ATLAI\TIC BIGHT 
N*D* U~l\ERSJT~ Of tELAhARf 
A STUC~ Of THE SOCic-fCCNGMIC FACJCR~ RELAli~G lt THE CLTE~ CCI\llNENTAl 
SHELF Of TfE MlC-~TlA~llC CCAST. fCCK lt ~Cll~ES 11 11 t~t III 
COLLEGE CF ~A~I~f STOGIES 
CONTINENTAL SHElft ECC~C~IC I~PACT• ~A~AGEMEhlt OIL, ClL l~~LSTR~, SCCIAL 
IMfACJ, COASTAL 2C~E 
~·o AGI\ELLC ~Jt GCCD~A~ J 
A 5Tlt'r Cf HiE SCCIO-EtClCHC FACHIIS REUTU.G TC THE CLTER C£NTINENUL 
S~Elf OF l~E Mlt-AlLAhliC CCASlt 8((~ 2 1 VCLLMES IV Aht \ 
Lfil~ DEL, CCLLEGE Of ·A~I~E STLIIES 
CC.Tl~EI\TAL ShELf, ECChCMIC lMflCTt ~AttAGEME~Tt Cll, 011. 11\Dl!TR~, SCCJ•L 
I.MFACl, co.-STAL zt,Nf 
N*C KLRll M, fl ~l 
A HLCY Cf UE SCC IC-fCCIIOHC UC.TUS RELATIIIG Hl THE CIJT£~ CCNTINENTH 
SMLF Cf THE IH t-HUU IC CCAST t tllCK 3, \ICLUfUS H. II U, AND IX 
ll'il~ CELt CCL(Etif Cf .ARJhf Slllllf~ 
CONlli\ENTAL Stflft ECCIICMIC IMf,CTt ~A~AGE~fHT, tll, OIL J~DUSTRY, SCCI•l 
lMFACl, CCl5TAL Zttif 
1~16 ~~ITH ~~ ET AL 
AN OIL SPILL RISK AMLYSIS FOil ltiE ftlhATUHIC OI.HR CCNTII\UUL S.,EI.f 
LUSE 
US GEClCGICAL SOF~EY, CPEN-fiLl llffl i6-~!1t RESTON, ~~ 
CCNTihENTAL StELft f~VIRChftE~JAL EFFECTS, ftAT~E~ATJCAl MCCELSt hATU~AL 
RESCURCES, CIL• GIL 11\0VSTRY, RESCLFCE OE~ELCfftE~l 
1~11 l~LTER RJ El Al 
'TLANTIC CUTER CCttllhE~lAl Shf(F E~E~GY ~ESCL~CESt AN ECCNCMIC A~Al~SlS 
CORNELL UNJV, CEPT AGRIC ECCI\ 
ATLA~TIC CCEA~, (C~TlNE~lAL SHELF, ECC~CMJCS, ~ITLR'L GAS, 1\ATLRAL 
RHClPCESt CJL• tiHOLRCf CEVEUFfiEH 
1918 hURU F 
COASHl COII.MLtdTJES-PAiiTIIEI<S Cll FllfPETS IN CllE~ CCNTIHHH SHlf 
CE~ElCP~H T 
CCASHL lCNE UUHMEI\1 J~ ltCl-2), ll'i-1a 
SCCIQ-ECCilCI'ICSt CEIIHCfiUN1 1 HllC~, EHJRCHHUL EFFECTS, tiL 
iCE 
191t OFFICE CF TEC~~(l(G1 ~!SESS~E~T 
CCASHl EfFECTS Cf CffSHRE EMREY. SnTEI!Sr H. ~SSESS.,EU Of Cll A~O GAS 
SYSTEMS, CHPWATER PCRlS A~O t.lClEJR PCkERfUIITS Cff TH CCASl OF t.EW 
JER 5EY. tt;C tHAUFE 
kAShi~GTC~, C.C. 
It;CLSTRJ~l CE~ElCPMENTr CCNTI~ENTAt S~Elf, EN~lFO~~E~TAl EfFECfSr t;Al~RAL 
GASr "'UCLEA~ fCkEF PL~t;lSr Cllr PL~~t-ii"'G• RESCLFCE tEVElOP~f~T, COASTAL 
ZCH 
197E W'NG • ET Al 
COI'\PLTER ~CCfllt.:f (fOIL ti'Jfl Afl.t ~FREA[J~G 11\ CELAk~Rf BAY 
COUHE Cf UI<INt STI.CI£5,. IJIIIVERSIH CF GElA~AR£ CKS-RA!\1\-1-16, 5H 
OIL SPllLSt CPIFTJIIG tACLillt), (JL. CEL~hJRt 6AY 
1917 i<U~H H 
ECCI\OMIC IMFACT Cf THE EffECTS Cf HUUTICII 0 HiE CCASHL FIShEUES Of 
THE tltAI\HC HO GUlf CF HX ICC REUCt.S Of l"'f U~A 
I'AR fOLllJT BIJLL 819), Hiil"'~CC 
GAS lNOUSTR~, t flSH~Illt "L~A~ ~ES(lJRCESt • CJl, CXYGE~ FE,UIREf!EI\lS 
1911:1 UN 11ft STATES FISt- AND ldlDllFE HR~HEt tfFICE Cf EICUJCICH 
HRVICES 
Et-i,JRCNMENlAL PLAN~~~~ fCR CffSHCRf tiL lNC EA!. ~Cl. 1 FECC~E~Y 
TEtf-!NCI.CG' 
CONTII\£1\TAL S"Elft E)PLCRiliC~, 'ASESr ·t.fGISLAliCN, CJL, PlA~NlNE 
l~1E GCCC~~~ J, ~LCSE F 
ENVIRON~ENTAl PlANNING FO~ CffSHCR£ Cll A~D GAS; \Cll;~E ~: REGIOI\Al STAllJS 
~EfO~T~; PtRl 2: ~10 AI\C S(llH ~1111\llC 
FWS-OES-71-16.2, lH CCli!SEI<\'AlJCN FCUIIOATICI\, IIIIStiltiGlOI\, CC 
l~DUStRJAl CE\'ELC~~£~1t 'lLA~liC CCjSlAl FLAil\, CCI\Tll\£1\l.l SHELF, 
EI\VIRn~HHl EFFECTS, FACJLlllESr HP,CTS, Cll, Cll HDUSTR'r, REGlGMl 
At\Al'rSI5, ~ESCL~CE tEVflCF~£~1 
1S16 5"111- Cl 
1-YtRCC~REO~ C~E~I~lR~ 
THIRD. fClFT~, A~C liFT. '~/J.Rlf~lY ~£FORTS tf \lRGINI~ ffiSlllLlE Of MARINE 
SCJEI\CES TC EUREtU Of lAt.O ~~~~GEMEAT, ENVl~Ot~ENlAl DATA ACQUJSITIC~ MID 
All CU1E~ CC~T SHELF ((f5~C-Cl5-42l 
CHI'ISH'Ir Cll 
l~l6 ~~IFFLE ~ JF ET ll 
HtROCtREOt.~ II\ Sf'-AG·E ~H lRBH l<lf\Cff-.CHHAFE ESTlA~'l. SCt.RCtSr 
EFFECTS ANC SI~~S CF HYOFCC~RfC~S I~ ThE A'LtllC fi\VIRC~~fi\T · 
AMEUON HS111UH Of EJCLCGICAl SUENCES, "ASI-lNGTON, D.C. ~4-65 
ACLATIC EN~lRCt-IMENl, tlU~NAL C1STRl6LJIOI\r E!TlA~JfC Cll RU~Cff 5E~AGE II~SlE .tlSFC~Al wt • • r 
l'.i14 Cf,AH J 
I'APINE EI\HJ<CNf!Et.TIII. H!fLlUT JU.S Cf CffSI-HE Cll AND GA~ CE\EI.CFMENl IN 
.THE f!AL TIMORE CAN~OI\ .J<EGJU.. Cf lHE H£-ATLAIIllC CCAST 
ESlL~RJNE IE5EARCM FEDfRiliC~ 
OFFSHCRE CCt>Slf<UCTJOII, GAS 11\CIJSTRYt EI\1/IRUiftENl, OffSHRE PLHFOii~S, Cll 
1916 CCl~Ell RF £1 Al 
MICRCfiCLCGJCAL STLCIES Cf THE AlA~llC CCNT!IIE~lll S~ELF 1~ THE ~ICDLE 
AllANllC CCI\TINEt-ilAL SHElf Alit TtiE Hll YUle SHiH EC. GROSS, I'G P.275-2SC 
FCLLUTICII, fACTERIA, CfGRAtATJC~ ICECC~PC51TIO~J, ECGlGG~ El\~lRCN~E~lAl EFFECTS, OIL ' 
1S7~ hCOt~'RC-CLYDf CCI\~tllANTS 
l'lC-AlLAIIlJC llEGJOI\AL STliCY - AN ASSESSI'EU Cf ThE CI\5HRE EffECTS Of 
OFFSHORE Cll ANC G~S CE\ELCFI'Et-11 
AUHCP 
ATL,NTIC C!ASTAl FLAI~, [CI\TINfNJAl s•Elf, ECCIIC"!C IMfACt 1 MANAE~MENJ, CIL, VlRGit-11~, CCt~TAl lCI\E 
l9t2 5~~tHS JE 
NCRlt;-~Gl TH-TREI\DllliG SLUlRIH PltGl CCMFC!H (f CCAFSE SAM; (Ff f~LSE CAFE, VIRG HilA 
AM ASSOC PETROLEU~ GECLCGIS1S etLL 4ti2J, 21f 
GECLOG,, CIL, 5A~D! 1 \IPGIJll 
ISH Jfii~H /J.C 
OFFSHORE Cll A~C FIShER' RE!tl~CES 
NEh ~CRK fiSH ANC G/lH J. 2!10:1 l.:t-1~8 
fiSI-ERIESr ~ATLRll ~ESCLR(£5, tiL, ~ICtlE /J.llAJliC fiG~l 
HH I<C~E Cl: 
FETRCLEIJ~ H TH EHl,lllY 
UNIVERSIT1 ~f MAR'L~I\[r CE~TER fCR E~~IRCII~Et;T/J.L ·~C ECTLA~l~f 
~ATUPAL FESCLRCES l~SlllLT£, 'FI SFfCl/J.l FffCFl NC 5, j 5p Oil fClllTICt-1, ECClCGICAl JMfACT, £!1L/J.RIES, Cll 
SlUl:IES, 
61() 
19l2 US CCASl GUA~t 
PHilAOHPHIA COAHAL FHJCti I!IJI.Tl-AtUIC\' CJI. tilt HZARtOUS MATERIAlS 
FCLLUllC~ ((~ll~CE~CY FL'a 
5Th COAST ~LARC tlSl, PCRlS~DLlH, \1 
COST !!LAH llEU;lHIC~S, HCEPAL fi'CJECT PCLit'ft Cllt PlAI\N IIHw loAHR 
FCLLUTICI\, CCAST~L ZChft CELA~ARE E'\' 
1916 US OEFl 11\TERIOR• BtREAU OF LAIID MANAGEMflll 
PRCPCSEC 1~1t CUtER CCNliNENTAL SHELF tiL l~[ GAS LEASE SALE (ffShOFE T~E 
MID-ATLAHIC SUHSt \IU.UIE 2t flNJIL EI\VIRCNI'HUL STATtllefll 
Iii ASH lHTCII; tC 
CCNli~EIITAL SHELft UllliiiG, Et.~II'HfiEHAl EfFECTS, fXFLCIUTIONt 
f)fLCRAliC., t.AlURlL RESC~RCES, OIL, Cll INCLSlR,, RESOURCE OE\ELOfMENl 
191t: ~S tEFl IlllERlCRt EUFEAL CF L~~t MANAGEMENT 
PRCPOSEO 19l6 CllER CCI\llllft.TAL SHfl~ OIL AND G'S lEAS£ SALE CFFSHCRE ThE 
I(J[:-AILAIITIC S1AlESt \Uli~E lo fliiH ft.\lRUI\ffiUl SHHMENT 
kjlhlNGTCII, c.c. 
CCIH lNfNUL SU:lf • llR Hlii\lG, H~IHNfiHHL E.fFEClSt DFI.C IT AliGN, 
EllPLOIIAllCN, 1\ATLFAL PESCliHES 1 Cllt UL 11\tUSTRV. RESOLRCE CEVEUiPMEH 
l«ilf Bt.RUl OF LHO UUGH£111 
FRUCSED H19 COlER CCNTIIIHHL SI'Elf Cll AN£ GjS LUSE SALE CFF-SiiORE tHE 
fllll-HUNllC STAlES 
\Ol 2 CF 3 
SCCJC-fCCNCMlCSt PIHJJECllO~St FRCPUtl, Ut\IIHNHNlt IMPACTS, LANC liSE, 
LEASES, CJL 
1911! BlREH Of L~Nll ~AII.AGHHT 
PRCFCJSEC 1~19 COHR CCHIN.ENlH SUlf Cll ANE US LEAS£ SALE Cff-St-ORE lhE 
Ht-ATUIITIC STAlE! 
~Cl 1 Of 3 
SCCIC-ECct.CJflCS, FRCJECTICNSt PRGfCSH, £1WUHlNMEN1, IIIPAClS, LAND USE, 
LUSES, CIL 
1~7f BUREAL OF LAND MAh~GE~Ehl 
FR(PCSEIJ l'.ll9 CtiTEF Ctf\TIHIIHL ShELf OIL A~t GAS LEASE SALE CffS .. IJRE 11-.E 
lilt-AlLAH lC STAHS 
\Cl 3 CF : 
FRCJECTICNS, CtA~lSt LEASES, CIL 
611 
1915 WEH~ILLE" Jf, lflt£1\ I! 
SATURATED b)OROCA~SC~ ~AltFIAl 1~ !EClME~TS Cf THE tELAwARE ESTUARY AS 
CETERMINEO fY C:AS ChRCfoli!lHIUft lC A~ALYSIS 
REFORT CI'S...Ri!l\tr-3-15. ((LUGE Of I'HlMo SH .. CIES, 1.. OF CHAwA~E, IIEWARI<t 
OH 
CHfiHSWh CHROMi!HHAHYt OEUW.AIU, ESTUARIES, OIL, SECIMtt.H 
1916 MAllJC~ RE ET ~l 
SECOND AlLANT1C SALE M~Y 1~\ICL\E l~AC1S Cff \l~GlNIA, ~A~llA~O 
OIL ANI: G~S JCLRIIll HH1hlt:9-li5. 
CFFSHCRE CCIISlRI.CllOI\, LEl~ES~ ~ARlLAI\0, OffS~CRE fLlTfCRM!t C!Lt ~1RGIN1A 
lH5 lS CiflllCI:lCH SliR~n 
SEDIMENTS, STRUCTlRAL fi<AI'EWQRK, f£TRCtEliM FOTEI\liAL, HlllRCt<~et.TAL 
COIID1T1011S A~D OfERATICNAl CC~SICEfAl!t~S Cf 1tE Lt.lTEC STITES 
1110'-ATLANTIC ClTH. CCNTlllftlll!L SHELf 
OFEN-· filE HPCRT 1~tl 
CCNTH£1\Ul SHLF, C::ECHG1t FCRUllCIISw UCU:n,. OIL 
Ull ~AlCR tll 
STUClES Cll lhE CJSTRIELTIOh 1 ~601\tA~CEw AND ACTI\lliES OF •ElEROTRCPhiC 
ANt f'ETRGLHM CEGRADII\C:. BACTERIA FRCM lo.ICtLE JllLA~llC CCI\TINENUL HELF 
loAlERS A~C SfCIIIE~l~ 
(~IllS 5RAIISCE lECJ 
BACTERIA, COIITINE~lAL SH:Lh OEGFAUTICI\ HHCI'FUillC~J. Cll 
1911 UNITED STATE~ BLREAL tf L~NC ~A~AGE~E~l 
THE OUlER CCNliNENTAL Stflf Cll AN[ GAS LE~S£ SALE SCLTh ATLANTlC CCS SALE 
431 F1~AL l~PACl Sl,lEKENT 
US BLM 3 ~CL Ht~4~.5l6 
BIEliO,RAPtiES, Eh~IRCII~E~T~l EffECTS• EXFLC~~TIC~, M~PS, t<All~AL 
~ESCURCES, Cll, CIL lNtlSl~~, ~ESClRCE OE\ELCffiENT 
19l5 SCOTT ~~. CCLE JM 
t..S. HLAtilJC IIARUII .LCU FA\U~i!LE 
OIL A~D G~S JCl~~~L 73, ~5-~9 
CC~Tl~E~lll MARG1~, GECLC~l, OIL 
1916 JUSEII CS 
I..S. COASl GU.Rt ~I'H SEAS CIL SPill Cllll~CL '~[ ~E~C~i!L SYSTE~ 
S~~PC!ll.fl C~ IIA~I~E RESCU~(ES tE,ELCPI'Ehl 1~ ThE MICCLE ATLA~TIC SlATES, 
OCT. 29-JC, Wllll'~~EI.~G, Y~ 
COASl GUARE ~EGLLAI1C~S, E~\l~(II.Ell'l EfFECTS, ClL, CILW ~AtfR, FCllUTICN 
AfHEIIEH 
612 
l9J4 Flf~S~~lS J fl 'l 
~IRGI~IA ANC THE CtTER CO~TlNE~ltl S~Elf- F~CELE,S, PCSSlflliTlES, AND 
fC51LRE 
\lA INST MAR SCI, B F 
~H FCllt.lJGt-, C(J\111\EJITH SI-Elfr tllHlli\G, ECCI\Ct<IC lMPACl, tNIIIRGNMEIHAl 
EFFECTS, EXFLCRATICN, LEGAl 'SPECTS, 1\ATURAL GA!, Oil, ~AlER fOlLLTION 
. -... _...,. ....... ,._u.u~-~,._..,._UJt...-.:t-~nuu••••nu:t••••••••nn~••••••......_u~. 
Cll-i!HU 11\TERflCES 
··~·········~·····~·~························~·~·························· 
1915 .. lllE~ l<l fl ~l 
A COMPLIER Sil'liUTIC~ UChf\HliE fCR l:ll SPILLS Cff Tk£ MW JERSf'I-CELAIIARE 
(OJ SlllH 
US CCAST GUAI<C RESfA~C~ A"[ CEVELCfMEI\T CENtER,. GROTOh, CC~~ 
COASlSt CO~·~TER ~(OELSt ~C~f~f~T. Ollt Cll-~ATtR l~lERfACfS, SIHULATIO~ 
AI\AUSIS 
.,.,. *" :tll ,..,.,. .U "'*U "" llll **"**" "* H ***" c *"******·****"***•·* .... ***"'**'* **"***** CU. fULtS 
················~··············~·········································· 
l'.li4 FHTE fi(i. £1 _,l 
A1LANTIC CCS RESOLRCES ANt LE,!lt.G FClENliAL CPRELIMINARY CCf'i) FRESENTft 
ill EASTE~II PEGJU.U IIHTJt.<: SCCIET'f Of P.ETRCI.El~. EI\Ht.EERS Of AlliE, 
IIASHN<:lCN, c.c., ~Cll 14-15, 1Si4 
COUINENlAl SHEt.f, CffSHCiiE HHFCHS, Cll flflLS 1 Cll HS€1<\I(IRS, 
RESDL~CE tEVELCF~ENl, ~E!ClRCES 
················4·························~······························· C IL JliOl.STI<V 
··············~·······~························4·························· 
1~71 LI!SALE~ 1~ ET JL 
A COMPLIER Sl~UlllJCN lECHIII,lE FCR CJL SPILLS (ff TI1E 1\E~ JfRSE,-OfLA~ARE 
COt!lL IM 
F~CCEEtl~~S 1S77 Otl Sflll CCI\fERE~CE A~ERICAI\ fETRCLEl~ 11\SllTUlE, 
htSt.l~GTCI\a c.c., 43t-44C 
CIL SPilLS, Cll fctU.TtU, CC~fUTH HCELS, CO~PUHR PFOGRIMS, COHPLTERS, 
CCI\T~Clo CIL, GIL INCU~TR'it Cll'i ~j!lf~ 
fl3 
197 2 J EI\1\'V K, GDC"f:fi·AJI J I H n 
A HlO'i Cf THE S(ClO-ECC~lJHC fACHilS I<ELAT1t.G 10 THE CI.TH Cl:lliTli\EIIHL 
ShElf Cf TliE MIO-Ht.ti\TJC COAST. 11. 3 PETRCLHM- TRAJ\iSPCRTAJIQI\, 
P~OtlCllON, REF ltd/IG Af\C FEHOCHEMIULS •••• 
L. tEL •• 
ECCI\O~IC IMFACTr Cll JN[lSlRY, SCCJAl IMPACT, lRAN!PORTAlJC~ 
.. li.!_I:_K.l!Ll.L~.L- .. ______ ._ .. ___ ._. _____ .. _._. ____ .. _. __ ... ·--· --·-·-
A SlUO'I CF lJiE SOCIC-ECCt'iCI•IC FAClGFS REUHM.i TO lHE CLHR CCI'\Tikfl\loH 
StiELF. OF lH IHD-AlUIIITIC CC~SJ, f(U. 3 1 IICUHS '11, >vll 1 AI\C IX l~IV OElo CCLLEG£ Cf "'~lhE STLCIES 
CCHINENHL SHELF, ECCI\C~IC IHfACT. ftAIIA~Hflll, Cll, Cll I~OLHif~. SOCIAL 
!~FACT, CCASl~l ltl\f 
N*D AG~EltC ~J, GCCt~'~ J 
A STUUV Of lH SCCJC-£CC~CI!JC f,tiCTCF.S RELH 1M TC lH CLTH1 CCI\TlNfi\TAL 
S11Elf Of U:E MlD-ATUf\TIC CCA.Sl 1 HCK 2, 'VCLUES H ll~C ~ 
t.NI~ OElo CCLLEGE Cf ~JRI~E STLClES 
CCIITINENTAL SHELF, ECC~DMIC l~PACJ, MANAGEMENT, OIL, Cll It.ClllR~, SOCIAL 
IMPACT, COASTAL 2C~E 
N*C* UNI\E~Sill (f CELAhARE· 
A !TlDV OF THE SDCIC-ECC~DIIIC FACTCRS RELATING TC THE t~TE~ CCNTINENTAL 
SHElf Cf TH IHt-HlllhlJC CGASh e(GI! lr 1/Clti~ES Is II AMl IH 
COttE6E CF ~A~I~E Slltlf! 
COt.llNHUl SHHft ECCt.C,.IC HP~CT, JII'NAGEI'fhl, OIL, OIL IHLSlR't, SCCIAL 
IMPACT, CCJ~lAL ZC~E 
1~12 JE~Nl ~, 'CCD~~~ J tEC~I 
~ .5TliO'Y CF Tt<E HCJ.C-ECCf\OUC FHTUS RELATII\G TO THE Cl.HR CCNTINENTAL 
SHELF Of TH ~10-AlUI\llC CCi!H • ~ .. 9 H£~0 H.CHNGES 
~. tEL. CCLL MAk Slt.C 2f P ' 
E~EPGY, Il\OUST~I~l Fl~l\TS, Cll 11\CLSTRY, TRA~SFC~T~liO~, LSE RillES 
l'iit:: Sfo\111- liA E1 H 
A~ C H. SF Ill lU.SK AI\Al'IS IS fCii THE HC-AllAI\ UC CUHfi COt> TINEt>TAJ. ~htlf LEASE . . . -
liS GECLCEICAL SLF\IEY, CFE,·fllE REFl Jt•451, REST(~, VA 
CO~TINENTAL ShELF, EI\VIRCN~EIIltl EffECTS, MAThE~AllCAL fCCEL!, 1\ATL~Al 
.RESOLRCE!, CIL, C1L 11\[LSl~Y, FESCl~CE OE~ELCF~E~l 
lS14 CLLA BL, ~~'El t 
IEtAVlCR ~f MARl~£ CRG~~lS'S tS A ~EASURE Cf PETROlElM CCNTA'I~AliC~. 
PRGCfEt JNG5 CF CO. FERENCE AMJ WCRI<£H F CN M~R ll<i£ f~ IIIRCNMEIITAL 
liHLICtllO!! .... 
ESTUARINE RESfiR(t fftER,lJO~, C(lLEGE P~R~, ~t 
BE~~~ICR, Cll POlllllC~, Oil J~OlSlR,, Gil -~~TES 
l9i1 MANCWllZ, e (t[) 
EFFECTS OF ENE~GY-RELATE[ 'CTl,lTifS ON l~l tlLA~TJC CCNTI~EN1Al StELF 
PROCEEDINGS Of CCNfERfN(£ hfl[ AT BRCOK~A~EN NJTIO~Al LA£CFATCRY, ~FTO~t 
~l CN NC~EMeER 1(-12~ l~i5 
CO~TINE~TAL S~Elft ENEPGYt ENVI~G~~E~TAl EFfE(lS, GfFS"CRE PLATFCR~S, CIL 
INCLSTRY, PC~ER flAllS, PESCUPCE tE\ElOPMENl 
1 CJ74 IICCH J/. 
EhEAGY REPCRl CE' EV~llAlES FlS~S IW ATLANTIC Cit. G~S f~([L(TICN 
CCNTJhE~l~l SHELF, EhERtV, E~VIRCN~EII1Al EFFECTS, INCLSTRIES, Oil 
JNCUSTRYt PCLLLTICII AEATEMENl, vlRGIIIIA 
19i8 GCCt~AN J, KLCSE F 
EI\~JRCNI'ENJAL PLAIII\11\G HF (ffS"-OI<E Cll AM: E'S; VCLU!'!E v: RfGIOIIAl SUTUS 
FEFOI<lS; PtRT 2: ~It ~hC 5Cllh ~lll~llC 
FIIS-OBS-77-l6.2t lH COSH~HICIII fCl~CIIHGIIt •IISHIIGlct\, DC 
INClSTAI,l DEVilCP~E~lt JllAtTIC CCtSlAl flAI~, CCNTIN£~1tl StELf, 
EN~II<O~MENl~l EffECTS, f~CILITIES, I~P~CTS, GILt OIL INDUSTR,, REGIC~Al 
ANAL,SISt RE!ClRCf CE~ElCP~E~l 
1918 UNITED ST/ITES flS~ ANt ~JLCLIFE SEft\lCE, CFFICE Of BICtCGICAL 
~ER\1CE5 
ENVIRG.~E~TAL FLt~•I•G FCF CffStOR£ OL AI\C GAS. VOL. 5 ~EGlCNAL STATUS 
REfORl PART 2t MID A•o SCllH j~JlAN11C 
JNtlSTRIAl DEVEL(P·E~l 1 F~(JECTICNS, CC~S£~~111(~, CONllNE~TAl S~flf, 
e••IFC.MENl't EFFECTS, ftCJLITV SITI~G, Cll lh[LSTR•• FLAI\NING 
N•D• AHHHlS 
GEOLOGICAL tESCRlPlltN 'NO PETRCLELM PCTENllAL Of SELECTED CCS FRC.llER 
A !<EllS 
U.S. DEFT Cf JNT£FICR 
CONliNEaTAL SHELF, GECL£G1, LEASES, CJL IlOUST~Y 
1912 l!~tG<: £.~ 
IDENTIFICATICN CF !TlCIE! l££CEC TC CETEJMJN£ ThE fE~SJ81lllY OF AN 
CFfSHH FUl 
CFFSMCPE lECtNOLGGY CCNF, PAPER NC CTC lf4!, CALLAS, TEXAS (ltiS IS A 
PREPRill SlBJECl .1C CCFPfCTlCNJ 
GfFS~CRE Fl~TFCR~S, GIL lNClSTR\, S~IFS 
1975 CRC~l~ Lf, SHIT~ RE 
MARINE E~VIACN~E~TAl J•FLlCI!TIChS Cf CfFShCRE CJL ANC G'S CfVELCP~fNT 1~ 
ltc BAtTl,CAE CA~YC~ ~EGIC~ CF lhf HI£ ATl~hllC CCAST 
PRCC ESTLARINE RES FCU~£ ClTEA S"flf CCNF CEC lS74 Q•541.5S3f1 
tEVELCFI!EU, CffSHUE CCMHLCllCII, GtS JNClH.RY, ECCLCGICI!l H.PilCJ, GIl 
IHliSHY 
1'915 FCil~S J/o! 
MIC-AlLANllC ZOCPtA~KlC~, All C\ER\lfh Milh CCII~JOfi<AllC~ Cf fCTEI\TlAL 
l~fAClS E~ OffS~CRE CIL EXFLCil~TIC~ 
IN C~O~l~ LE, SMITh I<E (ftl MARINE EN~IROI\MENlAL IMPLICAll~ll! Of CfFShC~E 
C 1 t ••• "·~41..,5S3E I o.l H-.t SC 
I~f~CTS, Cll lNCLSTRYt lCCFLAII~lCN 
1'978 RCCNE,-Cht~, j~h 
OffShCRE PIPELIIIE CCRR10CR5 ANt 1A~tflll5 IN CCASljll 'lRGl~lt 
l'l~S !RA~SCE 19Cl 
CffShCFE CCNSlRLCTJC~, 'AS lNC~STRlt CONlli\EIIltl ShELF, EN\1~01\MENlAL 
EFFECTS, fjiCJLITY SITJNG, ~AIIAGE/o!E~l 1 OIL J~O~STRY, CC~Slll ZCNE 
lS74 LNllEt STAlE! SENATE CC~~lllE£ C~ CCfoMERCE 
CUTER CO~TINEI\lAL SHELf CIL tN[ tt~ [f~ELCftf~l AND THE CCASTAL lC~E 
~A!~l~GTCN, C. C. 
CCNTINENT~L ShELF, l~OlSlRIE!, NlTlRtL GAS, (ll lNCUSlF,, (CtSTAL lCNE 
1915 fo.ARHHL tt(; 
PHYTCPLAI\KTCN STLCIES Jt T•E CCJSlAL kATERS BElhEfl\ C~FE t•TtfRAS ANC T~E 
Gllf Cf ~A IH 
IN CRONIN lEt S~llt ~E tE£) ~·~INE EN~IRO~MEN1Al l~PllCtTIC~5 Cf CffShC~E 
CIL Gh!41.553E1 f2t5-~16 
PCll~TlC~t I~PICTS, Cll INCUSIF~, FtVlCPL.NKTO~t POP~LAlJCN 
t It 
1S74 ~cc~e Sf er ~L 
POTENTIAl eiOLOGICAL EFFECTS Cf H~PCTHETICAL CIL DISCH~RGES I~ THE 
ATLA~TJC CtAST A~C Gllf (f ~l~SJ' 
~~SSAChUSETTS INST lECh~OL, SEA ~~A~T PROJECT OfFICE, C~~E~ID(E 
AtLATlC Eh\IRO~MENT, A'LATIC H'BITtlS, BIOLCGICAL CC~ML~ITIES 1 BICLC&IC~L PPCPERTIES, Cll I~DLST~Y, Cll ~ASl£5, PCLLUTANT IDENTJFICATIO~, TOXICIT~ 
WAlE~ FCLLLTlCN ~Cl~CE~ 1 
·· --t<rn~vli 1:. LTTTLr;-Illt C 
POTENTIAL CIISHORE EFFECTS Cf CEEPitATH Cll Tfll,.,li\AL-RHATH Jt.CUSTHAl 
CE\IELIJHEH. ';HUH JI. MIC-Hl~I\TlC REGICN AJ\C I'AINE 
~EPORT TO T~f COUI\CJL C~ EN~IPC~MEJ\lAL 'LALill 
AIR POLllTIC~, DEEP ~AJE~, EII\I~CN~EIIlAL EffECTs. LAND US£ 1 IICRTHEAST L.S •• CIL INCUST~Y, S~lPS, kiTER PCLLLTlCN 
1916 US DEPT INTEFICR, EUREAl (f Ll~C MANA(EMEt.l 
PRCPOSH l'.i7E Wlfll CIJJ\TININlAl ShElf CH /INL US lEASE SAlE CfFSHCRE THE 
MlC-AlLANliC STATES• IICll.f'E ;:, fi~IIL f:NVIHNHHAl SlAH~HT 
kASiilHTCIIt t:c 
. CCNTIIIE~TAL SHElF, CRILLI~G, EII\IRC~MENTAL EfifEClS 1 ~XfLCilAlJON, 
EXHCRAT1CIIa t fltllilltL HSOlRUSt Cll IMO~TRY, RESClillCE CEI/ElGPMfi\T 
19i6 uS DEFT 11\TERID~, BLREA~ Cf LJ~£ ~~~~AGE~EIIl 
PRCPOSEC 1916 CUTER C0~11N£NTAL ShELf Dll.AIIC GAS LEASE SALE CFFShORE ThE ~10-ATU!I\TIC STAlE~, 1/CLU!t 2., fli\Jl EIIVIRCl\HHH SHTEI'EI\1 
t.iiSHiiiGJCJI, DC 
CONTII\E~lAl ~tElf, CRILLING, E~VIRC~~E~TAL EfffCTS, f)flCITATICN, 
E>PlCRAllCht ~ATl~Al RESC~RCES, Cll, CIL l~CLSlRV, RESCLRCE OEVElOlME~l 
1Si6 ~S tEPl I~TE~ICR, El~Ell Cf lA~C ~AI\ftGE~E~T 
FRCPCSEO 1916 C~JE~ CC~Tl~f~T'l Sl-flf OIL ANC GAS LEASE SALE CFFSHCRE THE 
~IC-ATUflllC STATES, ~CLUI'!f ::, fli\Al ENIIIRCt.MfNTAl SUHME~T 
loA~I'I~GHI\ 1 c.c. 
CCJ\TIN£~1Al Skflft C~llliNG, E~VlRC~~ENTAL EffECTS, EJPLOilAllOt., 
EXPLORATION, t NATLRAL RESCLRCE5, (ll lNCLSt~;, ~ESCu~CE DfllflOPME~l 
191E U~ CEPT INTERIOR, BlREAl (f lt~t ~A~AGE~E·l 
P~GFOSEt 1~7e (UlEF CC~TJ~£~1~1 SfELf CIL t~£ G~S LEASE SALE CfFSHORE THE 
~11:-~lltl\TlC STATES, ~CLLME J, FINAl EIIVIR(~~E~T'L SlATE~E~l 
WASHit,GTGh C.C. 
CO~li~E~TAl SHELF. t~Illlll~, E~~IFC~~ENTAL EffECTS, EXFlCll~liCN, 
EXFLCR~TJO~, N'TURtL RESClRCES, Oil• Cll INOLSlr,, RESOURCE DE~ELCP~El\l 
617 
1916 US [EFT ·INTE~ICR, El~EAL Cf lAND ~A~A&E~E~l 
PROPOSED 1~16 CllE~ CChll~E~ltL SHElf Cll ~~C GtS LEASE S'LE CffSHCRE T~E 
Mit-ATlA~llC SlATES, ~tlL~E 4, fl~Al E~~IRC~ME~TAL SlATEME~T 
II ASH IN GTC~, C. C. 
CO~TINENTAl SHELF, DRILLJ~(, E~~lRl~~ENT~L EfFECTS, EXfLCIT~TIG~, 
EXFLC~ATIC~, ~ N~TLR~L ~ESCURCES 1 CIL I~CLSlP,, RESOUKCE CE\ELOfMENT 
1914 1-A~GIS ~J J_l< ______________ .. 
-fTATEio!ENf-BY-J:R. kllllMI J. HAFGIS, JR., ClREClO~, 'IIRGHH l!ISTITL.lE CF 
MARINE SCJfiiCE BffCRE TI-E CCEtll FC11C~ SlUt}, ~EIIATE CCM~JllfE 011 
C Cftl' E liC E 
CONlli\EIITAl SHELF, E~E~GY, £1\~IFCI\~EJ\TAL EffECTS, II\OUSTAI£5, Cll 
INCLSlR,, \IFGI~lA 
l91t vllllE[ ST~lES BLREAL Cf l~IIC .AII~GEMEIIT 
THE OUTER CCIITINEIIlAl ShELF OIL AM <:AS DE\IELCFI'EH PROCE~S, ~ EiAlKGRGlil\0 
P~FER FOR !T~TE FltNI\ER! A~D M·~~GfRS 
BUREAU Cf t•llt f'AIIIIGEM£1\l, US tEFT 11\TERIC~ 
GAS 11\CLSTR¥ 1 CCI\Tlt.fl\l~L !tELF 1 E>PLCRAliCI\• FACllllV SITING, M~NtGEMEI\1, 
Oil lNDlSlR\t RESCvRCE tE\ELCff'E~la !ClJHEASl L.S. 
1S77 ~~llEC STAll! BlREAl Cf LA~D ~tAtGE~E~l 
THE CLTEF [0~11~f~TAL StfLf Oll A~[ (tS LEASE S~lE SCU1~ A1LAN11C CC5 SALE 
43, Fl~AL IMFACl STATE~E~l 
LS BLM 3 v£l hC~4~.Slt 
BIBLICG~AfhiES, E~vl~C~MENTAL EfFECTS, EXPLORATIO~, HAPS, ~ATLRAL 
RE~CL~CE~Y Cllt CIL INCUSJ~~. ~f!OlRCE Df~ELCP~E~l 
~·~·······~~~···~·-~··~·········~········································· C ll HlllillCII 
····················································•••******************* 
1977 LISS,UEF IM ET ll 
A CC~PllER SlMll'TlO~ lECH•I,LE fC~ Cll SPILL~ Cff T•E ~E~ JE~SE,-CEL~~tRE 
CCASlllr.E 
PROCEtCll'H~ 1917 Gil Sflll Cti\FHHCE AMERICll\ PEHulflf'. HSllTL.TE, 
~A!Hl~GlO~, D.c., 431-440 
Ctl SFILL!t CIL fClllTltN, CC~PUTER ~CDELS 0 CCMPLTER PRCERAM!t LlMFlTEFS, 
CC~T~OL, CJL, OJL l~ClSlR~, CIL\ .AlfF 
61S 
1Si4 CllA BL, SA~£1 C 
BEHA~ICR Cf MARlhE CRCA~lS~S ~S A ~EASURE Cf f£TROLE0H CONTA"tNATlON. 
FRCCEECI~GS Cf ([~FERENCE AND ~CR~5.Cf 0~ l'RJNE E~~IRCN~ENltl 
I~FLICHJC~S ...... 
ESTUARl~£ ~ESEAR(h Ff0fRAliCN 1 COLLEGE PARI, ~0 
BE~AVICR, Cll fULl~TJC~t Oil INDUSIRV, Oil ~A5TES 
lS13 BRD~N, RA El Al 
0 ISTR IBUllCN Of ilEA\/ 'I h'rORCCA~fCli:S If\ SO~E AllA~H£ ~\HERS 
FRCCEEDING! JCili:T C(~fERE~CE Cl f~E~EhTIC~ A~£ CONTRCL Cf OIL SPILLS. 
MIER IC~t. FETRCLEI..M li'IS TlllTE, loASHNGTCN, OC, !lC!:-!ll':i 
Cll fCLLUTICN, CtENISl~V, DISTRIS~llCht OISTBIBUTICN PATtERN! 
1S7<l StER .. ,N K El Al 
OISl~lfilJTltll Cf HI< fAllS ~~£ 1\EtJSHh SA~fLII\( IN T.,E GULF STREAM HSTEM 
NAllONAL lllREJI.i (f SlA ~CJR[S, SPEC !At fUfLIC.ITIO~ 4C':i, PP.2'i3-245 
OIL SPILLS, OIL PGLllTICN, ClR~EhlS (kAlfR) 
1943 BLRNS KA, lEAl JM 
HVO~CCARBCNS IN ltE Pfl~GIC SA~{~SSU~ CO~~L~I1V 
tEEF SEA PESE~RCt! .<Co .CCi-4111 
OIL PClllilJU.it CHHISUV 
1~1! CClkELL PC El Al 
MICRCBIAL tEER~OtllCN Cf Cll PCLLLl~NTS 
EDITCR, tG AtE~R~~ LSU CENTER FOR WETLAND RfSCLRCESt BATGh RCLGEt LA. PP 
H~-l':iJ 
A~SENICALS lfESTICICESI• B~lll~CRf HARBC~t ClL FCLLUTICN. ChESAPEAKE BAY, 
I'ICRGEHJLCG'If 
l'.liE FRn I'R 
NCRTHEASlWAFO DRift Ht H\E M:FlHRf\ /'.II:-HlAUJC SIGH CURJN€ LATE SPRIIIG 
~Nt SU~I'H. 1S7t 
JOURNAL Gf GECPJ-lYSICAl J;E~EARCii B31Clh !lCZ-!(4 
Cil SPILlSo (ll fClllJliC~t CUJ;~f~l~ laATtRlt CRlfllN~ (~QUAllCl, OCEAN 
CUFRENlSt PCllllA~T lDENTIFICAll(l\1 FCllUTA~ISt SHIPS, ~lNCS 
. 1S'l3 "ELUI.Illl AI' 
Cil FLC.TJIIG IN lhE 1\C~T., .llTLA~TIC 
flAil PCLlll HLL 4112J, lSO-lSl 
Cll SFilLSt PCLllJTltN. ClL PCLLUllCNt COPEPCCS, SURF~Cf ~AlEFS 
1S73 HCLll~GfR JP, MEN~Ell~ RA 
CIL !PILLS, ~EASLRE~E~l CF l~EJR tl!TRIBLTICNS A~O VCLU~ES 6~ 
MULTIFRECUE~CY PIC~C~A~E RACIC~ETRY 
SCIENCE lBl, 54-~~ 
OIL SFILLSt CIL PClllll(Nt CHEPISTP~, MEASUREMENT 
1~13 CLAJ~ RC,FINLE' JS 
PA~Affl~ HYOPCC~FEC~ fATTE~~S IN Ffl~CLEU~ fCLlUTED ~USSEL~ 
f'A~ lhf PCL ll.iT I CN fiUll <l, 1 U-1 'Hi 
CJl fOLLlliCt., .. l!SELS 
1 S i~ RCSE CD 
PElPCLEU~ IN ltE ESTUARl 
UNIVER511'r CF .. A~YlAt.C, CE~TfR FCR Et.~IRCNf'ft.lAL ~NO ESTUARINE STUCIES, 
NAT~RAL I<E5ClRCES INSTITUTEt Mil SfHJAL REPC.RT NO 51 lSP 
CIL PCLLlliON, ECCLCGiCAl IMfACT• ES1L~RIES, Cil 
1913 ~TTAkAY t El AL 
RLSl IN FLOATING PflR(lEU~ fCU~C lt. li'E ~A~l~f E~~!RCN~E~T 
I'A~LSCFIPl CITED BY 1\ATJCI'IAL ACA£EI'Y Cf HHNCE 1 BlTLERt fo!CRPIS, SASS 
lSB 
(ll FCLLUllCNt Ctffo!IST~lt Cll' ~~TE~ 
1SJ3 BCEI'M Pt, Qll~N JG 
SOLUBllllAliDN Of ·~CRCCARSO~S BY ThE ClSSCl~EC ORGANIC fo!ATTEP lN !fA 
II HER 
GECCHEMIC~ El CCSI'CCHIPIC~ ACTA 31~ 2459-~417 
CIL PCLLUTICN~ CHEI'I~lRW 
1917 f~F~IhGT(N JW 
THE BIOGECCHE~l51F~ CF Cll I~ ltE'CCEI~ 
CCEH•LS .2CI41, 5-14 
Cil POLLUlJCN, SEOI~EIIJ! 
lS73 MCIIAG~AN El AL 
THE PERSISTEI\1 hYOFCCt~ECII (C~TfNT Cf ThE SfA ALCIIG CERTAIII l~NKEM MCUlES 
"AIIUSCI11Fl Df FAFEF PRE!£1\TEt Al AMERICAN PET~OLELM 11\STITlJE TANKE~ 
CONFERENCE, lilll(ll liEA[, SCllr CARCLI~~ 
CIL SPILLS, CIL F(LLUTIC~. Chf~ISTf~, SAMPliNG 
1~74 SlfEE~A~ JJ. StEC CJ 
uPTAKE ANO RELEASE Cf FETROlfl~ h~CFCCARBC~S f' M~Rlhf CRGA~lSMS A~~ SC~f 
~ElAEOLIC l~PllCAllC~! 
l~FllCAllCI\S .Of CfFSt;OFE fill ll~ll GAS OEVHCf IN THE llllll CAI\~CNt ESli.ARINf 
RES fEll, CCLL PARK • ~C 
·OIL PDLLLllC~t ~ElAECLISMw OffStCRE flATfCF~S 
.. ... ' 
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l'iH PCCTf R,, El ~l 
IIILAUIC OCS RESC\JHES AND LEASING FCH:NTIAL tPilEllf';lMI'l CCP'I) PRESEI\HC 
AT EASTERN REGIO~AL ~EETING !CCIET~ Cf PElRCLfU~ EI\Gli\EE~S Cf jiJM£ 1 
hASHII\GTC~ 1 O.C., ~C\ 14-15, 1914 
CCIITII'IEf>Hl Sli.HF, CffHOPE PLATFCill\~, OIL flflOS, Cll RESEIHCIRS, 
PESDURtE OE\ELDF~EN1, RESCUflCES 
··········~···~·~·······~·~···~·············~·················~··········· . CJL !PILLS 
....... ~.,.. .............................. "*•*'***"•"*"** ...................... . 
l~ii LI~SAlEfi l~ El tl 
A C!i!"Pl TEfl S!Ml!.H !CI\ TECHi I' l E FU Ul SF ILU Cff TH NUl JERSEY-DfLAI!ARE 
CCASTUI\E 
PRCCEEOJNtS 1917 Oil Sflll CCNFHfiiCE .AMERICM PETI<GLEL~ II\Sllli.JTE 1 
W~ShltiGTC~, C.C., ~31-~4( 
OIL SPILLS, Cll FCll~ll(ti, (~·fLlEfi ~CDELS, CC~fLTER PPCGRt~St CCMFUTEFS, 
COI\T~Olt Ollt Cll 11\tLSlFY, Cll~ ~tl£F 
lCiii DIETEl< JIP 
ACLTE ANC CtfiONI{ STLClE! kiTh ~ATERFCWL ElFCSEC 10 PElFCLELM 
liY[ii<CCA!<!lCI\~ 
LS EPA 6CC 
i-H-111 
Oil !PILLS. FCLLLTICI\• ((1\li~EtiTAL ShELF, fO(C ChAINS, IIAlER, I!ATER 
PCllUTICI\ EffECT~ 
191ti )IH(; t H Al 
COMPUTER ~CCELltiG Cf CIL tRIFT t~C SfFEACI~~ JN [ELAIIA~E BAY 
COLLEGE GF ~tRli\E Sll[ US, U" IHRSill Cf CEUhARE CMS-~AI\N-1-16, 5bP 
CIL SPILlS, CRlfllNG lll,UAllCI, Cit 1 tElAhAFE EAl 
li21 
1917 U.S. CCASl GlllRC, MARINE EN\l~C~~EI\TAL f~ClECTICI\ S~~~Ct 
CCI>PLTEII FFINTCUl Cf Cll SFlll 11\CHEfiTS II\ Ill\( ~RCLH t...S. 1\ATERS FOR lH 
PEI<ICC 1572-1915, PCLLliiCt\ INClOHT REPCRlHG S~STEI' 
WASHli\GlC~o C.C. 
Cll SPILL!, Ul\llEC SllllES 
1~14 StEF~ll\ ~ ET tL 
[ilSTRillliTIOI\ Of TAR BAlLS Al'iD NEll~lUi SAIHLING 11\ lhE GULf SlflEAfl ~YSHii 
NATIONAl 8UlUL Cf STAHMC~. SFECUL PlJELJOTICI\ 40<.i 1 fP2H-245 
CIL SfllLS• Cll FOLlbTIC~, CURflE~lS l~lliER} 
!977 eE~OE~ 'E El tl 
ECOLOGICAL EffECTS Of EXPEill~E·TAl OIL SPillS (1\ EASlEFN CCASllll PLAII\ 
ESTlARI~E ECOSYSlE~S 
H11 Gll SPILl CCHEilEtiCE, 11/'ERJCIIl\ PURCLEliM lNS11TlTE 1 liAH>li\GlGft, o.c., 
PF5C5-HCi 
Cll SpiLLS, COASTAL fltl"'S• ECCSYSTE~S, ESTUt~IftE £1\~lRCNMENl 
1~74 BENCE~ ~E El tl 
EffECT OF AN ~ll SPILL C~ BE~I~IC lNl~ALS 11\ lhE LG~E~ •GPK RIVER, 
IIIRGII\H 
PROC Cf A SY~FCSILI'\ tM IICfiK~HF HU H NES 1 ~AY 13-171 GHTI'ERSBURG, 
I!AI<'ILAH, tiES SFH flEL NC.'tCCJ, 25"i-~5S 
CIL SPILLS, BEI\THCS, YCFK ~~~ER 
1S16 HB tR 
1\0I<TiiE~SHHC [ldfT II\ 1H 1\0FH£1<1\ 1110-ATUI\T H. ElGiil tlldi\G LAH SPillNG 
lltiC SU~I!ffl 1916 
JOLRI\AL CF GEOFH~SICtL ~E~EAFC~ €31(1), 5C3-5C4 
Cll SPillS, CIL fClLUTlC~, C~R~E~lS (~ATfRJ 1 Dlllfll~G IA,LAlJC), CCEAh 
CUR~ENlSo PGlllTAhl lDE~llflC~llCNo FCLLlltNlSt 5HIPS 1 ~l~C! 
lCi13 ~HUH II~ 
GIL FLCATING IN lHE NCPlH AlL.hll( 
~AI< FOlllil fULL 4112J, tSC-l'il 
OIL SPILLS, FOLLUTJG~, GIL POllLTIO~, CCPEPCO~t SLRFACE ~~TERS 
1S73 ~Clll~(ER Jfo ME~~ELLA PA 
Gil SPILLS, ~EASLRE~E~l (F T~EJR ti51Rl8lliCI\S tht vClu~cS e~ 
~ULTIFRE,UE~CY fllC~C~A~E ~AClC~ETI<Y 
SCHI\CE l8I, 54-~5 
OIL SFlllSo GIL PClllllC~, CHE~ISTFY, ~E~SUFE~ENl 
l9it SAILA £e El Al lE£~1 
SEDIME~TATlC~ AND fQ(C ~ESCUPCES 1 ~~~~AL-SEDlMENT RELATIO~S~IFS 
MA~INE SEDIMENT 1RANSPCR1 ANt E~~IFC~fE~TAL •Af\~5EME~lo ~Jlfl AND SOliS, 
NEk 'CR~, ~1, P419-4S2 
t ll S P 1 LLS t (QM .. U 1\ Jl't' 1 PC llUl IC 1\,. fEN THCSt tlHt HNG t ECOLOi> 'It 
INVE~TEBRATES, MAl~EMAllCAL MCDELS, .SEOlfEIITATlCN ~AlES, ~ASlf CISFOSAL 
1913 MO~AGtAII El Al 
UE P.E~S IS lEI\T t!'fDF.QCAil8U. CU1Elll (f HiE SEA tU:iiiG CERIA Ill HNKER ~OUHS 
MANUSCRIFT CF FAfE~ FRESfNTEt '' A~EFICAN FETRClE~M 11\!lllllE TANKER 
CCNfEPENCEt hill(~ tEAD• SCUlh CAR(ll~~ 
OIL SPILLS, Cll FCLLLTIC~, CHE~lSTF~, SA,fli•G 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Cll ~!ISlES 
"**********************'*!l******u•uunuu•••u••uun••**"*"***"****** 
197~ CLLA Slt SA~ET C 
8E11AVltR Of ~API~E CFG~NISMS AS A MfASURE Of FElRCLEU~ CGr.lA·l~ATIC~ 
PRCCEEOUGS Cf COFEI'EI\CE At\t aOIIKSHF (l.t. JliAUtiE Etl\lllll4MUIITAL 
lf'.fLICAllOS .... 
ESTUARINE REHA~Ct fEOEPATIOII• CClUGE P~RKt Jolt 
BHAIIIOR, OIL PCUlllU. t CIL 11\CllSU'I, Cll kASlES 
ISH IINEeEL liJ 
I'CVEI\HT ~t.C ffFHlS Cf HllLHl CIL CIIER TU ClilER C()NllhEfiHl ShElf-
INAOEQUAC'I Cf EXJSTENl tAlA HR ltif B/.UUCfcE CAhVCN HCliGh AREA 
U.S. GECl Slifc~ CJPC 7C2t RESltN. ~~ 
CCIIT liiENTAL StiELF. CEU~IIRE• E.tSTERfl ~HORE ('0-I'.Ol. MARYLAt.ll. Cll' I!ASTES, 
POLLllAhl ICENllflCAlJCfl 
1914 MCCRE Sf ET Al 
PCTENUAL BIClCHCAl EffHTS (f HVHTHTIOf.. tiL CISC.,~RGES I~ Tt!E 
~TLAr.llC CC~Sl A~t Gllf Of 'l~S~A 
MASS~C~l!ETTS l~ST lEC~IICL• SEA GRA~T PROJECT tfflCfe C~MERlt~E 
,!QUATIC HIJHCIIMU1 1 HLHlC ttlllT.HSt 61CUGJCAL CCfiiMltl:ITJf~, BIOLOGICAL 
FRCPERliES 1 til Itl:tLSTP~, CIL -ASlESt PCLLUlAIIT JOEflllflCATl()~• TC~lCll't', 
k~lER FCLLI.liCII ~CLRCE~ 
················-···················~····································· CJU WATER 
··································································~······· 
1S1l LlS~AlER I~ El ~l 
A CC~PUER Slf!LLATltr. lfCI-~HUf FOfi Cll SPilLS Cff HE NEll JERSE'i-OEli\IIIIRE 
CCI!SlllliE 
PPCCEEOINGS 1911 CIL SFILL CCNFERf,.Cf AMERJCAN PET~OLEU~ INSTITUTE, 
WASrHGTCfl. r:.c., lt3i-<4•H 
OIL SPILLSe OIL PCLLUTICN, COtFUTER ,CCELS, CC¥PUTER PPCG~~f!S, CCHFUTE~S, 
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GAS INClSTR~t t fl!tKILlo HUfoltll RES£LFCES, , CIL, C~~GEN RfQ~JRE~t~lS 
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Tt:£ LO~ER FAlL~E~l Rl·E~, ~AF,lA~C 
BENTHIC fALNAo DEEF-kATE~ rAfiTAlS, (~CWTH P'lt!, OYSTERS, PAlLXEAl Rl~ER 
1913 fPtlT sc 
B EHfi IC f HI\ A 
UfiH Ill MJlfl PLBL SEll 2, Ct.:, l-5, iC 
fhYSICLCGY, CLJl~S, CRJlES, CFUSHCEAIIS, fiSt-:, 11\'llfRHBRATES, fiCLll.SJI~, 
CYSlERS 
lSH URHN Pf 
EOCCARtiA tA~ATfF (FClYC~lf1~ 1 SPIC~IPAEl A PCTfNTIAL PEST Of Thf AMERICAN 
OYSTER 1~ THE JAfiES Fl'IIER, •tREINIA 
CHESAPEAKE SCif~CE, I~ FRES~ 
JA~E5 Rl\E~, ~CREJtlTY, ~C~TALITV, GVSTE~5, PARASITISM, PCL~CHAETES 
1913 HILL Jfi, Hfl2 GR 
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COASTAl WATERS, BIOLOGY, DRAI~AGE EI\GINEERI.G, FH~1C9L,~KTCN, flAN~T~N 
l91S SAILA Sf lEt) 
COASTAL .AND CFFStiCRE U'.IHCN~UUL HllfNTCii~-CAfE tiATTEI<AS TC NANTUCKET 
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RJ VNI\1 MAR PUB !fR ~ . 
61R0St FISHERIES, CCUfiCGIUPhY r FtHCflANUCf\, ZCCFL~NfiTCN 
1 ~7 C tillB lR 1 Efl 
CCMFET lllC~ FOR Nl..lRJ£1\ilS BY MAIIINE fhYTCFLAUHJN IN OCEANIC, COAStAL, AND 
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DENSITY, DJA1Cf'S 1 tltilJfUGELLHES, tCJIINANl O.RGAf\lSMS, ESTUARIES, 
~UlRIE~T~. PHYlOflAN~TC~ 
19t2 MlLFGiiC RA 
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lllSTiiiELTICN, TE~FERAT~~E~ ~l~EJ~IA 
1~63 HLlBL~T E~, R~OC,.tl\ J 
OISTRUlUTICN Of PhYlCPLANKHlN SPECIES WITH HSFECT TO SALINIH· BETIIEEI'i JliE 
COAST Cf SCUT~ERII liE~ E~Gltl\( A~C EE~,.LOA 
lli'II!CiL CCEA~CG~ H2h 263-26'i 
CGMMUNIT~, tl,TCfoSt DliiCFL/>EfLLATEio 1~011, NllRIENTSt fHYlCFLAl\KTUI\, 
PlA~KlO~, S~LINITY, SlllC~l£~ 
1~i~ JCRD'~ RA El Al 
ECUCGICAL SHCY (f lH liOJL HGI'Elll CF THE JAMES RlllfR EIICCMPASSING hOG 
FCll\T, 1Si'3 fiNAl 'rECti IIEF1 
SPECIAl SCI ~EFT 1ft \lfEihl~ l~SllTUlE Of ~AJI~E SCIENCE, !~1P 
ECCLCGYt JELLYFISH, PHYlCPlA~KTCN 
6~1 
1913 LE'P CW £1 tl 
EN~ SLR\EY Cf l~TERIM CCE'N CL~fl~G- ~ICCL£ AIL flGtJ 
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2lif SEPT 731 l4'.i) 
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1 PtYfOPLA~KTCN, , SLL[~E CISPOS•l 
1964 Y£Nl5Ct CS El Al 
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1'>1~ flfiE H 
FAUNAL \~~IATION CN PELA,IC SA~GASSLM 
fiAF EltL 1(~J, 112·12~ 
AfiPhlfCtA, CRUST~tE~~S, ECCS~STE~St ~~~ERT£6RATES, ISOPCOS, ~ATHE~ATICAL 
MCilELS, PhHCflAl\Kltllr FCl HhAEHSr HJCPLAM< 1Cl\ 
1911 CA~FENTEii EJ 1 GllLLA~O RRl 
INTRASPECIFIC DIFFERE~CES 1• ~lTR~lf tALf-StlLRAJICN CC~STANTS ftR T~REE 
SPECIES CF ,.~Rl~E fHVlCflAII~TCN 
ECOLOGY 52tJl, 16:-16~ 
ESlLARIES, META8CL1Sft, UTiiHES, 1\LHIEU llf,IJlfcEHNTS, t.IUlRHNTS, 
Pt.YTOFU~KTCiN 
1963 GHH GC 
IN\ESTJGATIO~S OF ~~~EF CC~TI~fhT~l S•ELF ~ATERS Cff LO~ER ChESAPEAKE B~Y. 
PART l\. CESCRIPTIChS Cf Ttf CtAElCG~AT~I ~ht A KEY TO ltEIR 
ICEhTifJCAlJCN 
CHES SCI 413), 1(7-119 C\HS CUHRlB l45J 
Ch/>ETCG~AltS, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CC~TJ~E~TAL !tELF, CATA COLLfC11CNS
1 FHYTCPLANKTCN, SEASONAl OlSlRIBLll(~ 
1~7~ fMER1 Cb, I.CHUPI E 
LIFE (I~) ~ESTER~ ~C~l~ llltNTJC CCfA~, TCPCGFAfHY, RCCKS, SlRlClUR£
1 WATER, LIFE, A~O SECIME~T~ 
AMER MS PETfiOlEL~ GECL H~ Ullt :H~-332 
£EhlHOSt FISh, NITROGE~, NLT~IENTS, C~GANIC I'ATTER 1 PH~10PLA~~TCN 1 ~EHEWS, 
lS~E FCME~C~ LR 1 JO~~~~~ES RE 
CCClRE~~E ~~t ~ESfJ~tlJ(~ Cf lllR~Fl~~~TG~ 1~ T~E UPPER 5(0 METERS OF THE 
CCEAN 
DEEP SEA I<EHIIFCI- 15, 361-3~1 
FI-VTCPLA~KTC~, PlA~KTCN, Rf~PIRAJIO~ 
1972 PH•E'f EC 
FA~T 2t F~GELf~S AND P~EDICTED CC~SE,lENCES tf PCIIER PLA~lS C~ ThE ~ARINE 
ECOLOG' AT ((fAN SITES Cff IEh JERSEW 
tlf\l ECtLCfiCAl CCNSltEP~TICtiS fCR OCEA~ SITES OFF NJ fO~ fRCPCSEO NUC 
GEl\ER SlA lt llE-13S 
t:EfiTiiCS, EVJ!PCI<ATICI'I. PHTCFLAI\iiTCI\, .FOiiEli PUNTS, FRE!SlRE MAC, 
SAlltllTV, SAI'PLII\Go THPERHUR£, II~Hil QlAUn, ZCOFLAIII<lCI\ 
1973 11~1lt'r JJ 
Pt,lCNEUSTC~ ECOLCGY CF ~ TE~PE~~lf ~~~11\E LIGCCI\ 
ll"hCL CCEA~CE 18, 525-!3! 
eiCLOG't, CIVERSifiCAlJCN, ECCLCGICIL ClSTRJBlllO~, ECOlC~V, FHVTCPlANKTCI'I, 
SlPfHE ~HER-5 
l'HI ""~'SHALL tiG 
FHYlCPLA~KTC~ CISl~ItlliC~ AlChG lhl fASTER~ CC,ST Cf 11-E LNITEC STAlESt 
PA~l lit SfASU~Al ASSE~BLAEE5 NCRlt OF CAFE ~~llERAS, NCRTH CtRCLl~~ 
~EASUI'IAL VA~lAllCNS, OlSlRIBlTIC~, OISTRIBLIJ(~ f~TTER~S, F~~TCflANKTCN, 
SEASC~Al OlSlPifLTIC~ 
l<.i76 foAilSI-Hl HG 
PHVTOFL~~KTO~ CJSTRleUliCN ALO~G ThE E~SlEFN ((ASl Gf THE L.S.A. lo 
PHYlOFL~N~l(f\ CCI'fCSiliCN 
M~FIN£ eiCLC~Y 3t,fl-S~ 
OISTRIBUTIC~, CISlRlELTJQN FAllER~S, fHYlCfL~~~~C~ 
l~H ESAlAS kH 
PHYTCPLA~KTC~ CIS1RI£LTICIIS 1~ ThE ~E~ YCPK BIGhT. MAFCh- JLI'IE 1S7E 
1~, ANC~l' Ot. lhf ~!COLE AlLAAliC SHElf Dbi<ING lHE SU~MfR CF lS76 
REPC~T wC~KSHOft ~ASHIIIGlCII, D.C., L~l~ERSilY CF OiL,ktR£ 
OX'tGE~ tE~A~Ct PhYTCPl'l'l~lC~t SE,S(ftll OlST~lfUllC~, SUMMEP 
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FH'tTCPLAII~l(~ STLtiES IN Tl-f lCASl~l ~ATE~S EEikEE~ CAFE h~11ERAS ANC THE 
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POlllliC~, l~PAClS, CIL l~tLST~\, fHWlCPLA~~TC~, PCPULATJCN 
lS14 CA~PE~lER EJo CCX *L 
PI'HUCTICf\ Cf P€LHdC ~~~~GAS~Ui'! JII\C A BU.E-HEE~ fflfHHE IN lH llfSTERtl 
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ALGAE1 C~ANGPhYTA, NITRATES, NITRilfS, NUl~lEtiTS, OXYGeN ~E,~IREMEf\lS, 
FI-OSPh~lES, FI-,TCPLA~KlC~ 
1916 JtllCCtl R~ El AL 
RIVER BICTA AN£ Fli'tTCPLJ!~KlO~ fNTRAl~~ENT STUDIES ~T T~E ~EPCC SURR~ 
I'IUCLEAR PCkER STJ!TICt; 
IN, ECCLCGICAL SllD't (f lliE llCAl .HGHI\1 Cf TH Jil.MES RIVER UCCMFASSING 
hOE PCII'\1 1 SfEC SCI ~EFT ll, Vl~S 
JAMES PIVER, P~'TCPLAtiKlO~, PC~ER flA~lS 
1971 MULFC~C RJ!, 1\CRCRC!S JJ 
SPECIES Cti'PCSITIQ~ '~t ~el~[A~C£ Cf ~ET Fl'rTiFLANKJOI'I 11'1 ~IRGINIAI'I 
CCASUl HlffiS 
CHS SCI 12 (3), l4r 15! 
SLCCESSIDI'It !EASC~Al v•PIITIC~S, CC~lii\EI\T'L ShELf• PhYlCPlA~KTO~, 
SALI~Il't, TE~FEJAT~~E, CCASl~L IC~E 
lS~~ GI<A~l GC 
THE CH"ETCEN,ltA Of THE lNf\ER CCNlli\E~TAL SHElf ~ATERS CFf \IRGitiiA, 
THEIR lA>D~C~V, ABlNtA~CE, ~~C CEff~CE~CE C~ frYSICAl F~CTC~S Gf ThE 
EI\\IRCHHl 
VIMS tiSS 'CCll ~ILLIA~ ANt •AF~) 
CHAElCG~AlHS, CHESAFE,KE EAY, CC~Tl~E~TAl SHEtF, Ph.TOFLANKIC~, SEASONAL 
CISTFIEUllO 
l9t3 hUlfUH EM 
THE OIVERSIT't Cf Pt!'tlCflH~lCHC FCfllATICt.S 111 CCEA~IC, CCASHL, ~NC 
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1913 THOMA! Dlt ~llSlflN Cl 
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1561 CLARKE (Lo ~LEeiRt (J QU,NTITAIIVE RECORDS Cf li1E Ll.f',IUSCHT FLASIHt\G Cf CCE~UC AUI\Al.S AT 
GREAT DEPTH 
li~I\Cl CCEAI\CGP 412), lt3-ltC 
€IOL~MINESCENCE, CTE~CftCRfSt fl/lt-~1(1\ 
19~0 C"EN C, MILLMAN N! 
S~ELL-BEA~l~G PTEPCPCC! A~ INtiCAT£~5 OF ~AlER MASSES Cff CAFE HATTE~AS, 
fliC~U UHLJ~~ 
Blll ~AR ~Cl 20121, 35C-361 
8Ef\WOS, BIOASS1 CCI\llf\Ef\T /ll SLCFh M.Gll~!j(!, PlANKlQt-., SfCIMENlSt ~A tell 
C lfiCUUllCN 
1S64 ~IGLEY RL, MCI~l,RE ~0 
SC~E G~ALIT~TI~E CC~FAFISC~S Cf CFfStCRE ~fJCEE~lhOS 'Nt M~CRC6ENTHOS 
SCUTh Cf M~PTt~ 1 S VJN£,~RC 
ll~~Cl CCEANCGF ~ 141, ~f~-453 
BENTHIC f~L~A, EE~l~CS, C£1\SJTY, FCR~MINifERA, METEOROlGGICAL DATA, 
PLANKTCN, FCPULAliCI\ 
t5~ 
1~16 WE~\Ef SSt tJFStfiEC 
THE DfLINEATION Cf 1~0 PLA~K1C~ CC~·l~ITIES fRCM G~E 5~Mfli~G SITE (fiRE 
IS .. HlElt L.t., II .. V.J 
M'FI~E SlCLC(~ 3~, 213-~f3 
COMMU~ITV, flPNK1CN 1 ~A.Pll~G 
ISH GRICE GD 
THE EXISTEfiC£ Cf A 6CTTCM-LlVING CALA~OIC CCPEFOD FALNA Ill DEEP ~AlER hllH 
OESCRIF11CN5 CF fl~E ~E~ !FECIE5 
CRlSlACEANt 23~3) 1 215-242 
BE~THCS, ~Ek SPEC1ES 1 CCFEFOCS 1 fltt-KlC~, lCtfL~NKTCN 
1913 TlREKI~~ ET Al 
T~E f~lES OF 210PB A~O 21G~C lA JHI CCEA~ SLFfl(f 
IN, URA~ILM A~D T~CRILM CECAV SERIES NUCLICE 'ELNC,NCES IN MlRlNE 
FHYlCPl~NKT(~. FEPORl 1( ~CVA~CEC RESEARCH PPCJECTS ~GENCY, ARPA ORDER NC 
l'J13 
CHEMISTRY, PLANKTCN, PlCIC~Cll~JTY~. R'DICJSOlCPESt URA~JlM RADIOISCTCPES 
l56C OEEV~ GE 
HE ZOCPLA .. KTCN OF ThE ~URf.ACE ~lllERS Of ltif CHHAI<E 6~Y REGJCI\ 
BLLL BINGHtM CCEA~CGf CCLLECT 17C21 1 1-S~ 
SEASON'L VARIATICNS, CCPEPCCS 0 CC~l~t~T CRG.ANISHS 1 GEOGRAf.,JCAl REGIOI\S, 




1577 NEW JERSEY C£PT Cf EN\IRC~~E~lAl fRCTECliCN 
' COASTAl ~AhAEf~EI\1 ST~PlEGl f(R NE~ JER!E~ 
lRENTO~t NE~ JER!E~ 
ARE~ CEVELCfMENT, CC~SERVATlCh, tEClSIOh MAKI~G, lAhD MAN~GEMfNT 1 LA~C 
lSE, M~hAGEMENlt ~'TlR~L RESCLFCfSt Fl~N~I~G, CCJ~TAL lC~E 
1g12 JENN~ M, GOCC~A~ ~ lEt!) 
A ST~D' Cf TH£ SCCIC-ftC~C~l( f~Cl{RS ~EtAll~G TC THE CLTE~ CCNllNENTAL 
SHLF OF TliE IHt-HLAhllC CCASl \,. I SLM~AI<' 
L .. DEl. CCLl 1<\AR SllC, lCS f 
ECCI\CMIC I~P,CT, hlSTC~W, PlA~NlNG, !CCIAl l~fACl 
fH 
1975 ~~~~,L~~D tEF,~T~E~T CF STilE flt~~~~G 
C~TALOG Cf NATLRAL fE~lU~E~ IN ~~R,LJ~t. SECli(~ 1. 6( Pf 
IN; ~ARYLA~D OEP~RT~E~T Cf SlftlE Pll~~~~G A~t Ct~TEP fCR NATU~Al AREAS, 
CO~PE~tiU~ (f NAll~Al fEillRES l~FC, \tl 1 
0 ~ATURAL ~ESCURCESo Pl~NNJNc; 
l'.l76 OffiCE Cf THhNOLCI>Y ASSEHf'E~l 
COASlAL ·:EFFECTS Cf OfFSHCRE E~ER(;Y S'YHE~S. Ill JISSfS.S~EIIT l:f [ll Al\t GAS 
SYSTEMS, I:EHWIITH f(RTS ,!1\t NUCHA~ PCWERHANlS OFF lt-.E COAST Of 1\EII 
JERSE) A~t tELA~ARE 
k~SHI~GIC~, D.C. 
I~CUSTRIAL CEVELCF~EaT, CC~TINENTAl ltELf, E~'IRCN~E~T~l EffEtTS, lATL~AL 
GASt 11\.ICLEAR POkER PUHS, Cllt HJl~Nlt<G, IH~C.LRC£. tEIIEl(PHH, CC.aSTAl 
lCH 
1915 I!IILLIHS S ET ~l 
CCII 51RliCTlC~ IN TliE C05Hl l(.l'lt, ~ HlEI\1 HL I..SE Cf k~SH IUHR lALS 
~A~ GECL 18111, 1-15 
COI\STRUCTIU<, CCIIT 11\EIITAL SliHF, GRAVELS, ISUNtSo PlANiiliiG, IIASlE 
DJ~PCSAL 
l<:J12 1/lRGlNlA. CIIIISICN CF SUH FUH-11\G ~~(. (l;}oiU.;NHY AffAIRS 
CRITICAL E~III~C~,E~T·l ARfAS 
RJC~HGNCt \IRGINIA 
E~~lR(~~E~T'l 'UtllTl, E~VIMCN~E~lt FLA~~~~G, ~~~GINIA 
1S16 fROHR C El '~L 
ECCLGGICtL CElE~~I·ANl! Cf CC~!l~l AREA ~AIIAGE~f~l (~Ol lt All CVfR~IEh, 
~.(., UNJ' SEA G~A~l Rfl lt-C5 
ECCU:GY, lHC tEIJElCFJ<EIIT, CCEAt-.5 1 fUNI\IIIG 1 FHJECTS, HVER EASIN 
OEVELGFMENT, SWA~PS, htlER RESOLRCE~ 
1918 U~llEC STATE5 FlSii ~Nt WILDLIFE 5ER~ICE, GFFICE CF 81CLC~ICAL 
SERVICES 
EN~IRCN~E~Ttl PLA~~l~f fC~ CfFStC~£ Cll ANt GAS. ~tl. 1 RECG~ERY 
lEC~HLHY 
CCN11~EIITAL SHELF, EXFLCRtllC~, G~SES, lEGlSLtliC~o Cit, FLA~~ING 
1S7S U~ITEC SltlES fl!t AIIO hlLCllfE SER~lCE, CfFICE Cf 51CLC,1CAL 
SEHICn 
ENVIRCNMENTAL Plt~NI~G FCR CffShC~E GIL A~C GA!. ~CL. 5 REGIC~Al STATUS 
~EFORT PtRl 2 1 ~IC A~G ~(LlH Allt~liC 
INCUSTRltl CEVELCf~E~T, FRCJECTlC~S. CCIISE~~~llONr CGNT!I\EIITAL SHElF, 
E~~IRCNMENTJl EFFECTS, f~Cilll' Slll~G, Cll l~[LST~'Y, fLAIII\11\G 
6fl 
1S14 BEA~Ct~HP RG 
MARINE EII¥1RCI\f!EI\TH Fl~t>I\IH HIC£ fCR Tli£ f.~f!flCN RCAI:5-NCI<FOLK NA~Al 
CPEPATIIIG llt<H 
NA\AL CCEA~CGPAPhl( CfflCE SfEC fl£ ~( 25C, ~6~Ff 
NCRfCLI<o VAo E~VlHI\foEH, FU~~lHe. UMPTCI\ ACIDS 
1912 U! CCASl GU~FC 
PlillAilflPI-U CCJ!HAL RHIOII ~OlTT-IGENCY GIL IIH IUHRCCliS ~IHRlALS 
PCLLLliCN CCNliiiGE~C~ flA~ 
5TI- CCIST H~llC CIS To fCRTHCLlt, ~A 
COIST U.aRC RHULATIONS, FEOfllAl ftHJfCT fCLIO, C[l, PLAI'tHH, ~IllER 
FCLLUTJOII, CCIIST~l lC!If, CEL,.JPE ElY 
·······~·~·····································~·························· PLAlll ll UEASE.S 
··············································•••t••······················ 
JS16 ~I~NER Po ~Alll~~ l 
I'ETtiCliClCGJCH EHHlC STLC lfS 
IN, WATLING, L AND 0 MALRE~ IEDITCRSJ ECCLCGICAL STUDIES C~ BE~T~JC AND 
PltN~TCNIC A!SE,fllGE I~ LC~t~ CtLt~~~E E~~ 
REPCRT TC IIH 
RA~N PRCGRII~, 355-442 
BE~THC5t CELAWAREt METI-CtDLGG,, Flt~T CISE#SES 
~······~···················~·············································· flA~l f(fllATJCt-.S 
····························································~············· 
1975 ~C~TGC~E~~ JC, ~f~CO~B E 
A QlANTITATIVE STU:'Y (f TH 'EG.fUliU 1\UR HHT !lAY ECU£Vti<C, 
TlCKERTC~, ~E~ J£~SE~ 
ICHiYGLOUCAL ASSCClAH~,liiC.FC~ESt OlllliE llhJ!U, ~.'1.40 




ISH KliAU~ C 
A CHECKLIST CF PLANT SPECIES Of TM£ CHESAPEAXE BAY CCCLFRING kiTHIN THE 
HIGH liCE LIMITS Of ltf BAY ANC ITS Tli18~1t~JES 
OEPART'E~T CF BC11NY 1 lNI~E~SlTY Cf ~ARYLANC 1 TECHNICAL ElLLfllN 20C2 
H:Tf~TICAL ARUS, LlllCIIAL, Pt.ANlSa li0ES 1 HlfUlAIHES. \ECElUICN 
1S76 ~EI\CEL!SCtN JA 1 ~~~CELLI.S ~I 
ANGICSFEFM PI<OtUCllCh CF THEE VIRUNJA MARShES IN ~ARICLS SALltiiT) At\0 
SOIL Nlll<lENl FE&l~ES 
C~ES~PE,~E SCIENCE 11tlS-43 
MARSHES, PlAlll!• Pf<O[l.CTI\IlHt AI\GlCSFfR~S 
1917 U.S. CEPART,EhT Cf INlERICR~ fiSH A~D klltllff SEI<~ICE 
8() SCCI<E Cf Sf£ClES LISli~~S 
EI\£AAGERED SPECIES TECtl\lCAL SllLEll~ 2(1~ 1 1-5 
ENDANGERED SPECIE!.t tABil~lS, PLAI\lSt SUR\IEYS 
1~72 hiLLIA~S RB 1 MlRCCCh MB 
COJIPARTfiEUAL ~1\HYSIS CF TU PFIJCltliOII Cf JUHCI.iS RCEI'ERIA~lS IN A NORTH 
CAilCLH.A S.tlH!ARSt! 
CHES SCI 1::, tS-H 
PLA~TS• fRCClCll~llY, S~LT ""RS~ES, ~ETLAIICS 
19i2. lilHAII 0 
HER&Et.T V~SCt;LAR PLANTS Of lH CHSAFEA~E en ~EHAIIOS 
11\ I'CERLEAN El Al 1 flClt Cf ltE Ctf5AfEAKE fAY 
CHESf,PEAKE SCIE~CE 13C~l. SS-93 
BICTA, CrESAfEAKE fAY, PLANTS, ~E1LANCS 
1976 U.S. CfPARTME~T CF INTEPlOR, flS~ A~C ~liOLIFE SER~ICE 
ENCA~GERED A~[ lt<RE~lflEC ~IlDLifE A~C PLA~lS 
FEDERAL REGJSTEf<, C(lCUR i.7, 41lllC-41196 
f~CA~GEilEC SPECIESo htelltlS, FLAN1S 
1916 u.s. I:EPIIRTMHH CF l~TER ICR. fHh Mil Wll.CllFE SEHICE 
ENCANGEREO llhll TtFEJlE.EC SFECJESt Fl.~TS 
FECE!iAL FHIS1ER 1 JUE 16t 245.24-2<4512 
ENCA~~ERED SPECIES, t~flTAlS, PLA~TS 
1912 UTT H LJ 
E~CANGERED STAT~S Cf ~IFGINIA FLC~EFING fLANlS 
UUUELISHC 
ENCANGERED SPECIES, PLA~lS, ~~F~EY~ 1 \lRGlNIA, A~EIOSPER~S 
Hf2 CASSIE Rl! 
~.ICRCOIHRIBUTICI\ M>l[ Cll-H £HCF CCf'PONUHS Gf C-l'i FJ111'A~' FRHU:TIIJN 
EST HATES 
LIJIN(l OCEilt-l:GII 7(21 t la-13C 
CARBCN I<AtHJISCTCPESt fHTCS'ti\THESlSt PUNU., FRJMAU PRODI.Cll~ITY 
1977 U.S. OEPARTMEI\T Cf INTERIOR, fiSh A~D ~ILtllFE SER~IC£ 
PENOII\G RLLE~I~II\C! 
ENCANtiEREt SPECIES. lECiif\IC~L tLLUTH H41t 6 
EI\CAI\GERED SPEClfSt ~lBITPTS, LEGAl ASPECT!, Pl~hTS 
1977 o.s. CEFART,Ehl Cf l~lERIOR, fiSt ANt kiLDLlfE SERVICE 
FLANT REEUlftTICNS ISSUE£, CLEARING kAY FO~ Ll!ll~GS 
ENOAI\GEREO 5fEClf.S HCHHCn BlllElH ZOh 1-5 
E~D~NGEREC SPECIES. ~lEIT~TSt FLAhlS 
1973 fAIRERCTt<HS tf, tiCUH fl'i 
R~RE ~~~[ El\tANGEREC ~A!CLUR PUIIIT~ Cf Ntk JERSEY 
SCIENllflC ~ClES. IIL~EEF 14 
E~CANGEFEC SPECIES, PlA~TS 
1913 KCLCGISKI RL fT AL 
RARE 1 ENCANGERED 1 Alit ENOEfiiiC FLAfltS CF lH CHSAFEAKE EA't' REHtl\, 
J!PPEHI) 0 
IN MARYL~NO OEPARlfilfl\1 Of 5Til£ fll~lll~G A~D CENTER fOR NJ!lLRAl AREAS, 
COMPENC Illl. Of 1\Al RE ~ I lifO t \01 lr B.H 1 UCH H 
HDAI\GEilEil SPECIES, CHSAFE'IIE E~Yt fUNTS 
1~16 tL~SlAN ~~. ll~l~!C~ LF 
SCURCES Cf 1\E~ ~JTFCEEN f(ll ltE SClTt All,l\11( £1EHT 
ESTUARINE FRCCESSES ~Cl 1 USES, SlRES~ES '~C ICtPTATICN 1( T~E ESTI;IIRY 
ALGAE, MINERALS, SIC~ASSt fti~1St Fl~(ff 
1915 u.s. DEPT CF INlEPICRo fiSH A~C ~JLCllF£ SER~ICE 
lHREATE~Et CR Ehtii~GEREC fAU~A Oil flC~A, RE\JE~ Of STATI.S CF \ASCLLAR 
PLA~lS ANC CETER~l~AllC. Cf ClllllCJL •tBllAl 
FECERAl RfGI~lER 4CC124l. 21fZ4-21~~~ 
ENC'~'EREO SFECifS, t~flltTS. Fl~NlS 
1~72 B~Ck~ RG, RE~EAL Jl 
~A!CLLAR flA~TS Cf 1~£ ChESAfEtKE EtY 
CHESAFEA~E SC1E~Cf 13t51t S4-~t 
ChESAPEAKE BAY, PLA~TS, CCASlAL 2D~E 
19H HT2UF I'C 
WETLA~C! I~ ~ARVLA~~ 
fiA~YLA~C tEP,~lfiE~l CF SltlE PLA •• J.G, PLB h[ 151 
~ARS~ES, JotRYLA•C• PLAhlS, \EGETAllCht kETit.tS 
194E HERRV E1 
~ILO FLC~E~ GlilOfo ~CRlhfjSJEF~ A.£ ~ltLA~t ~~lTEt STAlE! 
OCUBLEt,Y, IEk VCRK. 2C2P 
PLANTS, ~lltllfEf ANGI~5FE~~~ 
l':iU Bllet.N 1<6 1 f!F{)toh Ml 
WOCCV fl~~lS Cf ~~~~L~~C 
liNIVEiiSITY Cf ~ARILAI\1.1 1 CCLlEGE FAH, 34if 
MARVLANC 1 PlAIIlS, CCASltl l£•£ 
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196~ RIC~AF£5 hG 
A REVIEW Of llECEtll Sl~CIE~ GN TH fo.ARIH flEISTC.CENE Cf TH AlL#INTIC 
CCASTAl FLAJ~- r,e~ JERSEY TC EECRGIA~ Ia: GECLCE'I CF THE t•E~lCAa 
MECITERPA~EAN-G~lf CCt!T tFEJ 
GECL SCC T~A~S lS, 6Cl-6CS 
CCA!TAL PLAINS, GECLCG'• FLEISTCCEAE fFOC• 
1~16 SkERICAN RE, ~IIEEEL 
E\ICHCE Cf PCH-PlEISHLEII£ fiiiJLTS Cf\ HiE IIU• JER5E' HLAIIliC OllER 
CGaTJNEI\TAl SHELF 
AHRICAII AS!:CCIHIC~ CF ffTRCLElf\ HCLGGISTS £1JLlEllN tO, 111.<-llli 
CC~TI~ENl~L SHEL~. GEClCE'• 1 FLElSlOCE~E EFOCH 
l':i74 WfEt EC ET Al 
GE~ERAlllEt PRE-fLEIST(Cf~£ (E{l(GIC~l f\~P Cf Thf •c~T~E~~ l~ITEC STATES 
All,~TIC CC~l111EI\ltl ~•FGJ~ 
u.s. GECLCCIC~l Sli~~Ey, f\lSC. ~~~E!T. ~Af. 1-ftl, 2 SHEETS 
GECLCGY, ~tFS, flEI!:lCCENE fPCCt 
tt5 
1914 WEI~S C 
ltlE PLEISTCCE~E STRATICGRAPHV A~t PALEOfCCLCGY Of ThE LC~ER hUDSL~ RIVER 
ESTUAIH 
GEOlOGICAl SOCIElY CF AfiERI(t Elillfllh 85, 15H-l57C 
ECOLOGY, ESTLtRIES, PAlEC~lOLCGY• FLEJSTlCfNf tPCCH, SlRATIG~AfHY 
l'.ln UCHtHS HI: 
PLEISlOCEhE GASTRCPCCA CF ~IPGI~1A 
VI~Gl~IA ~J.EPALS 13(2), 15-19 
GASTROPODS, MGllU!K!r flEISTCCE•E EfGCHr \l~GI.IA, FCSSILS 
l'Ji6~ RlChAHS toG 
PLEISTGCENE fELECifGtA Cf \l~Gl~IA 
VIRGI.IA ~l~E~ALS 12(3), 16-24 
MCLLUSKS, 'PLEISTO£ENE EPOC~, VJRGI~IA, fCS~ItS 
l9f~ S'II[EFS ET ~l 
PRELIMINAI<I REPCRl Cll LtTE flEISTCCE~E Alit RECENT LllTCRAL AhC NEA~S~OFE 
~AFIIIE ~EDI~ENTS, SCI.ilt Cf CAff tEIIP1~ VIRG 
Vl~GlNJA JlR SCI, 13141, ~31 
GECLOGW, PLEISTCCEIIE EFCCH, SEtl~E~TS 1 Vli<(l~IA 
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l'iH ltAilREll R 
CCASTAl CCfo~L~ITIES-ftFTNE~S CR P~FfEIS 1~ CllE~ CCNTJIIE~Ttl ShElf 
CEVELOPI'£•1 
CC/lHAl lGIIE ~/lUGHHT Jll 1tll-2J, 119-1~5 
SOCIG-ECCNCMlCS, CE\iElUI'EI'if, PCLIC'/ 1 EIIVIRCII~EI\Ul EFFECTS, (Il 
1916 BCk~AI' ,..J 
RE!PON!E Of THE HlC!C~ ~I\!~ FlL"E 1( hl~FIC,~E fELlf 
A~ GE(F~Y~ICtt llllC~ 571121 1 934 
POLICY, COASl/lL flAI.S, GEClCG~, lfG~l ASFECT!, SEt wAlt~, SECif\f.T$, 
Sfk~GE, S£110 ~~!lES , 
·····~·······~·~·*·~~-~-·*····~······~··~·~·~····························· f(llftl 
·····································~···································· 
19t:5 SUIILE't Ell 
ABUMlAI\CE Cf FClLUI. All[ SPCR£5 Il'l fi.ARJt.f SEDIIIENlS OFF EASTflil\ CCAST Cif 
UtdlfO HAlES 
SCl;TI-HSTERI'I GECLC(;Y HlJ. 2~-33 
ABUI\CAI\Cf, ~ARI~E (ECLDGY, PCLLEI\a 5EC111Et.TS, SFCPES 
········································~································· PULLUUfiT WfflllflCAUO.II . 
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1C11 OElA~ARE L~I~ERSilt 
A REftRT Cti TH HLAt.liC OffStiCRE USEI<S liCRJ<Sttllf fiEU: MAY 1~21 
DEL-SG-U-H. li£URI<, IIJ 
ATLAt-iTIC CC~STAL fU!ll'tt HU.IIJIC UCHI't, CCHlliiEMAL SHElf, Mti\ITCiRJNGt 
t.ATLIIAL I<ESUJIIUS, fCULTAt.T ICEt\llfJCATlth • RESOURCE CE\iHOFHENT 1 SFCU. 
tlSPCS'l 
1~71 MUElltR JA• ET Al 
CC~~JIMINANT J~fllS TC l~E 1\Eh ~CR~ El~•T 
~C~A T~ EFL HE5A-6• BCLLOER, CCLCRACC 
POLLlTJINl IOENTifiCAllC~t FGLLllANT!, F~hCFf, SE~AGE SLUOGE 1 ~ASTE 
OISFCSAl, hASTE IdlER (Hli.UTICNJ, kUER PCll.t;TJON SOLRCES 
1916 E~VIR(~HENTAl FRClf(lJO~ AGEIICY 
ENV IRtt.~EUAl SURVEY Cf lWCi lNHR 1~ Ol;MPH1E~I410Clf AllAI\TJC BIG..,l 
UVIRONftiENUL PRCTECIIDII tGEt.Ch 't'IIIIHCliS. H. A~UFCliS SCIEt.Cf CEIITfR 
'ClOSt A~AlYTICAl TECtt.I,lES, CCNTlllfl\lAL !1-:Elf, CRUISES, INOLST~IAL 
WIISTES, CCEAIIS, fOLLUHU JDEI\TiflCATION 1 SLL£Gf CISPDSAl• SI..~\IEYS. ~~SlE OU~FS ' 
1914 KhfiHL 11J 
I'C~EME~T ~NC EFFECTS Cf 5PILLEt Cll C\IER ltE OUTER CCNTJNENl~L ShELF -
JIIACE'U'CY Cf EXISTENT tAlA FCR ltE BALllMCRf CA.II~CN l~CLGt IFEA 
l.S. GHl SUH CI I<C H~, HSHN, \A 
CO~llfiEIITAl SHElf, CEU~iiRE 1 USHI<II ShORE C'w~I'CJ, IIARYLAt-C, Cll ~ASTES, 
FOLLUl~NT lOfiiTIFICATJC~ 
(;61 
1~46 HE'f hR 
1'\CRTHEASl\IAFO [Rlfl Ill TH NUTt-ER~ 101:-llllAt.llC BlGI-:T OUR lt.G lATE SPRHG 
Al\t su~,.EI< 1c.u 
JCLRNAl OF GECPI1'1'SICAL liESEJIRCk t3 ((11 1 5C3-5C4 
Cll SPillS, Cll fCtlUTlC/Ii, Cl~Pf~l! (kATE~), CRIFTlNG IA,UATICJ, OCEAN 
ClRRENTS, FCLLUTA~l ICft.Tlfl(AllOt., PtllUlAATS, S~IPSe kliiCS 
1974 ~CC~E Sf ET ~l 
POlENTIJil BICLCGICAL EffftlS Cf t~fCThEliCtl Cll DlSCH~RGfS 1.11 ThE 
ATL~.IITIC CCASJ A~t (llf Cf Al,SKA 
M'SSAC~U5E1T5 1.1151 TECh.IICL, SEt GRA~l fR(JfC1 CFFICE, CA~B~ICGE 
AQUATIC E.IIVIRCI\~E.IIT, AQlATIC tAEllATS• El(LCGJC'l CO~MLNITIES, BiDLCGICAL 
FRCPERTIES, OIL J.llt~STPY, CIL hASTES. PDLLLTANl ICENlJFJCAliCN~ 10)1ClT~, 
WATER FOlLUliCN SCURCE5 
1Si1 OELAkARE Ul'tl\ERSIT' 
FRCPCSEO ATLANTIC (ff!tCRE PRC(~A~, A PRELl,J~A~~ PLA~ TC CEl-IN WITAL 
l~FCR~ATIC~ fOR T~E ~JITJC~ Tt JRCtfCT ~NC ~Sf JlS OFFS~CRE REIOLRCES 
COLLEGE Of ~ARINE ~lLDIE!t ~EW'R~ 
ATLANTIC CCEA~, CC.IITlt.EI\lJL S~ELf, ~At.AGEMENT, 1\ATUR~L RESCL~CES, 
PCLLUTJ~l II:Et.llfJCJITlC~, ~fSEIIRC~ ~~t CEYELCP~E~T, RESCilRCE OEYELCPME~l, 
SECI~ENT lRA~SPCRl, SfCil OISPCSAL 
1S1S OELA~~RE O~J\ERSIT) 
PRCPCSEO ATL,~ll( CFFStCRE PPC,~A~, ' PRELJ~l~~~y PLA~ TO DEl,IN VItAL 
11\FCRM~TID! FOR THE NATIOI't TO PR01EC1 A~O I..SE ITS OFFSHCRE ~ESCURCES 
IEHCl.lHf Sll'fiAR\J 
CCLlE'E Cf MARINE SlLCIESt ~fk'R~ 
ATLANTIC OCEANo CO,TlNENT•t ShELF, I'At.AGEftlf~T, ~llUR'l RESCLRCES, 
PCilLUTA~l li:EI\TIFICATIC~ 1 RE!EAFCh 'Nt CEVELOP~f~T, RESOURCE CEVELCPME~1 1 
SEtiMENl li<,~SPCRl, SFCIL &ISfCSAL 
··~~~·~·········~························································· FCU.LHHS 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1~72 JEN~~ M, GOCCI'AII J IElSJ 
A ~TLG' Cf THE SCCIC-ECC~O~IC fACl(~S ~ELAJI~G JC THE CLTEF CCNTI~E.IITAL 
!:HLF Cf Tl'if 1'1 ll-.tlUfll IC CCHT. 11. 1 LAlit AhC loH ER I.SE 
U. CEL, CCLL MAR SlUt, I~! f 
AGRICLLTL~E, C~EMJC~l ~·STES, CC~SEF\lTIC~• llh( USE, FDLLll~~TSt 
PECREATIC~. SE~AEEo kilTER ~'FCP, 2C~l~G 
tH 
1914 SlHlC A 
CCMP~TATIC~ OF TlCES, CU~~ENlS, ~NC ClSPER!AL (f PCLLLTA~IS l~ THE ~E~ 
YCRK €1Eh1 FRCM €LCCK ISLP~C l( ~~l~~TIC Clll ~llh L•REE GRit SIZE, SI~GLE 
t!IC Tk( •••••••• 
bC~ERIIMENl REPORTS ~~IICl~CE~E~lS 14114)• 51 
PClllillCt-, CtiR~HlS (hlTHJ, ~~TI"Ef'n IC~l MCCUS, CCfAfiOGRAPI-i"tt PGLLUUNTS 
1971 ~UELLE~ JJ, ET tl 
CONTAMINANT lt.IPLH 10 TliE 1\Eil 'tCRII EIEHl 
~O·A Tf' EFL MES~6, 8(llCER, ((lCf~[{ 
FCLLlTA!Il ICENllfJCAllCN, FOLLUTJ~TS, ~UfiCFF, SEh~~E SllDGE, hASTE 
DISPOSAL, ~~Slf ~AlfR (PCllUll(~), ~ITER FClllll!N SCL~CfS 
1916 FRE' t!l< .. 
NOR111EASHAI<D GRIFT I~ THE ~CHkEI<f\ UD-HUI\liC BIGH Ot.;Rif\G LATE SFRING 
~Nl SI.HEil 1976 
JOURNAL l:if GEOPHV HCAL REHARCI-: ll31C 1), Hl-5C4 
Cll SPillS, Cll fCLU.Titt-. 7 CLRFHlS t~ATEI<l, £i<lfTING "QIJATHit CCfAN 
CURRENTS, FCLlllANl iCENllfJCAllC~, FCllUl~NJS, ShiPS• ~JNCS 
1917 NEll JERSEY ~EFARl~E~T Of fNVlFC~~ENTAL PRClECTION 
RfPCRT ON l~E OCEAN OU~FING CF SlUCGe kllti ltE CCM.ISSID•E~'S CO~CLLSILIIS 
'hC RECC~·E~C,TtC~S 
iREI\Hll\o t.J 
COf\TJ~EN1Al SHELF, Ef\~IFG~~E.lAl EFFECTS. f(LllTA~lSt SE~~CE SLUCGE, 
SLlDGE OISFCS~lo ktSTE tlSFCSAl, liASlE CL~PS 
t ' \ ' .~~~···~-·~·~·············~··················~···························· fOlllllO 
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1S'26 SIHH JH 
A GENEP'L €C) MCCEL AFFRCACh 
P~ESE~lEO AT lf\TE~'Tl CEC.tE Cf CCEA~ EXFLCRillC~ 
NSF CCH Ctl AIIOXI#I CN IH HD[Lf AlUNTIC ~hELf I:UI\HG ThE SLHEI< (f 1916, 
~ASH DC, CCl 15-16 lt, ft3(1) . 
i!I\~EI<CHC CCIIDHICIIS, flllLTH~, COf\TINENTAl SHlf, ESllJARIE5, 
M~T~EMtllCAL f'(CElSt ~l,;TR!Ef\15 1 REt liCE, SLllGf tiSPC!,l, ~AlE!< AII~LYSIS 
19i7 LUTER Mf 
~CUTE AIIO CHRCNIC SllCIES ~IT• kAlf~f(~l E>FCSEC TC FET~ClfU~ 
•HRCC~flEOS 
LS EP~ 6CC 
1-H-111 
OIL ~PillS, PCLLLTICI\• CCiilHHTAl ShElf, FCU:: Ci"Alt-.S, k.Hlll, WATER 
PCLLUTIC~ EffECT~ 
1914 i'1f Ell s l[ 
AN CB5ERVA110~ CF R•FIC T~E~~(Cll~E FCR~~TIC~ IN T~E ~ICCLE 'TLANTJC 
EIGH 
ESTL~RJ~f CCJSTAL ~AR SCI 2(1), 15-8~ 
FDLLUTIC~, ECCLCEV, fiShf~lES, ~O~E~E~T, SEkAGf CISFCSAL, 511ES, 
TE~PER~lURE• ~~STE Ol!fCSAL 
1<;7~ lilllUfoiS .SJ 
ANlhRCPCGEf>lC flll~G OF lHE tllSCN RJ,ER (Shflf) ChA~f\El 
GECLC(l 3C10J, 591-60C 
PCLLUIION, GECLCGV, llfiCS, li,Uit ~tSlES, SLLtGE, hASTE hAlER OISFCSAL, 
IIA 1ER 
. 1~73 f'AIR! ~l El ~l 
t.PFLJCH JCI\ CF ERTS-1 CtU TC TH FIIOTECTICII AH f'.ANAEEMEN1 Cf NEill 
JEF~EY'S CCASlAl E~\I~C~MENl 
SHP 0" SH RESll.lS UHIHL fR(I' EHS-I, VU 1 HCt PHS, HC A
1 
NASA SFECI~l FUELIC NC 3~1, P629-634 
S•tRE LI~E CH~"GE, PCLLUlltN, GECLCGY, GECFHYSJCS, RE,(lf SE~SING, 
SA1ELLI1ES CA~llfiCIALJ, SlR\EYSl •• STE CISP(SAL 
1~4S ~AlRER C El •t 
EEHI-IC III'JEI<TEERAH ISSEfH!LA,HS tF CELA~AliE BH 
MARBICL 4~ I lJ H-It 
AI<Th~CFCtS, FCLLUTICII, l~tiiSPCRT, ChESAPEAKE EA,, EA!TERN eA,,~C, 
~OllUSKS, ~EMERlEANS, SALI~Il,, SECI~ENlSt fEECl!IG 
l'i13 MCGI'ATH R~ 
BEI\11-IC ~ACRCFAl~Al CE~SLS Cf ~lFITI~ tAl, fliEll~IIIt~¥ FcSllTS 
PAPER ~C 24, F~tC 3~0 ~'~F ~lCSCII ~ ECCL, 1-U[SCII R E~~IRCN SCC CC~~U~ITYt FOLLUTICN, ECCLC''• IN~ElilEeR~lES, FOL,CH~ElES, St~flli\E 
tH 
1~76 r~lCHER P(, Kfl51£R lE 
CARBC~'CRAl£5 A~[ CRGA~IC Ct~ECN I~ ~Eh Vt~~ eiGtT SfCl~f~TS 'S PtSSlfLE 
l~DICJlC~S Cf SE~JGE CC~T~~~~~TIC~ 
A~ SOC LJM~OL GCEJ~CGR 2o ~4t-~4t ISFEC. SY~P) 
POLLLTICN, CARBCHYt~AlES, C'REC~, CCJSlAl FLAJaS. CO~TlNENTAL S~flf, 
GECLCGV, IECl,E~T! . 
l'iH l!lMn t 
CtfMICAl CCEANOGRAP~Y CCNSIOERtllCNS 
IN CONFERENCE ~D~KSHCF F~CCE£Dl~G5 E~~EA~ GF LAN[ ~·~·EEME~T 1 S 
ENVIRC~~E~TAL STLCIES f~CERA~ fOR lME S AlLAN CLTER CO~ SHELf, SKIDAWAY 
lNST OCEA~OG, SAV~~~At 1 G~, flC1-E 
POLLUTICN, COASTAL fLAI~S. CC~TJNENTAL SHElF, EfCChE~JSTRV, GECLCGY, 
IIIFHlS 
1S74 SlRtlt ~ 
COI'.PUUTJON Of lltES, ClRfl.fl\TS, AND DlSPEI<Ht Cf fCllliJHNH ll\ THE M:W 
YORK BIEhl FPC' EltC~ lSLA~O 1( ITLA~TIC Cll' ~Ilk LAREE GKIC Sil£ 1 Sl~GlE 
AM:l TWC •••••••• 
GO~ERN·E~l REPCRlS A~N(U~CfMENlS 74114), 51 
PCllliTICN, CL~REt.TS (kAT H), 14ATiiUH !CAL MCtHSo OCfANGfRAPt-~, PCLLUUIITS 
1915 SZUCS FK, ~ILCVSKY EM 
CCACEIITFATICN Of .. HVV f'IETALS IN llCllOM HCII•U.TS (f ThE IHD-AlLANJIC 
BIOH 
GHL HC All 7 ( U • 12<1 
POLLUTION, COASTAl FLAI~St CClNliNENlAl S .. Elf, GfOLCGl, .. EA~V ~ETALS, 
SEt lf<E~l~ 
19it MlElLER JA El Al 
CCI\TAMINANH HTERIN{ HE ~Eli! VC~K BIGhT, SCUCES, MASS LCACS, 
.S IGfllF IC~NCE 
AM SOC liM~tL CCEA"OG~ ~~ lt2-170 lSfEC SY~PJ 
PCLLUTICN, COASTAL PLAJNS, CGATIAE~TAL SHELF, GECLCGY, SEDIMf~TS, hASlE 
OISPO!AL, ~ASTE ~AlER ffOllU11(Nj 1 htlER 
H1C 1A5H ~E 
tEVELCF~E~T·l TESTS Cl\ Tt£ ~SE Cf flLCRESCENl lRACERS AAD BAC~~ASH 
SECI~f~l-LCAO SA~Plf~S TO ~E~SU~E l~E BE~Ct, tBifl CCMfC~E~l CF LlTTCRAl 
TRAN~PCRl AT SA~£' h((), ~E~ JERSEY 
A/'1 SCC i.li'~ ((EilMGJC 2, 138-149 
FCllUllOt CGtSl.lll .fUlfiS, , IHLSHUL ~~HES, UI\CSCAPING, f\CRTH 
C~PCLI~A, SECIMENlS, 5E~AGEo SCLIC ~ASTES, ~ASlE tlSFCS~L 
611 
1914 1'<11-ClJL JCJ 
DIFFLSICN CF lLRBICllY fY 51-EA~ EffECT A~D TL8fULE~CE IN ltE SOIJTHEM~ 
BIGI-T CF THE NGRlt SEA (lN TLReLLENT ClffLSIC~ I~ EN\I~C~MfNTAl 
PCULliCNt 
AOV GHFt.YS 18-t, .331-337 
POLLUTION, CiffLSIGN. !EA ~ATER, ShEAF Sl~ES!, llRBULE~CE, k•TtR 
1S7!: P'li'EP 1-.0 
DIRECT CfSEFV~TIC~ Cf Sf~ FLCCR 1• •ItShELF C~IIPSITES 1 ~ICCLE ATLA~IIC 
eJGkt 
lRANSACTICNS, ~MERIC·~ GECfkYSlC'L l~IC~ JL~ J5 
DEPCS111Gk (EGGS), fCLlUll(k 
1913 PAL~ER HD, LfAR t• 
EkVIRC~~f~ltL STLCIES OF A~ lNlERI~ CCEAA C~~FlllE, 'ICCLE All~NTIC EIGHT 
E~VIRO~,E~TAL PRClECTIO~ AGE~Cl EFA i03 
~-CCl-~el34f 
POLLUTIOk, CJSPOSAL, EN\IIi.ON~HTAl EFFEC1S 1 GECL0Gl 1 ~ASH tlHS 
1975 H~RI<IS ht! 
HEAVY ~E1Al ~AliOS AS l~tlCAlCFS CF £ISPE~SAL ANt ORJGJN CF ~ASTE SOLIDS 
If~ THE ~Eh lCRK BJGtT 
GECL SCC All ABST~ 1(1), ~~ 
PCllLTICII, .IBUJiiUHE, CCFFEI<, HCUCV, lifAv~ lHlALS, MERCLRl, METAlS, 
SECIME~TS 1 hASTE CISPC!IL 
1977 FAI<~l~GTCN J~, TRIPP Bh 
~YtROCARBCN5 JN h£51Efl~ NCRTH Alli~TIC SlRftCf S£tl~E~TS 
GfCCHE~ COS~CC~I~ ~CTA 41(11) 1 1627-lt41 
PCLLLTIC~, CCNTI~f~ltL SHElf, CO~Tli\ENTAL SLCPfy GEOCHEMISTRY, GECLCGY, 
ORG~NIC MATTER. !EGI~E~l!, SE~tG£ 
1917 kALH- J 
M.E.S.A., ~E~ 1CR~ EIE~T Sl~CY. IN P~CERESS 
BRCCKI1AVEII 1\ATIC~~L ue .. , LC~G 'lRAti!;, N.\',. lllCl 
POLLUliCJii, E~\I~CkMENl 0 E~~lRC~~E~llL EFFECT! 
191! ~INCG/'1 t £1 Al 
f'IE~C~RY IN ~CFTH ~Tlt~liC Flt~~~C~ 
JCU~~AL CC~S If\T E)flCJC MER, 3~1llo 16-~l 
FOLLLTIO~, BIOLOGY, C~~ETCEktltS, CCFEFCCS, J~CLSl~ltl ~~STES, ~£AC~RY, 
ME1~LS 1 Fl~~~TC~ 
1S1t CClhELL ~~ El ~l 
I'ICRCBIOLGGICAL STUCJES Gf HE AlAI\lJC CGI\TINENlAL SI1Elf H lhE MIDCLE 
ATLAHIC CCNlll\EI\Ul SI-Elf AHl HE 1\Eh HRI< fHHT EO. ISI<t~SS, I'G F24~2t0 
POlllTICN, SACTERJA, CEERtCATJCN ttECOI'PCS1110~J, ECCLCGV, El\~lRCIIMENTAL 
EffE-CTS, Cll 
1916 GHSS ~G lEU 
MIDDLE ATLAI\TIC CCI\THEHJL .SHlf Ht THE 1\H HiliK eHhl 
~M SCC LII'I\Cl CCEAI\CGF 2t ~41F tSfEC S~MPJ 
POLLUHOI\, CCASUl PLA I.f\S t CCIITINEt; lAL Sl-flf, GEC LOGh IIOHh CARCLI I\A 1 
UCII'HUTicti 
1S14 ~EZER~AK C1 1 F(Llf~ ~ 
MCNITCIHH CUAI>< Cli'PIN" ldU ERH-1 CATA 
SYMPOSIUM CN SIG~JflCA~l RE!LllS Cfl~INEC fRC~ Ttf ft~lh ~ESCLRCES 
TECtNCLCG~ SATELlllE-1 
VCL 1 TECh FRES !IC At ~ASA SPEC ptfl N( 321 ft~S-641 
PCLLUHCN, Gf(l(G~. GECfHYSICS, l'~lllflf GECU:GY 1 lifi!CJE SEiiSIH 1 SATELLITES 
CARllFIClAll, hASIE Cl!FC!'l 
1 CJ7t GHS 5 1'1: 
liEW YORK BIG~l 11, FRCELEI'S Cf RE!E~RCH 
OCEAH~ l'.i(4Jo 11-H 
FCLLLT!C~. [CAST~L PtAINSo CCI\111\EftlAL SI-ELF, fi\VIRONMENTAL EffECT!, 
GECLCG~, SE~ kAT£R, ~ECJ~E~T~ 1 , SCLID W~!TfS 
. 1'.113 FM<~RA5-CARA"'AI\~ H G 
GCEAN llUMFIIIG Ill TttE liE« Hll~ ElHl, A~ tSSESSI'Hl Of ElWIRCIII'ENTAL 
Sllii:IE.S 
U! ARM1 CCASlAL E~G ~E! CE~l, TECh I'E~C ~C 3~, 15S 
I'CllUTHI\, CGt5TH fliiHS, ECCLCGY, GECCtEIIISJR1, GECLCG1, GECPH~SICS, 
REI'OTE SENSI~G, SECI~EI\15 1 ~·STE tl!I'CSAL 
H13 Wfllflt~ AI' 
CIL fl(All~G Ill lhE ~Cflh tllA~liC 
fiAF FGlllT Elll 411.2} 1 19C-1Sl 
OIL SflLLS, PGLLLTIC~. Oll PCLL~ll(~ 1 COfffCt! 1 SL'f~C£ ~ATE~! 
1916 SEGAR tA, BEFSEFl~~ G~ 
OJc'tGEN OEFLETIC~ II\ ThE lift. 'HPJ( fHhl ~FD, C~LSfS ANC C.O~SHiUEIICfS 
A~ ~(( Llfll\(l CCE~~C~~ 2, ~2C-~3S ISPEC !~flp) 
FOllUTIGN, COA!T~l flAl~S, GECLCG~, ~llRCGE~, CX,GE~ tffiA~O, SEWAGE, ~ASTE 
CI~HSAL 
1913 WESTII\EHCUSE ELEClFIC CCRFOF~llCII, CCEA~ FESEARCH LABCRtlORY 
PHllAOElPHIA CCEAII Cl~FIII& Sllf 5UF~E~ CATA 
ANI\AFOLIS, ~AR,lAIIC 
FOllUllCI\, Cllt, CI-E~ISlF~ 
lSI~ M~RSHill 1-G 
FI-.YTCPlHKTCII STUCIES Jtoi HE C(IISUL ~ATERS EETitE.EI\ CAFE hAJlERAS AI\C ltE 
GLLF Of ~A 11\E 
II\ CRCI\111 lEt SHill- FE (f[) ~AFI.E f~Vl~CI\~flllAL 1MPLICtllCN~ Of CFFSHCFE 
Oll Qt!41.!53f'l Fa5-~1t 
PCLLUTICN, IMFACTS 1 Cll 11\t~ST~~. FtYTCPLA~Kl[~, PCPULlliCI\ 
1~13 ROlH~TEl~ SI 
FL,!TJC PA~l1CLE FCLLLllCII Cf ltE ~Tl,lillt CCE~Ii 1 f~ICENCE FRO~ A 5EABIRC 
CONDOR 75(3), 3~~~~ 
FCLLU11C~, SIRCS 1 fAFTICLE 51ZE 
1~71 J(H.SCII ET tl 
QUA~TITAll'E MAFFIIIE Gf SlSPE~tEC SCLIDS lA kjSlE W~TER SllCGE PLUMES I~ 
HE HIIYCI<J< f! IGH •PE> ' 
J hATER PC LLLT ((fni<Cl fEt 4S UO It .iCf3-2013 
PCllUll(~. EICChf~ISlRYt fCCLCC:Yw Eli~IRCIII'f~l, L1MNGLOG1t ~OliO ~ASTE! 
1S7~ PtR~f~ JH ET Al 
RARITAN BAY AS A SCLRtE CF A~~C~ILM A~C Chl(R(Phlll A FCR ThE NEh 'CRK 
EHiil tPU 
AI' SCC LIMIICl CCHIICGR ~' 21.2-21S I~PEC SU'fl 
AMI'C~lA, PCLlUliCN, (tlCRCfH1llt CCASTAL PLAI~S, GEOLCG1t SEt kATER, h'TE~ 
1~15 U.S. CEPART~E~T OF CC~f'ER(E 
REPCRT TC C(~GRESS C~ C(E~~ f(LLlllC~, G~E~fiS~I~E A~C Gff!hCRE 
CEVElCHHl 
u.s. OEPARlfiE~l (f ((~fiERCE, ~C,A. 11F 
fOllUllCii, EXFLCRJTIC~, fiStl~G 
1~74 ~AllELA I ET IL 
RESFC~!E OF S'LT fi~RSt BJVjLVES TC E~RIC~MfNT kll~ METAl-CO~TAlAI~G !E~AGE 
SLLCGE ~IIC RETENllCh Of FB, 2~, CD ~' ~A~S~ !Ell~E~TS 
Eli~IRC~fiE~l~L FCLLLll(ft 7, 119-151 
FOLlUTlC~, CL~MS, EUlFCfhlClllCNt 1-f~~~ ~El~LS, ~All MtRStES, SECI~E~TS, 
SEkAGE Sl~CGE, 5LLCGE 
19.4 S~ll~ Kl El Ill 
SEDIMENT CJYGE~ CE~A~t I~ t~ OLT~Elli~G A~C ~P~ElliNG 'REA 
TElh~S 6(1-~J, 2~3-23( 
POllUliCNt llHTHQ,S, C'llfCh CUIIiEIIlS Chlllfli h 1\Uli<IENTS, CXYG£1\, Sftl11ENTS 
1S1E s•ILA !e El Ill {Et!J 
SEtii'UUTICfl Jl\[ fCC[ RESCU~US, 111\UAL-SHIHIIT REUITICI\HtlPS 
MllRIIIE SECIMENl 1RJI\SPCRT Al\t £N~l~CIIMENTAL ~AIIil(EMENl, ~ILE) AND SOI\5 1 
N£11 'ICRK, 1\'1', F~H-4S4! 
OIL SPILLS• CC~Pll\lT'• PCLLUliCN, ffi\ThDSt CliEtElNGt ECCLOG~ 1 
lh\IEI<HfRUES, ltHHMAliCill I!GCELS. HDH'.EH.HIOII U1H 1 ~tSlE OISfOSAl 
l'ii£ HCSS fl(; 
SOURCES CF LReAN ~A.SlE.S 
AM SCC ti~~Cl CCE~I\((~ 2t 150-161 ISfEC SYfiFJ 
POLLUTION• CCNT111EI\ltl S~Elft ~EOlCGYt INDUST~IAl WASTES, LANCFlllS, 
!EDlflfiiTSt SEWAGE; SCLJC WASTES. WASTE DISfCSAl 
1915 HARDY CO, et,LCR ER 
SURFACE lHSICt-. HCUC.TIGNS AH U1<6tN aASTES Ill TtlE NUl ~CRK fl<:HT 
J HCFr.YS liES EO{ Uih a'i6:-U9S 
PCLLUllCt-., GEClCGl, C~G,~IC ~·llEPt ~LUCGE 
1'>13 ANON 
THE AllANTJC GfNEAtTICN ST~llCN, fCF SOME, St~Elhlllt TC Gf~CW 01\ 
ENERGY PEO HE, Afli 191.": 1 l--. 
POlLlliO~, REEFS, lf.FfR~TLRE, lCCfliNKlCI\ 
l'itS SCRGE H 
THE STAllS CF lrEF~~l CIICh.liGES E~ST Cf T~E MISSISSIPPI Rl~ER 
CHSAPUKE SCI 1CO-H 1 131-13t 
POlllliCN, COASTAL jATEfi5a TE~PEii~lUI<£ 1 k~1E~ 'L~llTY 
1S11 ~EIIZlCff C~ fl Al 
TR~CE METALS IN CF~lNI~•s fRC~ CCEAI\ OISPOS-L Silt~ CF ThE 11JCtLE fASTER~ 
U~llED STATES 
ARCH EN~IRC~ CC~l-~ lCXJCCl 6(~~. !9!-409 
PCllUTJC~, ECOLO~ICAL !~PACT, fJSH, tEA~Y ~ETALS, ~CNITCRi~G, ShELLfiSH 1 
litHE OHPCS.6L 
6l5 
lSJE £EG~R Oil, Cll~TlllC A~ 
TRACE ~ETAl,S I~ Tk£ ~Ek YCRK 81(~1 
AM StC LIMIICL CCEA~C(R ~, 111-1!8 (~PEC S'IMFI 
POlllTIC~, AllUI\Dili\CE~ CCilSlAl fl,II\5, GECLCGV, ~fl.LS, Sf~~Gfw SPCIL 
BAN~~~ TRACE ElE~EIITS, VllRJilfllll~ 
1913 HtGEll FJ El H 
UllllllhG ~ETAL CO~CENlRATIO~ ~ELAllCI\SHIP~ IN l~E Et~lE~I\ C~~TE~ lC 
CfJECl hEA~) PETAL FCLllTIC~ 
WATER HSCLFCE.S 1, 451-4(;0 
FOLLUTION. CrEMI~lRV, C~ESAPEAKE eAY, HEAl/~ ~ElALS, CY.STE~St lllRGllllA 
191t E~LEIIKEUSER H 
14C ~Nt 13C JSCTCFE CCCE~lliAlJC~ I~ f~CtER~ ~Ail~f MLSSELS FRCfl SECIMENTARY 
tiAeJT HS 
NUURWISSEI\SCtAFHt- t::HiJt 33t 
PCllUTICNt CHffiCC~l~Cl• , R~CltlSClCfES, SECiflf~TS 
······~·······························································•**• PCLllTJC• ~8ATE~£~T 
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1Sl2 SlUE H 
ARTifiCIAl REEFS Cf Ill/ISlE MATERIAl FCfi HA£1111 IIIFRCIIEfiEU 
~AF FOllll 6LLl 3(2), 4!1-2S CCASl~l lltAlfR5, FOLLlllCN '8AlEIIENTt •eEFS, W~STE CISFC5Alt ~l5TE CLMPS 
1~76 JE~SE~ CS . 
u.s. CCAST GUARD HIGt SEA! Cll SPill CC~T~Ol j~£ ~EMCVAl S)SlE~ 
SV~PCSIL~ CN MARINE ~ESCLRCES [f~ELCffiEIIT t• ltf ~JCCL£ llTlt~ll( STATES, 
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lS 13 I!( !:11.61t R A 
SENT~lt ~~CRCFAU~Al CE~SLS Of PARIIAt. EA~, PJELI~I~AF) RESULT! 
PAPER NC 24, FRCC 3FO !)Mf hlCSCh ~ ECGL, ~UCSC~ P E~~IRON SOC 
CCf'II'.UtllTV. POllUlltt.. HOLCf' t lh\IER1E6RHES, FCL liCHHlfS. S~I!PllNG 
lSH URSU Pf 
EOCCAIHIA 1-AMAlER HOl'ICI-.OElAt SPICflltAEI A HlEt\lUL HST Of .lt\E AMERICAN 
C)SlER I~ THE JA~E! FI\Efi, \JR(I~ll 
ChfSAFE~Kf SCJfNCE• 1~ PRESS 
JA~ES ~1-EF, MCRfltllY~ ~CPlJLIT~, CI!TE~St FA~ASlTIS~, FCLY(h.OETES 
1910 CROSS fA ET Al S1CGECCHEM15TRI CF T~A(E tlE~E~lS J~ A CC,STAL FLAI~ 
ESlUAR'fo tiSTI<ISlTIC~ Gf MJ!MAUSE, IRCN, j\flli lHC IN HLIMENlS, IIAlERo 
A~t fCLYChiElClS IICJ~S 
CHE~APEAKE SCIE~CE llA~J, ~ZJ-~3~ 
ESTUARIES, IFC~, ~J!t;EA~ESE, fCLYChJ!ETES, Sftl~f~lS, TRACE ELE·E~lSo ZINC 
l«.iB tl~Rlfl~~ C 
OEEF-WHEll HNHilC PCLHiiAEHUS ~IIHLICS Cff NUt tii>IGLANt lC eERfo\l.DA At\0 
QTHfP IICRTH ATLAJillC AFE~S 
J ~~R RE£ ~lt21t et-S3 
.BEt\T.CS, tiSTRISlllCflt fCLVCH,ElES, ~VSlEMIC! 
l<;IC f IH Ill 
FALIIAL WARIAllOfl CN PEltGJC !~~GAS!l• 
MA~ EICL 7f2lt 112-1~2 
AMPHIPOO~, CRLSTACEAt.S, ECCSYSTEMSt 1~\IERlEER~TiS, lSCPCOS, l'tlhEMATlCAL 
I'OCELS, FHYlCPLA~~TCJI, FCLVCHAflES, iCCPLAJI~lC~ 
194~ KCHMElER J 
~.ORJIIE flt\GJ tETE~lCRtll~f C~ITI~ (f 1-VORClO~ ~Nt KERATIN-liKE A~t\ELIO 
lUE E:S 
~AR BlCt 1~(~), Z1i-284 
C~TCLCGICAL STUCJES, fl~GI, f(l~C~AflES 
1911 liCk£ GT 
OESER\IATIOt.S Ch Btlltf'l ClRFEt\TS A•t EFIBEt-.THIC P(PlltllC~S It; ~AllfRAS 
SLB~ARHE C.Ot-.'tCII 
CEEP S£.0 RES ll(f), ~6~-!Sl 
BEIIT~CS, Ct~YCNS, 1~\IEFlEERAlESt FCL~CH.OETES, PCRIFERA, 5F.OTI'L 
CISUIHTIU 
1«;63 IIIGlf' H 
POGONOPhCRJ! Oh HE NE~ ENGLAM: CUliNENTJil ~li!Pf 
~CIE~CE l~l(3576J, 358-~5~ 
Bf~THC~. FCRJMINiffRA, FCLYC~AETES, FtfULATIC~, SECIMEt\lS 
1912 1-Cl!SO H 
TWO NE~ SPECIES AND lWC ~Ell RECORDS Cf ThE FIMIL~ PA~ACNIOlE (.ONNEllCAt 
FCLYCH~ETAl fFCM TtE ~C~lhEA51EPN FICIFIC tCEIN 
FRCC BIC1 SCC 11.051'1 t:5 (ItO, 5~«;-556 
fENTI-OS, t\EW SfECI£5, tlSTRiflTIO~. PCL~ChAflES 
·····~·~···············*·················································· PCPllHIOJI 
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1911 ~U~A~~~I S~, P~CtECC AL 
BIOLOGICAL AND FI!HE~IES C~TA C~ 'llA"liC STLR,ECN, ACIPEIISE~ CXYR~~~~C~~S 
ll'llCHUU 
USN~FS NEFC S.~. lEC~ ~.R.IC 
~IST~JELTICJI, IXfLCIT~TICJI, FISH l~XG"O~Y, G~C~TH RATES, LifE HISlCR~ 
STUCIES, fi.lt.AGEMEI'ilt l't~PHLC&), FUUlATICt. 
19fC KEl(HlM e~, ~RICE €C 
SICLCG) OF ~~~INE PL~t\KlCJI CRGAt\lS~S 
WHOI HF CH-4U, HH 
EICC~E~ISTF,, EIC~~~S, t~Tt, CCPEfC[S, CC~l~ANl CRG~~~~~S, EAST Rl\E~, ~~. 
FOfllATJCN, SE~SC~tl OlSTFIEUll(~, 2CCPLA~K1C~ 
1963 GF ~H G£ 
C~AElOGNAT~A FRO. INSh(FE CClSf~l ~tlERS Cff CELA~ARE, All( J ~C~T~kAkC 
EXlf~SION Cf THE K~(-~ FAt\~E Cf SA(Jlll TE~Ll~ 
C~ESAPEJKE SCI 411J, 3t-~~ 
SEASO~Al ~A~JATIC~!, CIL~~Al CJSTFitLTIO~, fCFLL~ll0~ 1 StllNJTY, 
2CCFLIIIII<H~ 
cH 
1~5~ RC~CE ~F ET ~l 
DECLI~E CF THE Y£ll0~1~Il fLCLhDER fRC~ THFEE ~lLAhTIC FIStl~G ARE~S 
FISh ELLL ~~, 16~-261 
FISh PCPULIIllCNS, f IHH HS, fUHlSii, POfLlHICN 
l'iH FlEH~G Lf' 
CELAWARE'S O~lSlA.Cl~G ~AlLRAL AREAS AND lhflF fRESER-AllCh 
CELAhARE hATLRAL ECLCAliC~ SCC., I~C. 
ILLUSTPIIliCNSt CELA~ARE, MtPS 1 h~TURtl RESCLPC£S, POPLLATICN, PRESER~AllON 
1967 MER~Jll AS, FCftS Jh 
CISTR ISUT.JCI't IJF ~ClTiiHN HAtiOGS Of UiE I>HDlE All~NTIC CCHl 
CCM~fP fJ!Ii RE' i9(4l, 6i-£4 
BE~ljo[$, FlSiilN~. fl!hl~G, 'ECGFAfhlCil ~EGIC~!, MOLLUSKS, PCPLLATIG~, 
SIZE 
191i ~CDER"'Cll ~ . 
0 FAH 3, SHJDY Cf HE HtlliHPLAf\.KTU 'SSOCHlEt \lllli HC CF Hh JE~SEY S 
COASTAL INLETS . . 
liNI eCOLGlCAL CCNSIOE~ATICN! FCR CCEAI't SITES Cff ~E~ JERSEY FCR fRCPCSEC 
NUCLEAR €Et.E~~liH SHliCI\5 2, 1-34 
CCASTAL EI\VIRCNMEI\1, SEASCI\~L ~ARIATIIJ~St lCllilCFLAN~lCNt tGG5, LAfi~AEo 
fOFUlATIC~, SALINITV~ S£ASO~Al CJSlRIEUTICh, TE~PERAlU~E, 2CCFLA~K1Ch 
1<; 15 II ,IRSii HL liG 
FHYlCPLAMO(II SJIJCHS Jtl TH (CASTH ~ATEFS llfTIIEftl C,IH 1-.ATHRAS ANO lr£ 
GUlf Cf ~AlliE 
IN CRQI\111 lE• SMJlti llE IECJ ~AHH HIIIRCNI'H.Hl li'PLICAllCI\S CF OffShORE 
Oil Gt541.5S3E7 fic5-ilt 
PCLLUTICN, l~PACTS, CIL IIICU~TPYt fh,lCPLAIIKTQ~, PCPLLJllC~ 
19t3 IIIGLH Rl 
PCGONCPHORA ON lt'E NEh ENGlA•c CC~lJ~ENTAL SLCf£ 
SCIE~CE 141(35181, 3~8-!~9 
eENThOS, fCRftMINlf£RA, I'ClYCtAElE!, PCPllAllC~. SE01MENTS 
1 S65 t EEVEY Ge 
RElAll\E EFFECTS Of lE~FERAlLRE ANt fCOO C~ SEASC~Al ~·NJATJC~S Ill lfNGT~ 
Cf fiARIIIE CCFEFCCS IN SO\£ HSTER~ A~ERICAN AND HSTERt-1 EliRCfEAN IIATERS 
!lUll EINGtA~ CCE~HG~ CCLLH1 11(i)., l-86 
SEASONAL ~ARIAliCNS, CCFEfOC~, FCClS, GE£GFIF~IC1l REGIOIIS, fCFUlATlCNo 
lE~P£RtlLRE, lCCflAfl~lC~ 
1964 ~~~l£~ RL, ~CI~lYFE ~[ 
SCf'E Cl~LilAll'E CC,.FAFISC~S GF CFFShORE Mti[S£NlliCS A~D ~tCFCeE~l~CS · 
SCUTh OF ~AR1HA 1 S 'I~E)AR[ 
ll/'1\Cl CCE~t.CH< 9 (L;J, 4~5-4B 
BEhTHl( FAUN~, B£r.JHC5, CE~SllY, fCRA~lNlfERA, ~ElECRCLCGICAL DATA, PLAN~TCN, FOFLlAllCr. 
1911 RAI>'~ G 
STRUCTURE Cf EFlft~TlC DIATCM PCPtLATIIJNS Cf lliE FHYTAL Of TtE KIEL UIG•T 
I kES TE~N BAlliCJ 
NCV~ hEC~IGIA 54 1 !1S-!E1 
Al,AE, CEVELGF~E~lr.DIATCMS, ECOLOGY, POFULAllC~ 
19~7 S~CKLS F~t ftR~£S r 
lELE.HSIOt.-ECIW SClJIIDER CEHFIJ~llU.S Cf ltlti1H£R. SCUtiC SCATTERfRS 
CEEP-HA RES 4, Jlii-llS 
TElE ~IS I( N" CCFE FCCS, [ IUI<~AL USTR 161,; TIOI'It PCP llAllCh, LIIOI:RIIA TE R, ~ERTlCAl MIGFATICII, l((flA~~TC~ 
196~ GRICE GO, HtRl tt 
lliE AElNO,!'ICE, SUSCUL CCCUI'RENCE, .INC CJSli<UI.ilJCN Of ThE HIZOCPLAIIUCII fElhEE~ NE~ •cRK tilt EE~~UCA . 
ECCL ,CIIOGR 32(4), 2~1-3C~ 
SEASCIItL 'tRJATICIIS, CCFEFGCS, GECGRAFHIC~L RfGJCNS, PCPLLATIOII, SALINIT~, TEI'PER~TE, lCCfLA~~lCII 
l'i64 Ht'Mlt fC 
THE SlATUS OF THE C!FREY II\ C.IPE I'IY COUNTY, ~E~ JERSf\ 6flWEEN l~!S ANt lc;63 
CHES. SCI 1C4J, ~2C-i2! 
6IPCS, CIS1RlSlllO., f(Pll~Tlt~, C5F~EYS 
1912 JCSEFI<. EE 
THE STAlLS Of TtE ~CI~ENIC STOC~S CF THE MIOtl£ ~TlA.llC CCASl 
CHE~ SCI U 12), .0-lCC Cliii'S CCfiH 4211 
C'TCt, CC~~ERCIAL FISt, ClSTRlEUlJC~ PATlE~N!, C~L~S, FISH PCPLLAllC~S, 
FCHLATIO 
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1~72 JENN' "• GCGC~A~ J IEDSI 
/l STlC'W Cf TH SCCJC-ECUCHC. fHHI'S 1\ELnUH: TC THE tLHR CCNTINU•TAL 
ShELF Cf HE MIO-HltNliC COST. 11. 5 tfi!CtUPt-) 
~. CEL, CCLL MAR !1LD, lE5 P 
ECCLCGICAL U!UCT, ECLClliCN, l/li!IH SUPPLY, Hif\il/lTlCN CYNJMICS, 
l<ECREATICN, SCCIAL l~fACl 
1912 JENNY ~. GCCr~At. J·IECS) 
A STUDY CF TH SOClG-ECCt.CIHC FACTCFS RELHli\G TC ThE CUTEII CCNTINENTAL 
SHHF CF TtE 1'10-AlUI\11( ClAST. \., ~ HRGET AREAS 
U. CElt CCLL MAR SlUt. ltit P 
IICCC .. ~CK CCUNT'l11 VJ, 1'\CRUAIIfltl\ C(lf.lYt lui, HHCH NEilS• ~A, t.ORfCLK, 
~At OEL~IIARE 1 11\0USTFJES, LAt.& USE, 1\CiiTH C/l~CLll\A, fOfLLATICI\ DYNAMICS, 
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CCEAN 76 5Y~PCSIL~, SEFT 1!, 1~7t 1 II~S~INGlt~. tC 
CO~SlAL IIATEPS, SEASt~~l v~~l/lllONS~ fCOSYSlE~S, POFlLAliCN OYNftMICS 
1 S7 C "US ICl< J/l E1 l>l 
Ol~TRI6U11C~ AND AEU~CJI\(E Of lCSSlEFS A~C 5fJ SCALLCFS I~ C~ESAPE/lKE 
etGt<l 
~I~S. GlClCESTER Ptl~l• \A 
CHESAPE/lKE EAY, tAlA CCLLECTJCI'iS, CISTAIBUTitN P~TlERNS, lCBSlERS, 
FCHLAllU I:H..oi~H5 1 SCALLCfS, SEAHUL OISHif\illCN, S1A11511CS 
lS4iC CH\I't H 
THE ZOCPlAI-KHN Cf HE .SlRUCE MATEfl5 Of Tlif CEUHoAflE f~~ REG1CN 
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SE~SCN~l \IARIATIC~S, CCPfFCDSt DO~l~A~l ORGANIS~S, GECG~AFHIC~l REGIONS, 
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GECGRAPtiC~l RANGE A~O TAXCNC~IC DiVfRGE~Ct 1~ N(Rlh ATLtNTIC CALA~LS 
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CBSER11,T1CNS CN ECTTG~ ClFRENT5 AND EFIBENT.IC PtPLLJTIO~S IN hAlliRAS 
SUEH/lRJNf C/lN~ON 
rEEP SEA RES 16l6Jt 56~-561 
BENTHC.S 1 01\YOt.S, INVEFlEElRATES, POL'lCHAElE~t PCAIFERA, SFATIIL 
DHTAIBllHN 
l'.i41 OLD I"C 
THE lA)CI'\C~Y ANr CJSTRlEUliC~ Cf lt-E BCRlt.E SfC~GES (CLlONI&A£) ALCNG ThE 
ATltNTIC CCA~T OF ~C~TH ~~ERlCt 
CHESAF£/l~E EICL llE f~El 1441, l-3C 
KE~S, CI!TRlBUliC~t PC~IF£~~ 
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1'3U MARGESC11 JE 
TtE ChAllE~GE CF DEEF~llER P(Rl SAffl' 
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1SC5 GRC~ER ~C, ~C'l JC 
REFCRT Cf PRO€PESS CF STREA~ ~EtSURf~ENTS FOR lHE CALt~CER 'EAR 19C4 
US GEOL Slli\ loATER-aPPn A~D HRIG PtP 12~ 
HYCRCGFAFHYt JA~lS Rl\fRt ~GFTt CAFCLI~A. PATAPSCC ~~~ER,~t, PCTG~AC 
RIVER, RL~(ff, £1REAMfLGk 1 ~TRIPED fASS 
1915 t 1 Cfll ET AL 
SURVEY CF A~ACRG~CLS FISH !PAk~I~G AFEAS f[F PETCMAC Rl.fR D~AINAG£ A~C 
LPPER ChE5AfEA~E £AY [F~l~~EE 
MAFYLANt £EFT N~l RES CC~PLEllt~ REPC~l FRCJECT AFC-f 
AN~ORC~CUS FISh, fCTO~~C Fl~EP, SFA~Nl~G 
1971 GLEESCN SAt !lALBLE JF 
THE CHESIIPUI<E en BllllJCGRAPHY, wOL.4t ~ lRGliiU luHERS 
VHS SSR H 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES• CCHJNEI\Ul SHLF 1 HHRCM•fl\h JAMfS RIV£R 1 Mt.AGEf'fH, 
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1~7f SENEC~ EC El Al 
AN ANAl~SlS Of ltE EfFECT! CF THE 8FUIISWICK NUCLEAR PCkER PLANT Cll THE 
FRCCLCll'oll'l Of SFARTUA .AI.TER,.HUU (SI'-CCT.h CCI<I:GRASH 111 • .., 
lHPD J!NIIUAl RfPCRl C.AJRCllN~ fCWEI' lilt LHkT CO, RIIUIGt, N.L. 
EFFECTS, NLCLEAR POWER PLAIITS 1 NLCLE~R REAClCRS, FCkER Pl~IITS, 
PPOCLCTJ~ll,, SF~Flllll 
1S75 ltCM~S OL El Al 
ECCLCGICAL STLtlfS IN l~E BtYS AN[ ClhER W~TER ~jYS ~EAR LITTLE EGE INLET 
ANC IN ThE OCEAN II\ THE OCEAt. IN THE ~ICI~Il) Of THE PRCPCSEC SITE fCR All 
GE~ERATJ~G SlA, \Clt Fl!hES 
JChThYCL A~SOC I~C 1 49C 
ECCLOG~, EN~IRCN~ENTAL EffECTS, FISh, Ftkf~ JtjfiJS 
6t3 
1~7~ l~O~AS CL ET ~l 
ECCLCGICAL STLCIE! l~ lHE ~ICl~llW Cf GCEt~ SITES 1 A~C f 
II~) ECCLCGICAL CO~SltfRITICNS FOR CCEAN SITES CFF ~Ek JE~SE1 fCR P~OfCSEC 
~UClEA~ GE~E~All~€ STAllC~S lt 1-11~ 
ECCLCGICAL IMFACT; ESTl,RifS, FC~E~ FLANTS, REEFS, SALINITY, SEOIME~TS, 
TEMPERATLRE, TlCES. ZCCPL~~KlCN, FlfCl~G 
1917 1\~NCWllZ. E IH) 
EffECTS CF EI\ERGY-REUlEil ACTHlTlES ell TH ~IU!i\TIC CGNTit\Et.TAL SHlf 
FRCCEECI~GS Cf CCr.FEH.HE HLC AT HCCKHAVH IIATICtiAL U8Cf<II1GRY, LPTQN, 
~\' Ctl ~O~EHER lQ-1~, H7! 
CO~TINENlAL SHELF, ENEFGY, e•~IPC~~ENTAL EffECTS, GffShCRf PLATFCR"S' CIL 
I~DUSTRY, fCkf~ FLANTS, RtSGUPCE tf~ELCP~EI\1 
1914 VCIJIIG J S 
MENhADEN 'NC POkE~ PLANT! - ~ GRCkl~G Ct~CEf~ 
IUR fl5h RE\ 3HlCJ, lS-23 
FlSht L"~VAEt L~~V~L E~Ckl" !TA,E, PC~ER PLA,.J! . 
1~71 L.S. CEPARli\ENl Cf E•E~GY 
NUCLEA~ POWER REACTOR! IN THE l~ITEt Sl~lfJ 
U.S. EFC~ TECH. JNFC. (fillER, (·~ FltGEt Tt~~ESSEE 2P 
ENE~GY, NUCLEAR FO~E~ Plltll!t POkER PLANTS, S-R~EVS 
19i2 ~At.EV .EC 
PART 2, PROElffiS AND PPH lCTEC CC~~EC;LENCE~ (f HilER PLAUS U ThE ~ARl~E 
ECOLOGY AT CCEA~ SllES CFf llfk JE~SEV 
CIIIl ECCLCEIC#l CO~SJCEPATIC~S FC~ CCfAN SllfS Off NJ fOR FRCPCSEO NLC 
GENE~ STA J, 11&-13~ 
BE~l~CS, EvAFC~ATICN, frYTCfl~~~TCh, fOWE~ PLJ~TS, PRESS~~E hEAL, 
SAL ltdTY, SA~PLUG, THPERHUR E, IIH ER QLAllH, ZCOPLAUlCII 
1978 U~lTE£ STATE! FISt ANC WILDLIFE SER\ICE 
PLBLICATID~S Of THE EICLCGICAL SER\ICES PRC(~A~ 
61CLOGICAL SE~~JCES FRCG~A~ 1~7f SEPT 
BIOGRAPtlES, CCALS, lA~C USEe ~jJUFAl ~ESGlRCESt PC~fR PLA~lSt STREAM 
J~PRO~EI'E!\l, ltAlE~ ~ESCLRCES, CCASHL ZCII£ 
1Sl6 JORDCN RA El Al 
RIVE~ EICT' '"[ FhYTCPLA~~TC~ f~T~Aih~ENT STltlES AT THE ~EPCC SLR~Y 
N~CLEAR FGWE~ SljlJCN 
IN, ECCLCGICAL STLC~ Cf T~E TICAl St~~E~T CF T~E JAMES ~I~ER £~COMPASSING 
~GG POINT, SFfC SCI ~EFT 18 1 ~~~~ 
JA~E! ~1\E~t P~VtCFLANtTCN, fO~EF fl,~T~ 
1S75 JORO~~ RA El Al 
YCRKTOk~ Pt~E~ SlAliCN ECOLOGIC&l STLC1, Pht!f 11• 
SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC REPCRl 76, FO~ \!RGINIA ElECl~IC FCkEP CC, 463F 
FH~T(Pl~~K1C~ 1 PC~ER FLA~TS, 1CRK Rl~ER 
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1~£f SCCTl kBo 11€6( S~ 
FCCC ANC fEEC li'<G hAB 11 ~ Of SkOR tf 1!1-.o XIH US GlHiuS. I~ lh£ liES TERN 
~Ci<UI AlLAIIliC 
J FISH RES et (A~ 25t5l, SC3-Sl~ 
fiSho FISh VIETS, PREC~TION, COASTAl lONE 
197C CAST~GNA MA £T AL 
HARD CLA~ CUlllRE ~Elh(O Df~lLlPf[ AT ~~~S 
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REG UN~ 
ESlUA!Ht.E COASlAl ~Ali ~CI 5131, 31~-3~8 
NUCLEAR E~E~GY 1 tUCLEIF FO~E~ Pl~NTS, ~ACI~llC~, RAOIOtCTIVE ~ASTE 
CISFOSALt ~JtlD~CllVE ~ISlES. ~IDICACllVITl fFFECTS• ~ISlE Dl!FOSAlr ~ATER 
PCL Ll T J(N 
····~·~·~-~·················~····················-~·········~············· PACICACll~E kAST£5 
·············~··························~································· 
lSll MLRR'' CN, ~·ll!K' t 
PlLTC~IUI' Al\0 AMERICLM ~CllVJllES IN THE ~tRTh SEA A~O GERMA~ COASTAL 
RE<:IC~S 
ESllARINE CCASTAL I'AR ~CI ~13), 3!S-32S 
1\LCLEAR E~ER~Y, ~LCLE~R PCkER PlA~lS, RADIAliCI\, RAClOACll\E ~ASlE 
ClSPCS~L, ~A~lOACli~E kA51ES, R~OlC~CllVIT' EfFECTS, ~ASlE CJSPOSALt WATER 
Felli.. liU 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Htl(H 11';11~ 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1977 ~ER~lll AS £1 tl 
AIICIE~l CYSTER SHELLS C~ TtE AlLAI\llC tOt.T1~Ejlj1Al 5HElf 
.SCIENCE 14'l F3~8-4CC 
SHELLS, CC~TJ~ENTAL SHELF, HEfTACtl(Rt ~ACICACll\llY 
1913 THfiSU J, lUIHnfl~ 1<11 
lEAC 210 I~ CCASl~l ~~lfPS OF l~E f~STERI\ l~JTED STATES, I~ LRIIhJU~ ~~C 
THCil.llM OECA't SERIES HCLIOE lleU/Itlli'\CES II\ f(JlRli\E PUNIITCN, 1\EFORT TC 
~CVIlNCfC RESE~RCt PRCJECTS AGENC't, IRFA NC 1~13 
CHEMJSTR'r, PlAt\KTCNt RIIDlCACTIIIIT't.t RllDlOUl:lCPES, URM1ll~ RA[lOISCHPES 
1973 llREI<JII~ El ~l 
ThE FAlES CF 21CFB A~C i1CFC I~ lnf CCEAI\ SlRfiiCE 
II\, LRANJUfi liND TtCI<IUf' tEC.II'f SERHS NUCLltf AllLNOANCES It\ f'.AillNE 
Ph~TOFlii~~TCN. ~EfO~l TC ~CVANCEC RESEARCh PROJECTS AGENC'f 1 tRPA CROER NC JCii3 ' 
CHEMISH'f, fLAI\I<lCN 1 llll:lCACllldTY• RADICUOlOFES, URAIUUM RAOJOISCJCPES 
··~·-·-~··~·····~························································· R~tiCACTI~JTV ffffCTS 
......... "" ...................... --~ ................................................. . 
1977 f'URPI~ C~t I<AUTSKY ~ 
PLlTCNIIilt 11\iO A~ERICLI< AClliiJllfS Ill lhE f\CiiH SH ~~0 GER~At. CCASTAl 
REGICN~ 
ESTUARINE COASTAL ~AR !CI 5(3J 0 315-3~8 
. NUCLEAR Et.EFGY, ~UCLE~F PC·f~ PlJl~TS, RACJATIC~, R~DIOtCTIVE .ASTE 
tlSFCSAL, RIICICHTI'-f lo,ISTES, UOICtCTlVIT't ffFECTS, litHE DISPOSAL, lliATER 
FOllUl JON 
················~························································· ~ACIOI SCJCPES 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
19E5 KflCHLH BH, R'lhER Jh 
BIOLOGICAL, CHEfiiCAL 1 lAC RA~l(ChE~JCAL STI.LJES Cf MtRIAE PLIIAKTCN 
WtCJ I<EF IE!i-41), 1-nc 
DATA, NITRATES, NllRITES, 1\UIIllE~JS, fHCSftATES, PHYTCFt~~¥TCN, 
PACICISCJCfES~ SlllCtTfS 
1911 IIClfE CA 
flltLGUT CESIUM-13i IA ClA~S l~I~GIA CLNEATAI fRCM ThE NEUSE RI~ER ESTUARY, 
NORH· CAROLHA 
LI~I\CLCGY A~O CCE~t.CGFtF~I l6iS!, i~I-SCS 
CESILM, ClA .. S, ESTt.~IESt ~CRTh CAROLINA, RACICISOTOFES 
6~5 
1913 l.OMSCN J, llREKJA~ IlK 
LE~D 21C I~ CCIISTAL ~·lERS Cf TtE EASTER~ UI\ITEt STATE~~ IN LRANIU~ AND 
THCRIUII CEOY SERIES 1\UCLICE IIElNCAl\CES II\ .~All HE PLAI\K Hl\, FfPCRT TO 
ACIIAI\CEC RESEARCh FRCJlCl! AGE~C~, IIRP' ~C 1S13 
CHEMIST~l, PLAI\1<1(1\, FtCICilCli\IT~, RIIDICISOTOfES, U~Al\IUfl R'CICISOTCPES 
1~13 Tl~E~IIN El Jl 
THE fATES Of 210Pf INC ilOFC II\ 1~£ CCEA~ !Uilf~CE 
IN, URH;H.M AH THCIUtM CEC,!'t SERIES ~uCUOE JC!U~£111\CES lfo. "AIHNE 
PH,TOPLA~I<lC~. REPCRT TC At~ti\(EC RESEARCh FRCJECTS AGE~CY, A~PII ORtER NC 
1913 
CHEMISlR'• PLA~I<lta, RlOICACTJVJTY, ~~tiCISClCPES, UR~Nitf' RAtJCISCJCPES 
1S11 KAI.f~Jl~ A 
TtiCRIU~. RES lllE~CE J!MES JNC· RA-22e CCNSlANC'f IN THE NEll VCRI< fiGHT 
Af' GECfH,SICJll U~JCN l~II~S ~e(6!e 4(1 
GEOCHE~I!T~Y. GEClCEit CCEI~C,RAP~Y, RAOJOISCTCPESt. SE~ hATE~ 
lg~t ERLE~~El5Eii f 
FtC .ANt 13C ISGTDfE CCCENTRIITICN HI fiODHN MAUNE l'liSSELS fR(M SEDJMENTA~~ 
~ABITATS 
~ATlR~I!SEaSCHAFTE~ t3t7!, 3!, 
fOLLUllOI\, C~EitCCt.TRCL, , ~lltiCISClCPES, SECifiE~lS 
··········································1······························· li~J~fllll lltTEt.SJTY 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1913 FUME Ck 
A SLR~E' CF THE SEA B~~S FISHER~ 
/'Ali FISH IH\ 3511-~), 19-2t 




1916 ~ILSlEJN EF, lhOI'AS Cl 
FISHES Ult CR LN(C.fi~C~ TC TH Hllf .IUSEY CUH 
CHES.tPUKE SCIEt;CE 1H3J 198-2(" 
Nflt RECORCS, NEll SFECIE~, t ~A.GES 
lS11 flE~I~CE~ ,, tlLSf·A~ I 
GECG~AP~ICJL F~N(f INC TAXC~CMIC CIVERGEI\CE I~ ~CRTH ATL~NliC CALAI\LS 
CAlAI\US-HLGCUNCIClS CtlANLS-f li'<~JIRCt;ICl.iS ~H CALAI\LS-GUCUll~ 
~AF fl(L 4CC3), ~33-24t 
lCHYOfl/l~I\HI\o Hf'\HS:t 1\GIHt CARCiLlNA; PCRESo I<AI\GES, SEXUL IMTUrJU; 
LNilEO ~lA1E~. ZCOflt~il(~ 
19~3 PRO\E~ZANC ~J 
PYLtPIIGURUS OlSCClO~ll! tA MJLH-H\IlRCS, lE8C> !DECAPCDA 1 AM.MIJRA.I FCUI\G 
OFF NGRTt C'RCLJI\jl (LSA) A NCRltERI\ RECORD fCR lhE GENL! 
CRL!TACEAlA 5(3), ~3~-~4C 
CRUSTACEAlS, GECE~-ftlC~L PEGIC~S, PA~GE! 
..... ,..,..,..,..,.."" ....... ""** .... " ... .,. ........ "*"*"******-***"*************** 
. RtPfAtAl~CCI\ ~l~Ef 
*"*"*"***"*"***** "* U U "***"* U UU U >14.UliU44HH*>I* U4•H>IU*ll*ll******* 
1976 GLEESC~ SA, Sl~LELE Jf 
TiiE CHESAPHKE !lAY fllBLJCG~AFHh Hl .. 4, \iUGlNlA ktHR5 
VIM~ ~Sil H 
SIELIC'Il~FtiESt (C.Tl.ENliL StElf• E~VIRCN~E·l• JA~ES lll~E~, ~~NAGEMfhlo 
FCTCMAC ~lVER, PAPPAtti\~CCK ~lVERt ~I~GlhiA, YC~~ ~I~ER, CCt!TAL ZCNE 
**********•*** ** u ** u •• •* •• •• '* ** u u•• •• u u H u•n• • H<l • 4 4.\1 • n• • .,.,.,. •• • 
RECI..AMATlOfl 
····································································~····· 
1S 'B ti\C~ 
OCEAh OU,PlfiG: PklltCELFHlA'! SlCRY 
Efl\ilRCN~E~lll JCIE~Cl A.G lftt~DlCGl ~(lCJ. Slt-Sl7 
eENEFICIAL lSE, ~EA~Y ~ElALS, Ll~t ~EClA~tliC~, CCEA~S, fE~'lTSt 




1~12 JEll\ •• GCCD,~h J (f[Sl 
t STUDY Cf ThE SCClG-fCClO~l( FAClC~S RELATI~G 10 THE CLTE~ CCNTI~E~lAL 
S~Elf Cf ThE MID-AlltNll( COA!l. ~. S OE~CGR,FhY 
U. DEL, CCLL ~AR SlUC, 3E5 P 
ECCLOGICAL IMFACT, ECUC,TICN• l~BO~ ~LPPL,, fOfllATICN D~~~~~ICS, 
RECREATIOl, SCCIAl l~FACT 
1S1~ JElNl ~. GCCC~tll J IEC!J 
A STUDY CF lH HCU-HCIICIHC fHTCfoS RfLATIM TC IkE CUHii CCI'<TINENTAL 
Sl-\ELF (f HE f/.10-AH.tllllC WHJ,. ll. 1 LA"t Mdl IIATER LSf. 
l. DEL, COll MAR SllCt 12! F 
AGRICULTLRE, CHE~J(Al ~ASTES, (ClSf~~ATICN, LA~C USE, PCLLLT-~TS, 
RECREAliCI\, SEkAGEt ~AlE~ \AFO~t l(~l~G 
1912 JEI\Nl M, GCCC~A~ J lEtS) 
A SlLDV OF lHE SCCIC-ECt~C~lC FACTCFS RELATI•G TC TtE CUTE~ CCNTINEhTAL 
SHELF ••• ~. 4 TtE !~PACT Cf CUTE~ CONTINENTAL S~flf RESCURCE OE\iElOfMENl Ch 
MIDDLE ATLA~TlC I~OlSlRlAL ••• 
l. DEL., ••• 
I~CUSTRIAL CEUELOP~E~l, CCMME~CIAL fiSHING, ECC~O~IC lMfACl, £MPLC~~E~T, 
MJ~E~Al INCUSTFY, FECREAliC~, 5CCIAL l~PACl, 1Cl~ISM 
********"**'***>O*ll*ot*li'U*U llll U 4*HHll*** U 44HUH*Jt41j*HijH~**>IH4U>IU* 
RECREAllCN DEMAI\G 
··~···~···~·~································~········· .. ·····~············ 
1912 JElNl ~. GCCC~A~ J IECS1 
A STUDY CF lH SCCIC-ECCHI'!l( HCTCiiS REUTIM TG HE CUlEil CCI\TINENllll 
sr.ELF Cf TtE ~ID-Alll.TIC CCl~T. \. 6 REC~EAllG~ 
L. 0El 0 CCLL MAR ~ll£ 1 ~33 f' 
II'<OUST~JAL tEVELCf~ENT, CC~ME~ClAl flS~lNG, ECCI\GMIC I~PACl 1 ~~CRtAlllN 
CfMtNt, ~AllR PCLLLTICI\ 1 CCM~tFCE 
··-~···~·~······························~····~················~··········· Ht T ICE 
****:9*"-'t.U H****"* ** ~* t:t **** ** H "************·\t***lOtlt*UHlltUU****H>IttU• 
lSU SHRP Jt\ 
A GE~E~Al BCX ~CVEL ~FfF(tC~ 
PflESE~lEC AT JNTEN~Tl tECAtE Cf Ctf•~ EXfl(R,TlC~ 
NH CCI\F Ct; Af\OXIJI CN ThE ~IOCLE HLAIIT IC ~HH Vl.iRING lHE SUp.il',fR (f 1916; 
h~SH [(, ((1 15-16 1t• Pt31Sl 
AN.EROEIC CGNDI11CNS0 PCLLUT1CNe CC~liNENTAl SHElf, ESlUAPIES, 
MATHEMATICAL MCOElSt llt.HIEIITS, liEt TlCf; SltJtH lliSPOSll, IIATEI< A"~LYSJS 
lSlt ~AUH JJ 
A~ AN~LVSJS OF liME CffE~CENT FAClC~S lEJDlliE 1( ANOXIC CCNClllONS klTHlN 
THE MICCLE AllANllC BIG•l Cl~l~G l~l6 
BI<OOKI-'1!1/et. 1\All ue, 1\h- II'Sf CCNf Cl\ A"OXU tN MID ATL Skflf l97flt flASH 
CC, C[l 15-lt, 1t, Pil 
ANAERCBIC CCNOITICI\5 1 CCNlii\E~l~l !"Elf, I<EC TICE, W~Tf~ A~AL)SIS 
l'ill lYLE~ MA 1 SELIGER H • 
• NN\JAL !UB-~URFACE HANSFCRT Cf ~ RU liCE tii\Cfl.GELLATE lC ITS BLOOM 
AREA, kATE~ ~IRCULATlC~ PATTERNS ANC CRGAI\ISM DlSlRIBUTIGI\S II\ THE 
CHESAPEAH IU't 
39Th lol'h HEfllfl(; H SO( l HN A~O CCHNCG 
CHESAPEtKE iAY 1 CIRCULATIG~, CINCflAGELL.lES, £IST~IBUTICN PtlTERNS, REO 
TICE 
1S15 ZLBKGFF FL, ~ARI~I\ER J~ Ill 
SYI\CPTIC SIGhll~GS Cf REt h~lERS CF 1•e LO~EF CHESAPEAKE B~Y 4NO ITS 
TRISUlA~Y ~IVERS (HA) lS13 10 SEPTE~BER 191~) 
IN P!lCC CF 1ST IlllERI\tPL CCI\f CN HXIC lllt!CflllG BLCC~S, f'ASS SCI lEC.H 
C~ES~PEAKE E~Y, tlNOfLAGflLATES, REO TIDE 
l<H6 HKnSCt. LP 
lHE SOllh AllA~llC 61Gt1 
P~ESENlEC Al 11\Tl OECA[E Of CCEA~ f)flCR,TIO" 
~Sf CCI'if Ct. ANOXIA 01\ ltE Ji.lCilLE AlUHlC ShElf Cli<HG lH SU~f'.ER Of 1976, 
~.OSH tC CCl 15-ltt Ht f33C6J 




l9'l2 SlCIIE 1<8 
ARTIFICI~l PEEFS Cf ·~!TE ~~TEI<l~l f(R HABlltl I~P~OVE~E~l 
ftAI< PCllUT Hll 31.1 h H-H 
COASTAL ~AlERS, PCLLUTIC~ AfATE~f~1 1 FEEfS, ~~5TE DISPCS~L. ~ASTE CU~PS 
1S1i lHCMAS CL ET ~L 
ECCLCGICAL STUCIE! IN T"f \ICINilV Cf OCE•~ SITES 1 AND ~ 
(H) ECCLCtiiCAL CQNSICEIHTIONS FOR CCEAh HlE! CFF NEh J€RSf'f FCR PIHlfCSH 
NUCLE~~ GE~EF~ll~G 51A11CNS lt 1-11~ 
ECClCGICAl IMFACl, ESTL,RJES, FC~E~ fL~NTS 1 FEEFS, SALJNltY, !fOIME~TS, 
TE~PE~ATU~E, TIDES, ZOCPL~~K1C~t fffCI~G 
1914 URH~ Pf 
QUANIITATI~E STLOIES CF ltE P·C~Cf~L~A ASSCCJAlEC ~lTh ThE MESCH~LlNE 
C'S1ER REEFS Cf THE J~~E~ Fl~fR; ~lF(lNIA 
Pht tJSSERlATIOII, CCLLEGE CF ~ILLII~ ANt ~A~Y, ~ILllA~SfURG, ~IRGINIA 
JAMES ~1\ERt JlRl!ClCllC~, CY!lEFS, FEEFS, S'liNllY 
lS iC RtlOC E ~ 1\G 
!EASCN~l CCCLPRE~CE Cf MARINE .OLCAE CN AN C~SlEP RfEf JN ELRTCN'S BA~, 
~lllOIIU 
CHESAfEAKE SCIENCE llo 6l-b3 
ALG~E, SE,SCN'l ~·~IATICNSt REEFS• ~IRGl~l~ 
1S13 .Ot.CN 
THE .OTLMH IC GE~HHlCN SHTICt., FCR SCIIE, SUETHNG H GllCii CN 
ENfRCl P£CflE, ~fF 1973, 1-7 
PCLLUTIC~, REEFS, lfiiPER,lUREt ZOCfLAt.KlC~ 
1C.C 
• u ,.,.,. .,. •• • ~ .,.,.,.,.,. •••• "*"*..,.**"*"* **"*****"*"*..,."""**·••u•".,. !l*ll*****••••• ~EfR~CilC~ (~~TE~ ~t~E~J 
* U lilt II II U U **"It 1111 U U U Ull ll 4 4 ll>l II >1 II >1 II 4 II llll'llll >Ill ll.ll>tllltiiiiUIIliUII'***********IIII.II'* lt 
1974 CCLCS~IT~ ~. CCLC~Ell JM 
IU~Ul H Cf OCElli\ U\lf-CCHIUU.H ~~Elf IUHHlJCN 
P~CC 14TH CCASTAL E~G CC~f, CGFE~hA(EN. CE~MARK• JUNE 1Sl4 (\IIMS COI\TRIS 
~9H 
CONTINENTAL S~ELF, EI\ERE' T~AI\~fE~~ R£FRAC1JC~ t•AlER ~A~IS) 1 WA\IES 
HHEI< l 
UH ct ~c n 
kAVE REFRACTION P~f~C~E~A C)f~ T~f COaTINENTAl SHElf NE~~ lHf CHESAPEA~E fA' EIITRHU: 
U.S. ARMV CCRPS Of EIIG ~C~SlAL ENG liE! CEalER lECH HE~t 47 
CHSAPEAH BAY, CCI'PlilU fi<CI:IiAI'S, COiTIHIIU.l SHlf1 REfliACllOI\ (IIAH:R 
~~~E~lt \lR,INJ,, ~A\f5 lkATtRJ 
·····························~····························~·······~······· . REG IUAL JtdUS.JS 
········~·····~··~··~·~····················~······················~······· 
1915 ~C~TGC~EFJ J[, NE~CC~B 8 
A QlA~TITATJWf STlDY CF lhE \EGETAllC~ ~EAR GRE~T BAV EDUliV.RC, 
lL(~ERTt~. ~E~ JE~SE' 
ICTttYOlOGIUl A5SCCII!TES,IM.FCREST CRIH lltALA, N.V .. IiO 
BICMASS, .PLAH FCFLUTH~S, • t I<HJ(I\AL ,1\tLJSIS, IIEGHATICJI, WETLANCS 
lt1S GCOCMAN·J~ ,LCSE f 
EN~JRC~~E~lAl flAII~I~~ fCR OffSrCRl CIL ANt 'AS; \OlUME y; REGIONAL STAlLS 
REPORT~; FAPJ ~: ~10 ANC SCUlr 'lLJNlJC 
HS-OBS-H-16.~, lHE CCIISER~ATHI'i HlHAll(fl, loASt.INGTCN, tC 
Jt<ltlSHHL OhHCfiiEf\1, ATUMJC COHAL FUJN, CCI\TINENlAl ~rELF, 
EN\IlRC~MENT~L EFFECTS, fACllllJES 1 I~fACTS, OIL, Cll JNCLSl~~, ~EGJ(~Al 
ANAL,SJS, PE~QlR(E GE\ELCF·E~l 
ltlt CALif L~I\ ~CF~FPS lAST CCE~~ 
I~ITHL RHCRTS Cf TH CHF SEA CR JlliNG PRGJE0 1 1/0L 44 1\0RHLK, IIA TC 
1\C~fOL~, VA AUG-5Efl lSi~ 
Ple NAT SCI f(l~C lSGft 'l3~C3 ¥44 
All~I\JJC CC#Sl~l fl~l~, CCNTJ~EIITIL StfLF, [Rlllii\G, C:EtChEMl51R~, 
GECLCGY, REGICIIAL A~All~l~ 
7C l 
.......... ,. ................... ,..,. ........................................ . 
. RE~RE~SIO~ ANAL,SIS 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
H66 HARRI HN h 
FAFllAl CORRflAllCI\ MCtEL FOR .ITERS Cff Tr.E SCUlHERI\ FCRTIO~ CF lhE 
~ICOlE AllAI\llC ElL~lt.l!A 
TEI\1~ CC~F (~ CCJST~l E~{l~EE~l~E. TC¥YC, ~tPJ~ (Vl~S CCNTR iC~J 
CIRCLLATIC~t CC~TJ~EI\T~L StELF 1 CUFRE~TS ~~~1£R)• ~Al~E~AliCAL MOtELS, 
REGRESSIO~ '~Al,~J~ 
1'.1~6 t.A ~R UOI\ ~ E 1 A L 
PREOICTCR E'LAll(~ ft~ SlRFACf Alit BCTTO~ tRlfl CF CCNTI~E~ltl S~ELF 
WATERS SEThEEN CAFE tENLCPEI\ ANC CAPE HATTERAS, l.S.~., 
21\t l~TEPNAll OCEtNCGPAFhlC CCI\GRfSS. ASSTF,CtS (YIMS CCNTR 2C5J 
CIPCUl~liC~, CC~TI~E~Til StElf, CURF£~TS t~AJERJ, REGRESSICI\ 11\ALVIIS, 
SUESURfACE kAlfRS 1 SURfACE ~A1£RS 




OCEAN DlMflaG: f~llACELFHlA'! SlDF\ 
ENIIIH~IIEf\HL SCJEI\Cf HC TECHHLCI:J 9l1Cit Ht-Hi 
EE~EF!Cltl LSE, tEA~J METAllt l,NC ~ECLA~AllC~t CCEANS, PERMITS, 
REClAMATic•, REGllATIC~, SE~AG£ CISFCSAL, SlltC:E CJSPCSAL, WASTE CISPC~AL 
···············~·························································· REf!l(lE SEIISIH 
···························*••'···············~··························· 
19i3 ~AIRS Fl ET ~l 
AFPLJCATIOII Cf EPT~-1 £Al. TC lHE fRClECll(N A~O M~NlGf~£"T CF NEh 
JER~E''! Ct,SlAl EI\\I~C~~E~T 
S'I~F Ct. SH HSlllS CllUII'>EC FFU Ei<TS-lt VOl 1 HCn PRES, HC A, t.A~II 
SPECIAL FlflJC 1\C 321~ fE2S-fl4 
SlitRE LII\.E Ct-A~GE, PCLLlllCI\ 0 HCLCI.iYt GHFI-~SICS, REHH H~SING, 
SlllELLITES lARllflCIIILI, !LR~E~!, hASTE tiSfCStl 
1CZ 
l<.li4 lEIGLH J 
APPllCAllC~ Cf ~f~OTE SENSI~G lC Sl~DY NEA~S~C~f CIRCULATICN. ~N~UAL 
REPCRT fCR ~EAF lkC 
f~IMS €RANT ~PT QH54l.l!R~V~) 
CO~TINfNlAL SHELF, ESlLAFIES, FE~Clf SE~SlNGo hACH,PRf~GLEt~A, kATER 
CIHUUTICII 
l97e CfH kl 
APPLICATIOII CF REMCTE !E~SING TO TlE ChESAfEA.£ EAY ~EGlt• VCL 2 FRCC 
NA~t CUF FUB 6 
CCNTINENUL SHlft IJREIJUNG• ElTFOFHCATIO~, RU!CH Sfti.SING, IIHER 
PCLLUllCN, kAlER 'lAlll' 
1~13 KlEMAS Vf El At 
CDA!lAl ~EfETATIC~ Cf tELJ~ARf, T~E ~lPPI~' Of tELAWAPE 1 S CCASTAL MARSHES 
SEA.GRlNT fUB tEt-SGC15-12. UNl~ERSil~ Cf tELJkAAE Pf 423-43~ 
AERIAL PHCTGGRAP~Yw CCASTAL ~t~SHES• [ELAhARf, ~E~CTE SENSING, VEGETATICN 
191~ KlE~A! ' El AL 
CCASlAL 1CI\E CLASSIFICATICI\ f~CM S~lELLITE I~A~E~Y 
PHOTOG~tM,ElRIC ENGl~EERI~G ANt ~E,ClE SEN!IlG 41(3) 
CLASSIFICATION, PHOlCGRAf~~* ~E~OTE SftiSINGo SATELLITES tA~TlflClAl), 
COSTAl lCH 
1~13 llllll~~St~ ~Sl 
COLLECTION Al\0 A~ALYSIS Cf RE~OlELl SENSEC tAlA FRCM lhE ~HtDE RIVER 
ESli.IAin IIAlERSHEC. SECtl\t FRCGHSS RtftRT. F£e 1~13-JUH 1573 
C~ESAPEA~E EAY CE~lER FCR ENVlFGI\MfNTAl SlltJES. SMITHSON J~Sl 7CP 
CJT,, ESTUARIES• FE,tTE SE~SING 1 ~'ltR RESCL~CES 
19~S Sl~CUC l~. CCCFE~ All 
CCLCR l~f~AREC AERIAL PtCTCGRif~lC lfllE~fREllTIO~ ~NC ~El FRtM~RY 
FRCDUCTIVITY Cf ~ ~EElLAFLV fLCCCEt NCRTh CARCLihA SALl MA~SH 
~ATER RESOURCES RES l~Slt ~NI\ ~.c., FALEIG~. ~EPl ~C 14, ti6Ff 
NO~TH CARCtl~A, fHCTCGFAfHY, , ~E,Cl£ SEI\SJ~E~ SALT MA~S~ES 
1S1l RAC El H 
GULF SJREtM ~NC ~llDLE ATLANTIC E1Gh1 1 CC~Flf) ltERM'L 51R~C1LRE AS !EEN 
f~OM ~N EN\IRCfi~ENlAl !AlflLIT£ 
SCIEI\CE 11 H3'.l'56 h .5.Z9-53C 
UVIRCfiHNHL QLALHY, INfR,IlEC RJCl>llltN• ~EIIOTE SEt>SINGt SAlfllllES 
(A~TIFICJALJt THE~MAL PFOffR11ES 
1C2 
1913 CARTER ET Al 
IAPPI~G 1\C~THfRII AlLA~llC CDAS1Al ~A~SH LA~DS, ~tRYLJN[ ~N[ VlRGINIAt 
USlt>G EIHS-1 II'~Gf!IY 
PRCC 2ND AN~UAL RE~CTE SE~Sli\G Cf EARTH RES CCIIF, LIIIV Cf TE~II SfACE l~ST 
lll.UH(~t 
MARS~ PLA~TS, I'AR~HESt .RE~CTE SfNSl~G, VfGElAllCN, VEGETATIC~ REG~(wlh 
1914 kEZERIIA~ Cl, FCLLER ~ 
~0~110~1~6 CCEA~ ClMFl~G ~~1~ fRl!-1 t'lt 
SYMPGSIU~ (II SIG~IFICA~T ~ESLLlS CElAINEt FROM T~E EARTH RESCLRCES 
lEC~NClOGY SATEllllE-1 
'CL. 1 TECH FRES IEC A~ ~A!A IFEC Flfl NC 321 f635-64l 
FOlLUllCN• GfClCO, GfCFHSHS, MARJ~E GEOlCGYw Rff!OlE SENIING, SAtElLITES 
(ARTIFICIAL), WASTE DlSfC!Al 
l9l3 P'RtR~S-CAR,\tN~IS G 
OCEA~ OU~PI~G I~ T~E NEh YCR~ ElfHl, AN jSSES5~E~l Cf ENVIRC~~E~TAl 
~HCIE~ 
US ARMV CQAST-l ENG ~E~ CE~l, lECh ~fit ~( 39 1 15~ 
PCllLTICN. COISTAL flAIIISt ECClCGY, GECC~E,ISTFY, GECLCGY 1 GfOPHYSJCS 1 
RE~CTE SEI\SII\Gt HtliHt.TS, IIASlE ClSHlSAl 
1913 CtAR~Etl RL, MAll GA 
OCEANIC OBSER~IlliCII: tf ~Efll V(i~K fiGtl BY HS-1 
1\ATL~E 24215396), 451-452 
CIRCULAllC~t • RE~tlE SE~SJNG, s•tftlllES t~RllfiCIAL), IIIASTE OISfc:iSAt 
1973 HRGIS WJ 
RESEARCH 0~ CHES.lffAI<E en Ht CCl\llHCUS UTER~ Cf THE ChESHEAKE !liGHT 
OF THE ~IRGI~IAN SEI 
~IMS SSR ~0 69, GLCUCESTER Ptl~lt \~ 
CHESAPEA•E BAY, CR~ST~CfA~S. CATA fFCCES!I~G. ti!TRIB~llC~ P'TfERNS, 
GEtU:iG 1( lHfSTJtATlGt.S, h~CR ~ULIC FRCP ERTJ E!, MANAGEMEIIIT, CCEANCGI<Aftl'Y, 
PAihOLCGY, RE~OlE !Eh!l"G 
1S71 l~IRO Blo l)NCH ~F 
RESEARCH C" CHESJfE,KE EA'Y tNC,CO,.liGLOUS -'lfRS Cf THE ChES~PEAKE SIGHT 
Cf T~E VlREI~l~~ SEA (lllE ECITIONl. 
\I~S S!R 81, GlOlCfSlEF fOINlt \l 
CHESAPE~KE EAY, CRLSTJCEA~!, tiTA PRCCESSI~Gt GECLCGIC ~~~fSTIGAllC~St 
~Yt~~ULI( PPCPERliES, ~~~'GE,E~T, CCE.hCGR~P~~, fATHCLCt~, Rf~CTE SENSI~G, 
SCJE~llfJC PfRSOII~fl 
iC~ 
1~12 l~JRt Elt L'NCr MF 
RESEARC~ CN ChESAFEtKE f~Y ~~[ CCNlJG~CU~ hATE~S Cf T~E CHEStPEAKE B1Grl 
Cf Tt.E Vl~GI~IA~ Sf~ (1912 EClllCNJ 
VIM.S .SSR tt, Gl(UCfSlER PU~l, HllC:ll'dA 
CHESAPEAKE Bt,, CRUST,CEA~St CtlA fFCCESSl~Gt GEDLCGIC l~VESllGAllCNSt 
HYDRIUll( FRCPERTIES. fi,AfiAHMENt. CCEANIJGRAfhh PATHOLQ(",. I<HOTE SfttSli\G• 
SCIE~llfiC PERSC)Nfl 
lSl! LAJRO Blt l~hCH ~f 
RESEARCH Dh CrESAPEAKE BAY AhO CC~TJEUCUS ~ATERS Of 1Hf ChES~fEAKE BIGHT 
OF Ti:E VIRGitdAI\ SEA {lc:iH-i~ £Cl1HlH 
viM5 !SR 6c:it ~lClCESlER f(l~lt V~ 
CIHSAFfAKE Uh CRI.SHCUt.~. CATA FRCCESSI#.G, GECltGIC HHSTHAliCNS, 
rYCRAULIC P~CPERTIE~. MANAGEMENT, CCE~NtG~AfHYo f~lhCLtG~, REMDTE SE~SING, 
SCiftlllflC FEIISUNU 
UiH nst E 
SATELLITE ME~SUREfiEI\15 Cf li.R8Jtl1~ CF CC~STAL k~TERS 
CO~F Cl~ E.G OCEJ~~ fRCC 3, lliO-llEC 
SUSPENCEC SEtl~ENTS 1 G!CLCG~, ~EASURfMENTo ~ETHCCCLCG1, REMClf SENSING, 
SA~Pli~E 1 5AlELLilfS (~Rllf!Cl~l)• ~hCRES, , •tSTE DISFCSJL 
l~f:3 fAPI\£~ RC 
SEA-SURFACE TEf'PEFATI.H ,. USlREMEIHS Cf H LA Ill IC-51-.ELF li~HRS fY A"' 
Al~BCRNE ThER~C,.ElE~ 
V Itt S M.INUHR IPT 
HYCRCHGIC IJAH. lSCTHERfn. ~ACJATICI\t liHOTE Sft,SJNG• SI,ESURfACE IIAHRS, 
TtE~,.D,.ETEfS,.VI~GlNIAt WATER TE,.PEPAli.RE 
l'i73 FLHEF r;, 
SU,.MAR~ ~EFC~l CF ~AFSr f~(CI.CTICN !TLCIES FCR l~E UPPER FAli.JE"'T RI~ER 
ESTUAR~ Aht FAR~ER CREEK fo!ARYlthC CL~JNG ltE !UMMER OF ~13 
NRI C~fS EJOL LAB REF ~C 1:-123, 3(P 
CHESAFEAKE EA~, CCASTAL ~#RSHES, ~AFFING, fo!A~SI- FLANTS, MARSrES, PAlUJEt\T 
RI~E~, FE~CJE ~E~SJII( 
1913 ANCERSCN RFt ~feEEF 
WEllA~D! ~AFPING IN hf~ JERSE~ 
J FHClCG~A~~ElFIC f~EI~EERI~~ ~9• 35;-35t 
~ARS~ flANTSt ~A~S~ES, RE~CTE SENSII\Er ~fEElAliCNt ~EGETATIC~ REGRCWlh 
H5 
1917 UliC Elll:S K 
WORK Cl\ REMCTE SE~SING CF ~Ell~~DS 
VIFGl~lA t•STITLTE Cf fiARINE SCJf~CEo GLCUCE!TER POI~Tt ~A 2!C62 C~ONK I~ 
FRCGI<ESSJ 
RE~CTE SENSI~G, h!lll~tS 
*" """"*"** ......... ,.,. ........................... ,.,. ............................ . 
F,EFRU:I.CTICfl 
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1956 BAC~US ~r ET ~l 
A. CONTR lllUl IGN TC lH UlUI<A l IHSTClH Cf IrE llhllE-TIP SI-!AJ<K, flfi<Clii/I.ICPS 
LONGI~A~L! (PCE~) 
CEEF-SEA liE~ 3 1 J7E-18f 
BREHI!'<G, GEOtlYORCLCEIC. UIII1S 1 REFIHCI.CTICN, SALIUT'Y, TEI<PfRHUREo 
VERliC'L MIG~AliCh, FEEti~G 
1 SU IICNG t<H 
AGE A"'C GRCkTh OF ThE Nt~lhERN SEARCBI~, P~ID~CTUS CA~OLI~LS lLINAEI.Sl 
~I~S THESIS CCCll ~llliA~ A~t ~Afi~l 
AGit\G I BHLCG lCAU, CUSAPHU 'U~ • GRCIIITh RATES, M~HE F IUt 
REPRCCUCTIC~t SEtSC~AL CJSTRiflliO•• ~CR~ FI\ER, SEA~Cclt\S 
1917 HHHH PI 
ASPECTS OF THE BICLCG' Cf TI-E JCNAI- CRAE, CAACER B(RfALISSTI~PSO~. 1859 IN 
THE ~IC ~ltA~TIC flG~l 
JOLRNAL Cf "'AlURAL HISlC~~ 11, 3C3-32C 
BICLLMINESCE~CE, CChll~E~T~l S~ELF 1 C~ABS, ~CFlh CARCLI~A, REFR(OUCTICN, 
~IZE 1 SFATIAL CJSTRIEUTIC~, lRAIILI~G, MltCLE ATLAhTIC EIGHT 
1918 IJIHHP El 
COMPARATIVE 81CLCE\ CF FCUR !PECIE! Cf GlWfH(CFA~GCl[ t~t (Rt~GC~CID 
SHRIMP FRC~ T~E CC~TI~E~l~L SL(fES Cf THE ~ICCLE ATliNTIC flGrT 
CA~Ati~~ JClP~tL Cf ZCCLCEY, 1S1f ~(l !6r flC!2 
CO~TINENTAL SLCPE, CISl~J6LllCN, FA~ASITIS~, ~EFPCDUCTIC~, Sr~IMP, 
TRAkllt\G, ~ICDLE Allt~ll( tl~Hl 
1~1~ RlCrAFC!C~ SL 
EGES A~t LAP.AE Cf THE CfrJCrltlO EEL fiSCCCNCPHJ~-CRLE~lifER FRO~ lHE 
CHESAPE~KE EICHl wE!lERN NCHlH Alll~liC 
CHESAFEA~E SCJE~CE 
RfSEARC~, A~ATC~~~ fJSrE~lES, FEFRtClCll(~ 
1Ct 
l':i6f! SCHEHF f. 
EVICEhCE FCR REPRCCLCTI~E fE~ICCICllY I~ l~E tfEF SE~ 
ECCLCO 49a U, Sl-87 
6EI'IlhGSt EREEtll'l~t SEASC~Al ~A~J~TIC~S. !IST~Itulltl'l, EGGS, (fQGRAFHICAl 
REGIO~S, GC~ACS, FEFRCtlCTIC~, SIZE 
1'>12 ~C110EMR A 
FECLNOlTV I~C PC!SlflE ~CCE CF CEVELCf~EAT Cf SG~E CEff-Sf~ CPhllRCICS 
Llti.IICl GCEt~CGR 11(2)o 1!13-lS'.l 
lletiAVICR, llftlltCS, EHSt ELECTRIC REACTCRS, ffCUI\tiT\, REfRCCUCTlGI'I 
l<.iH R{PES Jlo 
HEilM~Pt:HDITISM 11'1 11-E SI..Rf ClAfl, SFI~UlA SCllOISSJII.A 
IIH SHELLFISH ~S!OC FRCC !:!i; .t3-6~ 
CLAMS~ ~EJR(DUCJJCII• •ISlCLCG!CAL ~~~ESTJG~JIC~S 
lHl lE~R' F~ 
11\VESTI~AllCNS CF JAilER CCIIJI~E~Ttl s•Elf kAlfRS OFf lCMER CHESAFE~KE SAY. 
PART Ill. lHE PHCRClU(Jt STAGE CF ThE TUNICAlE lGLICLUM II~JICIIAllS 
CHES SU 2Cl-21t tc-61f HHS C£1\TIIIf 99) 
CliESAPf.IIU EAh CCIIllNUHAl SHLF. GRCWlli S1AGES 1 liFE triSTCR) STUOlES, 
REPROOlCllCNo lRCChCFC~TES, \IFGI~l.A 
l'.lil: WENUR 0 
I'AKIIIG A LIVIIIG C~ HIE UllllH~Hl SLCFE A~O lfl Tlif tEEP-SfA,. LIFE HJSTCRV 
Of SCI'E OCI':INANT fiS.IH~ Of TM NCRFCLK C.ANlOII .AREA 
I~IMS CIS5ER1ATIC~1 
tf£F SEA fiS.ES, (C~Tl~fNTAL SlCFf, DE~SIT), tlSlRIBLTIC~. LIFE HISlCRY 
STUOIES 1 ~JII.AGEI'EI\1 1 REfRCCLClJCN 
1!112 lfNAVSCN FS El Al 
THE CHES~PfA~E BJ' 8JBLICGFAFHV 1 ~(lUI'E 11. VIR~lfll~ k~TER! 
~II'S SfEC !Cl FEP 63 
Bl(Gfi~HIES, CH~IIPEAKE EA'It CCNlHft.lAL SHU'• I.:RCilltt I<HESt MJ!RII\E fiSii, 
RfPilOtlCTIO,, SEASCIIJL [151RIElTIC~ 1 YCRI< FlVfllo HAilOUN.S 
lStl BAFKER AI', JlfR~lll AS 
TOTAL SCLIOS liN[ lEt.~Tii-llEIG•T RELATJCN CF THESU~f CLA~; SFISllA 
SOlltiS511'~ 
fR(C N.Al !1-:Ell.fiSH ASS 51lio '5C-S4 





1 .. 74 RIC~A~CSC~ SL 
EGGS MID lARVAE Of ThE CPHlChlHO Ell PISCCCI'ICPliiS-CRI..ftlllf£1< fiiC~ THE 
CHES~P£AKE SIG•l ~£!1EF~ ~CRTH Allt~llC 
c•ESAPf~KE SCIE~Cf 
RESEARC•• ~~AT(~'• FlS.EFIE~, FEFRltlCTIC~ 
19i1 ~Cl~lll f[ 1 FRIEP J 
PERfOil~~~~CE REFC~T ~ESE~RCH ANC ~~~AGEME~J CF ENCA~GEREO BIRCS lN 1\EW 
JERSU CCSP~EYS) JOE 11-~-1 liAR l•l<.i1t-SEP1 3C,l<.ii6. 
NEll JERSB Dill FI5hGAME,AIH SHEUFIHHIES TREIITCII llh JERSEY 11 
RESEARCH, E~DA~GEREC Sff(lfS, ElRtS. ~AIIAGEfiEAl, OSPRE'S 
l'.lU I<ElCHlil' H 
THE Cl[ A~[ THE ~EW, NE~ WCRK fiGHT RESEARCH IN PERSPECTI~E 
AH SCC LIM~Cl CCEA~C&H 2t 14-19 1Sff[ S~l'f~ 
RE!EAPC., CCAST~l fl~I~S. CO~TINENl~l SHELF, GEOlOGY, ~ISTCRlt 
SEC IM EN UTI C~ 
················~························································· RfSEAFCt A~t CEVELCFMf~l 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1S71 SfCFT FIS~JNG IN5Tlll1E 
~ SYI'PCSIC~ C~ T~E BICLC~ICIL SIGfllfiCA~CE Cf ESTUARIES 
AOJIHIISTilATIVE AH~CIESo AQL:~CULTI..RE, OAU CUlECllCNS, ESlUAillt\E 
EN~IRC~~ENl, RESEAilCii lilt tE~ElCffiE~Te S~LJI\IlY, SliELlfiSHt STRIPft BliSS, 
ll.ATER FCUlllCII 
1<.111 JL~GEP\5E~ K~, (('l~GlCN ~~ 
EXTENCEC flSiiERY JUFIStiClfCI'I F~CBlEJIS Al\0 PRCGRESS l<.iJl P~C( ~O~Tii 
CAilCLI~A GC~ERNCR 1 S CCNfEilEP\CE CA flSiiERY ~j~NAGEJIENT Ut.tER f)TENOEC 
JLHSDICTIO · 
NC SG RPT 71-1'3 
ECCNOMICI~ fiS. 51CCJ1.G, FJSHERIESo JURISlJClJCII, lEGlSLJ!TJCN, 
MIINJ!GEJIENT, RfSEJ!RC• A•t tEVELCPJIE.l 
1(6 
1918 DELthtFE ~~~~EF~IlV 
PRCPOSED AllAt.TlC OFFSHCIH HCG~IIfl(, t PRELif'IMIRY FlA~ JC CBIAIN VITAL 
INfCF!(tTIC~ fC~ ThE t.tJlC~ TC F~CTECl ANt LSE ITS OFFShC~E RESGUR,ES 
(E)ECLTIYE ~U"'~AF'l 
COLLEGE Cf MARINE SlLCIES, NEhtR~ 
ATLANTIC CCEAN 1 CCt.TlhEhT~L S~ELF, MANAGEMENT, NAllRAL RESOLRCES, 
POLLLTANT ltEhllf JCAll(N, FESHRCh MoO DEVELCPI'l:H, ~E~CvRCE llHElCFMEt.T, 
SECIMENT 1RAN.~PCR1t HCll I:ISFCSAl 
1~11 DELA~AR£ LNI~E~~IlV 
Ft<CI'CSH .HUflll( CffSI"ORE PRC<IRAfl, t. PliElUHUR' FLAN TO CBTAIN llllAL 
INFOIIMH ION fOR li1E NATIOII TO HOTHJ AIID LSE IT.S CffSHCRE ~ESCUHES 
COllEGE (f fltRJI\;E 51lCIE'S 1 UHRJI 
ATLAHIC ()(UN, COMJIIiEIITAL SHU, "AIIAGEIIEU~ MTU~At liE~ClRCESo 
PClllUI'H ltENTlFICAl 1(1\;, ~E~EllHti UO D£VELUI'Hl, IIESCUfiCE CEVELOPMENlo 
SEDI~ENT TRt.~SPDRT, SPCll Cl!fCSt.L 
1S44 ATLA~TIC !TAlES fiAIIlNE flSI"ERIES COfiMISSICN 
llECEhl H~HCES H f'.Aillf\E fiSt-en UHARCI- AlCt-IG THE AllANliC COAST 
REF ElCL SEC 5CI COflll 1C A1l 51A1E.S lltR fiSH CC~fl 34P 
CHESAPEA~E fAY, fiSHERIES, IIESfAFCt t~t tf~flCF~E~l 
···········~········~····················································· I<ESEA~C~ fACillllfS 
*****••··································································· 
1914 VIRGINIA INS11TLTE Cf ~APl~f SCIENCE 
PE~EARC~ CN t•EStPEt~f fAY ANt CDIIllGUOUS ~AlERS OF l~E C~E~APEAKE SIGHT 
OF ThE \JR(lNIA~ SEA 
~~~S SfEC SCI FEF 69 
SISLICG~~PhlES; ChESAPEAKE BA~, RESEARCH FAClllTIES 1 SClENllflC PERSC~NEL, 
~IRGINJA, MJOCLE AllANliC 61Ghl 
················~~·····~·········~········································ RESCL~CE CEIIELCPI'f~T 
··················~······················································· 
1~71 OELt~~RE LNJ\ERSil' 
A I<EfCill (tl THE llUl\11( CfFSHI<E LSEI<S IICill<S•Cf !iELC I'~~ 19-.d 
CEL-SG-ll-7h Hii~~K, t.J 
ATLA~TIC CCASTAL PLAIN, ~lLA~llC C(EJ~, CC~TI~EhTAL SliELF, ~C~lTCRl~Gt 
N'lURAl llf!Cl~CES, PCllUTA~T ICE~TlFICATJO~, , RE!CURCE OEIIELCP~E~T, SPCll 
tlHOSill 
1C':i 
1~1t Stll~ RA £1 AL 
AN Oil SFIU RISII tNHY~l~ f(fl HE I'J[-AH#HIC OUTER CCI\TlNf:Nllll H.Elf 
UtSE 
US GEOLOGICAL SUfiVEVo CPEN-fiU fiHT 16-451• .lliSTCt.o VA 
CC~TlhEt.T~L StELF 1 Et.VIIlCNfEt.TAl EffECTS, MAThEMtliCAL MCCELS, ~AllllAL 
RESCLPC£~, CJL• Cll lhCL~lPV, ~E~OLRCE DE~ELCPI'E~T 
1914 fC(TE ~Q, El AL 
ATLANTIC CCI RESO~RCES Alit LEt.SlNG fCTfNliAL lfRELIMIN~RY CCfV) FRESENTEC 
~1 E~STE~~ REGJC~Al fiEETliiE SCCJET' Of PETRCLELM fNGIIIfERS Of AlfiE, 
hAShliiClCN, C.C., ~CV l~-15, 1S14 
CO~TlNENlAL !HElfo CfFSHCIIE flAlf(F~St Cll FJELC.S, Cll ~ESE~~CIRS, 
RE~CliiCE tE~ELCP~E~lt ~ESCURCES 
lSil ~AllE~ llJ ET ll 
ATLANTIC CUTE~ CCt.Tl~E~TAL ShElF EAfF(Y RE~CL~CES, All ECCNC~IC A~Al~SlS 
CCRhELL U~I\, CEPl ~G~lC EC(h 
.HLAtiTIC ((EAN 1 CCI'ITIIIHHt SHtf, ECCII()I'ICS, UlUI<AL GA~, NAlliRAL 
RESuURCESt OIL~ I<ESClRCE tE\ELCfi"Hl 
191, OfFICE Of lECtNOLOCY A!SE!SMII\1 
COASTAL EFFECTS CF Cff~~CI<f E.ER(V SYSTE,.S, ·~ ~SSESS~flll Of CIL ~NC GAS 
SYSTEMS, CEEF~ATER PORTS AIIO ~~CLEAR fC~ERfl~~TS Cff l~E COAST Of 1\Ek 
JERSEY ~IIC CELAk#RE 
kA!nl~GTC~, t.C. 
l~CUSTRlAL CEVElCF~EIIlt COIITJNENTAL S•ELF, EN.IRCN~EIITAL EffECTS, IIATLI<Al 
GAS, IIIJCLEAF fCtoEI< PLH.lS 1 Cllo llU~~li\G, USOLRCE ll£VELCPHU, COASTAL 
lCNE 
191i ~A~CWITl, f tftl 
EffECTS CF ENE~GV-RELATEC ACTJ~lllES C~ ltf All~NTIC CCNTINE~TAL Shklf 
F~C{;EECUGS Cf CCIIFEFEIICE HLC .AT HCCKHAV£11 IIATICIIAL ltBCI<JlHJ~Y, tPlGN, 
U Ct. ~CIIEI'eER IQ-1-t.t HB 
COIIllNENTAL SHELF, E~EFGYo E~Vl~C~~t~lAL EffECTS, CffStCRE flllfCR~S, CIL 
l~DUSlRYt fC~ER flAIIlS 1 ~ESCLRCE CE~ELCP~E~l 
1978 GOCC~A~ J, •LCSE f 
EN~IRCNMENl'l FLAN~J~( f(~ OfF~nCRE Cll tNl (ASo ~(LU~E ~; RfGlC~Al Sl.lUS 
REPCRTS; FA~l 2; ~It ·~t SCLl~ llll~llC 
F~S-CES-17-lt.~, ltE CCNSE~~All(h fCL~C.11C~, MA5rl~GTC~, CC 
lNCLSTRIIL CE~ELCPMENl, AllA~llC CCl~1Al FLAI~, CC~TI~E~ltl ~rELft 
E~~I~O~MENllL EfFECTS, flClllllESt I~fACTS, Cllt Cll I~ClSl~~. REEIO~Al 
A~Al~SIS, ~ESCtRCE CEVElCP~E~J 
HC 
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~I~ERAlSt ~I~ERAL II'ICLSTRV, RESCLRC£ CEVElCfMf~T 
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ATLA~llC CCEAN, CG~llNE~lAL ShELF, ~lNAGE~E~Tt NATURAL RESCLRCES, 
PCLlLTANT ICENllflCATlCNt FE~E/J~CH ~~C Oflifl(f~E~T, ~ESCUR(f tfliELCPMENT, 
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ATLANTIC CCEAN, CCNTI~ENlAL I•ELF. MANAGEKENl, NATLRAl RESlLFCE~, 
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1S13 LCDH l 
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VERTICAL ~IXI~G A~O A~OXIC CC~CilJtAS IN THE ~Ek YCR~ flGhT 
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1S~6 EAC~li5 Rt El AL 
A CCNTRISUTlGN TO lH HlUI<Al hlSHR'Y Cf Tt:E .wtiTE-TlP StAll¥.; PURCLAMlCPS 
lCliGJ~AliUS CPCE'YI 
OEEP-SEA ~E~ 3t lit-IU 
fREECI~Gt EfCHYOFClC,It U~llS, ~fFRCtUCTION, SAL1NIT~, TEHFEPA1URE 1 
VE~liCAl MIGRATICI\ 1 tEECl~G 
l'.i!it GIJI\TEII G 
~ llEIIISEC LIST Cf EUHlliM fiSHS Gf f\Ofilt-o ~tit fiJCOtE AMEIIICA 
A~ER HlOLAliC N~lUII 56(~J, ~45-3!4 
ANAtfiOMOl.S FI.Sii, CH~CI<G~OU fl5t 1 FHt., SHUIIlY 
l'.i72 HCSBIE JE El 'l 
A Sli.CY OF ThE tl5TI<lflTIU1 Al\0 ACTJVITY Cf fUCI'lCCRGANISMS It.. CCEAN WATER 
LII\1\Cl CCE~liCGI'l 11(41, 544-5~5 
AMINO ACIDS, BACTERIA, CARSCI-:YOIIATES. CHLCRUrHlo fiiCRCOI<G~~lSIIS, OXYGfl\ 
DE~AI\0, FHVlCPlAI\~1(1\ 1 IIE!FI~ATICI\, SAlll\11~, lffiFERATl~E 
1911 SFOFT FISrl~G t•!lllllE 
A SYMPCSIU~ CN T .. f 61DLCGICAL Sl,hlflCAI\CE C& ESTLAillES 
Alli'II\JSTilAll\IE AGfliCIES, A4L,Clllli<E, tAlA CHLECHCt.S, ESlLHlNE 
Eh\IIRCNfiE~l, ~ESEJ~Ch 11\C tE\ELCfHENT, S'LlhllY, StELLfiSH, S1RlPEt 611551 
!<IIIlER PCLLLTICI\ 
1916 h~l~l-:1 liP, PARI<!~ ce 
A VOllfiETRlC TEI'PEIHlLRE-~AlillllY CEt\SUS f(li TtH H£CU 1\TUI\TIC fliGHT 
li~NCl A•o CCE~~(GF ~1C4J, 5E3-5il 
S~lllllt~, SE~SCN'l tlSTRlf!UliCI\, ~AlER• kAlER TE~F~RAlLREt ~ltOLE ATlANTIC 
SIGU 
1S16 PARKEI< CE, •RIGhT .F 
A \CLU~El~IC TEMFEFATUFE SALINITY CENSUS FOR 1 HE fllCOLE ATLA~TIC EIGHf 
li~NCLCG~ A~C CCE~~CGFAfnY ~!(4l, 3t3-571 
SEASONAL ~A~IATJC~!, CC~liNENTAL S~Elf, CC.IINENllll SLCPE, S~LINJTV, 
JE~PERATUI<ft IIHLHlRtc A/IAl~SJS, 5Cfl CL~I'· 
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1963 VACCIIH Ff 
AVAIUBLE 1\lTRCGEI\ AND PHO~PhOI'U.S ANt ftif H!CkEHC4l C)CU H UE 
Allj\flliC CFF 1\Ek EliGlj\~[ . . 
J f'H I<ES HI3J, 2E1-3Cl 
AMMONIUM CGf'POIJI\CS, ClilCRCPHHI..t UTRATCS 1 HTRIHS, flllllCHllr NLHilENTS, 
PHC.SPHATES~ fHCSFHCRL!t SAL1~11~ 1 lE~fERAlli~f 
19iE HlllRE~ C El At 
BEliTHlC IN~ERTEERATE AS~EHElAGt.S Of CELAWAFE BAY 
HARE1Cl ~~(11 t~it 
ARlHRCPCOS, PCLLLTICll, TR,liSFOPT, Ct£SAPfAIE BAY, EASTERN fAY 1 MO, f'CllUSI<.S, 1\fi\ERH~I\S, SALitiJlY, SUl JIIEIIT ~. FfEC 11\G 
19«:3 Gl<lllll GC 
CHAETCGI\A U!A FRC~ 11\ShCIIE COS Ul lui HRS Cff E.EUIIARE, A liD A HRTiiloiAilC 
HTH~ICII (f 1.1-E I<H._fl HUE t:f .S.HllTA lEI\UJS 
Ct:ESAPEAKE !CI 4(11• !E-4~ 
SE~SCNAL VIRIATHliSt Dlllli\H tlS1RJH:T1CI\, PCFUUTlCIIt SAlfl\lT'Vt 
lCCflllf\KTCII 
19.5'.i CA1r CE 
CHESAPfAJ<f llGtiHHIP P.cS-c:i2. lh VH, CG. tCU.HHAPHC CESEI<~HlChSt 
l951t E'51 CO~ST Cf TtE LhiTEt ST~JfS 
US FISh ANC 111lCllFE SER\, SPEC .SCI REP 2e2 
SALJNil~, lATER lE,PEPAlLI<E, ~lCDlf Jll,~TIC EIGhT 
lSH OA't CG 
CHESAPfAI<E llGI-:1St1H't f.c.t-Sc:i. II\ U't, CG. CCUNOfRAPhiC (jf!SER~AliCNS, 
l'.i56, EAST COAST ~f THE U~llEfi SJAl~S 
LS FISt AN[ ~ILOllfE SER~, !ff( SCI ~EF !lE 
SALINITY, hATEii JE~PfRAlLRE 
19~2 flllFCRC FA 
OIATG~! fi<C~ ~IRGINIA TICAL .AlE~~ 1~£0 JN' 1~£1 
\lA INST ~-R .SCI, SFEC SCI Fff (301 1 1-~3 
CJATCMS, DOIIIAI\T C~GJI\JSM~, P"\'lCFUUJct,, !Alllllh, ~ECH01 
tlSTRIE~T1C/I, lE~fEFAll~E, \1FGII\IA 
19t~ ~AR~~ ~~~ El Al 
CISTRIEUTICN Of fiSH EtGS A/1[ 1-FVI£• lE~FfPill~E, A/IC SALI~ITV IN THt 
GECRGES fAfiK-GLLF CF ~AINE ~REA, l~S~ 
LS FISH ~lltliFE HR\, ~fH SCI FH fiSH !4il1) 1 1-66 
DATA, EfGS, FiSH, LtP\1~£, SALIKITY, TE.PfRITLR£, lCOfltNK1CN 1 COASTAL ZCNE 
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1563 HllELFl E~, ~ttr,ta J 
OISHIIlUTIGt-i Cf PHYlCHA/\l<T(N SPECIES ~ITt. ~SPECT TO Stllt.ll't BETHEll HlE 
COtSl (f SCll~ER~ aE~ Ef\GLJ~l •t.t IE~'UCt 
li,hCL OCEAI\C~F 8l2lt ~t~~~~ 
CC,KUNIT'f, CIJITO~Sr tlM.ifliGfUATES. IPCfl, fiUll\lHTS, fli'ITCH .. .tNKTCII, 
PlAt.KTCt., SJLII\II'f 1 SllJCtTES 
1St3 HlHRC fiA 
tiSlRifLTIU. Cf ThE tiHflAiiELUH tEI\\iS CUATIUI" IN UtE JIDAL Al\0 
CffStOFE ~ATERS OF \IRGII\IA 
CHES SCI 4l.2J, E4-B~ 1~1'5 CC"TR 137n 
DATA CCllECTIONS 1 [11\0flAGEllATE$, fLANKTtN, SAllt.IT'ft SEA~CNJL 
Oi~TRJBUllCNt ~AlfR lE~ff~.tllRE 
1912 TnCI't~ DL El Al 
ECOLOGICAL STUDIES IN Ttl \JCl~ITY Df CCEAl SITES 1 'NC 8 
ll~J ECCLCC I CAL Cl:~SIC£RATIDNS FCR CCEAN SITES Off NEll J£.RSB FOR fRCPCSEO 
NlCL£AR GENERATING ~11110~5 lt 1-115 
ECCLC£IC~L l~PACT, ESTUARIES• P(liER FlANlS• REEF~, SALJNIT~. SEDIMENTS, 
Tf~PERtTURE. TIDES, lCCPLAt.KJCN, FEEDING 
1973 ~1\U£115 JC 
EFFECTS CF TROfl[Al STUll'! ~G/\ES CN EflfALNH H~UTHRHlS II\ \'lRGIUA 
ESTIJAIHES 
Cl-fSAFUKf SC lE~C f 11!, .(~3-.134 
BENTHOS~ C~fSAPEA¥E BAY, tl~E"SifiCAliCh• ECClVGY, 1NVERTEERA1ES• 
SALJNIH, 51JIE 1L I 1'1 • SlCH I<LtiCff, fiH:P lCAl C'IClCNES 
1S1~ ~£ISS t ET tt 
FOI<AIUNlfERA10 tiATCfiS, AND I'CLU.S.KS AS I'ClEllJAI. fiOlOCftiE fAUt;ECOLOLOGIC 
INDICATCFS IN THE t~C~tN ESlU~~~ 
GECL SCC AI'! lifSHI FRCGilAMS H21, a6-i91 
ALGAE, .AiiMt:NIFICHIOh SfASOt.Jil ~AfHUCIIS, tiHCfiSt ESlUAI'II\Ji 
ENiflRON~ENT, liCllUSKS, SALINITY, SIR~llGRAfhY 
1971 SlEFtNSSCN L El tl 
~YOI<OGRAFtiC PROPERTIES AND CJ~C!Jl'TION Cf 1~E NCRl~ CtRCllfiA SHElf At.D 
SLCFE IIATERS 
CEEP SE~ IHSEARCt lBt 383-42C UtOCCS liOLE GCUNCGRAPHIC lNSTlTI.iTIOfl CGtiJil. 
2136) 
ti~CllA11C~, CCNTI~E~lti StELF, CISSCLVEC CX~GIN1 hORTt CARCLINA 1 
NUl~IENH 1 l<lt.CFF, ~AlltdlY 10 TEI'.FEUTU£, lllN&S 
1914 LiTTlE-,~[(~ S, 
l~FLUENCE OF ~ACl (" SECI~E~1~11Gfl 
SE~CKEIIB '.tF 16)~, 1~9-133 
CCI\T~Olo EFFECTS, ESTLAFIESt SAlli\Il'ft SECI~£111A1IO~ 
1962 HCLCUT liS 
INlRASFECIFIC VAPlATICII Ill ltE ~tilE PERtH ~C(CLS A~f~ICAl\LS IG~Ell~) 
C~ESAFft~E SCI 3lZJ, 94-113 
A~ACRC~CVS FISH, ER,CKISH ~AlEPt DC~lNANl tREAAISKS, FISM~ S'LI~ITV, 
TEI'PHAlli<E 
l'itC JOHF" EE El H 
INVESTIGAJICI\S (f INtHI< CCt;TIMUAl StElf I<AlfFS Off U.ii!ER CHSAHAKE fAY, 
FAilT I -GEt-JERAL HllROOLCTlOII AMi Ji\[R(GRilfH'f 
CHES SCI U3-4), 155-ltl 
CliESAPfAI<E fA'f, (01\TltHl\TAL SttELft OHCHAiiGE U.iATERlt D"lfl BCTTLES. 
HYORCGRAFh,, l~R\Al GR(~lH STAtE, SALI~IT~, SA~FLII\Gw STtTlC~S, 
lHfHAllFE 
1961 ~CFCFCS5 JJ 11 ~l 
INHSTlGATICNS CF lht.H COATlNf.Nl.Al ShELF Ulfll~ Off Hl!fk CHSAFEAI\E flAY. 
P~Rl ll• SA#IO lAt.CE LARVAE, AHCtYJES A.I!Ei<Hif\LS 
CHES SCI 2(1 ANt 2lt 4~-59 l~I~S ((111~ 9El 
HlAtillC OCHN, CHHAHAKE BA'V, OISTRI6U1Uit.• GIIUTH lltTES. IHTCIHIIG, 
LAI<VAl GRCHti STAGE, fl..Hl<lU, SAllUlY, SF,U:Uiit STATISTICS 
19t4 MlLFCFC RA 
I N\ESTIGATIUIS CF lllff\E!< CCH IN ENUl StfLf llAliP ~ Off lCII£11 C...CSAl'dlif EAY, 
PART V SEASCN~lllY Cf l~E ClAlGM 'EhlS t~Afl(LERCS 
liM~Ol CCEA~OGR St!), !8!-39C 
DUTCMS 1 DCJII~AM UOIIISIISt S.HIUT'V .• SEHOUl l1 lS1411BUll(ith Tflii'EkATlikE 
1962 GHTStff fS, H~Fltl IS 
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OCEANCGPAPHIC CBSERVATIC~S ALOt.li ltiE E-ST CC~ST (f lfE LNITEC Sl~TtS 
US COSl HARt OUAMli:RilFtiC IIEFC111 38. U~t. CC 
ATLANTIC CCEAII, OHA CCllfCTIUS, HliUlY, t.61UI TEI'f'HtiTUitE 
1S1C ~·IlCC~e \l 
OCEANCGHft1'i Cf HE fo.H-H lAH .IC 51Gt 1 IIi SLfFCH O.f IU.Af l llllERM lltliAL 
CCMMISSICN FC~ THE NCR1 •• E51 ATL~Nll( flSH£RlESt 
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CHLCPCFhYLL 1 DENSITY, CISSCL\fC CXlEEN, PH\SIC~L OCEANCG~AfH~~ SALINITY, 
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1S12 RII\H Et 
flAI<l 2 1 FRULHS AI'!D HHlCHC COt..SlCLENCfS f.f PCiiER PUNTS Cl\ THE MARINE 
ECCLCGY AT CCEAN SITES Off Nfa JERSEY 
C INI ECCLCGIC.,!L COti.SICERATIOI\S FCR OCEAN Sit£~ Cff hJ fCR PRCfCSEt .t.UC 
GEt<£~ HA 1• llB-1::!9 
BE.t.UCS• E\IAPCRAl lOti• PHTIJPUit\KlOII• POIIfR P.UI\T.S, PliES SURE hEAllt 
SALINIT\, SAIIPlllliGt TEI'.FH~llillEt II.Al£11 CtAlll~. lCCPlAI\l<TCfl 
191.t. MCO£RIIt11 \i 
FA~l 3t Sl~OY CF ltf J(f,lhltPLA~KTC~ ASSOCJ~lft kiTH T.C CF lliEII JERSEY'S 
COtSTAL JHETS 
CUd ECOLGlCAL CtiiSUEI<AlHfiS f(fi £CUll SlUS Cff NE~ JERS€\' fOR PROPOSED 
1\UCLEA~ GEI\EUHH. SlAllO.IIiS .2.t l-34 
CCASUL EN~II<OHifNh SEASOUL U~Hlluf'IS, I(.ltl'ICflAIIKTtll, fGGSt LAR._AE, 
P(iPlill'lllCII• SAlll\Jl'i, SUSCNAL CISTtlltlt;TIOlltlfMFEI<ATUFE, .lOCPLANKTON 
1~16 BfjR(!lEY RC El AL 
PHV!ICJIL CCEAI\CC~·PHY CF T~E ~tCtlE AlL~NlJ( £1GhT 
AM StC LI~NCL OCEANUGR ~. ~t-3~ (~PEC S)Mfl 
CI~Cll,TIO~. CCASljl FlAI~S, Slll.lTY, TICfS, VElCCllY 
Ht:5 CIFElli R 
FLANKTChlC fCRMHN lfEIU FR CM UE k E Slf!lti t.e-R Hi All~NTIC 
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Ql;AI\illTATl~E Hll:lES CF TH lllCI<CFJI.iU ASSUUlEC kllH THE MESCI11lLllliE 
C'Sl~R REEFS Cf THE JA~ES ~lwER, Wlf~INIA 
PhC CISSERTATIOflt CCLL£GE CF ~llll'~ ANC ~ARY ... llltAIISEU~G. ~IRGII\JA 
JAIIES RI\ER, JLRl!CICTIC~, OYSlEI<St F£EFS, SJlll\lTY 
l'iiU CASlA!:NJl M, ChtNlH f 
SALitlll'Y JCLER~HE Cf SC~E I'AiliiiE EI'OLVES FREtJ. UShOilE ANO tSTUAklNE 
EtiVillGf\MENTS Ill \llllGINl.A aJIHRS Oli lH: kESTERfl. 1'10-llllAIIllC CCASl 
I'AlACCLCGl~ l~C1J 1 ~l-~t (\I~S Ctflllli 476) 
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BATI'I'fMETR'I, CONllt\ENTAl SHHft HYDHGI<APHl, S~lUUlY, ktTER lff'.PEI</IT~RE 1 
I'ICDLE All~llillt flGhl 
1~11 ClEtALL Ill ET Al 
SI-CRl-lEII,., lotATER CtLUI'\1\ FERTUREHHNS CAUSU: eY wASH !lATER SluDGE i::liriP1NG 
IN THE NEw-YtR~ BlGkl ~FE~ 
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COSTAL WATUS 
CHS SCl 1.2(31, 1~2-15~ 
5UCCES!JCN, SEASCfi~L VARIITICNSt CCNTINENT,L !tELF, PHY10FlAfiHTCN 1 
SALINITY, lE .. fE~ATlPE 1 CCA~JAL lCNE 
19i2 !:CESCt< Cf 
SPECIES tl~ER!llY Cf ~A~I~E M~C~tEE~TtCS 11\ THE ~JRGI~lAfl AREt 
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BENTHOS~ CCIITII\E~Til S~ELF, C~LSTACEA~S, 11\D~ST~IAL WASTES, ~~~EklEfRATES, 
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CCI\111\EI\TAL SHElf 1 S~LJ~ll~ 
1~62 I<LE~Ot ~~ 
SUSFE~CEt ~AlTf~ I~ T~£ ~llA~llC CCE~N A~ ~h l~CICATGR OF lHf Sl~LCTURE Cf 
HIE ~<;ATE!< ~AS.$ 
TR IIISl CKUHL 56, 12::-12":1 
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TE~PERATE, lCCPL~~KlC~ 
1S55 KflCHUM Bt, KEEN 0~ 
THE ACCUHLATH~ Cf lll\IER WAHR Q\1£11 UtE CONllt.EtaAL Sl1tlf tETHEN CAPE 
COD A~t CHESAPE~KE Et' 
PAP fi.AR BICL OCE;Ilii(Gfi CEH SU RES, SLFI'l It \(il 3, 346-351 
CC!IIItiENl.H St-.flf, ClSCt-AFGE (I!ATHh fRESHA.HR, NORlHAST IJ.S., RIVER 
FLOk, SALINITY, SEASCNAl tlSlRIElllO~, \IIRGl~I~ 
1964' h'.SK Ill tiJ, 
T~E OISlRltilllON Of C'SlER l~~\AE 
PRCC S~Mf EJF ~AF ECCL GRA[ SCtCCL CCIANCGR, ~Nl~ Rl, DCCJS PUBLI2J, 
H-EO 
ens, BEHAHCR• ESllilRlES, UPIIH; CVSHFS, SALlNIH, liVES, VUTICJ!l 
~IGRATIU. 
1963 hliLBLin EM 
HE lll\IERSIH OF FHYltFLANI<H.NJC PU'litHlCU 1• CCEANH, CCASHL, ANC 
ESllARIIIE REGlCIIS 
J MAF ~E5 21l2J 1 81-S3 
SE~SCNAL VARIATIONS, ESTUARIES, PH~lCFlA~~l~~. SAll~lT~, SA~fllNG, 
Sl#lHHG CHf 
1S64 Sll~AIIlSE.Il \t 
T~E INFLUENCE OF kAlfR fASSES OF lhE ~Eli E~Glt~G 'NC fiG~A SCGllA SHELf CN 
THE fOI<MATIOfl Cf Ctfi.I'E~tiAl ((~CEfllPtliCN5 Cf tE~FlfiE 
ICNAF H\IRC~ SYU I<CME l'if.4, SEilO.tnlt CC/\TRI6 (E-4J, llf 
CCfiTJ~E~TAL SLCFE, FISH, fiShERIES, HEKKINES, 5All~ll't SEtSCfiAL 
OISTRISlTIOflt lE~FE~AllFE, hi~CS 
HH liFHHl ~R 
TkE ll"lTS CF ShElf kAlER 
JCLPIIAl CF ~ARINE FE£ElRCh J4(1J, 1-1~ 
SEASOIIAL VARitllCI\~ 1 CCIIll~E~l~l SlLfE, CU~RENTS tkATERJ. SAllNITYt 
TE~fE~ATUREJ WATE~ TR~~SFER, ~ICCL£ AllAlTit BIGHT 
1916 AHl!IHtl U 
THE SCvlH AtlANTIC EIGHT 
PPESfNTEC ~T lNll lECAC£ Of DCE~~ EIFlLRAliO~ 
NSF CONF CN ANOXlt CN lhf MIDCLE tllA~TIC StELF OLRlNG ThE SU~~ER Cf 1916, 
I!A5H CC CCl 15-16 1 16, P33(6J 
CCNTINENT~l SHELF, Rtt 110£ 1 SALII\llYt TE~PERATLRE, kAlER ANALVSIS 
1960 CHI;~ H 
Tt-.E ZOCPlA~JlGN ~F THE SLRftCE kAlfRS Df lt-.E t£LA~ARE e~y ~EGIOtl 
BULL lllfiGtAfr CCEHCGI< CClUCT l H.i'h l-5.2 
SEASOIIAl VAill~llC~S. CCfEFC05, DCMINtNl (R~4~ISHS, GEC~RAP~lCAl REGICII~t 
PLANKTO~t PCPULATIO~ C~jA~lt!,. SAllfiiTt, SEASCN~l LIST~IBUJICN, 
lGCfl,,MHN 
1917 I<UFfER~AN SL• G~~fJELC II 
TRANSPORT OF LOir-SALIHH VIEI< ,,T THE SLCfE ti~ITER-<iUlf SHBM fiCU~OARY 
JOLRIIAL CF GfDfH,SlCAL RESEA.Ct, 8~ll4J 1 P 3~81-!4t6 
ATLAtlliC OCE~N, fUCYSt CC~tlCll~lTY, COhTl~~lAL SHElf, MEASURfMfNI. CCEAN 
CURRENTS, fRCfllESt SALI~ll~, JE,ftR-1URE. TtiPMCCLIIIf 
1913 SIGGS tC, MCCER~Cll JJ 
\ARIATIGN Ill TEIIFEJ<IliJH-StlllilTY iCLU!AI'Ct UTIIEE~ TliC ESH;IRINE. 
FCPULATIC~S Of FHLillS LGN(i ICAIIPliS SA't {CRLS1ACU, AfiCI'UilA~ 
BJOL BUll 14~ llJt ~l-1C2 
ACCLIIIAlllAtlOfl, PtVSICLOG), 5Eflt~CS, TOL£R,fiCE, CRABS, ESTUARIES, 
INTE~TIDAL AREAS, SAllfiiTY1 TEIIffllAl~~E 
•••uuu••••••u••••••••••u••.••••u•••••uuu .. ,..,.,. .. ,.,.u,uuu•••••••• 
S ~ll '"ARSt:fS 
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1S14 iliCI-TER ~ 
A \CLUMEl~lC AhALYSIS {f tCLCCf~E SE£l~ElTS lN£ERLYI~G PRESE~l O£lA~ARt 
SALl ~'~St£S llllllt,T£t ~~ CfLA~IRE EAY TlC£5 
UNFUSllStE[ MASTER'S ltESIS, l~J~fRSll~ Of CElAkA~£ l03F 
CELA!.UE, cf(L(G'r, S#lT fiHSHS, SHllfrUilS, litES, tElA~A!<£ Et~ 
1916 PEIOE~EAUG~ TG 
Mi .tERUl AtiO GRCUMllRlU .lh\EHJiiHIOII tf ~Hl MICSt fCLLCIG'ft '-AlLCfS 
l!l~NC, \IREI~IA 
I~TE~~l\f flC~ElPIC 1~T£PT1CAl SU~~i' fUB 
Qti541.~524P4 
.riEilHl fli(l(c;FHtY, t;RUTt., t'WioiAJ•If.(:S, CA~H!IIIi StGilE lYA-1'&!, ECOLOGY, 
~AFS 1 SALT M.riRSHES 
i96E STRClt lMt CCCPER All 
COLOR lt;fll~REC AERIAl FHCTCGFAftlt 11\lERFRlllJlCII' Al\t ~ET l'~it.riRY 
PROCI.Cll\ll'V Cf .r1 fHGtJl.riRL'f fl(I;IIEC M:IRTli CAJICUU S,!U J!AilSI' 
IIIATER RESCUCES H.S ll'lST, lhl\1 1\.(,., RALflGii. liEFT fl( He etfP 
NORTH CARCLII\~, FMCTCGRAPtYa • PE~ClE SE~SIAG• S~LT ~A~SHES 
1S12 ~llllt~S RBt ~lRtCCt IllS (CI'PIIRT~fl\TAl AhA Lit S 15 Cf Tt E FR0£1.JCTIOI\ (.f JUfiCl.S RC EMER lAMS IN A IWRTH 
CARCLI"' SALTMARSH 
CitES SCI U, ts- iS 
PLAII'TS 1 FRttttll\ ll'lt SALT MJIIISt£5, IIHLANI:S 
1974 ~AllfL~. lo TEAL J~ 
NUTRIENT LIMITATIO~ IN SALT ~A~S~ \EGETAliCN 
tN, R.J. REJMCLC ~NC II.H~ 'UEEN tEtll(RSJ EttLCC'f Cf ~~lCPtYTES 
IC#CE~lC FR£S5t N.~. FF547-5t3 
LIMITING F~ClORS, NlTRlENl ~E,liREMENTS, ~llRIE~TSt S'Ll MAR!tES, 
\EGElAliCN 
lSI~ BCO~ .ill III 
OPTII'Ilft I'EASI.Rfli!fhlS Of USCtARGf A~O Sl,SfE.Il[EC SECIMENT TRINSPCRT IN A 
S~lT MARSt CRAINt'f S'f~lEM 
RElAliCNS SEOli'ENTA~IE~ ENl~E ESl~ERIES iT PLATE~~Xt MEM. CE l'INSTIT. 
tE.GECl. CL B~SSIN t 1 A,ll1AII\E 
SlSPENCEt SEOIMEN1S 1 CISCH~FGE ~EASLRtMEtlla ESTUARIES, SALT ~tRShESt SEll~E~lS, •ETLA~CS . 
1~14 hCCCHCLSE kll J~ ET Jl 
PRCPAGATION .Of SPARllt\A .ALTEilUFlCU FO~ Sti.£~1R.ri1E SHBillHliOti AU: SALT 
~AR~H CE\ELOF~ENl 
lf(ti\ICAL ~E~ORANC~M NC. 4tt CCASlPl ENGINEf~l~G RESfARCt CE~TER. l•S• 
A~MY CCPPS OF E~Gl~EERS 
DE~ELCF~ENl, SALT ~;RS~ES, SF~~TINI, STAEilliAll(t; 
iH 
1S14 ~·LIELA I El .rll 
REHCtiH Of HlT 1'\ARSJ- BHALVES Hi HIIICtMII'T 111Tti ME1Al-tCt.Ult.It1G ~HAGE 
SLUCGE ANt RETENllCN Of FB, 111', CO 8'W ~APSt SEtl~E~lS 
EtiHRCIII'EIIl.rll FCLll TICII: 1t li9-151 
I'CllUTICt;, CUI'!S, £UlRCI'tlt.rlli()N, liUV' UlAlS. ~All M~RSHfS, SEtHEfllS, 
SEIIIAGE SllCGEt SllCGE 
191E STIVE~ AE, PlClECJA R~ 
SAll MARSH Plili"Af'Y Uti:U.Tl\JH ESliiUHS fCR lltflll' CARCli~A COASTAL 
COUNTIES. fRCJECTIOiS FR(l,. A REGRES~JClll 14CC£l 
lNIVERSllY Cf ~OTI- CAFOLIU SEA GUt.l CULHE flBUCATICt. UH-76-(6 
BJC~ASS, "OFTI- CAFCllhAt fRO~UCllVIlY• Stll MARStES 
1~14 SQliRES ERt FE GCCC 
SE,SCI\~l Cttt;GES Jh lt£ I'FOtLClJ~ll~t CALOFJC COATfN1 1 ANC CHEI"ICAL 
COMPCSlTIOI\ Of A PCFLlAllCN Cf SAll t.riRSH CtRt GR~SS (SfA~TI~t 
AllERUHUAl 
CHES.riPEAKE SCIENCE l5t (3-11 
SEASGNAL VtRIAllti\S 1 ttEI"IC~l '1\.riLYSIS, EI\EFGY £UCGET 1 PROCUCTIVIT-, SALT 
M.ri~StES, SftCht.ri~V PRD(ltll~ll~, SPARllNA, CAltPl~EJR~ 
1S1J KEEFE C, SG~NlC~ ~R 
ST~NCING CRGP CF SALT MARSHE~ SLRRCl~OING CHI~tCTEtG~E e~~. ~JRYl,!NC­
URGIIIU 
CHESIIPHKE SCIEIIC£ lli(.<l, lll-ta 
MAR't'LANC, SALT I'AFStES, HHCI.H CllCP, VlR(;H U 
1S1t PEllEII'BA~G RE 
THE ~~UEClS SURF#'£ ~~C~CLIYER ~Nt TRICE MEJIIL~ IN THE SAll~;RSH 
FHC THESIS, CEPT Ct ~A~I~E SllOIES, U~l~E~SJTl CF OEL~kiRf, ~iWARK 1 DEL 
ANJL~SIS, lRACE ~ElAL~t SAll ~t~SH£5, kETLI•t~ 
lSi! CCCFEF AW, •AilS EO 
VEEETIITICN TYPES IN .riN IRREGULARlY fLCCDEO Sill ~ARSt CN ltE ~CRT~ 
CA~CLIN.rl ClTER BAt;~J 
J ELISHA ~ITC~Ell ~CI ~CC ~9, 1S-91 
NCRT~ tJRClll\'• S'LT M~FStES• \£6E1A11CN 
1913 CCCFE~ lW, hAllS £[ 
VEGEtATION lYFES IN A~ IR~EELLA~LY flCCC£[ Sill ~A~St (N TtE ~(Rih 
CArCll~A CllEF BI~~S 
JCLRNAL Cf TtE EllSH' ~ITCttll SCiENCE SGCIEl~ eS, 76-~1 
~ORTH CAROLI~A, SAlT ~t~SHES, wEGEl~lJC~ 
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1S73 C~ST~(N~ •• Ch~NL£1 F 
SALIN11' JCLERA~CE CF SC~E JI!A~l~E 6I~~LVEJ fRCM l~ShORE ANO ESTUARINE 
EN~J~O~MENlS IN ~IRCINJA ~ITfRS CN lhE ~ESTER~ MIC-AlltNllt CtASl 
~H~CCi.CGlll 12lUr 47-".it l'IIIIIS CCURl 4161 
CLAMS, ESTL~RJES~ 'GlLlS¥5, 5ALINI1,, SAlT lCLER~~CE, ~lRGJaJA 
·······················~·······~·····~···········~························ SAllAHCa 
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196S ll.iCll CR Jli 
~AJOR EN'wlFOtiHENTAl VAPI~BLES AFFECll~G GRAIN Sll£ CJST~JBUTICN I~ THE 
S~O~llti~ - ~AVE iC~E UtitER STO~M C(NClllCNS AT ~IRGINIA BEACk, ~lRGINIA 
~ILLJ~H A~O ~AR~ MASTERS ltiESIS 
VlRGI~J~ fEACh, ~A, GECLC'~• SALTATICN, SECI~ftil~TION, STORMS 
········~···~·····~·-4·······················~··#························· s•HtlMi 
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lSl! ~CGFATH I<A . 
BENThiC MACROFALML CENSUS CF RARIUN BA'r. fRELI~INIIRl I<ESUllS 
PAPER NO 2~. PROt 3Rt !1~P t;L05D~ F ECtl, tl£5(~ ~ E~~l~CN SCC 
CCIII'.IJI\ITYt fOllUTlCI\ 1 ECCLCU, ~~~ERHI!RHH, PCL ~CHAEH:S, .SAf'PliNG 
1978 ~A~RIS RE, ~·NElG£l ~~ 
BICLOG1 ANC ~~NAGflfNT Of lHE ~~ER1Clh LC6S1EM, JULY 1-0EC 31, I971 FRCG 
flEP l 
Vl~S G~ll Rfl 'l~4~C3'w! NC13 
CONTI~E~T~l SHELF, COSTS, FISh JI!ANAGE~fNT, IN~fSliG~liCNS, SAI'PllNG, 
SEtJ~EllSr l((fL.f~~TC~ 
1~71 HAlhA~A'1 JC 
CATE fiLEt COI\TIHHAl I'ARGIN FROGRAM, ATl.tllliC CCASl Of llif UNITED 
SlATES, \. it SAI'FLE CCLLECTIO~ ANt l~ALITIC~l CATA 
hCOCS !iDLE CCEANCHAFiilC USUlUTE TECiiNIC~l RlPilRT 11-15, 496P 
ANALYTICAL TECrNI,UES, CCNliNENl~l MlRGl~t SA~fllNG 
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1S61 "ISSMAN~ hH ET tl 
fl!hES AND FISH lA~~I£ CCLLEClEC fF(~ ~llANll£ flANKTCN C~UISES Of ~V 
PA1hfiNt£R• CECE~8ER 1S!9 - CECE~efR lStC 
~~~S SPECIAL SCI R£Pl ~t 
AlL~NTIC CCfAN, ChESAFEtKE f~Yt C~TA CCLLECTIC~S, fiSk lYPfS, HVtRCGRAPHr, 
LAR~H, S.lJI!.FUM, SHllC~S 
1962 ~tSS~t~~ hH ET Al 
flSkES A~C fiSk LAR~AE CCLLEClEC FRCM ~~l~~ll( Fl~NKTC~ C~LISES Cf RV 
FAlkfl~CER, ~ARCt lS6l - ~·~(H 1St~ 
VI~S SFECltl SCI REPl 33 
CAH COLLECTHJI'<S, Jli\fl\ILE fiShES, UR'wAE, S.fMFLING, SFA~~IttG, STAllCtiS 
1916 llHR I Ell fl 
ICTHYCPLAtiKTOti fRCM ThE R~ [(lftlh SL~~E' Cf CCNTINE~T~l ~hflf WATERS 
llETWEH. MAF11-A 1 S \INE'ORt., ~ASSACHSHTS At-It CAPE lCOKCUl. N.C. 19t5-66 
US!,MFS NEFC Sh lEC~ Sl< 15 
IClH10fLAN~lCN, CO~lJ~EI\l~L SHELf, CJSTRJEUlJCN P'TTE~NS, !'~FliNG, 
SPAWNJ~C, S~RVE1~ 
lSH JCSEPI- Ee El tL . 
IN\IESllGAilUS (if IN~U CCHINfftiHl Sti·Elf ~AHRS Cff LC~fli CHSAPEAI<f an, 
P~RT I -GI~EI<Al l~l~CtlCTICI'< A~C t'tRCGRAPI-1 
CUS SCJ 1(3-~J, 1~5-lti 
ClifSAPE.KE flAY, CCflllt.HHL ShELF, £lSCI1A~.H C"AHIU, i:RifT EOTTLES 1 hltRCG~AFH~, l'R~Il G~C-Tii STJGE, SAllftilll• ~A~PLING, STATIO~S, 
TEMPERATURE 
1916 JACCBSC~ JP, l'~Ch ~F 
~10 AllAhliC OllER CC~llhf~lll S~flf fENCH~~~~ STUtlfS 
lh CCEANS .76 FRCC 2~0 ltN CC~fl~EC CCNF 0~ ~~~ MlS 
ANAlYSIS, I!Et.IHO~, CCNlHet.UL SHElF, lN'fE~HGlTIOt.S, SAI'.PUAE, SEtlMft.TS, 
ZCOfU~f(TCN 
1~77 ~JRGINIA INSlilLlE Cf ;A~I~f SCIENCE 
"ICCLf ATL#NTIC ClTER CC~TltiE~Tll Sliflf EN~IRCNMENlAL $1lCIE~ 
VIMS G~ANT RFl. tC1C1Al~M5 (3 ~(lJ 
BICLCGICAL PFCFEFIIES, CtEI'ICAL FRCFE~TIES, CC~TINE~TAL !hELf, GEOLCGI' 
l~VESTIEATIC~S, ~~PS, MCCEL STLCIES, SAMFli~G, SEOif'£~15 
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1S72 l<lM'i H 
PART 2, fRCBLEI'S Allll PFEtJCHC COtiSEQlf~CES (if FOlliER FLANTS Cl\ THE Ul<lNE 
ECCLCG' AT CCEAN SITES Cff ~f~ JE~SE~ 
IJ~) ECCLC~ICAL CC~SlCERtTIC~S fCR CCEAN SITES OFF NJ FGR FROfOSEO ~UC 
GEI\fR HA 11 118-l.!<.i. 
eENlhCSt E\APtRAllC~, FtVTCFLA~kTC~, FOWER FLA~TS, P~ESStR£ ~EAO, 
SAlii\IT't, SAi!FllMt lEf"ffFATIJiiE, lfiAlfll QLALJH. lOilPLAfi.KlGII 
lS62 Sli\CER~ ET AL 
FREL IMlNAR) REPORT ON THE GEOLOGY Cf SCIJltifAHERN 11JRGIIIU Jll\t ADJACENT 
CO.IST At.t COllllNEHI>l SHElf, ldH FHHIIS U SHJI'£1\T SAMPllf\' TECtiNIQI..E 
USING VleRCCRILLII\G ~ElkCCS 
~ALE U~J\ CEfl GfCL . 
CC~Tl~EI\TAL S~Elf• CRllLillf, EEGLCGY, SA~Pll~G. SEtiMElllS, ViRGINIA, 
CCtSHL 2CIIE 
19i5 YCST E 
SATELLITE ~EASURE~fl\lS CF iUREICITl CF C£t5TAL ~~~IERS 
COI\F CH EI\G CCEHS Pi<(( 3t lliQ-llH 
SUSPENtE£ SEDIMENTS, GECLCGYt ~EASL~f~ENT, JE1H(C£LtGY 1 i<f~Clf SE~SlNGt 
SA~Pll~G, 5A1ELL11ES III<TifiClAlJ~ S~t~ES, , )tSTE CISPtS~l 
lS~3 NATIO~Al .AFilE fl!fEFIE! SER.J(E 
SU~VEV 1 Pll~ FOF fiA~~tP 
PREPA~EC FCR MAR~AP FRCGRA~ (ffllE B' lR~ SlSlEMS ~R(Lf, CCI\li<~Cl NC 
2-34:C~ 
lCTti'fCPLAI\I<TIJN• DlSTILUllCI\, f 1St< EG<:S, FHt1 fil(iRHlCI\o FISt fCfULATl£1\S, 
FISH REPRCDlCTICI\o fiSt1fFIES. f(R£CI~l11\G, SA~flli\G, STATISTICAL MET~O[S 
191~ ~EA~E~ SS, ~~R~~fJEt 
THE CELI~E~TIIl~ Cf T~C FlA.KT(~ (C~~L~JlltS tRCM CNE Sft~Pll~G SITE (FIR£ 
IS. l~lEl, L.l., ~.Y.) 
M~~lNf ElCLCGl 3~. ~13-~£3 
CCM~L~IT,, FlJ~KlC~, SJ~fllftE 
1St3 HL8lR1 fll 
TH£ £IVERSJ1Y CF FtYTCPLAN~TC~l( f(fllATICAS 111 CCfAhlt, CCA!lAL, ~NC 
ESTL~RINE RE(IC~S 
~ ~~~ FES 21(2~, tl•~3 
SE~SChJl Vt~IAIICIIS, fS1UARltS 1 Ph\lOfLA~~l(N 1 SAti~IT~, SA~Fli~G, 
HANOHG CFCf 
lS/3 I'O~AG~AI\ ET AL 
THE PERSISTENT ~lCROCIRfC~ CD~TENT Cf ThE SEA ALCI\G CE~T~la lA~KEM RCUTES 
I'AIIUSCFIPT C:F PAPER PRf~fi\TED Al AfltRlCA~ HliiOLEUM 11\STilLTf TAMER 
CO~FERENCE, ~ILT(I\ HEAt, ~CllH CARCll~~ 
OIL SPILLS, Cll fCLLUTIC~, C~E~ISTf,, SA~PLli\G 
··~···*·····~·····~···················************************************ 
SH[ UPS 
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1914 llfll CE El H 
A MCOEL FGR THE EIICLI..lHI\ Cf lHEAii llOAl fiJlll SAI\li RICGES IN IJEUiiARE 
EJ~, l.S.A. 
IN, I<ELATlCNS SECIMENTAIRES EIIHE ESli..ARIHEl flATEALX •••• IHI',(IRES OE 
L'INSlllll 0~ EECLCGIE CL bASSJ. C1 ,(l1T'li\E I 
GEOLOGY, SJIIIL 8JIRS. SAI\CSt liOES. £ELARARE fA' 
19i2 St!lfl .El tL 
tiCLOCENE E'DLUllC~ Of 1t1E ShELf SU~FJCE, Cfi\TR'l A~O StLTHER~ ~lLAI\TIC 
ShELF Cf ~CPT~ A~fRICt 
I~: JH£1F SECJ~EI\1 TRti\SP£~1: f~CCESS AI\£ ftlTERN 1 tChtfl\ 1 hllCHlNSON AI\D 
~OSS INC, SlROLDSBlR(~ FA., ~SS-57~ 
eEAChES• C£N111\EI\T~L ShElf, f~CSIC~, SAI\C f~~Sr SAl\£ SFllS, !EDIME~JARl 
STRUCTU~ES, SECI~f~lATJCNt SEDI~E·l!• SHOAL! 
···~·························~··································~········· SAil£ SflTS 
········~·······~········~················································ 
19i2 SldfT E1 H 
HOLOCENE EVCllliC~ CF lhf S~EL~ S~RfACE, CE~I~Al A~li SCI.ilh~R~ ATLANTIC 
SHELF (f fi(~TH A~EFIC' 
II\: ShElf SEtl,f~l TPAf\SfC~T: PROCf~S ANt PftllE~N, CO-DEN, ~lTChli\SCN ~~0 
RC~S IIIC, ~T~Clt~BlRG, F~., ~~S-514 
BEACHES, CC~TINE~T~L Stflf, ERCSlll~, ~ftNt EARS, SAIID SfiTS 1 SECIMEI\lA~' 
STRUCTURES, SEOI,E~IATICN, SEClMENlS, StCAL! 
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1~1E KNEBEL H~ f(LGEP o; 
LARGE SAND ~AllES CN l~E C~lf~ CONTINENTAL ShELf tRCUNO hlL~lNGTON CAN~GNt 
Cff EASTERN l~ITEC SltlE~ 
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AM·O~It, PCLLUTIC~, CHlCRCFHYLLt COASTAl Pl~l~S, G€tLCGW, !EA kATEPo wATER 
l97t fCki'H I"J 
RESFCNH Cf HE hltSCN RIVER Pll~f H Hli<IUC.H.E liHU 
AM GECFH~SICAL l~ICN 57(12la ~34 
PtLicv, CCAS1Al PlAINS, GEClC''• lEG~L ASPECTS• SEA ~AlEF~ SEDIMENTS, 
SEwAGE, SCliD ~ASlES 
ISH lCl~G R~ 
SLSPE~CED ~ATTE~ tl!TRli~lJ(~ 1~ TfE ~E~ YC~K BIG•I AfEX RElATEt TO 
HU~RIC~~E fELLE 
GEClCG~ tl!ih ~Cl-3C4 
TRANSFCRT 1 CC~SiAL flAINS, GECLGG), ~LRRJC,HES, OCEA~GGRAP~Y. SEA kATER, 
Sf~lMENlATICN, ~lCRM~ 
1911 CRUNSEit• G!t CLECALL I~ 
THE OECCflfCSITICII Cf SEk~~E SLLCGE Ill SEA ~ATE~ 
Afl GHPFYSICAL U~ICN TPtl>iS H!l2l, UH 
AEROBIC CCNDillOIIS, HHHMHHL EFFECTS, SH WATER, SE~Aii£1 SlUCHt 
SCllt hASH~ 
1S11 Ktlffo!H\ ~ 
TtiCRilH RESJCEI\Cf TIMES HC RA-~~~ CUSUt.Cl IN lnf N£~ lCU £1GHT 
AM GEOFH'ISIC.tl L~IC~ lf~~~ 58(6), 4Ci 
GEOCHE~lSJF~. GfCLCG~, CCEtt.OGRAPH'It 11AOICI5C1CFES, 5EA hAleR 
· 1S'I7 HILLfF Jil 
~ERTICAL Ml)li\G At.C ANC~IC CCNCITI()S lt. 1~E NE~ 'CRK EIG•T 
Afl GECPh,HCH LII!Cf, Hl!IS 5U6)e ~Cl 
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1'56E IICI\C: I<H 
AGE Alit GHIITH CF Tt<f .. t.tllUER~ SURtflN, I'RU>IIGTIJS tAROUI\lS CllNAElH 
~~~S THESIS CtCll -llllA~ 11\t MAR'l 
AGING IBltLCGlCAL) 1 (HfSIPfAIE Bl~~ C:RC-TH RATES, ~ARIIIE fiSt, 
RfPROCLCllOo SEASCf'ull t ISlllltl.T lOt., ,ORA< RIVfR, SEAROBIM 
1968 ~CEACiiAI\ JC 
AGE ANC GRChl~ Cf l~E ~TRlfEt IEARCBill 
VIM! ThESIS lCCll ~JlliA~ A~t ~~RV) 
A&J~~ {SJCLCGICALJ 9 CCNTJ~£~1Al S~ELF, CISlRlflTIOht Cl~ERIIFICATICN, FISH 
FOPUlATIONSt GON~Os, SPAW~ING, Lf~Glh-FRE,LENCY CJSTRlBUliCNS, SEAROBJIIS 
1<;72 M~R~lE tF 
BEHl-IIC FIS~ ASSCCIAlJC.M CN TtE CCIITil'iHHL HCFE OF THE MHCLI: ATLAUIC 
BIGtl 
VIMS THESIS (COll lllllA~ ANC ·A~¥) 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CC"11NE~Til SHElfa CISTRlEUliCN, FISh PCPUl,llGNS, C:CNACS, 
SF~~t\ING 1 LEIIGH-fREQUEhCV tiSlRIBlTICNS, ~EAR£6IN.S 
1912 TEI\IIYSCN PS E1 ~l 
TH£ CHESAPEA~E EAV BIEllCfRAP ... ,, ~(ll,E Jl. ~JRGINlA WITtRS 
~~~~ SfEC SCI PEE ~3 
BICGFAPiiiESo C,..ESAPEAKE BAY, CCIITII'iEN1Al SHlf, GfiDMlli ~AlES, 'ARII\E flSn, 
HFROClCliCN 1 SEIHt\IIL CIHRIBLTJ(II 1 HAA ~HH, SlARCI!ltiS 
*"*4**' H4ll~***>1>t** ··~- ** U ..... ****U****U""*-"* U*U*U* **'"*****"******* 
HtSCUl 
......................................................................................... 
H1.<: MURHSKI kS 
PAI<T 31 IIESll TS CF HGGli\G E.Xfllnf'EIIlS Cf SU~I'fll flC~I\OER, JlARAllChTH'tS 
CEN1ATUS 1 CG~tlCTEC IN ~f~ JER~f) ~AlERS FRCM l<JtC TC IS67 
liN I ECCL CCt-S FCR OCE~~ SITES CFF 1\J FO~ fF.(f hi..C GE~ SHT IC~S ~. l-13 
8ENTHC5, EREECING, SE~SCI\tL ~AFltTICI\5 1 flS~, FISH MlG~ATICII, fLATFISH, 
SE~SC~AL, l~Gtli\G 
1'57~ CtA.Nfll ~lt ~AlEF [A 
~IllER ~0\E·E~T ~ITHI~ THE ,Pf) CF. THE 1\EII VCRK BIGtl Cl.RIIIG SUM~ER tNt 
FHL CF l<i13 
NATJOIIAL CCEAIIIC til[ ~l~OSPtERIC A[MIN151RA1JOII TECH ~f~CRti\CU~ 
EN'IIHONMENUl REHARCH LAih MES~3, J2PF 
CI~CLL,T1Cf 1 SEA~C~Al 
.......................................................... 4***"***"*"*********** 
~EASCNAL Cl~lRIBlliC~ 
............. ~ .................................................................. . 
1'576 kRIGhl IRt P~R~£~ CE 
A '-CLUHTIHC TEfoiPHAlUiiE-SUINin CH.SUS HR l~E MJOI:U HLA~llC l!lGH 
LIM~Ol ANI: CCEAI\CH ~1(4), 5t3-5U 
SAlltdl't, HJSCNH [JSTI<HUllU• WAHF, liiAHR lEMPERAll·RE, MICOLE Ali.AIIliC 
81GiiT 
l<Jt:c ~Ct.G R.SP 
AGE ANC GRCklH Of THE "CFltEPII SE~~CEJtl, FPJC~DT~S CARDLINLS (LINAEUSl 
Vl~S THESJ~ lCCll ~ILLIA~ ~~~C ~AP~l 
AGIMi lBJCLCGJOll, CHSAFEAKE I!AVt GRCwl,.. RATES, JIA~HE FJSt, 
REFRCDUCTJCII, SEt~CIIAl CJSTFJE~JIC~, ~CRK Pl'-fR, SEARCEI"S 
1S1C MUSICK JA, MCEACHRAN JC 
AUTL,I\ AND WINlEI< CCCLF~fi\Cf Cf CECIP(C C~USlACEA~S II\ ChEStPfAKE BIG,..l, 
liSt 
CRlSlACEANA 22CPI 2), lSC-~CC lwl~S CCNT~ ~14) 
BEI\THOSt C~UST,C£AIIS, F~YLCGEhV• SEASCNAL tiSl~IfLTION 
1976 ~AUIIE~ C ET tl 
BEI\THIC fAli\Al ASSEMBLAGES Cff JHE Ofl~A~~~ fE~J~SLL~ E!TLt~lllf ~~~£ 
CCASTAl M~R ~Cl ~12j, lo3-177 
EEI\T~IC FAUll,, CC~llNtlll~L S~Elft CIITRIBUllC~, lN~E~lffFAlfS, SEASGIIAL 
DISTRIELTIC~r VIRGJIIJA 
1S6C KElCiiU~ B~, GRICE GO 
BICLCG~ GF ~~RI~E fl~~·T(N OFGt~JS~! 
;kCI REF 160-4&1, l6fP 
BICCHEMJSTRY, EICMtS!, D~T~, CCPEPCCS, DC·I~~~~T C~GA~IS~S, ft!T RI~Ek, ~A, 
PCfLLAllCI\ 1 SEASCIIAL CJSlFlfLTIC~, 2CCPL~~~l(l\ 
1~1~ HEPF~ER f~, GClLO ll 
CCASUL ANt OffSt-ORE H\dRCNHI\ltol lf\\IEI\TCRY.. UP£ HAlTERJI.S lC t.AI\TliCKET 
SHCALS, E 6IRC!, EIRCS GF THE ~TLAI\TIC SEAEfj~i[ fR(~ C~FE ~'1lERAS TO C~PE 
CCC 
li\IV RI II~R PU6l SER 1.() 1 t, i-~ 1 13t 
BI6LJCGRAF~IES~ BJRC TWFES, BIRCS 1 EPEECII\G, SEASCI\Al ~ARJlliCNS, 
~AflTATSt IIIGRATICI\ P'TTERNS, IIIGRATC~W BIRCS• REVIE~S, 5EASCNAl 
CISTR IHTIOt. 
1~3€ UNIN<i ~~~ 
DEEP SEA FISHES Cf THE EER~~[A CCEt~CGRAFHJC EXPECilJC~. fA~IlY 
A~GUUI.IC~E 
ZfjOLOGICA 23tlt) 1 3)3-!lE 
DISlRIHTitll\, EElSt FISh GEC<ii<~HICJIL t<EGIC~S, L~RVAE, SE~5Ct.AL 
[ ISTRHUliO 
19iC ~USICK J~ El ~L 
Ol51RIBLTION AND JBli\CANCE CF LCBSlERS ANt SE~ SCALLCPS IN ChESAPEAKE 
EIUT 
VII'S, GlCLCESl£R FCIN1 1 ~A 
CHESAPEA~E B~Y, t'T' CCLLECTJCNS• tlSTRIBUTION FATTERNS, LOS~TERS, 
PCFUUTICI'i CYN~f\ICSt SCAllOPS, SEASUIAL DJSTRIBLHCII, STATISliCS 
1 '163 MUUCFC llA 
Dl5TRJBU1JCN OF lHE CI~CfLAGELLAlE Gf~US CER~lll~ IN TtE TltAL AND 
OffSHCRE WATE~S Cf \IIFGll\lA 
CHf:S SCI 4(")' S~-ES 1\l~S CCNlR 131) 
DATA COLLECTIONS, DI~CfLAEELLATES, fli~KTC~t SALI~ITYr SEASO~JIL 
tlSl~Ii!lTICN, ~ATE~ TE~FEF~TL~E 
1'.i62 SUIRE Jl 
tlSTRli!UTIDN Of llNAS Ill 11-ie CCEAUC-~CRTHHSl llllANliC 
kOillt SCI ~EEllNG HCL llt.#Sr lA JUU, JLq l'.i62, f)PER PAP (28J, 1-31: 
CURRENTS HAHUt EXFlli<Hl0/1, FISt. SEASCfiAl tlSTRlflHlOt. 
19t;J GFHT H 
IN~£STIGATICNS Df INI\E~ CO~TIIIENTAL ShElf kATEFS Off LCkfR CtESAPE.KE EAr. 
PART IV. CE~CFIFTICt.S Cf THE CHAETCfNATHA Al\1 A ~EV TO lHElR 
IOEHIFICHIO 
CHES SCI 4(31t lC'i-ll'.i IIIIIIS COHIE 145) 
CH.IEJCH'<AltSt CHESHEAKE en, CCH lNENHL !tEI.ft tAlA COLLECliCNS, 
FHTCPlHKTCNr Sfi!S.CfiAl tIS lR I H UCII 
141 
191!4 I'ULFCR C FA 
IN~ESTIGAllC~S CF 11\~ER CCI\111\E~TAL !~Elf ••1£~S Off l(~ER CrESAFEJIKE fAY; 
FA~l V SEASCNALITY Cf TtE tiATC~ Gf~LS CHAETCLERCS 
llMNOL OCEtNCGR 9(3J, ~E!-39C 
CIATCMS, DC~INANT (RfAI\ISHS, Stlli\ITY, SE.SCN~l ClSTRJEUllCNt lEMPERATLRE 
1St~ 'AN E~GEL ~~. 1•11 E< INVESTI~ATICNS OF lNNEP CC~TINENTAl SHELF W~TERS Cff LCkE~ C~ESAPEA~E BAl. 
PART VI. THE CCPEPCC! 
CHES SCI 6(3J, lf3-1S9 (\l~S CCNTRIS 183) 
CHESAPEAKE EAY, CCNTlNENlAt S~ELF, CCPEPCtS, SEA~ONAL tiSli<IflliCN, 
VIRGINIA~ kJITER TEMPE~AllREt ZC(fl~~~lCN 
1S6C HRIHER S 
IIATij~Al hiSTCRY Cf ThE !JII\CEAR S~tll~ tULA~I~ ~ll6ERTI 
US FISH WILDLIFE SERV, FlH lllll tHlUU, 1-~£ 
GRCWl~, BREECING, CO~PEllllC~, fiSh, LIFE ('ClfS, FREC#TICN, ~EVIE~S, 
SEASC~Al CISlFifLTIC~r SH'P~St fEECI~G 
1912 1-:HEii FE 
PJIRT 31 ~IGRATCR'l PATTERIIS Cf 5C~E H~ JERSE'W 5HlfH EASSr Hl<Ct1E 
SJI~AHLIS (11\J ECCLCGtCAl CCNSltERATlGIIS fCR OCEAN SITES OFF NE~ JERSE~ FO~ FRCPCSED 
NlCLEAR GENER~li~G SlAllG~S 2, 1-2! 
BREECJt;G 1 SHSCI'IH ~JIHJITIC~S, fiSh flSt1 foi,JGRATICt\, SEASCIIJIL 
OlSTRIEUTlCN. STFJff[ £ASS, TJIEGIIIG 
1972 IIU:EI<fiCTl V 
PART 31 STLt~ OF THE lCHlHlCFLAN~l(fl ASSCClAlft kiTH TkC"Cf flfk JEI<SEY'S 
CtASlAl lHtlS (IN) ECCLGICAL tCN!ICEP~llCNS FOP CCEAfl SITES CFF NEk JERSE~ fCR P~CFDSEC 
NLCLEAR GEIIERATIH SUTIOS .<io 1-3~ 
CUSHl ENVII<CNIIE!Il, SEASCt.~l 'ORUllCNSt ICH'nPLANI<lCNt EGGS, LA~\AE, 
FOFULATJCNt SAllNillo SEASONAL CJST~IEUTICII, Tf~PE~~TURE• ZCCPLANKTCfl 
1 <;H ~~~RSI-<All ~G 
PH,TCPLAfiKlOt. CISl~lELllCfl ALD~G T~f EJISTE~fl CCtST CF ltE UI\JlEO Sl~TES, 
P#RT Uo S£ASOI\AL ASSEIIeLAGES ~Cillt Cf C~PE tATlfRAS, NCRlt CARCLINA 
SEASONAL VARIJ11CN5, DJS1~18lTIC~, ClSTRIBLTIO~ fAlTEk~S, fHVlCPLA~-TCI\, 
SEASO~~l Dl!l~l8l1IC~ 
l'.iH E~AIA~ U1 
FUTCPLA~i<TCfl USll<IEIJTICI'<S II\ TH fiEM 'tOI'll< BlGIH .. ~A~Ui- JlH 19'16 
IN, AI\CXIA 01\ lHE ~IttlE AlL~I\liC SHELf tl~I~G ltE SU~~fl'l Cf 1976 
REPtRT ~OIISiiCft k!iiSHHGTCIIt C.C., t.t.l\IERSllY Of DELAIIARE 
OXHEI\ [f~.AND, PliUOfLAt.ltHfh Sfi!SUVL OIS1R1BlHill\t SI;I'~EF 
1965 ClfElll I' 
PLAI\KTOIIIC FORA~lfllfHA fl<lll! lHE II£SHRN 1\CRTt. AllAfiTIC 
S14lli'5CN UH I' IS CCLUCl 14£ l~h 1-.:6 
liOiili\AI\1 C~GANISf!S, GHGilAFtilCH llt:GlCNS, S'Llt.In, SEASCI\AL CISTI<IllUTICN., 
, lOCP LA~K 10 
l<Jn CA~IS J 
SEAS()N~L HAILAtllLJn' Jilt I:ISHIEUliCN Of EEI\11-.lC fiSHES tf CliESAPUKE 
lllHT 
VIliS JIHUCFlfl 
BEIIThlC fALU, DlSHletlUJfl, flllfl~l- 11\Dt.SlRh FISI1 fOfllAlHNSt 
FlSHERlfSt SEASCNAL CJSlRIBlTICII• ~IOCLE AlUt.TIC BIGhl 
l<Jl~ SMITh '' El AL 
SEJSCI'oH OISHlBUllCI\S Cf URUL fUTFlSHS tflElii'ICI\ECllfClU!ESl ON THE 
CONTINENT~l SHELF EET~EEN CAPE COO, M~SSAChLSEllS Al\C C~PE LCCKC~T, NliRTH 
CA~OllM; l'!it5-BH 
~C~A TEC~ ~EFT S~Rf-691 
FlS~, LARVAE, LARVAl G~C~TH !ltGE, SE~SO~AL CJSl~lE~TICN 
1916 ~EilRIIIER JV, ET tl 
SEASONALllWt A8lNtA~CE 1 ~~0 ClVERSITY Gf FISMES ll\ T~E P)A~K~TAUK ~IVE~, 
~IRGl~IA ll'.i70-l<J111 
ChESAPEAKE 5ClEfo<CE 1H41 at- ~4!l 
ABLNDANCE; 01\ER511Y, tlSl~lelliC~, FISH, SEISC~AL CISl~IBlllCN 
lS!~ KETCHlM B~t KEE~ tJ 
T~E ACCU~UlATlCN Cf ~1\ER kATEF CVER THE CCNll~EI\lAL SHElf BEl~EEI\ CAPE 
CCC A~O Ch£SilfEAI<E €AW 
PAP MAR SICL CCEAI\CG~ OEEf SEA FES, ~LPPL lC ~CL 3, 346-357 
CC~lltlfi\TAL SHElf, tiSChAFGE 4~tTE~J, FRESt~AlER, 1\0RTHEASl l.S., Fl~EF 
fLC~, SAL11\IT'• SEA~CI\Al Ui~lFIELll(l\• 'l~G1111A 
14'.i 
19E2 GR~I\1 <:C 
lifE CHAETtGI\AlliA CF HE 11\MR CCIIT IHIIUL HElf IIAlERS Off \IIRGHdAt 
THfiR TAXC .. CMY 1 ~EUI\I:ilt.CE, ~t.l: CEFEIII:ENCE CN PtHICAL fAClCRS Cf TI1E 
ENV IRONMEI\T 
'1~5 OISS ICCLL .ILLIA~ tilt ~AFYl 
CH,ElCGI\AlfS, C~fStPEAIIE eAY, CCt.lli\£1\TAL ShELF, P.'tTGPLAI\~10~, SEASLI\Al 
C!SlR Illl'llCI'; 
1912 TEI\1\WICII PS £1 AL 
THE CkESAFE~IE EAY Eltlltt~AP~W, ~CL~ME II. Vl~GihlA -~TERS 
Vli'S SPEC HI REF t3 
BIOGRAPHIES, CHESAPEA'E Sl~, CC~ll~fi\TAL S~ELft GRCWlh RATES, ~ARI~E FIS~, 
REFRCO~CTICN, SEISC~Al CIST~lElTIChw 'tORX ~l~ER, SEARGEli\S 
1~13 OIRIC~!(~ ~~. f~l(E ~S 
ThE FISHES OF l~E SHCRE ZCNE CF REI-CBETH Alit 11\tiiN Rl~ER EI~S 
TRANS AMER fiSt SC( 1(2(3), 55~-56i 
OEtAWARE, fJShERlES, SEASCIIA1 CJSlFIELllC~, tElA-ARE SAY 
19t4 ERY~IIlSE~ V~ 
THE l~flUEI\CE CF WATER ~ASSES Of ThE NEW E~GLA~D A~O NC\A SCCllA St~Lf Cll 
THE fCR~AllCN OF ((~~E~CI'L CC~CE~l~AllCNS CF hE~RlNG 
lCUF EMtlFC~ S'tfl f HH l,_t4, S ER 112~3), CC~ Ule IE-4lt llf 
CONTINENTAL SlOPE, fl5•• FISHERIES, HERRl~GSt SttlhllV, ~EASC.AL 
ti!TRIBt;liCN 1 lE~PER,llRE, •I~[S 
l'.iH DEE" Ge 
HE ZCCPLAIIKlCl\ Cf HE SlJRfACE IIHEiiS Cf 11-:t OHHARE e.~n REGJCI\ 
BULL 811\G.AM OCEANCGil CCLLECl 11(~1, 1-52 
SEASOI\Al VAFllliCNS, CCFEFCCS, CC~IN~NT CKGA~ISMSt GEOGR~Ptl(AL REGIG~S, 
FL~IIKTC~, ftPULAllC~ ['~i!MIC~. SAL!Nll~t SEA~C~Al CISTFIELll(N, 
ZCCPLAI\1\lCI\ 
··~·~·························~·~·····~······~···························· SEASCNAL \ARlAliCN~ 
················································~················*········ 
lS3! PARF ~E 
A GECGR~fhiC- t(CLOClCAL AI\Al~~IS Cf THE SEt~Ct.Al CtAI\GtS 1~ lEMPEFAl~~E 
CC~01Titi\S 11\ THE 5t~LLC~ ~AlEF ~L(I\G THE lll~~llC CC~Sl Cf 1~£ u.s. 
BULL. 61NCh. CCE~~(~~ CCLL. \Cl I~ A~l 3. <;Cf 
CC~STill ~AlE~S. ~EJS~l\~L V~R!~llCh~. ECOlGGY, lc~PER~lLRt 
i5 ( 
1~16 P~~~EF CE, WRIG~l kF 
A \OLU~ElRIC TEMfE~AlUFE S'll~llY CE~SUS FCF 1 HE ~lCCLE ATLANTIC fiGHT 
LIMNCLOG't HC CCEAIICC:IIAF.IiY 21141 1 5t3-5U 
SEASC~tl VJFIATIC~S, CC~ll~E~TAL S~Elf, CO~TINENlAl SLCPE, SJLINIT~, 
TE~PERATUIIE 1 ~OlU~ElRIC A~AL,SISt ~(fl ClAM 
H73 GI<ICE ET AL 
~CID-IPO~ ~AST£ ~S A FACTCR tffECTl~E ThE CISTRIBUTION 'NC 'B~NCANCE Of 
20CPLA~KTC~ IN T~E NV EICHT J. LABONATOR~ ITLCIES ON THE EffECTS Of ACIC 
~A~TE CN CCPEPCDS 
ESTUillliNE llllt CCHHL I'.A~ SCI lt 43-5( 
SEASCNAL VARIIlliCNSt PLA~KlC~, ~tSlE CISFCSIIL, lCCFLAN~lCN 
1915 FAt-AY MP 
A~ AN~OTATEC liST (f LAF~tL INC JU'E~!LE FJShES CAPTURED kiTh 
SU~FACE-HIIH METER NET 'IN TIH SCUH AllANHC eiGHT CUH~G HlF RV OCLFHIN 
CRUISES BET~EEN ~AV l~tl A~[ fEBPlARl lS~E 
t.I'FS HCI' HFT S!:Rf-665 
BAYS, SEASCNAL VARIATJCNS, OI~ERS!fiCATION, FISH ~ANAGE~E~T, SPAkNl~Gt 
SfECIAliCNt ~ICCLE AllANll( fiEHl 
1916 eAR\E~JK El AL 
AMlVSIS Of liME CEPEIIUH fAClOI'S LEACING H A~Cl!lC CCNtlTlCNS iollTHJN lH 
MIDDLE AJLA~TJC EIG~T tL~JhE ltl~ 
OCEA~ 1t HIIPCSHI<t SEPT 13, l'ii16r kASHIHlCII, CC 
COASTAL hATEFS, SEJSCNtl \t~lATIO~S, ECOSYIT£~!, FOFLLATlCII CV~A~ICS 
1S12 MCEACtR-N J(, fllSICK JA 
AUTUMN ANC WINTER OCCU~RE~CE Of DEC~PCD CPLITACEANl Ill CHESAPEAKE BIGhT, 
l5A 
lnOEN, t.Elh IIIHRIIAT J(Nll JCU~t\Jil (f CRliSlACEI!ti ~ESE.GRCt- .<il(2h 1Sii-2CO 
SEASONAL VARltTIC~S, CRUfTACEAt\S, ~l~lER 
19E3 G~J!H H , 
CHAETCGtiAlHA FRO~ !~SHORE CCtSlAL •tlERS Cff EELA~ARE, AtiC J! NCRTHWARC 
E>TEN~ICti Cf TtE ~tiCk~ F#~(E (f SA(JlTA IEtiUIS 
CtESAPEAKE 5CI 4lllt 3c-4~ 
SEISCNAl VARIATICNS, OJL~~tl ClSTRlf~TlGN, PCF~LATlttl, SALINITY, 
ZCCHA~~TU 
1~1 
19i3 hEFP~fF Fh 1 CC~LC ll 
COASTAL AND OFFSHCRE E~-IFC~I'£1\TAL IN~EN1CRY, CAFE hATTERAS TC NANTUCKET 
SHCALS, 8 EI~CS, BIRCS CF T~£ ~llANliC SEA80ARC FROM CAPE hATTERAS TC CAPE 
cot 
LNJ\ Rl ~AF FlH HF 1.0:1, e, 1-8, 13~ 
BieliOGRAPhlES, BIFC TYPES, 81~CS, BFEEOIN(, SEASONAl ~ARJATJCNS, 
H'BIT~lS, MIGRATIO~ fAlTER~S, .IGRJlCRY El~DS. ~E~IEkSt SfJSC~Pl 
DISTRIBlliO 
1H<; REIN1JES Jlo 
CCNTJNUCU5 CJ~TR16UT1C~ (f ~E~HJOE~ ALONG li'E SOLTH ATLANTIC A~O GLLF 
COASTS Of ThE UN11EC !T,TES 
PRCC GUlf CAIIIt FISH IN~l, 12Tt A~N SESS 155~. 31-35 
SE~SCNIL V'RIATICNS, CCMMEPCIAL flShi~G, FISh, FISHING 1 GEO'R'PHICAL 
REGHN5 
19)3 HCLlA~C SF, 'El~Efl(~ Gf 
OISTRIBUllC~ A~C fiOLCEiCAi ST~OIES (f ANA[IICHCLS fiSHES OffS~ORE NCRTH 
CARCllP<A 
NC CEPl ~AlUR ECCN ~ESCLR SPEC SCI PEP (24~, 1-13~ 
SEtSC~-l VARIATIC~S, tATC~, ftC~Ntll,, FEECl~E RATES, FISH, FISH DIETS, 
FISh MIGRATIO~, SEJSMClCG,, fEEtl~G 
1Sf2 HliRE JL 
C 1 HR IBli liCN OF ll~AS It. CCHN lC htlfRS CF lH "OJllHHSTER~ ATLANTIC 
liS FISH ~ILCllfE SERIIt FISt flll ~21211) 1 343-341 
CCMM~Nil~, SEJSO~~l ~A~lAliC~S, fi!He FISHJIIE 
19~0 SAtiCERS Hl 1 ~ES!LE~ ~p 
ECGLCGY Of lHE tfEP- S.EA 80 ll1C~ 
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lllll'lt.t>TCIII CAt.'tCt. UU, EASHRP lSI 
IIARit.E THiit.CLUl SCC Jll So H5-H 
BHI-YioiETRY, C.ot;Jlt.EhlAt StiElfo CISlRlBliTIO~o HOIMENT fllJ~SPC.Rlt SI:JSFENOEO 
LCAt 
1S15 LlCHC« JC 
TIUL CURilft.lSt Htlll\fU TRANSPORT At.O SANt BAt.KS IN Cr.fSAffjll(f BAY 
Et.TRANCE, \IRGllllA 
lilt fllCCHtlh<iS Cf TH 2hl lfiTEI<UllCML f.H'HlM<INE RESfARCi- FfDfliAllCN 
SYI'P~SilM, MYRTLE llEACt, S.C.~ tClDEEil 1973 
CHES.'IPEAH BA't, CUREII1S hATER)., SANCSt SEl:HHl lRAfliSFORh TIDES 
l'.il!J SUfl C..IP 
TICAL SAil£ RltG£5 ANC Sf-CAL-RETREAT JIASSIFS 
MlRINf EECLCGY lf(21 1 1(5-134 
SANCS• SECJ~Et.T l~IN5PCRJo StCALS, , llDCLE ~TLA~llC l!lGtl 
********"*········ ..... ,.. .... .,. ..... ~ ........... ,. ............................ "** 
SECIMENlARl PEl~OLOG'I 
··································································4······· 
lSll BCA~C~A~ ~. ~EL~A~ JlC 
LI~E MUC CEPCSITIO~ lh ENCLCSEt LAECC~, BIGHT Cf AEAC(, E~hA~IS 
Af!Efi ASSCC PEl GECl Hll t:lt5) 1 HSo-1iO 
E~WlRC~I'EI\lAL 'LALITl, (A~EC~Al£5, CCRESt ClFRft.TS thATERJ, GECLCGY, 
l~GCC~S, SEClfiE~liR~ PETRCLOGl, S1CR.5, ~A\E~ (hJlTERJ 
1978 DllSk(RTh GR El ~l 
NEll 'WORK BIGiil SlSfUDED MHlEfi A .. r. CCfAJI.CU<JPI-l·CC.tH 
CCRYALLIS Eti\IRCI\ JHS U8 1 lifPT H EH &OC 
3-18-0t~. t!f 
CCA~lAL PLAINS, SEOII'E~lA~'t FElFCLC~lt SEllAE£ 
1~1~ 'CKI~~El lf El At 
SitE-SCAt. SCUILI'HfiM; U;SECIME~T FACIE~ AND OUMF IIATHIAI. IN THE ·NEll 
YOiil< BlGiil Aff.X 
GECL SCC AI< ABST~ 6(1), 54 
I'.ARHE (;EtJLOGY., I'Utw SA~C !lAVES., SJtttS, SEtlMENHR't PEHIOlOGY, SEOlfiENTARY 
STRUCTLRES, ~EDJ~E~lS 
191t CCCI- t.IC 
lfi~CRAL INC JREtL YA~lllJ[fiS IN SCME HU[SCN AIVER-ESTUA~Y SitiMENTS1 
"~RCfi.,.CC T<ll Ell 19 H 
GEGl SOC AM ABSTR PllCGRA"S 8(21~ 1!3 
SHS,Ct.ll 11~RHTICNS 1 tt.:RI<fNlS (kATHie CENSJlY 1 HDI,..Et\TAR't FElRCU:GV, 
SElllMENTAliCI\, SEDII'EIITS, VELCCIU 
197~ SABEl M~, S!-JtElffl (A 
1E)TLRAL T~E~C A~ALYSIS (f C(ASfjL eA~RJER SEOIME~TS ALC~G ThE MICDLE 
AlllfiTIC I!U:Hl, t.CRU CJ!RCllt.~, CISCL~SICN AH£ REPLY 
MAR GECI. 1Ct41t 311-!lt , 
tcASTAL PlAINS, E~VIRC~I'Et.l'L fffECTSt ~'Rlt.f Ef(l(GYt NCRT~ C~RClit.A, 
SEtlMEt.l~RY PETRCLCGYt SECI~E~lATICt. 
······························~·············~····························· 5ECJMEt.T~fl !TR~Cll fS 
······················~···················1······························· 
1975 Slllfl [Jf 
e-RRIER-ISLANC GENESIS, EWIOENCE fFC~ THE CE~TFAL ~TlA~TIC S•ELF, EASTt~~ 
UA 
Sfl:lMEfliT HCL 14(U, 1-4:3 
SHCRELJNE EROSION, BIBLIOGRAPHIES, COASTAl FL~I~S, (CNtl~f~TJl ShELf, 
OIST~ICT Of lOLUI'EJA, EECLCGY, Gtc•c~fhCLCEY 1 SEtlMfNTARl ~TRlCTLRES, 
EJl~I<IEB JSUt.CS 
1S74 1-ChA~t JC ET ll 
BICGENIC SEOJMENlAfiY SlRlCTLFES fCF~fC EY tfJFl LR(tJ~S 
SEIICHHI! ~Ml 6(2), u:~-.<01 
EChlNCDERMS, GEOI.CGY, I~CICAlCFSt fAlECNlOLCG,, SE[I~E~l~RY Sl~UCT~~ES, 
SEtUH~lAlHII 
1S11 SlAfll£'1 OJ 
FISh PRCtUCEC ~AFKINGS CN Thf ClTER CC~TINE~T~L M~RGl~ EAST OF THE ~!COLE 
ATLA~TIC STAlE~ 
JR SEC FETPCL 4lt flS~-11C 
lNCERkATER fKClCG~AFHYt Sfti~Ehl~Rl !lR~ClLRE! 
1912 SlllfT H H 
hOLCCENE E~CLLllC~ Cf THE SHElf SLilfACEt CENlfiAL At-t SCUT~fRA ATLAt-TIC 
SHflf (f ~C~TH A~E~IC~ 
IN: SHELF SEtlNEI\1 TRANSFCRl: PROCESS A~t PATTERN, CGkOEht hllChlNSCN AND 
ROIS INC• STROLOSELRG, Fll., 4SS~514 
BEACHES, CCNllNENTilL StELft ERCSlC~, S~NC fARSt SANO SPITS, SEDIMENTARY 
STRUCTLRES, ~EDI~E~lATlC~, SEOIME~lS, SHCALS 
1941 KRUMilE II\ H 
IIAIIGAt.ESE-OXICilll<G fUHI AND EACTERIA It; llECEfiT SH.Elf SEOIMHHS Of THE 
BAY Cf BISCAY At-t lhE ~C~Tf !E~ 
NAH:RIIIH !iS( U, !!t-~i , 
EACTERIA 1 fUGI. fo~MAI\ESE, MCRFHLC(Y, SEDIIHNTAR'r STRUCllRES, 
SECI~EIIT,TIOII . 
1977 C~~~h(llN PS 
~flHCC~ FC~ COMPlli~G !~IIC k~~ES 
OCEAI\CLCGY lHlh t6-6'i 
BE&S, GECLCGY, tCEANOGR,PhYt IAI\0 ~A~ES1 SEO!ME~lAFY SlFUCl~FES 
l'i~4 ~(~1111\EY Tf ET Al 
HCE-~CAN ~01\AR I'APPHG Cf SEDifllEIIT fHHS AND Cufo!.P MHERIAl IN TH NEk 
:'ICF~ B IGH AfEX 
GECL SCC AM ~BSTR 6111, !!4 
~A~I~E GEOLOGY, ~LC, 5t~[ ·~AVES, SiltS, SECII'ENI~~~ PElROLCG\, SEDlMENlARY 
ST~UCTURES, SECIMEI\15 
······················~······-~····~~···~·~·~~~···-···············~······· SEOI·E~TtllO. ' 
u • .,.,.. ............... .,.,. ·~ .............. u .......................... ,.,. ............ ,.. .. . 
1976 Y~S!C hE, H~~~·~N EM 
BEACh FORMS ANt CCASl.l PPOCESSES 
~ESA NY EltHT ~TlllS ~CNl(F 11 1 5CP 
SHORELINE ERCSIOI\ 1 BEAUHS, COtSUL PLAINS, D:lli'IES, GfCMCRFHCUGY, INLETS 
IWATER~A~Sl, SEOIMENTAlJCN, ~l(R~S, f~~RIE~ ISLA~OS 
H.3 
1~)4 HO~ARO JO El Ill 
eitGENIC SECJMENl~RY SlRLClURE! FO~MEC Bl ~EJ~l LRCHIN! 
SEI'\ChEhB ll~f. 6 12lt H5-::Cl 
ECHUCtEI<~St GECLC(~. lHICilTcllSt F~UOI\TCL£GY. SEOlMENTAin HRUCTLRES, 
S f.[ Jfi.EII TA TI C t-
l'l7!l GHC H H R 
CALCllATicas Of SA~D T~A~Sf[~l 0~ THE ~Ek VCRK StELF USI~G ~E~R-BCllOM 
CURRE~1 ME1E~ CESERV~TIC~S 
AM GECPH'S UNICN T~A~S 5f(l~l, 1CC3 
TRA~SPORT• CLlMillESt CC~TINENTAL Stflf, CURRE~l METERS, CURRENTS (WATER)~ 
GECLCGV, CCE~~CGR~PHY, SfCJ~E~lATICNt VELCCllV 
1S76 scictun we 
CIRCULtTICN PRCCE!SES CCNTRCLlii\G 5Et1MEN1 lR~NSPCRT Ill ThE lllOOLE 
.IITLAHIC BlGH 
AM HCFHSIOL tJNJUI HAN~. 58(6.J. H'i 
TRANSPC!llt CIRCUU11CN 1 COASTAL FLJit<h CCIIllNEI'<IlAL SHHf, CURREI\TS (kATER), OCEA~CGPilFhYt SECJMENT~ll(~ 
1976 1\CLOE~ JL El 'L 
CONHMPCRPRY SEIJIMENlA 1101\ IN LliiEAR SANC SliCAU t fli,M.fUS FI<CM THf lto.t-ER 
ShElf, I'HCLE ATUIITIC EIGHT 
GECL SCC AM ABSTR PI<CG 8(2), 2.:.5-2.!t 
TRANSPORT, COASTAL fLilJII! 1 CCIITIIIE~TAL SHELF, CURRENTS lh.TERJ, ~llRYLA~D, 
!EDI~E~T,TIOt-, ~IREI~II, ~'\ES (h.lfFl 
lS1~ SHFl C.JP 
CCI\Tlt-.ENllll SHLF SEDlMENTATHII IJA HE GHLCt;~ Of COt\TJNEt!Th MARGU.S, 
CL S:R~KE ft) 
SPRI~GE~~VE~L'G• NEW YC~~, NY, Flll-135 
BATHYMETRY, TRANSFCRl, (ONllNENTAL S~Elft CEFOSlllCN (SECI~ENTSlt EEClCGY, 
SANDS~ SECI~E~T.liO~ 
1S14 DRAKE Cf El Al 
CISFERSAL (f kASTE S(LICS 1~ NE~ 'CPK BIGtl 
EECL SCC A~ ABSTF 617lt 715 
CONllNENlAL SHELF, CLRFE~lS (k~lE~l~ ESTL~FIES, SECl~ENTATIC., TlCES, 
~~HE DJSPCSAL 
lHS NIH(ll JCJ 
EFFECT Cf TliE TH~l SHESS Of\ I<ESIClAl CIRCLUHCII ANC l'.lC CEfiJSITICN If\ 
T~E SClTHEI<N BlGHl Of lhE ~LFlt SEI 
PLRE AFFL GECFhYS 113141. 517-5El 
lRAIISPORl,· Cli<CULAlJCN, OEFOSlll(N l!ECI.EI\151. EECL(G~, I'LO, 
OCEANCGRAFft~ 1 SEDJ~Ef\lATltll, SE[l~f~TS 
J<jts'i<oA P 1' 
ERCS 10 
TROL GECL Blll 53 (7), l453-14t5 
CCI\lJIIEI\TAL StELF 1 CCIITINEIITAL SLCff, OEPCIIllON lSEDlfiEI\TSJ, ERCS101\, 
MAJ<li\E GECLOO, SECIMENT TRANSPCRT, ~EOlMENTAliCNt SHII'fl\lS 
1S17 JEFFRESS IriS 
GECLCGIC EffECTS CF tCEJ~ LL~Pl~G (~ 1\Eh YCRK EIGhT 11\NER !tElf 
All ~5SCC FET GECl EULl tlC51, S41 
BCTTCII SH111EI'1TS 1 TRAI':!f()Rl, CURES, SEOIIIEIITATIOII, SEDUEI\TS, SEISI'IC 
STUDIES, SOLID hASTES» •ASlE LI!PCSlL 
l'i12 Shlfl ET Al 
hCLCCEIIE E~ClUTIC~ Cf ThE S~flf S~Rf~C£ 1 Cf~liAL ~1\D SCUTHER~ ATLANTIC 
S~Elf CF hCRTH A~E~ICA 
IN; S~flf SECI~E~l l~A~~FO~l: FRCCESS ~ht F~TT£~11. OCWCEht ~LTCHif\SCN Al\0 
RCSS l~C 1 STRCLCSElPG• F~., 4SS-514 
BEAChES, lC~TINEI'1TAL S~Elf, ERCSIO~, S'NC fA~!. SAI\0 SfllS, SECI•E~lARY 
SlRLCl~RES, SEOifiE~TATI£11 1 SEtl~E~lS, ShC~LS 
1S14 lllTLE-G~CC~ ~~ 
IllfLUEhCE Cf ~ACl Cll SfCI~EIITAliC~ 
SEIICKEIIE fii~R (6)~, l~s-1:3 
~ CCIITRCL, EFFECTS, ESTLARIES, SALIIIITY, SfCI~EI\1~11011 
1 ~t S llCII CR .i~ 
MAJCR EN~IFCNMENltL ~~~IABLES AFFECTING GFAIII Sl2E CISl~lflTICN IN THE 
S~O~LINE- ~AVE ZO~E ~~CER SlC~~ C(~tlllCNS Al ~IREJ~IJ fEJCt, VIRE11'11A 
~llllA~ A~O fll~~y ~ASTEFS Thf~IS 
VI~GINIA SEAt•• ,A,. GfCLOE\ 1 s•LlAlJCflt !ECI~EIITATIO~, STCFM! 
l~lt GFCSS I'E El Al 
~All'S IMF~Cl UN T•E MlCLLE ~TLAIITIC CCNTI~E~l~L S~Elf A~O TfE liE~ YCFK 
e I GH J 
AM SCC LIMIICL CCEA/ICER ~. 1-13 (SfEC !VMPJ 
CO/ITINENTAL SHElf, ECClCE\, EFFECTS, GECLC(), ltllt USfr NCRT~ C-RCllh~t 
~ECI~E~TATICI\ 1 h~Slf CISfCSAl 
1(5 
19H l<llUfiSElt-1 liE 
~AIIGAIIESE-t)JClllNE flfl(l AIIC BACTE~l~ Ill ~fCEl\T SHELF SECJI'EIITS OF ThE 
BAY CF BISCAY ~~[ lliE ~(Flt S£~ 
IIATURWISS 5ECll• !6-51 
BACTERIA, FliiGI, fiANG~IIESEo ~tFFtCl£(~, SEll~E~lARV SlRLCTLRES, 
SEDJI!EIITAllCI\ 
1912 HLLII'Hi Jt 
MARINE (ECLOGY, I~ CCAST~L A~O OFFIHCRE EII\I~O~MENTAl lii~E~TC~Y, CAPE 
hATTERA~ 10 NANTLC~ET ltO~lS 
CCfltfU:fiEI\T \GlliME, Fl tJ~I~ GRAC SCh CCE~NCGR 1\0li, lOJ-lCSl 
CONTINENTAL SHELF, GECLCG1, fi~RINE GECLCGY, GCE~~CG~APh), IEtiMEI\TATIGI\, 
SELI~E~15 1 SlRLCllFE 
1~13 S~lfl 0 ET Al 
liES~, INTE~CISCIFLIN,RV ~FfRCACh TC ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS Of CGNT1NEI\1Al 
fo!~RGIM 
MARIT SECIIIENTS ~C2J, 37-44 
CCHINEI\TI!l MAROII, CCt.TlNHUl SHLF 1 ECCtCGV, HCSYSTEI'St EECLCG'Yt 
CCEAI\O'R~Pt1o SEA WATER, ~EOifiE~TATIC~, SEDIMENTS 
1S7E CROSS ~~ (EC) 
IIICOLE ATL~~TIC CCNTI~E·T~l ShELf ~~t TtE IIEk YCR~ BIGhT 
AM SCC LIM~Cl CCf~~CER 2, ~41F (SPEC !~MPl 
PDllLTIC~, CCAST'l PlAI~S, CCNli~E~l~L s•Elf, fECLCGY, ~C~Ih CARCLJI\A, 
HOifiiHlATICII 
1St9 RUA f~ 
MICCLE ATLANTIC COIITIIIflllAl SLCPE tf l~Ilft ST~TE!- OfFCSITI£~ ~lit 
E~CHCN 
~l'·fR ASSCC fETRCLElfo! GEOLC(;ISH BUll S.3(1J, l<li!3-l-4~~ 
CCNTII\E~TAL SLCFE, CEFCSITJON 11Eti~E~JSl 1 EFtSIO~, GECLCG\t SEDlMENT~llCN 
197t FIELC I'Et OU~~E Cf 
POH-PlEISlOCEIIE HSHH Cf THE IJ~llH STAllS l/11\EI< CCIITlNHHL Shtlf, 
SJGNifiCAIICE TC C~IEI/1 Cf eA~RIE~ I!L~IICS 
GECL SOC ~fo!£R fUll Bll!), tSI-iC~ 
CCNTIIIfNHL SHLfo HCHilHtCLCGY, hlSTCRh SHIIIENTAJICI\ 1 EA!ii<IEfl. JSLA/IU$ 
iU. 
lSU flELC ME 
GUAhlE~N~R1 EVCLLTIC~ tNt SEtl~E~TlRV ~ECCPC Cf A COAST~L PLAIN SHELF, 
DELMARVA PENIN!ULA, ~10 AlLA~llC BIGhl 
DCCTCRAL CISS£RT~TIC~. (fC~(f ;~S~l~GTGN U~IV• ltlS ABSTR INT 37(1), 
l.Z4ll-125B) 
T~ANSPCRTo CHARAt CChTI~E~T~l S~Elft CC~tS, CflA~A~E, GEOLCG1t MARYLANC, 
SECI~E~l~llC~, SEIS~lt STUDIES, S~CALS 
1~1t BEL~~AF OF, ~FAFl J( 
RELAT 1\JE SEA-LEHL CUt.GE Ill 111E Cl11NGE Ih HiE tEtA~ARE CCASlAl ZCI\E: 
EUST~TIC, lEClCNlCt fttl[ SEtt•E~lAR1 EffECTS 
GECL SCC A~ER EUllo ~BSlR kiTh PRC£RA~S, t~.E. SECliCN, FAG£ 131 
DEUk~RE, 5Eft UHLt 5£011HN1AllCt\t COSTAL 2Ct<E 
1914 S~lfl CJP El AL . 
RIDGE AIIO SWALE TUCGRAPHY Cf Tt'£ Uttl.E ATUNTIC !liGHT, NCRTH AMERICA, 
SECULAR RESPONSE TO l~f tCLCCEhE ttCR~lllC REGlf':E, EFRtl~M 
MAR GEOL 16(!}, 3(~ 
~ARI~E GECLCEY~ SEtiP!E·l~TICh 
1~76 !CLTHA~t JB, STI~LEY t 
SHELF-fREAK PROCESSES A~C SEOIHENltJICN 
IN, c. STA~l£W Af\0 OJP Sklfl (EOiltRS) fwiRINE SECIMENT TRANSPCRT ~NC 
EN~IROIIfwEhl.Al ~~J.AGEfwE"T 
NEk 10RKt JCH~ WJLEY A~t SCN5, 3~1-311 
CONTINENTAL S~ELF, CO~liNE~TAl SL(PE, SEDl~EhlAliOII 
lSll OLEDALL lk El ~L 
SHCRT TERJ ~IFIASlliTY IN lhE CCMFCSITlON ANC ClSTRieLlltN Of SEhAGE 
SLUDGE IN THE OCEAN AFTER .DLMFlhG 
AM GECfHYS ~~It~ 1F~115 59f4lt ~44-~45 
TRANSPCRT, CISFHSIOt., ClSTRIBUllCN, EN~IRCMENJAL EFfEClS, FJRTICLE SUEt 
SEDJ~E~TATIOII, Sf~~GE~ StCRl-TERl fl~~~~~G, SL~CGEt SCllt ~~STES 
1911 KNEBEL HJ, CA~SCN 6 
SfjALL-SCALE SLLt!P CEI'CHTS, ftllitlE AlUNT 1C liPFH COU INHH Al SLOP£ 
GECl"SCC ~~ 9{7}, 1C~3-1C5~ 
TR.ANSPORT, CtESAPE~KE BAY, COASTAL fltlNSt CC~llNEIITAl SLCFf, GEClCEY, 
GECPH~SICS 1 CCEA~CERtP•Y• SEti•E~TATJC~, SEIS,JC STUCIES 
l'il3 fREELAND ~l, ShiFT OFL 
SUHICUL SH.IMENlS· 
NE~ 1GRK SEA GRA~l l~Sl,~ESA ~£~ 1(R~ EIEHT·JJL-S ~C~CER,4ft IC 
GEClOG'f, SECl~ENT,TICf\ 1 St[J;E"lS 
l~H )(UG ~~~ 
SLSPENCED MATTER tl5TRI8U11Ch 1• THE •e~ 10RK BIGhT AfEX ~ELAJEC TC 
HLRRICAN£ SHLE 
GHLCH t 151. 3<il-3C4 
l~ANSPCRT, CCAST~L PL~INS, GECLC''• ~LRRlC~NE~t CCEAhCGRtf~Wt Sf~ ~ATtR, 
SfOIMEkTATIC~r SlC~M~ 
1916 (((11 hi< 
TEfo!PGRH tNt ARE.Ill V.11<HT lOtoS H SCP!E HUOSGN RIIIER-ESTLAR) ~EIJIMENlS, 
f':ARCt:-CCTOEER 1 CJI't 
GECL SCC AI! ~BSIF fRCG~A~S 6t2J, 1!3 
SEASON'l VJIRUTICNS, CLRHNTS IIIAHRJ, DfNStn, SEOIMEI\l.AF\ Pflf!Ol.Ot:'r, 
SfOI~E~TATICN, SECIMENl~t \ElCCJl' 
l9J4 SAEfT MA, ShlOElEl< GA 
TEJTURAL TRf~t A~Al.YSI5 Cf CCASlAL eARRIER SECIME~TS ALONG TtE HJDCLE 
.ATUNTIC BIGHT, NCRTh "ROLIU$ OHCLSHCN AIID REPl'f 
MAR GEOL 1CC4l, 3ll-21t 
CCISTAL HHhS, EIIVIH~fw,£1\UL EffECTS, MARINE GEDLOO, NCRlH CARCLINA, 
SECI~f~TARY FEJRClCGYo SEOJfwE~J~TlO~ 
l'i76 KEHhUM E"-
lHE OLO AND lHE ~E~, NE~ 1CR~ EIGHT ~ESEIRCH If\ FE~SFECTI\IE 
AM SOC llMML CCHMGR 2, 14-l<J (SHC Snl') 
RESEARCH, CC~SlAl PLAINS, CCIITJ~E~l~L SHELF, EECLOG~, HISlCR\, 
SECIMENlAliCII 
l'i73 GJOG~ St SCJ-AFER I. 
THE SECI~E~TS Cf ltE GfFMJN EIGhT, ~R~I~ SIZE, CL~~ ~I~ER~LS, ANC HEA~~ 
fiE TA lS 
Hf\CI<HB M.AR ~ •. H5-17€ 
TRANSPCRl, C~R~O~, CL~~ ~lt>E~ALS, 1-E,~Y ~fTAL5, M~~INE GECLCG~, MElALSt 
SEOI~ENTATIO~~ SIZE 
iH 
·······~·····~·········~··················~··~·········~······~··········· , , ,,S£CJK£NT~TION R l£! 
·······················~····································~·····~······· 
1916 SE~~I~GER El Al 
LEAD-21G GHCHRCUltG'I (f CCNlfltPCRARY I';URShCH SfCIMfiHS. SHTUS Al'\0 
FRCBLHS 
~M .GfOPHYS LNICN TR~N! ~1( },<), ~31-'>32 
AGE, CCASTH PlAII\S, .. ~EUC(Y, lHil UCICISCHHS, SEIHIHNTATI(N RATES, 
SEtHHlS 
1976 SAllA SB ET AL CEC~j 
SED um•iTATICt. Afo.t fCCD HSClFCESt JHII.Al-~EDlUf\1 RELATICI'ISti.lf.S 
M.AlllNE SEtli"EIO HANSPCRT ANC EIWHOt.fiENlAl HANAGEMENlo ~lLH AND SOliS, 
NE- ~CRK• NYo f4i9-4~~ 
OIL SFILlS, CCM~lNlllt FCllUll(~, EE~THCS• tREtElNGo ECOLCG1, 
IWERTEI!R.HES• MATHMAllCAl MtCELS,. SEOIH/ITAHOI'I RATE~, IIASH: OlSFOSAl 
.................................... .,.. ............................................. . 
SHHE!IlS 
**" •••••••• "*h ••••••• , ........... "*"*"'" ....................... ~········ •••••••• 
1916 WElL CE 
A MOCEl fCR ltE ClSTRJSUllCN, CYaA.ltS, #Nt E~CLLTIO~ {f HCLCCENE 
SEClMENlS A~O ~C~FHCLCGIC FEATLFES (f DELA~#FE fAY 
U~FLfllStEt FtC tlS!fRlAllCN, ~EkA~~, CEPARl~E~l Of GfCLCGYt ~Nl~. tf 
OELAIIARE 
CISl~lfLTIC~, tY~~~ICS, SEtlMENTS, CElAhA~f BA\ 
1S74 ~ICI-lH A 
~ VOLUMETRIC ANAl,SIS Cf HOLCCEI\E SEDIMENTS L~CERL,ING PRESE~l CELAHARE 
SALT MARSHES INl~CtlfC BY [ELA-AFE ttY litES 
LNPUEliShEt ~ASTER'S l~ESISt U~l~EFSilY Cf DEL~~ARE 1C3P 
CEl~~~REt GfCLCEYo SALT ~~~S~ES, SECIMENlSt liCE~, Ofl~~ARE EAY 
19f5 STANLEY fA 
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SALT MARSH CRAI~AGE S\!lE~ 
RElATICIIS SEClt'EIIlAI'IES Et.lRE fSTLHJES ET FLHEAU), 111':1'. l:f l"INSlll. 
CE•GECL. DU ftSSlN c•t,UJJAJI\E 
SUSFENDEC !EDI~E~TS• CISCH~RGE IIEASL~E~E~lr ESlltRIES, StLT lllRSHES, 
SEDIIIEI\T!t hETlti\CS 
1913 fHATAT El Ill 
CXltATlCN Cf CRGAIIIC ~~TTEF IN SEOIMENlS 
ECDL RE~EAR CH SE~~ICEo EfA-66Q 
3-'13 
OC~ US EPA H~P 
CHE~l51RY, OISSCL~EC CXYEEII, Sftl~EJ\15 
19EE SlA.LEY OJ, ~Elll~G G 
PHCTCG~~f~IC JN~ESTIGATICN Of SEOl~EJ\1 TE)TL~Et EClTD~ Cv~REJ\1 ACTI~ITY 
ANO BENTHONIC GRGAI\ISM5 IN THE hlltl~GTG~ SLE~l~ll\£ (~1\~C~ 
LSCG CCEA~CER Pf1 ~( 22 
U~CER~ATEP F~CTCGPAFHY, C~~YCNS, Ct~TINE~l~l ShELF, ~G~E,E.l, SECI~E~TS 
1945 SI'HELER H 
PHYSICAL FAPA~ETE~ ClSTrlElllCI\ P~lTEF~S l~ BCllC' SECII!ENTS Cf THE LOWER 
CHEStPEAKE E~Y ESTL~FW, ~lRGI~lA 
JOlRNAL GF ~fCI~ENTAR) FElRtlCGl 4!131, 121-131 
ChESAPEAKE SA,, E!lltRI~E E~~IFC~~E~T, FI'WSIC~L CCEANOERAFI'Y, PhYSICAL 
PFCPERllES, SEtl~E.TS, ~JRGI.Il 
19e3 ldHEY H 
PCGCNCP~C~~ CN ThE ~Ek f~El.~D CC~li~E~l'L !LCfE 
SCIENCE 1411351EI, 3~1:-3~9 
BE~ltDS, FCR~~l~lfEFt, FCL~Ct.~lES, PCPUL,llC~, SEOI~E~TS 
1~13 DR,fC(~ ET tl 
PRELIMIN.RY ANALYSES Of AllA~llC ~E~H.DENt ERf~CO~liA lYRAN~LS, 
~IGR.TIONS, PCPLLATIC~ ST~~CT~~E, SL~\l~Jl ~1\[ f)PLCIT.liC~ R•tES AND 
AVAIL.BILll~ INCIC~lEC FRC~ TAG RETLFIIS 
FIS~ EllLEliN 11(!1, 11~-34 
FISh ~ANAGE~ENT, FISH f(fUL.llCJ\S, FIShERIES, ~GRl.Lll~, SEDI~ENTS 
1St2 StN(E~~ ET ~L 
PllElllilNAfl'l REHiRl Otl lATE PlflSlCCHE Al\0 llfC£U LITlOflAl At-.C NEARSHCRE 
liftRINE SECIIiENTS, ~OllH CF C~Pf HE~R'I• ~Ill~ 
~lRGIIIIA Jl~ SCI, 13(~), 231 
GECLOGY, PLEISTCCEtiE EFCC~, SEDIMEIITS, VlllGINIA 
1S62 SAIICEFS El 'L 
PRELIMINARY REPORl Cll ThE GEOLOGY Cf H)UlliEASlEI<N \ilRGli\I~ AM ADJACENT 
COASt ANt CC~TlNEfiTAl 5HELfe ~JT~ ~E~tRKS C~ 5Eti~EN1 ~tMPllN~ TECH~lQ~E 
~SING ~lBRCC~ILll~~ ~EltCCS 
~ALE U~l\ DEFT ~EGL 
CCNTI~E~TAl.!hElf• CRlllJNGt GEOLOGY, SA~PLI~G, SECI~E~TS, ~lRGINIA, 
CCASTAL ZCI\f 
1914 STUBBlEFJELC kl El Al 
RECCNNAISSAt.CE CF SUlCI' SECHEHS C~ 111E lt\UR ANC CEHI<Al l\Eii JEiiSEY 
SHU 
MESA DATA REPORT ~ESA - REfC~T Je NCAA, ERlo £CLLtER, CClCRAtC, 39PP 
BOHCM SfOlHNTh CUHIIEUAL SHHF. SEOIHHS, SUP;EYS 
1914 ~ALIELA l El Al 
REH'Ct.SE CF S~LT I<~I!St flVAL\fS TC ENRICM4ENJ kllH HEHl-CCIIlAl~li\C: SEkAGE 
SLUDGE At.[ I!ElEI\TlOI\ Of fEt lNt Ct BY ~A~SH ~Etl .. EI\TS 
HVlRCNI<EfiTAL PCllll!Cl\ h 145-1!1 
POll~TIU, CLAI'S, EliTII(fl- 10110~,. HA'V't MEl ALSo SALT MARSt<.ESt SEDII'Et.T!i, 
SEWAGE SllitGE, !illCGE 
1 S 1t BHHAN MJ 
RESPONSE Of THE tlCSC~ RIVE~ PLUME lC hURRICAAE BEllE 
AM GECPtVSlCAL UIIICI\ 51tl21t 534 
POLICY, COASTAL FLAIIIS~ GE(l(G~, LIGIL ASPECTS, SEA hATER, SECli'EhTS1 
5EMAGE 1 ~CliO hASTES 
1913 S~lfl CJP £1 ~l 
RIDGE ANt !WALE lCPOGRAPHY Of l~E ~JtOLE AlliNll( EIG~To NCRlH A~EfllCA, 
SECLLAR RESPCNSE 10 THE ~CLCCffiE· hltRJLllC REGII'E 
~AF EECL 15(4~, ~2i-~41 
fLCRAt BARRlERSt TRAhSHRT. CChllllfttHl ShELF,. ESTUARIES., SECIMENTS, STCRM 
RUNOFf• \I~GllllA 
71S 
1S75 ~E~MlllER JF 1 LETh£11 ~ 
SATURATE£ tlCFCC~~BCN MA1£Rl~l Ill S£DlliEIITS Cf Th£ CELA~ARf E!lLAR~ AS 
OETERMINEC BY GAS CHRCMATCGRAFrlC A~Al~SIS 
PEfCill CI'S-Rtl\11-3-75. (ClHG£ Cf fitFliiE Sl\ll:lES, L. Of CELAWA~E, NEIIARI\r 
CH 
CHEMISlR't, CHRCMATOG~AfHY~ Cfll~ARE, ESlLAFlfS, Cllr SECli'E~TS 
19i4 S~llt KL EJ AL . 
SEUIME~T C>YGEN I:EJA~t Ill AN Cll~ElllNG ~Nt ~FkElliNGAFEt 
WCCCS H(LE tCEt~OGR l~ST, CCLLECT RfPR VCL 1S14, lP (~CODS tOLE CCNlRIB 
t-O 3143J 
CO~ll~E~TAL SHELF, CuRRENTS (iATE~~. GEOCHE~lSTR~, GECLCGY, CXYGEN CEMtND, 
SEti~E~TS, STATISliCtL AfltCCS 
1974 S~IH Kl ET Al 
SEOlliEhl Q)YGEt- tE~AtD l~ ~~ C~lkElLI~G ~NC LF~ELLING ARE~ 
HU~S 6U-2h 223-230 
PCLU.TION, EENTHCS, CA~8UI, CU~RENlS O.AHRit MJlRIHTS, O.l<HH, StOH!EI\lS 
1915 STUBBlfflELO Ill E1 Al 
SEDIMENT RESPONSE TC THE fRESE~T ttt~J~ll( REGIME CN T~E CENTRAL NEW 
JEHB ~tEtf 
JOURNAL OF SEOII"ElllAln fElRCLEIJf' 4!, 331-3!ti 
GECLCGW 1 HWO~AliLIC MCO£LS 1 HVO~A~LIC PI<OPERlJES, SftiMENl lllANSPORl, 
SEC fi(E~lS 
1915 SldFT CJP 
SEDIMENT RESPO~SE 10 Th~ ~'DRALLIC RfGl~E I~ ThE CE~TRJL Nfk JERSEY SHElf 
JCLRN~L cF SHJI',EIIt.lln FETf!CteL~ 45, :;31-:as, 
hYCfi~UlltS~ Sftl~£Nl JR~~SPCRT, 5ECl~EhT~ 
' 
1S72 ~JlliMftN Jt El 'l 
SEDIMENTS OF ThE CONTINENTAL ~A~GIN OfF T~E E~STE~N LNlTEt SltTES 
GECLCGICAL HCIEn Cf HEiliCJ HUEll~ 83, 131~-1334 
CONTINENT~l lARGJII, SEtlMENlS 
1S63 UU·UPI E 
SEDUfl\1.5 CN TI1E CCNlHHHL ~tHU Cff HSHI<~ LI\IHC STATES 
LS GECL 5URVEY FI<CF f~fE~ 415-C, PC13~-Cl31 
CONTJNENl~l MAREINt GECltG,, SECl~EN15 
iH 
l97t K~EEEL ~J ET ~l S~AllC~ SlEBGlTC" SlRtTI,~AFh~, ~IOCLE AllA~liC ~UTER CChTI~E~TAL S~ELF 
GECL SC( A• AESTf cltJ, S57-S5t 
BATHnETRY• CClliTit.£1\Ul. StElf. FCRMHhlfERA, GEOLOGY, LAGCOS, SEDIMElliTSt 
SEI~MIC Sl~tiES, ~l~AliGRIPh' 
l'i1~ tdCHU MM 
SHElf SECl.ElliTS CFF CtESAFftKf EAY. 1. GENEfAL LllhCLCG't AND CDMPDSI11CN 
~l~S SFEtltL SCI ~EP 4t 
CHESAPEAKE eAY 1 LllHlflC~ll£~. ~ECJ~ElliTSo T£fCGRAFt't 
1913 GCOCWIN B~, 1~0~~! Je 
StlElF SEOJfli.EtiT~ CFF CHSAPE~IIE llA'I. lit. liEA~Y MINERHS 
VJ~S SSR 6~, GLClCESlf~ PCINlo VA 
CHES~PEAI<E EA~o CUollf-HHl SHLF, Hlll't I!ETAlSt SECIIIEI'ITS 
HU t.lCHU liM 
SHElf SEti•E"TS (ff ltE CHfStfEA~E EAY. 1. GE"Ei~l liTHClCGW 'Nt 
CCHCSlllGII 
~I~S SfEC SCI Fff 46 
ChESAffJKE EAY, C.CHIMHH SHLF, lJHilfiCATlCtit SECIMENlSt lCPCGRAPHl 
1953 fChE~~ ~C, 'l~S~~~~ f 
SHELl ACCU~ULATJCA! I~ U~DER~~1fP SECI~E~TS l~tl~ElR REL~llC~ TC l.E 
T~lCKNE!S OF 1HE lRACll{~ l(~E 
J S EO !MEt. 1 P ElR .ci3 (4 l o 2.<9-234 ((tiES MY INSl CC~ lR IE ':i l 
CHEStPEAKE eA~, CCNlJNfllilAL SHELF, CORES, 5Allit!o SECI~ENTS 
1~1C CtfN Co tllll~AA IIi! 
SHHL-eEAI<ING flEII(P([S 1.5 IHICATCI<S OF IIATEii I'A.SSES Cff CllPf tlATlERASo 
NCHh OHllf-t 
6ULl ~AR SCI 2Ct2l, 3!C-3t1 
BE~THCS, e1CMASS 1 (C~TilliEllil~l SlCPfo ~CllUSKSt PLA~KTOl\i, SEDIMENTS, wATER 
CIHUltT Ht. 
1974 ~C~l~NEl lf El Al 
SlOE-SCAN SO~~~~ ~AFPHG Cf SECIIHllil fHlE~ AND CuMP M~TERIAL IN HE NEk 
't(H B JGI-1 AFEX 
GECl SOC A~ ABSlR blllo 5~ 




Sl,llilflCA~CE Cf lf~TLRAL V'~l~liCh~o EAlll~C~E Ctlli~C~ TRCU~h ARE~ 
JOURNAl Cf SECI·f~TA~'t fETRCl£~~ 4!• tl3-8E2 
CAN,ONSt GECLCG't, SEOl~El\ilSt SllCt ~A~IA61Lil' 
1'.165 EHR't KC 
!CME FCTENliAL HINERAl RESCLFCfS Cf THE ATLAllilJC CCl\iTilliENT~L ~~RGIN 
lS GECLCG IC 'l SUI<VE't PRCFESS JCt.tl fiiFU 525-C, C 157-C loC 
CCNTl~ENT~L SHELF, CC·l~NENT~L SLOfft ~AlliG,~fSE, M~RlNE GECLCGY, ~INER~L 
INCLS1Rlt ~ININGa RESCLFCES, SEtl~E~lS 
1~1! ~EAOE ~H ET AL 
SOLRCES Cf SUSFENCEC ~JlTER IN kAT£~! Of T~f I!Jttlf ATLANTIC lllGHJ 
J SECI~E~l PEl~Cl 45lllt 111-ltt 
CLAI MINERALS~ CCllili"E"TJL StELfo ·~Fl~E GECLCG'tt NCRTt CARCllNAt CRGAl\ilC 
MAllEI<, !Etl•f~TS 
1916 GReSS I'G 
SCl~CES CF LREAN ~~!lf! 
AM SCC LI~~Cl CCE,~CG~ 2. 150-161 tSffC S't~P) 
PCLLUTICht CO~Tl~ENTAL Stflft GECLCEl, llliOlSlRlAL ~ASTESt 1~1\0flllS~ 
SHIMEfiTS, ShAG£, SCllC UHES 1 IIAl:H IJISH~H 
1'.i 1t tiilRI< IS llh 
SPATIAL AN£ TE~FC~ll \'~llllCN IN SltJ~ENT•P~ G~AIN SIZE FACIES ANC 
SECl~E~T hfAV~ ~fl#L RtlJOS llli ltE llf~. ~O~K 61Ghl AFEX 
AH !CC LliHCl t<:EAf\CCR 4!t 1C2-123 4HH: S~H I 
HElV' ~ElALSo ~ElALS 1 1 SEtl•E~lSt ~ISlE Ol!PCSAL 
1S16 FREEL~~O Gl El tl 
SURFICIAL SEOJt'EH~ Cf THE NCUH1E5A SlUt' AFE.o!S H THE 1\Eil 'tCRI\ BlGtl 
AM ~OC ll~~(l CCEA~CG~ 2t 90-1C1 ISfE( S'~fl 
SATt't~ETRVo SLSFf~CEt SfDI~flliTS, CCJSTAL PlAIN!, CCNTI~ENTAL 5HELF, 
GECLOG'to OCE~lliOGRAPH,, SANDS, SEOI~ENTSt SE~~GE CJSPCStl, ~~STE OlSPtSAl 
1913 F~EElt~C Gl, S~Jfl Cfl 
SURFICIAL SECI~E~1~ 
NE~ 'tCRK Sit G~~NT INSl,~ESA NEll 't(R~ EIG~T tTLA~ ~C~CGRtft lC 
GECLCG~, SEtl~E~l~TIClli, Sf.Cl~ENJS 
1971 CFAH IJE 
Sli~PENDED I'ARTICUAH ~AllER H HH Hkl YUI( ElGH ~PEX 1 fAll 1913 
J ~EDI;E~T PETRCL 47(llt ~C9-~2E . 
TRANSPORT, stSP HI CEO SECII'.Etd S, Effli~TS, GEOlOCiY • lkCIJS T1< HI. ltASHS, IRC:h, 
SECIMEN1S, .ASlE l:ISFCH1. '· 
1'>16 CCCii Nl< 
TEI'PCRH Al\C AREI\L 11/li'JHIC~S 111 SO;E HUDSCN RlVER-EHlAR\ SEDIMENTS, 
~A~C~CCTCfER 1~14 
GHL SCC AJo AESU PRCGFAP'.S IH2l, lB 
SEASONR VARUTlCMi, ClRRENlS HAlfR), OEhSin, SEDIMEhlAin PETROLOH., 
SfOlMENTATICN, SECI~EhlS, \ELGCIT~ 
1973 ShiDELER GL 
. TEXTliR.AL TREH AUl'ISH (f CCASUL B.4RRHR SEDIMENTS AI.OII'G U..E MlDClE 
/ITLAII'TJC BIG~T, NCRl• C'RCllii'A 
SECIMENlAR~ GfuLCCi~ So 1'>5-2~( 
GECLDGY~ NC~TH c•~Clll\'~ 1 S£tl~Et1Sr e~RRIER ISL~II'CS 
1911 FARFitGTOI\ J~ 
ThE SICGEOCHEM1Sl~Y Of Cll .IN THE CCE~II' 
CCEA~IJ~ 2CI4) 1 5-14 
Dll FCllUTI~tlt SEtlMENTS 
1974 fCFSlER U1 F.£1NECI< I'E 
lHE ENR ICH~ENT Cf n ~C£ EUMEt\T S H THE F.HENl SEC 114ENT S FRC~ A CCIU Ih 
lH GERI'Al\ I!HHT I:IE Af\REJCHRUI'IG VON SPlR£kEUMENTEN Itt DEl\ REZEIITEN 
SE£1MENTEN EINE~ F~c •••• 
SENCKENE ~AF 6{2)~ 115-184 
CHRCIHUI', CCPPU.t G.EOCHiiJSTRYt GECCiiEI'IISTI<'f• lRCNt •AHANESE, SEDIMENTS, 
TR~CE ElEI'ENTS, ZINC 
1~1t KNEBEl ht SPIKER E 
THICKNESS .4GE Cf lH ~UFICIH SAH Sl-EETt BHTIHRE CAti'YCN lllOUGtt AREA 
IN PRESS, AMfRIC~N ASSOC1ATIOh CF PElROLElM GEOLOGISTS ELLLETI~ 
AGING (PHYHCH}, CAHCM, GEGLGU• SANDS, HOIM£1\TS 
1913 CAR~CD~ tJ El Al 
TRACE ~ElAlS IN .HCHEIITS Cf lH NE~ YCIU< EIGU 
MARINE FCLL BULL 4, 13~-13~ 
CHE~ISTR~, ~ElALS, ~Etl~E~15 
·191t ERLfh~ElSiR H 
14C ANC l3C lS(l(P~ COCElT~ATICh I~ ~CCEF~ MtjJNE MUSSELS FRO. SEDl•ENTARY 
l-AS HHS 
NAlURWISSENSCI-AflEN 63(7j, 33, 
PGLLUTU::N, CHH!CCNHOI., , R~C ICJSOlCFES, SED1MEN1S 
··~···~·············~·········~··············~···············~············ , 5£1S~lC f~CPERliES 
··~··~····~····*······~··~·····~·····~······~,···························· 
1974 hACLEY Jfl, I:EV 11\E Jf 
SEJS~ICTEClOI'IIC ~AF (f .lH E'.SlEI<II' VlTH SHHS 
CtllTH SUTES GHI.Cc:IC.Al SLRVEY ~Af Mf-62C, .3 SHEETS AND JE)J . 
GEDLCG,, GEOPhYSICS, ~APS, SEISMIC PFOFEFTIES, SEISMIC SlltlESt SEISMIC 
hAVES, SElS~OLDGY 
·········~······~·······························~························· SEISI!JC Hl.DIE! 
·-·~·~·····~······························~·~···*························· 
1913 SBAR ~l,S~~E~ LF 
COHEMFCSlAI'Y CCMPI<ESSJH HRES.S AM: SEISIHCil'V 111: USTHN HRltl AI'EI<ICAt 
AN EX~~PLE OF INTRAPLATE TEClC~ICS 
GECl SCC ~I'ER BUll 84, 1861-1~62 
GEOLOGY, SEISMIC STUCIES. STFE~S 
1915 CfFICE uf I'A~III'E GECLCE' 
CRUISE REPORT-OUHR CCI\llf\Ef\UL H,flft BAllU.UE TflCliGI'i AREA, R-V IITLAI\TlS 
11 1 14 AFRH-12 Jl:Mt 1SI5 
WOCDS ~CI.E, MAS5 
COtiTl~E~TAL SHELf, GICLC~~~ 'ECFI'iYSICS, SEISI'IC STLCIES 
19il JEFFRESS U 
GECLCGIC EffECTS CF CCEA~ tU~Plh~ CN NEw 'CRK tlCiHT INNER ~HElf 
A~ ASSGC FET GEOL BULL tlt!lt t~l 
BCTlO~ ~Etl~E~lS, l~A~5fC~T, CCFES, SfOI~ENTAliOI\t SEDIMENTS, SEIS~IC 
Sll!CJES, SCLJC ~ASlE~, ~ASlE tlSPC~Al 
1S14 ClANE Cft ~lLLIA~S SJ 
GECMORPhClCGY ANC SEDIMENTS Cf l~E 11\'~E~ 1\E~ 'CFK BJGI'il CCI\111\EI\TAL S~ELF 
GO~EFN~EI\1 RfPCR15 11~1\(l~CE~fl\15 7~1~3), 74-15 
BA1 .. 1METRY 1 COASTAl ~1FLCTURES 1 CC~lJ~EI\TAl Sh~LF, CCRE CRILLINGt OCEAN 
WA~ES, SEISMIC 51LOIE~, ~lF£AM G~GES 
1!:4 
1S74 lEA~ C~, PAL~ER tt 
IJCEAI\ [lSHSAL, UtCLE AllAIITH EUhT (It; f\llJC~Al liiEfCS lt;C CCEAN 
SCLUTJC~S. CCE~f\ CISPCStll 
M~R TECh SCCt IIAH-INGHNe tC, fll.5-l.t6 
EXPERIHHATIOt;, CC~Hit HHI\Sr CCilES, ENOHERINC:, GHlMCRPtet.OGY, 
fRCfllES, SEISMIC STlClt~ 
1916 Flfl,[ H 
QUAMEI<IIARY E\OU;T I U ~liD S EOH.ft.TA~' llECCIIC Cf A CC~SlAl Fl.!ll\ SHELf 1 
DELMIR~A PEI\11\Sll~, ~I[ ~Tl~I\TJC EJ(tT 
IJOCTCR~l CISSERHllOI\, GECRGE USiiltiGTOll lU\, llllS AE.STR lU 3711), 
1248-IHEJ 
TR~NSPCRT, ChA~A, COI\liNENTAL SHELF, CORES, £ELA~AREr GECLCG~, MAR~lA~C, 
SEOIMEI\TATIO~, SEIS~lt lTltlES, S~C~l~ 
1SI7 MEISBl~GE~ ff 
SANC PESCliRCES Gtl Tt<E 11\UR CChliNEIHAl SUlf Cf TtE CIPE FElli REGICNt 
NCillt; (~f;(LJ"~ 
U.S. AIHt'r C.E.R.C. ~~~C RfT H-11 
BEAChES,. CUTlf\HTH SHLF, UFtSITJO.I\ (SECU\fltilSJ.. flAPS, SUSMIC STLCIES 
l~tif lU1lPI f 
SEIS~IC fllCflllltiG Slli<'IEY Cf Tf,f EAST COAST !l.l!IIAIHNE CAII'I'CNS 1 Pl l 
~ll~li\GTCN, BALTIMCRE, hiStl~GTC~, A~O NC~fCL~ CA~YC~S 
OEEF SEA FESE~RC~ 1515t, tl3-tlt 
GEOLOGY, FRCFJLES, SEI~~l( SlUCJESo ~lR~E'~ 
1912 ShiCElE~ G1 S~lfT [JP 
SEISMIC RECCflii\AlS!UCE (f PC.Sl-1'1((£1\f CEFCSHS, I'HCLE HLAUIC 
COlllltiEHAl SHELf- Off UIIIIY, ~/. TC CIIPE tATlfRAS, NCR111 C/IRCLIN/1 
MARlllf GECiCG' 1~, 16!-JE~ 
CO~TINENlAl 5hELF• DEF£511IC~ ISEOII'flllSJ, SEIS.IC STUCIES 
l~i4 hAClE~ JRt CE\l~E Jf 
SEI!MiClEClCNIC MtP CF 1Hf fllSlE~II U~ITE[ STilES 
U~ITEC Sl~TES ~ECLCGIC~l SL~~E- MAf I'F-6~C. 3 StEElS /1~0 lf)l 
GECLCGY, GECPkYSJCS~ MllfS, SEIS~lC fPCPEPTIES, SEISMIC SlUtlES, SEISMIC 
MAvES, SEIS~CLCG' 
l~lt K~EEEl ~J El Jl 
S~~LlOh SlBEOTTO~ STRilllGRIIPM~, MICCLE All,NllC CUTEF ((1111~£1\TAL SHELF 
GECL SCC A. AB!TF B(t), S~l-S~~ 
B~l~YMETFY, CO~TliiENllll S~ElFr fC~J~llllfERAr GECLOE~r LAGCGI\S, SEOI~EIIlSr 
SEISMIC !TlClf!, ~1Ril11G~Ilf~~ 
7E5 
1S77 Kf\EfEl tJ, CARSCf\ e 
Sr<All-SCHf SLUMF tHCSITSt IOCI:lE ~TLANTIC UFPER CCI\Tlf\EI\Hl SLOPE 
GECL SCC ~~ S(7), 1053-10!4 
l~At-iSPOI<lt CHSAPEAKE EA,, CCASHL HAINS, CCI\111\HHL SLCFE, GECLCU, 
GEOPHYSICS, CCEAtCE~~PhYt !ECI~EI\TjlJCII, SEISMIC STUtlES 
······~·········~·················~·~······~·······················~·~···· SElSMC Wj'¥£S 
···················~····················~································· 
1S74 HAOLEY JPw EE~I~f ~· 
SEISHICTECTONIC MAP Cf l~E EASlER~ lNITEC STAlES 
LNITEC STAlES C:ECLCGICJL !li~~f- ~~f flf-6~C, ! ShEETS ~ll[ TEXl 
GEOLOG,, EECF~Y!ICSt MIPS, SEISMIC F~CfE~TlES, SEISMIC SlltlE!, SEISMIC 
IOH!, SE HMCLCG~ 
········~····················································~·····4····~· SE HI'CLOG\ 
············································~····························· 
1S73 HCLLAI\C Bft 'El~E~lC~ Gf 
CI51RielTICII A~C EICLl,l(~l SlLtlfS Cf AI\ACFC~GlS FIS~ES Cff5.0RE ~CRTH 
CARCUU 
"' CEPl ~AlUI< ECCN RES£t~ ~PEC ~Cl REf (24J 1 l-132 
SEASC~Al V~RIATICNS, 1'TC., FECL~Dll'l't F£EtlNG RAlES, fiSk, FISH OIETS. 
fiSt MIGPATIO~, ~ElSI'OlCG,, fEE[I~G 
1S14 hAClfl J~, Cf\I~E Jf 
SEI!MIClECHNlC ftiP U llit EASTER~ llllTEC ~HlES 
LNll£0 STATES GEClCGICil Slf~E\ ~~p Mf-6~0, 3 ~~EElS AIIC TEXT 
GECLGGY, GEOPhVSICSw M~PS, SEIS~lC FRCPERllES, !ElSftlC SllDlE!r SEISMIC 
~IIHS, SEISMCLCG' 
H6 
······················~······~~··~~~~·~···~·······················~······· SEllll~G \ELOCll' . 
··································~·······~••»••••························ 
lSit CALLA~A~ ~J El AL 
PREliMII\.eWr ANAlYSIS Of HlE CISPERSIGII. Cf SEll AGE SLUDGE CUCIHRGEC fRCM 
~ESSELS TC II.E~ ~CRK flGhl ~AlE~S 
A~ SOC ll~~CL CCE~~CG~ 2, 1~9-211 t5FEC SY~FJ 
ASU.CA~CE. SUSPENCEt SECIMENlS, COASTAL flAilS• CO~TINf.lAl SHELF, 
tENSITY, GECLC(Y, SETTLING ~ELCCIT' 1 SEhAGE 1 k~SJE CISFC!tl 
······································~·~···~···········~·~···'*********** SEll .AGE 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1912 JEN~~ M1 GOCC~~~ J lEtS) 
A SlliO~ Cf THE SCCHi-ECCIIOfiH f<ICHRS ~HAlltiG TC THE CLTE~ CCNTINENTAL 
SHLF Of THE ~lll-HUNliC COAST. ~ .. 4 lAllll AMl UlER USE 
U. OElt CCll foiAR SlLD • 125 F 
tG~lCllTURE. CtE~Jltl hASTES, CCNS£F~ATIO~. LAht LSE. FOllLTA~TSt 
FECRfATION~ SEWAG£ 1 ~A1ER \APCR, 2C~!~G 
1574 W~lllNG l ET At 
AN E~All.iATlO~ Cf SEHGE SLLCI:E OUHII\G CN Tl-lf H~UCS Cf CElAkARE BA~ 
ltllfi l"'E PCLLUT ICN Elllfl IN 5, 3'i-42 
SE~THCS, SEW~GE. SLUCGE• WASTE OJSFCSAL 0 ~AilE DL~FSo CELAh~AE BAY 
l9'il: YASIC kE 
OEHLCfliEIITAl TESTS CN TH UH OF fll.iCRESCEJH TRACERS l~t £AUWASH 
S EO II' EIH-LO ~0 SAM PUllS TO lHASt;RE ltE BEACh .CR IFT COI'PCNEhl (f LI H CllAL 
TRA,.,SPORT Al SA~C~ h((~, ~Ek JE~SEl 
~~ SCC lll'~ OCE~~((~ 2, J3E-14S 
POllUTION, CCASTAL PlAltiSo , lNtiJSlllltl. ~ISTEh LAN£SCAPJII.G 1 1\CRHi 
CAROLI~A, SEOlfiE~lS 1 5f~IGE, SCLJO MASTES, ~ISlE CISPOS~l 
ISIS HILC\I~Y El' 1 SZLCS f~ 
OYI\~HCS Cf loASH. IHSPERSHN Cf tlS!CLVEt HillY METALS l,._ 11-E NE~ YCRK 
BlGI-1 APH 
GECL SGC AI' AfSTP 1(1), 14 
CRECGE SPCIL, CIRCUl~llCNt CISFERSIUN, D'NAMIC!, HEA~~ ~El~LSo METALS, 
SEhAGEo SLLCGE 1 SFECTFCSCCFY 1 ;tSlE tlSPCS.el 
IS16 W~lfPtE h JF El Al 
HYORCCARfONS 1~ SE~A~E A~C URBA~ RU~Cff--DELJ~ARE ESlLARY. SCLRCES, 
EFFECTS ANC 5lh~S CF h~DRGCA~BC~S I~ THE A'titliC E~~IRC~~E~l 
AMERIC~I\ lNSllllH CF B IGlC(ICH $(JUICES, wAStiHGTO~, C.C. 5~-t5 
ACUATIC E~~IRCNMfl\1• CILRI\AL tiSlRJELTICN, ESTLARIES, GIL, RlhCFF, SE~AGE, 
wASTE CISFGStl 
1~77 F'R~I~GTCN Jk• 1R1FP B~ . 
HWCRCC~~EC~S l~ WESTEF~ NCRlt •lltNTlC SU~FACE SfCIME~lS 
G£0CHH CC~MCCHifol AClA 4ltll), l6~1-lt41 
PCllUTIONt CONTINENlAl StELF, CCNTIAENTAl SlCFE, GECCHE~ISlR~, GECLCG~, 
ORG.N!C foiATTEF 1 IEDl~f~T!t SEk~Ef 
lSlt Cf~llNf ~~~ A~CEASC~ Fh 
~EW )QRK EIGtT It DCE~~ CUfoiPING PCLICIES 
OCEANlS 1S(4l, 2-lC 
GECLCGY, LEGISLATIIJII., S~t kATE~, SECI~ENTS• SE~~GE, SCLIC kASTES, kASTE 
t ISPCStl 
1518 OllSkCRTH GR El At 
NEW YCR~ 8lGtT SL!fENCEl MA11£R A~C CCEANCG!iAFHlCtATA 
CC~V~lLIS ENVIRON ~ES LAS, REPT NC EPA 6CC 
3-i&-0(;( 1 E~F 
CC:ASHI. FLA IllS, SEt lHIIHil~ PElRClHY~ SHIAGE 
1916 SEGAR CAt SE~eE~lJ~ EA 
OXYGEN CEPLETIC~ IN ThE ~E~ 'ORK BIEhl AFE>, C~l5ES ANt CC~SECUE~CE5 
Af! !:OC ll~l\(l OCEANCGI< 2, .22C-BS lSHt SVI' F l 
POllUllc~, CCJSlAl fLAlNS, GE(LC€'t, "'lTRCGEN, OX,GEN GEI'ANC, SEwAGE, h~STE 
tlSPCSH 
lS1t C~llAkAY RJ El Al 
PRELI~lhAilY A~~lYSIS CF lfE C15PfPSIC~ Cf SEhlGE SlUDGE DISCHARGE[ FRGI' 
VESSELS TC NEk YCRK EIG~T hATER! 
AM SUC ll~~.Cl CCEA~Hfl .<, l'.i'.i-211 ~HEC S~I'F l 
lELNE~~CE, SUSPf~lfC Sftl~ENTS, COtSlAL Pl~JNS, ·ccNllNENlAL ShELF, 
CENSITY1 GECLCGY, lflTLJ~G VELCCJl,, Sf~~GE, ~JSlE OJSfGSAl 
1916 ECkl'~l\ I'J 
RESPO~SE Cf THE HLVSCII Fl~ER FlU~E lC HURPlC,I\E efLL£ 
~~ EECft~SICAl U~IC~ 57(lilt ~3~ 
POLICY, CC~STAL fLJl~S, CECLCGV, LlE~l ASPECTS, SEA hAlER, SECIPE~lS, 
SE~AGEt ~CLJD ~A~lES 
1917 tUEC~Ll I~ El ~l 
SHCIH TE~~ ~JIFIAE lllH Jj~j lH CUPCSITICt. JI\D ClSTI<IEUllCN Of SEhAGf 
SLUDGE II\ T~E OCEA~ AFTER ClMfl~G 
A~ GECfH~S l~J(~ lFA~S 5S(4), i44-44~ 
TRJII\SPCI<T, OJSFHSICt., CISTR16Ulltt.~ EN"IPOUifNlAl EffECTS, HI<TIClf SIZE, 
SEOJ~E~TATIO~, SEhAGE, Stt~l-lfP~ flt~"I"G• SLLDGE, SCllt ~~STES 
1946 GRCSS MG 
SOL~CE! [f U~BAt. ~~STES 
AM SOC LUIIICL OCEAt<CGR ;c, 1!(-lH ISHC SHP) 
PCLLUTICN, CO~Tit.EIITAl SHELF, GECLCG~~ llltlSll<l~L hASTES, LA~CFILLS, 
SEti~EAlS, SE~~GE, SCLI£ hASTES, h~S1E ClSPCJ'L 
1911 GRliiS£JCH GS 1 C~E[~Ll lh 
TH CECOHPOHliCI\ CF H~ACE SLLCGE H SEA ~IIU:R 
AM GEOFH'ISIOL UUCt< Hllf\S 58021, ll11 
HRCEIC £OHIT IONS, Ef\\lRC.l\tHI'tlAl ff.FECTSt SEA 1\IHER, SHAH, Sll;CGE, 
SCL 10 "~HES 
191t SEG~~ CA, CANllllt ~~~ 
TRACE MET~lS IN ltE Af~ YCI<¥ EJ(~J 
~M SCC LlMI\Cl CCE.!NCH! 2, 171-lSf 'SFfC SHPI 
FCLLIJTH"• AEliNCti\Cf, ClASlAL PLAINS, GECLCGY 1 ~HAL$ 1 ShAGE, SPOIL 
BANKS, TRACE ElE~E~lS, \tFltlllll'r 
••~ •- u ,.,._.. ... ,.,.,.,..,.,.._,,.,..,.uu.u•• ~• u••-•~***-"*****'***************>1****** ~HtGf tlSPCSH 
···················~······················································ 
1~14 f"tEIH lC 
~~ CfSfPVtTICN OF RtPIC ltE~MCCLINE FCRMATIC~ 11\ THE MICtlf ~lLAf..llt 
BHtiT 
EHURll\f COSUL f#H SU ,t(l), i5-84 
PDLLUllGN, ECCLCGY, fiSf,E~ItS, ~CvE~f~l. S£~AGE OJSFOSAlt ~llES, 
TE~PE~AllRE, ~ASlE DJ~fCSAL 
1Sl4 LEA~ Cho ET Al 
EFFECTS Cf CCEAN Cui'FIH IIC1Hll'f 1 I"IC-.ATLAIIUC aiGH1-lS76 
EPA, PhllACELPhlt, Ft 
CLAMS, tf~\'r METALS, MCLLUS~S, C~GtiiJC hASTES, SE~AGE CISPCSAl, SE,AGE 
SLUGE 
HS 
1~14 SMITH ~1<, 
ENUI!OIIMENHL SlFHl CF HC 11\TEI<H ClMPSllES 
US EPA, REGICN 3, PtiLl FAt Pl6llt'11CN fPA-SC2 
~14-0lC~, H4PP 
E~~IROII,EIIT'L EfFECTS, l~tUSTPIAl h~SlES, MAI<li\E At.IMALS, METALS, 
OCEANCGRAPhY, SEtl~EIITS, SEh-GE tlSPCSAL, ~AlEF 'lALllY 
1914 lE'R U Al 
E~~IRCN~E~TAL SLR\EY Cf lhC I~lE~J~ tLMP!Ilf!, MICCLE tTLA~TIC. 6JGtT 
El'i~lRCI'iME~TAL PRCTECTIC~ AGE~(~ REEIC~ Ill, PtlLACELPhl~, FA. PU6LICATICA 
EPI-SC3 
9-74-tlC~, 154 ff 
AllAJIIHC OCUN, lt\CLSHIAL h~SlES, ~~t<lt.E AlllMLS, CCEAfiQ(ii<~PM, 
SEOIME~TS, SEh~GE tl!PCS~L, ~AlEF (lJlllY 1 ~ICCLE ~TlA~llC fiGhT 
191~ WASllER 1~, CCJ G\ 
NEW YCRK eiGhT - ~t. E"\IRC~~E~l~l EtSEli~E STUtY 
PRCCEECINGS, VCL 2 ll'lPJ 1 Cff~HRf HCh~OLCG'r CU~FEHIICf, 1S16t PP 665-61'1: 
E"VI RCNM ENHl EfffC TS, I' ARIMo ALGAE. I'ARHE A~li'AlSt !URINE f tCHR I A, 
CCEAI'i Cl~Rf~TS, SEht(E ti~PCSAL 1 SLLCGE DISFCSAL 
l~l€ Mll~ tC ET tl 
CCEA~ CISPCS~L 11\ lhE ~Jt ~1LAN1JC fiGHT 
~ARI"E lECH-ClCG~ SOCIEl, 
IEEE 41~ ~N~lAL CC~F C~ CCEA~S 1B, hiS~ CC, SEP 6-8, 1B, P45t(cj 
E~~lRON~E~ltl GU~LITY, MtRII\E EICLt''• 015fC!Alo H~l,R[S, ~C~ITCRI~G, 
SEIIAGE CHPCSAL 
1n5 ANCN 
tCEA~ [~~PI~': FtiL,tflP~I~'S STCRl 
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE AIIO lECH~CltGl SllClo ~1t-Sl1 
BE~EflCIAL lSE, .EA~~ .ETALS, L~~O ~£CL~~ATIC~, CCEAI\S, PfR~ITS, 
RECLAMATJC~, REGLl,TlC~, SEWIGE tiSFCStL, SLUC~E CJSPOSAL, ~ASTE OISPC!Al 
19i7 GL~RI~C Cf ET Jl 
PhlLACELPhll SlUt~E CJ!FCSAL Ill CCtSlAL ~AlE~S 
JCU~NAL Cf 'AlEM FCLLlllC~ CC~TPCL, ~tV 1S1l, fl31-1~4 
CCASTAL hATE~S, PENIISYL~A~IAt SE~lGE CISFC!tL, SEaJGE 5LLC~E, SL~DGE 
CISPC5~L, WATER PCLllllCN 
1SC 
1S16 FREEl~~C Gl El Al 
SURFICIAL SEDlME~TS (f TtE ~(Ah-MESA STUCY AFEAS I~ THE ~EW YORK BIGhT 
AM SCC llM~Cl CCEt~C(~ 2, So-ltl (~FEC SlMfl 
BATHYMETR~, SLSPEHEC SfCIIHr.TSt CUSTAL F!Alf\5, COTlllti\HL St!Elft 
GECLCG,, OCEA~CGFAfhY 1 SJI\[5, SECI.fi\TS, Sfh.€f CISPCSAL, kA!TE OI~POSAL 
1SI2 SPEPRl PA~O CCRf 
SYSTEM SlUCY FCR SLRVEILlA~CE Cf CCfA~ DU~fl~G CPERATIC~S 
GnERNMENT REPCRlS AIINCUCEI<HlS 7~tSJ. 125 
HkAGE CISPCSH 
1975 hlGG£11 ~ 
~IMS COMME~TS CN fH1LA£flPHiA•5 fRCPCSAL TC CO~lJNUE (t~t INCREASE) 
OFFSHORE SlltGE 015fCSAl 
Vl~St CltUCESTE~ ~Ol~T, ~~ 
ENVIRCNMENTAL EffECTS, SE~AGE Ol!fCSALr SEb,Gf SLUDGE. WASTE CISFGSALr 
wASTE tl.HS 
$1111 ** H *"******* U*H* ~ ·~ ·~ 11411 ~·**:«$~***>I* H *•* ~ ***"** * **•* **"******"***** * SEIItAH SLLtG£ 
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1917 MlELLEF JA, El Al 
CCNTAMINANl INPUTS TC ltE 1\Ei lCRK OIGHT 
NCAA 1M ERL MESA-6, fCLLtERt CClC~t[( 
PCLLUT~I\1 lCE~llflCAllCN, PCllllAI\lS• RUI\Cff• !E~AGE SLLCGEt ~ASTE 
tiSPOSAlt WASTE WATER (fOlllliCI\)a kAlER FClLUliCN SCU~CES 
1SI1 LEA~ tk, ET Al 
EffECTS Cf CCEAt. CU~PII\G .Hlhll'Y 1 "H.-ATLJ!f\TIC IHG"I-1916 
EPA, P"llAtELP"It, Pt 
ClAMS, "EA\~ METAL5, MCLLUS~!, C~GII\lC ~~SlfS, SEk,Gf CJSPCS~L, Sfh~GE 
SLltGE 
1977 Gl~RIIIC CF El Al 
PlillADELPt\1~ SLUI:'E tl~PCS'l I~ CClSlAL ~AlE~S 
JCtJRNAL OF .UTE~ fClllllO CC~ HCl, H't 1917, F737-744 
COASTAl ~ATE~S, FE~IISYl~AI\Jt, S£k,Gf tlSPO!Il• SEkAGE ~LlOGEr SLLDGE 
CISPOS~lt WATER PCLLLllCN 
151 
1917 NEW JERSE~ OEPARl~EI\1 CF E~~IFt~MENTAl fRCTECTICI\ 
REPCRT C~ ltE CCf'l\ CL~fli\G Cf SLUCGE hlTh TtE CCMMISSIOI\E~'S CONCLLSlOI\S 
AI\[ FECCM~f~C,liCI\5 
TREI\TCNt f\J 
CC~Tl~E~TAL ShELf, EI\~I~Cf\Ml~TAL EFFECTS, fClllTAI\TS, !E~AEE 5LLDGE, 
SLUDGE CJSPCSAL, ~A51E CISPCSAlr kASlE Cl~FS 
1S74 ~tliELA I ET Al 
RESPCNSE CF SHl l"tRStl 8HAl\IES lC E~~.ICHEIIT If Ill'. MHAl-CC~lAINING SEI<AGE 
SLUCGE JNC RElENTICN OF ·pe, lht CC BY MARSH SfDlMENTS 
E~\IRC~MEhlAL POL!LllCN lt 14~-151 
PDLLUTICN, CLA~S, fUT~CfHlCAllCN, tE~~~ ~ETALS, SALT MlRShESo SEC1MEN1Sr 
SEkAGE SLU£Gf, SLUCGE 
1915 HUG(ElT I< 
HMS COMMENTS Cl\ fhlUDEUHl.t'.S PHHSAL TC CCHH>UE (AI\C IHPEASfJ 
llFFSHJ~E HUG£ [JSPCSH 
VIMS, GLGLCESlER FCINlt VA 
EN~IRO~M€1\TAL EFFECTS, ~f~AGf CISP£StL, SEk~GE SLUCGE, wASTE £1SPC5AL, 
W~STE CU~PS 
··~············~················ .. ··•······································ SfXLAl ~ATU~lH 
················~·················-~································*····· 
l'>Ui liHfi\Eil FA 
I:ISTRielTIOh REPRCI.ILCHCN A~D MCLTHG Cf HE I<IHK CRH CAIICH-IRRCilAlUS Ill 
lHE ~10 ~llA~TlC flG~T 
J ~~~T ~1ST lC 14) 
CHESAPEA~E BA'Y, CA~BS, ECCLCG~, fl51ifRlES, , Sfl~~l ~~TLFllY, MCLTIIIG 
1911 fLEMli\EER A, lilL!EMAN ~ 
GEOGRAPiiiCAl RAI\Gf Alit TAXCNCMIC CI~fRGEIIC£ lh NCRTH ATLA~TI{ CALAI\LS 
CALAIIUS-IiELGCLA!IiiCUS C'LAIIUS-flNMJIRCiilCLS A~C CJILAIIL5-GLAC1'LIS 
MAR BIOl 4C(3), ~33-~4f 
lCTH'YCFLAIIKTC!I, GC~fttS, 1\(~Tt CARCL1Nt, PCRES, RAIIGES, SEXLAL ~ATU~ll~, 
UNlTEC !TATES, ZCCFLA~~lC~ 
1'>6~ LLX FE, PCAJEil LR JP 
LE~Glli-kEIGHl HLATICN CF lHE SL~I'.ER FLCUHH PJIRHlCHlhYS !:HIATUS 
US FISH ~ILCLIFE SER\, SF£( SCI HF fiSH 153U, l-5 
fRfEtl~G, SE~SC~~l VAPI~liGN~, fL~lflSH, LEI\Gllio SE~LAl ~AllFillt ~EiGtl, 
lENGTH-FRE,~E~C~ CI~l,lflll£1\S 
lSll CGURT~·l ~M JR 
SBUAL CHUPI1ISI' CF TU S(IJH P~OCl.CitiG IHCUUS~ C 
F ThE STIIIPfll CUSK-EEl, RISSCLA IIARUNATA CPISCESt GFHIOIU:Afh CCffiA 
lHl 121, Br.tt~ 
COASTAL EII'VHCIII'EHt EHSt FISh SEXUL MA1URI1Yt SOlllt ~AHS 
~·~A******~***********************•••******************************~*~**** HtH ·· .:.· 
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19t6 ~JCHtlS FR, 'IllER.~~ 
AHRICAII 5h~t 
MA~ RE~(l All CtASl LEHl &Ho 1-4 
A!IACRCII()US FISh., Sh~t. CATCt-, CCMMERC IAL fiStUG, CO~SER~ATIU., fiSH 
19fS C~lllf~CEN ME JR 
LIFE HISTCR1 AND ECCLCGl Cf ltiE A~ERlCAN S~l&o 'LCSA S~PlliSSI~A, IN l"E 
CELA"AFE R l\H 
f'ti C DISSERlAl HJt. • ~UlGERS UNHERSITV>t 1\Ela ERlt.5klCI< 
ShAD, DELA~A~E Rl\ER 1 ECCL(G~, FlS~o liFE tiS1t~1 STLCIES 
l'.it 1 Jl[' "" VHlCllY' Cf HE tEH~Mltl~llCII fRCH SCAlfS CF ~lllKECAHERIC~II StAll 
lS FISH idlClllfE HRIIt FISh Blll tH185h 161-170 
AGE, SHAD, fiSH, lifE C~CLES, FIS~ SCALES 
"*** .. **** uu••**"*"* ~u•u~u ••••u••uH4ll !*>I*U**H**"*H**** ** ******* 
ShlRl<S 
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1S13 SHEIIBlR~E s• 
CEll T'YPES 1 DIFFEREIIT !Ill CELL CCUtiT!t IINC flCU CELL H~Sl.REMENTS Of A 
FGRTLGESE S~ARK, CEIIlRC!C1~Nl! CCELCLEflSt ClflL~EL j!l 10C f'lhGMS 
LS CEP1 CCM~E~. Fl!t Elll 71(2), 435-~39 
CYTCLCGICAL STt&IESt FISt, FIS~ Ft,SICLGGW, NEKltN. SHtkKSt fLCDC ~AlLES 
HH Hfi lt.CH S 
~ATUPAl tlSlCR' Cf ltE ~AIIC€A~ Sh~R~ fLLAIJ' .llBE~TI 
LS FISt ~llOLifE ~E~V, fiSt E~LL 61117~}, 1-3€ 
GRCWTH, SREECJ~(, (C;PETlllC~, flStt LIFE ClCLES, PRECAllC~, ~EwiEIIS, 
SE,SONAL tiSlRISlllC~, SHA~K~t FEECJlG 
1S3 
1 S!: 1 BACl<l S IIH 
IICTES (II ~ESTE~II IICRlh ATL~~llC SMAFKS 
COFE JA (3), .tll6-.C~~ 
fl~H 1 FISH DIETS, FISH FCCC tRt~~IStS 1 FISt TA>CIICI'Yt flS~E~lfS, FCCOS, 
GEC~RAFtJC~L REGJCI\5, StARKS 
1~69 MUSICK J., ~CEACtFAN Jll 
THE 5QLALCIC SHA~K ElHJN(Rtl~US £RlCl.S Cff \l~tl~lA 
CCFEJA 1969 tll, i05-.CCt 




l'.i11i 1\IHI.il JCJ 
OlffLSION CF TLREICITY E1 SHEAf EfFECT A~D TURfllENCE lt. Ttf SOUTHERN 
SIGhT Cf THE NCPlt SE~ (J~ TLREULEt.T tlffLSICN I~ t~~lRCN~E~TAL 
PCLLl. TICII) 
AC\ GECFHYS 18A, 331-331 
FCllUTICII, ClffUSJCN, HA ".HER, SI'!EAR STRESS. llRI!LlHCf, IIHER 
··~······································································· SlitllflSt 
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lSH SFCIIT FIS" HG I~H llLTE 
A SYHPOSIU~ ON THE BIOlOGICAl SIGNIFIC~NCE Cf fSlU~RIES 
ADMINISTRATIV~ AGEIICIES, ~'U~CLLTURE, c•il CCLLfCTIOIIS, E!llAIIINE 
E~VlllCN~ENT, IIESEtll(t A~C CE\ELCf~E~T, SALI~IT~, ShELLF1Sh 1 !lRlFEC BASSo 
WATER fOLllllCN , 
1976 NEM JERSEY CEPARl~E~l Cf E~viRC~~E~lAL P~ClE(llC~ 
OI~ISICN Of FISH, (A~E, ~~[ StELLFlStERltS lSlc 
FACT StEEl FCR ENCt~CE~EC ~Nt ~tNGA~E SPECIES PFCJECl 
lNfUBLIH>EC f!IHC llff , 
E~CA~GEREC SPECIES, flSt 1 StELlfiSt 
1915 fiEW JE~~EY CEft~l·E~l Cf EhVJ~C~~ENTAL PRClECTIG~ 
ClviSICl CF FISt, G~~Eo ~t.t !tElLflStE~lfS, EN[AlGEREO A~C ~(~GA~E SfEClES 
PROJECT 1S75, E~CA~GE~tC, lH~EtTE~Et lt.C ••• 
~Ek JER~E~ ~TATE ~fGISlE~t AF~Il lC ~pp 
ENCANGiREC SFELIE5t FIS~, SHEllfl5~ 
lS-4~ CAI<~CI\ Rl 
FISh A~t SHELLFI!t CF ltE ~lttLE AlLAI\TIC CC~ST 
US FISt Alit Wlltllf SEA~, CCI\SER\ fLLL 31 
ECG~CMICS, FISH PCPLlAllCIIS, FISHERIES, MJRYLJI\t, ShELlfiSt, ~iRGII\IA, 
~ICOLE ATLJ~ll( flEhl 
1S7C CA SU£1\A I' A El H 
tA~C CLAM CllllRE METhOt OE\ELGFEC tl VIM! 
~AF i'EHilR At\ S£1< I'd 1 1-3 
e£1\ThCS~ CL,~S, FR£CA11C~, S~ELLFIS~ 
l<J77 f<LCCEll Cl 
Hl!TCPATHCLGGIGAL STLCIES CN T~El~£ fENltlC lll~fRlEBRAJES FRC~ THE ~ICCLE 
ATLJlNTIC CLTE~ C~llli~E~lAl SHElf 
l~li"S S~t~!CE 17SJ 
BEIIlHCS, COIITlNENlAL Sh~Lf, tFlSTACEt•s• fCflNCCERMS, ~GLLUS~S, FATHCLCGY, 
SHELlflS~, HJSTCLCEICAL Jt~ESll(All!IIS 
lS7C FEI\G S,, CA~2C~IEP ~~ 
tUMORAL RESPONSES 11\ ltE A~ERIC~N CY51ER tt~A55CS1REA ~lREI.lCAl l~FECTEO 
kll~ BlCEPhALUS ~P A~O ~l~CHII\IA ~ElSCNI Cl~~ S~MFCSI~M GN CISEASES Of 
f IS I-. 111\1: ..... 
AMER FISH SOC SPEC F~el I~), 4Si-51C 
Pl'i'ISIGLCGY 1 lClEI<~liCE; EH'II'MES, lNfHJJON, O"Y !lfRS,. PARASITlSh PROTEINS, 
51-ELlfiSI-, lRE~AlOOE! 
191t RGSEI\Hlt A 
I~FECTICLS tiSE~S£5 I~ CCM~f~(lAL SttllflSt th THE MIOtlf AllAI\llC COAST 
II\ GROSS ~( IECJ SFEC 5V'P t'ER SCC L ANC ( ~~ f414-423 
MClLUSKS~ F~RASITI!~. • ShELLFISh 
1~76 L.S. tEPARlMENl CF CCMI'E~CE 
~C~TALITIES CF fiSt t~t 5tfllfl5t ASSCCIATEt ~ITt A~CXIC fOTlCM ~AlER IN 
TtE 'ICDLE ftTl.I\Tlt EIEtT 
NAliGN~l MARINE FISHERIES SE~~JCE, St~CI h(C~o ~.J. 
FI!t, ~CRTAlJTYt CXYGE~ RE,~lRfMENTS, SHELLflSt 
1971 EA~~ER ~~. FCPES .h 
PART 3~ ltE AllA~TlC SlRF Cl~~ FlShE~~ - 156~ 
CCM~EP FIS~ RE~ 3316), 35-42 (~LS( J~J ECClCGICPL CONSitERPliCNS FOR OCEAN 
SITES Cff NEW JERSEY FCF PPOFO!EC 1\UCLEAR EE~EFill~G SlAliCI\5 1 2 
EEIIltUS, Ctl(H, CLA~s. CC~MERCIAL fi!HING, CISl~lfLTIC., EECERAPhlCAl 
REGICN~, S~Ellfl!h 
1S6~ ~ERRlll AS, R(ft~ J; 
fA~l 3 1 TtE (EI\E~tl CI!TRl8LTIC~ Cf 1•E S~Ff CLA~ ~1\C CCEA~ 'LAHCG 
fRCG NH SHLlflSt: ASS 5~, 4C-45 IAlSC INl fCUCGHAl CCtiSHHATlOIIS HR 
CCEAI\ 511ES Cff 1\E• JE~5E1 FCR FRCFCSEC 1\LC EEl\ STAT 
BENTHOS, CATCt, CLAMS, Ol51RlBL1lCI\t GEOGRAfHIGAL REGlCIIS, StELLFISt, 
~ERTICAL MIGRAllCI\ 
1915 VIRGl~lA IN~TITlTE Cf ~~RillE ~ClE~CE 
P~OPCSAL FC~ FfSEt~C~ C~ ALTER~tll\E MtN~GfMENT ~E,SURE! FCR 1HE SLRF CLA~ 
FISH~~ 
VI~~ CG~lRACl REPCRT 
~llllf'\liC C(E~IIt CLA~ INtlSH"Y, fiSHIIJES, HlltGtMEIIT t ~HLlfUh SLRf CUI" 
1961 ~Cr<tE E£ JR 
REO'CRAB EXPLORATIO.S CFF THE NCRlHf~!lfR~ CCAST Cf T~f L~ITE( STATES 
lC~MER fiSt PE\ 23l!J, 5-10 . 
BENTHGS, C(M~EFCI~l FISI-IN~, CFAB l~[~STR~, CR~fS, E)PLCRAllO~t fiSHERIES, 
~hEllf !St. 
19tS SKUO ee, FE~K~~~ 1-C 
SIZE CC.PCSlllCN, SE, RtlJ(, A~C SIZE '' MtlURllY CF CffSHCRf NORThERN 
LCilSTERS 
U FISH ~ILDLifE SERv, SFEC SCI RH FJSH5Sil), l-10 
£ENTtCS, C~lCH, CC~~EFCl~l f1S., CC,MERCJ~L flStlNG, LCSSTER!, SEDIHENl 
TRANSPCRT, ShELLFJS~ 
1S71 CASTAtNA ,A, tLGGt~ kP 
SPAW~I~G Al\0 REA~I~G TtE Btl SCALLCF, ~~~5 LJEC~tTCRY ~fTtCC 
MAR RHCll< ~I:V SEF (!i ~, l-3 
EE~TrCS, SCALLUFS, SrflLfl~t, ~PAh•I~G 
l~Cl 1C~ll5f~C Ct: 
STATISTICS Of THE FISHERIES OF THE ~lCOLE Alli~TIC STAlES 
LS FISt- COJ Hf FCF l9CO, h2t 1 lS!i-.HO 
CC~MERCIAL FIS~. CEL~~tRE, FIStERIE!, MAR~LANG, ~HELlflSH, ~IFGINIA, 
~lOOlE All~NllC EIGI-1 
l~tC REI~TJE! J~, FC1lt~~~' (~ 
!URVEY Cf l~E CCfA~ FJS~E~IES CFF CELAWA~E et, 
LS FISH ~lltliFE SER\r SfEC SCI FEf fiSH 13~1), 1-18 
flNF!St, SEISCN~l vtklATIC~S, C~TCt, CC~~fRCI~l FISt, CCM~ERtltL f!SHI~G, 
fiSH, FISI-EFIES, FISti~E~ flSti~G GE~~~ ShEllfiS• 
'lS6 
1972 ~CPES Jw E1 tl 
UE ATl,l~llC CCA!l Slf<f tUM FlSHn-1911 
MAR Fl!r ~EV 34 111-121, 4£-54 
SEI\THS, Sf ~set. Ill 1,1 ~I< UTI ti\S, CATCh COM~E~C JA L f l!Ht SHHLH Sh, SviU Cllll' 
1965 UI\ITEC ST,TfS OffARl~EI\1 tf T~E 11\TERIO~, fiSh ANC ~IlOllfE SER~ItE 
THE BIG BITE- CC~MERCilL fl!~EFIES Cf THE ~ItCLE ATLt~TIC CCAST 
'ltASt1r [C ,., · 
CATCh, CCf'~ERCIAl flShii\G, tlST~lEllltN PA11E~NS, ECOI\C~IC J~FACT, fll\flSh 
lNCLSTR~, fiSH hAR~ESlt FlSHE~lES, •tRKElli\C, SrtllfiS~ 
Hitl kARGH IIJ JF 
T~E.MID-Allti\TIC fiGkT, A ~cGLEClEC ~ARI~E GOLC MINE 
~ IMS "·ilNlSCRIPT 
CCI'\Tl~EI\TJIL SHU 1 FJI\FISF lHl.STI<V, flSj.HifSt 1\JlTURAL ~ESOURCES, 
SI'IE llf lSI-
1S71 kEIIZLCff [I< £T ~l 
TRACE METALS IN ORG~NI!M~ FRC~ CCEA~ tlSPCStl SITES Of THE MlttlE EASTERN 
Lf\IlED SlATES 
llRCj. E~V IRCI\ CCNUf', 10 I CCL 614). 3<;5-4CS 
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1~71 f'ERF!ll AS ~1 'l 
ANCIENT GlSlfR S~EllS ta ThE ~ll,~llC CCNJI~E~l'l S~Elf 
~ClE~CE 1~7 f3S~·4CC 
S~ELLS, CC~liNENl~l Stllf, h£PTAtfl(~, RADIC~CllVll~ 
Hit8 HHV H 
PCSlTlLI\S Ct E~FTY fELEC)PCt VPlvES CN ThE CCNli~E~T~L ShELf 
JR HIJ fflRCL Hl2t4-l.tS( 
SHELLS, CCNll~E~ltl ShELF, ~CLLUS~! 
i'Oi 
1967 eAP~EF A~, ~EP~Ill tS 
TCltl SOLI£S PI\( LE~GTh-~ElGhT REL~liGI\ (f lhE~l~f CLA~, SflSllA 
SCLICIS~HA 
f~(C 1'\.n HELlfi.H ~~S Sill, <;C-S.Ii 
SHELLS. eEI\ltCS, SEASC~Al VARIAllCI'\S, CLA~St LEI\Glh, ~EPRCCIJCTIOI\t SvRF 
Cltf' 
l'.i73 FER~H FE ET H 
TR~CE ~ETALS IN C'Slf~ !tElLS 
ENVIRO~~£NlAL lEllERS 4, 311-316 
SHELLS, lRACE METALS, C~EMI~TRY• CtESAPE~KE EAV, CVSTERS 
1913 SlA~LEV Cf, ff~~EI< f 
UHER!<iATER TELEVISICN SUI<\;EY CF HE AllAI\TIC CllER CCN1IIIH1ll MARCil\ IIE1ll< 
~~l~IIIGlO~ CA~~(~ 
Sf'JltSC~ CCIIT~Je 1( lht EA~lt SCIEI\CES NC 11 
SHfLLS 1 FAUNA, 8tl~)Mfl~Yr JELE\ISJCN, lNtERkAlER PtCTCGRAPH), CC~TII\EIITAL 




1~75 U.S. CEPART~E~T CF CC~~E~CE, ~~~lli~E •c~I~ISTR~TIC~ 
~ Sl~llSTICAL A~~LYSIS (f ThE ~CRLC 1 ~ HERCtll\1 fLEET! 
WASHINGlO~, O.C., Pl-~ 
~AFITI~E DE~ELCP~EI\1, ShlfPl~&, Sltll~TICS, CC~~EFCE 
1977 U.S. CCASl GL~RC~ I~FCM~AliCI\ A~C A~lll~S1S ER~~C~ 
CCMPLTEF fRI~TCUT (f ~·~INf VESSEL C~S~ALTlES CN lhE EAST CCA!T fCR THE 
PERICt: 1'57.(-E 
•ASHl~GlC~, D.C~ 
ACCICENTSt S~lPfli\G, lNfl~l!Ch IECCNCMlC) 1 I~FCR.All(N KElfiE\~L 
1~16 L.5. CEPJRlMENl CF CCM~EFCE• ~t~ITIME tC~l~ISlRAllCN 
CONTAINE~llE[ CARGG !1All~TICS, CALE~CtR ~EtR ISI4 
kA~HINOC~ 1 C. C. t f3-5 
~ARITl"E CEVELCP~E~T, S~lPPING, Sl~ll!TIC!, CC~~ERCE 
1916 u.s. tfPARTM£~1 Cf CCMME~CEt ~~~lll~E AC,IhiSTRJlTJG~ 
MERCHA~l flEETS Cf lHE ~CFL£ 
CCEA~GCI~G STE~M t~t ~ClCA StlFS Cf lCOO GRCSS TC~S AhC O~ER •s Of 
CECHHR 3h 1975., WJlSHI\GlO~, c.c., P7-S 
~ARITI'E DEVELCP~E~T, s•IPfl~G, STJ115TICS• CI~~£RCE 
******************'**********'*****************'************************** 51-IPS . 
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1S72 BRJlGG CM 
lOf~TifiCATIO~ Cf STlClf~ 1\EEtEt TC DETERMINE ThE fEASJBllll~ Cf AI\ 
CFFSUiPE PC!ll 
CFFSHOPE TfCHI\ClCGY (CI\f, fAPE~ 1\C CTC l642t CALlAS, TEXAS (l~IS IS A 
FREPRl~T SUEJECl lC CO~RECTIC~I 
OFFSHORE PLAlf(R~S, Cit INtlSl~Y, S~JPS 
l'iH: FilE~ liR 
NCRTHEASlliAFC CRifl II\ TtiE l'iCRli'ERII I'JD-HlAJIT IC SIGH I::UR 11\G LATE SPRING 
Al\t SU~~H l'SH 
JOURNAl OF GECPHlSICAl ~ESE~RCH i3(Cllt 503-504 
Cll SPILLS, CIL FCLLUTJCN, CUFRENT~ (~iATfRJ, &RIFTING IA,uATICJ, OCEAN 
CU~RE~T~, PCLL~1A~T IEEI\TIFICATION, P(LlllAI\15, s•IPS, lil~DS 
1913 ARTtUI C. lllTLE. INC 
POlEIITIAL CNSHCRE EffEClS Cf CEHalHR Oil lH~lfollll-RfLHEC HDUSTflllll 
DEI!Ei..Cf~HT. VCU;fl,£ II. ~H-HLJlllllC REGIOll Mi£ MAINE 
REPORT TO ltE CULhCIL (~ E~VIRCN~E~iJL QlAlll' 
AIR POLLLliCN, DEEP ~·TERt E~VIFC~~EfollAl EfFfC15, LA~D LSEt ~C~THEAST 
L.s •• Cll J~CLST~Y, Sl-IPS, hAlt~ FCLLLTIC~ 
lSU FFH J 
SUfERTANKEfS CC~ING Cfl GCJ~G 
SYI>!POSIUM ON MARINE RESCLRCE CE\IELCHEJ\T H THE UCCLE AlUI\TH. SltltES, 
OC1. 2'i-~C, hllllti<SELIH:, \' 
CC~TtNEhlAL S~Elf, CEEP ~IllER, E>PLCRAllCI\ 1 fRCJECl fEJSJ8llllY, 51-IfSt 
lRA~SI'ORHTIG" 
1~16 ~AR,E5C~ JE 
T~E CH,llEfoiGE Of ~EEF~ATfR FC~T SAfETY 
SWMPCSILM CN M'MI~i RESCU~CES OE,ELCP·E~l Ito. THE ~IDCLE AJL,~llC SlbTESt 
CCT • .C'i-3C, hllliAI',HL~G, ~Jl 
CCNTihEhl'l S~ELF, PCRl JlLTHORillES, SAFElY fAClC~S, 5HIP5 
··~·~·····~···~·~~····································-·¥················· SI-Cill.S 
······~···•*********"*"***••~············································· 
H7..t SW lfl ET Al 
HOLOCHE EVCllTIO. (f HIE SHU Sl.RfJlCE, CHHAL IINC SGUUiERI\ ATlllf\TlC 
S~ELF (f 1\CPTH A~E~ICil 
IN: SHELF SEDI~Ell JRA~SfCRT: FRCCESS ~tit FAllER~• OCk[EI\• ~lTCHli\SCN AhD 
RCSS IHt !HCLCHtr<G, H •• H<J-514 
SEIICHE!, CC~TJh£1\TAL SHElf, ERCSIDI\• !ANC EARS, !AI\0 SFIT!, !ECI~E~TARY 
SlRUClLRES, SEOI~E~lAll£~, SEC1~E~1S, SHCtLS 
H16 FIELD ~E 
,1,.1\lEFNt~Y E\ClUllCh '1\[ SE&l~fi\TA~' RECCRC Cf A COASlAL FLAIN SHELF~ 
OELM~RVA PE~I~SlLA 1 ~IC All~NTIC flG~l 
VOCTCRAl CJSSE~lllllt~, GEC~&E h~SHltETCl\ L~l~, ICIS Af!lR 1~1 37111t 
121te-125e 1 
T~A~SPC~lt CHA~At CO,TINENTAL ShELf, CCR£!, !ELA~A~E. GECLC&l, kAR,lANC, 
SEDIME~TAllCI\ 1 SEIS~IC STUCJES, St.C~LS 
lSit FREELA~C Gl• ~ER~lll GF 
SECI~E~TCLCGJCJll ISPEClS Cf BATtlMETRJC CHA~GES C~ER A 31 lElR PERIGC I~ 
THE NE~ ~CRK SIGrl ~ff) 
GECl !CC A~ ABST' PRCGP~~! 8421 1 111 
TRIINSPCRT, CCASHl PU 1NS, COl\ lJI'IEI\ lAl StELf, ClRRENTS tkJ!l ER) • DEUIIIIREt 
EN~IRC~MENl, M'R'L'Nt, GCE,NCG~AfH~• ~tttLS, 
l'>JS SUFT tJP 
TIDAl $ANt PICGES AI\£ stell-llEHHT l'tSSlfS 
I'Ailli\E GECLCG~ lt(2), JD~-134 
SAt<DS, SED !tiE NT lfiltNSFCRT, SHCALSt • I'ICDLE All jlt.J IC fiGHT 
................ ,. ................ ~.~·········~··~4···~······~···~···~········~· HCH Slllt~ 
................................................. ~ ............... ,. .... ~ ...... . 
l'ii3 VJ~CEU l 
QUANIIFIC,TIO~ CF !HCPELI~E ~EA~CE~l~GS 
[EPT Of Efoi\JR(I\~E"TAl 5liE"CES, \IFEINIA l"J\ Ct,RLDlTES,IlLf, TEC~ AEFT 
TR-1, S2P 
GECLCGV, ~OCEL SlltlES, ~tGRE €JRt5, SHC~ES 
HC 
* • • u u •• •• ,.,. u u ,.,.,,. * u ,.,. u :u u •'•u ~,. •• u ,.,..,. • ,..,.,.,.,. •• ,..,.,. u.u••••••••,••n 
~t(RE Ll~E C~~~Gi 
................................................................................. 
l~l4 ST.Atl l ET ~L 
ANATOn Cf .A SHCREF.ACE- CCHECTH S~l\0 RltU Cl\ TtE NEW JERSEY SHELF, 
H!FLICH ICIIS FCR TH GEHSIS Cf Tti£ SJ-Elf 5UIU ICIAl 5Allt SHEET 
GECLCG'i 2, U~lH 
~1-CR£ llt.E CI-A~Gf • GEClCO 9 S.t~CS 
~~~~ MAIFS Rl ET ~l 
AFPLIC.ATIOt. Cf £1<15-1 tAlA H Hi£ fRClECTICfl .tt<C MANAGEIIEU Of 1\Eh 
JER.SEY'S CC.t.HAL Et.\llRCUHl 
SYMP ON SIG ~ESlllS Cflti.El fRCM EFTS-1• \ICL 1 TECH FRES, SEC o6 1 NASA 
SPfCHL flfllC II( .32le Pf2~-t34 
SHCRf LINE CrAI\GEw POlllTICIIw G£()L(G'\, GECH!)SICh llEI'!OlE ~USING, 
SATELLITES t~RTiflCIIL~t S~R~E~S, ~'STE OISFCS~L 
1~4t K~~fl JC El Al 
OEL~W.AFE'S Cr~IIGII\G !tCRElll\£ 
lEC~hiCAl llEFC~T NC 1• CEL,W.AR£ Slll£ PLA~~~~G CffiCE, 3l9f 
SliCRElii'IE EI'CSI Gila SliCHt.lH SUS ll llh St,(R.E L HE ChAt.Gf, CCAS Ul 
STRUCTURES• CELAWA~E, GECLCE\ 1 CCA!JAL ZCI\E 
1913 S~ICELE~ Gl 
EVAlUATIO) CF A CC~CEPllAL ~OCEl fC~ T~E T~JNS\ERSE SECIMf~T TRA~SfO~T 
S~SlEI'I CF A CCftSTH oll.A~IiHI< (t'lh 1 llltClE ATUIHIC Bl<.;J<T 
JOU<t.AL if SED FEHCLCO -431:31 HE- lt4 
StoUE llfiE CtiA~H, ClhESr C:ECUGVr GECMCi<FhCLCia, SA~CS, Sfti/I.EU 
TRAt.~fO~l, VII<Glt.J~, EJFRJE~ ISLANCS 
1911 SHEPtRC FJ, ~A~LE!S ... 
ClF Ct;lt.GI~C (C~!lli~E! 
MCH~~lo HILL, 11'1 
SliCRE LIIIE Ct~~GE, ((lSTAl ST~~CliJ~f!, CC~Sl~b ZCNE 
1~73 S~Lfl CJC El iL 
RICGE ~tit S~ALE lCPCGRAF~' Cf IIIDtlf ~TLA~TJC EIG~l 
~A~l~E GECLCC't 15, 221-~41 
ShCRE LI~E Ch~~G£, 'fDLCEY, GEOI'CRft;OLCGV, h1CR.~LICS, SECJ~E~l lRAI\SfCRlt 
!TCR~S, lCFCGR~Pt' 
€() 
1S73 ~0~1(~ RA, t(~~Lt~C~ ~C , 
SEIH!4EI\l tlSTlillllJllCt. ~NC Elltli.Tltll CF TiO.ALCEllAS ALGt.G A lltf COI'Jt.AlEC 
SI':ORELJNE, ~ACt:Al'I<EAGLEa \ll<GINM 
SECl~f"lAP~ GECLCGY lC, 2€5-2~~ , 
SHCRE LII\E CtAt.t£ 1 EVOLLTIQN 1 tEllA5 1 SEDIMENT ClSTRISlJTICI\, llCAL 
EFFECTS, 
.............................................................................. 
, , StCRE fRClECliCN 
............................................................. ~ .. ~ ... ~ ...... ~ ....... .. 
1~13 tNITEC STATES AR~} CCPFS E~Gl~EE~S 
~ATlCI\'l StC~ElliiE SllCY ~Cl 2 
US AR~l EI\G Cl' NC ATL~IITIC CCRFS EIIG N~, ~~~ 1CCC7 TC330L47R4 
COST ~MLY.siSt EllCSlCt., ftJCHGfHH~, SrCRE f.IHHCTJOII, ~JR,INIA 
..................... ~ ............................. ~······················ ...... . 
!tGRELl~E ~RCJIC~ 
................................................................................. 
l'.i13 l't\Uilf~ CE 
~ FPELJ~l~JP~ Sllt~ Of SlOR~J~CLCEt tifjC. EPCJICN f(R NCRlt C~RCLlt\~ 
REfOIH 13-5 1 NORtt; CARCllU CE~AR1~E"'T CF Ulufl'l AIIO .ECCH~H RESCIJI'CES 
SHCRELINE ERCS10~ 1 BfA(t E~CSICIIt EE~C~fS, ERCSIC~, ERCSIC~ CCNTRGlt 
GECLCGY, NC~T· CIRCL1Nt 1 ~TCR~S 
1S75 Sldfl CJF 
BARRIER-ISLAIIO GEI\ESIS 1 hii:E~CE FHfll THE CEIIHH HUI\liC St:ELF, E~STUCI\ 
LH 
5EOI"ENT C:ECL 14(1)• 1-43 
SHORflltiE ti<C5 I Ct., f lfllei:R~Pt- IES, COSHL fUlt.S, CCttT I NElli Hl StELf, 
CISTIIICl Cf CCllJI'I!U, Gfi.LC~Y, GHIICRfhCLCG't~ HCJI!EttTAR) HHCTLRES, 
EA~RlEI' lHANOS 
1~1t l~SSG ~E, htRll'·~ Efll 
£EACH FC~~S ~~C ((tSTIL FPCCESSfS 
~ESA NY fiGhT 'lL.AS !IC~CG~ 11 1 !CF 
S~CRELII\E ERCSIO~, BE,CHES, CCtSl•l FL•I~S, tL~ES, GfC~CRFtCLCGY, J~LETS 
(~AlE~~~~S), SECI~E~T,TJC~t S1£R~S, e•~RJER J~LA~DS 
1~16 KFAfl JC fl ~l 
OELAkARE•S C~ANGJ~E SHC~ELJ~E 
H2 
TECH~lCAL ~EfCFT Nt 1, tfli~IRE SlATE PlJ~~I~E tfFICE, 319P 
SHCRELlhE ERCSIOh 7 StO~EllNE 51ABllll~, SHtRE LINE CHA~GE• CC,STAL 
STRUCf~RESt CflA~~RE, GEtlCGl, CCA~l~l ZCNE 
1910 S~JFT CJP El Al 
HOLOCENE lRANSGSESSIH SAMl SH£1 Cf THE MU::tLE AllA~TIC BIGHT, A f!OCEL 
FC~ &ENEP~llC~ E' StC~E fACE ERCSltfl 
GECL SOC AM ~BSlR 2(1)• 15i-i5S 
SHCRELI~E ERCSIO~, GECLCE~ 1 ~API~E GECLCGY 
lSlt S~Ifl DJP El Al 
MCRPHOLOGJC EIICUiliOII Alit COtSlAL SAII'D TRAIISftRl, ~Ell YCRii-t<E .. JERSEY 
Sf-Elf 
A~ SCC ll~~(l CCE'"CGR 2, 6S-~S (SfEC S~MPJ 
St<OHliiiE ERCSltll', fAH!~Hl~'f, Ct.Ar.ULSr CUHAl PLAINS, CCI\111\HHL 
SHElF, CURRENTS (~AlERt, 5ECLCGY, ~CRFhCLCGY. SfCi~EIITS 
1S1t 5UlTCN CH, GCLCS~ll~ \ 
REGIC~Al 1~E~DS lh ~l!lCRICAl 5~0~fllN£ ChA~£fS 1 ~EW JERSEV lC CAPE 
H~TTERAS, ~DRl~ C~RDLINA 
GECLCGJCAL SCC1£1Y Of ~~ERICA EUll£11~, ABSl~~Cl kll~ P~CG~~MS, N.E. 
SECJICfl, l~l-282 
HOiifllN£ EROSHJ~, BEACHS, GHLCGl 
1915 GClCS~Ilt ~· 
WAllE CLIMATE I'.DCHS HR lH CtNTJl\HlH HEU 
eE.Ct- AH 1\EA~SfiC~E SEC S FEC Ft.£ 2~ ECOr-. PALECNllll MINERClo tULSA, OK 
(~JMSS CCr-.lRIB 1CIJ 
SHCRELINE ERCSI0/1 1 St-CiiELJNE STAEJLITY, BATtY~ETRY• CChTINEI\lAL ShELf, 
tiYtRAULICS, MOCEL SlUCIES, kA~ES lkAlER) 
·····(·~·············~···················································· ShCREll/1£ STAEllll~ 
············································~····························· 
1~16 KFAfl J( ET ~l 
OElAWAilE 1 S C~ANGII\G ~HCRELJfiE 
TECH~lCAL FEfORl ~C 11 DELAhtRE SlATE FlA~~~~G CffiCft 319P 
SHUEllt;E fRCSim, HCiifllNE HABlllll, SfiCRE llt.E CH~NGE, CC,STAL 
STRUCTI.RES 1 DfLA~ARE 1 HCLCG'I', CCA~HL ZUE 
SC3 
1~7!; GCU!:I'ITH v 
hAVE Cll~ATE ~CDELS f(~ THE CC~ll~E~TAL StELf 
SEACti Alii: fiEARSHCRE SH SPEC PUB ~4 ECOI\ PALHt.lCl fo\IHPOl.. 1 ll.LSA, CJ< 
(IIUoi~S CCNl~If 7CU 
SHCRELI~E EPCSIC~~ SHCFEll~t STAfllll,, BAT~~MElR,, COI\li~ENTAL SHElf, 
tYtRAUllCSt fo\CDEl STltlES, WAllES t•~lfR)· 
··········~·······················~······················~················ SHHS 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1973 VINCHl L 
CUANllfiCAlJO~ Of !HCREll~E ~E'"tEfl~tS 
DEPT OF EII\IRO~MENlAL SCIE~C£Sr Vl~GlfiiA ~111V C~ARLOllESIIillEt TECh REPJ 
Tl'-7., S.iP 
GEOLCG'fr •cCEl SlUC1ES, SttRE SlFCS, SHO~ES 
1Cj'l5 lCH E 
S~TELLIT£ ~E~SURE~EfllS Of l~Rfltlll CF CCA~lJl k~lER! 
CCt.f CH ENG CCE~~~ PRCC 3, ll7Cl-llEC 
Sl:SPEI\CEC SEDii<E/ITS, G££lCEltt tH~SlJI<HENT, ~ETHCCI.CGY, REMC1E SENSING, 
SA~Pll~Gt SATfllllES I~RTJFICJ~llt StCRES, ,· ·~STE OISPCSAL 
l'>6'i TURHF FA 
!HCRELliiE HJ!TCRl Cf ltE A1Ll~TIC tCl!T CF ltE Dfl~ARV~ FEIIIt.SULA 
GfOL SOC •MERJC~ SFEO f~Ff~ 121 1 3S( 
tELAII~RE, U~TERII SHIH: iliA-~(), UCLCG,, H!Uln, Mll~'flAMt 5tCRES, 
VIRGI~IA, CCA!lAL ZC~E 
1~73 GCLO!MITH V El Al 
THE CAUSES Cf ~CI\-L~lfCFM ~tVf ENEP{'I' OlSl~Je~liCN 0\ER ltf !hELF ~tiC 
ALCNb ThE SHOREll~E 
INSl GHL £ASSII'1 Ht.IHIII£. IHI' 1t lt5-llll f\IIMS COt.llllf 5!:9l 
BAThYMETRY, COr.T lNtNTAl SULF, ENERG~ TRAtiSfEll 1 SHOilES. kA\iE5 (lolAJE~J 
SC4 
. ' •,' . •'. ·. . ' 
··········~·······················~······································· . SHI'l-HP~. fLHI\lM 
********* u u ** u • * ,.,. u ••u • •.,. • u• n ••••• *** u *"'** ********'~** *** ,..,.,.. u••• 
1917 tlEC~LL 1~ El Al 
StiGI<T TERM IIARIABilllY 111 lhE CCit.fltSiliU M'it tlSJHIH,UCtt ()f S.EioiA(E 
SlLCGE IN l~E CCE~II AflE~ t~~Fli\G 
~fl. GECfUS UNICN 1Rlt.S 5Cj14lo .H~..:..H!: . 
TR~IISFCRT 1 CJSPERSICN 1 CJSTRI&LTIC"• ENVI~C~~EIIT~l EffECTS, F~PTlCLf SlZft 
SEtii'EIITATIC"• SH~Gt, StCill-Hilfl FlA"NING, SlLtGEr SCUD lii~HES 
···················~····················~····~···························· St;~Jio(f 
···················~·············~······················~················ 
1972 hllll,~S AB, BYl\Lt •t 
A TEl\ YEAR STUDY Cf ~ERCFLANKTCN ll\ NORth CARDLI"A fSTLAPIESt A~FHlfCDS 
CHE~APEAKE SCIEl\CE 13(!), 11S-lS2. 
ESTLARIES 1 ~CFTH CtRtLlll,, FlAIIIl(N, SKRl~P, lCOPLANKTC~ 
H1~ IIIUIHS '8 
~ TE~ YEAR STUCY Gf ~EFOFLAl\KTCh l~ NCRJ~ CARCLIN~ E!ll~RIES, MYSID 
Hflli'P ~ 
CHES,PE~~E SCIENCE 131~), 254-2t2 
ES1UAIUES, NOfllt CARtllf'IAr PlHKlCJI, ~HRIIIft HULHHU 
l'.il2 Wlll1Afol5 AI! 
A TEN YEA~ STLDY [f ~ERCPLA~IT(~ I~ "CRTK (A~(LJhA ESlLARlES, JLVENllE A~O 
ACULT GGYI<l[ES ((lRitES. CGYRJCICAElt CHESAPEAKE SCIENCe 13(2~, 145-148 
ESTUARIES, NORTH CARGll~A, Pl~~KJCht SHRl~Pt 2((flAl\MTC~ 
ISH HN"EI< El 
CO~PAR~TIIIE ciCltGY (f f(L~ SffClES Cf GLYf~CC~~~GGit A~G CRA~GONCIC 
!~Rl~P FFCM TtE CC~TlNENlAL SLCPES CF THE MlttlE ~TlANllC BIG~T 
CAN~CIAN JCLRNAl Cf ZGClCGl, 1S18 \(l 5Et flC!i 
CC~TI~ENT~l SLCfE 1 EISl~IElliC~, PIAISITIS~, ~EfPOCUClJO~, StRJMP, 
TP~hllt.G, ~ICCLE ~lL,~llC eJGtl 
............................................................................. 
S IL JCATES 
................................. ,. ........ ,. ... ~···························· 
19t! KETC~l~ f~t R'lHE~ Jt 
BICLOGIC~l, CHE~J(jlt ~fiD ~~tiCCHf~lCAl STLCIES Cf M~RINE FLl~KTGN 
loiHCl liEF 165-47), l-17C 
DATA, fiiTR~TES, ~IT~llESt fillRifh1S 1 fHC!FHtlESt fHYTCflA"~TC"' 
~ACIClSCTCfES, SlllCllfS 
1S~J HLLBL~T E~r ~hCC~t~ J 
CISTHBUliON Of PHYlCPl~l\KHN SPECHS kllH HSPfCl 1() SHltdlV BflloifEII THE 
CO~Sl CF SCllHER~ ~[~ E"Glt~C '~t tE~~UCA 
Lll1 t.CLCCEAM<:F SI2J, 2t3-2tS 
CC~MUNITY, ClAlD~S, tl~CfllGfLLAlES, IRC~, hLlRI£1\TS, FhYTCFL,N¥TCN, 
PlAIII<Ttll 1 StlltollY, SlllOlH 
1914 LITTlE-GAOC~ ~. SCHHR ' 
hEAVY fiEJALS l~ l~E SEtJ~ENTS Cf JA[E SAl, A~AL~!lS 'NG CO~PARISCN hllK 
THCSE Cf fHE Ih~f~ GE~M~~ BJG~l 
S€1\C~E~B ~~R E42J, 161-174 
CLAY I'IINER,LS, 1->UV' f!EULS, HDl~El\T~, SILICATES 
···················~-~~-·~················································ SI~llATit~ ~NALYSIS 
····~······················~·············································· 
1915 ~lllE~ ~l fl ~l 
A CCMPllER ~JilL lH H~ HCI'~ HliE FCR C ll Sf JlLS Cff ThE ~Eli JfRSEY-CELAkAI< E 
CC~HLHE 
US CCAST GLARC RE!EARC~ A~C CEVELtf~El\1 CE~TE~, GFGTC~ 1 CC~II 
CO,SlS, CO~PLTER ~CCELS, ~(\E~E~T, Cllt Cll--ATE~ l~lERfACESt SlMULAllCN 
'~HYSIS 
1'i7C I<ICH!iiCS CE 
ANALCG Sl~llATIC~ Ill Fl5~ fCflLATI(~ !TL[If! 
CCNTRieUTIC~ ~( 345, VIPGI~I~ INSllllTE CF MIAINf SCIE~CE, CCLLEGE Of 
kllll~l! U.[ "~~y 




1~14 I''IER~ 10 
~~ CESfPVtTlON Of RAPID ltf~MCCLINE FCRMATIC~ IN ThE MICtLE tlLA~TlC 
BIGhT 
E5ll,Rit.E ((tSTAL /'~P SCI .HlJ, 15-ll.i 
POLLUTIO~, fCCLGEY, flShf~lfSt MO~E'E~T, SfkAEE CJSPOSAL 1 SJTES, 
TEI'PERATLRE, ~A!1E DlSfCSAL 
* *"**"*H************** "*"*""H.,...,. • • **** H '"" u "* ****""* ** ******** un **-* HZE 
········~·······~·····-······························~···················· 
1977 tiAEHH FA 
ASPECTS t:if lH B lClCGY Cf lt!E JCf'<Ah CRAB, CA~CEk SCREALISSTII'PSON. Hl59 lN 
THE ~IC AllANllC SlGtl 
JOt.iRUl CF ~.atl.iRH ldSHF'l 11• 3(3-3.0:0 
eiCLUMINESCE.f\CE1 CCNTlt.ENHL SHLf, CRAB~, 1\0Hii CAROLIM* REfRCOUCTICN• 
SIZE, 5PATI'l CIST~IflllCNt lRthli~G. ~IEOLE AlL~hllC flG~T 
1~61 ME~~ILL ~S, RCPE5 J~ 
ClSTRlBUTICt. Cf SCt.THHt. UAt<CGS OF TH l'ltlilE ATLANTIC CO,ST 
CC~~EP fiSH REV ~9(41, 6i-t4 
BE~T~OS, fl~HINGw flShl.Gt GECGRAfrtC.aL REGJC~~~ ~CLLUSKS, PCF~LATICh, 
sue 
l':i6E SCHCEHF A 
EV lllENCE FOR REPRCillC 11 \E FERICUC IH Ifl THE tHP SEA 
ECCLCG\ 4~(1Je £1-61 
BE~THOS, fPEECINE, SEASC~Al VAJltllCf\51 tlSTRifUJION, EGGS, GEOGRAPhiCAl 
REGIONS, ECfiACS, REPJCtLCllCfl, .!llt 
1914 tCSHil ES 
GRAit. Sl2E ClPHS CF SHIMtiHS Ill lH SOLNtS Cf f\OFlk CAI<OUIIA 
UNfUBllSHEC Ph.C. ThESJS, LNHERHlY Of t.OFltl CUCLUA 
ESTLARIES, GECLCGW. NCRlH ClRCLI~~. SfOl~ENTJ, SI2E 
l'il!; Kt.EEEL 
SIENIFICA~CE CF JEXlUPtl \~RlATJCt.S, fALTIMCR£ CAfi~CN l~OUGh AREA 
JCUI<NAL CF SECIMEIIITARY PElROLEUM 45, U3-CE2 
CANYONS, GECLCGY, SEDI~E~l5, SJZE, \lRIAElllll 
bC1 
1~13 G~DC~ 5, SC~~fER ~ 
THE SECI·E~TS CF ltE GEF~t~ El,tl, (RAl~ SIZE, CL~~ l'l~ER~LS, ANt hEA~~ 
I'E 1 A LS 
H~CI<HB M~R 5, Jt5-1 H 




197! MCEACtRJN J[, ~~SlCK JA 
t!STRIELTICN AND REltllVE tf~~CtNCE Cf SE~E~ SPECIES Cf SKATES 
US NAT MAR FISH SH. flH.ER'I Bl..ll 731Ut llC-Ut: (VIMS COt.Hllf 65U 
OISTRISUllCNt !K,lESr ~ICCLE AlLJNllt ElEhT 
1~10 ~CfAChRAN Jt 
EGG CAPSULES AN[ REPRltL(ll'l fiOlC&~ Of TM£ SK,TE RAJA GARMANI lPlSCES 1 
R.aJ JCAfl 
CCPEA Oe lt 1~1-JSS 
DESCJIFIIC~, EGGS, SKATES 
················~························································· Sl Cf ES 
·········~·························~·*···································· 
1917 HZEOl Ef 
DESCRIPTIO~ Of SMElf ~~TER-SLOFE WIJfR FRC~l! I~ MlOCLE ~TlA~tiC BJG~T 
JGlRNAL Of GEOPHYSICAL FESE~JCH, SPfCl~L ISSLE Gh CCEANS ~~0 AJHCSfHEkES 
CChlJNfftTAL SHELf, GECL((Y, SLCfES, ~~STE CI!PCSAL 
1c;17 B(ICCUIH II 
EXCHAN~E ACROSS ~hElf 
SLCPE FRC~T I~ 5Cllh£~N ~Ittlf AllAfiJIC BIGHt 
JOl..R~Al CF GEOFHYSICAL Rf51APC., SPECIAL ISSUE CN OCEAhS ~NC 'TMGSPhE~ES 
CO~TINENlAL SHELF, GEOlC€,, Sl(fES 
•*****"*~ * "*"" "*"" *""" "** u Hlt • ,..,.,.,.,. -*** •u• u u **"*"* u • • "'* ,.,._.. ** ******* SlliOGE 
.................................................................................. 
1S74 -~lli~G l El ll 
AN E~AlUATIOt. Cf SE~lGE SLLOEE DU~flt.G CN THE fENltOS OF OELAkARE BAY 
MARJNE PCLLLTICN Elll£11t. !, !S-44 
BENTHCS, SE~AGE, {LUOEE 1 ~AS1£ CJSFCSAL, w•STE DUMFSt CELA~A~E 811'1 
l'i15 lollLU~S S,J 
A~THRCPCGENlC fJLlhG Cf ltE tODSCN ~~~ER CStflfj ChAhNEL 
GECLCG~ 311Cl, 5S1-tCC . 
FCLLU11Ch 1 GECLD~~. LlfltS, LI,LJC ~ASTES, SL~DGE, ~ASl£ kATER DISPOSAL, 
wAHl< 
PHS IHLC~SKY EM, SZUCS fK 
DYNAMICS Cf kA~TE CISPERSJCN Cf CIS5CLVEC hEJ~'I frETALS I~ ThE Nfk WCRX 
B lGt<t AI< fA 
GECl SCC At! ABHR 1( 11, H 
tREOGE 5PCIL, CIRCLLATJCN, tiSFE~SlCN, D'NAI'ICS, hEA~Y METJLS, METALS, 
SE~t,fo SLUCGE~ 1FECT~CSCCPY, ktSTE CJSPOSAL 
1~14 VIllElA 1 El IL 
Rl:SPONSE Of SALT f'ARSti Bl\ALVES l( ENHCh~Hl .. Ilh METAL-CU.HlNIIIG SEto.AGE 
!LlDGE A~C RETENllCN Cf fBt 2~, CC B'l M~~lt SEtl~EhlS 
EN\IRG~MENl~l fOLLLTlC~ 7, l4S-l5l 
PCLlliTICN, CUllS• ElilRCFHCAliCNo Hl~'l I'ETALS, SALT MtflSUSt SHJI'.ENTS, 
SE~~GE ~LlDtE, ~llOGE 
1511 tliEDALL I .. El ,L 
SHC~T TER~ ~A~IASJLllY IN ltE ((f'fCSITICN ,,_D tiJTRIEUllCN OF !E"'AEE 
SLUO(f IN l~E OCEAN AfTER OLMfl~~ 
AM GfOfHYS l~IC~ lF~hS 59C41. ~44-~4~ 
TRAI\SPCil1 1 CISFHSJUN, CISTRISUlJOI'h EN~JilCt.JolfNTAL EffECTS, HIITICLE SilEo 
SEDl~f~TATIC~, SEkJGE, StCFl-lfll~ fLJI\~l~Gt SLlitEE• SCLlt hASTES 
i9l5 ~A~C~ CCt eAllCR ER 
SliRfACE lEhSlCN ~ftLCTICIIS I~C UREt~ to.ASTES Ill ThE NE~ 1CRK EIGHT 
J (ECFt~S ~ES eOilBJ, ~6S6-2t~S 
PCLLU110N 1 GEOLGE,, CR(ANIC "AllEF, SlUCG£ 
scs 
1S17 GRU~SEIC~ G!, LlECAll I~ 
THE OECCMfCSlTICl (f Sf~A~E SllitG£ 1~ SEA ~ATEF 
A~ GHPti'ISICAl U~lCt. TRAM H(l.t), llH 
AERCBIC CCNDITICNS 1 Eti\IRO.fr.HHl EffECT5, SH hHER, SHAG£, SLUDGE, 
SCllt USH~ 
........................................ ,.,. .......................................... . 
SLII[Gf tlSPCHL 
• .,..,.,., u "* "* u:u "* ** u "" u ** "* uu "" uu • • • •" • • • u••• ,.,.,..,.. u•••• •••••••• 
19i6 SIHIIF JH 
A GEhERAl f() MCCEL AFF~Ctc• 
PRESENTED Al lhlEhAll DECADE Cf CCEI~ EXPLC~ITIC~ 
hSf CChf C~ AMJ(JI 0 TH MHCLE AlLA"TlC Hflf CURlhG THE HI'JIER CF 151to 
kASh OC, CCI 15-lti lt, Ft3UI . 
ANAERCEIC CGt.ClTJC,.S, fCLLLllC~, CC~TihEt.lll ShELF, ESlUA~lE!, 
MAltEMAllCAL MCDELS 1 hlTFJENTS 1 ~f( liCE, SLUCGE DISPOSAL, ~AIER ANAL~SIS 
1973 LE~P t~ El 'L 
EN~ SURVEV Cf INlERII' CCE~N Cli~PING 1 MIDCLE lll EIGHT 
Nll~ REFORl Pf-2~S 7tl 
2~f SEFl 13114SJ 
CGMMUNll'l, SEhTHQ~y CCNTJNENl'l S~ELF, CCFFER, hE,~Y I'ETALS, 
FH,TCPlA~~lC~, , !LLtG£ tiSP(Sll 
1~1t E~~IRCNI'Et.l'l FllClECliC~ lGf~(l 
Et.IIIRCtlfrEt.UL !:URVEY Of lliiC INHRH tli'PSltES-~IOI:LE tlLAIIllC BHitT 
E~VJRC~~Et.TAL PllCTECllCN ~G£1\Cl, AII~APCLIS, IV. IN~AFOLIS StlEt.CE CEIIlEF 
ACIDS• At.AL~liCAL TECtt.I~uES, C£t.1111E111Pl ShElF, CRUISES, lNCLST~lAL 
~ASlES• CCEA~St f(LLUT~IIt ltE~TifJC~TJOt., Sll[GE tiSPOSAL, Slll~E~S, ~ASTE 
Cli'PS 
1~1~ ~~SILER TA, CC) G\ 
NE~ YCRK BIGtl- A~ E~~I~Ct.I'EIITIL fiSfLII\E SluCY 
PRCCEEtHGS• VCL 2 lNPl, Cff'ShORE TEC11NOLCGl CC~FERENCE, iSU, PP t65-t74 
EN\IROt.MENTAl EFFECTS, ~~RJ~f llGAE, ~A~I~E #t.l~ALS 1 ~A~l~f fiCTE~J;, 
CCEAN CU~RENTS, SE~~GE CJSFOSAL, SllitGE tiSPCSAl 
1915 AH~ 
OCEAN CliMPING: P"llACELPHl~ 1 ! SlC~) 
E~~lRON~E~l~l SCIENCE ~~t lcCt~ClCG~ SllC), ~1¢-Sll 
EE~EFICIJL lSE, tf•~v ~ETALS, l~~t FECL~M~liCA, CCEA~S, FE~MlTS, 
llECLAMATJCt., REGliLAHCN, HHGE OlHCS.-L, HlCH tlSPC~tL, wASTE LlSFCSAl 
flC 
1917 GL~PI~C CF fl Al 
PHILAOElfhiA SLUDGE Cl5PCSAL I~ CCASTAl kATE~S 
JCURt\Al CF IIATER fCLllJlJCt. CCI\lRU, I'A~ 1S41,. FB1-144 
COASTAL kATERS, fEt.I\S'L'A~l~, SE.ttE t1SFC51l, SEWAGE SLUC,E, SLUCGE 
CISPC5~L, ~ATEF fCllUll(l\ 
1977 NEk JERSEY CEFARl~£1\1 Cf E~VIRCI\~EI\TAL F~CTECTIOI\ 
REPORT 0~ THE CCEAh CUMPING Of SlttGE kiTH THE COMMISSICNER 1 S CCNCLUSIOI\S 
AND RECO~MENDATICN~ 
UEt.HII, fiJ 
CCNTII\EI\TAL SHELF, E~VIRCN~E~T~l EffECTS, FOllll~NTSs SEkAE£ SLUCGE, 
SLU£GE CISPCSAL• k~SlE CISP(SAL, WASTE CL~fS 
···~·····~·······················~·~~·-··········~~-·~····················· H1~llS 
··············~·························~·····························~··· . 
191! REJ MAt BCSS &J 
SYSTEMATICS ANC U.SlR lfLllON Gf Th£ CEEP-SEA GA.SUOPOC, Ef 1 Hi IliUM 
tECCLI.sECG'tU l N Ill CU4 
NALTillS. 81 t4) 1 93-SB 
BE~TtiOS, ClSTIHfJI.IT JCN, fGI<EST I<.AMGE~EI\T, GUiGPAfhiCAL REGJOIIS., I<OI.LiiSKS, 
SI\All~. SYSlEI<ATICS 
···········~·~~·····~·······~·~···················~······················· SCCUL l~P,.ICT 
·····················~·············~································~····· 
1912 JEt.N~ M, GCCCfo'AN J IECSl 
A STLtl Of ltiE SCCIC-ECCIIOIC FACTUS REUT IH TC HE CLTER CCNTliHNJAl 
SHHF Cf TH l'lC-HUilHIC COJ!Sl. 11~ ! OHOGRA.P.H't 
u. DEl., CCLL flU< ~HC, 3€5 F 
ECCLCGICAL lMFACT, EtlJ(~TIC~, LJ!£(R !~PPLY, ftPULATIC~ D'tNA~ICS, 
RECREATIC~, SCCl'l if'PICT 
1~72 JENI\'t ~. GGCCI'AN J lEC~J 
A ~TlC't CF THE SCCIG-ECG~O~IC fA(l(RS ~ElATiliG TC THE Cl.TEP CCNTINEIITAl 
SHELF Cf THE I'ID-tlUll:llC CCIIST. II .. 3 FETRClEtil' - TRANSPORTAl ION, 
FRCCUCTICI\• Rffii\11\C ANt PE1ROCtEMICAl5 •••• 
U. OEt ... 
ECCI\CI<IC JMfJCT, CJ~ J~CbSTF't 1 SCCIIL IMFACTt lR~NSPDRlAllCN 
tll 
1\~0* U~J\E~SITY Cf CEltW~RE 
A .HHY Of THE SCCIG-ECCf\GHC FACTCRS RELAllH l( THE CllEF ((1\Tl~fl\TAL 
SHElf Of ltiE t<ID-HI.Af>TIC COSh EHK 1, \iCU.IH:S h II At.C III 
CCLLEGE Cf ~tlllr.E SlUtJES 
CONTINENlAL SHUf. ECGI'ICMIC HP~CT 1 M~t-.AGEMU41, Cll, Cll ltltlSlR'W. SCCIAl 
IMFACT, COt~lAL lCt.E 
1Si2 JENI\~ M, GO(C~A~ ~ IEC~J 
A HlC'I Cf ThE SCClG-ECOG~IC fACHRS RElATH\G TG THE Gl.TER CCNT!f\El\TAl 
SrELF Of lhE MIC-AllANllC CG~S1 \. I SLM~~~l 
L. OH. CCLL t-AP Sllt, 1()9 F 
ECCHI(IC U!ilJlCl, HISTORY, PLAlllllMi• ~OCIAL IHJ!Cl 
1S72 JfliN\ ~. 'CGCMA~ J lECSJ 
A S TUOY Of lhE SOC IC-ECCtiCII\I G FACTORS REL.tliH lC THE CIJ TER CCIIT INENTAL 
SHELF ••• \. 4 THE l~PJCl (f CUllR CC~ll~E~T~L Stllf RESCURCE Cf~ElCf"ENl ON 
MICCLE ATLANTIC INDLSlFI~L ••• 
t. .. DEL.,. •• 
INDUSTRIAL CEVEUlfftEH, CCfo'IUilCUL fJSHir.G, ECCNCMIC lf!P~Cl, E/'.PLCVHIIh 
Mi~ERAL I~CUSTRY, RECREA110N 1 SCCJAL 1MP~C1, l(LRISM 
~tt KUFTZ ~, ET ,l 
A STUDY Gf Tr.E SOC lD-ECCNCMlC f ACTI:iiiS R ELA Ht.' TO THE CUHF CCU 11\tNlAL 
SHELF CF HE MIG-AllHliC CUSl 1 llCC¥ 3 1 VUUf'ES \II, 1111, ANC IX 
UNIV DEL, CCLLEGE Cf MIRit.E Slt.DIES 
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~lR RtSCUP ACV SEF 4~1, 1-3 
BENT~OS, ~CAllCF~, ShEllfl~h, !f~k~IAE 
l ~1 ~ R U:;liARtS IIJ . 
SPAIII\HG Cf EllJEf{J\ TltiA (HUAhliS TI'Yli.NUSJ 11\ HiE ATUINllC CUAN A.l\ll 
HJJ!CEH SUS 
SOlHiEASl FISHERIES CHHR, ~-~-F.S., IHliU, flCRHA, tCUHELTICt. 1\0 lt3h 
lOff 
fiS~, FJSttRIE~t SfA.NIAG 
19l~ c~tELL El At 
SURVEY (f At-AO~CHl.S FISti SPAW.IH HEAS HR PtlCIUC RJV{R DRAINAGE AN£ 
UPPER C~ESAFE~KE f~Y tR~lNA~E 
MAR'YLAND DEFT 1\Al RES CU4fLETJCf\ HHI<l PRCJHl AFC-8 
At.AORC~GU! FISt, PClC~I( Fl~£~, SF~hi\ING 
H6<1 HOI<HGE FJ 
THE Sl.MMER FlOUNtER, PA~AllChTtiYS CENlAJA, JN TtE HRGUU WH.HR li<AWL 
fUHER' 
1/I~S Thf!l! lCCll hlllJA~ ANt ~AR~l 
AGING (elCLOGICAL), CC~~ERClAl FIS~, CISTRIBLliOr., FISt FCFLLATICNS, 
FISHE~IESr ERChlli R~TE!, Sf'."l~G, t~~FTCN FCICS 
··················~···*······················•*··························· SPEC It lHI>I 
............................................................................ 
H 1! FAI-!Il'r ~F 
All ANNCHTHI LIST Cf UR11Al Jfl[ JtJIIHILE FIStES UPTLRfC ldH·. 
SURFACE-lCh£0 ~ElER •e1 IN lHE SCllh All~~llC El~hT C~FI~G fClR R~ COLPtlA 
CRUISES EET~EEN ~A~ 1~6~ J~t FfBRl~FY 1968 
~~fS TECt FEPT Sl~F-tf~ 
BAY!, SEASCIIAL ¥AR~AllC~S, Dl~EFSlflCJTIC~. fl!t ~~~·AGfMfAJ, SPAhhiNGt 
SPECJATIC~, ~!COLE Alt.J~ll( £J(h1 
l~'~ M~R~LE Cf, •lSI(~ J~ 
BEHHIC-SLCFE fiSHS fCLM AT SCC~ CEFTH ALCM; A lR~NSfCJ 1• lHE hESTERA " 
A HAtll IC CCE~~ 
~IRJ~E Bl(lCGY 2tf3), 2~~-223 
Bf.Tt!C f~U~A, ClSTPlflliC~ FATTER~S, fl~h, SPECIAliC., ~lCOLE ATLA.Tl( 
BHhl 
1~67 HES~LER R~. ~~1\CEF~ hi 
fAUA~L tiVEPS1TY lA T~£ tEEF-SE~ 
DEEP SEA RES 1~ .• B-H 
8EATHCS, ECTlCM S£tl~EA1St CEhS1TY, SPEtlAllOA 
1912 6CHCH Cf 
SFECJE~ DJ\ERSlT~ CF MA~It.E •AtRCEENltCS IA l~E \IRGIAIAA J!RE~ 
CHESAPEAKE SCI 13(3lt ~Ct-~11 
EEAlHS• CCHIIIEfllH SHLF, Cl<l:SUClHS, ItHLSTRIAl loAHESo lN~EilTEBRAlfS, 
iOLLUSK5, SALJAITY, SFECJATIC~t SlAll!llC~l MfltOC! 
···~··~~···~···~·························································· SPHlFIC GRAIIJTl 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
lStc SCUlt~ARt EC 
CN ~ NEW GE~lS Cf PCGCAC~~CRE FRCM THE liESJEI<N ATL,NTJ( CCEAN$ hilt 
CESCRIFllC~S OF lWC ~f~ SFECJE! 
Blll ~AR 5CI lH 11. H~-lH 
BE.ltOS, .fh SFECIES, E~f~YCNit ERChl~ ST,Gf, SFECIFIC (RA\IlVt CO~STAL 
lCIIE 
********** U******"*'*"u*"***•**•Uu>~••• u ••••u•••• ••••u ••• •• ,.,. ******* Sl! EC li<C HOH 
................. ,. ...............................••......................•. 
JS15 rlLOV~K~ EM1 5ll(~ FK 
OYN~~ICS CF ~·STE DlSFE~SlCN Of [l!SCL~Et tE,~Y ~ETALS lA THE NE~ VGRK 
e ~<:til ~ H ~ 
GECL !OC Afi ABSU 1Clh 14 , 
CREDGE SFCilt CIFClJL~ll(t., tlSFERSJC~, C'NA~JC!, tEA\Y METALS, METAL5t 
SEWAGE, SllCGE, SPECTRC!CCP~, htSTE CISfG5Al 
1~73 h~R~EY El Al 
POtYChlC~CBIFHEN~LS I~ •cRlh ~ll,~ll( CCEJ~ h~lER 
SCIENCE lEG, 6~3-644 
CliEMICAl AA~LYSI~. CnE~l~l~V, ~FECl~C~CCFYt TF~CE tlf~EATS 
1966 WCLFE C~, ~~~ER 1J 
TRACE AI\Al'1SIS Cf C.OCPU<, I'AtiGJli\ESE, AIID 111\C H CYSTH SHHU S\' ATOMlC 
AS~CRFliC~ SPECT~CP~(l(I'Elf~ 
18Th AA~~AL SC~T~E/l$1 REGJCI\AL MEElJI\G nF lhE AMERIC~N ChE.lCAl SOCIETY 
!Ail~TR/lCT) 
~N/lLYSI5, T~ACE ~ETtLS, CCPPER, ~AI\(/li\ESE, MEtALS, OlSlE~!, !PECTRCSCOFY, 
ZINC . 
1S73 H Af,t Gt IIIC 
1973-1S7t lri.lllf::l< Qll!lllY fHASLI'HEfllS IN tiE" JHSfY .tCASUL IIAlERS 1\I:AR 39 
26'N L.IITilUOE ANC 14 l!'lri lCNGillOE DLRING A SE~JES tf,UA~lf"l~ IfC~I\ICAL 
~EFOPTS TC PlB SEP\ CAS l~[ ELEC 
NE~~RK, ~tW JERSE~ 
CHEMICAL AMLYSIS, CHHISHh SHCHC.SCClPY, UACf H.E~fl\TS 
***~*~*****~******~****~*********************A•~******************•******* 
SFOIL BAN~S 
**" *"* ..... ,.,. .............. ~· u .... ,.,. ..... ~·4***"*·"·' ** •• ,.. '*"" .,.,. ,.,. .................. ,.. 
1S7t SEGAR CA, CA.llll( A' 
TRJCE 'ETAL! I~ ThE 1\Eiri VC~~ EIG.T 
AM 5GC LlM~Cl OCEANCGR it lll-1~€ (!PEC S''f) 
POlllTIO~, Afl~OJ,.CE, CC~S1Al flll"S• GECLCG'• ~ET~LS, SE~AGE, SPOIL 
S'NKS, TRACE ELEME~lSt ~ARIABILIT~ 
....................... ~ .............. ~ ................. ~ ............. ~.~-·· 
SPCIL CISPCS~l 
··~···~·····~·····~···~··~~···~····························~············~· 
1917 DEltW~PE U~J~EP!llY 
A PEPCRl CN THE AlLA~TJC CFFS~C~E LSEPS ~CF~S.CP hELt ~A~ lS-~1 
CEL-SG-11-11, tEilt~llt r.J 
ATLA~TJC CtASTAl PlAINo ~TLANTIC CCEAI\1 CCNllt.EIITAl SHELF~ ~CIITORI!IG, 
~ATURAL ~E!CLRCES, PCLLLlA~l IEE~TJFJC~TIC~, , RESCli~Cf CEVELCPMEIIT 1 SPCIL 
0 IHCSAL 
1978 DELAIIAFE l~IVEPSITY 
P~OPClSEC HLAN1JC CFFShORE P~GGRAM, J. PRELJMINtln FLPN TC CBTAJ~ IJJ1Al 
lNFCR~AliCN FCk l~f N~TIO~ lU F~CTECl ANO LSE llS CffS~ClRE RESCLRCES 
IE~ECUTJVE Sl~'~R~J 
CCLLEGE Of ~APINE STLClfSt ~E~AF~ 
'llA~llC CCEJ.I\, ((~ll~f~l'l S~Elfo ~A~AGEI'Ell~ NATLRAL RESCUPCES, 
POLLUT~NT ICENTIFICATICA, FESEA~CH t~t CE~ElOFMfNT, RESCLPCf CEVELCF~Et.T, 
5EDl'E~T TrA~SFOF1• SFCll tlSP(S'l 
1~11 CELA~A~E L~I~E~IllY 
PRCPCS{C ~lLA~ll( GFFStGR£ PRCERA~, A PREL!Mli\AR' FL/lN TC CB1AIN \llAL 
JNFORM.TICN FOR l~E NATlO~ TG P~UlE(l A~D LSE ITS CfFSHCRE ~ESCUiCES 
COLLEGE (f ,.tRINE SllClES, 1\E~·~~ 
All/li\TJC GCHt., ((1\llNEt.lAL ShELF. I'AMGHEIIT, 1\AllJRAt FESCLRCES, 
PCLLLTANT ltENliFICATJ(I\ 1 FESEtRCH A~D DE~ELCP~E-1, ~ESCLFCE CEVELCFMENT, 
SEDINE~T TR~~SPCRT, 5FCJL tl5f(S~L 
··~·······~~··~·~···~~·~·····~·~--~4~·······*~··························•* HUES 
··~·············~···~·~·····~·······~·~··································· 
l<Jl:! 5TAHH H 
AEUNCA.CE Cf PCLLf~ ~Nt SPCRES IN MARINE !EOl~E~TS Cff EASlERt CCAST CF 
I..~ITEO STAlE~ 
SClT.HEASHRit ~HLCGY 1 flh 25•33 




lSB SUCI-AIIA~ CC 
CCCL~R£HE (f I'AHH RHflSht SJ:USlES i'!ARHliS 1 Ill SPCRT fiStiiRY Of 111E 
Hlo YC~K l!lGH 
US OEPl CO~I'ERt FISH 8Lll lllilt !Sl-598 
fiSt-, ~E~TCt., SPCRT fiSt-, SPC~l fiSti!IG 
1975 S~Ilt Fl.\ 
SPORT flStl~G It. kESTERN CELA~ARE EAl, AN ASSE551'EN1 OF CRITIC~l A~EAS 
CCLLEGE OF ~ARII\E STUCI£5, U~I~£RSIT~ Cf CEL411ARf CMSRtN,.,-15 




1911 \!AlL tC E ttl 
ALCI\G HE CCA~l 
I~, SPO~T FIS~ING L.!.A., fP28S-297. L.S. EUrEtU SPO~T fiSt. ~ILCLIFE, 
II.SHIHTCh I:.C. 
SPORT FISH HG 
·1~1: BlCtA~A~ (C 
CCCU~~E~CE CF ~AlUFE RECFIS~, SEEASTES HARINU~, IN SPORT fi5~ER~ Cf THE 
NEio ~CRK EH11l 
US CEFl CC,~E~, Fl!~ flll 1lf21• 5S1-598 
fiSh, NEKTC~, SFC~l FISt, ~PCRl FIS~l~G 
1915 Sf!IU. Plo 
SPORT fiSHl~G IN loESTEF~~ELAioA~E e~~. AN ASSlSS~ENT CF CRITICAL AREAS 
COLLEGE (f URlr.E STUCJES, UhlHRSJH Of tflAitAI<E CI\~RAMI.t-B 
fiSh, flSHIN(;, SHI<T flSt• SPOilT fl~HNG. tELAURE BAY 
$lit U< ~ * ~· t * ******II n *II :t>tt II** ll *"***"'* 4 tt *'** :4.11 ll 'lll$ll#t#li*UU ll * ll il<11ttt 4 * 4 * ***" 
ST te ILITY 
$Utt1l*UU~*** Uli4UUott4'1 ~**" ~t:tt:ttltt*•***•U•n*****"*******"*Ullltllll4tllt 
N*t MCGREGCR E, BE,NEJl FH 
CONHNEIITAL SlOFE SEDlf'.ENT INSHHLllY 1\UlJ-,ft.ST Of IIILIHNGlCN CANYCN 
AIIERICIN ASSOCIATJCII CF PET~CLEUM 'ECL EkLlf11fl 
CANYONS, CONJJNEN1AL SU:PE, GECL.DGlo SECHflllSo SlllflliTY 
l'i13 ANCPEkS JC 
EffECTS (f HCFICAl STC~JI HIHS Cl'l EPIFAUIIH Jt.IIEIHEBI<ATES IN \rlllGlldA 
ESTUtR IES 
ChESAPEA~E SCIENCE 14, 223-~34 
EENTHOS, c•ESAPEAKE tAY. CIVfRSifltATIGN, ECCLCGY, lN~ERTEfR~lES, 
SALINIT~, STABIL1ll 0 51C~M ~lNCFF 1 l~CFI(Al (~CLC~ES 
"*" *'***** **'*"****** u u•• u u **** n••••••.•u*"*****U****•H*-*HU*"*"* 5lAE1Ll1ATICN 
................................................................................. 
1~74 W(CCHCLSE ~W JR El tl 
PRCPAGATIOII Cf Sf~~~~~· ~LlEF~lfLCFA FCR SUSSl~JTE STAEilllATJC~ A~C S~ll 
~ARSH OE~£l(f~E~T 
TE(tNlCAL ~E,ORt~[lM Nt. 4t 1 CCA!TAL E~GlNEEFlhG RESfAFCt CE~TER. u.s. 
ARM' CGRP5 (F E~GI~EE~S 
tEVELCfMENlr 5Al1 MARStES, SPt~Tl~A, STABllllAJICN 
··~·······~·-····························································· SUM: lH CRCF 
·····~···································································· 
19i2 Cti<FENTff EJ 
NITROGEN fl)AllGh ~y A ELLE-G~EE~ EFlfHYlE C~ PELAGIC SARG~SSU~ 
SCIE.JICE 11H4C66J, 12C'i-l.HS 
CHNCPhYTA, 1\ITACGHo;, ~ITRCGEt. flU11t:N 1 SUNHfiG CAOF 
1973 KEElE (, ecYNTCN kll 
HANOIJ>G Cl<(;f Cf Hll HI<ShES SI.~RU.HlNG tHUCCTEAGUE SAY, I'~RYlANt -
~IR(;Jf,H 
ChESAPEAKE SCIENCE l~l.tl 1 lli-143 
MAR~LA~t, ~ALl MAFShES, ~TAII£111€ CFCF 1 VIPC:l~IA 
1S63 HULBlRl EM 
THE l:lVHSJT\' CF HYTCFLANUCliH HfU..ATitf,S U CCEAhlC, CCAS1AL, ANt 
ESTLARJNE ~EGICIIS 
J ~Ali I<ES 2 H.(J, U-'i3 




1St3 HA ~H CS 
SUfPLE,EI'IlAL fEEtl~' Of DY~lEIS ~Jlt ST~R(~ 
CHES~P£AKE ~CI t(ll 1 42-~1 
BEaTHCS, ESTUA~JfS, fCCtS, GR(Wlt ~JTES, .CLLLS~S, C'SlfRSr STARCt 
·······~·······~······················ .. ·-································· SlAlE Jl~l~ClCllC• 
····································~····································· 
1913 CHE~U FX 
STATE ANC FEDERAL ((f,SlllLliCNJL J~PEClMfNlS lC Sltlf Ll~ITEC ENTR. 
FISHERIES lEGISLAliC~: SltlES f~(~ ~Al~E TC \lFEINJA 
~A~I~E AfftlFS FFCGR,., ~hCCE ISltl\[ UNJ~, KI~GSTC~ 
fECEPAL GCVERNMEN1, FlShE~lES, LEGAL tSPEClSr M,N,GE~EI\1 0 !TAlE 
JLFIHICllO 
·················~~····~·············~·······~···························· SHl JCI\S 
······················••••t•••············································ 
lS6.t ~PSS~~~l ~H El ~l 
f ISl-ES ANO F ISii LAIHIIIE CCllEClEC fRUI llllJINUC FLAlKlCI' CRUSES Cf i<V 
FAllifllOER, ~APCt 1S61- ~ARCH 19t~ 
VI~S SFECIAL SCI PEPl 33 
DATA COLLECTIGI\S, JU\EAILE FISHES, lARVAE• SAMfll.G 1 SFA~I\11\E, ST~TIO~S 
19fl ~ASS~A~~ -~ El Al 
FISHES ANO fiSH LAR~AE COLLICTEC fR(~ All~·TIC PlA.KTD~ CRUISES Cf RV 
fA1Hfl~O£R, CECE~EER 1~5S - CECEMEEF 1~6t 
VIIS SFECJAL !Cl REPJ ~t 
.eHA!I TIC OCE ~N~ (HfS AffA~E !ltV • UT k CCll ECl !tt.IS, fiSh UPfS, 1-iYDRGC:RAFt;}• 
l~RVAE• S~~Flll'• Sl,ll~l\5 
1960 JCSlPh Ef El AL 
IN~ESTIGATIC!IS CF IN~EF CC!ITINf!llAl ShELf kATE~S Cff lt~ER CtESAPEAKE BAY, 
PART I -GE/IEilAl 11\HHUCTICI\ AH HCIICGRAPtn 
CHS SCI 113-4h 1~5-H7 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, CClTINE~TAL ShELF, tiSCHAilGf C~AlfRl, CRifl eCTTLESt 
FYtllCGll~PhY• UR\IAl (HIIHl SHGft ~ALlNJl'r, S~,_.Plii'Hit HA1JQty,S• 
TEHPERIHURE 
................................................................. ~ ........... . 
STAT!SliC~l MElhOCS 
**"******"*"*-**•~H•u•••nu~••,..u-uuu•**"*******",..***UH*H*-***"*-* 
l'>f2 FLLBERT EM 
A NCTE CN ThE HCR llOH Al [IS TR IBLT 1011 Cf PtYTCfL~NKTCN Iti TH f OPEN OCEAN 
CHP-SEA flES 9(11, 7~-H 
DINOflAGELlATES, CCEA~ ClNCll~llt~. F~YTCPl~~KTChe SFATJAL £1STR1BUllON, 
Sl~ll~TICAI ~ETHCCS 
1914 ~~IlH ~l ET ~l 
SECIMENT OX,GEN CE~AlC I~ A~ CU1WELLJ~G AND LfhElllt.iG~REA 
kOCCS Hlf OCE~NCGF JtySJ, CCLUCT HP~ 1/CL 1~14, 7P (itCCI:S MlE CCUIHB 
NC 3143) 
CONTINENTAL S~Elf, (lRRE~lS C~A1ERl 1 GEOCHEMISTR-, GECLQG,, ()YGEI\ OEMANC 1 
SECIMENlSt !TA1l!11CAL ~Elh(CS 
lCJi.t CClll 8C 
SPECIES DIVERSITY ~NC FAUI\Al AFfl"JlJES OF ~EICBE~T~IC COfEfOCA 1" ThE 
DE£P SEA 
M~~ BIGL 1411lt 45-51 
COAST~l ~Alf~Sw BE"THGS, CChll~Ell~l S~ELF, CClli~EhTAl SLCP£, CGPEFOOS, 
DEPTH, ~ATHE~ATICIL ~TlCIES, ST~TISliCAL MET~CCS 
1S12 fOESCH Of 
SPECIES CJWERSITY CF MA~l~E MACRCeENlHCS lt.i lkE \JRGINIA!I JREA 
CHESAPEAKE SCI 13131, .tCt-~11 
BEIITHOS, C(IITIHIITtL SHLf, CRUSHCU~S, IMUSHIAL kASTES, ~~~ERTEERAHS, 
~CLLUSKS~ SALINllY, SPECIATJCN, SltliSTICAl ~ElhCCS 
1913 ~ATIO~AL ~API~E fJShE~IES SERVICE 
SURVIY 1 PL'I\ FG~ ~A~,..~p 
PREPAREG fO~ ,..A~,..tP P~C,RI~ CffiCE fY T~ll SYSTEMS GRC~P. CCNlR~CT NO 
2-3430~ 
IClHYOPLAI\KlON, Dl~TILlAlll~t FISh EGGS. fiSh ,..IGRATIO~, FIS~ PGFULATICNS, 
fiSH REPPCCLCllQty• FJSt£FJ£S, FCRECA!TING, SA~PLING, STATISTICAL METHOCS 
*"'*" *** u ,.,. "" *" **"*'*" * ........ * ~· •• ~ ........................................... . 
SUTISHCS 
.......................... t •••• ,. ................. f.*"*"***'*"*"*"*•*•••······· 
1975 U.S. OEPA~l,..EtyT Cf CC~~ERCE, ~~~!TIME ACM1NISTRA110N 
' SHTISTICIIL .6"AHSlS Cf lH IIORUPS HllC11AH FLEETS 
WASHHGlOII, D.c., Pl-5 
~ARITI~E DE,ELCP~Ehl, StlfPl~E, STAllSTICSe CC,..MERCE 
1976 L.S. CEPART,..EIIl Cf CCMMEFCE, ~J~lllME ~CMINISTRATIQty 
CCNHINERJZEC CAI<GC. SU1l.STICS 1 C.tUI\CER ~E.tR lCJH 
kA!MINElCNt C.C., f3-! 
MAFllJME CEVELCP~ENJ, s•IPfliiC:, ST,Tl!TICS, (CMMfRCE 
1970 ~LSJCK J.t El .tl 
CISTRJBUTION AND AEUNCANCE CF LOESlEFS A~C SEA SCALLCPS Ill C~ESAFE,~E 
BIGhT 
Vl~S, GLCUCESJE~ fCJI\Tw \~ 
CHE!APEAKE fAY, o•TA CDllEC1I£hS• tiSTRIBL11C~ FATTE~~~~ LCESTERS, 
FQflLATIC~ DY~~~JCS, 5{ALLCFS, SEI~Clll CIST~IBUTIO~, SlATISllCS 
s . a 
l'l7~ L.S. CEPART~t~l t~"Ct,~t,ce·. 
fiSHE~lES SlATISliCS CF TtE OJITEt Sl~lESt l'l7! 
CLFREN1 FISHERIES SlAll!llC! ~t t~CG 
flSHEIHES• STATH11C.5, UdlEt SUHS 
l'l15 L.S. tffA~l~E~l CF CC~~fFCE 
FIS~ERIE~ !lATISTlCS Of T~f U~JlEt STITES 
CURRENT fJStE~' !TAliSliCS NC 61CC 
FIS~ERIES• Sl,ll!TIC! 
JC,ii3 U .. ~. DfPilRlHI\1 CF CCHEiiC£ 
fiSHER' STillSTICS DF l~E ~~llEt SlATES 
SlllTISTICAL tlGEST t.C. 6l.;, L.S. OEFl. Of (Cf(f',., HAll ~~fS 
FISHERIES~ ~TATISTICS 
1~61 h(RCRC~S JJ ET 'L 
lN'fEST JGH ICt.S Of ~~~Eli Cthllh·fi~UL ShELf ltAlfRS Off LOiEil CHESAPEAKE BA'I .. 
PART II. SAND LAt.CE LAF~lft ~~~Ct'ITES A~£RltlAUS 
C~ES SCI 2Cl At.[ i), 49-SS C~I~S CCNTR ~6j 
All#HIC CCUN, ChfSAFEAKE BAh tlHRIBUlHNa GRCIITH RIHS• tATCHt.G, 
LAiiVAL GRC~lfl STAGE, flA~~1Ct., SALit.IlY• SFAit.IN5, STAllSliCS 
1Sl6 L.S. CfPARTME~l CF CC~~E~CE~ tlRITIME lD~INJSTRilllC~ 
,EiiChA~l flEflS Cf ThE hC~Lt 
OCEANGCINti StEAf~ At.D ftClCil StilPS Cf lCOO GRC SS TCIIS AMl O~ER ~S OF 
CECEIIBER a1, l~l!., IIA~HIHlH.o t.C., f1-'l 
lllllilll~E L~~ELCP~E~1 1 S~IPfl~G, Sllli!TICSo (CftMERCE 
19J5 o.s. DEF~Iil~E~T Cf CC~,ERCE 
PLOTS CF USA fiSflNG VESSEL ACTI~Jl,, hEll ENGLAND fiSHERY 11\lER~lEIIS 
lH5-lSU 
~ATICI\H f'.Hli\E fl.SHiilfli HR\ilCEo 1\UlhEAST FISiiHIES CEN1Eii 
FIShERIES, 5TA11S1JC! 
.ez.s 
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• HCCK lNG 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
l'lH AkCERSON EO 
ASSESSf'El\1 CF Hllt.TlC H.CKEiiEL 1~ ICtv\F Sl.E.tiRU 5 AND SlAll!iliCAl AREA t 
ICUF l'ES CCC 7 3 
14, H~ Hl .tS1tHFP 
li~CINGS, BJCLCGYt FISh "'~Aff~E~Tt FJSHERJES, ~ORTALIT,, SlOCKl~G, YIElD 
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SOLRCE BCOII FOF ESTlJIR l!IE fl~U IJIG 1 \ICL ~ WJISk IHlCf>l, C .. C .. , CCNSHII ATICII 
FClt.C~ lltl\' 1 244-"2S<J 
ECOLOG~t GR~SSES, !UBMERGEC Fl~/\15 
··~··············~·~-·~··~···~·················~··················~······· SUBSl~f~CE ~~~fSliGAll(N~ 
·····································~·········~·························· 
19]e STANLE~ OJ. FREELA~D Gl 
THE ERCSIOII-[EfOSlliC/\ en~t,RY Ill HE tiHI: Cf lctCSCN SUilMAI<JNf CAI\YDN 
DEF111ED [1\ THE etSI5 Of SlB~~Rl/\E lBSERV,llCII! 
MAR GEOl 2H:-4h ~34-~.t;t 
CANYOt.S 1 CHC20IC £1<.4, cthllt.EIIHL SHELF,. CUfiR£N1S hATEi<h l:fPOSITION 
(SEDI~EI\TSJ~ ENER~'• ERCSltN. SUBMARINES1 5Uf5lRfACE ~~~ESliG~TICN!e 
TCPUGRAfh' 
················~·-···············~·······~············-···~·········~···· SlESt;~fACE ~AlERS 
··········································~···········~··················~ 
19tt ~~RRl~C~ ~ El AL 
PREtiClCP E'l.;~llCN FCR SlJRfACE A~D BCTTO~ CRifil Of CONTINENTAl SHELF 
~~TERS eET.EEN CAPE HE~lCPEI\ A~D C~FE ~Allf~i5, t..S.J. 
~Nt l"TERhAll OC£~"CGI<~fHlC Ct~~~~E!S. Af!lR~Cl! (~lMS (0~1R 2C5l 
ClilCULA11Ui 1 CCfHitlf"HL SHlf1 CURPHlS li<AlER), REGRESSJCN A"Al'ISJS, 
SI.£SURfACE ~AlE~S, St.RFACE ~AlEPS 
l'.ill3 SARHS PC 
SEA-SURfACE TEHEFo1TUH liUSl!RtMENTS Cf HlAI\lJC-SI-ELF ~AlERS B't All 
AIREC~~E ThERMCMElER 
\I liS ~A~lSCfil fl 
kYORGLGGIC CATA, U0111ER~St FACIATlOfl, REMCH ~HSING, ~~BSllifACE IIATEI'St 
THERMOMETERS, ~lRGl~IA, ~AlER lE~fEFtllRE 
~····················~···········································~~······· ~lJCCf~HtN 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1911 MlLFCRC ~A, 1\CRCRCS~ JJ 
SPECIES CCMfCSIT1G~ tf\C AEl/\CAfiCE Cf NEl PAYTCflANKTCN IN ~IR,IfllAf\ 
CCASUL ~AlERS 
CHH SCI 120), l4..i-15~ 
SlCCESSlGII., SEtSCliH VARltTICifiSt CCitlllNENTII! SHlf, Ph~lCPlA~KlOII, 
SALJNJTY, TEMPERAllREt COASTAL 2C~E 
···~··············~·····················~·············~··················· S!.;lf tlES 
················································~·········~·············~· 
1916 MARTEIIS (~ 
CCIITRCL Cf ~ETHAII£ SEtiMEhl-~AlfR tUfBLE TFA~SfO~T BY ~ACRCI·f~lNA! 
llli<IGAllC" JN OPE LCCKCI.T tlfHt fiOI<lti CAHlHA 
SCIE~CE JCj2C~2-43), Cj'.iE.-lCCC 
A/\JCt. EJCH'"GEw (f~ETlC!t (EClCG't 1 lN~EillEERAJESt lRRlG,llC"• 'ETHANE, 
NOPTt CAPOlliiA 1 SE£1MEIITS, SULFATES 
··········································••*····························· St.lli'ER 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
l<Jit HAIA! ~h 
PH'tlOFL~fiXlC~ Cl~TRlBllllCI\! IN THE ~E~ YCR~ fJ(hl. M'RCh- JUliE 1'.i7t 
Illo A~CXI' C~ THE MlCCLE All~"lJC ~tELf DLFI~G l~E SLM~EF CF 1S16 
REPCRl ~CR~SHCPo ~~SHIIIGlCN, C.C., L~J~ERSJI' CF CELtW~~E 
GX'tGEN Of~~N[, P~'lCfL'~~l(h, SE~SCfltl ClSlRJf~TlCII, SL~~ER 
**>1-*UUHUU~~ ·H·ll··~ ~· llll •. 4 4>1H •• UU u•'U*444UU******4 li444Hll>t.nU 
!LRF CL~~ . 
............................................................. ..,. ..................... . 
l~lf RCPE~ Jw, ~E~Flll AS 
HJSTCRICAL CRliSf DATA C~ SlRf CLA.fl~ ~ND CCEAII 'lAhCGS 
IIO~A D~T' ~Pl ERl I'ESA-17, ~tl ~AR fiS~ Sf~. fClLtER, CCL( 
DAl. CCLLECTIO~S, ~JST~liUllC~ f'TTEF~S, SL~Vf~!r SLRf CLAM 
' ~. ,. 
1917 fi\Ul H 
~ISTORICAl SlRf CLAI' RECCRCS A~t Sl"I'ARY SlAllSliCS fO~ SlRf CLA" 
MANAGEMENT FRCJECT . . . 
IJJfo,! G~~T HT U430.lt-~B5 
CATCt, FISH CC~SER~ATlCt, fiSH MA~AGEfoE~To !IRF CLA" 
1915 LCESCt JG 
INHIITCR) Cf SLRF ClAMS If\ NEHStUt hAlER$ fRC!< C~FE 1-EHPH TC TliE HLSE 
CAFE ~flU 
~II'S CCiilRACl C3-4-C43-35"i HR OEC 16 1 1914-~Afi.CI- 15 0 1915• UOUCESTER 
FCHl. IIA 
ClSTRJBUllON, UHER~ HCRE (\0-l'tlt MlDCU AllAl\TJC BlGtl. SLRF Ct~l' 
1915 VIRGINIA lll~liTLTE Cf MARIIIE ~ClE~CE 
PROPOSAL fOR RESE~RCh 0 .Ill TEfll\HIH f'ANAHMEJ\l HASUI<ES f(f< THE SURf CLA" FIS~EfiY . n 
VIMS CGNTRACl REFCRl 
AflA~TlC CCEI~, CL'~ I~tiJSTRY~. fJStERIES, IIAJ\JGEMENTt StEllflSH, SLRf CLAM 
154e RCPES J~, El tl 
l~E All~~TIC CCAST SlRF Cl~fl FJS~EF,-1973 
I'AR FIH REV 3H l~h :.31-24 
CLA~S, FISHERIES, ,.ClllS~S, SlFf Cl'~ 
1571 ~ARC GE, RCPES J~ 
THE 'TLAJ\TJC CCAST SLFf ClAI' flS~E~Y- 1574 
I'ARI~E flSHEfiiE! FE\1£~ 
3SC5J, 18-.<! 
CATFIS.ES, CIRCUlATICJ\ IPltl\TS), FJStlNGt MASS, IJIRGlNIAo 'IELO E'lATlG~So 
~IOCLE AlL~~liC flGH1 0 5l~f (ll~ 
1S12 ~CfE~ J~ El tl 
THE ~~l~~TJC CC~5T Sl~f Cl~~ fJSHE~V-1~11 
~A~ FISh RE\ 34 lll-12lo ~t-!4 
Bfi\THCSa SE~SCII.!L II~I<UllCI\S, CHCt, CCI'MERCIAL fJStio ~HllflSHt SlRf ClAM 
19ti BAR~EF AM, •E~Rlll AS 
TCUL SCUDS -IIC lEI\GTii-lliEIGH IHtATICII Gf lHSI.Rf CLAM, 5PlSllA 
SCLIC I~S lMA 
Pt<OC IIAT SHHLFISI- tSS 518, 50-'l4 
SHELLSt El~l~CS, S£tSCI\Al ~tRIATlOIIS, CL-M!, LENGTH, REPRCCLCllO~, SI.Rf 
CLAI< 
······~···~··*····~···~4······~··········································· HRFACE UAH.IlGt 
............................................................................ 
HH FI<EV H A Sl~fACE ClRREIIT REVERSAl Ill MID ~lltNTIC tl,hl IN RESfCf\Stl( kl~O 
FORCitH.; A~f~JCAI\ (iECPrYSICAL L~l(N 1518 FILL I'EETJIIG ~1i~t'l6t S~ll FRA~ClSCO, 
C~llfCRI\1~ ~~ CEC lSll 
ClRRENlS «•ATERJ 1 SLRFACE ORAIII~G£ 1 .INC~ 
H'i4 IICC~CCCK At! 
I ThECI<~ Cf SLRFHE '-HER 11011(~ tEtlCED Fl<C" THE loiH-IIIHC£0 MCllCII Cf 
THE FHY HLJA 
J foA~ FES 5(3)• 1~6-~C5 ~O~Eflf~T, FL-NKTC~, SUFFICE [R'I~A6Et WlNOSt ZOCPLA~~tc• 
·~·······~································································ SURFACE f<UNCFf ······································································~··· 
l'iil ElCEil Rll THE EffECT (f RU~-(Ff f~C~ ~LfiPl(A~f C~MlllE C~ THt CO~TINENTAL SHELf 
~ATERS CF TI-E CHES,PE,~E El~tT 
VIMS lhESIS tCOll ~Illlt~ A~C ~tFtl CISChA~GE t~~TE~It hUf~I(I~ES, J~l'£5 ~IWEP, SuRfACE RU~Cfft ~(RK RIVER 
*****••···~·~···~~···································~···················· Sl;lifACE IIATE~S 
·······················*··················~······························· 
H13 OIHLIJC lt 
COhHMINAliCN OF £URUCE flY BAClEI<IAL 111El£1(N 
LI~NCL OCEAI\CG~ lc, 165-16t 
EACTERI.Il• BICLCGY, MICRCSIClCGYr ~IC~CEI\~IRCI\,EI\T, MICROORG.IlNlSMS, SURfACE 
I! HERS 
1914 MACINl~RE ~G ET Al 
11\VEHHATICNS Of SURFACE f lLMS-ChfStPEAIIE BH HHA~CE 
El'iVJRCI\MENHl PRClHllCI\ HChNUGG\ SERIES EH 61C-~-B-CS<.i 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, fll~S, ~URFACE ~ATE~S 
l'i13 IIELUUN AM 
CIL flCATltG Ill THE 1\C~Th All,NllC 
f'Ail FOllUT.IlUll 4112Jo lSC-lH 
OIL SPILLS. FClllTIC~o Cll fCll~TJ(II, tOPEPC(S, SLRFACE WATERS 
l'>H HARC'V JJ 
PtVTC~EUSTC~ ECCLCGY Cf ~ TE~PERAlf ~ARlNE LAGCCN 
LU41\tl CCEANCE Hct 5..t5-533 
BIClOG'ft !:t'IIERS If lCIIliCI\, ECCUGICH tlSTRII!t.ilin, ECOLOGY, PnYHJPlANKTON, 
SUFHC£ killERS 
l~t6 ~A~PISCN k ET tl 
PREDICTOR E'UATICII FOR SURFACE ANt EClTC~ OF(fl Cf CCNTINENJ'l ShElf 
liATERS BElkEEN C'FE tENLCPI~ tNt CAfE HATTERAS, L.!.A. 
2ND 11\TERNIIll CCEAI\OI:RWHC CC~GRES!. ABSlR~ClS (I;I"'S CCI'•TR 4C5) 
CIRCULATIC~. CCN1Il1El1Tll ShELF, CUFRE~TS (~ATEF)• ~E<:RESSJC~ ANALYSIS, 
SUBSlRFACE ~AlERSe SLRftCE killERS 
1916 CEHEI< J" 
RECENT TREI\tS IN SEA SlRFACE lEMFEFA1LRE I~ ~J[ AllA~TlC BIGtl 
A~fPlCAN GECP~YSICAL L~lC~ l<.i1t SFRI~G AI\1\LAl ~fETING A1~2219 
SlRF~CE hATERS• lEI'FE~All;PE 
1~65 Et~FUS Of, LJI.;21EF 1' 
SURfACE CIR(l;lATICt- CN T11E CCNllHHH SHLF Off E~STEFN 1\CIHH A"HICA 
fETkEEI\ NE~fOli\CLA"C A"L fL(~JOt 
A~fRlC~I\ GE(~RAPtiCAl SCCIETY, SERIAl ATLA~ Cf ThE MARII\E EN~lROIIMEI\lAl 
FIJliG 
CI~Cll,TIO~, CCNli~E~ltl s•flf, Sl;FflCE ~AlERS 
1'>54 FCRD .l, ~ JLU:R AF 
HiE SURUCE lAHR CF TH GUlf SHiUI' AIIO ACJ.tCf/IT wATERS 
J I'AR RU 1113), 261-.ctC 
CURFE~TS I~AT£RJ• Pt~SICAl CCf.lli\CfRAFtY 1 SU~IACE hATERS 
······~···················~··················~···························· SIJI'~HS 
··1·····~*~·~·~·~·~·~·4············~·······~······························ 
1n.: ~~ss H 
A CHECK liST Of HiE .EHJlA Cf U:liiH CIHSAPUI<E SA\ HlH 11\CLUSlGNS FROI THE 
UPFER fA' 'NC THE \I~GI~IA~ SEA 
~IRGINJA INSlllUlE Of ·A~I~E SCJE~CE 5PECitl 5CIENCE REPGRT 1 ~90P 
BIOTA, CnES~PEAKE BA~. fiSK, Ia~ERlffRATESt SL~~E~S 
1915 li.olll .llC E 
A CRITICAL CO .. PARISCN Of THE EICUiGJC~l tS5Uf!FliCNS OF nUCSCll RI~EI< 
SHIPH EAS~ t<COUS Hit FHU: SLR11E'f I:ATA 
TRIINS AIHR F Ht; SCC ( -41, i lC- HI 
BICLCGlj ~COEL STLCIES, STFlfEt EASS. SURVf~S 
1~13 O~RIS P~, l~WlCF JE 
~ fU~ISTIC AN& ECCLCGIC.Ill SLR\<EY. UE BE~THIC fi,ACRCALGAE Cf i<EHOECTH 8~\, 
OEI.AiiAllE 
BClA~ICA ~AFI~~ 1., l~C-1~2 
ALCAE, flCFAt ECCLCC~, Sl~~E,So DELA~ARE ~A~ 
1914 T~E PESEARCt lNSTllLlE Of THE Cllf Cf ~AlliE (1RIGC~) 
/. SCClC-ECCI'ICI'IJC ANI: EII\JROIIMENlAL IN\EUCR\' [f TH ATUNJIC liEGlUI\ 
BLRE~U Of LAIIO "A~AGE~E~l, CC"T~ACl ~C ~65~C-Cl3-S, w.l, fk 11 4~1 FAGES ECCNCMICS, E~~IRCN~E~T, SU~~fVS 
1~13 fi-Hf! Ill H H 
.IIPFJ..ICHIOt- Cf ERTs-1 tAU TO lliE f11ClEC11Ctl lH I'AIIAGEI'Ul U NEw 
JEIISE'r 1 ~ CU~UL HliliiCIII'.EI\1 
SYI'.f CN SIC: IIESliLTS CEHINEt FROIO ERlS-1. l;Cl 1 tECH PI'ES, HC At IIASA 
~FECIH FUfliC Nti 3.n, ft.IS.;.t;4 
~HCRE Llf\f CHAI\<:E, PCU.U1HI'1, GEClHh G£(JftCtSlCS., RU4ClE Sfi\HN<:; 
SAHLLJTfS CARllflCIAUt SLIIH~St UHE OHPCSIL 
19'17 w Ellt.EF. 0, I' tiS I(K Jf. •" 
BIOLOG'W Of THE f\CIU() fiSH 'tllii'CR.A HSTRAU ltl THf WESlEIIN 1\UTH AH..AIHIC 
CAI\AtA FJ<B·J~ 3411.2). 2362-2366 Hill'S CLNllilf f3EJ 
CHP SEA FISI"ES, CEEP-WATER tAElTAH, OISJRlllltJ()tl PAHERI'I~, FISH 
PCfUlAliC~~. FISh I<EfRC£lC11CI\e fl~hflllfS, SufiH'W~ 
1911 ffi\Nfll P ET Al 
BOTTOI' Cli<RENTS II\ Mlll'l~~TO~ SUE~'Rli\E CAII~{t; 
NIITuH, H'rSJCill SCIEt<Cf~ 22'.i, P.!:,jHi~ 
tlATHYMEtRY, ONOEI'IIHER fHCTCHAFtY, CCNlii'IHTJil SlCHt CUilflflllS tkATERh 
SUH'l.S 
1S77 u.s. tffAI'lfo'EI\1 Cf HTER 10~, f 1St lltlt .. IIILOllfE SHVICf 
eo~ SCCRE Cf SPECIES LISTIIIGS . 
ENtAI\GflHil SFECJE.S lfCt-.1\ICH BHLEllfl 2Uh 1-~ 
EI'ICAI\GfREt SFECIES, tABlTATS, Fl,I\JS, SUii~('S 
1972 SiP~lEY &J ET 'l 
CUI<JIEI\JS A~£ SEtiJI.EI\1 lR./l~SPCill Ill 111f wiUHGTCI\ CAI\'WCN SrHFeREAII AS 
CBSER liED.. · ,:·. ,~, · 
I~ SWIFT tJf El Al CEt) S~ELF SEDJ~EI\T TRA~S PRCC AN£ PAllER~~ 
CCWDEN., tLTChlNSO~ RO,SS, HliOlOSBlRG., FAo F6H-6~4 
FA~I\A, CC~JJ~Ellltl ShElF, CLR~fl'llS 1WATERJ, SftlM£1\l TRJNSPCRT 1 SUR¥E\'S, 
VHCCIU 
1975. WIHEY H, El Al 
DEEP-SEA RED CRAll, GERY<H "·IMLEOEI'IS. Sl.RH\' (ff HRHHSHRII UNITH 
SHlES 
MARINE fiSHR IES Rfi/JH 31CEJ. 1 i-.(1 
CCIITIIIEIITAL SllfE, CRABS, CRLSlACEJIIS~ NC~T~EJST L.S., SURVEYS 
1S1t AZ/lRC~IT2 1, El ~l 
CE~EFSfl FJ~flSh C/liCtES IN ltE liE~ 'CRK BIG~T E' Sl/!110"5 A•C SPECIES, 
ll-V AJLANliC TkiN, ~A) E-JU~E ~. lSH 
!IOtA CF ERL ~ESA-12, l'ltl ~~R Fl!~ SEF, BCLLtEF, (CLC 
t DE~ERSAl FIStE!, CIS1Rl8U11C~ .FATTEF~S, SLF~E,S, lRA~LII\G 
1916 HAIIC"E J.t f.1 AL 
CIHR1BliliON AND lli!IJtltA~Ct Cf tlEI\lti IC CIIGitiHl'IS II\ ThE M:" HICK SIGhT 
'ff). ll£ 2-t, 1S13 
1\Q,U OR ERL MESA-h. NAT MAR fl~H SEI<o 6tHOEli 1 UllC 
BEI\lHOS, .DAlA CCLlECTICf\S 1 tJSl~liLTlCI\ FATT£~1\S, 11\~EIITtER,lES, SlR~ElS, 
MlttLE ATL/11\TlC IJGtl . 
l97E PtAFCE J£ ET 'l 
OIHRIBUliCN A·t.l) HlJ~tthCE Of fEf\UIC tR<:.AHSJI.S 111 HE Hh YCiiK BIGH 
f-1966 - 1~..,1971 
NC~~ tR £J<l I'ESA-h l't'l M.fR FJH SER, BOLLC£1<, CClC 
BENll->CSt. DATA CULECllUS, tlSHIU.llC.h ftllEBIIS., II\HUEBiiATES~ SuRVEYS, 
~ItOLE ATl.fiiJIC fi(:.HT . 
1 9H ioAGHI\EJi ~.S 
EASTERN OECICtOlS FCRES1. ~ClLME 1. 
SOlTH.tSlfRN E\EiiGilEHi A~O U~-FIU HRfST, Jllvtr.TCll~ Cf t.lllli<Al AREAS 
l.S. CfFARlMENl tf 11\TERlOfi 
fCRES:r.s. fi,Af'PJI\G~ W<\EU 
19n. U11Al LJ 
H.OAI\GEAEt S THUS {if VI ROll JA. FLtHilJNG PUI\H 
lt.FUBLISH& 
HOAI\GEilH SPECIES, PLAttlS, SUf'VElS, HRGHU, AIIGICSP~Ili'S 
lSif El\'dliCM4EN1H FRClECTICII HEHY 
£1\VIRCNIIEliHL SlR\EY Cf liiG lNlEl<JI' 0\;JIPSllH--IHCCLE AllAI\liC BJGH 
ENIIIRDNMENTIIL PIOlECTICII AGEI\C~, AN~~FGLIS, Mt. A~~APOLIS SCIEI\CE ~EI\TEII 
ACIC~, AMl'WliCAL lHHIIHlf!t CCIITUEIITAL SMlf, CRllSES, INCLSTRIAL 
hAHES, CCE/l~S, KUlTlf\T IDEMJfiCATICI\, SllitH tiSPOSAL; .SI.Il~E\'S; kASTE 
IJUII.H 
1912 u.s. CEPARli'E~l Cf l~lE~lC~. flS~ A~C •ILCl1FE SEF~ICE 
FISH A~C ~llOllFE I~ lrE 1\C~l~ ~Tlft~liC ~EGIC~~l "~TER RESCL~CES STlC~. 
/l F fEll t IX c. 
IN, U.S. AR~'W CCilPS Cf E~GI.EE~S ~.ttlAIIl. lo~TE~ RES STUCY. ~. ATL. tlV, 
"' flS~, SL~Vf,St ~A1£R RE~ClRCES, ~1Ltl1FE 
l91t US DEPT CCM~E~CE 
FISHERMEh'S REPCIH, C.AHH CF £EU1dii1E 11 Ct. G.~CUI\:CfiSh SURVEY 16-C5, P.ARJ 
lo ~~RCt 4-25t l97t ((C~ERII\:G .SCUh£111\: NEw £1\:CL~I\t Al\C MIC-AllANllC 
SHElf) 
SAt\OY ~CCK LtS, ti(Hl#I\CS, 1\:J 
CHCI1 1 CCM,.HCIAL FISh fiSh POPUlAllCNSt FlSfiE~IfSo f\Eio UGLlND, SURVEYS 
1916 PCFES JW, MER~lll AS 
HJSTCRICAL Cl1l1Sf CA1A Ct. SL~F CLA"! Jl\0 CC£tl\ 'UAtCCS 
1\:GAJ LATA RPl ERl "ESA-17, NAT MA~ Fl511 SER, BCLLDER, CCLC 
CAlli CGllEC11Cl\S 1 IHSTii lBUlHI\ PllllHNS, SlR\E'IS. Sl..lif ClAII 
1913 PlTC~lE tE, KCC T! 
II''ICRIJLOGIC AND ECCLCGJCAL EffECTS Cf ENURGU!EU Of TH CHS~PEAKE Af\0 
tELAhA~E Ct.tl . 
AFFE~OIX VI FISH SliRVEY 1~ MAR1LII~O PCRTIONt ChESAPEAKE BICL(GlCAl 
LABG~A 1011'f 1 UIII; Cf tllli'tlA~O 
Aet..NCANCE, CrESAPEAKE eAY, OlSlRIBliliCN, flit. fiSt PASSAGES. SUR~EYS, C + 
0 CJ!I\Al 
lS"Ie eERRIEt-1 Pl 
IClHYCPLAhKTCN FRCII TtE F~ CtlftiN SlR~EY ~f CtNTI~E~l~l SfELf hATERS 
BHiiEEII Joiiii<TkA'S IIIMYAIU:, MASSACtlSETTS AU CAPE LOCKCIJT, !IJ .. C. l'.i65-66 
U~~~FS NEfC SH lEt~ S~ 15 
ICTHYtFLAII~lCN, CC.lli\E~T~L ShELft tlSTRIE~TICI\ PAlTERIISt SA~Plli\Go 
SPA~I\IIIG, SUFVE~S 
1917 Gfl~r-1 GC 
flllDCLE ATLANliC lliGHl ZCCPLHKTCII: HASIJ~Al UI\GC liM: 1\:EI.ISTCII CCILLECTIOI\S 
ALGI\:G A l~AIISECT Cff StUT~E~~ ~fli JE~!E~ 
Vl~S S~AMSCE 113, EliJUC£SlER PCJI'I:Tt \A 
CCN TII'I:EI\ TAL SttElf 1 SLI< \ f't 5, .l£CfUIHHl\ 
1S74 HIRSCH A 
~QtA'S NE~ ~tRK tl~hT MA~l~E ECCSVSlEMS Al\AL\SlS PROJECT, AN 
INTEROISClFLlhARY STliD~ Df l~E ~At<l~E ENVIRC~I!E~T 
liAR lEtto HC J 619), .ir3~ 
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CCASTAL ~AlERS, SEASC~Il VJRIATJCNS, ECOLCGY, TEMPERAtURE 
191:7 HUS EL 
A REEXA~JNATION Cf SC~f SPECIES Cf A~PELJSCA (CRl!TACEt, A~FtiFCCA) fRC~ 
THE E~Sl COAST CF IICRTH A~EFICA 
C~t- J lCCL 45C5l, 63!-fSS 
~~FHlFCOA, EREECJIIE, CRlSTACEANS, GECGRAPhiCAl PEGICNS, GC~~tS, 
THPEUliJRE 
lSii HCBEIE JE El tl 
A STUGY Cf ltE CISTRIBUllCN 'NC ACll~lT~ Cf MIC~OCRGAIIISMS IN OCEAN ~~lfR 
Ll~~Cl OCEAJICG~ 111~1 1 ~44-~5! 
AMI~C ACICS, EACTERJ~, c•ReCt,tR,lES, CHLOROF~Yll, MICRCORGAJIISMS, CX,GfN 
OEM~NC, P~~TOPL~~K1C~. FESFJFAliCN, ~All~l1,, lE~PER~lLRE 
1976 PAR~E~ CE, WRIG~l ~p 
A \OlU~ETRIC TEI!FHATLI<E S.tlii\JH CH~IJS fCil 1 liE IHCCLE JlllAf\TIC SIGhT 
lii~ClCGY A~O CCE~I\CG~~F~· 21(4lt 5t3-511 
SEASONAl IIARIHlctdl• CCt\111\EHAl ShELF, COI\ll.NEtilAl SltPE 1 SHI/\llY 1 
TEMFERAllRE, -Oll~ElRIC A~Al~SIS, 5CFT ClA~ 
l'.iH l''fERS 10 
AI\ D85ERVATICI\ Cf liAflt l~EI<MCCLli\E fCRI'AT1CI\ II\ THE MltDlE A~lANTIC 
fHikT 
ES1LARINE COASTAL 1\A~ SCI 2(1), 7S-ti 
PCllLTlCI\, ECClOGY .• flSt-ERIES, fiC'JUHtilt SUIAGE tlSPOSAlo H1ES 1 
TEMPERATlAE• WASlE DI~FOSAl 
19t.'3 VACCAfiC RF 
AIIAILABLE l'dlfiCGEI\ ANC fHCSPt:IJfii.JS AI\IJ T~E HCCtlEfolCAl C'fCLE 111 HiE 
ATl~I\TlC Off 1\Ek E~GLAIIC 
J MAR RES 21(3), 26~3Cl 
Afi~OMUI' Cti'FCUHS, U!lCHiFJ-HL, ~IUHES, NJTRIHS, NITRCG£11, NHI<IENTS., 
FHCSPtiAHS, ft\CSFHCRUS, SALlt;IH, T£/HHATUE 
1973 CCLTOII JE~ SlCCtAFC RP 
8Cl1CM kAlfR TEIIfEI'AlUFES £1\ TH ((ftili~EI\Ul SHtf, 1\CV.- SCCT JA Tt 1\Ek 
JEFSEY 
NCAA TEC~I\ FEfl• ~~fS CIRC llt, ~~F 
PHYSICAl CCEAI\OGRAFHY, TE~Pf~Al~RE 
H62 I'ULHRO U 
CIAlCI"S fiHI' ldHHdJ TIUL hiHRS lS6C AN£ l9H 
VA INST ~AR SCI, !FEC SCI ~EF (3CJ, l-33 
CIATCMS, OCI'II'i"Nl. CRGAIIISMS, P.tHUlHJ(TI:f\, Hll,.,IlY 1 SfCHHU 
ti~TRIEUllCI\t lEPPERATLR£ 1 lllREli\IJ . 
19~2 ~ARA~ ~~ El Jl 
CISTRJBUliCN Of flS~ EGG~ ANC lAPVAE, TE~PER~lLRf, A~D ~~ll~llW Ill lhE 
GEGRGES BANII-HlF Cf fiA l~E llH.e, lCJ5!! 
US FIS~ hllCLlfE !E~~. SFEC !Cl REf fiSh (~11) 1 I-t6 
CATA, tG(S, fiSH, l~R~"E' SAlll\llY, lEI'PHATI.J<E, lCCPLili\KTCt>t COASlAL .ZCIIE 
lS1~ lrCMAS Cl El Al 
ECCLCGICJL !lltiE! IN lf.t ~l(I~ITY (f CCEAN SllES 1 A~C € 
(l~l fCClCGJCAl CC~SlCfkJTIG~S FCR CCEA~ SJTE! Cff NEk JERSE' FCR P~OPOSEV 
NUCLEAR GEHRIHIH :SHliCI\5 1, J-IB 
ECCLCGICAl l~fAClt ESTltRIES, fO~Ei< fl~NTS, PEEFS, SALINITY, lfDIMENtS, 
TE~fERtTU~E, TI£ES, lCCFl~~KlCI\ 1 FEECIIIG 
t5i 
1971 STEFAI\SSOI\ l El Al 
.HYORCGRAfHIC PRCfHTlES AI\C CIIiCLLJllC~ Cf lH 1\CHH Ciii<CLIIIA SiiHF AM: 
SLOE t.HHS 
tHP SEA IHSEAR(t-; Hit .;e3-4H (iiCOCS "'CLE CCUIIOCIUP*'H 11\SllltJTlCII CCIITfl 
a::u 
CIRCUlATICI\ 1 COI\TJI\EI\TAL S~Elft CI~SCL,EC ()\GENt 1\C~Tii CA~Clii\A,· 
1\LTRIEI\TS, RUNOFf, SALII\Jl), lE~PE~AlLRf, hJI\CS 
1 '.i62 hCCLCCTT. k S 
INTR~SfEClfiC IJAI<UllCI\ 11\ lH ~HH HPCh JlCCClS Afi\UJCAI\lS {GJ!!Ellll) 
CHESAPE~KE SCI 3(~), 94-113 
ANA&ROI'OlS FISH 1 B~ACKJSh ~ATE~, DC~IIIANT CI<EAIIIS¥5• FISH, S'lliiiT~. 
lEf'(FE~ATl.H 
1964 l'llFCI<t FA 
INIIESTJEATJGIIS CF lNHI< CCIITINENlAL SHV IIAlfliS Off LCUR CtESAFEAIIE EA't', 
PART ~ IEASCIIAlllY CF ThE tJATC, GEIIlS CHAETCLERCS 
LIPIICL CCEI~CGR ~(31 1 l8~-l9C 
OIATCfiiS, OCfiii'I~I\T CRG~tdSIIS, SHII'IJH, SE~HIIAl IJJSTiliEUTICN• TEI<PERATLRf 
l~tC JCS£Pt ES £1 Al 
11\IIESllGATJC~S Cf 11\~EF ((1\111\fi\TAL ShELF WATERS Cff lGhE~ C"'ESAPEAKE SA,, 
FAFT 1 -GE~f~Al llllRCVlClJCI\ A~C hYCFCGR'P~' 
CHS SCI ll3-4lt 1!5-lt1 
CHESAPEA~E fAYw CCI\Tl~E~ltl !tElf, E1SC~A~GE lk~TfRit CRlfJ ECTTLES, 
tYCRCG~Af~Y. LAR\Al G~C~lh Sl~GE~ SALII\IlYe !A~PLII\G, STATIO~!, 
TEI'FE~AliJFIE 
1S5t CLA~KE Glt EAC~l~ Rh , 
~EASURE~EI\TS CF LIGhT FE~fl~·liCN I~ FELATICI\ lC VE~liC#l MJG~ATICI\ ANU 
FECCRCS .CF lUMlNEHfi\CE OF tEEF-SEA Allli'ALS 
CEEP SEA RES 4(1J, l-14 
BIOLLI'II\ESCEIICE, tiUP~JL ClSTRI8UTJC~, llGtl PfNElRATIO~, TE~fERAT~~E, 
ThERMCCLI~E, VERllCAl ~IGR~TICI\ 1 .ZCCfl~N~l(~ 
1912 !<HEY EC 
PART 2t PROBLEMS ~NC FRfCICTEC CCI\~E,LENCE~ Cf POWER PLAI\TS (~ ThE M)RJNE 
ECCLCGY Ill CCE/l~ !llES Cff fiE~ JER!tY 
111\1 ECClCGlCAl (CI\SlCERilTIONS FOR CCEAN ~llf~ Cff NJ FCR PRCfOSEC ~lC 
GE~ER ~Til J, llE-ll~ 
BENTHCS, E~APCRATICN, FtYTCPLA~KTCI\o POhER PLAN1S 1 PRESSURE hEAD, 
SALINITY, 5/li'Pll~Et lE~FE~IlTLRE, ktlER QLAlll,, lCCPLA~KTC~ 
1S1."1 MCCfR~Cll ~ 
FAFl 3, STUDY CF l~E ll~Th1CPLA~KTC~ ~SSOCJATEC hJTH ThC CF NEh JERSEY'S 
COASTAL 11\lETS 
(IN) ECOLGICAL CCNSILE~~JICNS FC~ CCEAN SITES CFF NEh JE~SEY fOR PRCPCSEO 
N~CLE~~ GE~ER~TING STtTICNS 2 1 1-34 
CCASHL EN\IRtNfiEfll• SHSG~H \iMliJTICI\S 1 JCT~~GflANJ\TCN 1 EGG.S, l.AiiWAE, 
POP~LATICN, SALINITY• SEASONAL CISTRIEUTICN, JE~PERATUREt ZCCPLANKJCN 
1Sf8 SClThhARC EC, 6RAT1EGARO T 
I'Ct;Ot-CfHCU CF ltf f\CRThhEST AlLAt\liC, 1\0IIU Cll.FCLII\A RfGICI\ 
BULL M.AR HI 18f4h 836-BB 
PRCTOPHYlA, CHHIBlJUCI\ 1 H(Gf'AftilCH RfGICIIS 1 T..EI>\FEI<HIJIIE 
l'>ta SHEI<MAI>< K, HhAIIH E 
POIITELLID CCPEPCCS AS 11\tiC.atCJS OF 'N OCEANJC J~CURSJCN O~ER 'fORGES 
BAlli< 
ECCLOGY 4'i(3h H.<-5£4 
COfEFCtS, CISTI11Et;TJCN, tCIIINAI\T CR(;AtiiSMS• HIIPERATLRE 1 ZCC.flANKTCN 
1~5E RYlhE~ JH, ~E~TSCt t~ 
PRIMARY fRCCUCT.lCI\ H <O~T IN ENTAL St;HF hATERS (ff ~Eh 'WOR~ 
LI~NCL OCEANCG~ 3(3Jt 3i1-335 
CliLCRCI'Hll., LIGHT, IIITI<!HN, t-UTRIHTS, PI-OSHATES• PI-OTOS'fi\JHESISv 
PPJ~AR'W PFG£UC11\J1Yt JE~FE~AlLRE 
1916 I:Eil'JER JW 
RECENT TRENDS IN SEA SURftC£ TE~PER'l~RE Ill flC ATLANTIC SlGtl 
~flfRICU; GUJFHYSJCH UIIIO !SU Sfi<IN(; ANNUL IHETI"G A1t2<iH 
S~RFACE ~ATERS. TE;PfRilUR£ 
l'l6~ DEEVfY GE 
RELATI\E EFFECTS OF TEHERIJI..RE ~t.C fCCD Gil SHSCI'IJ\l IIMUHICIIS II\ LENGTh 
Cf ~ARINE CCPEPC[S IN SCME EASTER~ ~MERlCAN AND ~ESTERN E~RCfEAN iiATERS 
BUll EII\G~A~ CCEAIICGR CCLLHl 1 'l &a. 1-86 
SEASONAL \A~IATICI'IS• CCFEFOCS, fCClS 1 GECG~AftlC~L REGIOIIS 1 fCFULATICN 1 TE~PER.ATURE, lCC HHHCJ'I 
1911 DUECALL lw El Al 
StCRT-TERM wATER CCLUMN PERTURE.ATIQNS C.ALSEC BY k.ASTE kAlER SlLCGE DUMPING 
IN THE NEW-HRfl EJGtT li'D 
J hAlER HLLLT CCNTFCLFH 49 HOh ~063-2C73 
AMMCNIU~ CCMP(~~CS, .(.LCROP.~LL, Cll!Cl~ED OJW~E~, SALI~IlY, SUSFE~[EO 
LCAO, lEMfEFAll.~E 
l9il MLLFCFD RA, NCRCRC~S JJ 
SPECIES CC~PCSITION tNt ABUNCA~CE Cf NET PA,TGFLANKlCN IN ~IRGINIAN 
COASHL lltHR5 
CHES SCI 1."1(3)• 1~2-155 
SUCCESSION, SEASC~AL VARllllCN!, CCNllNENTAL ~HElft FHYltFlA~~lON, 
SALlNIT,, TEMPE~AllRE~ COASTAL lC~t 
1~6~ KLENC\A ~~ · 
SLSPENCEt ~AlTER 1~ THE Jll,tll\llC C(fAI\ AS All JI\CICATO~ CF JHE STRLCTLRE Cf 
TH hATH fwtSS 
TR 11\Sl CI<EA!ICL 5~, 1.<3-US 
DE~SITY, CJH:IltllC f'ATTER, SAL 11\ITYt SLSPEI\CfC I.OAI:, TEf'PERATlREt t iiATER 
C IRCllATICI\ 
19if ~'LlJE ~f El ~L 
TEMPERATlJI<E PFEFEREI\CE• A~ClCAIICft StOCK AIID ShiP' SPEEt SlUOJES WITH 
Ui<li\E ANt t:SllJ,tiRINE CRI:MdSfiS FI<O~ llfil JERSn 
ICtllH,OlCJGICAL A~SCC 11\C. flllflU U: 15 
TOLEFAIICE. ES1UAFI~E E!I\IFG~~ENT, 1E~fERATLFf 
1S13 At.U 
THE ~TLANTJC GEIIf~AllCN SlAliCI\, FC~ ~CI>\E, SC.Elhl~G TC G~Ch CN 
ENERG' PEOflE, AfR 1973, 1-i 
fCLLLTICII., llEHS, lHPE~lTLRE, HCFU~KHN 
1974 GEC~GE RY, ~JFU; JF 
THE EffECTS OF t'DRO~TilTIC PPESSUR£ Cll LIVING AQLAliC CRGAfiiS;s III, 
BEHAVIOR AN( TOLEFAIICE CF t:Ufl~~MTt~l( C~GAIIIS~S lC INCREASE! HYDRtSTATIC 
fi<ESSUH 
INT RH GEHAIITEN HYDI<CEICl !St2l• 115-1S6 
•MfHIPCOA, P~YSitlCGY, CCPffGCSa fRESSURE ~£ASlRING INSTRU,E~TS, SlRESS, 
TEMPERATURE, SC~FhCZCA 
1964 B~YINl!ER ~~ 
lr<E lP.FllHCE tf WlHR I"JISSES CF TH llfw EHL.AIIC Al\0 1\Cii.A SCCTU SHLF CN 
TtE FCR~.ATICII Cf ((~~EF(I~L CC~CENTRJlllOIIS Of tE~RING 
ICNJ!F EN\t IRCN !YI'F flCME 1S.C:4, Hill U2~h CCNlllJS U-4), lH 
CONTINENl.AL SLOFE 1 FISh, FIShE~lES• HERRII'IGS, S~LIIIIT~, Sf.IIS(NJIL 
tiSTRlfLTICN, TE~FE~JITLFE 1 WI~[! 
EtC 
1916 IIRIGH IIIIi 
ThE LIMITS Cf !~Elf ~ATER 
JCLR~AL Cf ~A~I~f Pf!EAFC~ 3~(1), 1-14 
SEASC~Al VARIIliCh!, CC~TI~flTJL SLCFE, CL~RENlS {!lATER), SALlliTV, 
TEMPERAllRE, kATE~ 1RAI\SF£R, HCCU: Hl.AHJ( UGH 
1 SH AH IP.HN lF 
THE SC~lh AlLAP.llC BlGtT 
PRESENTEC AI Jlll OECACE Cf OCfAN E>PLORAllC~ 
NSF COllf 0~ ANOIA 0~ HiE ~ICCLE ATU~TIC SUlf HRING ThE Slii'MER CF l'i1l:, 
H~h CC CCl lS-1~. 76 1 P3:tEJ 
CCNTINENlAl ShELF, REC TIC£, SALIAI1, 1 TEMfEiATL~E 1 ~AlfR ANALYSIS 
19t9 SCI<GE H 
THE SlATL! Of lHERI'H llUChAFGES EtST Of ThE MJSSISSIPFJ RIIIEII 
CHE!~PfAKE SCI 1Cl3-4), l::I-13£ 
POLLUTION, COASTAl ~AlEI<S, TE~fERAllR£• ~~lER GtAllTl 
1971 KlJPfEI<~~t; SL, t>tRfHU N 
lRANSPtRT Cf LCII-S~lll'Hll ~AHF H lH SlCfE !~HER-GUlf SlREA~ BCUNCAilY 
JCli<No\l Cf (;ECFl-\'SIC>ll HSfAiiCt. li2t24) 1 P ::ttH-3486 
ATlANTIC CCEAN, fUCV!, CClCUCTI~ITl, CCNll·E~T'l StiELF, ~E>lSUREMENT, OCEA• 
CI..RRENTS, PROfilES• SAI.Hdrt, HHHAllRE., 1ti£R~CCLIH 
1~73 BlGG~ DC, ~CCE~~Cll JJ 
VAI<UliCN I~ TEMPEIUlt..JH-SAlHin HURAHE fElkEEr. 111( fHt..ARlNE 
POPULATICI\S Of PAGURLS LCIIHC~RfliS SAV tcl<LSUCU, IINC~LRH 
SICL BlLL 14~ ClJ, Sl-1C2 
ACCLIM~TIZATION, P~VSlCLCfY, BENJt(S, TOLERA~CE, CRAfS, ES1\..AI<IES 1 INlERTJCAl >lRfAS, !AlllllVt lE~FERtllBE 
19t3 SlT~tRlAIIO [f 
VARIAlJCN II\ 'EPTEERAL 1\l~SERS CF JU\fNilf AllA~liC ME~t~CEN 
US FJS~ *llLllfE SERV, SPEC SLI I<Ef fiSH (~35)• J-21 
BRfECING, JlVENllE fi!tES, lE~PER,llRE 
l'i11 IIIJLLEF JR 
~ERTIC'l ~J)l~G ~~C ··~C~I( (L~[JTIC~S I• T~E ~Ek VC~K BlGtl 
~~ GECftYSlC~l li~JCN TF~NS ~~(t)• 4(1 
COAS1AL fl,lhS, ~l)I~G, ()YGE~JTIC~, !'Ll~t ~ATEF I~T~t.SIC~. SEA ~ATE!<, 
TEI'FEPAllFE 
Ul 
Ui6~ St.M~EFS H 
kl~TER PCPUlATlCl Cf LCLJGC PE~lfl lN TnE MID-ATLANTIC EIGHT 
BICLCGICAL BlllElH \U U7 H h 2C.t-216 
ABLNCA~Cf~ ClSlRIElTICt fAlTER.So ~CLLUSKS, TE~PER~l~RE 
1962 ECkAFCS FL El ~l 
WINTER WATER JEMFERAlURE! ANC AN A~NCl~lfD LIST (f FJStfS - ~A.JUCKEl 
SHC~L! 10 CAPE t~llf~AS AlSAl~CS! Ill C~LJ!£ NC 126 
IH FISt kiU:llFE Sfi<IJt SFEC SCI l1EF fiSt! U9ilt 1-31 
DATA, CISTRJf~liON, FISH, FISHI~G. GECGRAFHJCIL REGJC.S, TE~FER~lURE• 
lRA~LI.G, CSlf{l(G' 
***"***"*"*"***•• "" llll **"* U UH UHliH4$li*HH "*•** ***"*•*"*"***•*"******* tEflllN~U 
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ISH ~HI<Efi C 
lMfACl Gf CEEPhATH TEPHHL. 1/(L l OVlRCUUTAl PRCflf"'S ~SSOCIAl£0 HJI', 
A CEEP W~TEP PCRT lb ll-E OfLAhARE 6A1 AREA 
A REPORT 1{ ~SF FA~~ PFC€RI~ ~4~ 




1912 SJIMSC~ fEr fRINClf £ 
ARIICRII\G CF S'INTHfllC-fiBfR t:Hf-SH "'CORIH lHES AG~IfiST FISkiHH 
IIHCI TECh FEf'Cl~-15J, 1-3~ 




1916 EEAFCSLEY ~( 
A SIMPLE lHEOREliCAL ~CCEl FCF THE ftCk Cf t~ ESTU~RY C~TC A CCNTilE~TIL 
Sl<flf 
JR. GECPt,SICAL RESE~RC~ \Ol. t3 ~C.C2 Sl3-SS3 
FRCJECTICN!, CC~ll~E~ltL StELF, CV·~~ICS• ~CtEL STLCIES, ltECRETICAL 
ANALYSIS, liO'L ~ATER~, lCPC(R~P~~. ~ELCCIT' 
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1973 ~CU~i J5 1 GJBSCN (J 
EffECT Of lr:ER~Al EffllHT 0 H(;Rllii\G HM1EI:EII 
~AR fCLL Elll 4(t), S4-S6 
FISH, fiS• MIGRATJCN, fl!hllll, THER~Al FC!LU1IC~, ThE~MAL PCkfRPLA.TS 
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1573 'CL~G JS• GJBSCN Cl 
EFFECl OF THERMAl EFFLIJE~l CN ~IGFAliNG ME,.,hEtE~ 
fiAR FCll BULL 4(6J, S~-S6 
FISh, FISh ~IG~AllCN. fl!h~lLL, lhf~~Al FCLLkllD~. ThE~fl~l FCkERPL~~lS 
·················~················~~*~··················"·······~········· ThE~MAL PFCFERTIE! 
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1'571 RAt fl AL 
GUlf STRE~M A~t MlttLE ~ll~~liC BlG.l, CCMFLEX ThERM~L SlRLClLRE AS SEE~ 
FROM AN ENVIRONMEAlAL IAlELlllE 
SCIHCE 1130<;<;61, 52S-53C 
E~~IRCI\MENTH 'U~LITY• INFRIIFEC ~AtiAllCI\ 1 REI'!~01E SENSII\G, SAlHLITES (ARTIFICJAL)o lHER.Al fR(PlRli£5 
·····························~·················~·~·············~·~······· UiERfo\C.CLIH 
··~·~·~······································~···························· 
1~56 CLARKE Glt SAC~U~ R~ 
~EASURe~E~TS Cf Ll~hl FE~ETR,TJCN l~ ~ELAT1CN lC VE~llC~L MJG~ATIOtl AND 
FECCRCS Cf lUMINESCENCE OF CEEP-SEA ANIMALS 
OEEP SEA RES ~tllo l-1~ 
BIOLUilHSCEHE, CIUFNAL tJSTR teUT ICht LJGrl PEhElRATION, TEI'!FERATIJRE, 
TtERMCCLJ~E, VER11CAL i'JGP,TIC~, ZtCfLAN~lCN 
1177 KUPfE~'AN Sl, GAAFIEtC ~ 
TRA~SPCRT Cf LC~-S~LI~ll~ htl£R AT T•E SLCFE kATE~-GlLF STREA~ BDL~CARY 
JCU~NAL CF GEGf.YSlCAl ~E5EARCt 1 ~2(~4). P 34El-34S6 
ATLANTIC CCEAN, 8UCY5o CCNCUCTIV1T,, CCNTI.fAl'L StELF, MEtSUREMENT 1 CCEA. CURREaTs, PFCFILES, SALINllYt lE,fEIATURE, ThER,CCllhf 
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19t3 BARH! PC 
SEA-SURFHE HfiPEIUllRE HA~IJREI'EI'<TS CF JllMiJIC-SHLf UlfRS BY At. 
AIREOR~E T~fRMCMETEP 
\IHS ~HUSCFI Fl 
~Y£~0LOGIC CATA, I!OlhER~St FA£1ATIO~, REMCTE SE~SING, SLBSl~fACE kATE~St 
THERMCMETERS, 'IRGI~IA• kATER TE~FEF~TURE 
****•····································································· TICAl EfFECH 
···············-·························································· 
197! LA\ELLE J~ El Al 
POSSIHE HTlOM CUflRfhT RESPCl't'SE 1( SUI<FACE 1111\iDS IN 11-E hLCSCN ShELF 
C ~Al\1\ £l 
J GECFHYS RES EO(l5l• 1953-1956 
CliiCUI.HIC~, CCI\T 11'\Et\l.lll SHlft CU!lRENTS C loA 1ER It 1 TICAl. Eff.ECTS, HOES, kiNDS 
1113 ~ORTCI\ RAt DCNALD!£~ AC 
SHIMENl tlSHlfJIJTIOtl ANt E\l(llTICN CF HChCELTAS AlONG A liCE CCi'lMIH 
SHCRfLJNf, loAC~AfREAGLE, \l~GINIA 
SEtHHUFY HCLCGY 1C 0 21:5-2S9 
SHCRE LINE CtA~GE, EVCLLTICN, CELlA!, SEDIMENT DISlRISlTIC~, TIDAL 
EFFECn, 
··················~·····~·········~······································· llCAl HER!:' 
··························~··············································· 
1'511 BEARD~LE'f RC 
CCEA" liliES ANIJ I!EA1tiE~IN1lliCEC BCTTCI' PRESSURE fLUCTIJAlHltdi JN HiE MlOilLE 
A Tl Afo<TI C e 1 0'11 
JCUN.Al Of t:HPM SICAl I<ESHfi.Cfi 8212ll 1 311~3 H2 
ATLANTIC CCEAt., f~ES~UH MHSURl~G 11\SlRLMENl.S, liCAl ENER<:'f, hEAThER 
*******U*H*************••nu ***-"·*~•••u •• .,.,,. '***** nun"*********•** 
1 JCJ!L 14'RSUS 
..................... ,. ....................... ~ ..................... ,. ...... . 
197c E~RlLEll L fl Al 
tOll COST PttCTOGRAPiiiC: IIWHHR'W Cf TIUL kflLAtlt.:S 
liNIVERSJT'f Cf OEl,1hAH FUHlCHJOit 2'iPP 
PHCTOGPAP~'' TIDAl ~ARS~ES, ~fllANtS 
1916 VlllGINlA HIHITLTE Cf MARINE HlEh<:E 
lHHAlER HllAt<t~ lt-~EHU IES f) \IJIIS 
\IUGINJA 1.1\STITUE Cf I<AiliM SOfMtSt GlOHESlfR POINlo VA 
MAPPING, SIJR\IE'tS, TltAl. 14AI<SHSt UtES• lifUAIICS 
1974 SIPFU liS 
~EGE1A11CN TYPES Ill TICAL kElltl\tS Ill ~Afi-LAlC 
~ARYltl\t CEFA~l~EIIT (f 1\AlURAL RESClFCES JCP 
M~RYl~llt, llDAL ~ARShES, TICAL W~TfR!, kASif A551Mll~TI~E [AfACITY 
··········~·····4~····~························*···········~·~·~·········· llt'L kHUS 
........................... ~ ................................................ . 
1978 SE~FCSLEY ~( 
A !I~PLE THECRETIC'L ~COEL f(R ltE flC~ Cf At. ESTUARY C~lt A COhliNfNTAl 
SHlf 
Jl<. GECff-.YSICH HSfARH ~£l. t3 N(.C.l 913-H3 
PRCJECllOIIS. COI\111\ft.TH ShELF, C'IIIHICS, ~t-I:H ~TLCHSt 11-ECREHCAL 
~~~LY51!, llttL ~tlE~S, TCFCGFAFhY, WELCCIJ~ 
l SH FCI\C''f FC 
~ODELE ~ATHE,All,~E fCLR L 1 ET~CE 0£ LA ClR(LlATICI\ OLE ~ L~ ~~RfE tN 'ER 
011 Hi'O 
f!IARlNE SClfi\CES CIREC.TORAT£ 1 OlTAWA, "'JINI.SCRH'l ~HOH SERIES M:i 2'5, 1'112 
51P 
CI~CULATJC~, TIDAL kATE~S 
1914 S IFFL£ kS 
~E<:ETATION l'fPES IN TICAL kETlA~tS IJ ~~i'Ylt~t 
~AinLA~O OEftRUHT Cf t..HLI<H fiESCURCES lCF 
f!IA~YLAND. TICAL ~AR!~ES, TICAL ~~~f~St ~ASTf ASSI~ILAli~E CAPJCITY 
··································~······································· T II:ES 
**" •••••••• •• u u •• u •• ** u ** ** **** u ••••u·u ***********************"* nu 
l'i"il KRAlSS C. 
A CliECI<llSl Cf PUtH SFfClfS Of Tt't (hfS~PUtcE 8H OCCURRIMi kllhlh THE 
tlGH TICE LlMITS (f ltf EA'f ANC IT! TRIStl,~li~ 
CEFAR11!ENT OF EOTAN't.r l!U\USln Cf I!ARYl,ill. TfCiifllCH BULLEHN 21:02 
INTERTIDAL AI<E,S, LI11UH 1 fHUS, liOESt Hllfl.URlfSt IIEHHHON 
1s1~ aEit ce El tt 
A ~CCEl fOil TH c~CUTJO~ Cf LII\EAfi TlllAL flllT SAND RJCGES Ill DHAiu\RE 
e.n. u.s.A. 
Ill, RELATICI\S SECIMENTAIRf~ ENli<E ESTLARitSET FLATEAU~ •••• ~E~CIRES £E 
L'liiSTITUT CE GECLCCi£ Cl EASS!N t•.,tllAIIIf 1 
GEOLQGYt 5A~O B~RSt SAIICS, litES• CEllaARE EAY 
HH RJCI'ilEP _, 
t 'VGLii/1\ETI<IC Al\ALYSIS (f hCi.Cu'~E SECIIHNT.S l~CERUIIIG PRE~EH DELAwARE 
SALT MARSHES lNlNCAlEC B~ CEL~k,~f fA' TICES 
LNPUELIStft ~ASTE~•! 11-ESIS. l~IVEFSITV Cf tfl~~AFE 103F 
OEt~~ARE, GECLC~Y, StlT ~'~S~ES, Sfti~ENlSo litES, OELA;AI<E SAY 
1978 LlniG JC 
CGASl~L CURRENTS AI\C A~ -S50CI~TEO SJNt 5li<Et~ Off ~~~~~11\lJ fE~CI- 1 
viRGil\ lA 
J~ GECFt~~ RES €3 3C! P23f!-~3l2 
OCEAN CURRENTS, CCE~NCC~APt,, !A~C5, SECJ~EI\1 lRA~SFLRl, TlCES, ~I~CS 
1914 CALLA.,, R !1 Al 
CC~FlTA11CN Of litES, CUR~ENTS, 'NU CISP£RSAl CF PCLLUTA~lS JN ThE NEh 
YCRX EIG~T FRCM fLCCK ISL~NC TC ATLANTIC till ~llH L~REE G~lt SIZE. SiNGLE 
ANC ... •• 
GOVEFN~ENl PtFC~lS 'NNCLNCE~ENlS 74fl4), 51 
TR,NSPORT, CURRENTS (~AlERJ, H~CRC01N,M1CS, litES, hATE~ FCLLLTICN 
1976 RCCEh#lt fi 
OER CAPELlii-CRKAr. VCI' 3, JtNUII l!iH• tiUlilUC,U·tf CAPELL.A Cf JAIIUARV 3 1 
1916 
OER SEEWARl, ~A"EURG, 3€(!), 1C2-Jl2 
tiURRICAIIESt STCR~S, litES 
1914 CRt~£ CE ET Al 
C15PERSAL CF WASlE SCLl£! IN NEh ~(R~ eiE~l 
GECL SOC A~ AESlR 6(7J 1 715 . 
CC~IJNf~l·l S•ELf, Ct~RENTS (hATER), ESTLA~IfS, !Etl~E~l.lJOl, TIDES, 
USTE CISFCSJIL 
l':llil UCMS CL El H 
ECCLCGICAL STLCIE! IN THE VICII'IITl Cf OCEAN SITES 1 ANC ~ 
I lf-1 ECOLOGICAL CONS liHRIITlCI'IS fOR tCEAI'I S llfS Cff NH JERSEl FCR PROfDSEC 
NUCLEAR GE~EFAlt~G 51A1ICNS 1, l-115 
ECOLOGICAL IMFACJ, E5TlAR11So FChE~ FLANlS, REEFS• SAllNJlY, SlOIM£NTS 1 
TE,PERATUR£ 1 TIC£S, lCCfL~I\KlON, fiECI~G 
1\H U,.S. CfP~PlMHH GF (C"IHRCE 1 NCAA lPllll H~RLY) 
NATIC~Al CCEA~ SU~VE~, liCE JteLES ti~H AaD LGh ~~lER PREtlCTICNS~ EAST 
CO~ST Cf NC~TH AAC SCLTt A~ERICI INCLLDING GREENL~N[ 
~ASHINETCN, t.c., U.S. GC'T PRINTING CFFJCE 
1!DE~ 1 H~E 
lSlE BEA~C!LE' RC El Al 
P~)SIC~L OCEANCEFAF~' Of ltE MIDOLf ~lLAIIllC BIG~l 
A" SCC LIM~CL OCtANCGR ~~ ~'-34 tSfEC S~~F) 
CIRCLLATICN, CG~!Ttl Fl~IhSo SALI~IT¥ 1 TlCES 1 ~ELOCIT~ 
1~15 L~\ELLE J~ El ~l 
POSSIBLE BCHG; CL~RE~T IHSFGIISE TC S4RfAtE hlt;ts IN TkE hU:~Ct\ SHElF 
Htt-.NEL 
J GECP .. ~S FES 8CC15), 1CJ53-195o 
CIPCULATIC~, CCNTINE.ltl s•ELF. ClRRE~TS (hAlER), , TID~L EffECTS, TlCfS 1 
~~~1:5 
1913 ~AFE,ARC t, ~C~EE hC 
SHI-CIVI<f\H llLtl ClFI<fNl! AT SHE C 
OEEI' SEAiiESE,I<Cii 2Cilllt <;G7-1CC9 
Cl~RENl ~ETEF5r fli't.SICH UUNCGJUPM't THfS 
1St4 H~S~U H 
lht tlSl~IEUTl(N Cf C'S1ER ltRVAf 
PRCC SY~F f)F PAF fC(l GFA[ SC~tCL ~tE•l'ICG~, U~lV Rlt CCC~S fl6LI21, 
16-SC 
BAYS, BEHA~ICR, ESTUARIES, LAR~AE, CY!TE~S, S'Ll~ITWt TICES, \EAJICll 
M I GilA 1HN 
l!lt2 HHAR 1 JQ 
THf €~EAT •rLtNTlC COAST TICES Cf !-E 'A~CH 1St~ 
Tltf.S . 
1'575 llD~IO JC 
TICAL CURPE~TS, SECl~E~T lRAI'ISPCRT ~~0 SAND 8A~KS IN CHESAFEtKE fAV 
E~TRA~E, \IRGI~IA 
lilt HiCCEEI:INGS CF TH. 2Nl IHERI\n IOAL ESEHl~RJNE RESEARCt fEOEI<ATICN 
SY~PCSIL"' ~'RTLE eEACt, S.C., CClCEE~ 1S73 . 
CHfS~PEAKE e~t, Cl~PEATS (kATERlt SANCS, SECl~E~I TRA~SfORlt TIDES 
1'51t VlRGll\1. INSlllllf CF 'ARINE SCIENCE 
llCt~•lER ~Ell~Nt! ~~~fl'ITCFIES BY ~1'5 
V IRGINIJI INSTITUTE OF f<A~IIIE ~CIEMES, GLOI..CEHEF f( llllt ~~ 
'AFPI~G, Slf~f~S, liOtl ~IFSHE5t TltES, hETLJ~tS 
··········~·················1·····~·1········4···························· ll~E 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
NtC c.S. OEPARTMEh1 (f CC~~EFC£, NCtl IFUEL ~ElFLVl 
.AllOIIAL QCEtN SLRVEY~ TlCE TAELES ~IGh tNC LO~ ~ATER PRECJCTIONSo ~AST 
CCASl CF NO~T~ ANt SCUTt A~EFICA IbCllOI~G GFEENLt~C 
hASHI~GlC~. D.C., L.5. ~C't P~I~TitE (ff!CE 
litES, THE 
··~-·~···~···~·······~···~······················~···········-············· UllUAM.;f 
.... *" ...... " .. ,....,.,.,. ........ ,.,. ..... ·····~ ................ u ....... 4*** h .... .. 
1910 FE~G SV, CA~iC~l£~ ~J 
t<LMCRAL RESf'OIIi~fS I~ Tt;f AHRICAt.l OHER CCRASSOSTRU 'tllRGHdCAJ ltlffCTEC 
IIITH BUCEPtALI.iS SF A~O Jo.lHtii/IJA MLSCNI Utd HI'POSllll! CN Cl.SEASE~ Cf 
fiSii A~ll ..... 
'~ER FJS~ SCC SFEC fUEl t5J, 4~1-510 
PHYSiOLOGY, TOLEFAIIit£, Ellil1MES, lllifECllCN• O'SlERS, P~RASI11S~. P~OTEI~S 1 
~tELLFI~H 1 l~E~AlCtES 
19iE kYLllE ~F El 'L . 
lEMPERATLRE PREFERENCE, ~~llt~JoCE, StCCK AND SkiM SPEEC STUDIES hllh 
M~RINE ANC ESTLARI~E ORG,~II•s f~Ct ~Ek JE~Sf• 
ICIHHYOLOUCH AISCC IH. Elillfllf\ H: 15 
TOLE~ANCE, ESlUARI~E ENVl~C~~ENT• TEMFERATL~E 
1~73 BIGGS DC, ~CCEP~Cll JJ 
VAI<IATJON IN UMfERATll<f:-SAUIIITY lCURANCE IHHEEN HC ES1UARihE 
FOPLLAli(N! Cf PAGLRL! LCl~ICAFfUS Sl~ fCRtSlACEA, ANCMLRAl 
BICL flll 14.5 tlh '!l1-1C2 
ACCLIMATllATION, PHY!lClCG,, BE~T~CS, TOLE~A~CE, CPAESo ESTLIRIES, 
INTERTICAl AREAS~ SlLI~llYt lE~PERllLRE 
~*"**" **** ll ****** <t ~ >U >tll *H H tal <t t **1 * >1 *"*" "* *"'l"**"*U ****'**** hll~ H *"***"* TC FCGIUPh Y 
··················~········*••••••t•~·~······················~·····*······ 
1S7E BEAFOSLE' Rt 
A SIMPLE T¥.EORfllCAL ~CDEL fU~ THE flCh Cf ~N EST~A~~ ChiC I (C~TINENTAL 
~Htf 
J~. GECF~V~ICAl fESEARC. V(L. €3 ~(.C~ S7!-tt3 
PROJECTIONS, CCNlJ~E~l~L SHELF, CI~A~ICS. •cCEl SJUOIES, ltEC~ETIC'L 
A~AL~SIS, JIC~l ~~lE~S. lCfC~RAPH~, vELCtliY 
1SI5 FOLGER Dkt ftl~E~ I'D 
CIFECl (fStF~HlON Cf 11-f HA fl((fl IN MIC-S!-U.f CUI'PSilH, ~IDCU 
AllAI\T IC EIGHl 
TRANSACllC~! A~EFICAa CECPtYSlC~l L~lCN ~616), 310 
CO~TINENTAL SHfLF, DISFCS~L, !ECJM£1\il CISCHAAGE, lOFOGR~Ph)• kASlE 
DI~PCSAlt ;ICClE Allt~11( tt(hl 
1~13 ~CCLE~~E~ CE 
~E~ JERSEV CC~Tl~E~T·l S~flf ~E~k SClTLM C~~FENT METER RECCRtS A~D RECE~l 
SELIME~J ACllwll~ 
JOlR SEll PEHOL 43 1 311-38C 
WAVE PATlE~NSo CCRIOllS FC~~E, CvRFE~T MfTE~S. CC~REN1S (kATER), StLi~E~l 
lRANSFO~l, TCPCGRAFt' 
191! MCCLE~~EN CE, MCMA~lE~ ~~ 
P~C2ABLE tClCCE~E l~~N!G~ESSIVE Eff£(15 CNlhE CC~TINENTAL SHELF Off NEh 
JERSEY, U~lTEC STilE~ 
MARITIME !EOIME~TS HAllfAJ 1(2), 65-12 
eAntYfo\ETRY• CCHIUNTAL Sl<flft €HMCRPI<OLC(;Y• I".AI<JNE GEOlOGY, lOFOGRAPii'W 
1S73 Sklfl CJC ET IL 
Rli:GE ANt SkJLE TCPCGRAH·.) CF IHCCLE HUMIC eu;Hl 
~AI'IH GECLCt:'r 15• 22'1-.~47 
SHC~E lll\£ CHAHE, GEGlCH, HCHIHH(L(iGY, HYilUULJCS. SEO I~EU TRANSPOI!T • 
STCRMS, TCPOGRAPiil 
191~ MCKIN~f) TF fl AL 
RICGE ANC S~ALE lCPCG~AfkV Cf ltE 11C£Lf ATl,NTIC e1G¥1t NCRT~ AMERICA, 
SECLLAR ~ESf0~5E lC THE h(ltCE~E tltR~UllC ~fGJE~f 
I!AiiiNE G£CLU~ 1!\{<ltJ, ~21-<41 
COtHIMNHl SHELf, HfCGI<IfhYw I'Htlf ATLANHC UGHT 
1S1:t l'ilCI-Ol~ ,_,. 
SHELF SEOI~ENTS Cff lhE ChESAPEAKE BA). I. GElE~AL llJHCLCG' 'NO 
COI'PCSITUH 
Vl~S SfEC ~CI REF 46 
ChESAPEAKE EAY, CGNTINENlAL lhElf, LJTHlfiC,TICIIi• SEtl~f~lSo lGPCG~tP~Y 
1912 ~lCi'Cl~ Ml' 
SHELF SEDIMENlS Cff CtESAfEt~E EAY. 1. uENf~AL llT~OlOG~ A~O COMPOSITION 
~II'S SfECltl SCI ~Ef 4t 
CHESAPEAKE BJY, lllHIFICAliCI\i, !ECl~EaTS, l(fEC~~FHY 
1~78 STA~Lf' DJ• fFEill~C (L 
TI"E ERCSIO~-DEFCSITHI'I HLH.6RY IN HE H.H Cf liliC.SC~ SlEI'~FHE CAI\¥0~ 
DEFllli€0 C" THE EISIS Cf SUE~tRt~f CESER~tllOI\S 
M~R GECL 2tl3-4), ;31-~4E 
C~NVOI\S, CE~OlOlC EFA, ((~TII'IE"T'l Stflft CUFME"TS (~ATfp), CEPOSIJIGN 
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19~2 JE~NY ~. GCCt~A~ J (EtSI 
A SlUCll CF lH SCCIG-fCOt\C .. lC fACTUS RE.l.Hli\G TC TH HlER tCNTitHNlAl 
SHELF ••• v. 4 THE f~PACT OF CUTER CC~llNE~TAl SHELF RESCuRCE CfvELCFHENl CN 
~ICDLE ATL~~TIC l~[LSlFI•L••• 
u. CEL .. , ••• 
INCUHRI~l DE\IElCPfi.EH t COI!U<CHl. FISt!lt.G, ECCt\CIHC ll'iHCT, .EiolflCH,fU 1 
MINERAL 11\CUSTRVt RECR£ATICNt SOCIAL IMPACT, lDlRISM 
............. ,. ...... .,. ... uu .......................... "'*~*"*"***"*'~'*** ... ·***'******•••• lOICHY 
••••••u"**"'"*'"***•*•••u•u•uun•~***"'*•HU•***"**"'****uuu••••••••••• 
1911 ALI SJ ET AL 
MERCURY IN NCRHi AllA~TI( lCfSlER Cf 11-lf tiEl< Hii<K BlGUt.SA 
PRCC PA ACAil SCI SHU, H-H , 
PHSICLCGY• CRIJSUUJltiS, HNHSt 11\VERTEERJ!H-5 0 MERCURY. I'£TAlS 11 MYEI!EI\1 1 
l[~lCilY, .41ER fCLllTIC~t 1\ER~E CfLLS 
!9i4 ~CCRE SF ET Jl 
POTENTIAl SIClOGICAL HFHTS CF hYPtli-ETlCAl CJL .[;fSCt'IRGES IA\ H:E 
tllA~llC C(AST A~C GUlf Cf 'l'S~A 
MSSACHSETTS INSl lECHOlt SEA GRAI\1 PROJE(l (ffJCf, C'JIERIC(;E 
AQLATIC EN~IJO~MEI\'T, A,L,liC h'6lTtTS, SICLC(J(Jll CCM~LA\ITIES, SIOLOGICAL 
FP~PERTIES, Cll lNCtSTRY, Oil hASlfS, PCLLUlAI\T IDEI\TlfJC~llG~. lCXlC!TY 1 
h~JER FClLlliCN ~ClRCfl 
••********U*****•• :t>t '*~*•*'~*U ~*"*'~* ~·~··· 4.tUU>I*UH UH U U*$HliU4*** 
lll"E flHIEIITS 
············~·········~······················~········· .. ·················· 
Ui7C CROSS FA E1 Al BICCECCHE~lSJil~ CF TR.ACE flff<I.EI\TS a ' CCiiSTAL FlAifl 
ESTUAR'• OISTRIBLllCfl CF M~NG.fiESEw JRCN• ~~t 21fiC IN StCIMEf\JS 1 kATER, 
Jli\C PCLYC.~ElOlS h(R~S 
CHES~PEAKf ~CJENCE 11(4J 1 ~~1-~34 
ESTLARJES, I~CN, ~~~GA~ESE, fCLVC.JlflES, SECl"fNTS, TRtCE fLE~ENTS, ZlhC 
01 
1S15 ~IRGINI~ IN~lllllf Cf ~'PlNE 5tlENCf 
EI\VlRCiii'EI\Hl CAlA ACQllSITUN UD ANALYSIS, 1411:-~TUlf\llC CCS 8fliiEEI'; \Ill-IS 
AI\C 8LM FD!< HE fERICC 3C JlfiEt l(J1~~0 SEFl, H7~ 
QLARTERlY FFCGFES~ FEfCFl 
E~CHlliA, EENTH~, Cl-tMISTRY, CCMINHTAL SHLF, fCRtMli\IFERA, 
CCEANOtR~P~Y, TRACE ELE~E~lS, MAVE~ (~ATEPJ, lCCPLAI\KTC~ 
197S VJRGlhl~ I~Slilllf GF ~A~!~E ~CIENCE 
EN~lllO~MENlAl tAlA A"LISITIO ~M AIIALYSJS - I'U:-AllJlflliC !J(S BElkEEI\ 
VI~S ~~~t flM FCR l~E PERICt 1 OCT, 1S15-31 CEC, 1975 
.(1\'0 GUA!llEI<L \ ~U~IUIOe PRGGRESS l<Ef01 
BACTERIA, fE~THtS, ChEtJST~Yt CCI\TJNENTAL ShELF, fCRJlM1fiiFERt, 
GCfANCG~JlfhJ• TRACE ElfMEI\15~ ~'~£! lhATERJo lCDFLJlN~lCI\ 
1917 ~~~JIS R, El AL 
METAL DISlRIBUT!ClS 11\ SEC1~E~T, SICTt ANt PARTICUlATE MATTER Of T~E 
'ltDLE ATLJ~TIC flGHl 
VlHS SRA~SCE 177, GlClCESTE~ FOIN1 1 ~l 
BICIAt CCNll~EI\TAl SHElF, 1-E'~~ ~ElALSo SEIJ~E~TS, T~ACE ElE~ENTS 
19i3 h~R~E' ET AL 
PDLYChLC~CSIPHE~'L5 IN ~tRl~ 'lL~NlJt CCf~~ ~~TER 
SCIENCE 18Ct 6~3-644 
CHEt"l,CAL AI\ALYHS, CtiU!ISli<Y, HECHCSCOn, lRHE EUIHNTS 
1S14 FORSTER L. REI~EC* hf 
ThE £ti~IC1111ENT Cf HACE ELHHTS Ill H-E RECEJ\T SHIMENTS HC~ A CORe ll\ 
THE GERM'N SIG~T DIE ANREIChEFU~G \ICN 5PL~E~ilE~EfiTEN ~~ tEN RElEI';TEA\ 
SHif'HHf\ ElfiE~ fliC •••• 
SHiCKEfiB I""R fl.2l, J1 5-ll: 4 
CHRO~IlMe COPPER, GECC•E~IST~Y, GECChEMIST~Wo IFC~, M~fiG~~ESE, Sftl~EfiTS, 
TRICE ELEMEhTS 1 iJ~C 
1916 SEE~~ tA, C~~liLLC ~1 
TRACE MflALS I~ 11-E ~Et \C~K BIG~T 
A~ ~OC ll~~(l OCE~NCGF 2, 111-lS~ (SFfC SY~f) 
FOllUlJC~, ~ELI\tl~CE, CC~Sltl PLAINS, GEGLC('• ~ET~L~, SEh~GE, &FOIL 
B~NKSt TRACE ELEMENlS, \A~I~81l111 
812 
1913 EG ~~C Gt I~C 
1913-l'.i76 ... AlER QUliH ~EASlii<EJIEI\lS IN hh JHSfY COSTAL II.UERS t.E~R 39 
2S'h l~TITUOE lNC 14 15 1 11 LCN~Il~Ct DURJNG A.SERIES Gf,uARJERlV TEChNICAl 
REPORTS TG PUB SER~ GAS Aht fltC 
NEtARK, ~E~ JE~SE~ 
C~E~ICAL ANALlSISt C~E~ISTI<Y, SPECTRCSCDPY, JI<ACE ELE~E~JS 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• HACE HHLS 
ttU4*ll*U UU U1ll U U U *'It 4 U t U H U **** •• U ** liU* >I* *H* ** H .. tt>t• :U H***** 
1~1t BCTTC~ tl El ~l 
PH\'TCPLANKTIJN. ECCLC(;(CAL SlUClE.S Cll fENHilC ANt flANKTCIUC ASSEfltllfGES IN 
LO~ER [flA~AFE Bl' 
TRACE ~ElALS. CVASTAL FLAJ.S, tElA~AFEt ~l~ERS 
1916 PELLE~EARG ~E 
ThE AQLECUS SURFACE ~JCRCLAVER A~O TRACE MEJ~lS IN Jhf S'LI~,RSH 
PHC THEHS 1 OEPT Cf ftllllU STU£1ES 1 UIIIVERSIH Cf CEUIIARE, I\EIIARK 1 .CEl 
A~ALYSISo TRACE METALS, I~LT MAPifiES, ~ElLAIICS 
l'.i6f kCLFE t~, ~~~E~ 1~ 
TIUCI: ANALYSIS CF CCCPH• MANGAIIfSEt ANC ZU.C Ill C~STER SI•ELLS I!Y ATGfoHC 
AB!ORPlltN SFEClfCfli(ll~flF~ 
18TH A~l\lAL SGLTHEAST rEG Hli.41. MHT JM; Of THf AIU:R ICAN Cj,EHICAL StClEIY 
"f!STI<ACl) 
AIIALYSIS, lllACE HULSt CCPPfR 1 filiHAt.ESE, HET#LS, OYSTERS, SPECTRCSCOP~, 
ZHC 
1972 BCFP f ET Al 
TRACE METAl 6A5Elii\E Slt.OIES CN THE IIL~CfR.Jll A~t 51. JCNES FIVERS, 
CElAwA~E CtAST~L FLI'IJ~ 
~EFORT TO Thf NATICI\Al CCEAIICGRAP~JC ~NO PTIIO~P~EFJC AO~llllSl~ATICIIt 
t:H-~G-JC-n, 31F 
TRACE ftET.LS, CELJIIARE 
1S77 SICK LV 
TRACE ~ET~l CY~A.ICS I~ lOCPLA~KJC~ AN£ ~~(~CE£NThJC C~Gt~JS~S CN ThE 
C~lER CCNTI~ENT~L 5~Elf tf T~E NCRltEASlfRN UNilEO STATES liN PROGRESSj 
UNIVERSITY CF ~CAT~ CAPCLINA, CtAPfL tiLlt N.C.· 
8ENTtCSt TRACE I"ElALS, CC~TINEIIT~L SHELF, ZCCFl,~KTC~ 
IS17 GREIG R~ ET Al 
TIIACE li!fT.AlS H CRGANISMS FRO! OCHt. CISPOSAL SITES CF THE I"ICCU EASTERN 
UHTECJ SHHS 
ARCH EN. CG~JAI"INATIO~ .N[ TCXICCLC~~. I~ FPfSS 
TRACf •ETAL!o tlSPCSjL~ MARINE lNI,ALS, ~·STE OUMP~ 
l'.i13 FERFEl FE ET AL 
TRACE METALS IN G'STER !~EllS 
EN.IRO~I"ENlAL LETTERS 4, 311-316 
SfELLS, T~~CE ~ElALS, CtEI"JST~Yt CtfSAPEAKf 8A) 1 CYSTER! 
·~,.·~····~·~·············,.··········································"***** TRHSFCRT 
................................................................................... 
1~1€ ~ALRE~ t ET Al 
SEHIHC INVERlEI!RAlE ASSEfi.BLAGES (;f CHA~"<f fAY 
fiAFBICl 4~(1J 65-1~ 
lRTHROFOCS, FCLLUTIO~. l~ANSPIJRT 1 ChESAPEAKE BA,, EASTERII BI,,Mto 
~OLLUS~S, ~E~E~TEA~S, SAli~IT~, Sftiflf~TS• Fff[I~G 
1915 GACD FE El ~L 
CAlCt.lATIUS CF St/lt TPI'IIISFCRT 011 H.E NEh 'WCilJ< HELF LSli'<G IIEAR-BCTTOII 
CLRRENl METER CE~lRVATIC~S 
All GECPHV~ LNICII TRINS 56112), 1CC3 
TRIIIISFCI<T. Clii<.HES, CCHJIIEt.Till Sf.flf, CUI'Rflll MelERS, ClRRENTS CIIATEI<I, 
GECLOGY, OCEAI\OGRAPhY, !EClfoEIITAllC., .ELCCJlY 
l'i71 BCICCURT !IIC 
CIRCLLATIC~ FRCCE55ES CC~lFOlllNG 5Et1~E~T ~~~~SfCRT I~ ~lCCLf ATLA~TIC 
E IGtl 
1S17 A~ERJCA~ GECPf~~JCAL lNIC~ SP~l~G MEETI~G '112334 
TRANSPCPJ, f~CCESSING, CIFCulATICN, Sf£1~E~T LCAC 
HIE 8CICCll<l H 
CIRCUL,llCN PFCCESSES CCNlRClLING ~E~IMENT TfiA~SfO~l 1• THE .!COLE 
~HAI\1 IC BIGtll 
A" GECFti~SIC~L U~lC~ TFIN! 5fCt), 40S 
TRANSPCRT, ClRCULATJCNo COASTAL PLAIN~, CCNllNENTAl ~tELF, CLF~ENT~ 
CWATERJ, DCEAIICGFAFH,, !EDJMfNll'lll(~ 
lS14 CALLA~A~ R El ~L 
CC/'PUTIIllCl\ Cf lll:ES, Cl.Ri<HlSt Afi:D filSPfllSU Cf PCLUilAIITS IN lti.E Nh 
WORK BIG.T FRGM flOCK ISLAIID 10 AlLANllC Cl11 kll~ LARGE GRID SIZE. SIIIGLE 
~1\t •••• 
GCvEFN~EIIT REPCRTS AIIIICUI\CE~Ef\15 ~4(14lo 51 
TRANSPCRT. CLRI<EftlS C~IHR.t. tiYI:IlUUAMICS, lltESs ~AHR fCllUTIOl\ 
lSI~ NClDfF Jl El ~L . 
CCI\T.EMFGRARY SHII'Ef\TH lCfl H Ut-.EAI< SAN£ StiCAUw E.lCAHFLES HCM THE ltiNER 
StELF, ~lttlE ATL~f\TIC flEHl 
GEOL SOC AM ABHR fi<C(; IHZl, 23.5-236 
TRA~SFC~T 1 COASTAL flAJ~S. CO~JlflffiTAl S~Elfo CURREN1S C~AlERJ, ~AR~LAfiOt 
SEOIMENTATION, \JRGINIA, ~A\ES l~AlERJ 
ISH Sklfl CJP 
COfiJifiEfiTAL ShElf SEtll'ffllATICfl (Jfi.THE GECLCEY CF CCNTINENl'L MARGINS, 
CL tl< lll<E ft) 
SFRII\Gfii-VERLAG, 1\h HRII-, ~~~. P111-1!5 
BATHYMETRY. lRANSf{Rlr CCt.J lll£tiHL St-.ELF, tEfCSITICN lSEJ:IIIE.I'<lSJ, GEOlOGY, 
SA~cs. SEDl~E~l~liC~ 
1915 II lhCUl JCJ 
EFFECT Cf HiE TICAl SHESS C~ RESHI .. Al CUCUH11Cll At\ll ~WC CHCSIJ 1011 IN 
THE SCL1tE~" 61Gt1 Cf THE ~(~Tt SEt 
PLRE APPL lECPtYS 112(4), Jil-511 
TRAN5PCRh CIRCI.LAlHflt tHC.SITIH tSECIHtiT.Stt HCLtHi\, "'ll:• 
OCEAI\CG~APt-Y, 5ECIMEN1~1ICI\, SEDlMEIIT~ 
1911 EACO FE El jl 
ESllMAHS OF SANC lRA~.SPCRl CN THE Mk YCRI< Stlfi.f USING liHR-llOJTCfll 
CLRRE~l METER CfSfR\~TlCI\S 
J SEt FET~Cl 4€(1J 0 ~3~-~5~ 
TR~NSPORT, CONTINE~lAL ShELF, tURREtlS (~AfiRJ, GftLOG~, RIVE~ BASIN 
CO~MISSICNS 1 SEOII"EI\lS 
1911 JEFFR£!5 H 
GEtLCEI( EffECTS Of CCEA~ CL~PlNG (h ~EW Y~RK EIGHT JN~ER ShElf 
A~ ~SSCC PEl GfOl BllL ll(5J, E41 
SCTTOM SEtl~fhlS, TR~h!fC~T, CCRES, SEDIPE~T,TIC~, SfOIMENTS• SEISMIC 
STUDIES, SCllD W~SlES. ~ASIE CISPO!~L 
n: 
1S76 FJEU: II,E 
QUANlERNARY E~CllliCII ~1\C 5E£ItEI\ll~Y RECCRO Cf A CCASJAL FLAIN ShELF, 
DEL~A~~~~ FE~If\SUlt, ~It ~TLA~TIC BJGtl 
CCCTG~AL tlSSERT~TIGI\, GfCRGE ~AS~I~GTUN U~l~, CtiS ASSTR 11\1 37111, 
1248-1~561 
IRANSPCRT, CtARAo ((1\lli\Ef\lAL Stflf, tORfSo C£LA~ARE• GECLCG\, MAR\LAI\0, 
SfC1MfNT~lJON 1 SEIS~JC !llCifS, ShCtL! 
1S73 Sklfl OJP ET tL 
RIDGE AND !~ALE lCFOGRAFHY Cf ThE ~l££lE tlLlA11C eJ(;tl• 1\CPIH AMERICA, 
SECLLAR RESPCl\SE TC Jtf lCLCCffiE tYCRAULIC REGIME 
~~R GfCL l~t4J, ~~1-441 
FLORA, EAFRJEFSt IRJNSFCRT. CC~ll~E~T~L StElf, ESTUARIES, SfCIMENTSo STCRI' 
lilJI\Cfft \II HI!\ lA 
1916 FAEEL~~C <:Lt ~ER~1Ll GF 
. SEtlMENlOlCGICAL ~SFEClS CF BAlh\~fT~1C CtA~EfS CVER A 31 YE'~ PERIOC IN 
THE ~Eh WC~l 61Gt1 ~fEJ 
GEOL SOC A' ABSTR fRCGPAMS i(21• lJi 
1RAN~PCR1 1 CCASTAL PlAJNS, Cthll~E.lll St!lF, (LFRE~TS (hATER), CElAhARft 
Ef\IJIRCN~Hl, l'~llHM\Co CCfliiiiHI<llf.Ht SHOALS, 
1977 CLECALL lk ET AL 
SI-.Oin TERM VARlABJLllY Jll ltif CCIIPUIUOt. #11£ £1511Hill.il1Cf\ Cf SEWAGE 
SLLCGE IN Tt-E OCE~~ AfTER CLI'ft~G 
'" GfCFH~~ l~IC~ ~~~~S 5~·4Jo 4~4-~45 
TRANSPCRT• CJSPERSJC~. l.ll!lTRIIlUlUJN, H\VlflC~I"ENTH HFHlS, FAHHlf Silft 
SECJ~Etl~lltll, SE~~GE, StC~l-1(~~ fLA~Nl~Go SLLtGE 1 SCLIL ~tSTES 
l~i4 K~EEEL ~J, CAFS(~ e 
SMALL-HALE SLllif UFOS JTS, HCOLf A TLAfiTI ( LfPER CCN I Jl'il:lllAl SLOPE 
GECL SCC 'IJ Cj !1 ~, 1C53-IC ~<4 
TRA~SPORT, CHESAPEAKE B~Y, ttAST~L fLAINS, ((.Tl~E~lAL SLCFE, GEOLOGY, 
EECPt~SIC~t CCEA~CEFJFtlo SEDJMENlJTlCN, SEII~IC SlLOJES 
Hie HUG ll~ 
SUSPENCEC MAllER CISTRlEUllC~ Il THE ~Eh ~C~K jJ&tl AP~~ ~ELAIEC TC 
HLilRlCAN f BEllE 
GHLCO' ~ (5), 3Cl-3Co4 
TRA~SPCRT• ((A!TAL PLAINS, GEGLCG,, t~R~IC,Nt£, CCEA~CC~tft., SEA ~ATER, 
SEDI~E~TATJC~, SlCR~! 
1S11 D~AH CE 
SUSPENDED PARTICI.l.t.Alf MATll:ll H THE flEW UR¥ UGHl ~PEXt fAlL 1973 
J ~Etl~EI'IT PElll~l 411!1, 2CS-~~~ 
TRA~SPG~l, SlSFE.CEC SELIMf~TS, EffEtlSt G£0LOE~, JHCUSTRIAL hASTES, IRCN, 
SECJME~TS 1 hASTE tiSFC!Al 
J9j3 EAtOh So SCHAfER ~ 
ThE SECI~EfllS Of THE t.ER~Afl BIGklo G~'lfl SJlft CLAY MINE~ALS, ANC hEA-l 
I'EHLS 
SEI'ICKEN8 ~A~ 5 1 lt~-17t 
TRJNSPCRT, CJ!REO,_, Clt~ fWHIIALS. HA,Vl MEliiLS• MARI~E GEOLOGY, fiETALS 1 
SECJMENTAlJCN, SllE 
1 CJ1~ 
JRCL~ E~~ EP1C¥EF Cf 
PROCESSES Aff.ECTJ~G THE T~A~SPCIIT Gf ~ATE¥1#LS fRC~ Ctflll~EAlS TO OCEANS 
IN, II A~ HE ctEI'IS TR~ lf1 TtH ((jSUl tflllli'Gf\Hf\1. lfol CtiUC!< tHh AlliER I C. AN 
CHIHCAL SCC, IIAStlNGTU<t t .. c., 133-Hl 
TRiiNSFORT, CHE~l!lR~t G£CLCG1 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• TRANSHH<l A 11011 
······················~········*·~········•~t~···~·····~····~············· 
1S12 JEI'IN' ~. GCCC~~N J (ECIJ 
A SlUOV Cf llif SCCIC-E(ChCUC U(lCFS RELU.IM TO ThE CUlEII CCNTINENTAL 
SHLF tF THE IUD-/ITUIITIC UiJiST. V .. 3 PETROlHM- TRAIISFO~UIIOI'It 
PRCClClJCNt REflllliiG A~O FElPCCHEMit#LS •••• 
U. tEL •• 
ECCNC~IC I~PACT, Cll I~ClSlRV, SCCJAL IHfACl, 1PAI\SPCRT~TlCII 
19~2 JENh~ M, GCOt'A~ J IEO~j 
A STLC~ OF THE SC(IG-ECCIIC~l( f.Cl{JlS PELAll.G lC THE CLTE~ CCNTINENTAL 
SHlF OF lf.E ~IIl-tlLAI\11( CCASl. v .. ~ ENERG\ HCJ.IAMIES 
L. Dflt CCll MAP 5lLC ~c F 
ENERt~, iNtlSlFill fltt.TS, Cll Ifi£LS1RV 1 TR~~SPORTATIONt U~f RATES 
lSH FFH J 
SUfE~l~~~EFS CCMI~E CR GOING 
SY~PCSIU~ (1\ ~ARI~E FESCLRCE tt~flCF~E"l I~ T~f MltCLE ATLANTIC STiiTES 1 
OCT. 2S-30, ~llllt~SELFf, V~ 




1973 fUME Ct 
A SURIIE\' Of 11-f .HA BA!S flStlfl<'r 
M~R FIS~ PE\ 3~(1-21 1 1~-26 




HH FllAH Cll 
·A ~URVE'r OF ltE SfA BA5S FISHEP'r 
IUR FHt; Rf'li 35(1-2), 19-.tt 
BIRC EGES, FISh, fiSHlllES, flStlNG GUR, liAIUAll INHNSU'rt TRAPPlt.IG, 
TP#kllt.G 
1911 t!'EfUF fll 
ASPECTS OF THE 81CLCG' (f ThE JC~A· CFAE, C~~CER BCREAllSSTI~PSO~. 1859 JN 
lHE ~It AllA~liC EIG~T 
JOI.iRNAL Cf fiAluRAL li IHU~ llt 3t3-32C 
BICllMlNESCENCEt CCNTHUHL SHtf. Cl<ABS, 1\C:f<ltl CAJCCUU, RHkctUCTICflt 
SIZE, SFATl'l OlSTRIELTICI\, lRtWll~G. ~ltCLE AllA~TlC 8IGt!l 
19'18 kHt.U H 
COMPARATJIIE BJCLCt\ Cf FOUR SPECIES (f GL,fHtCFA~GCIC ~NC (Rl~GCIICJU 
St!RJMF FRCM T~E CCI'ITIIIEIITill SLCfES CF lbE ~IC£.t.f All~NliC EltfT 
C~IIACIAII JCLR~Al OF ZCCLCE~, lS11 '(L St~ fJC~l 
COI'ITJNENT~L SLOfEt CJSl~ISUli£~, FAFASITlS"• ~EF~(OUCTJC~, StPl~P, 
JRAhli~G, fiCCLE All,~TJC tiChT 
1~1t A2A~C\11l T, £1 ~1 
OE~ERSIL f1Nfl5ti CI1Ctf5 IN ltE NEW Y(RK 81Gkl fY SlAliCNS ANC SPECIES, 
R-~ ATl,NTIC 1~111, MA'r ~-JlNt ~. IS13 
NCAA CR E~l ~Es~-12, "~1 ~tR FISH SfF, 6CULOER, COLO 
t CEMERStL flStE!, CJ51~1£llllfl PATTE~~S, !UFVEl5, l~A~LINE 
1962 ECh~~[S Rl El AL 
hi~TER WATER lEMfE~AlU~fS th[ ~~ A~~(lATEO liST Of flStES - ~~NTUCKET 
St'OiltS TC CIIFE t-.UHFllS AtUTHSS J Jl CRLIS.E NC 126 
uS flS~ kllCllfE SE~\, S~£C SCI PEf FISh t3Si~. l-31 
CATA~ OISTR16UliC~, FIS~ 1 FlShl~G, tECGRAFhiCAL ~EGIGNS• TfMfE~ATU~E, 
TR~~ll~G, CSTECLCG~ 
"""""'"*****•······~· ... ~ ...... lj ........ ,. ............. ~························ T~UTHS 
***"***"*'****ll¥li*~ll<>lli:OliHUlll*>I*U4*H*******ll<t4*4***"***"*"*"***"*****•*** 
1 S 15 At\CI\ 
AGREEMENT BflWEEt. t•f GCVERNtEtl Of JJ-E UNITED STAlES CF A~EilCA At\0 ThE 
GQI,IERMIENT Cf 11-iE Ufll(t; CF SC\Ilfl SCC1AUS1 UfUilllCS CN CERTAIN flSJ-HlfS 
fi<CBLE~S CN TH HH SUS-WESTHN Aflf~S Of MH-llllANllC OCEAti 
INTERNHIOt\AL LAlit lAio CF HiE SEAt lRf.AllfS• l'ltDlE ATliNTIC fiGhT 
···~···~···~··*·~···~···············~·····4······························~ HHAJCtES 
**"**ll*ll* ''*lit U :f* tt Ull,ll Itt :n U ~· nu Ull****ll*.ftll*llll<llli<UUll*"**'ft>l<lt*>l*ll***'* 
1~70 FENG H, CAf\lCNlEP kJ 
HUMORAL RE.HC~HS It\ lH ~HRJCAfl USTER (CJUSSOSTRU VIRGJNlCAJ INFECTED 
WITH StltEFtilllUS SP .41\1: JIJIICMNU .NEUOfH UN.l ~HPCSllJii CN DISEASES Cf 
ft Sli Alii: ..... 
II MER FISh SCC SPEC ft.. Ill 45), .tt«; 7-5 tC 
IW1SiOlOGY• TOLEI<AIICE, El\lYMfSt ltlf£CllCNt C~.HERS, PARASUl.Sh PROTEIIIS• 
51-ELlfiSH, l~E~AlCCE! 
19t:: MCMIIHCI\ Jfr. 
JI.Cl\OGH EJ I( TIUMtltCES fROfo4 SOH€ CHSAPEAll£ BA'V HSHES. PMU I. ThE 
SUPER FAMILIES CAfS~UHH FRIC£, 1«;36 ANt UUJOCPAUC IDU fUtE, 1936 
CHES SCI lt(lt)., 1.51-HC 1\US UNTR 1521 
CtESAFE~KE fAY, M~81TillS, HOSTS• MEASURE~EaT, fAlAFSCO RIVER~~o. , 
TREI'A lCDE ~ 
***ll*:tH~ lt>l >1*>111<>1*•*-'~*~ ***" ~ U •• 11>1:0 liliJ!lt>I***U ~* >l>t U**~*·"*** ** li>I**"***'UU•** 
li<UllAI<I E~ 
**>I*****"'**>~*****U •***"*"* ~*••~*~* u ~" u.u .w ~•u *"'"**"**" "****"'**uu.uu 
l'.iil ~RHS~ C 
P CHECKLIST OF PL~hl SPECIES Cf 1~£ CHESAPEA~E BA' OCCLR~I~G ~llhl~ THE 
~IGH TIDE LIMITS Cf TrE SA' A~O IT~ T~IBUTA~IE~ 
CEFAIH~HT Cf ECHt.~, UfllHRSIH Cf IIARYLAJ\t, TECHt.ICAl BULLETIN 2(C.o2 
lt.TE~TICAL AREJIS, LITTCRAL, PlAhTS, TIDES, l~I6LTARIES, VfGElPTIOh 
·~"~····~·····~~·*·~·4·····~·~························~·~·········~······· TllCPI-!tC lEiiEL 
''''**'***'******''''''~*'*~*********'*'*'*'**''~·········~·······******** 
1916 HEINLE C~ El Ill 
CCNlRIBlTICNS Of TICAL ~EltANCS TC E!lLA~l~f FCCCCHAINS 
Ut\IVERSIT~ Of ~AF,LA~O, hAlE~ FESCuRCES ~ESEARC~ CENTER, TECht.lCAl REPCRl 
H ~9, lSPf 




1 <;te ALAKA foA 
Cll~ATOLGG'V Of illlA"llC lRGFICAL S1CRM5 ii~C ~~FRIC'"ES 
WEITtEP eL~E·l lfCt P'PfR ~D 6• lECtfiiCAL CEUELCP~Efll L~e. ~ASHING10h, 
t.c. 
CLJMHOLCGY, lilJRI<ICAt>ES, STCRI'S, lf!CPlCAL C'iC1Cli€S 
1914 OPVIS J (fDl 
EfffClS Of TROPICAL STCRJI\ !ll6HS til lH CCNliiiEIIHL E~'l ESlUM<INE S~SlHI 
CRC PUBL II( 34• \l~S SCFI~[E 51• C~l SFEC. CC~Tk. JO. 2C8 
EffECTS~ fSlliiRlES, tLR~lCANES, lRCPlCAL C\CLO~ES 
1«;13 ~NCFEt.S J[ 
EFFEClS Of TROPICAL SlCkM AGtifS Ct< fPIFAUH JMIUlEBRATES U ~lRGli'IIA 
ESHtRIE~ 
Ct.ESAPEll~E SCIENCE 14, ~23-~3~ 
BE~THO~. CHESAFEAKE f~'• Cl~ERSlfl(AliCNt IC(l(GYt l~VE~TE£~t1ES, 
S~ll~ITY 1 STllBlliT,, SlCF~ ~lh(ff• lRCFIC~! C~CLCI'ItS 
HC 
1Sl4 l~~CZ Jo tlEGETT fJ 
JAMES ~~~ER SECIJE~l SllDl, CFERTIC~ ~G~ES 
lNPlfLlSt-EO REFOn, IIHGlfiiA HSUHTE Of I'APIH SCHHCEt 34P 
GECLCG~, hL~PlCA~ESo JI~ES PIVER, StCJME~T LCAt. lROPICAL C1CLONES 
1976 lliEAlHFUSE 
SU~MARY Of NDPlh AlLA~llC lRCPICAl C\CLC~E SlAl!!liCS 
1~15 2l(l~. 16-lf 
METECRCLOGYt JRCPlCAL CYCLO~ESe •EAlhER 
1911 lliEill .. fi<~l!E 
SLM~AR~ OF ~C~lH llllAt.liC l~CfiCAL CVCLCNE STITISTICS 
1~76 29(JJ, 14-lS 
METfCRCLOGY, TROPICAL C"LOIIES. kUTHER 
................................................................................. 
TLUlltiTY 
.............. ** ......... "' ...... •·••• ................................... "*" ••••• 
19 H t. IChCU Mft . 
DHELCHHT Gf ltiE TUiiiDIH l'.aXtfl,t;~ lh TU: liHUU!IihO(K ESTUAk~ Hit 
RELATIC~S SEt £N1FE ESlLAR1ES ET PLtlEAU) •••• 
MEMCJRES llf L'INS111Ul tE ~fGLC~lE tl BASSIN C 1 AQUITill~E, J. FAGES 19-25 
GEClCGY• SfClf'UlS, llHHlH 
1913 NICtiOLS M~. l~~~FSC~ ( 
tEVHCFMEI\1 Cf 1H TLR£1CJH MUIIWI' IN A CUSUL Pllllt. fSlUAI'Y 
V IRGlNI A HS1 JlUH Of ~AR 11\f SCJEM.E, "LCt;CES lfP FCINJiflkG JUilt 55P 
COASllll FLA1NS 1 ESlU~~lES• fLOCClllliCIIt ~tCL,(Y, TU~61Df1Y 
U "*"*"*U ~>lll$>1*4>1 1 UU H li4Jtll 4" nH H **"* U•·'l>l*********"*""******** '44***** 
llil<8lUNCE 
........................................... ~ .................................................. . 
1~14 NIHLL JCJ 
DIFFLSICN Cf TlRBitllY BY S~EA~ fffECJ AND lU~fULENCE IN ltE SOUthERN 
BIGhT Of lhE NCRlt'SEA llN llRflLfll OlffUSI(~ JN Et.VJFC~MENTtL 
PCULTI Ct.) 
Hi~ HGPhY! 1611, 331-331 




1957 BAC~U~ li .. , E~~~ES t 
TElEIIJSIGt.-fCtG ~OlNilER Ce.SEI<II.H10JS Of HlUHR SClJIIO HATHI<I:I<S 
CEEF-!U liE~ 4o 116-llc:i 
TElE~lSIC~, CCFEFltS, tiU~~~l [lSTRlSUliO~, PCPlJL~liCN 1 L~Dfi<~ATER 1 
VEl< li"L M JGRATHJN 1 lCCFlllNI<.HN 
··································~························~~·······~····· lil\CERiiATH ft;CTCG~~Piiit 
•u••••n•••***"* ••>~•••>~••••••• >~••• 4****"U"i*'*****•*"***U"* n•• u u n•• 
1911 FENNER P El Ill 
BCTTO~ CLPRENTS I~ lilltlNGlGN SUE~IlPlt.E CAlY(~ 
NATU~Eo Pt-YSlCill SCIENCE~ 22~ 1 P52-S4 
8ATHYME1Rh UNDfli~AlER fHCHGFilH:V., CCNTIHfllH SLCPE, CURRHlS (WHI:Rh 
Sl:F~HS 
l<J11 HAI\LH CJ 
FISH PROtUCEt fiARIIIMi! Ct. Tlif CliTfR CCNTUHHL IURGl~ fAST Cf THE IHCtLE 
HlA/IliC SlAlES 
JR SEt FET~Cl 41, Fl59-17C 
UhtfRWATER PhClCGRAPH~, !ECJ~E~TARW St~UCl~FlS 
19t8 SUNU'f E:J 1 KEllU., G 
PHClOGRAPhlC lii~ESllGilllC~ (f 5£tl~fi\T TE~JLRE, ECTTCM CU~~~~~ ACTIVITY 
ANt EEhltGt.IC GRGJNIS~S 1~ T~E ~JLMihGTO~ !UEMARtNE CAt.,CN 
USCG OCEIINCGR RPl NC ~~ 
UNDER~ATER P .. ClGGRtPt,, Cll.YDIIS, CC~TINENIAL StElft ~C\EMENl, SfOI~£.T! 
1Si3 ~lANLtY Oft F€1\~E~ f 
UNCfRWATER TELEVISICN SURII£~ OF T"E AILANrlC ClilER COt.liNENlAL MARGIN NEAH 
;tl~INGTCt. CAN'O~ 
S~ITHSC~ CCt.T~lB TC lt-E fJRlt SCif~CES NC 11 
SHELLS, FAU~~. EATt~MllR)y TELf~ISJO., U~CER.Alf~ fhCltGFAfH~, CCNJINEIIlJL 
ShELF, GECL(G\, :LR'f'~ 
68:1 
··~················~···~··················~~··············~·····~·~······· lNlHt HAlf~ 
•••• "* "*** ............. u "* ........ * *""* ............................ u .... u .. " ••••••• 
1~11 U.S. CCASl GLA~C, ~A~l~E I~VJJ(N,ENI~l f~ClfCTJC" BRA~Ct 
COMPUTER P~I"l[l1 (f tlL SPILL J~(l(fi\JS ~~ ~HD ARCUNC ~.S. ~AlERS FCR THE 
PERIGO 1912-1975• FCll~llCN l~tltENl ~EFC~TJ~G S~~TfM 
-·~hiNGlCN 1 t.C. 
Oil SPillS• lNilEC SlATES 
1916 U.S. CEPART~£~1 tf Ct~~E~CE 
FIShERJE! !TATISllCS CF THE lNlfEC SlATES• 1~~5 
CLRRENT FISHERIES STAT!SllCS ~( f9CC 
FISHERIES, STAlJSliCS, lN1T£t STAffS 
1S11 FLE~l~GER A1 tllS£tl~ ~ 
GECG~APhiC.Iil RAME Af\0 lAJtCMl,IC ilHERGENCE U t.Oi<Tk HlAI\JIC CAlAiiUS 
CAlAt.USo-HlGCLANtiCIJS CHAHS-fli\ .. H<O'IICLS Alit CALAHS-tUCJJ!ilS 
M,F BlCL 4Ct3J~ 233-24~ 
ICTtYCPLANKTCN. GOlJVSt ~CRlH CAROll~At fCRfSo R·~GES. ~EXU~L MATURITY, 
UNITEC SltlfS, l(CflAI\~lCN 
lSi3 ll\llE£ SlATES 
~EETINti C~ fJSHRJES Cf 'USTEI<N li!lC-AflAIITlt.., t:SA- LSSR, .;Al\L~R't-fEfRUAilY 
lSH 
tEFT OF SlllE. ~~5~ 1 t( 
~COI8 
FIS~ERIES, l~lER~AllC~JL Lt~. u•llf£ JTAIES, ~lOttE ATlA~Tit BIGHT 
l'li2 HA1hA~A'r JC 
REGICI'4Al Cl~Y tHNUilll fHHS lt. ESlliARlES ANt CQNHI'iENTAl MARGIN Cf THE 
lii\JTEC STAlES E~~T CCA~T 
GEOL SOC A~ER• .. E~ 133, F.i93-3lt 
CUY l'lf>E~ALS, COH JflrEHIIl JIAilGJN,. tlSTRUJUTJOht fSTUARlES, li\IlED STATES 
lS13 l~ITEt Sltl£S 'NC lSSF 
STCCK I!SSES5MEN1 Cf fiSHERIES, kE~TfR~ fo<lt-.HUUIC. lSt-IJSSR 
£EPT OF !lATE. ~ll~h, DC 
~co a 
fi5~ERIES, I~lER~Allt~~l LA~~ l~lltC STATES, ~ICtlE ATLA~JIC EIGHT 
H3 
··········~·········~~~··················································· l~A~Il~ ~~CIC1SCTCFE~ 
*** *******lilt*"**"* >U ** U U 4 *"* ll Uf 4 ll H ** U 4 llll 'l 4 lit*** *H liU f li'M*** * f "** fllfll 
1913 ThO~SCN J, 1l~E~I~~ Kl 
LEA[ 210 IN (GAS1Al kAlERS Of THE EASTERN ~~IlfC STAlES, iN L~ANIL' AND 
THCRIU~ CECAl 5ERJES NlCllCE AEU~DtNCES II\ ~~~~~E FL~~Klt~, ~fPCRl TG 
ACVANCEC ~ESE~RtH fPCJEClS ~GE~CY, A~P~ ~C 1913 
CHtMISTflYt fUNI\ltN, HClCACTliiiTY, ICAOICl!i010fE~ 1 URAt.llM i<ACHllSClCPES 
1913 lUFEKl~N ET Al 
THE FATE~ CF 2iOPE ANC 210PC I~ T~f CC£A~ !U~f~CE 
IN, URANfl~ ANt ThCRll~ £ECA1 SERIES NUCLICf tBU~CANCES IN MARINE 
Ph'a'TOPLANKlCI\. REFOI'<T H AC\ANCEO ilESfARCh ff!CJH ~~ AGEI\CY 1 ARP~ CRCER /\( 
lS13 
CMMISTR'r, PUNKTCN, IUOICACTl'fll11; FAOHISCTCPES, Ui.ANIUM 11At:ICISOTIJPES 
·~···~-~·~········~····~·~·4·············································· UP.COiU[HES 
··4···~···~···········~···~·4·····~··~···4··~~··················*·•······· 
19H TEIC~'Y fi~ 
lNVESllGAliCNS CF INI\ER CCftllhf,.lAl Stflf ~AIEFS Off lCWER CtESAFEIKE fAY. 
P~Fl Ill. ~t£ Pht~ClCClC STAEE tf l~E lUNIC~lE COLIOLU~ 1\ATitNAliS 
CHS SCI .1(1-2), ft~t't tltHU CCNlfilf <.lSI 
Ct<ESAP£AH Bn, CCUIN.tt<TAL SHHfo G~CWTh STAGES, LifE HSICR~ S'TUCJES, 
REPROCUCT ICI\, URCUG~C~HS, 'flFGINJA 
·········~······~-·~·······~··~········*·································· L.SE ll.HES 
····~·····················~·-~······~···-4···-~··-·····~·····*~·········~· 
1912 J£~~y ~. ECCtM~N J lECS) 
A STUOY CF lH SCCJC-ECtfiCI\lC fACTC~S REUllll(; TC T~t Cl.IHF CCHINENTAl 
SHElf (f l~E MJO-~TlJ~ll( C{J5l. \. 5 E~ERt¥ t~Cf.~~CES 
l. DEL, CCLl MtR 5TlC 2t P 




SlGAlFICA~CE CF TUTlR~L VllRlAliU.S, UlTIHil£ CIINYOI'I TRCLGh ARE~ 
JCURAAl Cf SECJI'ENUR'i PETRCLHII -'th S1.3-Si-' 
CAIIVONS, GHLcn, SHIUt'ilS, SIZE, U~Iil81lJ1V 
1~7t SEG~R CA, CAAilltO A' 
TRACE ~ETALS 111 lhE liE~ 'iCR~ BJEtT 
AM SCC llliiiCL CCUM;H~ ~~ 1H-l'i8 (;SPEC SHifJ 
POLLLTIC~, AfU~DI~CEt (C~SlAl flAilS, €Etll€Y, ~fl~LS~ SEW,GE• SPCJL 
ll'N~S, TRACE ElE~E~TSr V~FI~fllll' 
··········~······················~·~·-·······~···························· \H£1AllCA 
············································f·~··························· 
H11 I<FAI.I~S C 
A CIIECilllST CF PLAIIT SFHJES Of HI£ CrJ:-SAHAKE SU CCCIJ"RING IIITHIII ThE 
HIGh liCE LI~llS Cf THE EAY 'AC ITS l~IBlliRifS 
DfP~RT~E~T Uf 60Tft~Y. IJ~IVERSlTY Of ~'~YLA~D, TECHNICAL BlLLfliN 2C02 
11'\TfRTlllAl •REAS, lllHRAl, fUNTS 1 HCE-5 1 HIU.1ARUS 1 ~EtETATICt. 
1915 ~GI\HCHn JC, IIHCCti.S ll 
A. QLA~TIJATI\IE SlLG'i Cf TME 'EGElAliCI\ NE•R GRE'l BAW fOULEV,RCo 
TLCKERTCI\, 1\f~ J£~~EW 
ICTHYOLCGICAL ilSSCCIAlES,IhC.FCRESl O~IVE I1Htll 1 h.V.40 
EICMASS~ PlA~T PCPLLtllC~S, t , REGl(I\Al AI'IALYSlSo VEGETATlCNt WETLANDS 
19i~ SAILA SB CECJ 
CCASlH ANC CffShCRE HVIHIIHHJ!l II\~1NTORY-CIPE liATHRAS Til NANTUCKET 
!tCJ!LS, CC.Plff'E~l ~Cll~E 
Rl lNIV M~R PLB !ER ! 1913 SlfF 1 . • 
CLJM~lfS, ~IRI~E E~CLCCY, VEG1l~T1~~. ~EAT~E~1 CCASTAL ZCNE 
1S73 ~lE~AS Vf ET tl 
COASTAL vEEETATlO~ Cf CElAk~~E, THE MtPfl~E Cf CElAhAAE'S CCASTAL ~ARShES 
SEt GRANT FlB OEL-SGCJ5-73. U~lvERSIT\ Cf CflAIIARf PP 4~3-4~~. 
AERIAL ft(lCGRtPhY, (CASTAl ~AFSHES, CflAIII~Et REMOtE !ENSl~G, VEGElAflCN 
1943 h~l~CRSC~ Wl, Cilk~C~ Cf 
CCA~TAL \EGEl~TIO~ 
BE5 
CC,STAL AAC f~VIRC~~E~l~L l~"flTC~~. (APE hAllERilS 10 ~AAllC~El ShCALS. 
COMPLEMENT \iOlUfo\E. f',ARJIIE Pl.SllCAliCN SERIES H 3t UFI FI.Jti.ICHICN AC 6t 
GR~O ~CHL Cf CCElACGFlfHY 
81EllC~~AP~lES, "EG£1A110A 
19 11 YAIIC n "II 
11\ PRCG~ESS, lltRJ< CN U!\E CF \EGE1AllC:I\ FCR CUSlll HGINfEFHG PURPCSES 
IJ.S. ARH CUSUL 1:1\GJI\fE~HG RESCUCE CENTU, fl • llfliiOJR, \lA 22Ci!C 
ENEI~EERII\£ 1 ~EEE1AllGN 1 CG~!TAl lC~E 
1~73 CJRTE~ El ill 
~AfPING NOI'l~ERI\ AllA~liC CCAST~l ~~R~H l~~S, ~ARYLAI\C Al\0 vJRGl~l~, 
LSING ERU-1 HAHf'l 
PR(C 21\t '1\NLAL RE~OTE SENSl~G ijf EARTH JES tCHf, UNl~ Cf TEI\1\ SPACE INST 
TULLAHJ~,A 
HARSH PlAr.lS, UI!SHS, HHH H~JM, VEGHHIOII, VEGETATION REGROIITH 
1Sl4 .AliEl~ Io lEAL J~ 
1'\UTRIEI\1 ll~IT,lJC~ lN SALl ~ARSh ~£GETAJICI\ 
IN 1 R.J. REIMCLC A~D ~.H. GUEEh lECITCRS) ECCLCGV Cf ~AltfHYllS 
~CADE~IC PRE!5 1 ~.). ff!4l-~t! 
ll~lll~& fACTCFS, r.UTRIE~T REG~IPE~Er.TS, NUlRlENTS, SALT MARSHES, 
\lfGElAllCl'l 
1'142 SCUTH<ICK 
TENTATivE CUTllfiE FC~ 11\\E~TCRY Cf AG~ATIC ~EGflATIOII, MYRICPHYLUM 
SPICATU~ (fU~ASI~II hAlf~~llfCJl) 
CH£5 ~CI 12• 5114-Sllt 
~Q~AilC PLJ~TS 1 ~ARSh Flil~TS, M~RShE!r , ~f~ElATIQh, kElLA~O! 
lS?-' UFFLE loiS 
THE PAST AND PRE!E~T Al\0 PRESENT ftCRI AN[ ~EEElATICN Cf ThE tAC~E~SAC~ 
H~DCIIS 
eA~TCNI~ ~~. ~-~~ 
fLCRAt CCASTAL PlAIN!, VEEET,llc~. CCASltL lC~f 
19i3 RCEICHALC e, BlELL ~f 
ThE VEGET.TlC~ Cf AE~ JE~SE~ 
~UTGfRS ~~1\E~StlY FRE~S, ~E~ BPUIIShlCK, AE• JE~!E~ 
MA~SHES, \EGflAllCI\ 1 ~ElLAIIC! 
1'9 B flO EI<.S fiG 
VEGElATIC~ IN l~C !UCCESSitNAL BFACKISH ·A~SlES Cf TlE ChESAPEAKE EA~ 
CHS SCl 1~, l'i7-.ao 
BRACKISH kAlER, CHESAfE,KE E.IY• ~'RShES, VEGETATIC~, ZC~lNG 
1 'i 13 RAklS CK 
~EGETATICN CE!ER~EC C~ SELfClft M~I<~L~NC hETLJ~C TYPES 
~RI (HES BICL LAE FEF ~C 13-13( l~f 
~ARSHE!, MARYlA~C, ~EGfl~llC~, ~ElLA~CS 
1913 CCCfER Ak, ~AilS EC 
IIEGEIAliU ntfES 1~ ~.1\ JIHlHlLARL'Y flOODEC Hl:l liARS~-\ Cl\ HiE fiCRTH 
C~RClll\~ t~TEF SA~KS 
JOURNAL Of lHf ELI~hA MllCHELl SCIE~Cf SCCIEIY 89, JS-91 
NOI<U CAiiOUfiA, SALT HI<SMS, IIEHH.liON 
1973 CCCFE~ ~~. ~AilS Et 
VEGETATION TYPES .IN At. IRHGULAI<LY fLCOCH Hll M~RSH Cl\ HiE liCRlh 
CAFOLI~A OllER BANK! 
J ELISh~ MITCfEll SCI SOC 89 1 JE-91 
1\C~TH CAPCLINA, ~ALl MARShES, \EGflATICN 
1<;16 LEIJ'l Gf 
VEGElAll\E SlUDY tl ltE C~CK fiELD PESEAFC.h fACILITY, t~CK, t.GRTH 
CAPCLII\~ 
US AR~~ CtRPS OF Ef\GI~EEPS ~ISCELLA~ECLS REPCRl ~C. 1~-6 
~CRlh CA~tlli\A, Vf£El~liG~, hETL~~tS 
1S13 f<E12GH RC 
iiETl~N[S Jfl f<J~Yl~l\0 
I'~RYLA~t tEPARTMENl Cf SlAlf PlAI\I\II\G 1 FLB 1\( 151 
141.\RSHES, I'.A.RYLAflt, PUH~, VEHHTIC~, ldTLA,~OS 
IS13 ANCE~!CN P~. kfSEEF 
WETLAI\CS ~'fPII\G IN NE~ JERSEY 
J FHClCG~AM~EtRlC E~Gl~EEPI~G 39, 353-35e 
IIAP~ti HAI'ITS, I!A~SHS, ~HCH SE/'iSltlt:, VHETAUCI'\, VEGfTATIOt- REGRCkH! 
en 
4···~··~~·~···~·······~~···········~·~···~~·*~········~·········~········· ~EGETATICN ~EGF(Mlr 
······················~····························~···~·················· 
1S73 CtRTE~ El AL 
MAfPING NCinhERN AtlAt.liC CCASTIIL M.lfl!H UNU 1 1'1\F'YLAMJ Af\0 1/JRGII\lll, 
lSING ERl~-1 HAGEn 
PRCC 2~C ~N~LAL ~E~ClE SENSING Of !A~l~ FES CC~f, UNI~ OF TEN~ SPACE INSl 
TULLAHM~ 
HARSH PLA~lS, ~'~SHE!, RE~CTf SEI\SI~Gt VE€ETJTIQ~, VEGfltliO~ REGKG-TH 
lSIJ ANCEASCN RP 1 ~fBffF 
WETl~~tS ~JFPII\G 11\ ~E~ JERSEY 
J fHClCGFAH~ElRIC f~GI~EEPlhG 39, 353-35E 
MAR~,H Fl.,tiTSt t-:AFSrES, lltH<l£ HNSJIIG, VHETAllCN, IJEGETATICI\ REGRCillli 
*** UH Ull:t "*"* H ll UH ll ~ ll * ll ll ll ll * <••• ol H U "* ** t*"******U *** **·************* * 
~HCCIH 
*>I>I"'*U****ll*h** ~4U** ***ll "'*****"'* H UUH•••••H:t******H *U '***ll******* 
1978 ee~~t~LEY ~c 
A SIMPLE Tt!fO~ET!UL MC£El FOR JtiE FLOk Cf A~ ESllJAR'V CI\TC A C.CNTIHI\UL 
SHELF 
Jl<. tiECFl'VSIC~l REHAIICI- 1/CL. t3 I\C.,C2 913-Bt3 
FRtJEC.liONS, CONTINEI\l~L Si-Elfo DYN~MICS, ~COEL SJLCIESo lhfC~ETlC~l 
.,N~LYSIS, TICAL kJTEF!t TCFCC~Afl-1, VELCC.llY 
1S15 GtDC .FE ET Jl 
CALClJlAUCNS Of SAH HAfiSFtl<T Cfl HIE 1\Ek Y(Jil< SHLF USING 1\EAR-BCTTO!t 
CURRE~l METER CB~EI<IIATIG~~ 
AI< ~ECFh)S Ul\1(~ T~'I\S 56(121 1 lOCJ 
T~A~SFC~T, CLIMATE!, CC~TINEI\T'l Sl-Elft C.l~R€1\1 ~ETE~St ClRI<f~TS I~AJE~l• 
GECLOG~, CCEA~OGRIPHYt SECI~E~lAllC~, ~ElCCllY 
l'!ll5 PE1Ef!SCN JJ 
CO~PRESSIC~Al kA~E ~ELCCITV Cli,PACTERlSTIC! Cf ROCKS f~C~ ltE Pl~GS 
B1GH1-SE1TS COVE OftJCllTE CC~fLE), ~EWFCLN£l~l\t, A MOCEL FGR THE QCEAI\IC 
C~lSl 
MS lHESISt 'LEENS CCll I~Y) 
EXPERIMENTATION• GEClCGY, GECPHY~l(S, FH~SIC~l P~CfEPTIES, ~tCKSt vELOCITY 
8€8 
1\iH STAt.U'f OJ El Al 
CLilREt.TS .U.C SHHHT HJI\SPCRJ AT lH klliOtiGHI\ CjhYCt. Stlfl.FBREAII AS 
CfSEfllltc •• 
IN S~IFT DJP ET At (ECJ S~flf SECI~E~l li<At.S FllCC At.t P~TTERI\S 
[CkCEt.o HUTCHl~SCh I<CSS, STilCltSfUil,, PA, PtZ~E44 
Flltit.cA, CCIIllNEt.HL SHHfo CUFR£hTS (IIA1Hb ~.HH'Et\1 JRAI\SfCI<lt SUfiiiEYS, 
VELCCIT\ 
1S1E BfARC~LEY I<C ET ~l 
PHVSICH CCEAIICGI<,ft''t Cf HE ~Jt£Lf AllA~llC EIGhT 
AM SOC liMI\CL OCEANCGR ~ •• H-3~ UHC S'fflf) 
CJllClUTIOII, CCASTAl PLAIIIS, SlLJI\11 ... liVES, 1/ELCCITV 
Hit Ctet• H 
TH H RJ!l A~C AI< Ell \I~R lATlCtiS 1#4 SCH hUCSH Iii HR-ESTI;ARl SH 114Et.TS, 
14~R(H-CCTC€fR 1~14 
GEOL SCC AM AE5TI< P~CE~~~S 8(2), 153 
SEASOI\Al IIAIHHICNS, ClRRENTS tWAHR), £ENS11Vt ~El:li<EIIlAR~ fETRCLCGY, 
SECIMEhlAliCN, SECHEIIlS, ~EI.CCIJV 
*** *•*****************"***UUUUllil 411 UUU ll./t4>tU4U >Ioili>+~ 4. *"*********"* 11 
~ER1E£PA1E~ 
............................................................................ 
1913 lAEASllllE ~ 
RARE, E"DII,.GEREV, ~~D lt~EATEhEC VE~TEBRATE SPECIES Cf ThE CtESAPEA~E BAY 
PEOCII 
I~, MAR 'fl.ftt.D CEPAR li'Et.l Cf STillE H IHING Af..t C filTER FU NHUl!Al AHAS 
1S75, CC~Ff~tiUfi Cf t.~T'L ffi!TL~ES lt.fOt EALl, MC 
ENCAt.EEREC SfECii!, VE~TEB~AT£S 1 CfMEt.lS 
1971l A~CEilSC~ .VT 
RE\ERSEC Sl~~ER fl(L~CEF PARilJ(HJtlS-CE~TAlU! FRCM T~E ~ICCLE Allii~TlC 
B lGtl 
BUll~~ ACAC SCI 23(1)• 39-41 
A~ATC~'' CE~ELCF~E~T, ~£RTEf~lllES• ECCLOGY, fiSh, FISH T~)CNC~Vt FLATFISH, 
HFv£ CELLS 
·~·-·············~························································ ~ERliC~t ~lGR,TIC~ 
**********************~********************A****************************** 
1956 BIICKUS ·~~~ ET ~L 
A CCNlRI.BLTION TO TtiE HHilAl HISTCH Cf TH litHE-TIP SliHK, PHRCUMJOFS 
LCIIGJ¥,t.L! CFCEYl 
£EEP-SfA RH 3. 11~-lH 
SREEtl~Gt GECH1C~ClDEJ( L~ITS, RfFR(tUCTJC~, !~ll~Jl~, lEMPER~lURE, 
VERTICAL ~~~RATIC~t fEf£11\E 
1964 YENTSCf CS fl AL 
FACTOR! AfFECTII\G ThE ~EPTICAL VIST~IBUllC~ CF SJClUI<I~ESCE~CE IN l~E 
euncnc Ht-E 
LIM~Ol CCEANCGR ~~~~, !1~-!24 
BIOl~MINESCENCE. CI,.CflAGElLAIESt CJSTRIBUlJ(~, liGfl fE~ETRITlON, 
FHYTCPLA~KTC,., FIGI<EI\TS, \£~1ICJL ~JERATJCI\ 
l'i6~ fiUUn lk 
lA~VAl AND AClll SlAfES OF ThE Sl~O~ATECI[ FIS~ PSENES AEElllS WITH 
CC~ME~lS C~ IlS CLISSiflCAll(~ 
EOll M~~ SCI Gllf CA~l£ 111~1• 21C-~3t 
GRCWlHt BREfCI~~~ FJ!tt LAR\~E, \EFllC~l filGJAlJ(~ 
19!~ CL~RKE Gl, EACKl! RH 
MEASlREfiE~TS CF liGtT Ft~ElRATJOA IN RELITIC. TC VERTICAL Ml,RAJIUN ANC 
RECCROS Cf l~filt.ESCE~CE OF tEfP-~EA ANIMALS 
OEfP SEA FE~ 4(1), 1-1~ 
BICLUfiJNESCENCEt Cl~R~Al CJSTPIEUTICN, LIG~T FE~ETRAliCNt TEfiPERAllR~, 
TMERMOCLINE, ~ERliCAl MIGRATICN, lCCPLA~KTC~ 
1954 hERSE~ JB, fA(~~~ I<~ 
NEk EVIDENCE Th~l ~IGRtliN€ ~·s flfBLES, F~CEAELY THE Skl~fllCCERS Cf 
FISH, ARE LARGEL\ ~E~Ft~~JElE FO~ SCAlTE~l~G LJ~EKS (~ T~E CC~TINE~lAl 
RISE SOUTh CF NEM E~Gl~~C 
OEEF SEA RES J(3~t l~C-!Sl 
FISh• fiSt ~lGRATlC~. S~J~~JNGt VERIICAL Ml(~~liCI\ 
1S6S ~ER~Ill ~S, FCFES Jh 
fAFT ~~ ThE GEt.£RAl ClSl~lBLliC~ Cf THE SlRF CL'~ A~O LCEAII 'LAHGG 
PRCC NAl StEllFI!H AS~ ~9, ~0-4~ (tlSC 1~1 f((L(tJCtL CC~SJ[ERATIC~S FCR 
CCE·~ IllES Cff ~fh JERSE~ FCR P~CfCSEC ~LC ~E~ Sl'l 
BENT~CS, CATCt, tlA~!• CISlRlBlliO~, GEOGRlPt1(Al ~EGIC~S, StELLFiSH, 
VERliCAL ~l(RJ1JC~ 
1~!2 ~ER~E' JS El ~L 
~fCf~T flNCl~ES JEC~l ltf CEEP StAllf~lNG lJlfP 
J ~~~R RES llllh 1-S 
Oll~~AL DISTRJ&UtlCN, flSte FIS~ERIES, VfRTJCAL ~l&R~TlO~ 
l~t2 hE~SE'I' Jt El Al 
SCUI\t-SCATHRIM SPECTI<~ Of CHP SCAlTERING LHEI< lNlHE kESlfRll ~OFTH 
nl.Af\TIC CCE.lll\ 
CEEP-~EA ~ES ft3,4), l'it-21C 
EUCYAN(l', fiSH, tECG~AfHlCtl REGJCN5, SOLI\C ~A~£S• VERTICAL MIGRATICN 
1962 SH.AFP CT, G~~y IE 
STLDIE! CN FACTORS AFFECTI~E l~E LCClL OlSl~lBLllt~ Cf TWC SEA URChiNS, 
AR8PClA fU~ClULAlt A~t LYTECtNJUS ~~~IEG~Tl~ 
ECCLCG) 43, 30;-313 
ECtJ~OCERMS, \ERllCAL Mt&RATI£N 
l<J51 SACKl! RH, Ej\R~ES h 
TELE~ISICN-ECHt SCUNCEF CESERV,TlCNS Cf MlC~ATER StUNt SCAlTERERS 
CEEP-SEA RES 4 1 116-llS 
TELEVISICNt COPEFCtS, Cl~R~Al CIST~lfUTlCN, ~CPllAliCN, lNCERkATtRi 
VERTICAL MIGRAliCh 1 lCCFLAtKTC~ 
1910 HSSLEF H 
HE IJES~CSOHATIO.liE liSCPCtA, ASHUHJ OF lHf U11 tE#D-BfRI'l.itA lRAl\SECT 
lllll ~CillPP~ ll\ST CCHI\CGR 15, 1-IB 
BEl\T~C~, C~lSl,CEANS, ClSTRIBUTIOll• GfCGRIP~lC,l REGIONS, lSCPCDSt 
SYS1EM~TIC~ 1 \ERTICAl MIERAll[l\ 
1964 H£SSL£R RR 1 ~ANDERS Hl 
THE tlSCC~ERY Cf CEFtALtCARitl.ll AT t [f.Plt CFJCO ~ETEilS 
CRlSlACEIN, 1tllo 71-1S . 
BENTHOS, OENSll11 1 \E~liCAL MlG~AlJ(~ 
19t4 tiASI< Iii Ht 
ThE £ISlRIBlliO~ CF CY51E~ l~~\tE 
FRCC SVH fliP i'IAF ECGL t:RJC SChCCl CCEANCGR, Uld\ 1<1, CCCAS flflll2l, 
1t-tC 
fAYSt BEtAVIC~, £ST~~i<IES, LA~V~E, CYSlERSo StLl~llYt llCES, vERTICAL 
MIGRAlJCN 
£91 
19f7 SGUlt~ARC EC, SCUlt~.A~O .liJ 
lHE Dl!TRIBUliC~ CF fCGC~CfttAA IN lHE AlllNliC CCEAN 
Sl'fo:P ZCCL HC lCl\tCI\ I J'i), 1-1~-l!E 
BENTHOS, CC~TII\EI\lAL SLCFE, I~VERTEfR~lfSe VERllC.Al HJE~ATIO~, FEECI~G 
·~················~··•*••••••••***4•~•***•1444444······················~·· V lfiGHIA 
·····4···~·················*······························4··············· 
1915 CAlE CR 
A CLIMTCLCG~ Cf THf VIRGHJA CAfES CPERHIM,; 1\IHA 
US FLEET kfAThER fAClllTV, NAS, NO~ftl~, \IR~I~lj\ 
CLJ,ATCLOGY. ~ElECRCLCGIC,l DATA, ~ETECRCLCG~, \IRGINIA 
157E 511~50~ CH, fYPC ~A 
A CD~PARI~CI\ CF FAST AAC FFESENl CSERE~ BRE££IN~ FOFULATICAS I~ COASTAL 
VHGII\JA 
lllliD-B ~ H HG 41, 25 ~-262 
BIRD EGGS, El~CSo ~ESTI~G, ~IRtiNIA, CSPRE~~ 
197t ~hCCES fit 
AOCillCl\5 10 THE BllO~N ALG~E Oil THf ~TlA~llC CCASl Cf ~IRGllllA 
CHES SCI 1H3J, 171-181 . 
ALGAE, COASTAL WATERS, PHAECP~YTA 1 ~IRGINIA 
1575 GClt5~1Th ~ ET Al 
BATHYMET~l Of THE VIRGI~I~N SEAt PART it ChESAPE~KE BI€~1. CtfE HEI\LCPEN 
TO CAPE ~AllER'S CCNli~E~ltl S~Elf ~~C LFF£~ SLCFE 
'0 11\ST ~.II~ SCI, JO MIN IhTfR\~A., 1SH-l9H 
B~lHYMETRY, CONTI~ENl.lll S~Elf, CC~lli\E~lAL !LtfE, ~AFS, ~0~1~ CARCLIN~t 
lilRGUU 
1916 ~AliRER C H Al 
BENT~IC FALI\AL ASSEMBLAGES CFF T~E OEL,ARVA fE~I~SLLI ESTLIRl~E AI\C 
CCA SHL 11\"1 Hl 'i 421. 163-171 
BENThiC f.llliiiA, CCNlJN£1\lAL S~Etf, CJSTRlBUllCI\, IN~EFTEB~ATES, SEASCiiAL 
tiSl~IBlllC~, VIPGI~l~ 
ISH O~lt FJ 
BE~ThiC 11\FALN~ Cf E£lG~tSS ZCSlERA ~IAl~~ fftS 
CHESAPEAkE SCIENCE )., ~St-~6S 
CC~~U~IT~, EEL ~RA~St 11\\EfTE~~ATES, ~~~G!~l~ 
l'i73 SHJTlfl'\ lR 
BIClCGY (f lhE ~CCK (~,f~ CA~Cf~ l~RC~ATUS SAY, I~ T~f COA<JAL WATERS OF 
\lli<G 11'>1 A • 
\I~S THESI! (lll\ 'A) 
BIOUl~'h CI<AeS, E.1SfElU. SHRt n•-fio~, fiSHIHfS, ii'\V£R1EB~AU:S, LIFE 
~ISTOR' Sll£IE~. \lRGI~IA 
197t BDICClRT ~C fl AL 
CIRCUlliTICN Cl\ ltif AlU!NliC CDIITIIHNTAL SHU: CF 'tnE l.itllTH SUHS, CAPE 
'AY TC C~ff ~~TJE~AS 
IN, PROCEEDINGS Of THE 197! Llf(f CCLLO;I.ill~ Cl\ CCEAN CVNA~ICS, UNIVERSITY 
CF LIEGE, liEGE, EELGI~~ 
CHSAPEAKE BAY, CH<CI!lUION, COI'ITINENlAL ShElf• NORTH CARCLIU, ~HGit.IJl 
1974 CAVlS PA J~o FO~ wl 
COASTAl OY~A~ICS Cft CECA~ I~LA.C, \1FGJ~lA 
O~R lEC~~ICAL ~EFC~T 1!, ttP 
DYNAMICS, GfOLOG~, ~IRGJNIA, S~RRIER lSLAN!S, (uASlAl lCNE 
1913 SllBERhO~~ G~ El 'l 
COASTAL hElLA~O OF VIRGI~IA• GLJDELI~ES FCR tCll~IliES AfffCJJ~G \IJRGINIA 
IIEllJMS 
VIRGINIA lNSTIT~lE CF MARINE SCIE~CE SPECIAl iEFORT NC. 46 1 lt9P 
LA~O ll~E, \IFGI~IA, ~f1LJ~£S 
1Si3 kAS~ ~L 
CC~,E~TS Cll LC~EF Cl-:fStPEAKE BAl BlClA 
'IRGINIA JCLRN~L Cf !CIE~Cf 24 1 132P 
SlOTA, CHESA.PEAKE E~Y, FISJ., HVERHfRATE~, liiRGJNJA 
1S12 SC~L£El JR, (KlfC ~ 
CC~~E~TS CN T~E tllFERSAL CF SLSP£~tEt SECl~ENl 'CCRCSS lhf CC~TINE~TAL 
ShELVES 
IN Sklfl ET Al (ECS). ShElf SltlMi~T TRA~SPCRt. STRCLCSELRG, PA. CC~DEN, 
HUTCHJIISCI\ ANt RCSS 1/liC. F.:33E-24c 
COIITINENTAl ~hELF, SECI~fl\1 lRAI\SP(RT, SfOJ~EhTS, SlSFE~tEl LC.Dt VIRGI~IA 
!Sit t.CltEF JL El tl 
CC~TE"FCFARY SEDl~EIIl,ll(N Ill LIIIElR SANL S~(ALSt EXt~flfS FROM THE JN~ER 
S~Elf, ;JettE ATlJIITIC EIG~l 
GEOL SCC AM ASSlR PFCG ~(2), 2:35-236 
TRAI\SPCRT, CCASlAL flAl~S, tC~liN£Nl.1L s•Elf1 CLRRENlS {~AlERJ, ~ARYLAIIDo 
SEOnEl\UliOt., VIRI!HH, ltPvE5 HIHE!<I 
1972 ~JR(I~IA CI~ISICI't CF ~T~TE PLJN~I~G A~C CC~~l~IJ) Afr~lr~ 
CRITICAL E~\I~O~~E~lAL tREAS 
~ICH~C~C, ~lRGI~J~ E~VlRCN~ENTAL 4LAlll~, EN'I~C~~ENT, ftA~Nl~G, ~IRGI~IA 
1S7t SullO~ CH El ~L 
DETAILED SAT~~'ETRY Cf SELICTEC ~RftS Of T~E Jht.EB CC~Tl~fi'\T~L SHELf Of 
T~E ~JRGINIA~ SE~ - SCU1~EA5T ~IRGit.JAt VIRGl~JA Sf~Cho A.D kAChAFREAE~f, 
\A 
~Jfl'S Sf<M•SC£ t<; B~TH~MET~V. COASTS, CO~TINE~lAl SHELf, fl'APSt \l~Gl.IA 
1914 NCRCRCS5 JJ fl AL OEVElCP~E~l (f YCU~G ELUEfiSh IPC"AlC~US SJLTATRIX) tNt ClSTRIB~TlDN OF 
EGGS ~NC YCLNG IN \JRGINl'N CCAS1Al k~lE~S 
AM FISh SOCo TRAI'<~ 10.31.3), 4lJ-'tCj1 C\li'S COHI t2Hl 
ATLANTIC- OCEAN, ELLEf1Sh 1 C~ESAF£Ajf EAYt ClSTRlfUTION PATlER~S, E~SRVDNIC 
GRCWH' STilGE 1 JllHULf flSH:S, LAR\IAl UCUh SUGE, \llRGHIA 
1962 IHlFUt ~t 
CIAlO~S FRC~ VIRGI~IA lJCAl ~AlERS l~~C ~~[ 1S61 
WA INST M'R SCI, 5PEC ~{1 Fff C30J, 1-33 
CUTCfl'S, CCI'JUNT CHAidSMSr 1'1-:YlOPLAt.I<H~a H.I.Hl1Vt Ht:lHlll 
OISTRIEUTICN, TE~FERA1LFE 1 \IRGiNIA 
1S7C STALfffR 1St ~ACINllFE ~G 
ClSSCL\IEC FATTY ~CICS 1~ l~E JA~ES ~1\ER ESTLARV, VIRGlNIAt ANC At:JA~ENT 
CCEAN IIATHS 
CHSAPEAI<f SCI 11 I'< l t ~lE-~~0 CCAST~l ~~1E~S, CtRC~AlCGR~P~Yt fSlLARIES, J~fl'E! Rl~fRo LlFID!t ORGANIC 
MATTER, \IRGI~IA 
1<;1~ UllAl lJ 
E~OANGEREt: STATI.iS Of VIFGl~lA flC~fRl~G PLANT~ 
Lt.PUBllS~EC Et.OA~GE~EC SPECIES, PLAIIlS, SLF~EY5, ~IRGJ~IA, A~GICSPER~S 
!SI'i ~CCNE JA E~E~(V REFC~l CE' £~AllAlES Rl5~5 I~ ~lLA~lJC CIL, GtS P~G[lCliOt. 
CO~Tl~ENT~l SHElf, E~ERCY, Ell\l~Ct.~fNTAl EffEllS, INDU!TRIES, Cll 
l~CLSTFY, FCll~TIC. #EtlEPE~T, ~JP{I~lA 
1913 SH IOEUil Gl 
EVAllA1tCN Of A CC~CfflUAl MCOEl FCR THE TPA~S\ERSt SECl~E~l J~A~SfO~T 
S'YSlE' CF A CCASl.l E·R~IER C~AI~t ~!tOlE All,~TIC BIGhT 
JOLR~Al Cf ~EO PElFCLC(Y 43C3) 14&- i64 
ShCRE LI~f C~A~GEt OU~ES, (EClCGY• GECMCRfhCLCGY, SANOS, SEOI~Ehl 
lRAN~PCRlo ~IRGI~l·• BtRFifR ISL,~[S 
lS4~ CARSCI\ FL 
FISt A~t ShELLfl!t Of ltf MltDLE AllAIITIC CC,Sl 
US FISH ANC ~Iltllf 5E~\t CC~SER~ ElLL 36 
ECCIICIIICSo FISH HFUUU£NS, fiShER lES• ~A~YLAIII) 1 Sl1£llfJStt, HRGINIA• 
~ICCLE 'llA~llC flG~l 
19!i5 tE•~ ~ II 
FISHER~EN OFF 1H£ CAFES 
t;.S. 1\l\'l llliST, FRCC HllCJ. IUB-1133 
CGMMERCJj\l fiS~ING 1 CCI\lllliEIIlAl ShELF, Fl~fiS~ INtLSTR~o FISH£RIES 1 LA8CRt 
\l~GlNIA 1 ·I~OlE All,llllC EICHT 
1950 SF~~CiE~ ~e, PE1E~!CN JJ 
GECLCGY Cf j\JLANllC COAST~L flll~ IN NE~ JERSEY, DEL~~tR£, M~RYL~NC 1 AND 
llli<GHIA 
AMER ASS fElRCl G£Cl 1 Elll 3~(1), 1-~9 
AlLA~TJC CUSUl Pl!llt., tfUhtRE, UOLOti'• MAnLA!IO, SlAATIGRIIFHY, 
\IHGINJA 
1S62 £l I<HitER ~L 
INSHCRE CLRI<ENT SlUtY - \IIEiGl~ll 6ftC~, vJRCl&ll 
14E~C TC CR. ~ARGIS, [R WOO[ ANt tR JO!Efht \lRtiNIA I~STillTE OF M~PIIIE 
SCIENCE GL(lCESTER PCI~lo \~ 
CURREI\lS ~~·lE~I, \l~GIIIIA 
19~5 \/All E~~EL w~, TAN EC 
JNHST IGATJCI\S Of lt.~El' CCI\llN ENlAL SI'Elf I\ A lEEi.S Off LC:HR C~€:iAPEIIKt 6AY • 
PARl. vi. 1~£ CCFEFCC5 
CHES SCI 6l3), 1£3-lSS lWIMS CCal~L£ 1E3J 
CHESAPEAI<E BAY, CCt.TIIIE~TAl SHElf, COPEPO[S, SEASCNAl OISTRIB~TlOt., 
VIRGINIA, ~AlE~ lE~PERllLRE, l(CfLIII~lCt. 
ISH 1EI<R'Y R~ 
IIWESlJGAliCIIS CF INI\H CCI'HHHHl StELf l!HHS Off LCIIER CHSAPEAKt 6A'r. 
PART III. THE PHCRCZOClt STAGE Cf J~E lU~lCilf fCliCLU~ ~·lll~ALIS 
CIHS SCI 211-21, l:C-64 C~II"S CCUiil.f <JSJ 
ChESIIPelli<E E,Y, (CIITlNENTAL SI<ELF, (;R(Wli'l SlAGUi, liFE liiSHR'Y SlLGlESt 
REPPCtLCllC~, lR(ChC~CI1ES 1 \JFGINJA 
19fl NGRC~CS5 JJ El j\l AL 
I~VE!TJEATICIIS Cf 1~11£~ CC~TINENT•t S~ELF ~ATE~S Off LC~ER CtESAP£AK~ BAY. 
P.RT II. !~H UI'ICE l~I<~H 1 HHDYHS AMEiliUt.l.S 
ClifS SCI .211-2), 49-~<; IHM~ CCIITI<lf S~l 
CHESAPEAI<E e•y, CCIIll~EIIT'L S~£lf 1 fiSh REF~CI~CliCI\, G~Ohln SlAGESo 
lll~VAL G~OW1~ STJGE, IIIRJI\t fiSH, ~lR,ll\1. 
19SS MC~UE~ JL ET ll 
LE*G1H 1 kEIGHl A~D AGE CCMFOSiliCI\ Cf THE ~E~~~~EEN CATCH Ill VIRGIIIIj\ 
l<J lER S 
lli'I~CL j\/1[ OCEANC'<:I< 4(.2 h 145-U2 
AGUIG leltLCGICALh GPOilk, fiSt. lEII<iTtl, '41Ei€1NIA 
1S7C ~CLU I:A 
lEVELS OF Sl~ElE iN ANt 65 lN I~ CRASSOSlREl lllRGI~ICA f~O~ ~CRl~ 
CARCLINA 
JOUR FJS~ RES EO CAliA[~ 2711J, 47-~1 
1\0~Th C~RGLINA, C'!TERS, \lRGINJA, 2l~C 
ISH hULJN<:! 1\C 
~A~IIIE OSIFACCCA FRC~ ~ESTEEi~ IICFlh ~llANTIC iCElN Cff T~E VIRGINIA COAST 
ChES SCI 111h 4C-56 nHS C(I\TRU! l!iH 
ATLANTIC CCfAN, CAlA CCLLECTIG~S, CISTRlElliCII FlllE~~S, OJ\f~SJflCATICI\, 
OSTRACCCS, S~SlE~tllCSt \J~(I~JA 
1S7S kO(t~AFC-CL~CE CC~SLLliiiTS 
tUC-HU!NlJC liEGJCfllll SlUC'I'- Ill\ A!SESS.I'EJ\1 Cf lti£ C~ShCilE EfFECTS Gf 
CffS~ORE Oll AND GAS CE\ELCF~tt.i 
ALTHCR 
ATLANTIC CCASlAL PLAI~. CCI\ll~E~Till ShELF, ECCI\CMIC I~PACT, ~11\AGE~ENT, 
CIL, VlR~l~IAt CCA!l~l 2Cflt 
1913 LNIIEO !T,Tf! AR)~ CC~FS E~~~~EERS 
NAliChAl ShCRELJ~E SlUC~ ~(l ~ 
LS AR~Y ENG 01~ flO ATLANTIC (CFPS £1\G ~~. ~l JtCCl 1C~3CL47R4 
COST ANALYSIS, ERCSIC~, Ph(lCGPtPt,, SHuRE Fl<tTECJIC~, VIRGl~lA 
19t~ SAI\CEF5 JE 
~fARS.OIIf SAI\CS Off 50Ll.EASTERI\ VIRGINIA 
AM ASSCC fET~Olfll €ECLCGIST BLLL 4SC3lt PJ.l, f351 
GECLCG~r SA~CS, VI~GII\It 
1913 Hn 
NEkSPAPER CliPPI"''S- AFEA~- \I~CI~IA"' SEl 
M~Y BE CeTAIHC fli[fo! 1\EI<PfiS, 11UIGJ!I.U lNSTITlJH CF IURINE SCIENCE, 
HCUCESTE.fl FCINT VUGitd~ 
NAVIGABLE kATERS• \lRGl~ll 
1S62 M~liER~ JE 
1\CFTH-SClili'-TREI\LJN(; Slii!M,tR ll\E llltGl CCMFCSEC Of COARSE .SAf\0 CFF FAlSE 
CAPE, HIIG ltd A 
AM ASSCC FETHI..Elill GHlCHSTS · Hll 4t42h 41£ 
GECLCGY, OIL, SA,...CS, \JIIGINIA 
1974 i~Efi!ER PA Jl<t ~LSICK JA 
CBSERVATI eftS Qt. [) ISlHH TIC I! ~M Ail.kDAhCE CF RED UAfS II! l\CRfGLK CAhYOfl 
At-0 AtJACEl\1 CCl\lll\E~TAL SlCff 
lUll FIH REV .. 3Ullw U-~.li lVUU CCIIHlll StU 
CHESAPeAKE EAY, CCIITUU.Hl SLCH, cues. CJSliiJBl.TICNo 'liJRGIUA 
1~41 1\E~CCIIBE Cl CFA~ E~ 
CESER~tllCkS Ch THE CCNSER\Alltk CF lHE CHESAPf ~KE ELLf CRAE 1 CAllii\ECtES 
SAflt\.S llATHEl.l\ 
~A J ~CI 2C1Jt 1-10 ClllfOS UI\UU! .<J 
ChESAPfAIIE ll~\', Ctl\SfllYAHGl\• CCfll JMl\TAL SHElf• foORUlllYo URGIUII~ BLIJE 
CRAll, ~OL 111\G 
lSH BCE~Ch CF 
C~ THE CCClFRE~CE Cf fll\~JX~ LUl\iJ GL~SSEll tOfCAPOO~, fii\NCl~ERIDAEJ Cff 
\IRGII\Uo UA 
CRLSTACEA~A 2CC2), 219-220 (\l~S CCNTRIB 3661 
CCI\TI~El\TAL ShElf, CRIIIlS. CPUSl~CEANI 1 DlSTRI8LTIOl\ FAllERIISt EASTERh 
llA~,MCo ~IRGHJA 
H1~ ~HOElER GL 
PhY5IC'l FJFAMETE~ CJSl~lllUTJ[l\ PJTTE~l\S ll\ ~(110M SEDlMfklS OF lH~ LOkER 
CHESAPEAKE B~~ ESlLAR'• VIRGI~I~ . 
JCURML (f SEDJ,..EtllH' F£1HLUY 45Ulo 121-131 
CtESAPEAKE EA'I', E!TLtRli\E EtiVIRCN~fl\1 1 P.\SJC~L OCEA~C~~AFH~, Ph~SICAL 
PRCPERllES, SECI•E~l!• \IR~I~It 
1'561 RlCHARCS HG 
FlHSltCEH USJHfCtA Cf ldi'GJU,. 
VIRGINIA Mlfi.EFALS 13(4), 1~-IS 
GA~HOfOCS, flOlllSJ(S, fUlSHCfU EHCI-, ~IFGU.U, fCSULS 
Ht.t RlCHA.l<C~ t:G 
PLElSTCCfl\f PELEClPCCA CF VIRGlhlA 
~IRGINIA Mli\EIIAL~ 12(3), 1&-2< 
MCLLUSIIS, FLEIHC<EI\E EfCCh, V IIIC:U lAo FCSSllS 
1'56~ S'~DER~ fl AL 
PlHLlfilfiH~ REPCRT ttl TH: GlOlCH (f SCU11iEA.SlfRtl \II<GINIA ~U: ACJ~CEIIT 
CC~ST Ht CCNTINHHL St.flf, lollli lHII,~lU<S U SUIIIEt.l S~filflll"'(i TECJ-,NHil!E 
U!l~€ ~IEIICC~ILLJ~C ll£lhCtS 
YALE U~IV CEFT GECL 
COI\Tlt.IENlAl SHElf. CllllLINC:, GECLCU 1 S.UPLUG, SEtliiEUS.1 VH<Gl~U 1 
CCASHL ZUE 
1962 SAl\DE~S El ~l 
PRELifill~AFY REPCRT Cl\ L'TE PlfiSTOCf'E Al\0 RECEI'il LlllCR~l AkC h£A~!hC~E 
MARINE SEOI~E~1S 1 !CLlli Cf CAfE ~fl\Fl 1 ~l~G 
~~~Gil\IA JU~ SCI, 13141 1 2!1 
GECLOGY, PLElSTCCE~E EFCC1i 1 SECIMEhlS, ~JRGll\JA 
1971 US AR~Y CCRFS Of £1\Gli\EERS 
f\.BLIC hEA~J~Gt •tLA~ll(; CCAST Of IIA~~LAI\t ~1\t ASSATEA,~E ISLAND, ~IRGII\JA 
~Tln 
~Ull-01< 
AeLTflci\TS. ACC(fi.ACI< CCll\TV, ~~, llUCJI ERCSJCII, HCSlCN CONTROL, 
hUPRJC~"'ES, MAII'I'LANC, \IRfll\IA 
191.2 HIILEF hi 
RECORDS OF FISHES fCR ThE HIOCLE AllA~llC ~TATES 'l\C viPC:I~lt 
IICAD. ~AT. SCI. fhllt. fPC(. VCL 6~ F•Rtl, 3~-!9 
CHES~PEAI<E llA~, fiSh, (fGGRAfHICAL RE~IC~!, \JRGII\IA 
1974 VIR(J~IA lNSlllllf (f MARll\E SCIEI\CE 
RESEAPC• D~ CJ-,ES~PEA~E BAY A~D CC~liGLCUS ~~TE~I Of lhl CkfStFEAKE biGtT 
OF 1HE \l~GII\IA~ SEJ 
VI~S SfEC SCI liEF t9 
BleliCGR~PhiES~ CHES~fE~KE EA,, RfSEA~C~ fACILITIES, StiE~llflC FE~SC~~tl, 
~lRGihiA, ~ICCLE All,~ll( El~tl 
1973 S~JFT CJf ET ~l 
RICGE A~C !WALE. lCPOG~APHY Of T~E ~ItDlE AlllNllt EIGHT, ~CRTN A~E.ICA, 
SECiilllR IH.SfON.SE lC lli£ ACUCEIIE hHRtlLIC I<Eiili'E 
~AF fECL 1514), t21-~41 
flCR~, BARRIERS~ lR~N.SPCRl, CC~Tl~E~l,IIL ShELF, fSTlARIES, SfCJMENTS, STORM RL~OFfo ~IFGI~IA 
1913 CASlAGN~ ~. CtAIILf' F 
SALINITY TCLERA"'C£ Cf SCME M,IIRJNE BI~ALVES FRCM IIISHCRE AIID E!lUARiliE 
El\ltliHlfiMENlS ill \IHJNJA h.II1ERS Cl'j lliE I!EHEH. I'.IC-ATUhTH CU.ST 
,.AlACCLCGIA 12(U, 41-'Sll C\Jf'S CCNllll 476) 
CLAMS, ESTU,RlES, MCLLLSKS 1 !~Ll~Jl)~ !ALT TCLER~NCE 1 'I~GI~JA 
I<Jt.3 EJJ<l\H RC 
SEA-St.RFACE TEMfEPAlvllf PHASLRHEIITS (f ATU.UJC-SHElf -AHRS BY All 
~IFBCRIIE ltE~~CMfTE~ 
VIMS M~NUHRIPT 
HYCRCLCGIC G~T.A, ISCJ~EPMS, IACJATICI\ 1 REI'CTE S£11Sll\G 1 SUfSLRfACE kAl£RS 1 THEP,.OMETEPS, ~~~~INlAt WATER TEMP£~A1LRE 
197C,Rt'CCES FCi 
SEASONAL CCCLRRE~CE (f ~IRI~f ALCiAE (~ A~ l'SlEP REEf lh 8URICN•S SAY. 
IIIRGUU 
CHESAffAKE SCIENCE 11, 6l-t3 
ALGAE, !EASCUL 11AI<IHHN5, I<EHS, \HGII\I.t 
1Slt I'HTilK RE E1 AL 
SECOI\0 ATUHI£ SALE ,.H 111\UVE TRACTS Off IIIRGHIA, I'\4R'ttAI\t 
Cll ANt C:AS JCURUl 741<l71,1H-li5 
OFFSHORE CCNSl~UCTIO~, LEASE5, ~·RYLJNC, CffSHCR£ PLAlfCPI'S, Cll, ~IRGI~IA 
19t9 TlR~EF H 
SHORELI~E HI!TlR~ Cf THE A1LAN11C CC~5T CF ThE DEL~AP11' fE~IhSULA 
GECl SOC A~fRlCA SPEC FAPER 121, l!( 
DELAWARE, EASTER~ SHC~E (~A-~CJ, ~fCLCGY, HISTlR~, ~ARYL~N[t SHORES, 
~IPGINIA,. CCASTAL 2C~E 
1S64 DJ!~U -.1 0 JCHf" £f 
SOUTHERN R£CCRO Cf SEftSTES MARINLS, CCEAN FE~CH 
ChES SCI !(4~, ~12 1~1~5 CC~lFlc lE~J 
ATLANTIC CCEAN, CISTRIEUTICl FATTER~Sr FISt fOFllATICNS, M~RihE FISH 1 PE~CHES• VlRGINIA 
1973 ~EEFE C, SCV~lC~ ~P 
STANCI~G CRCP Cf SAll I'APSH£5 SLRRCL~OING CHlhCCTEtGlE SA,, ~,IIPYLA~D -
VIRGHIA 
CHESAfEAKE SCIE~CE 1~(~1, 111-12! 
14APYUI\0 1 SALT MJH<.Stil:S, SlA~OJIIG CPCP, ~IIiGJ.II.U 
1S7~ H~RI:IS IIJ JR 
STATE~f~T B~ 0~. ~llllt~ J. ~ARGIS~ JR., tlRECTCR, VIRGINIA l~SllTLTE Gf 
MIIRII\f SCHNCE BHCRE HE OCEAN PCL!Cl STLO~, SENHE CO,.llTH Cl\ 
CCf'MERCE 
CG~Tli\ENTAL S~ELf 1 E~E~G~, E~'IRCN~£1\TAL EffECTS, lNGUSlRIES, OIL 
11\0USTRY, \lRGlNIA 
19(1 lC.NSEN£ Cl-: 
SlAHSliCS CF 11-:.E f lSt>HHS (f T.tiE ~HtLE HUll TIC STAlES 
US fl!l-: CCM~ ~Ef FCF l'SOC, V.2t, l~!-310 
CO~MERCI~L FISI-: 1 CtLA~ARE, FISHERIES, MARYLANt, !hELlflSH, ~IPGI~JJ, 
I'IVOLE ATUI\HC UC:hl' 
1Cj72 RHtES ·liG 
STLCHS ON TH 8JHCO Cf 6110hN ALGAE ON lhE HlAIIJIC CCAST tf VIRGlNJA. I 
FOFTERINEMA fll~lAlltE (fCFlERJ kAt~~ 
JCUPNH Cf PHYCOLCG~ E, 111-119 
ALGAE, CCA.SlAL ktlERS, PhAECfh'l'• \IRGI.IJ 
1'3!:5 KETCH~! SH, KEEl\ CJ 
1HE ACCU~ULATICII. CF Rl\EF ~All!< CVE~ ThE CCNTI~ENTAL StELf 8ElWEEN CAPE 
CCC A~C C~ESAFEJKE E~Y 
PAP MAR BIOl CCEANCGI< OEEF SE4 ~ES. !lfPL lC ¥Cl 3~ 346-357 
CO~llNEIITAL SHELf 1 OJS(t>ARGE l-ATtPio FRES~aATE~, ~CRThEASl L.S., RlltER 
fLCW, SAL!~IT~, SflSCN'L Cl!TRIBUllCN, 'IRGlhlA 
1~11 W'~t GE, PCFES Jk 
l~E ATlA~liC CCAST SLRF (lt' FISHE~\- 1Sl4 
~ARI~f fiSHERIES RlVIEk 
39(5), H-.a 
CATFISHES, CJ~CULATIC~ IFlA~TSJo fiSHING, ~'SS, VIRGINIA, ~IflC Eg~ATIG~St 
~IUCLE AllllTIC tJEHl, SLRF Cl-M 
1913 PtCCES RG, CCNNELL J 
THE BlOLCGl Of SRC~~ ALGAE (~ l~E jJl,NTI( ((A5T Cf ~I~GINIA, PETALU~l~ 
fASCIA A~t ICVTCSlfHC~ Ll~£~1~~1' 
Ct>ES SCI 14, ~ll-~ 1'1 
JILGAEt \IHHH 
1976 GLEESC~ SA~ Sl,LElE Jf 
lfE ChESAPEt~E SAY BIBLICGPAfh'• \l(l.4 1 \l~GINIA ktlfRS 
III~£ 5~R H 
ElEUURHI-IES, CCI\Tli'I€1\HL SHLF• Efi\IIRCNH.H, JAI'ES ~HEI< 1 I'.ANAGEfo!ENTo 
POTCMAC ~JVER, AAFPAI-Afi~CCK RIVER, \I"Gli\IA• ¥C~~ RI~ER, CCA!JAL ZCNE 
IS 7 3. BC J CCUR T IIC 
THE CIRCUUITICI'i (f litTH Ct; THE ((1\lJHI\HL ShElf fROM CHESAI'£AKE llA'f TO 
CAfE I<HTEFAS 
Pt-.c. THESIS, JOhNS hCF~II\S l~lliE~SIT,, 1E2F 
ChESAPE.KE EAY~ CJ~CUl.TlC~t CCNT1~£~1Al StELft NORTH CARCLINAt VIRGI~IA 
1S1C GREEr Gk III 
ThE hEAT ELCGfl CF THE ~ATERS (f A P[RTIC~ 01 lhf (HES~FEAKE £1GhT 1St7 
VIM! ltESIS lCOll •ILLIA~ ·~D ~~~¥1 . 
CC.TI~£~TAl SHElf• HE~l EUEGElt tYCJGERAPh,, ~ltRCLCGJC FPCPERTIES 1 
V IHINJA, ld~OS 
1974 ZANE~El£ JS• ~IlL!~ ~I' 
ThE I'ARIH ALGAE Cif THE HfRJCH CUSl EETUEA C~F£. MAY, NE~ JERSEY, ANt 
CiPE hATTERAS, ~CRlt CARCLIN. 
E!Cl M~R 
CCIH I IIH lAL 51-Elf, CfLAI<iAI<Er t l STR HlLT 101\t IIIIi 11\£ ALI.:A E1 IHRYl ANCt NOR JH 
CARClll\~, \lREI~lA• MICELE AllAIIllC 61Gh1 
1973 CTT f 
THE MARINE ALGAE Cf \I~GIIIIA ~1\t ~A~,LAI\0 11\ClLCIIIG T~f Ch~SAPEAKE SAY 
~HCOCRA 75, ~56-i9t 
Al~AE, M'R'\'lAIIC, \IRCINIA 
l~t~ MU!lCK JA, ~CEACt~~N ~c 
THE SQLALClC StAFK EC~lAC~hiiiLS EPLC~S Cff VI~GI~IA. 
CCPEI. lS6~ tllr ~C5-~Ct 
CCASTAl ~·TEFS, fiSt, fiSh DIET!, fEKlCho ~CFPhCLCG¥, Sh.FK5• VlRGihiA 
1913 hl{G£11 RJ ET •t 
LTILillAG ~ElAL CCl\tEI\lFtTIC~ ~ElATIChSHIPS IN 11-E E~STE~N OYSTER to 
CETECT hf,\V 'ETAL FClllllCh 
WAlER RESCLPCES J, ~~l-4tC 
fCLLUTIC~, CtE,ISlFV, (tfS,ff,~f E,Y, hfA~' ~El.LSt CV!TER!t VIRGIIIIA 
'5(1 
1974 ChH n 
IUH REfRACTlGt. HENCMEN~ CIIER TH CCHHEIITtl St\Elf II£A~ TH CHESHEAKE 
BA '{ Ell UA~CE 
u.S. AR~~ CCRF5 CF EI\G CCA5TAL EIIG RES CEN1EF lECH ME"( 47 
CHESAPEAKE eAY, CC,PUTEF FRCG~AJS, CC~ll~ENlll 5hflft FEFR.CTICN (kATE~ 
I>AHS), VHGHlllo liAVES llltTHl 
···········~~~······~·····~·~·····~···~·~·~·4····························· \IRGJ~II fE~CI-, \t 
···········~····~······~·······~·-~···············~···~··················· 
1969 HU !J~ Jl< 
MAJCR El\HRCNMENlH \ARlABL£5 llffHTING GRillll 512E DlSlRlBlJTIO ll\ ltE 
SHOALING - ~A\E lCl\E Ll\tER Sl[l<~ CC~tiTlCNS •1 ~lRGINI• EE.CHr VIREINIA 
~llllA~ Ill\( ~ARY ~ASTERS ltE!l5 




1916 fARKER CEr ~FIGHT ~p 
A VOLLMElRIC TEI'PERATLRE SAllfiiH CE!ISLS fCI< l 1-£ l'ltCLE IITLJIHIC fiGhT 
lll'f\Cl{G'\' tf\C CCHIICHtH·Y 2H'l, ~63-571 
SEASON'l V'RIATICIIS 1 CC~llNfhT~l S~flf~ CC~ll~EAIIll SLCFE, SAllhiTV, 
TE,PERATlREt VCll~ElFl( ~~·L~SIS. 5Cfl Cl~~ 
··~····~·········~·~·~·~·~·~·~············~··,~···················~·~····· lliHhAFREAGLE,\A 
········~··············································~···~·············· 
H74 ZfiGlE~ J 
•FPLICtllCII CF ~~~CTE SENSl~G lC SlUCV IIE~FStCFE CIRCLlAliCN. AN~U~l 
REFCRT f(R lEA~ TkC 
l~lM~ GR~Nl PPl '~5~l.l~F~wt) 
CC~TihE~llll 5tELF 1 ESTLA~IES, ~E~OTE SENSIIIG, ~ACh,PREAGLE,\A• ~AlER 
CI~ClLAllCII 
SC2 
1S6t ltCMPSCN JC JR 
GLAl.CCIIHA lliiH'VHH tl.t., t.. SF., ~ HYfii.EIICSHIH CllHH FRCM H1E \IRGINIA 
COST 
JOlRNAL Cf P~ClOlOClCG' 
13(3J, 393-3~5 (\J)S ((fllR ~OEJ 
PRCTCZCA• ~TRUCTlR~l '1\AlYSIS, S)SlENAllCS, ~A(HtPRE~GUE 1 W' 
19t7 TtC~F!CII JC JR 
PARAURO~ENA ~lRGI~IAtiU~ N.G., II. SF., A ~~~11\E tYMftiCSlONE CILIATE 
JClJR"AL (f I'HTCirHCG'I' 14141, 731-1.:4 flll~S CCtllR 2541 
PRCTCZCA, ST~~tTURtL AtiALlSISo SYSTEMATICS, ~ACHAFREAGUE,WA 
l~~t ThCMPSC~ JC JR 
PSEUGCCO~IIILEMBLS ~AFI~US ~- Sf., l .,~EIICSlC~E Clll~lf FRO~ THE VIRGINIA 
CCAST 
JCLRN~l Cf fROTOZOCLCG'Y. 13t31. 4t3-4f5 HHS CHilR 2121 
MCRPHCLCGY, PRCTClGA• STRUCTL~Al >I~ALYSIS, ~A(h~FREAGLE.~A. 
1~75 DEALlERI~ JT 1 f)P~E ~J 
THE RECENT hlSTC~Y OF ~tCt~fREA(Lf l~LET, 'lJGitllA 
IN, PRCCEEI:INGS Of lttE 2ND INTERNAllCMl EHL~RINE IIESURO FfDEFtoiiCN 
SYI'PCSIUN, MYRTLE fHCt, SClTH CA~Clli\A, CCT lt-la. l9B, Plt1-H2 
GEClOGYt r:ISTCIIV, lNLUS U.ATfRIIUSJ, iiACHAFRfAGI;f,~A 
·····~···········~·~·············~········································ ~ASlE ASSI~ILATIVE CtFACITV 
············································~····························· 
1914 SIFFU liS 
VEGETATION l~PES 1~ TICAL ~Ell~~CS I~ ~~~'tltl£ 
~AR1LANO Dff~~T~E~T Cf ~~TL~'l FESCLRCES lCP 
MARYLAND, TICAl ~ARS~ES, TIDAL k~TERS, hASTE ~55I~IlATIVE C~FtClTY 
<;(3 
~·1···~·~·~············································~·················· ktSH tlSPCHL 
········~··••************************************************************* 
JS73 G~ICE ET ~l 
ACID-1~011 ~ASTE lS A ftCTCR >lffECllH HiE tiSII<lELllOtl tilt tllliMANCI: CF 
ZCCFLA~KlCtl IN TtE NY i:I<•T 1. lABC~AlCRY SlliClES G~ ltf EFFECTS CF ACID 
~~STf C~ CCFEPCI:! 
ESJUARIIIE '~D CC~SltL ~'~ ~tl lo 45-5C 
SEASO~Al V~~ltTIC~S, fL~I\KlC~, ~~SlE tiSPC!AL, ZCCflftN~TC~ 
1914 ktlll~E l El ~l 
AN EVAllATICN Of SHAGE SLUCGE CUI'FING Ct. 1H EEIITHOS Cf CEltiiARE Ell¥ 
I'API~E PCLLLTIC~ EULLEll~ 5, 3S-42 
BENH<OS, SHAGE, UlOGEo ktSTE li!SPCSAL, loAHE CUI'PS, DfLAiiMH BAY 
1975 PAR~AFtoS-CA~''A~Nl! G 
AN l~VESliG~TICI'I (f 'llllil<£ifGHfllC HCII'EHS Jt. 1'1-E 1'\Eil YORK BIGHT 
OCCTO~AL CISEFT (CISS ,ESTF lNT 36(4), 16!38) 
CDNTI~ENTtoL StElf~ CO~ESo GfCLCG,, tEA~V METALS. ~CE~NCG~AfhV, OFGANIC 
MATTER, SEOIMENTS, ~Cllt ~ASlfS~ ~ASJE tlSFCSJL 
ISH MYH!I lt 
llN CBHRWATICN Of ~HH lHFIHC:Lit.E HRfiAT W\ 1~ THE "HCLE lllli\NTIC 
flGH 
ESll~RlNE COASTAL ·A~ SCI 2(1J, 75-t~ 
PDLLLTIC~, ECOLCGY 1 FIStERIES, KCVIfiEIIT, SE~~GE C!SPOSAL, ~IlESo 
Tf~PE~AllRE. IIASlE Cl~FC~AL 
1913 MAIRS RL El AL 
AfPllCATICN CF ERTS-1 Ctlt TC TtE FRCTECll(N A~O M~NAGEMENT CF NE~ 
JE~SEY 1 S CCA5TAL ENVIFCN~fNT 
S~Mf ON SIG RESLlTS C81AJ~£0 F~C~ E~TS-lo VCl 1 TECH f~ES, SEC A, NASA 
SPECIAl FlEliC ~( 321, Ft2S-t34 
SMCRE ll~E ChA~GEt POLllliCN, GEOLOGY, GECPH~!!CS, RE~CTE SENSI~G, 
!A1£LLITES l~RllflCIAlJo SlR\E~S, ~ASlE CISFC~tl 
l'lU S lGI\E RB 
ARTifiCIAL ~EEFS Cf .,STE MATE~IAl f{R HABillT I~P~O~E~ENl 
I'~R PCLLUT EUt 'H<ih n-.U 
COASTAL hATERS, PCLlliTl(~ A£ATE,E~1, ~EEFS, k~!TE CISPCS~L, kASTE CL~PS 
1S45 C~A~~Ell Fl CECJ 
ASSESSHl\T Of OFFStCRE CU/I!PING IN ThE NEh Hill! !liGHT, lECii~ICtl 
6ACJ<GRW~£. fi\)SlCAl O{fthCGUi'h)~ HHIJUUl CCEAt.CG~lFJ-;~, (hfiHCH 
OCE~f\CGRHH'i' 
NCAA TECr ~fPORT ERL 3E~-MfS~ ~. f3PF 
CHEIUnRY, CISPCSAlo GHUl:iY, fh'tSHAl OCE#flt;t:RHH, WASTE OISFOSAL 
1S14 ~Illi~/I!S SJ, Cl~~E tf 
CHI HRUCTICI\ U. Thf CUSHl l(Jii£.: ~ FCHf'IT lAL tiSE Gf WASH M.llTERIALS 
CEPT OF lR.Y 1 COASTAl E~GINEERl~G RESEARCh CE~TER, fl. SEl~tl~, ~~. 
COt.SlRLCliCN HATHHHSt I'HAtlEHH. hASTE tlSPCSHt CC.I!STAl l(t;E 
1915 ~ItllAMS S El Al 
CCNSH\iCllCI\ IN 11-E CCJSUL lCU, I. POTEIIliAl IJSE Cf WtSTE /I!HEIIIAlS 
MAR GECL lHlJ. l-1! 
CONSTRUCTION, CCUHEI\ lAL SHlf, GR.4'11 U.S, lSUMSr PlAMdt.G, IIASTE 
[JSPCHL . 
1971 ~llELLU .s~, H .J.l 
CONHMJNANT IIIPt;H 10 lt!E 1\Ello Hill\ UOH 
M~A lli Hl IHS~6, 6£LliHR, CCLH~CC 
PCllLT~f\1 lt£NllflCA11(1\, FGllUJ.I!NTS, RLIIOff, SEkAGE SlLCGE, ~ASTE 
Cl!POSALt ~ASTE ·~lER 'PCLlUll(~l, k~TER PCll~llCN SCLFCES 
1916 MlEllE~ JA ET ill 
CONTA~l~A~JS ENTER1~G l~E NEil lCRK EIGHT, 5CLRC£S, MtS! LO~DS, 
HC:IIlfl"HE 
AM SCC lHH\Cl CC£1\NCGR 2• 16~-11() fSHC SH\FI 
fOLL~TIO~, CCASl~l PLAI~S, CCIITI~E~TAL SHELf, GEClOG~, SECJ~EIIlS, ~ASTE 
DISPOSAL, IIASlf •.IllER ffDlllTICIIJ, ~AlER 
1917 HlECJcl Ef 
DESCRIPTICN Of Sl-iHF 1\AlER-SLCfE AIIHU. fRC~lS IN MJCCLE tllAI\llC 6IGH 
JCLR,..AI. CF GHJfh1SlCAl RESfAHh, SHC.UL ISSH 0 CCEAII~ ANO ATMOSPHERES 
CCH 11\EI\Hl Sl<flf, GECLCGY 1 SLCPES 1 ~llSTE Cl~PCSPL 
1 ~U HSSC 1<E 
OEVELOFMENTAL TESTS C~ TI-E LSE Of flLCRESCEIIT lFACERS Al\0 ~.llC~hASH 
SEOII'EH-LCAC SAHI.EF!: 1( H~S~H THE EEtCt- t.lllfl CCIIfCIIEIIT (f LITlCRAL 
l~A~~FC~l ~T Slli\C'i' ttcr, ~Eh JERSEY 
AI" SOC llMt. CCEAIICGR 2 1 13£-14'.1 
PCLLUTIC~, CCtSTAl flAIIIS, , J~[LSlRIAL kASlES, lANOSCJPlN~, ~ORTH 
CA~CLJNA, SECIMENTS, SE~Il(E, SCLIC k~SlES, htSlE CISFOSAl 
197~ fCLGEF r;, f~l~ER h[ 
DIRECT OBSER\AllC~ Cf ThE SEt fltc• lfl ·~10-Stilf t~/I!FSITES, ~!COLE 
HU~TlC SHI-T 
TRA~SACliO~S A/l!tRJCA~ GECPH'i'SICAl lt.IC~ 5ttt)~ 31C 
CCNTifiE"l~t StElft tlSFCSAL, Sftl/I!E~l CISChA~GE, TCPCGaAPr~, ~ASTE 
CISPC5AL, ~ItOlE tTLA~TIC EIGtl 
1914 D~.ll~E Cf El 'L 
DISPERSAl tf k.llSTE SOlltS 111 ~U \UK BlGt>J 
GECL SCC AI' AB$1~ 6(7), 715 
CCf'ITINENlAl S~Elft tlR~E~JS lkJlERJ~ ESTUA~1ES, SEC1MEN1A11Gt., TIDES, 
UST'E 1: I~PCSAl 
1~15 tllC'ti~K~ EM, SllC! Fk 
DYNAMICS CF kASTE CJSFERSIC~ Of tiSSCLVEt tfAVY I'ETALS Ill THE NEW YORK 
SIGH tFEt . 
GECL SOC A~ ABSl~ 1(1) 1 14 
CREDGE 5FCll, CIFt~L.Illl(~, tiSPE~SJCh, C~~A~IC!, HEA•Y METAL!, METALS, 
HlriAGE, SLUCGE 1 SfECHUCCPh ii~STE CISPGSH 
1~7!: LEAR [11 1 FESCt- <:G 
EFFECTS CF OCEAII DISHSAL tCltlllllf.S Cl\ ~IC-CC~Hl'lft\TAL SHlf EI\VIRCNl'!EI\T 
Off DEL~~~Ill Att ~AR\LtiiC 
U.S. EIIVIRCI\ FRCTECT ~GENt,, REGIOII Ill, PHllACELPHI~t P~ 
ATLANTIC COAHAt H.6H 1 CCtiTIIItfiUl Hflf, CeJ.htRE, MIIA\'UNt, kASIE 
£ISP(S~L, lriASTE tl~FS 
H73 GIBSO lC 
EFFECTS Of lritSTE DISPCSAL !~ ZCCPL,611K1G~ (f THE NEk 1CRK EIGHT 
PH£ lliESIS, LEHIGH l~I\ 1 8EltlEHE~ fJ, 11€F 
SE.SCIItL V'~l,llt~S, PLA~KTC~, k~STE ClSPCS.Lt 2CCPLANK1C~ 
1917 JHfi<ESS ~S 
GECLOGlC EffECTS CF CCE~II tUtPlNG (1\ 1\Ew ~CR~ EIGHT 11\~E~ SHElf 
AM llSSOC ffl GECL BLLL 61(~), f41 
llOTlCM SHifi.H\JS, Tf<A~SfCill, CUES, HDIMfi\HliCNt SHlMENH, SEISftlC 
STUDIES, SCLJC kllSTE!, .A!lf tlSPC!ll 
1S7~ 111lR~IS ht 
Hf.llV' ~ElAl ~All(! AS l~[I(ATCFS (f CISPE~5~l -~[ ORIGI~ Cf ~tSTE SOLIDS 
I~ THE ~Eh 'CRK fiCfT 
GECL SCC A~ .6651~ 1111, 1~ 
PCllUJICN, ~fUNtl~(E, CCPFE~, GECLC~V, hEA~' ~ElALS, 'ERCLR,, METALS, 
SECJ~f~T5t hASTE CISFC~tl 
9C6 
1S76 ~~IfPlE k JR El AL 
HVDRCC~RIJO.S Ill .StkHE ~lit Ll<llllll RLM:iff-CHAIIA~f ESTIJAn .. SCLRCES 1 
EfFECTS ~~( SIIIKS CF tlCRCCARBCIIS 111 THE AQLAliC E~~l~C~ME~J 
At<ERICAN IIISU llJlE Of I! J(lCGlCH .SCHIICES, USHIIGTCI\ 1 C.C .. H-65 
ACLAllC E~\lRCII~EIIT, CI~FN~L tlSTRIBUTIOII, ESTLARI£5 1 CIL 1 RUNOFF, .SE~AGE 1 WASTE ll lHC:SH 
19i6 GFCSS ~E El 'l 
!IAN'S IMPACT CN ThE MICOlE AllAliTIC CCNTIII.HHL SHlf AMI lH liE~ 'IOiiK 
eiGHT 
AM SOC llMIICL CCEAIIC(;Il ~~ 1-13 CSFEC HI<IPJ 
COIITINENlAL SHElf, ECC:lCG), EFfECTS• GECLO(~, LtNC: USf 1 NCRl~ CARC:LlNAt SECJIIEIITATIOII, WASTE CJSfCSAl 
1914 kEZEFIIAK C1 1 R(llEF N 
MCNITORINt CCEAN ~lMFIJIG kiTH ERTS-1 OAT~ 
S~MPDSJ L~ CN SU:I\ lf JCAt-.T RESULTS UTA lr.Ell fllCII lhf fARH- R ESClRCES 
TECHIIC:LC€'1 SJ.Hllll E-1 
VOL 1 TECH PRES HC A, M!A SFEC fUl H 321 F635-64l 
POLLUTIOII, GECL(EY. GECFtYSICS, MARINI GEOLOGY• REMCTE SEIISJI\G, SATELLITES 
(ARTiflClAU• ~ASH CI.SI'OHL 
1976 CEIILIH RT, ANC£R.SC:~ flo 
hEh YOilK EIGHT lo CCEA~ CL~PIN' fCllCIES 
OCEP~uS 19(4), 2~1C 
GECLCGV, LEGISLATIO~~ SEA kAT£R 1 SECIMENT$ 1 SEioAGE 1 SCLIC ~AS1ES 1 hASTE 
CISI'O~Al 
H14 H IRSCt! A 
NC~A'S ~E~ 'OFK ElEkl ~'RJNE ECCSY~TE~S AhALYSIS PROJECT, AN 
INTUC ISUPL IIIIAR'I HlD'I OF HiE flAil HE EIIHilOHU 
~All TECH SCC J EC~Jt 29-34 
ECCLCGY, ECCSVSlEMSt E~ALUATION. GECLCGY 1 MCOEl SlUOIESr SLR~EYS, ~ASTE 
OJ!PCSALt CCASlAl lC~E 
19H GI<EIG RAt JCH.S J 
hCII-OESTRUCTIVE ~ELT~O~ ACTIVATI(N A~ALYSIS CF M~RINE CRG~hlS'S CCLLECT£0 
FROM CCEJIN CUIP ~Ilf! CF TtiE I"IOtU EASHRf\ 1;1\ITEIJ SHHS 
JIRCtl~ EN\JRCIIMENTAL CC~ltJII~tliCf\ 'lilt TCJICCLCG~ 4r ~20-434 
Att~LVSISt ~~~LYlJCJIL JECh~l,UES, ChEMISTRY, OlSPCSALr ,ARIIIE ANI~ALS, 
NEUTilON !lCli~ATlOII: ANAUSIS, MST£ ClSPCS!lL, llASlE l:li~PS 
SOi 
1Si4 lHR Ill! 
CCEAII CISFCSAL 1 ~Ittlf tllAIIllC Elttl 
MARINE TEChiiCLCE' SDCJET,, PAPERS iN PROCEEOIIIG! ~CLLME 21 SEF 74 
IJI!POSAL 1 EIIGINEEFJIIG, ~ASlE CISFC!ll 
1913 F~R~I<~~CHA)~I\Nl.S t 
CCEAt\ tliHliiE IJI lH IIH \'CRI< fl(H, ~N ASHSSI'EI\T Cf fl\\llliCIII'ENlAl 
s n;c us 
LS ARM' COASTAL EIIG FES CE~t~ TECH ~EJIC II( 3~, 159 
PCLLLTIC~, COASTAL fl~INS 1 ECCLOG) 1 EEOC~E~ISTR,, GEOLOGY, GECPH\'SlCS, 
RE~tlE SEN!ING 1 !EDIJIEJIT!, kASlE Cl5FG!AL 
1915 ~liON 
OCEAN ClliPJt\G: Pttll~IJHF111A'S STtn 
EIIVIRtll~flllAL SCIE~CE AtC T£C~IICLCG\' ~(lC)o ~lt-~11 
EEIIEFICUL l:SE, HHY MEULS, UNC HCLA~HICII. OCE~IIS, fHMilSt 
RECLAMHIUI\• REGliUlJCt\ 1 SU.~Gf tiSFCSAl, SLUCGE CJSPCStl, wASTE CISPCSAL 
191S Rfft H 
CCEAh ~~STE tJSPCSAL PFACliCES liA fCLLuTIC~ lEC~~OLCG~ R£~1Ekl 
NClES C'Tt CORP, PAR~ ~1CGEo h~t h( 2~, 3!6P 
ECC~OMICS 1 EECLCCY• SEA ~AT£~, II~STE CJSFOSAL 
1913 Ch'R~ElL RLt II~LL GA 
CCEANlC CBSfR\IlllCN CF NE~ YCRI< BlEtl BY ElS-1 
1\AHRE ~42C!3SBh 4~1-4!-t 
CIRCUL~TIO., , RE~CTE SEIIII~E, S'TELLITES &'RllfiCJAL), II'~TE DISPOSAL 
ltlt SEGAR CA, BEREEFIJ~ G' 
OXlHN CEPLEllON Ill HE Hill YOI'l< fliGI-!1 AFEXt CHSES Alit CCNSHUEI'iCES 
AM SOC LI"~CL OCEAIIOGR ~. ~~G-239 ISFEC Sl~FJ PCllUTIC~. CC~STH FLUt<St HClCGYa tdTRCGfflt CXVGEN CEM~N[r SEWAGE, iiJIHE 
tiSPCSH 
1977 ~UilRA~ Cll:t l<llTSI<l h 
PLLlONilM AII:O A~EPlCU~ ~CliVITIES I~ THE ~CPT~ SE~ ANt €ER~AII COASTAL 
~EGIC~S 
ESll,RINE CC~~TAL MAR !CI Sf!), 31~-:2S 
IIUCltAR ENERGY, ~LCLEAP POiiE~ Pl~~lSt RAtiAllCIIt ~tCIC~Cll~E WASl£ 
DISPCS~lt FACICA(li~E WASTES, RACIOJICll~Il\' EffECtS, llASlE CI5PCSAL, ~AlE~ 
PCLLLTICN 
SC.li 
1S7t C~llAkAY RJ El Al 
fRELIMI~AFY A~ALY~I~ CF ThE tlSPEFSJCl tF Sf~~Gf SLUDGE Ol!tH~RGEt fROM 
VESSELS TC NEll 'rCRK HGI-l WATER~ 
AM SCC liM~Ct CCEA~C(~ ~. lSS-211 tSf£( Sl~FJ 
Hl~tANCE t SI.Sf HCEt SHIMENTS, Ul.CSTAL FLA IN! 1 CCNliNHtlAl ShELF 1 
OENSITl, GEOLOGY, SE1Tl1~G VELCCIT\, SEWAGE, ~#STE DISFOSAL 
1917 ~E~ JEI<SEY GEFA~lMENT OF ENVIRD~MENlAl FRtiECIICN 
REPCRl ON lHE OCEAN OlifiFHG CF SLUDGE UTi' HIE CCMf'ISSJOHF'S COIICLUSICNS 
lNC PECC~~flltATIC~S 
TRfNTOII, 1'\J 
COioTI~EIITAI. SHHF, UH~CU\EUAL EffECTS, PCUliTAt.TSt HlotG£ SLUDGE, 
SlltGE CISFCSAlo ~ASlE tiSFCSAlo hlSTf DUMF: 
1916 U.S .. llfPAillfl!fU Cf COMERC£, IICA~ 
REPCRl" TG HE CGHRESS 011 CCEA!I lJU,.PlNG III;SfA.RCI:itt JAIIUJR'r JHI<CUGh 
CECEMSER, 1CJ15 
WASHIII&TCIIt t.c., 39P 
CCEANS, WASTE CISI'CSAL1 lu'ISlE C~,.FS . 
ISH 'ICSJ E 
SATEllilE ~E~SU~E~EI\15 Cf llREJCll'r OF COA!TAl loATERS 
COIIF CI~ E~G CCE~~S fRCC 3, 117C-lltC 
SUSPENDED 5EDI~E~TS, GECLC'~' ~EASLRE~ENT 1 ~EltCC£LCGY, ~EMClE SEftSING• 
SI~PllH, SATElliTES l'RllflCULJ. 5t'CRESr , lotSTE DlSPCSAl 
1976 SAILA SB ET ~L lE[S) 
SECJMENTATJCN AIIC FC£0 ~ESCURCES, ANIMAL-SEDIMENT ~ELATICIISHIFS 
MARINE SEDI~ENl 1~AIISf£RT A~D E~~IRCII~ENTAL ~AaAGf~E~T, IollEY AND SCNS, 
liE~ YCfl~, 111, f4J9-4S2 
OIL SPILLS, CO,MUNITY, PCLLUTIC~, £fN1hOS 1 LREC(;ING, ECCLCGY, 
lN~E~TEBRAlES, M'lhE~ATJCAL ~CLELS 1 SEClfl!EIIlATJCII RATES, hASTE OlSPCSAL 
ISlE GllC~S ~G 
SCl~CE~ CF l~EAN hASlES 
AM SOC LIMHL OCEA .. CGI< .t, 15C-ttl (SfEC SHP) 
PCLLtJliCN, COIIliHII.lAL StiElft GECLClW, 11\ClJStlllAL WASHS, LANGflllS, 
SEtl~EIIlS, 5f~AG£, Stll[ hASTfS, hASTE CISFC!AL 
lc.iit 1-itRI<H lot 
SPATIAL 'II[ TEMPCRAL \•r<ItTIO~ 111 !EDIMENTAf'r GFPI .. SIZE fACIES A~C 
SECIMEfiT HEAH I'IEHL RtTICS HI TH Hlo YCRK EHI'il AFEX 
AM SCC liftHl lCEtiiCH ;e, 1C2-la I SPEC S~~P I 
tE~V~ ~El,LS, ~ETAlS, , SECI~EtlSo iotSlE Cl!FCSAL 
191t FFEElt .. t GL El Al 
SLI<flCJAL SECJIIEfllS (f lH IICH-MESA. STUCY AI<EAS IN li<.E NUo HlRK BIGHT 
Afo\ SCC llMIICl CCEA .. O'R ~. 9C-1Cl (SFEC SY~P) 
BA11<\METRY 1 !USPENtEC ~~CI·E~TS, ClASl~l FLAINS, CCIITIIIEIIT~l ShELF, 
GECLGG1t CCEAIICGF'F~Y, SA .. C$ 1 SECIM£N1S, SE~AGE CISPCSAL, ~ASlE CISFGSAl 
1917 CR~l<f tE 
SUSFEIItEt PlRTJC~lATE MATTER Ill ThE IIEh 'G~K BIGHT AfE), FAll 1573 
J SEOI~EIIl FETRCL 41Uh 2CS-2a 
TRAIISPCRT 1 SU5PE~tft SftltE~TS1 EFFECTS, GECLCGY, IIIDUSTPIAL kASTE5, IRON, 
SECl~E~lS, ~~~STE £ISFC5ll 
1SI7 wEIIll(fF CR El AL 
T~ACE METALS Ill CRGAIIlSMS FRCM CCEl~ DISF05Al SITES CF lhE fl!ICtlE EASTER .. 
LllllEC 5Ulf5 
ARCH EN~l~C~ CCI\1~~ lC)ICOL tl~), 395-409 
PCLLUliCth ECCLCGICAL HPACT, FISt>, t>.UV'r MEULS, l'.ctllTCfl.l!IG, SHEllFISh 
loASlE CISFCSH 
1915 HtiGt;Ell ~ 
~IMS COMMENTS C~ FtllADELfHIA"S PRDFD!Al 10 CC .. llhlE lAhD lht"EASEJ 
OFFSHORE SLLCGE CISPC!IL 
VJ~S, GLCUCESTER PCJI\1, ~A 
EN~IRO~MENl~L EfffCTS• SE~AG£ DlSPCSAl, SEioAGE SLUCGE, WASTE tlSPCSAl, 
lo~HE Clii'.FS 
······~··································································· USlE CLI'FS 
··~·······~·····~·~·-····················································· 
1~74 ~AlLI~G L ET 'l 
AN EVAlliHION OF HUGE SlLCGE CUI'PING CN lhE 8fltili1C.S Cf CEUioAi<E eAV 
~ARINE PClllllCN BllLEll~ 5, 3~-42 
BENTHOS, SE~AGE, SllCGE, WASTE DISFCSAL, io~STE tlJMPS, CflAioARE BAY 
1912 SlCIIE f.E 
A~TIFICIAL REEFS OF ~A!TE ~ATEFI~l FCP HtBll#l l~P~O~E;EIIl 
MAR PCllll ELLL 312Jt 21-2f 
CC.STAL hATERS, PCll~TilN ~~ATf;EI\1, REEFS, h~51E ClSPC!Al• ~ASTE [L~PS 
1'.175 lE~~ t~, fESCt £G 
EfFECTS (f CCE~N CISFOS~l IICll\llHS ll'i I'H-CtHINENTH Snflf ftiVIRCNMfNl 
CFF DELA~~Rf A~C ·A~'lt~C 
U .. S. EIWIRC~ FRCHCT ~GfNO, RHIOI\ Ill, PnllACElPhU• P~ 
AlLANllC COASTAl fLA(~, CCNTI~£~1AL !tELft tELthARE, M~RVltNC, W~STE 
CISPCS~l, hASlE Cl~FS 
1'.173 PAL~EF tO, LEJ~ th 
ENVlRONMENlAL SlliCIES Of AN IlllERifli GCEAN OLMFSITE. IHOCU HlAI\TIC BIGhT 
EN~I~OIIMENlAl FRClECTICI\ A'E~CV EF' SO! 
S-CC1-J! 1 134F 
PCllUTlON, USPOSAL, HVIRCNH.l\TAL HFECTS 1 GECHGY, t.JSTE llli.MPS 
191t ENVIRON~ENlAl FRUlECTIO~ AGE~(' 
E~1/IRCN~E~l~l SL~1/EY Cf T~C l~lE~It lll~PSITfS--MICC1E ATLANTIC BIGHT 
ENWI~CN~fNT~L FRCTECTIC. AGENC'• AN.AFOLJS• MC. ANNAPOLIS SCIENCE CENTER 
ACIDS, A~AlHICAl TECti.NIQLES. CCt\TIIIEI\TAL ShHF, CRIJISES. 11\0liSTRIAL 
kASTES, CCEA~S. fCllll~~l lllE~llfiCAllCI\• Sl~CGE CISPCSAL, SLRVE~s. hA!TE 
CU~FS . 
1S76 ~~EIE ~A, JC~E! J 
~01\-DEHRUCTIIIE HI.HOf\ ~Cll\t1Ht; Al\ALVSIS Cf r<ARII'iE C~UtdSIIS UllECTEll 
FRO~ CCEAI\ tl~f SITES Cf ThE ~lttLE EASTERN I.NIJfD STATES 
AHhl\1 Et;VlRCI\I'EMAl Cflllllflli\AllCN Al\C TOICCUGt 4, 42C-434 
A.I\AlYSISt Al\ALHICAL lEUif'HI.ES, CHHJSTRY• DlHCSJL, U~IH AI\Jt-.ALS 1 ~EvlRCI'i ,CTlVATlC~ A~JLYSIS, hJ!Slf tiSPOSAL, t.A~TE CLMPS 
li77 ~fh JERSEY tEFARTI'E~l CF E"~l~£1'iMENl~L PRCTECTICI'i 
REPORT 01\ 1 H CCEAN CtJI'J' IH CF HUGE WITH THE CCI'IUS SIC tiE~' S CONCLLSlCt.S 
Al\0 RECC,.MEH&AlJCI\S 
TREI\lCI\, 1\J 
CCNTINEhlAL !tELF, Ef\1/JRCN~EIITAL EFFECTS, fOLLLTJ!I'iTS, SE~AEE SLUCGf, 
SLUCGE CI~PCSAL• ~ASTE CISPCSAL, ~~51£ CL~fS 
lSit L.S. CEPARl~E~l CF CCfltEPC£. 1\{11~ 
PEfCPl lC Thf CCNtRESS CN CCE~N DU,fl~G ~ESEA~Ctt JANUAR~ lH~OUGH 
CECEMBER, HH 
kA5HINGTCI\, t.C., 3Sf 
CCE~~S, ~JSTE CISPCS~l~ kASTE tlMPS 
'.ill 
1917 GREIG RA ET tl 
TRACE ~ETAL! IN CPG,NIS~S f~D~ CCEA~ CISPCSAL SITES Cf ThE MICCLE EASTERN 
U~llEO HATES 
ARCh El\V CCNTA~li\ATICN ANC T(;)JCDLCGV, IN P~E!! 
lRACE H1ALS 1 IHSHSALt ~~~~HE AIIUAL.S, !oASlE ClHS 
lS"l!: hlGGEll R 
VIMS CCM~EI\TS C~ fHllt(flFHlA'S FRCPC!~L TC CO~TINUE (~NO I~CREASE) 
OffShC~E SlUCGf Cl~ftS~l 
1/IMSo GLClCESTEI< FClllh lli 
E~11IRCN·E~l~l EFFECTS, SE~A(E CISFCSAL. SE~tGE SLUCGE, hASTE CISFOSAL, 
WASH Cl,.PS 
····················~···*················································· ~ASTE kATE~ (FCLLlllCI\l 
·························~···········~··························~········~ 
1911 MLEllER JA, ET ~l 
CONTAI<IIIA~l 11\PUlS TC l~f "E~ 1C~K SIGHT 
~CAA TM E~l I'ESA-t, ECllCf~, COLGFACC 
PCllUlA~T ICE,TIFICAll£"• FCllll.~lS, RU~Cff, Sf~AGE SLUCGE, hASTE 
CISPCStl, kASTE hATE~ IFCllUllCf\J, hATE~ PCLL~TJCI'i SOURCES 
1S7t ~LEtlfR Jft ET ftl 
COfllAMINANn ENHRlf\{ THE NEw HRI< fHHlo SUI<CES, f!ASS lCACSo 
HGN1FIONCE 
AM SOC llMI'itl CCEANQGR ~. lt2-li0 I~FEC Sll'f) 
PCLLUTIC~, CC~STJL PLAll\!, CCNli~E~TtL ShElfo EECLCGY, SfCI~f~TS, k~STE 
015POSAL, kASTE ~ftlER lfClllilltNJ, kftTER 
··~·*·~~~·····~·4·~·-·····*·····~·································~······· ~ASlE k~lER DlSFCSftl 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1Sl5 !llllllll'~ ~J 
A~lhRCPCGHlC Flllf\G OF TtE 1-IJtSCI\ RI\IER CShElf) CtANNH 
GECLCG1 ; 110), ~~J-H( 
PCLLUTlCN, (EClCf~, llflCS 1 LI,Ult ~ASTES, Sl~CGE, !oASTE •tlER OISPCSAL, 
kHEfi 
o;l2 
*.,. •• ** ** :otll< ** *'*"*** *************"*>i* **"* ••u H ~· ** 4***~•••:ot•u••••u*****• 
k~SlE kAlE~ TREAT~f~T 
................................. ,. .................................................... . 
l'.li5 ~U El Al 
CLLSTER At.AL)SIS Cf ~~~l~E SECIMINlS At.D ~ASlE DEPCSITS IN Nlk YORK BIGhT 
Et.\1 Il<Ct. GEC.l H3 J. 1<43-.8 
BICLCG), GHLCGY 1 lo!ETAU, SECJIHIIH 1 IIASlE Ulfll TREATMEIIT 
***********"********"***************•*****************"******************* hATER 
*********************************************************~················ 
19lE WRIG~l kR, FAfiKfR CE 
A \ICLUI!ElRIC TEI'IfUI-lliH-Stllto HY CEliS US HR TkE M IOCU HlA~ llC SIGH 
Lll'Hl ANt CCfAN((if< 21Ftl. 5t3-SH . 
SAlltHTY, SEASCtiAl tlSTillEUUCI\ 1 hATEF11 IIHER HI!FERATliRf, fiiCCLE ATLAt.TlC 
fiGHT 
H71 DIElH H 
AClTE ANC CtiRONIC STUDifS ~JTii I!ATERFCH El'HlSEC 10 PEHCLEUfi 
li'HRCC~RI!OS 
I.JS EPA t;OC 
1-li-111 
Cll SPILLS, PCllLliC~t CCNTI~E~T~l ShELf 1 fCCO CtAINSt ~AlER, ~ATER 
PCLLlliGN EffECT~ 
1915 wiLl IA~S SJ 
ANTI'RCPCGENIC FlliMi CF lliE HLCSCN l<IIIER ISHLFJ ChAt.N£1. 
GHLCGY 3llCJ 1 5S7-6CC 
POLLUTION, GECLCE1, LIPIDS, LIQLIC ~ASJESt 5lLDGEt kASTE kATER tiSPCSAL, 
kAlEfl 
191t MlELLER JA El Al 
CC/ITAMINANlS ENTERINt T~E ~Ek VC~K BIGHT, SCL~CES, MASS LCACS, 
S IGIIIF IC~IICE 
A~ SOC LI~~(l (CEt~tG~ 2, 162-170 l!ffC S~~PJ 
PCLLUTICII, CCtSTPl fllliiS 1 CC~TJNENTAL ShELF, GECLCGY 1 SEDl~E~JS, hASTE 
Cl5POSAlt ~~SlE ~AlER lfCllLll(~), k~TER 
s 1; . 
Hl4 NlhCU JCJ 
ClfflSIC~ Cf HReltJTY EY SHill< EffHl AND lUREU.ENCE It. H:E ~OI.JTHEi<N 
BIEHl Of T~E NCRlh SEA (lt. TlREULE~T ClffL!l(~ 1~ EN\IFC~ME~l~l 
FClllliCtd 
tell C:ECFH! 18-"• 331-3~7 
FOLLUliCt., DIFfLSICt.. SEA ~'llRt ShEAF STI<ESS, TI.J~EUlft.CE, h~TER 
lSU P~RKEil Jli ET H 
llAI\ITAt. EAY /.S A ~Clii<C£ Cf Afii'Ct.llfll All[) CHCRtHUL A FCR lH NH' ~ORK 
fiH'f APO 
.M SCC llM~Cl CCEA~CCR a, 212-219 fSfEC Sl~fJ 
Afi,.O,UA,. PUUJTHN, CHCROfhYLL, CCASTAL PLAINS, GEOLGGl, SEA hATER, IIATffi 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
IIHH lNilYSIS 
............................. ,. ................. ,. ......................... . 
HU SJ-AFP Jl' 
A GENfFAl fCJ MCtEL AFPRC~CH 
PRESEt.TEC AT l~TE~~ll tEC~tf tf OCE~N EXPLC~Illt~ 
NSF CCtf CN ~NC~lJ CN TtE ~ltDlE ATLAt.TIC S~Elf OlRlNG THE SL~MER CF 1S76, 
IIAH: OC, CCT l~Ui 1t, P631El . 
ANAERCB IC CCHITIHS, fCLLUliCfl, CCNTltiEt. Hl ~HLF, ESTLAIHES, 
MAThEMATICAL MCDfLS, t.lTRIENIS, RE[ liCE, Sl.CGE OISFDSAL, kllfR At.ALVSIS 
1916 liALSI' JJ 
At. ANALYSIS OF ll~E DEPEt.tE~l F'CTCFS LEAtlt.E TC A/IGJIC CCt.DITIO~S •lThlt. 
THE MltClE ATLA~Tl( SlEiiT CURl~G l~lt 
BRCOKhAIIEI'I NATL LAE, ~Yt tiSF CCIIF Cll ~NCUA C~ Ht All.: SHElf 1976, wASH 
DC, CC l 15-16 1 U:, Pi 1 
A~AERCBIC CCNtlTJCNS, CD~TINENTAL StELF, RED liCE, k~TER At.Al,SlS 
1917 FllEC~l Ef, ET tl 
SEASCIIAL ANt METECRCLCGJCAL ANC hltRCG~AFHlC CCNtlllCNS it. ltE 1\CRTHER~ 
HALF Cf l~E MIUCLE A~lA~llC BlGiiT, lS15-lS1f 
l~lMS S~t~S(£ 17~J 
CHARTS1 CE~!JTY, ~AlEF ~~~~LYSIS, kATEF ,L,LJTY 
lSH AH1~.5CN LP 
THE SCLl~ lllA~lJC l!lGtl 
PRESENTEC AT lllll CECACE Cf GCE~N E>PLO~AJJ(II 
NSf CO~F 011 AIICJIA (~ ThE ~ICCLE AllJ~TIC Stflf CLRit.G 1•£ SL~MEM tF IS7e, 
hJ1h tC CCl 15-16, 16, f331fJ 
CCNTINENTtL 5tELF, REt liCE, StlJIIIlY, TEMfE~~~L~E, hATE~ J~tlVSJS 
'>14 
···~···········~····~·~·~·~···~···~·····~···*•~·············~·····~~······ 1\~HR CH~ISH~ 
·····~·············*···~·················································· 
19l6 MAI\~EIM 1F1 tAll PE 
DEEP E\APCRilE SlF.lA tfF tf~ YOFK A~D NEk JERSEY- E~lDENCE FROM 
I!llERSllTIAl 1\ATfF ChE~l~TRY Cf DRill CORES 
JOLRNAL Cf RESEARC~, lNilfD !TATES GECLCGICIL SURVEY 4«~J 1 6S1-702 CHEMISTRY, CCRE t~llll~Gt CC~ES, C~JLLINE, GECLCGY, kAlER ChE~ISTR' 
······~4················~·················~······························· ~AlEF C!~CULAllC~ 
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l'i74 lf.IGLH J 
~PPLJC~TICN Of FEMOTE !ENSI~G J( STUDY NEAFShO~E CIRCLlAlJCN. ANNUAL 
REFORl fCR 'EAR 1~0 
C\JIIS GRHT RPT .,~541.15F4'J6J 
CO!ITJNENTAL SHElft ESTUARIES• REMOTE SENSING, iACtAPREAGUE,VA• WATER 
C IRCllA1IC~ 
1~61 ~AR~l!OII k El Al . 
CI~CLLATICII tf StElf ktlERS Cff ThE CnESAFEAKf SIG~l- SURfACE AND BCTlCM 
C~Jfl Of CCNTINEIITAL SHElf ~/llERS EflkEEN CAFE HEIILCFE~, Cflt~ARE /lht CAPE 
HATTERAS. NCRlH CIRCll~'••• 
Vli'.S CCIIH 218 
CCNllNENTAl SHELF 1 hATEF CI~CLLAliCI\ 1 MIDCL£ ~llAIITIC EIGHT 
l'.in f HHEI< A 
ENlRAli'IMENl Cf S~Elf ~'lfR BY THE (llf ST~E~M NCRl~ OF CAFE HtTTERAS 
JCUPNAL Cf GEOP~VSIC/ll PESEARCH 77• 344&-325~ 
CURPENTS (~Al£~1 1 CCEAI'I (IJFREIITS, j~lEP CIFCliltliCI'I 
1914 MCKIN~EY 1, El AL 
l~RGE-!CALE CURFE~T l1~£JITIC~S Cll ltE CEIIlRAL ~Ek JEPSEY StELF 
INVEST IGATI!N BY SitE !C~I\ SCNM~ 
MARINE GHLCG"f li l'i--1<2 
CG.I\HII:EIH~l SI-'EU, CU~PE~TS h~TEI<J, SOUt-.C kJI\IES, IIAlER CIRCU.AUON 
1910 C~E~ c, tlll~~~ ~S 
S~Ell-BEARI~G PTERCPCC! AS I~CICAT(R~ Cf kll£R MtSSES CFf CAfE HAlTE~ASt 
NCRW CAR(Lli\A 
BULL ~tR ~Cl 2CI~It 35C-36i 
BEt.H~OS, B!CMASS, CCI\lltiEI\TAl SliJFE, ~OlllSH, fUNlOCI\, SHHEIITS, lullf:R 
CIFClLHlOII 
1St~ KLHO\A ~\ 
SUSFENCEC MftTTER 11\ TtE AllA~llC CCEA~ AS A~ I~DlC~lOF OF ThE STR~CT~RE Gf 
TH !lATER )' ~~.S 
lR I~Sl IJ~E~tltl !:6 1 123-12S 
tE~SITY~ CRG~~IC MATTER, SALl~IT~3 SlSPENtEO LCAO, TEMfEPATUFE, t ~ATEP 
C IRCULA 1HN 
1H2 HCMf'El Ht UETI'~ J, 
THE CIPCUL~TICN CN ThE CCN11.£NTAL SHELF 
PRCCEEDINGS OF TtiE t>AHCNIL H.CI:Eft) Cf SCIHCt IJSt 6<;, 338C-3384 
CJPClilHICI\ 1 CCMifiEIITH H·Elf, GCHN CIRCIJlATICI\e WATEil ClRCULAliCN 
1964 KEl(~U\ H, CCI<IoH 1\ 
TI'E PERSISHI'ICE CF WINTER IIATEI< CN H-E CCNTII'iEIIT.tl S~Elf BETIIEcN CAFE CCD 
AI\C C~ESAPE.ME B/ll 
liMI'IClCG' A~D CCEt~CG~Af~V 9, ~t1-415 
CO~Tl~EIITAL S~ELF, IIATEP CIRCULAllCII 
1916 k£LC~ J El tl 
THE USE Of EOLE SATELLITE SYSlE~ TC CESEP~E CC~TINE~TAL ShElf Cl~CULATICh 
PRCCfHII\GS 1 VU 2 (1\FJ, Cff.SHCH HUNCLCGY CCIIFfREHE, Pf tSF1Cf 
~llAIITIC OCEilf>lt EIJOS, CIPCllllTIOI\t CCNTli'\EII1Al SHELF, tlSPERSICNt 
SAlELLITES (~RllfiCIAl), htlER Cl~ClL~llCNt ~ICtLE ATl~~TJC fiGHT 
l'.i14 WEUii CS 
VIRGINIA I~SlllUTE CF ~tRiflE SCIENCE, 1\ASA lti\GlfY RE!EARC~ CENTER EOLE 
BUC'f PROGRAM 
Ill IIASA CCNf Fl6 tRIFTI~G SIJCYS 1C3Blf73, f!2~ 
lllUST~·liCI'IS, BLC'S• CCIITJNEIIl'L StElf, l~STRLMENTATICN, ~A~IEATICN, 
.WATER CII<CL;LHHiN 
1~5<; CrASE J 
ltlt<O HOUCED Cl-lli'IGES II\ TH IIAT ER CCU.M.~ AI.CI'\C THE EASl CC/lSl Of TME 
Ut.ll ED SUHS 
JOLRIIAl CF .GEOI'tiUIOL r<EHAFCI- 641f!h 1013-lC212 
CIRCULATlCII• ltATEF tlRCIJL/lll£11, ~lilt PRESSL~t, ~INCS 
···~············••**************************************••················ 
HHR fUl\HlU 
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1912 JEI'IIIiY ~~ GCCt~ll~ J tEtSJ 
A Sllt't OF THE SCClC-fCCt.CHC fllCTCIIS HlAllHi 1t JHE tlTEI< CCI'ITINEUAL 
StlELF OF UiE IHIJ-~llllflliC CUSl .. ~. t I<ECRfAHCI'I 
U. CEL, CCLL ~~~~ STLC~ 233 f 
INI:l.STRUL CE~ELGPMEIIiT, CCMfiEI<CIAL flS.HlNGe ECOMJIIIC lf<PACl, RECREHIOt. 
DE~~~O, ~A1Ei< FGLLLllCfl, CCP~ERCE 
1911 SFORT fls•ItG l~SllllTE 
A SY~POS I Uti ON TH ll lCLCGlCAL S IGldf ICAACE Cf ESTlAill ES 
AD~INlSTRATJ~E AGEtCIE!, A'U.I!CLlllfiEt CATA C(LLECTIC~S, ESTUl~INE 
EtiVIRC~ftHlt fiESUHli J;l\t tf\IELOffo\ffHt SALINilYt SHLlflSH, Slil.IPEC BASS, 
kAlER PCLllTICN 
191C CtEN Ill 
APPllCAUCt. CF RHCTE SEI\Slt•Ci TC ltt£ CHHAfUII.£ BAY ~EGICI\ VCJ. 2 PliOC 
MSA CCH HE f. 
COt. Tli\ENT Al SHELF 1 OI<HGIN1< 1 ElJTRCPh ICA TICN, JIEft.OTE SENSit.G, kATE!< 
POLLlTIO~, hAlER 'lALill 
1914 CALLA~Al ~ El Al 
CCfo1FloTATJU .Cf TICES, WllllENTSt ANt CISPERSAL Cf POLLI.iTANlS Itl ltiE hEll 
YORK EIG~T fRC~ BLCtk lSl~tiO l[ ITLA~JIC Cll' l!llh ~IRGE G~It SllEt SI~GLE 
Al\t •••• 
GCVE~~MENl ~fFC~TS J~NCLI'ICE~E~JS 14114lt 51 
TR~NSPCRlt CURRENTS CliAlERlt H~CRCtY~AMICS, TIDES, kATE~ f[LllllCN 
1S1t SJNCEI<I'AN CJ 
EFFECTS (f CCASTtL PCLLlTlCI'I Ch fJS~ AND FlS~ERIES kilt; PARTICLLAR 
FEFERE~CE TC l.,E MICCLE ~lLANliC 61Gt;l 
IN GROSS HG (EO) MICCLE ~llA~liC CCI'Illi\E~llL s•ELF A~O r•e flY fiGHT 
P2E1-3Cl, ALS[ SfEC S~~F 2 
,AQUACULTURE, ECClC~lCilL IMPACT, FIS., FlSti CISEASESt hHfR PtlLUlHN 
1911 ALI SJ ET ~L 
MERCURY I~ ~O~TH ~llA~liC l(fS1£R Cf T~f hEll ~CR~ BIG~TUSt 
PRCC Pt ~CAt SCI 5111) 1 ~6-2€ 
f~YSIOLOGY, CRUSTACEt~s~ GC~,ACS, IN~ERTEBRAlES, ~ERCLR1, ~ElALS, foCVEHEl\1, 
lO>lCllY, ~AlER fClllll[~, l\t~~E CElL~ 
911 
1972 tS CCA~T .GlAPC 
flilUOHPtilA CCilSTAL i<Et:JCI'I l',lilTl-AGENCY OIL AfiC li~l.-RI:ClS MHEklALS 
FCLLUTIC~ ((NllN~EI'ICY FlA~ . 
5Th CO~ST Gltt<t tiSl, fCI<TS~Clt., ~~ 
COST GUARt I<EGlJLATICIIiS• HOERAL PRCJECT FOLIC'V, CIL, FLAI\NIN«;, luHfR 
PCLLLTIO~, COASTAL ZCI'IE, OfLA~lRE tAl 
1911 GLARJI'IO CF El AL 
PHILADElPhiA SlUOGE OI!PCSIL 1~ CC~SlAL ~Alf~S 
JCURt<IAL Cf WHEil. FClll.llCI'I CUilRCl, f<A'r l<JH, fH1-11llt 
COASTAL wATERS, PEI\1\S'tUAfiU, SUttEE USFCS.I!t., SEIIAGE SLUGH, SlUCGE 
CISPClJL, ~ATE~ fCLlLll[h 
lS77 ftLRRAY Cl\ 1 KAU1St.~ • 
PLUTONIUM .liND AIHRICUI' ACli\IliES Ih lH£ t.OI<U SEA ANt GEI<Htl CCASUL 
I<HJCN~ 
ESTU.I!RINE CCASTAL I'A~ ~Cl 5(3J1 3ls-348 
NUCLEAR ENERGY, ~UCLEA~ FO~E~ fLA~TS, RACliJJCt., R'Dlt,CTI~f ~llSTE 
OIHCSAL, I<ACICACTIVE IIASHS. UCIUCllWITY £ffECTS, ~A~TE DISPOSAL, liUER 
PCLLLTIC~ . 
1911 ARTHUR C. LitTLE, I~C 
POlENlJ AL Cf\St;CFE EffECTS Cf CEEFkH EIC OIL TEI!folHl-RHI\TE C JNillS TRIAL 
CEIJHOHEI'I.T •. VCLI..HE JJ. I' Jt-ATLA~T lC I<EGIU At\C l!lllNE ' 
R~FCRT TO THE COUNCIL Cl'l EN~IFCI'IH£t.1Al 'L~LilY 
AIR FCLLUTlC~, CEEf hATE~<, EN~IRONI'ENlAL EFFECTS, LAN[ US£ 1 NCRTHEASl u.s., Cll INCUSTR,, SHIPS, IiilER POLLlTIO~ 
1971 GREIG RAr kENlLCff tR 
TRACE HlAlS H fiSH FHH 114£ ~EIIYCRIC flEIH H.t Let.G !SLAI'IG SClJl\1: liSA 
~tR PCLL eLLL 8(9J, 1SE-2CC 
~NH!AL PATHLGGY, ECCLCG'f, fiS,H, FISHRIES• t MATER FClll.l IC~, loAlfl< 
RESCI.RCE S 
1971l FLEASA~TS J fl Al 
VIRGI~IA ~l\( l~E CUTEF tC~llNEt.TAL ShElf- F~(e\E~S, PCI!l£Ill11ES, AI\C 
FCSTURE 
~A 1~51 I'AF !Cl, S3 f 
AI~ FGLLLTlCN, CC.Tl~ft.lAL !tiELF, CRILLif\G 1 ECG~CMJC I~PACT, EN~lROhMEl\lAL 
EFFECTS, E)fLORAllCN, LEGAL ~~fECTS, I'I~TURtl GIS, CIL, ~11(~ FOLLLTJG~ 
Sl6 
1~16 Et t~[ G, 1•c 
~ATE~ 'LALITY ~Et!L~E~E~lS IN ~Eh JERSEY CGtSJAL hATERS 
REfO~T TC flEllC SERVICE ElECTRIC ~hC GAS CC, ~E-ARK, •e~ JE~SEY, AFRil26t 
lSJt . 
MEIISUREME~T .. IIAHR PClllTICtl; WATER QlAlll't 
·····~·~·········~·~·~~~·~~--······························~······~······· hATER PDllbTICN CCNIRCL 
··~···~···*·•··········~·~··~·····~~·········~···························· 
1S16 AtA~I Cto PARK Pl 
WATER (ii.AlllY MCNITCRING CF lnf CliAliH ISLH!l ti<EtGE MAlEI<HL OISPCSAL 
ARUo fOH Of tlAI'flU FUllS, \JR«:HU- HHL 1~15 TO /<~RCk 1916 
INSTITLTE CF OCEANCEFAf~Yt OLD CCMl~ItN U~I~, TECH RPT 2S 29 
DRECGE SPOIL, DI!PCSAL, ~AlER fOLLLTICN Ctal~Clt ~AlfR (iUALIJ' 
................. ""'" ............ "* ...................... "* ••••• .,..~ .................. . 
hATE~ fCLlUliCN EffEClS . 
·······················································~·················· 
1S1i DIETER MP 
ACUTE A~C CH~CIIIC SlUClES kiT~ kATEPFCWL E~fOSED TO PElRCLEUI' 
HYt~CC.APECIIS 
LS EPA HC 
1-il-111 
OIL SPILLS, POLllTIOfl, COHIJIEI\Ul SliElf, fOCO CtiAIN5t kHER• lriAJE~ 
PClllliCN EfFECT~ 
**************i*~···········~····················-···············~········ . ~ATE~ PGlltTIO~ SOLRCES 
*****************···~·········~·············~····························· 
l'.lH MlEllfR JA, El H 
CC~TAMINAhl lfiFUl! 10 Tt£ ~Eh YCR~ BIGHT 
HAt HI E~l MESII-t, ll[l;LCER • CCLCFACC 
PClluTAII.l ICEIIllflCIHHf\a fOLLLUhTSo llUIIOffe SEwAGE Sl.l•tGE, ltASTE 
. [ ISPCSAL., "J!SH h tHR ( FCLLLliCNJ, IIIATER PUlliliCN SCC;FCE S 
1974 MUiH Sf E1 Al 
POTE~T!Al fl(L(GICtl EffEC15 Of ~'tfClHETICAL Cll OISCHt~GES 1• ThE 
ATLA~TIC CCAST A•c GLlf Cf ALA5KA 
MASSAC~USETTS I.ST TECH.(lo lEt GRt~l IRCJECl CFFICE, CA,BFICGE 
AQLATIC e•vtRCN~E~l, A'LATIC h'EITATSt BICLCGICAL COMMLNITlfS, BIGLGGICAL 
fRCPERTIES, ClL I~C~ST~Y, Cll IIAST£S, PCLLLTA.l ICENliFICAliC~. lOXICIT~, 
WATER POllUliCN SCU~CE~ 
··········································~·························~, .... loAlER fli(. fERTI E~ 
······················~··················································· 
lSH WlllJAIIS I<G fl ~l 
SUI'IIARilATIH ANI: 11\lEI<Fiifl.AJl(N CF t<ISTCRICJL Pl-.'iSICAl GC£At\CGRAPI-1C ~M: 
I'H EC~ClCt:lCH IMC!lfi,AT J(fl fC ~ THE ~l[-AlUflliC REG ION (fINAL REFO~ll 
NOJIA E~VIRCM•1EN1AL DAlA HR\ICEt lli15HING1Ct., c,;c. 
COUII\£NTAl SHEU 1 DHJ ULLECTIOIIS 1 t!YOI<(lCGJC CHAt MElECkClOGICAl OATA 1 
OCEAN CJI1CUlATION, OCUli Cl.iRHNlh .CCEAN IIAHS 1 IIAlEii PliOfEilTIES 
···············~·····················~······~····························· ~HH U;AliTY 
······~···············~·····~·············••t••··························· 
l'.lie CHfl lill 
AfPL.JCATICN Of REIIGTE SHSnG 1C TliE CHE~AHAI\E SAY llEGICII V(l ~HOC 
IIASA CCflf fl€ 6 • 
CONTINENTAl SHElf, ORECGliiGt EUlRCPI-J(ATICN• ~EIIOTE SfiiSlfiG 1 .. ATER 
POlllTIO~, ~~lER QLALI1' 
1S14 LEAP ET Al 
EN~IRC.~E~l~l SUFVEY GF l~C INTER!~ CLMPSllESr MIOCLE ATLANTIC BIGhT 
E~~IRChMENl~l PRCTECllCN 'GE~C' ~EGICN 111, P~lllDELFHJA, PA. PUelJLAllCN 
EPA-H3 
S-14-ClCJ, 154 fP 
~llANTIC OCE~~. J~CLSlRJAL ~ASlES~ ~A~I~E A~t~AlS, CCEA~CGR~FtYr 
SEti•E~TS, !E~IGE tiSFCSAl, ~~TER 'L~liTY, ~ltOLE ATLINTIC EIEHT 
lSH SHl ... H 
EN 'II IRCIIMft.HL SLFHY Cf TH lHEiilft ti.~PSITES 
US EPA, REGICN 3, HILA FA, PULICiliCt- EF~H3 
'.l-14-0lOA, 1!4PF 
E~Vl~CII~E·TAL EFFECTS, IIICLSTRIAl ~A~TESt ~AFI~E A~I~ALS, ~ETALS 1 
OCEA~OGPAPH~t SECIMENlS, ~E~AGE DIS~CSAL, ~~TEP CL~LITY 
Jt;l2 R.At\E'i EC 
PART 2, FflCI!LEIIS .AJIC FHI:ICTH CCNSHLENCES CF PCIIER PlAt<TS til Thf M.&Fit\E 
ECOlOGY AT CCEAt\ SITES Cff t\Ek JER5E\ 
(IN) ECClCGIC.Al CCf\SHHATICt\S FGF CC£Af\ SITES Off t\J fll~ FRCfCSfiJ NllC 
GE~E~ Sl- lr llS-13~ 
t!Et. ftiOS, f'v.APCilATICII, H:'tTCfUIIl<Hlfoit FOIIER FlAN1S 1 FRESSLI<E t!EAIJ, 
SAlit;Jnt, ~AfiPLHGo lUFERHliR£, IIH£1< 1;\J.Allll, lCOPUfiKTCII 
1~11 .lZEC~I EF, El .tl 
SEASOUl ANC I'IETECRClCG JU.l ANt HtRCGRAFti lC CONI: IT IONS Ill TI-E NGIHHERN 
.liAlf GF ltiE IHI:ClE Allll!IUC EIGHT, Hi15-l'1i16 
(\IllS SFA~SCE 17~J 
CH~RTS, tEIIS11Y 1 IIATER '"'lYSIS, k'TE~ Qt.tlllY 
l~1t B~RTBE~GE~ CE 
SHIMEH StJIJRCES AN£ SEOII'EIITATIOI\ liATES UUNCCTEAGIJE Uh fi~liYlAI\0 AMl 
llli'G It\ lA 
JCURhAl Cf SE£ lMENUTIGN At.O HlRClEU~ 46Ul, 3~t-33t 
OElAkAREt ESTijAkiESy ktlER QlAliT~ 1 2CCPlAN~JC~ 
l~t<i SCRGE H 
THE STAHS (f Thffif'Al CISCHFHS UST Cf Tt.E MISSISSJPFI lillltR 
Ct<ESAPUKE SCI 1C'3-Iil. Hl-l3t 
POllUTJCN, COASl.L kAlfFS, TE~PER,TLRE 1 k~lEii 'UALIJY 
l~lt EC At.C G1 INC 
IIATEil 'UlllY I'EtSURUUH IN IIIEII JERSEY U::ASlAL loATEII.S 
REFORT lC PUBliC SERVICE ElECTRIC Alit GAS CC, NEWARl<, 1\Ek JERSEY, AFR1l~6, 
l'>H · 
ME~SUREIIEhT, -ATER PClLUTIOh 1 kATER ~lAlllY 
1976 ~tAl'S CO, PAR~ fiT 
WATER QUAllT't ~OflllOFlfiC Cf l~E CR,NEl ISltNt CRED'E ~JlfRJAl tlSPCSAl 
AREA, P(Rl C~ H~I'FlCt\ RCAtS, VIFGIIIJ~- 'PRIL 1S75 TC MA~Ch 1S76 
11\SlllUTE Cf CCEAIICGRtf .. Y, Cl[ CCI'1fll(t. L~IV, lECt RPT ~~ ~S 
CREOf:E SPOIL, CISPIJSAL, hHER PUll THN CCNfR(l, INATU nALllY 
·····················~·~··································~··············· IIATER RE~CuliCE5 
····~·······························································-····· 
l'1i13 ~IlliA~SCN R5l 
C«JllECTIOf\ lNC AN.tl YS IS (if RHIJTEU SEN SEt CotTA fROM TH R .. OCE Rl 'fEK 
ESTUARY kATER~IiEIJ. SECC~O PRCGRESS PEFORT. fEE 1~73-JUNE 1~73 
GH:S~PEAKE BA~ CEt.lU f(li E~~lHtiHUAl SliJCHS. SM1U5GN lNH 70F 
0~11, ESTUARIES. REIICTE SHSIIIh ._HER RESCIJl<CfS 
1916 fHHI< C ET '1 
ECOLO,ICAL CfTER~ 11\AIIT~ CF CCA5Hl AliEA fiAU,EfiEfll nol lt U C~ERWlhJ 
N.c., lNI' SEA ~R,I\1 liFT lt-CS 
EtCLCGY, LA•& tE'vElOPfiEI\1, CCEA~S, fl.ti\NING, PRCJECTSr RI~ER BASIN 
CEVEt.OFMENT, SIIIAIIPS 1 IIA lER ICE 51llRCES 
197~ U.S. £EPAR1MEN1 Cf I~TERIOR, FISh A•t kllDLIFE SER'viCE 
FISI1 AIID WlltllfE Ill TH MIHh illUUIC RHIIJ.t.~l loATH llESCURCES STUDY. 
HFEt.t}) C .. 
Ill, li.S .. AFM't CORPS CF EMiftjEfll5 ft.HUNT. UHR RES STI.;U .. t.,. ATL. CHI, 
..... 
f IH:• ~IJR\IEYS, UTER RESCURCES. loHOllfE 
1918 UNllEt STATES FlS~ AND ~lltllf£ SER~lCE 
Plii!LICAllCt.~ CF T11E l!lCLCHC.tl SEtl!tlCfS FI<CGIIH 
EICLOGICAl Sf~\IICES PFC(~lll 1'>18 S£Pl 
eJCGRAPtHESt COALS2 lAND 'I;SE, NATliRAl RESClliCE5t FOioH FLAIIT.S. STRE'II 
lMfRC~EMENlt aATER RE5ClRCE5, CCASlAL ZC~E 
1'1i17 GREIG R.&, ~Et.2lCff tR 
lRACE I'El-&S I~ FIS~ fFC~ ThE ~Eli!~(~~ el~HT lilt lONG ISLAt.O SCIJNO LSA 
M~R POll Elll i{~) 1 lSf-~CC 
AIII~Al FATHCLOGY, ECClC~~. fiSt, FIShERIES, , aATER FGLLUTION, aAltR 
I'E:SCUtH ES 
······~··································································· ~~TER TE~FER~TUFE 
··~·····~·····················~·············~····························· 
191~ hRIEnl ~~~ PARK£~ tE 
A VOLLMETRIC lEI'FEUTLH-SHHIH C£1\SLS FC~ ll'if lilttLE AlUfi.TIC eiGHT 
lHIICl 'AfiD CCEHCGI< .2lC4l. 50-511 
SAll~ITY, SEASCh'L DIST~ltiUTICN 1 ~'1E~1 hATER TEMPERAll~E, ~ICDLE ATLANTIC 
BJGHl 
J<j!JS OA'I CG 
CHESAPHI<E LHHHIP P.ll5-<J2., 1/'t OA~, CG. CCUNCCRAFt-IC OESER\AliOfiSt 
19!7, EAST CCASl Of l~E lNJTEO SlATES 
lS FISH A~D klLCllFE SEll,, SFEC SCJ REP 2S2 
SAll~lTY, ~ATER lEMPf~j\JlRE, MitCLE ATLA~TJC BIGhT 
19~9 CllY H 
CHESAPEAKE LIGHTSHIP, f.E2-89. IN tJY, CG. CCEilNC.GRAFtHC CeSERVATICNS, 
1~5E, EAST CCAST Of TH£. U~ITEt ST,lES 
US F!St- 'NC WILDLIFE !ER~, SPEC SCJ REP 31E 
SAliNITY, ~AlEil lE~PERill~E 
l'it3 MllFCJU) RA 
D ISTR IBUTICN Of lU I:IhCfUGELLATE HilUS CEllA l H~ 1 h Tttf lJCAl ANI"> 
CFFSHO~E hATER5 CF ~lR(l~JA 
CHES SCI 4(2), a~-t9 1\J~S CCfllR 131J 
tATA CCLLECTIC.NS, DINOfLAEELLATES 1 PLA~K1011 0 SJllfllTY, SEASO~Al 
DlSlRIBlTIOflo ~ATER TfMfEFAllFE 
1965 \At> ENGEl IIA, lAh EC 
IN\ESTJGATlOl\5 tlf II><HF CnTll'lfliTAt. SHflf hATERS C.ff lCiiiER Ct.fSAPEAKE SA'f. 
F~~T VI. Tt-E CCPEFCDS 
CkES SCI ~(3), H3-HiCj (\1115 CCUIH£! 183J 
CHESAPE~KE fAY, CCaTI~Ehl'L StfLfo CCPEPCOS, SEASD~Al tiST~I£LT10Nt 
VIRGI~I~. killER TEMFEP~TL~E, lCOPL~N~lCN 
19t7 ct~SE J 
OCEANCG~APIHC OllSERIIAliOS 'LCM THE EAST CC.tSl Cf TliE UldlH STATES 
US CCASl GLARD CCE.~CGF~f .. IC ~EfCFl 36. hASh, CC 
ATLANTIC OCEA., tATA CCllECTlChS, StLINI1~ 1 ~'TtR TE~FE~AT~~E 
S.23 
1910 ~~ITCC~fl \l 
OCEANC6RAfh~ Cf THE ~IC-AllA~liC SIGHT JK !LFFCRl Cf IC~tf ll~TEFNATIO~AL 
CO~MISSICN FC~ l•E •cRTHhESl tllA~llC FIS~f~lfSl 
CC-ST EUARC, CCEA~CE~APHIC lNIT, ~·~~. DC 
CHLOROPHYLL, DENSITY, tl!S(l\Et C>~GE~, fHYSIC~l CCE~~CfPAfnY• S~LI~lTY 1 
lltHR lEI'fEFATLPE 
1963 Elllli\E~ R( 
SEA-SURfACE TE~PE~ATlRE ~fj\SlREMENlS OF AT1AllJC-SHflf hAlfRS EY A~ 
AIRfOFNE l~ER~G~ElEF 
VH'S I'~MJSCI<Hl 
H~DROLOGIC CA1At ISCT~EFMS, R~CIATJ(N, Rf~CTE SfNSI~t, SUESUFFACE ~ATEFS, 
THfR~C~ETEFS, VIPGINIA~ hATER lEMfEFATURE 
1964 •IChCLS l'l't LY~CH .F 
StiElf CBSEI'UJION!: - H'ICRCGRAFH't CRll!fS Cf J#<lAn U-25, Jll'l l5-l9t 
l'it 3 
VI~S SFEC S&l PEP 4f 
BATHYMETRY, CONTINfNl'l S~Elf, r.YO~CGRAPh'• SAll~IJ¥, ~ATE~ TEMPE~AT~"E, 
MIDDLE ATLA.lJC BIGtl 
1~.33 EJGEU:ill H 
ST~CIES OF T~E hATERS Cfl THE CCfllllEI'IlAL SHELF, CAFE C£0 TC CHESAPEAKE 
EA'Y. Pl. l--CYCU Cf THPERAllRE 
~IT ANC hH(l FIFE~S IN ft¥5 CCEANC(~ AND ~ETECRCL 214J 
CC~TIIIENTJl SHElf, ~Jl£R lEMFE~AllRE 
•~•••••c•~•••••••••••••••••~••••••••••••••••~•****************~*******'*** IIATER li<At>SFEF 
···································~······································ 
l9Ui W~IGr.T kfi 
THE liMll~ CF ~HEtf ~AlfF 
JCLR~AL Cf ~~~~~E ~ESEtFC., 3~111, l-14 
SEtSCN~L VIRIATICNSt CCI'tTlNE~Ttl 5LCPE 1 ClRREhTS t•ATER), SAli~IlV 1 
1E~PERATLRE 1 hATER li'A.SFE~, ~IDClf lllA~TIC EIG~T 
S~4 
················-·*~~·~·····~~~·~·~·····*·~··················~·····~······ ~.4HR \APGR 
···~···················································~·····•************ 
1~12 JENN' N, GC(D~A~ J lEtS) 
A ~TLC~ CF T•E SCCIO-ECC~C~lC FACTCRS RELATING TO THE OllER CCNTII\~NTAL 
SJ:iElf OF TH MIC-~ll~l\llC COAST. v. 4 !.AHJ AUJ kAHR lSE 
U. CEL, C(ll I'A.R Slli:Ji. 125 f 
AG~ICUlTURf• CtE~JCAl ~~STES, COfiSER\ATICNt L•I\D USE, fOLLLTihlS, 
RECREATIOI\, SEWAGE, hAlER \APCR 1 lC~l~G 
********** **U ** *'* 4* ,. .• ******U **"* U·11.*4*<1* "* ** U****'~* >I H* >Ill~ 4 .. ,. H ll*ll**'~< * 
kATERShED ~A~AGE~EI\1 
............................................ ,. •............................ 
19H Jlt\Cfl 
SEOl~EIIT Ctlll~Cl 
M~RYLAf<it CCCE, AI\NCUHD SECTICNS t_.J.lClo &-UC5 ... 1U9141 AS AHNCEC (SUPP-le;; 1t J 
ATLANTIC COASTAL flllt\, B£AC~ES 1 CC,STAL EIIGINEEPING, ERC!IOI\ 1 
LEGISLATJGN, NATUR.4L RE50LRCE£, SEOlii'ENT CC~1~£L 1 ~AlE~ShfC ii'JNAGE~ENT 
*****************•····~···~·~·······~·····~·-~········~·~·~·~············· nAVE ftlTERNS 
*******'***•·····~··················································~····· 
1913 ~CCLEN~E~ CE 
NEt. JERSEY CONTII'\ENTAL St!HF ~HR HlTGM ClRI<Et\l METER RECCiUS Al'IO RECENT 
Sf[JMENT ACTI\11) 
JOUR lfC PElRCl 43, iil-i~t 
hA\E PATlEPNS, CCRlCLIS FCRC£, CURFENT METERS, CLRRENTS (kATE~), SfClMENl 
T~ANSPC~T, TCPCGRAP.Y 
••••****'''*''**~·~···~·-·························~······················· k~llf~ tkHEI<l 
················~···················~·····~······························· 
1~16 1\CLCEF JL El ll 
CCNTEMPCRARY SECIMEI\lAlJCI\ 1~ Ll~E·R SANt !~CAlSt E)tHflES F~C~ THE li\1\E~ 
SHELF, ~IOCLE Alltl\11( EIGHT 
GECl SCC /.11: ASSTR FS<Cf 8(21, 2.':.5-23(; 
TRANSPCRJ, COASTAl FLAI~S, CCI\TINEI\TAl SHElf, CUR~EI\TS lkATERJ, ~ARYLA~O, 
SECI~EI\lAllO~, ~lRGII\Ilt kAVfS '"'lER) 
1'75 VIRGJI\IA J~SlllUlE Cf ~ARl~E !(IlNCE 
ENI/I~CM'IENTAl CATA ACQlilSlTIOt. At.C. AI\Al~SU- 11'11::-AllAIITIC CCS SElkEEN 
VI~S AIIC Bll! f(ll ltiE PHlCt 1 CCT. lc:ii'.i-31 CfC, l'i15 
2~0 QUA~lflllY SUII'M~RY• fllCGR£SS REFCRl 
BACTERI,, 1£1\THO!, C~EMl!TR~t CC~TINENlAl !~Elf, f(R~ii'INlFERAt 
OCEANOGRAP~~. TRACE ELE~EI\15 1 kA~f! lkATERJ, 2CCfl~~~TCN 
1~75 \IRGINIA I~S111L1E Cf ~A~l~E SCIENCE 
ENVIRO~I!EIITAL CATA ACtlJSilllN AI\C AIIALYSIS, ii'JC-AllAI\liC CCS BElhEEN ~Ill'S 
ANt BLI' f(R HE PE!lllt ;o JLNE, lc:iiS-30 SEFl, 1S75 
'UAillfRlY fRCG~E~S REPCRl 
B~CfERIJ, ff~T~CS, CH£~15TFY, CGNTl~ENTAl S~ELft fCRA~I.IFERJ, 
OCE~NC,RAF~Y, TRACE ELEMENTS, ~~~E! C~ATERlt lCCfl~NKTC~· 
1917 ~~FC f( tl Al 
EXTREME hA~E HEIGHTS ~LCN( THE AlLAaliC CCASl Cf THE U~ITEC ST~TES 
PR£5ENTEC JT TtE 91~ ~~~~~Al CfFSHCRE TEChNClCG\ CONFERENCE 1• HCLSTON, 
Tf~AS, t<.n 2-5, 1S1i 
IIA~e.S HATEr<J 
lc:i4i SCA~O·A~ ~. ~EL~A~ tC 
ll~E MLC CEPCSITIO~ IN El'ICLCS££ LA(((~, fl~HT CF ~SACCt SAtAMA~ 
~ii'ER ~~SCC PET GECL Slll E1(5), 1ES-17C 
E~VlRCN~EIITAl tlALlTl, CA~fC~~TES, CC~ES, CLF~EhlS I~ATERJ, CECLCGY, 
LA(GCNS, !ECJ~E~T~R' fflRCLCGY,. STC~~St ~A\f! (hAlERl 
1S74 AfEl ~P ET ll 
OCEAN IIITER~Al ~A~ES Cf ~CR1H A~E~l(A~ ANC AF~lCA~ CO~!TS FRC~ E~JS-l 
UNllfC STAlES ~AllC~ll·AERChllllCS l~C Sf~CE t(~l~ISlR~TlCh, ~ASH, CC 1 
H-351, 1S74 1 f 13C9-13H 
SATELLITES IAR11FIC1Allt ~A~ES (~Alff) 
1914 GCLCSMil~ '~ CCLCNELL JM 
~ESULTS Cf CCEJ~ k·~E-CCAll~E~ltl 5t£LF lllERtCTICN 
FRCC 14TH COASTAL ENG CCNF, CCPEN~AGEA, OEN~AR~~ JU~E JS14 tklMS CC~TRIS 
~91) 
CGfiTJI\El\UL SI-Hf, EHRO H</li\HER, HFRJICTION (IIATER I!AIJESI 1 WAVES 
IWATERl 
1918 CARRON ,J, GCLCSMJ1~ \ 
HCR!ol SUI'GE-kHE IHEI<I!CllCN MCtELt llTEI<ATUfiE REVIEW Cf SIJRH MODti.S. 
MCI:EL OESCRlPTitN /lNt RHIJLTS Cf \IIRGINIA SEll HJCEL 
(\IM~ SRA~SCE llC) 
CO~STS, ~CCEL SlUCJES, STC~~S, WAVES II!ATER), ~EAT~ER FAlTER~S 
1913 GCltS~IlH ~ ET ll 
THE CAUSES Cf NOI\-U~IFCRM ~AVE ENERG1 C!SlRlSlliQ~ C~ER l~E s•ElF AhD 
~LCNG lhE ~HCRELI~E , 
INST GEGL EIISSIN •HUllUH, ,.H 1w l6!-11C 011115 CCNllllll 55SJ 
BAlhYHETRYe CGNllNENl/lL !~ELF, E~EFGY TR~NSFEF, SHCRESr hA~ES lkAJERJ 
191~ CULOS~ll~ El Al 
THE I~fllENCE OF ~A~ES Cl\ t•E C~IGII\ ANC CEVELCP,.ENT Of THE OffSET COASTAL 
llllET~ Cf HE SOLTHRt\ ULMAilvJI Hlllt.SUU, IIJRGI~l/l 
IN, PROCEEtlNGS Of 2ND INTERI'IIll'l ESlLARJtif RES FED SYI'fCSIU~ 1973 
CE~ELOfMENl, lfllflS ChtltRhAYSl, ~~liES CWATEPJ, CCIIST~l ZCIIE 
l':IH GUCSHlH II 
IIIM$-BLM W/l\IE CllMAlE ~tDEl Cf T11E BHTIMCRE CAIIYCii TROl.Ctl SHLF AI\D 
SI-CREllt.E . 
VIMS SRA~S(f 1C6• GLCI.iCESTER PCI~T 1 ~/l 
COI'FUTER MCCELS• CDI\lJNENTAl StlELf, GECM(Rf~CLCGY, MCOEL SlltlES, ~AVES 
l._lllEI<J 
1914 GOLDSMITH - fl AL 
I!A~E CLI~AlE ~CDEL Of ThE ~It-/lll~•TIC SHELf /lNt SHCREl1~E I~IRGINlAN 
SEA). ~OOEL OE~ELDfMf.lt ShELF GEC~CRFI10LCG~. ~~0 FRELI~I~·~y RESULTS 
liAS~ (\IIMS Sl111ftSCE .H) i'<AS~ SP-351:• 1~6P 
BAThYMETRY, CG~TI~E~TAl ShElf, GEO.CRPtOLOGY, ~OCEL STUDIES, ~A~ES (~ATERI 
1Cj15 GCLC~I'IH- ~ 
WAVE CllM~lE ltCCELS FCR lhE COIITII\E~lAL !tfLf 
EE,Ch PNC IIEARSHCRE SEC SFEC FUS 2~ ECCN FALE(~TCL MIIIEFtL 1 l~LSA, OK 
l~l~SS Ct~T~IE iCtJ 
SHCRELINE E~CSIGII~ S•ORELINE STAEILJll, BATHYftETR~,.CCIIlli\EIIlAL ShELF, 
HYDRAULICS, I'OCEL SllClE!, ~~\f! (~ATE~J 
• 
l 'i14 CI-.AC n 
w•VE FffRJCTlCN PtEI\C~E~/l C~E~ Ttf ((1\TlNENT~L SHElf NEAR lHE CHE5APEA~E 
EH El'<lRtiiCE 
l.i.S. AIIM'I (OFPS Cf EIIG COSlH. HG l'fS CHHR HCti MEMC ~7 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY, CC~PliTER PROGRAMS, CC~TII\EI\lJil SHELF, REfR/lCllGN (I!ATER 
1!'\ESlt ~IR€11\I/l• ~A\E~ (I!AlfR) 
****************••·········~·············································· 
._EAUER 
• ••••••••••••••••••••••• 4************************************************* 
1973 S~ILA ~6 IEtl 
COASTAL AN[ CffSHI<E fti\HC~IHNlAl INVENHRY-CAFE "'/llTERAS TC NANTlCKEl 
S~CALS, CC~FLE,.E~l \CLU~f 
Rl U~I\ ~All fLE 5EF 3 lSlJ SLPf 1 
Cllt<ATES, HIUH HCLCGYt \IEHUTHN, WEUHR• COASTAl ZOM 
1917 u.s. CEPARTME~l Cf CC~~ERCE, •ell~, ECS 
CAllY WE~TI-ER M~PS WEE~l~ SERIES 
JANlARY Hit l'ii7. IIAStlHGlCh O .. C .. 
ftHS, i',ETECRCLCGY, l!f.HHf1 
l'i11 BEAFOSLEY RC 
CCEAII TIDES ~NO WE/lli<.ER-11'\DLC£0 BCllOJr PRESSLH FlUCTIJATICt.S lN ThE MIDDlE 
~TLAIITJC BlG111 
JCIJRNill Cf HOPHSICAL REHAf1Ct; S2CHI, 3.li!-3U2 
ATLAI\TIC OCEAN, fRESSUFE MEASUPIIIG liiSTRUJrllllSt TICAL El\f~EYt WEAT~ER 
19it liUlHI<~UE SUI'~An CF 1\CRlt- ~ lLJifoi llC TRCP HAL C'WClOIIE Sl ATIS TlCS 
1915 2EUlt 16-U 
METEOROLOGY, TROPICAL C~ClC~ES, ~EITHER 
lS11 kE/llHE~~ISE S~~~~~y CF ~ORlh ~llA~llC T~CflCAL C~ClCNE SlAll~TICS 
19H: 2-;111. 14-15 
~ElECRCLCGYt l~OFICAL C'CLC~ESr IIEAlhE~ 
******"*** ll *"** *" * ll U ** H* ll H 4 ll 1*H 4* "*** U4. ll >t *******"***"** llll :+>1 >I******** 
liEATJiEii fHlfJil\S 
**********"*~*"*"*"*"*"*****'*"***"*"****•••••***"**•••*•***""*"*~******** 
1~76 CIIRFCI\ ~J. ~ILCS~Jlt V 
STCRM SUFGE-iiAVE Jl'iHRACTICN fiGtEl, lllERIIli.:RE I<E\IIh CF Sl,;RGE ~CCHS .. 
MOtEL CESCFIPllOI\ ANt PESi.llS [f ~JRGINii! Sfl flttEl 
IVIMS !F~fi~Cc 1101 
COASTS, ~OCEl SlUIIES:, SlCRMS 1 IIA\IH (IIATHJ t loEAUH HTTEI<I\S 
*********** ............... * ......... "* "* ... "* .. "* ... " .......... * ...... "* ... "*** **** 
' WEIG~l . 
................................................................................ 
1S6t LIJ) FE• PCRTER LR JR 
lEfiGTH-HUHT FElATIU (f Ti'E 51J~,£R flC\Jl\llfR. P~IULICHltiVS CHTATUS 
US FISh IIHDllFE SEfiV, ~HC SCI fiEP FISH t!31J, l-5 
BREEOIM;, SEASCNit VtRIAliCt.S, flAlfiSti, UHlh SEXUAL MATl;fiiTY, wEIGH, 
UMiU-fR HUEI\CY t.ISTI'l E\JTIG~S 
................................................... ,. .............................. . 
HTLAMiS 
··~*"*"*""*""""*"""""*"****••································"************ 
1S75 ~(hTGC~fi<Y JC• hE~CC~E f 
A 'U~NTITATJVE STUCY Of TtiE VECETAJIC~ NEAR GREAT BAl SCLlEVA~O, 
l~CKERlO~, NE~ JER~EY 
ICHYCLCGJCAL IISSCCUHS.INC.FORfSl DRIVE llt.IILA, 1\. ~ .. 4C 
BICMASS, PlAtH POPLUITICNS. • 1 REGIOAl A.ALYSIS• VfGEHTHI'i 1 IIIETUNOS 
lSI3 SllBER .. CR~ GM El Al 
CCASliiL ~ElLANC OF VI~EI~IA. GllDELJIIES FOR t(TI~lll£5 AfffCTil\G ~IRGI~lA 
t.EHAIICS 
VIRGINIA INSlllLlE CF MARINE StlEhC£ SFECIAL JEPORT r-.0. 46 1 4SP 
ltl\[ LSE, 'lfiGII\ll!, kETlA~CS 
1972 GARVI~ lt ~hEflE~ ~· 
COASTAl ~ElltNC~ IN\ci\TCR' II\ ~·R~LtNC 
IN, COASTAL ~AfPli\G SY~fCSI~·t A~fFICAI\ SCCifl' CF PtClCGFA~~fTRY 
l73-.2C3l 1 13f 
MtRYLANt, kETLIII\tS, CC.Sltl lCI\£ 
1S7~ ~llll,~S RB, MlRDUC~ MS 
CGI'PARTHNTIIL ~llii!L'tSJS Cf TH PRlJCLCT !011 C.f JUIICI..S i<CEIHRIAI\i.S IN A l\uRTI1 
CARCLI~A S'LTM~RS~ 
Ct'.ES SCI U, f9-H 
PlAtllS 1 fR([I.iCll\llY, SHT l'llllSHS, liETUlltS 
1976 hEli\Lf DR ET ~l 
CCNTIUBl.JllCN~ Cf TlOAL wETLAIIt S TO Hli.Ail HE HCCCU 11\S 
UNHERSlTY Cf l'.llRYUll\[ 1 t.AlEII HSUHES REHAI<Ct' CENTER. HCUiiCAl fiEPCRT 
1\C 2St lSPf 
ESTL~RJNE ENV1RGlii'E~lt ~ARYLA~D, TR(PhiL LE~EL, t.ETLA~OS 
l«.in hlGio(Afl C 
EMEREE~T ~ASCLLAR Fltfll5 Cf THl CHlS~fEAKE Ell WETL~NCS 
II\ ~CERlEi!N ET ftl, I!ICU Of Ttl CUHPEAt<E B~l 
CHESAFEilt<E SCiENCE 1!{~1, ·t~-c;3 
eiOlA, C~ES~PEAKE BAY, FLAIITS• kETLI~ts 
1~14 t<lE~AS \, ET Al 
11\VENTCRY CF CEL~Iii~E·~ ~ETLA~CS 
PHClOGRAI'II'flRIC EIIGII\EEFHG, 433-44C 
CElAWftJ<E, •ETLA~CS 
19i3 CHCEP CF 
INVENT CRY CF ,.ARII\E EI\\IRCHEII Hl A liD SCC IC- ECCfliCMIC CH A fCF THE CUTE~' 
COhllhENJH SHHf ~I<H Cf Ttif HLAI\TJC C(;fAII fROM SANt:'W HCCKe 1\Eto JERSEY 
TO C~P£ (ANAVERAlt FLCRIOA 
VHS MS 
BIOTA, DlSTfiiBUll(l\, FCCC kEES• MAI'~ALIAh REPELLEIITS, ~CRT~EAST ~.s., 
50~TtiEA51 l.S.~ ~ETLAIICSt CCI!T~l l(~E 
19 B RCSEI< lS ~t; 
IIIVENTGI<Y CF I'A~IIIE ffi\II<CI\I'.EIIlH. lilt SOCIC-HCIIUHC CHA FC~ THE CLlER 
COI\111\EI\TAl St'ELF ~FEl Cf T~E ATLA~TIC OCEJI\ FFCI' SAI\0,. t;OCKt 1\E~ JE~SE' 
TO CAPE CAIIA~ERI!lo flC~ICt •••• 
~H~ I'S 
eiCTil, OISTRlBUllCI\, G~CI!Th RATES, LifE hlSTC~' STUCIESo ~~~S~ESt 
1\0Rlt'EASl L.S., SGllhEl!l L.S., ~Ellti\CS, CCt!TAL lG~E 
19lt BARlLETl l El AL 
LCW COST P~ClDE~tPtlC 11\~EIIlCR~ CF liO~L kETL~~tS 
LI\IVEI<SITY OF CElA~A~E PlBLIC~liCI\ 0 2SfP 
PtiCTCE~APh\ 1 llC~l ,.ft~StES, ~fllAI\[~ 
~3 ( 
1 S74 BCCI\ JC III 
CPTIMI2EC MEASURf,ENTS CF DISCH~RGE ~~C SlSFE~CfC SfOJ~£1\T T~tNSPCRT IN A 
~AlT ~AR~r ORAlN,GE S~~lEM 
RELAliCI\S SEOlMEt.TARIES E~TRE £SllERlES El PLATEALX, MEM. DE L'INSTIT. 
tE.GEOl. tl BASSIN t•A,lllAI~£ 
SI..SPENCEC SEOlM.CI\TS, CISChA~G.E H~SliREMEIIT, ESll.ARIESt SAU foARSH:S, 
SEtlMENlS, ~EllftNCS 
l<.i12 HLTH~ICI< 
TEIITA 1 HE OLTliNt fCR H\IEN TCF'f Of tQlAH C ~HElA llCA, fo'YI<ICH'ilL/1 
SPICATlM IEI..RASIAA ~Al£~~1lFClll 
CrES SCI 127 5li4-511E 
ACLATIC Pl~NTS, ~AilS~ flA~TS, ~ARS~ES, • VEGElAliCA, ~EllAAOS 
1946 FflLEABARG ~E 
lHE AQUEOUS SUPFACE ~ICR(LAYEP A~t l~ACE METALS IN T~E SALlMlRSH 
PHt THESIS, CEPT Cf /ltRINE 51UC1ES, LNIV£RSJ1~ OF CELA~AREt ~EkARK 1 CEL 
ANALYSIS, TRACE METALS,· SALT ~A~5HE5t hETLA~DS 
1514 BROCME S~ ET Al 
THE RELATIC~SHIP U MIHHL fiLliUEt.TS TC HHf~Tr Of SP~I<TINI'I ALHRNifLORA 
IN NCRTH C'RCLINA, EfFECTS CF N1 P, At.C FE FEFTILIZERS 
HJ ll SCIENCE SCC H n Of A~ HHCt FIHCEEC UGS, Hl 30-2, F3C l-3C7 
MINERALS. G~CkTH, NC~TH CARCil·~• SCJLS, SPARTINA, ~flLANDS 
1914 BRCC~E Sk El Al 
ThE RElATICNSriP CF tl~E~AL fllilRIENTS TO GFO~Tt CF SfA~liNA tLTERfiiFLC~A 
IN NO~Tt CAFOLINA 1 I. NlJT~IEI\1 STATUS Cf ~fit SCILS IN NATlRAL STANLS 
SCIL SCIENCE SCClETY Cf A~f~lCA FFCCE£DINGS \CL ~9-~, ~~5 
MJAE~ALS, EROh1H 1 NCRT~ CARCLINA, !CILS, SPARllfiAt hfTl,fiC£ 
1~74 EE~tEP ~£, CG~RELL tl 
T~E LSf Cf WETlANDS ~S NLT~IE~T FE~C~Al S~51£MS 
CRC PUBLICATIC~ NC 2~ tVI~S CC~TFlf ~G 6241 
NUT~1Efll5, ~EllA~(~ 
1S~3 RCflC~-l[ e, BlfLL ~f 
ThE VEGETATIC~ CF ~~~ JEFSE1 
RUTGERS L~lVERSllY FRE5S, ~E~ E~lN!hlC~, NE~ JER5E~ 
M'RS~E!t ~EEflAlJCN~ ~Ell.~[! 
'.131 
l'i"IJ MG~A~ ff 
ThE ~IRGINIA CGAST RESERV£ 1 AC,LlSlliCN SlPAlEGlES fGP CCASlAl ZGI\E 
PHSEP~.H ICI\ 
CCASlAL ZCNE foANACEMENl JR 3141t 4C5-417 
ATL,NTIC CGASTAL fLAINt CE~ELCFMENlt CCN5EFVATIO~, MANAGEMENT, kETlANUSt 
SARR IER I ~UNC S 
1S76 ~IRGI~IA l~SlllllE OF ~A~l~E ~Clf"CE 
TltE~ATEP ~ETLAN[~ I~\E~TC~IES E~ ~1/IS 
Vl~GlNIA l~STITUTE Cf /lARINE SCIEACES, GLCLCE~lER PCI~lt VA 
/IAfPING, SlR~E~St llEAL ~AFS~ES, 11££!, ~Elll~[S 
l<JB RAwlS 0 
VEGEl.TlCN CBS~~~Et CN SELECTEt ~AF~lA~O hETLAND TYPES 
NIH CHS EICL lAS REF f\C H-1.3( 15f 
MARSHES, /IAR~lANO, ~EGEl~liC~, kfTLtl[S 
1<;16 lEH GF 
VEEET~TIVE !lltV tl ltE CLC~ FIELC fESEARCt fttllll~t CliCK, fiCRlH 
CAFOLINA 
US AFH CCiifS CF f/IGIHEI<S ~I5CELLA/IECUS HKH NC. 16-6 
NCRTt C~~CLI~A, ~E,ETATICN, WETLANC~ 
1973 MHHJR I<C 
;EllANOS I~ ~A~'LA~C 
MtRYLtNC CEFAPlMENl Cf ST~TE PLANNJhG, P~B ~C 151 
M~RS~ES, ~AR1LANC 1 PLA~T!t VEGEJ~llC~, ~Ell,JtS 
1911 MA~CUllS K 
WORK CN REMCTE SE~SINC CF ~Ell,~DS 
\IIFGI~IA I~STilLTE Gf MARIA£ SCIENCE, GLCUCE51ER PCI~lt ~A 23(62 (~GRK IN 
PRCGIIESS I 
FEMClE !ENSI~G, hETlt~£5 
1~71 ~1LeEFHCF~ G~ 
WORK GN hETL,NCS 11\~E~lCR~ A~C RELtlEt PRCE~A~! 
\IIRGINIA I~Sllll.lE OF ~~FI~E SCIE~(E, GLCLCE51EF FCI~lt ~· 23Ct~ 
~~RSHE!, PFCGR~MS, hfTL~~CS 
.,. ..... ,.,.,.,.,.,. .............. ~ ............... ,.,. ............................................... . 
lilltllfE 
.................... ~ ...................... ~ ....................................... . 
1912 U.S. OEP~FT~E~T Cf I~TERICR 1 liS~ A~O ~ILtllfE SER~ICE 
FISH At.C W ILDllff lh ThE NCR Hi AlUt.liC HGICU1. ~~~HR RfSU.'JlCES SH.C't. 
!IPPENOH C. 
IN, U.S. lR~'t CCRf~ Cf EN,~t.EERS ~.AllAN1. lrlllER R£5 Sl~t't. ~. AT(. 0(~, 
u 
FISH, SLR\E'tS, ~·lER ~ESClRCES 1 lill£1.lfE 
N:tt ~ARlLA~C klltLIF£ lt~INISJ~AJIC~ 
MARYLAflt EtiDIINGEREt SPECIES liSl Ul.TkORITY HUE 10 1 SfCTICN 21CIC) 
k IlDllfE CCNSHVIHO~ I< HULA 1 Ht. Cii.C3.Cil tll\HIIliStiEC I!IHO lP 
E~DANGEPEt SPECIES, CUSEI<It.&l JCN, M.'I.IHLA~O, llllOllff, klLDLJFE 
CCNSERVATICII, llilltLJff 1-AEITHS, kllGllFE ~AIIAGEI>Hl 
1~12 hEIN11El • .AII [f tftJlCRJ 
RA~E A~£ f~OAN,ERE£ Fl~~ ANC kJLOLJFE CF ~Eli JEii!f~ 
SCIEII.Cf HIES fiC 4 
II.Ek JEPSE't STATE ~USE~~~ lPENlC~, ~Ek JE~SE' 
ENDANGERED SfECIES, fiSH. kilCLJFE 
1S4~ WtiHR~ El 
ldlt FlCiiER GUICE• NCRTHASlERN ANt l'lOLAIIO t.llllEC SUTES 
OClflECAl• NEii ~CRK. ~C~f. 




~·c ~ARllA~O hlltllf£ tD~l~ISTF~lit~ 
~~R1LA~t E~ClNGE~Et SPECIES LIST ('LlHCRil't TITLE lCt SECJIC~ ilCCI 
ldlLLIFE WNHRI!IITIOI\ ~EGULAlHN .Ct.O.Cl U.fiPlBLIStl£0 IWHCl lP 
E~CANGE~EC SPECIES,. CCI\SEF\~TJC~, ~lR'tlAI\C, Wlltt.IFEt IIIILGLIFE 
CCI\SfRV.'IliC~, ~lltLIFE ~Atll~lS, lrllCliFE ~11\A,E~ENT 
. .................................................................................... .. 
~lltllff ~AeiTAlS 
.................................................................................. 
Ntt MA~-L~Nt klltllfE ~[~JNJSTRAT1C~ 
MHLAMl ENOAN,ERH SPEC lfS 'LHl UllhCRJTl lllLE 10, SECTIC~. 2l0Cl 
lillCLIFE CCNSE~~tTIO~ PEGI.LAliC~ OE.03.Cl (U~P~flJShf[ ~IMECJ lP 
El\t~IIGEREC SHCIES, CO~SfR\IATICl\ 0 f'A~~LAIIO, lillCLlfEt IIIILOllff 
CCNSER\I.AllDN• ~lltllFE ~ABJ1~1S, kJltllFE •.a~''E~E~T 
191E GLSH IOF 
THE FISH AN[ WILDLIFE FfSGLRCE! CF ltE MlOtlE .AllA~TlC 81G~1 
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24 
TH1RO, FOL~TH, tN£ FlFT. ~UARTE~LY PEFGRTS CF ~IRGINlA INSTITUTE OF MARI~E 
SCIE~CES TC eUREAl Of LAND MA~AGEMENl, ENVI~C~MENTAL CATA ACCUlSITICN ~ID 
All (l.lEF (0111 SHLF ICE550-CT5-42l 
CHEIHSTI<Y.t GIL 
1977 FARRI~GTON J~, TRIPF e~ 
HYORCCARBO~S Ifl kESTER~ ~CRT~ tll~~ll( S~RfACE SEOlME~TS 
GEOCHEI' CC~I'CCI-111' tCH 41Hllt l6.G7-lt41 
PCLLUTION, CO~Tl~E~TAL SHtLF, CO~TINENTAL !LCPE, GEOCHEMIST~Y, GEOlCGYt 
ORGANiC MAllE~, SEDI~E~T!, SE~AGE 
1~tl JOSEPH ES El Al 
t'C~CG~APhiC DATA fRO~ TtE ATLA~TIC FLAfiKTC~ CRUISES ON ThE RV PATHFINDER. 
CECEMBER l'ii!<.i- DECfiiBEJ< l'itC 
~~~S SfECIAL SCI REPl 18 
CC~Tl~ENTAL S~ELF, D~T~ CGLLECTICfiS, HYOROGl<AP~'tt PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY 
1977 l!Cwf'A~ ~J 
hYCROGRAPhiC PROFERTIE! 
MESA ~t~ YCFX SIG~l All'S IJ,(~CG~AF~ ~( l FEE, 1S77, NEW YORK SEA GRANT 
HST ITlJl E 
SEASONAL \IARIJlTIO~S, ~'tCRCGI<APHY, CCEIINCGRAPFY, CGAS.TAL ZCH 
1S7t RCSHFELO A 
INFECliCUS DISEASES I~ CC~MERClAl S~ELLFISh C~ THE MIDDLE ATLA~TIC COAST 
IN GROSS I'G IH I SPEC S~MP AMER SCC L AND 0 .2, F4l4-423 
~GllLS~s. fA~ASI1151', , SHEllFI~~ 
1S14 LillLE-GACC~ S, 
INFLUE~CE Cf NACl CN 5ECIMENTATION 
SE~C~E~E M'R (tJ~, 129-132 
CCNTRCL, EFFECTS, ESTUAFIES, s•ti~IlY, SECIMENTATICN 
1S71 CARPENTER EJ, GLILlAFD ~Fl 
l~TR~SPECIFIC CIFFERENCES I~ ~ITRAlE hALF-S~TUF.TICN CCNST,Nl5 FOR THREE 
SPECIES OF M~RINE PHYlCPLANI<TCN 
ECClCGY 5211)~ 113-185 
ESTUARIES, METABCLISM, NilRATES, NlTRIENT REQLIRE~ENTS, ~UTRIENTS, 
Pt<HCPLA~K ln 
lS7~ HlGCtl. ~~~EhlCRY CF E~VIRC~,E~l·l FA~ft,ElEFS I~ T~E CEEP ATLA~T1C SHELF A~C 
SLCPE, c•~·CIAN - U5 BCRCEP TC CAPE ~ATTERAS 
THE RE!EARCh I~SliTUlUlE Of THE GUlf Cf ~AlNE, SC PO~TLANO, MAI~E 
El>i'tiRC~~EhHl <;U~LITYt CC~TIMI\TAL SHLF 
1St6 CA,IS J . INVESTIGATICN Gf FOTENTIAL fCR E>PAN!IDN Of THE INDUSTRIAl FISHERY CF THE 
MiC-AlLANllC EIGHT 
VHS ~S COMI'ERCIAL FISh COMERCIAL FISHIIG t CIS'HIBLTIC~t FISHERIES 
196e DftlllS J IN~ESTIG'TIC~ Cf FCTE~ll~l FOR EXPA~SlON GF TtE INDUSTRIAL FISHERY Of THE 
~lG-ATlA~TIC BIGtl 
~ HS M.ANUCRIPl CC~MERCIAl FISH, CCM~EFCIAL flShi~Gr CCNTI~ENl'L ShELF, FINFISH INDUSTRY, 
F ISHRIES 
19t1 CAV IS J HVESTIGATICI\ CF FGTENTUL HR EXPAI\SICN OF ThE INI:USTRUL FISI"ERY Of THE 
MI£-ATL.AI\TIC flG~l 
VIM~ I'A~U~CiliPl CC~I'ERCllll FISh CCI'~EHI.ftl FISHHt CONTINENTAL SHELF, Flt\FISH INDUSTR'ft 
FlSHRlES 
1 S6~ 1:-.UMM 1-J KE~ lC ThE GEIIHA CF l'lRII\E flUE (REEl\ ALGAE Cf SOUTHEASHRN NORTH 
A~HICt ~A INSl ~AR ~Cit HEC ~Cl FEf C28lo 1-5 
ALGAE, ~EYS, SYSlE~tTICS 
1913 JCSEfH EEt ~ICI-AFCSCI\ SL 
L'AVAE Af\C YCUNG Cf ~E~TER~ ~O~TH tllAI\TlC BCTHI£ fl,Tf!SHES ETRCPUS 
MICROSTCMLS AND ClTt-ARICHTHYS A~CTIFRCNS 1~ TtE CtESAPEAKE UIGHT 
1\l'fS FIStER' ELLLETI~ 7113), 7~5-7t7 FI~FIS~ INCLSlRY, flATFISH, L~RVAE, LIRVAl GAC~TH STAGE, MGRPHCL(GYr 
C~lEClCGY 
1S13 LEOAFC lAFV~E Of CITH~RICI-l~YS ANt ElROPLS I~ ThE ChESAPEAKE BIGHT AB~TRAC1 I~ L.S. NIT 'AR FISt SEFV ~ICCLE tlLA~llC COASTAL FISH CENTER, 
lECt Flfl lt P. 67-t8 ~ESTRACTS, C!SlRIBlliL~, FISH PCPUlATIC~S, LtPVAEt MICCLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
1971 LEC~A.J<D SE 
LA~~AE Of THE FClFSPCl FLCli\CER, t!PPCGLOSSINA CBLONGA WISCES, BOl~IDAEit 
FRCM TtE CtES.FEAKE ElCtT 1 ~ESTERN ~GRTH ATlANTIC 
COFEIA 4, Eit-c€1 
FlATFISh, L~RVAl (~C-Tt STtGE 
1966 ~CI<EH'I H 
LARVAl AND .ADULT STAGE~ OF THE STRCMtTEOID FIS~ PSENES REGUlUS WITh 
CCM~E~TS CN 115 ClASSIFICftTIC~ 
ELll M~R SCI GULf (~AlE ll!2lr 210-2!6 
GRChTM, BREEDING, FISH, lARVftE, VERTICAL ~~G~ATIO~ 
196~ LU) FE, PCRTE~ lR JR 
LE~GlH-hEJGHl RElAliC~ CF THE Sl~MER FLOUN[ER PARALIChTHYS OE~TATUS 
LS FISH ~llCllFE SER~t SFEC SCI REF FISH (53llt 1-5 
BREEDING,. SEASONAL V.ARIAliCNSt FLATFISH, LENGTh, SEJLAl MATL~ITY hEIGhT 
lENGTI+-FREQlEIICY DISlliiHTinS ' ' 
1S5~ I'CHLGt Jl El AL 
LE~~TH• kEJGtT ~NC ~CE CO~PCS!T!O~ CF THE ~E~hACEN CATC~ I~ ~IRGINIA 
WATERS 
LHI\Cl A~D CCEAf\CG~ if (.l), 14~-16~ 
AGING (BIOLOGICAL), GllC~THo fiSH, LENGTH, viRGI~IA 
1972 E~ER~ CC, UCHUPI E 
liFE (IN) hESTERf\ ~ORTI:- AltA~TJC CCEA~t TCFCGRAFHY, 
~ATER, LIFE, A~C SECII'EI\15 
A~ER ASS FEJRCLEl~ HCL HEM (lih !C'<-332 
BENTHCS, FISH, f\llRCGE!I:o ~LlRIE~TS, CFGA~IC M'TTE~ ~EviE~s. ' 
1<:174 AELE ~ 
ROCl<S t STI<UCTUR Et 
fi-YTCPLA~KTOI\t 
LIFE ~ISTO~~. ECOLOGY A~O BEt~VIO~ CF ThONE~ LIPARIS (PISCES. 
C'CLCPTEiil[AEl FFG~ THE ~ESlER~ ~CFlt ATL.~TIC 
VI'S CIS5 (CGLL ~llllA~ A~£ ~·~~~ 
~~~~~leUTICN, ECCLCG~, LIFE HI51CRY STLDIES, SCALLCPS, ~IDllf ATLANTIC 
lg16 'LSIC~ J~, AElE K~ 
LIFE t!STCRY~ EC~LCeY, A~[ BEtAVlOA (F LIPARIS I~Qllll~LS (PISCES, 
C~ClCPTE~IDAf.) A-SCCI.ATEC ~ITt TtE SE~ SCtLLCF, PiACCPECTE~ ~AGELLAN!CUS 
~'F! FIS~EF~ €UllETI~ 14(2), 4(9-421 
ECCLCGY, FIS~, FISh fttAVlC~, LifE r.I~TUR~ STLCIES, 'CALLCPS ~!OGLE ATLA~liC BIGHt • ' 
~7 
lc:i1:3 ~1\(1\ 
lCCAl Cll~ATCLOGICAl CATA P~lLACELF~lA, PA ATLANTIC CITY, 1\J kllLMINGTCNt 
CEL eALTIMC~E MD, 1\CRFCLK, ~A CAPE HATTERAS, ~C 
US hEATHER BUPEAU, h~S~IIIGlCII CC 
CLIMATIC CATA, Cli~.ATClCGY, ~ETECROLOGICAL DATA, f'ETECRCLCGY 
1<J7S MAYEP (Jl 
LOI\G TERM CUI<RENl \ARIAEILITV AT A !l~GLE SITE II\ THE 'IDDLE ATLANTIC 
EIG~l 
TRA~S AMER GEOPHYSICAL UIIICII 5SI41 
CLRREI\TS (IIAlERI 
l<i12 l<OHUE'ER J 
~ARINE FU~GI CET£~ICRATII\G Chilli\ Of hYDRGZCA AND KERATIN-ll~E ANNELID 
TLEES 
~AF fl(l 12(4), 271-~84 
CYTOLOGICAL STuDIES, fl~GI, PCL~CHAElfS 
1973 MlllHH JO 
I<AR INE GEOLOG'W• CGAHAl liNt CFfSI<CH ENVHCNMENHIL INVENTORY CAPE HATTEf!AS 
TC NI!NlUCKET S~OALS 
MARINE PLE SERIES NO 3t LNIVERSITVCF RHOCE lSlANC, PRO~ICEIICE, RHOCE 
I SL!lNC, SlP 
SIHICGRIIPI-IES, GECLCGIC INVESliGATICNS, REVIEitS, SYIIOPTlC AI\ALYSIS 
1~72 l'llLI~,tN J[ 
MAPlNE GEOLO€Y, .IN COASTAL AND CFFS~O~E E~~I~CNMENTAL INVENTORY, CAPE 
HAllERAS TC IIANTLC~El SHCALS 
CC~PLEI'EIIT VCLUME, RI L~IV GPAC sc• CCEANOGR NOt, lCl-lC9l 
CCI\TlNEI\lAl SfELF, GEOLCGY, "AP111E GEOLOGY, CCEA~OGR~Ph~, SECif'ENT~TIOII~ 
SECIMENlS, ~TRLCllRE 
N~V MARYLAND ~ILDLIFE Ati'I~ISTRAll(~ 
M·~~LAIIC EIICAIIGEREC SPECIES LIST IAUlHCRITV TillE lOr SECTION 210CJ 
~ILDLIFE CO~SER.~llCN REGLLAliOtl Of.C3.01 (UI\PLELISHEC MIMEO) lP 
ENtAIIGERED SFECIE5 1 CC~!ER~IITICJI, ~ARYLANC, WILDLIFE, WILDLIFE 
CC~SERVJlTlCN 1 ~llCLIFE hABllAlS, ~ILCLIFE MANAGE,ENT 
1973 U~fTEC SlilTi5 
MEETING CN FISHERIES Cf ~ESTEF~ 1'1[-AlLANTIC, USA- USSR, JAI\UARY-FEBRUARY 
l9i3 
DEPT OF !TATE. kAS~, CC 
ACC lE 
FISHERIES, 11\TERNITICI\~L LAW, LNITEC STATE!, MIDDLE ATLA~TlC BIGHT 
2f 
1 <J74 'ICUIIG JS 
MEN~AtEN AIID PCkER PLA~lS - J GRC~l~E CC~CE~I\ 
~AI< FIH REV 36UC J, l<J-23 
fiSh, LARVAE, LARVAL GPC~TH STAGE, PC~ER PLA~TS 
1976 U.S. DEPARTM£1\T CF CC,MERCE, ~A~ITIME ACMII\ISlRATICII 
MERCHANT FLEETS CF THE kCPLC 
CCEA~GCII\G STEAM tNt ~CTO~ S~IPS CF 1000 GRCSS TONS ANC O~ER AS CF 
tECEMBER 31, 191~., hASHI~GlO~, D.C., P7-9 
MAFITI~E Df~ELCP'E~Tt ShiPPING, STATISTICS, CC~~E~CE 
1Si5 GI<EIG Rll El Al 
~EHLP~ COHENlRATIC/IS H FISH• 1\0rlh ATLANTIC OfFSHORE WATERS-1971 
PE~TIC JOE MCN 1101< 1~<: JCURI\IIL <H l), 15-20 
FISH, HEAl~ METALS, ~ER(LRY 
1S73 PIIIOCfo' h ET Al 
I<HCUR'W 11\ 1\0FTH HUMIC PlA~I<TCI\ 
JOURNAL CO~S 11\T E)PLCR ~ER, 3511Jo 1&-21 
fCllUTICtl, BlOLCC:'W, CH~ETCl:II~US, CCPEPCCS, HCUSTRIAL liASTES, MERCURY, 
MET tLS, PUIIKlCN 
1977 hARRIS ~. El tl 
"ElAL DIST~IBUTIC~S I~ SEDIMENT, flClA AIIO P~RTIC~lATE 'ATTER OF THE 
MIDCLE ~lLAIITIC BIGrT 
VIMS SRtMSCE 117, GLCUCE!TER PCI~T 1 \A 
BIOTA, COHINENTAL SHElF, HEAVY MEHLS, SHl"HTS, li<ACE ElEMEIITS 
1<;73 CCt~Ell RC El ill 
'lCRCBIAL CEG~AO~llCI\ Cf Cll fCLlUTJli\TS 
EDITOR, CG AhEARN. LSL CE~TER FCR WETLAI\0 RESCL~CES 1 EATOII RCUGE, LA. pp H.~- lSi 
ARSENICALS (FESTICIDESJ, BALTIMORE ~ARBOR, GIL POLLUTION, CHESAPEAKt BAY, 
I'ICRCB!ClC" 
l'iift CA.SSIE PIA 
MICROCISTR IELTIO~ liNt 01-!EP EFRCR CCI'PCIIEI'<TS Gf C-14 PRIMAR~ PRDllLCTIOI\ 
EST IIOH~ 
lii'IICL CCEAIICGR i 1.21, l2l-13C 
CARBCII ~ACICISGTCPES, F~OTCS~NlhESIS, PLANJS, FRIMAKY FHCOLCTIVITV 
19/7 G~AH GC 
MIDDLE AllA~TIC ~IGHT ZCCFLA~KTO~: SEASONAL EC~GC A~C ~EUSTC~ COLLECTIONS 
ALC~G A TRANSECT Cff S£UT~ER~ ~E~ JERSE~ 
VI~S SR~MSCE 173, GLOUCESTER PCI~l~ 'A 
CDNll~E~TAl SHELFt SL~\EYS, ZCCFLA~~TCN 
lSU EU.tHS Rl 
~ICDLE ATLti\Tlt FISHE~lES, RECENT (tA~GES 1~ POFULATICNS ANC CLTLOOK 
IN GRCSS, (M CEO), MICCLE ATLANTIC CONTINENTAL SHELF AND THE ~EW YORK 
SIGHT. A5LC SPECIAL !Y~PCSIA, \CLU~E 2, PF302-311 
FIH£1HE~. f'.!CDtE IITlHllC f:Hhl 
1912 HI\OJ!\ fC 
MCCELE MATHEMATICUE PGLR l'ElUCE Of LA CIRCULATICN DUE A lt fJAREE EN MER 
Cl f\CRC 
IIA~II\E SCHI\CES LIR£CTGilATf, CTTAWA., I'ANLSCRIPl REPORT SERIES 1\0 2\i, 1972 
51P 
CIRCUl~liC~, llOAl k~TE~S 
1S76 L.~. CEFART~EI\1 Cf CCf'~f~CE 
~CRTALITIE~ OF FISt'. AI\C Sh.fllFISH JSSCCli!lEO hill- AI\GXIC BOTltM IIATER IN 
ThE MIDCLE AllANllC ElGtl 
NATIO~AL ~A~I~E FIStEFIES SERVICE, SJ!I\DY ~CG~t N~J. 
FlS~, ~CRTtllTY, C)Y~EN RE,UIREMENlS, ~HELLFISh 
N*C U.S. CEFA~T~ENT Of CC,MERCE, ~C·A (PLEL YEARLY) 
NATICNAL OCEAN SURWEYt liCE TABLES HIGH A~D LC~ kATER P~ECICTICNS, EAST 
COAST CF NCRTH A~D 5CLTH AMERICJ! l~Cll;OlNG G~EE~lAND 
WASHINGTON, D.C., u.S. (C~T PRINTING CFFICE 
TIDES, TIME 
1914 CALDER D~ 
NE~AlOCVST~ Cf THE CCRC~ATE SCYP~O~ECUSA, li~UCHE UNGUICUL~T~, WIT~ A 
BRIEF PEEXI~I~ATICN OF SCYP~CZCA~ ~E~ATOCV!T ClA~SlfiCATIO~ 
CHESAPEAKE .SCI l513h l7C-l73 
AN.TCMY, 11\VERTEEPATES, SYSTE~ATJCS, SCYPHCZCA 
1Si3 llOCLf~ C El Al 
~ELRAL CCNl~CL Uf I'IGRATION CF PRLXI~AL SC~EE~l~G PIGMENT BY RETINULAR 
CELLS OF T~E S~I,MlNG CRAB CAlll~ECTES SAPICUS 
BICl etll !4511), 15~-17C 
CCASTAL E~VIRCNMENT, EE~ltCS, OPTICAl PRCPERliES, PIGMENTS, BLUE CRAB, 
~ISlOlCGICAl IN~E~TIGtTIC~S 
3( 
l'iH GR0~5 MG 
~E~ 'ORK EIGHT II, PAOELEMS CF RESEAFCH 
OCEAI\US l9t4h ll-H · 
PCllUTlCNt COAST~l FLAII\S, CCI\Tli\E~TAL SHELF, ENVI~O~MENTAL EFFECTS, 
GECLCGY, SEA WATEF, SECIMEI\TS, , SCLID WASlES 
1S75 hPZEl~CRlh Je, ET tl 
NEW 'YORK SIGH PI'CJECT. WATER CCLLfJ.f\ CRUISES 1\0. 9-12 Of THE 1\0AA Sr!P 
FEPREL, Jll~-NC~t 1S74 
1\CA' CR ERL f'ES~-3, ECULCER, CClC 
NORTHEAST t.S., ~UTRIEI\TS. Ph~S!CAL CCEAI\CGRtPtY, MIDDLE ATLAI\TIC EIGHT 
19i5 hA2El~C~lH JE, El AL 
NEW ~CRl< 8IC:HT FFCJtCT • ~~HR COLU~N SAMFL lNG CRUISES 1\C. 6-8 OF ThE NOAA 
SHIP FEPRHL, API< Il-JIJI\1:; 1914 
NCAA DR MESA-l, BCLLCER, CClC 
I'ICFll-EAST U.S., 1\l;TRIEIITS, PrYSJCAl OCEANOCRAPH, MIOCLE AlLANTIC BIGHT 
1S73 AI\U 
NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS - AREAS- ~IRGI~IJ!N SEA 
~A~ EE OETti~EC fRC~ MERR~S, \IR(l~IJ JNSTITLTE OF MARINE 5CIENCE, 
GlCUCESTEF FCINT VI~GI~IA 
NJ!\IGABLE ~AlERSt \lRGINIA 
l'i'l4 h!R5Ct- A 
NCAA'S ~Ew YCRK 81Ct-l 'ARI~E ECOSYSTEMS ANALYSIS PROJECT, tN 
lNTERCISCIFlli\AR' STLCI Cf TtE MARINE EN~I~CNMENT 
MAR TECH SOC J €(S), 2S-!4 
ECCLCGY, ECCSYSTEMS, E~'LLATIC~, GECLCGY, ~CDEL STUDIES, SLR~EYS, ~ASTE 
CISPCSAL, COASTAl 2C~E 
1971 HCY Ct, GHAFRETT JR 
NORTH AllA~l!C FIShE~IES 
IN, CUR CtA~(I~G fiSHEFIES, S. S~AFIFO IEDITORI, US CEPT Cf CCMMERCE, 
GO,ERI\MENT PRI~TING CFFICE, ~A!~I~GTCN, t.C. 
FISHERIES, CC~~ERCE 
1975 SCh~ElCE~ Ch 
NCRT~ CARCL1~A ~ARINE AlGAE, V. AC[JllCNS lG J~E FLO~A OF C~SlCh B~Y, 
I~CLUOING THE REASSIGI\MENl CF FAUCtEA PELTAT~ TAYLCR TC hEBERELLA SChMITZ 
Ell-Ill H F11YCCLCG ~ JCLI<I- tl IC • l~S-I.H 
AlCAE, NORTH CAROtl~A 
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l<.li6 FRn 1-:R 
t\ORTHEASlllil~O CRifT II\ ThE MRH.ERt- I'IC-IHLAI\TIC BIGHT DURING LATE SPRII\G 
ANC SLJ~I'H l SH 
JOLRNtl Of GECPh,SJCAl ~ESEPRCH E3((1), 503-504 
CIL SPILLS, Cll HllUTHN, CIJRREI\TS OiATERJ, CRIFTING (AQUAliCI, OCEAN 
CURRENTS, POLlUlAI\T IOE~TIFICATIOI\, PCLLUTAI\TS, SHIPS, ~INCS 
1 S6 5 CCNCitER RJ 
NOlES CN THE MCLTJ~G CYCLE, tEVELCfi'EI\T Of SEJUAL CHARACTERS AND SEX RATIO 
IN CALA~LS h~PERf~FELS 
CRUSTACEA~A 6(3), !Ot-!2C 
SEASONAL ~A~IAliCkS, CCFEFDCS, GCkAtSt L~RVAL GRCWTH STAGE, ZCCPLA~KTOh, 
lf(L 11 !It 
1'>51 HCKlS H 
NOTES CN hE~TERN NCRlH ATLANTIC SHAFKS 
CCfEIA {3), 246-24£ 
FISH, fiSH DIETS, fiSH FCGC GREANISMS, FISH TAXCNCMY, FISHERIES, FOODS, 
GEOGRAPHICAL REGIG~St ~HtR~S 
1917 U.S. OEFART~E~T OF ENERGY 
NUCLEAR f(~ER AE~CTCRS I~ T~E UNITE£ STATES 
U.S. ERCA lfC~. I~FC. CE~TER, CA~ F!CG~, TENI\ESSEE 2P 
ENERGV 1 NlClEAR PC~ER PlA~lS, PC~ER PLANTS, SURVEYS 
1S76 PC~LES Hf SlENCER E~ 
CBSE~'AliC~S C~ CC~FC!ITICN SE,SON,LllY A~D DISTRIBUTICN Of 
ICHTHYCPUM<TCII FRCI'I MllRMAP CRIJISES II\ THE SCI.TH ATlAI\TlC BIGH IN 1973 
S C ~AR RE!GLR CEhl TECh REP llt 2-~1 
ABUNDANCE, A~UATIC ECOSYSTEMS, CLI~•TIC DATA, CO~TINENTAL SHELF, 
CISTRIBUTICN, MElECRCLCGV 
19t0 EC~•FtS ~L, llV!~GSlCN R 
CBSER~AliCNS CN ThE BE~AVIOR Cf lhf I'CRPCISE CELFHNUS CELPHIS 
SCIHCE 132(3418), 35-:t 
EHAV lOR, MARINE ,.AI'f'!AU, FHCHG 
lSlE BUC~ANAh CC 
CCCLFRE~CE CF MATUFE RECFISH, SEEASTES MARI~US, IN SPORT FISHERY OF THE 
~E\11 YCPK E I GI-l 
LS CEP1 ~O~MER, FISH Blll 7112), 591-598 
FISt, tEKTC~, SPCFT FISt, SPCRT FISHING 
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1S1t lAifO CE ET Al 
OCCURRENCE OF L fALATHEIO CRUSlACE~~S MUNIDA-FORCEPS A~C 
MUNICOPSfS-BERfiLCEll H THE CHESAFE.C~E BIGtl Cf H.E WESTERN NORTH ATLAf'<TIC 
CCEA~ 
lS NATl ~A~ FISH SER\ fiSH Blll 1412lt 462-463 
AI\IfiAL GRCLFli\GS, ECCLCGY, FISt, CCEANCGRAP~Y 
1917 EEARC~LEY RC 
OCfj\N liDES AND HATHER-II\CUCEC BOlHM P~ESSLRE fLUCTUtllG~S 11\ THE MIOOLE 
ATLANTIC 61 GH 1 
JCUFI\~l OF (ECPH,SICAL fESEARCH E212llt !11!-~1€2 
ATLANTIC CCE~~. P~ESSL~E ~EtSURING 11\STRUME~TS, TIDAL ENERGY, WEATHER 
H6i C~ASE J 
CCEAI\C~RAftiC CESEP~ATICNS ALChG THE EAST CCAST OF THE UNITEC STATES 
US COAST GU~Pt OCEPNCCFAP~IC REPORT 3t. ~-SH, DC 
ATLANTIC CCE,Nt CAlA CCLLECTIOI\S, SALl~llY, ~ATE~ TE~PEAATURE 
191!3 HAYES R~. 
CCEANCGFIAPHIC CBHI<VATICI\S, NO~A SCOTIA TO CAPE hATTERAS, ~CRlh CARCllNA, 
OCTCBER - 1\CVE,eER l~6S. ANt MAY - JLNE lS1( 
USCG GCEA~OGR U~Ilt CCEt~CGF REF ~C CG 313-66 
CATA, CCEA~C(R,FtY 
19iC WtiTCCI'E Ill 
OCEANCGRAFHl Cf THE MID-ATLANTIC fiGHT IN SUPPC~T Cf ICNAF ll~TERNITIONAL 
CO~MISSILN FLR ltE ~CRTH~EST ATlANllC f!SHEPI£S) 
COAST GltRC, OCEA~C,~AFHIC UNIT, ~·sH~ CC 
CtLORCFHYLL, DENSIT~. CISSCL~Et CX~GE~t PH~SIC~L CCEA~OGRAP~Y, SALINITY, 
MtlER lE~PEFtTlRE 
N*D ~.S. CEfAFl~E~T Cf I~TERIOR, fiSH AhC kllDLIFE SERVICE, GFfiCE Of 
E~CAI\GEPEC SPECIES 
OFFICE CF E~CANGEPEL SFECIE5 LIST (f CCNl~·CTS 
IIASHIMlCh C.C. LI\FUEllSI-EC l'li'H, l7P 
ENCANGEREC SPECIE~, ~ABITATS, SLRVE'S 
1973 ¥Clll~GER Jf, MEN~EllA ~A 
Oil SPILLS, ~E.SlRE~£~1 CF T•EIR CISTPlBLTIC~S AND VGLU,ES eY 
'ULTIFRE,UENCY ~ICPC~~~E ~~CIC~ETRY 
SCIENCE 181, 54-~5 
Oil SPILLS, Cll FClLLliC~, CHE~ISTFY, ~EASURE~ENT 
1St€ SCLlH~A~O EC 
CN A NEW GENLS GF PC(C~CFtCRE FRC~ THE WESTER~ ATLANTIC OCE~N, wiTH 
DESCRI~TIG~S OF lk( NE~ ~PECIE~ 
Blll ~AR SCI 1Sil)o 18<-lSO 
BEl\THS, H~ SPECIES, HBRYCl\IC GfiCI\TH STAGE, SPECIFIC GRJI\/IlY, COASTAL 
ZCIIE 
l'l71 BCESU Cf CN THE CCCUR~El\CE Cf Pll\l\IXA LUNZI (LASSEll (tECAPOOA, PINNCltEAIDAEl OFF 
VHGINIA, USA 
CRlSlACE~NA 2C{2}, 21S-22C 1\l~S C(~TRIB 366J CCNTI~ENJAl SHELF, CRABS, CRUSTACEANS• OISTRIBUTIC~ PATTERNS, EASTERN 
BA~,MCo ~IRGINIA 
191~ MCLAI~ P1 SCHlEERl T 
OSPREY EGG TRANSPLA~l F~CG~·~ A SUCCESS 
NEW JERSEY ClTDCCP5 ! 
BIROS, EGG~, (~FRElS 
1911 SkEPARO FP, ~A~LESS ~R 
CL~ CH~~CI~G CC~Sllil\ES 
MCGR,oll• Hlllt NY 
ShCRE lll\E ChA~GE, CCA5l~L STRUCllF~S, CCASJAL ZC~E 
1973 PAMATAT ET ~l 
OXIOATIC~ (f OFGAhiC MtllER IN SEOI~ENTS 
ECCL RESEA~ CH SER\IC£. EPt-6H 
3-13 
CO~ lS EPA lC~P 
CHE~ISTA,, CJSSClVEC C),GE~t SECIMENTS 
l~t1 lHCMFSC~ J( JR FA~AURCl\E~t VIRGI~I~~UM N.C., ~. SF., A ~ARil\E H'MENCSlO~E CILIATE 
JOURNAL CF PHTCZCCLGGY 14(-'llt 731-131\ I~I~S CCI\H 2541 
PRC1CZCA, STPlCTURtl A~AL,SlSt SYSlEMtTICS, WtCtAFREAGUE,VA 
1<;1~ H~HR PE 
PART 3, Ml(RATCRY PATTERI\5 Cf SCME 1\E~ JERSEY SlRIPED BISSt MCRGNE 
S~)~l IllS (11\l ECCLCGICAL CCl\Sl[E~tTIOI\S fCR CCEAN SITES OFF NEk JERSEY FOR PKOPOSED 
1\LCLEA~ (EllER AT 11\( SHT IC~S 2, 1-2~ 
ERfECING, SE,SONtl vARIATICI\S, FISH, FISH ~IGFATICNt SEtSCI\AL 
[l~TRifLllCN, STFIFEC EAS~, TACGII\C 
34 
l<;U; liARnHN II 
PARTIAl CCRPflATlCN MCCEL FCR ~ATERS OFF ThE SCUTHERN fCAllO~ CF ltE 
MIDDLE ATL~~TIC EIGHT, {St 
TE~lH CC~F C~ cc•sr•L E~EINEEFJN(. TCKYC, JAPAN lVI'S CC~TA 205) 
CIRCULATIC~, CCNTI~E~Ttl ShElf, CLARE~TS 11\ATERI, MATHE,ATICAl MOLElSt 
REGRES!ICN A~AlY!IS 
lSil KENCALl A~ ~R 
PATTERNS GF lARV'L FIS~ OIST~IBlTIC~S IN T~E ~IDCLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
IN; PAOCEEDl~GS Cf CCNFERENCE, EFFECTS Of ENERGW-RELATED ACTIVITIES CN THE 
ATLANTIC CO~TJhENTAL StiLf. H~CCMH.VEN NAT LAE, ~CV, 1975 
FISH BEHAVIOR, LlFE tiSTCRW STUCIES, MARI~E FIS~, RESOLRCE OEVELCPMENT 
1972 RISESPCUGt Fk ET tl 
PCB RESitlES IN ~lLANllC ZCCPlA~KlC~ 
BUllETIN OF ENVHCl\ME~TAl COHt-HtliCN e TCXICCLCGY 8(6), 31\5-355 
CHlORI~AlEC HYOACCtREG~ FESTICIGES, FESTICJDES, ZOOPLANKTON 
1917 U.S. CEPART~E~T Cf INTEPI(A, fiSt A~O kiLCLJFE SER~ICE 
PENCI~G RULEMt¥l~E! 
ENOANGEAEC 5PECIE~ TECh~ICAL ELlLElll\ 214), 6 
ENCANGEREC SPECIES, ~ABITATS, LEGAL ASPECTS, PLANTS 
lS71 ~CLAI~ fD, f~IE~ J 
PERFCR~A~CE PEFOFT RESf~PCh •Nt MANA,EMENl CF E~OA~GEAED BIRDS IN ~Ek 
JERSEY ICSfREY5) JCB II-t-1 ~AF 1,1<;16-SEFT 30 0 1976. 
Nh JERSEY [IV f ISE,GA I' E ,JII\C SHLLF ISHR IES lR EN TON NEk JE!l. SE y 17 
RESEARCf, E~OANGERE[ SFECIES, flROS, MANAGEMENT, OSPREYS 
1912 US CCAST GU~FC 
PHILADELPHIA COA~TAl ~EEICl\ MULTl-~GE~CY GIL -1\C ttZARCOUS MtTERIAlS 
FCLlUliCl\ (C~lii\CEI\CV fl'l\ 
5Th COAST GL~RC CIST, PCRl~~OllH, \t 
COST ft.\~[ I<HLlHIC~S, fEDEI<tl FHJECT POLICrt GIL, PLANNIN<:, kATER 
FClLUTICtl, CC~SHL ZC~E, CHAkAIH 8~Y 
1516 €EAFCSLEY RC ET Al 
PH,SICAL CCEANCGFAFHt CF T~E MIDCLE AllA~liC eiGrT 
A~ SCC ll~~CL CCEANCGP 2, 20-34 (SfEC SY~P) 
ClRCUlATIC~. COASTAl flAII\S, SALINI1l 1 TIDES, ~ElOCITY 
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1S77 MJRSHtll 1-G P~'TCPLA~KlO~ DISTFIEUliC~ ALG~G ltE EASTEP~ CCAST Of THE U~lTED STATES, 
PART lit SEISC~Al ASSE~ELAGES ~GRTI- Cf CAPE 1-ATlERAS, NORTH CAROLINA 
SEASO~AL VARllliC~!, CISTRIBLTIO~, CISTRIBLTIO~ PATTER~S, FHYTCPLA~KTQN, 
SEASON~l Ol~l~lBLll(~ 
1S7f ~ARSHAll HG 
fHYTCPLANKTCN CISlRIB~liO~ ALONG THE EASTERN CCAST OF THE L.S.A. 1. 
PHYTCPLA~KTGN COMPOS11JCN 
MAFI~E Bl(l(~) 3E,S1-fS 
DISTRlfUTICN, CISTFlELTICN PATTERNS~ PHYTCPLA~KlON 
19t6 HPES Jlo 
PilAR MCNhl~NAt ~E~ HO!l FCR PALACCB£ELLA 'RCSSA 
NAUTILI S l5(4J, 130-133 
EENTHCS, •CSTSr MCLLLSKS~ NEMERTEA~s· 
lS65 C !FElLI I< 
PLANKTCNIC FORAMINIFERA FROM ThE ~ESTERN NCRlH ATLANTIC 
SMITf.SCN INSl PIS COLLECT 148(4Jr 1-36 
DCMIUNT CliGtNIS .. S, HCHAHICtL REGICNS, SALINIT\', SEASONAl CISTRIBUTILN, 
, ZOCPlAMlCI' 
1917 u.s. DEPARTMENT OF INlERICRr FlSH Al\0 hlLCLIFE SE~VICE 
PLANT REGUL~TICN~ ISSUEC, CLEARIN~ WtY FCR LISTI~GS 
ENCI!NGEREC SPECIES TEC~~ICAL ELLLElll\ 2(1Jo 1-! 
ENDANGE~EO SPECIES, ~ABiltTS~ PLI!I\lS 
197! RGlHSTEII\ SI 
FL,STIC PARTICLE PCLLLTICI\ Of THE ATLANTIC CCEAI\, EVICEI\CE FROM A SEABIRD 
CCNtO~ 75131 1 344-345 
PCLLLTICN, EIROS, PARTICLE ~IZE 
1915 U.S. CEPART~ENl CF CC~MERCE 
PLCT5 CF USA fiSHING VES!EL ACll~lTY. NEh ENGLANC FISHERY lNTERVIE~S 
19E5-l"iH 
NATIONAL ~ARINE FISHERIES SERVICE, ~C~THEAST FIS~E~IES CENTER 
fiSHERIES, STATISTICS 
19E8 SCUT~~I!RC EC, lPATTEGARC T 
PCGCNCPHOR' OF THE ~C~THkEST AlLA~llC, NC~fH CARCLII\A ~EGICN 
ELLL MAR SCI 18(4Jt S36-S7~ 
fRClCPHYTA, CIST~IEUTIC~, GECG~I!PHICAL REGICNS, lEMPERATURE 
1977 P~~C IRCII RJ 
POLYNLCLEAR A~O~ATiC H)CRCCAkEC~S I~ ~ARI~E TISSLES 
E~v~C! A~O 1EC~ 1111(1, ~~S-~92 
ARCMATIC CCMPOUNCS, IIRTHRCPCCS, ATLANTiC GCfA~, BIOASSAY, FISH, MCLLUS~S 
1974 MCC~E ~f ET AL 
POlENTIAl BICLCGIC~L EfFECTS Cf •YfGTHETIC'L CIL DISCHARGES I~ THE 
ATL,~TIC CCAST AND CLLF Cf AlASKA 
M~SSAChU!ElTS l~ST TELH~(L, SEA GRAN1 PRCJECl CFFICE, (APBFICGE 
AQUATIC E~~IRCNPE~T, AGLATIC hABITATS, BICLCGICAL COMMUNITIES, BlOLOCICAL 
FRCPERTIES, OIL I~CLST~Y, CIL WASTES, PClllTANl ICENTIFICAllCN, TO)ICITY, 
WATER POllUT WN SCURCE~ 
1966 hARRISCN W El AL 
PREOICTC~ E'UATICN fCF SURftCE ANC EGTTCM DRIFT OF CO~TINENTAL SHELF 
W~TERS EET~EEN CAPE hE~LOPEN A~O CAPE HATTE~AS, u.s.A. 
aiD IllTERNATl OCEAI\CGRtPHIC CCI\GRE5~. ABSHAC1S !IIIMS CCNTI< .2C!il 
CIRCUlATICI\, COI\TI~E~T·l SHELf, CURRENTS (~ATERJ, REGRESSION ANALYSIS, 
Sl.ifSUHi!Cf hi!HRS, SLRHCE wATERS 
1913 CRYFCCS ET ll 
PREli~II\~R~ AI\AlVSES CF ATLAI\TIC ~EI\hi!DEI\ 1 ERf\OGRTIA TYRAI\NUS 1 
~ICRI!TICN!, FCFLL~TICI\ STRUCTURE, SURVIVAL ANC E)PLOITATION RATES AND 
I!VI!ILAEILJT\' INDICATED PR(M TAG RETLR~S 
FI~h 8lllE1II\ 71(3} 1 71S-34 
FISH MANAGEMENT, FISH FCFULATICI\S, FIShERIES, 'ORlAl!T), SEDI~ENTS 
1974 ~~~ARC JF 1 ET ~l 
PREllMI~AF' REPORT Cl\ T~E GECLCG\' ALCNG THE tTLA~TIC CCNTI~E~TAL MI!RGI~ CF 
~CRl~EA~TER~ LNITEC ST~TE~ -
At-'.ERIC.III\ AS~ CF FEHCLELM HClHISl ELLlETIII 5S ll69-ll7S 
COI\TINENTAl 'A~GI~, tECLCGY 
1962 Sft~CEFS ET tl 
PRELIMINAR~ ~EFC~T (~ THE EECLCGY (f SCUT~fASTERN VIRGI~lA A~C ADJACENT 
COAST AI\D CC~TINEI\l'l StELFr ~ITH FE~ARKS CN SEDIMENT SAMPLING lECHNI,UE 
LSI~G \IBRCCRllli~G ~EltCO~ 
YALE LNI~ tEPl GECL 
COIITINE~T·L S•Elf~ tRILLING, (ECLCGY, SAMPLI~G, !EO!~E~TS, ~IRG!~IA, 
COASTAL ZCI\E 
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1916 u.s. CEfART~E~l Cf CO~~ERCE. ~C~A 
I'ROCEEOII';"S CF TH 1-'ARINE ~.II\E~HS h(Rl<ShGfl ~JIRCH 23-25, 1'376 
SILVER SPRI~G. 1-'£., P2~-33 
~IhERALS, MINERAL l~CLSlRV, RE~CLRCE CEVELOFMEhT 
1~73 BELL ft KINC~hiTA ~K 
FRCOLCliVIT' GJII~S I~ LS FlS~EPlES 
FIShERY ELLLETI~ 11{41, ~11-S~C 
FUHERIES 
1918 OELAk~RE l~I-ERSil~ 
PPCPCSEC AlLA~ll( OFFS~O~E P~GGRA"' A PRELIPI~~~y PLAN TO OBTAIN VITAL 
INFGRMATIGN fOR ThE NAllCN TC FRClECT ANC LSE ITS CFFS~CRE PESOURCES 
IEaECUll~E SU~~AF~j 
CGLLEGt CF ~ARI~E ~TLDIE~. NE~~R~ 
ATLANTIC CCEA~, CCNTINE~TAL StfLft MANAGEMENT, NATURAL AESCU~CESt 
PCLLUTANT ICE~TIFICATIC~, RE~EARC~ ~~0 OEVELCP~E~T, RESOURCE OEVELCPMENT, 
SECIMENT 1RJINSPCR1, SPCIL DISfCSAl 
1976 U.S. CEPARTME~l CF CCMMEPCE, NATIONAL MAPII';E FlS"ERIES SERVICE 
PRCPCSEC LlSTl~C Cf THE GREE~ SEA TU~TLE ((hElC~JA M~DASlt LOGGERhEAD SEA 
TUPTlE •••• 
CRAFT EN\I~O~MENl~l IMfACT SlATE~E~T, hAShlNGlCN, C.C., 96F 
SlR~EY~, 
1966 lHC~FSC~ JC J~ 
PSEUCCCOH~ILEMBUS ~AR!~US ~. SF., t H~~E~OSTCME CILIATE FRC~ THE VIRGI~IA 
CCA!l 
JCURt;~L CF HCTCZCGLCGY 13(3), 4t3-4t5 (VII',$ CCNTR 2121 
~ORPHOLOG~, PRCTOZOAt SlRLClURAl Af>;ALYSISt I<ACHAPREAGUE,~A 
1S78 U~IlEO STAlES FISH A~C ~ILCLIFE SERviCE 
PUELICtTIC~! Of THE EICLCGICtl SERVICES PRCGR~M 
BICLCGICAL SE!l\ICES PRCGRA~ 1~7E SHT 
BICGRAPtlES, COALS, l~~D USEe ~AlU~Al RESOLRCES, PCkER PLANTS, STREAM 
IMPROVE~E~l. ~ATE~ ~ESCLRCES 1 CCASl~l ZC~E. 
l'it3 FRC\E~lA~O ~J 
fYlCFAGURU5 C ISCCICtl IS lA MILNE-ECI-<AROS, lSECl IOECftPCOA, A~O~URA) FOUNC 
CFF NCFT~ CAROLINA (U5Al A NC~lHERN RECCRC fCF THE GE~LS 
CRLSJACEA~t 5(3), 23S-24C 
CRLSTACEA~S, GEOCRAPriCAL RECIC~S. RA~GES 
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1918 IJE~Rlll El Al 
RANGE E)JENSICN CF ~CLLLS~S FRO' THE .IOCLE ATLA~TIC 8IGhT 
~AllllU~ 9~111, 34-4C 
NEW RECORDS, FOG, 11\VEfllEeRATESt ~CtlLSKS 
1972 HEINTZELMAN OE (ECITOR) 
R~RE A~C E~CANGE~Et fl~h AND ~ILCLIFE CF NE~ JERSEY 
SCIE~CE NCTE~ NC 4 
NEW JERSEY STATE ~USEUMt TRENTON, ~E~ JERSEY 
ENDANGERED !PEC1ES, FI~h, ~ILCLIFE 
}';75 PHlllfS CE 
RAFE ANC E~CA~EEREC kiLCFLC~ERS IN DELAWARE 
UNFLBL IHH 
ENCA~GEREO SPECIES, FLC~A, CELA~ARE, ~NGICSPERMS 
1S14 THE RE!EAfiCh INSillLlE (f T~E GULf CF ~AJNE 
RARE, ENt,~GEREO, ANC l~RE~TENEO SFECJES. CHAPTER l6.Ct 137 P~ 
IN A SGCIC-ECCNCMIC A~C E~VlRCN~E~lAL ~~~ENTCRY OF THE ~CPT~ ATLANTIC 
REGlC~, VCL I, ECC~ 4, EL~, ~JIR ~~~ 
ENCANGEREt SPECIES 
191~ ANCERSC~ EC 
REASSESSMENT Cf MAC~EREL IN J.C.N.~.f. SUSAREAS 3, 4, AND 5 AND 
STATISTICAL A~EA 6 
I.C.N.A.F. RES DCC. 75-1C3t SER. ~c. 2916. 3€FP. 
FISH M~~AGEME~T, FIS~E~IES, fl5~I~G GEA~ 
1944 ATLt~liC !TATES ~·Rl~E FISHERIES CCM~ISSIC~ 
RECE~T ACVt~CES IN ~tRJNE FISHERY ReSEARCH ALC~G THE ~TlA~llC CCASl 
REP BICL SEC SCI CCM~ 10 All SlATE~ ~AR FISH CC~~ 34F 
C~ESAPEAKE EAY, Fl!HE~IESt RESEARCh A~C CE~ElCFMENT 
!SIC CEIIHR J~ 
~ECENT TRENCS IN SfA SLRFtCt TE~PEPAlURE I~ ~IC ATLA~TIC BlGrT 
A~ERICA~ GECPHYSICAl LNION 1S76 SPRING AN~LAl MEETING A7t227S 
SLRFACE ~ATE~S, TE~PERtlLRE 
1~1~ FC~lEF 1-~ 
RECCkCS CF FIS~ES FCA l~E ~ICCLE AlltNTIC SlATES AND VIRGI~lA 
ACAL. ~~1. SCI. PI-lLA. PRCC. VCl t4 F~Rflt 34-5~ 
CHESAPEAKE EAV, FIS~t GECGR~FhiCAL FELIO~S, ~IFGINIA 
3S 
!Sit SChlEE J El Al 
REGIONAL GECLCGICAL FRAJHIILRI< CFF 1\CFTHEASTERI\ LiNITH STATES 
A~ERICAN ASSOCIAliON Of PETRCLEl~ GECLCGISTS 8LiLLETIN 6C, S26-95l 
GEOLO~'• GEC~CRFHCLCGY 
1S11 ~ILSCN Oft PtR~lSH K~ 
Rt~ATJN( IN ~ Pl~~KTCNlC ~ARINE CAlANOID CCPEPCD 
MAR BIOl ~131, 2C2-2C4 
CCFEFCCS, fERlllllATICN, ZCCPL~~KTC~ 
1S7E RHODES ~J, VA~ E~GEL kJ 
REFORT OF ThE NATICNAL BLUE CRAB INCUSTRV kCRKSHOP SEPT 10-11, 1S77 
ChARLESTCN, SOLlH CA~CLI~A l~I~S !FAf'SCE 185) 
FISHERiES, f',ANAHMENT, MICCLE AllAIITIC BIGI'l, ELUE CRAB 
1976 U.S. DEFARTf'ENT Cf'CCf'MERCE, ~CAA 
REPCRT TO l~E CCNGRESS Oil CCEAII CU~PING ~ESEARCH, JAIILARY THRCUGH 
tECEMBER, 1S15 
WASHIII~lCN, C.C., !9P 
CCEAIIS, WASTE CISPO~Alt IIASlE ClMPS 
1S71 LAIRC Blt l'NCH ~p 
RESEARCH C~ CHESllfE.KE e•v ANC (ONTJ~~OUS kATERS OF THE ChESAPEAKE BIGHT 
Cf THE VIRGINIAN SEA (1S7t EClliOIIJ 
~I~S S~R 81, GlGLCESTE~ FCINl, ~ll 
CHESAPEllKE BAY, CRlSlllCEAIIS, CtTA PRCCESSI~G. GECLCGlC INVESTIGAT!O~St 
HYCRllULIC f~OPER11ES, MANAGEMENT, CCEANOGRAPHYt PAIHCLCGY, REMCTE SENSING, 
SCIENllfiC FERSCNNEl 
1S73 H~RGIS loJ 
RESEARCH C~ CHEStFEAKE E~Y t~£ CONTIGuOUS WATERS CF T~E CHESAPEAKE BIGHT 
CF THE VIR~l~I~N SEA 
VI~S S5R II( E~, GLCLCE51£R PCI~lt \A 
C~ESAFEAKE EAY, CRUST~CEANS, CATA FRCCESSING, CISTRIB~TION PATTERNS, 
GEOLOGIC lfiVEST1GJITICNS, H.'rt~AULIC PROPERTIES, MANAGEMENT t CCEANCG!lAPHV, 
PATHOLOGY, ~E~OlE 5E~SI~G 
1~73 LAIRD EL, LY~CH ~P 
FESEARCH CN ChES~FEAKE EAY ANt ((NllGUOUS kATERS Of THE CHESAPEAKE BIGhT 
CF ThE VIRGINIAN ~EA (1~73-74 ECillCNJ 
~I~S S!R tS, GlOLCE5TEF FCINT, \A 
ChESAPEAI<E EAY, CRLSlACEAN$, DATA fRCCESSING, GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, 
HYCRAULIC PRGPER11ES, ~A~AGE~E~Tt CCEllNOGRAP~'rt PAlHCLCGV, RE~GTE SEf\;SING, 
SCIENTifiC fE~SCN~El 
4C 
lSi< L~I~C Bl, L~N(H ~f 
RE~EARCH GN ChEStPEAKE BA' A~D CCNTIG~OUS hATERS LF THE CHESAPEAK~ Bl~HT 
CF THE VIRGINIAN SEA (1~1~ ECITICNl 
~I~S SSR 6f, ELCLCESlER fDINlt VIRGINIA 
CHESAPEAKE f,Y, C~LSTACEANS, CATA fRCCESSING, GECLCGIC l~VESliGATICNS, 
HYDRAULIC P~OPERTIES, ~ANAGE~ENT, CCEANOGRAFHY, PATHCLCGV, RE~GTE SENSING; 
SCIE~liFJC fERSC~NEL 
1S7~ SlliFl OJF 
RfSPCNSE OF THE SHELF flCCR TC GEOSTRCPHIC SlCkl' CURRENTS, ,.ICOLE ATLANTIC 
BIGHl CF 1\CRlH A~E~ICA 
PRUCEECI~~S lX CCNGRESS INTERNATIC~Al DE SEDIMENTOLOGIE, NICE. THEME 6, 
P F 193-.(0( 
CURRENTS (kAlfR), P~,SICAL OCEANCGRAFtY, STC~MS 
l'.iH .llNCEFSCN ~T 
REVERSEC SU~MER FLCUNCE~ PAR~LICHT~Y5-0ENTATLS FROM THE MICOLE ATL~NTIC 
BIGHT 
B~ll ~S llOC SCI 23Hh 39-41 
ANATCMY, DE~ELCPMENT, ~ERlEBRATES, ECCLCGY, FISH, FISh TAXGNOMYt flATFISh, 
~H'wE CELlS 
1 S6! 8AR~.ES liC 
SEA-SU~FACf TEMPERATURE MEASURE~ENTS (f ATLANTIC-SHELF ~ATERS BY AN 
AIRBORNE THERMC~ElER 
VlMS MAf\;USCfliPT 
HYDRHOGIC CATA, ISCTHI<~S, ~ADIATIC~, REMCTE SENSING, SUBSLRFACE WATERS, 
THER~C~ElEflS, ~IRCINillr ~AlER TEMPERtTURE 
1S17 ~LlECKI EP, El ~l 
SEtSCatl AN£ METECRCLCGICAL ANC HYCRCGRAPHIC CCNDITICNS IN T~E NCRTHERN 
HALF CF THE MitDLE All~NTIC BlG~l 1 1S75-1976 
tvi~S SRA~SCE 17~1 
C~tRTS, CE~SITY 1 hATER ANAL~SIS. ~AlfR QLALIT~ 
lS72 CAlliS J 
SEASCNAl A\AILASILIT' ~NC Cl51FIEU1ICN Of SENT.IC fiSHES CF ChESAPEAKE 
E IGH 
11II'S ~~1\LSCRIPl 
BENTHIC FAL~A, CISTRIELTIC~, fiNFISh 11\0USTRY, FISh POFLLATICNS, 
FISHERIES, SEASCf\;tl CI!TRIBLliCN, ~ICCLE AT1-~11C BIGHT 
41 
1971 ~USIC~ JA, ~E~CER lP 
SEASCNAl. CISlRlBL TIO (f BLACK SH ftSS, CEfiTflCFRISTES STRJAT/1 1 IN THE 
MIC-ATLANTIC EIG~T WITt CC~MENTS 0~ TtE ECCLOG~ AND FISHERIES OF THE 
SPECIES 
TRAilS AP FISh !CC lCt(1J, 12-25 
SEASO~Al VARIATIC~S, ECCLCGY, FlS~ERIES, GEOGRAP~ICAL REGIC~S, 1 SEA 
BA~SES, MIDDlE ATlA~liC BIGHT 
1 <Jit A~CN 
SHIHH CUHCL 
MAR~lAfiO CCDE, AN~CTATEC SECTIC~S t-llCl, 8-1105.111974) AS ~MENDEC 
tSLPF-1~761 
ATLANTIC CCASlAl PLA 11\t BEAChES, CCIISTAL ENGIIIEER lNG, EROSH11\t 
LE(ISLATICNr NATURAL ~ESDURCES, SECI~ENT CC~TRGLt ~ATEPSHEC ~ANAGE~ENT 
1974 SMIT~ Kl ET AL 
SECII"EIIT OXYGEN J:Et-IAI\C IN AN OUlWELLil\G AND UfWELLitiG A~EA 
TElH~S 6Cl-2J, 223-23C 
PCLllTICt>, EEr\THS, CAIU3CN, CUrRENTS !WATER), NlilRIENTS, OXYGEN, SEOIMEfi<TS 
1974 S~IT~ Kl ET ~l 
SECIMfNT C>YGE~ CEMA~C I~ Af\ CLT~Elli~G ANt lP~ELLlNGA~E' 
hCCCS HCLE CCEA~C(R I~ST, CCLLECT ~EPR VCL 1974 1 7F (ft000S hOLE CONTRIB 
1\( 3143) 
CG~Tl~E~TAL SHELF, C~RRENlS I~ATERJ, GEGC~E~JST~), GEOLOGY, CX~GEN DEMAND, 
SEOI~E~TS, 5T~TISTICtl ~ET~CCS 
1~7c SAltA SB ET ~l lEC~J 
SECII'EHAT ICI\ ANI: FCCC RESOLRCES, Afi<IMAL-SEOift.EI\T RELATIONSHI FS 
MARII\E SEDIMENT lRANSPCRl ~NC EN~lFG~~ENTAL ~A~AGE~E~T, WILEY AND SONS, 
NEM VCR~, 1\Y, F4i9-4S2 
Cll SFILLS, CCM~.UNJTY, PCLLUTl(f\, llEI\THO~. CRECGING, ECOLOGY, 
11\VE~fEBRATES, ~AltEMATICAl MCCELS, SfDlMEI\TATICI\ RATES, kASJE DISPOSAl 
1~72 MILLIMAI\ JC ET Al 
SECI~E~TS CF THE CC~TII\E~lJL ~t~GIN GFF THE EASTERN UNITEU STATES 
GECLCfiCAL SCCIETY OF t~ERICA fllLElJ~ 83, 131~-1334 
CO~TII\ENlAl 'A~GII\ 0 5ECI~E~l! 
1911 CCLRTN'' ~R JR · 
~E)UAL CI~CFP~ISM CF TH~ ~(U~C P~OCLCI~G MECtA~ISM 0 
f THE STRIPEC CUSK-EEl, Rl~SCLA I'ARONATA lPISCES, GFHlDl!CAEit CCPEIA 
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ANNUAl ~EFC~T TC ERC~ EY ~TlAN ESTUARIES AND FIS~ERIES CENTER 
BIOMASS, CElRllU!, EELS 
191( IH<CDE! RG 
!EASGNAl CtCLFRENCE (f MARINE tLGAE CN A~ CYSTER REEF IN BURTON'S eAY, 
\IIFG 11\ IJl 
CHESAPEAKE !CIEIICE 11, El~t3 
AlGtE, SEASCNAL VARJATICNS, REEFS, VIRGINIA 
1~16 'ERFl~EF J\, ET Al 
SEJlSONAlllY, Afl~CANCE, A~D DlVER!llY Of FISHES IN THE PIA~KATAUK ~1\/ER, 
\IRGltdA IH7C-l'.i1l) 
CI-ESAPEJlKE SCIENCE 1714) as- 245 
AELNCANCE, OIVERSllYt Cl!TFIElliCN, fiSH, SEASCNAL DISTRIBUllCN 
lSU HLLE~ J, PHJ<S .jf' 
SECI~E~T ANC tEAV' METALS CISTRlBUTIC~ IN A COASTAL LAGOON CCMPLEX, STCNE 
.ARBCR, NEk JERSEi 
GECLCGICAL SCCIET' OF t~ERICA ELLLETI~, AEST~~CT WIT• PROGRAMS, NE 
SECTIC~, P2CS-2CS 
DISTRIBUTION, HEAV' I'ETALS, LAG~CfiS, METALS, SEDIMENT CISTRIELTIG~, 
COA 5HL HI\E 
1~13 ~CRTCN RA, DCNALCSCN AC 
SEDIME~T CISTRIELTICN A~D EVOllTICN GF TICALDELTA$ ALO~G A TIDE DOMINATED 
SHCRfli~Et kACHAPREAGLE, \IRGINIA 
SECIMEftl~~y GECLCGY lC, 2S5-2S9 
SHCRE LINE CtANGE, EVClLTICNr CELlAS, SEDIMENT DISTRIBUT!CN, TIDAl 
E.ffEC15, 
lSiE BARTBERGE~ CE 
SECikE~T SCL~CES ANC SlCIMENTATICN R.TES CHINCCTEAEUE e-y, MARYLAND AND 
~IRGIIII~ 
JGLRNn CF SHII'ENHTICN AH PEHClELI' 46(2)o 326-336 
DELAWARE; ESTU~RlES, WATER QU~liTYt lOCPlA~KlO~ 
1974 HJCLEY J~, tEVt•E JF 
SEISMICTECTONIC MAP Gf l~E EASTER!\ LIIITEO STATES 
UNI TEO STATES GECLCGICH SURVfV MAF MF-620t 3 SHHS ANt TEXT 
GEClCGYr GEOPHYSICS, ~APS, SEISMIC PRCPERTIESr SEISMIC STUDIES, SEISMIC 
kA\E5 1 SEI!MCLCG' 
l<JtS TLRN£~ P.6 
5HORELI~E HISTC~~ Cf THE AllANTIC CG~ST CF T~E DELMARV~ PENINSULA 
GECL SC.C AMtlllO SPEC P~PER 121. :HO 
CELAWARE, EASlERN SHG~E (\A-M[J, GECLCGY, HISTCRV, MARYLAND, SHORES, 
~IFGINlAt CC~STAL 2C~€ 
1S76 OU~Sl~~ k~, Al~I~SCN LF 
SOURCES OF NE~ NllRGGEII FCR THE SCLlH ATLANll( EIGhT 
ESlUARINE PRCCES~ES \CL 1 LSES, Sl~fSSES A~[ AEAPTATIC~ TC TrE ESTUARY 
ALGAE, MINE~.6LS, EIO~ASS, Fl~NTSo FL.CFF 
1976 6)~NE ~J, BCCN. JC Ill 
SPECULATI\1£ HYPOHESIS CN TH EVClLTICt. CF BARFIER ISLtNt-llllET-LAGCCI\ 
S~SlE~S. II, A CASE STl[~, ~ACHtPPEtGUE, \II~GI~IA 
EECLCGIC~l SOCIET' CF A~EPICA eULlETI~r ABSTP hiT~ PPOG, NE SEC, Pl44 
E\IClUTICt-, GEGLCO, 11\LETS H~HR~AYSI, HlElS (IIATERWAYS), LAGOCNS, 
€A~R IE~ I HA~CS 
1'>15 s~ In ""' SPORT FIS~l~G IN kESTfA~ CELAWAAE fAY, A~ ASSESS~E~T OF CRITICAL AREAS 
COLLEGE OF ~API~E STLCIESr UNI~ERSITY Of CElAhARE CMSRANN2-75 
FISH, flS~l~G, SPCRT FIS~. SPCRT FISHING, DELA~ARE BAY 
1~73 KEEFE C, ECY~TC~ k~ 
STtNCI~G CI<CP Cf SALT ~ARSHES SLRRClNOING CHINCOTEAGUE 8AYt ~ARYLANO­
VIRGINIA 
CHESAPEA~E SCIENCE 14(2} 1 117-123 
MARYLANC, SALT MARSrES, STANCI~G CFCF, ~IRGI~I~ 
1913 I<CWLEll RA 
STAlLS CF THE SAIIChlC~ TE~~ IN ~AR,LAND 
MJIRYLANC ElRCLIH 29(2), el-£2 
BlRC TYPES, BlRCS, ~ARYLAIID 
1~72 BRChll FM ET Al 
SlRlCTURAL ANC SJRATIGRAPtJC FRtME~CR~, A~D SFATIAL DIST~IBUTICN Of 
fE~MIAEILITV OF T~E AllANTIC COASTAL FLAih, hCRTH CAROLINA TC ~Eh YORK 
US GCV FP Cff (6£01 Sl~\f1 FRCF PAF 796J 
AllAH IC CCAS TAL PlAIN, fiEOLCG IC MAI'P INGt GEOLOGY, I'A PS 
1973 M~U~E~ t, W~lti~~ l 
STUDIES (~ THE CYSlE~ CO~MLNIT, CF DELAWARE, lhE INFLUE~CE OF THE 
ESTUARINE E~~I~C~~E~T Ck THE A5SCCIATED FAUNA 
HTERI'I fiEV t:ES PHRC81Cl !H, ltl-2(1 
COM~UNITY, ECCLCGY, II'I~ERlEERAlESt C1STERS, CELA~ARE BAY 
1<;13 FLEI',Ef' DA 
SL~MAAY FEfC~T CF I'A~St P~CCUCJIC~ STLOIES fOR THE UPPER PATLXENT RI~ER 
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NRI C~ES BICl LAE REf ~( 7~-123 1 3CP 
C~ESAPEA~E EAY1 CCASTAL ~~~ShES, MAPfl~Gr ~ARSH PLANTS, MARSHES, PATUXENT 
RI~ER, PE~CTE ~E~~ING 
19t3 I-AVEN J:S 
SUPFLEMEI\TAL FEECI~C CF CVSTE~S ~llt STARC• 
CHESAfEAKE SCI 6(lJ, 42-~1 
BEI\T~O~r ESTUAklES, fCOCS, GRC~TH ~tTES, ~Ctl~S~S, CYSTEFS, STARCI-
S2 
191~ C'CELl El Al 
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1S7: ZUBKCFF Plo ~tRl~~E~ J~ Ill 
SY~OPTIC SIGHTING~ Cf RED WATERS CF THE lCkER CHESAPEAKE SAY AND ITS 
TRIBLT~R' ~l\ER5 l~A~ 1~73 1( SEfTE~EE~ 1S14J 
Itl FRCC Cf 1ST 11\TE~II~Pl COF Cl\ TOXIC CJNOFLAG BLOOI'S; IIASS SCI TECH 
CHESAPEAKE EAY, CI~OflAGELlAlES 1 RED TIDE 
l'.il4 PHLll FS RC 
TEMPERATE G~ASS FLAT~ 
IN H.T. CCL~ ET AL IEtlTCRSl CCASTAL ECCSYSTE~S CF THE LNJlEC STATES, A 
SOURCE BOOK FOR E!TLARl~E PLAtiNIIIG, \CL 2 ktSHII\GTCN, C.c., CCNSER~ATICN 
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lS75 FO RS, €Y~U~ H 
ThE AMPH!PCG CRLSTACEAI\S CF NCRTH CAACLINA ESll~RINE kATERS 
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1S7~ BRGO~E S~ El Al 
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lS15 ClllZE~S PRCG~A~ f(~ ThE CHeSAfEAKE EAY, I~C 
THE ROLE Gf TITLE 2 CCM~lSSICN AS A~ AlTERNATIVE TO CHESAPEAKE BAY 
MANAGE~E~T A~D DISCUSSIG~5 Cf THE ~t-MC IZ~ PRCGRAMS 
VFI EXT 01~ FUB 6€7 
PPOJECTICN5, CO~ll~EATAL SHELF, ~A~AGE~ENT, FRCGRA~S, ~IVER EASINS, 
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1S63 
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BI~CS, CISTRIBUTIC~, PCFULATICN, CSfREYS 
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PClLLTICN• COASTAL ~ATE~S, TEMFERATLRE, hAlER 'LALITV 
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THE TERTIARY HISTCRY CF T~E ATlllt.TIC COA!T fETkEEN CAPE CCC AND CAfE 
t:AllERtS, 11\: TEI<ll.HY SEA..:.LEVEl fLUCTUAliON~ \of TANNER lEO) 
PALEOCLIMATOLGG~, ECOLOGY, GECLCGl 
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THE LlllllATICN OF C!SSCL~EC FFEE ·~I~O ACICS BY ESTUA~INE MICROCRGANISMS 
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PLANKTG~, PCPLLAliC~ C"t~A~ICS, SALI~ITV, SEASC~Al CISTRIELTICN, 
lCCFlll~KH~ 
1913 I'A~H Gt 
THE ZOSTERA EPIFAL~AL CCM~L~IT~ I~ THE VCR~ PivER, VIRGI~IA 
CHESAPEA~E 5CIE~CE 14 1 81-97 
COI'MUNITY, ECCLOG~, EEl GR•ss, ~CRK RIVER 
1971 ALLE~ EA.ET tl 
THREE-DHHSICML CHARJCTERISTICS (f A RllPIDL~ TRANSGRESSING ESTUARINE 
~llS~CVEF EA~RJER, CELA~ARE EAY 
GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY Of A~ERICil llBSTFACT WITH FRCGRA~S ~(31, 234-235 
E5TLARIES, CECLCGV, OEL,~AAE fAY 
1t;15 SltiFT OJP 
TICAL SAl\[ ~ICGES ~NC ~lcCtl-REHEAT I'~SSIFS 
I'A~INE GEOLC~' 18121, IC:-134 
Slli\CS, SEDIMENT TRANSPCRT, S~CtLS, , ~IOCLE ATltNTIC BJG~T 
1916 VIRGI~!A lNSlllllE CF M'R!I\E SCIE~CE 
TIOEkATER METLANOS 11\VE~TCRIES BY Vl~S 
VIRGINIA 11\SllTUlE OF ~ARI~E SCIENCES, GLOLCESTEF FOINT, Vft 
MAPPING, SLRVE,S, TIDAL I'ARSHES, TICES, wETLA~CS 
1St6 kCLFE DA, ~I~EF T~ 
TRlCE A~,L~SIS CF CCOfEF, M'NEA~ESE, ~NO ZI~C IN O~STEF S"ELLS BY ATOMIC 
ABSORPTION SPECTRCPHGlC~ElRY 
18TH ll~~UAl SCLT~EtST "EGIC~Ill 'EEli~G OF THE A'ERICA~ ChE~lCAL SOCIETY 
IAESHtCT l 
ANALYSIS, TRACE ~ETALS, CCFPER, 'A~G~~ESE, ~EltlS, OYSTERS, SPECTRCSCCPY, 
Zl!IC 
1972 BCFP f ET •t 
TRACE METAL BtSELII\E STUCIES CN l~E ~LROER~Ill A~D ST. JC~ES RIVERS, 
DELAMARE COASTAL flAI~ 
REfCRT lC T~E NATIGNAl CCEA~CE~AP~IC 'NC ~l~CSF~ERIC ACMI~ISTRATIO~, 
CEL-SG-lC-7~, 31P 
TRACE 'ETAl~, [clAk,FE 
19/3 FERREL RE El ~l 
TRACE ~El~LS I~ CYSTER SHELl~ 
E~VIRCN~E~lAl lETTER! 4, 311-316 
SHELLS, T~ACf MET~lSt C~EMISTR~, CHE~APEAKE BA1 1 OYSTERS 
1913 HUGGETT ~J El Al 
UllLIZJhG ~ETAL CCNCE~TRATJCN RELATIC~SHIFS I~ THE EASTERN OYSTER TO 
DETECT HfA~l ~Eltl FCllUTIC~ 
WATER RESOURCES 7 1 ~51-~6C 
POlllT10~, CHE~IST~Y, CHESAPEA~E BtV, hEA~V ~ETALS, CYSTERS. VIRGINIA 
1913 BIGGS CC, MCCER~Gll JJ 
VARIATIC~ I~ TEMFEFATURE-S~LINITY TOlE~A.CE EETWEEN TWC ESTUARINE 
PCPULATIC~S OF PACURUS lCNGICARPlS SAY ICRLS1ACEA 1 A~OMU~A) 
BIOl BULL 145 { 11, Sl-lC2 
ACCLJMAllZ.TIC., PtVSlClCGY, EE~ThCS, TOLERANCE, CRABS, ESTUARIES, 
INTE~TIDAl ARE~S, SALI~IT'V, TEMFERAlURE 
1972 B~ChN RE, REVEAL Jl 
~A!CllAR PLANTS CF THE CHESAFEAKE E•Y 
CHESAFE.O~£ SClE~CE 13(5), 94-S6 
CHESAP~~KE BAY, PLANlS, CCASlAl 20~E 
1913 flCI<IERS I'G 
VEGETATION IN lkC SUCCESSIONAl ERAC~ISH MAfSHES Cf THE ChESAPEAKE BAY 
CHE5 SCI 14, 191-.<CC 
ERtCKIS~ WATER, CHESAPEAKE BAY. MARShES, VEGETAliCN, ZON!~G 
1913 RJl~lS (K 
VEGETAllCN 08SER~Et CN SElECTEt I'AFVLANO hETltll[ TYPES 
NRI CtES BICL LAE FEf ~C 13-13C 15F 
MARS~ES, MAR,LANO, ~EGETATIO~, kETLA~DS 
1973 CCCPER ~k, ~AITS EO 
VEGETATIOI« TYPES I~ .0~ IRREGLLA~LY flCGDEC SALT MA~SH ON THE NORTH 
CAFCll~A ClTEF efl~KS 
J Ell5HA ;IlCHELl SCI SCC ~S, 18-~1 
~OFTt CAFOLI~A, S'll ~tRSHES, VE~ETAliON 
1913 CCCfE~ A~. ~~ITS EC 
~EGETATION T1PES I~ A~ IRREGLLARLV FLOCDED s•LT ~ARS~ CN l~~ ~CRTH 
CAROUNA CUlER BA~l<5 
JClR~Al Cf ltE EllSH~ ~ITC~ELL SCif~CE SOCIETY SS, 7S-~l 
~ORlr CAROLI~A, SALT ~tRSHES, VEGEl.liON 
1974 SIFfLE \vS 
~EGElAllCN TYPES I~ TICAl hEllt~CS l~ MA~VLANC 
M~RYLANC CEPA~TME.l Cf ~ATURAL RESCL~CES lOP 
M~RYlANC, TIDAl MARSHES, TIDAL WATERS, WASTE ASSIMILATI\E CAfACITY 
1916 LEV'V Gf 
VEGETATIVE ~TlOV AT THE OUC~ FIELC ~ESEARCH FACILITY, CUCK, NCRTH 
C.OHlHA 
US AR~Y CCRPS CF E~GI~EERS ~ISCELLA~ECUS ~EPCRT ~C. 76-6 
NCRT~ CARCll~A, VEGETATIC~, ~Ell.O~CS 
1S76 ACA~S DC, P~R~ ~1 
WATEP QlALITY MONITCRI~G CF THE C~-NE1 ISLA~O C~ECGE MATE~l~L OISPCSAL 
AREA, PORT CF HA~PTC~ FCtCS, vJRfl~lA - ~P~ll 1~75 T£ M~~Cr 1976 
INSTIT~TE OF CCEA~CGRtfhV, Clt CCMINICN ~NIV, TECH RPT 29 29 
CRECGE SPCllo ClSFCSAL, ~~TE~ FOLLLTIC~ CCNTROL, WATER QUALITV 
191.3 ~ET2GH H 
WEllANC! IN M.ORVlA~C 
11-Af<YLAI«O I:EPJlRTHI\T Cf STATE PUNI\11\C:i, PlB H 151 
~A~S~ES, MtRYLJlNC, PLA~TS, \EGETATICN, wETltlltS 
lS73 ANOERSCN ~R, ~EeBER 
MEllA~[~ ~APFI~G I~ 1\Eh JE~SfY 
J PHCTCGFA~~ElFlC E~~I~EE~lN( 35, 3~3-358 
MARSH PLANlS, ~AFSHES, RE~CTE SE~SI~G, VEGE1ATICN 1 VEGETATICN REGROWTH 
19~8 wHERR~ El 
.ILD FLC~ER GUIDE, ~CFltEASTER~ AND Ml[LANC UNllED STATES 
CCUELECA'V, ~EW YC~l<. 2C2P 
PL~NTS, RlLOllfE, A~~ICSPER~S 
151~ BRCWN RG, SRGkN ~l 
kOCOY flt~TS Cf ~AFYLA~C 
UNIVERSIT' CF MAR,LANt, CCllEGE PAR~, 34if 
~AFYLA~t, flAIITS, CCt~TAl 2C~E 
!Si1 IIA~CHLI.IS K 
WCR~ Cft REMCTE SE~SING CF ~ElLANDS 
VIRGlftlA INSliTLTE CF ~~RJ~E SCIE~CE, GLOUCESTER POINT, VA 23062 IWORK IN 
FR CGI<ES ~ l 
~EMOTE SENSING, ~ETLA~CS 
1~11 SIL€EI<HCR~ Gil 
kORK C~ ~EllANDS INVENTCI<Y A~C RELilED PFCGRA~S 
VlR(INIA I~SllTUlE CF ~·PI~E SCIENCE, GLGLCESTER POINT, VA 23C62 
MIRS~ESr PRCGRAM~, WETltNC~ 
1915 JQRCt~ RA El AL 
YCRKTC~~ FC~ER STATIC~ ECCLCGIC~L SlUCY, PHASE II, 
SPECIAL ~CIENTIFIC FEFCRl 7E, FO~ vl~GINIA ELECTRIC PG•ER CC, 463P 
PHYTCPLA~KTG~, PCkER PLA~TSr ~CRK RIVER 
1970 wUFE U 
Zl~C EIIZ,MES I~ CRA5SCSlFEft VIFGI~ICA 
JCUR fiSH IH~ BC CtNACJ. 21(11, 59-.6S 
El\lYI'ES, DSlERSt ZINC 
191~ JllRANC C 
ZCOFLA~KTCN I~ T~C [ELAWARE ESTUARIES IN MElftTIO~ TO W'TER 'UALITV 
PHC CISSERiATIC~t U~lVE~SilY CF DElA~ARE 
DELAWARE, E~TLARIE~, ZCCFlA~KTC~ 
!S16 ERLE~KELSE~ H 
14C ~N£ 13( 15CTDFE CCCENTRAllC~ IN ~COER~ 'ARINE ~U!SELS FROM SEDIMENTARY 
1-ABITATS 
NATLP~l~SE~SCHAFTEN t3(7), 33, 
FCLLUTIGN, CHE~CC~lRGL, , RACICISCTCPES, SEDI~EIITS 
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1<.075 CH£ (R 
A CLIMATCLCG~ OF THE ~IfiGINIA CAFES CPERJ!llflf tREA 
LS fLEET. WE~THER fACILITY, NJIS, NOFFCLK, VIR(l~IJ 
CLJMATCLOGl, ~ETECROLOGIC~L OAlAt •ElECRCL(Gl, ~IRGI~lt 
1975 ~ILLER Ml El AL 
A COMPUTER Sl~ULA1ICI\ TECHNI,LE FCR Cll SPILLS CFF THE NEk JERSEY-DELAkARE 
CU~Tllt.E 
US COAST GUARD RESEARCt AhC CEVELCPMENT CENTER, GROTON, CCN~ 
COASTS, CO~PLTER ~COELS, MCvE~E~T, Ollr Cil-kATER INTERFACES, SIMULATION 
AIIAl'ISIS 
1913 ~AHC~EY ET ~l 
A FIN RCT DISEASE Df MARINE AND EU~'HALINE FISHES IN THE NEh 'CRK EIGHT 
TPA~S A~EF fiSH SCC 102(3), 596-60! 
ELUEFISh, FIS~, fi~H CISE~SES, FISHERIES 
1~33 HH JE 
A GECGAAPHtC- E(CLOEICAl A~ALVSIS CF THE !EASC~Al CHA.GES I~ JE,PERATURE 
CCIIDITIOS Ill THE SHHLCII loATE!l ALCH THE ATllli\TIC COAST CF HE L.S. 
BULl. BINGt. DCEAIICGR CCLL. ~CL I' ARl 3. SCP 
COASlAl ~AlERS, ~EtSCNtl VtRIAliCNS, ECOLCGY, TE~PE!lftTU~E 
l~B KRAFT JC 
A GLIDE T( THE GECLCG' Cf CELA~tRE 0 S CCASTAL E~VIRDN~E~TS 
UNIV CEUIIAH, CCllEGE Of MARINE SHCIES PLEllCATICN NG 2Gl-C3'h NHARK, 
CELAwA~E,21E P~GES 
ARCTIC, CELA~AFEo GECLCGIC TI~£, GECLCGY, GEC,CFP~CLOG' 
lSB HLI'G JS 
A ~ARl~E KILL IN NEh JERSEY CC.STAL hATERS 
~AR FClL Blll ~, i( 
BENTHCS, FISHKJLl 0 l~VE~TES~ATES, ~CRlALITY 
19~.<: GUTEr G 
A REVI!fC LIST Cf EURYttli~E fiStE! LF NCMl~ A~C MIOCLE AME~ICA 
A~ER ~IDLA~C ~All~ 5ti2J, !4!-354 
ANADAO~OLS FI!Ho CtT~OfC~CLS FISt, fiSt, SAll~IT' 
~ 1 
1916 SlEIMLE f 
A SUM~AR' Of T~E FISH ~Ill - ~~C>It F~ENCMENCN OFF NE~ JERSEY AND ITS 
IMPAC1 CN RESCLRCE SPECIES 
CCHHR 15o 16, 1976 i<CI<KSHP, liAS~ lfiGTON D.C., IJNI\IERS llY OF OELAIIARE 
FISHKILL, CJYGEN CEMAhCr ClYGEfl RE,liRE~E,..TS 
1'>13 SMA\ACA TJ 
A SlR,EV Of fHYTCPLAfiMTCh tVNA~ICS IN THE CCASlAL ~ATERS FROM CAPE 
HAlTERIS T( NAfllUCKET 
COASTAL ANC CFFSHCRE H\llllCI\~EIIHL If\~Et. TCl<'fo fi.4RINE PuBL SEiliES, PP.3-l 
1C 3-lCO 
BiOMASSr CHLOROPrHL, GIH~SlFICATICt., Pli\'TCFUI.tiKTCN, fl.lli'iKTCII 
l'ilil RHCE! R( 
ADOiliCIIS lC THE ERC~N Al(AE Gfl THE ATLA~TIC CCAST OF VIRGINIA 
CMS SCI 1101, 117-181. 
ALGAEo COASTAL M~lE~S, ftAECPtYTA, \IRGIIIIA 
ISH IICN(; I<~P 
AGE ANC GRC~TH CF THE NC~ltERII SEARCBIN 1 PRIC~OTUS CAROLI~lS tLINAEUS) 
Vl~S ThESI~ ICOlL WILLIAM A~C ~ARll 
AGlNG IBICLCGICALJ, CHES~PEAJIE BPI, GRCWTH R~TES, I'ARINE FISh 
REPROCLC11(~ 1 SfASCh'L CISTRIELTIO~. WORK RIVER, SEARGBlfiS 
1968 ~CEACHFAII J( 
AGE A~C GRChlh Of lhE !TRIPEC !E,RCBIN 
VlMS THESIS {COLl ~llllAM A~D MtRYJ 
'Gffl(; IElCLCElCALJ• CC~ll~ENTAL StELF, ClSlRIBLTION, DIVERSIFICATICNr FISH 
POPULATICNS 1 GO~IOS, ~PAW~JNG, lEfiGTH-fRE,UENCV DISTRIBUTICNSr SEAROBifiS 
1S6i RICI-1\IlDS CE 
AH, GI<OIITI-o ANt fEHIIOllY Cf TH CCEU, RACH~CH<lRON CAI\ACUM, FROM 
C~ESAPEAKE €A~ ANC ACJACENT ~lt-ATlA~TIC wtlfRS 
TRA~5 AHER FISH ~OC Sf13lt 343-350 lvi~S CtNTP 252) 
AGING CBICLCGICAL), C~ESAPEAME EAY, COBIA, CISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, 
FECUNOITV 1 GRC~Tt STAGES, LIFE ~ISlCRY SlUCIES 
1914 ~HilS H 
AN CBSEil\IATIOII Cf RAPID THE~MCCll~E FCR~ATICII IN THE MICCLE ATLANTIC 
El (tl 
ESTL~R!fiE CCJISTAL t.JIR SCI 211), 75-8( 
FCLLUTICNt ECCLCG), FIS~EFIES, ~OvE~£1\T, SE~AGE OISPCSAL, SITES, 
TE~PERATLREr wASTE OI!fCS~l 
1914 STAhl l El tl 
ANATG~Y Cf A S~CREF~CE - CCti"ECTEC SA~O RIDGE C~ THE NEW JERSEY S~ELF, 
IMfLICATICfiS f(R 1~£ GE,..ESIS Cf ThE S~ELF SURFICIAL SANC ShEET 
GECLCGY2, Ul-12( 
5HCRE Ll~E CHA~GE, GECLCG) 1 5A~CS 
1913 MAI~S RL El .Ill 
APPLICATICfl Cf E~TS-1 CATA TC ltE fRCTECTICN A~O MANAGEMENT Cf NEh 
JERSEY'S CCtSTAL E~VI~CII~E~T 
S~MP ON SIG RESlllS CBTAINEC F~C~ ERTS-1 1 VCl 1 TECH FRES, SEC A, NASA 
SPECIAL FLELIC IIC 327 1 F62S-t34 
SHCRE LINE CHANGE, POlLLTICII, GEClCGY, GECPh)SlCS, REMOTE SEIISII\G, 
SATELLITES f~RllflCIALl, SLR~E\'S• ~~STE CISFC!Al 
1S14 ZEIGLER J 
AfPllCATIC~ Cf REMCTE SENSIN( lG ST~C\' NEARSHORE CIRCLLATION. ANNUAL 
REPCRT FGR YEAR TkC 
(~J,S ~RA~T RPT 't541.15R4~61 
CCIITINEIITAL StELF, ESTUARIES, REMOTE SENSING, ~ACHAPREAGLE 1 VA 1 WATER 
C IIICUU liCI\ 
H11 "AHNER P,l 
ASfECTS CF TH BICLC(;~ (f THE JCNH CRAll, CANCEP SOREALISSliMPSON. 1859 IN 
ThE ~IC AllA~TIC ElGtl 
JOLR~Al CF NATLRAl HISTC~Y 11, 3C3-32C 
BIOUI"li\ESCEHE, CCI\THENHl SHLF, CRASS, NCRTH CAROLINA, REPROOUCTICNr 
SIZE, SPATl'l ClSTRIBUllCN, lRA~li~G, MICDLE AJLANTI( !IGHT 
1912 MARC Ff~ BE~~' RE 
At.TLHN MIGRATICII CF PEI<EG~li\E FlllCC~S CN JISSHEAGUE ISLANC 1970-1971 
JR h!l[llf£ MANAEE~E"T 3f(~), 484-~9~ 
EIPCS, ASS,lEAGLEr ~IG~JITIO~ 
197S S~GUR Jt: 





BIOGRAPI'IES, C£11SHVATICI\, IHCR~AJ ICN SCURCES, RESOURCES, BtRRIEK l~LAN£S 
'l3 
lSIE ClARK J~, ll~~EF P 
BAR~IER ISLA~CS• A l~REATE~EC fRAGilE RESCURCE 
IN CO~SER\AllCN f(L~CtliO~ LEllERt tLG 1976 
DEUELCP~E~l, CC~SERV~TIC~, N~TLRAL RESCU~CES, TAXES, B~RR!ER ISLANCS 
l<.i13 FISHER JJ 
BATMY~ETRI( PRCJECTEC PROFILES AND THE ORIGI~ CF BAR~lER 
ISLM05--JCHNSGI\ 1 S SHRELINE Cf EIIHGENCE RHISITED 
COATES, CR IEDI CC~STAL EECIICRFHCLCGY STATE U~IV Cf N.,. BING~AMTON 
CO~Tl~E~lAl S~Elf, ~EOMGRP~CLCG~, BARRIER ISLANDS 
1916 1AS!O WE, t'RlMAN E~ 
8EACH tCkM5 ANC CCASlAl FRCCESSES 
MESA ~V SlGrT Allt~ ~C~CG~ llt 50F 
SHCRELII\f EFOHGN, EEACHS, COASUl HAit,s, OU~ES, GEO~OFPI-OLOGY, INLETS 
lkATEPWAYSl, SECI~ENTATION, STORMS, BARRIER ISlA~CS 
1~76 MAl~ER C El Al 
BHHHC fAlli\At ASSEI'EUGf~ CFF TH CELMARVA PEN INSULA ESTUARINE AND 
COASTAL ~AF SCI ~(2), lt3-lll 
BENlHIC FALNA, CtNTI~E~l~l S~ELF, CISTRIELTIC~, INVERTEERATES, SEASCNAL 
OISTRIBUllC~, ~lPGI~lA 
1912 ~Ar<HE Of 
BE~lhiC FISt ASSCCIATICNS ON T~E CCNli~ENTAL SLCPE OF THE ~ICCLE ATLANTIC 
eiGHT 
VIMS T~ESIS ((Oll ~llll~M AND ~ARYl 
BENTHIC FAU~At CC~TINENTAl SHELF, CISTRIBUliON, FISr PCPULATICNS, GONADS, 
SPA~NING, lENGTH-fFE,LE~CY CIST~IBLTlCNS, SEAROBINS 
1~7( RICE AL, fRC\E~lA~C AJ 
BICLCGICAL RESULTS Cf THE U~I\ERSllW (f MIA~l CEEF SEA EXPECITICNS 55 THE 
UI<V~L SlA~ES Cf HCMCU EAR BAH lfHlCUS l ((Rl$11\CEA, CEOPODilo HOMCLIOAE I 
~£tFEC II\ ..... •• 
BLLL MAR SCI 2C!21, 4~t-~il 
DE~ElCP~E~l, CRUSTACEA~$, CISlFISUTICN, GECGRAFHICAL REGIONS, 
LAECRATCRIES, l~RVAE, PLAI\~TCN, S't'~lEMATIC~ 
1913 SHTTE~ LR 
SICLCGY Of THE RCCK CRAB, CANCE~ IRRG~ATUS SA,, IN THE COASTAl WATERS CF 
\IRGINIA 
Vl~S ThESIS (lil\111 1/Al 
B!CLOGW, C~AES• EASTER~ SHCRE t'~~UI, FIS~E~IES 1 11\VE~lEB~ATES, LIFE 
Hl!TGR' STLCIES, ~IFGI~lll 
ISH S~A't'DA TJ 
CERATIUM TRIPCS !G.F. ~LLLERl, ~lllSC~, A BRIEF O~ERUIEk Cf ITS BICLCGY 
~ELAll\E TC ITS 1~7E BLOC~ DY~A~ICS 1• ~C~THEASTERN L.S. COASTAL WATERS 
REPORT wCR~ShGP ~AS~. C.C., LNIV Cf tEL IE[) J.h. SHARP 
CCASlAL ~A1ERS 0 BICLOGl, DRAI~AGE E~GINEERING, P~YTCFLA~KTC~, PLANKTON 
19t3 GRANT GC 
CHAETOGI\A lHA FRn HSHU.E CCASlAl ~HERS OFf CELAWIIRE, A,._O A NORTHwARD 
f)lENSION (f l~E KI\{~N F~N~E Cf SA(llTA TENUIS 
CHESAPEAKE 5Cl 4!llt 3f-42 
SE~SCNtl VARIAllC~S, DILFN~l OISTRlcLTIGN, FCFULATICN, SALINIT,, 
ZCCPLA~KTO 
1973 LCI:Eii l 
C~EMICAL OCEANCG~APH't' (f CCASTIL htlERS 
C~APTER 4.3 IN ~AJCR SCL~CS ~NC EMEAYMENTS, REPORT 10 THE BLREAU Of LAND 
MJNAGEMENT B' ThE kESEARCt INSTllUlE Cf lH£ ELLF OF MAINE 
BIBLIGGRAPf!ES, CHE~ISTF,, HE~VY ~ElALS, ~ET~LS, REVIE~S 
JCjll: llOloiG JC 
CCAST•l Cl~REI\TS ANC 'N ASSOCIATE[ SAND STRE'M OFF VIRGIN!~ EEACH, 
VIPG INIA 
JR GEOFHVS RES 1:3 3C5 f2365-2372 
OCEAN CUR~ENJS, CCEA~CGR,PtY, s•Ncs, SEDIMENT TRANSPORlo TIDES, WINDS 
1977 EA~H~I<I fii 
CCAST~l ShElf PRCCLCll,llV, 1\E~ YO~K BIGHT A~O NE~ JERSEY SHElf ~ATERS 
H fRCGiiE ~ S 
CCASTAl 1-<ATEr<S, CCNTHHHL SHLF, fflCOUCTIVIT'r 
1S64 ~Al~E~ J ET Al 
COASTAL STCRMS Of T~E EASTERN U~ITEC STATES 
JOLRI\Al Cf APPLIED ~ElEC~ClCGY 3, tS3-70t 
CCASlAL EI\UIRO~MENT, C(ASTJL ~tTERSt EFFECTS, METECROLOGY, SlCRMS 
l'llO HI\" H 
CG~PARlSC~ CF CO~TINENllll ~ARGI~S CF EASTEFI\ NCRTH A~EFICA AT CAPE 
HATlERA! •Nc ~CFT~~EST£~1\ AfRICA ~T CtP flti\C 
A~ERICA~ ASSCC CF PElRClELM CELLCGISTS ELLLETIN, 541llt 12~-1!7 
CONTINENTAl CRIFT, CC~TINE~TAl ~A~(IN, GECLCGY, NCRTH c•RCLII\A 
19/t ~CLCEP Jl El AL 
CC~TE~PCRAR~ SE01~E~T~11(~ IN Ll~Et~ SANC ~tC,LS, EXAMPLES FRC~ THE IN~ER 
SHELF, ~lOCLE AllA~11C EIGtT 
GECl SCC AM ABSTR PROG 61~), 23~23t 
TRAN5PCR1, CCAST~l PLAI~S •. ((hTI~E~lAl SHELF, CURRENTS (~AlERJ, MARYLANC, 
SECIME~TATICN, VIR(I~I~, ~A,ES lkATEF) 
1916 ~AFH~S CS 
CONTROL CF MET~A~E SEDIMENl-kATER E~fSLE TFA~SFO~T BY ~ACRCI~FAUNAL 
IRRIGATIOh IN CAPE lCCKCLT EIGhT 1 hCFTH CARCLI~A 
SCIE~CE l~~~~2~3J, 9~8-1000 
ANJO~ EXCHt~GE 1 CElETICS 1 GEOLOGY, IN~ERTEERATES, IRRIGATION, METHA~E, 
~ORTH CAROll~A, SECitE~lS, SLLFATES 
l'ill HIIThAioA't JC 
DAlE FILE, CC~Tl~E~TAl "ARGI~ fRCCFA"• ATltNllC COAST Of THE LNITED 
STATES, v. 2o SAtFLE CCLLECTIO~ ANC ~NAllTICAL DATA 
WOODS !-!OLE CCEA~OGRAPtHC IIISllllJTE TECHNICAL REPCRT 11-15, 496P 
A~ALYliCAl 1ECh~l,UES 1 CC~T!f>.ENTAL ~ARGIN, SAMPLING 
lS75 8El~UP Of 
OAli~G Of lATE PlEISTOCE~E All£ HOLOCEIIE REltllltE SEA LEVELS Ill COASTAL 
CHAllAH 
uf>.PUBLISHEC ~ASTER•S l~ESIS, UIIIV (f DELtktRE, S!PP 
CELAkARE, GEOLOG'tr PHY1010X1CllY, SEA LE~EL 1 Al'GIOSPER~S 
1917 T~JCtELL C ET Jll 
DELAWARE RIVER EVICENCE f(R ITS FCR~EP EJTEI'SICI\ TC "ILMINGTCN SUB~ARI~E 
CAll 'ICI\ 
SCIENCE 1S5, 483-'ill! 
CAI>.YCNS, O£LA~ARE FI\EF, GECLC'Y 
19/4 NCRCRCS5 JJ El Al 
DEVELOPMENT CF YCUNG BLLEF15r IPCMATCMUS SALTATRIXI A~C CISTRIBUTION CF 
EGGS ANC WCLNG I~ \IRGI~IA~ CCA51Al ~ATE~S 
A~ FISH SCC, TRANS 1C313), 477-497 (VII'S CCNTRI 6288) 
ATLANTIC CCEP~, ElLEfl5h, ChESAPEA~£ SAY, CI5T~lBUliCN PATTERNS, EPB~YCNIC 
GRC~TH STAGf, JU,ENILE FIS!-!ES, LARv'l GRChl~ SlAGE, VIRGINIA 
1916 YAS~C wE 
DE~ELOFME~l~l lESTS C~ ThE USE Of fLLCRESCENl TRJCERS ANC EACKWASH 
SECI~EH-LG~C Slll'\flERS TO MEIIS\..J<E lH SUCH CRIFT CO~PCNEN I (f LITTORAl 
TRA~SPCRT JT SAN(' hGCK, ~f~ JERSE' 
AM SCC ll~· CCEA~CGP 2, 136-149 
POllUTIO~, CCAST~L PlAI~S, , INCUSTR!Al WASTES, LANOSCAPI~G, ~CRTH 
CAROli~A, ~EOltE~lS, SE~tGE 1 SCLIC kA~TES 1 ~JSTE CISPCSAl 
l<JO MERRill AS, RCPES J~ 
DISTRISUTIC~ OF SCLTHE~~ 'UA~CGS Of THE ~I£0LE ATLANTiC COAST 
CO~~ER FISH REv 29(41, e~-64 
BENTHOS, FHHI~G, FISHHG, GECGFAFHJCIL f'EGIC~St MOLLUSKS, PCPULATIOI>., 
SllE 
l'.it<J C~At.Ln F 
COl\AX FGSSCR, A SLM~ER RAIIGE EXTHSIOI' OF Octd) ltJIRIAEILIS 
MlllllS OUJ. 1-l.t; 
BENTHCS, CLJI~S, CU~RE~TS !WATER), ClSlRie~llON, MOLlUSKS, S~SlEMAliCS 
1974 GAS~]~ F, STCTTLE~YEP JR 
ECOLOGICAL ~NC ECG~O~IC PRINCIPLES Ill PARK PLA~NING. TEE ASSATEAGUE 
NAliOIIAl SE~S~C~E ~CCEL 
CC.tSTAL lCI\E MANJICEI'Hl Jfl 1{41, 3S5-lt13 
ASSATEJIGUE, MANAEE~~l\1, ~COEL SltOIES, PRESERVATICN, eARfllER ISLANDS 
1S71 Kui'FF H£ 
ECCNC~IC ItF,CT Cf ltE £FFECTS CF FCllUTICN 0~ THE COASTAL FISHERIES OF 
T~E ATlA~TlC A~D GULF CF ~E)ICO RE~IC~S OF THE LSJI 
~A~ POLLLT Blll EISI 1 1SE-2CC 
GAS I~OUST~Y, , FIS~KILL, rU~A~ RESOURCES, , GILt OXYGE~ REQUIREME~TS 
1914 ~AUH~ 0 El H 
EFFECT Cf SfCIL DISPOSAL Ct; 8ENTtllC COfo!MLNITIES HtiR THE f"CUTH Of CHAWARE 
t!A' 
~EfORl TC CELAwA~E FIVER fAY AUTrCRITY, UNIVERSITY OF CELA.ARE 2CCPP 
COMMUNlT~, CRECGE SPGIL, EENTHOS, CCMPUIIITl OE~ELCPME~l. C~ECGING, 
ECCLCG~, EffECl$ 1 CELA~ARE 8~~ 
1SI3 ~Cl~G J5, GIBSC~ CI 
EFFECT CF l~E~IIAL EFFLLE~T 0~ ~IGR~1I~6 ~E~HECE~ 
MAR POlL Ell( It( 0 1 ~'r-'.i6 
FI~H, FISH .IC~-TIC~, fiS~Mlllt T~ER~Al fOllUTJC~, THE~M·l PG~ERPLANTS 
S1 
1S73 Rt.ZYU ~ 
EFfECTS CF EROSIO~ C~ BARRIE~ ISLA~[ ~ORPHOLOG,, FIRE ISLANC, NEW ~GRK 
COASTAl GEC~CRFHCL(G~t El~GH~~TC~, ~E~ YCRK, STATE UNIV OF NY, PUBL IN 
GEC~C~FtCL((~, 219-237 
EROSION, GEOLCGY, GECMCRPhCLCG,, 
1912 FISHR ~ 
ENTRAIN~ENT OF SHELF hATEP BY ThE GUlf STREAM NORTH Of CAPE HATTERAS 
JCLRNAL CF GECPh,SltAl MESE~RCH 17, 3248-325! 
CUFRENTS I~ATER), OCEAN CLRRENTS, hAlER CIRCLLATICN 
1S13 HHELER Gl 
EVAU.AliCN Of A CC!\CEPTLn fiCI:£l FCR THE Tf<ANSVERSE SHIIHNT TRANSPCRT 
SYSTEM Of A COASTAL BAFRIER CH.H, 1'\IOOLE .HlA~TIC BIG!il 
JCL~N·l CF SEC PETRCLCGY 43{3) 74~- lf4 
SHO~E LINE CHAI\GE, Olt-ES; GECLCGY, CH,ORPHOlOGY, SANDS, SEDIMENT 
TRtNSPCRT, ~JRGII\IA, EAFRIER ISLA~CS 
lSH E~HlS CH 
GHM€HY OF PROFILES ACCRCSS IN~Eil CO~TIN£NTAL SI'ELIJES GF TI'E ATLANTIC ANO 
G~lF CCA~T~ CF TrE ~~IlEC STllfS 
L.! •• FM' CE~C T.P.78-3 
ATLANTIC CCEAN, BAlr,METR\, BEAChES, CCNTI~E~T~l SHELF 
1914 CCSHR ES 
GRA1~ SIZE C~~·ES Cf SECIMENTS 1~ ThE SOUNtS CF ~ORTH CAROLI~A 
U~FUBLlShEC P~.D. THESIS, LNlVER!IlY OF ~ORTH CARDLI~A 
ESTLARIES, GECLCG,, ~C~TH C'R[LI~A, 5EDI~E~TS, Sl1E 
1S7C C~ST~~~A MA El Al 
HAPD CLAP CLllL~E ~ETHCD CE\flCFEC AT VIMS 
~AR RESCUR AC'V SER 14h 1-3 
BE~THOS, CLA~S. FREOITIC~, S~EllfiS~ 
. . . 
1911 EHiAl Gl 
HISTORICAL Sl~f (LA~ FECCPCS ~~C SLI',ARY STATISTICS FOR SURF CLAM 
~A~AGE~E~T FPCJECT 
VIM~ GR~l RfT QL~3C.1~!£~5 
CAlC~, FIS• CC~SEFIJ,TIC~, fiSh ~A~AGE~E~T, SlRF CLA~ 
1977 S~lFT·CJf ET Al 
~CLCCENE E\OLUTICN OF T~E lh~EP Stflf CF SCLlHERh ~IRGINIA 
JR SEC PETRCL 47(4), 1454-1414 
CChli~£~TAL ShElf, SECI~E~TS, STR~liGFAPHY 
1S7C !~Ifl CJP El AL 
~OLOCE~E TRANSGRESSIVE SA~D SHEET OF THE Pl[OlE ATLANTIC EI~HT, A 'CDEL 
FO~ GE~ERATICN 6~ 5HCRE FACE E~CSIC~ 
GECL SCC A~ AESTF 2t7J, 757-7~S 
SHCRELI~E ERGSIO~, GEOLGGV, 'A~I~E GECLGGY 
1917 )'A ~C E) R ~ 
IN PROGRESS, kCAK G~ LSE CF VEGET~TIG~ F(~ CCA5TAL FN~!NEEA!~G PURFOSES 
U.S. ARI'~ CCASTAL EHINEEAIIIG RESCt..FCE CENTER; FT. 8H~OIR, ~A 22060 
ENGINEERINC, ~EGETATICN, COASTAL ZC~E 
1Sf2 BRHf'ER l"l 
IN~~CRE Ct..~RENT ~llCY- \I~GI~IA Bt~CH, Vl~GI~IA 
~E'C TC CR. hARGl!, CR ~COt tN[ CR JCSEPr, VI~CINIA INSTITLTE OF MARI~E 
SCIENCE GLOUCESTER PCI~T, \A 
CURRE~lS (~·TfR), ~IRGI~It 
1915 LCESC!-1 J( 
~~~ENTOAV Cf St..RF CLAM~ IN NE.~SHOFE WATERS fkCM CAPE ~EI\LFE~ TC T~E FALSE 
CJIPE AREA 
IJIMS CCNHACT C3-lt-Ot,3-3~1 Hill tEC H, 1Si4-~ARC"' 15 1 1915, GlCUCESTtR 
POI~T, \A 
CISTiliEUTICN, EASTER~ SHCRE {Vt-Mtl, ~IDCLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, SURF CLAM 
1~6C JC~EF~ EB ET 'L 
INVESTIGATIONS OF I~NER CC~TI~E~lAl SrELF kATERS CFF LOhEP CHESAPEAKE bAY, 
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NOTES CN TtE llP,~JS LJFARJS CCMPLEX 
COPEIA 1913(4), JE1-1S~ 
BE~TtCS, OISTRIBUTlCN, FISt, GECG~•ftiCAl ~EGICN!, NEKTCN 
l'J6.ii HUlfUl H 
A NOTE ON THE tORIZCNlAL CISTRIBUTICN OF f~~TCPLA~KTON IN T~E OPEN CCEAN 
CEEP-~EA RES S(lJ, 72-7~ 
DHCFlAGflHTES, CCEJI\ ClRCUlATICN, FhYTCPliii\KTON 1 SPATIAL DISTRIBUTIOI\, 
SUTISTICAL I'EThCCS 
1974 GHlH~ liS 
A PLBllC ALTHCRITY TC ~~N~GE THE ~llAI\TIC CUlEP CCI\TINENT~l S~Elf 
tOCRESS CELIVEPEC TC ~Ek YCPK SECTJCN OF ~Ail TECH SOC 1 MARCh 21 
CO~TINENTAl SHELF, INSTITLTIONS. OJL 1 MlDCLE AllAI\TlC BIGhT 
191! ~~RKLE tF, SECSERAl GR 
A !ECOND SFECI~E~ (f ThE OEEJ SE/J fiSH P~Ct,CARA ~eESA, WITH A DISCUSSICN 
Of ITS Cl~SSIFICATIOII ti'IC /J CHCKliST OF OlHEil ZCARCIDAE OFF viRGlf\IA 
CCPEIA 1, P 2Z~2~ (VIM~ CC~TFIE €131 
CEEP SEA Fl~HESt ~1511 HHNC~Y, ~CRFHCLCGY 
1S1S BEARC~LE~ PC 
A SI~PlE lhEC~ETIC'l ~C£El fO~ T~E FlCW (f AN ESTUARY CNTO A CQNTlf\EhTAL 
SHU 
JR. GECP~Y!JCAL FESEARCh ~[L. t3 ~C.C2 973-l€3 
PRDJECTlCN!, CCNlli\ENT~L SHElf, CY~A~ICS, ~CCEL STUOIES, T~EOAETICAL 
A~AL~SISt liDAl .AlE~S, lGfGGRAPH~, vEtCCill 
1C9 
~·c~ ~~lVEPSITW Cf CELA~~RE 
A SllDY CF lhE SCCIC-ECC~C,IC fACTC~S REL~Tl~G TO THE CUTER CCNTINENTAL 
ShElf Cf TtE NIC-ATLJNTIC CO~Slr BCOK lt ~OLU,ES I, 11 AND lll 
COLLEGE CF ~ARINE SlLDIE~ 
CCNTI~ENl~l ShELF, ECC~C~IC IMFPClt MANAGEMENT, Ollt OIL INDUSTRY, SOCIAL 
IMPACT, CCASlAl ZCNc 
N*C KUPTZ ~, ET tL 
A ~lLDY Of lHE SOCIC-ECC~CMIC FACTO~~ RElATING TO ThE CUTER CONTiNENTAl 
SHELF CF ltE ~10-ATLt~liC CC~Slt BOCK 3, ~CLU~ES Vlt VII, AND IX 
U~IV DEL, CGlLECE Cf ~~Rl~E SluDIES 
CONTINENTAl SHELF, ECC~C~IC lMfACTt ~ANACEMENlt CIL, GIL INDUSTRY. SOCIAL 
!~PACT, CCASl~l 2C~E 
1972 JEIIIIY ~. GCCCUII J (ECSJ 
A 5TLIJY Of ThE SCCJD-ECOMJo<IC fACTCRS RELAliMi TC THE (t.;TEF CCt.TlNENTAL 
SHELF Of lH MID-JIHAI\l!C CCAST. V. 5 CEMCGRAFPY 
U. tEL, CCLL ~Ar Sllt, 3e5 P 
ECCLOG1CAL l~PACT 1 ECLCATIOII, LABOR SUPPLY, f(fUlATIG~ C~NA~lCSt 
RECREATIC~, SCCl~l l~PtCT 
1S1~ JENII~ Mt GCCD~A· J IECSl 
A SiUDr (f lnE SGCIO-ECCNO"lC FACTCRS RELATING TO THE C~TER CCNliNENTAl 
SHELF Of THE MIC-tllANllC tCASl. \1. t ~ECR£AllCN 
L. DEL, CCLl ''~ SlLC, 233 P 
I~CUST~l·L CEVELCPMENT, CCMMERCIAL FISHING, ECCNCMIC I'PACl, REC~EPTION 
CE~AND~ WATER FOLLUliCNt CG~MERCE 
1S12 JENNY ~. GCCCMAN J IEtSI 
A STUDY CF l~E SCCIC-ECCNCMIC FACTC~S RELATINf TC lHE CUTER CONTINENTAL 
SHELF Cf T~E MID-ATLANTIC CCAST. ~. S EhERGl EXCHANGES 
L. CElt COLL MAR SlUC 2€ P 
EIIE~GY, I~DUSTRIAL FLAIITS, CIL INCLSTRY, TRAhSPCRlATJO~t USE RATES 
1912 JE~NY l't GCCtl'ft~ J HCS) 
A ST~OY CF T~~ SCCIC-ECC~O~IC FACTCRS RELAll~G TC lHE CUTEP COhTINENTAL 
ShElF Cf l~E ~ID-AllA~liC CCAST. '· 3 PETPCLELM- TRA~SPCATATICN, 
fRCCLCllCN, ~EFI~I~G A~D PEl~CCHE~IC~LS •••• 
u. CEL •• 
ECCNCMIC l~PACl, GIL l~ClSlRV, SCCIAl IMFACl, TRANSPCRTATlC~ 
llC 
1~7~ JE~N~ M, GCCCMAN J IECSI 
A STUDY CF li-E SCCIC-ECC~CfHC FACTCFS RELAT lNG TO THE CUTER CONTINENTAL 
SHlf CF TI-E MID-ATUNTIC WAH. V. 7 LAND AND loA1ER LSE 
L. tEl, CCll MAR Slt..C, 12~ F 
AGRICLLTLRE, CHE~lCAl ~ASTES, CO~SERVATICN, LAND USE, POLLUTANTS, 
RECREATION, SEkAGE, ~AlER \AFC~, lCaiaG 
1912 JENN't M, GCCC~Afl J CEtSl 
A HltY Of HiE SCCIC-ECHIC~IC FACTC~S REUTIIIG TO TH CUTER .CONTINENTAl 
SHELF Cf l~E ~10-,TL~IITIC CCAST• v. ~TARGET AREAS 
Uo CEL, CCLL MAR 5TLC, lSE F 
JICCO~ACK CCL~TY, ~t, fltRTHA~fTCII CCL~TY, ~t, 1\EkPCRT NEWS, VA, NORFCLK, 
~A, DELA~A~E, JNDLSTFIES, LA~D USE, ~CRT~ CARCLINA, POPULATION OYNA~lCSt 
1912 JEI\NV ~. GCCC~A~ J (ECSI 
A Slt-0 OF TI-'E SCCID-ECO~GI'IC FACHilS RElATlfiG H THE CliTEI< CCI\TINENTAL 
SHELF OF lH MID-AllAt.llC CCAST \1. I S~M~AR'r 
u. CEL. ((lt ~A~ STLC, 1C9 F 
ECCNCMIC IMPACT, HISTCk,, PLA~NING, ~CCIAl IMPACT 
1§12 JENNV M, GOCDMAN J lEtS) 
A STUDY CF TH SCCIC-ECCIIOMIC FACTCilS RELATING TO THE CUTER CONTINENTAL 
!HELF ••• ~. 4 THE IPPACT CF C~TER CC~TINE~l'L s•ELF RESPlRCE CEVELGP~ENT OR 
~IDCLE ATLANTIC INCU!TPIAL ••• 
L. CE L. •• •• 
l~CUSTRlAL CEVELOF~E~Tt CC~ME~CIAL fiSHING, ECCNCMIL I~PAClt E'PLCY~E~T, 
MINERAL INCLSlRY, RECRE~l!C~, SCCitl IMPACl, lCU~ISM 
1S12 JE~NY ~. GCDDM~N J (EDSJ 
A STUDY CF l.E SCClC-ECCNCMIC FAC1C~S R£LA11NG TO THE CUTER CC~TINENTAL 
SHELF (f THE MID-ATlt~TIC (0t5T. \. S BIBLlCGAAPHY AND CO~TACT LOG 
L. DEL, COLL ~~R ~TlCt ~S F 
8ISLIC(flAHIES 
N~O AG~ELlt FJ, GCCCMA~ ~ 
A STLC't OF T11E SCCID-ECOIIOHC FACTCPS fiElATHG TC TI1E CLTE~ CCNJINEI\TAL 
SHELF OF lhE ~ID-~TlA~TIC CCASl, ECCK 2, VCLL~ES l' A~O \1 
UNI\ CEL, CCLLECE CF ~Afil~E SlUCIES 
COt.TlNENTAl SHELF, ECCI\CMIC l~PACT, ~AN.GE"EIIl, Cll 1 CIL 11\ClSlk~, SCCIAL 
IMFAClt CCt~lAl 2C~E 
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1<;44 loCCCCCCI< At 
~ THEUY (.f SURF~CE I>NER MCllCt-. OHI.CED FROfo( HoE klt.D-IIIOLCED MOTION CF 
THE FHYS~l!A 
J ~All FES 5(3), 1~6-2C5 
MOVEMENT, FlANKTC~, SURF,CE CRAINAE£ 1 WINDS, lOCPlA,..KTOII 
1S76 wPIGhT WR, fA~KfR CE 
A 10LUfiE1RIC TEfiFEFATU~E-SALIIIITV CE~SUS FCR lt-E MIDCLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
llfi~Cl AIIC CCE.t.MH 2 H41, 563-571 
SAli~ITY, SEISCNH ClSTiliELT ICN, WATER, 1\AlEil TEI'PERHLRE, MIDDLE AllAI\TIC 
BIGHT 
1S~5 HANlE't EA 
ABUNCJNCE tf FOLLEI\ ANC SPoRES IN I'ARJNE SECIMENTS OFF EASTERN CCASl Of 
UNITED STATfS 
SCtilHEJ!SlEH GECLCO 711), 25-33 
teUN(A~CE, ~ARINE CECLCGY, POLLEN, ~EOIME.TS, SFORES 
1966 ALLEN JA, StNCEPS ~l 
AOAPlAliCNS 10 ARYSSAL LIFE AS SHOkN BY THf EIVALVE ASRA PROFUNDGRUM 
ISI'IlhJ 
CEEP SEA RESEARCH 13, lll!-llc4 
ACCLIMATIZATICN, PliY.SlClUY, A••lTC~Y, 8HThCS 1 CIGESTICN, MOLLUSKS, 
PESP IIHT ICII 
l<Ji5 AH~ 
AGREE~ENT BEThEE~ THE GCVER~~E~T CF l~E UNITEC STATES (F A~EPlCA AIIO ThE 
GC~ERNMENT Cf THE U~J[~ GF SC\IET SCCIALIST REPUBLICS C" CERTAIN FISHERIES 
FRCBLOS ON THE ioHH HAS-WESlERN AREAS Of I'ID-AllAI\TIC OCEAN 
INlERNATIO~AL LA~, Ltk Cf THE !E~. T~EAliES, f/IDCLE ~TLANTIC EIGHT 
1Sf5 PAR~ARAS-CAR,,ANNIS G 
AN INVESliGAliCI\ CF 'Nl~RCPCGE~IC SEDII'E~TS IN THE NEW VGRK fiGHT 
CCCTG~AL CJSE~T (CIS! AESTR lhT !6(<4), l633BJ 
CONTINEI\TAL SliELf, CCfiESt GECLCfYt 1-E~VY I'ETALS 1 CC~A~CCI<JIPHV, ORGANIC 
!'AlTER, SECII'E~lS, SCLIC WASTES, ~ASJE DISPC!tl 
1S7c S~lTh ~t ET Al 
AN GIL SPILL lliSi< AN~LVHS FOR 11-E f! 10-AllAIITIC 0\JlER CCNTINHTAL SHELF 
t fASE 
US CEClC~ICtl SLRvEY~ CP£N-Fll£ REFT 16-451• RE~TGN, VA 
CCNTI~EIITAL S~ELF, E~VIRCNMEI\TAL EffECTS, I'AlHEMATICAl "COELS, NATURAL 
RESCURCES, Cll, CIL IIIDLST~Y, RESCl~CE CEVELCP~EIIT 
l<.iil BCEHt- [f 
ANALYSIS A~C INliRFREl,TlON Gf SEOl'E~TS COLLECTED DURJ~G lHE ~IDCLE 
ATLA~TIC OLTER CCtlli~E~l·l St-ELF E~~IRCN~E~l~L STLCIES 1975-76 
lVIII~ !PM< HE 1741 
AAALYSIS, P~YSICG~AFHY, CCNTINENlAL St-ELF, SEDIMENTS 
1977 ~ERRILL ,S fT tL 
A~CIENT OYSTER SHELLS 0~ THE ATLA.llC CG.TihE~TAL St-ELF 
SCIE~CE 147 F398-<4CC 
SHELLS, CO~llNENlAl SHELF, HEFTACHLCR 0 RACICACTIVITY 
1S75 WILliAMS SJ 
A~ThROPCGENJC flll•t Cf THE HLCSC~ Rl~ER tShELfl CHA~·El 
GECLOG'r :H lC), 5S 7-6CC 
PCllUTICN• CECLCCYr LIPIDS, l!QUIC kASTESt SLUDGE, WASTE ~ATER OISFOSAL, 
WAlER 
1S12 !TIM!OII f6t FRINCLE f 
ARHRII\G Cf SVfliTHTIC-FIBER DEEP-SEA MGORIH LINES AGAINST FlSHBITE 
WHCI TECH REP li2-75), 1-3~ 
FISH, FISH SEHA\lCF, l£!Jl~G 
1Si3 A~OER~C~ ED 
ASSESS~EI\T Cf ATL,I\TJC M~CKEREL 11\ I(NAF SUBAREA 5 AND STATISTICAL AREA 6 
IC~AF RES CCC 13 
14, HR ~C 2'i16 3€H 
lANCING$, BIDLCGi, FISH ~A~AGEMEI\T, FISHERIES, MCRTALITlt SlCCKI,..G, YIELD 
Ef.Ol.AT I 0 ~ S 
1S15 CHAR~Ell Rl IEC) 
A!SESS~EIIl Cf GFFSI-CRE CU~FING IN ltE·NEk YCRK EIGHT, TECHI\ICAL 
BACKGROUNC, PHYSICAL CCEAIIOGIHPHV. GEtLCGICAL OCEANOGRAPHY, CI-EIHCAL 
CCEA~O~RAPH 
NCAA TECh REFGH Hl 33<!-MESA 3; E3Ff 
CHEMISTRY, [ISPC5Alt CEOlOG~, PhY!ICAl OCEti\CGF~FHV, ktSTE DISPOSAL 
19H UCI-LPI E 
ATLA~TIC CCI\TINE~TAL ShELF A~t SLGfE CF ThE LI\ITEO STATES - PHYS!OERAPI-. 
U.S. GECL !U~VEY fRCF PtP !2~-C, PC1-C30 
PHYS!CGRAPti'r, CCt\li~HHL .SI<HF, COTINEIITAL SlCPf, GHLCGV 
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l'lts sut-tn tJ 
ATUNTIC CC!Illl'IEIITAL SHlF AIIC SLOH OF Tl-f UNITED STATES-COlOR OF MARINE 
SECIHI\TS 
US GeOl Sl~VE' PRGF PAPER !2S-O, POl-015 
CCLUR 1 CC~Tli\EIIltl S~ELF, CCIIll~Elll~l SLGFE, ~ARll'IE GEOlOG,, SEDIMENTS 
1Si4 PCOlE R,, El tl 
ATLANTIC CCS RESClllCES AND LEASING PG1ENH4L {PREllMINA~Y CCP'VJ PRESENTED 
AT EASTERt\ REGIOI'IAL PEEliNG SOCIETY CF PElRCLEl/' Et\GlNEERS Cf ~IME, 
WASHI~GTC~• D.C., ~C\ 14-15, lS74 
CONTl~E~TtL Sr.ELf, CffS~O~E PLATFORM~, OIL FIELDS, GIL RESERvCIRS, 
RESGLRCE DE\ELOFME~l, RESC~PCt~ 
lSll KALTER RJ El Al 
ATLANTIC CUTER CC~TIIIE~T~L StELf ENERGY RESOlRCES, AN ECCNCMIC ANALYSIS 
CORNELL UNI,, CEPl AGRIC ECCN 
AlLAfiTIC CCEAN, CGNTINf~TAl SHELf, fCCNC~ICS, NATURAL G~S, NATURAL 
RE~GLRCES, OIL• PESCLRCE OEVELtP~E~l 
1975 St.Ifl CJF 
e~RRIER-ISLI\tiC HNESIS, EVIDENCE HOI' THE CEII.HAL ATLAI\TIC SHLF, EASTERN 
U.A 
SECIME~T GECL l41lJ. 1-43 
SHCRELJIIE EROSICII, £IBLIOGRAPHIES, CO.STAL PLAJIISt CCIITINENTAL SHELF, 
DISTRICT Cf CCLUI'SJA, GHlCGY 1 GHI"CRPHOLGGY. SEDIMENTARY STRUCTLRES, 
8APRlH ISLAMJS 
1965 HESSLER RR, SANCERS ~L 
BAlH,AL LEFlCSTRAC. FRCM ThE CCNTI~E~TAL SLCFE Of THE ~CRTHEASTERN UNITED 
SHTES 
OlSHC EAI\A S ( lJ, i l-14 
BENlHCS, ((~TINE~l~L StCFE. flS~, fJSr TAX(~CMY 
l<.i7E SlJlH~ n 
EATHY~£1~1( CHART CF T~f E~LTlMCRE [A~'CN lPOUGr OllER CONliNENTAl SHElF 
SPECIAL ~EPORT APPLIED ~APINE SCIENCES ANC CCEA~ ENGI~EERINE ~0 106, 
Vl~GlNIA I~SlilLlE Cf ~A~I~E SCIENCE, GlClCESTEF PCINTt V~ 
BAlr,MET~Y, CAhWCNS, CCI'Ill~E~Ttl SHELF 
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1S7! GCLCS~ITt ' ET AL 
8ATHYMEI~Y OF THE VIRGII\IAN SEA, PART It CHESAPEAKE BIGhT, C'PE HE~LGPEN 
TO CAPE ~ATTERAS CCIIli~E~ltL SHELF ~~[ UFPE~ SLCFE 
VA lt\ST /'All SCI, 30 MIN INTERIJAlt l~73-l'l75 
8AlHYMETPY, COI\TINENTAL S~ELF, CCNlli\EIIlAL SLCFE, ~AFS, NORTH CAROLINA, 
~IRGIHA 
1914 I'J.IJ<l<lE Of~ ~USICK JA 
eENTliiC-SLCfE FISHS FOUNt At SCCM CEPTh AlOfiG A TRAI\SECT IN ThE liESTEI<t. N 
AlLANllC CCEA~ 
~AFI~E EICLCEY 2613lt ~2~-~33 
eE~T~IC FAUNA, CISTRJEU11CN PATTERhS, FISh, SFECIAliCN, MIDCLE ATLANTIC 
EIGh7 
1S7t vA~E~GEl WA, £1 AL 
81CLCGY AND MANAGEMENT Gf THE AMERICA~ lOESTEJ<, DECEMBER 16, 1975-MARCH 
15, l'i1t 
PROGRESS PEPCRT, VJMS, ELCUCESTER PClNT, ~A 
CRLSTACEAhS, FISh ~A~AGE~E~Tt FISH FCPULAliCfiS, ffSHERlESr LOBSTERS 
1916 VAN E~GEL h.A, H~RFI~ RE 
BICLOGl AIID ~AIIAGE~f~T CF 1tE AMERICA~ LC8STER, JU~E 16, 1 .. 76- SEPTEMBER 
15, 1946 
PFOGRESS REPORT, ~~~5, GLCLCESTER FCI~T, V' 
CRLSTACEA~S, fiSt ~AIIAGE/'ENT, fiSH FGfULATICNSt FISHERIES, LOBSTERS 
1S74 \t~£1\GEL •• ET tl 
BICLCG' AND ~ANAGEMfNT CF THE AMERICA~ LGf~lE~, J~NE 24 1 1974-SEPT 15, 
lSH 
PRCC~ESS ~EPCRT• ~IMS, GLOUCESTER PCI~T 
CRlSlACEANS, FISH ~A~AGE~E~lt fiSH PCPUL~l!C~S, FISHERIES, LCeSTERS 
1917 VANENGEL ~~~ H~FRIS Rf 
BICLOG' Al\D ~~~AGf~EI\T CF HE AMERICAN LCBSTER, CECEI'BE~ 16, 1976-MARCh 
15, 19il 
P~CGRESS REPORT, ~I~S, GL£LCESTER f(ll\T, VA 
CRLSTACEAI\S, FISt M~N~GEMENT, FISt fCFULATICl\S, FIShERIES, LOBSTERS 
1S74 ·~1\El\fEL hA 1 El Al 
BICLCG' AND MANAGEMEN1 Cf THE A~ERICA~ LOS51EF, SEPT 16, l'l74-UEC 15, 
IS14 
fRCG~ESS ~EPCRT, ~l~S, CLCUCfSTER PCI~T, \A 
CRLSJACEAN!, FIS~ ~A~AGE~E~lt fiSH P(FULtliCII5, fiSHERIES, LCBSTE~S 
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1S7~ ~IRGINIA ~~~lllllE Cf ~A~l~E SCIE~CE 
eiCLCGY ~~C MANAEE~E~T Cf l~E A~ERICA~ lCBSTER, ~IRGINIA PROPOSAL 
(A~ EI\Ct\EI\ lJ 
GlflCESlER FCI~l, VA 
CRUSTACEANS, fiSh MANAGEME~l, FISH FOFULATlCNSr fiSHERIES, LCESTERS 
1575 ~tNENGEl hA. CAVEll ~~ 
BICLCGY AND ~AI\AGE~ENT CF THE tMERIC.I\ LCESlER, JUNE llt 1975- SEPT 15, 
1Si5 
PROGRESS REPORT, ~l~S, GlOlCESTER F1 1 ~A 
CRLSrACEAtiS; fiSh I'AIIAGEJIIEI\T, fiSh FCFUlATICIISt FISHERIES, LOBSTERS 
1S15 ~A~EIIEEL ~A, El AL 
BICLOGY HC MANAHfHNT Cf ThE AI'EP1CAt> LCSHER, I'ARCH u:. 1975-JUNE 10, 
1~7~ 
FRCG~ESS REPCRT, 'I~S, ~lCUCESlfR PCIIIT, VA 
CRLSTACEt~s. fiS• IIA~AGEMENT, FISH FOFULATJCNS, FISHERIES, LOBSTERS 
1578 HtR~IS FE, ~A~E~GEL kt 
BlCLOG~ AND MA~AGE~E~T Of THE tMElllC~h lCfS1E~ 1 JULY 1 - CECE~BER 31 1 1917 
P~CGRESS ~Plt \I,S, ELCLCESTER Pl, \~ 
CRLSTACEA~S. FISH ~~~AGE~EI\1, fiSh PCPUlATJC~St FISHERIES, lCBSTERS 
lSlt ~All ENGEL hA, ~·~~IS RE 
SICLCGY ~~C MA~AGE~ENT Cf lhE A~ERICAI\ LCSSTER, JUliE 24, 1S75-JUNE 30, 
1~71: 
2Nt ~M• HT, \I~S, GLCUCESTEP PCI~l, -A 
A A C 
FISH MANAGEMENT 
PCPUUIT (1\5 AS A /J. 
SECHE-IIUI<Y SHlClUlHS 
1'!115 ~AIIEIIGEl t.A• El JIL 
s 
FISii 
F IS HE~ IES 
~ IRGII\IA 
BARRiER ISlAIIDS 
BICLGGY A/IC MANAGEI'!€1\T OF TH AI'EillCA/1 LCESTER,. JUI\E 24t l'.i74-JUNE 23, 
1S7~ 
fRCG~ESS REPCRTo ~~~S, GLCUCESTER PCII\T• VA 
CRUSTACE~NS, flS~ MANAGEMENT• FISH POFULATICN$, FISHERIES, LOBSTERS 
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1917 VA~ E~EEL WAr ~AM~!~ RE 
SIOLOG'I' AIIO .MANAGEMEI\1 CF HE AI'EPHH LCE~TEI<, ~ARCH l6r 1'717- JUNE 30, 
H7i 
FRCG~ESS REPORT, \I~S, ElCLCE~TER F(I~l 
CRL5TACEA~S, FIS• ~AI\ttE~ENT, fiS~ FCPULATICNS, FISHERIES, LOBSTERS 
1~1c vAN E~GEL kt El Al 
BICLOGY AN[ IIA~AGEH~T Gf 11-.f Jlfo',ER !CAll lGBSlER, SEPTEt'EER 16, 
1~1c-CECEIIEH H, 1S1l 
PROGRESS REPT, Vl~S, ElClCEST£~ POINT, VA 
CRUSTACEAIIS, FISh ~A~tGEMENT, FIS~ PCPLLATIO~St FISHERIES, LCBSTERS 
1918 n~~RIS RE, ~tNENGEL kA 
SICLCGY I!NC MANAiiEI'IEl\1 CF THE AI'IERlCU lGilHEll, JULY 1-CEC 31, 1977 FRuG 
i<E f 1 
VI~S GPNT FPT Ql444C3\3 ~Cl3 
CO~TINENlAl SHElf, COSTS• fiSH ~A~AGE~E~T, INVESTIGAllO~S, SAMPLING, 
SfDIHfiTS, l(OFLAIHTCI\ 
1915 VAI\EIIGH hilt HAI<I<IS 1lE 
EIOLOG~ AND MANAGE~EIIT Of THE AMERIC'N LCSSTER 1 SEfT 16, 1~75-tEC 15 1 
H'i~ 
PRCGRESS PEfC~T, ~I~S, ELCLCESTER POINT, ~A 
CRLSTACEA~S, FISH MANAGEMENT, FIS~ fCFULATICNS, FIS~ERIES, LCeSTERS 
19~2 ~~TiiE~ fJ Ill, EARllETT ~R 
ELUEFI~ Tl~A CCIICE/IHHlCfl FCt,NC CUPI~G A lCNG-UI\E EXPLORATION OF THE 
1\ClllliliESTfllN JITUNTIC SLCPE 
CO~MER FISH ~E\ ~4(2), 1-1 
FISH, FISHf:IESt FISHIH H~R 
1n1 FHNER P ET ill. 
ECTlC' CU~IENlS 1~ ~lLMlNGlCI\ SUB~AFl~E C~~YC~ 
NAT~RE, FH~SIC~l ~CIENCES 22~ 1 F52-5~ 
BATH~MET~~. LNCER~~lER PtCTC~R~PhYt CCNTI~E~TAL SLOPE, CURRENTS !WATER), 
SUFVE'tS 
1973 CClTC~ JE, SlCCCAFC RR 
BOTTOM hATER lEMFEFATLFES (/1 l~E C!~Tli\EI\T~l S~Elfo NOVA SCCTIA TG 1\Ew 
J El< SEl 
NCA~ TEC~N REPT, N~F~ CIRC 316 0 55F 
PH,SlCAL CCEAI\(GFlftt, TE~FEFAlL~E 
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1S71 STG~l F~, ~CCLE~~ta 
EliRIED 1/,ILLE¥ SHEHI\TS CJ\ HIE CCll'lllllENTAl. SrfLF CFF CELAwARE BAY Al\D 1\EW 
J EFSE~ 
GECLO,ICAL SGCIElV OF t~ERICA ~OPT~EAST ~E(JON~L ~fETING ABST~ACTS 
CAJ\YOI\S, CCNliNEI\TAL ShELF, GECLCG,, SED1MtN1S, tELA~APE 8'Y 
1915 GAtO PE ET Al 
CALCULATIC~S CF SAl\[ TRAI\SPCRT C~ lHE 1\Ek lOR~ SHELF USI~G NEAR-BOTTCM 
Cl~FENT ~fTER CESER~~ll[hS 
AM GEOFHYS UNION TRANS 5~!121, 1(0! 
TRt~SPC~T~ CLI~ATES, CC~TINENTAL St~LF, CURRENT MtlERS, CURHEI\TS (~ATER), 
GECLCGYt OCE~NCG~AF~Y, SEDIMENlATIC~, VELCCIT~ 
1976 tATCtER PG, KEISlER lf 
CARBCh)ORAlES A~C CRGA~IC CllkECN I~ ~Eh YORK BIG~T SEDI~E~TS AS POSSIBLE 
I~OICJlHRS Cf SEI!JlGE CCNH;I~ATICto. 
AM SOC li~NCL CCEJl~CGR 2; 24G-24t ISPEC SY~PI 
PCLLUTICN, CAREC!o'ICFATES, CIIRB!Jt., CCASlAL fUU'IS, CCI1T!NENJAL SHI:tf, 
GE!LCGY, !EDI~ENTS 
1S13 S~EFBURJ\E ~~ 
CELL TYPES, DlFFEREJ\TlAL CELL CCUI\1!, AND 6LOCD CELL ~EIS~kE~ENTS CF A 
FO~TLGESE !HAR~. CEI\TRCSC~~J\LS CCELCLEFIS, CAPlLREC AT 7GO FATHOMS 
LS DEP1 CC~NE~, FISt BLLl 7112lt ~3!-43S 
CYTCLCGlCAL STLCIES, fiSH, FISh FHYSJCLGGV, IIE~TCN, ~H~RKS, clOCC VALUES 
1916 li!CLECC GC, GllfERT lR 
CHE~ICAL CCEAI\QGR~PH' OF THE CC~li~E~TAL SLCPE 
CHtPTER 6 CF A REFCRT TC ThE euREtL Of LA~C ~·NIIGEMENT 
ChEMISTRY, CO~lli\EN1Al 5LCPE 1 OCEA~CG~APHY 
1S5S CAY C<: 
CHE~AFEA~E LIG~TSHIP f.€5-92. JN CAY, CG. CCEPNCG~APHIC oe~ERvATIONS, 
19!7, EA!l (CAST OF l~E ~1\ITED STATES 
US FISH ANC ~ILCliFE SER\; SPEC SCI ~EF 2€2 
SALINIT,, ~AlER lE~FE~All~E, ~ICCLE 'TlAI\TIC EIGHT 
l~~c; CA' CG 
CHESAPEAKE li(.TS~IF, P.~2-8S. IN CAl, CG. CCE~NC(RAP~IC CESENVATICNS, 
lS~e, EA$1 (CAST OF THE U~llEC ~l~TE~ 
US FISh A~[ hllCliFE 5E~v, SffC SCI REP 31€ 
SAlii\ITY, w~TER lE~PERtlURf 
118 
1967 ~ARRJSCN h ET 'l 
CJRCULAliCN OF SI-!Elf .. AIE~S (JfF TH CI-ESAPUH EIGHT - SURFACt Al\0 BGTTflM 
CRIFT CF CCNTIJ\EJ\T,IL S•ELF wATE~i fElhEEN CAPE HEI\LOPEN, DELAwARE A~D CAPE 
HATTERAS• ~O~TH CA~Cll~A ••• 
~~~S CCNlR Llti 
CCJ\TIJ\EI\lAl s•ELF, hATEF CIRCULATICN, MJCOLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
19t8 SHHEY H 
CIRCLLATION Of T~f ShElf ~ATERS CFF THE ChESAPEAKE BIG•T 
OCEAN SCIENCES ANC ENGl~EERli\G CF l~E ATLANTIC SHELF SYMPOSIUM. 
TRANSACTIC~S P~ILt, Fto MARCt 19-2C, 196€~ Fl3 
ATLANTIC CCEAN, CHESAPEAKE BAY, CIRCULATICN~ CCJ\liNENTAL SHELF 
1S7E BOICGURT kC El Al 
CHCULATIO Cl\ HE ATUt.TIC CCI\TIM~TAL SHlf OF THE UI\ITEO STATES, CAPE 
~AY TC C~PE ~ATTERAS 
IN, PRCCEEDIIIGS (F lliE 1S75 LHGE CCLUiQUlL~ Gil CCEAI'I DYNAMiCS, UNIV.ERSITY 
CF LIEGE, LIEGE, EELGIL~ 
CHESAPEtKE fAY, CJRCULATIGI\, CCNTI~EI\TAL StELF, "OAT~ CAROLI~A, VIRGII\IA 
1915 ALI n n 
CllJHER A~ALYSIS Cf li!ARINE SECHE~lS AND loASH CEPCSITS IN NEw YCRK BIGhT 
EN\IRC~ (ECL 1(3J, .143-S 
BICLCGY, GEOLOGY, ~ETALS, SECIMENTS, hASTE .ATER TREATMENT 
197S W;lRI<H F 
COASTAL CO~~LNlTIES-FA~T~EFS c• fVfPE1S I~ CuTE~ COI\TINENTAl SHELF 
DE\HCHE~l 
CCASTAL ZDI\E MANAHMEI\1 JR 4(1-2), 119-125 
SCCIC-ECC~O~ICS; CE~ELCF~E~T, FGlllY, ENVI~C~MENTAL EFFECTS, OIL 
1S1t OFFICE Of TECh~CLCGV ASSESS~E~T 
CC~!TAL EFfHTS CF Cff~hCRE HEI<GY SYSTHS, AN ASSESSMENT CF CIL Af\D GAS 
SYSTEMS, CEEP~ATER PORTS ANO 1\LCLEA~ POkERPlA~TS CFf T~E CCAST OF nEk 
JERSE~. A~O CEt;l~~F£ 
kASHINGlOJ\, D.C. 
INCL!TRIAL DEVEL(f~EI\1, CCI\Tli\£1\TAl S~ELF, E~vi~r~MENTAl EFFECTS, NATuRAl 
GAS, NLCLEAR PChER PlA~TS, Gll, PLJN~I~G, ~ESOURCE DEvELOPMENT CCA~TA'L 
Z CN E ' ~ 
liS 
1S1~ SCHUfEl JR, (Klf[ A 
COI'JwEl\TS Ct\ THE CISPERSAL Cf SLSPEt\tH SHII'tlll ACCRCSS THE CONTINJ:NTAl 
SrEl VES 
IN St.IFT El A( IED.SI. SHELf SHH'fl\1 TRA/I'SPOf<l. STROUOSSURG, FA. [G~OEN'1 
HUltHil\SCII AI\C HSS IIIC. P.333-~4t 
CCNTINENT~l S~Elft SECI~ENT lRANSPCRl, SEOJMfN1S 1 SUSPENDED LOAD, VJRGIIIIA 
1919 ~USICK JA 
COM!<UI'\IH SlRLCTLRE CF FISHES (fl THt CCNllMI\TAL SLGP£ AND RISE ()Ff TI1E 
JwiCDLE ATL~~TIC CC~Sl CF Ttl ~IIITEt STATES 
SPECIAL SCIEIITIFIC REPCRT NO .. 9€:, IJIMS, GLOOCESTER POlt.T, ~~~ 
ASLNOAIICEw OIVER!ITY, tG~llNfNTAL S~ELF, CCNTINENTAL SLLPE, FISH, fiSH 
P CPLL~ llCfl ~ 
1918 kEIIHR El 
COMPARATIVE BIOLCG1 CF fCUR SPECIE! tf GlYfHCCRAIIGClt AND CRANGONOID 
SHRIMP FRC~ T~E CCNTIIIEIITAL SLCFES CF THE ~lDCLE ATL~NTIC BIGHT 
CANACIAII JCLRII~l Of ZCClGGJ, lS7E WCL 56, F1C52 
CO/'iTINENTAL SLOPE, OISUHJUllCN, PARASHISfol, RHRC9UCTIOII 0 StRIMP, 
TRA~liiiGt ~!tOLE All~IITIC fiEHl 
Hl4 SioiFl CJP 
CONTINENTAL. S~Elf SEDIMENTATICN liN l~E GECLCGY OF CONTINENTAl MARGINSt 
Cl [RAJ<£ ft) 
SPRINGEI<-HRLAG, Hk YUJ<.r IIV, Flli-135 
fATHMETRV, TRAIISFCRTt CCIITit\EIITAl St'Elf, CfPOSlliON IHOI~Ef\TSJ, GECLCG'I 1 
SAIICS• SEOJ~ENTAJIO~ 
l«;6S MillER R\1 
CO~llNEIITAl ~IGR~TICIIS Cf fiShES 
UNCEilWAHR Nr\ITUR, SPFING 1SE9, 15-44 
DI~TRIBUliCN, FISH, GE£GFAF~ICtl REGIONS, ~lERtTICN, MIGRATIOII PATTERNS, 
REVIEW~, T~~GING 
1912 E~ERY ~C ET ~l 
CCNTINENTAl RISE OFF EAS1EIIII NCRTH A~ERICA 
AI"EI<ICAII ASSOClllliCfl· CF PETRCLEIJI'\ GHUJGISTS El.lllET IN 5~, 44-lOB 
CC~TI~ENTAL SLCPE, GEClCGY, PEli<ClCGl 
II*C 1'\C(PEGCf e, EEII~Ell R~ 
COIITINENTAL SLCP£ SECI .. ENT li';SlABlllTY NOIITHEAST CF klLMI~GTCN CANYON 
AMERICAN A!SCCIAliCN Cf FETACLEL~ EECL BULLETIII 
CANYONS, CC~llNE~TAL SLCPE, GECLCGY, SEDIMENTS, STABILITY 
LiC 
lS5S RHIIlJES J .. 
CGI';TJNUOUS DISlR 18L TICN OF I'EIIH~OEl\ AlG'IIG THE SClTH .HUNTIC ~NC GLLF 
CO~SlS OF lhE Ll\llEO STATES 
PROC GULF CARie FISt 11\!T, 12lt AN~ SESS 1~!,, 31-35 
SEASCNAL V~RIITIGN!, CC~I'ERCIAl fl5HlhGo FISH, FIShli\Gt GECGAAPHICAL 
REGIO~S 
1975 CFFICE OF ~ll~JNE GECLCG~ 
CRt.. IS£ PHCIH-CUTEI< CCI\T IN ENTAl SHLF, 6ALT HOORE TROliGH AREA, R-V ATLANTIS 
II, 14 APRil-12 JLNE, ISIS 
~OCOS 1-CLE, ~ASS 
CO.IITJNEt.TAl SHELF, GEOlOO, t:EOPI-lrSICS, SEISMIC STUDIES 
1976 VCHhiS H f1 Ill 
CURRENT ~TRUCJLRE AND ~!XI~~ ~~ TH£ S~clf-SLCPE hATER fRC~T SCUTH Of NEW 
EIIGLAIID 
JCLRN~l Of HOH.,S!CAL !<.ESfAFCh ElHll, 36S5-37CB 
CLRRENTS I~ATERlt MIXI~G, PHYSICAL CCEA~CG~~P~I, STRLCTLRE 
1Si2 SlllNLE~ OJ El IlL 
CU~RENTS ~l\t Sf[l~EI\1 T~AN~PORl AT THf Wll~IIIGTOII CAIIYCN S~ElfBREAl< AS 
CBSH~EO •• 
IN SIIIFJ OJP ET H (HI SHElf SEDIMt:NT TRAt.S fRCC AND PAlTERNS 
CDkOEN, tUTCHII\S(N ADSS, STROUDSBURG, PA, P~21-644 
FAlNA, CCNliHIIUl SHELF, CL~RfNTS (1\AlERl. SHIHNT TRAIIS~CRT, SIJRVHS, 
HlCCilY 
1976 ~ANHEl~ TF, h~LL ~E 
CHP EV~PCRITE STRATA Cff NEll HJRK AND NEh JEIUE'Y - EVIOEt.CE FRtll" 
INTERSTITIAl loAHR CHEIHnll"t CF Clllll CORES 
JOURNAl CF RES£AfiCt,, LiliTH SUTES HCLOGlC.<ll ~URVEY 416), 697-"ICZ 
CHEMISTRY, CCRE CRILLIIIG, CCRES, DRILLING, GECLCGY, ~ATER CHE~ISlR~ 
1960 ~CIINICT Ct MCNNICl F 
DEEP SEA ~SCICIA~S CCLLECTEO B'Y TliE nLAI';li.S, AlLAH1S II. Al\C CHAIJ' 
OEEF SEA I<ES 17(.(), 311-336 
BftHHOSr CHP killER, CEEF-IIATH tlAtllATS, SYSTEMICS 
1938 THIIIG AV 
OEEP SEA fl~HES Of THE BE~I'\UO~ CCEt~CGP.AFhiC ~XPEC!TIO~, FAMILY 
.HCLILLII:H 
ZOOlOGICA 231lth 3l3-3H 
CISlRIELTIC~. EELS, FISH, tECGRAPHICAl REGICNS 1 l~RVAE, ~EASCNAL 
C lSH!EUTlCI\ 
1.21 
1912 lAUBlll CRt ~ILLS El 
CEEP....SEA AfoiPHlflCDA FRO\ TH HSTEFJ\ MRHt HUS\TIC OCHN, CAPRt:lllCEA 
CA~ J ZCCL 50(4), :71-38: 
AMPhiPCD~, BENTHOS, CRIJ H ACEAI\S 
1913 S~ITH KL, lEAl J~ 
OEEP-SEA BEt>ITHIC CCMHI\IT't RESfiRAlltt- AI\ II\ SlllJ STUDY AT 1850 METERS 
SCIEI\CE 17S(4070Jt .28.2-.28! 
BENTHOS, CCJ\Tli\EI\TAL SHELf, COI\Tli\ENlftl SLCPE, EI\E~GY ElCGET, GXYGEN 
DEMANC, RESfl~AliCI\, SEEI~E~TS, SUf'A~INES 
1~13 JA~NAICA H~. ~IRSE~ CC 
I:EEP-SEA MlCI<CCRGtNV:!<S, IN SJTU ~ESPCfiSE lC MJHIENl ENRICHMENT 
SCIENCE 1EC(4CS6l 1 641-643 
EENTHOS, MICRDBIC(CGY, !<ICPC(PGANIS~S, SUS~APINES 
lS 7 5 II I GLE ~ Ill , E T At . 
OEEf-SU RH CRAft GERYD~ 'LIN,UEDENS.o SURVH Dff NORHEASTERI\ UNllED 
STIITES 
~iRINE fiSHERIE~ PEVIE~ 31{81, 1-21 
CCfiTI~ENlAl SLOPE, CPABSo CRLSlACE.N!. NCRlHEASl U.S., SURVEYS 
19t5 1-.CIIHAII C 
I:EEP....iiATER BEIITHIC POLHHAETOUS ANULIOS Cff flEW ti\GLAI\!) H SEI<MUOil ANC 
(li-E~ ~0~1~ AllA~llC A~EIS 
J t!A~ liES 2H2l, 0-93 
SE~l~O!• Cl51RIBLTIC~. PCL~CI-AETES, SYSTE~ICS 
lSI:! TEMflEIIAI\ i1 
CESCRlPTICN liND OJSlRIEliTION OF NEh SPtCIMEI\S OF lHE FISH LIPCGENYS GILL! 
FRCM THE WESTE~N 1\CRlt AlLANliC 
J FISH I<ES ED CAN 30 flO) t 1559-15<:4 
f\EW SPECIES, OISHifLliCN, fiSh, GECGRAPH!C,Il I<EGlONSr NEKIOI\, MGRPHCLCGY 
1S71 RLlfCH EF 
CESCHfTJON OF SHLF ilftTER-SLCPE MAlER fRCNTS 11\ ~!COLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
JOLRI\11l CF GEOFH"ySICH RESEA~Cr, SHCHt. ISSUE CN OCEANS ilNC ATMOSPt<ERES 
CC~TI~ENTAL StELF, GECLCGY, SLCPES 1 WASTE CISPCSAl 
122 
1S76 SUTTCI\ Ch El Al 
CETAILED BAThYMETRY Of SElECTED AREtS Of T~f lNI\E~ CO~liNENTAL SHElf CF 
THE ~IFGINIA~ SEt- SClltEAST VIRGI~IA, VI~Gl~lA BEACH, ANC ~ACMAPREAGLEr 
~" ~II'S SIIA~HE 6CJ 
B·l~YMETRY, CCASTS, CCI\TINENTAL ShELf, M~PS, ~IRGINIA 
1918 JC~ES f~ ET fll 
CEVELOPMENl CF fiS~ES Cf T~E MID-A1L~NllC €l~Hl 
Plf l.SfloS c ~El 
BH~VICR, 'llAS, CISTFIHTICN, fiS~., FiSH EG<;S, JUIIENILE GROioH• STAGE, 
lAF~tE 
lSH PAlf.\Hl rC 
CIRECT CE5£~VATIC~ CF SEt FLOCR II\ ~I[SHElf CUMFSllES, ~ICDLE ATLANTIC 
EIHT 
lRANSACliO~St AMERICAN GE[FHY51CAL U~ICN JU~ 75 
DEFCSITICN lEGGSI, PCllLTION 
1<;15 HLGH Cll 1 fHMER H 
0 IRECT OBSER\t,!l ICI\ CF TH SEA FLCCF I~ MlP-St.Elf Cl.i~PSITES, ~lDCU 
A ll.ANTI C EH~ 1 
TF.C~SACTICI\S AMEPICAI\ GECPhY~ICAL lNIC~ !616), 31C 
CONTINENTAL S~ELF, OISPC~AL, SECI'E~l DISCHARGE, T(PCGFAP .. V, ~ASTE 
CISPCSAL, ~ICCLE AllJ~ll( fi~HT . 
1S14 DRA~E DE El Al 
DISPERSAL (f wASTE SCLJOS IN 1\E~ )(!<~ BIGHT 
GECl SOC All AE51R ~(1} 1 115 
CCNTII\EI\TIIL S~Elf, CLPPE~TS lk,TERl 1 ESTLA~IES, SECI~E~TATIOft, TIDES, 
WASTE CISHSH 
1.97t PfAflCE J, H H 
Dl!lRIBLTIO~ AND ABL~CA~CE (~ DEI\lHIC ORGAI\15~$ IN THE 1\E~ YCRK BIGHT 
tPE>~ tLG .2-6, 1S73 
NOAA DR ERL MESA-E, NAT NAR FI~H SE~, BOwlDER, CGLO 
BE~ltOS, 0/.Tt COLLECTICI\S, OJST~leL11CN PATlEkNS, INVEqTF.ERAlES, SLRvEYS, 
MICCLE ATlAI\TlC SIGtT 
1~3 
1S13 HCLLA~O Bf, 'El~E~lC~ Gf 
CISTRlllUTIO~ A~D BICLCGICAL STUDIES OF ANAC'C~OLS FISHES OffS~ORE ~CRTH 
CARCLHA 
NC CEPl 1\tllUR ECCN R£S(LF SPEC SCI PEP (24), 1-132 
SEASONAL VARIATICNS, CATCh, FECU~DlTY, FEECI~G R'TES, fiSht FISH DIETS, 
fiSh ~IGRATIO~, SciS~ClCGY, ffECI"G 
1~11 BOESCh OF, El Al 
CISTRIHTIC~ AI\() SHltlURE (F CCI'I'IJHTHS tf fiACilGBENTt!OS CN lHE OLlER 
COI\TINENTAL SHElf OF ThE I'ICOLE Alliii\TIC lll<iHT: 1975-lS76 I/1/\iESTlG·HlOfliS 
~I~S !~A~SCE 115, GLClCESlE~ FGl~l, ~· 
BE/1/TMOS, eiCLCGIC~l COMMUNITIES, tCNTINEfllAl SHELF, DISlRIBUllON PATTERI\S 
19f2 /IARAK P~ ET Al 
CISTRIBUTION CF FISH EGGS ANC lAFVIE, TEMPERAlLRE, AI\D SALI/IillY 1/li THE 
GEORGES BANII-CUlf Of I"AlNE A~Et 1 1';55 
US FISH WllCLifE .SEI<\it SPEC SCI REF FISH l41U, 1-66 
CATA• EGfS, FISH, LAR~AE, SALINITY, lE~PEPAT~REt lOCPLANKTCN, COASTAL Z0/1/E 
lS73 BPOWN, RA fT Al 
OHllHEI.TICN OF •e~~V HCilH.AIUliNS IN SG~t AHAIITIC WATERS 
PRCCEECI/1/ES JCINT COI\FERENU CN PRf\EI\TION AND CO/IilROL CF GIL SPILlS. 
A"'ERICAN PETROlELM II\SlllllEt ~AStiJM:1CNt CC, SO!.i-519 
CIL PClllTICN, ChE~IST~Y, ClSTPleUllCN, CJSlRIBLTJON PATTERNS 
1963 HLLBURT E,, ~HCCMt~ J 
OISTRIBUTIO~ CF Pt,TCPLAIIKlG~ SPfCIES hilH R~SFECT Tt SALIIIITW BETkEEN ThE 
COAST Of 50lTHER~ ~E~ E~Gl~~D A~O BER~UCA 
ll~~Cl CCE~~CGR Sl~lt ~63-~6~ 
CO~MUNJlY, CIATO!S, ClNCFLAGEllHESt JRON, I'IUTRIE~lS, PhYTOPL.ANKTON, 
PLAI\1<1(1\, SALI~IT,, SlllC~TES 
1~14 StEP~~~ K ET IL 
CJST~IBLTION Of TAR BALLS AND NEUSlCN SAMPLING IN THE GULF Sl~EAM SYSTE~ 
NAliCNtl BlREAl CF S1A~D,RC5; SFECIAL PUELICtllCN 40S, FP243-245 
Cit SPILLS, Cit fClllTIC~, CLR~E~lS C~ATERI 
1962 S'UI~E Jl 
tl5TRIBU11CN Of lUI\~~ I~ CCEANIC W~lERS CF T•E NCRTH~ESTERII ATLANTIC 
US FJS~ kiLDLIFE SERV, FISH BUll 621211}, 323-341 
CO,I'UNilY, SE,SCNAl V~RIATIC~St fJSt, FIS~li\G 
12 4 
1962 S'lllff Jl 
OISTR IBUTION OF lUll A~ II\ THE OCE M\ IC-1\CR lH~ES 1 A lUNll ( 
WCRlD SCI ~EETII\G BICl lL~AS, LA JUU, JULY l<Jc2, EXPER PAP (281, 1-38 
CU~REATS I~AlERl, EXPLC~ATICI\, FISH, SEASCfltll CISTR!BUTION 
H75 HLC11SI<Y Eh SZHS fl< 
CY/1/AMICS Of WASTE CI!PERSIC~ CF DlSSGLVED HEAV' METALS II\ JHE NEW YORK 
BIGI-\1 ~REA 
GECL SCC P~ AESlF 711), 74 
OI<ECGE SFOIL, Cli<ClUllCN, IJISPER!IC~, OYN./IICS, HtAVY ~ETALS, MflALS, 
!E~PGE, SLLCGE, 5fECJRCSCCFY, ~ASTE tlSPCSAL 
1~12 lHC~~S Dl El Al 
ECClC~ICJ!l STUCifS IN lH ~lCII\llY Of OCEAI\ SllES 1 ANC S 
IIIIJ ECOLOCICAl CCN!ICtRAliOI\S FCR CCEAI\ SITES CFF NEW JERSEY FOR PRCPOSEO 
NUClEAR EE~EFATI~G SlATICI\S lt 1-115 
ECOLOGICAL JII.PACl, ESTlARIES, FOWEI< flANTS, REEfS, SALlNin. SEDIMENTS, 
TEMFERATLRE, TIC£S, ZOCPlA~K10~ 1 FELCII\G 
19f0 SANCERS tl, tES5LER -R 
ECOLOGY Df THE CEEF-SEA eEI\THCS 
SCIENCE 163138141; 141~-1424 
CCASlAl hillERS, BEI\THCS, SEASCtl".dl '0RlATICfiS 1 GE:CHiERJolAl STUt:IES, LARVAE, 
2CCPUI\l<H/Ii 
1917 TAYLCil kl<• lHl Jl 
EFfECTS OF ENERGY RELAlEO PEATl~eA1lC~S CN ThE lliOFUIICTICNS CF ESTUARI~E 
ANt CCI5TAL PlA~KlC~. 1~ P~CGRESS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY l/1/514, JChfiS hCPKI~S 1,;1\IV., AN~AfOLJS, ~C 
eE~ThO!, E!lLARIE!, NCFT~ C'PCLJkA 
l~ii MANCkllZ, B I~CI 
EFFECTS Cf EI\ERGY-RHATEC ACTIVITIES ON Hd.: nLANlH .. <..ONTINENTAL SHELF 
PROCEEDl~CS CF CCNFEREIICE ~ELD AT E~CCl<HIIVEN NtJIO~AL LAEC~ATORY, UPTC/1/, 
Nl C/li NC~EI'fEF lC-12 1 1'375 
COI\ll~E~T'L StELf, EflfRG,, ENVIRGN~E~TAL EFFECTS, CtfS~OFE PLATFCR~St Cll 
11\CLSTRY, POWER PlAIITSt RESCL~CE CE\ElGP~ENT 
lS1~ LEAR C~, PESCt GG 
EFFECTS CF lCE'~ OISPCStl tCTIVITIES CN MIC-CCNTI~ENTAL SHELF ENVIRONMENT 
CFF CElAWAFE A~t MtRYltNC 
L.S. E~VIRCN P~OlECl AGE~C,, REGIC~ Ill, FtllACELftiA, PA 
ATlt~TIC CCASTAL ~LAIN, CC~TINENlAL StElf, DELA~ARE, MARYLINO; hASTE 
CJSFOSAL, ~ASTE CU~F~ 
125 
1971 LE~~ [~, ET AL 
EFFECT5 CF OCEAN OLI'FHG Hll~llY., I'JC-AlLMT l( EIGHT-1976 
EfA, PhiUCElflilAt Ft '-
CLAI'S• ~EA~Y METALS 1 MOLLUSKS~ ORGlhlC WASTES, SEk~GE CISPCSAL, SEkAGE 
S lliJGE 
lSfl kHll,.ORE FC El Al 
ELEP~ANl TEET~ FACM ThE ATLANTIC CC~llNENTAL SHELF 
SCIENCE 15H3.0Ut l471-14H 
CC~TINENTAL SH£LF, GECLC~Y, FALEG~TCLCGY, fCSSILS 
1!14 NCO!IE JA 
El'iHGY REPCRT CEC; HAUATES I<ISI<S Ill ATUI\TIC OIL. GAS PRGCliCliON 
CCNTINENltl S~ELF 1 E~Ei<Gl, E~~IRCI'i~E~TAL EffECTS, I~CUST~IES, OIL 
INDUSTRY, PCLLLTIC~ AeATEMENl, VIR~l~IA 
1!13 LEAR t~ ET Al 
EN~ SLA.EV CF JIITERI~ CCEAN CUMPI~Et ~IDCLE All 81Ghl 
NTIS REPORT PB-22S 161 
2hF !EfT 13(1491. 
CCMMUNITY, EENHCS, CONI lNENTAl SHHft CCPFER. tiEA\11 I".ElALS, 
P~~TCPLA~I<TC~, , Sll[Gf CI~PCSAL 
1915 VIRGINIA lN!lllllE CF MARINE SCIENCE 
E~viRCN~E~Ttl CATA AC~lJSITICN A~t ANALYSIS, MID-ATLJNTIC CCS BETwEEN VIMS 
AN£ Bl~ FCF THE P€AICC 3C JuNE, l9i5-3C SEFT, 1S75 
QLARTERLY PFCGRE55 PEFCFl 
EACTERIA, EE~TtCS, .ChE~ISlRY, CCNTINENTAL 5tELF, FORAMINIFERA, 
CCEANOEAAPh,, TRACE ELE,ENTS, kAVES lkATEPit ZCCPLANKTC~ 
1975 VJRGI~IA I~SlllUlE Cf MARI~E SCIENCE 
E~viRC~MENltl DAlt AC~llSlliCN A~C ANALYSIS- 1"10-ATLtNTIC CCS BETWEEN 
VIMS AIIC etr< FO THE PEPICC l CCT, 1S?5-31 DEC, 1'975 
2~[ QUARTEAL~ 5U,~A~1, PRCGRES5 ~EFCRl 
eACHRIA, BENlliC~, CHEMISTPY,·ttNliiiEIIlAL SHLF, fCRAMINIFERA, 
CCEANC(RJF~V, TRACE ELE~EIITS, hAVES (kATER), ZOCPLANI<TCN 
lSi~ HtRCIIIG RV E1 Pl 
ENVIRONMENTAL l~FACl Cf FLTLRE CFFS~ORE FACILillES 
~Y~PCSIL' CN MARINE FESClRC~ OE~El[P~E~T I~ Th£ MIUCLE tlLA~liC STATES, 
CCl. 2S-30, oiLLI~~SEu~( 
CChTINENT'l StELf, E~~IRCN~E~Ttl EFFECTS, FACILITIES, ~LCLEAR POWER 
PLA~TS, tff~HCRE fltlf(~~S 
IU 
1918 L~ITEC STATES FISh A~C hlLDLIFE SERVICE, OFFICE Of BICLCGICAL 
SHVICES 
EN~IRGNMEN1At .FlAN~lftG FCA CfFSHCRE Cll ~N[ CAS. ~CL. 1 AECCVERV 
lECHIClCGY 
CONTJNENl~l S~Elft E>PLGAATICN, GASES, LEGISLATICN, Cllt PlA~~~N~ 
1918 GCCC'A~ J, KLOSE f 
ENVIRCN,.E~TAl PLA~NlNG FO~ (FfS~O~E Cll ANC GAS; VCLLME ~: RECIO~Al STATUS 
~EFCFlS; PtRT 2; ~1£ A~C SCUI~ AlLA~llC 
FWS-OBS-11-16.2, HE CCNSEil~AliCN HL~DATICII, IIASHt\GTCN, CC 
INtl!TRitL CEVELCP~E~T. ~llA~liC CCtSTAL PlAia, CC~TINE~T~l SHELF, 
Et\VIRC~MENl'L EFFECtS, FACILlTIES, l~FACTSt CIL, Cll INCUSTRV, REGIONAL 
A~ALVSIS, RE!OLRCE CEVELCP~E~T 
1~18 UNITE£ STATES fiSh At\C hllDLIFE SER~l(E, CFFICe Of BICLCGICAL 
SEI<~ICE! 
f~VIIlGNHI\HL PUNtllNG FOR CffSI-CllE Cll AND Gil$. VOL. 5 REGICNAL STATUS 
REFO~T PJRT 2t I"JC AND !CllH ATLANTIC 
INCUSTRI~L DE~fLCf~Ef'llt P~CJECllO~St COASERVATICN, CONTINENTAL SHELF, 
EN~IRC~MENTAL EffECTS, FICILilY SITING, OIL INDlSTRV, PLA~N1NG 
1~73 PAL~EP ~C, LEAR Ck 
EN~IRO~~ENlAL STLDIES Cf A~ INlE~I~ CCEAN CL~PSITE, ~ICCLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
ENvlRCN~ENltL P~ClECllCN AGEI\CY EPA SC3 
S-COl-A, 13~f 
PCLLUliCNt CISPC!Al, E~~I~C~PE~TAL EFFECTS, GECLCEY, htSTE DUMPS 
1S1~ EN~IRCNMENTAL fRClECTICII AGEIICV 
EN~lAC~I'ENTAl Sv~VE'I Cf HC HTERI~ Cl.MPSIHS-~ICDLE ATllliiTIC BIGHT 
EN~IRONI'ENTAL fRCTECTICN AGENCY, AN~APOLIS, MD. ANNAPOliS 5CI1NCE CENTER 
ACIDS, A~ALVliCAL lECHIII,LES, CCIITJ~E~TAL SHELF, CRuiSES, lNCUSTRIAL 
hASTES, CCEA~S, FCLLLTA~T ICENTIFICATICN, SLvDGE DISPOSAL, SURVEYS, WASTt 
CU"PS 
1913 LEAR Clo 
E~VIRC~,E~T'L SURVEY Cf lo( INTEFI~ Cu~PSilES ~ICDLE ATL~NTIC eiGHT 
SUPPLE,ENT FEPORl, CfEil~TICN fETC~, (RLISE REPCRT 5-lC NC~EMEER 1973, EPA 
MD, Nll~ FEPOPl PE-23~ 2~7, CCl 14(122) 
CARBCN, CISFCS'L• EC•I~C[f~~S, ~E~~y ~ETAL!, IRCI\, MCLLUSKS, PATHOLOGY, 
ZOCPLAIIKTCN 
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19'l4 LEAR Cw 
E~~IRC~~E~l'l SUR~E· Cf lk( INTEFI~ DW"PSITES; MJDCLE ATLA~TIC HIG~l 
SLPFLE~E~TAL ~EfCFl 
Eh\IRUN~Ehlj\l PRGlECTIC~ AGE~C~t R£GICN lilt PhlLADELPHIAr PA PUBLICATION 
EF t-9 C3 
9-74-CJC(:, lCIPP 
ATLA~TIC OCEth, EC~l~CCE~"S' ENvlRC~MENTAL EffECTS, IRC~, METALS, 
"OLLUSKS, CC~A~S. ZOCPLA~KTGN, ~IDCLE AlLANliC SIGHT 
1974 S~ITI- Sl< 
EN~IROAMENlAL SUF~EY CF l~C l~TEFI~ CL"PSITES 
US EPA, REG J(tl 3, HIU FA, FUELIOliOtl EPA-<JC3 
S-1~010~.; 1!4PP 
Elli\IIRCII~HHL EFFECTS, IHLSTRlAL ii~SlES, ~AillfiE AldMALS, METALS, 
CCEAIICEP~f~Yt SftJMEN15t SEkAEE Cl!PCSAL, ~AlE~ CUALill 
1S74 LEAl< E1 Al 
fNVlROIIMENTAL Sl.RH~ CF HO ItllERlfo! DLMPSI1ES, IIJIJDLE ATLAflllC BIGHT 
EN\1~01\MENlAl FR(lfCTICII AGE~CY ~ECICII III, PHil~CElPhiAo PA. PUBLICATICN 
EF~-%3 
S-14-ClCA, ~~~ PF 
ATLAIIT!C CCEAII, 11\CUST~IAL WASTES, MtRINE ANIMALS, OCEANOGRAPHY, 
SEtlMENTS, SEWAGf CISPCSALr ~AlEP 'UAliTr, MIDCLE ATLAIITIC BIGhT 
1917 GACC FE El At 
ESTIMATES OF SAND TRAIISfCRT C~ TttE HI! YCRK SHLf USING ~EAR-ECTTOI' 
CLilREI\1 .,ElH CBSEHtllCIIS 
J SEC PElRCl 48tllt 2:9-2~2 
TRANSPCR1 1 CCNli~EI\ltl S~ELF, CL~Rf~TS t~AlERl, GEOLOG~, ~IVER BASIN 
CCI'~ISSICN! 1 SECIHENTS 
1915 ~lKII\~CI\ LP 
ESTIM~TES Cf VOLUMES, f~E,UEI\CY, AIIC CHEMICAl AND BlCLCGIC•l IMPC~TANCE OF 
EULF STREAM l~TRUSICI\S Ill SCLTH ATl,I\TIC ElG~l 
3!lt A~I\UAL MEElll\( CF AM SCC l!MI\Ol ANC OCEANCG~ A752344 
BICLOGY, C~EMI51R~, FRE,UEIICY A~Al~SlS 
l'l6! SChCEHF Jl 
EWIOENCE FCR REP~CCLCTI'E FE~l(t!CITY IN ThE CEEP SEA 
.ECClCG~ 4911!, 81-87 
EENT~CS, EREECING, SEASC~Ill \AI<l~TICI\St tiSlRIEUTICN,. EGGS, EECGRAFHlCill 
RHIOI\S, GOt-IlLS, HfRCCLCTlC~, SI2E 
!2 t 
ISlE ~HEFICA~ ~Et M~EBEL 
EVICEhC~ Cf PGSl-PLEISlOlE~E fAULTS CN ThE Nfk JERSE~ ATLANTIC OUTER 
CChllNENlPL !hElf 
HERICAN ASSOC!IIliCII Cf PElROLclifl CHl.Ci>ISTS ELllETIN 6C, lll2-lll7 
CCI\li~HHL Sliflft HClCGYt , HEIHCCENE EPOCH 
lS7'l ~CRCA~ C" 
EXAMFLE OF GULF nREIIII EODY-IIIDLCEO \;ATER E.liChAIIGE IN THE lllfJ-AT(.AIITIC 
SIGHl 
JOURI\Al CF PrYSJCAL CCEANCER~P~) 1{3), 472-47<J 
CLRREN15 ( UlfRl 
1971 BClCClRT i 
EXCrA~GE IIC~CSS StELF 
SLCPE FRCNl IN SCLlHER~ ~ICClE Allt~TIC EIGHT 
JCliR!'.H Cf HOF~YSIUL RESEAHh SPECIAL ISSUE ON OCEANS AND ATMOSPHERES 
CCNT!~EIIlAl ShELFt GEOLOGY, !LCPES 
191C CA~ IS J 
EXPLORii\G FCR SCHCCLI~G PElAGIC Fl!tES I~ ~ICttE ATlANTIC Bl(HT 
CC~~ERCIAL FIS~EFIES FEVJE~ :2(3), 2~-24 
FISH; FISH MANAGEJIEI'iTt FIS.H PCHI.ATIHS, ~ICCLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
1977 JURGEIISfN K~, CCVIIIGTCN AP 
EXlEIICEC FISHE~Y JLRlSCICTIC~ fRCBlEI'S AIID PRGG~ESS 1977 PRCt NORTH 
CAR CUll. H\IERI\CF 'S CCMHENCE ON f ISHRY MANAGEMENT LNOER EXlENDED 
JUR 1 SC IC llCI\ 
NC SG Rfl 11-1~ 
ECOI\C~ICS, FISH STOCKINEt FIStERIESr. JLR!SC!CTIOII. LEGISlAT!CNr 
MANAGEMENT, RESEARC~ A~[ tE~ELCf~E~l 
ISH SHw l<.o! 
E>TEiiOED fiSHfi~ JURlSCICllCN H CJII\ACA AM! H·E 1..1\ITED ST IllES 
CCfAI\ CF.V ot!IIC II\TEFfOll LAii 51c3h 2'il-344 
ATlAI\TlC CCE,N, ~OC!C-ECCNCMICS, 0£\IELCP~E~J. fiSHERIES, JURISCICTION, 
lEG'l ASPECTS, ~fti\A(E~EIIl 
19t1 hESSLEF ~R, St~CEfiS tl 
FAUNAl ClvEF5IlY I~ 1~£ CfEP-SEA 
DEeP SEA RE~ l4t t5-7€ 
EEIIltCS, BCTT(II SELI•E~TS, CE~SIT~, SJECl~liCII 
12'i 
1910 fli\E H 
FAL~Al VARIATION 01\ FELAGIC !A~G~S!L~ 
M M~ BlCt. 712 l, lJ.2-l22 
A~FHIFCCJ, CRLSTACftNS, ECOSYSTE~S, 11\VE~TEERAlES, ISOPOCS, ~ATHEMATICAL 
MOCELS, P~YlCPLAN~lCN, POlYCHAElES, ZCLPLAI\~1(1\ 
IS?.< SCHHI\ER A 
FECl~OilY HI: fCSSIHE ~CD£ Cf tc\IHGFMENT Cf SCIH CEEP-SEA OPHIUROIOS 
lli'IICL CCHNCGI< 17 12), 193-19~ 
BEtAVICR, BEIITHO!, EGGS, ELECTRIC REACTORS, FECLIIDITY, ~EPRCCUCTICN 
1917 SECBERF' GR 1 "l!1CK JA 
FEEDII\G ST~ATfGIES Cf !C~E CEHERSAL flS~ES Of THE CD.TINENTAL SLOPE ANC 
RISE CFF TH MIC-JillA~llC CCASl CF ThE u.s.A. . 
CEEP SEA flSHFS, CCI\TINENTAL SHELF, FCOC CHAl~S, FCOO HABITS 
1S11 STAI\LE't OJ 
FISH Pf<OCliCEI: fiAFKIMiS Ch THE OLHR CCNTII\HHL MA.RGII\ EAST Cf THE MIDDLE 
HLMTIC STATES 
JR SEC PETI<Cl 4l.a f159-l7C 
U~OERWJTEP PHClO(RAP.Y, SECI~E~TAA¥ STRUCTURES 
1916 •ENIIE~UT~ ~C 
FIS~ERIES .AND RENE~ABLE RESGLRCES (f THE NCRJH~EST Allt~JIC SHElf 
IN, B. f',ANOlolll CEtlTCfll EFFECtS Cf EIIE~GY RELATEC ACTIVITIES GN ThE 
t1LAII1JC C(~TIIIENTtl StElf. e~lCK~.IIVEN NAT'l LAE, ASSOC LNIVr INC 
~ARI~E BICLDGY, (CATI~EIIT•L SHELF, £NERGY, FISH 1 FISHERIES, RESOURCES 
1~76 US CEFl C(M~EFCf 
f ISrERIIE~•~ I<EPGPT, CAlCt CF CELtt~eR£ II C~ <ii<Cli\OH!>H SURVEY 76-0~, PART 
I, f'ARCI- 4-25, 1976 ICCVHIM SOUTHRN NEll HGLANO AND MID-ATLANTIC 
SHLFJ 
SA~CY HCCK LAe, HlGflt~tS, NJ 
CtlCt, CC~~ERClAl FI!H, FISH PCPULATIOIIS, FISHERIES. NE~ E~GLA~D, SURVEYS 
19t8 SCCTT 118, TlfBC Sll 
FOOD AND fEEDING H~eJTS Of S~CRCFI~H, XIP~t•S GLACIUS, I~ 1HE ~ESTERN 
1\CFW tllll~liC · 
J FISt RES 80 CAll 251~1, S03-~IS 
FISH, Fl!~ DIETS, PRECATIC~, CCASlil ZtNE 
130 
l<J7~ ~HeERF't GR 
FOCC HAEilS Cf SCME CE~ERSAL FISh£$ CF THE tli\111\ENTPL SLOPE AND RISE 
VIMS TtESIS I~ AI\C ~~ SECBERR' GR 
llHThiC fAUI\11, CL.t\Tli\EI\Hl SHLF, tEEP-WATEii hAf:ITATS, t::EI'.ERSAL FISHES, 
FISI' CIETS 
1'i77 FCtC u, 
FORAMAIIIFERAL EI£S1R-TIGF~FhY 
H., P~A. SCHLlt ULITCR) GECLCGICH Sli.JCIES ON THE COST Ml. B-2 11Ell 1 
lHI ITEC STAlES I'ID-ATLAf\TIC Gt.TE~ CCI\ll~HHl SHlf Af<C:t. LS fEel SURVEY 
CIRCLLAR 7~C, 35-3t 
FO~AMI~IFE~A, GEClCGV, fl~l\aTCN, SlFATlGAAP~Y 
ll*l:o! Af\0 
FCH 1(;1- fiSh 11\G 
CAlA CCllECTICI\S, FIS~ TYPfS, flSHI~E, FCREtG~ TRADE 
1917 JEFFRESS ~S 
GfCLCGIC EFFECTS Cf CCfAN CUMPJNG LN 1\EII YCRK BIGHT I~NER SHElf 
A~ ASSCC PET GEOl Elll 61(!), f'l 
BClTOM, SECII'ENTS, HIAI\SHRlt CCllES, SHlHEH.IIlJGI\, Sl'OIMENTS, SEISMIC 
STt.OIES, SGlit W.IISlE!, .~ASlE tlSFC!Al 
1915 StEfll[.IIN ~E, E~CIII\ P~ 
GEOLOGIC HISTCRY CF B~SEMENT ftlLT ~OTICIIS til l~E BALTI~CRE C~~YCN T~OUGH 
COFRELtlEC ~ITt 1\C~Tt t~ERlC.II~ SE~ flCOA ~PREtLING 
TRANSCRIPT, Af'ERIC~II GECFHVSICtl LI\IC~ 56, 451 
CA~YCN~, GEOLCG~, 
l9lt S~IlH MA £1 Al 
GECLCGICAL A~C CFE~ATJCI\~l SUM~~RY. COST NC. B-~ ~ELL, tiALTIMCRE CA~YCN 
TRO(;GH ARfl!, tHC-AlLAIIllC CC~ 
US GECLCGICAL SlR\IEY, CFEII flU PEI'CRT 76-"174, 79P IFOTE 
CA~YCI\Sa (ECLCGY 
II*C* AHfiHCLS 
GEHCGICAL DESCRIPTIOI\ ftNC F!:lkCLEUI' FOTEI\llAt CF SELf.CTEf CCS fROllER 
AREil5 
li.S. CEPT CF 11\TERIU 
COIITINENTAL SHELF, GECLCE,, lEtSES. fiL I~CLSlR~ 
Ul 
1~14 ~CClEllA~D 8 
GECLCGIC~l ENGI~fER1Nf PROPERTIES Rf TO CC~SlRlCTICN OF OFFSHORE 
FACILITIE5 ON THE MIC-AlLANTIC CO~llN~NTAl SHELF 
FRCCEECI~GS ESlLtRINE RESE,RCH FED CUTER CC~ StELF CONF lNIV MD 211-242 
CD~SlRLCTICN, CONTINENTAL SHELF, E~GINEERIIG, GEOLOGY 
1917 SCHLLE P/l 
GEOlOGICAl STUDIES 0~ TtE CCST 6-2 ~Ell~ UNllEC STATES MID-ATLANTIC CUTER 
CCNliiE~l~L ShELF AREt 
U.S. GECLCEICAL SLRVEY CI~CULAR 15Ct liP 
CC~li~ENlAL SHELf, GECLCG~ 
1~6~ E~ER' KO El Al 
GECLCGY 'NC fiCUGY Cf 1.-:E SEA FLCCR AS DEDlJLEO HCM SIMI.JllANEOUS 
PHCTCGRAFtS AND SI!MPLES 
ll~NCl ~CE/JNCGF JCfl), J-~1 
6ENTHCS, ElClCGY, CC~TI~ENTIIL SI-Hf, CCNTliiEI\UL SLOPE, CURRHITS (jjAfER), 
GEDLOG~, FhCTCG~AFHYt SEOII'E~TS 
1914 CUANE CB, WILLIAM! !J 
GECMCRPHOLOGY AN[ SEVU!ENlS Of THE INliER NEk YO~K BIGhT CCHINENlAL SHI::Lf 
GC~E~N~EN1 RfPtRTS A~N(l~CE~E~TS 741~31, 74-15 
SAlhYMETRY, COASTAl SlRl.CTURES, CCNllf\ENTAl SHElf, CORE DRILLlNG, OCE~N 
hA~E5, SEISMIC SlLCIES, ST~E·~ GI!GfS 
1S16 11IlliAMS 5J 
GECMORPii.ClCCY, SHLLCk WBSOTTCI" STilUCTURE, ANI: SECIMENTS Of lHE AlLAI'.TIC 
I~NER CONTINENTAL !I-ELF OFF lC~6 ISLANC, 1\Eh V(~K 
u.s. AR~V CCRPS CF EIIEINEERS, lECh~JCAL fAFER ~C 76~z, 123P 
CCI\TINENT~l ShElfi GECMCRP~CLO,Y, SEDIMENT~ 
1914 Willlt~S SJ, CU~NE Cf 
GEO~ORPCLCG~ AND SECHEHS Cf THE ltd\ER 1\£" YCRl< BIGhT CCNTII\EI\TAL SHELF 
LS A~MY CO.I!lTAL E~G ~E! CENT, TECH Mf'C ~C 45, SIP 
BEACHES, CCRES, EECLCE~, GEGMCRPHCLDG~, PRCflLES 
1S7S U~ GECLCGICAL SUR~EY 
GEOFHYS!CtiL DATA FCR CLTER CCNTI~E~TAL S~Elfr lEASE SALE NC. 49 IBALTIMCRE 
CANYO~ TRCLEMl, lSGS ttl• SET ·T-16243 
~ATIC~~l GfCP~YS '~[ SCLAR TERRElRIAl CE~TER, CGCE Ut~l, NCA~ 
EDI~. BCLLCER, CO 
CATA, CCNli~E~T~l s•ELF, EECLCGY, GECFHYSICS 
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197S KELLEF E El /ll 
GECTECHNIC/ll PFCFEFTIES CF CCNli~E,lAL SLCFE OEFCSITS, CAPE ~·TTEAAS TO 
HYD~CGRAFtE~ CANY(~ 
AM ASSOC PfT HCl BULL 6.C{3), !.<So-~3C 
CONli~ENTAl SlOPE, ENGI~EERING, GECLCE\t ~ATE~I•LSt SECIMENTS, SCIL 
~EC11~~ lCS 
l'l7C GI<AY F, H/JCE't H 
GRAVITY ~Nt MAGNETJC HlERFREHTin OF POHIJPINE EAIK A~D PCRCUPH.E 6IGI11 
CEEP-SEA RE~ 17(3) I 4t7-415 
GEOPHYSICS, GRAVITY, l'tHETIC STUDIES, M.I!RINE C:EOLCGY, OCEMOGRAPHY, 
STRUCTLRE 
l'ii.C S!IIFT eT AL 
HCLCCENE E-ClUliC~ OF TI-E ShELF SU~F,CE, CENTR'L AND SCUTHERN ATLANTIC 
SHElF CF NC~lt; ~!<ERIC~ 
IN: SHElf SEDIMENT lRANSPCRT: P~O(f.SS AND PtllE~h, OOWCEN, 11LTCHINSON ANO 
ROSS I~C, STROLDSEIJRE, f •• , 4SS-!74 
BEACI-ESt CCNTINENT'l S~ElF, ERO!ION, SANC BARS, SAWD SPITS, SEDIMENTAR' 
HRUCTL~ES, SEOIHHATICJI, SEOIM"i:f\H, Sl1CAlS 
l9H SliER ICJII RE El Al 
HCLCCEIIE SHII'EI\lM<'f ft>VIRON~EH Of H.E .ATlAI'IHC HNER SliELF CFF DElAkARE 
GEUCGICH SOCIElY CF AI'EJ<ICA BULlETIN 8~tBIS•l328 
CONTINENTAl SHELF, LECLCG~, SfOIME~l! 
197! BURNS K~, TE~l J~ 
H)CRCC~RBC~! IN THE FElAGlC S~RG~SSL~ CCM~lJ~lTY 
CEEP SfA RfSEAI<CJ- 4:C, 20-211 
Cll FOLllliC~t CtE~!Slf~ 
1911 SlEFA~SSQN L El Al 
HYDRCGRAPI-IC PRCPERTIES ANC Cl~CUL~liO~ Cf ltE NORTH CAROllf\A SHELF A~O 
5U:ifE ~tilERS 
DEEP SEA RESE~RCH 18, 383-42C (kCOCS ~CLE CCEA~OGRAPHIC INSTJlUTIO~ LOhlR 
2U6~ 
CIRCLLATIC~, CO~llNENTAL SHELF. OISSCLVEC CX1G~N, ~ORTh CAFOLII\A, 
~LTRIE~TS. RU~Cff, Sflli~ITV, TE~PEI<,lLRE, ~INC~ 
13 3 
1918 SERF lEN Pl 
ICl~'CPLANkTCN F~O~ l~E R~ OCLfHIN SLRVEY CF CC~TINE~TAL S~ELF WATERS 
BETWEEN MARTHA 1 S viNEYARC, MASSAC~LSETTS AND CAPE LOCKCuT, N.C. 1965-66 
USN~FS NEFC S~ TEC~ S~ 1~ 
!CTHYCPLAaMlCN, CCNTINE.TAL S~ELF, tiSlRIELTICN PATTER~$, SAPPLING, 
SPA~~~~G, SL~~EYS 
lc.i72 6Ft\GG C~ 
IDENTIFICATION Of STUCJES ~EECEC TC OETER~I~E THE FEASIEILITY Cf Ah 
Cff.S..,OI<E PCRl 
CFFSHORE TECHNCLCtY CC~f, FAPE~ ~C CTC 1643, DAllAS, lE~AS (THIS IS A 
PREPRI~T SlBJECT 1( CC~RECllCN) 
OFFSHCRE FlAlFGRPS, Cll I~CUSTR~, ~~IFS 
l<.i14 I"ALRER C 
II'PACT OF tEEFWAlfR TERMINAL. \(l I ENVIRC~MENlAl PRCBLEI'S ASSCCIATEC ~ITH 
A tEEP ~AlER PORT 1~ T~E OElA~APE BA~ AREA 
A FEFC~l lC ~Sf FA~N PFCE~A~ S4F 
TE~MINALS, CEEF hATEFt E~v!RC~ME~T~l EFFECTS 
1978 CALIF UNIV SCRIPPS I~ST CCEAN 
INITIAl PEFCFTS CF T~E CEEF SEA tRillJ~G PROJECT, VCl 4~ 1\:CRFCLK, VA TO 
NCRFCLK, VA AUG-!EPT 1915 
PUe NAl SCJ FClNt lSGPC 'E3SC3 V44 
AllAfl:liC CCtSlAL fltlfl:t CC~Tl~E~1Al ShELF, tRILLING, GEOCHEMISTRY, 
GECLCG'• FECICNAL Afi:Al~SIS 
1S7C FRIEO~A~ E~, SA~tEFS JE 
INTEGRATED CCNTI~E·T~L-StELF A~O MARGINAL MARINE ENVIRO.MENTAL RESEARCH 
PRCGRA~, SEDIMENTS; CR~A~I~MS, A~D ~tiERS I~ T~E NEW YCRK fiGhT INC 
~JCI~llY 
MARI1 SECI~E~T~ ttl), ~t-~S 
GECCHEMI51PY, GECLCG,, CCEANCERAP.Y, SEDIMENTS 
1~13 CALCER 0~ 
I~VE~TC~Y (f ~~~I~E ENvlRCN~E~lAl A~D SOCIC-ECCNCMIC DATA fOR THE CLTER 
CONTINENTAL SHELf AREA CF THE AllANliC GCEA• F~CM SANCY HCCK, NEW JERSEY 
TO CAPE CA~AvErAl, fl(FJCt 
VI,.. S MS 
BICU 1 OISHIBU1101, fCCC WHS 1 MAI'~AUAN REPEU.E~TS, ~CRTHEAST u.s., 
SCLTr.E~ST u.s., wETL~~C5, CCASTAL 2C~E 
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1913 HEEillS H 
INVENTCRY OF ~ARINE E~~IRC~~E~T·L A~O SGCIC-ECCNCMIC c•TA FC~ lHE CUTER 
CO~TINENTAl SHElf t~EA Cf THE tTLANTlC CCEAN FPOM SANC~ HOCK, NEW JERSEY 
TO CAPE CANAVERAL, FLCRIOA •••• 
'vHS I'S 
flOTAt OISTRJBUTlCN, GRChTh RATES, LIFE ~ISTORY STUCIE~, ~ARS~ES, 
NORThEAST l.S., SCLT~EA!T u.s., W~llt~CS, CC~5TAl lCNE 
1St! TERF\ R~ 
~~~ESTIGATIC~S Of IN~E~ CCNTINENTAL SHELF WATERS OFF LO~ER CHESAPEAKE 6AY. 
PART III. THE fHCRCZCCI[ STAEE Cf THE TU~ICATE CCL!Cll~ NATIC~AllS 
CHES SCI 2(1-.2), cC-t4 1\II'S CCNTRI£ 'i9) 
CHESAPEAKE EAY, CCNTINENTAL s•ElF, GROWTH STAGES, LIFE HlSTC~' STUCJESt 
AEPRCDUCTICN, UFCCHCRCAlE!, ~IRGI~I~ 
1St:3 GFAI\:1 GC 
IN~ESTIGATIC~S CF ~~~EF CCII:TI~E~Ttl S~Elf kATERS CFF lCftER CHESAPEAKE BA~. 
PA~T IV. DESCRIPTICNS Cf T~E C~AElOGNATHA A~C A KEY lC THEIR 
ICE I'< llF ICA liCN 
Ct-ES SCI 4(3), 1C1-ll<J nHS CC~Tf<lfl 145) 
C~AETCGNATHS, ChESAPEAKE EA,, CC~ll~E~TAL SHELF, DATA CCLLECTICNS, 
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HI'CTE .!tt.SJt-;G, H£IflftllS, kiiSTE CISfCSAL 
l'>B AHf\ 
CCEAt-.. CLMP JNG: PHLACH FtilA' S S lOll'( 
ENHilOI\M.ENlAL KIHCE ~IIC TECHHLC<:"t 9110), Sll:-Sl7 
SENEFICIItl USE, H1111'1 l'fTALS, LAND !1£CLAI't1TICII, GCHNS, PER1<1lS, 
R ECLAM.AllC.f>_; REGt..lA TliJt., HwllG E CIS PC !Alt SluDGE 0 lSPCSJil, wt STE C I SPCS/IL 
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lSi~ REED AI< 
CCEA~ kASTE CISPCSAL F~JCJIC£5 tl~ fCLLUTICN TEChNOLCG) RE,IEkl 
~DYES CATA CORP, PARK RICGEt ~J, ~C 23. 33Ef. 
ECCNCMIC~, GEG.l0("1 1 SEA !<ATE~, luiSTE OISFCSAL 
1S13 CHARNfLL AL, fA~L GA 
CCEAtdC CBSERIIATHN Of 1\EW YCRK BIHT B\' ETS~l 
1\HURE 242(5391:), 4~1-<152 
CIRCULAllCNt , RE~CTE SENSI~G, SATELLITES (AFTIFICIALI, ~ASTE DISPOSAL 
1~12 RLlECKl EP El .l 
GCE/lNO<:RAFHC DAH CCLLECTEC Ill: HE SIGH CF TliE VIRGINI~ SEA FROM .1966 
THFOUG~ l'JH 
IJIIVS D.llU HF S 
DATA CCLLECTIOI\S, CCEA.IIGI:RilHY, MHCLE ATLAf\liC BIGHT 
1576 liUNTSII~N (;R 
OFFSHORE FISHI~G 11\ 1\CFTH CAROLI~Jl tfl[ SOLT~ C.llRGLINA AI\C SCUTH CARCLINA 
MARINE FISHERIES ~EVIEk 38(3), 13-23 
FIShERIES, FISHlf\E, f\ORTH CARCLli\A 
1916 KAUHAI\ .F 
OFFSHORE HARO ~11\ERAL RESCU~CE POTE~llAL A~C MINING TEC~~OLO(Y 
SHPCSIUI' Lll ~~'I<HE FESCU~CE CEHlCF/0\ENT IN ThE MIDCLE oiTLANTIC STATES, 
CCT 29-30, WllllAMSBuRt, ~A 
COI\TINENl•L ShELF, DRilliNE, MlNfR~l l~DlSTRY, Ml~I~E, RESOURCE 
DE\ ELCF I'Etll 
1976 JEtiHN At 
OFFSHCRE CIL ~NC FISHERY RESCURCES 
NE~ \CRM fiSH AIID G~~E J. 23(21 136-148 
FISHERIES. IIATURAL FESClRCESr Cllr MIDDLE ATLAIITIC BIGHT 
1~73 ~Ell .. ~~ All 
ClL FLCATI~G IN Th£ NCRlr AltANllC 
~A~ FCLlll Slll 4112) 1 l~C-lSl 
Cll SPillSo FOllUTIO~, OIL PClllTION, CCPEPCO~, SLRFACE wATERS 
1974 UI\ITEt ·sT~TES SENtlE COMMITTEE 0~ CO~MERCE 
CUlER CCtiTIJ\ENTAL S<HELF CH tNC EA5 CE\IELCffiENT A~C THE CCASHL ZONE 
h~SHHGlOI\, c. C. 
CO~TihE~T~l ShELF, INCLSTAIES, ~ATLRAL GAS. CIL !NOUSTFY, COASTAL lOIIE 
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1~7E SEGAR OA, 6EREE~lt~ GA 
CXYGEN CEPLEliC~ !~ THE ~E~ YCPK BlGtl AFEX, CAlSES A~C CC~SE,UENCES 
AP SCC LIPftCL CCEt~CG~ ~. 2~C-239 l5PEC SYMPl 
PCLLUTION, CCASTAl PLAI~S, GEOLOGY, ~IlRCGENt CXYGEN DEMAND, 5E~AGE, WASTE 
CISPGSAl 
1S12 RAilEY EC 
PAFT 21 PROELEMS AND F~ECICTEC CC~Sf,UENCES Cf PCWER PLAI\TS CN ThE MARINE 
ECCLOGY ~T OCEAN !llES Cff ~E~ JERSE' 
111\J ECOLCGJCAL CC~~IDERATICNS FOR CCEA~ SITES CFf NJ FCR PRCPOSED NLC 
GEM~ SlA lo 11S-l3S 
BENTHOS, E~APGRAllC~, f~'TCPL-~KTO~, PCWER Fl-~TS, P~ESSURE ~EAD, 
SAlINITY~ S~I'FLING, HHEI<H!A<E, IOTEF QUALITY, lOCPLA~KTOI\ 
1 ~ 72 HRAio 51<1 II S 
PART 3, RfSlllS Cf TAGEINI: EXPERI~E~TS Cf SU~MER FlOlNDER, P'RALIChlHYS 
CEI\HTUS, COI\DlCTE£: IN !If~ JEI<~E'f io~lERS FRCM l'ii60 TC 1967 
(}1\) ECGL COliS Hf.l CCEtll SITES .Off f\J FCI< H<CF IIUC GEI'i SHllOIIS 2, 1-73 
BEIITHOS, fPfECINE, S~JlSCI\•L VARI~TICNS, FISH, FISH MIGRATIC~, flATFiSH, 
SEASCNAL, l~GGING 
1~14 ~AE[RICH RL, HEf\DEFSCII IIR 
PEL~GIC FCCC ~F CC~VP~·ENCICES llRMATLS, A CEEP BENTHIC R~TTAIL 
CEEF-SE.C f<ES 211<;), 'l3~-14~ 
EEI\THCS, FJS~, FISt CIElS, 1\EMlCI\ 
1~73 WESTIIIGHCUSE ELECT~IC CCPPCRAllO~, OCEftN RESEARC~ lABORATORY 
PtiLAOELPHlA OCE~~ Ol~fi~G SITE SUF~E' Ctll 
Allll.llFOLlSr MAR~ltNC 
PCLLLTIC~, CAT.Il, C~E~I51~1 
1Si7 GLARING CF El At 
PHilAOELPriA SlUCEE Dl!PCStl Ill CCtSlAL hATERS 
JCUIH1~l CF kilTEr< fCLlUT ICN CC~TRH, ~AY 1911, f137-744 
COASTAl hATERS, PE~~S'Il'A~JA, SE~tEf ClSPCStL, SEhAGE SLUDGE, SLUCGE 
C!SPCS~lt ~ATEP fCtllliC~ 
1 S6 S STA~lE'I OJ, t<Hl HG G 
P~CTCGRAPhiC IN,EST1GATIOI\ CF SEUI~E~T TEXTLRE, BC1l0' CLPRE/\1 ACTIVITY 
PNC llE~TI-01\IC CRCA~ISI'S 1,._ lH ~IUIIIGTGII SUEI'.ftRIIIE CMHO~ 
USCG £CEAI\C~~ PPl tiC 22 
UNCERWATER PhClGG~JPhY, CA~YCN5, CCNTI~E,..Ttl SrELF, ~O~E~E~T, SECli'E~TS 
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1~15 Mt~SHtLL tG 
FHYTCPLA~~l(~ STUDIES 1~ TJ-E COASTAL ~ATERS BETkEEN CAPE hATTERAS AND T~E 
GUlf Cf ~Ali\E 
IN CRONI~ LEt SMIT~ RE lED) ~A~I~E ENVIRCN~ENT~l IMPLICATIONS OF OFFSHORE 
CIL ,.541.5S3E7 F~~5-~1t 
PCLLUTICN, I~PACTS, CIL INCU5TRV, FH,TCPLA~KlC~, PCPUL~TIG~ 
1917 YHTSCJ- C5 
PLANKTON PRCCLCTICN 1~ ~ATERS GFF NEh YCRK 
MPRINE ECCSTSTE~S ANAL\SIS. NEk 1CRK BIGHT ATLAS MCNCGRAPr 12, 3-25 
Pl~NKTCN, PROOlCll~ll' 
H63 ~!GLEY RL 
fOGOI\OPhCR~ CN ThE NE~ E~GLA~C CC~TJ~ENTAl SLCP£ 
SCIENCE 141(3578), 158~!5S 
BENT~OS, FCRAMINIFERA, PCLYC~AElES, FCPULATICN, SEDI~E~TS 
19i3 HAR~E'I ET Al 
POLYCHLCRCBIPHI\HS I" t\CRl"' /llUNTH OCEAt> ~ATER 
SCIENCE 18(• 6~3~6~4 
CHEMICAL All/lL\!lS, CHEMISTRY, SF~ClFCSCCF1, TRACE ELEMENTS 
1~6S ~hER~/l~ ~, SCHANER E 
PC~TEtllC CCPEPCCS JS I~CJCATCRS Cf /lN OCEANIC INCLRSION O~ER GEORGES 
fAll!< 
ECCLCGY 4Sil)• 5E2-584 
CCFEPCCS, trSTIHEIJT ICN• I:OMINANT CRGAI\ ISMS, TEMfERATIJRE •. ZOCPLAtiKTOI\ 
196€ HEn KC 
PO~lliCN5 (f E~PTY PElECYPCO VALVES (~ T~E CCI\TINENTAL S~ELF 
J~ SEC FET~Cl 4fl264-12S6 
S"'ELLS, CChTINENT/ll S"'Elf, MCLLLSI<S 
19J5 l~VELLE Jk ET 'L 
P05Sf8LE BOTTCM CLRRE~T RESFC~SE TC SURFACE ~li\CS IN T~E liUOSCN SHELF 
ChiN~El , 
J HOPI-'S RES 8Cil5J, l'i53-l<;~t; 
CIRCLLATIO~, CCNTJ~E~lll S~Elf 1 CLFRE~TS (~ATER), , TICtl EFFECTS, TIDES, 
~IHS 
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1976 FIELC ~E, ClJN£ CE 
POST-PLEHTCCEH t;ISTCI<'f CF ThE U~ITE[ STAlES Il\1\iER CC!ITINfNHL SHELF, 
SHNlflCAI\CE TC CRIGIII CF EAPRIER ISUNOS 
GECl SCC A~EF EULL t715), 6~1-iC~ 
CONTINENTAL SHELF, GE[~(RfHCLCE1t •ISlCRY, SECI~ENTATIC~, BARRIER ISLANDS 
l'iO CES'IUA Of 
PCSTLARVA (f ThE hHITE ~A~LI~ TfTRAPlURUS tlEI[US FRCM T~E FLCRICA CURRENT 
CFF T~E C~~CLINAS 
BLLL MAR SCI GLlf C~R~IE 1311), 123-132 
fiSH, fiSH TAXC~C~Y, FLC~ICA, GEOGR~P~ICAL REGICNS, LARVAE 
1~73 A~lhlF C. lllTL£, INC 
FOTENT IAL CNSiiOR E EFFECTS CF CEEPIInER OIL THM lNAL-R EUTEO 1 ~DUSTR IAL 
CE~ELOfMENl. ~Cll~E II. ~It-ATLA~TlC REGIC~ A~C ~~INE 
~EFCRT TC lhf COLNCIL CN E~VIRCN~EN1Al QUALIT'I 
AIR POlLLTICN, CEEP ~AlER, E~\IRCN~E~TAL EFFECTS, LA~D USE, NCRTHEAST 
U.S., OIL 11\DLllRl, ltiFS, hATER FCtlUTICN 
1~1t C/lllA~A~ RJ El Al 
FRELI~III~R\ ~~~L,SIS dF lHE DISPERSIC~ CF Sf~AGE SLUDGE CI!C~ARGED FROM 
VESS1LS TC NEk 'ORK BIEHl WATERS 
AM 50C LIM~Cl CCEAIICGR 2, lS'i-211 JSFEC SYPFI 
AELNC/l!ICE, SUSFE~CED SEDIMENTS• CCJSTAL FLAINS, CONTINENTAL SHELF, 
CENSIJY, GECLCGY, SElltl~G VELCCIJY, SEwAGE, ~/lSTE CISPOSAL 
1914 SHRICAN RE 
PRELI~INAI<Y REPCRT U. II GEGfHYSICAL STUC' Cf A COME STRUCTliRE CN HE 
~~l~I\IJC CLlER CC~TINENTAL S~ELF EAST Cf CELA~·RE IABSlRACll 
GECLCGIC~l SCCIET' CF A~ERICA t(7l 1 ~52 
CCNTINEI\TAL SHElf, CEL,~IRE, GECLC(1, GECFtYSICS 
l9t~ SANCE~S HL, ~E!SLER RJ 
PRI~PULUS ATLANTIS! •Nt fRIAFLLLS FRCFUNCUS TkC NE~ SPECIES CF PRIAPULIDS 
FRCM eATHYAL '~C AB,!SAl DEPTHS CF T~E NCRTH Allt~TIC 
CEEF se• ~ES s, 125-13( 
EEHtcS 1 L/li<~H 
19~8 I<'ITtE~ Jr, 'ENl!C~ CS 
PR li'IIRY PRCCUCJIGf\ CF CCNT IIIEIITAL ~~HF IIAHRS CFF M:k YCRK 
ll~NCL CCEtftCGF 3(31~ 327-335 
CHOI<OPhYll, LIGH, ~ITI<CGEII, NUTI<lEtHS, PI-CSP!-AHS, FHClCS't'NTHESJS, 
PRIMAa' fRCClCll\11', lEtfEI<tTLJE · 
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1513 ~CCLE~~E~ CE, ~C~ASlER ~1 
PRCfABlE HCLCCEAE T,A~5fRESSlVE EfFECTS CNTtE CC~JINEN1Al SHELF OFF NE~ 
JE~Sf¥, UNITED STATES 
~A~ITI~E SEOI~E~T5 HAllfA) 7(2J, 6~-72 
BAHYMHRY, COt-<TINENTAl SHLF, GEOMCRPHOlCG~, MARINE GECLCGY; TCPCGilAI'HY 
1974 CARFEIITER EJ, CC) Jl 
P900LCTlCN CF PELAGJC SA~G.SSL~ ~~[ A BLLE-G~EE~ EPIPHYTE IN THE WESTERII 
SARGAS SC SE ~ 
liMf\CL CCEANCGR 19(31, 4~.-426 
AlGAE, CY.NCP~YTA, ~ITRATES, ~ITRITfS, NUTRIENTS, OXYGEN REQUIREMEIITS, 
PHCSPH.TES, PHYTCPLAII~TCN 
1S71 Cfl~~~~E U~I\E~SJT) 
PROPOSED ATLANTIC OFfShCRE PRCGRAI', A PREli"'l~A~~ PUll\ TO CBHIN VlTAl 
INFORMHI0/1 FOI< ThE 1\ATICII l( fR[JECT AND USE ITS OHSHRE RESOURCES 
CCLLEGE Cf MARINE STUDIES, ~E~ARK 
ATL~~TIC GCE~N, (O~TINENlAL ShElf, ~AIIAGE~fiiT, ~AIUR~l FESCU~CES, 
PCllliTAIIT ltENTIFJCATHII, FESURCt- 111\C OEVELCPI'EIIT, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, 
SECII'EI\T T~ANSPORT, SPCJl Ol~PCSAl 
1976 US I:EFl l t-.H RlCR, fUH AU C F L.lli\C MIINAG EM fNl 
PRCPOSED 19i6. 0\JTER CCNlli\EfiHL SHElf Oll AI\D GAS LEASE SALE CFFShCRE UE 
IHC-IlTlAIITIC STAHS, VCLUI'E 4, FIIIH EIIVIRCMiENTAL STAHMENT 
h~S~IIIGTCN, c.c. 
CO~TINENTAL 5HElF, DRilliNG, E~~IR(~I'E~TAL EfFECTS, EXFLCITATIONr 
EXPlORATIC~, , NAJLFAL RESCURCE$, CIL INCLSTR,, RESOURCE OE~ElOPMENT 
1916 U~ DEfT INT~ICR, flRE~l CF lANC ~A~AGE~ENT 
PRCFGSEC 1S76 OUTER CCNTINENHl. SHLF GIL AfiC GAS LEASE SALE CFFSHCI<E THE 
MID-ATLANTIC STAlES, ~(lU~E 3, fiNil ENVIRC~ME~T~l STATEME~T 
~ASHJ~(TG~, t.C. 
CONTINENTAL SHELF, CRillliiG, E~"'IRC~MENTAl EFFECTS, EXPlGilAliON, 
EXPlCRATIG~, • ~ATLR~l FESCU~CES, ill INCUSlR~, RESOURCE CE\IELCPMENT 
1916 US DEFT l~TERIOF, eu<EAl CF UM: f'AIIAGHHT 
PROFGSEt 1576 CUTER CC~TINENlAL StELF Cil JNt GAS LEASE SALE OFFSHORE THE 
Mlt-ATl.NTIC ST.lE!, VCLLME 2, FINAL EIIVIRCNMEftTAl STATEME~T 
IIASHII\GlOII, OC 
CC~Tlj\E~l~l StEL[, CRllli~G, fiVl~C~f'Ej\TAL EFFECTS, EXPlOJlAliCN, 
EXflCRH ION, NATURAL RE50LRCES, Oil, CIL INCbSHY, RESGURCE OElJElOfMENT 
14E 
191~ US DEFT INTERIOR, SLREAl CF Lt~C ~ANAGE~E~l 
PRGFOSEC lS76 CUlEF CCNJINENT'L StELF CIL ANt GAS LEASE SALE CffSHGRE THE 
fHC-HU!NliC SUH~, \IGlU~E 3, HML EI\VIHNMENUL SlAlEI'Ef\T 
WASli!l\flC~, I:C 
CO~TIIIEIITAL SHELF, CfllliH, EII~!RCM~ENTAL EFFECTS, EXPLOITATION, 
EXFLCRATICII, , ~tTUR'l RESCLRCES, CIL INOLSTR,, RESCURCE CE\IELOPMENT 
1976 US DEPT IIITERIG~, BUREAU OF LA~C MA~AGEME~T 
PRCFCSEC 1576 CUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF CIL AIIC GAS LE•sE SALE CFFShGRE THE 
~ID-ATL~IITIC STAl£5 1 VCLLME 1, fiNtl E~VIRCN~E~T~l STATEMENT 
W~SH~GTH, D.C. 
CONTINENtAl SHELF, Cllllli~G, HVIRCfli"'ENTH EFfECTS, HFLCITATICN, 
E~FLCRtliU, fltTUf<Jl RESCLRCES, Gilt ClL INCLSlRY, RESG1:1RCE DEvELOPMENT 
lSH BUREAU CF UH l'.llf\JlHMENT 
PRCPCSEC 1919 CUTER CGI\llNENTAl SHHF OIL AIIO GA5 lEASE SALE CFF-SHCRE THE 
1'10-AllA~TIC 51A1ES 
HI.. 1 Cf 3 
SCCIC-ECCIICMICSt PROJECTIOIISt FRCP(5~L, EI\"'IPCII~£111, IMFACTSt LAND USE, 
lEASES, CH 
1918 8lRE~l OF lA~C ~A/ItGE"!~l 
PRGPOSEC l'l71i CUlER CGI\TI~ENlAL Sf.flf Cil ANC GAS lEASE SALE CfF-SHRE THE 
MIC-ATLANliC STAlES 
\ICl 2 Cf 3 
SOCIO-ECONO~ICS, fRCJECTICNS, P~CPCSAL, EN'I~CNMENT, I~PACTSo LAND ~SE, 
LEtH;S, Cll 
IS7E BLRE~l (f Lt~t ~~~~EEMENT 
PRCPOSEC 1919 OllER CCNTINE~TAL SHELF OIL A~C GAS LEASE SALE CFfShCRE THE 
MIC-ATLA~TIC STAlE~ 
\CL3Cf3 
PROJECliGN5r CHARI~, LEASES, OIL 
l9fl CURKE GL, HSEARt CJ 
QUA~lll~li\~ ~ECGFDS GF ThE LU~I~ESCEI\T FLtShli\G OF CCEA~IC tNIMALS AT 
GREAT CEPTtS 
UM~CL CCEAj\QGR itl21r 163-180 
81CLUMII\ESCENCE, CTE~CFtGFESJ ~LAI\KTC~ 
1S74 H~ECRIC~ PL, FCLLC~I FT 
RARELY SEEN FISHES CAPllRED Jj\ H~CSCN S~B~AFij\E C~N¥011 
J fl~~ RES BC CA~ 31C<J, <31-23~ 
8E~T~GSt fFLS~ C[NTRCL, ClSTRfE~llCN, FISH, j\EKTON 
19~2 HHSE'I Jt: E1 H 
RECENT FINDINGS AEGll l~E OEEF SCAllE~ING Lt'f~ 
J ~Ali ~ES 11 U J. 1-'.l 
OIUR~AL DIST~IEUTICN, FISH, FISHfRIES, VERTICAL MIGRATICN 
1S74 STUEElEFIELC WL ET AL 
RECONNAISSANCE Of ECTTC~ S£CIMfNTS CN THE INNER A~C CE~JRAL NEW JERSEY 
SI-ELF 
MESA tATA REPORT MESA - REPORT 1, ~OAA, ERL, 8CULOER 0 COLORACC, 3'.lPP 
BOTlOM SEtJ'E~TS, CC~TI~E~T~L SFElFt SEOIMENlS, SURVEYS 
lScl ~CRAE EC JP 
REt CR~E EJPLGR.TICNS Off 11-E NORTHEASTERN CC.ST OF THE LNITED STATES 
LeMMER F 1St- REV 23(5), 5-lC 
BE.THCS, CtM"E~Cltl FISt-JNe, CPAS l~CLSTRY, CRASS, EXPLCR~TIGN, FISHERIES, 
SHllfiSI-
1976 SUTTC~ Ct-, GCLtSMllt V 
REGI~NAL TRENDS IN HlSTCRICAL SHCRELINE CHAN~ES, NEW JERSEY TC CAFE 
HATTERAS, NCRTH,CtRCLI~t 
GECLOGICAL SOCIETY Of AMERICA BULLETIN, AB~lFACT ~llH PRCGRA~S, ~.E. 
SECliCN, 2H-2E2 
SHCRELINE EFOSICN, EEAC•es, GECLCE' 
H£:5 .CHVE"Y Hl 
RELATIVE EFFECTS Cf TE~PERAlURE AIID FCOO CN SEASO~Al VARIATICNS IN LENGTH 
CF MARINE CCPEPCOS II'! SCIIE EASTER~ HERICJlll AlliC WESTERN HROPEAN loATERS 
SULL Bil\Gh~~ CCEANCH CCHECT 11C.2J, 1-86 
SEASONAL VARl~TICN~, CCPEPCO~, FCOtSr GECG~AF~ICAL REGJCNS, PCPULATION, 
TEMFERAlL~E. ZDCPLAII"TCN 
lS11 ~ACI~l~RE IG 1 El At 
RELICT CYSTEAS CN l~E L~ITEC STATES ATt~ATIC CCNTINENT~L ShELF, A 
RECONSIDER~liO~ Cf ThEIR lSEF~llNESS IN U~CER~TANCING L~TE GL~RTENARY SEA 
LE\El H SHR~ 
GECL SCC ~~ER EllL S'.lli), 211-2€2 
CC~TI~ENTAL StELF, GEOLCGJC IN~ESTIG.TIO~S. hiSTCRY, CYSTERS, FOSSILS 
1917 NEW JER!1' CEPART~E~T CF EN\IFC~MENTAl FRClECTICN 
REPCRl CN ltE CCEAN DU~Fl~G Cf SLUCGE hiT~ T~E CCMMISSIONER'S CONCLLSICNS 
t~C RECCII~E~[tl~C~S 
TR EN TOll, ~J 
CC~TINE~TAL SHELF, Ell~l~CII~~~~Ttt EffECTS, PCLL~TAIITS, SE~AGE SLUDGE, 
SLUCGE CISFGSAL, ~ASTE CISPCSAL 1 ~A!TE OL~P! 
l~C 
1915 U.S. CEPART~ENT Cf CC~~ERCE 
PEPONT TC CCNGRES! GN CCEtN PCLLUTICN, c•ERFISHlNG ANC Cff!~CRE 
CE'VElCFHn 
U.S. OEPART~ENl CF CG,NERCE, ~CAA. l1F 
FOllUTICN, EXFLCFtTICN, FIShl~( 
1St!: BlMFL~ Cf 
RES lCtlAL DRifT ALGI\G TH BCHGM Ot; ThE CONTINENTAL SHELF IN THE ~HDI.JLE 
ATLA~TIC BIGHT AREt 
Ll~·CLCGY AND OCE.~Cf~APHY VCL 10, 19t L5 75TH ANNIVERSARY VOLUME {WCGOS 
t-Clf CCEANCGR IN!T CC.lR lt4tl 
AMERICA~ SH~O, ATlA~TlC OCEAN, EE~TtCS, BCTTC!ol SECI~ENTS, CONTINENTAL 
SHELF, INSTRL~E~lATIC~ 
19~4 GCLCSMITH V, CCLCNELL JM 
RESLLTS GF CCEAN ~AIIE-CCNlitiE/IlAL ~I-ELF IJITERACTICN 
FRCC 14Th COASTAL ENG (CNF, CCPENHAGEN, CEN~ARK, JUNE 1974 (viM$ CONTRIB 
5<J7l 
CO~TINENlAL SHElf, E~EFGY TRA~SFE~, FEFRACTIC~ (WATER ~tVESI, WAVES 
IW A TER) 
1969 EUio\FUS Cf 
REvERSALS 11\i THE S~RFACE C~IFT I~ THE MitCLE ATLANTIC BIGHT AREA 
CEEF-SEA RESEARCI- AIIC CCEAt-OGlHPHH ABSTPACTS lCISUPPllt 17-~3 
CIRC~LATICN, CONTIIIE~TAL SHElft CU~RENTS (~ATEFl 1 ~lvE~S 
1916 STUBSLEFJELO ~L, ~kiFl CJP 
RltGE CEVELCPIIEN1 AS AEVE~LEC SY SLBSClTOM PFCFilES CN THE CENTRAL NEW 
JEFH'V HELF 
!lARINE GEOLCG' 2Ct 3JS-33~ 
EOlTCM SEDJIIENlS, GECLCGY 
197: A11A~A~ 0 ET At 
RU!T I~ FLCftTING PETRCtEUM FCU~C l~ T~E MARINE EN~IRO~MENT 
M~NUSCRIPT CITEC 8\ ~·1ICIIAL ACACE~Y OF SCIE~CE, BLTLE~, MC~~IS, SASS 
Hl3 
Oil PCllUTICN, C~EMlSTPY, CIL~ W~lER 
1917 'EISELFGER Ef 
SAND RESOLRCES C~ THE l~NER CC~lltlf~lAL !~ElF Cf THE CAPE FE~R REGION, 
IIOFU CA~ClH~ 
U.S. AR~Y C.E.R.C. ~I5C RFT 77-11 
SEACHE!, CCI\TI~E~ltl S~Elf, CEFCSJTIC~ ISE[l~E~TSI 1 MAPS, !E!SMIC STLCIES 
1~1 
}'j!~ ll!~NER Rr 
SCAPhCPCCS CF ThE ATLtNTIS tRECEINGS IN lHE ~ESTER~ ~TLANTIC ~ITH A 
CAlALOGLE 
IJff.P-SEA RES 3 (SlFFU, 3C9-32C 
BENfHCSt CISlRIBlliCN, GEOGRAP~lCAL REGICNS, ~GLLLSKS, lOCPLA~KTON 
1918 I-~EfN£P FA, JP 
SEASONAL ASPECTS OF ltE BltLCG~, DiSTRIBLllO~ ~Nt RELATivE AfLNDANCE OF 
THE CEEP SEt PEC CR~8 GERYCN 'LIN,LEC£NS S~IT .. , IN T~E ~ICJNITY Of THE 
~CPFCLK CANYCN ••• 
NAIL ShELLFISH ASSCC fRCC W6S P49-t2 
CRtBS, ECC~C~ICS~ f~CkTh ~~TES, SPAkNING, 5\JR~EYS 
157!: !HTH "" El Ill 
SEASON.l DlSTRl8UliCIIS CF lARVAL flATFISHES IFlEUPOftECTIFORPES) ON THE 
COIIllNENlAl SHElf fET~EE~ CAfE CCO, ~ASSI!ChUSETTS ANC CJPE LOCKCUT, NORTH 
CARCLI~A, 1965-19~6 
NCAA TECh REPl SSRF-~91 
FISH, LAR,AE, LARVAL (RC~TH STAGE, SEASCIIAL CISTRIEUTICN 
1~16 ~AlTJC) ~E El Al 
SECOND ATl~~liC SALE MAY INVCL'E TRACTS Cff 'l~GINIA, ~AR,LANO 
CIL AN[ GAS JOUR~Al 14(47l.l£~-li5 
OFFSHtlRE COSlH.CllCr., lHSES, ~AI<VLAI\0, OfFShORE PLATFORMS, OIL, IIIRGINIA 
1Si5 SUFl CJP 
SEDI~EH RESPONSE TO lH hYDRAULIC REGIME IN THE CHTI'Al NE!i JERSn SI-Elf 
JCLRNAl Cf SEDIMENlA~~ PElROL~LM 45, E37-35r 
HYDRAULICS, 5EDI~ENT 1Rt~SPGRT 1 SECl~EI\TS 
1Sl5 ~lLBELEFIElO ~l EJ Al 
SECIMENT RESPCNSE TC TtE PRESEhT t'CRAULIC REGIME CN THE CENlRJIL NEk 
JER SE't StiELF 
JCl:RfiAl (f HDII'fiiTAn FElRCLEt;~ 45, 337-3~8 
~ECL£GY, tiYCRAULIC MCCELS, HVDRAI.:LIC PROPERliES, SEDI~E~T lRAfiSPORl, 
SEC IM ENT 5 
1S1~ FREELAND GL, ~ERRllL Gf 
HOIHHCLOGICAL tSflEClS Of BAHVMETillC CI'~NGES CVER A 31 YE~R PERIOD .IN 
THE fiE~ YCP~ Blftil APE> 
GEOL ~OC AM ABSTR PRCGRAM~ 8121, 111 
TRANSPCRT, CCASlAL fl·l~S, CC~TINENTAL StELF, CURRENTS (kATERlt DELAkARE, 
EN~IRO~MENT, MJRYLANt, CCEA~CG~APH,, SHCALS 1 
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l9l:3 UCI-U I E 
SECIMENlS ON THE CCNTINENTAL ~JPGI~ CFF EASTERN LNITEC STATES 
U!: GEOL SLHE't PHf fHH 47!:-C, fCl32-Cl31 
CONTINENTAL MARGIN, EECLCG,, SECJ~E~TS 
1975 US GECLCGIC •. l SU~VEY 
SEDJ~E~TS, STRLCTURAl fRAME~CR~, PETRCLEU~ PCTENTIAL, E~VI~C~~E~TAL 
CC~DITICNS A~C CFER~llCN~l CCNSJCEPATICNS Cf THE U~ITEC ST•TES 
MIC-ATlllt\TIC C\JTH CCIIllt.E~TAL SHELF 
OPEN flU REPCRT 75-tl ....... . 
CCNTJNEt.TAl SHELF, GECLCGJC FCR~ATICNS, GEOLCE,, OIL 
1 '.i6 f LCHU P J E 
SEISMIC PROFILING SLR\EY Cf THE EAST COAST SLeMARINE CAt.,CIIS, PT 1 
kllMIN,TCN, 8Al11MCRE, k~SHI~GTC~t •110 NCRfCL~ CA~ICNS 
CEEF SEA i<ESEH<Cr 15151. l:i3-6H 
GECLOG1, PROFILE! 1 SEI!MIC SlUllES, SLR~EYS 
1912 SHIDfLER G, S~IFT DJP 
SEIS~IC RECO•MISS~NC£ Cf POST-MIOCEI\E DEPCSITS, MID.CLE ATLANTIC 
CO~ 111\E~TAL SI-Elf .;,. CAP£ hHRY, VA TO CAPE HATlERJIS, NORTH UROLINA 
MARINE GEOLCG' 12, 16~-165 
CO~TINENTAl SHELF, OEPC511JO~ ISECI~E~TSlo SElS~IC STUDIES 
191! ~ARGAARO L, MC~EE ~[ 
St~ 1-0IVPN~l lltAl CliRHNlS Al SITE [ 
DEEP SEA~E!EARCt 2Cll11, SS1-1CC9 
CURRE~l MElE~S, Ft)SJCtl CCEAI\CE~Aft-Y, TIDES 
1Si6 ~~EBEL tiJ El AL 
SHill(W Sl:EfCTTC~ ST~ftTltR~Pt-~, ~!COLE ATLAIITIC OUTER CCNllfiEfll~L StiELF 
CECL SCC AM ABSlR €(6), ~51-SSE 
BATHYMETRY, CC~TlfiEI\lAl S~Elf, FC~~~lhiFERA, GECLCG¥, LAGOCNS, SECIMENTS, 
SEIS~IC STUCIES, STRAllERAP~~ 
· 1964 ~IC~CLS MM, LYI\(1' ~p 
S~ELF 08SERVATIG~S - ~'CRGGRAF~Y C~LISES GF JA~LIRY 22-25, JULV 15-19, 
1H3 
VI'S SPEC SCI REF ~S 
8ATH~METRY, CCNTI~E~Til ShElft ~'CFCGFAPhY, Slli~ITY, ~ATER TE,PER.TURE, 
'ICCLE ATttNTIC fiEhT 
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1972 1\ICHLS MM 
SliELF HDII'HTS CFF Cl1fS~PEHE eAY. I., Gff'\EF~l. llli-Cl.CGY At\D COMPCSITIOI\ 
\l~S SFECI.dl SCI FEF 46 
CHESAPE~E EAYt lillilflCATIO~. SECIMEI\TS, lCFOGRAPiiY 
1913 GGCCWJI\ 81<~ THC~A~ JE 
SHELF SEDIMENTS Cff CHESAFEAME 2AY. III. liEA\Y MINERALS 
~~~~ SSR 68, GlCUCESTEF PCI~T, ~A 
CHESAPEAKE eu, CCI\1 11\EIITAL SHElf, HEAV\' ~ElAlS, SECIMENlS 
1972 tllCI-CLS Mf' 
SHELF SEDJ~E~TS (ff 111£ ·CHES,PEA~<£ Et~. I. GEI\ERAL liT~ClCGY AND 
CCI•PCS!THII 
~l'S SPEC SCI REP 46 
CHESAPEAKE fAY, CCNTIIIElT~l SHELF. llTHIFICAliCN, SEDIMENTS, lCPOGRAPHY 
1S1t SOLTHARO Je, STAIIlE~ D 
ShELF-EREAK PROCESSES A~C SECIMENTAliCN 
IN, O. STANLEY AND OJP SWIFT tECilCRSI MA~IIIE SEDIMENT TRAI\SPCRT ANO 
EN\1~01\MENlAL ~A~AGEJE~T 
NEk 'ORK, JOHN kllEY A~C SCNS, 351•371 
CCNTINENTAl S~ELF• CCI\111\E~TAL SlCFE, SECI~E~TATIOI\ 
19i4 WEAR C~ ET AL 
SHELFBREJ~ fHYSICG~/lfhl BEl~EE~ ~Il~INETCN AND NCRFOLK CANYONS 
~A~II\E TEC~~lCAL SOCIETY 8; ~7-4~ . 
PHYSIO'R'PtYo CANYONS, CONTINENTAL ShElF, CCNTINE~TAl SLCPE 
l<.iU CI-At-P 1'/l 
SHCRl Alit lCNG HRf' ll'fACTS CF CCE/ll\ CISPCS/ll OF MUNICIPAL ANC INDLSTRIAL 
~ASTES I~ 1'10 ATLANTIC BIGtl 
AMERICAN CHE~ICAl SOCIEl~ /lfSl~ACTS ECCKLET 15 FEB 76 
CHEI'ICAL EaEII\EE~II\E, CtEMIST~~. DISPOSAL, INDUSTRIAl WASTES, MUNICIPAL 
k/lHES, CCEJNS 
1917 CLECALL:I~ El Al 
SHCRT TER~ VAFIAEILITY I~ ThE CG~PCSJTIOh ~Nt tiSTRleUTION OF SEWAGE 
SLUDGE IN T~E CCE~N AFTER CU~PING 
A~ GECPH~S lNIG~ lA,NS 5S(~J. 244-245 
TRili\SPCRT, DISFEFSICI\, ClSTRleL.TICN, ENVHONf.lci\TAl EFFECTS, PARTILlE Sll£, 
SECII'EH.clTIO~. SEIIA<:E, StCRl-lERM PLAI\NlNG, SLUDGE, SCUD WASTES 
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l9i7 CUECAl.l I~ ET Al 
SHORT-TERti ~ATER CCtli'N FEI<Ttl<l:tTICIIS C~LSEC EY IIASTE WATER SLUUGE CUMPING 
11\ ThE ~E~-YCR~ eiGhT lFEX 
J WATER FOLLUl COIIlRGLFEC 4S tlClt ~Cc3-2C73 
AM~OI\ILM CCMPOLNCS, CHLOFGFHYLlt Cl!SCL~EC OXYGEN, SALI~ITY, SLSPEI\CEC 
LCAC, TE~FEFATURE 
1974 MCKII\~EY TF ET 'L 
SIIJE-SCAI\ SCNAR MAPFHG OF SHII'EIIT F~CIES Af\C CUMP MHEI<IAl Hi ThE 1\EW 
YC!ll< eHHT ~FEX 
EECL SCC AI' AE!TR till, !4 
MARINE GEClCGY, 'UO, SA~D hAVES, SA~CS, StCI,EI\TARY PETRCLCGY, SEDIMENTARY 
STFLCTUR£5, SECI~E~TS 
iSiS KIIEeH 
SIGNIFICANCE Of TEXTURAL VARIATIOIIS, fAlTIMCFE CAIIYCN TPOUGii AREA 
JOLRNAL Cf SEOII'EIIlAF' FEl~ClELM 45, 873-8S2 
CA~YGN!, GEULCGY~ SECJ~E~TS, SIZEt ~ARIAEitiTY 
19f9 SKUO BE, fEPKII\S tC 
SIZE COMPCSITIGN, SE> P/llJC, Al\0 SIZE AT M/lTLRllY CF OFFSHCRE NCRT~ERN 
l.CBHE~~ 
US FIS~ lilll:liFE SEF\, SPEC SCI REF flSH(5SBJ. 1-lC 
EENTHOS, CJlCH~ ((~~E~CIAl FISH, CC.~ERCI/ll FIS~ING, LCBSTERS, SEDIMENT 
TRANSPCRT, !HEllfiSH 
l<.i11 KNESEl tJ, C/lFSC~ E 
SMHL-SCAU SlUMF OEFCSITS• "'ICt:lE AHAHIC LfPER CONTHENlAL SLOPE 
GECL SCC A~ 9(7), lC53-lC54 
TRAN~FCRlt CHESAPEAKE EA~, CCASTAL PlAINS, CCNTII\EI\TAL Sl.OfE, GEOLOGY, 
GECPHYSICS, GCEA~CGRAPhYt SEDJ~ENTATION, SEISMIC STLCIES 
1976 FJlPKH CE 
SOME EFFECTS CF l~TERAL StlFTS (f ThE GULF STREAI' CN THE CIRCULATICN 
1\CFltE~~T CF CAFE tATlEFJS 
CEEP SEA RESEARC.Ic 231SI, l'i!:-fC3 
tiRCULATICI\, CLRFE~lS ·~·lERJ 
1Si3 JCNES NS 
$01-'E NEW CUMACEA fRCI' CHP ~ATER JN TH AlUI\llC 
CRlSlACEAI\A ~~13J, 2Sl-3l~ 
BEI\THCSt 1\EW SPECI~S, CPUSTACE/l~S, SYSTEMICS 
lS64 klGltY ~l, ~CI~TYFE ~[ 
SOME QUALITATI\IE CCIIPAI<ISCt.S CF OFfSHCRE ~EIOEEI\THOS M;C .,,1\CRCBEf\THCS 
!OlTH CF ~JR1HA 0 ! ~~~E,~FC 
ll~f\CL CCEA~C(P 9 (4}• 485-49a 
BENTHIC FALf\A, BEf\ltCS, DE~SITY, FC~tMINIFERA, METEO~OLOGICAL CATA, 
PLA~KlG~, PCPLLATIC~ 
1S62 HERSEY-J8 ET Al 
SCU~t-SC.TTERINC SPECTR~ OF CEEP SCATTERING LAYER INThE ~ESTERN NORTH 
AHA~ TIC OCEtlll 
CEEP-SfA RE! St3,4h 1'>6-210 
BUCY~NCY, FISH, GfCGRAPFIC~l REGIONS, SGlNO ~~VES, VERTICAL MIGRATICN 
l'H~ H~i<I<IS WI-
SPATIAL AND lEMPCR'L Vt~l~llCN I~ Sft!MENTARY CRAIN SIZE FACIES AND 
SEtlMENT tE.VV METAL RATIOS INTI-ENE~ YCRK EIGHT APE) 
AM SOC LIMNGL OCE,NCGI< 21 102-123 ISFEC SVMPI 
hEH\' METALS, METAlS, , ~fOIMEI\TS, 1\ASTE CISPCSAL 
lSB RlCHAIHlS hJ 
SPA~IIIIIG Cf HUEflll TLNJ ITAU~I\IJS HHNUSJ IN ThE ATliiiiTIC OCEAN ANC 
ACJACEH SHS 
SOLTHEASl FISHERIES CE~lER, ~.~.F.S., MIA~I, fLCRJCA, CCNTRIBUTIOII 110 431, 
lOH 
fi!Ho FIStERIE!, !PA~NING 
]<; 12 CCULL ilC 
5PECIES DlW£RSIT~ ANt FALIIAL ~FFINITIES Cf ~EICBENTHIC COPEPCDA IN l~E 
CEEF SEA 
II,AR BICl 141U, 4&-51 
CCASTAL WATERS, EEliTtCl, CCNlihENTAl SHELF, CC~TINENTAL SLCPE, CCPEPODS, 
CEPT~, MAT~EMATICAL STLOIES, STATISTICAL ~ETHCDS 
1S74 MATTICK RE El Al 
ST~UCTURAL F~A~E~CFK ~f U~ITEE STATES ATLANTIC CUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF 
~C~T~ Cf CAFE HAT1£RtS 
AMERICAN ASSOCIAllCN PElRCL GECl SlltETI~ 5E, 1179-1190 
, CELlllCSE, CCNli~ENTAL SHELF, STPUCTURE 
J<;15 !CI-LEE .J El AL 
STRUCTURE CF CGNllNENT'l MARGIN Cff '10 ATLAf\TIC STAlES IB~LTl,ORE CANYON 
TRCLGH I 
L.S. GECLCEICAL S.lR\E~ CFEN FILE ~EfC~T 75-6C, 45F l4flELRES 
CA~YCNSt CChTif><ENTtl MtHll\, nRUCTLH 
15t 
19l9 EJEELCk ~e, !EAP~ ~ 
STlCifS OF THE WATERS (f THE CCf\Tlf\E~TAL S~Elf, CAPE CCD TC CHESAPEAKE 
SAY. III. ' ~ClUIIETRIC Sl~DY Of lhE ZOOPLAAK1C~ 
HAR\ARD U~I' ~E~ ~L! CC~P ZCOL 5414), 181-378 
CCf\111\ENJAL SHElft lC(FLA~KlC~. ~ICCLE AllA~TlC BIG~l 
1S35 SIGEL(~ ~E, ~EA~S ~ 
STUCIES Cf TF€ kllERS CN TFE CONTI~ENlAL SHELF, CAPE CCO TC CHESAPEAKE 
SA,. Pl. 2-- SALINil) 
Mil A~O ~FCI PAPE~S IN fhVS CCEA~OGR AND METECROL 41ll 
CGNTI~ENl'l S~ELF, SALINIT) 
19:33 BIGELCII liB 
SllCifS Of THE kATERS C~ THE CC~Tif\ENT~L SHELF, CAPE CCC TO ChESAPEAKE 
eu .. PT. 1--CYCU Gf THHRATUH 
MIT ANt WHCI PAPERS IN P~'S OCEANCG~ ~NO ~ETECRCL 2(4) 
CO~TINENTAL SHElF, ot1Ef lE~fE~ATL~£ 
l'iil KHCR HI 
STUCIES Cll THE DISTRIBUTION, AelNDAIICE, Af\C ACTIVITIES CF HElERCTROPHIC 
AND PETRCLEU~ CEGRADING·fACTERIA FRC~ ~ICDLE ATL~I\TIC CCI\TINEI\T~l SHELF 
k.HERS tt.t 5ECU'EIIl.S 
I~I~S SFA~SCE 18<J 
BAClERIA, CCNTiliEIIHl SI-:ELF, CEGRHHIOIIi IOECCi'PCSITICI'dr Cll 
1S74 C~AR~Ell Rl, E'I\!E~ CV 
SLI'~ARY IH ANAI..Y.SI~ H I'HYSlCill CCE~~OGA.«<PH D.ATA CCLLECTEC IN Tt;E NEll 
YORK BIGhT AFEX CL~ING 19t9 TC l'i1C 
NOAA TECH~ICAL MEMCR~N[L' ERL ~ESA-3t P44 
DATA, DATA CCLLECTICNS, PH,SICAL DCEANOGRAPhY 
1916 FRYE ,J 
SUPERTANKERS COMING C~ fCI~G 
SY~POSIUM CN MARI~E RESCl~CE CEVElC,~E~T I~ THE ~ICOLE ATLtNTIC STATES, 
CCT. 29-!0, Wllli~MSEUPE, \A 
CONTINENTAL SHElf, CEEP hAlER, EXFLCRATIC~, P~CJECT FEASieiLIT~, ShiFS, 
TRtiNSPCRTAT ICt. 
lSt5 tHMFU CF t LAlliH J/1 
SURFACE CIFCULATJC~ CN T~E CCNTINENlAL ShELF CFF EASTER~ 1\CRTI- AMERICA 
BETWEE~ ~E~FCU~CL~~C A~C FlG~J[A 
AME~ICA~ GECGRAFHICtl ~CCIETY, SERIAL ATlAS Cf TrE MARINE ENVIRONMENTAL 
fell( 
CIRCUlAlJC~, CC~Tlt.EI\ltl SHElf, SLRfACE ~tlEAS 
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1~15 HARC' CC, B•YLCR E~ 
JURfACE lE~SIO~ ~EDLCTIG~S A~O U~Bt~ ~ASTES IN THE NE~ 'ORK BIGHT 
J GEOHi\'~ IH~ fCI H), 2t:St-26'.iS 
PCllLllC~, GECLCGY, CRG~~lC ~AlTER, SlUDGE 
lS6C REINlJES J~, RCITH~AYR C~ 
SU~VEY Of TfE GCEAI\ FlStE~lES Off CELAWARE BAY 
US fiSt WILDliFE 5ER\J, ~PEC SCI REP FISH (341), 1-18 
FI~FISt, SEASCI\AL ~A~llliC~S, CAlC., CC,ME~CIAL FISH, CCMMERCIAL FISHING, 
FISh, FIStERIES, fiStiNG, FISHING GEAR, SHEllFISH 
Ui78 YCUH fl./. 
SUSPENDED ~AlTER CISTRIBUTIC~ IN l~E ~Ew YCR~ EIG~T APEX ~ElATED TO 
HURRICANE BEllE 
GECLCGY li!l, 301-304 
TRAI\SfQRT, COASTAL Ft~I~S, EECLCG¥, HURRICANES, OCEANOGRAPhY, SEA WATER, 
SEI:It<EI\HT ION, SlCRfl~ 
1977 r;~ ~t< E CE 
SLSPENDED PARTICUlATE /<AlTER I~ ThE 1\Ek lCRK BIGHT AFEX, F~ll 1973 
J SECl~E~l FElPCL 47(1J 1 2C9-2~8 
TRANSPCRT, SUSFE~OED SEDI~E~TS, EFFECTS, GECLCGY, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, IRCN, 
SEDIMENTS, k~SlE CISFC£Al 
19il UHL AIJ ET H 
SUSPEI\DED SEDIMENT TRANSPCRT AT l~E StElf EREAK ~NC CN T•E SlOPE 
WIL~l~GTCI\ CA~~CN AFEA. EA!TER~ LSA 
MARINE lECH~GLOGY SCC J~ 5, Pl~-27 
eATHY~El~Y, CC~TINENTAL SHELF, ClSTFIEUTION~ SECIMENl 1MAN5PCRT, SUSPENDED 
LOH 
1S7£ SPE~RY RAND CORP 
SYSlEM STLt' F(~ SURVEllLA~CE Cf CCEA~ DLMPING CPERATIC~S 
GO~ERNI'EIIT RfPCRTS A•NCli'ICEMENTS i-'(51. 12~ 
SE~AGE CnFC~Al 
191': RO MA, BCS! ~J 
SYSTEMATICS ~NC tiSTRlELTICN Of THE DEEP-SEA GDSTROPOC, EPITO~IUM 
IE.CCllSECDPAl NlliClM 
NAlTilLS bl 141, 9J-S8 
BEI\THS, 1: ISTRIEL llCt.. t FOREST I'AN~GEH~Tt GEOGRAHICAL REGIOI\5, MOllUSKS, 
SNAILS• S'SlEM~llC~ 
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19!7 EACKU~ ~~-. fARNE~ t 
lELEHSICI\-EChC SCliiCER CE~Ei<IJHIG~S Of I'U:WATER SCUtiD SCATHRERS 
tEEF-SEA ~ES 4, llt-11' 
TELEVISICtl, CCPEPCOS, [JLFI\AL CIST~JBLllCI\ 1 FCPUL~TICN, UNCE~WATER, 
IJEFTICAL MIGRATI(~, ZCCFL'I\~TCN 
1S5~ KETCHL~ e~, ~EE~ [J 
THE ACCLMULATION CF RIVER WATE~ OllER lHE COIITINENlAL SHELF EETwEEN CAPE 
COt AN( (HESAPEA~E B~) 
P~P MAR BlCl CCEANC~P C~EP SEA RES, SLPPL TO ~Ol 3, 346-357 
CONTINE~TJL S~ELF, DISCHA~GE (~AlEFl, fRES~~tTER, 1\0RT~EAST U.S., RIVER 
fLOw, SALINITY, SEj5DI\Al CISTAIELTICN, VlRGl~IA 
!SSt KETCHLM BH, ~EEtl J 
THf ACCL~LLATICN Cf RI~ER ~ATfR CVEP THE CCNTII\EI\TAL ShELF BEl~EEN CAPE 
COC ANC CHE!APEAKE BA' 
FA FE I< S ltl ~Alii tiE B ICLC n ANC (( EANC GRtPH't 3, 346-357 
CO~TINENTAL SHELF, Rl.£F ~LCW 
1S66 HER~ KC 
lfE AllAtiTIC CCNTI~E~Ttl S~Elf A~D SLCFE CF Ttf U!IITED STATES- GEOLOGIC 
BAC!<GRCUM: 
US GECLCGICAL SvR~EY P~OF FAFEF ~2~-t, Ptl-A23 
CCNll~EtllAL SrELF~ CC~li~E~TAl SLCFE, GEClCfl 
1SI3 AI'ICN 
THE ATL~NTIC GE~EPATICN STATION, FCR SOME, SC~ETHING J( GRCk 0~ 
ENERG\' PEOPLE, APR 1913 1 1-7 
FOLLLTIO., REEfS, lEMPfR~lLRE, ZCCFlt~KTC~ 
1913 GCLOS~IlH v El Jl 
THE CALSES OF ~0~-LNIFCR~ ~A~E E~EFGY ClST~lfLTICN OVER THf SrELF AND 
ALCftG lrE !tCREli!IE 
11\ST GECL eASSIN ~'UITAI~E, ~E~ 7, l65-17C IVI~S CCNTRIB 559) 
BAThYMETRY, CCNTINEhl'l SrELF, ENEAE' TRAN!FEH, SHCRES, hA~ES lkATEHl 
19t2 Gl<~f\1 GC 
THE CHAElCG~AlHA CF lhE I~NEA CCNTI~E~TAL SrElF ~ATERS CFF VIRG!NlAt 
THEIR TAXC"CM~, tiUNCA~CE, ANt CEFE~CENCE 0~ PrYSICAL FACTCRS CF THE 
ENVII<ON,.ENT 
VI~! DI~S ICCLL ~llllt~ A~[ 'AR~) 
CHAETOfNtlHSo CHESAFfAKE B.,, CC~ll~EIITAL 5~ELF, PHYTCPL4~KTO~, SEASC~AL 
D I STA !BUT Hf\ 
g73 eo ICU!lT IIC 
THE CIRCUlHICI\ Cf 11~1H 01\ H+E CCHIIIEt\TA.l SHELF fRCM CHESAPEAKE BAY TG 
CAFE HATTHAS 
Fh.D. THE~IS, JC~I\S r(f~I~S L~l~E~$11Y. 18~P 
CHESAPEAi<E B.<lY, ClfiCUUTICI\, CCNTINENTAL SHl:F, NCRTH CARCliN-'• VIRGII\U 
1972 STC~MEL H; LEfTMA A 
1hE CIRClLAliCII (1\ THE CC~ll~E~l~L SHELF 
FRGCHDIM~ Of TH 1\HIG~Al ACADEMY Cf SCIE~CE LSA 69, 338C-3384 
CIRCUlATICI'i., CONTIIIEI'<lAi St:ELF, CCEIIt. CIRCLlAHOtl• L<.ATER CIRCULATICI'i 
1917 GRUNSEICH €5• OLEDtll I~ 
THE DECCMPOSITICI'i CF SE\AGE SllCGE I~ SEA killER 
AM GEOPHY!!Cill Ll'iiCI\ TFtl'iS 5€1121 1 1177 
H~Of:IC COIICI-1 ](IllS, ENVUCNMEI'iTAl EfFECTS, SEA hATER, SEWAtiE, SlUDGE, 
SO liD kA S lE S 
lSit SRO.N BE El AL 
THE EFFECT OF flSHN.G CN MARINE FHf ISH BIOUSS 'IN HE 1\0RTHI!EST ilTLANTIC 
FRO~ THE GlLf CF MAillE 1( CAfE HAllEFAS 
INTER~ATICI\IIl COMlSSlL/1 FCR T-H NCRTHIIEST ATLJNTIC, FISHEillES BULLETIN NO 
12 
BIO,ASS, IJFLCITAlJCI'i, fiSH, FISH ~~N.tiGEME~T, FISHING 
1~7€ STANlE~ OJ,.FREELA~O Gl 
THE EIW51CI\-CEPC5111CN fOlJNCAR'f Ill ThE -HeD Cf HUJSOfl SUBMARINE CAIIYCN. 
DEFII\EO CN THE BASIS Gf SlBI'ARI~E OE!ERVATICI\S · 
I'AP GECL 2613-4) 0 ~37-~46 
CANYCNSt CENCZOIC ERA, CCI\TINENl•L SHELF, CLRREI\TS (WATER), DEPOSITION 
ISEO!MENTSJ, E~EFEl, ERG!ICN, SLBM~RfNESo SLE!LRFACE I~VESTI,~TIOI'iSr 
TC P CG Ril Fli Y . 
1972 GRICE tO 
HE EXISTENCE Cf A BCTlO,._LIHI'iG CHtNOit COFEFOC FAUN~ IN DEEP wATER WITH 
CESCRIPJICN! CF Fl'f ~E· SPECIES 
CRUSHCEI!~ll 2313J. 219-242 
eEI\HDS, Nh SPECIE!, CCPEPCOS, PLAM<TCN, ZC.GflANKTCI\ 
l<;B ROE (l 
THE EXPLCRHION Cf SUBI<illli~E CHYCI\S AND ThEil< EENTI'IIC FAUN~L ASSEMBLAGES 
I'RCC RCY SCC EI:II\EURGH 73 11/lt 1H-lt9 IALSC) ~HCI TECH REP 173-5) 
FAl~A, BE~li'ICS, C~~YCNS, REVIE~S 
ltC 
1S13 llRE~I·N El Pl 
TH£ fATES CF 210FE Al\C 210ft 11\ T~E CCEA~ SURF.<lCE 
IN, URANllM JNC THCR!LM CECAY SERIES ~lCLIDE ABUI\CAI\CES II\ MA~!NE 
PH'YTCPlAf\I<TU. REPCR1 TC AC~iiiiCH HSEARCH PRCJECTS AGENCY, ARPA ORCER NO 
1973 
CHEMISTRY, PlA~KlC~, RJDlCACTlVITY, ~ACICISCTCPES,. URANI~M ~ACIO!SOTOPES 
19E4 BRYIII'il!ER VA 
THE Il'iFLLEI'<CE Gf li.HfR fo\ASSES (F 1H 1\EH El\GUI'iD AND 1\0VA SCCTIA ShELF CN 
THE FCR~IITIGI'i Cf CCM~EFCIAL CG~CEI'ilA.tiTIOI'iS Of ~E~Rll'iG 
ICNAF EtiVIRCN S1~F RC~E 1964, SERI1223), CCI'iTRIB IE-41, llP 
CC~Tll\E~TAL SlOPE, FISH, FISHERIES. HERRINGS, SAll~ITYr SEIISCNill 
CISTRIEUTIGN~ TE~PERAlLRE, ~~~CS 
l'.i7f II~HhT WA 
THE ii~IlS Cf SHElf kAlE~ 
JCUPNH CF foliiAINE Hst.tiRCl' 34111, 1~14 
SEASCNAl VARI.TICNS, CCNll~E~1~L SLCFE, Cl~Rf~TS {kATEP), SALINITY, 
TE~FE~ATLPE, WATEP TR,~SffR, MlCOlE A1lA~TIC BIG~T 
l<Jit I'AtcfiE TC 
THE 'ICCLE ATL.<lli11C SHELF AND lHE ~E~ ~ORK BIGHT 
EDllOR, MG GRCSS, 1~ fPE!! 
CC~llflt~TAl SHELF 
1'77 L~llEC Sl~lES BUREtU Cf L~~t ~ANJGEMENT 
THE OlJTER CC~TINE~TAl ShELF Oil A~C EllS LEASE SALE SOLlH AllA~TIC GCS SALE 
43, Fl~Al !~FACT 51ATE~E~l 
LS ElM 3 VCL HD24~.5L6 
BIBllt(RAPHIES, EN~IRG~MENTAL EFFECTS, i~PLOPAliCN, ~AFS, ~ATLRAl 
RESOUI<CES, Cll; C IL HDLSTI1Y, RESCUCE CEVElCFI'fNT 
1976 ~IIITEC SlAT£! BUREAL CF LA~O 1'11\,GEI'ENT 
THE CUTEP CCIITII\HHl SHHF Gil il~[ C:AS CEVELCP"ENT PRctESS, A BACKGROLND 
PAPE~ FO~ STillE PlANNER! AND 'ANAGERS 
BUREAU Gf LA~D M~NAGEMEI\T, LS CEfl I~TERICF 
G~S I£\DlJSTRV~ CGHIHNTAL SHLfr El\PLCRATIONr fACILITY SiliiiGr MAI\AGEMfi\T, 
OIL l~CUSTRY, RE!CLRCE CEVELCP~E~T, !OUTHEASl L.S. 
l9E4 KETCH;!~ EHt CCRl\111 N 
THE PERSISlEI\CE Cf ~~~lER IIAHR C/1 TliE CC£\li~HHl St-Elf Bff~EEN C~PE COC 
~1\i: CHESHEill<E 8~~ 
LI~NCLCGV Ill\£ OCEANCG~AfH~ S, 4cl~47~ 
CO~TINENlAl ~HELF, lltlER CIRCLLATIC~ 
ttl 
1Sl3 ~C~AGH~~ El ~L 
THE PERSISTE~T ~YC~CCtREC~ CC~TENT Cf THE SEA ALONG CERlAI~ TA~KER ROUTES 
.~A~~SC~IPT Cf PAPEP PREIE~TEO Al AMERICA~ FET~CLEUM I~STITLTE lANKER 
CO~FERENCE 1 h1LT£N HEAt, SCLTH CtRCll~· 
CIL SPILiS, CIL FGllLTIO~, C~E~ISTF), SAMFLI~G 
1913 MEACE Tl 1 GFAV Gh 
THE REC CRAf A'AlLABILJT), ~EC CRte EXPLO~ATICNS CN ~tE CCNTINENTAL SLCPE 
OF ThE NO~l~E~STER~ l~IlEC Sl~lES ((~ST 
Ul\liJ 1<1 MAfi TECh REF SHUt), 1-€ 
EEI\ThCS, CO~TINEN1Al !LCPE, CRAES, CRlSTACEAI\$ 1 lARVAE 
lSic hfLCH J ET AL 
THE USE Cf ECLE SATELLITE SYSTE~ TC (€SERVE CCNTI~ENTAL SHELF CIRCLLATION 
FRCCEEIJ!IIGSr VCL <: H~Pl, OFFS.,ORE lECHNOLCG~ COI\fEREt-;CEt PF c'i7-70S 
ATLAIITIC OCEJIN, EUCVS, CIRCllAHCI\, CCI\liNE~TAl SHELF, IJISPERS1CN 1 
!AlELLilES .ARliFICIALlt kATf'R CIRCULATICN, ~ICDLE ATLANTIC EIGHT 
1S16 ~NEBEL ~. SP1¥ER E 
THICKNESS ACE CF TtE SL~fiCI~l SA~C S~EET 1 EALTI~O~E CAN~O~ TRO~GH AREA 
IN PRESS, A~ERICAN AS50CIATIO~ Cf PElRCLEU~ GEOLOGISTS EVLlEll~ 
AGING tP•~SICAll, CANYC~S, GECLCEY, S~NCS, SECI,ENTS 
151€ MtCLEtl\ SA, RLDCEll CL 
THREE ~EW CRUSTACEAN •cSTS FOR THE PARASlliC DINOFLAGEllATE HEATODII\IUM 
PEREZ! ICHCFL.AGELLAH, S\JICltdO~El 
JR FARASITClCGl 64111, 158-16C 
~E~ RECCRCS, CRAES, ClSTRlBUTIONt FARASlliSM 
1917 SICK l\1 
lR~CE ~ETAL CYNAMICS IN ZCGPLA~~TC~ A~D MAC~CeE~T~IC ORGANISMS ON l~E 
CllTH CC~TJHIITAL Sl-iHf Cf HE NCflHEASTERN U~IlEC STAlES (IN PROGRESS) 
UNIVE~SIT) CF 1\CFTH c•~CllNA, CHAPEl HILL, ~.C. 
BE~THOS, l~ACE METAL~, CCNTI~E~T~l 5•ELF, lCCflA~KTC~ 
1917 CREIG PA El Al. 
l~ACE METALS II\ CAGtfllSMS FRCM OCEl~ CISPO~AL SITES Cf JHE MIDCLE EASTERN 
Ut.ITED SH1E5 
ARCH EN' CC~TAMIN~liG~ All( T(XlCULCGY, I~ FRESS 
TR~CE ~ETAt5• [ISPCSAlt 'A~I~E A~l~AL5, ~A!TE CU~PS 
1977 kE~ZlCff CR El Al 
TRACE METALS I~ CRGA~I~'! tRCM CCEt~ CISFO!AL SITES CF TfE ~IOCLE EASTER~ 
UIIITEO STAlES 
~RC~ E~\I~C~ CC~l~P. TCXICCL t(4J, ~9~~40S 
POllUTION, ECCLC,lCAL l~PACT, FISH, hEAV' METALS, ~CNilC~I~G SHELLFISh 
loA HE Cl !PCStl ' , ., 
lSti MAThER FJ El tt 
TPA~SATLAI\TIC ~IERAllCI\5 Cf YCL~' El~EFII\ 1~1\A 
J fiSH RES EC CAl\ 241SI, lSSl-lSS1 
fiSH, FIS~ ~lGR~liCI\, ~IGR~TICI\, MIGRATICI\ PtTTE~I\5 
1'511 K~FFERI'MI H, GAH IHC fl 
TRtiiSFCIH Cf LCW-SALli\Jn IIAlER AT lnE SlGfE kiiTER-GIJlf STHAM BOUI\DARV 
JCURI\Al Of GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCh• 8~(~4J, p 3481-3486 
AltAIITIC CCEAN, ELCWS, (01\CLCli~ITY, (01\TII\EI\TAL SHElf MEASLREMENT, OCEAN CU~RENTS, fRCfllES, SALI~ITW, TE~PERATURE, 1hER,OCLINE 1 
1913 •ES!LER FR, SAI\CERS •t 
TWO NEt. SPECIE~ CF SANCHSlELU ICEPhALOCAFDIAit I~Clllt:IIIG C~E FRC~ THE CEEP HA 
CRLSTACE~IIt 24(2J, 1Sl-1S6 
~N.TCMY, SENTHCS, CIST~IBLTIG~, GECGRAPHICAL ~EGICNS 
lS1; SCOTT KR 1 CCLE J~ 
U.S. All~~liC ~A~Gl~ lCCK fAVCRAELE 
OIL ANI: GAS JCURNAL 73, c;~-S~ 
CO,TINENlAl 'A~GI~ 1 EECLCGV, CIL 
lSit JEII~H C~ 
L.S. CCA5T ELA~C HIG• SEA! Cll SFill CCNTPCL ANC AEMCVAL SVSTEM SYMPGSI~~ CN MARINE RE5ClRCES CE~ElCF~ENT Ill T~E ~IOCLE ATl~~TIC 
ocr. 29-~c. ~ILLIA~SEL~c. \A 
CCAST GUARC REGUlAllCII!, E~VIRCII~E~TAL EFFEC1S CIL OIL~ •AJEa ABAlE~EH • ' I • "' 
1~13 STAtiLE~ CF, FEllNER P 
STATES, 
PCLLLTICN 
llNtE~WATER TELEVI51(~ SlR~EV Cf T~E ATLAI\TlC CUTE~ CC~TINENTAL MARGIN NEAR Wll'I~GTC~ CANYON 
!MITHSC~ CCNTRIS TC ThE EA~Tt ~Cif~CE5 NC 11 
S~ELLS, FAlhA, BATHY,ET~Y, TELEvlSIU~, U~DER~ATER PHOTOGRAPHY CONTINENTAL 
SHLF, GEOLOGY, SURVEY~ , 
11:3 
lS74 STHH,AN JJ, SAEC CJ 
lPTAKE A~D ~ELEASE Cf FETRCLELM ~~£RCCAR8ChS EV MARINE CRGA~ISMS ANC SCME 
'ETA8CLIC IMFLICATIC~5 
IMPLICATlC~S Of CFFS~C~E CIL ANC G~S CEVELCP IN THE BALT CA~VCN, ESTUARINE 
RES FECr CClL fA~~. '[ 
OIL PCLLLTICN, METAECL1S~t CFF5hCRE FLATFOPMS 
19l3 ~ctRvn o<, 
UPTAKE ANC lRA~SFE~ CF CHLGRI~ATEC t)[RGCARECftS I~ ATLA~TIC CCEAN 
CR~AftlS~S 
lDCE PROGRESS REPCkl \Cl 2, JLl' 1912 lC AP~Il 1973, PG 13, CATALOGUED 
lNtER ~CCC ACCES!IC~ NC. 13-0!73 
C~G~NI~MS, ChE-fiiCH ANtlYSJS, CHMlS'fRV, CHCRlNAlED HYDROCARBON 
PESTICHES, ECClCHCAl I~PACl, GAS CH<CMIIHG~HH'f 
lSE HCGEll R 
~IMS CC.MENTS C~ FhllttilPHlt'S FRCPCSAL TC CONTINUE IANC INCREASE! 
CFFShCPE SLUCGE Cl!PCSJL 
VIM~, ~LOlCE~lE~ PCINT, ~~ 
E~III~CN~ENTAL EFFECTS, SE~AGE CISFCSAL, SE~'GE SLUDGE, WASlE DISPOSAL, 
w•s TE CLMPS 
lS71 GClCStHTh \1 
'l~S-BLM ~JVE CllMtTE 'CtEL CF l~E EPLTI'C~E CA~VCN TROUGH SHElf A~C 
SI-HEllt\E 
VIMS S~A~SCE ICe~ GLCLCESlEA PCI~T, ~A 
CC~PtTER 'CCELS, CCNTINE~TAL SHELF, GECMCRPI'OlOGV, MODEL STLOIES, WAVES 
(WAHill 
l<JH PLEASAflilS J El tll 
\IRGifliiA A~C THE CLTER CCNTI~E~T'L SHELF- PFCELEMSt PCSS!eiLITIES, AND 
HSTURE 
~A IN~T MAR ~CI, S3 F 
~IF PCLLL11Ch, CC~TlNEhTAl S~ELF, CRllLING, ECONOMIC I'PACl, EfliVIRCN'E~TAl 
EFFECTS, EXPLCRAliCh, LEGAL ASPECTS, ~ATURAL GAS, Ollt kATER POLLUTION 
1S74 HLSI- CS 
~IRGINIA I~SlllUTE Cf ~A~l~E SCIE~Cfr fliASA LA~GLE• ~ESEtRCI- CENTE~ ECLE 
euo P~ccF~f.', 
II\ IIASA CCNf PLE C!:IFTIIIG SLnS TCH1F73, f322 
lll~STR~ll(~S. ~LC~S, (C~Tl~Ehl~L Stflfr IftSTRUMENTATICN, NAVIGATION, 
wATER (l~CLltllCN 
11':4 
l975 CtAR~Ell Fl 1 ~AYEF [A 
~AlER ~0\E~ENT ~IT~ll ThE APEX CF l~E ~E~ YCP~ BIGhT DLRI~G SUMMER INC 
FHl CF l9i3 
NAliC~AL CCEANIC tN[ Al~CSF}ERIC ACMINlSTRtTJC~ TECH ME~CRI~CLM 
E~VIRCNMEN1Al RESEARCh lAE, ~E~t-3 1 32PP 
CI~CLltlJCN, SEASC~Al 
lS15 GCU:HITI' 1i 
hA~E CLIMAlE ~COILS FCF 1HE CCNli~E.TAL $1-oElF 
BEACH AND ~EARSHCRE SEC SPEC F~E 24 ECCN P•LECNlCL MlNEFOL, TULSA, CK 
IVIMSS CCNlPJE 1C6J 
SHORELINE ErCSlCftt ShCPELI~E SlAEllll'f, EAlh~MET~'' CO~ll~E~TAl SHElF, 
~'CRAlllCS, MCDEl SllCIES, ~A~ES (~tlERJ 
1S'l4 CI'AC )~ 
IIM1E RfHACT.IH f.t!E~OHA CV!:Il TH CC~TfNENlAL St-Elf NEill< l~E CHESAPEAKE 
EA~ E~l~~l\CE 
~.s. A~~y CCFFS CF ENG CCtSlllt ENE fiES CE~lER TECh ~EMO 47 
CHSAPEilKE eaY, (()MPUHR PI<OC:RilMS, LCt-TlNENTAL SHELF, ~EFRACTION I~ATER 
~A\E~), \IFGI~lA 1 ~~\E~ {~JlERJ 
190 CES~UA CP, CA\IS H 
~HITE M~Rli~. TETFAPTU~~S ALBltUSt IN THE ~ICDLE ATLANTIC EIGHT, kiTH 
CBSEilVATICNS CN 11-E 1-YC~C(RAP~' CF THE fiShi~G G~CLMCS 
CCPEIA (1) 1 tl-~~ 
AGE, Fl!l-, GC~t05r CX,CE~, FEfCI~E 
l<:iil StLMJE~~ H' 
Wl~C STRESS CN TH OtEJlN CIJER HE EASTER~ 'CCNll/IHTAl ShELf CF 1\0RTI-
AMERICA 
JCLRAAL CF PHYSlC~L CC£AlCCRtPt~ 714l~ 555-5ff 
ATL,NTIC CCEAN, SEASCNAL ~ARIATIC~S, CCNTikE~T'L S~ELF, hlfliCS, MIDCLE 
AlU!NliC El H·l 
l~B lURt\E.l< RC 
WCCC-ECRH( fi\IJIL'vES, CFPORTLtllSllC ~PECIE~ IN ThE OEEF SEA 
SCIE~CE ltCI4CS3), l31i-131S 
BEl\lHGS, 8CRES, (UI"S, CISTRlELTHN, lA~vH, 'CllUSKS, FHCICG!<APHY 
UNPUBLISHED DATA SETS 
SCU~CfS CF ~NPUELISHEC ENVIROaMENTAl DATA 
fiLE IIAH A BICLO~IC,L, C~EMlCAl AND PHYSICAL SURVEY CF 
tELA~ARE•S TID'l STPEAMS 
GHEiiAL GEtGFIFHIC AI<E.II NCI<H' ATLMil IC. COASTAL, U.S., DElAWARE 
.IIBSTiiACT DATA CCLLECJEO DURING A SLR~E1 CA~RIEO CUT FRCM 
1S71 Hi 1~73 CN THE EIOLCGICAL, CHEI"ICAL ANC PHYSICAl Ct<ARACTERISTICS Of 
CELAW.IIRE'S TIDAL STREAMS ARE PRESENTED IN ~EPCRT FORI". El"PHASIZED IN THE 
STUD~ ARE FOPULAT[(N ChArACTERISTICS Of PELAGIC fiSh, fiSH LARVAE, FISH 
FCST-l'~VIE AND JUVENilES ANC eENTtilC COMMUI\ITIES; IIATER t;:U.Alll'~ PARAI"ETERS 
AND Ph,SICAL CIMENSICNS CF THE STREA~S AT STATIOI\ SITES. 
NAME STAFF - CJVISIC~ Cf FISH AND ~ILDLIFE 
PHONE NLI"eER 3C2 t71l 4431 
INSTIHTICN U AGENCY CELAW.IIRE !:EfARl~ENT OF NATURAl RESOURCES AND 











l.".iCJ c 1 
A ChECKLIST OF THE BIOTA Cf lOWER CHES~FEAKE BAY 
u.s., COASTAL, ~ORTH ATLANTIC, lOWER CHESAPEAKE 
~ESTR~(l ~ llEFORT OF BIOTA DISTRIBUTIO~ IN J~E LC•ER 
ChES~P£AKE BA~. TAXO~O~IC LISTS CF BENTHIC ~~IMALS, EENl~lC PLANTS, 















FILE N~ME A CCMPARATI\E SlLCY Of BOX ANC CANCF~ TllAf CESIGNS 
USEC TC CCLLECT ACllT HCilSE FLIES (CIPTERA: TABANIOAE) 
GEMRAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA 1\CilTH AI'EI<ICA, l.~., CCASTIIL', DElAwARE, WCCCLANO 
BEACh MARS~, GREAT CEO~P S~A~P ~ARS~ 
'EST~~CT THIS FILE CONTAJ~S DATA ON ~AllY FLY TRAPPI~G 
(lABANIDSI CLRI~G lfE SUM~E~S (f 1~72 AND 1573. ~O~ITOREC AT 2 STATIONS ON A 
CAllY EASIS WERE CCUNTS CF fliES AND SPECIES. THIS DAH, TAKEN PURSUJ!NT TO A 
TR~P DESIGN STUOY 1 kAS INCLLDED lN AN M.S. THESIS BY PATRICIA ANN ~ELSEN, 
lNI~ERSIT1 CF CELA~A~E~ 1~76. 
NA~f P~UL CATr~ 
FHCNE ~l~EE~ 3C2 738 2526 
INSTlTUTICN GR ACENCY lNIVERSIT1 CF DElAMARE 
SHEET rEP~RTMENT Of EHGIIOLOG~ 
CITY ~E\oA~~ 
ST~T£ CELA~ARE 
Z If CCCE 1S7ll 
2 
FILE NAME A CC~PAR~Tl~E STUDY OF EOX ~Nt CANOFY TFAF DESIGNS 
USEO TC CCtlECT ACL'll HCRSE fllES. IOIPTER~: TAS/lNlDAEl 
GEIIEilAl ()E(Gf;AFHIC AREA NCRTI1 AMERICA, l .• s., MIO-.IITUHIC STATES 1\EW 
JERSE1 9 tEl~WARE. NCRTH CA~CLINA, SCUlh CARCLINA 
.aeSTilACT · PRESENT.E'I: IN REPCRT FORM ARE DATA COLLECTEC DURING 
~ CCCPERATIVE STUDY CCNOUCTEE l~ 1\EW JE~SE1, &ELA~AREo NORTH CAROLINA AND 
SOUTH C~ROLINA ULRING THE SUMMERS C~ 1912 AND 1973 Cl) TO OETERMII\E k~ICH CF 
~lNE l~~p CE5I~NS ~Cllt COLLECT THE LA~GEST ~UMBER Cf TAeANIC fliES A~O VEl 
hCLLO SE SIMPLE TC CtNSTFbCT A~D e•sv TO MtlNlAlN ~Nt 121 TO COMPARE TRAP 
PERFOFM~NCE IN THe fCUR !l~TE5. 
NAME MCRFJ5 LIER~RY 
PHONE ~L~8ER 3C2 138 2455 
!NSTITLTiCN CR AGE~CY U~IvE~SITY (f OEL~~ARE 
Cll\ ~E~IF~ 
STATE CELAURE 
liF (([f l".i711 
FILE NUl£ 
CN ThE ~JTE~S WITHI~ ThE 
GENE~Al GECGFAfHIC AREI.I 
FIHF 
A CO~PREHEN!IVE STLOY CF PCllLTICN AND ITS EFFECT 
INOI'N RIVER S~SIN 
NORTH ATLANTIC, CO.IISTAlt u.s., CELI.I~ARE, INDIAN 
I.IBST~A(T THIS STUDY CONTAINS WATER 'U~lllY DATA ON THE 
INCitN RI~ER CRAINA~E SA51N IN EELAkARE SET~EEN JUNE 1S53 I.INO APRIL 1S56o THE 
CATA TAKEN AT 55 RIVER AND BA1 51A1ICN5 AlCNG THE I~CIA~ RIVER ESTLAR~ SYSTEM 
INCLLCES Ph, ALKI.IliNITY, ACICIT~• fCC, CCC, SLSPENCEt SCLICS, ICTAL SCliOS, 










3C2 73E 2455 






~ACRC-ALGAE CF REHCSCTH 
GENER~l GECGF~P~IC ~RE~ 
CCAS1H 
A FlCRISTIC AND ECOLOGICAL SURVEY OF THE BENTHIC 
e~'\', CEL~~ARE 
NC~Tt ATLANTIC, U.S., OELAkARE, REHOBOTH SAY, 
AE!TR~CT T~E BENTHIC ~ACRCSCOPIC ~LGAE OF RE~OBOTH BAY, 
CELAWARE 1 ~ERE SAMPLED AT APPRCXI~ATELY ~OhlHLY lhlER~ALS OVER A 14-MCNTH 
FE~ICC I~ 1969-1570 kiTH A MCCIFIEC CA~IBBEAN-TYPE DREDGE. THE CBJECli~ES OF 
ltE SLR~EV ~ERE TC CESCRIEE, 'LAlllAll\ElY A~D QLANTlTATIVE(Y, THE BII~'S 
POORU-I<NCIII\ I'ACRC-AlGAE CO~Mltdl't IINC TO CCR~ELATE PATTERNS OF DISTRIBUTION 
ANC SEASC~Al CtANGE ~IlH EN\I~CNMENTAL FARA~ETERS. 
1\A~E LISF~~IIIN 
FHCNE ~L~EER 3C2 i45 6i74 
INSliTUllCN CR AGENCY UNIVERSITY CF DELAWARE, I'~Rli\E STATION LIBRARY 
CIT) lEkES 
SlATE I:ElAIIA~E 
liP CC[E ~~~~E 
FILE N~JIIE 
~ACRC-ALGAE CF REHCEATH 
GENERAl GEOGR~P~IC A~EA 
REHHH- BAY 
A flCRISTIC AI\C ECOlOGICAL SURvE~ Of THE BENTHIC 
EAV, (fUliiARE 
NCRTh ATLANTIC GCEAN, L.S., COASTAL, DELAkAREt 
A8.SlRAC1 HIS FILE COHAHS PHYSIC/Il• 810l0GICAL, AND 
NUTFIENT [/ITA PERTINENT 10 THE MACRO-ALGAE ECOlOG~ Of REHOBOTH BAY, CELAWAAE. 
THE SLRVEV TAI<EN FRCM JU~E 1965 l~RCLEH JULY 197C, INCLUDES TEMPERATURE, 
SALINITV, SECC~l DEPTH, CISSCL~EO NITRATE, ClSSOlVED ORThOPHOSPHATE DATA AlONG 
hlTH AlGAE COLNTS AND SPECIES CETERJIIINATICNS AT EACh CF 12 STATIONS CN THE 
SAY. THE DATA IS I~CLLCEC IN AN UNFLEllShEC M.S. THESIS ey PATRICIA Ko ORRIS, 
LNIVE~SITV Cf CElAkARE, 1S7~. 
NAM REFEHHE liellAFI~tl 
FHC~E ~LJIIEEF 30~ 73E ~4~5 
INS1I1L1IC~ CR AGENC'\' UNIVERSITY CF I:ELAWARE 
STFEET JIIGRRIS lieRAR'\' 
CITY NEWARK 
Sl~Tf CELA~~RE 
liP COU IS 111 
fiLE N~~E ~ MULTICISCIPLI~ARY STUCl Cf THE SCYP~CZOAN 
JEllYfJSHE~ CF LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY 1 JULY 1St9- 31 CEC 1969 ECCLCGICAL 
5HCIES 
GENERAL EECGR~PHIC AREA NCRTH AllAhTIC, ~.s., C~ESAPEAKE BAY 
AeSTRACT 2C8 SlAllCNS IN ThE LOWER Ch~SAPEAKE BA~ WERE 
SA~PLEC FCR EITHER JEllYFISh MEDLStE ~Cl~P CR CYSTS. 
NAME [EXlER hA\Eh 
PHGr.E Hl'eEfl CC4-H2-2111 
11\STITLTICN OR ~GE~CY VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
CITY GLCLCESTER FCINl 
STATE VIRGINIA 
llf Cct:E 23Ci2 
4 
filE ~A~E A JilllllCISCIPll~A~Y STUCY CF THE SCYP~GZOAN 
JELLYFISHES Cf LCWEI< CHS~PEAKE BAY, 1 JUL't l'i69- 31 Jii,ARCH 197C. ECCLGG!CAl 
STLCIE!. ·~~LAL REFC~l 
GENERAL GEOGRAFh[( AF£A 
HOE ~ORl~ ~TLANTIC, ~.s., LC~ER C~ESAPEAKE EAY, EASTER~ 
ABSTRACT 
lRieLHRHS IIERE 
II ERE COliN lED FC R 
H~HS .. 
89 5TATIC~S I~ ThE LOkE~ CHESAPEAKE dAY AND ITS 
SA~PLED FCR JEllYFISh PCLVPS ANC FCCCC'\'STS, ANC 80 STATlCNS 
I'ECt.:SH H \ilRICUS INHRVHS DU~HG ThE 1969-IHC, wiNTER 
NAME 
FHNE ~LIIEEI< 










Cf M•RINE SCIENCE 
FilE Nt~E A MULTICISCIPLINARY STl:D~ Cf T~E SCYPHLlCAN JEll~FlSHES CF l(l!fR ChESAPE,KE EAY. l ~FAIL l96S - 31 ~ARCH 1971. CC~PLET!ON 
~EFO~T ECCLCGICAL 51LCIE~. 
GENERAl GECG~APHIC AREA ~CRlh ATLANTIC, L.S., LC~E~ CHESAPEAKE EAY AND 
TFISllHIES 
ASSlRA~T 43 STATIG~S IN THE lOkE~ CHESAPEAKE SAY A~C ITS 
TRieUTARIES WERE SAMPLED FCR JELLYFISH POLYFS AND CYSTS DURING APRIL-JLNE, 
1970. 38 STATICNS ~ERE OESERVEC FOR 'ECUSAE CU~I~G ThE SAME INTERV.l 1 WHILE CNE STATIC~ ~AS CBSER\IED fRC~ APRIL 1970 TC tFRll 1971. 
N~H CEXTER hAHN 
FHCIIE 1\VEE~ . SC4 642 2111 
INSTJTLTICN OR AGENC' ~IRGJ~IA INSTITLTE Cf M~RIIIE SCIENCE 
CIT) GlCUCESTER fCJNl 
STATE \IRCI~JA 
liP CCCE 23C6~ 
FILE NA~E A ~E~ ChA~tCTER FCR FIELC SEPARATION CF THE 
ATLA~TJC SJLVERSIDEt ~ENICIA MEIIIOIA, FROM ThE TIDE~ATER SILVERSIOE 1 ~ENIDIA BfRHlii\A 
GENE~Al GEOGR~PHIC ~FEA U.S., CCAST~l, 1\CPTH ATLAN1IC, EAST COAST, 
Jii~SSAChl5ETTS lC WIRGIIIIA, CHESAPE~~E eA~ 
AB~lRACT SFECIES STLC' OETE~MINATICN OF THE ATLANTIC 
SILVERS!CE C~EIIIDIA JIIEI\ICIA) AIIC ThE JIDE~ATER SI~E~SICE IMENICIA BERYLLII\Al 
~AS ~'DE FFG~ ~~SSACHUSElTS TC VIRGINIA fll(M 1965 TO ThE PRESENT. A KEV ~AS 
USED lC CETERI'INE TtE Fill R~Y Alit ANAl fiN RA) CCL~TS TO DISTIIIGL!SH ThE 2 
SPECIES. 
UH 
.FiiC~ E NlMBEfl 
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FilE NAf'.E A PARllAL LIFE 1-llSTGRY (f TRitiECTES M~CULillUS 
fSLCCK ANC SChNElCERl ThE hCGC~C~ER 
GE~ERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA NO~lh ~~l~NllC, ~.s., DEL~~-RE BAY, COASTAL 
.AI!STRACT THE PCPl.lATHiN CF lRltiECTES PUCLLilTUS IN tELAWARE 
B~Y h.A\E .A ~EA~ VERTEBRAE COLNl Of 26.4, STA~DARD ERROR + 0.05. 1300), WITH A 
RA~Gf fRO~ 20 TC 29; CORStl flN RA't' CO~NT OF 53.1, STANDARD ERROR + 0.16 
li5CJ, kiTh A RANGE FRO!' 49 TC 60; ANAL FI~ RAY CCLNT Of 39.5, STANDARD ERROR 
i 0.12 l25C),'~ITH A RANEE f~O~ 36 TQ 44; A~D CAUDAL FIN RAY. CCUNT Of 15.4 1 
HANCAIHJ ERROR i 0.07 12501. lilTH A !lANGE F~OI', 10 TC 11!. THE LINEAR fROWTH 
RATE El.:lATlOI'<S FCR ltHS FCfllATICN AlOt.G WIH- THE LINEAR TOTAL LENGTI-- 111EIGHT 
EtLATICN /JPE GIVEN. ThE ThEO~ETIC~l MAXIMU~ TGT~L LENGTh FOR THE MALE AND 
FE~~lE T. MACULATU! ARE 195.1 AND 254.C ~M RESPECTI~flY. THE T~ECRETICAL 
fi'.6XIHM Sl/ltiCARC U~GTtl FGR HE MALE A.ND Ffi'AlE ARE 14'9.2 AND 235.1 MM 
~ESPECTIVELY. 1. fi'ACULATUS CAA SPAWN fROM 3 TO 12 YEARS Of AGE. THE SPA~NING 
PERICC IS CURING LATE JUll AhG EARLY AUGUST. THE STO~ACHS Of TtE T. fi'ACULATUS 
FOPULATICN YIELDED eClTOf' SEC)·E~T, AN~ELIC WCRf!IS, CRUSTACEANS ~NC fi'CllUSKS IN 
TtEIR ~ELATI\E CRCER GF CCCU~~ENCE •. 
NAME liB~ARIAt. 
Pncf\E fll~EH :ci tt!i t614 
INSTITLTICN CR A(E~CY UNIVERSITY Cf OEL~WARE, MARINE STATION liBRARY 
CITY LE~ES 
!TATE CEL,~AR£ 
ZIP CCCE 1S958 
fiLE ~AI'.f A PARTIAL liFE l:iiSHJR1t Cf li<INECTE·S MACLLATUS. 
tSLCCt ANC SCHNEICE~) THE HCGCHCKER 
GENEFAL GECGPAPHIC AREA NC~lt ~TLANTIC, u.s., CCASTAL, CELAhARE BAY 
ABSTRACT TtE FOPLLATICN Cf TRINECTES MACULATUS IN DELAWARE 
SAY t'~E A I'EAN VE~TEBR~E CGLNT Of 2E.4t SlANOARO ERROR FLLS OR Ml~US 0.05 
I!OC), kiT~ A RANGE FPC~ 2C TC 29; COPS~l flh RA~ CCL~l Of 53.1, STANDARD 
ERPOF FLU~ CP ~~~US 0.16 125Clt kiTH A FANGE FROM 49 TO tO; ANAL FIN RAY COUNT 
OF 3S.5o STANDARD ERROR FLUS CR MINUS 0.12 (2!0), WITH A RANGE FRCM 36 TO 44;· 
AND CAlCAL FIN RAY CCUIIT OF 15.4, SUIIC/JRD EPRGR PLUS CR II!NUS 0.07 (2501, 
~ITH ~ ~A~GE fRCII lC TC 18. TtE Ll~EAR GROWTH RATE EQLAllCNS FOR THIS 
PCPULHICN ALCNG WllH THE LIHAR TCUL lENGll+-lotEIGH HUATIO~ ARE (JVEN. THE 
TnEORETICAL MAXlfi'LM TCTAL LENGTH FCR THE ~ALE AND FEIIAL£ T. ~ACLLATUS ARE 
1~5.1 ~110 254.0 M~ ~ESPECTI.ELV. TtE TtEORETlCAL ~AXI~UM STANDARD LENGTH FOR 
Tt£ ~ALE 1~0 fEMALE ~RE 149.2 tNC 235.1 MM RESPECll~ElY. T. MACUL~TUS CAN 
!PAW~ fROM 3 TC 12 WEARS CF 'GE. ltE SfAhNING PE~ICD IS CURING lATE JULY AND 
EARl1r AUGUST. TtE 5TC~ACtS Cf T~E T. MACLLATUS POPULATION YIELDED BOTTOM 










3C2 eiS 4~03 
DEL~k~RE CEPART~ENT Of 1\All~Al RESOLflCES ~~0 
DC"'ER 
CEUh~H 
1 ss c 1 
FilE 1\tl'f 
BALTJ~CRE GNEISS AT GLEN 
GEIIE~Al. GECGFAFriC A~E~ 
'Lf~ l'lll~ 'LAIIP~ 
6 
A PETROlOGICAl 111';0 GENEPAL STRUCTURAl SILO'¥ OF THE 
~IllS 'UA~I<V, (HEllER CCU~TY, PENIISYLVANI• 
NC~Th AMERICA, L.S., PENNSYLVANIA, CHESlER COUNTY, 
.ABSTPACT CAT~ FRGM A CEH ILEO STLO~ Of THE PElllOGRAFHY At\0 
IHNEFALCG~ CF THE RCCI<~ AT GLEN MillS QU~flRY, PHNSYL'VIlNIA At\0 FRO~ A 
PRELII'J~Afl'l Iti\I€S1IGATICN IIITC THE BRC/JC SUI.iCTURAL FEAH.RES SEEN IN THE 
'UA~n ARE PRESENTEr: IN ORDER H I'AKE JI\TERRElATIC/'iS IIEGAI<DING THE. GR~Df GF 
,ETA~G~PHISMt lHE ~li'BER CF FEfliCOS CF CEFCRMATIC~ AND ThE ORIGIN Gf THE RCCKS, 
/'i~M£ CHACI<O J. JOhN 
PHONE. tili'SE~ 3C2 73S 256'5 
INSTITUTION CR AfE~CY GECLCG'I DEFARTME~T, UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE 
CIT~ 1\E~t~K 
STATE CELA~ARE 
2If (([£ 14i111 
FILE IIPI'E A PILOT PRCJECT ON T~E FE~SISILITY Of REARI~G 
ChAfit.EL C~TFJSH, ICTALL~LS PLIICTATLS I~ CElA~ARE 
EENERAL.GEOGRAPHIC AREA ~C~TH AMERIC~, L.s., ~O~THfRN CELJWARE 
ABSTRACT PRESENTED IN REPORT FCRM A~E DATA COLLECTED DURING 
A STUCY CCNtUClED IN tELAkAPE CURIII( 1970 TO tElER,.I~E ThE FEASIBILITY OF 
CATFISt FARI'l~G I~ CElAWARE. EMPHASIZED ARE ThE lf~Glh Of lHE FISH GRCWI~G 
SEASC~ IN CELAhARE, THE ~I~IMU~ SIZE Fl~GERLI~G REQUIRED TC PflCOUCE A 
I'ARKETABLE FIShit. CNE GRCkl~E SE~SO~ ANC TtE APPLICABILITY Cf EXISllNG 
e~ACKlSt WATER I~PCLIItMENTS TC CATFISH CULllRE. 
NAI'E ~CRRI~ llERARY 
FHCH ~OEEF 302 Be .2455 
INS11TL11C~ CR.AGE~CY U~l~EPSITY CF CELAkARE 
CIT~ ~E~ARK 
~T~TE CEllh~RE 
ZIF CCCE 19711 
FILE hi~E A Q~ANTITATI~E 51LC1r 
CHESAfEAKE €AY kllh EI'PtASIS Ct. A~I~Al-SECII'E~T 
GENERAL EECGFAftlC A~EA u.s., COASTAL, ~O~lH 
EJIY, HFGINIA 
CF BE~lhlC FAUhA lA lCkER 
RELATICNSt IPS 
AlLA~TIC, lOhr~ CHES~PEAKE 
· AllSlRACT 
FAUNA I~ LCiotER CtESAPEAKE 
BY TtE l 5 A~MY, CCRFS Cf 
'UP~TJTATivE ANAL~SIS ANO SU~VE~ OF ltE 8E~TH1C 
e~Y II\ ThE A~EA Of ~ CRECEI~G A~D DU~PING CPERATION 
















[ElAkA~E ~lvER I~ T~E 
GE~E~Al CECG~AFHIC AREA 
tBSHHT 
Ill lrE CELA~ARE RIVER 
~EARS• O~lt ~\~llAELE 
~A/I£ 
fHM HHEI< 






A Clt~TITAli'E STUCV Cf THE lCCPlAIIKTCN IN THE 
VlCINilY Lf lrE ARTIFICIAL lSlA~D 
IICPTh AllA~liC. L.S., CELt~A~E RIVEP 
CtT• fCR ZCCPLA~KTCN SAMPLING NEAR ARTIFICAL ISLAND 
IS FRESENTEC IN REPCRT FCRM FC~ ThE YEAR l97C. OTHER 
Ill CTHEF lCrTh,ClCGlCtl ASSCtiATES' REPCRTS. 
JCh~ G HRRM'ITE 
6C9 1::46 B3t6 
ICHlh~ClCGIC.l ASSCCIATES 




FILE ~A'E A REGIC~AL G~AVIJY SU~~E' Cf liE~ YCRK ANC EASTEM~ 
FH<t.SHVAIIU 
GEt.E~Al GECG~APHIC AREA IICRlh A~EFICA, L.S., GREAT LAKES, LAKE CNTARIOr NEri 
YCRK, PEt.~S1l~ANIA 
ABST~ACT A GR~~IlV SLRVEY Cf ~ESTERN NE~ YCRK STATE AN~ 
EASTE~N FE~N. tPFRCJIMATElY e,CCC 'EASURE,ENTS WERE MACE ~ITH A WARCEN GRA~ITY 
METER. FRCM THE CS!ERVED CRA\11' MEASLRE~ENTS THEC~EliCAL GRAVITY, FREE AIR 
GRAVITY AtiC~AlYr AN[ fCLGUEF GFA\lTY At.C,ALY hERE CALCULATED. GEOMAGNETIC 
tNC~ALY 'EASURfMENlS ~ERE AlSC MACE WITH A VERTICAL CO~PCNENT ~AGNETCMETER. 
THE tATA ~ERE FlCTTEC CN lhPEE GRA~ITY MAFS A~D C~E MAGNETIC MAP. 
~~~E CF. FFAIIK REVETTA 
PHCI\E NlMIJER 315 2H 4Ht 
INSliTUTICN CR AGEN{1 STATE LNl~ERSITl CF NEW YCRK AT PGTSCAM 
STREET GECLC(1 CEPA~T~E~T 
CITY FCT~CA~ 
SHTE !lEw 'VCfllt 
ZIP CCC£ 13616 
a 
FILE llt'E A AfGlC~AL EFAVITY SURVEY CF N.l. AND EASTERN 
FE~IISH\H.IIl 
GENE~AL GECGFAFHIC t~EA ~CAT~ A'EAICA, L.S., GREAT LAKES, LAKE CNTARJO, hE~ 
YCAK, Pf~NS'L~A~lA 
ABSl~ACl t (RA~lTY SL~~E~ Cf WESTERN NEw YORK STATE AND 
fASTER~ FE~N. APFRC)l~ATELY E,CCC MEASLFE~EIITS ~E~E ~ADE wiTH A WIRCEII GRAVITY 
'ElEF. FRO~ l~E CBSEFVEO GFA~Ill ~EASLFE~EIIlS THECRETICAl GRAVITY, FREt AIR 
GRAVITY ~IIC,ALYt €CLGUER (kAvlll A~C~ALY ~ERE CALCLLATED. THt CBSERVEC GkAVlTV 
~·S 'EASLREC ~ITh A ~ARCEII GRA\11~ METER. GEC~AG~ETIC •t~cP.LY ~EASL~EPENTS 
~ERE ~lSG ~AOE ~llH A ~E~l!CAL CC~~C~E~T ~~(~fTG~ETE~. 
~~~f C~. FAAIIK REVETTA 
PHt-.E lll~SER 315 US 4EH 
l~SlllLTIC~ CR AGE~C~ STATE L~I~E~~ll\ Cf NE~ ~CRK ~T PCTSCA~ 
STREET (ECLCGY CEFtRTME~T 
CITY PCl~CA~ 
~TATE ~tw ~CR~ 
ZIF CCCE 13616 
FILE ~HE A REPORT CN fiSH~ TAKEN Ill THE CHESAPEAKE AND 
CElArARE CftNAl A~C CC~TlGlCLS '~TE~S I~ 1970 
GEI\EFAL GECG~APtiC AREA NCRT. ATLAIITIC. L.S.,-OELA~ARE RIVER 
AS~lRACT CATt IS P~ESEIITEC IN ~EPCRl FCRM ON AN EXPANDED 
PC~TICN OF ICPTPYCLCGICAL tSSCCIAlES 1 ECClCGICAL SILO' CF THE DELA~ARE RIVER 
E~P~ASIS OF THIS PPOJECT ~AS THE FISh fAUIII (f lrE C & t CANAL WIT~ SPECIAL 











GE~E~Al GECG~~FhiC AREA 
CCASHL 
~BSHACT 
I'CHllll!ES IN HE .SCLTH 
CISEASES, P~RASI1E5, A~O 
N~l'f 
PHCNE H~eER 





JCHSC~ C S -.Me; 
t(Cj t~6 t36t 
IChl~~CLC(JCAl ASSCCitTES 




A llEfCI<T CN HE CCCPERAJlvE BLUE CRAB STLDY-SCUTH 
~C~Tr AMERICA, L.S •• NCRTH CAROLINA 10 fLCRlDA, 
~ STLCY TC LETEF~I~E CALSES Of BLLE CRAB 
AllAt.TIC STATES. rVO~ClCGICAl CH.RACTERISJJCS, 
RESIDLAL fESl!CICES ARE fACTCRS CONSICEREC. 
I<CBERT 1". I'AHCC 
SI.2 2t5 155C 
GECRGIA GA'E A~t fiSH CC~MISSICN 




F llE N~ME A REFCRT Oti THE 19~ll PHEI\Silt;T CROwiNG CCUI\TS-TG-A 
~EFCFl CN THE 191~ PtEAS~~1 t~Ckl~G CC~~TS 
GENERAL (EQG~APHJC AREA ~OATH AMERICil1 U.s., NEk JERSEY 
ABSTRACT S llfS Of TI-.E BREEDING MAlE POPlilAliON Of PHEASAI\TS 
AT 15 10 16 SITES lHRCUGhCUT NE~ JERSEY HA~E eEEN S1LCIEO ANNUAllY DURING THE 
~C~TH CF HtY SINCE 19~6 1H~CLGt CCLNTS CF ~AlE PHEASANT CALLS. 
NAME P~INCIPAL hiLtLJFE 81CLCGIST 
FlitNE H~BER f09 292 6686 ' . 
INS111LTION OR AGENCY ·~Ek JE~SE~ ~iPA~)MENT OF ENVIRCNME~TAL PROTECTION 
CIWISION Cf FISH, GA,E ANC SHELlflSHE~lES, fLREAU Cf WILDLIFE ~ANAGE,ENT 
STREET P.O. eCX lfC9 
CITY T~ENTCN 
ST~Tf NE~ JERSEY 
2JF (([£ 086~5 
fiLE ~~~f ll REFO~l CN 1HE 1S72 WHISTLING COCK CO~~~ Of 
ECBWtiH QIJAIL-TC-.A REPCIIT ON HiE 1916 ~IHSlllNG CCCI< COtJtiT OF BOBWHITE QUAIL 
EEHIIAL GECGUPHIC AI'Eol tiOI'<TH AMtRIC.A, t.~., NEio JERSEY, SOUTHERN COUNTIES 
AEST~'CT SIZES Of THE MAL£ PCPIJLAJIO~ CF BOB~HITE QIJilll IN 
11 CCLNlJES IN SOClfE~~ NEk JERSEY HAVE BEE~ STUDIED .ANNUALLY OU~IhG THE MCNTii 
CF JU~E SltiCE 1972 T~ROL'~ CCU~TS DF CCCI< WftSTLES. 
~~~~E PRlt~ClFAL kiLOUFE BHllC.GIST 
FHCNE fll~UR 609 2S2 tl:tl6 
INSTIHiliCN OR AGEtiCY Hk JE~5EY DEFAFTMENT OF ENIJIROM4ENTAL PRCTECTICN, 
tlVISIOti Cf FISt, GAME .Alit SHEllflStERlfSt BIJREAU CF WILDLIFE ~A~.AGE~ENT 
STREET F.C. SCX 18C9 
CITY TRE~TCN 
~TATE ~EW JERSEY 
ZIF COtf Cft25 
1C 
FILE N~~E A SfOl~E~lCLCGICAl STUDY Cf AN ACll~E PARl Of A. 
MOtEFN Tlt~L DELTA, MORICHES lhlET, LCNG lSl~~D 
GENE~Al GECGFAFhlC A~E' NC~T~ A~ERICA, u.s., ~EW YORK, NEh ~ORK SIGHT, LONG 
ISLA~t. ~ORICHE5 INLET, CCASJ~l 
AS~l~ACT ' SEtl~E~TtLCGICAL STUD¥ Of AN ACTIVE PARl OF A 
~DOE~N TIC~L DELTA, "CRICHES l~LETt LCNG ISLA~D, ~Ek WO~K WAS LNDE~TAKEN. 
FIELD ~CRK ~AS CAR~IEO Oll OU~I~G Jl~E lllC WHICh CCNSISTEC OF ~APPI~G THE 
TIDAl DELTA AND INtlCATI~G CEPCSITIO~Al ENVI~ONMENTS. THE ENVIRONMENTS 
tETEII~INEO INClUOHl CUNNUS, ftUSSEL BEDS, ACTIVE LOSES CF SUd:, TJOtL FLATS 
AND MtRS~fS. SIX TU£E CCRES, 1 ECX COPES ANt 17 SPOT SAMPLES kERE COLLECTED. 
THE FIUl ftlllH Cf ltE FJELD liCRK IN'<CLVEC Cli<RENT SPEEt AND OIRECTICN 
MEASUREMENTS THROLGH TtE TICAL tELTA. EFO)W RELIEF PEELS WERE MADE TC EXAMINE 
SEOI~ENTARY STRUCTLRE~. GRAI~ SllE ANALWSES hERE CONCUCTEt GN TWENTY SAMPLES 
CBTAI~EC FPC~ lHE SURFICIAL Sll~PLES ~NC AT v•RIOUS DEPTHS IN THE TUBE CCRES. 
~ll~E DR. JCH~ E. SP~tE~! 
FI"CNE 1\l!IEE~ 21~ ac 4312 








FILE NIME A 5Tl0~ OF MllRill!IE AE~OSOLS 
GEIIEI<AL GECGI'.HHIC AREI NCHH AMERICA, u.s., NEll YORK, NEll 'WORK BIGHT 
ABSTRACT lhE FLPPCSE CF ltiS RESEARCH IS TC SURVEY ThE 
ATMOSF~E~IC AERCSCL CCNCENTRATICN CVER THE SEAS, USE THE INFCR~ATICN GATHE~EC 
10 E~~Ll~TE SOURCES ANt SINKS Cf TrESE PA~TICLES, A~C BEGIN A CHRONOLOGY OF 
SUCH teSE~W.ATICNS. lfE I~ST~U~E~T USEt FREtCMINANTL't I~ ltE STUDY IS A 
SliGtHLY MCCJFIEC .IIIKE~ fhCTC-f:LECTRIC AEROSOL OETECTCR. PARTIClES ARE GREATER 
THAN C .CC75 MICPO~S AND CC~FRISE 5 TC 10 FE~CENT CF ICTAL ATMCSPrERIC PARTICU 
lATE ~AlTER. CCNDE~SATICN ~UCLEI tETECTCR PARTIClES COLLECT ON CONCENSA TIC~ 
tFOPLET, WflCH ARE THEN COLNTEC EY THE DETECTOR. kiNt tiPECTIO~ AN 0 SPEED, 
CLOLC COVER AND ~ISIBILIT~ ~RE ~LSC OElE~~~~EC. ~ERCS(l CBSE~V ATICNS HAVE 
eEEN OST,INEC ~lC~G SEIJE~ T~PCE RCUTES. IN ~CCITICN, SIX AT l~~TIC C~CSSINGS 
h~VE eEEN ~AOE ey TME SHIF EMPI~E STATE I,. 
NA~E C~. ~l!ll~ ~. tCGt~ 
FHCI\E fiU~eER ~lf ::1i t417 
·INSTITLTICI\ C~ AGE~CY lll~CSPHERIC SCIE~CES RESEARCr CENTER,Sl~Y 
ST~EET 13C !ARATCGA RCAC 
CITY SCCTlA 
STATE Hlo H~ll 
llP CC[E 122C~ 
11 
FILE ~t~E A STUCY Of ~ORTh CAROLINA SCRAP FIStERY 
GE~ERAL GECGRAPhiC AREA ~ORl~ ATLA~llC, CCtSTAL, l.S., ~ORT~ CAPOll~A 
'BSlRACT A SllCY IN 1~1{ A~O 1S71 1( CBTAlN CHARACTERISliCS 
CF ~CVE~E~T. CRCkTt, A~C ~CRltlllY CF ATLA~TJC CRCAKER IMtCRCPOGGN LhOUlATUS), 
SPCT llEICSTC~U5 X#~THURLS), AN[ wEAKFISH (()hCSCICh RECAllS). SAMPLES kERE 
CCLLECTEC 10 CETER'I~E l~E RA1IC CF CISCARDfD FISh TC SHRIMP. AhC THE SPECIES 
CO~PCSiliOh GF ltE fiSt CI5CtRC. STL[~ CC~CLCTEO 1~ ~CRTt CARCLINA 
~A~£ M'LR) ~OLFF 
FHCH H~BER Sl<.i 7.26 7C21 
INSliTLTICN OR AGENCY ~CRTH CARGLl~A CEPtRTMENT CF NATURAl AND ECONOMIC 
PESCLHES 
SHEET 










A STUCY Of OSMOTIC RESPONSE IN NEOMYSIS AMERICAIIA 
GE~EFAL GECG~~fhiC AREA u.s.~ COASTAL, NC~lH ATLANTIC, CHESAPEA~E BAY, 
VIRGI~IA, 'CRK RI\EF, ~AChAFREAGLE 
~fSTRHl li-RE£ ASPECTS Of OSMOTIC SEHA\IIOR BY THE fiYSIC 
SHRIMP, NEOMYSIS AMERICAIIA, DRAh~ FPC~ FOflLATIO~S FCLf\C Ill ENVIRO~MEIITS kiTH 
~IGH A~C l(~ ~Ali~Jl't. 
~AH 
fHCH H~EER 
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FILE ~~·~f A Sll['t Cf SUEME~GEC CRECGE ~CLES Ill NE~ JERSE~ 
ESTU~RJES ~1Th RESPECT TO THEIR FIT~E5S AS FI~FISH hAEITAT 
GE~E~Al GECGFAPHIC AREA ~CRTH ATLANTIC, u.S., CCASTAL, NEk JERSEY 
teSTRA(T lHRTY-CIGH SUBHRGEO IJRHGE hOLES lOCATEC IN NEW 
JERSE' ESl~ARIES ~ERE EXA~I~Er F~(M ~L~LST lS63 ThRCLEH OCTOBER 1966 kiTH 
FESPECl TO THEIR fll~ESS AS FINFJS. •AeiTAT. ~AlER 'UALITY PARA,ETEA5 EXAMINED 
kERE lE~PE~ATURE, SALl~Il1, CISSCL~EC CXYGE~ CGNCE~lRATICf\, A~C HVCAOGEN 
SUlFitE CC~CEhl~ATl(~. ThE ECTTC~ ~UCS OF 3! OF lHESE tOLES ~ERE EXAMINED fCR 
THEI~ l~VERTESRtTE FAUNA. FURTHE~, PHYSICAL/ChEMICAL PROPERTIES CF T~E BOTTOM 
MLIJS FRCM SJX CREIJGE HOlES .,HE tElER!<IHC. 
NA~E PAI~CIPAL flS~ERIES BIOLOGIST 
PHC~E hl~BER (:C~ t!2 <.i~S~ 
I~STITLTICN ~R AGE~C1 NEW JERSEY DEPART~ENT Cf EN~IRO~MENTAL FRCTECTICN, 
OIVISICh CF FlS,.., GAME, AND ShELLFIShE~lES, 6LREAU Cf FIS.ERIES 
STFEET NACCTE CREE~ AE~EARCH STATICN 
CITY ABSECO~ 
STATE NE., JERSE1 
ZIP CCtE CS~Cl 
FILE ~~ME A !llDW OF THE CC~~CN PEECGPASS tPH~,G~ITES 
CC~~L~JS T~J~.) IN T~E CCAST~l ZC~E Cf CEL~~tRE 
GE~EP~L GEOGRAPHIC AREA ~CRTH A~E~l(A, L.S., CELAkA~E, CO,SlAL kETlANCS 
AB~TRACl SEVERAL CClCNlES CF TtE CO~MGN REEOGRASS, 
P.R,GMITES CCM~UNIS TRlN, GRC~IhG IN THE CCASlAl ~ETLA~DS OF CELA~'RE, ~ERE 
EXA~l~EC FRCM OECE~fE~ 1S13 T.RCLtH OCTGEER 1~75, ANC CATA ON A VARIETY OF 
CCLO~Y P~~~'ETE~S ~ERE CCllEClEC. CESTRUCTI'VE ANC IICN-OESTRUCTIVE ~A~Pll~G 
PROGRA~S ~ERE E~PLC,EC 10 MCNITCR C~A~GfS CCC~RRING I~ THE AMOUNTS OF LIVE 
CULM 1 LillER, SlA~(l~G OEJC STE~ AhC ~CCl ANC RHIZC~E MATERIAL! ASSOCIATEC 
-IT~ THf SlANOS AS kELl AS TO INVESliG,lE T•f EMERGENCE, FLOWI~G AND ~ESOURCE 
ALlOCATICN PATlfRNS, CHE~ICAL CC~fCSlllC~S, A~C EJC~ETRJCAL CHARACTERISTICS Of 
OE\IElCPIMi Cllf'S. ltl AtCITICh, THE BREJKCCIIN PATTERNS CHARACTER 1ST IC CF 
~ARlCUS TYPES Cf REECGRA~S llTlf~ MERE E)~~I~EC B~ MC~lTCRING THE 
CISAPFEARANCE OF LillER '~lERI~LS FRCM ~ESH EtGS EIPCSEC IN lHE FIELC FOR 
\AFIClS TI~E PERICC~. 
NAME 
fHCH H~€EP 













OELAMARE, ~CRRIS LIB~ARY 
A\HLE 
13 
FILE NA•E A SllOY Cf l~E EFFECTS Cf tREOGING JINO CREtGE SPOIL 
CISPCS~L CN THf ~A~INE ENVIRGN~ENT 
GENERAL HCGRAFH IC AREA t:. S • ., CCASTAL., M:RTH ATlJIH IC, CHESAPEAI< E fAY, 
VHGHH 
ABSTRACT lNTENSI~E SURVE• tf SEDI~ENTS AND 8ENT~IC ANIMALS 
IN THE AREl CF T~E ~AfPA~tN~CCI< S~OAL AND !CIL DISPOSAL LOCATICN IN CHESAPEAKE 
BAY. SCME LIMITED SAMPLiaG IN YCRK SPIT CHANNEL. SEtl~ENT ANALYSIS IS COUPLED 
~Ij~ ·A·SLR~Ef CF 6E,1HlC FALNA A~O R£LATEC TC FEECINC l¥PES,.SLBST~ATE, 
HtBilllt SIZE, ABUNCANCE JINO f~E,lfNCY OF ENCCUNTER. CO,PARISON OF IN CHANNEL 
ANC CUT CHANNEL 5A~PLJNG CATA INCLLOED ALC~G WITH CC,,ENTS AS TO T~E EFFECT OF 
SPOIL CEPCSITICII Cl\ BEf\Tt!U Flllfl/1. COI!flft'<TS AS TIJ SEASCNAL VARIATION OF 
llENTHC FAt.U •HC EFFECn Cf CREOGJ~€ .lf\CllDEO. 
~AME llER~RIA~ 
Pt~CIIf 1\l;IIUF Hit-t"i2-21 11 
I~Slllt.TICN OR AGE~(' VIRGINIA INSlllt.TE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
CITY GLCLCE51E~ FCII\1 
SlATE VI~EI~IA 
ZIF COtE 23C62 
F llf UI'E 
!llE! Cf\ T.,E DElilA~~~ 
GENE~AL GECG~APHtC AREA 
FHIHlU 
A STLCY Of THE FIShES IN THE VICINIT1 CF EIGHT 
fENlf\!:vU -
NORTH ALANTIC OCEAN, COASTAL, ~.s., CEL~ARVA 
ABSTilACl STLtlES Cf HiE FISHES FOUil: IN THE ~ICINITY Of 
EHHl.FCTEI\liAl SllES FOF NLClEAR GENEI<HJIIG STAllOt.S hERE INiliATEil IN APRil 
1972 Alit CCNTIIIUED ltRCUGH AFRIL 1'73. lRAWL, SEI~E Af\0 ICH1HYOPLAIIKTCN 
SAMPLE! ~ERE TA~EN Ill CELA~A~E I~ THE CHfStPEAKE A~C OELAkARE C~NAL ISETWEEN 
t.S. FOOTE 13 Al\0 H-E PHN CENTI11L RAILRCAC ERIOH~, AT REO LION (LCI!ER 
CELAMA~E ~lVERit CCESSA-~MY~IIA (lOwE~ llELA~AFE RIVER AND uFPER DEL~MARE BAYJ 
AIIC BC~ERS BEACH COELAkA~E BAY}; Alit Ill MARYL~ND AT Cl~lECRNE (EASTE~N 
CHESJPEA~E BAYl, C~ESTER ~IVER CAT lkE CORSICA ~IVERI 1 CE~lCN ICHOPTANK RIVER! 
AND VIEN~A (~A~TICCKE ~IVERI. IN ACOillON• GILLNEl SETS hERE ~ADE 1~ THE C C 
CAIIAL, RED LIO~, ec~ERS EfACH A~C CLAifC~NE ~REAS. l~IS REPORT IS BASED ON 
l~FOR~ATICN CeTAINEC FRO~ 29 AFPIL 1912 lHRCLGH 3C APRIL 1973 AND INCLUDES 
CATA FRCM ~20 TRAwl HALL~t lf1 SEI~E CCllECliCNS A~O 29 GILLNET SETS. CATA 
PERT~If\ING TO 513 JCHTHY(fLANI<TCN CCLLECTIO~S ARE ~LSC PRESENTED IN THIS 
FEFCFl. 
t-A~E 
PH( H lii;I"E £F 





HlCHN P. 1-CfN 
3(2 42'S 3494 
CEL,PRVA FC~ER ·~C 
.fCC ~UG SHEET 





SITES ON HE t::Uio!ARVA 
GE~ERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA 
TIC IlL AND RIVER IIATERS 
14 
A STUY Of lt-.E FIShES Ill .THE VICINITY OF EIGHT 
PHJNSLU APRIL 1S12 TROUGH ~PI<ll 1S73t ~Clli~E II 
NDFlli llTLA~TIC, CCASTAL, U.S., CELM~RVA PENI~SULA 
ABSTRACT t•t• C(~L£CTEC [URJNG A STUCY OF THE 
ICHTHYOPLANKTCN FCLND IN .THE 'ICINITY Cf EIGHT PCTE~TI~l SITE~ CN T~E tElMARVA 
PENINSULA FCR NLCLE~R GENE~~TIN~ SlATJC~S A~E PRESE~TEC IN REPORT FORM. THE 
STUDY ~AS ~UN f~C~ JIP~llt 1912 TC APPIL, 1~7;. IC~lH)OPLANKTCN SAMPLE' wERE 
'CQUIREC BY A 0.5NM FLANKlO~ NET. fCUR PRI~~F~ STATIO~S wERE LCCATEt iN THE CHES~PEAH AIIO CEl#lWAR£ CAML, REt LJC~, GCE!iSA-SII'fllN#l ANt CLAIEGRIIE AREAS; FC~R SECO~t::ARY .Sl.6TICNS kEFE LCCATEO IN TH£ ECWERS BEACH, CHESTER RIVER, 
DENTCII 'NC VIENNA AREAS. tAlA CN lHE FiSHES FRESENT 'T l~E SAME SITiS ARE 
PRESENTED Ill VCLU~E I CF T~E SANE REPCRT. ~EASUREMEIITS CF SALINITV, TE~PERATLRE, Pt, C!SSCLVEC O~YGfll AND !ECC~I OEPlH ARE I~CLUDEC FO" ~LL SITES. 
All SHTICN WERE SHPLEO CURit.G PllELI~lM~Y Ft1ASE; CLI<IIIG SUSTAINED PJ,ASE JILL 
PRIMIRY STATICIIS kERE SA~PLEC CN EIIIEfKLY BASIS THROUGH NCVEMSER; THEREAFTER C 
& C CAIIAL SHE kAS StMPLEt BlMCHiiL't AND tiTHER Jt.REE PRIMARY STAT!CNS SAMPLED ~ONT~Ll; 2€ SUSSTATICIIS fEF SltliO~. 
NA'E OIRECTCR 
P~CNE Nl~EER 3C2 ~~S 32C~ 
INSTITLTICN C~ ~GEI\CY OEL~~RV~ FGhE~ Ill£ LIGHT 
STREET SCO ~I~G ST~EET 
(lTV kll~I~GTCN 
~TIITE OELAI!Mf 
liP CCCE l<:itSS 
fiLE Ullf 
SITES CN TtE CELIIARVA 
GENEFAL GECEFtPHIC AFEA 
TICAL A~C RIVER hATER! 
A STUO'f OF THE FISHES I~ Tt-E ~ICI~ITY Of EIGHT PE~lNSlt• .FRIL 1972 TkRCUGh APRIL 1973, ~CLUME I 
NCFTH 'TLANTIC, CCASTALe l.S., CELMARvA PEI\I~SULA 
ASSlFACT OAT' COLLECTED CURI~G A STLC~ OF THE fiCHE( fCLI\0 
IN lt-E \ICINITY 0~ ElGiil FClE~TIAl SITES CN Tt-E DELMAR~Il PENINSULA-FCR NUCLEAR 
HNEFATING STATIONS AilE PI<ESHTH H llEfCill FCRM. 11-!E STUDY k,ll~ RUt- fRCM 
APilllt 1972 TC AP~JL, 197]. FISt- SA~PLE! ~E~E ACQUIRE[ Bl TRA~~. SEINE AND 
GllLIIEl. FCUR PRIIIARV SlATIC~S hERE LCCATEt IN Tt-E Ct-ESAPEAKE , 110 CELilwARE C:AN.OL, fiE£ LICII, COESSA-SM'HN~ Al'it CLAIECRH AREAS; FOIJR SECONDARY STAT!Ct\S 
hERE LCCATEC IN THE fC~ERS BEACt-, CHESTER FI~ER, DENTON ANC VIE~I\A A~EAC CATA 
CN T~E ICtiTHYCPlA~KlC~ F~E!E~T '' l~E SAME SITES A~£ PFES£1\TEC Ill ~CLUM~·II GF 
THE SA~E REPCRT. MEASl~EfiENTS Cf SALI~IT,, TEMPE~ATIJRE p~ DI<SCL~ED CXVGEN ~NC SECC~I DEPTH ARE INtllOEO f(R AlL SITES. ' ·• -
~''E CtRIClCP 
FHCNE ~lflfER !02 42S 3~C! 
INSTITLTJC~ CR AfE~(Y CEL~•Rv• POhER ·~0 LIGHT CC~PAf\Y 
STREET fCC ~~~G STREET 
CITV hlL~INGTON 
STATE CEt.kAFE 
liP ecce 1sc~c; 
FILE 1\~H 
CATA FRCM CATC~ES Cf THE 
GEI\E~Al GECGF~PHIC ~RE~ 
VIRGJ~JA HA~PlC~ ~CtOS 
15 
A STUCV Of THE !CLP, STENGTDMLS CHRYSOPS, BASED ON 
1'63-64 kl~lER l~Akl fl!hE~Y 
u.s., COASTAL, NORTH ATLA~liC, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
llfSHlACl llGE llNt GRCIITH .IIMl'tSIS OF THE SCl..Po STEM:lTGMUS 
CI'IRYSOP~. FRO~ ~AHlES CeUINEt II\ THE WII\HR TRAH flSHER't. LENGTH/IIEIGHT 
REGRESSIC~S CCMFUTEC, STC~IlCii CCI\TE~TS ANAL'tZED AND CESERVATIONS 01\ THE TRAWL 
FISHERY INCLUDE£ IN ~EPCRl 
t-A~E 
FHNE HfllleR 










Of MARINE SCIENCE 
FILE NA~E A SlLOY OF THE TERRESTRIAL ECCLCG't CF FCUR SITES ON 
T~E £El~APvll PE~I~SUL~: (ClCEEP 1S12 l~RCUG~ APRIL 1913 
GENERAL GECGRAPHIC AREA NCRTH A~E~ICA, l.S., CELMAR\A PENINSULA 
ASSTRACT CATA COLLECTED C~RING A STLDV GF THE TERRESTRIAL 
ECCLC'Y Cf FCUR PCTE~TIAL SITE! CN T~E Dfl~AR~A FE~lf\5UlA FCR ~UCLEAR 
GENERATING STATIO~S AFE P~ESE~lED IN REPCRT FORM. T~E STUDY WAS COhDUCTEC FROM 
OCTCEEil 1912 TC AP~Il 19i3. li-.E Hll'R SllES WERE LGCAlEC lfll.,. THE CliESAFEAKE AND 
CHWARE CAMLo REO liON, OCESSA-SM'I~~A ANt UlllSGRNE JlREAS. Di\TJI CCNSISTED Cf 
'UALITilTI~E ECCLC<iiCtl DESCRIPHCl\S CF TH STLDY SITES .. SPECIES llHS OF 
CSSEPVEC TREES, ~A~MALS, SIRCS, REPTILES A~O AMP~IBIA~S ARE l~CLUDED. THE 
RESUlTS CF A BASE lll\E STUC'I ON lliE ABLN£A~CE CF MUSKRATS CN T~c OtESSA-SM~RNA 
SITE ARE AlSO PPESE~lEC. 
NAI' E 
PHC~E Nl~eE~ 






3C2 "i2':l 32()5 
CEL~AR\A FC~ER t~t 








A SLRVE' CF CANI~E FILARIASIS IN 1\.E~ CASTLE CCU~TY, 
GEIIERAl GECG~AP~IC AREA NCRTH A~E~ICA, L.S., CELA~A~E, ~E~ CASTLE CCU~TY 
AESTRACT FRESE~TEC IN ~EfCRT FOR~ ARE DATA CCLLECTED DURING 
A STLC' CC~OLCTED IN NEk c•STLE CClii.T't, DElA~ARE D~RI~G 1s6s TC CETER~I~E TfE IIICICENCE OI~TRIBUTICN Cf CANl~f filARIAl ~C~MS AMCNG lCO COGS CATA ~ERE A~Al,lEt TC CC~~ELlTE hiSTCR' llNC PtYSICAL CfARACTERISTICS OF i~E COGS ~iTt 
THE P~E~E~CE OF ABSE~CE CF lHE ~ICR(fiLARIAE. 
1\A~f MCR~IS LIERAR~ 
PliOIIE NlMEER 3C2 73S.2"iS5 
JNSTITUTICN CR AGENCY UNI~ERSITV CF DELA~ARE 
CIT't ~EkAR~ 
STAT£ . CELA~ARE 
ZIP CCCE 1S711 
f llE NMH 
ClCI< EGGS 
GE~ERAL €ECGR~PHIC AREA 
"NAt~ 
A SLR\E' Cf CliLCRI~ATED PESTICICE RESIDUES IN BLACK 
NCRlH A~EPICA, ~CFlH EASTER~ L.S., AND SCUTHEAST 
Ae~:~~~~ES I~ FIElC CCLLEClED~~ E~FLCRftlCR't 5L~~EY GF CHLCRI~ATEC PESTICIDE COMPCL~CS ~ERE I~VCL~Ec EGGS ~AS CCNDUClEC TC ~ELP DETERMI~E If THESE 
NAME • 11\ T~E CUCI< POFUlAliCN I~ THE ~TLA~TIC flYhAY. 
I!.L. REICHEL 
PHCr.E t.l.ii'EE~ 3Cl i16 4ESC 
INSTITLTICN 0~ AGENCY U.S. BLFflL CF SPCRT FISHERIES ANC WILDLIFE SCTITR~ET PAllXENl ~ILOllfE RESEARC~ CE~TER 
• LI'UiiEL ~TATE ~~R}lA~[ 
ZIF ecce 2Ca1c 
11 
FJLf ~~ME A !U~VE't OF POLLUliO. ANC ITS EFFE(T UPC~ THE 
STREA~S ~ITHJA TtE B~C~CKILl Rl\E~ CRAI~AGf BASIN 
GEI\EFAl GEOGI<APtilC AREA IICRTH ATLAI\TlC OCEAN, li.!., CO~STAL 1 OElAloARE BAY, 
EROA[KILl FIVE~ EASII\ 
AES1RAC1 THIS FILE CCI\TAii\S THE CME~ICAL ANC PHYSICAL DATA 
CCLUCTEC l:lJRHIG A 1950 Hllt.ITICN SLRVEY CF HE BRCAOKILl RI\IER ORAII\AGE 
SYSTE, I~ tELAhA~E BY THE STtTE EOARC Of HEALTH. THE DATA, COLLECTED BETkEEN 
JUI\E A.l\0 ALGLSlo-1S5C, HC.ll!CES ~lKAtUilY, TEI!PERAlURE, DISSCLVEO OXYGEN, 
BICLCGICAL CXYGEN CE~~NC, kATER CCLOR, SALINITY, SUSPEI\OEO SCLIDS 1 PH, 
'CIOJTY, E. CCLT CCUNT 11\Fti<IUliCI'i FGR 6C STAUOI\S. THERE IS ALSC liCE, 1111\0 
VELOCITY Al\0 OIRECTIO~, CLR~EI\T VELOCITY, Al\0 TOT~l FLCW DATA CVER A FULL 
TIDAL C'CLE 11\CLUDEO ~ITH THE Cl~EP C~EMIC~L JND PhYSICAL OAT~ FOR THE 
BRCAtiiill I<IVEII 200 YARDS 'IIIII OF THE RCOSE\iELT INLET. !iOIIE STREAI! HCil FROii 
OTHER !TATIOIIS hAS TAKEII I~CLLti~G 11\Ili~L flCW CATA AT EACH STATIC~. 
1\'lif GCVERM~ENT COCIJI!ENTS Lli!RAR IAN 
FHCNE tlli'BER 302 738 2455 
INSTITlliOII CR AGEIICY UNIVERS11Y Of OELA~ARE 
ST~EET ~tRFIS LIERAR' 
CITY 1\E~ARK 
ST,Tf DELAk~RE 
ZIP CCCE 1S1ll 
FILE NAH 
SHELLFISH II\ OELAWA~E•s 
GEIIERAl GECG~APhlC AREA 
Rl\ER AND REHCI!CTh I!AYS 
'~C .f(~EF'! eEICh 
A 1t\REE YEAR Sl:I<VE'V Of ThE fESTICIOE COIIlEIIT Cf 
TIDIL lolllERS 
NORTH AllA~liC, COASTAL, l.S., DELA,ARE, 11\CIAN 
AIID LEIPSIC, SI~CNS, ~ISPILLICI\ ANC ERCADKILL RIVERS 
tBSTRACT CATA Oil THE LEVELS OF COO, CCE, DDT ~NO DIELDRIN IN 
THE EEIIEPAL TISSUES GF TtR£E ShELLFISh, CRASSGSTREA 'IRGINIC~, MCDIOLUS 
OEMIS!U! A~O ~ERCENARI~ liERCEIIARI~t CCLLECTEO FRCii CCTCSE~ 1966 THROUGH AUGUST 
1S6S FRC~ VARIOLS CCASTAL k~TE~S ~CJACE~T TC THE STtlE Cf DELAWARE ARE 
FRESENlft IN REPCRl FO~Ii. 
1\Afo!E 
FHUE 1\CHEF 










UNIIIERSJT.Y CF DELAWARE 
fIlE 1\'AH 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA 
VJRGI~IA~ VlRGII\IA EE~Ch 
Ul 
A TIME SE~lES F~C~ THE fE~C~ EN\IIRONMENT-11 





S~I'PLING CF BE~Ch ~ARIAELES CURING ~ :30 C~Y PERIOD 
ANC SEFEEMEER, 1St9 tT VA'SEAC~, ~A. THE FlRPCSE WAS TC IN~ESTIGATE 
TABLE CF A MARINE EEACh AN[ TO CLARIFY ThE It.lERACTICN OF ThE ~ATER 
5E~ER~l PRCCES5 VARIABLES CF ThE BEACH-OCEAN-ATMOSPHERE SYSTEM 
NAI'f 
PHCNE flli'EER 




L IE.RAR lAt. 
SC4-642-2111 
VIRGltiiA 11\SliTllE Of MARltiE SCIENCE 
HOUtESHR FO II'H 
'IPGHH 
23\:62 
FILE NA~E A T~C YEAR SlUCY CF MOSGUITC BREEDING AND klLDLlfE 
USAGE JN T~E LITTLE CREEK I~FOUNCEC SALT ~~RSH, LITTLE CREEK ~ILOllfE AREA, 
Dfl~·~PE• 1S5S-EC 
GENERAL GECG~~PHIC ~REA NCP1H ~~ERICA, U.S., CELAWA~E, KENT COlNTY 
ABSTRACT PRESENTED I~ ~EfC~T FCR~ tRE CATA CCLLECTEC DURING 
ST~CIES CGtiCUCTEO ltl THE OELAh~RE LITTLE CREEK WILCliFE AREA DLRI~G 1~59 AND 
19t0 TC CElERMINE TtE Et.\IRCN~ENTAL AND ECCLCGIC~L CH~~GES CCCURRI~G IN A 
N'TlRIL MARSH ARE~ UPCN TtE CCtiSlPLCTICN Of ' SALT WAlE~ IMPOUND~EI\T. 









.3C2 738 245~ 
U~IVfRSITY CF DELA~ARE 
~E"Mll< 
CEUI .. IIRE 
1<;111 
lS 
FILE NA~E A VCLUMETRIC ANAL,SIS CF HCLCCENE SEDIMENTS 
LNOEFL,ING PRESE~T CELAh,fE s•LT ~ARS~fS INLNDATEC EY DElft~ARE EA' TIDES 
GENER'l GEOGF~P~IC AREA NURTh AMERICA, u~s., OELAhARE, MARINE TICAL 
~A~SHJ!I\1: 
ABSlPACT DATA FRCM 22f BC~INGS CR!LLEC IN DELAkARE SALT 
MA~ShES LYING EET~EE~ Wll~!NCTC~, NEW CASTLE COUNT' A~O LE~ES, SUSSEX COUNTY 
kERE USE[ TC CCNSTFUCT ISCFACH ~APS CF hOLOCENE MLDS. PLANIMETRIC ANALYSES CF 
ThESE ~APS A~C STUDIES CF C~lll PECC~CS fRC,IDEO INFCRMATICN NECESSARY TO MAKE 
ESTI~~TfS CF THE VCLUME Cf FINE- ~NC COUR~E- GRAINED ~EDIMENT OEPCSITED 
CURING THE fREATER PART Cf THE hCLCCENE EPCCH. THE INVE~TJGATO~ CNLY DRILLED 
85 CF Ttl£ 226 ECRII\ES. CAlA Ct. TH£ CHH. 141 WERE CI3HJNEC FROfi. J.C. KRAFT, 
CEF~Fl~EhT Cf ~ECLCGY, UNIVERSITY OF CELAWARE; DELAWARE GEOLOGICAL S~RVEY, 
DELA~~~E STATE ~~G~~~~' DEFtRTMENT ~Nt ~.K. ELLIOTT, DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY, 
lNivER~IlY CF CELA.AFE. 
UME 
fHCt\E H~BER 





GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA 
AlAS~~. F~CIFIC ISltNCS 
ALA1'1 RICHTER 





UNI~ERSJlY Of CELAIIARE 
A.C.Ro liCE FILE - fiONTHl~ SUMMARIES 
NCRT~ ATLANTIC, NCRTH PACIFIC, U.S., COASTAL, 
~ESTRACT FILE COIITAINS MCNTHLY Sl~~A~IES OF lifiES CF ~IGH 
AIIO LCk ~~TER AT CCIITFCL TICAL SlAliCNS ARCUIIt ThE CCASTAL UNITED STtTES, 
AlLA~liC ANC PACIFIC ISLAIICS. FILE IS fiAINlAINEO fCR A TkG YEA~ PE~ICC AFTER 
WHICh THE' ARE FILED. AFTER ABOll 10 YEARS tAlA IS SENT TC THE NATIONAL 
ARCHIVES FCR PERfiA~ENT STCR~GE. ~ll tAT~ ARE AVAILAELE AS PRINT-OUT, MAGNETIC 
l~PEt CF ~ICRCFICHE. 
IIIII' E 
PHNE ~U~EER 





ChiEF, litE~ ER~~C~ 
301 4\9t t4H 
~~TlC~AL CCEA~ SUFVEY 




fiLE NA~f A~C-2 l~EF~Al IF SCANNER TEST 
GENERAl CEC~FAfHIC AFEA U.S., COASTAl, NCRlh AllANliC, CHESAPEAKE EAY, 
~I~GI~IA, ~AllCPS lSLA~O 
ABSTRACT I'ISSIO~ Wl34, FLT. lt JU~E e, lS72t kiTH ~ALLOPS 
Sl~TIC~ C-54 AIRCRAFT E'LIPFEC kiT• AAC-2 t•ERMAL IR SCAN~ER. CBJECllVE- TO 
CBSER\E EFFECT Gf TRANSIENT ELECTRICAL INTERFERENCE FROM THE AIRCRAFT FLIGHT 
ANC CC~MlNICATIO~S SVSTE~ CN AtC-2 SCA~NER ANC TC CHECK ~INOR ADJUSTMENTS MADE 
TC ~It fill' TAA~Sf(FT SYSTEM. 
~AMI PALL AlfC.~l 
Pt-CIIE flli'EH SC4-€24-3411 
INSTITLTID~ CR AGE~C' ~tllC~A(.AE~t•ALTICS ANC SF,CE AOM 
STREET CHESAPEAKE fAY ECCLCGICAL FRCGRAM CFFICE 
CITV WALLCFS ISL,~C 
!TATE WIRGINIA 
ZIF CCCE 233!7 
fiLE 1\tftE 
T.HLUTIOS 
GENE~AL GEOG~APH1C AREA 






T~ESE DATA PRO~ICE lNFG~fiATICN C~ Tt-E 0 A~t E 
THE IC~GSPt-EPE. A3 AfSCRPTlCN CtT~ CG~E FFCM THE COMPARISON OF 
OF CELl(UEl1 REflECTEt RADIO ~A\ES DU~ING TIMES OF ABSO~PliCN kiTH 
DURI~G TIMES CF 110 AESCRFTIC~. 
NAIIE 
FHCfiE lllfieER 
INSTITUTICI\ (R AEENCV 





303 4S~ lCOC ~6467 





FILE 1\A~E ABU•tANCE A~C CISTRIBUliON OF INShORE SEIITHIC FAUNA 
CF SCUl~ME~TER~ lCC~G ISLA~O, ~E~ 1CF~ 
GENERAL GECGR~PHIC AREA ~C~lh All~NllC CCEA~, L.S., tCASlAL, N.Y. BIGHT, 
LONG ISLAND, CC~E¥ ISLANC TC fl~E ISLA~O 
ABSlRACT ~~ 5TATIO~S FRO~ CO~EY ISLA~O TC fi~E·tslA~C wERE 
S~~FLEC F~CII NCV. 1St6 lC NO~. 1SE7 FOR ftBL~[A~CE ~~t CISTRIELTIC~ Cf INSHC~E 
FAL.A. SA~PLES CF ZCCFLA~KTC. tilt PHYTCPLA~KTCN hERE CCLLECTED BUT NOT 
'NALY2EO. lkESE SA,FLES A~E AVAILABLE TO QLALIFIIEC IN\ESTlGATCRS FO~ THEI~ 
ANAL Y H~. 
~A fiE 
FHCNE 1\UeER 
INSlJTLTICN CR AEEIICY 





DIRECTOR, ~ICCLE ATLANTIC COASTAL FISHEFIES CENTER 
2C1 €12 C2CC 
MICCLE ATLA.TIC CCASTAL FISHERIES CE~TER, 




FilE t\/11'£ ~BlJNCAI\CE /lt\C CISTPIBLTICt\ Cf fiSHES AT .4UGUSlll\E 
fEACt, CEllh~RE ~l\t AT Sli\KEl\ StiP CCVE NEAR ARTIFICIAl ISLAt\0~ NEh JERSEY 
GENERAl GEOGRAPtllC A liE A 4\CI<Tt; n LA fiT u: • tJ .. S. • tElA lOIRE R IVEilt CCASTAl 
HSTRHT SIMUlTANECUS SAI!Pllt\G Of INSHCRE; IIITERI'ECIJilf AND 
Of FSt<CRE loA 1£R~ AT SUIIKEN SHIP CCVE AfiC AU<:LH INE EEACt; TO DETERIHfiE THE 
tlSTFIELTICt\ 6V CEFlt Al\t TI~E fOil E~Ct SPECIES AND TC CCMPARE SPECIES 
CCI'PCSITION AT THE ThO LCCATICI\S .. CCMPARISCI\S Of .TtER~Al FLUME STATIC!\ ~0 NCN 
/lffEClEC SlATICN ~ERE THE BASIS Cf SITE SELECTION .. fEAC~ SEINES ANC CTTER 
TRAWL LSH. LEHH fllHU£1'<CY Aflt StMFlE SHTISTICS PRESENTED 6¥ SPECIES .. Alii 
ANNUAL ~EPETITICN Cf SAMPLING FRCGRAI' IS f)fECTEC. 
NAME ~ICTCP J. SCtULER 
PfCNE H .. HR ~Cl 31S Ht5 
!NS1!TLT!CN [~ ~EE~C1 ICHT~YOLOGICAL ASSOCIATES 
STREET 8() 35 PC 2 
CITY ~IDtlElCioh 
~TATE CELtk~RE 
2IF COCE 157C5 
FILE N"H AfUNlJAHE .eNC CISUIBUTION Of fiSHES IN HIE 
DELAWAFE lll\ER ~ 
GENE~Al GECGF,FHIC ~PEA ~C~lH ATLAI'<TIC• u.s., OELA~ARE RIVER, CDA.TAl 
~BSTRACT DATA FOR FINFISH IN THE CELAhA~E RIVER IN THE 
VICII\IH Cf •RTiflCIAL ISUI\C A~E PRESENTED. GEARS USEO WERE lRAIRLt SEACH 
SEINE, AhO GILL NET. PRIMAR' OBJECTIVE IS 1( FRCVIOE EASELINE ENVI~ONMENTAL 
OAH TO EHLLATE HE li'P•Cl Cf SHEll III;CLEII< PCWER SUTI0/1 UPON THE FISHES Cf 
T~E AREt. REPE1ITI~E ANNlAl PRCG~A~ IS A~TICIFATEO. 
NA~£ VICTOR J. SCHLLE~ 
FHC~E 1\lJ~EE~ 301 31S fCt9 
JNSTITLTION CR AGENt' ICHTHVCLCGICAL tSSCCI.TtS 
STFEET 6C) 35 RO 2 
CIT' ~ICCLETCWN 
STATE CEL/I~ARE 
HF CCC£ l'J1Cc; 
FILE NA~E ABLI\CANCE ti'<C CISlAIBLTICN Ct FISHES IN 
~fPC,li~I~J~~ INC ALLC~A~ C~EE~S 
GENERAL ~EOGRAPHIC AREA NC~l~ ATLA~llCo l..S., CElt~~RE ~JVE~t CCASTAL 
~ESTRACT SEINE ANC TRAWL SLRVE~ CF T~C lCh S~LINIT~ TIO'l 
CREEKS IN T~E PPCXI~ITY CF SJLE~ NLCLEAR PCWER STATICN. ~CONTINUATION Of 1969 
'II[ 191() ~t.RVEY w'S UHER TAKEr.. SFECIES liSlS, A6lNIJANCE, AIID SIZE 
CCMPO~ITIO~ DATA INClt.CEC. AN A~lllAllY FEfETITlVE P~OG~A~ IS EXPECTEC. 
~A~E VICTCP J. SttlJlER 
PHCIIE H~EER ~01 31B SC6'i 
tNSTlTLTICII CR A~E~~~' ICtlhYCLOGICAl AS5CCIAlES 
STFEET 8CX ~~ flO 2 
(llY MIClLETCWI\ 
STATE CELA~AFE 
21F ecce tsHs 
FILE "'~ E A6VSSCTREiiA PR llCiiAROJIE GEN-ET SP.N. I 0 IGEI\EA: 
FELLCC ISTOM ICAE l fllCM THE CEEP-SE t fiSH, ALE PCCEPHtLLS JIG ASS lZ I GOCDE tNC EEAN 
1H!3 
GEI\E~Al GECGFAPHIC AREA hESTER~~OPTh AllA~TIC CCEA!'<, HUCSCII CAI\YCN 
teS lPH 1 ~8YSSCTR EM/I PR 11 CHARDAE IS CESCRI BEC FRC!I THE 
EEhTtiC TELEOST, ~lEP(CEP~ALLS AGISSillt TAKEA FRC~ HUCSCl'i C~NYON IN T•E 
jjfSTER~ IICHH HUt.llC AT CEFHS CF l 9 51S 1C 2t2S7 M. PARAMETERS l'EASURED 
INCLLtE: SPECIES CETERMIA~TIDI\ CF PELAGIC FISH ANC PA~ASITES, CCUNl OF PELAGIC 
FISH ~Nt PARASITES, lEAGTH Of PARASITES, MCRFHDMETRIC ~EASUREI'EI\T CF 
l'~R.!llES, SA~PLE OF PAR~SITES. T~E OATA ~ERE COLLECTED BY OR. RCIIALD A. 
CA~l'eELL. eJOLCGY CE.PARTJilEH, SCUTHE~STERN lo\ASSACHLSUTS UNIVERSITY, 1\0RTH 
OARTMCUTH, ~/ISSACHLSElTS 0~747, A~C ARE AVtlL~BLE IN l'LELISHEC FCRI'. 
~t~f CR. RCh~LC A. C~~PBELL 
PHONE NLMBEP 617 'i57 9321 
IASllTUTJCII CR AGEIIC1 SOlJlHEASTERII l'ASSACHU5ETT5 ll\IVERSITY 
STREET Cl[ loESlPCRT ~Ctt 
CIT~ NC~lH O~~ll'ClJTH 
~TATE MASSACHUSETTS 
2 IP COC E C27"7 
FILE I'<A~E ACC!TIONAL STUCIES Of lCHTHYCPLAI\KTCN FRCM THE CHES,PEA~E AND DELAhARE CANAL I~ AF~IL lC JLIIE 1S73 
GENERAL GECG~/IP~IC AREA IICRTH ATLJNTIC; COAST.L, t.s., DELMARVA PENINSULA, 
CHESAPEA~E ~~0 CELA~~RE CA~Al 
A8~1RACT OAT~ CGLlfCTEC [~RING A CCNTINLEO STLD1 CF THE 
IC~Tt~OPLA~KTON IN THE CHESAfE~~E '~t CELAIR~~E CA~AL, A POTENTIAL SITE FOR A 
NUCLEIR GE~ERAllN' STATIC~, fRC~ AFRIL 1973 TO JUNE 1~73 ARE PRESENTED IN 
~EPO~T FOR~. ICftlt,CPlAt\KTCN SA~FLES WERE T~~E~ ~IlH A C-5~, C.511M PlAIIKTQ~ 
NET. loAlER ~EASlRE,ENTS CF SALI~IlY, TE~PERAllJRE; Pt, CISSOL~EC Q)YGEN AIIO 
SECCti CEflH ARE 11\CllCEt. ThERE WERE A TClAL OF 15 STATIONS SPACED ALCNG THE 
lE~GTH Of THE CANAL. 
NAIIE 
FtiCNE fll~ll ER 




. 21P COtE 
ClHCHP 
;c2 4~5 ~~cs 
OELI'~RV~ POkER A~C 
HC I<I~G ~l~EET jjiL,.IIIGTON 
I:El~I!HE 
19~'5'.i 
LIGHT CCII PAI\Y 
FILE ~~~E ACLLT A~ERICAN StAC TAGGING AND RECC~ER~ DATA 
GENERAL GECGFAF~IC APE~ NORT~ ATLANTIC, CO~STAL, L.S., OEl~~A~E RIVER BASIN 
AESTFACT TAGGING ANC RECCVER~ STLO) OF THE ACUlT A~ERlCA~ 
S~AO ~AS BEGU~ IN 1~69. EIGHT ~TATIGNS ~ERE RCUTINELY SA~PLEC ~ITh DRIFT GILl 
~ETS, tNCHCR GILL NETS, FCUNC NET, ~AUL SEINE, TR~P NET, hOOP NETt AND WEIR 









JOSEPh P. ~IllER 
6 0'3 3<; 1 c 115 
DEt••APE RIVER EASIN,A~ACRCMCLS FISHERIES STUDY 




FilE N~ME AOllT l(BSTER STLCIES 
GENERIIL GECGfiPPI-JC AREA NOH< AI>~ERICA, L.s., CONNECTICUT, LCNG ISlAND 
SCUN£, StOCK ISLAND SClNC, CC~li~E~lAL StElf 
ABSTRACT TC ~10 CG~MERCI~l FIStERMEN, A STUDY OF THE 
LC651ER, HCMARLS A~EfiiCA~LS, ~~S l~CERT,KE~ TC 'AIN EASIC KNOkLEDGE OF ITS 
liFE tiSTGRY INCLUCING tiEl PEFICCICIT~ ANt SEASONAL MIGRATION. lARVAE SAMPLES 
WERE TA~E~ AN£ STCREt FCR FU~T.ER ~CRK, AOLLl LOBStERS WERE MEASUREOt SEX 
CETER~IlED, A~D TAGGE£. lAGS ~ERE BOlt CCN~E~TICN'l TYPE ANC SCNIC TYPE. 
~AlER TE~PERATLRE ~AS TAKEl. G~AIN SIZE ANALYSES ~ERE PERFORMED 01\ SAMPLES 
JAKEl FROM LCBSTER HABITATS. EENERAL~ DESC~IPTIONS OF HABITAT TVPES WERE MADE. 
~AME CR. ~ILLIAM LUNC 
fHCNE f\LHER 203 !31: 'i233 






CO"NEC TIC Ul 
CE34C 
fllf NAME AERl~l CZC~E Pl~IIIIIIIG 
GEIIERAL GECG~APHIC ~~EA NCRT~ A~ERICA, t.s., COASTAL, IICRlhEASTEPI\ 
SEPBC,Rt. !lEW YCRKr IIEk JERSEY 1 PEIINSYl~ANIJ, ~APYLA!It, CCNNECtiClT 
'fSTPACT TtJS IS A SEASO!IAt STLD) (JlNE, J~LYt AlGLSl) 
CCIIC~(TED E~ERY YEAR lC CtARAClERIZE PEGJC!ItL DISTRIB~liCN AIIC TRA!ISFCRT OF 
fi-ICHCHEI'HtL OICHH ((1(\'IEJ. 
~A~E CR. ALAN I MYTEl~A 
FHCIIE ~LfoBEP ~12 ~E2 C3~C 
INSllllTICN OR AGENCY llllERSlATE SAIIJTtliGN CC~~ISSICN 
STREET lC COlUMBLS CIRClE R,. lE~C 
CITY ~E~ Y(~K 
STATE ~Ek \CR~ 
ZIF CC[E lOCl~ 
24 
fiLE IIA~E tERitl F~(TC tTLAS 1960, lS65, 1q7c, 1975 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA NCRl~ A~ERICA, CCASTAl, L.S., PEIIIISVLVAIII,, NEW 
JERSEY, CA~CEN, GlCUCESTEF, ME~CE~, fU~LINGJCII, '01\TGOMER,, DELAWARE, CHESTER, 
PHiltCELPHIJ, SUCK! CClNliES 
ABSTRACT THIS FILE CC~T~l!IS THE AERI.L VISIBLE PhOTOGRAPHIC 
RECCRC Cf ThE ~ CCLNTY CELAkARE \AllEY REGJCIIS I~ FE~NSYl,ANIA AND liE~ JERSEY. 
THIS PhOTO ATlAS, TAKEN E~EFY ! YEA~!, l~CLUCES 133C PhCTCPRINTS OF 
('ERltFFJ~t LJ~C AF£AS 1~ ThE REGlC~ FER EACh MAPPING ANC THEREBV CC\ERS A 
3COO !QLARE MILE AREA II\ 8LCKS, MONTGOMERY, PhllACELF~IA, DELA~ARE, c•ESTER 
CClNliES OF fHN5YL\Jll\ IA At-C GlCUCESTU, HHER, eLRLIIIGTCN, Md: CAMDEN 
CCl~llES OF NEh JERSE~ •tltCLGt ~OJ CATEGCPilEC PER ~~IC OR PRINT, ThE PHOTCS 
MAY EE lSEC TC MAf CATEGCRIC LA~C LSE IN ThE REGIO~ AS THEY CA~ CLEARLY BE 
INlEPR£lA1H fOR. HCt< PLRFCSES. 
~~~E MIC.AEL hCLFE 
fHCNE 1\li'BER 215 ~0 3CCC 
INSTJTLTIC~ ~F AGENCY DELjkARE ~AllE' REGIOIIAL FLAII~ING CC,,ISSICN 
STREET HilS JfK SOlLEVlR[ 
Cin PklLACElfHIA 
STATE PEN~SYLVA~IA 
ZIP CCCE l'ilC3 
FILE N~~E AERIAL PHOTOGRAPhiC STLDIE! CF THE CCASl~l kATERS 
CF NE~ 'CR~ •Nt LC•G 15llllt 
GE~EFAL GECGFAFHIC A~EA NG~T~ AMERICA~ AtLANTIC CCfAN, U.S., NEk )(RK, 
CCASlAL, ~E~ ~CR~ ~A~BCRo LG~G ISLA~[ SCU~( 
A8STFAC1 FIELD MEASURE~E~TS OF TE~PERATLRE, !ALINITY, 
CHOPCPHLl A, TCUL FJIRTICULATE l"ATTEF, HU!liLE PARTICUlATE flATTER, AS WELL 
AS SPECIES CETER~I~ATICN All( CCU~T OF f~YTCPLA~KTON, BENTHIC PlANTS A~O 
A~l~ALS ~ERE OfTAII\EC CURI~f AIRCRJIFT ~JSSIO~S I~ JA~AICA BAY, ~EW 'CRK hARHCR 
ANt OFF ~G!IlALK PCI~Tt CLRI~G 1970. l~CLLCEC 'RE MJIPS JI~C AERIAL P~OTCS CF THE 
~ISSJC~ SITES C~ ·~[ ARCU!IC LC~G ISLJI~C, ~Ek YORK. 
~A~E fiAHLCN G. ~ElLY JIIIC LCUIS CASTIGliCNE 
FtHE HfwfH !i If H~ 5HC 
lNSllllliGN CR AGENC~ ~E~ 1CRK CCEA~ ~CIENCE lt8CRATCRY 
CITY fiCNlAL~ 
STATE ~EM YCF~ 
liP CCCE llS!'l 
Z5 
FILE NA~E AERJ~l ft:CTCGRAF~S 
GE~fPAl GECG~APHIC ARE~ NORTM ATLANTIC OCEAN, NOPT~ fACiflC OCEAN, u.s., 
COASTAL, fiAUE, 1\EW 1-Aio\FSIHRE, f!ASSACI-USHTS~ RHOCE ISLANC, CONNECliCUT, NEW 
YORK, NE~ JERSEY, FE~NSYL\A~IA, CELAWARE, ~tR~LANC, OISlRICT CF COLUMBIA, 
VIRGI~JA, f\ORTH CAFOLI"'A• SCIJU CAROll~A, HCRGIA, FLCRICA, ALABAMA, 
~l!SISSIPFI 1 LCUISIA~At TEXAS, CALlfCRNIAo CREGON, k~SI-INGTON, ALASKA, HAWAII 
AI!SHlAC'l , ... : 11115 FILE CCNTAII\5 AEilUl FI-ClQ(iRAPI-.S USEt BY HiE 
1\ATICfiAl CCEAN SLRVEY ~~ CCNMCTICN WITt: NALTICAL ANO AERONAUTICAL CHARTING 
PROGRA~S. f~CTOGR.PI-5 ARE AVAILABLE FOR 11051 OF THE COASTAL AREAS CF THE 
UNITEC STATES. AERIAL FHCTCGRAFHS ARE AVAILABLE AS CCNTACT PRINTS, 
ENLAFGE~El\TS, filM PCSITI\ESt NEGATIVES; SO'E CCLCR P~CTOGRAPH~ IS AVAILABLE 
FCR SCII,E IHUOf\S • .Sli\GlE-lEf\S FHCiCGRAPt!S ARt USUALn HKEN AT l:lC,COO. 
1:2C~C<C. 1:2./i.CCC., 1:3G,(0( CF 1:40~CGC SCJILE. THE SCALES ARE APPROXIMATE CUE 
TC SH~II\K~GE CF EXf~I\SICI\ CF P'PEN, UI\CERTili\TY IN REPCRTEC FLIGHT ALTITUDE, 
liP ANt TILT Of T~E AIRC~AFT Al\0 THE EFFECT CF G~OUNt ~ELIEF. 
1\AME OiiEF, FI-CTCf'AF ANt lM~GfRY INfORI<AT lCN SECTION 
FHCNE 1\UMeER 3Cl 4St ~tCl 
JNSTITLllC~ C~ ~GEI\CY 1\ATICNAL CCEAN SURVEY 
STREET 6Ctl. E.JCEClll\E ECt;LEVARC 
CITY RCCKVIllE 
ST~TE ~A~Yll~t 
lJ F CCCE ~0~52 
FILE 1\AME ~ERIIL WATtRFOhL SURVEYS 
GENERAL GECG~APHIC AREA ~CRT~ ~~ERICA, u.s., 1\Ek JERSEY 
AESlRACT AERIAL ~AlERFO~L SURVEYS ~ERE CONDUCTED ON WETLANCS 
AREAS Of NEll JERSEY TC OETEIH~lfif ANIIUAL PCPUUTICN THNCS, MO\IEMENTS, 
tiSHISUIC~ ~~~C lCUlJCI\ CF ~ATERFCWL. TkEIITY-ONE YEAR POPULATION, HAR\IESl, 
ANt FRCOUCTION TRENCS Of HiE AllAt.TIC BRANT FCR ThE ATUNTIC FlYitAV ANI: NEk 




lNSTITlTlCN CR AGE~CY 





PRI~CIP~L FISHEFIES SICLCGIST 
tO<; 1'>~ t6€6 
1\EW JERSEY tEF~FTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAl PROTECTION 
StELlflSHERIES, BUREAU OF ~ILDLIFE M~NAGEMENT 





FILE IIA~E tE~lAl hATERFCWl SURVEYS; MULTI MARSH IIIVESTIGATIONS 
GEIIERAL GEOGR~PtilC AREA 1\CPl~ A~ERICA, l.S., llfk JERSEY 
Af!TRACT AERIAL kATEFFCWl SUR\IEYS COIICUCTEC CN IMPORTANT 
kETLANO AND hAlER tREAS CF NEh JERSEY ~EVE~LEC l~RGE IIU~SERS CF WATERFOWL 
kiNTERED Ill ThE ST,TE. FJNCll\GS REFOFTEC IliCLliCE hATERfOhl POPULATICNS, WINTER 
lt.VENTOFY• fliGHT !EG~EIIlSt CC~PARISCN OF 15~6 WlNlER SL~VEY CCUNTS kiTH 1~15 
AND TH l'i66 TC l'.l15 A\IEUGE. ALSC, TllfHY YE~R fCPLUTICN, HtlllVEST ANC 
FRCOlCliCN Tllet<DS CF TH AlltiiTIC fRJ\tll fCR lH ATLA.NTIC flYwAY AND lii:W JERSEY 
IS (C~FILEC ~S hfll"tS PtPUl~TICN ESTI~AJES OF ThE GREATER SNCk GLOSE DURING l':itS TC 1S 16. 
NAME 
FHCM H~BEI'l 
INSliTLTICN CR AGE~CY 
PRINCIPAL flStE~IE! BICLCGISl 
60<; 292 66S6 
CJVISICN OF fiSH, CA'E• 
HREET 
~EW JERSEY CfP.RlMENT OF E~~:RC~MENTAL P~CTECTiCI\ 
~ND SHELlfiStEfllES, eLREAU Of ~IlCLIFE MANAGEMENT 






FILE ~~~~E AGE ANC G~CWTH CF CHANNEl BASS, SCI~ENOFS OCCELLATA HM:F~l HCH.HHIC ~I<E.t u.s., COASTAL, IIICI<Ui ATLANllC, CHES~PEAKE BAY, 
NCRTt C~RCLINIA ClTER BAN~S, ~l~Git.IA C'PES 
AfSlFACT A CCNTINUING STLC' OF THE AGE AND GROklH CF THE 
CHANNEL I!ASStSCIAENCPS OCCELLATAJ ~ERE ~ACE f~CM fiSH TAKEN IN THE NCRTH CAROli~A CUTER BlN~S AND \JRGINIA CAPES FRC~ 195~ lC lHE PRESENT. N~ME C E ~!CHARtS 
FHCH HH U 7C3-i:42-2lll 
1NS1JTUTICN OR AGENCY VI~GINIA ~~~TilliE Gf ~ARI~E SCIENCE CIT~ GlClCESTER FCJNl 
STATE VIFGIIII~ 
liP CCCE ~3Ct2 
f llE l'IAH JIGE Alit GRCIIIU C f HIE BlACK CRLM 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA l.5., CCASTAL, ~(HlH ATL~~liC. CHEStPfAKE BAY, ~lRGINIA, t.CRTH CAPCLI~A CLTER BAN~S 
AESTRACl AGE AND GPC~TH SlLClES CF l~E BLACK O~U.(PCGCNIAS C~O~JSl kERf MAtE f~C~ THE CE~E~SAL FIS~ T~KEN FRO~ THE C~ESAPEAKE BA~, \IIRGI~IA'S EASTERN SHCRE A~O T~E NCRTH CARCLlNA CLlER EANKS fOP ll WEARS. CATA 
APPE,RS IN THE TRANS A~ER FISH SCC. CBSE~VJITIC.NS JRE fRC~ FOUNC NET t~C SPCAT flSHI~( CATCrES. 
Ufo(E 
fHl\E Hf!EH 










Cf f!JIRl~E SCIENCE 
~1 
FILE ~t~£ ~GE A~C GROWTH Of THE NDRl~ERN PUFFER, 5PHCERDIDES 
~UClUH.S GE~EFAl GECCF~fHIC ft~E~ u.s., COASTAL, ~OFTH ~TLANT1Ct LOhER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VlRGJ~JA,· YCRK RIVE~. RAPfA~A~NCCK FIVE~. ~CBJACK E'Y 
AEST~~CT ~GE lNt GROkT~ ~N~lVSIS Of THe NORTHERN PtfFER. 
ANALYII~ INCllCE! VERTEBRAL LENGTH ANt SC[' Lf~GTH RELlTIONSHIP, LENGTH 
fREQLE~CY tlAGFA~S, (RCkTH CLRVES A~C lENGlH WEIGHT RELATIONSHIP. ~ERITS Of 
ltE CATING kiTH VERTEBRAE I~ClLCEC 
~A~E LISFARI'~ 
FHNE MI'EER EC4-t42-2111 
INSliTLTICN (~ A(E~(Y VlR(JNIA lNSTITLTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
CIT' GLCLCESTER PCINl 
STATE VIRGINIA 
ZIP core 23Ct2 
fiLE Nti'E AGE AND GROhJH Cf 1HE NCRT~ERN SEARCBIN 
GENERAl GECG~~PHIC AREA L.S •• CCASTAl. NCRTH AllANllCt CONTINENTAl SHELF 
·off VIRGihiA, C~ESAFEAKE EIG~Tt CrESAPEA~E B~Yt ~U~K RIVER 
~BS1RAC1 AGE •Nc GRC~TH A~Al-SIS Cf ThE ~ORTHERN SEAROEI~. 
PFICNClUS CIROli~US, CAfTUREC IN THE REGION Of THE C~E!APEAKE eiGHT. REPCRT 
INCLLCE~ LfNGlr-WEIGHl RECRESSICNS, TECHNIGUE CF tCE ANALYSIS EY EXAMINATION 
(f ClCLJTHS, ANNUAL I~CRE~E~TS Cf lENGTh ANC WEIGHT, LENGTH FRECUENC' 
HISTC(~AMS, INFORMATION Of SPAWNING A~O REL.liVE fiC CONDITIO~. PHCTCGRAP~S Gf 
OTOLITHS A~C CESIG~AlEC ·~~lll. 
~A~E LISFARIAN 
PHCNE ~l~BER EC4-642-2lll 
INSTITLTICN CR AGENCY VIREINJA IN$1ITU1E OF ~ARINE ~CIENCE 
Cin GLCLCESTER PCI~l 
STATE ~lRGINIA 
2IF CC[E 23Ct2 
fiLE NA~E AGE AN[ GRCkT~ Cf THE Sll~ER PERCH (6AI~CIELLA 
(t-RYSLP•I 
GENERAL GECGRAPt-IC APfA U.S., COASTAL, aCRTH ATLA~TIC, LOWER CHESAPEAKE 
EAY, JA~ES PIVE~. ICRK RIVE~, ~APPAH~N~[{K ~IVERt ~ARE RI~ERt PIANKATANK RIVER 
ABSTRACT ~GE J~[ GRCWTH A~AlYSIS Cf T~E SILVER PERCH, 
SAIRCIELLA CHRVSLRA, I~ THE lO~ER ChES~PfA~E BAY A~D TRieUTARIES. 
LENGTH-liE lGrT REGRESS ICt.S CCI'H lEt. 
~A~E LJEPJRIA~ 
FHCNE MMSER BC4-M2-2lll 
It.SliTUTICh CR ~EE~CY Vl~CI~IA I~!TilllE Cf MARINE SCIE~CE 
CIT) GLCLCESTER FClt.l 
STATE ~IRGI~IA 
ZIP CCCE 23Ct~ 
FILE ~Af<E 
GE~ERAl ~ECCFAPHJC AREA 
CC~Tit.ENT~l SHELF BETkEE~ 
UHLHA 
~GE ~N[ GRCkTH CF THE STI<IPEC SEA RCBIN 
L.S., COASTAL, fi(RlH ATlANTIC, CHESPPEA~E BAV, 
CAPE ~AY, ~E~ JEFSEY ANC C~PE HATTERAS, NORTH 
ABSTRACT AGE JI~C GROHH AfiAl.\'SIS (I'; H:E STRIHC SEt ROBIN, 
FRJONCTUS EUCLft~S, hAS PEFFCRI'Et C~ SAI'PLE~ lAKE~ fRCM THE CCNTI~E~T~L SHElf 
FRtM C~FE I'AV ~ J 1( CAPE t-ATlE~AS N C. APRIL 1966 SAI'PLES CBT~lNEC hiTH A 
YANKEE TRAH 4 If\ HSti.. ClHII SHPlES C8TAJMC WITh A SE~.l-BAllOGN TRAIIL 1/2 
Ill MH 2 II\ ~E~~. SE~SCJI.H CISll<lBl.illO~·(f SEA RCBl~S HTED, LfNGH·/\IEIGHT 
RELATIC~S~lfS AI\C lEI\Clt- fi<E,LEI\CLES B~ SEt!(~ CCMFUTEC. CCM~EI\TS 'ACE AS TC 
lHE !lCCES~ CF VA~ICLS AGJ~( METHCCS 
~A~E LIB~ARIAN 
PHOH 1\ ll'EH €(4-642- 2lll 
INSllTLTICN CR AGEI\CV \IRGII\IA lNSllllTE (f '~1111\E SCIENCE 
CIT~ tLCLCESTEF FCINT 
STAlE ldHHU 
liF CCC£ <3Ct~ 
FILE NA~E tEE 'NC ERC~TH CF ~~ITE ~lLLET, MliGil CLREMA 
GENEFAl GECGFAPHJC AREA l.S., COASTAL, NCRTH All~NTIC, LOkE~ Ct-ESAPEAKE 
EAV; ~IRGII\JA, SEASICE EASTERN S~CRE 
ABSTRACT AGE AND GRCWTt- SlltlES Cf THE hHllE 'LLLETIMUGll 
CUREI'Al ~EI<E lAKEI\ FRC~ FISH ll\ THE SEASIDE EASTERN SHOIIE Of THE LCWER 
CHEStPEAKE BAY f(R 16 ~G~Tt-S USING BEACH SEINES. LENGl~-WEIGHT ~EG~ESSIGNS 
~ERE CC~PUTEC A~C JU~E~IlES ~E~E C~ECKEC f{R PRE[ATCP t~~ACE. 
NtME C E FIC~APCS 
FHC~E H~eER 7C3-642-21ll 
I~STITUTICN C~ ~GE~CV ~~~eiNIA l~S1I1L1E OF ~API~E SCIENCE 
Cll~ GlCLCESTER fCI~l 
Sl,TE \J~GJNIA 
2Jf CCCE ~!Ot~ 
fiLE ~~'E AGE ANt SIZE Cf ATLANTIC ME~HACEN 
EE~ERAL GEOEP~P~IC AREA NCRlh ATLANTIC, CCASTAl, l.S., MAI~E TC FlCRIDA 
~BSTR~Cl ~GE 11\C SIZE STLCY Of AlLANlJC ~E~~ADEN THRCUGHCUT 
THE GECERAPHICAl A~C SEASC~tL PA~CE GF THE ATLANTIC ~E~~~OEN fiS~EPY. SA~PLES 
FRC~ C(~MERCI~L CATCH. 
NAH 
PhCH Nlii8ER 






919 iH 4~·J~ 
ATLA~TIC E~lLARII\E FIShERIE~ CE~TEF 




FILE N~~E AGE CISTRieuliC~ A~D GRC~Th Of WEAKFISH, CYNOSCION 
REGALIS I~ CEl~~AR~ SAl 
GE~ERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA ~CRlH AMERICA, L.s., tElAhA~E, COASTAL, DELAWARE BAY 
AfHHCT THS ThESIS EXUINED GRCioTti ASPECTS GF HAKFISH. 
CYNCSCION ~EGAllS IN OElt~ARE f~Y. G~ChTH RATES. AGE DETERMiNATiONS, LENGTHS 
AftC SEASC~Al SIZE CI!TRlfUTICNS ARE REPGRTEC. 
KA"f I~TER-llSRAR~ LCA,~ 
PHC~E Kl~fER 3(2 13€ i4S5 
JN~TITlllC~ CR AGf~CY U~I,ERSITY CF DELAWARE, ~CR~lS LIERA~Y 
STREET SOUTH COLLEGE AVE~LE 
CITY KEhtRK 
!TATE CELAhtRE 
2IF CCCE 1CJ711 
FILE NlMf AGE, GROWTH, AND DISTRIEUTICN Cf CCBIA IN VIRGI~IA 
WAlEH 
GE~EFAl GEOG~AFHIC AREA l.S., COASTAL, ~CRTH ATlA~TlC• lO~E~ CnES~PEAKE 
BA~, CC.Tl~E~TAL StELf Cff (CAST Cf Vl~GI~IA 
ABSlllACT AGE IINC GROHti STUtlE~ (f PELAGIC FISH 
CCEIAIRACnlCE~lRC~ CANAtU~J hER£ ~ACE C~ T~E VIRGINIA CONTINENTAL SHELF FOR 66 
~.C~HS. THE tAlA WA~ PIJSllSHEO IN THE lRAt.S AI'ER FISH SH 1967, 9613) 343-.350. 
~~I'E t E FlCtARCS 
ftiCNE flli'BER IC3-644:-2111 
lNSTITLTlCt. CR ~Gf~CY VIRGINIA it.SllTllE Of HARINE SCIENCE 
CITY GLClCESTER fCINl 
STAT£ VIRGINIA 
ZIP CCCE 23C62 
FILE NAH AIR HNITCRlNG IIEU.CRK IN TH 'fiClf'llTY OF [I!ERCER 
PCWER STATIC~ 
GENERAl GECGRAPHIC A~EA NORTH AMERICA, l.S., ~E~ JE~SEV, I'E~CER COUNTY, 
l~E~TCNt "ERCER PCtER STATICN 
AESTRACT TnREE AIR PCllUliC~ MCNllCRING SITES LOCATED IK THE 
VICHdlY Cf HE HRCER CCUNTl Hit-Ell SUliOt-. hERE OPERATED BETloEEN JANUARY, 
1974 tN[ Jl~E, 1CJ75 .. ~CURLY P Ell tlNGS Of SUl flR OlOlC JOE t 'IIITRCGEN D ICX IDE Al\0 
Q)IOE! OF NITROGEN A~D A\ERAGE FOUR D'' '<~LUES OF SUSPENDED PA~TICULATES WERE 
KEfl A~O FILED IN '~A~TEPLV ~EPCRTS. IN ACDlllONt METEOROLOGICAL DATA -AS 
CC~PlLEC TC INCICATE THE TYPE CF ~fATHER CC~DITIOI\S h~ICH ACCC~fAhlEO 
FCLLLTION LEIIHS. l!tl HATH~ [l'llll IIJ!S SUHLIEC EV HE 1\AlHil\tol IIEATHER 
SERVICE AT THE fHJL~CEtPHU INTEF.MTICUL HHCRT. 
t.MH SHICR ENHI<CfiH~lAL SHCillllSlS 
PHO~E ~L~EEF 609 292 6123 
JNSTlTLTICN OR AGEIIC'Y ~H JEfCSH llt.:RE..t!U CF HR fCLLUTIC!Ii CCNTROl 
STREET LASCR A~D IIICUSl~' llUILCING 
CIT' l~E~TCII 
HHE Ntlo JERSEY 




AIR I'C~llCRI~G f~CGRA~ I~ ThE VICINITY CF €ERGEN 
GENERAl GEOGFAPHIC A~EA NCRTH AMEiliCAt L.S., 1\EW JERSEY, EERGEN CCUNTY, 
LECI\1~, HASBROUCK HEIGHTS, fj\111\llEh 
ABSTRACT THI< EE AIR PUlUl 10 MCI\ IlC11 11\G SITES lCCAHC IN THE ~ICINJTV OF T~E llE~EEN CCLNTY POWER SlAliCII ~ERE OPERaTEC BETWEEN DECEMBER, 
1913 INC Al~LSlt 1~1! .. hCURl' tAlA FOR SUlfLP CICX!OE, ~ITROGE~ CIC~ICE ANC 
OlCIOES Cf ~ITRCGE~, A~O A~EP.GE fCLR tAY V'LUES CF SUSFE~OED PARTICULATES WERE 











SENICI< EI\VU<CNPIHUl SPECIAliSTS 
6C9 2S2 t.12! 
~E~ JERSEY SLRE~l CF AIR PClllTlCN 





FILE NA~E AIR ~CNITCRI~G f~CGRA~ IN ThE VICINITY CF ThE 
SERGEI\ FOhEF l:HHATI~G STHIC~ 
GENERAL GECERAPHIC. AREA 1\C~Th AI'EPICA, L.S., NEW JERSEY, EE~GE~ CCUI\TY 
AESlRACT AN AIR ,U,LITY MCNITORI~G PRCGRAM hAS CONCLCTED IN 
THE \ICI~llY Cf THE SERGEN POWER GENERATINE SlATlCN, NE~ JERSEY FRO~ JANUARY 
1914 lHROlG~ CfCE~IER l97t TO CETfRMI~E THE I~PACT Cf THE POWEM Pl~NT ON l~E Gl~LITY Of ~PBIEhl AIF I~ ThE REGIC~. CC~tE~lRATIOIIS Of SULF~R DICJICE, 
NITROGE~ CJClCICE~ CJ!CES CF ~~T~OfEN, A~O l(l~l S~SFE~OEC PARTICULATES WERE 
CCNllKUCU!l' Mt~ITCREO AT TH~EE STATlCNS WtllE ~~~0 SPEED 4NO DIRECTION ~E~E CC~TI~~GUSLY M(NITCREC AT THE hEATtER SlAllCN AT TETE~BCRO AIRPCRT. 
NA~E MECtA~ICAl tl~!SIC~ ChiEf 
FHCI\E ~lPEEP ~Cl t21 E8CO 
lNSliTlliCN CR AGE~CY PUfliC SER~ICE ELECTRIC ~~~~~ GAS COMPANY, ENERGY l~I!OIUlCFY 




ZCC f(~[f~ A\E~LE 
MHLEioiCOC 
1\Ek JERS H 
C/(lj( 
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FILE ~A~E AIR Q~AlllV MC~ITC~ING PRGGMAM IN TtE ~lCl~ITY OF 
T~E ~ERCER PC~ER GE~ERAli~G Sl~TIC~ 
GENERAL GEOG~AfHIC ~fEA ~CRTh A~E~ICA, u.s., ~EW JERSEVt MERCER COUNTY 
ABSTRACT AI\ HR C~lllll'r I'CI'ilTORIM fRCG~AM wAS CONDUCTED IN 
TtE VICINITY Of THE MEPCER PCwER GENERATII\G STATICN, ~E~ JEKSEY FROM JANUARY 
1914 lHRCUGt tECEMeER 1Sl6 lC CElE~MlNE THE IMPACT CF THE POkE~ PLAI\1 ON T~E 
QLAlll~ OF AMBlE~T AlF I~ l~E REGIC~. COI\CENTRATIOI\S Of SULFUR OIOXICE, 
1\ITRCGfl\ CICJICEt ()ICES Cf NITROGEN, AND lClAL !U!PENCED PARTICULATES wERE 
CCNlii\UOUSl) ~CI\IlCPEO AT THREE STATICNS ~tiLE kl~D SFEEO AND DIRECTION WERE 
CO~TJNlOLSl\ ~CNllC~EC AT T~f Fl~~l SITE. 
1\AMf JIECj,~NICAl IJI\IISIU CHIEf 
f"ti\E ~L~E£~ 2Cl t2l 6€CC 
lNSliTUliCN CR AGENC~ PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC ~1\£ GAS CCMFA~V, ENERGY 
lAECHHn 








FILE 1\A~E AIR 'LALIT~ OF NE" YORK CITY: MASTER TAPES 
GEIIERAL GEOGRAPHIC ARE~ ~CRlH A~ERICA, L.S., ~Ek YC~~~ NEk YCRK CJTY 
AB~TF~CT THE PURftSE Of THIS STUCV IS TO MONITOR lHE AIR 
QLALITY OF NEW VCR~ CITY ~ICINIT~ WITH REG,R[ TC: ~AI CEJECTI~ILY ~EASURE 
P~CG~ESS TCWARC AIR 'UALITY GOALS; lB~ I~OICATE ~HEltER FURTHER ABAIE~ENT 








Z.l F CctE 
MANAGER: CC~PLTE~ S~SlE~S 
212 5t6 3355 
NE~ 'CRK CITY: CEFART~EI\T CF AI~ ~ESGURCES 





FILE 1\t~E AIREGRII PARTJCULATE MATTEP ~1 PORT RICH~C~Dt 
PkllACELP~I~, PEN~SYL\A~l~ 
GE~EFAL GEGG~~Pt!C AREA NCFlt A~ERlCAr L.S., PE~NSYL~ANIAt PHILADELPHIA, 
PORT RIC~~OIIG, REACII~G CC~FA~l OCC~S 
tESTFA(T PARTICULATE CONTENT OF AIR kAS MEASLRED AT THREE 
STATICNS CAllY FOR TkE~TY-FI~E CAVS. A tiGH \CLUME SA~PLER WAS USEC. THIS 
!TLDY ~AS Ct~DUCTEC TG CETtP~lNE e'CKCRCUNC ~tlUES Cf PARTICULATE FQLLLTIO~ 
BEFOFE A PCTENTIAl LCACING FACILITY CCLLD BE (01\STRLClEt. 
~A~E CF. FFEtEFICK e. tiCGINS, JP. 
FHH H~EER 215 ill I IE lt 
JNSTITlTlC~ CR A~~I\C} CCtLEGE OF ENGII\EERING TECHNOLOGY 
STREET lE~FLE li\HERSIH 
CITY FHUCElPhlll 
STATE FE~NSYL\A~IA 
.liP CCU Hl42 
FILE N~I'E 
BIGhl A~C ACJACEIIT AFE~S 
GElE~AL GECE~IP~IC AREA 
CHSAPEAH I:ICtl 
AIRECRNE RACIATICN THERMOMETER SUR~EW GF CHESAPEAKE 
AfSlRACT A SERIES Cf AERIAL TRANSECTS WERE FLOkN ACROSS THE 
C~ESAPEAKE BIGHT A~O ADJACEI\1 CFFS~CFE ~~TiFS CN 29 ALE 1969. SEA WATER 
TE~FEFAT~PE hAS CO~Tl~~CUSLY MEtS~REC fY I~FPARED SCA~NER AND ~EATHER 
CCNCJTlC~S ~ECCRCEC AT tCURLl lNlEFVAL5 k~llE lNfLIGtT~ 
~AME CR. l.C. k(LfCFC 
Pt-<CH HHEF 2C2 4.t6 '«643 






ELCG. 159-E, 1\A\~l YARU AI\~E) 
kASl-I~GlCII 
tlSl~Itl (f CCLU~EIA 
2C3SC 
FILE ~t'E AIRf(PNE RACIATICN THERMCMETER FLIGHTS 
GE~EFAl GECCFAFHIC AREA 1\(~lh Allt~TIC, U.S., EASTERN COASTAL hATERS 
•£S1PA(1 ~ONlHLY AIRCRAfT FLIGHTS ALC~G THE EASTER~ UNITEC 
STATES CFFSHCRf kATE~S CC~TINLCLSl~ MCIIITCR T•E SEA SURFACE kAJER lE~PERATLRE 
BY l~fR~REC SC~NI\E~, A~C ~ISUALL~ CSSE~VE ThE WEAT~ER CCNCITICNS AT C~E HALF 
~C~R I~TER\ALS ~~ILE J~FliG~l. 
NA~f [R. l.C. WCLftRC 
PHCNE H~SER , 2(2 426 4643 






SLCG. 15S-E, NAV~L YA~C All~£) 
~~HHGH~ 
ClSlPICl Cf COLL~SIA 
2C3H 
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fiLE ~~~E AlGAl f~OClCTI~ll~ INC SCM€ ASPECTS Cf THE 
ECOLC£1C.6l FH~SICLCGY OF THE EtAfhlC CO~~U~lTIES CF CANARY CREEK TIDAl MARSH 
GENEUL GECGI<AfHIC AIIH . NCI<ll-1 AlU~tiC, U .• s., CHAWARE f!AYr CANftRY CREEK, 
CUSHL 
ABSTRACT GRGSS ALGAL FRI¥ARY P~CtUCTl~lTY ANt ED•PtiC 
CCMMlhiTY AESPlRATl(h ESTIMATES WEA€ MADE FOR FIVE AREAS OF CA~AR~ CREEK TIDAl 
I'ARSt '.NEAR LEWESr llflii11.6H. (XH EN nANGH If\ WAJ.EF CVERL YING CORES CF TliE 
. kARSt INClUTE£ IN ltiE lllfCI<ATCiiY IIIERE \JSH AS HiE IHICATIQN Cf M . .fTA.BCUC 
ACTI~ITY. E~VI~CN'f~TAL fiCTCRS CF LIGHT. 1EMPERATLRE, S-LINlTY, PH• NUTRIENT 
CONTEM Cf SURFACE UTEA liNt lH 1'\ITHGEN AIID PHCSFhCiiGUS CONTENT Cf TliE GRASS 
llEI<E HIIHHt .. 
U~E. 
PHU~E tll~BEI< 





!02 E45 6674 




I'AHfiE STAliON l18l<ARY 
FILE NAI'E ALGAl fiiCCtCTlVIT~ AND SC~~ ASPECTS Of THE 
ECCLCGICAL PtYSJOLC'Y Cf l~E EtAP~lt CCM~UI\IllES Of CAI\ARY CREEK TIDAL MARSH 
GENERAL EECGRAPHIC ARU 1\(jt<lh iiTUt.T IC, U.S., CCASTAL, OELA~AI<E !lilY, CAhAAY 
CHH 
•sslRACl GRCSS ALGAL fRIMiiAY PRCDUCliVITY ~NC Et,PhiC 
COfifiUIIIH I<ESPHlllTICh ESlJI'IATES kERE MAtE FCR FIVE AI<EAS OF CAI\AllY CREEK TID~1. 
~AI<Sh 1\EAR lfhES, tELAWA~E. OXVGEI\ Ch~I\CES IN hAtER CVERLYING CORES Cf THE 
~AilSI- INCU£ATEC 11\ TH lletHTCRY WERE LSH AS TI-E 11\D!CATION CF METAilOLH. 
ACTI~ITY. EI\VlRCI\MENTAl fACTCRS OF LJGhl, TEMFERAll~£, SALI~ITY, PH, 1\UTklEI\T 
COI\TE~l CF SlRf~CE W~TER A~ll ThE NITFijGEfl tl\t PHCSfMCRCLS CC~TENT CF THE GRASS 
Wf:ll E ~UHii<EO .. 
N"H 
PHO~E fll"EEii 










Cf Fl!~ A~C hllCLifE 
fiLE Nlli'E 
~IFGHH 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC A~EA 
CCJ!SlH 
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AMCEEAE IN ThE !URFACE ~Ali~S CF ChiNCOTEAGUE d.W 
NC~lh illlA~liC• ~.s., Clil~CCTE~GUE BAY, VIRGINIA, 
ll6SlAACT . . lllST~IBUllCN Gf AI'CEBAE IN ThE SURFACE ~ATERS OF 
CHINCOTEAGUE E~Y. ~IIlGINIA. SPECIE~ liSl PER SAMFLE SITE, 1EfiPERATURE 1 SALINITY, wiNO.SFEEO fCR CCllEClJCNS. l'lll~lV CULTURE ~~C SPECIES CESCRIPTICNS 
Cf AHEUE • 
UI<E 
FHCIIE HfiiJEil · 





LIBRAR U II 
301 454 3Cll 
~CIIELillfl llll~An 




filE N~H AN ~SSESS,.HT Of ECONOI'it AND ENVIRCNMENTAL EFFECTS 
Cf CCMPLElEt Pt-566 CHiiNt.El MCtiFIUTIC/11 P~GJECJS It. )IIJRCl:STE~ ANO WII:OMICO 
CClNllESt ·~RYLA~D 
GENEFAL GEOGR~P~IC AFEA 
~ICC~JCC CC~t.TIE~ 
NtRTh A~E~ICA, ~.s., MARYLAND, WORCESTER AND 
ABSTRACT fRC~ SEFTE~EE~ 1974 TkRCLGh OCTOBER 197~ A FIELD 
STlt~ OF ThE h~lER FLC~, kilTER lE~El, kAlE~ CUALITY. A~t INVERTEBRATE ANC FIS~ 
FOPUUT!CN~ CF STI<U~S At-e Of ThE lEFRESTRIH VEGETATICN BCRDBII'IG STREAMS liAS 
CtNtl(TEt IN SEVE~ WATEil!tECS IN WORCESTER At.C WICCMICC COUNTitS, ~A~)LANO TO 
AIC IN AN E~~JRCN~E~TAL A~D ECC~C"IC ASSESS~E~T Of STREAM MOClflCAliCNS WHICH 
1-A£ EE£N INSTAllED l~DER FRC\IISICIIS Cf l•E ~ATER!hEC PROTECTIO~ AND FLCGD 









SENICil TECH~ICAL ACVISOR 
201 627 5126 
ECCLSCIE~CESt IhC. 




FILE 1\IME All ASSESSf'EI'IT CF ThE UMr.DlOGICAl IIIPACl Cf THE 
FRCPCSEC RCUTE 18 E)TE~SICII All[ Cf AN ~lJERIIATlVE AliGIIMENl 
GEI'IERAL GEOGFAPHIC AREA 1\C~TH AMERICA. loS., NE~ JERSEY, COASTAL. RARITAN 
FIHF E115H 
~ESTRA(l T~IS STATf~EIIT J~ A CC~PRE~EIISIVE GEIIERAl 
EII~IFCIIIIEIITAl SlR\f~ Of THE R~RITAII RIVER· AI'IC THf DELAW~RE AIIC RARITAN CANAl. 
IT I~CLUCES -N 11\VEIITCRY Cf fAUIIA ANC flORA, EXJEIISIVE ~ATER 'UAL!lY CATA, 
COIISICERASLE l~fCR.ATICN Ill FREE 1£.1, AIIC A LARGE BIBllCGRAPHY. 
N'Mf JAIIES A. SCHMIC 
PHONE 1\l~BER 215 647 311C 
INSTITUTJCN CP AGEIICY J'C~ MCCCRMICK Al\0 ASSCCIATES 
STREET f6C hATERl(( I<C,. 
CllW DEVC~ 
STATE PE~IISWLVAhlA 
21F COCE lB33 
FILE t.tiiE 
I~PRC\E~ENT Cf THE SOPOUGh 
GE~ErAl €ECGFAFHIC AFEI 
PJCH~ChC, SlATEN ISL~~C 
A~ ECCLCGICAL SlUtY FOR THE FLTLRE PUBLIC 
Cf RICH~CNC ISTATEN ISLANCl , 
NC~T~ AMERICAt L.S., COASTAl, NEW YCRK, 8CROUGH OF 
ASSlPACl T~IS Fllf CC~TAI~S INFCRMATION PERTINENT 10 AN 
ECGLCGICAL BIOLOGICAL SASfLINE IN~EhTCRV Cf STATE~ ISLAND, RICHMONC BGROUG~t 
NE~ '0PK FCR FlllRE tEVELCF~fNT Fltii~I~G. CC~FLETEt Ill 1S6S 1 ThE SLRWEW 










215 ~t4 u 11 
WAlltCE, ~C~ARG, ROBERTS 




ANt TOOO, INCCRPCRATEO 
FILE N~~E 1111 ECClCGICAL SlUCV OF THE ARThUR Klll I~ T~e 
VICIIIllY Of l~E li~CEN GE~ERATING 5TATICII, LINCt~, N£~ JERSEY 
GENERAl GEOG~~PHIC ~REA 1\CFTt AME~lC,, L.S., NEW JERSEI, UNION COUNTY 
ABSTRACT A~ ECCLCGIC~L Slltl OF lHE 'RlHUR Klll 1~ THE 
VICINITY Cf THE LINCEN GE~EFATII'IE ST~TICII, LJ~CE~, NEW JERSEY WAS CONDUCTED 
FRC~ SEFTE~BER 1'71 THRCLGH CECEMEER 1S13. SFAliAl AND TEMPORAL PCPULATICNS 
ANC CJSTPIEUTIC~S Cf fiStESt ICtTtYCPLAN~TC~t ZOCPL~h~TCN, ANC EENlHIC AhlMAlS 
kERE CElfR~l~EC. ~EASUREC PAR,~ElERS [f ~ATtR QUALIT' 11\CLUDEC TEMPERATURE, 
SALINITV, F~, CISSCLVEO CXYGEN, A~C SECC~l CISC CEPlH. ALSO A~Al¥ZEC kERE 
CCNCEIITRATICNS OF lhE PUIIT FlGHt-.TS CHCRCH'fll A 'N£ 1'1-AEOPHYTIN. 
NAME GENE~~L MAN~GER-E~VIRCNMENlAl AFFAIR~ 
PHCNE H~BER 2Cl 622 7CCC 
INSTlltJT 10 CR AGE,l\CY PUilllC SER\r lCE HHTRIC 111\C GAS COf'(PANY 
STREET SC F~AK PlACE 
CITY NEf~I<K 
STtTE ~fw JERSE~ 
liP CC£E C11Cl 
FILE ~·~E AN ECCLGGICAL SlLCY CF THE C~ESAPEA~E ~~[ CELAWARE 
CIINAL IN n1E 1/ICINil\' CF THE fi<CPC.SH 5Uflfll1 ~CWEk STATION SITE, PLANI<TCNIC 
~Nr ~~~~~IC C~Etl\15~5 
GENERAl GEOGRAPhiC AREA ~C~lh ~TLA~liC, CClSTAL, L.S., OELM~RVII PENINSULA, 
ChfSAFf~KE IINC tELJkA~E CANAL 
~8S1RA(l tAlA CCLLECTEO CU~l~G A STUDY CF T~E CISTRlBUTICNS 
'NC AEU~£.1\CE CF FHYTCPL,NKTCN, ZCGPLANKlCN AND BENTHIC CRGANISMS IN THE 
VICI~ITY CF THE SL~Mll SITE C~ THE CHESAPEA~E AND DELIIWARE CANAl FRDM JANUARY 
ThRCLGH tECE~BER 1913 AAf fAESENTEC IN ~EPCAT FORf'(. PHYTCPLANKTGN SA~PLES ~EkE 
CCLLEClED ~ITH '~CII-~ETALIC, SlB~ERSIBlE Fl~P; ZCCPLA~KTCN SAI'PLES wERE TA~EN 
Willi Ill /l NCN-~ET/lliC, ~USMER~IBLE PLI'P Af\C FILTEHt THCLGI'. ~ 74 IUCRCN ~ESI' 
NET ~~C 12J A 5CC ~ICPCN ~ESH FLAII~TCN NET~ ~ 523 CM2 FONAR GRtll k.S LSEO TO 
CCllfCT fEITtiC SA~PLES. IIEASUREME~TS T~KE~ CF ThE FCLLO~J~G P~VSICAl/tHEMICAL 
FA~Af'ETEPS ARE INtLUCEC: ~·ll~ITYt lEI'PfR.lLRE, OISSCLVEO CXYGEN• Ph, 
llRBICilY, 1\ITFATE.-t.IH<HH AH I<HCTI'IE FHSF~ATE. 
~PM£ CIR£CTC~ 
FHC~E ~l~EEP 3G2 ~2<.l 32C5 
INSTJTUllGN CR AGE~CY CELM.R\A PC~ER A~C LIGhT CC~F·~y 
STREET SOC KING STREET 
CITY ~Ilf'I~ETCN 
ST,Tf CELA~•RE 
liP ecce 1se~~ 
31 
FILE N~ME A~ ECCLCGIC~l SltC' CF l~E ChESAPE~KE ~~0 CELAwARE 
CA~Al I~ ltE ~lCl~llY tf l~E f~CPCSEC S~M~IT fOWEP Sl~TlO~ SITE, VCLLME 3: 
T fllREHR.UL 
GE~E~AL GECGF,FHIC AFEA ~CFT~ AMERICA. ~.S., CELMARVA PENINSULA, CHESAPEAKE 
'NC CEL~W~~E CA~AL ARE~ 
·ABSl~ACl 0'1' CCllECTEO CURING A STUDY Of lHE TERRE~TRIAL 
ECtlCG'I' Cf 11-:E SU,.~IT SITE--AREA ACJACENT TO 11\E CHESAPEAKE ANt LEUW~Rt: C4ML 
FROM M'Y Tt'>RCU(Ii DECEMIJH 1973 IS I'RESEUH 11\., REPORT f()kli •. SMALL MAMMAL .. · ... 
PCPUUITICNS WERE MC~IHREC flY CAlC .. PER IJNll EFFCRT, SAG CE~SUS, lAG ~NO 
RECAPTURE A~O ~CAD KILL. ~MPHIIJIAN!, REPTILES ANC lliROS kE~E C€SERVEC IN THEIR 
NITURIL HftEITAT. FLCR~L STltiES CCNSISlEV Cf A QUALITATIVE SUR~EY Of 
t-.EPBICECUS A~C ''~tllC PLANTS ~NO A QUA~lllATIVE TREE Sl~OV. 
~~~E . OIRECTCR 
ft\CI\E 1\ ll' EE R 





3C-' 4-''.l :l2C'5 
CEL~•RVA PC~ER AND llG~l CO~PANY 




FILE N~ME AN ECClCGlCAL SlUtY Of lfE CtESAPEAI<E AND CELAWARE 
CiiNAl IN THE \IICH\ITY CF HE PRCPOSEt SUMfHl POWER HATION SITE, VClli'.E z: 
lCtilh "PlAf-K 101-
GENflllll GECCiF,PhiC M<Et NCRlh ATLIINTIC, CG~STAL, u .. s., DElMARVA PENINSULAt 
ChESAPEAKE A~D tELA~·~E CAI\Al 
ABSTRACT C~T· CGLLECTEC ClRING AN INTENSifiEC STUDY Cf THE 
VERTICAL A~D hCRIZChlAL tiSTRJfUTICNS (f iC~THYCFLANI<TCN IN THE CHESAPEAKE AND 
DEL~~ARE CA~Al FRC~ APRIL lfRCl'H tECEMeER 1913 ARE PRESENTED IN REPORT FORI'. 
IC~lhYCPlA~~TC~ SA~FlES ~ERE TtKEN WIT~ C.5 KETE~t 0.!~~ MESH PLAN~TC~ NETS. 
MEASURE~E~l! ~AOE CF THE fOLLCki~Ci FHVSICCHEMICAL FAR~~ElERS A~E INCLUDED: 
~All~lTYt CCNDUCll,IIY~ CISSCL~EC C~VGE~, lEMfERATlRE, PH AND SECCHI DEPTH. 
~'ME ClRECTCR 
fHC~E ~l~fEP 302 42~ 32C5 
INSliTUllCN OR AGENCY DELM~R~A fC~fR ~~D liGHT CC~f~~~ 
Sl~EET 8CC KING Sl~EEJ 
CITY kiLMI~ETC~ 
~TAT£ CEllkARE 
ZIP CCtf l~S<;'i 
FILE Nti!E AN ECCLCGJCH STLC' CF TH CHSAPEAI<E AH CELAWARE 
CANAL IN ThE \lCINllY Cf lHE F~CPCSEC SL~~IT fOWER STATION SITE, VCLlME 1: 
fiSHS 
CiE~EPAL GECGF,fHJ( AFEl NC~TH ATLA~JIC, CCASTAL, u.s., DELMARVA PE~INS~LA, 
C .. ESAPfAKE AND CELA~ARE CANAL .. 
A6STRAC1 OAT~ CCLlECTtt CURING A STUDY Of THE DISlRISLTIGNS, 
ASUNCANCEo GRO~TH PATES A~C fCUC HABITS OF fiSHES I~ ThE CHESAPEAKE ANt 
bELA~ARE C'NAL fPC~ JAAllRY THFCUGH LECEMeEP 1973 APE P~ESENTED IN REPORT 
FCRM. FIS. S~MfLES kfRE TAKEN ~ITH lRA~lt SEI~E A~O GILLNET. MEjSU~EMENTS MADE 
Of Tt-.E FOLLCid~f PHS ICAL/CI'EIHCAl PARHIETHS ARE: SALJ~ I TY. CCNCUC TIV ITY • 
tiSSCL,EC Ol'I'GEN, lE~FERATl~E, PH A~t 5ECCI'I CEPJH. 
~A~E DI~E(TCR 
PHONE Nt~B£~ 302 4,9 3205 
INSlilUTlCN C~ ~G£NCY DELMARVA fCkER ANt LIGHT CO~PA~V 
STREET 8CC KI~G Sl~EET 
C IT'Y kill' lfiGlO 
STATE CEl,ki!RE 
liP CGtE lSSSS 
fiLE NA~E AN ECOLOGICAL SlLD~ OF THE DELAWARE RIVER IN THE 
~ICINITY Of THE ~EPCER Gf~ER,TI~t STATICN, l~ENTC~, NEh JE~SEY 
GUIEI<Al. GECGRAFIHC AH/l 'NCRlt: AMERICA, L.S.,, NEW JERSE~, MERCH CGLNTY 
ABSTRACT A.~ ECCLCGICAL SlUt'\' Of HiE tEUhARE RIVER IN THE 
~JCINITY Of THE ~ERCER GE~ERATI~G STATICN, l~ENTON, NEk JERSEY hAS CCNCUCTED 
FRCM JLNE 1910 THR(LGh OCTCBE~ l<J73. SfATitl At-.0 lEIIPCRAL PCPULATICIIS Al\C 
C JSTR IBUUUS CF FISHES t ICH t-'ICPLA~KTCN, 20CPLANKT01h At.D SENlH lC AN I"'ALS 
WERE CETUfillfiEC. HASURH I'ARHEHRS Of ~IIHF \;;U~Lill INCLVOED lEMFE~ATLRE, 
PH, tiS!OLVEC Q)YGE~, A~D 5ECCHI CISC CEPTH. 
Ul'£ GENEI<AL MAMGER-Et.VIRCNMENHL AFFI!IRS 
FHC~f ~lMBER 2tl 622 1CCC 
INSTlllTICN CR AGENCY PLSLIC SER,ICE ELECTRIC A~O G~S CDMF/lt.V 
STREET SC fAFI< PLACE 
CIT~ ~E~~R~ 
!TATE ~Eh JERSEY 
ZIP CCtE C71Cl 
39 
FILE ~t~£ P~ ECCLCGIC~l STLDY OF THE MAC~ENSACK RivER IN THE 
VICI~IlY Cf THE KE~F~Y GE~E~ATl~G SlAllCNt ~EAR~Yt ~E~ JERSEY 
GE~EFAL GECGFAfHIC A~EA ~CRT~ AMERIC~, L.S., NEk JERSEY, HUDSON COUNTY 
ASSTRACT AN ECOLOGICAL STlOY Of THE HtCKENSACK RIVER I~ THE 
VICI~ll' CF THE KE~~~y GE~ERATI~G STATIC~, KEtR~~. NEW JERSEY hAS CO~DUCTED 
FRC~ SEPTEMSER 1911 THRCLGH CECEMEER 1S73. SPATIAl AND TE~PGHAL POPULATIONS 
~NO CI!TRIELTIC~S Cf FlS~ES, ICHTHYCFL~~KTC~, ZOCPL~~KTCN, AND EENTHIC ANIMALS 
~ERE £ETER~I~EC. MEASUFEC PARA~ElERS Cf kATE~ QUALITY l~CLUOED TEMPERATURE, 
SALI~ITY, FHo CJSSOL~EC CX,GENr AND 5ECCHI DISC tEFT~. ~LSC ~~~l~lED ~ERE 
CCNCEHFATIC~S CF HE PLHT PIGI'ENTS CHCRCP.,YLL A llt.D PHAEOPHYTIN. 
Ulllt GEI\ERAL MANAGER-EIWIRGN~EI\11\l AffAIIlS 
fHCNE M~EER 201 t::.1.2 7CCC 
l~STITOTICN CR AGEI\C~ PLBLIC SERviCE ELECTRIC Al\0 GAS CC~FAI\~ 
STREET PARi< PUCE 
CITY NE~AR~ 
~TATE NE~ JERSEY 
ZIF CCCE 071Cl 
FILE NAME AN ECCLGGICAL SlLOY Of l~E HACKENSACK RIVER IN THE 
VICI~ITY Of THE ~LCSO~ GE~EFATI~G STAT!CNt JERSEY CITY, NEk JER5EY 
HHFIIl c:fCGI<APtHC AREA ~OI<TH AMERICA, L.S .. , NEh JERSEY, hUDSON CCUNTY 
ABSlFACT ~N ECOLCGICAL STLCW OF THE HIICKENSACK RIVER II\ THE 
VICINIT'Y Cf THE tiL05H GHHAlHG STAll(~, JEFSE'Y CITY, N£1.1 JERSEY WAS 
CO~OLCTEC FRCM SEfTE~BER 1S71 TH~CLG~ CECEMEER 1973. SPATIAL A~C TEMPORAL 
fCPULATIGI\! ANC CI5TF1SUTICI\S Of FIS~ES, ICHTHYOPlt~KTO~, ZCOPLANKTCI\, AND 
BE"T~IC A~I~ALS ~ERE CETE~~l~EC. ~EASU~EC FARA~ETE~S Cf ~ATE~ 'L~LlTY INCLUDED 
lEMPEFATURE, SALI~ITY, PH, CISSCL~EC CXYGE~, A~D SECCHI DISC DEPTH. ALSO 









GE~EPAL MANAGER-f~VIRONMENT~l AFFAIRS 
2Cl 6.!.2 lCOC: 
PLSLIC SER~ICE ELECTRIC A~C GAS CCMF~I\W 







EEIIE~Al GECGFAfHIC AFfA 
CCASTAL, J~MES RI~ER, 
1'013JJC~ U'l 
~1\ ECCLCGICAL SlLC~ Of l~E JEll~fiS~ C~RY~AGRA 
REPCRl 1 JA~UARY T~~CLGH 31 MARCH 19~9 • 
NCFlt ATL~NTIC, U.S., C~ESAPEAKE BAY, YCRK RIVE~, 
RAPFAtA~I\CCK FI~E~, EtSTERN !hl~E, FGTOMAC RIVER, 
AESlllACT 3€ STATIONS IN ThE LC~ER ChESAPEAKE EAY & 
TRIBlTARIES WERE ~A~FtEO SY ECTTC~ CRE[GE FCR ~ELL,FISH PCLYP & CY~T AEONC~~CE. 36 ST~TIC"S ~E~E CSSER~EC fCR MECUSAE ABLNCA~CE. 
~AME CE)TE~ ~tv£~ 
fHNE NLHER tC4-t42-.!Ill 
JNSliTlTICI\ CR AEEIICY Vl~GIIII~ INSTITLTE GF MARINE SCIENCE 
CIT~ GlCLCE5TER PCI~T 
STJlE VI~GINIA 
liP COCE 23Cf:.1. 
ITS 
filE ~l~E AI\ ECCLCGlCAL STLC' OF lHE PASSAIC ~IvE~ I~ THE 
VICINITY CF THE ESSEX GE~ERATI~( STATIC~, ~EW~RK, ~EW JERSEY 
GENE~Al 'ECE~AfhlC AFEJ ~CFTt AMERICA, L.s., NEk JiHSEYo ESSEX CCLI\TV 
AES1RAC1 A~ ECGlCGICAl SlLCY Of TtE PASS~IC !liVER IN T~E VICI~JTY Cf THE ESSEX GEt.E~ATING STATICN, ~E~ARK, liE- JERSEY, kAS CO~OUCTEC 
FRCH SEFTE~BER 1971 lHRClGH CECE~EER 1S73. SftTIAl ANC TEMPORAL POFULATICNS 
tNC [lSlfiELTIC~S (f FIStES, lCHTHY(PlA~Klt~, ZOOPl~hKTON, AND 8EN1HIC AI\I~AlS 
~ERE CElERMINEC. MEASLREC PARANETERS CF WATER QUALITY I~CLUCEC TEMPER~TURE, .ALI~ITY, FH, DISSCL,EG CXYGE~t A~G SECChl CISC CEFT~. ~LSO ANALYZEC WERE 
CC~CEI\lPATICNS CF TtE PLAI\T PIGMENTS C~LCRCPh,ll A A~O P~AEOPHI~I~. 
~AME GENERAL MANAGER-E~~IRC~~E~lAl AFFAI~S PhO~E NlMfE~ 201 t22 70CO 
JNSTITLTIC~ CR AGE~(' PLBLIC SE~~ICE ELECTRIC A~[ G'S CCMPt~Y 
ST~EET €0 F~PK FLACE 
CIT~ ~EktP~ 
~TATE ~£~ JE~SEY 
llf CCCE OiiCl 
41 
fiLE Nt~E A~ ECCLCGIC~l SlRvEY Cf FClE~ll~L SITES FCR A 
NlCLEtR GEI\f~AliNG SHTICt\ GN tEUloiARE BA'Y CtiESAPHKE BAY AND THE C AI\D D 
( l!fd!l 
GEHRAL GECGUPhiC .AI<fA l'itllll- l!llAHlC CCEH<• U.S., COASTAL, CELMARVA 
PE~IKSllA 0 CELAKAPE BA'Y 
JIBSlRACl STLCIES Cf lME FISHES fCLKt IN THE VICINITY OF 
SEVERAL FClENTIAL SITES FCR 1\UCLEI!R GENERATING STATICNS ~ERE INITIAlED IN THE 
SPRING CF 1972. TRHlt SEIIIE AH ICtHt-HPUHlON SA~PLES hER£ TAKEll n RED 
LiCN ClChEf CELA~APE RlVERlo CtESSA-S~YFNI! AREA tUPPER CELAWARE BAll, BO~ERS 
EEJICt- liJEUIIARt I!A'IJ. CHEs.ftPEAJ<E liND CHA .. AI1E CANAL HEfiiEEN u.s. IH. 13 1!~1) 
lHE FE~N CENlRtL RIIILRCAC ERlt(Elr ChESTER ~IVER (AT ThE CORSICA RlVfR), 
CLAIBCR~E (£ASTERN ChESAFEAKE SAY), CE~TC~ IChOPTA~K ~IVEP) AND VlE~NA 
lfiANTICCKE RIVER). TIHS IIEPCilT IS BASEl: CN !~FCRI'AHCI'i OSTHiiH i'Rtiii 2.9 ili'Rii. 
1kRCtGH l JUNE ~NC HCLI.iOES OHA fi<Cfi 76 lCHfiYOI'lANKlCN lGWSe 65 TRI!lol HAULS 
. ANI: .tit 5E I fiE CC ll EC TICt\S., Sllt IES OF TI'E T HilES Til Jilt ECOLOGY OF FOUR POTENllAl 
SITES FOR ' NUCLEAR GENER~TING STATION ~ERE INITIATEO IN CCTGEER 1973. SITES 
l~CLLOE T~E Sl~MIT$ I<Et ll(~, CCESS.A-S~YRNA ~NC CLAIBCRNE .AREAS. STUCIES WERE 
liMilEC FOR THE I"CST PARl 10 H:E GATHERING Cf Ql!AlllATHE DATil .ANC THIS REP CRT 
CONSISTS MAINLY Cf A GENER.ALECCLCGICIL DESCRIPTlCN Cf EACH SITE. CfSERVATIGNS 
AFTER JANUARY 1913 ~EFE CENTEPEt ON ltE SU,.Mll AND OCESSI!-SMYRNA SITES. OTHER 
SHES hERE CBSEPVEC Ct. A LIMIHC llASIS OR NOT AT ALL AFTER THIS tAlE .. 
~AME HLC!(N P. tOE~\ 
FliCH H:P'Hil 3C2 .ti.tS ::!4S4 
lNSll lL;liCN Cl< .AGti\CY CELHR~~ Hi litER ~NC LIGt<T CCfiPt.NY 
STREET €CC ~l~G SlFEET 
CITY ~IL~INETGN 
~TAlE CELtt~PE 
liP CCt E lStCJ'.i 
FILE l'iAP'E ~~~ E\iilll;ATIO Cf 11\iJRGHdt HCSPtt/IH CGNCENTRATIGNS 
Cf CJI\,~l CREE~ ~AFSh 
GENE~Al GECGPAF~IC APE' 1\(FlH ~~l~~liC. l;.S., CELAW~Pf BAY, CDASTALt CANAkY 
CRHK 
AESlPACT lttE 11\CRGANIC ftCSFHAlE CCNCENlRAliONS OF CANARY 
CREEK fl'ARSJ, WEI<E EVAllAHC CUR 11\G \IAR'II~G SEASC 1\Al "''[ liD Ill CCND tT ICI\S. 
CANAF~ CREEK CCN1RIBL1ES l~G~G#NIC PtCSFtATE TO THE Cfl~hARE BAY ON lHE EBBING 
litE. ~~Xl~UP' CCNCEI\TRATICNS CCCURREO Cl~ING JULY A~t MINIMUM DLRING JANUARY. 
NA~£ IN1ERLIBR.6R' LCtN 
FHCH llli'EU 302 13€ .t236 
lNSliTLTICI\ CR AGE~c~· MCR~IS llEPARYr lNIVERSJTY CF DElAWARE 
CITY NE~tRK 
~T.6TE [fl~~~~E 
21f (C[E l'.i111 
FILE N,6I'E 
CF CA~ARY CREE~ ~AF~H 
GENE~Al GEDGR,6P~IC AFEA 
CPEU 
Aesn.ect 
AN EV.ALUAll(~ Cf I~CRGA~IC FhDSPHATE CUNCENTRAJJCN~ 
NCRl~ ATLANTIC, u.s., CCI!STJL, CELAWARE BAY, CANARY 
H1E 11\Ci<GiNlC fHSFt-ATE CONCENTRATIONS OF CAI\ARY 
CREEK MARSt- hERE E\ALUI!TEO DURING VARYl~G SE~5C~Al A~O TICAL CO~DlllC~S. 
CA~~RY CREEK CChlRIIlLTES INO~Gt~IC F~CSPHATE 10 ThE CELA~ARE BA~ ON THE EBSlhG 
liCE. M~XI~UM CONCE~lRI!TIC~S CCCL~REC CUPI~G JULV liND 1'11\IM~M CO~C£NTRI!TICNS 
CCClliRED OURI~G JAMARY. 
UH 
FliCNE fllfle£R 




liF CCC E 
JUI\ C .. EP'fSO~ 
3C2 t18 4lt03 




FilE ~'P'f AN E~~lUATION Cf THE OISlRIBlTION Cf FISH 
FOFULATIC~S Gf T~E CElAkAPE PI~ER ESTlA~Y 
EENEFAl GECGFAFHIC ARE~ NO~Th AllANTICr l.S., DELAMARE SA~, COASTAL 
~eSlFACl SlXl'Y lRAkLS kE~E ~ACE fROM AUGUST Z5, 19t6 TO 
JANU,RY 3 1 1967 lC DETERMINE lHE Cl51Rl6UTIC~ OF TH£ flSh PCPUlATIChS IN THE 
OElAM~~E Rl~ER ESTLA~Y. TnE RESLllS (f Tr.E ~~~lYSIS CF l~E CATA BY ~N IBM 1620 
CC~FlTEP S~Ck ltAT THE CJST~ISUTICN (f FISt- IS MCRE DEPENDENT UPON lE~PERATLRE 
THA~ ~NY OTtER SINGLE FACTCR. CC~PlTER RESlllS ALSC tllO~ THE FQRM~llth Cf 
f'UATIONS S1 ~tiCH SIZE A~C NU.EE~S Df 'NY fiSH CftlGhl MAY BE FREDICTEC. 
·~~E LIEP~PIAN 
FhC~E ~l~SER !C2 645 6t14 
INSTITLTJCN CR I!GENtl MARINE STATION LIBRAR1 LNI\ERSITY Cf CELAWARE 
CITY LEkfS 
STATE DEL~~ARE 
21F ecce 1995~ 
43 
FILE tiA/IE AN E\Al~ATIC~ Cf T~E TCTIL f~CSPHCRUS 
h~lERS Of TkC 5CLTHERN DElAkARE SALT MARSHES CCtiCE~T~~TIC~S IN l•E 
GE~EFAL GECGFAF~IC AREA 
CREEK, ~LRlEFKitl (PEEK NC~TH ATLA~TIC, CC.STALt t.s., OELA~ARE SAY, CA~ARV 
~BSl~ACT lliE ~TLDY ~AS ~~CERTAKEN TC f)AMINE THE 
CI!TRIEUTIC~ Cf ICTAl FHCSF~CRLS ~NC ITS TtREE ~AJCR COMPONENTS, PARTICULAJE 
PHSPHF<US, DISSCU!H GROt\lC ftiCSPHGRUS, CISSOLVED HCFG~NIC PtiGSPiiCFUS 1 il\IER 
A 13 ~CNTH PERICO IN T~C 'ARSHE! I~ FElATICN TG SEASG~ EN\IIRCN,ENTAL FLUX, AND 
TCPC(FAFtY. THE CATA EATtEREC IS I~CLUtEC JN AN UNFLELISHEO M.S. THESIS 
lCCATEC IN THE UNl\ERSIT' CF OELAk~RE liERtR~. 
hAME llf~~RIA~ 
FI-;Chf ~LI'BER 3C.Ii Bfi ~455 
lNSl!TLTIC~ C~ AGE~CY I'C~RIS LIBR~RY 
STREET LNI \HSIH Cf CElthARE 
CITY NE~tRK 
~~~lE CELt~A~E 
liF CCCE 1'>711 
FilE h'~E th E~~lUATJ(N.Qf T~E TOTAl PhOSPHORUS CCNCENTRATICN 
IN THE h~T£RS Of T~C SOLThERN CELAk~RE SALT "ARSHES 
GE~EFAL GECG~AFHIC AFEA NCRT~ AllA~TIC, t.S., CELA~ARE 1 CANARY CREEK MARSH, 
"lFOERKILL MtRSH, CCASTAL 
~ESTR~(l ThE SEASCN~L flUCTUATICh Cf ICTAL PHOSPHOALS, 
P~RlJCULATE PHOSPhORUS, CISSCL\IEO CRGANIC PHOSPHORUS A~t CISSClVEC INORGANIC 
FHCSFHCRlS HAS 6EE~ MEASURED I~ THE hATEPS Cf ThC SCUTHERN DELAkARE SALT 
~AFSHES O~ER A l~lFTEfh ~C~TH INTERVAl. CCLLECTIO~S ~ERE ~AOE ~CNTHlY AT EACH 
Cf FCURTEEN STATICaS ~~C WATER SA~FLES TAKEh 'N CO~SECUTIVE ~IGh A~O LOW SlACK 
hATEP PERIODS. hAlE~ SAMPLES WERE A~AllZEO FC~ PhCSP"ORUS, PH ANC SALINITY 
~LCNG ~ITH C1REC1 DETERMINATION Of h~TER A•o AIR TEMfE~ATURE. THE fOLRTEEN 
ST~TIC~S I~ THE TWC MARShES WERE GROUPED INTO NINE AREAS kHICH INCLUDED: TIDAL 
CREE., CI1CHEO MAFSHt •t(H lf~El IMPCL~tMENT, RIVER, lOh LEVEL IMPCUNCMENT 1 
NE~ ChAMPAGNE PC(l, Clt C~AMPAGNE POOL, SMAll NATLRAL MARSH GLT ANC LARGE 
N~lUPAl MA~SH GUl. THE PhCSPhC~LS CIST~IEUTICN CCLLO THEN BE E~AlUATED IN ITS 
RELAllC~ TC SfASCN Cf ThE YEAFt EtiVIPO~MENTAl flUX AND TOPOGRAPHY. 
Nt~E LIB~ARIAN 
f'Hr.E HI'EH 3C~ E45 6614 
INSliTlT~Ctl CR AGENCl U~l\ERSITY CF DELAWARE ~A~I~E STATICN LIBRARY 
CITY LEhES 
~TATE CElt~tRE 
lJF CCI:E i<Hi51: 
filE NA~E AN E~ALUAlJC~ CF ltE TC1Al PHGSPHCRUS CCNCENTRATION 
IN lhf ~~TERS Cf T~C SCLlhERN CElA~ARE SAll PARSHES 
GE~ERAl GECG~AfHIC ARE~ ~C~lh AlLA~TIC, L.S •• CCAST~lt CELAk~RE, c•NARY 
CREE~ ~ARSt, ~LRCE~~Ill ~ARS~ 
ABSTRACT ltE SEASC~Al FLLCTLATIC~ Gf TOTAl PHCSPhG~US, 
PARTICULATE fhCSP~CFUS, CI!SCL\EC CRGANIC FhCSPHCRUS ANC CISSULVED INORGANIC 
FhCSfhCRUS liftS BEEN MEASURED IN THE hATERS Cf TkO SCUTHEf<~ CELA~ARE SALT 
~APStES C\ER A T~IFTEE~ ~C~Tt INTER~AL. CCL1ECTIC~S hERE 'ACE ~CNTtl' AT EACH 
Cf FOLRlEE~ STATIC~! •t-.r kiTER S'MFLES T'KEN CN CO~SEC~TIVE HIGh AND LOk SLACK 
~ATER PERJC[S. kATER SAMFLES hERE I~AlYlEO f[R PhCSFhC~LS, PH ~Nt SftllNlTY 
ALONG MITH CIRECl CETER~I~ATICN CF hAlER ANt AIR TEMFERATURES. THE FOLRTEEN 
STATIC~$ I~ ThE ThC MARS~ES hERE CROUPfC l~TC ~INE AREAS ~HICH l~CllCED: TIDAL 
CREE~, CITC~EO ~tFShr Hl~li LE~El J~PCL~CMENlt KI~E~, LCh LEVEL IMPCUNCMENT, 
~E~ C~~~PAG~E FC(L, Clt CH~~ft(NE PCCLr S~ALL NATURAL M~RSH GUT ANC t•RGE 
NtTUPAl 'AFSH GUT. 11-;E P~CSPHCRLS CISTRIBlliC~ COllC THEN BE EVALUATEC IN ITS 
RELAliCN l( SE~SC~ CF T~E lEAR, E~\lFC~ME~lAL FLUX A~C lCPCGRAPhY. 
~AME JC~tl C. eR~~L~ 
FHNE HIIEER 3C2 EH 44C3 












~GRTh ATlA~TIC• COASTAL, u.s •• COASlAL, ~C~TH 
AfSlFACT CATCh RECCRtS fR(M 26 STtTIO~S AS hEll AS 
FECl~CilY, LE~Gl~-MEIG~l, AGE-GFGwlHo MCRTAliTlo MlGRtliON, STOMACH CO~TENl 
AI'IAUSES, lHGHi-FFHUENCY, AN[ FORE IGt; flEET E.XPLOITATION INFORI'Allct- Alit 
A ~AIl t eLE .. 
NA~E 
FHCNE H~eER 






B f HCLLA~D J~ INC All'~ E PCkELL 
SlS-726-7C21 X237 
NORTh CAROLINA, CI~ISION Of CC~MERCIAl A~O SPORTS 




GENE~Al GECG~AfHlC AREA 
ABSHHT 
COA51AL ~ETECRCLCGY IS 
5FEEC. kiNC ti~ECll(~, 
1\~llf 
H!Cid3· H~BER 






A~H VS IS (f CCASlAL NCRH- CAROL INA IIEATt!ER 
NCRTh ATLANTIC, COASTAL, u.s •• NORTH CAROLINA 
AN CN-ECING STOCY Cf SCME ASPECTS GF NORTH CAROLINA 
BEII\G CCI\CLCTEt. STlln INClltES 1111< TEM.HRATURE, Wll\0 
AlP PJIES!UPE 1 AND PELATIVE hU~IOlTY. 
CR.. C.E. KI\CIILES 
(j l'.i 737 2212 
NO~TH CARCll~A SlATE UNI~ERSITV 
tEPARlf!ENT Cf GEOSCIENCES 
I< ALE IG• 
NCRTt- c.ARCllNA 
a6c7 
F JLE N~fol,f Af1Al'1SIS OF CPEPHION "ltES 11 SENTI-! I(. 11\\/ERTfBRATE 
SHFlfS 
GENERAL GECGFAPHlC AJIEA 1\CJilt AlLANllC, CCI\TI~ENTAL St!ELF, U.S.i ~IOOLE 
ATLAHIC EIGHT. CHS~PUI<E 8Hihl, INTEJIIM OCEAN OliiFSllE 
llfSTRACT BE~THIC ~~CPCI~VEJITEERAT£ tAl~ COLLEtTE[ ~lTH A 
S~IPE~ GRAE I0.04M2J CURl~G ~N CCEAN CU~PING ~ONllCRI~G CRUISE IN THE 
MIC-AllANTIC SHElf WATERS 1 OfE~ATION "!C£Sfl iN MARCH 1914 ARE P~ESENTEC IN 
JIEPOIH fORfo!. lH SlRliCTUIH I}F H-E BH!TIHC CUMUNll'l liS SAMPlED IN MARCH 1914 
IS CC~fAFEC TC ThE CC,MUNlTY ST~UClURES C8SE~VEO CURING TWO PRE~lOLS CRUISES 
TO T~E CUMPSITEo CPERIITION GLIC~SIL\ER IN M~V 1913 ~~C CPERAllCN fETCH IN 
too~EMERl<.ii3. lHE. (O~PLETE D~H fiLES FCR CliLISES I;UlCKSil\IER AND FETCH ARE 
PJIESEI\TEC ll'l EU REPORTS NG. S03/9-43-0Cl-~, REGICt. III. fi'ItlaCELPHIA AND 
NCNOo <.iO!/S-14-ClCI, REGION III, PHllACElPHI,, RESFECTI~fLY. 
~~ME lES kATli"€ 
ftiCNE N.LI'·BER :!C~ t4 ~ f6 i4 
INSTITlliCN CP ~GE~C' CCLLEGE Cf ~A~I~E Sl~ClfS• UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE 
Cll'f LEk£5 
STATE OtL,hARE 
11F ecce 19<.i5S 
FILE N'~E ANALYSIS Of POPULATION SJZt ~ND MIGRATORY BEHAVICR 
CF T~C ALCSA SFECIES, 156f TC lSlC 
GE~EPAl GECGFAFHJC AFEA NORTH ATL~NliC, L.S., CHES~PEA~E 8A,, MAR~LAND, 
COASTAL, 5l5(lEHA~~A PIVEF 
'BSTFACT HGLRLY CCUNTS Cf ~~ACRCMCUS FISH P~SSING T~O POINTS 
IN l~IELTA~IES Cf SbSCOE.,AN~# RIVEJI. SPECIES tCMPOSiliD~ DURING SPAWNING 
SE~SCNt APRil TO JUNE 10 1 1566 T•PCl€H 191C. lAG RELE~SE AND RECAPTURE DATA 
fOR ~~ERICAN SHAD, HIC~CFV S~AC 1 ALE~IFE, t~C €LLEEAC~ HERRING. . 
~~~E ~.R. CA~TER 
FHCNE lll~eEJI 3Cl-a/-5361 
INSTlllTICN C~ ~GENCY MAR,LJN[ tEPARlMENl Of NATLR~l RESCLRCES 
~lREET l~MES STATt CffiCt fUILCI~C 
CITY A~~AfCllS 
~TtTE ~t~~ltl\[ 
liP CC[f 214Cl 
4t 
FILE N~·H AUL 'ISIS Of SHCRT-IIND .t.CNG-HRI'. ELEHNTS Cf CGASTAL 
C~lN(E IN ~ Sl~PLE SPIT S'ISlE~~ CAPE ~E~LCF£1\• CELA~ARE 
GENE~~l GfCG~AfHlC AFEI NORTh ~"ERICA~ L.s., DELAkAREt CAPt HE~LCPEN BEACH 
A8STRIIC1 C'T' CN EEJCH PRCCESS VARIABLES AND BEACH FACE 
I<ESPCIISES CBTAINED OVER A 15 t<UTr 'PERICC, FRCM JUI\E, 1912 TO IIUGUST, 1973, 
fRO~ i LCC,TIC~S 0~ C~fE HENLCFEN EE~C~, DflAhARE ARE PRESENTED AND ANAL,ZED 
Hi CETERM.ll\f THE HCTORS t:CHRNING TH PRCCESSES ANO RAlES OF CCASlAL CHANGE 
OF C~PE HNLOPEN. Ollll, IHLUDE "AilE fEI<ICD, HEIGHT Hil I:IRECTICN; LG~GSHORE 
CL~JIE~T SfEEO A~C DIRECTION; ~IND SFEEC ANt CIRECTlC~; EEACH PROFILES; AND 
SllE ~~~0 COPCSITIC~ MALYHS CF SHIJIHT Cf THE AH~. HISTOf<lC I'!APS ARE ALSO 
ANALYZED lC ESTAELJSt E~OSJCN A)O ACCRETICN RillES OVER THE PAST 2 CE~TURIES 
A~D TC ~ELATE THE ~C~EI'E~l CF THE (OASTlli\E DLRI~6 THAT TIME TO PRESENT RATES 
Cf CI-1~M;e Cf 
Ulif E\El'fN ~. ~tUP,EYE~ 
302 13~ 2569 FI'UE t.UI'EEfi 
INS Till! TIC~ CR 
CITY 





T~E CI'E~RCN STLOV REGION 




~~~lYSIS OF VEGEl~TION, kllOLlFE A~O LI~NCLCGY CF 
JT PERTH A~8C~, NE• JER5E\ 
NCFl~ AMERICA, L.s., NEk JERSE~, PEIITH AMBOY, 
'ESlFACT THIS ~EFORT tlSCU~SES THE ~AlER QUALIT~ Cf THE 
IIRH'LR l<JlL Ill FEPTfi A~SCYo NE~ JERSEY. AIIH'ISES I.EIIE [CI\E FCR MCST ~ETALS, 
1\UTRIE~TS, !CME PESllCICES, PH~SICAL FA~AMETE~S, WlLCLlfE INVEI\lCRIES, AND 
.. lCRCC~Gj!NlSMS. THE tAlA CN CCLIFCR~ PCfUlATICNS ~ERE CCllEClEO 8Y THE U.S. 
E~VIRCIII'!ENl'l FRCTECTICN AGE~CY. hlltLIFE 1 \EGETATICII, 111\C FIS" A~f CISCUSEC 
IN TE>l, JCCGMF~IIJEC BY !PECIES LISTS. 
N~ME OF. JII~ES A. SCH~It 
PHCI\E ~L~EE~ 215 641 311C 
INSliTlTICII Cll AGE~C\ J~C~ ~CCCFMIC~ A~t ~SSC[JtTES 
STIIEET EH ~~HRLCO RO. 
CIT~ tE~C~ 
STAlE PE~N~~l\ftNIA 
llF CCCE 1'5333 
FILE 1\ll/IE 
C~EV~CI\ STlCY RECICI\ AT 
GE~ERAL GECGFAFHIC A~EA 
A~ecY 
41 
AI'IALYSIS (f VEGflllTIC~, wllCLIFE AI\[ LIMNCLCGV OF 
FERl~ A~ECY, ~EM JERSEY 
~CPT~ A~EFlCI, l.S., tCASTAL, ~EW JERSEY, PERTH 
All51RACl llil~ FILE CCI'ITAlt.S EI'IHPUI'EIIHL eASELIIIE SURVI:Y 
11\fCF~tTIC~ PUPSLillll lC FRCFCSEC EXPAI'ISIGI\ Cf THE CtE~RCII REFINEPV TAI\K FARM 
fACiliTIES I~ FEPTH llMEC~, NEW JERSE~. T~E FARAMETERS ~EilSUREC OURING SINGLE 
SURVE\S IN 197~ AI\C 1913 11\CLLCE: 20 TRACE ANC HEA\Y METALS, VCLATILE SOLICS, 
TOTAL KJELCAtL l'lllRCEEI\ 1 Cll lli\C GREASE, CHEMICAL CXYGEN CEMAND 1 B!RC COUNJS 
ANC SPECIES, ~EGElAllCN TYPE ANC CCVER, Al\0 A LISTING CF FISh PRESEI'Il IN 
~AlEFS NEAF lHE SITE. 
UI'E 
FHCNE ~nBE11 





JACK MC COR'"'ICI\ 
215 647 9GCC 
~~C~ ~C CCR~ICI\ AN[ ASSGCIITES, 





FILE NIME A~Nlll ANGICSfE~~ PRGCLCliON CN A SftlT ~ARS~ 
GENERAL EECE~IF~IC ARfA NCRTt llLANTIC, U.S., DELA~IRE SAYt CAI\AR~ CREEK 
~ARSh CCASTAL 
AeSTRACT ~lA~TllATI~E ~EASLREMENT~ 'ERE ~ACE IN SELECTED 
AREAS (t; THE CANAR' CREEK SALT MARSH TC CETER~INE T~E GUI~TITY OF I~EIOSPERM 
PLANT MATERIAL fRCCUCED CU~I~E THE 1960 GRCkiNG SEISCN. FRCDUCTlON ~~5 
~EASUREC ev THE CLlf 'LAtFANl ~ETtCC. PRELIMINAR~ AI'IAl,SlS DEMCNSTRATEC THAT 
24 HAlf SQU~I1E METE~ SA~PLES ~EFE ACE'L~lE fO~ EACH SA~PLI~G tATE. NET 
fRCDlCliON IS REPRESH:TEr AS ltE SU~ Cf HE A~DUNT CF li\111\G MATERHI. PRESENT 
ll THE E~C CF THE ~RC~IN~ SEASCN ANC T~E INCREASE IN DEAD MATERIAL DuRING THE 
GRCkiNG !EASCN. THE ~ARSH ~AS FCLNC TO P~OElCE 445 GRA~S AT A RATE Cf 5.32 
GllA~S PER CAY OF CRY nEIGH PEl< S(;UAH METER. PRCDLCTICN liAS FCLNO TC VARY 
C~ER TtE SURF~CE Cf TtE MlRSH AND ~AS ASSOCIATED WITH DRAINAGE CCNCiliCNS. 
NA~E LJERARIAI\ 
fHCI\E ~lHH 302 t't!i 6tH 
lNSliTUliCN CR AGENCY UNI~EkSIT~ Cf CELAkAREt MARINE STAllGN LIERARY 
(lTV LE~£S 
ST~lE CELA~ARE 
liP ecce 1'!1958 
FILE ~~M 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA 
MlRSh CUSTAL 
48 
ANI'Iuftl ANGICSPEFM PROCUCllON CN A SALT MARSH 
~CFT~ ~MERICA, l.S., DELAkAfE, LE~ES, CANARY tREEK 
ABSlPACl tUAI\llTATIVE ~EASLREMENlS MERE ~ACE IN SELECTED 
AREAS C~ TtE CANAFY CREEK SALT MAI1St TC DETERMINE THE 'UANTITY Gf A~GICSPE~M 
PLANT MATEFIAL FRCClCEC CURING ThE 1~6C GRCki~G SEASC~. THE MARSh WAS FOUND TO 









3(2 738 223f 




FILE N~~£ A~~LAL fRCGRESS ~EPCRT-S~EllfiSH RESEARCH 
1910-1911-HRC (l'~S II\ IMHAI\ RIVER A~C flEHSOTh EAYS 
GENERAl fEOGRAPhiC AREA NCRlH ATLANTIC, t.s., CCASlAL, CElAkARE, REhGBGTH 
SAY ffl~EE~ ~ASSEY CITCh ti'IC TCI!~SEI'IC ISLA~C 
~fSTRA<T ENVIRGI\MENTAL DATA COllECTED CN CCM~ERCIAllV 
~AlUA8LE MA~I~E ~~~ERlEER,lES I~ CElAkA~E ~ATERS C~RII\G THE YE'R lS1C-lS7l, 
A H fRES£1\ lEC I~ HfCPT FC~M. S IZE-FRHUENCY Cl SlR JBL TIC~ S, MOR TAll liES ANI: 
FOFULATIC~ OE~SillES FCR TtE ~APO CLA~ IN l~DIAN R!~ER AND REHCECTH BAYS ARE 
CISClSSEC. RECRLIHEIIT, SE)utl ~llTLidlY, Sf)! RAT ICS A~O llNEAR-GRA~ !METRIC 
RELAT ICI\SHPS FCR TH I"AH CLAM JIRE AlSC 11\CLLDED. 
!\ME JCH c. e~YH~ 
ftC~E ~L~EE~ 3C~ t7f ~4C3 









l'l1Q-1'511-BlLf CRA8 It. 
GENER~l GEOGI<~PHIC AREA 
RI~ER Bit,, PEt;(ECTH BA' 
At-NLAL FRCGI<E5S I<EPCR l-SiiEUF ISt; liES Eltt<CI1 
l~CI~N 1<1\ER AND REhCBGTH BAYS 
NORlt; ATlANTIC, L.!., CCASTAL, DELAIIAREt I~CIAN 
~BSlRACT . EN~JRDNMENTAL DATA COLLECTED CN CCM~ERCIALLY 
VALUABLE MARIIIE 11'1\IERTEERHES Ill tEl~WARE hATERS DURING THE YUR 197Q-1971. 
Hl HESENHC IN PEFCRl. fCRM. SlZE-FRHlUENCV CISTRI8lTIOI\St MORli!UTIES, SEX 
RATJCS AIIO'FOPULA.TJCN CEI\SlllfS HR HiE BLUE CRAB II'> 11\CHN RIVER llNC REHOBOTH 
B~YS A~E DISCLS!EO. 
UIU 
FHCH fllHH 
11\STilUlJCN CR AGENCY 
JOt<t. c. Bl<lSCN 
3C2 t.:18 44()3 












AhhLAl FRCGRESS ~EfORl-ShEllflSH RESEARCH 
SFH HtdTCRIH 
AREA NCRlH ATlANTIC, L.S., CCASlAL• CELA~Il~E BAY AND 
'ESlRACl E~~IRON~E~T~l t~T~ COlLEClEt -c~ CCMMEPCIALLY 
V~LUAELE ~API~E 11'>\EPTEeRATES I~ [flAkARE WATERS OURI~G THE YEAR 1~1C-l91lr 
AFE PRcSEt.TEC 1~ ~EPCRT FCRM. CYSTER SfAT ~O~ITORI~G RESULTS AFE P~ESE~TEO. 
~AME JC~h C. eR,SC~ 
Pt:(fiE ~Ufi'HP EC2 tH 44C3 








FILE NAI'E AHLH FHHESS PEFORT-St!EllfiSii RESEARCH 
1970-1911-0STER SED HL£\' I~ CELAWARE BH . 
GENE~Al GECGRAPHIC AREA aCRlH ATLA~llC. L.S., CCASTALt UPPER DELAhARE BAY 
ABSTRACT Eh~lRONMENltl CAlli COLLECTED ON COMMERC1~llY 
~ALUABLE f'AillNE 11\'vEFTEHAHS It. DELAIIiiRE "JilfRS DliflltiG HE 'tEAR lSiC-1911 ARE 
PPESEI\TEC IN REPORT FORM. CYSlER SPAT MCNilCRING RE~lilTS ~NO POPUL~TICN 
ChARACTERISTICS Cf CELJ"ARE BA' C~SlER BEDS ~RE FRESENTEC. 
NAME JG~~ C. SF~SOI\ 
P~CNE ~I. .. HR EC2 tH 'i~C:: 









FilE ~A~E AI\NI.Al FRCGI<ESS FEPCRT-SHEllflSH RESEARCt; 
l9lC-l<.i71- .. ARC CLHS Ill lt.DI~N ~1\ER HC REHHH EAH. 
GENERil GECGRj\fHIC AREA NCRT~ ATl~~TIC~ COASTAL, U.S., OElA~ARE, REHOBOTH 
eA'I BflhEEII fi'A~SEY DITCH ilt\C Hlo~SHC I5LAHJ 
AESTR,CT E~VIRCN .. EI\Tll o•lt COLLECTED ON CO~MERCIAllY 
V-LUASLE MARINE 1~\EFlEERAlES IN DEL~~ARE ~ATERS OlFING THE YEAR 197C-l971, 
APE PllESEIITED I~ l<ff(f.ll HI<M~ SIZE-fRHiUENCY OISTIHSUTIONS, MORUllllES ANC 
FCFlil-llCN CENSJTIES FCI< T .. E .. AFO CLAM I~ I~CIIIN RI~ER A~D REHCBCT .. EAYS ARE 
[)J SCli~SEO. RECIH!l T~E~T, Hxt:H ~IHIJR ll'Y t Sn fiA TICS AMi LINEAR-GRII~ IHlR IC 
RElAllCNSHIPS FC~ THE ~~FC CLA, ~RE 'l!t I~CLUDEC. 
~A,E C .. ARLE! EPIF~~IC 
fHC~E ~L~E£~ E02 t45.6E7'i 
INSlJTUllCN OR AGEI\C'i COLLEGE CF l'ilRIH STUDIES, LU\IERSITV Gf OfLAWAI!E 
CITY lEhES 
STAlE CEUIIM<E 
ZIP COtE lSS!e 
FILE N~~E 
1910-1S11-BLlE CRIB IN 
GENERAL GEOGR~PHIC AREA 
~I~ER ~NC i<EhCfClf EAYS 
iiNI\Uill PRCGRESS REPCRT-StiElLFI!H RESEARCH 
I~CIA~ FIVE~ ilNC RE .. CECTH B~'S 
NC~Th .TLAt.TIC, CCIIST~lt U.S., DELAWARE, INDIAN 
ASSTRACl E~VIRCI\MENT~L til~ COLLECTED CN COMMERCIALLY 
V'LUABLf ~AR!I\E !N'E~TEER.lES IN DEL~~ARE ~AlERS DLR!NG lhE YEAR 19JO-l971o 
AFE PRE!ENTED I~ FEfCFl FCR~. Sllf-FRE,UENCY DISTRISUTION!t MORTALITIES, 
FCFI.;lAliCN CE~SITJES ~~~~SEX RilTIOS f(R l~E ELUE CRAe IN l~OIAN RI,ER AND 
RE~CECTH eJYS tRE CJSCUSSEC. 
~A~E CC~ ~~~RER 
fh(~f ~L~SER 302 t45 l.:674 
J~SllllTICN CF ~GE~CY CCLLE&E OF M~RINE STUDIES, LNI~ERSIT. DF OElA~ARE 
CIT~ lEhE5 
Sl,lE DELA~ARE 
liP ecce lS'>!iE 
flU 1\I~E 
1 Cj 1 c- 1 s 'li-e u TE F 
EENEFIL GECGFPF~IC 
llC~L Pl\EF5 
ANNLAL PRCGRE5S FEFCRT-!HEllflSH ~ESEARC• 
5Pn I'C~llCRIH 
AREA NORl .. ATlANTIC, CCASTAL, u.s., CELA~ARE BAY AND 
~SSlR~Cl Eh~l~ON~ENTAL CAlA COLLEClEC CN CC~~EFCIALLY 
1/ALlABLE ~AI<l~E Ih,£RlEERtlfS 1~ CElAkA~E ~ATERS DUFihG T~E YEAR l910-lS7l, 
AFt FRESENTEC Jh FlfCRl fCR~. CYSTER SFAT ~C~ITGRlhE RESULTS ARE PRE~E~TED. 
~A~E tOP. ~AlRER 
F .. C~E ~L~fE~ !C~ t4! t'14 
INSllTUTJCN CR AGENCY CCLLEGE CF ~ARINE STUCIES, LNI~RSllY CF DELAWARE 
CITY LEoES 
~TATE CELt~tRE 
ZIF COCE 1S'55S 
~~ 
fiLE ~~~f A~~LAL PRCGRESS PEPCRT-SHELLFISH RESEAR~ 
1~70-l~ll-G,SlfR BED 5ll0) I~ CEL~M~~E fA) 
EE~EFAl EECtF•F~lC ARE~ NCRl~ ATLANTIC, CCAST~L, L.S., UPPER DELA~ARE BAY 
•eSlRA(l E~~~~O~~E~TAL DATA COLLECTED ON COMMERCIALLY 
V~LUAELE MARINE IN\fRTEERAl£5 I~ DELAWARE kATERS DLRING THE YEAR 1~70~1971, 
ARE PRESENTEe IN REFORT f(R~. CV!TER SFAT MCNllORlNG RESLLlS.AND PCPULATION 
CH~R~ClERISliCS CF CELAk~FE SA~ OYSlE~ BEG~ ARE PRESENTED. 
~·ME CON 'ALRER 
ftiUE HI'EH ;02 t45 6f:7~ 
INS1ITU11CN OR AGE~C1 COLLEGE (f M~RINE STUDIES. LNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE 
CITY lEhES 
ST.AlE CEU!Uf.IE 
21P CO[f IS~~E 
FILE t.AI'E 
RE~OlRCfS - CVSTER !f'l 
GENERAl GECGR~PniC AREA 
TICAl 111'vHS 
A!I~LAL I'EPORT lS"H-1972 MARIM INIIERlEBI<ATE 
I'Cfl llOR I fiG 
NC~lf 'TLANTIC, COASTAl• u.s., DELAwARE BAY AND 
ABSlR~Cl tilT A fRCM E NV IRCI\MENTAL RESEARCH CONOUC TEO OURI NG 
l<J11-H12 CN C(Mf!IHCIALU liAlU!BLE MM< ll'IE W•ERTEB~ATES IN OHilWARE wATERS ARE 
PRESEI\TED Ill REI'CI<T FCRM. 1M HSEARCI- INCLlitES OSlER SPAT MONITORING .. 
E~PHASJS IS PLilCEC Cl\ I'OFUlAllCN C~ARACTERISTJOS A~D DENSITIES. 
lAME RICHARt ~EC~ 
Ft!CU 1\l:fiEH :EC2 t~5 604 
INSTITLTICN CR AGENCY COLLEGE Of 'ARIIIE STUDIES, ~Nl\'ERSITY Of CELAWARE 
CllY LEHS 
STATE DELAk~PE 
ZIP CCC E lS S 5 e 
FILE IIAI'£ AN~UAL REPCRl l~H-l'i72 MAR HE 11\IJERTEf!IHH 
RESOlliCES - OYSTER BED ~(1\JTCRJI\G 
GENEPAL GEOGRAPHIC A~EA NORTH ATl~IITICt CCASTALt u.s., uPPER OELAkARE BAY 
ABSTRACT CATA fRC~ E~VIRC~~ENTAL ~ESEARC~ CGND~CTED DURING 
1911-1'>12 011 CO~~ERCJALLY VAlUtSlE ~A~I~E J~VERTEER~TES IN CELA~A~E ~ATERS ARE 
PRESENTED IN REPCRT f(Rfl. THE PESE~RCH I~CLLCES OYSTE~ EEC MONJTORl~G. 
E~FHASIS I! PllCEt ON FCFULAllCN CHA~ACTERISTICS, CENSITIES, AND 
SilE-fREQUEI'<.CV OISllllUTIONS 3 SIZE CLASSES; FI~ST 'VE~R ClASS-lESS THl~ 2 CM, 
SECCfiC JINI: lliiRI: YEtR CLASS-2 0 TO 5S C"' THIRD \'Ell< ANC CLOER ClASS-6 CM TO 
15 C~; All I~DI~IDLALS I~ FI~ST YEAR CLASS CCUNTED ANC MEASURED, lCO 
MEASUREMENTS TAKE!\ Of CHSTERS FALLIIIG H CTkH Til( CUS.s.ES. 
~A~E RICttFC ~EC~ 
FtiCNE 1\ll'eER 3C( {4~ H74 
INSTITLTICII (~ AEE~CY CCLLE(E Of MARINE STUDIES, LIIIVERSITY OF OELEkARE 
Clll LE~ES 
STATE DELAkARE 
ZIP CCCE 1SS5S 
FilE Nti'E 
~ESCU~CfS tARC Cltl' SURVEY 
GENEFAL GECGFAFHIO AREA 
FIIIEF E~l 
AII~LAl ~EPC~l lS71-l972 MARI~E INVE~TEEPATE 
Ill 11\CIA~ RIVER BAY 
NCRl~ tTLA~JIC, CC~STAL, ~.S., DELAkARE, I~DIAN 
JEST~ACT DATA F~OM ENIIIRCNI'ENTAL RESEARCH CCNCLC1EO OURI~G 
. lSll-1~72 (~ CCM~E~CIALLY VALltElE ~A~I~E IIIVERTEERATES IN DELAWARE kATERS ARE 
PRESE~TfC IN REPGRl FCRM. THE RESEARCh 11\CLLOES A HARC ClAM SURVEY IN INDIA~ 
FIIIEF EA,. E~PtA!I! IS PLACEt(~ PCPLltliC~ CHARACTERISTICS, CE~SITIES, 
SI2E-FRECUE~CY CJSlRIELTIO~S A~C ~ALE-FE,ALE ~ATICS. 
~AHE RIC~ARC.~EC~ 
F~CNE ~L~EE~ !Ol t4! tt14 
INSliTLliC~ CR AGE~CY CCLLEGE Cf ~AFINE STUCIES, UIIIVERSITY OF DELAkA~E 
CITY LE~E~ 
nne CELlltJlflE 
liP CCCE lSS!~ 
FILE ~J~E ANNlAl REPORT l~il-1S72 M~RJNE INVERTEBRATE 
RESOLRCES-~ARO ClA' FLANTI~G Ill REHCBClk eA~ 
EENEFAL GECEF~FHIC A~Et NCRlt ATLANTIC, COASTAL, L.S., DElA~AREr REHOBOTH 
EA'I 
AEST~ACT DATA FROM EII\'IRO~,E~TAL RE!EARCH CONDLClEC DLRI~G 
lS11-lS72 CN CO~MERCIALLW ~ALLAELE ~A~INE ~~~ERTEERATES IN DELAhARE kATERS ARE 
P~ESENTEt IN RfFCRl FCRM. ThE ~ESEARC~ INCLUCES HARC ClAM PlANTING EXPERIMENTS 
IN RE~CEOT~ BA,. EMPhASIS 15 PLACED 011 FCFLLA11CN CHAR~CTERISTICS, CE~SITIES 
ANC PE~CENl SLFWIWtL 3 ~C~lHS tFTE~ FLA~NI~G. 
1\A~E RIC~ARV KECK 
FHCIIE ~l~EER !C2 t45 6674 
INSliTLTJCN OR AGENCY CCLLEGE OF ~ARINE STLCIES, L~IvERSITY CF DElAWARE 
Cll~ LE~ES 
STATE CELA~A~E 
~IF CCCE lS~~l 
fiLE NA~E ANNUJL REFC~T 1~71-1972 ~ARI~E J~YERTEERATE 
RESVLFCES SURF Cl~~ EXFl£FATOF' SURIIEY 
~E~E~Al GECGFAFHIC AREA NORTh ATLAIITICt CCASTAL; U.S., DElAftARE 
~fSTRACT CATA FROM E~VIRCN~ENTAl RE5EARCH CONDLCTEC CURING 
lS71-lCJ72 01\ CO~~ERCI.olLLY VHLAELE ~A~JtiE 11\'VERTEH~HS IN DELA~ARE WATERS ARE 
FRESE~TEC IN REFCRT FCR~. ThE ~ESEARCr INCLUCES 1\ SURF CLA~ EXFLCRATCRV SURVEY 
CFFS~CRE. EMPhASIS IS PLACEC ON PCPLLATIO~ CHARACTEFISTICS, DENSITIES, 
SilE-FFECLENCV CISl~IBlliC~5. 
~A~E RIC~ARC ~EC~ 
FHONE ~l~eE~ ~C2 t45 6c7~ 
INSTJT~TICN CR AGENt~ CCLLEGE CF ~~RI~E STLCIE!, LNI~ERSITY CF OELAhAAE 
(Ill lfloES 
Sl~TE CELAtA~E 
21F C£CE lSS~c 
53 
FILE t.AH 
FESCUPCES - ELUE C~AB IN 
GE~EFAl GECGF~fHIC ~FE,t 
~IVEF EAY ~NC TRIBUTARIES 
AN~LAl PEPC~T lSll-1972 MARINE INVERTEBRATE 
ltiC 1111'< AlliER 8~'1 
. NCITH ~Tl~~TIC. CC~STAlr ~.S.t DELAkAREr Ir.DIAN 
ABSlRA{l CATA f~C~ ENVI~CN,Er.TAL RESEARC~ CCNCLClED DURING 
1971-1912 CN CCMMERCIAllY VALlA8lE ~APINE l·~ERTEE~ATES IN CELA~ARE WATERS ARE 
PRESENHC JN REPCRl FGI<fl. HiE FESEM<Cii IIICU,£ES EllE CRH RESEARCH lN 11\DIAN 
!liilER UY. EI'PtASIS IS PUCH Ut PCPULH ION CI'AR.tCTERISTICSr DENSITIES, 
SIZE-fREQUEt.CY CISllllflTICI\S AIU MALE-ffi'AlE RATIO-s. 
1\AME IHCHtRC l<t:(lo. 
FttCIIE lll;I'EE~ :?C2 tit!: 6t74 
lkSTITlTICN CR AGENCY CCLLEGE OF ~ARl~E STUCIESt UNIVERSITY Of [ElAWARE 
CITY LE~ES 
~TATE CELJMARE 
ZIP CCCE 19'>5€ 
FILE Nfti'E ANNUAL REPORT l'il1l-l'ii72 fi,APlt\E 11\VERTEeiUlE 
RESOlRCES tCeSlE~ FE5E~R(H 
GENEP'l GEOG~'fhl( A~E,t NORTh ATLANTIC, CCASTAL, U~S.~ OELAkARE BAY, HARBOR 
Cf RfflGE ERfA~~ATE~ 
AeSTR.CT CATA FRCM E~WIRCN,.ENTAl RESEARCh CONDUCTED DURING 
1911-H12 CN C£1~f'Ei<CIAll'l' ~AI.l~BLE I'IIPJNE lfi\IERTES~HES IN tHA~ARE liATERS ARE 
PRESENTED IN PEFGRl FCRM. ThE PESEARCh INCLUCES LOBSTER RESEARCH ON THE HARBOR 
Of RfflGE fREftK~ATf~. EMFtASIS IS FL~CfC ON fCPULAliCN C~ARACTERISTICS, 
CENSI1IES, SIZE-fRE,UENC' OISTRIBUTIO~S ~~C ~llE-fEI'ALE P~TICS. 
~Aflf FlCtARC KECK 
'PHONE Hf'BER 3C2 ~<;5 6t74 
INSTITlTICN CF .GENC'I COLLEGE Cf ~ARINE STUDIES, LNI,ERSITY OF CElAkARE 
CITY LEwES 
STATE OELA~APE 
21F CCCE 19'.i5f 
FILE NAfi'E 
PESOlHES - flUE 
EE~ERAl GECGFAFHIC 
AS.SAHI'II\ ElY 
~~~LAL RI1(~T 1~71-1972 ~APINE INVERTESRATE 
CFAB IN liTTLE ASSA~CMAN EAY 
AREA NC~lt ATLANTIC, ((~STAlt U.S. 1 CELAk~RE, LITTLE 
AfSlRACT DATA FRCM ~~~~~CN~ENTAl RESEA~CH CCI'<DUCTEC CURING 
1911-1~12 CN CCM~E~CIALLY ~ALUABLE I'~RINE l~VE~TEERATfS IN DElAhARE hATERS ARE 
PRESENTEC IN REPCRl lCRM. ThE RESEARCH INCLUCES A GE~E~Al S~R-EY Of THE BLUE 
C~Ae 1~ 1111LE ASSA~G~AN EAY. E~F~ASIS lS FlftCEO (~ fCfUlATICN 
CHtRtCHRHTICS; OEIISITIESt SllE-FREiiUENCY CISTRIBLTICN AND f'ALE-FEMHE RATIOS. 
~AilE RlCtARC ~EC~ 
FiiUE IILHH 3C~ t4!i 6ti4 
INSllllliCN CR AGENCY CCLLEGE (f ~ARI~E S1UCIES 1 LNI~ERSITY OF CELAWARE 
CITY lE~E! 
STATE tElthARE 





ANNLAL REPO~l 1~11-1972. ~ARI~E ~~~EFTEE~ATE 
SF..Il HN 11(1< IH 
AREA NCR1H AlLANliC, l.~., CCAST~L, CELAhARE BAV, TICAL 
AfSTRACT CAT~ FRGM El\~lRCN'f~TAl RESEARCH CCNOUClEC CURING 
1971-1~72 (h CCMME~Cl~llY VALLA8LE MARINE IN~ERTESRATES IN DELA~ARE wATERS ARE 
P~ESE~TEL IN ~EFORT FCRM. l~E fES£ARCh l~CLUCES CYSlER SfAl ~O~llORI~G. 
EMPHASIS IS PlACED CN fCPll,lliC~ CHARACTERISTICS ·~[ [£~SITIES. 
~~~E JChN C. S~YSCN 
PHONE NlMilER :JC2 ~ic 4~C3 








FILE 1\AI'E .HIIUH REI'ORl l<J1l-19H. MARINE Ii'iiiEHEBRAlE 
RESOlRCES-C~STER BEO ~CNilCRII\G 
GENERAl GEOG~APhlC ARE• IICPlH All~NTlC, L.S., CCASTAL, UPPER CElAkARE BAY 
AESTR~CT tAlA F~C~ E1\-l~Cfi~E~TAl RESE~PCH CC~CUCTEC CURING 
1911-1~12 CN CCM~E~Cl~LLV 'ALU~BlE ~ARINE I~VERTEf~ATES lN DELA~ARE ~ATERS ARE 
PRESE~TEC I~ REPCRl FCRM. lHE RESEARCh lt\CLUCES CYSTER eEC MCNITGRINE. 
EMPHASIS IS PUCEC CN PCFLLHIC/1 CHAR~ClEI<lSTlCS, CE~SITIES ANI: SIZE-FREQUENO 
tiSTFIEUTIC~S. 3 SJ2E CLJSSfS: fiRST YEAR CLASS-LESS ThJ~ 2 CM. SECO~D AhD 
TlilRt (LftSS-2 CM TC 5.9 Ct', UIRC 'fEAR 'NC CltH CUSS-6 CM 1( 15 CM; All 
[NC1~IDU~L~ IN fiRST lEA~ CLA!S CCU~TE[ A~t ~EASLREr, lOC MEASL~E~ENlS TAKE/I 
GF C151ER.S fALLI~G 11\ CTiiEP lWC CLASSES. 
NAMf JCti~ C. Bl<'tSCII 
Ft)CH llli~HP 3C2 ~1/i 44C3 








FILE t\~~E A~NL~l ~EFO~T 1~11-1972. ~~~~~E l~VE~TEER~lE 
RESCLFCES-r~RC CLA~ SU~Vf~ GE~ERAl GEC,FAPriC A~EA NCRlr All~Nll(, L•S•t CCASl~lt CELA~A~E. I~DIAN 
I<IVEI< en ~llS TR HT C.H A FROM Ell "IRCI\~EI\ TAL !<ESE AI<CH CC~ClJCTEC CUR 11\G 
l9ll-l<:i72 Cll CCHEHIHL'I ~HUJII!LE MARIM l~"ERTEilliATES IN DELAkARE WATERS ARE 
fRESEt\lEC Ill ~EFGRl f(R~. l~E RESEARCr I~CLUOES A HAI<O CLAM SUPVE~ 1~ INDIAN 
RIVER BAY. EMPrASIS IS PlACEC C~ FOFUL,TICII CrARAClE~ISTICS, CEI\SITIES, 
SIZE-fFE,lE~CY DISl~lBUTlCI\S AI\C ~~LE-fE~~lE RATICS. 
1\JI~E JCH~ C. BRl!CN 
FHCNE HHEP 3C2 t:71J 44C3 




ZIP C()[ E 
CO\EI< 
CElt" All E 
l'i9Cl 
FILE ~HE ~NNUill REPORT ICJ1l-l'.i1U. MARINE INVERTEBRAlE 
RESCURCES- .. ARIJ ClA~ PLA~lli\G IN REHCBCH EAY EE~EFAl GECGF~f~IC APE~ NCRT .. ATLANTIC, u.s., CGASTALt OELA~ARE, REHOBOTH 
EA' AESl~ACT DATA FROM EI\VIRCNMENTAL RESEARCh CCNDLCTEC DURING 1•11-1~12 (1\ CC~MERCJAll't V~LLAELE ~A~INE INVERTEERATES IN DELA~ARE WATERS ARE 
FFESENTE[ I~ REFCRT FCRM. ThE RESEARCH INCLUCES HlRV CLAM PLANll~G EXPERIMENTS 
IN REHC£CTH BA~. EMPHASIS IS PlACED ON FCFLlAliCN CHJRtCTERISTICS, CENSillES 
ANC fE~CENl !LFUIVAL 3 ~CNlHS tflEP fljlNJI~G. 
~A~E JO .. N c. BR~SCI\ 









RESGlFCES-EllE CRAE Ill I~ 
GEI\E~Al GEOGR~PHIC ~RfA 
RI~ER e~~ A~D TRIEllARIE~ 
56 
A~NlJL REPORT 1911-1972. ~ARINE l~VERTEERATE 
11\0 UN RI\IER SH 
1\CFT .. tll~I\TJC, u.s., CCASlAL, CELAWARE, 11\0lAN 
ABSTR~Cl CATA fRC~ E~VIRC~~ENTAL RESEARCH CONDUCTEC tURING 
1911-Hit CN CCI'MERCIALU '*AlUAHE IWlli\E Ir..\IEI<TEI:FATES IN DEUIIMH hATERS ARE 
PRESE~Tft II\ PEFGFT FCRM. THE RESEARCt 11\CLUCES ELUE CRAB RESEARCh IN lNCIAI\ 
FIVE~ BAY. fMFtASIS IS Pl~CEC C~ fCFULATlC~ CHARACTERISTICS, DENSITIES, 
SI2E-fRECUENCY Ol!TRIBUliCII! AI\C ~ALE-FEMALE RATICS. 
·A~E JCH~ C. ·ER~SC~ 
FHCNE 1\li'SER 3C2 t:?i 44(3 







1 <;<; C I 
FILE NAME AI\1\UAL REPCRT 1~11-1972. ~ARI~E I~MERTE!RtTE 
RESCLRCES-SLRF CLA~ EXPLCFATC~~ !U~VEl 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA ~C~lh AlLA~liC, L.S., CCAST~L, CELA~AFE 
AESTRACT CA1A. FROM EI\\IRCI\~ENTAL RESEARCh CC~DUCl~C CURI~G 
lCJ71-lS72 (II CCI'rHRCltlO HLLHlE IIARIH nVERTEBHTES IN OEUt.ARE WATERS ARE 
PRESfi\TEt IN PEFC~T FCR~. ThE RESEJI~Cr 11\CLUCES A Sl~F CLAM EXFLCR~TCRI SURVEY 
OFFS .. CRE. EMPHASIS IS PLACEt CN PCPLLATICI\ CHtRACTEFISTICS• DENSITIES AND 
SllE-fFECLENCY CIS1RI8LTIC~S• 
1\A~E JO~~ C. BRlSC~ 
FHCI\E H~BER 3C2 t1S 44C3 









f llE MI'E 
RESOlRC£5-LCBSlfR HSEARCI' 
A~I\UAL REPO~T 1911-1972. MARINE IN\IERlEBRATE 
GENE~~L GEOGRAPhiC ~FEA 
Cf REflGE BREA~·AlER AEHRACl CAT J fRCM El\\1 I~CNI'ENl Al, RESEARCH CONDUCTED DURING 
1911-ln:C CN' CCMf'EPCIAll'l \All.i,BLE MARINE 11\\IERlEBFAJES IN DHAWARE illiAlERS ARE 
PIIESEIIlED II\ t<EfOill FCRfi,. 11-!E HSEARCh 11\CLUCES lCif~TER RESEARCH' ON THE HARBOR 
0 f R EfUC£ Ei<Eill<hAHR .. EMHAS IS IS PLACH 01'1 POPULA TICN CHARACTERISTIC St 
CENSlliES, SllE-fRE,LEI\C~ OISlRlBUllO~S AND ~ALE-FEMALE RATICS. 
~A~£ JC"I\ C. BR~SC~ 
PKOI\E 1\LMBEP 3C2 612 44C3 








FILE NA~E t~Nltl i<EPOPl 1911-1972. 'A~INE JNVERTEERATE 
RESOLPCES-BLLE CRAE IN LllllE A!5A~CMA~ EA' 
GENERAL GEOGRAP~It A~fA NCPlt AlLANTICt U.S .. , CCASl/ll~ CELAWAREt LITTLE 
ASSAHIUN BH ABHRACT tAlA FROM EtiV lRCNI'EI\TAL RESEARCH CONOUCTEC DURING 1911-1~12 Cl\ CCM,ERCIALL~ \All,BlE MARINE ltiVERTEB~ATES IN OEL•~•RE ~ATERS ARE F~ESEtilEO IN FEfORT FCR~. thE PESEARCh ltiCLUCES A G£NE~AL SURVE1 OF THE BLUE 
CRAB I~ LITTLE ASStkG~AI\ BA'· EMPHASIS IS PlACED (1\ FQFUlAliCN 









JOI111 C. B~'SCN 




f llE 1\AH 
R ESilli<CES-CY HER 
GENE~~l GEC~FAFhlC 
I<JHI'S 
A~NUAL ~EFGI<l 1912-1913 MJIFil\E INVERlEBRAlE 
SllCIE~ I~ tELJI~JIFE B~~ 
A~f· l\CRlh ATL,NTIC, l.S •• CtASlJIL, CELAhARE SAlt TIDAL 
ASSl~~CTc t'Tt fR~~ E~~IRCN~ENTAL RfCfARCH CONDUCTED DURING 
, :~~~:~l~~ ~~s~!~~~E ~~~~~~~~e~~TSTESfRlNS'FACHAhHE WAlEI<S All'E FRESENTEO IN REPCRT CE . . · · . 1 ~CNJTGRING AND OYSTER S1UDIES IN 
SP~~~JIRE SAY. ~~~ E~FHASJS IS PL~CED CN CEN~Jl) OETEP~ll\AliCNS CF ACUllS ANC 
1\.AH 
FhCNE t.lMBER 





JCH\ C. eR'YSGN 
3C2 67B 44C3 




FILE l\JII'E AMUAL REPORT l':i12-l'973 ... ARII\E IN\IERTEeRAlf 
RESOURCES-Cl!lER SfAl ~CIIllCf!Il\G 
~:~~:!~ 1GED~FAPHIC ARfA NCRlh ATLANTIC, l.S., COASTAL, UPPER DELAkJIRE BAY • £ATJ FRC~ E~\IIRC~~ENTAL RESEARCH CCNDLCTED DURING 
:~~~-1;1~ C~ MARINE 11\VEFTEeRATES IN tELA~A~E WATERS ARE PRESENTEC IN REPCRT 
• H RESEARCh I~CLUCES CY~TER SFAT ~CI\ITCRI~G. EMfHASIS IS p A :~:~~~!ION CHARJICTE~lSliCS SlCH ~S SETTLING DEI\SllY 'N[ SU~VIV'L ~f~:~ ~~ 
NAME 
fhCI'IE ~lMfER 





JCH C. B~'HC~ 
:c2 oe ~4C3 
OEP~RTMENT CF NATURAL RESCL~CES AND ENviRO~MENTAl 
COHR 
CELtloMH 
1 <;SC 1 
FILE f\HE 
RESOLHES-HRC CLIII' HUH 
GE~ERAL GEOGRAPhiC AREA 
H~ 
5~ 
~~~~LAL FEPCRT 1972-1913 I'ARI~E INVERTEBRATE 
IN REHHlH fAY 
~CRT. ATLA~TIC, U.S., CCASTAL, CELA~ARE, REHOBOTH 
ABSTRACT CATA FRCI' E~Vl~(~~E~TAL RESEARCh CONCUCTEC DURING 
1912-1~73 G~ ~A~INE 1N~ERTf.ERAT£S IN OELAktRE kATEFS AFE PRESE~TEO I~ REPORT 
FCRM. l~E RESEARC~ l~CllCES A hARC CLAJll Plt~TI~G STUDY IN REHOEOTH BAY. 
EI'FH-!IS IS FLIICE[ C~ PCPLLATIC~ ChARACTERISTICS SUCh AS CENSIJY, 
SI2E-FFE,UENCY OISTR16UTICNS ANC PERCENT SLFVIVAL CF flANTINGS Cf THE MARINE 
IN~EFTEHA 1 U. 
~·liE 
ft!CNE 1\lHER 





f JlE N~I'E 
RESOlFCES-8LUE CR~e SURVEY 
&ENERAL GEC'R~P~IC Al<f~ 
RIVER en 
JOH\ C. BR'VSCN 
3C2 l:1f 44C3 
OEPARli'ENl Cf NATU~AL RESCLRCES ANC ENVIRCNMENTAL 
CC~H 
CHHARE 
1 S'5C l 
A~~t.Al i<EHJPl 1S72-1973 .-ARINE l~VE~TE8flHE 
I~ I~CI~N RI~ER SAY 
NCRlr ATlANTIC, l.S., CCAS1Alt DELA~ARE, INCI~N 
~eSTR~CT OAT~ FRCM E~IJIRCN~E~TAL RESEARCh CC~DUCTEt CURI~G 
1972-1S13 CN ~ARI~E I~~E~TEERATES IN CELA~A~E kATE~S ARE PRESENTED IN REPORT 
FCRM. lhE RESEARCh INCLUtES ~ SLUE C~AS SUF~E' IN INCI'h RIVER BAY. E~FHASIS 
IS PLIICEC 0~ POFULAliCN Cti.Ai<ACHRIHICS SUCh liS OE~SJTY, SIZE-FREQUE!ICY 
CISTI'lflliCt-S .ciH I'JIU:-FHALE I<ATICS Of TH MJRINE lNHfiTEBRATES. 
NAME JOrt- C. SR~SCN 
fHC~E ~l~ff~ 3C2 l:lS 44C! 









RESCLRCES-8LUE CFAE SlFvEY 
GE~EFAL GEC,FAFhiC AFt~ 
~AHO~ t~C Sl~C~S ~I,ERS 
ANNUAL REPC~l 1Sl2-l973 ~ARI!IE I~VERTEBR,lE 
IN fCRl ~AHC~ ANC SIMCN5 RI\ER 
NCRTH ATLANTIC, L.S., CCASlAL, DElAWARE BAY, PCRT 
HSTI<ACT C.AH fROM EI\~II<OMENTAL FESE.ARCH CCNCLiCHO DURING 
l972-lS43 CN ~~RlNE I~VE~lEBR~TES I~ CELA~A~E WATERS ARE FRESENTEO 1~ REFO~T 
FCRM. ThE FESE.RC~ I~CLUCES t ELUE CRtE SLR~E' IN PORT I':AHCN A~C SIMC~S RI~ER. 
EMPH.A!IS I! PLACED C~ fCFUtAliCN C~AFACTERI!TICS SLCH AS DENSITY, 
SIZE-FRE,UENCV CISTRiflTICNS, ~AlE-FE~AlE ~ATICS A~C MElrOCS OF RECRUITING 
FOFLUTICNS Cf I<ARIH 1!1\EI<lEEI<JlH·. 
NAME JCt~ C. fFYSCN 
Ft.CU ~lHH . 3C2 t1f 4H:i! 









19 SO I 
·~~LAL flEFCFT lS72-1973 ~ARI~E INVERTEERAT£ 
GENERAL GECGflAFHIC APEA ~CFlH ATlANTIC. u.s., CCASTAL• LOWER OELAkARE BAY 
18STRA(T CAlt FROM ENVIRCNMENTAL ~ESEARCH CCNOUClEO DURING 
1<;72-1'>73 CN MAFII\C 11\vEI'lEERAHS It. CELAI!ARE WATERS AilE fRESENTEI: IN REPORT 
f(Rfol. litE RESEARCI- JIICLLCES A LCESTEF SURVE't AROUNC TH MOUTH OF OHAIIARE BA\'. 
EI':Pt-,SIS IS PLACEC ON CE~SilY CF THE ~tRl~E IN~E~TEJFATES. 
NA~E JC·~ C. fRYSC~ 
HCt-IE lllf'IUR 3C2 t1€ 44C3 











. 1 'ii'iC I 
tN~UAl PEPCRT 1~12-1913 ~ARINE INVERTEBRATE 
STltlES IN CElAftARE EAY 
APEt ~C~lH ~TL~NTIC, CCtSTAL, U.S. 0 DELAhARE 6A1 AND 
A8S1RA(T Ctlt FAG~ EIIVIFC~MENTAL RESEARCH CONDLClED DUNI~G 
1972-1913 CN MtRINE IN~ERlEEFIITES Ill CELA~APE WATERS ARE FRESEIITEC IN NEPCRT 
FCFM. l .. E ~ESEARCH J~ClLCfS [)51ER SPAT ~O~JTCRl~G AN[ CVSTER STLCIES IN 









~C2 £45 6l:74 
CCllEGE OF ~AFI~E STUCIES, Ut.IVERSIT~ CF CELAhAkE 
lEUS 
CELHHE 
1 <;<; ~€ 
l:l 
fiLE N~~t ~~~lAl FEfCFT 1S72-L913 ~AFI~E INVEFTEERAT£ 
RfSCUFCES-C~STER ~f~T MCNITCRIN~ 
GENERAL GECG~APHIC AREA NCRlH ATL~~TJC, CCASTAL, U.S., UPPER CELAhARE BAY 
AE!TRICl DATA fRC~ E~VIRCNMENT.Al RESEARCH CONDUCTED DURING 
191~-1~13 CN MARINE lh~EFlEfRAlES IN CELA~~FE WATE~S ARE PRESENTED IN REPCRT 
FCF~. THE RfSEI~Ct I~CLUGES C~STER SFAT ~CNITCRING. E~PHASIS IS PLACED ON 
PCPUltTICN Ck.AR~CTERIS11CS SLCH AS SElliiiG DENSITY .AIID SliRVIVAL AFTER ll 
MCNTH~. ' , . 
~.A~E PittARD KECK 
PHCIIE Nl~EER 3C2 t45 6614 
INSTITLTION OR AGENC' CCLLEGE CF ~API~E STUDIES, UNIVERSITY Of [ELAWARE 
CITY LEWES 
!TATE CEUHI<t 
ZIF CCtf lSS!if 
FILE N~H 
RESCLPCES-t~RC Cl~~ STUD~ 
GE~ERAL GECGP.AfHJC AREA 
1:1~) 
A~~lJL PEFC~T 1S12-1973 ~ARlNE IN~ERTEBRATE 
IN RHCBOlh t!AY 
NCRlH .ATLANTIC, CCASTtL, U.S., OEL~~ARE, RE"'OBOTH 
ABSTRACT O~Tl FRC~ E~~IRC~~E~TAL RESE~RC~ CQ~CUCTEE CURING 
1972-1913 CN MHI.~E IN\IEIHEERAHS IN OHA~UE hATER~ ARE PRESENTEC IN REPCRT 
FORM. ltiE RESUI<Cti HCLUCH t htiFD ClAI' I'Lt~TII\G Slln Ito fEHGECTH B~Y. 
E~PHASIS 15 PLACEt (~ fCFULAliC" CHARACTERISTICS SUCH AS CENSITY, 
SJZE-FFE,UE"C¥ ClSTI<lflTICI\S ~1\[ PERCE~T SLR\lVAL Cf PLA~TINGS CF lHE ~ARINE 
11\\IER 1 HRHE S. 
~ ~I<E 
FI-!CI\E HI'BER 




f IU Nil ME 
RESClFCES-EllE CR~B SURVEY 
GE~ER.Al GECG~APhJC AREA 
~HER en 
FICttRt i<ECK 
304: t-45 61:14 
COLLEGE Of ~ARI~E 
LE\<!ES 
CHA .. ARE 
lSS5€ 
~TUDIESt LNI~ERSIT¥ LF DELAWARE 
A~MH REFC~l lS12-1913 .-.alliNE IIWEHEeRATE 
I~ l~CIA~ RIVER e~' 
1\C~lH AllANTIC, CCASTAL, L.S., CELA~ARE, l~CIAN 
AESTR.ACT OAT~ FRQ~ E~VI~C~~E~TAL RESEA~Ch CChCUCTEC CURING 
1912-1~73 Ch ~~~lhE IN\EFTEERATES IN OElAk~RE WATERS ARE PRESENTED IN REPGRT 
FCRM. ltE RESEARC~ lhCLLCES A fllE C~AE SUR~E' I~ INCitN RIVER BAY. E~PHASIS 
I~ PltCH C~ FCFl.l.OliCN Ct-AI<ACHRISTICS SUCI- tS DENSITY, SIZE-FREQUENC't 
CISTFlEUTIC~S, ANC ~ALE-fE~tLE RATICS Cf ThE ~ARI~E IN~E~TEBRATES. 
NA~E RIC~ARC ~EC~ 
FHC~E ~L~EEF 3C~ t~~ 6f14 
JNSTJTLTICN OR AGEhC) CClLEGE Cf ~~RlhE STUDIES, L~IVERSITY Of CELAWARE 
CIT~ LEhES 
STAlE CElt~A~E 
liP CCCE !S~!t 
FILE 1\II'E 
RESOt;FCES-HLE CR/lll SLRVO 
EEIIEFAL GECGFIFHlC APE~ 
~~~01\ Jli\C SIMC~! ~1\EF! 
(;2 
At.MAL REPORT 1Si.t-l'Ji3 MJlRINE IN'vERHBRATE 
l~ FCRT ~AhC~ A~C SIMC~S RIVER 
NCRTH tTLJlNTIC, CCASTAL, l.S., CELA~ARE BAY, PCRT 
~8SlF~CT C/lT/l FROM E~VIRC~~ENT/ll RESEARCh CO~DLCIEC DURI~G 
1972-1913 CN Ji.ARlt.E IN\ERTEERI!lES Ill CElAwHE WATHS AilE Pf!ESEHED I~ REPO~T 
fCR~. THE RESEJlRCH 11\CLUtES ~ fLUE CR/le SURVE~ IN PCRT MAHC~ AI\D SlMC~S ~IllER. 
fMFh~SIS JS Pl~CED CN fOFLLATICI\ ChARACTERISTICS SUCH AS CENSITY, 
SIH-fRE(iUEiiCY CISlRIElTICNS, ~AlE-ff~tLE FnHlS AIIC ,.ETHCS CF RECRLITING 
POPllHlc-NS CF U~HE IMEI<lEH<tHS. 
1\/lME RIC~ARC KECK 
111-CH 1\L~.I!EP 3C<: t45 66i4 
IN!11llTIOI\ CR AGE~C' CCllEEE CF ~~~l~E STUCIESt U~IVERSITY Of CELAWARE 
CITY lE~ES 
STillE CElt~~RE 
llf ecce lS'>!E 
FILE 1\·~E ·~~~tL RfPCRT l~li-1913 MARINE INVERTEBRATE 
RESCl~CES-lCBSTE~ ~LR\E~ 
EE~EPAL GECGFAFHIC AFE~ ~CFT~ ATLANTIC, CCASTAL, L.S., LOkER DELA~ARE BAY 
ABST~ACT DATA F~OM E~~IRC~MENTAL RESEARCH CCNC~CJEC DURlhG 
1972-1913 0 Mll~IH 11\\IEI<lEEPATES I" CHhHE WATERS ARE PRE:SEhTEC II\ REFGH 
FC~M. lfE RESE.RCH I~CL~CES A lGESTER SURVf' .ROLNO THE MCUTH OF CELA~ARE BAV. 
EMP~ASI~ I! FLACEC C~ CE~SIT' CF ~ll~INE lN~fFIEf~ATES. 
II~ME FIC~A~C KECI< 
PliO~E HI'I!ER 3C2 t-45 6674 
lNSliTLTIC~ (~ llG£1\CY CCLLEGE CF MARINE ST~DIES, tt.I~ERSITY CF DELAkARE 
CI1~ LEMES 
STillE CELA~A~E 
2lf CCCE ISS~!: 
FILE Ntl'f 
SJTEt TEC~~ICAL ~EFCRT 
GE~ERAL GECG~IlPHlC .AREA 
HEtl ft) 
A~~LAL TE~fEFATLPE REGI~E, ATLA~TIC GE~ERtllNG 
NC .. S 
NCFl~ ~llAtiTIC CCEt~, CCASTPL, U.S., NE~ JERSEY, 
ABSTRACT A SlLCV CF T~E CCEAN TE~PE~ATURE ~EGIME OFf THt 
MCLTt Cf GREAT. BA~, NEk JERSEY 1~ T~E \lCitll' Df THE fRCPCSEO All-"llC 
GE~E~'TING SlAllO~ ~AS CC~OLCTEC FRC~ ~'' 1S12 lHACLG~ •FRIL 1S73. TE~FERATUHE 
FECCFCEFS [EPLCYEC AT CfPltS CF 5.5 A~C 11 ~ETERS CCNTINLO~SLY MCNilCREO OCEAN 









PROJECT MANAGER-ATLANTIC GE~ERATING STATIO~ 
20 l b2£ 7COC 
PUeLIC SE~~ICE ELECTRIC IN[ GAS CC~PAN~ 
SC F'RK PUCE 




GE~EPAL CfCGFAFhlC A~Et 
ABSlf!ACl 
IN l~E e~c~ SA' ARE~ 
t./li'E 
fi-\Ct\E flU~ EE R 
'INSllllllC~ CP AGENCY 
SlRE£1 
CITY 
S lA lE 
liF Cctf 
ACLtliC INSECTS CF BACK EA1 ~IRGINIA 
u.s., CC~STAlt NCRTH ATLA~TIC, viRGINIA, BACK BA~ 
TA)AfiC~IC LIST A~D SURVE't CF ACUATIC INSECTS FOLND 
(f CCASlAl \IRGINIA 
JAI'E~ ~AlTA 
Hit-41:<;-SCCC 
ClC [C~lfllCfl l~I~EFSIT't 




FILE NA~E ACL~liC \EGEl~TIC~ SU~VEV 
GEI\EFAL GfCGFAFHIC APEA NCPTH A~ERICA, l.S., DELA~AME 
~BSlRACl CAlt CCLLECTEC CLFING A SLRvEY CARRIED GUT IN lS66 
Cl\ ThE ACL,liC 'EGElAliON I~ lHE FC~C! AND FRESH~ATER I~PCUNO~ENTS CF DELA~ARE 
A~E FRESENlEO IN REPCRT FC~~. E~P~A~IlEC 1~ lhE IN~ESllGtTICN ARE SPECIES 
OElER~I~AliC~S OF SUEMERfE~T A~O E.ERGENT Pl~NTS AND hCRIZGNTAL DISlRIBUliONS 
Cf TtE!E PL~NT! IN T~E PCNCS. 
NA"E Sl~ff - ti~ISIC~ CF FISt ANC hiLCliFE 
PHCNE ~L~EER 3Cl t1f 4431 










FILE N~ME ARAECNllE- CEMENlEC SANDSlCNE FROM ThE CUT£R 
CC~li~ENT~l ShElf CFF DEL~~~~E E~Y 
GENER~l GECGFAPHIC AREA NC~lh ~MERICA, l.s., CCASTAL, NEk JEASEV, N.Y. BIGHT 
lBSTRACT SANCSTONE CONTAINJ~G A ~OOERN MICROFAlNA, RECOVERED 
FRCM 1HE CUTER SHELF Cff CELA~~PE BAY AT A CEfTH CF 43 FATHOMS hAS STUOIEC. 
THE PliSTIC ANt BICGE~JC f~~JJ(LES Cf ThE ~CC~ AND THE CEMENT BINCII\G THE ROCK 
hAS EXA~INED I~ CETAIL. SIZE AN~LYSIS OF ltE INSOLLBLE RESIOLE WAS CC~E AND 
THE lE)TLR~L FAilAMElERS CF MEA~ ER~l~ SilE, STANCARC CE~IATICNo S~EWNESS AND· 
KLRTCSIS C~LCULATEC. SPECIES CETE~~INATICN CF EENTHIC ANIMALS A~D ISOTOPE 









CR. EE~~l[ ... FPJE[M~N 
!i Hi 27C 6474 
CEPtRTMENT Cf GECLOG't, RENSSELAER PCL'tTECH~IC 
lf<(j' 
Hk VCI<f( 
1:0: u 1 
Eit 
FJLE ~t•f A~C.IVE Of PLAN~lCN SAMFLES 
GENE~AL GEGG~APhiC AREA 1\CPTH AllAI\TIC CCEtN, kEST CC~ST GF NC~A SCOTIA, 
EULF Cf MAI~E, CEORGES EAI\~ TC CAFE HATTERtS 
ABSTRACT lHE tRCHI~E CF FLA~KTCN SJMPLES AT THE ~C~THEAST 
FJSHfPIES CENTE~, ~ARAAGA~!Ellt R~CDE ISLA~C CCNSISTS CF APPRCXI~ATEL1 14,CCO 
BDTllES, ~CST CF ~tJCH ~AE ICtl~YCPLA~KTCN 5A~PLES CCLLECTEC Sl~CE 1~71. l~E 
SA~PLES ARE CCllEClEt IN ltE NCRlt AllA~TIC CCEAN FRC~ ~OVA SCOTIA TO CAPE 
HATTERAS. t•E l~f(RfATICN GIVEN ~ITt EACt SA~PlE BCTlLE IS O~L) THf SPECIES 
OR Ol~ER TAXCNCMIC CLJS!lflCATIC~, ~ESSEL, C~LISE, STATIC~, GE'R A~O VIAL 
NUMeEFS. All (THE~ INFC~~tTIC~ CC~CER~JNG THE s•MPLES CAN BE G~TAINEC FROM 
THE ~·~~AP INFC~~ATIC~ S'STEM CR CATA StEElS ~HE~ lhE INFOR~ATICN tAS ~OT •er 
BEEN ENlEREO INlC THE S1S1E~. 
~.oi~E ' CHEF, MAR 11\E HCS'tSTEMS OHISION 
PHCNE Nl~BER 4Cl 7C'i 932f 
lNSTlTlliC~ CR AGENCY NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SER~ICE, ~·RRAGA~SETT 
LAB, ~CFlhEAST FISHERIES CEIIlE~ 
SlFfET SCUl~ FER~'t RCAC 
CIT~ ~AF~lG~~SETl 
STATE R~CCE I~lA~C 
ZIP CCCE C2E€2 
f Ilf N~ME 
GENE~•l GECGFIPtiC AREA 
SIGrlt NEk VCR~ HAFBCR, 
AI:SlRHT 
1<;~7 TC AlGl~T 1~57 FOR 




INSTITLTIC~ CR AEE~C~ 




AA 11-!lR fCI Ll 
NCRlt All~NTIC CCE~N, u.s., COASTAL, NEW ~CRK 
~RlHlR Ull 
18 STATIC~S I~ A~THUR Kill WERE SAMPlED FRCM JulY 
lE,PEP~TURE, C~LCRICE, A~C CISSCL~ED CXYGE~. 
CVER A TIC~L CVCLE ~~C hERE SPREAD OUT C~ER SEVERAL 
CR. ALA~ J. ~YTEl~A 
21< !S.i C~tC 
I~TERSTATE SA~JTATION CCMMISSICN 





FILE N~H ~PTHUP KILL S~R~EY-~RTHUR Kill IN VICINITY OF 
llt.CE~ GEt.E~ATlt.G ~1~1IGN 
GENERAL GEC~~~PHIC AREA ~CFl~ ~~ERIC~, t.s., NEk JE~SEY 
ASSTRACT A SlLCY CF CLRRE~T REGI~ES ~t.O VE~TltAL TE~PERATURE 
OISTRIEUTIC~S IN ltE A~TkU~ ~Ill NEAP T~E llt.CEN GENER~TING STAliGNt NEW 
1 JERSEY \tiAS CONtllCTH IN ~UGUSl 1966 10 H~llCR THE MC\iEMENT ~NC tiSSIPAUON OF ltE l~ERM~l PLL~E FFC~ THE GE~EFATI~G STATIC~. 
11/.H II.ECtANICAl 01\IIHCN CHIEF 
PHGNE t.LMeER 2tl 621 6fCt 








GE~EFAL GECGFIIFHJC AFEA 
NCPFCL~ C~~YCN, CClSl~L 
2CC ECYCE~ .,VENtE 
I'. II Fl EliC ([ 
NH JEI<.SE'\' 
C1C.C.C 
ASFECTS DF BICLC(Y OF SLCPE FIS~ES kiTh EMPHASIS ON 





21 SPECIES OF SLOPE AND CAN,ON FISH FA~NA EXAMINED 
I<EFRCOUCTIVE BICLCO Cf OEEf SH CRG,MSI'S. INFC~IIAllOI\ INClUDES 
GCI\AC CC~CITIC~ tNt fECt~CITY. I'ACRCSCCPit AND HISTCLCGIC~L 
COIIttCHC. MERISTIC Aid) ~ORPtOIIETRIC OlllJI COLLECTED ON 5 SPECIES. 
flAM 
FHCNE HfoEEI< 





eo4 t4.< an 




fiLE ~~~E ASfECTS Cf l~E ECOLOGY, LIFE HISTCR,, A~O 
HCST-PAR,SITE RELATIDNSHlF Cf LC>CT~YlACtS IS~CCUli~ICAE) IN CHES~PEAKE BAY 
GEI\E~Al GECGF~FHIC APEl U.S., COASTAL, NCPTH ATLANTIC, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
~IRGI~IA, FOTOMAC PIVER, RAPPA~ANfiCCK RIVE~. YORK RI\E~, FAMUN~EY Rl~ER, JAMES 
FI\EF . 
AEST~ACl SURVEY ON T~E Cl!TPIBUliCN A~O BIOLOGY Of THE 
5ACCLLINIC PARtSITE. LCXCl~YlACLS F~~CF~EI. I~FECTI~G T~E JA~T~IO C~ABS OF THE 
ChESAFEIIKE EAY ~EG IC~. fHlCGFHHC PLATES /!Ml "HilOGRAPHlC tAlA INClUDED. 
1\/li'E LIB~IIFI/lN 
F"C~E ~l~ff~ fC4-t42-Llll 
l~SllT~llCN CR A(E~C~ ~~~(l~lA INSTllLTE CF ~/llliN£ SCIENCE 
CllY GlCUtESTER FCINT 
STillE ~IFCifll/l 
liP CCCE 23C£2 
FILE NA~E ASFECTS (f TllGLT MANAGEMENT EMPlOYING RECLAMATIO~ 
~NO PESlCC~I~G •11~ fi~GEilliNG RiliNECh TPCLT IN A M/lRGI~Al TRCUT PCNO 
GE~EFAL GECGFAFHlC AFE/l NCRTH AMERICA, L.~., NEk JERSEY, ~CN~CUTh COUNTW 
ABSTRACT . fRC~ StfTEMSE~ 1~63'ThRCUGt OCTOBER 196€ A STLD~ 
W~S CGI\CUCTED IN HOUIOEL FAR!< FCNC,' ~ ~ARGHAL TRCLT fO~D II\ I\ICNHUTH CCUNlYt 
Nfh JERSEY. lHE FUFPCSE CF ThiS SlLDY ~AS TC CETERMINE ThE PRACTICALITY OF 
. ATlEI'fliNG T( f~CVICE lRCUT flStJNG l~ A FtP~ PO~O EN~IRONMENT BY PERIODIC 
RECL,~ATICN ~Ilh PISCICltES ANC RESTCC~l~G WITH fi~GERLI~G TPOUl. SPCAl 
FISHEF~ ACll~ITIES L~tER THIS fRCGR~~ WE~E I~VESTJG~TEC. MEASURED P~RAMETERS 
CF IIJ1£P 'UJLITI IN TtlS STCCY I~ClUDfO TE~PE~ATl~E, p~, ALKALINITY, OISSOL~ED 
CJYGEfl G'S CONCENlRjllJCN, AND !FECiflC CO~CLCTIVIT~. 
II~ME PRl~CIFAL FlS~E~IES BICLCGIST 
fHONE Nt~e£R 2Cl 236 2313 
lNS111LllCN CR IGE~CY NEW JE~SEY CEPA~TMENT OF ENVl~ONMENTAL fRCTECTION, 
CIVIHCN Cf flSHt C:Mo!E• AND SHHLFIS11EUES 1 eLREAU CF FISHERIES 
STREET F~EStWATER FISHIPJES l~SC~ATCRV 
CITY lEB-~C~ 
STJTE NEk JERSE' 
liP COtE CtS33 
FILE llll'f 
GENERAL GECGR~PHIC ~RE~ 
ASSATfAELE I!LANC 
ASSATEAGUE ISLA~O SlUD,-ftAFYl~Nt 
~O~lt 'lLA~TIC, CC~STAL, u.s •• ~IRGINlAt MARYLAND, 
ABSiRACi MiSSiCN wl07, fLiGtT 03, kAS ~CCOMPLISHED CN 
FEilRl:~RY 4, 1912, lllliZING HE ~AllCPS FLIGhT CEfllEI< C-54 URCR~FT Ec;UIPPEC 
lo!ITH A 1-11 ~ERUL ftAFPHG CAftEI<A H CCCPERHICN WIT~ H:E GEOLOGY CEPARTMENl 
Cf THE UNI\IE~SJTY CF VIR~IfllA f(R T~E L.S. PARK SER~lCE. THE OBJECll~E OF THE 
flJG~T kAS TC (BlAIN ~~~TER lf<AGE~Y CF ASStTEtGUE ISLA~[ FO~ CETER,INING 
llll(R~L EFC!IC~tl CtA~GES BRCLG~l AfCUT B~ LtTE F'Ll ~~[ EARL' hiNTER STCRMS. 
~~ftf ,.ICtAfl CONGER 
FHCNE H~BE~ EC4 H4 3<411 
INSliTUTICN CR AGENCY ~AllC~~l AEI<CNAlliCS A~C SfACE ACft 
STREET CtES~PEAKE SA' ECOLOGICAL PRCGRAM OFFICE 
CIT' ~AltCFS ISLJ~C 
SHH \IRONIA 
liP C([E 2333i 
tl 
FILE N~~E ASSl~O~AN, (ARGAl~~. METCMPKINt AND MACHAPREAGUE 
l~lEl! B~SE li~E C~T~ ~~S~IC~ 
GE~EFAL GECG~AF~IC ~RE~ NCRl~ ATlANTIC, CC~ST~l, u.s., VIRGINIA, ASS~~CM~N, 
GAPEtl~Y, ~ElO~PKl~t ~ACtAfREAGLE I~LETS 
AfSlR~CT ~ISSICN W3C, Fl1Gt102, ~AS ACCOMPLISHED CN NOVEMBER 
f, 1S1C UTILIZING A ~ALLCFS FLIG~T CE~TER lf~SED HELICOPTER E'~IPPEC kiTH A 
T-11 tERlll ~AFPING CA~ERA IN (CCPfRATICN kiTH THE ~IREINIA INSTITUTE OF 
~'RINE SCIENCE. TtE CfJECTIVE (f THE FliGtl kAS TO CElAI~ ELACK ANC ~HITE 
I~FR~PED I~tGERY CF TtE AS!,~CPAN, GARGtTt1, METCMFKIN ANC WACHAPREAGUE INLETS 
t~ BtSE ll~E Ctlt. 
NAME 
ft(H MJIIEH 






ThE ~CUTH CF tEl~~tRE BAY 
fiiUIAEl CnGEI< 
H4 t~4 3411 
~·TICI\tl AERGNALllCS ANt SPilCE AD~ 
C~E!APEAKE e•1 ECClCGICAl FRCEIIAM.CfFICE 
IIHlCfS ISUI\C 
ldRGJHJl 
ASSESSME~l CF ClGESTEC SEWAGE SLUDGE DISPOSAL OFF 
GE~EFAl GECGFAPHIC AfE~ 1\CFlh ~Tl~IITIC, CC~STAL, U.S., CELA~ARE BAY 
AfSlRACT IICNlhlY CRLISES ~EFE ~ACf TC ThE STLCY ARE~ AB(UT 
lC IIILE~ EJ~T CF C'PE tEfllCFE~, CELAhtRE. fJNCINGS wERE lHAT THE SECIMENTS 
kERf MlJNl1 ClfA~ SAI\0 Alit GRAVEL. ThERE WAS NO E•ICEIICE CF A SLLCGE BLANKET. 
lESTS FCR tEA~' ~ElAL~ IP SECl~E~TS SHC~EC ThE OJSPCSAL AREA TO BE 
I~SIG~IFICA~llY DIFFERENT fRCM ACJACENT ~REAS Of TtE OCEAN. DISSOLVED OXYGEN 
lEVElS WERE NE'R S~TURATIC~ YEAR RCU~C. ltE CIVERSI11 Cf SfECJES WAS HIGh, AND 
THE Afii~ALS PRE!E~l ~EEIIEt hE~lTHY. IT IS CCNCLUCEC t•tr 10 YEARS CF DISPOSAL 









CHA~LES T. C~~EY 
~15 44€ B<Ji 
Fllll~KLIN INSTITllE RESEARCH 





FILE fll~E •sSESSMENT CF PClENTIAl lMPACl Of CCIISTRLCTICII A"D 
OPERAllC~ Cf A ~EW JERSEY SFOFlS tfl[ EJFCSITICN C(~PLEX AT A SITE IN EAST 
~Ul~ERFCRD, EEFGEII CCL~TY, fiE~ ~ER!f.) 
GE"EFill GEOGRAPhiC ARE~ NCIIT~ AMERICA, u.s., COAST,L, 1\EW JERSEY, EAST 
FllH£RfOPC, UPFE~ A~C LC~E~ EER~YS CR£E~ 
AfSTFIICl lriS filE CCNTAI~S THE ChE~ICAL, PH,SICAL, A~O 
BICLCGICAL EIIUIRC~~E~lAl CAll LSEt IN ASSESSI~G THE !~PACT CF A SPCRlS COMPLEX 
0~ ThE ~ARSh l.O~CS ECRCEFEC E' lPPER ANC LOkER BERRV! CREEK IN EERGEN CC~~l¥, 
Nfh JERSEV. THE CAlAt lA~E~ IN ~ SLR,EV I~ ''~ A~O JL~E 1972, I~CLLCES 
IIIFCR~ATICN Gfl: TIDAL HHE; TEI'·Pfli.O-TLRE, Fh SPECIFIC CO~OLCTANCEr TLRBIDITV 
CISSCL~EC CXVGE~, CCLCflo NITRilE, IIITRATE, TCTAL PhCSP.AlE, CVA~IDE, ChRCMILM, 
ARSENIC, ~ERCLRY. A~C CClNlS A~[ l'J[~(~JC LISTS CF VIIPICLS TYPES CF EICTA 
I~CIEE~OUS 1C THE IFEA. 
111\M E 
ftiUE H~SH 










CGF~ICK ttl[ ASSCCIAlES, INC. 




FILE Nil liE 
CISPCSIIL CFF THE 
GENERAl GEOGRAPhiC 
CEL.olkiPf 
AS~E!SMENT CF THE EFFECTS CF CIGESTEC SEWAGE SLUDGE 
MClTii Cf CELA~ARE BA~ 
AREA NCFlH AllA~liC CCEA~, CCASltl, U.S., fiE. JtRSEY, 
ABSTRACT ~EPC~l FREPtREC f(P P•llACElFhiA ~ATER CEPARTMENT 
CC~CE~~IfiG A CfiE YE'R STl[1 CC~tUClEC TC DElERI'IfiE ThE EFFECTS Of lC YEARS Cf 
SLU[Cf CISPCSH IN THE OCEAI'< CFF Of THE I'Ollli CF ThE CEUw~RE FIVE~. 
~AI'E STE~EN l(M~SE~C 
PHCNE ~LMEER 215 HE 3fil4 
INSllTLTlC~ CR #IGE~CY CIT~ Cf P~ILACELPhlA ~ATER CEPART'E~T 
STREET l"l~lCIF~l SER,lCES BUILCI~G 15TH ~NC JFK ELVD 
CITY PtlL~CELPiilA 
SlATE FE~~SYL~A~lt 
llf CCC£ 1~1C7 
6S 
FILE ~A~E 'llJ~liC GE~ERATI~G STATICN 
GENERAl GEOGRAPHIC AREA ~CRlh A~E~IC~t l.S., ~E~ JERSEY, CC~STAl, CfFSHCRE 
CCEA~ A~C ATLA~TIC ((~~TIES 
AESTRHT D.HA BASElll\E Sll[IES liE~E BEGl.N IN APRIL, 191.2 IN 
t•E ~ICINITY Cf ThE ATLA~TIC EENERITING STATICN (39 DEG 2~ MIN N, 74 OEG 15 
,IN WI TC EVALLATE ThE El\VIRDN~ENTAL I~PACl Cf THE PROPOSED NUCLEAP FCWER . 
PlANT. BIOlOGICAl 51LCIES l~CLLCEC FO~Ul~TICN CEl\SITYt SEASONAL CISTRIBUTICN, 
ANt EIC~ASS OF VEGETATION, EPIFAU~A, ~ICRCEIOTA, fEl\lHIC INVERtEBRATES, 
PELAGIC ANIMALS, Pt,TCPltl\KTON, ZOOPlANKTON, AND fiSh. PHYSICAl Al\0 ChEMICAL 
PARA~ElERS MEASUREC ~ERE BAThY~ETRY, ClR~E~lS, TEMPEPtlURE, TICES, WI~Dt 
~AlHdlY• lR~N~PAREiiCY, ClSSCLIIEt GASES, MEULS, NL"lRIENTS, AND SEDIMENT 
.QUJILIH. 
NA,_ E 
PHONE f\LIIf H 






21~ !:'il H~4 
US JII'MY CORPS Cf EfiGII\EcRS, Pt!IlAtElPIHA 
CLSlC~S .,Ol~fo 21it ANO CHESllilT STREET 




filE 1\JIME AHHTIC tciGI-Ut.CS flEW JHSEY- ~UNICIPAl ARENA 
B~Th't~ETRJ( Sl~VE't 
GEiiERAl GEOG~AFHIC AREA NCFT~ tMEPICAo L.s., NEW JERSE~, ATLANTIC 1-IGHLANDS 
J~eSTR~CT ThE ATLANTIC 1-IGHL~NDS HAReCR COMMISSICii. ~EW 
JERSE,, Pl'N"EC AI\ EXFA~SICI\ Cf THE MLNICIFAl AREA, A~D RETAINEC Tl-15 FIRM TO 
CCNCLCT A EJllhYMETR IC HR\IH ANC ASHSS HiE ADJCit.tr.G HHGPAFHV. 
fi~~E PHUIF SEA~S 
FHCfiE ~l~EE~ ~~~ ffS 13~0 
JNSTITL1ION CR AGE~C' \Ali 1-CLTE" ASSCCIATES, I~( 
~lRfET 42C lEJIIi(lCii AVENLE 
Clt't ~E~ VC~K 
STtTE ~E~ )CRK 
llf C([E 1CC11 
FILE N~~E ~Tl~"TlC OCE~N ~RE~ AC-BQ RCCKAhAY INLET TC EAST 
PCCI<Jik~Y IHET 
GENEFAl GEOGRAPHIC A~EA liC~ll- ATL~NTIC CCEA~, U.S., CCASTAL, NEh YCRK, N.Y. 
EIG~T, ~CCI<~"'' INLET TC EASl ~CCKAhAY I~LEl 
AfSlRACl TE~FfF~TtJRE, SALI~ITY. ( CCLIFO~M MEASURE~ENTS FCR 
RCCK~WA' l~lET TG E~Sl RCCKAhA' INLET FCR THE YE~PS 1S6S-1972t ~ERE CCNDUCTEO B' N.,.~. CEPT. OF ENVIFO~MENTAL CC~SE~vATIC~. 
1\AH Et-.V I~CNf/E~HL h~lER QLALITY CCN·TRCL STUDIES 
P~Cl\E NtfleER 5lt 151 7~CC 
JNSTITlTIC~ CR AGE~CY NY SlATE CEFT Of E~VIRCN~E~TAL CO~SE~VATICN, SU~Y 
S1REET ELJL[Il\( 4C 
CITY ~lC~) EFCO~ 
5TtTE ~E~ ~CRK 
llf CUE 117~C 
7C 
filE NAME All~IITIC CCEA~. SHllfiSI- HCidt\G ARU AC-l- JONES 
I~LE1 TC EJST FCCKAIIAY l~LET 
GE~ERAL GECG~APHIC AREA N(RlH All~NTIC CCft~, ~.s •• CCASTAL, ~.'t. EIGHT, 
JOiiES I~LET TO E~ST ~CCKA~A' I~LElo NEll VCRK 
ABSTRACT lE~fERAlUREt SALI~JTYt i CCliFO~M CC~~T CAT~ fOR 
JUNES IHE1 TC EAST ~CCK.AWAY IIILET fCR HE 'lEAR i<J7C ARE AvAILAolE AT THE Hw 
'tCRK Sl~TE CEPAPl~EiiT Of E~VIRCN~E~TAL CCN!EPW~TIG~. 
~AME f~VIPC~~E~ltl ~tTER QUALITY CCNTRCL STUCJES 
FHJNE lili~BER 516 IH 1SCC 
lNSTITUTIC~ (~ AGE~CY NY STATE [ffl OF Eli~IRCNMENTAL CCNSERVATIC~, SUNY 
nREET llllltl~G 40 
CITY STG~' eRCGK 
SlATE ~E' ~CPK 
lH CCCE llHC 
FilE NJ'E ~VIA~ CI~ERSITY ANt VEGETATICN STRUCTURE IN SEVEN 
~RSAN tELA~ARE ~CCCLCTS 
GEl\E~Al tECGFAFHlC A~EA NCRTH AMERICA, t.s., CELAkARE 
IBSlRACT tU~I~G 1972 I~C 1S72t SE~EN CELAnARE WCOCLOTS ~ERE 
SA~PlEC EY ~ISUAL OeSEP~tllCN 1( CCLLECT CATA ON fOliAGE HEIGHT 01\ERSITY, 
BIRt SPECIES DIVERSITY, PERCE~T VEGETATIC~ CC~ER, A~C PERCE~T ChANGE CF BIRC 
SPECIE~ CI\ERS!T~ (\fR 11~£. 
~AME I~TER-liBPAF~ LCA~ 
PHO~E ~L,BE~ 3C2 J!S 2455 
INSTIT~liC~ CR AGE~C' UNIVERSITY CF CELA~AREt ~O~RIS LIBRARY 
Sli<EET SCllh CCllEH A\HliE 
CITY ~E~tRK 
5TtTE CEL~kAPE 
liP ecce 1S711 
filE h~~f BACTERIOLCGICAL A~C HYDRCGRAFHIC SEAkAlER CATA 
GE~ERAL GECG~APhlC AREA ~CPl. ATLA~TICt CCtSTAL, ~.s., CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
fASTE~h StG~E~ VlRGl~lA liCAL lR16LTPRIES 
ABSTRACT BIOLCGICAL CATA I~CLUCI~~ \ARIOUS 6ACTERICLCGICAL 
A~AlVSES t~C t'CRGGRAFHlC CATA ARE GETti"EC FRCM SELECTEC STATlCiiS ALC~G T~E 
TICAL CCASTLI~E OF ~IRGI~IA AT ~C~THLY INTE~~tLS. hiSTCMIC OATt GOES BACK TC 
IC.i25 f(R SOE SHliCl\S Al lHEI<VAlS RAHI~G FFCM MCI'.THS lC YEARS. THE 
11\FOR~ATIC~ IS OSTAINEt A! FART Cf THE SA~IlA~~ SLR~EY ~HICH ~CI'.ITCRS T~E 
fllNESS OF viRGl~lA llCAl AREAS FCR CSlAI~I~~ SHELlfiS~ fCR CIRECT ~ARKEll~G 
l\,~f CLC~CE h. ~!LEY, [J~ECTCR 
PHONE ~l~BER SC4 77C IS!i 
INSliTLliCN CR A~E~C~ BL~E~L Cf StElLFISh S~~ITATIC~ 
SlREET Jti"ES t<AUSCN HCG., lOS GCHRf\CR STRfEl 
CJJY ~!Ct~C~C 
STATE VlPCI~I~ 
ZIP ecce 232JS 
FlU t'it14E 
~E~E~Al GECGF~FHIC ftFEt 
ABSTRACT 
CPERJTIC~S I~ NEW JERSEY, 
SPECIES OETER~I~ATICN ~~S 
NAf'E 
FHCNE ~li'BER 
INSTITLTICN C~ AGENC~ 






B'NCING ANC kAlE~FCkL f'C\Ef'ENTS 
NC~Tt Af'ERICA, L.~., NE~ JERSEY 
CLFHG TI-E 1~16-1S7'7 FllE-Sf.clSON JINC illt\TER BANDING 
~1t5 WATERFQ~L WERE CAPTLREC, EANOEC, AN[ RELEASED. 
ACCC,.FLIStE[ .NC THE BIRDS hERE B•NCEC A~C RELEASEAO 
PRI~CIPAl fiStERIES BICLCGIST .. 
(:(<;; 2S2 66t6 
t\EW JERSEV CEPARl~ENT Of EN~IRONMENTAL PRCJECTICN 
SHELLFISHE~IES, fU~EAL Cf kiLDLIFE f'ANAGEkENT 




FILE NA,.E BARNEGAT B~~ - ('~TER C~EEK 
GENERAl GECERAPhlC ~~EA ~C~Tt ATLANTIC CCEAN, L.S., COASTAL, N.Y. SIGHT , 
NE~ JERSEY, BAPNEE~T EA'I CYSTER CREEK, fCPKEO RI~ER tNO STCUTES CREEK 
ABSTRACT 6 SlAliCNS IN S~R~EGAT SAY, CYSTER CREEK, FORKED 
RJ,ER, INC STCUTES C~EEK ~ERE SA~PlED EACH ~CNTH FRC~ ~AY 1971 TC JLNE 1973 
FGR !ALINITY, TEMFEFATLPE, CISSCL~EC CXYGE~ ~NC COUNT AND TAXO~OMIC LIST OF 
lNltRlJC~l EE~TttC fltNTS. 
NAME 
FHCNE H .. l'fH 
lNSllTLTICN CR AGENCV 





CIRECTCR, f'IC[lf AllANTI( COASTAL FIShERIES CENTER 
2c1 E12 c~cc 
~ICCLE ATL~~TIC CCASTAL FIShERIES CENTER, 




FILE NAME BARRIER ISLAND STLDIES OF CElA~AREt ~ARYLA~O, 
\II'GitdA, t 1\.C. 
GENEFAL GEOG~APHIC AREA 1\CRTH ATLA~TIC, COtSTAl, L.S., 
IBSlRACT MISSION W271, FLIGhT Cl 0 kAS ACCOMPLISHED ON JUNE 
-4, l<.i14, Lllltllt.G HE k~LLCPS FLIGH CENTEI< C-54 AIRCRAFT E<;UIPPEC ldlH A 
T-11 ~ERIAl ~AFFINE CA~EPA IN (CDPtRATICN ~ITt ThE GEClCGY CEPARTMENT OF THE· 
l~IVE~SIT~ CF ~IREINIA. TtE OBJECTI~E CF ThE FLIGHT WAS TC CBTAIN SFRING 
IIIAGEFY CF THE MIC-AlLANllC STATES StRil!ER ISlANCS FC~ LSE II\ EvALUATING HE 
EFFECTS CF ~INTER ~lCRIIS (1\ l~E eEAChES A~[ I~LETS. 
fltflf fllCrAEL CCI\EEI< 
PHCI\E NL~fE~ 8C4 €24 3411 
INSTITLTICN CR AGENC' NAllC~Al AERCNALTICS A~[ Sf~CE AD~ 
STREET CHEStPEAKf SAY ECCLOGICAL PRCGRAM OFFICE 
CITY ~ALLCfS ISLA~[ 
STATE \IREINIA 
liF (C[E 23337 
FILE NtH 
GENERAl GECEFAfhlC AREA 
CllEF fJ!~K~ 
EAR.IER JSLt~C STLClES Cf ~C~Tr CARCLINt 
L.S., COASlAL, NCRlh AllANliC, NCRTH C~RCLINlA 
Ae~TRACT MISSICN wlS5, FLIG~T lt ~fl) 11, 1913, Milh wALLOPS iTAliC~ C-!4 AIRCRAFT ~ITH A 1-11 ·E~I~l ~Affl~G CtiERA II\ CCCPERATIC~ WITh 
U~IV. Cf VA. ·~CU. S. F'FK SE~VICE. fllG~l A CONTINUATION OF A PRCGRAM OF 
~ISSlCNS CESIGNEC lC llllSTFATE CHANGI~E C•AFACTER1511CS OF BARRIER ISLA~OS 
DlE lC ~A'E A~C Wli\C ACIIC~S FRCM NEA5 SHCRE CL~Rf~lS Al\0 STCR'S~ 
~~~£ PAUL AlfCNSI 
PhONE t\lMEfR €C4-S24-3"411 
lNSTITLllCN CR AGE~C~ NAllC~AL AEFCNALliCS ANC SFACE AD' 
STREET CHE~APEAKE eAY ECCLCGICAL P~CGRAM CfFICf 
CITY ~ALLCF5 ISL,NC 
!TATE ~IREINIA 
llf CCCE 23331 
FILE NA'£ BASE LINE DATA ~ISSICN CF LPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY A~O 
•oLTt CF TtE SUS,LEHAN~A Pl'E~ 
GENEFAL GEOGPAPHIC AREA NCRlH AllA~llCt COtSTAL, U.S., MARYLANC 
JBST~A(T MISSICN ~C2Et FllCtl C2 WAS ACCOMPLISHED CN OCTCbER 
1€, 1S701 UllliZI~C A WAllCFS flJEtT CENTER L~ASEC HELICCPTER E'LIFPEC WITH 
FCLR T-Il #ERitl ~·ffl~G C~~E~t5. ThE OBJECTIVE CF THE FLIGHT ~AS 10 GBTAIN 
EASE LI~E CATA FRO~ THE ~CUT~ Cf ThE SUSQLEHANNA ~l,ER ACROSS THE lCP CF THE 
C~ESAPEAKE B~Y lC CR,SlAl EEAC~t ~JR~LtNC. 
NJ~E MJC~AEl CC~GE~ 
ftiG~E HI'BER llCij t24 3411 
lNSliTLTIC~ (~ JG£NCY NAliCNAl ~ERCNAlllCS A~O SFACE ADM 
SlPEEl ChESAfEA~E EAY ECCLCGICAl PRCGRAM CFFICE 
CITY ~AllCPS ISLA~C 
51ATE ~IRfli\IA 
liP CGCE 233~1 
FILE ~A .. E 
EENEFAL GECG~APHI( AREA 
~IRGII\I~, ~tltCFS ISLA~O 
ASS lllACT 
BASE Llt\E CAT~ CF THE kAlLOFS lSLtNC lllTCRAL REGIME 
L.S., COASTAl, ~(RlH ATLANTIC, CHESAPEA~E BAY, 
~ISSIO~ Wl~ir FLIGHT 2, AfRll 6r 1973, UTILIZING 
ltE h~LLCfS STATJCN C-54 ti~CRAFl E'liPPEC hllH A T-11 AERIAL I'APPI~G CA~E~A 
AN[ A THER~Al IR SCAN~EF FCR THE CHESAPEA~E etY ECCLGGICAL PRCGRAM CffiCE. ThE 
CeJECTJ\E (f l~E FLIGHT ~AS TC ceTAIN LFCtlEt BASE ll~E INFORMATIG~ (f BEACH 
CC~Cillt~S C~ WAlLCFS ISL~NO. ClEAR WE~ltER, viSIBILllY F~GM lC-20 ~IlES. AIR 
TE~PE~ATLR£ ~AS S CEG. C AT 5CCC Fl. MSL• ~~~0 Gf 2C K~CTS FRC~ 28C CEG. 
~AME FALl AlfC~SI 
PHCNE 1\L~EER ~C4-f24-3411 
INSTITUTIC~ CR AGE~CY NAliC~tl AE~C~ALTICS ·~C SFACE ADM 
Sl~EET CtES,PEAKE fAY ECCLCG!Cftl P~CCPAM OFFICE 
CIT~ ~ALLCFS ISL~~C 
~lATE 'l~(l~IA 
liP CCtE 23331 
FILE ~,~E BASELI~E E~VIRC~~E~TAL Sl~t~ FCR ThREE CCEAN 
CUTFHL~-CAPE I'A't CCIJNTY ~UtdCHAl UliLITIES AUTHCRITY OCEAN STUDIES PROJECT; 
BlCLCEICAL ANC ChEI'lCAl CCEA~C,RAFhiC STUDIES 
GENER~l GECG~APHlC AREA NCRlH AlttNTlt. L.s •• CCASTAL, ~Ek JERSEY, CAPE MAY 
cur.n 
ABSTRACT AI\ ECCLCGICAL SH.iCY Of CCJ!SHL CCEAN wATERS OFF OF 
C J!P€ l':tY COUNTY, NE~. JERSEY Jt\ THE \1{( IN Il't Of lt'.REE FIH.PCSEO OCEAN Cl TFALL 
SJlE~ "AS CCNtlC-TEC FROI MARCh 1916 lHI<LlGI- APRIL 1971. SPHIAL Af\l['lE'MPORAL 
PCPUlAllC~S A'C DI5TRlEUliCN5 (f PHYTCPL~NITCN, ZOCPlAfiKTON, BENTHIC 
I~VEillE ERH ES, ANC FISHES t.ERE CETERI' IHO. MEASURED fAI<A~HEPS CF IIATER 
~liALJlY II'ICLUDEO SAUI'iln. TEI'FERATLRE, DlSSClVED CXHE!I, Ph TCT!lL 
AL~All~ll,, ~LTRIE~l ~liD fi£l~l CC~CE!ITPPTIC~S, CCLIFOR~ CCUNTS, AND PLANT 
fiG~ENl CONCENTR~TICNS. ~E~SU~EC PA~A~ETERS Of SEOIMEI\1 CHE~ISTR~ I~CllDEO 
CRGAII JC C.61<8CN Al\t NLH IE~l COI'ICEI\lRAllCNS, 0 IDAllC~-HClCT ICN POlEN TI ALS, 
A!IO ~ElAL CCNCE·T~ATICI'IS 
NAME 
ftlCNE Ill I' 6E F 





E!IVIRCNMENT'l Dl~ISIO!I CI~ECTC~ 
2Cl 185 2410 
Pt!ltlllC 'UIRK ASSCCIATES 




FILE Nt~f 6A!ELI~E lNFCR~AllCN 
H~UH GECHAPhiC AI<E.8 NCRlh JlllANTIC CCEIIN, t;..S., CGASlAl, !1.~. BIGHT, 
NEW JERSEl• STO~E ~ARBOR, SCCTC" fC~Nfl Tltll CREEK 
'6STFACT 1 STATICN LOCATED AT SCCTCH 60~NEl TIDAl CREEK MAS 
SA~PLEC fRC~ DECE~EER 1972 TO T"E P~ESE~T FC~ TEMFEFATLPE, SALI~IT,, TICAL 
hEIGhT• C~l~CPhCSPhATE, ~IlRtl£ 1 A~O ~~~~IlE. 
NAME SID~EY S. hERMAI'I, LIRECTCR 
fHCNE ~l~BER i15 691 7CCC X56! 
INSTITlliQN OR A{E~CY ThE "ETLANCS I~SlllUTE 
~~~EEl lE"JGh U~IVERSilY 
CIT' EElhlE~E~ 
ST~TE fEN~S,lVA~IA 
ZIP ecce HC15 
14 
FILE ~'~'~E BASELI~E MISSICI\ Cf 10~5 CC\E, Vl~Gl~IA 
GE~E~Al GECEFAFHIC A~Et NC~Th ATLA~TIC 1 CCASTAL, u.s., VIRGINIA, TOMS CCVE 
ABSlPACT ~ISSICN k094, Fl12 UTILIZE[ ~ ~AllCfS FLIG~T CENTER 
"ELICCFTE~ EGl:lFFE[ ~ITh FCLR 1-llJEFIAL MtPPING t•MERAS. OBJECTI~E ~AS TC 
06T.AH COLCR A~O FALSE COlOR INFRARED l~AGEil.-. A.:r lOftS CC'IJE AT THE SCUTHER!I 
EXlREMll~ (f ASStTEAGUE l!lA~C. ACTLtL FliGHT liNES A~E ~APPEC. 
NtME ~lCHAEL CO~GE~ . 
fHCI'IE ~l~BER cC4 t24 !411 
INSTITLTICN DR AGE~CY ~AliCNAl AERCNALllCS ANC SPACE AC~ 
STREET CtES~PEAKE BA~ fCCLDGIC~L PRCGRAM OFFICE 
CITY ~ALLCP! ISLAND 
STAT£ VIREl~lA 
liP CCCE 23331 
fiLE NtME BASELI!IE ~UlRIE~l !T~t\ 
GENERtL GECCil~P"l( AREA ~C~Th ATLANTIC CCEAN, L.S., COASTAl, N.Y. BIGHT, 
NEk JERSEY, !A~CY hCCK TC lC~G BRA~Ch 
ABSlRACl 5 STlTIC~S LCCATEt ALC~G THE Nfk JERSEY COAST FROM 
SPNC' HCK TC LCII!; EIUI'ICH HRE SAMFLEO FRC~ 1\0IIHBER 1973 TO HE PHSENT FCR 
TEMfEFATURE, SALI~IlV, SECCHI DI!C CEflM, CISSCLVEC C~~EEN, TUFBIDITY, ~H, 
TCTAL Al~'LINIT~, 1\lTPAlE, IIITRITE, A~~CII~, TCT~l KJELC~•L ~ITRCGEN, 
CHLOFICE, TOTAL fHCSPHAlEo CRTtCPHOSPHATEt CISSCLVE[ C)YGE~, EJCCHEMICAL 
CX~GE~ OEMtNt, P~Ali(LLATf OFGtl\lC FhCSPhATE, DISSCLVEC DRGANIC NllRCCEN, ' 
PARTICULATE CR(~~IC ~ITRCGEI\ 1 ·~( TOTAl A~C FECAL CCLIFCR~S. 
NA~E fFA~~ lA~AC! 
ftGI\E ~l~EEF tCS 29~ 1164 






BLRE~U CF WtTE~ FClLUliC~ CCNTROl, P.C. BCX 280S 
HHlCII 
N(W JERSH 
FILE hl~E B~SELJNE 5llCIES - FI~ FISH 
GEt\E~~L GECE~~PHIC ~REA NC~lt AlL~IIliC CCEt~. ~.s., CCAST~l, N.Y. BIGhT, 
1\Ek JERSE~. STCNE liARECR 
. ABSTRACT 6 SHTIUiS lCCATH liT SlOE rAREOil, NE~ JERSEY wERE 
St~FlEC F~C~ JUNE I~73 TC l"E FRESE~T ftR lE~FEPATL~E, SALINITY, CtLIIl AND 
SPECI£~ DETER~IIIATIC~ CF 2CCFLA~~TC~, FElAGIC ANC CE~E~SAL PIS~. 
I'I~I'E SIOI\E) !. HER~A~, OlREClC~ 
FHCIIE lll~EE~ 215 6Sl 7COC X583 
INSTITLTIC~ CR AGENC\ l"E ~ETLA~CS ~~~TilLIE 
STREET lEhlfH LNIVERSll) 
CITY BETHlErE~ 
SlATE FE~~SYL~~~~~ 
ZIF CCCE 18Cl5 
fiLE NAI'E 
CIJ lfA ll S 
BASELl~E Sl~DY Cf S~SSEX (ClhTYo CELAWA~E CCEA~ 
GfNE~Al 'ECG~APHIC ARE~ NCRTH ATLANTIC, CCAST'L L.S., ~IDDLE ATLANTIC 
BIG~T, CHE!APEAKE BIG~T, ~EN ·~C C~ICKENS S~OAL ANt SOLI~ BETHANY BEACH 
'fSTRACT E~VIRCNMENl'L OtlA COLLECTED DLRING A 12 I'CNTh 1 
1~13-1S74, BASELINE STlC~ CF T~C CCEAN SE~·GE CUTFtlLS LCC~T£0 AT tEN AND 
CtiiCKHS SHAl Atoll: SOUH fETHfl~ eEACh OELA~ARE I~ PRESENH:D IN IHPCRT FOI<M. 
T~E flRFCSE OF TtE 5TLC1 IS TC ACCESS ThE FLTLRE SlCl(GICAL EFFECT OF THE 
OUTFALLS. [AlA I~CLLDE SEASCN'L 1\LTRIE~T, TRACE METAL, PESTICIDE AND QlALITY 
A~ALYSES CF WATER, SEASONAl TRtCE METAl AND PESTICIDE A~ALVSES CF SEDIMENT AND 
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STUCIES, U~IVERSITY OF CELAWARE 
EtSELINE SllCY CF SUSSE) COL~lY, DELAWARE OCEAN 
GE~EI<Al GECGFAf~lC A~EJ ~CRlh ATL~~TIC 1 U.S., CCASTAL 1 MICDLE AllA~llC 
BIGhT, CHESAPE~KE El,HT, HE~ liND CHICKE~S !hC~L, SOLlh EETHA~V €E~CH 
ABSlFACT E~~l~C~~E~TJl DJlt COLlECTEC CURING A 12 ~ONTH, 
1973-1914, BASELINE STUCV CF TIIC CCEA~ SEIIAGE OUTFALLS LCCATEC AT HE~ A~O 
ChiCKE~~ S~OAL A~C SCLTH BElhA~V BEACH, CELAk,RE IS P~ESENTED I~ RfFC~T FCRM. 
THE FUI<PCSE Cf ThE STUCY IS TC ACCESS THE flTLRE BIOLOGICAL EFFECT CF THE 
CUTFALLS. CATA l~CLLCE SEA!C~AL ~UTRIENTt TRACE ~ETAL, PESTICICE A~D ~UAliTY 
AhALY!ES Cf hATER, SEASC~JL TRACE )EltL A~C PESTJCICE A~ALVSES OF SECJMENT AND 




lNSllllllC~ CP ~(E~CY 
CIH 
SHH 
liP CCC E 
SUSS EX CCIJ~ H 
30<: ~5t 1/Cl 





FILE N~~E B~SS SLR~I~AL A~C hARVEST EXPERI~E~TS 
GE~EPAL ~ECGFAfhiC AFEt 1\CFTr t"ERICA, l.S., ~E~ JERSEY 
~8S1RAC1 t STlCY ~A5 CC~CLCTEO IN NEW JERSEY LAKES fROM 1953 
THRCUG. 1971 TC CElER"I~E T'"'E PERCENT RElU~N OF HAlCHEAY REAREC, SAL~AGE A~D 
~AliVE LARGE ~ClTH ANC S~tLL ~CLTh EASS. CESCRIPllC~ CF SFCRT FIShERIES 
ACTI\ITIE~ 1~\CLVI~G l~ESE SFECIES ~tS CSTtl~EC. 
~A~E PRINCIPAL FIShERIES BICLCGIST 
FHC~E ~ UEER 2C 1 236 2313 
INSTITLTICN OR AGE~CY NEW JERSEY CEPARl,.ENT GF E~VIRCN~E~lAl PRCTECTICN, 
CI,ISICN CF FISH, (A~E, ·~C SHflLFlS~ERIES, SLREAU Cf FIShERIES 
STREET FREShhATER FIShERIES LA6(RATCRV 
CllV lEft~C~ 
ST~TE ~E~ JER5EY 
lJF CCCE OS833 
fiLE ~~~E EAl~I~G fE~Ct 
GENERAL GEOG~APhiC AREA NCRl~ ATLANTIC CCEAN, L.S., CCASTAL, ~.v. EIGHT, 
LCNG !SlANt, AllA~llC S£ACH 1( TCE~Y EEACh 
~BSTP~CT t STATIONS LCCATEC ALC~G lHE ATLANTIC A~C TCBAY 
BEAC~ES ~ERE SA~PLEC FRC~ APRIL lC SEP1E~8Ek STARTI~G IN 1968 TO ThE PRESENT 
FC~ ~iTER TE~FEF~TLRE, WI~t SPEEC~ WINC DI~ECTIO~, AND CCLIFCR~S. 
NA~E DC~AtO MYCll 
fHC~E ·l~EE~ 516 53! 332! 
INSl!lllJCN OR AGENCY NAS!tl CCtNlY CEPARlMEhl Cf tEALTH 
STREET 24C OLD CCL~T~V ~CAD 
CITY ~~~ECLA 
~TATE ~E~ 'CR~ 
ZJF CCCE ll!CJ 
FilE NIP.E 
CF LJ,liFIEC NtTLRJL GAS 
GENERAL GECG~AFHIC A~EA 
K lLLS HRBCI< 
BATtVMET~IC SUR~EY fCR P~EPA~ATJON Cf CCNSTRUCTIDN 
FLANl, STATE~ ISL~~C 
~(Flf A~E~ItJ, U.S., NE~ YCRKt STATEN ISLA~O, GREAT 
ABSTRACT ~ ftTtY~tTRl( SUPVfV CF G~EAT KILLS HARBOR, IN lHE 
ECPOLGt CF STATEN 15LA~Dt NE~ '(R~ CIT, kA! l~OE~TA~E~ FRICR TC THE 
CCNSlRlCliCN OF THE li,UIFIEC ~AllP~L GAS CL~GI FL~~T I~ STATE~ ISLANC, 
ACJCI~I~€ EREAT ~IllS h~FEC~. 
~~~E P~ILIF SEARS 
F~ONE ~l~fE~ Ll~ ~S~ 135C 
IN511TlllC~ CR AGE~C' V~~ h(LlE~ 'SSCCitTESt l~C 
STREET 42C lf)J~(lCN A~E~LE 
Clll ~Ek YC~~ 
!TATE ~E~ 'C~K 
2Jf CCCE 1CCI7 
FILE 1\Ap.\f 6.ti1HHTRIC SliRHY OF EXXCti PIER, B~YCNI\E 1 NEW 
JHSEl 
GEf\ERAl GECGFAPHIC AI<E.tl H~lh ~I'HHA, U.S., NEll JERSEY, BAYCNNE, NEW YORK 
HARSCR~ EXXCf\ fiER 
ABHRACT TH FUI<FCSE CF THS BATH~ETI<IC SURVEY liAS TO 
ESTJ!ELISH ~ATER DEFTHS Off THE EXXCN CCRPCFATION PIER IN BAYONNE, NE~ JERSEY 
AS' PREPARATICN,lC REPAIR Of EXISli~G ftCillTIES. 
NA~E PHILIP SEA~S 
fHNE lllflffR 21~ U<; 13~( 
11\SliTlTICII CR ~H!IO UN HUTH J!SSG(UlES. INC 
STREET 42C LEXI~ETCN ·~EI\lE 
CITY 1\E~ lCRK 
STATE ~Ek YCFK 
llf COtE 1CC17 
FILE lllfl£ E'Y-I>'Cllh FLUX-J!GNES 8A ~ Slt.:DlES 
GENERAL ~ECGRAPHIC AREA L.S., CO,STAL, f\CRTH ATL~I\TIC, MOUTh Of C~ESAPEAii.E 
BAY, ~IRGI!IIA, ~CUlt CF PCTCI>'AC Rl~ER 
ABSTRACT flll< MEASUFEI'EIITS FGR 9 SHTIGNS fCR THE I"CUTH Cf 
THE FCTCI"~( ~IVER t~C (H£S~PE~~E EAW WE~E liKEN fCR FOUR 24 HOt;R PERlCOS 
S~MPLEt t'OURLY AT 5 !;AI'PLE DEPTHS, SLI<FIICE lC THE BCTTG,. TO STlCY THE EfFECTS 
CF HlRRJCA~E ACNES. CATA IS INCLUDED 1~ Vl~S ~IISTE~ FILE 
~JII'E ~ILll.tll>' ~ACI~T)FE 
FHCNE H~BER 703-M.2-2lll 
lNSTJTlliGII CR AGE~CY III~~INI~ l~STJlllE OF I'ARIIIE SCIE~CE 
CIT~ GLCL(ESTEI< FOI~l 
STtTE \IR~INIA 
llf CCCE 23Ct:2 
flU N~IH 
GENERAL GEOGFAPHIC AREA 
HllllECF 
SE~C~ ANC ~APSCR ~~TER ~AMPLINC PROGRAM 
NC~l~ A~E~ICA, l.S., NEk YCR~, ~.Y. BIGHT, NEW YCRK 
teSTRt(T THE BlREAl OF PlBLIC HEALTH E~GINEEPING Cf THE ~EW 
YCRK CITY CEFMllii.EIIT Cf HULH (01\CUCTS A EEACtl ANO HIIRetR WHER SJIMPLING 
FRCGF~M. TtE FRC~R~~ HAS fEEN ACll~E SINCE 1~48. CCLIFCRI' DENSITIES JRE 
CETEP~l~EO CN lCCC St~PLES ~~ICH tRE CGLLECTEC EACH YEA~ EETWEEN MAY A~O 
SEFTE~EE~. LCCJTIC~S Cf St~FLI~( tRE~S ~ARY SLT FCCUS LPC~ THE fE~CH ANC 
h~~SCilS CF ~E~ YCR~ Clll. 
I\ A fiE 
FHNE ~LHER 
lhSTlllliCN (~ ACE~CY 





OF. JCH~ CE ZLA~t 
212 ~tt tc 16 
ElPE.tiU Gf FLfLIC ~EALT~ EN(INEERING, NE- YORK CITY 






BEACH EROSION SlLC' AT ~lRGl~IA BEACH, \lRGl~IA 
U.S.t CCASTAl 1 ~(~lH ATLANTIC, CHESAPEAKE BAY, GEIIERAL GECG~AFHIC AFEt 
VlllGINIA, VIRGINl~ EEACH 
A5STPHl SLR~EY Cf BEACh ERCSICN /INC BEACH EROSICNAl FAClCRS 
VA. ~TlO) IIICLUDES SCL8J! CIVI~G GPERATIC~S Fe~ CSSERVING 
HHCll~ES 
ALCNf VIRGINIA BEACH, 
fEACt fRCSJC~ CCNlFCL 
1\.oiH 
FHCNE H~HR 









CLO tO~IIIIC~ ~~1\E~SITY 
I~STITlTE OF GCEAftOGRAP~) 
f.OHUI< 
~IRE IN lA 
235CS 
BEACh EVALLITIGII F~CGRAM - 'ISLAL ~AilE CESE~VATICN 
GE~E~AL GEOG~APHIC AREA NCRlH ATL.tii\TIC CCEAN, ~.~., CCAST.tiL, ~ASSACHUSETTS, 
RI-CCE ISLA~t, ~EW )(R~, ~~~ JERSEY, 'IRCINIA, ~ORlh CAFCLINA 
J!BSTRACT LSL~l kA•E CBSE~'AliOI\ tAlA l~CLUCES I~FCR~ATIC~ CN 
h~VE hEIGhTS, PERICtS, CI~ECTICNS, .ti~C EREAKE~ TYPES. CAT~ IS PRIMARilY 
RECEl~EO f~CM CCRF5 CC.Slll CISTRIClS •NO C!,!S!CN! !~ THE FCR' CF CFl!CAL 









2 JP COU 
c.J. G•un 
.20.2 3;15 73H 
CEfA~TMENl CF ThE ~RM), CCASTAL E~GINEERI~G 
KIIIG~A~ BLILtl~G 
FOFT BEL~CIR 
H I<G It\ U 
<i~CH 
1S 
filE Nt~E BEACh EVALU~TIC~ FFCJECT-FIPE PROFILE DATA 
GE~EFAl GECG~AFrlC AREA ~ORTh ATLA~TIC CCEtN, U.S., COASTAL, C~Pf CCC 
~ASS~ChLSElTS, ~JS,lt~ICUT R~CCE ISLA~C, SCllhhAMPTC~ NE~ lGRK, kESThAMPTON 
NEW 'ICRK, JONES EEACJ-. t\EII YCRK, DEAL 1\Eio JERstY, HlMAR Nfk JERSEY, LCI\G BEACH 
ISLA~C 1\Ek JER!E'I, BRI,AIIliiiE ~E~ ~E~S£'1, tllAI\liC Clll NEW JERSEY, LUChAM 
ISLA~[ 1\EW JERSEY, ASSATEAGLE VIRGINIA, VIRGIIIIA BEACh VIRGIN1A, WRIGHTSVILLE 
NCRT• ClRGliNA, hCLCE~ 1\C~T· C'RCLlNA, JUPITER BEACh FLCRICA, ECCA RATCN 
fLGRICAt hOLL'I~CCG FLCRIOt, TCFREY FI~ES CALIFCRIIIA 
ABSTRACT TrE FILE COIITAIII! BEACh PROFILE DATA FCR SE~ERAL 
EEACrE! ALCIIG THE 'lL~Nll( CC~ST A~C (~ CIIE PJCIFIC CCAST STATIO~. THE PURPOSE 
(f ThE BEACH EVAll~lJC~ fFCG~A~ IS TC CBSE~VE THE RESPC~SE Cf BEACHES 10 WAVES 
A~G llCfS Cf SFECIFIC INTEIISilV ~H tlRAT1CI'. •s FIRST STEF IN OEIIELCPING A 
STORM ~ARNII'.G ~'5TEM FCR LC•-LYI~G CCASTAL CCPMUNiliES. ThiS PRCGRA~ PROVIDES 
11-<E HH CCMPLETE LCH-TERM SUCY Cf BHCHfS IN llNV LARGE SECT ION OF THE U.S. 
CCASl, tNC lrUS T•E ClllA CBTAI.EC hll\E LSEFLL ENGI~EEMJ~G APPLICATIC~S. 
PFGFILE LiliES AFE ESTABLISHED Ill E'UALL'I SFACED l~TERVtLS IN MOST CASES. IN A 
FE~ CASES JT H~S BEEII ~ECESSARY TC ASAI'itCI'i CR RELGCA1E THE ORIGINALS PROFILES, 
ll~C 111 SCME CASES tCtJTIC~Al F~CFILE LiftES ~ERE ESTABLIShED AflER ThE PROGRAM. 
ltE ~~~BER Cf FRCFJLES V~AlES FRC~ BEACH TC EE~Ch, ltE ~CST BEI~G ~1 CN LC~G 
BEACh ISLA~C. ~CST PROFILES ARE ABCUT CNE-rAlf TC C~E MILE APART. AFTER 
ESTAeLIStl~E TtE PRCFILE ll~ES, SURVEYS ~E~E ~AOE TG CBTAJN THE INITIAL BEACh 
PROFILES. TrESE ARE RfFERE~CE VtLUES TO ~hl(h LATER PROFILES A~E COMPAIRED. 
EAFLY SU~~EYS ~ERE TAKEN Al Bl-hEE~LV I~TE~VALS, LATER G~ES LP lG A ~O~TH 
AP~RT, AIID SFOT SLR~E'IS FRIDA ~ftO AFTER MAJ(R STC~~S ~ERE ALSC TAKEN. 
IIAME ~~. All~~ CE hAll 
fhCNE 1\l.l'EER 20.1. 325 Bit 













SfAC~ P~CCESSES AIIC SPIT t~IIAMICS AT SANDY HOOK, 
GE~E~AL GEGG~~Phl( AFEA NCRT• AME~ICA, u.s., ~Eh JERSEY, SANDY hCCK 
~B!TRACT T~IS C~GCI~E STLCV CF fElCh (YIIAMICS AT SANDY hCOK, 
~E~ JERSEY IS SCtElllEC FCF CC,PlETICN I~ 1S7~. AT I~REG~LAR I~TERVALS 
~EASLREMENTS hERE lA~EII F~CM ElEvE~ FlXEC SltliCftS Of h~VE HEIGhT, WtVE PERIOC 
AND ~t\E ~hGLE CF tPFFC~C~ USl~( A FlXEC WAVE STAff ~~C SlANCARD SURVEYING 
HLIUHT. LCIIGStUE CUIHtNT ~ELCCITY ~AS AlSC H~SLREO THRCLGH DYES ANC 
FLCTAllCII CE\IICES. THE ChANGES I~ THE STRLCTLRE AI\C SlCPE CF THE BEACH WERE 
MEAS~RED WI1H SLR\EVINC EGLIP~EIIl,-AND SAMPLES Cf SEOI~EIIT WERE AN~L,SED FGR 
SIZE TC CETE~MI~E THE EFFECT CF WAVES 011 vARilUS SIZE~ (f PARTICLES. THE 
fREQLf~(Y CF CSSER\AllCNS ~AS GREATEP 1N WINTER ~C~lHS CUE TC THE MCRE 
P~OIICLftCEC EFFEtTS CF ~AvE .CTICII (~ THE SEACh DURIIIG T~OSE MChTHS. 
~A~E J. ALLE~ 
PhC~E ~l~SEP tll ~31 3116 










FILE ~~~E EE~'ER ·~c CITE~ IIIVESTI~ATICNS 
GE~EPAt GECGFAfHJC APE~ ~CPIP AMERICA, L.S., NE~ JERSEY 
'ESJPtCT EEAVER CCLC~Y IN\E~TORIES ~ERE CCMPLETEO FOR THE 15 
CCLNliES hA'I~G K~C~N SEA\E~ fCfUtATIC~S. ttlA TAELES REPORT 1-<ARWEST, ~GE 
CC~PCSITlC~, SEX R~IICS. t•~c C~~E~S~IP, SllE Of PELTS, AND TRAPPI~G ~ETHCDS. 
HIS IS A FINAl REPCRT CC\ERII\G DATA FRCM IH2 TC }';71. 
~A~E PRI~CIFAL FIShEFIES BICLGGIST 
f~-CNE t>.l~EEll fC<J 2S2 tHt 
INSTITLTICI\ CR ~GE~CY NEW JERSEY CEPARTMENT OF EN,IRONMENTAL PRCTECTICN 
CIVISICN OF FISh, IA~E A~C SHEllFIShEFIES, El~EAU Cf ~ILDLIFE ~ANAGE,ENT 
STREET F.C. ECX lSCS 
Cll'l lPEIIlC~ 
ST~TE ~EW JERSE~ 
ZIP ecce ce625 
Sl 
FILE ~A~E SEC~ETT ~fkTCW~. GLCUCESTE~ CO~NTY, NEh JERSEY. 
REPORT FCR LANOlECi CCFPC~TAliC~ 
GENHAL GEOGPI!PlilC HEA NC~Tii AMEPI(A, L.S.# NEW JERSE~, GLOliCESlE~ COliNn', 
CCASlH 
AESTR~CT l~IS PEFC~l IS A~ ENYIRCNMENAL IMPACT STATEMENT 
OISCLSSJNE TME SITE FCP ~ FCTE~ll~l hCLSINE CEVELCP~E~T. IT INCLUCES A 
CC~f(ElE REPCRi CN SCIL C~ARACTEPISTICS ~NC SLITABILITY FOR VARIOLS PURPOSES, 
CLJMIITICt loHER 'UAllTh hH~GLCGIC. GEOLOGICo FAlt\AL ANC flCRAL DATA. IT liAS 
IN AtCJliCN AN f)lEN~IVE EIELIGGRAPli~. WATEF ~~Al~SES hEPE OCNE BY A~ 
JNCEFEllENT lAE JNt ~ETHCCS loE~E ~CT PEFCRJEC. 
~AME OR. JA~ES.A. SCH~lt 
FtiCM HHEP 2H E41 .311C 
INSTITUTION CR AGENC~ JAC~ MCCCR~ICK ~~C ASSCCI~TES 
STREET iE( wAlERlCC RC. 
CIH CE'vH• 
STilE PE~~SYl~A~IA 
l JP Cct£ 19333 
filE tdH BEI\UIC FI~~ IISSCCIATIC~S 1]1\ ThE CCIITINENUl SLOPE 
BIG .. l CF T~E ~ltClE AllAaTJC 
GE~ERAL GECGFAPHIC AREA 
~ATTEPAS TC BLCCK C~~'CN 
u.s •• COASTAL, ~C~Th ATlll~liC, NO~T~ C~~Ol!NA. CAPE 
llfSlRACl 
ASSCCIATICI\S Ch ltE 
liiXIIhC~IC liST kiTh 
A~O BICCOhDiliO~ CF 
~ ~l'f 
PHC~E HI'I!EF 




COfl~lNilY SlRLCTLRE Afi:Al'WSIS ,H;() EENThJC HS!i 
CC~TINENTAL s•ELf ~T AffFCX 900 METERS. ANNCTAlEO 
CC~IIEI\15 C~ CI!TRIEliliCI\~ ~CRfhCLC&Yt SIZE, MCPP~CMETRICS 
f l.H CAFTliFEt. 
l!BFA~IAN 
SC4-642- 2111 
'viRGI~IA INSlllllE OF ~~~~lfi:E SCIENCE 
· GLCIJCESTER FCINT 
V ll<filt-IU 
23CE2 
filE NI~E BEI\Tt;IC INFAUhA CF EElGRASS,·lGSTERA IIAPI~A, BECS 
GENERAl &ECGR,PHIC ~RE~ L.S., CO~STAL, ~CRlH ATLJNTJC, ChESAPEA~E 6AY, 
CHIMCTEAGLE fAY, \IRGINU, UP!< f<IIIER 
~BSTRACT THE lNFAV~~ CF EELGRASS EEtS, ZGSTER~ MARINA, wAS 
S.oi~PLEC ~~C AN~lVZEt. IN ~ELATION TO CC~~U~IlY STRLCTVRE. CO~MVNIT' STRUCTURE 
A~AlY~JS I~OJCES INClLCE DI\E~SIT~, EtVITA81LilY, ~~C~NESS, OO~INANCE, 
SI~IlAFll). SECI~E~l TYPE h~S ~ElATEt lC TtE tENSITY CF ZCSTE~A. 
~~~E LlSFA~IAN . 
FHUE H~en 7C3-M.2-all 
INSTITUT!CN CR AGENCY \IRCJNIA l~SliTllE OF ~AFI~E SCIENCE 
CITY GLCUCESTER POlNl 
SlATE \IPGINIA 
liP COtE .:i3Ct2 
E2 
fiLE ~~~E EENTHIC INVERT SURIIEI 
Gf~EFAL GECGFAFHIC ARE' NORTh ATlANTIC CCEtN, L.S.~ CC~STAl, N.). EIGHT, 
NEW JERSE), ~REA~ Et~ ANt Mllll(A RIVER 
.IIBSTRACT . 40 STATICNS LOCATEC AT GREAT BAY ANC MULLICA RIVER, 
t.Eii JfRSf't hERE S.IIIIFLEI: ffiO~ ~~y l.S6B H ~A'Y 1969 f(t< ct-.lOflOPI-~ll A, s, AND C, 
NITRITE. NITRITE, AMMCMA, HJTJL CRGAt.IC Ul~CGEN 1 [JSSClVEil CPGANIC !'.ITROGHn 
DISSCLVEC CRGA~IC CA~BCN, TCTAl fhCSPHCRUSt CJSSGL~EO OXYGEN, PhOTOSYNTHETIC 
R~H. SnllllTYe THHRATLH, SECCHI OISC OEFTii, CCUl\1 A~O SPECIES 
OETER~J~ATICN CF ZCOFL~NKTCN A~C BENTHIC A~l~AlS 
N~Mt JA~ES tt,;R~Nt 
PHONE ~l~EER 6C9 964 1166 X25! 
INSTITlTICN CR AGE~C'Y RUTGERS U~IVE~SllY 
STREET OEPARlMEhl CF SICLCGY, SCIE~Cf BUllCING 
CITY C~~[E~ 
HHE fiE .. JERSEY 
2lF COCE CE1C2 
filE hl~E BE!'.TfiC JNVERTEERATE CO"~LNITY STRUCILRE ~IIH 
SEhAGE SllCGE GRAOIENlS I~ IN~E~ ~E~ ~CFK BIGfT 
GENE~Al EECGFJfHIC AJEI NC~lh AMERICA~ L.S., NE~ 'GRKr N.Y. BIGHT 
ABSTFACT THE PLRPCSE OF ltE STUOY IS TO INVESTIGATE THE 
SENTtiC ~~~ERTEEF~TE CC~PlNllY Sl~LCTLRE IN CCNJl~CTlDN .. ITH SE.,AGE SlliDGE 
GRADIENTS IN INNER NE~ YORK SIEHl. THERE ARf 25 STAJICNS IN THE SA~PLING 
FRGGFA~ hHICii ARE SA~PlEC CNCE EACH ~C~Tt. SFECJES OETERMINATIG" ANC {OUNT Of 
BENThiC 'NI~~LS ARE ~ACE. DlVERSilY I~tEX 15 CALCLL~TEC USING ThE 
S~AaNCN-~EAVER ~ET•co. THE SFECIFIC ~REA OF l~TEPESl IS SETkEE~ 4C25 A~D 4035 
~ORl• l~TillCE ANC 74CC A~D 15!5 wESl lCNGil~CE. FCSJT!Cfl: IS CElER~I~EO BY 








C~. U\110 H~t-2 
.:i12 ii!C ~1(( 





FILE ·~~E BE~ThlC lN~EFTEEFt!lES Cf ltE NEk ~CRK BIGHT 
GE~EFAL GECG~AfHIC AFE~ ~CFTH AMERlC't u.s •• hE~ VCRK, N.Y. 61Ghlt LONG 
ISUH SCLH 
ABSHACl I;;LtllHTIH AI\C CUMHIUTIVE STUDIES OF BENTHIC 
lNVHTEBilATES CF LCH ISUt.O SClNt HA\E SEH tot>.E. HiERE tiRE 56 STATICI>.S IN 
lH S•HPlUG 1\ETIICFK llf;ICH AFt SJl~PUC Hi Ht'ES EACH YEt!R. CCUECTICI>.S ARE 
BIMCNTHL~ l~ SLM~ER AhD ~C~l~LY It>. klhlE~. CPABS• TllAIILS AND TRIPS ARE USED TO 
CCLLEC1 ltE SPECIMINS. SFECIES CETER~l~ATICI'1St CCL~TS. A~O BlC,ASS CF ~ENT~IC 
~hl~ALS APE UNDEFTAKE~. IN ACCITIC~t SIZE ~~ALYSIS Cf SECIMENTS ANC 
TEMFE~tTU!lfS CF SLFFACE ~AlERS tRE CElERMI~ED. 
~A~E CR. A~lhChV 0'Jl6CSTI~O 
fliCH HI'EH 516 tf8 5HC 
INSTlllliCN CR AGENCY NE~ •cRK CCEAN !CIENCE LASCRATCRY 
STREET D~A~ER EE 
CIT~ ~C~l~lK 
STATE ~E~ )(R~ 
llf ecce HS5'1 
FILE ~·~E EE~lhiC I~VEFTEfRftTES CF ThE ~Ek YORK BIGHT 
GENERAL GECHAfliiC AHA 1\CI<Tti ATUNliCo l.S .. , COASTAL, NEll VCRI<t N.Y .. BIGHT 
AfSTRACl T~E STltY INVOL~ES A QUA~TITATlVE AND QlALITATI~E 
~~AlYSlS Cf 8E~ThiC INVERTEBRATES AT 5t STATICNS IN lhE NE~ ~CRK BIGHT A~D 
LONG I5lllh[ SCU~t. G~~fS, 1Rthl~ AI\[ TRAPS ARE USED TC CCLLECT THE SPECIMENS. 
CCUECTIC~S ARE fU'CNHLY IN HE SUfolliER A~O MCN1HLY I~ lHE III~TER. SPECIES 
CETERMJNATICI\S, CClNlSt t~t fl(M~SS CETEFMIN,llO~S ARE l~OERlAKEN. IN 
ACCITIC~, SEOI~E~TS ARE AI\Jll)ZEC FOR TEMfEFAllRE AI\C SIZE ANC WATERS ARE 
AtALY2EO FCR lE~fERATURE. TtE FRCJECT eEGA~ 1~ JA~LARY 1913. 
~A~E DR. INl~CN' 0 1 AGC!11~0 
fHU HHEil 5 H: 6t:E 5HC 
lNSlll~TICN OR AGENCY NE~ YCRK CCEAN !CIENCE lABCRAlCilY 
S1RE£T O~A~ER EE 
CITY MCNTtUK 
!TATE NE~ )[R~ 
Zlf CHE 11'>54 
€4 
fiLE N~~E EE~l~IC ~ACRCl~\ERTEeAATES l~ ~ICI~ITY Cf 
'~TlfiCI~l ISlt~£ 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA ~CFT~ ~TLA~TIC, L.S., tEl~IIARE RIVE~, CCASTAL 
lEST~A(l PRELI~l~A~~ SLR\E) OF BENTHIC FAUNA I~ THE ~IC!~ITY 
OF SALEM ~LCLEAR FC~E~ Sl~TIC~ ~AS CC~ClCTEC lS PAFT CF PREOPERATICNIL SURVEY 
Cf EXISli~C CC~CITIC~S. SlUCIES TC EE CCNll~LED ANC EXPI~CEC 1~ FUlU~E. A 
TOTAL Cf 22C SA~FLES FPO~ 11 STATICNS ANALY1Et. SFECIES LISTS, CE~SITV, 
CI\ERSIT~, A~O BIC~ASS DAlA I~CLUDEC. SIX TR~~SECTS SA~PLEC. A~ AN~UALLY 
~EFEllll\E FRCGFA~ IS EXfECTEC. 
NI~E VIClGP J. SChlllR 
FhC~E ~l~EEF !01 316 ·~CE9 
INSTITLTIC~ CR AEE~CY ICHlhlClCGICAL tSSCCIATES 
SlFEET BC> 3~ RC ~ 
CITY ~ICCLETCW~ 
SlAlt · CHHAFE 
llf CCtE lSICS 
FILE N•l'f 
GE~ERAl GECGFtPhiC AFEP 
BA~t HFGI!IJA 
EE~Thl( ~AFI~E 'LCAE OF THE LChER CMESAFEAKE BAY 
U.S., CGASTAlr ~(~lH ATlA~TlC, LOkER C~ESAFEAKE 
AESTRACT SLR~EY Cf BE~THIC I'ARI~E JllGAE ATTACHED TC PILI~GS 
OF THE CHESAPEA~E SA) BFICGE-Tl~~El. SPECIES CCMFOSITIC~ kiTH PESPECT TO DEPTH 
'~[ LCC.TIC!I C~ PILING NCTEC, ESTI,ATIS CF D(MINENCE MADE 
NAME fAll ~~R~ 
FhC~E ~l~fEF ~C~-4ES-fCCC 
lhSllllllC~ C~ AGENC' Clt CCI'It.IC~ L~IVERSITY 
STREET IN~lllLTE Of CCEl~CGRAFHl 
CITY ~CRFCLK 
SlATE ~IF~l~lA 
21F COCE 2!5CS 
FILE ~II'E eENTtiC SllCIES AT THE DUPCNT CUMPSllE Cff THE 
tELAidiRE BA~ 
GE~EFAL GECGFAfHIC •FE~ ~CRl~ ATl,~TIC CCEtN, CCASTAL, CUPONl DLMPSITE 
18S1RA(l SI~CE 197~, EE~lrlC SA~PLI~G H~S BEE~ ~G~E CN A~ 
IRPEGLL•P EASIS ~~ ltE ClfD~T CUiiFSllE CFF ThE CELAkARE EA'• KRIS S~ANSON GF 
~API~E RESfARCt INCCRPCRATED ~NAL1Zt! l~E SPECIES CC~PCSITICN A~D JSLNCANCE OF 
THESE EENTtiC SA~PlES FECEJ,EC F~C~ THE E~'IFCN~E~lAL P~CTECTlC~ AGE~C1. 
~'~E ~~JS s•I~SCN 
FHCNE ~l~8ER 617 ~46 CICC 
INSTITUTlOh CR AGENCl ~APJNE RESEARCh l~CCRPCRATEC 
SlFEET 141 FALMCllh HEJGtlS ROAC 
(lTV fAl~CLlh 
ST~TE ~ASSACtlSETlS 
liP CCtE C254C 
FilE N~~E EENT~IC SURVE~ OF ~ RESTRICTED ARE~ Cf TC~•s CCVEt 
ASSAlEAGUE ISlA~C, \1~€1~1~ 
GENERAl GECGFAP~IC AREA ~CRTn ATl~~TIC, COASTAl, U.S., VIRGINIA, ASSATEAGUE 
ISLA~t, TC~'S CC~E 
ABSHACT A TloiENTY-NINE "OHi STl:O)' CF ThE .BENTHIC CCMMUNITY 
JN 10" S COE, ASHlEAG~ E ISUt.C, V JRGH lA liAS COt\OUCTH PARAMETERS lNCLUtE, 
SPECIES DETERIHNATICt., CUHS, S~I'PI,ES, TEHEI<AllJRE, SAliNITY AND HOIMENT 
SIZE. . 
t.JME StRlH A~N IICCCit. 
PHCI'iE !lUBER 301 366 330C 
lNSTITLTICII CR AGENCY DEPT. CF EART~ A~C PLA~ETARl SCIENCES 
Sli<EET JCI'#\S I'CPKII'< lil\liiHSIH 
CIT~ SAlll~CRE 
~TtTE MtRlltl\[ 
ZIP CO£E 212 H! 
FJl£ 1\tl'£ SEI\li'.CS 
GENERAl GECGFtP~IC ~REA NC~TI' All~~TIC CCEAI\, u.s., CCASTAl, N.Y. BIGHT, 
Nfk JERSE~t STCNE ~~RECR 
ABSTRACT 4 ST~TICNS LCCA1Et Al STONE nAREOR WERE SAPPlED 
FRCM CCT06ER 1~72 lC MARCh 1~73 FCR CCLIIT lNC SPECIES CETERMINATION Cf BENTHIC 
ANI~~LS. IN PARTICLlA~, hCR~S, ~CllUSKSt ~NC CRUSTACfA~S ABOVE 0.5 MM IN SIZE 
N~~f SIDNEY 5. HER'~~~ CIRECTC~ 
FHCI'iE HllfEI< .215 691 7COC X583 
INSTJTliliCN CR AHI\C'f HiE IIETLAIIOS INHllliTE 
STREET lEI'IG~ Ul'iiiiERSITl 
CIT~ BET~lEhEII 
~TATE PEN~SYL~A~J~ 
ZIF ecce lBCl!i 
FilE t.UH 6ENThOS Of MARYLAND k!AlERS IN AND NE~R C AM 0 CANAL 
GENERAL GECGFAf~IC A~EA 1\C~Th ATl,I\TIC, t.;.S., CI'ESAFEAKE SA,, CI'E~APEAKE 
·~[ CELA~A~E CAN~L 
'SSJPACl SURHY OF lrACRCliWERTEeRAHS ·IN THE 1/ICINIT~ Of THE 
C ANC C CAI'i~l CCNCLCTEC 0~ A 'UARlERl~ SAIIFLI~G SCHECULE. 19 STATICNS SAMPLED 
UlH 3 REPLICAtE GFAES .PUC \ll£ll LSIIIG A 0.1 S.QU~IlE ~ETER \IAN 'WEEN Gll~B. 
SPECIES, CCUNTS. SICMASS, AND (C~MuNITY A~Al~SIS OtlA REPCRTEC. 
~A~E HA)E! 1. FFI12E~~E1ER 
FHCIIE H"EE~ 301 32f 42U 
IN51IllliCI\ CR AEE~CY CI'ES~FE,KE EICLCGICAl ltBCR~TCRI 
CITY 5ClC~C~S 
HATE • "IRHHC 
Hf CCCE .<CtH 
St 
fiLE tiAH 
GENERAl GECGFAPHIC A~EA 
BENl.CS STLtiES Cf THE CAPE FEAR .AREA, N.C. ~CRTI' tllt~TJC, CCtSTAL 1 l.i.S., NORT• CAROliNA, ~~PE 
FEAR . 
ABSli<ACl A lEt.: foGI'ilh STUC~ CF BENTHIC ANIMALS OF CAPE FEAR 









EENEFAL GECGFAFHIC AREA 
AESlRACT 















£ICCLN1Y Oil SPill OATA 
NCI<lh .tlllANliC CCEAt\r u.s., CCASHL. t.. 1. SIGHT 
55 S1A1ICNS LOCtlEC FRC~ LCWER BAY TO GEORGES 8A~K 
1914 TC CC1G€Eil 1S14 fCR CLRPENT SFEED A~O CURRENT 
EC~.I!RP BAHCR 
516 2'<6 7114 




fiLE N.l!~£ EICCPE~ICtl Ch~R~CTEiliSllCS Cf ChESAPEAKE SAY 
CRGH lSI'S 
GENE~Al GECG~APHIC ARE.I! ~CRlli Allt~TIC, L.S., Ct£5AF£AKE fAY 
AESTilACl SJCChEMlCAl STLCl CF BIOlA I~ CHESAPEAKE TC DEfi~E 
RACitL TRAITS FCF ~~~ICLS ISCl~~ES IN FISI'fS. CCllil'~t SLA8, AND hCRIZCNAL 
STARCt GElS FOR ~E~ItlA MENI~ltt M. BERYLlli\A, MOROI\E SAXAliliSt ~. A~EA!CA~A, 
PARAliChlH\S OENlAluS, ~~~[ TFI~ECTES MJCLLilLS. ~CSll~ MUSCLE TJSSLE A~ALYZEC 
~~~~E RA' ~C~G·· 
PHCNE Nl~BER 3Cl 326 ~261 
INSliTLTICI\ Ci< AGE~CY CI'ESAPE~KE BICLCGICAL LABOPATCRY 
CITY SCLC~C~S 
· ST,TE ~ARll.ti~C 
21F CCCE 2CH6 
FILE 1\.i\~E 




NCRl~ ATLANTIC CCEAN, t.s., COASTAL, N.Y. BIGHT, 
Ae~li<~CT 
19il lC l~E PRESENT 
OF EE"l~IC t"I~'LS~ 
NAIH 
25 STATIO~S IN ~ARITA~ EAY ~ERE SAMPLED FRCM JULY 
f(R SALI"ll\'• TE~FE~AllRE, CCl"l ANC ~PECIES OfTE~MlNATION 
CNLY CANCE~ IR~ORATLS hAS AN.i\LYZED. .. 
HUE HI'EH 
lN~liTlTIC" CR AGE~() 





DIRECTCRt I'IOCLE ATLA~llC CCASTAL fiShERIES CENTER 
~01 ~7~ C2CC 
MlOCLE 'llA~TIC CCASTAl flStERIES CENTER, 




FILE N.i\I'E ElC~ECCtEI'IST~Y Cf SECII'ENTS Cf OELAhARE BAV 
GE~E~Al GECGFAPHIC APEA . ~C~Th AMERICA, u.s., CCASl~L, CELA~ARE, CELAWARE BAY 
~SSTFACl SU~FACE ~CLCCENE SEDIMENT SAMPLES FRC~ ~IOCLE 
CELA~ARE SAY AND CCREC HCLOCE~E SA~flES F~C~ LC~E~ CELAWARE BAY HAVE EEEN 
SlLOIEC I~ A P~Ell~I~AF' ~tV FCR GENERAL SECI~ENl CtARAClERISTICS, P~, EH, 
ORG,~lC CAFBCN• CHHH'tCFAlES, A~IH ACICS, 1-YCRCCARBCNS, CHLCRCPHVLL-DERIIJED 
FltME~TSt CARClE~OlC PIG~E~TS, .i\~0 HU~IC ACICS. SA,PLES fROM A CORE ~EAR 
~ll'I~GTCh CAN1C~ C~ THE CCNTI~E~l·l SLCFE OFF OELA~ARE SAY WERE A~Al1ZEO FCR 
CRGA~IC CAPECN ANC CARECtVCRAlES. 
NAME CR. fREtfRIC~ ~. ShAIN 
P~ct.E IIUI'ef~ 3(2 131: 2~H 
IN!11Tl1ICN CR AGENCY CCllEGE Cf ~ARI~E STUCIES, UNJVERSIT~ OF CELAWARE 
CITY IIE~.AR~ 
STATE CELA~t~E 
liP CCCE l<J111 
FILE Nt~E BlOLC(lCAl l~VENlORY OF LUCLAM BEACH- -HALE ISL~NO 
BEAC~, CAPE I'A' CCL~lYt ~E~ JEFSEl 
GE~ERAL GECEFAP~IC APEA NORTk AMERICA, t.s., CCASTAL, NEW JERSE1, CAPE MAY 
COLNT'• LLCLAM eEAC·~ ~~·lE ISLA~t 
ABSTRACT lklS SllDY CO~TAI~S AN ECCLCGICAL SU~VEY Of LUDLAM 
BEACk - kttLE ISLA~D BEACH, CAfE "'" ((l~T~, NEW JERSEY I~ l<J75. l~E 
PA~AMElERS ~fASLREt INClUCE CCL~TS A~D SFECIES Of EIRCS, REPTILES, AMPkiBIA~S, 
~AI'MALS, FISk, PELA(IC ~~~ERlEER.ATES, A~C flANTS. 
NA~E JACK i'C CC~~JCK 
PI-C~E HI"EH 21!: f~i 'iCCC 
lhSltTUTIC~ CP AGE~CY JtC~ ~C CCR~IC~ A~C ASSCCIATES, INC. 
STPEET 511 ClC lA~CASTEF PCAt 
CITY BER;V~ 
SlATE FE~~SYL~A~l· 
Zif core IS3J~ 
FILE ~li"E BICLCCICAL I~VE~lCPY Cf PECK BEAC~ ISLAND, CAPE MAY 
CClNlV, ~E~ JEP~EY 
GE~ERAL GECGFAPhiC APEA NCRTk A~EPICA, t.S., CC,STAL, NEk JERSE) 1 CAPE MAY 
COl~l,, PECK BE~Ct ISL,~C 
AE!lRACT T~IS STLDY fRCVIDES AN ECCLOGICAL SLRVEY CF THE 
FlORA ANC FALNA Cf PEC~ EEACH ISLA~D, CAFE ~A1 CCL~l~, ~Eh JERSEY I~ 1975. 
ThE P·~AMETERS ~EASLREC I~CLLCE CCLNlS AND SPECIES OF BIRDS, REPTILES, 
tMPhiSIANS, ~·~~ALS, FISt, INVERlEERATES ANC PLA~T!o 
~AME JACK MC CC~~ ICI< 
HCIIE 1\lfiEE~ 21~ t.t,i <;,((( 
INSllTUliCk CR tGE~C' JtC~ ~C CCR~ICK A~D ASSCCIATES, IIIC. 
STREET 511 CLC LA~CASTEP ~CAt 
CITY eEA~V~ 
5UTE fEHS1lvA~ It 
11F CCC£ 1S312 
FILE ~A~E EICL(~JCAL I~VE!TIGATJCNS Cf NC.ICL5 COELENTERATES 
AND CTE~CP!-CAES I~ CCA~lAl ~CAlh CAACLl~A 
CE~EPAl CECGFAFhiC A~EA ~C~l~ ATL~~llCt CCASTAlt U.S., NORTH CAROLINA 
IBSTFACT .A 5llD1 IN 1S72 CN 1\CJJCUS CCELENlERATES A~O 
CTfNCPtCFES IN CCASlAL NC~TH CAROll~A ThEIR CISTRIBUllCN, AB~NDANCE 1 A~D LIFE 
HISTC~IES. C~RYSAOPA 'UI~'UECIP~f,, C~A~E~ CAPILlAll, RtOPILEMA ~ERilli, 
AURELIA AU~IlA, !lC~CLCPHlS ~ELE~G~IS, ~E~ECFSJS e~C~El, P~YSALIA SF, 
BLACJFCFDIA ~~~~ATlf~SlS, ~~EMICfSJS, IEJDYJ BERGE CVATA ~ERE MEASLREO. 
NAME FAA~~ J. 5CH~A~l1 
fHC~E ~L~EEF SlS 126 68~1 
INSTITlliC~ C~ AGE~C~ U~I~ER!ll' CF ~CFTH CARCLI~A 
SlREET J~!TITLTE CF ~ARI~E SCIE~CES 
CITY ~CC~E~EAC CITY 
STATE ~C~lh CARCll~A 
21f CCCE ~E5!1 
fiLE NtME BJCLCGICAL ~ECC\ER~ Cf REC ClAY CREE~ 
CEhEFAl GECGfAfhiC AFE' NCAlH AMERICA, l.S., CElAkARE, ~Eh CASTlE CCUIITY 
ABSl~ACl CATA CCLLECTED tlFIIIG A STLCV CAR~IEC OLT FROM 1S72 
TC 1S7! TO CETERMl~E THE eiOLCCICAl PECCVEFY OF ~E[ CLAY CPEEK, CELAh.RE LFC~ 
THE AEATEMENT OF A ll~C C•LCAICE ElSC~AFGE FRCM ~AllO~AL VLLCA~IZEC FIBER ARE 
FFESENTEC IN REFCPT fCR~. E~F.AS11EC l~ T~E JNVESTJfAliON ARE PCPllAliC~ 










STAFF- DI\l5IC" Cf FISH A~C hlLDLIFE 
3C2 t7e 4431 





FILE UI'E ElCLUICill REPCI<TS FOR fERMIT APPL !CATIONS TO ALTER 
~A~StlANCS, ESTL~RI~E SCTTC~$, liCEL~hOS, A~C STATE-CkNEO LAKES Of NCRTH 
CAFCLHA 
GE~E~Al ft0€PAF~IC AFfA NC~TH AMERIC~, L.S., NCRlH CARCliNA, CCASTAL 
!lSST,RACl EIClHICAL REPOflTS ld1JCf, DETERMINE EFFECTS Of 
E~llEING A~C CRECGINE PROJECTS CN COASTAL ~ARSH LANCS, ESTLARIN€ ECTTGMS, 
llOELAAOS ~hC STATE-C~NEC LAKES Gf NC~T· CA~C(INA. AERIAL PHGTOGRAPHJ JS USED 
TC MCNITG~ ANJ EUILCINE CR ORECEINE PERMIT ~ICLAliCNS. 
NAME JAMES T. f~[~N 
FHOtiE HI'EH 'il'S 126 1CH 
INSTillTIGN CR A{ENCJ NCFTH CARCll~A [£PARTMENT OF ~ATURAL AND ECONOMIC 
RESClii<US 
STREET [JVISIC~ Of CO~~fRCIAL AND SPORTS FISHERIES P.O. 
fOX HS 
Cll' ~CCFEhE~t CITY 
STATE NORTh CAROLI~A 
llF Cctf .2ES!'i 
fiLE N~~£ 
tEUHRE 
Bl(l(GlCAl STLCIES Cf SALT MARSH TABANICS I~ 
GENEPAL GEDGR~PHIC 'FEA NC~Tt A~ERICA, L.S., CELAkA~E, TICAL WETL~NCS 
HSTRM:T PRE~El'<TEC Ill REPORT FCR#< ~IH tAlA CCLLECTEO DURII\G 
IN~ESl!~lTICIIS CCNC~CTEO IN T~E TICAL WETL~ND~ Of DELAWARE FRO~ 1'>64 TO 19t5 
Cfl SILl MlRSh TAB~~ICS. EMFtASllED ARE LIR,AL PRCOLCTICN 0~ IMFGUNCEC ~NC 








f'GRI< !S LIHA~'i 
302 'l3t 2-45~ 







EICLCEIC'L STUtlES OF s•LT ~ARSH lAEANICS IN 
GE~ERAL GECGF~fHIC AFft ~C~TH APIERICA, L.S., COASTAL, liTTLE CREE• kllDLIFE 
AREA, WOCCLAND EEACH kiLCllfE A~E~ . . 
ABSTR~Cl T~IS FILE CC~TAINS COUNT AND SPECIATION DAlA ON 
SALT PII~S~ TABl~IC FCPuLtTJO~ IN ~ DELAWARE SALT piARSHES, WOODLAND SEACH ANC 
LITTLE CREEK, lA~E~ I~ ~EE~LY SURVE~S f~CM JLIIE 1( SEPTE~SER 1965. TtiS DATA 
WAS CCIITAIHO I~ '"' M.S. ThESIS., 1966, UI\IVEHITY Cf DELAIIARE, BY ldlliAM 
CU<OtS.K I .. 
1\ AM E 
FliCM r.L~EER 






CANAL Alit ITS AFPRC,CHES 
Fllrl UTH 








eiGLCGICAL SURVEY OF lHE CHESAPEA~E A~D CELAWARE 
GENE~AL GECG~AfHIC Al<E~ IIC~T~ ATLANTIC, CCiSTAL, L.S., DELA~ARE A~D MARILANC 
AI!Sli<ACT A lhENH-OIIE ~CNTH 8IOlCGICill SLP\If'V Cf HE 
C~f~IPEA~E A~O DEl#~~~E C~NAl t~C ITS APPRC~C~ES ~AS CCNOUCTED. PAAA~ETERS 
INCLLDE CCL~T ANC SPECIES DETE~~~~AliON OF CRGANlSMS F~ESENT AS ~Ell AS 








21P ccr E 
~ALCCL~ H. l~YlCP 
3Cl 45<4 ClCO 
UNIVE~Sli~ (f f'A~YlANt 




FILE NA~E I!ICLCGV •Nt CAT[~ CISTRlfUTlCN Cf T~E DCLPHIN 
GffiE~AL GECGPAPhiC AREA NCRl~ ATLANTIC, CCASTAL, l.S., ~OATH CA~Cll~A 
ABSTRACT I~VESliGAllCN Of THE CClPf,Ifl, CCRYPHAENA ~IPPLRLS, 
Off NCRTH CtROliNA kiTH ANALYSIS Cf LENGTH, ~EIGHT, AGE, EIULCGICAL CC~DIT!CN, 
FECLtiCilY t l>OIIHAl [E\IHCFPIEIIT, SEX ~,IT lC, Gl.:l 111\ADSISt I'IGRAT ION, SPAwNING, 
Alit fAF~SITIC CPE~IIIS,.S. S~MPLES FRCf' CC~ME~Cl~L A~C SFC~T fiS~EP' CtlCh. 
~A~E llf~~RlA~ 
fhCNE ~U~EE~ 9lS 1:1 3!f~ 
INSllllllCN C~ AGENCY ~C~l~ CA~Cll~A SlATE v~IVERSIT~ 
STREET C.H. hiLL ll8~AF~ 
CITY FHEIH 
STATE 1\(Rl~ C~RCll~J 
lH CUE Z76C1 
Sl 
FILE Nt~E Bl(l(G~ tNC CISl~lSLTION Gf SHARK FALNA I~ 
C~ES~FEtKE fAY ~Nt ~EARBl ~tlE~S 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA Nt~lH ~~l~~liC, U.S., CtfS~FEAKE EAY, CCASTAL 
~eSlR.HT GE/IjERAl SURV€'1 CF THE SEASCIIAliTY Jll'dJ ClSTI<IBUTlGN 
Of SHARKS 1~ THE VICINIT~ (F ChESJIPEtKE SA1. liFE HISTCRY CATA ON CARCHARINLS 
PLU~fEUSo C. CfSCU~US, AIIC C. fALCIFCR~lS. lENGTH• ~EIGHT, SEX, GO~ACAL 
CC~OlliC!I, STCMACH COIITEIITS. JIGE CETE~~IIIA1IGII CATA IIICLLCEC. SA~PllNG GEAR 
INCLLCE! LC~Gll!IE, GILl ~ET tilt hALL SEINE. 
NA~£ EC~·~[ LJI~LER 
fHCIIE ~l~EE~ 8C4 642 2111 
INSTITUTICN CR A~ENC~ 'IRGIIIIA INSTITllE Of MARI~E SCIENCE 
Cl11 GLCUCESTER PCINT 
STJITE \IPGINIA 
2 If CO[£ 4i 3Ct~ 
FILE No'I'E 
IHUIILCI ICCQlllllflll 
GEIIEPAL GECG~APHIC AREA 
SkAI'P 
BIC~CMICS ANC PHISJCLOGICtL AGING OF CLLISETTA 
I~. CEUI.,H<E 
~CFlh AME~ICA, l.S., CCASTPL, CELA~lRE, CYP~ESS 
~BSlRACT THIS filE CC~lAI~£ SPECIATJCN, COLNTS 1 ~NO SEX CATA 
C~ T~£ ~CSCUIJC, CLLISEll~ MEL,~l~A ICCQUllLETT!, COLLECTEC IN CYPRESS SWAI'Pt 
DELA~ARE C~ A C~Jl~ BJISIS FRC~ ~JIY TO ~EFTEI'BER 1~69. THE DATA, CCNTAINEO IN 
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fiLE N'l'f BIC~CMICS AND FH,SICLCGICAL AGING CF CUliSEJA 
~ELA~~Ft ICCQllllElll I~ CEl,MAFE 
GHEFAl HCGPAFiilC A~U IIC~lH AMERICJI, L.s., OEU\ItH 
JISSl~A(l PRESE~TE[ I~ PEPORl FORM ARE DATA CCLLECTEO DURING 
A SlLCV CCNDUCTEO Ill 1~69 AIIO 1~10 TO [flER~IIIE ThE FPESE~CE Of E~STER~ 
E~CEP~tllll5 ~IRUSI~ l}E FRECC~IIIAIIT MCSQUllC SPECIES IN DELA~AkE, ESPECIALLY 
CULISETA MELAIILR~. IIICluCEC ARE cesE~~ATICI\5 CN THE BIOLOGY AND CISTRlBUTlCII 
Cf C. ~flAIIlRA Ill lliE SlllE. 
~AM£ MGR~IS llfRARV 
PHHE lll~BER 3C2 73S 2455 
INSliTlllCII CR AGE~CV LNI~ER51T~ Cf CELA~ARE 
Cll) IIE~tPK 
ST~TE CELA.ARE 
2IF (([E 19111 
FILE NP~E fiCIIC~ICS Gf AECES SOLICIT~~S lkALKERJ 
GEIIEFAL GECG~APHIC A~EA IIC~TH A~ERICA, L.S., DElJI\IA~E, PCRT MAHCN 
JESl~ACT A MCS,UITG ECOLCG) STUD~ kA~ CONDLClED Al PORT 
~A~CN, CELA~ARE FPC~ JA~L~R~, lSEC TH~ClG~ tECEMBER. 1~64. THE FCLLC~lhG 
FAPA~ETEF! ~ERE STUDIEC: LAR~tl CEVELCP~E~l, PRECAliCN, SPECIES ANC CClNTS OF 


















fllf NAME B!C~C~ICS Of HA~iCioUCD DEFCLIATOiiS IN THE 
NCPTHEAS1£RII L~llEC !T~TES 
GE~ERJIL GECGPAP~IC Al<fA NCRlh A~EiilCA, ~C~lHEASl LNITED STAlES 
AeSTR~CT STU[' Cf ThFEE SPECIES Cf DEFOLIATCR .!~SECTS AND 
t•EIR AfFECTS C~ H~RC~CCCS, •osTLY SLG'R ~tFLE, SLACK CHERRY A~C REC 'APLE AT 
35 STAIICS IN THE IICFTHEAST fRO~ FE~NS~L-ANIA 10 ~AINE. EACH STAND SAMPLEC 3 
TI~ES FER YEAR FRCM 1Sit TC 1915. AT EACH !TAllO, 1C TREES .. ERE SElECTED ANC 
TkO FCLIAGE SA~FLES liKEN FROM EACH l~EE. INSECTS A~O T~EIP PAPASITES AND 
FREOIJC~S hERE ltEIITIFIE[ I~[ (CLNTE[, ANC ARE EXPRESS£[ AS NU~EER CF INSECTS 
FER LEAF CLLSTER PER TREE SPECIES ~~ Jl SPECIFIC TIME ANC LOCATICN. 
flAME CClGlAS C. ALLE~ 
FHNE 1\t;HER 31!: q3 E7!1 
INSTilLTICII CP AGE~CY CCLLEGE CF EI\~IPCIIMENl~L SCIENCE ANC FORESTRY 
STPEEl l.ti6 ILllCK ~~ll 
CIT' SYPACUSE 
STJilE NE~ 'C~~ 
ZIP cerE I321C 
FILE NAME fi~C CI~EPSIT~ '~C ABL~CAIICE IN LRB•N kCCCLAIIDS CF 
NO~THER~ CELA~APE, l~ft-1S6E 
GE~ERAL GEOGFAP~JC AREA NC~T· AMERICA, L.s •• CELAhAPE, 1\Eh CASJLE CCUNTY 
'ESTPACT PRESEIITEC Ill ~EfCPT FCF~ 'RE CATA CCLLECTEC DURING 
STLDIES CCI\ClClEC FPCM 1966 TO 19t€ TC DETERMINE HC~ PARKLAND MANAGEMENT ANO 
~U~A~ LSE ~FFECT t•E CC~FC!IliCN JI~C •eu~ttNCE Of EI~O SFECIES Ill LPEA~ 
~CCOL,~CS ANt TC CE~ELCf ' PRELIMINAR~ LIST Cf SIRC SPECIES USING T~E URSA~ 
~CCDLA~[S (f ~C~T.EPN CELt~t~E. 
NAME ~C~~IS liEFAF~ 
P~CIIE 1\U~EEP 3C2 1~t 41~5~ 
INSllTLTICN 0~ 'GE~C' LNJ\EPSilV Cf CELA~ARE 
CITY NE~,R~ 
!TATE CEL,~J~E 
liF CCCE 1S111 
FILE ~~ME SIRC OI~ERSIT' I~ LRBA~ kDCCLA~CS Cf ~C~lhERN 
OELAHRE 
GENERAL GECGPAPHlC AREA NCRTH A~ERICA, U.S., tElA~ARE, ~E~ CASTLE CCUNTY 
AESlRACT AFFECT Cf PARKLJNO MA~AGE,ENT CN BkEE~li\G BIRO 
PCPUlATICII! ~AS STLCIEC IN URBAN kCCClANC lREAS IN l'ifk C~STLE CCUNTY, _ 
OEUIItiAU,. lhE EC(l((iY, I'AI<TICU~JIRLY RHRCCI.iCTIVE ~liCU':SS, CF 11-'E hOOt THRUSfl 
t-Ilt IICflf>< IIERE 11\JEJiiSI\IELY STUC!ED. IJEGETAll'tE AN~L"YSIS US CG!lREllllfD IIlli'! 
~BUNCANCE A~O CISTRIBLTIC~ CF 8I~C5. 
HIU 11\TER-LHRA~Y LO~ 
FHOI\E 1\l~BE~ 3C2 738 2455 
JNSTIT\JTJCI\ (II AG£1\CY UNIHRSIU CF DELAWARE, f'CFRIS LISIU!RY 
STREET SGliH' CCllEGE A~Elll.iE 
CITY 1\tk~R~ 
~TAlE tELJk~RE 
ZIP CCCE l'.i111 
flU ~~~~E SIRC SPECIE! 01\ERHTY Al\0 THE SIZE CF GAK liOOOS llli 
CE~T~Al ~E~ JE~~EV 
GEI'i£FAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA 1\C~T~ AMERICA, l.s •• NEh JERSEY, HUTCHESCN MEMORIAL 
FCI<En 
Ae<TFACT T~E PURPCSE Cf T~IS STLCY ~AS TO DETERMINE THE 
iELATICNSHlP BE1kEE~ HABIT~T SIZE ~~[ BIRD SPECIES Cl~ERSIIY OF T~E ~iXED CAK 
fORESTS CN THE f><EW JERSEY FIECMCNT. ~tCITIC~Al DBJECTI\IES ~ERE: 1) TC A•O 
DETERMINE lHE FOREST HA8IT'T SiZE I<EtliiRE~f~TS Of lf><tlVIDUAL BIRD SPECIES n 
2) lO DISTINGUISH SETWEE~ EtGE SPECIES ANC CLOSED CR INTERIOR SPECIES. 
N~IH REFEREHE liBRAI<HII 
PHO~E Nl~EER 2Cl 132 1166 
JNSTITLTICN DR AGE~CY LIBRARY Gf ~EDICI~E A~D SCIE~CE, RUTGERS UIIIVERSITY 
CITY NEW BFU~SiiiCK 
STATE liE~ JE~SEY 
ZIF COCE CS'.iC3 
filE N~~E SIRtS Cf R~CC£ JSL~ND 
GE~EFAl GECGFAPHIC AREA NO~lh AMERICA, L.S., CCASTAL• RHCCE ISLAND 
S1AT£.1CE EXTE~CI~G CFFS~CRE TC CC~ LEOGE 
ABSTRACT A F~CllTV ~E~BER OF EERKS~II<f COMMU~lTY CCllEGE, 
~ASSJCtlSETlS, IS ICCL~LLATJI\G t•TA REGARCI~E 8IRC CISTRIBLTIOI\ IN RHODE 
ISLA~[, eCT~ ON Al\0 OfFS.CRE. tAlA ARE CCLLECTEO B' ECTH FIELD I!CRK AND BY 
COlLIECRtTING ~Ilh CTHER SCl~CES SUCh ~S A~E~CIES, INOIVICLALSr ETC.; 




I~STITlTIC~ (R ~GE~C' 
c 1n 
SUTE 
21 F C([E 
Cl C~ FE RllEN 
413 4% 4c6C 
6ER~!tl~E CC~~U~ITY 
FlllSFHl£ 




filE NA~E BLACK CLC~ fRCtlCTICN STUCIES 
GENERAl GECGFftPHIC A~EA NORlt AMERIC~, L.s., OElA~ARE TIDAl ~ARSrLANOS 
ABSlFACJ CAT~ CCLLECTEC CURING A FlELO STUCY CARRIED OUT 
FROM 1~£9 lh~OUGH 1~72 C~ THE F~CDUCTIG~ CF BLACK ClCIS II\ THE TICAL 
~ARSHLANCS OF CELA~AFE A~E FFE!E~~f~ IN REFC~l fGR~. HATCHING SUCCESS OF WILD 
A~O ClPTIVE CllTC~ES, Bl~CK tUCK UllLIZATICN Cf ARllfiCAL NETS, BLACK DUCK 
EREEClNE PCfULATIO~S A~C PRECATC~ fOPULATICN! ~RE AMCI\E THE FARA~ETE~S 
MEPSLREC. THE OBJECTIVE CF THE STUCY liAS TC CETERMINE lhf PRESENT IIATER FOWL 










STAff-ClVISICN CF FISH .<INC ~ IU:lifE 
3C2 67ll 4431 





F ll E Nli'IE l!lOCC SERU! CCI\!: l ITUH U Cf CECAPCO CRUSHCEAI\S FFC~ ~C~FCL~ CA~)(~-JU~E 191! 
GEIIERAL EECGFAPHIC AREA u.s., CDAST~L. NCF1~ AllA~J!C, CD~TI~E~l~l SHElf 
C Ff 'IIIHH>H 
JESTRACT BIOCHEMIC~L AIIAL15IS CF OEC.PCD CRUSTACEA~S T~KE~ 0~ tHE CCATIAEIITALS~ELF A~t ~ORFCLK CAN,CN AREA CFF T~E COAST CF ~IRGINIA. 
tEPT~ Cf CCLLECTIC~S PA~GEC FRC~ l! 10 ~CCC ~ETEFS 
"AME ~ALI<JC E F. l YIICH, fHC 
Hct-E 1\li!IEEJ< H.li-~42-2111 
IN~liTlTICN CP ~GENC' VIRGINI~ INSTITLTE Cf ~ARINE SCIENCE 
CITY GlClCE~TE~ fCI~T 
STHE VIHHU 
ZIF CCI:E 23Ct2 
FILE ~A~E BLLE CRAB SIOLGGY IN THE ~ICINill Cf ARTIFICIAL ISUH 
GENERAL GEOGFAPHIC AR£A NCRT~ AlLA~T!(, L.S., OELA~ARE RIVER, COASTAL 
ABSTRACT SilEo tiSHlelJTIC~. SEX RHIC, AMi CESERVATIONS ON GRChT~ OBTti~EC fR(" T~E C(M!IEPCIAL POT Fl!~ERY ANC ICHTHYOLOGICAL ASSOCIATES 
BICLCGICAL SAHPLING FRCGFA~. H~CPC CAl~ FRC!I CTHER FILES lJSEC. 1S7~ REPCRT I~CLLtES CATA CA LARVAL C~AES FFCM 1S71 ANC 1S72 FIELC PROGRAM. A~ ~~~UALLY 
~EPEllll\E PROGRA~ I! EX~ECTED. · 
NAME \IClCP J. SCtLLEF 
FtcNE f\l,l'fER 3Cl 31S HtS 
INSllTlTIC~ CR JIGEI\CY IC~T~~ClCCIC~L ASSCCitTE~ 
SlREET 6() 3! fC ~ 
CllY ~II:CLEHh~ 
~TATE CEli.JPE 
liF CC[f l'ii'lCS 
S5 
FILE ~A~E fl~E CPAf ELOCC SEPUM 
GENER~l GEOG~APHIC AREA ~C~lH AllA~liCt L.S., CCtS1Al, C~ES~PEAKE EAY; 
l~IBllA~IE!w EASTEFN ShCFE Cf VIF,INIA 
AESTRACT VARIAliCN Of ELCCC SERL~ CHLC~ICE, ~AJC~ CATICNS, 
OS~DTIC CCNCE~l~ATICN, FRCTEIN, GlUCCSE, TlTAL NINHYDRIN POSITI~E S~BSTANCES, 
~NC l~ACE ~ETAL$ kERE CElfR~l~ED I~ ~~TU~E ELUE CRtB5, CALLI~ECTES S~PIDUS, 
TAKE~ FRO~ A RA~Gf (f E~VIRCN~ENTAl CC~CITICNS IN TICAl hATERS Of VIRGINIA. 
fltfl£ MAUll ICE P. UNCh, PHD 
FHCt-.E NU~BE!l 8C4 6<42 2111 >.71 
I"STITUTION CR AGE~(~ VIRGINIA INSTITLTE Cf MARINE SCIENCE 
CIT' GLClCESlEP FCI~T 
STATE ~IRGI~IA 
liP CCCE 23C62 
FILE NA~E BllE C~AB C~ECGE SLRVE~ 
GENE~Al GE(GFlPMIC AREA ~CRT~ ATl~NTIC, CCAST~L, u.s., CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
"tR'IUH 
AESTRACT SUR~EY Cf BLUE CRJB TAKEN CURING OYSTER CREDGE 
SLRVE'I. FILE l~CLUDES SE), SIZE, MCLT Sl~GE, MAlER TE~PER~TURE, SALI~ITY A~G 
CEPTM C~ll fPC~ ~l~TER SlRVEY. lll C~AES TtK£~ IN SAMPLE ARE TALLIED AND 
CCMPILEC 1~10 f~EQlE~C' TAeLES. 
NA"E ~IltlA~ A CLTTE~ 
Pt-:CNE Mii'I!ER 3tl-2t'1-.51!1 
IN~liTlliCN CR AGENCY MA~~lAND CEFART~ENT Of NATURAl ~ESOURCES 
STREET lA~ES SlATE CFFICE BlJlHHG 
CITY A~NAPClJS 
STATE ~lRYLA~C 
llf (0[£ 214(1 
FILE N~~E BLLE CR~e STUC'I IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
GENEFAl GECGFAFHIC APE' NORTh ATLANTIC, COASTAL, U.S., CHESAPEAKE BAY, MC 
AN[ VA ST~TE ll~E TC C~CPTA~K Rl~ER 
ABSTRACT ABLNCANCE ANt ~C~TALllY CF ElUE CRAI!S IK THE 
NCRThEFN PCPTIC~ Cf CH~SAPElKE EAY A~E STUCIED·B~ REGULAR SA~PLINGS kiTH 
BOTTOM CRECGE A~D CllE~ lFA~L 
ti~Mf STEFHfl C. SULK lN 
PHCH HI'BEP ~01 32c 421!1 l<66 
INSTITLliCh (p AEE~CY C•ES,PEAKE EICLC{lCAL LABCRATCR~ 
CIH SClCfiOS 
ST~TE MAR,lANC 
ZIP CCOE 2Cc€E 
St 
FILE Ntl'f BLUE C~~B Sllt•, C•ESAPE~Kf EA~ MAR~LA~O 
GENEPAL ~ECGFAfHIC AFEA NCRlH AllANliC, u.s., c•ESAPEAKE BA~, CCASTAL 
~BSlPACT THE telNCA~CE, SIZE, AND CISTRIBUliC~ OF BLLE CRABS 
IN r•E CHfSAPEt~E fA' ~ERE SLR,EYEO fOR A T•~EE )EA~ PERICC. Ql~ER CAlA 
·~~ILAELE fROM l~IS STLCY lNCLUCES RElATI~E AfLNDANCE 6Y SPECIES GF DE"ERSAL 
FIS~ A~D BENTHCS ClHER l~Ah ELLE C~AE. 
~AMf DIRECTOR, MIDDLE ATLANTIC CCASlAl FISHERIES CENTER 
PHC!IE ~LI'BER 3Cl 226 554C 
JNSTITLTIOft CR AGE•C' NtTICNAL MARI~E FIS~ERIES SEFVICE 
STREET CIFC~C ElClCGlC'l LABCRATCR) 
CIT'f OfCI<D ., 
ST~TE MAR,LA~O 
liP COCE 216~4 
FILE ~~~f BLUE CRABS IN T~E CHE5APEAKE AND CELAkAR£ CANAL REGIO 
GE~EPAl .GECSI<APHIC AREA ~CR1H ATLANTIC, COASTAL, l.S •• CHESAPEA~E fAY, 
CELA~tRE BA~, C A~C C Cft~ll 
.AfSTRACT BlUf CRABS IN ThE CHESAPE~~E ANC CELAkAPE CANAl AND 
ACJACEt\1 AREAS Cf TH CHSAPE.AU JIM; CELMiARE BAYS HRE SA.-.PLEC e~ BCTTCM 
Tl<Ahl ·AT 'UARTEPLY INTER~~LS. EOC CRAES CF ALL SIZES ~ERE TAGGED A~D RELEASED 
lHFCUGhCUT THESE AREAS UTILIZINE I NEh l'FE OF TAG CEVELDFEC FCR TAGGING 
JlVE~IlE BllE CRABS. ltE TtGS A~£ MAI~lAl~EC CURING ~OtTING 
NA~f STEFHfN C. SLL~I~ 
fHC~E ~l~EEP 3Cl 326 4261 X6t 
INSlJTUliC~ CR AGENCY tHE!JPEAKE BIClCEl(Al lAECPATCRY 
CIT~ SCLCMCNS 
STATE ~AF)LA~C 
ZIP COtE 2CE€E 
fiLE ~A~E ELUE CRABS IN TtE CHESAPEA~E AND DELAWARE CANAL 
GEt.ERAL GECG~AI'HIC AFEA NCRlli ATUNTIC• COSTAL, L.S., CELAIIARE AI\C MAR'YLANC 
ASSTR~(T A 5TlC' TO CETER~It.E THE ST~TLS CF ThE BLLE CRAB 
fOPUL~TICN I~ ThE CHESAPEA~E A~D CEL~h~RE RECICN ~AS CC~CLCTED. PAR~'ETERS 









STEftE~ C. SLLKI~ 
~CI 454 ClCC 
UNJ~EFSITY Cf MtRYL~NC 





FILE ~~~E BLUEfiSH STUDIES 
GE~ERAL ~ECG~APHIC AREJ ~CFTH A~ERICA, l.S., CO~~tCTJCUl, LONG ISLAND 
SDU~t. BLCC~ ISLA~C SCUNCw PECO~IC BA~, ~ARCI~ERS E~Y 
ABSTRACT SFA~~IN~, ~]GRAll(~, ANt ~C~E~f~T OF BLUEFISH, 
FC~AlC~US ~tLT~TRl)• I~ LC~G ISLt~t SOUND. EtCCK JSLAI'it SCUNC A~D l~E COASTAL 
hATERS Cf LONG ISLAND ANt CC~NECllCUT ~AS SlLOIEC f~CM 19t4 TH~OUGh 1970. 
~AlER ~AS SA~fLEO TC FIND lE~Pf~AllRE AT Tl~E ~F FIRST LARVAL APP~ARANCE. 
SA~PLES CF LAR~Al A~D VCLNG FIS• WERE iAKEa AND STCREO. ESTiMATES ~ERE "ADE 
Of ltE NU~BER CF S~~PPE~ fllEFJSt JN CCASTAL ~ATERS. G~ChTH RATE ~AS STUDIED 
BY CCI\111\Ltl SHHJH Al\t CESH~HICI\. THGHG STLI:IES liERE CC!\'DUCTEC TO 
lR~CE lCCAl ~0-E~E~l. 
NA~E 
fHIIE HiHER 





CR. ~IlliAM lL~C 
~03 ~3t 42:!3 




fltE N~~E fO~StY hCO~ NAliCIIAL ~llCLlfE REFUGE B~SE LINE STUDY 
EEIIER~L GECGF~F~lC ~REI NCRlt ATLANTIC, CCASTALo L.S., DELA~ARE BAY, 
CELA~'RE SC~BAl ~tc~ ISL~~C 
~BSlRA(l MISSION WC2S, fll. lr CCTCBER lS, 1S7C, liiTH 
WtLLCfS S1~1ICN CHARTERED BELL 2C5 ~EtlCCFlER EQLIPPfC WITh ~ FOC CF 4 T-ll 
IH IJL I!M'f Jtl(; CIII'ERII s. fL lGH .,ACE FCR C~ESAPEAKE EA'Y ECOlOG !CAl PRCGRA., 
OfFICE FCR PURPCSE Cf OBTAIIIJNG BASE li~E ~fMCTE !E~SCR tAT~ OVER T~E BOMBAY 
HOCK ~ILCLIFE ~Efl(E BET~EEII l~E S~Y~IIt ~IVE~ A~O liTTLE PIVER ON CELAWARE 
ShCRE CF CELAW~RE E~'Y. fliG~l IN CLEAR ~EAT~ER, Sll~HT hAlE, ~IR TE,P. 0 DEG. 
C AT lC,CCC FT., MSL Wilt ~~~C Cf 2f K~CTS F~C~ 2SC CEG. 
IIA'E FALL AlfC~Sl 
Ft;CNE IIL.,EER tC-4-~24-3411 
lNSliTlliCh CR AGE~CY NATID~~l AE~C~AlliCS ANC SPACE ADM 
~TREET ChE~~PE~KE EA'Y ECCLCGICAL FPCG~~M CFFICE 
CITY ~ALLCPS ISLANC 
STATE ~JR(JIIIA 
IIF CCCE 2333i 
fiLE 1\AfiE 




fCTlCM SECl.EtiT SA~PLES FRC~ LOkER CliES~PfAKE BAY 
t.s., CCAStAL, ~CPlH ATLJIIliC, C~ESAPE~KE SAY 
BCTlCM SECI~Et\1 !AMPLE! FRC~ lGkE~ CHES,PEAKE BAY. 
3 AEICllC PJRA~ElEFS 
NAIH 
HJISLHC. . , 
PHOH NlMBER 







GENERAL GECGRAPHIC A~EA 
CPESJPE~K£ E~Y, ~CFK FIVEP 
JCH~ LLCIIICI< 
7C3-4S9-80CO 
OLO CC~l~IC~ L~I~ERSITl 




EOllCM SEOI~EII'TS Cf THE lC~K RI~ER, SCUTPE.STER~ 





SEOHEf\T f~ASS fHPERTIES IIEI<E STUOIH AT VARICUS 
T~E YCRK FlVEF ESTLII~Y, ~I~EINIA. THE CAJA ~AS LSEC TO 
CF SEDIMEIIT REMCVAL A~D OEfCSITICII' lllTHIN THE ESlUJIR~. 
fllCNE Ill~ EER 




C~. FIC~ARC 11. FtAS 
.:1~ -'~3 6Hl 
LJIF.¥flTE CDLLECEt CHAIR~AN DEFARTMENT CF GEOLOGY 
EASH~ 
FENIISH ~Alii A 
1SC42 
fiLE NJMf BC~E ~ALS~ FEPCFT 
GEIIERAL GEDGPAP~IC AREA NCRTr ATLANTIC CCE~N. u.s., CCASTAl, N.Y. EIGHT, 
GREAT ~Cllt. BAl 
AB~TRACT 1111' ((EAIICGRIPHIC A~C BICLCGIC~L STLC~ Cf ltE 
COASTAL CCEAII eElkEEN FIFE ISLt~C I~lET ~~[ JC~ES !~LET At\C THE ACJ~Cf~T 
ESTUAFIE5 CF SCulr CYSlEP B~V A~O "ESTE~~ (FEAT SCUT~ ~AY. LGNC ISLA~C, NEk 
VCRK liAS CCNCUCTEC EEl~EE~ ~AY A~D OCTCEER 1~72. l~E St~FLING FRCG~A~ 
CONSISTED OF lS OffS~CRE SltllC~S EXTENCI~G lC 14.5 KM (S ~ILESJ F~C~ SHCRE, 
hHlCh hERE SFACEC #LCII~ FIVE ~CFTP-SCUTr TPANSEClS BET~EEN FIRE ISLA~C A~D 
JC~ES INLET. SJ)lEEN STATIOI\S ~ERE lCCAlEC IN THE EAYS ~ITr ACCITICIIAL 
CATA-PCI~T~ COLlEClEt EY ~EA~S Cf A CO~TI~UCUS-FLC~ SA~FliNG S'STE"· 
N~.,E CrAFLES D. ~AFC' 
FHCNE ~lMSER 5lt i46 711C 
INSTITlllD~ CR ACE~CY ~ARI~E SCIE~CE5 PESEARC!i CE~TER, SL~Y 
CIT'Y STC~V UWCI< 
STHE !\flo )CR~ 
HF CCU ll7SC 
ss 
FJ.LE f',~I'E ECWIE-A~~AFCLIS-E~LTI~GRE A~[ BAlliMCRE-NEkARK 
URBAr-. tREA PLANIIJf',E STLD1 
GEf',EFAL GECGFAfHIC AFEt ~(FlH ATLAIITICt CCASTAL, ~.S., COASTAL, DELAWARE 
BAYt CELJl~lRE, I'ARYLA~C, "f~ARK, ec~IE-ANf',AFCLIS ~REA 
ABSlFACT ~ISSICN Wl9! 1 fll. lt M'~Ch 16, 197!, WITH ~ALLGPS 
SUTJGII C-54 AIRCRAFT E!;;U1PFEO Iolli- M1 12S ANt A 1-11 AERIAl I'APPII\G CAMERA 
~YSTEI( II\ COCPERJlliO ~Ilh 1([. Hfl. Cf SltlE PUIIr..IH. CB.JECTJVE - TC OBTAIN 
LARGE SCALE ~ERIAL FHCTCGRAFHY fCR LANC USE PLANNING IN THE RAPIDLY DEVELOPING 
EOki£-Af',hAPCLIS-eALTIMC~E AREA, Ar-.D THE EAlllMCRE-~E~A~K CCRRICCR. fliGHT IN 
l-AZY ~fATHER ~llH T~I~ C\ERCJl51 1 AIR TE~P. 5 CEG. C AT 95CO fl., MSl kiTH WIND 
CF 3C K"Cl~ FFC~ 21C CEG. 
t-AH 
FHCI\E Hf'eH 







f',ATIC~~l AE~Cf',AlTICS A~[ SPACE AC~ 




FILE ~A~E e~•~ti~I~f ~IVE~ FClLUTJC~ STLCY 
GE~E~Jll GfC~FAf~lC A~Et NCRTh ATLA~TIC, CCASlAL• U.S., OELAMARE BAY, 
CELA~AFE, ERANCYWI~E PIVER 
~BSlRACl ~ISSIC~ w225o fLT. 1, JlLY 5, lS73, wiTH WALLOPS 
SlATJCr.. ~EllCCflER ECLIFFEC Will-i lWC 1-11 ~ERIAL MAPPING CA~ERAS Jr-. 
CCCPE~tTIO~ Will-i CtESTE~ CC~NlY ~EALTI-i tEPl. AND ThE L.S. GEOlOGICAl SURVE¥. 
CBJECll~E- TO OBTAI~ lAFGE SClLE tEFltt PtCTCGR~P~~ OF BRANCYWINE RIVER fROM 
ITS CCNFlUENCE ~ITH T~E OELA~A~E RIVER AND I~TERSECTICf', CF PENN. RT. 162 WITH 
ITS EAST AND wEST ERANCHES. I~AfER~ TO Bf lSED FCR LCC~TING FOLLUTIO~ CUTFALLS 
ON RIVER ~~D FCR lCC~li~G PCSSIELE CU~PlNG SITES (f A~l~AL OR HUMA~ W~STE. 
fllGtT IN SCATTEREC ClCltSt ~lSIEillTY LP lC 5 MILES, AIR TE~P. 18 DEG. C AT 
1250 fl., ~SL kiTH ~INC (f 10 Kf',CTS fRO~ 3~( CEG. 
NA~E f~ll AlfC~Sl 
ftiCNE ~LHER fC4-t21i-34ll 
JNSTlll11Ct. CF AGH" t.HICI'iAl IIERCI'.AI.iTJCS .AN[l SPACE AOM, 
STREET CtESAPEAKE BAY ECCLOGICAL FPCGRA~ CFFICE 
CITY hALLCFS ISlAND 
STATE ~l~GINIA 
ZJF CCCE 2~3:i 
lCC 
filE ~~~E EPA~tY~INE ~~~ER PCLLLTICr-. SlLDY 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC A~EA L.!., (C~S1Al 1 f',(RlH ATLANTIC, OELA~ARE E~Y, 
CElA~A~E, EPA,..CYhlr..E FIVE~ 
ABSTRACT ~ISSJC~ h224, fll. lt JLr.E 12, 1973, WAllCPS 
STATIC~ C-54 AIRCR,fT ~llt TMO T-11 Af~JAL ~AFP!r-.G CA~ERAS l~ CCCPERAllON •ITH 
THE U. S. GECLCGIC•L SUR~EY A~£ CtESTER CCI.i~lY, PEN~. HEALTH OEPT. OBJECTIVE -
1( PRC~ItE SUFfO~l 1( CHESTER ((U~TY ~Etllt CEPT. IN lCCATING FGSSIELE SOURCES 
Cf A~l~Al AND/CR HU~AN kASTE MATERIALS IN ChACS FCRC AREA OF BRANCYWI~O RlWER. 
~A~E F~Ll AlfC~SI 
fhCNE ~LHER f04-i2~-.l4ll 
INSllllliC~ CR AGE~CY ~AllC~~l ~EFCNALllCS A~t SPACE ACM 
Sl~EET CHESAPEAKE BAY ECCLOGICAl FRCGRAM OFfiCE 
CITY htllCFS ISltNt 
STAlE ~I~GI~IA 
HF ecce 2B:n 
FILE "''E BRIGANTI~E If',lEl StCRE FRCTEClJON PROGRAM 
GENE~Al GfC~RAPhiC AREA NCRlt ATLAr-.liC CCfAr-., t.s., CCASTALt NE~ YCRK 
BIGHT, "Ek JER~E,, E~IGANTINE INLET 
tESlRACT ICC 51ATICr-.S LCCATEO AT B~IGANTIIIE INLET, NEk 
JERSEY ~ERE SA~FLED f~GM JLlY 196~ TC SEFTEMfER 1910 FCR BATHYMETRY, CURRENT 
SPEEC ANC [IRECTIC~, TE,FERATURE, ELECTRICAL CCNDUCTI~ITY, TIDAL HEI~HT, A,..C 
SEDIMENT SIZE A~Al,SIS. 
UH 
ft.CIIE Mf'SER 






~E~ELE ~J[~£R, STAlE GECLCGISl 
tC'i 2C:2 25U 
NEW JERSEY STAT£ CEPART~EN1 OF EN~IRONMENTAl 





fiLE NJME 6RC~CKILL RIVER TICAl CYCLE C~EMICAl DATA 
HIIEFAl HCGflAPnlC AliEA NCRH llllAt.TIC, CCASTAL, L.S., OELAioARE BAY, 
SRCAC~lll FIVER, ~CCSE,Ell lt.LET 
llBSHACl TH ERCHKlll l<lVEil H HE RCOSEVEll INlET FROM 
tELAidRE B~Y kAS I'ICIHlOREC CVER A JlO~L CYCLE Oil IIOvE~BER 16, 1973 ~S A PART 
Cf A EFACL~lE COLRSE PRCJECT BY THE LIII,ERSlTY Cf CfL~IotRE•S CCLLEGE Of MARINE 
SHCIES~ I:AU lAI<EI'I E'IIERY 20 MINUTES UCLUCES SAllNIT'\' 1 TE,~o!PERATUREt CURRENT 
SPEEC, TOT~l FhCSF~AlE, CtlOROFtYLL At TCT~l Al\0 P'RllCULATE·C,A£0t'\'[RATE, 
TCTAl LCACING, tNt CTFITRAl LCACI~G. ECTH TCT~l PARTlCLLATE LOADING AND THAT 
PETAIIIEC EY A IIUMEEP 1C MESh ~ET kERE CElEA~l,.,ED FCR EACH CF 12 CBS MACE. 
Uf'E CI-ARLE~ ERlt.E 
JhC~E ~lffEF 3Ct 736 1~1~ 
JNSTITOliCN OR AGE~CV UNI~ERSITY Cf CElAioARE 
STIHH CClLEGE Of I',Ar<IIIE SlUOin 
CITY ,.,Ew~R~ 
~lATE CEll~tRE 
ZlF CCC£ 1S7ll 
FilE Nll"E EROCI<tnEII t.AHCUL l~6. SEIIAGE TRUT,.EIIT PLANT DATA 
~EIIEF~l GECG~AfhiC AREA 1\CRlf. ATLAIITIC OCEAN, u.s., COASTAL, N.~. BIGHT, 
LQ~G ISLA~t, S~ff{L. CCl~TY 1 lflCII . 
ASST~ACT 1 STATION Al A SE~AGE TREATMENT PLANT LOCATED Al 
UPTON ~AS SA~PLEC fRCI' Jli\LA~Y 1970 TC T~E FRESENT FCR.WATER TRANSPORT, wATER 
lE~PEFtTURE• Pt, FARTICULATE M'llER, BlCCHE,.ICAL CJ~GEII DEMAND, TCT~L CHLCRINE 
R£SJCUAlt ~USPENCEC SCLltS (CR' •EJGI-ll 1 AIIO CCLJFCR~~. 
NAME GC~CC~ J. kATT 
FtCNE ~li'EER . 5lt ~34 2622 X242 
INSTITlTlCN CP A{E,CY SUffOlK CCU~llt DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
CCNTRCL, WATER PCllUlJCN CC~TRCl SECTIC~ 
STREET 1324 ~CTCR fllRK~~y 
CIT~ H~lFFALGE 
~T~TE ~E~ lCRI< 
llf ecce 111€7 
lC~ 
filE NA~E CAl\E~T Cl!Ff~ ~~~~lA~D 
GENERAL GEC~R~P~l( A~EA NCPTr ~TLANTJC CCEANt L.~., COASTAL, CHESAFEAKE 
SAl, CAL\ERT CLIFF~ 
ABSTRACT Thl! FILE CC.TAI~S Thi ~AClCACTlVITY EACKGRO~ND 
DATA FCF THE CH£SAFfAKE f~~ lATER, SECIME~l!, ANC EE~TtiC 8ICTA 1~ TrE 
VlCINilY Of THE C~LVERT CliFFS .LCLEAR PC~ER STATICN. ThE DATA TAKEN IN 1974 
AN[ 1915 ·I~CLUCES GROSS EElA CCU~T!t TPITUIM ACTIVIT'• TClAL STRCNliUM, 
SlRONlllfoi-SC, GRCSS GAMI'Il CCL~TS FCR HE ~HEr<, SECII'EIITS AMl SENTHC 
CCMMLNITIES. ALSC SC"E CrA~ACTERIZATIC~ CF TrE SECI'E~T WAS MACE ~ITH DATA 
I~ClUCI~G PH, SIZE ANIIL,SIS ANC l'PE. 
NAI'E Cl)[E GCLLC£~ 
HCH ~LHEF ~1! ~1':~ 3921 
INS1Ill11CN CR AEE~Cl f•IltCELPtlA ACtCE~Y CF N'llR~L SCIE~CE 
HRHT l9ll- AH THE Ptlll<lltY 
CITY P~lltt£LPhlA 
STAlE f!~,.,SYL,At.IA 
llf (((£ 1«;](3 
FILE ~~I'E 
FHILITIES ~H.:CY 
CA~£EN CC~~TYt ~fk JERSE'Y kASTEhATER ~A~A6E~EIIT A~O 
GENE~~L GEOGR~PhiC AREA NCRTh A~EPIC~. ~Ek JERSEY, COASTAL, CAMCEN COUNT~ 
~2S1R~Cl ThiS IS A CC~flElE E~~I~C~MENTAL STLCY CF A LARGE 
PCRTICN OF CA~CEN CCUNTY, ~£~ JERSEY. SOIL 'APPI~G A~O CESCRIPTIG~S, FAUNAL 
A~t flC~AL INVE~TCRIES, SURFACE ANC GRCU,.,C~AlER ANAL,SES FCR 32 CISSCLVEC 
ElfME~l!, MANY PESliCICES A~D MCSl II'FCPTA~T ~LTPIENTS, CLIMATIC DATA, A~D 
FHYSJCtl A~D BJCLCGICAl CHtR,CTERIST1CS Of WATER ARE I~Cl~DED. THE REPCRT 
Mll~E! E)TE~Sl~E USE CF P~EVICLS fCEliCATICNS AND hA~ ~ CG~PlETE BIBlJCGRAPHY. 
ANALlSES WERE CC~E BY AN I•DEPf~[E~T lJBCRtTCRY ANt RESULTS ~ERE REPCRTED 
111 IHCLl ,.Encts. 
NAfl.f 
ft<(IIE HI'EH 





JAMES A. Ht.I'IC 
.H5 l:4l 311C 
JACI< ~ccc~~~c~ ~~t 






f llE fiAH C.~P lllfE 
GEAER'l GECGP~PtJC AREA fiC~Th ATLANTIC CCEAN, L.S., N.Y. BIGHT, COASTAL, 
lOfiG I~LA~C, SlfFClK CCl~J,, C'FlREE 
ABSlRACl YIEL[ Cf eE~lhlC fLANTS A~O SPECIES DETERMINATION 









CHRIS flE~ILLER, hEAD Cf I'A~l~E RESCLPCES SECTICN 
!ilt B4 2622. 
SLFfCLK CCllllY ,[EFARTIIIEIIT CF EIIVIRHPIEHAL CONTROL 




FilE 1\JI'f CAFTREE 
EE~EFAL GECG~AfHIC ARE~ NCPlh ATLANTIC CCEAN, L.!., N.,. BIGHT, CCASTAL, 
LONG ISLA~(, Slff(l~ CCLI\Tl, c•fT~EE . 
'BST~A(l YIELC OF BEI\THIC PlANTS ANO SPECIES OETERI'INATICN 









C~RI~ eiEMillER, HEAD Cf ~~FINE RESCURCfS SfCTICN 
516 ~~4 . a:1:< 
SlffCl~ CCl~T'toCEPtRT~ENl CF EN~l~ONMENTAl CONT~GL 




FILE NA~E CAPTlRE '~[ ~'R~I~G Cf ~Ilt tEER 
EE~EPAL GECGFAFHIC APfA NCRT~ AMERICA, u.s., NEk JERSEY 
ABSl~ACl ~I"ITE-TAilEt CEEr ~AVE BEEN CAPTUREC, TAGGED, AND 
RELEISEC IN NEW JER5E' CN AN AN~UAL BASIS SINCE THE SFRING OF 1969 IN CROER TC 
!TLD' ~0\E~E~TS (N ' SEASC~At, t~NlAlt ANt LIFE-TI~E EtSISw TO MARK KNOWN AGE 
ANU'H5 (fAW~Sj FGF CLARiflCAliU Cf AGING TEC..NHUES IN CERTA!fl SECTIONS Of 
T~E N£~ JERSEY CEER RA~GE, A~D lC CBTAIN l~FCR~ATIC~ C~ CO~DITICN CF DEER ON 




INSllTUTICN GR AGE~C~ 
CI~HIOt. Cf FISh G~fOE All£ 




FRII\CIFAL ~ILDLIFE BICLCGIST 
,ii( 1 135 €1<';3 
t.Ek JE~~EY DEP~PTJIENT OF E~'IRONMENTAL FRCTECTlCN, 
SHELLFIS~ERIES, flREAU Cf kllCLIFE ~A~AGEIIIE~T 




fILE 1\~JI £ 
HA CCRES 
1C4 
CARECNAlE, lGlAl CAPBCN A~O ORGANIC CAAEC~ IN DEEP 
6E~fR~l GECGRAPHIC ARE~ kCRlD~ICE CCEt~ 
AESTRlCl THE lfff SEA tRILLING PROJECT AT SCRIPPS 
INSTITlTION Of CCEJI\CGPAfHY IS AfFILJAlEC ~ITH THE JCII\1 CCEAIICGRAFhlC 
· lNSllllTIOIIS FCR CEEF E~FTH S~~Fll~G IJOIOE51. DSCP I"AS TAKEN GECLCGICAL A~C 
GECPtYSICAL CATA FRCM THE CRlllii\G SHIP GllJIAR CHALLENGER AT 3€3 SITES O~E~ 
THE kCRlD CCEAII~. C~IGI~Al CATft fRC~ THE FRCJECT ARE INCEXEC A~C ARCHIVED ~~ 
THE INFCR~All(. I"A~tli~G GRCUP. CETtiLS Of l~E PRCCESSI~G A~O PETRIE~JL 
~ET~CCS t~[ CAfA!JllTIES A~E OUTLll\fC l~ A !EPJES Cf ~OTES AVAILABLE FMCM THE 
GRCUP. EACH TYPE Of CATA CET~I~E( CU~I~G T~E FROJECT IS ~JINTAI~EC AS A 
SEPJR~lf FILE. CETER~I~ATICNS Cf CAREO~ATE CCNTENTt TOTAL CARBO~ AND CRGAI\IC 
CARBC~ ARE ~ACE ·cf SA~PlES TAKE~ AT ARBITRAR' INTER~tlS AlCNG THE CCRE. A 
.SA,..PU JS TAKEN APFROXII'AlE.l\ nEJ<) 1.! ~tlERS. A lECC ~fiHYlER IS USEe. 
fit~£ CCGRti~AliNG ST.Ff SCIE~TISl 
PHCI\E HfietR 714 4~2 3~2<; 










FILE 1\J~E CA~ICEA~ SHRIMPS Cf ThE SCUl~kESTERN NGRTh ATLANTIC 
GE~ERAt 'ECGFAFHIC AFEA ~CRTH ATLA~TIC, CCASTALt L~s., NORTH 
CAROlHA-FLCRirA HC HRTh AI'EiiHII, L.S., Hlf Cf MEl< ICC, lCliiS !Afi~-HXAS 
~BSl~ACT A TWEL~E YEAR SlltY CF C~RIOEA~ SHRI~PS CF THE 
SCLT~~ESTEPN NCPTH ~Tl,NTIC CCEA~ FRCM ~CRT~ CARCLINA TC FLORIO~ ~~C THE GLLF 
Cf MEJICC FRCM lCUISIAI\~ TC TEJAS. STLCY INCLLDES SPECIES OETER~I~ATICN, 
CCUNTS, BIOMASS, AH MCRF .. CMEHIC i"EASlRHEIITS Cf CARI!:EAN SliRII!PS. CTHER 
PARA~ETERS I~CLLCE ECTTC~ l'tFE, StltY~ETR~, ~ATER TEJIPERATURE, SEA STATE, 
CUPRE~T SFEEC, SECCtl CI!C CEPT .. , ANC PRECIPITATIC~ AMCli~T. CAPICEAN SHRIMPS 
~ERE liKE~ C~ ~ESSELS: CREGC~, fELJCA~, CCIIIIAT ANC SILVER BAY; GEAR LSED 
INCLLOES FCRTY eY (~E-I"L~CFEC FCCT ((i"MEPCitl TRSwlS AT 8CTTOM ANt MIC-WATER 
DEPTHS, EIG~T FCCT 5CALLCP CRECGES ANC SI> 10 TEN FCOT lliiiBLER CREOGES. 
IIAME LIB~AFI·~ 
ftC~E ~L~EEF SlS E84 E111 
IN~TITlTIC~ CR A~E~C' CL~E l~I~EPSITY 
STREET BICLCGICAl SCIENCES LieR~R\ 
CITY ClPt~JI 
Sl~TE t.CFl~ CARCLI~A 
liF CCCE ~17Cf 
f HE t.H~E 
16H-1H~ 
GE~EFAl GECGF~FHIC AFf' 
~IRGJ~lAt ~AR~l~~C 
ABSHACl 
flUE CFAB fiSHER~ Cf 
FISHI~G EFfCRTe GE~P 
II AI! f 
fHCIIE HHER 






GENERAL GEOGR,PHIC AREA 
~IRGJ~)A, f!ARYLANC 
ASS TRACT 
flUE CRAB flS~ERY Of 
fiSHING EffCRT• GEAF 
j\ pf't 
FHCH 1\lMHR 






CATCt AI\C ~AlUE Cf ThE C~ESAPEAKE BAl BLLE CRAB 
u.s., COASTAl; NORTH ATlANTIC, CHESAPEA~E BAY, 
CCMPUTAlJCN OF CCM~ERC[AL FISHI~G ACTIVITY IN THE 
CtESAP EAKf: BAY l SH-1S6 t.. REPCRT INClUDES CA 1Ctit VALUE, 
AI\D IIUMfEP CF flStfRf!AI\ FARTICJFATING IN FIStER1. 
l18FARIAI\ . . 
SC4-642-2lll 
~IRGINIA !1\SllTllE Of ~ARIIIE SCIENCE 
. GLCUCESHR flO INT 
\"HGJIIIA 
23Ct2 
CATCh ANt VALUE (f THE ChESAPEAKE 8A~ 6lvE CRAB 
li.S.; COASTAl, fi"CRlH ATLANTIC, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
CC~PlilATION Of CC~~ERCIAL fiSHING ACTIVITY IN ThE 
CHESAPHI<E BA't, 16€Q-1SH.. Rf:PCRl INCLUDES cnCH, VALUE, 
A~t fl"l~EER Cf fJShER~Efl" FARTICIP~TII\G I~ fiSHERY 
liEf< AI< !Ali 
6C4-t:~2-2111 
VIRGI~IA 11\SlllllE Of MARI~E SCIENCE 
HUlCES TER fC INl 
HRGIIIU 
23C62 
GENE~Al GECGFAPHIC llFEA 
~IFGit.U 
CATC~ A~O VALVE Cf VARICUS A~ERICAN CRUSTACEANS 
L.S., COASTAL, ~CRlH ATLANTIC, CHESAPEAKE SAY, 
AeSlRACT CCMfllATICN Of CATCH Ill\[ VALLE Cf CCfoiMERCIALLY 
VALUAELE CRL!TACEA~S It. THE CHE!IlFEA~E BAV AliC CTHE~ AREAS kHICH I~CLUDE NEW 














OF ~A~JNE SCIENCE 
FILE NMH 
\HGHH 
GENERAL GECGP~fHIC AI<EA 
HRGIIIU, YUK i<JIJ£1<, 
ABHRACT 
GJLL IIETS IN OPER,TJCN 
1\Afi(E 
FhctiE NUEH 





GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC ARfA 
AeSTilAO 
lC6 
CATCH PER L~ll [ffCRl C'l~ CN ~~~ ALCSIC FiSHERY Of 
L.s., CCASlAL, ~CFTH AlLA~llC# C~ESAPEAKE eAY, 
JAMES ~~~ER,.~APPAhAN~CCK RI~ER, FCTOMAC ~IVER 
AERI'L C8SE~~ATJC~S 0~ THE ~L~BER Of POUNt NETS AND 
IN lkE E!TLARIES ANt RIVERS CF ~lRGll\lA 
otllER HAGHII 
E04-t42-~lll 




CATCh RECORDS OF ATlANTIC MENHACEf\ 
1\C~lH ~lLA~liC, CCJSTAL, t.s., MAINE TO FLCRICA 
COMMERCIAL CATCh RECORDS CF ATLANTIC ME~HACEN FPGM 
EliliRE ~A~GE CF Fl~~EF,., 
UIH CIRHTCR 
FHONE HfoiEEI< 





91 c; 726 45<;5 
AlLAflliC E~lLARI~E FISHERIES CEI\TER 
NATIC~Al ~AFI~E FISHERIES !ER~ICE 
fEHHRl 
IICIITH CHCL Jf\A 
2€516 
filE 1\t~E CALSES CF fAlC EAGLE ~CRTALITit l<;6C-l965 
GE~EFAL EECGFIFHI( ARfA ~OFTh AMERICA, L.S., ALASKA, ARKANSAS, ALABAMA, 
FLORIOA, ~ASSACHUSEllS, CHIC, f\. CARCLIIIA, t.ISCO~Sl~, IlLI~GIS, ~ICHIGAN, 
~AINE, -fR~(~T, CfLAWARE, MISSCLRI, ~EERAS~t, NCRTH A~C SCUTH DAKOTA, 
~I~NESClA, JChto CJLlfCR~IA, CRE€C~, ~~C IC~~C 
AS5TRACT l~IS Sllt't LISTS THE CA~SES Cf BALC EAGLE ~CRlAllT~ 










3Cl 176 46SC 
L.!. BlREPl CF SFCRT fiSHEFIES AIIO 






GE~ER~L GtCGF~f~IC APE~ 
JII~Ht fl!ARVLAIIC 
ABSTRACT 
~l~E~t "~R~LA~t C~ CEI 
tt~I'E 
fHNE H"BER 





GENERAl GECGF~FtlC ARE~ 
ABSlRACl 
lC i 
Clll DHJ! llANK-ECHI'IA 1<1\E~ 
~C~l~ ATLANTIC, u.s., C~fSAPEAKE BA~t CCASTALt ELK 
tEPltt TE~Ft~ATLPE, ANC SALINIT't OAlA FCR BOHEMIA 
tAlA BAN~. FRC~ AFRIL 1955 
CtRCL HISTH 




CBl DATA BANK-CkESAPEA~E A~C CELAAARE CANAL 
NCRTt ATLANTICt U.S., CtESAPEAKE BAY 
DATA fOR C~ESAFEAKE AND 
lti<ClGt. AFI< IL l'i!:~. 
DEPTH, TE~FERATURE~ SALINITY AND CISSOLVEC OXYGEN 
CELAhARE CANAL CN CEI DATA B~~K. DATA FROM APRIL lS55 
NAME 
Pt{CNE !lli'EER 





3Cl-26t-33CC ) 7~0 




FILE ~~~f CBL ~LSELfl CCLlECliC~S 
CE~EP~l 'ECO~APhlC APEA NCRT. AllANTIC, L.S.y CHESAFEAKE EAY 
AESlRACT SCIE~TIFIC SFEClf'E~S CCLLEClEC IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
A~£ \ICJNITY ~NC ~AINTAJ~ED IN CBL MUSEUfl. 4365 CATALOG ENTRIES IN lHE 
COLLECTION ARE AVAILABLE FCR CN SITE E)A~I~AliCN J~[ LCAN. 
~A~E ~~~liN L. kllE~ 
FHCNE ~l~BER 301 326 42Sl 
INSTilUTICN CR AGENC~ C~E~APEAKE eiCLCGICAL lABCRAlCRY 
CITY SCLC~C~S 
STtTE ~AR,LANC 
ZIP CCtE ~C6Ef 
He 
fiLE N~f'E CECil CCL~ n WElLANC STL[lfS-MARYLAt-.C 
tE~ERAL (ECGfAFHIC A~E· NCRTt AMERICA, L.S., MARYLAND, CECIL COLNlY 
ABSTRACT . ~ISSIO~ ~0~0, ftiGtTOl, WAS ACCOMPLIShfC ON OCTG6Ek 
15, l'.iilt lillliZJII<: TH ~tllCFS HIGH CENlH C-54 AIRCRilFT EQLIFPED kl1H HG 
T~ll ilERIAL CA~E~AS IN CCCPERATIC~ ~ITH THE U~ITEC ST.1E5 GECLCGICAL SURVEY 
ANC THE ~A~VLA~D DEP;:IRl~ENT CF CtESAfE;:I~f fAY AFFAIFS. T~E OBJECTIVE CF THE 
FliGHT ~AS TC !Tlt~ TtE SE,SCNAL t•A~EES OF FRESHktTEF AND ESTLARINE MARSHES 
USING CCLOP ANC fALSE CCLCR INFRARED AERIAl fHCTCGFAFHY. 
NA~E . PICtAEl CCNGER 
FHCtiE 1\l~EER H4 t24 3411 
INSTITUTIC~ (~ AGENCV NATIG~Al"~EPCNAUJICS ~~C SFACE ADM 
SlPEET CtEStPfA~f eAY ECCLCGICAL PRCGRAM OffiCE 
CITY ~AlLCFS ISLHC 
STATE ~lAtiNI' 
ZIP CC[E 23337 
fiLE lltME CEll SURVEW AND LSE Of SOilS CF NE~ VCRK STATE 
GENERAl GECGR.PHIC AREA NCRI. tMERJCA, L.S., NEW ~CRK, GREAT LAKES 
ABSlRACT SOIL SUR~EYS CF 53 CCL~llES I~ NE~ lORK STtTE. EACH 
CCL~TY HAS C~EF 50 flLS ~tPS SCALE Of 4 I~CtES TC ThE ~ILE. ~APS kERf MACE 
f~(~ FJELC hCRK Wilt ~~~CRAFT fhCTOS AS A BASE M~P. EACH CCuNT~ REPRESENTS 20 
~AN YEARS Cf ~CRK I~ CO,PILING THE [AlA. PUELICATICAS ~RE AVAIL FOR CNLY AHOUT 
. 114 Cf lH CCLIIliES EUT fltfS AH. AVAIL FCF IIHRLY All TH CCLNllES. 
NA;E [R. G. h. ClSON 
FHC~E ~l~fEF 607 256 3261 
INSliTLliC~ CR AGENC' CC~Nfll LNI~ERSIT~ 
STFEET 7Cl BRACFJELD HALL 
CIT~ ITHACA 
SlATE NEh lCR~ 
ZIP CCCE l4S5C 
F JU NAME 
GE~ER~L GEC~P~F~IC AREA 
lil\ER HLEl 
C~AElCG~ATHS CF [ELAwA~E e~Y 
U.S., CCAST~L, NC~lH ATLANTIC, DELAkARE BAW, INDIA~ 
ABSTRACT SPECIES CElER~l~ATICN A~C CCU~T kERf MACE Cf 
C~AElCG~ATHA (CllECTEC eihEEKll AT 4e LCCATIC~S IN THE DELAWARE BAY C~E~ A 7 
MONT~ PERICC BE~I~~IIIG IN NC~E~fER l96C. IHE CAlA ARE AVAILABLE IN THE FORM 
Cf REFCFTS ANC [Alii StEElS FRCM ~IMS. THE RESULTS CF THE STUOI tA~E EEEII 
PleLIStED J~ CHESAFEA~E SCIENCE ~Cl. 4, ~C. 11 'ARCt 19e3• 
~A~E (ECF€E ~R~NT 
PI-lCH NllleER 7C3-642-2ll1 
I~STJTUTICN CR ~!:£~(~ ~JR(l~IA lN!TilllE Cf ~~RI~E SCIE~CE 
ClT~ ELCl(ESlfP FCI~T 
ST~TE ~IRGI~IA 
ZIF CCCE 23C6~ 
lCS 
FILE ~t~E CHAE1CGNA1~5 Cf THE CU~li.EtllAl SHELF OFF ~IRGINIA 
CE.EF~l GECGFAPtiC A~EA u.s., COASTAL, •cRTH AllA~TIC, LOkER CHES~FEAKE 
~AY, CC~TlhENlAL S~flf, 'JRGI~JA 
U!SHHT . SPECIES OETERf\lt-AllCN Al\0 CCUT Of lCCPLAtiKTON, 
WITH FAFTIClLAR ATTENTICN TC T~E CHAETCG~AltA, WERE CARRIED O~T ~O~lHLV AT 30C. 
SlATICNS I~ THE ~~·ER CC~TINE·T~L SHELF ~AlERS OF THE lO~ER CtESAPEAKE BAY, 
C'ER A ONE 'tEAR PERIOD BEGIIINING IN JAI'<l.AIPI 1S59.. SALlllllY ANO !IIAlCl~ 
lE~PERHlR£ HI<.E MUSUEC H SlRFACE AH .HJTCM.. lCGPLANKTQN HRE COLLECTED 
Ill 1 HTEF ANt 1/2 METER PLAIIKlCll !lETS, CURKE-8\J~PUS NET:S AN.O L-3 1\ETS. lHE 
!ITA IRE A~AllAElf Cll REfO~TS ~NO tAlA SHEETS FRCM THE ~!RGIN!t INStiTUTE Cf 
~ARINE SCIENCE, GLClCESTEF fCINl, ~IREl~I-. THE RESLLTS Of ThE STUDY HAVE 
eEEII: FUBLISHC IN ChESAPEAKE SCl£1\CE, 4C.'3HlC1-llS. 
~'~E GECRGE GPA~l 
fHUlE HH ER 1C3-t42-2lll 
INS111U1ICN OR AGENC, VIRGINIA Ili:STilllE Of M~RINE SClE~CE 
CITY GlGlCESlER Fti•l 
STATE Vl~GI~IA 
liP COtE 23Gt2 
FILE ~t~E CtAII:GES IN BENThiC COM~Uli:IllES ACROSS ThE 
COII:TINENlAL ShElf (ff THE ~Cll. Cf TtE C~ESAF!AKE EAY 
GENE~~l GECGF~F~iC JFfl U .. S., CCASl.lr ~CRlH 'lLA~liC, LCWER ChESAPEAKE 
BAl, CC~ll~ENTAL StElf OFF ChESAfE~KE Ell 
HS lR ACT STU['{ Of I! El\ll- IC CCMMUI'< 11 IES ACROSS CONTINENTAL 
StELF CFF ltE ~OliH Cf TtE CHES,FEAK£ EAY TC OETER~I~E CtANGES IN CC~~Uli:ITIES. 
SFECIES RICtNf:SS '~t E~E~li:ESS CD~PUlEt. AI!JCTIC DATA GAT~EREC ALSD 
·~~£ CC.~LD ECESCh 
FtDI\E fiU'fEI< EC4-t4.2-2lll 
INSTllLTICI\ CR AGE~C' ~lRCINl~ lfiSTilllE Cf ~A~IfiE SClEI\CE 
CITY GLCLCE~lER FCifll 
STATE ~IR(I~l~ 
21f COCE 23Ct~ 
FILE •t~E C~t~ACTERilATIOfl Cf COA~TAl AND ESTLARI~E FISH 
fiUFSIR't CRClNDS ~S M~TUR~L CC~MLNlliES 
GE~E~AL GECGFAFHIC 'FEJ ~C~lt ATL~~llCo U.s., CCASTALr CHESAPEAKE BAY, ~ORK 
~IVE~. PA~U~KEV RI\ER, ~AChAPRE,GlE 
ASHPACT TH YCRK-fA~Ufii<E'V RIIIER SYSTEM IN ~IRGIHA kAS 
SA,PLEO MONTHLY FCR CfiE YEAR FCI< FlSHt PhYTCPLAfiKTCfl, ZCOfLAII:KTCN BENTHOS. 
hiSTCRIC'l TRA~L DATA FCF THIS ~PEA AS hELL t! kACtAPFEAEUE AREA hAS 
CREA~IZED, KEYFLt.C~EC A•t CO~I!l~EC WITt ThE RECENTL' ACQUIRED CATA 10 ESTIMATE 
THE lllliZAliCfiCf ltESE AREAS AS ~LRSEFY AFEtS 
1\AH ~ /l ~H ENH£ 
HUE fllii'BER EC4 tit2 2111 
Ili:SlllUIICI\ CR /JGE.C1 VI~CII\IA I~SlllllE CF MARINE SCIENCE 
CITY GLClCE~lER FCI~l 
Sl,lE \JR(ll\1/l 
.Z IF CCC E 2:30(:2 
f Jl E 1\AME 
kEllA~tS I~ ~t~'tl~~C 
GEI\ER/ll GfOGRAPHIC AREA 
flltf'tlHC 
llC 
C~ECKLIST OF V'SCLLAR PLA~TS ASSCCIATEC kiTH TICAL 
NCRlH ATLANTIC, CCASTAlr l.S •• CHESAPE~KE BAY, 
AESTRA(T PRESEI\(f DR AfS£1\CE DATA FD~ CVER 200 SFECIES Cf 
VASC~LAR FL~•rs. (EI\EFAL CJSTRIEUTIGI\ CF PLAI\15 CN MARSH TYPES. ASSOCIATIG~S 
Of PlAI\TS C~ MAFSH T'PES. COMPILED CURING ~ElLANC SITE EVALUATlGI\ ~1SllS A~O 
ON SPECIFIC DI!lRiflTICI\ CATA CCllECliC~ lFIFS. 
~/lfllf wllLJAM SIPPLE 
FHCII£ fllMfEP 3Cl-2t1-5f11 
INST JllTICN CR AGENCY MAR'Vlill\0 CEFARTI'EI\1 OF 1\ATI.;I<AL FESCLRCES 







fiLE NA~E CHE~ICAL CHA~GES I~ lfllEFSTITIAl k~TERS FRC~ SECI·f~T~ (f LAG(C~Alt DELTAIC, RIVERo ESTUA~INE Al\0 SAlT wATER MARSH AND CCVE EH IHN~EJ\ lS 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AFEA t.C~Tt ~~ERICA, L~ITEO STATES. NEw 'tCRK LCNG ISLA~t, GRE~l SCL1~ E.,, (C~!T~l ' 
AeSlRACT THE CHE~ICAL Cti~~CTERISTICS CF INTERSTITIAL WATERS 
Of lAGCC~~l. CELTAI(, RI~ER, E~TlARINE. ~NC SALT -AlER MARSH A~O CCVE EN~IRCJ\$ 
A~£ STUCIEC. 1~15 5Tl0Y IS ~ CC~liNLATICJ\ CF A PPE.ICLS STUDY CC~CERJ\EO WITH 
T~f C~E~ICll C~~RACTERISTICS Cf I~TE~STITIAL WATERS OF SPElf SEDIMENTS. CO~ES 
kERf T~KEN AT lfEJ\T,-FCU~ ST~llCNS. INTERSTITIAl ~ATE~ CHEMISTRY wAS COMPARED 
lC SlPFACE ANO BCTTC~ ~ATE~ CHE~ISl~~. ltE PtR.METERS 'EASUREC ~ERE P~. Eho 
SALINITY, CALCIU~, SCCIU~, ~AGJ\ESIUM, PCT~SSilMt ANO STRONTIUM. THE RATIOS CF 
ThE ABCVE ELEME~TS 1( T~E C•LORJhllY WERE (ALC~LATEO. ~NALYSIS CF ELE,ENTS kAS 
CCI\E ey ATO~IC tB~CPPTIC~ TEC.NI,lES. 
UP.£ CR .. GERALC' ~. H lECMAI\ 
FHCNE lll~BfR 518 21C 647~ 






M; .. 'tCI<IC 
12Ul 
111 
FILE a~~E C~E~ICAL ChANGE! IN INlERSTlTlAl ~AlERS FRC~ 
CO~ll~E~TAL SHELF SEDI~E~l! 
GE~E~Al GECGFtFHIC A~E~ NOFTh ~~ERICA• l.S., NE~ ~ORK, N.Y. BIGhlt CCASTAL 
tBSlRACl THE CHE~IC~l CHA~ACTEFISTICS CF l~TERSTITlAL WAfERS 
FPC~ CC~ES CF S~Elf SECI~ENTS FRO~ ThE IaNER AND CUTER ~hELF OFf LCNG ISLAND, 
NEk YCR~, ARE CC~PA~EO ~llh lhCSE Cf ThE C~EFLYING SEJ WATERS~ AT EACH CCRING 
STATIC~ C~E SA~PLE Cf SUFF,CE SEA hATER AN[ CF BOTTOM SEA ~ATER, AaO CNE OR 
~C~E SAMPLES CF INTERSTlTJAL kAlE~S hlTHIN THE CORE ~ERE COLLECTEC. ThERE kERE 
fl~E SlAliCNS. Ph, EH, SALINITY, CALCIU~, ~AGNESIUM, PCTASSIU~, RUBICIUM, 
SlRCNTIU~, A~[ Lll~JU~ WERE [ElER~I~ED, THE CCNCE~TRAliCNS OF THE ELE~ENTS 
WERE Mf~SUR£0 EY ATC~IC 'fSC~PllCN TECHNIQlE!. 
NAME OR. GE~ALO M. f~IH~A~ 
HOE HfoiEH H~ 21C- t4'l4 
JNSliTlTICN CR AGENCY CEFARTMENT Cf GfOLOEV, REaSSELAfR PCLYlfC~NIC 







FILE NI~E C~E~ICAL WEED CC~TRGL I~ TPANSPLANTEC A~C 
FIELC-5EECE[ PEPFE~S A~O lC~'TCES 
GEaERAL GECGRAPHJC A~EA ~CPTr A~E~ICA, U.S., CEl,kARE, NE~ C~STLE CCuNTY 
'BSTRA(l C~l~ COLLECTED ClRING STLCIES CONDUCTED IN OELAioARE 
CUI<IIIG 19fG-l<;l':l C/1 THE EffECTS Cf SEiiERAl HHBICIVES At-0 HERIJICIDAL 
CCM81~ATIC~S I~ kEEC CC~lFCl Cf TR,NSPLA~TED AND F!ELC-SEEDEC lOMATC AND 
PEPPER fiELtS ARE PRESENlE[ IN REPCRT FCRM. JNCLLDED '~E MEASLRE~E~TS OF 
TCMATC PL~al ANC FEFFER flA~T lCLER~NCES Cf T~E INVESTIG~TEO HERBICICES. 
~A,E MC~Rl~ LIBRAR~ 
PliCaE lllf'BER 302 73S 2o45~ 
INSTITLTICN CR AGE~C' U~l\E~SIT' Cf Ofl~~ARE 
CITY ~E~AR~ 
STATE CELJ~~RE 
21f ecce 19111 
112 
FILE NA~E CHEMICAL-P~'SICIL CHARACTERIZATICN CF SUSClEHANNA 
~IVER tN[ ~LFSE~' t~Eft 
GENERAL GECGRAPHJC A~EA ~C~l~ 'lLAftTIC, L.S •• C~ESAFEAKE EAY, ,.,R,LAN0 1 
CCASTAL, SU5ClEf~~NA RI\ER 
tBST~ACl f~YSICAL A~O CHE~ICAL DATA FROM 17 STATICNS OvER A 
2 YEJ~ FE~ICC I~ ltE SlS,lE~AN~A RIVER ~~C SLS,UE~ANNA flATS. CAlA RELATED 10 
fiSH PCPUUTIG.I\~ ANO CISTRJ13UliCNS. CCllECliC~S AT 2 kEEl< INTEI<VAU HPORTEC 
AS ~(~lHlY AvEFAEE FCR EtC~ SltTICN. 
~A"E k.R. CARTER 
fHCIIE HHEP 301-267,-!.>361 
INSlJTUTICa CR AGENCY ~AR,LANO DEfARTMENT CF NAlLRAL RESCLPCES 
STFEfT TA!o£5 SlAT£ OFFICE 8UJL[JNG 
CITY AN~tfOliS 
SlATE MAR\lA~t 
ZIP CCCE 214C I 
FILE tiAIH 
GENER~l GEC~FAPhl( AFE~ 
\lRGI~IA 
AeSlR~Cl 
CCVE.ThG T~E RAPF~~A~NCCK 
SEDIHH St.flf~CE AH HTC 
atl' f 
PhO~E ~ LI'EEP 




CHEI'I5T~Y CF CHE!AFEA~E BAY SEDIMENTS 
U.S., CCASlAlt ~CFlh ATLANTIC, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
CHE.ICAL SU~VEY Of THE SECIMENT5 IN CHESAPEAKE 
S~CAl tREA. A~Al,SIS CF CGRES TAKE~ INCLUDE 
Thf SECli'E~T AT JPFRCX 10 CM INTERVALS 
liBI'AilUN 
t04-ti42-.a ll 
VIRGI~IA I~SlllLlE CF Ml~laE SCIENCE 
ELOUCEHER PC !til 
'dHI~Il 
2.3C6.< 
FILE ~~~E ChESAPEAKE EAY. AREt LA~C FCRMS 
BAY 
GE~EFAL GECGFAfHJC ARE~ NORTf ATLANTIC, CC~STAL, U.S., CHESAPEAKE EAY AREA 
AESlRACT . MISSION Wllir fliGtT Cl, hAS ACCOfoiPLISHEO CN APRil 
5• 1S12, LllliZI~G A ~ALLCPS FLIGhT CE~TEfl 'lEEN ~IR AIRCRAFT E'UIFPEC WITh 
FGLR H15SELBLA[ C~,EFAS, 1~ CCCFEFATICN ~Ilt ~ASA'! EOOCARD SPACE FLIGHT 
CENTER. ThE CBJECli~E CF T~E FLIGHT hAS TC CBlAIN AERIAL IMAGERY CF A .ARIET't 
CF LA~C FOilMS FOLN[ I~ ThE CHESAFEAKE E~Y t~EA. IMAGES ~ERE TAKEN GF eARRlER 









M ICHI!EL C CI\G E I< 
H4 1:24 3411 
~AliC~~l AEI<O~AlTICS ~~C SFACE ADM 




FILE fi~I'E CHSAfEAI<E SAY tAlA BAJ\K S'YSHII. 
GENEPAL eECGPAFHIC A~EA u.S., NC~lH ~TLJ~TIC, CC~STALt CHESAPEAKE SAY 
HSlRACT TH CHSIIPEAI<E BAY DATA BAliK SYSTEM AT CBI 11\ClLCES 
lHIHR CtfUIJHRY Al\t llllPJEt.l CtU CUlEClEt EV CBI FERSC~IIEL Slt\CE 194'>. 
TEI'PERATURE, S'lll\ll't, tl.SSCLVH CX'VGfNt CHOROPWvLL, Pt!, ORlHCfHCSPHHE, 
, TOUL FtiCSPtllTE, .At-0 ClH£R LESS CC,.MCI\I.V AS~UED PtRAHlERS ARE It-iCllJCEO. CiliA 
'' 'tclfER!i THE EfiTIRE CHSAPUKE EAY At. I: ALL H lBliTARIE~. GOAL IS TO lllll<f DATA 
AVAilAELE·FCR !iECti\CAFV lSERS. CIIGClfiG ACCESSION P~CCECLFE. · 
~AilE CARCl FEI~TEP 
PHCH fllfll!EI< 2C.I 11!1 233C 
INSlllLTICN C~ AGENCY "AlliE AlCLECfl SCCIETY 
STRE£T GILSLAI\t FA~II 
CITV flll~(UlH 
STATE "tlfiE 
lJF CCtt C41C~ 
FILE NA~E CHESAPEAKE £AY ECCLGGICAL FRC~RAM CFFICE FILTER TEST 
GENBAL EECGI'AFtilC AHI. IJ.S., C()ASllllr NCRlti AU.ANTlCt CHESAPEAKE fAY, 
~lRGI~lAt hAllCFS ISLAIIC 
HSTRHl f!ISSHlfl lil-45 1 FLT. 1 Iilli" IIIAllCPS SlATHil\ C-54 
Al~CRAFl E'liPFEC kiTH lliC 1-11 tERIIl CA"£~AS ON JulY 14, 1S72, I~ 
CCCFfR~TIO~ lillh ~lSA liAllCPS SlAllCN, CI"ES. SA~ ECCLCGICAl PROGRAM OFFICE IN 
hAllCP~ !iU., \A. HHA. tll.;ECTI\IE - lC lESt 11\C HtlLHE TiiC FILTERS FCR 
AERIAl EXFCSLRE Alit lERPHII tEFlr.lliCN FCR FUTURE APFLICHJON TO DUlCH ELM 
£ISE,SE STIJCIES. FLIEI"l If~ CLEAR hEAltER. ~O~E HAZE. 
NAME F~ll ALFCIISI 
FHCIIE IIUI'f H ~C4-~24-3~ 11 
INSllTUTICN CR AGENCY NATIC~IIl AE~(~ALTICS ANC SPACE AOM 
STREET CHE!APEAKE EA~ ECCLCGICAL P~C(RAM CFFIC£ 
CITY liAllCPS lSl,NC 
STATE \IREI~IA 
ZIF CCC£ 23331 
114 
FILE ~~~~f CHE!~PE~KE LlGtl Cll SFILL STLCY 
GENE~AL EECGF~F~IC ~~E~ NCPlh AlLAr.liC, CCASTAL, l.! •• ~IRGI~IA, ChESAPEAKE 
en UGH 
#SSlR~(T ~ISStON.WC7t, FllGhlOlt ~~S ACCCMPLI5hEC C~ AUGUST 
49 1~7lt Ulllill~G ~ kALLCFS FLIGhT CEhTER LEASE( hELICCFTER ECLIPPEC hiTH 
fOUR J-11 HPitl ~~flPING CAnRIIS 11\ COCPERHICt. llllh U!E ~IRGHIA INSHTUTE CF 
~ARI~E !CIENCE •. THE CEJECll'E CF ThE FliGhT W'S lC CllTAJN PHCTCGRAPhY OF A MAN 
~AtE OIL 5~lll FCR USE I~ STUCIINE TI"E SPFEtCING liN[ Thll\r.ING ChARAClfRISTICS 
CF ThE Gil OVER ·~ EXlfNCEO FEFICC CF TIME. 
NA~E ~ICh~El CC~GE~ 
fHCIIE ~l~EEP EC4 E24 3411 
lNSllllliGN CR AGEIICI NATICNAL IIE~CNALTlCS ~N[ SPACE ACM 
STRE£T ChES~PEAKE BAY ECCLCGlCAl FRCG~AM CffiCE 
CITY WtLLCFS JSlti\C 
STAlE \I~GINIA 
ZIF CCCE 23331 
FILE NA~E ChESIIPEAI<E liGHT lC~E~ Cll SPILL CISPERSIC~ STUCY 
EENEP~L GECG~APtiC ~REA NCRlH ATLANTIC, CCASTAL• L.S., ~IRGINIA, CtESAPEAKE 
6.11' 
~EST~~(T ~ISSICN wC4C, fl!GHTC!t ".liS ACCC~PLIS~Et (~ J~NUARY 
ilw 1911, lllliZJNG A kALLCfS fllG~T CENT£~ EASE[ HELICCPTER E'UIPFEC WITH CNE 
~.IISSElfLAC CA,fRA AfiC FCLF T-11 ~ERI.IIL MAPfl~G CAMER.IIS I~ COCPER~TlGfl WITH THE 
VIRGINIA INSTITlTE CF ~·RINE SCIE~CE .Ill A LCC.IIllOI\ NEAR THE CHESAPEAKE LIGhl 
lOI!EF. ltE CEJECTI~E CF THE FllGH liAS HE CETECliON CF SURFACE CII. OISPERSICN 
CH.IIRACTE~ISTICS INflUENCEC BY klNt ANC CURR£1\TS USl~~ REMCTE SEr.SEC I~AGERY. 
NA~E ~~C~~EL CC~GEF 
fhCNE ~L~fER EC4 £24 !411 
INSTllLliCII CR AGE~C' ~tliCNAl AERCr.AlllCS ANC SPACE ACM 
STPEET CHESAPEA~E BAY ECOLOGICAL F~CG~A~ CFFICE 
CIT' .~~lLCFS ISL~~D 
Sl~Tf \IPGI~IA 
liP CO££ 23331 
115 
FILE ~~~~E CHSAPUI<f-CELAIIti<E CAI'<Al CCCUMENTAT ION FliGHT 
GE~E~~L GECGFAF~JC AI<EA 1\CI<TH ATLAI\TIC, CC~STAL, L.S., MARYlti\C, DELAkARE 
.teSlRACl ·~ISSICN WC4t, fllGH02, liAS ACCOMPLISHED Cll MARCH 
~. 1911, lllliZING A ~ALLCFS fllG~l CEI\TE~ LEtSEO HELICCPTEI< ECUIPFED ~ITH 
FOUR 1-11 lERIH I'Afflt.G CHEIHS. ThE CEJECT CF TH FLIGHT liAS TC CBlAIN 
AERI~l FHCTCGRAPHY CF T~f CHESAFEA~E Al\0 CELA~ARE CANAL IN BLACK/WHITE, COLOR, 
A~O fALSE COLOR 11\f~AREO Fill' FCF USE Ill DCCL,.ENTI~G THE FLCW ChARACTERISTICS 
Cf ThE C.HH. 
N .41' f 
PHO~E HHEP 
INSTITLTICA CR AGE~CY 
STREET 
CIH 
H ,tiT E 
zn ecce 
~.ICI-tAEl CCt.GEI' 
H-4 1:24 3411 
NAliC~AL AE~C~AlllCS A~[ SF.tCE AC~ 




FILE ~t~E ChESlER RI\ER SA~Pli~G FRCG~~M 
GE~EF~L GECGFAF~IC A~EA NC~l~ ~TLANTIC, COASTAL• l.S., CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
CHESTER RI,ER ~~R'l~NC 
~llSlFACT ~CNT~LY WATER SA~PLES ARE CBlAII\EO FRCM CHESTER 
RIVER E'l ClliZE~S CF CHESTERTCW~, MARYLANC FEEIGN ~NO A~E MEASL~EC FCR WATER 
HALIH e'l lSE £f ~ TESl KIT. 
~A~£ NA~C'I G CI~SCAlE 
H!CI'iE HHH 3Cl-2ES-etH 
INS111U1JCN CR AGENCY CHE~~PE~~E B~Y f{~~OA11£N 
ST~EET PRINCE GECRGE ANC EASl ~T~EElS 
CITY ~~NAFCLIS 
STATE ~A~'ILA~O 
ZIF ccC£ a~c~ 
FILE NHE 
GE~EFAL GEC~fAFHIC AREA 
VIRGII\IA EASTE~N SrCFE, 
ABHRHT 
CrHAS~H 
NCRT~ ATlANTIC• l.S., COASlALt NCRTH ATlANTIC, 
~SSATEAGLE ISLA~Ct C~INCCTEAGLE ISLANO• hALLOPS ISLAND 
SEDIH~T ~C'fHHl I!IHI~ SELECTED AREAS CF THE 
EASTE~N SrCRE Cf 
.,AI'£ 
\IRGI~I~ IS SllCIEC. 
PHCNE ~l~BER 






3C4 2S3 5603 
DEP.tRT~Et-.1 OF GECLCGY ~Nt GECGRAPHY 





fll£ IIJM( Cki~COlEAGLE A~t SINEPLXEN1 fAY EE~l~OS (ENE~~l EECGF~fhi( A~E~ !\CRT~ ATL~~TIC, L.S., CEL~ARVA PENI~<LLA 
CkiiiCCTUGlE BH, SIIIEPUHT BA' - ' 
ABSTRACT CfSCRIFTIVE SURVEV OF BEI\l~IC CCMMLNITIES IN 
CHINCCTEAGLE ANC !IIIEPUXE"T BAYS CC~CLCTEC IN 1~6S. 13S SlATIC~S CCCLPI~D ~ITh 
3 REPLICATE !A~PlE! PEF SlAliC~. OEPTh, SECJ~ENT lYfE, ANC BICLCGICAl MATERIAL 
REFCFlEt FCR E.tCH STATIC!\. ~CRE INTE~SJVE SAMPLING PERfCRMEO IN AREA( OF 
· CHHE ECPIIO P llS. ~ 
t.~ME 
PHONE NLHER 
INSTITLTICN Cll AGE~CY 
cnv 
STHE 
2H ccr E 
llHAilHN 






FILE ~J~E ChlaCCTEAGLE EA~ FI~FIS~E! 'E~ERAL GfCG~AP~IC IREA NCRT~ AllANJIC, l.$., GELPA~VA PEhlhSULA, CkltiCCTEAHE BA't 
AESTRACT SU~~E't (f ThE FI~FISHES FCL~D lh Chl~CCTEAGUE BAY, MARYLA~C Ch A SEASC~AL BASIS. 37 SlAliC~S 5A~PLEC kiTh EEACH SEihE, EEAM TRAWL 
ANC CTTEF TRAkl. fRCGRA~ l~lEhCEO ,TO fl~hl!H SEASC~AL SPECIES LIST, 
CJSTFIELTIC~ ~~~~ VEEETATICh AhC BOTTO~ TYPEt AND RflAli\E OO~lhAIICE. IIA~E LIBPA~JA~ 
fHC~E HHER 301 326 42€1 
INSliTLTIC~ CR AGE~CY ChEStPEAKE BICLC~lCAL LA8CRAJGRY 
CITY SCLC~C~5 
5TATE ~ARYLA~C 
ZIF CCCf 206£E 
FILE NA~E CHihCCTEAGUE BA't C\ERfliGhT 
GENERAL GECG~AFhiC APEA U.S., CCASTAL, ~CFT~ AllA~liCt ChESAPEAKE SAY, ~IRGINIA, ~ARYLA~Ct Chi~CClEAGLE BA~ 
AEST~ACl , ~ISSICN Wl~4, fLl. 21 AFRll 21, i972, O~ER 
CHI\CCHAHE flAY, ~IH litllCFS HATICt\ C-~4 AIRC~Afl E<LIPPEC ldT~ ~ T-11 
AERIAL CA~EFA. CBJECli.E- TC CET~IN BASE li~E I~FCR~IITIC~ GF kETL.NCS AND 
CU TURAL (I'A~GES CCCtHI<JI\G ThRCUHCUl HE ~ IIIJER MC~THS., FLIGHT IN ClEAR 
WEA111ER, \ISIBILITY 7-8 ~ILES, AI~ TE~P. 0 [fG. C AT 7000 FT. 'SL kiTH WI~C (f 15 IIHTS fRC,. 2<JC cu;. ' . 
f1 Afl E 
FHCI'I E HHEP 







~All£1\AL AERG~ALTICS A~C SfACE ACM 





FILE NtH C111MOTEAGliE NAliOt<AL kHOLIFE RffUGE-ASSATEAGUE 
ISLHC 
GEIIERAL GEOGRAPH It llREA L. S., COASTAL, hCIHH ATLJ!II T1 C, Ct'ESAPEilKE EAY • 
VIRGI~IA, ASSJlTE~GlE I!t•llt• Tt~•s CCVE 
IIBSlRACl f'ISSIO~ kl23, FLT. 2t J!fRIL 24t 1972, WITH WALLCPS 
SUTJCII t-54 JllllUJ!fT HLJPPH WIT!< Htt 1-11 AERIAl tAf'ERAS IN CCOFEFATICN 
. MlTH Cl-liiCClEAGUE 1\ .. TIOt-H ldltllfE R EHGE CN HIE "101'' S CCVE" SHT HN OF 
.6"SSATHGIJE ISUH 1 v.e. fllJECTIVE- TC CI!Hlti IIATURA.l,·M•dl FALSE-CCUiR REMOJELY 
SEIIS£t l"AGERY TC 'SSESS T~E Et<VIRONMENTAl l~fACf OF A IIEhLY DE~ElOFEO IIATLRE 
TRAil .. Fll<;i'l foADE I" CLEAR kEHiiEJ<, SCH t-AU, ~ISilllllH 1-5 MILES, AIR 
TEH,. Hl t:H. C AT 3000 Flu MSl liiTt- kll\0 CF 6 KNCTS FROM 295 OEG. 
~lME PJ!Ul ALfCNSI 
PHOIIE fll)' EEl< EC't-€24-3411 
JNSTITLTIOII CR AGENCY "AliCIIAL AEROIIAlll(S Alit SFACE AGM 
STREET C~E~AFEAKE fAY ECCLCGICAL PROGRAM OffiCE 
CITl ~All(F~ ISL~~t 
~TJTE ~IRElNIA 
llf CCtE 23337 
FILE NliU . CtliNCOlEAGLE NA110f\Al ~IU>UFE REFUGE SASE LINE 
Sll.t'r GENE~Al GEOGRAPHIC 'AREA NO~lt- AlLA~TIC, CC,STAL, u.s., C"ES.PEAKE EAY, 
VI~GJ~lAo C"JNCC1EJ€LE 
tBSlRACl ~15510~ ~C2~. flT. 3o CCTCEE~ 19• 1910, WALLOPS 
S1~1JCII CHIRTEREC EELL 2C5 hELICOPTER EQ~lPPEO wiTH A fCC CF T-11 tE~IAL 
~AFPING (ftMERAS. OeJECllVE - lC oeTAl~ ~E~Olf SEIISCR EASE LINE CATA (f ACTiVE 
kllOLIFE AREAS IN ChiNCGlEAGlE- TCM 1 5 CC~E- ASSETEIGLE AREA. fliGHT MACE FOR 
T~f C~ESAPEAKE EAY eCClCGICAL FROGRA~ CffiCE. FLIGHT IN ClEAR fttAT"ER, AiR 
TEMP. +f CEG. -C AT lCCC FT., ~SL lilT~ ~1110 Cf 20 K~CTS FPCM 280 OEG. 
~~~E PtUL ~LfCNSl 
PHON£ llll'eER llC-4-~24-3~11 
INSliTUTJCN CP IGENCY N~llC~AL AERO~AlTICS A~t !F~Cf AO~ 
STREEt Chf!tPEAKE E~Y ECCLOGICAL PFUGRAM GFFICE 
CIT~ ~All(FS l!LtNC 
STAlE ~l~Gl~IA 
llf CCI:E 2333i 
lJS 
FILE ~~~f CtiNCGTEAGLE ~ILOLIFE REflGE MIGRATCR1 BIRO 
lNIIEt\lCRY 
GENEFtl GECGFtf~lC ARE~ NCPlt ATLANTIC, COASTAL, t.s., ~IRGI~IA, 
ChlNCClEAGLE kJLCLIFE REFLG£ 
IBSTPACT MISSICN~C3Er FLIG~10~, ~AS ACCOMPLISHED C~ 
£ECE~8ER 15t 1970, UliLIZlNG A kALLCFS fllGtl CEIIlfR L£.&SEC HELICCFTfR 
HUIFPEC .l<lU f.(IJI< T-11 HRIH fi.Aflllflf C.ftfojHAS, Ill CCGPERAHON 111lH THE 
CH INHlHAGUE ldlllL IfE REflGE. TH CiBJEC HVE CF THE FL.IGH liAS lC I~ VENTORY THE 
~JGRA1CR' f1ROS LSliiE THE CHINCCTEAGUE i<JLCLifE ~EFLGE l:l~ING TtE IICNTH OF 
CECE~fEF T~~CUG~ T.f LSE CF ~EMClE !E~SIIIG. 
"A~f t<ICt-AEL CUGH . 
P·O~E ~~~~EEF E04 t24 3411 
INSllllliC~ CR AGHO JIJ.TIHH llE!lCt-~LlHS ;t.e SHCE ACM 
STREET c•ESAPEAKE fAY ECOLOGICAL FRCG~A~ CFFICE 
CITY ftjlLCPS ISL,I\0 
ST,TE \IRGIIIIA 
ZIF CCtE ~33:i 
FILE NM•E 
EENERAl GECGRAP.IC AREA 
Aes·lR-'CT 
CHINCOTEAGUE-CAFE 1-ENLCFEN EASE LINE CATA ~JSSICN 
NCRll- ATLANTIC, CC~SlAL, U.S., DELAwARE, ~ARYL~~C 





LTtliZlNG A ~~LlCFS fLIGHT CE~TEF LEASED hEliCtFTE~ E'UIPFEC kill-
AERIAl ~AfPING CIMEI<AS. ThE CfJfCTIVE CF TI-E FLIGHT liAS TO OBTAIN 
[AlA CF 11-E I<ETLA"OS jfl[ ShORE LINE FRCM Ch!NCCTEAGUE TO CAPE 
UliE 
Fj;QNE Nli'E!ER 






E04 €.4:4 3 411 
NA11C~Al AERONALTICS A~C !FACE ADM 




FILE "'~E c•LCRCPt~lL AND SL!PENDED 'AIEAIAl I~ THE ~ATEAS CF 
LO~E~ C"E!tFEA•E eJ' 
GENEF~l GEOGRAPHIC AFEA L.S~, COASTAL, IICRl~ AlLt~liCr LOWER C~ESAFEAKE 
EA'r, \II<Ot'U 
AESTilACT CN GCl~G STUCY STARlEt ALGLSl 1S72 Gf CHLOROPHYLL 
ANC SUSPENtEC 'ATEFI~l I~ THE litTERS CF TtE LC~ER C~ESAFEAKE eAY I~ 
CCNJL~(TIC~ ktlh RE~CTE SEN!ING, ~ASA ERlS FRCJECl 
NAME P.flH FLElSCHR 
F~c~E ~L~£E~ co~-~es-eccc 
IN~lJTllJC~ CR AGE~C~ ClC [(~l~J(~ UlJVERSll' 
STFEET . IN!lllllE Of CCE~~CGRAFH~ 
CIT' NCFFCLK 
Sl~TE ~IFGJ~l~ 
ZIF CO[£ ~l!Cf 
119 
f ll E II t I'E CI-CI' TAM - ldCOI\ ICC - MILES R I IIER S ll.D Y 
GEIIERAL GEOGPAPHIC ~REA ~C~l~ All~~TIC, U.S., CtfSAFEAKE EAY, C~OFTANKt 
~ICC~ICC, ~ILES Rl\ERSt £'STERII StCRE Cf MARYLAND, CCASTAL 
tBSlRACl ~ GE~EFAl ECCLCGICAL STLC~ Of T~E MILES, CHCPTAI\K, 
ti\C ftlCCI\ICC RIVERS, lOCATEC Oil ltE EASTERII ~hCRE Cf THE CHESAFEAKE EAY MAS 
UNCERTIKEN FCR A T~C YEAR PERICO. DATA 11\CLLCES SAMPLING RESLLlS OF FIIIFISHt 
eENTtGS, AIIO HYDPCE~APtiC l~fc~•tTilll. 
~~~E DIPECTCR, MlGClf AlLANllC COASTAL FISHERIES CENTER 
fHCH HHEll 3Cl £2t 554C 
JNSlllUllCII CR AGEIICY IIAllCNAl MARIIIE fiSHERIES SERVICE 
STFEET C)fQRC BICLCGICAl lASCRAlCR~ 
CIT' (XfCFC 
!TtTE ~AR)LA~C 
ZIP CUE Ht:~lt 
f JlE N~tiE CHRCMIL~/ll.C RtlJCS I~ lHE ~EW YCRK BIG~T 
GENERAL GECGFtfHIC 
BIGHT, NEll YCR!I, 
AESTIHCT 
A~Et ~CPTH A~EFICA. l.S., AllANllC OCEAN, NE- ~CRK 
NEil JERHY 









CHRC~IU~/ZIIIC R~liCS wERE lTilllEO IN THIS STLDY AS 
ACCl~lLATIC~S CC~lAINING CHRGPilM I~ fAYS AND ZINC 
DR kllLIA~ HA~Rl5 
a2 1sc ~~tn 
BRC(~LYN CCtlEGE - GECLCGY 






filE NAME ChRCIIIC AllERAllCN Gf l~E LFPER ,ETECECC•~ RIVER, 
t\ Ell JERSEY 
GENERAL GECGI<APhJC AREA NCRlh APERJCA, ftllAtllJC CCAST~L PlAINS, NEw JERSEY, 
MElECEC(·~ FIVE~ E~Sl~ 
AeSTRACT Thl! CNGGING SllD) Cf l~E ~PPER ~ETEDECC~~ RIVE~ IN 
~E~ JERSEY IS ~ CC~fREHE~SIVE E~\IRCII~ENTAL STUDY. IT INCLUDES ANALYSES OF 
LAIIOFCF~S. ~'~'TIC flCLCGY, SCILS, WATER lEVElt lAIIO ~EGET~TIO~ ~A~St 
VEGElATIC., ARCHAECLCGIC ~NC ~~TURAL h!STCRW, AIID FCLLE~. PL~NKTGII ~NC WATER 
CHEMlSTR~ [AlA ~Ill eE ~CCEC. 11 IS PARll~Lt~ RELIAIIT LFON RECRGANIZATION CF 
FREVIDUSLY CCLlECTED Dtlt, ANC INlERPRElATICN~ ARE HIGHLY RELIAIIT C~ 
VEGElAliCN, SOil A~~LVSES, A~D GRACIENT tNtLYSIS. THIS ~CRK ,AY 6ECC~E PART OF 
A l~~(EF STUDY CF CtRC~lC AllE~~TICN Cf NCFlt AMERICAN FLOODPLAINS A~O TIDAL 
hElLANCS, ltE CEJECT CF ~hlCh IS TC IMfRCVf lHE FRECISICN PRESE.TlY A\AILAELE 
I~ CEFJ~IIIE AND CESCRifiiiG ~IFARI~N EN\I~CN~E~TS. 
~A~E t~. ~ICtAfL t. lf~IN 
PHONE lllMSER 215 t~4 740E . 
INSTlTUTIC~ CR AGEIICl EII,IRD~MENTAL RE5E~ACH ASSCClftlES, INC 
STREET 3C9 LA~CSENDE Al 
CIH CE\H 
STATE PEII~SYLVANI~ 
ZJF CCCI 1S333 
FILE IIJH 
INTEFFFETAliCN Cf ~E~~ 
Gf~E~Al GECG.~FhiC AFEJ 
C~RC~IC AllERATICN OF TIDAL ~EllANDS ~11h 
hlH liHH 
NCRTH AllAhTIC, COASTAl, tiE~ JERSE~, 6ARIIEGAT BAY 
A~C LC~ER ~ElECECC~~ RIVE~ 
AESTAACT . Ttl$ SlLDY CF lJNCFORMS, VEGETATION, ANO hATER IS 
INTEIICEC TC CE~C~SlRATE THE I~Fl~ENCE CF TlCill ACTICN. ECTh PRESEIIT AIID PAST. 
IIICLUCEC ~Rf CATA Cf TIDES, ~ATER CC~CITID~St VEGETATION (80TH SPECIES LISTS 
liNt CClt\lSJ. PEAT CEPTt<S, 111':0 lllilti<PHTAT ICNS Of CI-RCNIC CtA~GES, AS SEEN IN 
FRCM 1920 MAPS AND FRESEI\1 CCNOITIOIIS. FOllE~ ANALYSES Alit RADIOCA~BCN DATES, 
Will BE tOCEC TO ltiS STUDY, ktlCH ~AV BECC~E A GENERAL SILO' Cf CHRCNIC 
CtANGES IN ~IPJRIAN E~VIRCII~E~TS CF NC~lH A~E~ICA. 
NA~E CR ~ICHAEl t lE~I~ 
FhlNE ~l~EER ~J~ t44 11tC6 
INSTITUT In U ACHeY EllolllRCf.;MfiiTAL REHIIRCh ASSCCIAlESt INC 
STREET 3CS lA~CSE~OE A\E 
CIT~ CE\CN 
STATE FE~~S,l\ANIJ 
21F COCE 1S3~~ 
FILE ~~~E ClAfFER Rill MORTAliT~ RE~ULTING FROM HLRRICANE 
EEllE 
£E~EFA! fECGFlF~JC ~R£1 ~CFTt A~E~ICA, t.s., NE- JERSE~. OCEAN, ATLANTIC, 
INC C~PE ~~' CClNlJES 
HSlRICT flflll SURVEYS hERE CONOlCTEii IN CAPE MA'I, ATLAt-IJIC, 
ANt CCEAN tCliiiTIES, t<.h JERSEY C~ 11 ALG\151 1'>76 Cf HFJFt.ERAL DEBRIS LINES 
#let>(; FCIDS,· lPltllt, EDHS AMi HSCRTS TC EHIMTE UiE f!.C~TAUTY Of CLAPPER 
RAILS Clt TC HURRICANE BELLE. . 
~A~E P~INClfAL FlStERIES BIClCGIST 
fHCNE Hfi£ER tCS 2S2 6tst 
INSliTlTICN CP AGENCY NEW JERSEY CEPARTMfNT OF EN~IRONMENTAL PRCTECTICN, 
OlVl~ICN OF FISH, GAME A~C S~EllflStfFIES, £LREAL CF hlLOLIFE I'ANGEMENT 
!l~EE1 P.C. ECX 18C9 
CITY JREfllON 
SlllE NEW JERSf~ 
2IF CCCE C~tl5 
FilE ~~1\£ tLAFHR UH STUll 
GENERAL GECG~'PHIC ARIA NC~lt 'll~~llC CCE,N, u.s., CCASTAL, N.Y. BIGHT, 
lC~G ISlA~C, N~SS'l PCRliCN CF GREAT SCI.ilh e~Y 
ABSTRACT 5 SHllCt<.S I~ l~E 1\ASS~U FCRTUJN CF GREH SOUTH BAY 
WERE !A~PlEC E~Ch ~EEK FRC~ ~A\ 1St5 1( JUll lS71 CURlt<G THE B~EEOlhG SEASCN 
FCR CC~~T A~O SPECIES OETER~I~'ll(~ CF EIRCS. ONLY CLAFPER RAilS ~ERE STUDIED. 
t<~~E CR. PCBERT JCHN~Ct\ 
PHONE 1\li'HR 516 2H 6'1H 
INSTITLTJCN C~ .GEI\C\ hCFSl~A LNI~ERSIT' 
STREET lOCC FUll(~ AVE. 
CITY ~E~F~lE'O 
STATE 1\EM ~C~K 
ZIP CCtE 1155C 
flU t-HE 
GEI\EF~l GECGFAFtiC AFEI 
ATL,I\11( CCLNTY, ClPE MAl 
AeSlRACl 
CLAFFER R~ll STLCY 
~CFTH A~ERIC'• u.s., Nf~ JERSEY, OCEAN COlNTYt 
CCUH 
Al'illl~l STUC'i' lf\ TtREE CHIITUS OF NEW JERSEY TO 
CETE~~INE FOPLL~TICN 
~'H 
TRENDS, HA~vESl AND ~CvE~Ef\TS Cf l~E ClAPPER R~JL. 
FHH HflfER 
JNSllllTlCI\ CR A~EI\CV 





PFI~CJFAL FIStfFIES fiOLC~lSl 
60S 2'.i.< tt:H 
NE~ JERSEY CEPARTMENT Of ENVIRCNMENlAL PRCTECTICN 
AN[ S~EllflStEPIES, ELREAU Cf klLDLIFE ~ANAEfflfNT 
F.C. ECX 18C9 
TREIITCII 
Nfk JEI<SEY 
filE IIJ~E CLAFFEP FAil STLC' 
GE~EFAL GECEFAFhJC ~PEA 1\C~T~ AMERICA, L.S., NEI! JERSEY, COEAN COL~TY, CAPE 
MAY CCLI\1~, ATLANTIC CCLIITY 
ABSTRACT TriS ~EPGRT PRESENTS DAl' ON PCPUlAliC~ TRENDS, 
HARVEST •lit MC\IEMENTS OF TtE CL,Pf'~ RAIL. CATA TABLES INCLUDE: 1. kESULTS OF 
ClAPFEF RAIL NEST CENSUS CVER I 20 YEAP PERJOC 1 .<. PRCCUCTlCN l~ENDS Of ThE 
CLAFff:.li FHL F~Cfl lS~!i TC 1~7~, 3. I'.GII/lli fllECIPITAHOII CEFARTURES fflC., THE 
NC~IiH ~MCLNTw 4. ~L~PPER RAIL NESlltiG AftiD t:t'ICHitiG SI,;CCESS FOil l'.l1Y..l974 IN 
CCEAI> AND ATUt.liC, CCLI\ll.ES, 5. ClHF£1\ RAIL HARVEST, At.L: 6. TRENI:S IN 
SUCCESSFUL ~EST tATCtE~ Cll 51LCV ~REAS. 
1\Ajjf PRIIICIFAL flShE~lES BICLCGIST 
fHCt.E ~lfffR 609 2Si 6tf~ 
INSlllUTICN CR AGENCY NEk JERSEY DEfAFlMENT CF EN~IRO~MENTAL PRCTECTICN 
CJ\IHICII CF FISh G~Mf, .HD ShELLFIShERIE.St eLREAU Of lollOLIFE I'AI'ltGEMENT 
STREET F.C. UX lfCS 
CITY TRE~ltll 
STATE ~Ek JERSEY 
ZIP CctE C€625 
fllf ~~~~E CLAPPER RAil SlltY 
GEIIE~Al GECGFAFHIC AFEA ~C~lH A~E~ICAw ~.s., NEW JERSEY, CAPE. MAY ATLANTIC 
AIIC CCEAII CCUt.llES 
ABSlRACl lhiS ~EFC~l CCIIlAlt-S CAT~ FRC~ 1970 TO 1916 ON 
PCPULtTICN TPEIICSt !lEST COUNTS, ANt. PROCUCllON 1REI\OS 1 CF THE CLAPPER RAI~. 
ALSO REPCRlEC IS MCRlAlllV, HU~TER HAR\EST AIIC B~~CI~G O~T· 
NAME PRI~ClP~L fiSHERIES BIOLOGIST 
PHC~E ~l~EER tCS 2S2 6686 
IHSTITlTICN CR ~G£1\(Y NEM JERSEY CEFAFl~ENT Cf E~VIRONME~TAL PRClECllON 
CIII!ION Of FISH, GA~E A~C SHEllflSHf~IES, f~REAU Cf ~lltllfE MANAGEMENT 
ST~EEl P.C. ECJ< HO~ 
CITY 1FE~1C~ 
ST~TE ~E~ JE~~EY 
21F CCCE 08625 
1~ 3 
fiLE ll'~f'f CLA~SlflCATICII' CF 1\Uo JER~E'i lRCliT IIAHRS 
GENERAL GECG~'PkiC ARt' ~C~lt ~~ERIC~, t.s., 1\Ek JERSEY 
AfSlRACT A 51LCV ~A5 CChCLCTED FRC~ AlGUST 1968 lHROLGh 
AUGUST 1S1~ lC CETER~II\E PCPlltTICI\S A~O DlSTRIBUTJCI\S OF FISHES IN NE~ 
JERSEY'S TRCLT STREAMS. FIStES IIERE SAMPLEC EV ELECT~CSHCCKING. kEl IIElGhTS 
IIERE lAliH Cf All CCLLECTEC fiSHS. !<HER TEMffRAlURf:S kERE RHOR0£0 AT 
SA HUH T HfS. 
1\AME 
fh(I\E ~UI'E H 
INSlllLliCN OP ~GE~CY 





PRII\ClFAL fiShERIES BlCLCGIST 
~Cl .t3t .t313 
~Ek JERSEY CEPA~TMEI\T OF £1\~IRDI\MENTAL 
AND StEllFISHEFIES, ELREAL Of FIShERIES 





fiLE 1'\J~E CLI~ATGLGEJCAl RECCRDS Of SRANDYkli'\E Rl~E~ ~ATERSHEO 
GEIIEUl GECGFAF111C AREA . IICI<TH HERHA, CCASTAlt U.s., PENNS\'LVAtdA, Oi:LAWARE 
'BSTRACT T~IS FILE CC~TAI~S THE CliPATOLOGICAL CATA FGR Z 
FIXE[ lCCAliCIIS IN l~E Bf<JI'\GWIIIE k'TERS~E~, IIEST ChESTER AND CHADDS FORO, 
TAKEII Ch A £AIL¥ BA515 FPC~ 191~ lNlll Th£ FRESENl. THE DATA TAXEN l~CLUDE$ 
TE~PEilllltRE ~AXH'llfl AI\C foiU .. li~t TYFf ~1\C J~CLNT Gf PIH'CIPITATIGN A!\0 WEATHER 
CCNCITICI\S 0 SC~E SlCf<~ SLRVfY ~1\C SClAI< RAtlAllON GATA kAS JAKEl\ CN A 
SFC!lHK, SliOIH TERI' llASIS ~5 Ull. 
NAME ~llllA~ SELLEPS 
HUE llt..I'EEI< .H5 4~<; l'.iCC 
INSliTI.liO til AGEM"Y lRl CC\.IITY CUISHI!AI\CY CF ThE BRANCYwlNE 
STREET EI\~IPCNI'EIIl~L MJIIAGEMEI\1 CE~lER 
CITY ChAttS FCRC 
STATE PE~~Sll\A.IA 
ZJF eccE l'il31 
124 
FILE ~~~£ CCA~T~l CL~Rf~l STUDY ALC~( THE VIRGIIII~ CCAST 
GENERAL GECGFAFhiC ARE' ~ORlh AllANliC. CCASTAL, l.S., ~IRGI~JA 
ABSTRACT ~ISSICI\ Wl21, fllG~T 01, WAS ~CCOMPLIS~ED CN APRIL 
20o lS12t LTILIZING A ~ALLCPS flfCHJ CENTEM C-54 AIRCRAFT EQUIPPED ~11~ TkC 
T-11 AERIAL MAPPHG CIIMER.tiS, I~ CCCFHATICII ~IHi ThE \IIRGIIIIA INSTITUTE Cf 
~A~l~E 5Cif~CE. T~E OBJECTIVE (f T~E fliG~l liAS JC CSTAII'\ AERIAL P~CTCGRAPHY 
Of CYE tiSPERSIGN ALONG ThE LC~ER CCASl OF THE CELMA~V~ PENJI\SllA FRCM THE 
CAFE CHA~l£5 LIG~TtCUSE Cll 5~11~ ISl.tiiiC f~ST T~E MCUT~ CF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
TC JUST SCUTH Cf HE CIT¥ OF \llliGII\IA SEACI- (II THE LOIIIER ~IRGINIA COAST fCR 
LSE IN ~ CCJSTAL CLRREIIT SliJCY. 
NAME ~lChJEL ~(~GET< 
fhCNE 1\LI'EER SC"l t~"l 3411 
lNSlllliJICI\ 0 AGHCY 1\HICHl AtRQIIALTICS .liNt SFACE ADM 
!lREET ChE~APEAKE E'Y £CCLCGICAL FFCG~AM GfflCE 
CITY ~ALLCPS ISLAI\t 
HAlE ~IHI~U 
liF CCC£ 23331 
FILE IIAI'E 
CEIIEFAL EECG~IIFHIC AREII 
~IITTER~S TC Nfk JER5EY, 
~BSli<ACl 
ALCIIG ThE I'It-~llAIIliC 
CESCFIFTIOI\ 1 COLLECTOR 
UH 
fHNE Hl'fER 





CCLLECTICN Of BE~TtiC A~t MARINE AlGAE 
l.S., COASTAL, ~CRlH ATlANTIC, C~ESAPEAKE EAY, CAPE 
CAFE 11.!11 
PRESERVEC SPECII'fll COLlECTIOII CF M'RINf AlGAE FCU~C 
CC.tiSl. CCLLECTICII I~CLUCES CCI'ME~TS ON LOCAJICN 
AI\C 1A )CJI'IGI'W 
J lHEHU 
c()'t-~S'i-6CCC 
Cl£ tCI'I~lC~ UNJ~ERSil't 
INSlllllE CF CCEA~CGRAF~Y 
ftCRFCLI< 
HliE ltd A 
235U 
FILE 1\AI'E CCLC~IltTIO~ '~[ PERSISTENCE CF VEGETATION ON 
PLMPEC SlOPAGE tYC~CELECTRIC RESfRWCIR S~CPELI~ES 
GEIIERAL GECGFAFHIC AFE~ NCPl• AI'ERICA, u.s., 1\E~ JERSE1, ~ARREN CO~NTY, 
'tARtS CREH 
ABSTRACT THE ~ARCS CREEK PU~PING STCR~CE PROJECT RESERVOIRS 
Of II'R~E~ COUNl~ ~E~ JER~EW ~ERE I~vESliG~lEC lC CElER~l~E T~f EFFECT Cf 




INSTITLTIC~ CP AGEIIC\ 
CIH 
~UTE 
2 IF CCCE 
~EFEPENCE LleRAFl~~ 
HI 43~ 1166 




AND SCltNCE, klTGERS Uhl\IEM!ITY 
fllf NJfWE CCfiHRCIAt Al\t HCRT FISHERIES lAt.Oll\GS FCR 1\.Y. 
At.{) fi.J. 
GENERAl liEOGI<AP!HC AREA NCRTH AllAl\HC CCUl\, u • .s., CUSTIIlt 1\. Y. BIGHT. 
NEW \CR~, 1\Ek JERSEY 
~BSTRACT A CCMfLI~llOl\ CF CC~~ERCIAl fiSHERIES lAl\CINGS FOR 
lhE HAlES OF 1\h 'tCRI< Alit UW JERSEY fROM lUO TO 1913 WERE COllECTED ALONG 
111111 SI'CRT FISHERIES LAI\Cli\GS FOil HE lEAR~. 1%0, 1'3.~5, 1910. 
NAME. J. t .. ~CtHJGh .. 
fkCNE 1\li'HR ~IE 2~t 11H 
INSTITLTJ(l\ CF ~GEI\CY MARINE SCIEI\CES RESEARCH CENTER, SLI\l 
CIT~ SlCI\' SI<CC~ 
SHTE NEll 'Y(lRK 
HF con 111sc 
FILE NIM£ CCMJI!CNWEALH Of IIIRGINU TICAl 141\RSt! It-i\IENlORY 
GEI\EFAL GECGFAFHIC AREA 1\CRlh AlLAI\liC, U.S., COASTAL, CHESAPEAKE SAY, 
VIRGII\JA CCASTAL IIElLAND.S 
ABSlRACl UI\ClR SEC1IC~ 6~.1-13.4 Of T~E WETLANDS ACT, THE 
V IRG llliiA ltiHITlTE CF URINE SCieNCE IS CfliGHEO TC 11\VE.I\TCRY THE Tl CAL 
WElLANtS Of THE CC~MCNhE~LlH CF VIRGI~IA. ' SERIES Cf ~ARSh tNVENTCR~ REPORTS 
APE 11-HEFCRE SEII\iC: CCI'FlLEC Cf\ t CGLNH 8~SJS. EAC11 REPORT LOCATES Al\0 
OESCRISES lhE INCI~ICUAL TIDAl ~ARSHES Wllkii\ A CCASlAL COUNTY. 11\ifCRMAllCN 
SU:H AS INC IV IOlH I'AR.SJ, ICf:HG E, ~ARSH fLAU CO~MUN IlY PERCENT AGE AND 
~CPEHEt laHEI<-I'AilSI\ JNHHACE, INTERFACE !lARSH AREA RHIO. ANC MJSCEllANEUS 
CBSEI<IOTIONS APE PREHNHC IN UBLLAR fCRI'. lt'E HPCRTS RESULT FRC~ FIELD 
NOTES ANt 'EEElATlCN MAPS CRAll~ IN ltE FIELC AND CSSE~VATIONS MADE USING 
AERIAL FHCTCG~APhS ANt lCPCC:RAPtiC flAPS. 
NA"E CR. GENE 1'. SllEEPHtRN 
FHCIIE 1\lHH E04 M2 2111 
JNSTITLTICN CR AEEIICY VlRElf\lA I~STITLTE OF H~RI~f SCIENCE 
CITY GLCLCESTER FOI~l 
HAlE IIIIHINU 
2IP (()[£ 23C62 
flU tili'E CCI"PM~ATIIIE fOOt t'ABllS Al\0 M'CRPHHCGY Cf 3 SPECIES 
OF fiHUCIHHU 
GEH~Ill GECGHft-IC AllU f\CRlli AlLMHIC 1 u.s., IIII<Glt\H, CCASlAL 
AfSlRACl I'CPPtClCGY A~C f(Ct ~ABilS OF MENTICIRR,.US 
SM<ATillS. '~"ERICAt.US 1 'NC LITlCRALIS IN TI-E ~ICINITll' Cf SANlJBPIOGE, lilRGIUA 
ANt fL)lOI\t NCRlH CARClltA. BEACH SEI~E SlflfLES lA~£~ I'CNTHLV II\ WASh lOI\E OF 
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Of MARINE SCIENCE 
1~6 
FILE N~I'E CC~PARAliiiE SlLV' CF 5flll.X 
'E~EFAL CECGFAPhlC A~EA NORTH AI'ERlCAt L.S., 'IRGINIAt NORTh CA~CllNA• 
SCUT~ C~RGLl~A, GEC~GIA, ~ISSI~SIFPI, A~K~~SAS, TENNESSEE 
A8Sl~AC1 ~N J~VESTIGATIOI\ IN10 ThE ~lSlRIB~liCN .AND 
PlEC~CRPHISfl CF SI'JLAX (GFEEHRIAIU- H llif SClJTHASTEI<~ U .. S. WAS CCNDUCTEO. 
E Hti 1 SPEC lES llEH C lffEI<EU I AlEC HC HH·HM IC KH! tE\<ElOP€0. PRESER liED 
~ER€.RIUM SPECIMINS 'RE ~flO I~ THE Ul\lV OF GEORGIA ~ERBAPIUM LIBRARY. A 
"JCRCSCOPH MEASLRE.fiE~l Cf LEAf f!MiGII\ Af\G ~ U-\/Elt. CI<CSS SECTICN AT 125X II\ 
AOClliCN TC LPPER ~1\C .lOll Eli LEAF EfltEI<MIS GllOSS MCRPiiCLOGY AtiC STOfiATA 
HEClENCY US tflERMINEC. lWC lAl<CMJI'lC KHS, CtH E.ASEt CN GROSS ANATOMICAl 
CHARAClERI!liCS, CNf Cti LEAF SLRFACE FEAT~RES AND l'lCRCSCDFlC STRUCTURE ANC 
~EYS F~CVICEt Wllh CCLCR FhCTCMICPCGRAFHS I!EPE ALSO CETERMINED. 
UM£ LIBURIAN 
fh(~E llli'EE~ 404 ~42 453! 
INSlJTIJlltN OR AGENCY lNI\ERSil' Cf GECRGIA 
SHEET SCIENCE llBI<ARl 
CIT~ 'l~E~S 
SHTE GEUGIA 
ZIP CCI:£ :!06C 1 
FILE NA~E CCfiPARlSCN Of .&Gf-CLASS tETHfWit.AHCII TECiitiHiUES BY 
DEER 'At~AGE'E~T lC~E 
GE~E~Al GECG~~FHIC AREA ~CRTH A~E~ICA• l.S., ~Ell JE~SEY 
USlRACT A Sllli'l IIA!i CONCLClEO f'RC!i AlGlSl 1<375 lhRCl.iGH JUL¥ 
l9i6 ON au 1-iA~'wESlft 1\Eil JERSU OEEll lC CCHJIRE EPIJPT ICN-IIUR ANC CEI'ENTUI' 
ANNUli lEChiQLES Of AGE-Cl~SS CETER~I~~TID~ I~ CRCER TG CElERMINE 11-!E EXTE~T 
A~C SCL~CE OF AGE AS!IGN!ifl\1 EPRCR. 
1\A,.E PRI~CIFAL 111LCLifE BIGLCGIST 
FhCNE 1\t,liBfR .2tl 13~ c1S3 
INS11Tl.iTICI\ (~ AGE~CY NEW JERSEY CEFAflMENT Of fN~IROI\MENTAL PRClECTIO~, 
01\I!ICN Of FISh, GJ~E A~C SHELLfiSHERIES, BLREAU Cf ~lltllfE 'ANAGE~ENT 
STREET CLII\TCN klltliFE ~ANAGE~E~l A~~A 
Cll'f HA!IflCI\ 
HATE NEio JERSEY 
ZIF CUE Ocsn 
1~ 1 
FILE ~~ME CC~FETillC~ OF Ct~~ (lEt ~·YS t.l A~C ~UTSEDGE 
ICYPERlS ESCULE~TU~ t.J I~ tSSCCitTICh 
GE~E~At GEDG~~P~IC ~FE~ NGRT~ AMERICA, L.s., DELA~A~E, SUSSE~ CCL~TY 
ABSTRACT t~TA CCLLECTEC CURING STUDIES CONDUCTED IN CELAkARE 
CURl~( T~E SU~~ER Cf 1~7~ TG DETERMINE THE EFFECTS Cf CC~N A~O NUTSECGE 
CCMFEliliCN ON CCR~ YlELC A~C MlC~O AND MACFCNUTRIENT COMPOSITION CF BCTH CO~N 
~Nt ~LTSEO~E A~E FFESENTEO IN ~EPCRT FCRM. ~ICRO A~C MACRC~UlRIENl 
CC~PCSJTION! FCR BCTH PLANT SPECIES A~E GJ,EN FCk T~C SAMPLING PEPIOCS: 11) 
~HEN l~E CCRN ~AS tl 1•E ! T( ~ lE~F STAGE ANC {2) w•EN ThE CCR~ WAS AT THE 
SllKING STAGE. ~ALLES FCF T•E LPTAKE Of ~ITRCGEN BY ~EEC SHOOTS ARE ALSO 
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FilE ~t~E CC~Sl~UCTIO~ ANt CPERATICh OF A 69 KV ElECTRIC 
T~ANS~l!SICN FACILITY EElliEEA FlO GRA~CE ANC ~IlO~CCO, CAPE MAY CGU~TY, NEk 
JERSH 
GE~EF~t GEOGRAP~IC AR£A NCRTI- A~ERICA• U.S., COAST~L, CAPE ~AY CCL~TY, 
RJCI-ARDSCN SCLND, FJ( GR~~CE, ~llCk(([ 
AeSTRACT TI-IS filE CCNTAI~S THE ENVIRONMENTAL DATA EMPLOYED 
It-; CC~PillH AN IMPACT HATHHT ~EGA~tl~G EFFECTS Cf A POWER TRANfoo'ISSICN 
eEHEEI\ RIC GRAIIOE AH kiUk(CCt CAPE CCUNn, NEW JERSEY. THE SLRliEY, TAKEN IN 
THE SU~~ER Cf 1913, I~CLUCEC ~ITER QLALIT~ DAlA CN RICHARDSON SCUNO AS WELL AS 
INfOR,~Tl(N ON Fl~l\1 1 FISt-, AI\D A~l~Al FCFllATlONS IN T•E ARE~. 
~~~E J~CK MC CCR~lCK 
PtiOIIE NLMSH 215 t:~1 <;CCC 
JNSTJTUTICN C~ ~GENCY JACK ~C CCR~ICK AND ASSCCIAlES• l~C. 
SlREET 511 CLt lANCASTER FDAt 
CIT1 BER~)N 
STATE PEN~SYl~~~~~ 
liP ecce 1S312 
FilE ~tME 
GE~ERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA 
ISLA~[, ~.~. EI~I-T 
CCNTI~E~l~l ShElf SEDIMENTS Of LONG ISLA~O, NEk YGR~ 
~OFT~ ~~ERICA, l.S., CC~SJAL, NEw YCRK, LCNG 
ABSTRACT CETA!lft SEOIMENTClOGICAL STUDY Cf lhE CONTINENJAl 
SHELF CFF lCNG ISLt~C, NE~ VCR~ ~AS DC~f. SIZE ANALYSIS Of SECIMENlS AND T~E 
CALCUL~TJON Of STATISTICAL PARA~ETERS Cf GRtl~ SIZE DETERMINED THE 
CHARIClERISTICS Cf ECTTG~ SECI~ENTS CF t•E CCI\TINENTAl S~ELF. ~EAN GRAIN SIZEt 
SKE~NESS, FERCENT fiNES ~Nt ~lPTCSlS hERE All CALCULATED. SFHERICIT' 'NO 
~11\E~,LCGY Of St~OS ~A! ll5C f)A~INEC. CCNTJ~LCUS tEfT• fRCFILES ~EPE RECORDED 
T~RCUGHCUT THE STUDY AFEA ~·ICH (C~TAI~ED 150 STtTJC~S. 
~'~E DR. GERALC ~. f~IEO~A~ 
PHC~E ~L~EEF 518 21C 6474 








FILE NtM1 CONTINENTAL ShELf SECI~E~lS CFF NEk JERSEY 
GHEFH HCH~H.H AFEt fiCI\H AMERICA, L.S., COASlAlt NEh JERSE1, N.Y. BIGHT 
~BSlRACl SECI~E~TCLCGIC'L !TLOY CF T~E CCNTII\ENTAL ShElF OFF 
NEk JERSEY HAS EEEN MACE. TtE !TLCl A~EA, NCRTH Cf ATLANTIC Cll1 1 ~AS 20 MILES 
liii:E AND E)ITENCEO FROIO THE Hk JERSEY SI-CI<ELI~E TC H;E 600 MfHR CEPH! MARK. 
SIZE AIIALYSIS Cf ecnc~. 5HII'EI\TS HO~ 1~0 SlATIGNS US OCNE. STATISlJCAL 
f~FA"ETE~S SUCt AS ~EAN GRAI~ SIZE ANC STAN£ARO CE~IAllCN WERE CALCULATED. 
ICENTJFKATJCN A~C PERCE~l~GE £Y hEIGHT Cf •EAVY MINERALS hAS ALSC CF CCNCE~N. 
N-~E CR. GERALC M. FFJECMAN 
F~CNE H"eER 518 .(70 t414 









FILE 1\A~E ((~ll~f~T#L SHElf ~AVE FATTE~~S STUCY 
GE~ERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA ~CRlH AllAhTIC• CCASTAlt u.s •• VIRGII\IA 
~ESTRHT MlSSlth liltl'•o FLIGI-!T Cl, liAS ACCOMPLISHED CN 
SEPTE~BER lC, 1914 1 LTlllllKG A ~AllCfS fllGtl CE~TE~ C-54 AIRCRAfT E'UIPPEC 
ldll- FCIJI< IHSSEleLAC. El-5CC Clf'EPJIS J!t<[ A T-11 AERIAl I'APPING CAMERA IN 
CCCFEF~TICh kllH KASA 1 S LAI\GLE' I<ESEARCt C£NlER. ThE OEJECTIVE Df THE fliGHt 
WAS TC' HtCl IRA\E PATTEII~S (VfR HE CCUU\Et<Hl ShELf AECUT 70 MILES 1\0RTHEA.ST 
CF ~ACtAFREAGL£. . 
tiAI'f 
FI-OEHHH 
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FILE t\~,.E CCI\TJI\UCI.S JIP HtllTCRit.G S~STE~ 
GE~E~AL GECGFAFHIC AFEA NORTH AMERICA, U.s •• GREAT LAKES, NEW YOR~ 
AI!SlRACT HE EliFIEAIJ CF AlR 'UAllH SLR'VEILlANCE Of THE 
CEFAFl,ENl Of EI\VIRCN~EI\lAL C(I\SEPVAliOI\ MCI\!TGRS A"'BIEI\T ~IR 'UALITY. THE AIR 
MCI\JlCRli\G 1\ET~DRK CCI\lAltiS PA~U~l A~C ((1\111\IJCUS ~CI\ITCR!I\G STATIC~S. THERE 
AI<E 1\IUHEI\ CC/IliiiUCUS frct-.ITCI<.ItiG STJlTICNS, UCn fi!EA5URit\G UP lO HoEI\TY 
FARAfrfTERS. AMCNG ltE FAPAfrElEFS MEA!UI<Et ARE SULFLR tiOXICEt CARBCN MCNCXlOE, 
SCILI~G. NllRIC CXltE. ~llRCGEtl CICXI£E, TCTAL H~tROCA~ECNSt WINC CIRECTIO~ 
tNt 5fEEC, TEMFEPATbRE, FFESSU~Et RELATIVE HIJMIDlT,, PRECIPllAllON, SOLAR 
R~CI11101\ ~1\t TOTAl CXIOA~TS. lHE 1\ET~CRK ALSC CC~1Alh5 AfPROXI~~TELY 300 
fr~~UAL S1A11CN~ (SEE Et8t 12221. 
t.AME MF. F~LL EERilY, P .. E. 
f"tt\E H~BEI< 51€ 451 7235 
lNSliTLTICN CR AGEr.CY OlRECTCR Cf SLREAU Of AI~ QU,LlTY SU~VEILL~NCE,NY 
STATE [Efl CF E~VlFC~PE~T~l CChSER~~llC~ 
!l~EET ~0 ~CLF kOAC 
Cll~ Alft~Y 
STHE lltt. 'CRK 
llF CUE l.C2Cl 
fiLE ~~~E CCtll~CL ~E.SuRES fCR CHESAPEAKE BA~ JELL~FISH. 
1~12-1S73. r.LTRITIC,. Al\0 FEECI~G HAfiTS. SlRCBILAliO~ CF SEA NETTLE 
GE~ERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA ~CFlH AlLAr.TICo ti.S., CtE!AFEAKE EAY, SARAH CREEK 
ABSl~ACT A-S,ALL TRI8UTAR~ Cf THE '(~K ~IVER, ~lRGlt.IA WAS 
SA.PLED f(l< PL~r.~TC~ A~[ JELlYFIS~ FCLYPS tr.t STROEILAE. JELLYFISH EPHYRAE AND 
MECUStE kf~E A~ALYSEO FC~ GA!lPC\ASCLLAR CA~IETY CCI\lEr.TS. 
NAME tE.lllEF Ht~EI\ 
FHCH ~LHH H4 e~2 .tlll 
JNSlllUliCN CR AGENC~ VIrGINIA ~~~TITllE Of ~ARltlf SCIE~CE 
CIT) GLCLCESlE~ FCI~l 
SlATE VIFEI~IA 
2lF CCCE .t3Ct2 
FILE NAME 
1'312-1~13 111\t-l:AL llffCFT 
GENER~L GECGR~PHIC AREA 
AeSlRIICT 
IIEl~tA~CE CC,PA~EC TC FAST 
1\iM £ 
PHONE H~BER 




F HE 1\JM E 
GE~EF~L GECGF'F~IC III<EA 
ANC ~AlMONt MASlEa ~A~SH 
13C 
CCNTRCL MEA5LRE~ FCR CH1SAPEA~E SIIY JELLYFISH 
NCRlH AllANllC, L.s •.• LC~ER CHESAPUKE tAV 
NEW tAlA CN JELl\fJSH POLYPS ANC PCOCCYSIS 
'EAFS 1 t~TA 
CEXl El< liAVH 
ec4 t42 2111 
VIRGINIA li\Sllll1E OF MARI~E SCIENCE 
GLCLCESTEii FC ltll 
\i IRGINH 
23Ct2 
CC~l~OLLING ThE fRCDUCTICN CF ~OS~UIICE! 
r.C~lt AMERICA, ~.S., CELAhARE, STA~lEY SHC~T MARSH 
AESl~ACT . STANLEY StORT A~[ RAYMOND MASlEN MARSh ~ERE SAMPLED 
fRCM ~A' l~RL SEPTE~SER. l~6t FCR ~~l1NI1Y 1 RtiNF~Ll, AIR ANO hATE~ Tf~PERATLRE, lJOE, ANC FlSf AI\C MCSClllC SPECIES Ir.liAElTING THE MA~SHES. 
~A~E F~AN~ ~~PPhV 
F~C~E ~l~e£~ 2C2 i3c 2!2t 
JNSlJT~lJCN OR AGtt\CV CEF,~l~f~T Cf E~TC~tlCGY 
SHEET Uf>il\ERSllll Cf OEloll .. ARE 
Cil~ ~E~t~~ 
ST~T£ CELA~~E 
ZIP ecce 1S7ll 
fiLE ~'ME CCCFERAli\E SlRIFEC 6AS~ ~~G~ATIG~ STUOY- TAG FILE ~ENERIIL GECGP~PHIC t~EA NCI<lt All,NTIC, CCAST~l, u.s •• EAST COAST 
ABSTRACT DATA fR(~ T~GGI~G STUCifS CAR~IEC GUT f~CM 1951 TO 
1'36'3 CN THE ~IGRATIC~ FAllERNS Cf STRIPE[ BAS~ ALC~G THE EAST CCAST OF ThE 
UNITEC STAlES ~~WE fEEh CCI'PilfC A~C T~ANSFE~REO lC A Fli~C~Et CA~D STCRAGE 
FILE. PECCPOEO OAT' l~CtUCE ~ELEASE TIMEo ~ElEASE PCSITION, RECAPTURE TIME ~NC PECAPTLRE PCSITICN CF TA,GE[ I~CIVICLALS. ~HEN A~AILABLE THE <Ea, LENGT~ 
AN[ kEIG~l CF ~ECAF1U~Et INCI\ltUtLS tA~E BEE~ l~Ct~CED. • 
~~~~E Sl.ff- [JVISICtl CF FISh A~~ ~ILCLIFE 
FHCIIE f>L~BER 3C2 t16 4431 
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fiLE ~~~E CCCPERtli~E SLRF CBSERvAil(~ filE 
GE~EFAL GfCGFAF~IC AFEt NCRlt ATLANTIC CCEA~, NCRlh PACIFIC CCEA~, L.S., 
CC~STAL, lllA~TIC CITV NEh JERSE,, AllA~liC NCFTH CARCLINA, CAFE DECISION 
~L'S~~~ CAFE fLATl!FY ~AStiNGTC~, CAFE ~INCtiNBROCK ALASKA, CAPE 51. ELIAS 
Pl~S~~. CAfE SAN Bl.S fLORJCA, CAPE SARICHEf ALAS~A, GRAN[ ISlE LCLISIANAt 
HA~PlC~ BEPCt ~E~ tA~PSHlRE, HILLSEC~C l~l£1 flCRICAt 'O~'CT~'BEAC~ Nfk 
JERSEY~ 'CCSE PEA~ ~AI~E, ~AGS tEAC NORTH (ARCLINA, ~ALSET MASSACHUSETTS, OAK 
ISLE NC~Tt CARCLI~-. CCEAN CAPE ALASKA, OCEAN CllY MARYLAND, PIERDRAS BLANCA$ 
CALIFCRNIA, PCI~T A~E~A CALIFC~~IA, PCI~T ~t~tUELLC C~LlfO~NIA, PCINT 
CC~CEFTJCN C~LJFCR~IA, FCINl J~CIT~ R~CCE ISL,NO, PCINl LCMA CALIFCR~IA PONCE 
tE LEON flCRIDA• R~CE FCJ~T MASS,CHLSETTS, !1. Sl~ON ISLAND QECRGlA, SANTA 
FOSA ISLA~[ FLCRIDA, SHC~l BEAC~ NEh ~CRK, 5FRUCE CAFE ALASKA, SlRATFCKD POINT 
CC~~EClJCUlt TC~S ~I\ER ~EW JE~SEY, UMFGUA RIVER OREGON, ~IRGINIA BEACH 
\IRGlNIA, ~llLAFA BA' ~A!tlNGTCN, ~AGUJNA EAl CREGCN . 
ABSTRACT ThiS FILE CC~TAI~S VISU~l OESfRVATICNS OF OCEAN 
~A~E hEIG~T, PERICC, CIRECllCN AND BRE.KER l~PE fOR EREAKING WA~ES IN THE SURF 
ZCNE CBSER~ED EY l.S. CCAST Cl~FD PERSCNNEL AT VARIC~S SlATIONS ALCNG THE 
COAST IN CCCfEFATICN hilt ·CE~C A~C ARE ~ECCRCED ON S~RF CESERVATIO~ FCRMS. 
GE~EF~LLY CBSE~VATIDNS APE MAC£ 6 TIMES CAllY Al 4 ~OCR l~TERVALS. CBJECTIVES 
OF T~E PROGRAM .A~E TC FRC~ICE SCIE~TISTS A~D ENGINEERS A KNCWLEOGE Cf SURF 
ZCNE kAVE Cll~ATCLC(Y FlR USf IN RESEARCH ~NO IN DESIGN OF COASTAL STRUCTURES. 
llECCiltS Fell EACt- SlAlltN M<E NCT CCNllf\UCUS, G~PS EUST IN OAT.6 COLLECTII\G. 
APPllC~TION PROGRAMS HA~E 8EE~ kRllfE~ 8' ltE C.E.R.t. ADP STAFF TC SORT DATA 
Bl DllE, CC~P~lf TE~ SlATISllCAL TABLES OF VAillO~S CC~BINATICNS OF SLRF lOR 
li.A\1£) HIGHt HRICD, CIRECTICNt AND EREAKE!l TYPE. TO CllEATE A TAPE Cf PAIIlEO 
~EIGt-T ANt FERIDC CeSER\IAllC~S EET~EEN ThC LCCATICNS. CO~PUTES ~CNT~Ll MEAN 
A~D DC~INANl ~EIGt-1 A~t PERICt A~C THEI~ CCilREL.ATICN CCEFflCIENTS EETiiEEN ThO 
LOCATICNS, LISTING Cf JCllT CISTRIBUllCN TAELES (f SLRF lOll WAVE) t-EIGhl A~D 
PE~ICD• CCJPUTE! DJSTFIBLllCN CF 1-EIGI-T A~D FERICD RUa lENGThS. FLCTS OF JOINT 
DISTRlfUTICNS TABLES FCF hEIGHT ANt Pf~IOO ANC CCRRELATIC~ COEFFICIENTS fOR 
CHA AT TWC LCCilTICNS IIHICt- l-AVE eEEN EJITRACTED B'i HEIGHT RUt>i lENGUiS, 
EXTRACTS DATA HA\l~G LESS Tti'N SfECIFifD I-EIGHT ~l~ LE~GTHS, CO~PUTES MEAN 
1-EIGtl ANC FERICC FCR ENTIRE RANGE Of CATES INC SY MCNTH FCR EACH LCCATION. 
CO~PLTES TCTAL ~L~EER CF (BSER~IlTICNS lNL (~flLAli\E F~EQlENCIE! B'i ~AVE 
fE~ICC INTER\IIll. A FRC~FA~ ~tlCH CC~NlS NUfEER CF 1~\IALID CR 'lfPCSSIBLE' LATA 
CBSEP\IlliONS (SQUARE ~C(T CF ~J\E tEI,t-T CVER PERICC GREATER ThAN l.C659l AND 
CC~PLTES I'ERCEHAG£5 ()f JMFCSSIELE RcACING~ FCR EACH YEAR AT EACH lCCATIOlli. 
LISTING CF SLRF CAlA (CA1E 1 TI~E, ~AUE HEIGHT, PERJCC, OIRECTICN AND 8REAKER 
lYPEl fCR CNE STATICN CVEF ll SfECIFIEC PERICC CF TIME. A PFOGR~M ktlCH 
CO,PUlES ~C~THLY A~ERAGE tEIGtl, PERIOD, PERIOD ~llHCLl PHI (PtASE A~GLE), 
PERCE~TAGE Ftl CCCURRENCES, PERCEftTAGE Cf Sfllll~G ~A~ES AND S'ME AVERAGES FCR 
TClAL (8SEFWtTIC~S. A FRCGRAM ktlC~ CC~F~TES MONTHLY RAlfCS OF THE MEAN FOR 
fACt CF TH 6-4 1-GLHY REFCRTI"G INTEPII~LS 10 THE MEA~ CF THE lClAl FCR All 
CSSf~V~liC~S, fCP ~AVE HEIGI-lt PERIOD, OIRECliCN A~O fRE~~ER TYFE. 
~AME CR. C.L. HARRIS I CCEAN(GilAfHY ERANCH 
HCNE H~EER 2L< 3g 15SC 











€E~ErAL GECGFAPHIC ARE~ 
EHI'ilo 8Ei<HC~ 
132 
CCPPtR, LEft[ A/IV 'ERCURY IN ZCOPLANKlON 
NORTH AMERICA, u.s., CCASTAL kATERS, NE~ ~CRK 
ABSTRACT fl~NKTCN S~~PLES f~G" TCkS FCR NESTCN WERE ANALYSED 
FCP CCfPfR• lE~D, ~~C MERCU~Y. S~MPLES liERE TAKE~ FRO~ SURFACE TO 15 METERS 
IN TI-E NEk lCRK El(Hl AN[ FROI' SU~F~CE 1( i5C MflE~S IN OPE~ WATER EETkEEh THE 
NEk 'CRK SIGHT A~C ThE BEA~~CA ISlt~tS. Pl~~~TCN SAMFLES hERE KEPT OUT NOT 
ICEIIJ if IH. 
II AilE 
FHIIE /IL~EE~ 
INSlillllC~ CR AGE/IC~ 
SHEET 










I/ISTITUlEt LNIVERSITY CF CCNNEGllCUT 
FILE NA~E CC~E SECTIC/1 wEIGHJ OF tEEP SEA ~ORES 
GENERAL GECG~AFHIC AilE~ kCRLC~ItE CCE~~ 
AESTRACT . TH£ CEEf 5E~ £RILLING PllCJECT AT 5Ci11PPS 
1/ISTITLTIC/1 CF CCEtNCE11Af •• IS AfFILlAlEO ~ITH THE JCI/11 CCEANCGRAPH1C 
1/ISlTUli0/1! FCR OEEF EA~lt- S~~FLI/1~ (JCIDESI. CSCP HAS TAKEN GEOLOGICAL llNt 
~ECPtYSICAL CATA FRCM THE CRILLI/IG SHIP GLCMAR ChALLENGER AT 383 SITES GVE~ 
THE ~CRLC OCEA~S. CRIGlNAl [t1A FRC~ l~E FACJECT tRE INCEXED A/IC ARCHIVEC eY 
THE l~fCPMAliG/1 tA/IDLI~G G~CLP. CE1AJLS CF 11-E PROCESSI~G AND RETRIE~Al 
METt-CCS tNt CAfASILITIES ~PE OUTLINE( 1~ A ~E~IES Of ftOTES AVAILABLE FRCM lhE 
GRCUF. EACt TYPE Cf CATA CST.Al~Et CU~l~G T~E PRGJECl IS ~AINTAINEC •s A 
SfPIIRHf FILE. It- TH EHLIH PI-ASES Of TH PROJECT EACH CORE SECTICN kAS 
kEIG~fC SEFCRE SfllTTING TC OET~lN A RC~GI- E~TIMATE Cf BLLK CE~SITV~ CENSIT~ 
IS RECORCEt AS G/CC A~O PlNCHEt C~ C~~DS. 
~~~E CCOFCINIITJNE ST.Ff SCIE~TIST 
PHO~E H .. BER 714 4~.2 3~2S 










FILE 1\III"E CCRES FRUI TH -tEEF SH CIULUM PRCJECT 
EE~EFAL ~ECGFAF~IC IIREP kCRLC~ICE CCEAN 
ABSlRIICl THE lEEP SEA DRllli~G PRCJECT AT SCRIPPS 
l~SliTUTIC" OF CCi~~CGRAP~Y IS ~FFILIAlfD ~Ilh THE JCI~T OCEA~CGRAFHIC 
INSllllliC"S FOR CEEP EARTH SAflflli'G tJCICES). DStP hAS TAKEN GECLCGICIIL ANC 
~ GECP~YSICAl tAlA FFCI" THE CRllliNG ShiP GLC~AP C~AllENGER AT 3S3 SITES OVER 
THE loC!iLC CCEAfiS. CIHGINH D~H FRC,. lH PRCJECT ARE INCEXED ANO ARCHIVED BY 
ThE INfORMUIOfl HA~CLIIIG GFOLP .. CETAHS CF li'IE PRHESSING ANt RETRIEI.IAL 
fi!ElhCCS ~fit OPABlllTIES ARE Ol.illUEC IN A SERIES CF NOTES AVAilABLE FROM THE 
GROUP. EACh TYPE Cf tAlA CBTAI~Et ~URING T~f ~ROJECT IS ~AINTAINED AS A 
SEP~R~TE FILE. ThiS FILE CONSI~TS Of THE 'CTU~L CGREC SAMPLES. EACH SECTION CF 
THE {CFE IS SfLIT 1~ H~Lf. C~E hALF ~E~AINS INTACT AS 'N ARCHI\E• THE CTHEN IS 
SAI!PLEI:,. Af<CniiiE CCRES FCR HIE P~Clflt IINC INDIAN OCEANS ARE STCRED AT 
SCRIPPS, AlLANliC CC.!IES ARE STCREC AT LllfiUT. CCUJR H\t f!LACK At\C kl-iiTE PHOTOS 
Cf AFChlVED CCRES ~Rf AVAILASLE. THE StMPL£C HAlf IS STORED ANC ACTLAL SA~PLES 









liF CCC E 
CCCRCI~ATING STAFF SC1Eiil1Sl 
114 4S2 35.2'1 
CEEF SEA CRILLlliG PROJECT• SCPIPPS l~STITUTION Cf 




FILE ·~~E CC!~lC PAY CAT~ (~ESC~ TELESCCPES) F.3 
GE~EFAL 'ECG~tfH!C.AFEt ~CRLCWIEE AS~lRACl ClEICJL ~ESC~ TELESCOPE CC~SISTS OF DETECTORS IN 
COINCJCENCE ANC RESPOND~ 10 ThE HIIRD CU~PCN€Nl Cf SECCNCA~Y CG5~IC RAY 
11ACIHIO~, IIAH>L'f l"lJ-~ESCt\S NHR SEA LEHl. UNOERGRClH TELESCCPES RESPOND lG 
EVEN hHHER EIHHJES CUE TC AC£H AeSUBER fETWHN PRCiilitllON LAYER A"D THE 
CUBICAL MESCN TELE5CCPE CETECT(R. NAR~C~-~NGLE TElfSCCPE CESIGNED FCF MUC~ 
NARFICHI< RUPCNSE FAlTEIIN AfCI.iT HE VEHICH. SHCWEI< APPARAILS CONSISTS GF AN 
ARFAY Cf CElECTCRS• CC~EFlNG SEVERAL SCUAFE ~ETE~S, ~E,IliRES ENERGIES ABOUT lC 
EXPOfiE~T 12 EV. TYPICAl CATA Bit;CURlY CCli~l RATES. AS A FU~CTICN Ot DAY, MCNTH 
ANC ~EAR fCR A GIVEN S1A11CN. 
NA~E CIVISICN C~IEf 
ft-CNE NllleER 3C3 49'l lOCC.i Xt4f7 




llF CCCE €C3C2 
134 
FILE liA~E CCS~IC ~AY [AlA !NEUTRCN ~01\ITCRS ~ND 
~LPERMCNilCR~l F.l 
GENEP~l GECGI<lFI-!IC ~IlEA ~CRLC-ItE 
~BSli<ACl I!E~SI.iREI'EM Cf CCS.MIC-RH 11\TENS ITY BY GRCUND-8ASED 
I!CNITOFS tilE NORI"AtlY REfCI<lEO ~S i-i'CUFU {{I< EIHCURLY} COUNTS, SOTH 
lNCORRECTEC AIID CCFRECTEC fOF fAPC~ElRIC PFESSURE. TAfLES Of CAllY ~~ERAGES 
FCR SllECTEC STAliCI\5 M~\f €EE~ FUELIShED !l~CE JANlARY l'.i5S. GRAPHS OF 
HUH Y VALLES FCR S ELECTEC SHllCNS FUHI StiH S IIIC E JULY 196¢ iN 
SOLAR-GEOPhYSICAL CAT~. Slli'E GI<AFiiS UCI< 1{ JMH;Al<Y 1959 1 MUCH Cf TH DATA IN 
' STtlltARO FCR~AT (~ FUIIC~Et CAPCS CR M'G~ETIC TA~E. FCR SELECTED SPECIAL 
HENTS FHE MINUTE CR HALf HClR A\ERAGE.S II'OILA8LE fRC~ SEVERAl STATIONS. 
CATALOG e'l CLTCFF PlEltlliES f(R EACt SlATICii, SUPER~C~ITCRS ~A~E CDLIITING 
RATE! ABC~l 20 TIMES G~E~lER ltA~ fiEUT~CN ~C~ITORS. eF3 PRDPORTIONAL~OUNTERS 
~SEC TD CETECT ~EUTRCNS tEEP kiTHI~ THE ~T~CSFHERE. Tl~ES CF BEGIN~lNGo 
MAXI~L~, ENC, AilE PCS5IELE FRCI' C.ITA n OJGIHL lol~GNHIC HPE AND fRCM X-'1 
FLCTS lNC lASLLATIC~S ~~EFE HCUFLY CR MCRE FREQUENT lolEAS~REMENlS A~E RECCRDED; 
MAllY STATJONS PROIIlCE CNU DAll\' ~VER~GES Cf HOURU C~U. ALL-1\CTE THAT FOP 
THE JhlEFP~ETATICN Of 1HE5E CATA CTHEP C~T~ ,IRE CF TEN REQUIRED AND APE 
AVAILHLE HOM wtC-~ FCR 51P; HESE INCLUDE ~~Gt\ETIC Cl;lTCFF R IGICIH, 
ASY~otFTCTIC CCNE Cf 'CCEPTA~CE, SCALlhG f~CTQR, A~D B~FC~ETPIC (QEFFICIENT, 
wHICH ARE All FFCfEFTIES (f T~E STATIC~ lCC~TICN. 
~~~f CJVISICN CHIEf 
FHDNE Nli"EE~ 3C3 4SS lOCO X6467 




liF tetE BC3C2 
FilE N~ME 
GENEPAL GECGF~FHlC ,1~£,1 
CCASTAL, CHCPTA~K FI~E~ 
ABSHJ!Cl 
CHCPTA~~ NIVER. EI'Pt-J~IS 
INTEP~IEhS BET~EE~ ~fRll 
fiAH 
FHCNE HH£~ 





CREEL CE~SLS 1~ ChCPTA~K ~1\ER 
NCPl~ ATL~Nl!C, u.s., C~E!APEAKE SA,, MARYLANC, 
NC~-R~NCOI" SAMPLE tESIG~ CREEL CE~SLS OF lHE 
C~ A~~CRCMCU! FIS~ES I~ ThE SFCRT FISHERY. 3CO 
~~t Jl~E CF 1912 t~C 1973. 
... R. C.APlEil 
3Cl·-'t:7-53H 
~AR)lANO DEf~RTMENT CF N.AlLR~l RESCL~CES 





FILE ~t'f CREEL CE~SLS Of ANAORC~ClS FISHES IN SUS,LEHANNA 
PI\EF t~C FUlS 
GEN~RAl GECG~AFHIC A~E~ ~DRT~ ATLA~TIC, l.S., CHESAPEAKE BAY, 'ARYLA~D, 
COASlAlt Sl~'LEHt~~A ~I~EF 
AESTtlACT ~H-RAI\IJCM SAMPLE CESIGN CllEEl CENSLS CF HE LIJIIER 
SLSQLEtANNt ~l~EF t~C SUS,UEt~I\~A FLATS. f~PHtSIS 01\ THE ANAORCMCUS SPECIES IN 
THE SPCRT FISHERY. 1500 l~TER~lEhS EElkEEI\ tPRll A~[ Jli\E 1970. 
1\A~E ~.P. CAFTEF 
ftC~E ~l~EER 301-~61-!361 
II\STil(liCI\ CF AGENCY ~tRVLti\C CEPART~£NT OF ~ATURAL RESOLRCES 
SlFEET TAME~ STAlE CFFICE BUILCII\G 
CJTY ti\NAPCLIS 
STATE ~.ARHAU; 
21P CC[E ~14Cl 
FILE 1\A~E CRETtCECUS.AI\C TERTIARY SfCTICNS, OEEP TEST WELL, 
£REE~hCCC, CELAkAPE 
GENE~AL GEOGR~PHIC AREA ~C~Tr AMERICft, ~.s •• SOUTHCENTR~L DELftk~RE 
AfSTRACT GEOlCGIC DATA CElAINEC EY THE CRILLING JN ~UGUST 
1910 CF A 1500-FCCl CEEF EXFLCRATOR) WATER .Ell NEAR GREENWOOD, DELAkARE ARE 
P~ESfNTEC IN REPORT FCRM. ltE fURPCSE CF ThiS REFO~l ~AS TC CESCRIEE THE 
~~~ER~LCG~, TE)lURE!, AND GEOPhYSICAL CtARtCTERISliCS OF THE SEDIMENTS IN THE 
EHLUltlCR~ IIELL At\[ Hi ~lTEIIPT TC CCI<IlELAlf THE ROCK-STRATIGRAPHIC LNITS 
lCENTIFIEt •11~ ClrERS IN ThE CCAS1Al PLAI~. 
~A~E JCr~ t. T~llE~ 
FHCNE 1\lMfER 3C2 73E 2€33 
lNSTlTLTIC~ CR AGEI\(Y tElAkARE GECLCEICAL SURVEY 
STREET LNIVERSIH CF CELA~ARE 
Cll) NEwARK 
ST,TE CELA•A~E 
ZIP CCCE 1Slll 
FILE ~AIU 
GENERAL GECGRAFHIC AREA 
OELH~PE EH 
CRCF CEPRHATIC~ 
N(~lH Allll\liC CCE~N, u.s., CCAST~L. NEW JERSEY, 
ABSTRACT SITE INSPECTICI\S ~ERE ~ACE Cl\ FARMI~G AREAS ALONG 
DELAwARE Bl~ FRC~ CAFE M~V POINT TO SEA BREEZE TG DETER~I~E FEECI~G EfFECTS OF 
~I~TEPII\G SIRtS CN CFCP l~~OS. FLOCKS A~~L'IZEO ARE S~Ch GEESE, CA~~O~ GEESE, 
A~O ~hiSTLI~G SkA~~. 
~H!E 
PHOIIE HllfEF 
JNSTlTlTICN CR AGE~t1 





PPJIICIPAL FISHERIES BlCLCGlSl· 
6C'.i 2S;1 66S6 
NEW JERSE~ tEFAFl~EI\T Of EN~IFCII~E~T~L PRCCUCTICN 
SHELLFISHE~IES, SLPEAU GF ~ILCLIFE ~ANAGE~ENT 





~ltE 1\A~E CFCF CfFRtCATIC~ F~CM kli\TE~ING BIRr~ 
·ENERAL GEC(RAPHIC AREA ~C~lH ·~E~ICA. u.s., ~Eh JERSE~. CAPE ~tY 
CUI'BHUH AIIC sne~ ccuniEs · ' 
ABSTRACT . LCC~liC~, ACPEtG£, AI\( CRCP TYPE UTILJZEC EY kiNTEFl~G SliCk ~((Sf fCfULATICI\ IN CEl~hARE BAY ARE REfGRTEO FOR JA~UARY 
ThRCUGt FEEPUARY 1S77. CCtNT5 ~1\C CB5ERVATlOIIS wERE !'ACE 8'1 BICLCGISTS AND 
FARMERS. A ~AP IS I~ClUCEC ANC 5tD~S FJELCS USEC 6' S~C~ GEESE, CA~ADA GEESE 5~-~S ~NO ERA~[lS !tFl~G 1975, 1976 A~C 1917 • t ~A~£ PRII\CIPAl FIStERIE~ BICLCGI<T 
fHCH HHEF 609 2<.i2 66-86 • 
INSTIT~TI~~ CR AGENCY ~E~ JERi~Y OEFAFlMENT CF E~~IRCI\MENlAL FRCTECTICN 
CIVI.ICN OF FISt, CA~E A~D ShELLFIStE~IES, ELFEAU OF WILDLIFE ~AI\AGE~E~T 
STFEET F.C. eo lHS 
CITY TFE~TCI\ 
Sl~TE ~E~ JERSEY 
liP COCE CS6~~ 
::~~~:~~:EOGRAPHIC AREA CRUISE REfCPJS fCR SUSSE) CCL~TY CUTFALL AREA HENLCFE~, !ClTt 8EltA~Y NCRlH AlLA~TIC CCEJ~, L.S., CCASTtl, CEL~~ARE, CAPE 
ABSl~A(l . , THI! FILE CCI\TAJ~5 THE CATA CCLLECTEO Cl\ 4 CRUISES 
TC AREAS ABCUT 1 ~ILE CffShCRE CF CAFE hf~LCFEN ANC SOUTH BETHANY DELAWARE 
CURING 1~7~. TtE CRUISE CATES ~ERE JLL' 1St tUGUST 2, 10, ANC 24. DATA 
COLLECTED .ALINITY, TEMPERATURE I~FCR~ATIC~ 11\CLLCII\G fRCFILE STUDIES ARCU~O EACH lCCtl ICII. 
NAME 
fHCH ~UftHF 






GEI\EFAl GEO£FAP~IC A~E~ 
CELA~A~E, I~CI~~ RJ\E~ 
IBSTUCT 









3C2 73S 1212 
~NI\EPSilY Cf CELJkARE 




CPLST~CEA~S Cf l~CIAN Pl,ER INLET, CELAhARE BAY 
l.S., COAS1Al• ~(Rlh AllA~liC, OELAkARE SAY l~lEl ' 
CCLI\T, LENGTH ANt lDENTlfiCAliCN Cf lGCFlA~KTCN 
FIVER !~lET, CELAkAFE AT l SlAliOI\ SAMPLED WEEKLY FOR 
GHFGE GliHT 
103-H-2-2111 
VlRfiNJA INSTITllE OF ~ARIIIE SCIENCE 




fiLE N~~E CURRENT STLDY AT THE MDLTH CF THE C~fSAFEAKE BAY 
GE~E~Al GECGF~ffiC AREA NC~Th ATLANTIC, CCASIAlt L.S., VIRGI~IA CHESAPEAKE 
en HL n· 
l.fS TRACT MISS ICN WCe h FLIGHC lt kAS ACCOMPLI ShEC Cl\ 
SEPHfleER Ui, l<J11 1 Ullli2Jt.G A IKALLCFS fliGHT CEI'ilf~ UASEO 1-!ELICCPTER 
HUifPfC !Jilf. HLR 1-11 HRIH fiAFPII\G (AfiEI<AS 11\ CCCPERATION ~ lTH THE 
VIRGINIA INSTITLTE Cf MARINE SCIEI\CE. THE OfJfCll\iE Cf THE FLIGH. ~AS TO TRACE 
C~RRENTS PASSl~G FFC. THE fiCLTt Cf ThE CtESAFEAKE fAY l~TC TtE REAR !HORE 
e•RRIE~ ISLA~C CLRPENT5 ~1\0 DETERMINE ThE FRESENCE CF ECClES ANC fACK CURRENTS 
AtCNG ltE CtFE tEI\Rl SMC~flli\E. 
NAME l'lCHAEl COGER 
FH.CNf 1\lflfER H4 ~;t.;; 3till 
INSlllUliCN C~ AGEI\CY NATICI\Al AE~OI\ALlitS tNC SPACE ADM 
STREET CHE~~PEAKE f~Y fCCLCGIC~l fiCG~~M CffiCf 
CJTY h~LLCPS ISL~I\C 
STATE ~JPGI~I~ 
21F COtE 23331 
FILE J'iU~E 
DURING ~ARCH, ~PRtl, A~C 
~E~EFIL GEOGFAPtlC AREA 
GREAT fAY 
CURRENTS CfSERVEC IN NU. JERSEY COA.sTAL wATERS 
f'A)' 1<115 
NCI<lt lHLANT lC OCEAN, CCAS lALo li .. S. • I'IEP. JERSEY • 
IBSlPHT A STUDY Of CCEAN CIJRRENlS OFF TilE MCI.TH Cf GREAT 
SAlt ~Eh JE~SEY I~ THE \ICJNJl) CF THE FRCFCSEC ATLANTIC EENER,TINE ST,TIDI\ 
~AS CC~CUClEC CUPI~G ~~RCH, AFPIL, A~O ~AY 1S7S. ClRRENT METERS OEPLCYED AT 
CHTHS Cf 4.5-5 AM 10-10.5 METERS AT HIO !llES CCto.TIN~CUSLY iHlfllTCilEC CURRENT 
SPEED AND CIRECliOfl. FINCI~GS ~EFE PPESE~TED ~S THE FREQUE~CY CF CCCUPRENCE OF 









PRCJECT MAN~GER-ATLANTIC GHERATING STATION 
:tC 1 t2.2 "I CCC 
PUfliC SE~VICE ELECTRIC ANt G~S COMPANY 
EC FAI<I< HH E 
t\EWti<K 
t\ EIO JEllS £Y 
C11C 1 
FILE i'IHE 
OURII\G tECE~BER 1514, 
GENERAL GEC~RAFtiC AREA 
GflE~l BH 
CURFEI\TS (BSEI<~EC IN NE~ JERSEY COASTAL ~AlfR~ 
JA~LAR~ ll\[ FEERI.A~' 1S15 
1\CIIl~ ~TLAN1IC CCEAN, COASTAL, u.s., NEh JERSE,, 
AESlR,Cl A SlUt¥ Of CCEAN CURRENTS CFF ThE MCLTH Cf GREAT 
BAI, NEW JERSEY IN THE VICIN111 CF ThE P~CPCSEC IITLI!I\11( GENERATING Sli!TJCN 
WAS CCNCLClEO CURl~' CECEI'EE~ IS74, JA~L~RV AND FEERLAR~ 1975. CURREI\1 METERS 
CEPLC"YED tl CEPTHS Cf 4.5 I!NC 10-11 HTE~S .Ill 5E~EI<Al SITES COIITIM!CL.HY 
MCNilCREC ClRRE~T SFEEC A~C OIRECTICN. FI~C!NGS ~ERE P~ESEI\TED AS THE 
FREQLf~CV (f OCCUR~ENCE Cf CURREI'Il SPEEC t~C [IREC110N Cf HOLRlr A'~RAGEO 
CU~R£1\TS CVER T~E THREE MCNTH PERICC. 
IIA~E FliCJHT Mtii\AGER-I!TLANTIC GEI'ifRATII';G HA1IOI\ 
FHCNE HME£R 20 l t2~ iCCC 
JiiS1lTI.llCI\ Cll AHIICY PU€LJC SEt<~ ICE ELECTRIC AtdJ GAS CO.MPANI 
STREET H F~I<J( FUCf 
(Ill NEhtRK 
STATE ~Eh JEIISEV 
21P COtE C71Cl 
FILE ~~H 
DURI~E SEF1£~SEP, CCTCEE~, 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA 
GREAT fA~ 
CURFEI'iTS (f!ER~EC IN NEk JERSE) CCASlAL ~ATERS 
A~C ~(\EMEE~ 1S74 
~C~lt ~~L~NTIC CCEA~, CCASTAL. u.s., NEll JERSEY, 
AESlRACT ' STLCY CF CCEA~ CLRRENTS Cff lhE ~OLTH CF GREAT 
B,V, ~Ek JEP~E~ IN THE VICINIT' CF THE PPCFCSEC lTL~I\liC GENERtTI~G STATIC~ 
k~S CCNCIJCTED DLRI~E SEFTE~EER, CCTCEER, AI\C NO~EHfER 1S74. CURRENT ~ETERS 
DEflC~EC AT [EPT~S (f 4.~ A~C lC-11 METEPS ~l SE\E~Al ~ITES CO~TINLCLSL~ 
~C~ITCREO ClRREI\T SFEEC ·~C DlRECliCN. FINCJI\ES ~E~E F~ESEI';TEt AS T~E 
fREQLE~CY Cf CCCURFE~CE CF CUR~ENl SPEEC A~[ tiRECliO~ CF HOURLY A~ERAGED 
CURRE~TS O~ER T~E THPEE ~CI\Tt FERIGO. 
~A~E PRG.ECT MANAEER-~TL~~TIC Cfi\ERATI~G STATIC~ 
Fi'tNE ~l~SEP 2C 1 E2L 1CCC 
lNSllTLliG~ CR ACE~CY PlEll( 1E~~ItE ElECTRIC ANC GAS COMP~NI 
SHEET EC P~RI< FLACE 
(JlV 1\EhA~K 
STATE 1\E• JEP5EY 
2 II' CHE C11Cl 
13Cj 
FILE Nt~E CLRFE~TS CSSERVEC I~ ~EM JERSE~ COASTAL ~ATERS 
Cllll~~ JlU 1<114 
GE~EFAl GECGFAFHIC AFEA ~C~T~ ATLANTIC C(E,~, CCASTAL, l.S., NE~ JERSEY, 
GRUl EAY 
ABSTRACT A SlLCY CF CCEMI CURRENTS CFF THE MCLTH Cf GREAT 
SAl, ~E~ JERSEY I~ l~E 'ICINIT' CF THE FRCPCSED ATLANTIC GENERtTING STATION 
~AS CC~OLCTEC CLFI~G JLL' 1974. ClRRENT ~ETE~S CEPLC~E[ AT CEPThS CF ~.5 A~C 
10-11 ~ETE~S Al ~E\ERtl SITES CC~Tl~UCUSLY ~(~llCRfC CURRENT SPEEC ~NC 
DIRECTICN. FINDINGS ~ERE PRESE~TED AS THE FREQLE~CY (f CCCURRE~Ct CF CURRENT 
SPEED A~D CIRECTIC~ Cf tCURLY ·~E~AGE[ CLRRE~TS C'ER TfE MCNTH. 
~·~£ PROJECT MANAGER-ATLANTIC GE~ERATING SlAliCN 
FHCNE ~l~EEP 201 622 lOCO 
INSTJTLTJCN C~ AGE~C' PlBliC SE~VICE ELECTRIC A~D GAS CCMFA~Y . 
SlREET SC f~FK PlACE 
CITY ~E~ARK 
!TATE ~E~ JERSEY 
liP CCCI: CHC 1 
FILE ~A~E CURRENTS OS!ERVEC IN NE~ JERSEY COASTAl hATERS 
lll~IIIG MA'l' l'ii'l 
GE~EFAL GEC,FtfHIC ~FE' NCRTH AllA~liC OCEAN, CO~SlAL, U.S., NEw JERSEY, 
GREill EJ!'W 
AeSTRJ!(T A STLCY Cf CCEA~ CLRRE~TS CFF THE MCUTh CF GREAl 
BAY, ~E~ JERSEY I~ TtE ~l(lNilY Cf TtE PRCPCSED ATLA~TlC GENERATI~G STATION 
hAS CC~CUCTEC CURl~G MJ!~ 1974. CURRENT ME1E~S OEPLO'WEC AT CEPTHS CF 4.5 A~O 
lC-11 ~ElEI<S Al H\EFAL 511ES CUTI~lClSU f'(~ITCREO Cl!Rf<E~T SFHO A~C 
ClRECliCN. fi~OINGS ~ERE fRESc~lEt AS TtE fREQUENCY OF OCCURRE~CE .CF CURRENT 
SFEEt A~C tlRECliC~ CF tCURLY A'ERAGEt CLRRE~TS CVER THE MCNTH. 
~AH fRCJECl i".Al\Ac:ER-HlAliTIC GEMRATIH STAT ICN 
FHC~E ~l~EE~ 2Cl 62i 1CCC 
INSllTLTIC~ CR AGE~C'l' f'LEliC SE~~ICE ELECTRIC ~~C GAS COMPANY 
SlliEET H Fill<!\ FUCE 
C JTY N Eh If< I( 
STATE ~E~ JERSEY 
liP COtE C71CI 
140 
FILE t-HE Cll<i<E~TS CESERVH Ill Hk JEFSEY COASHL ~AlERS. CLRIIIE ~A~Ct l~l~ 
GENEFAL GEOGRAPPIC tFE~ NCRT~ AllA~liC CCEAN, CCASlAL, U*S., NEk JERSE¥, 
GHH en 
ABSTRACT t SllLY Cf CCEAt. CURRENTS CFF ThE MCLTH Of GREAT 
SAY, ~E~ JEFSEY Ill T~£ ~lCINITY CF THE P~OFC~Et tllAIITIC GENERATING STATIC~ 
WAS CC~CLCTED CLRING ~ARCH 1S14. CLRRENl METE~S tEFLCYEC AT DEPTHS Of 4.5 A~D 
lC-11 ~ETEF~ AT SEVERAl SITES CCIITIIILCUSLY ~CNITGREC CLRRENT SPEEC AIIC 
CII<ECTION. FINCI~GS kERE fRESE~lEC AS THE F~E,UENC~ OF CCCLAREIICE Cf CURRENT 
SPEEC t~C liFECTIO" CF HCLFLY lVERAGEC CURFE"TS C~EF T~E ~CNTt. 
~AM£ PROJE(T~~AII,GER-ATLANTIC GENERATING SJAliO~ 
PHONE HMeER 2C 1 622 7COC 
INSTlTUTHl~. CR AGEH\' FUHIC SER~ICE ElECTRIC ANI: GAS COMPIINY 
SlREET SC f~~K FlAC£ 
CIT\' NE~A~K 
STtTE Nell JERSE} 
ZIP CCCE C71Cl 
FilE 1\lllif 
JANlAR\' l~RCLGH CECEiifEF 
GE~ERAL-(ECtP~ftiC ARE~ 
GHAT S~V 
CtRRE~TS Ce~ER~EO IN Ne~ JERSE~ CCASTAL ~~TERS F~C~ 
1')73 
NGRT~ AllANTIC CCEAN, CCA!lAl, t.S., 1\Ek JERSEY, 
tSSTR~CT A STLOY GF CCEA~ CtRRENT5 OFF TtE MCLTH Cf GREAT 
BAVt ~Eh JERSEY I~ THE VIClNlT\' CF THE PRGPCSEC ATLAIIliC GENER~TIIIG STATICN 
kAS CCNCUCTEC tURING JANUtRY TPRCUGh CECE~SER l'i13. CtRRENT METERS DEPLCYEI: AT 
CEPTh~ CF <4.5 AIIO lC-11 METERS H SE~EFn SITES CCIITINl.iOUSlY MCNITCR£0 CURRENT 
SPEE£ ~~~C £IREC1ICII. fi~[J~GS ~EPE FRESENTEC AS lHE fREQlENC~ CF OCCLRREIICE GF 
CURRENT SPEEEC ANC CIRECTIC~ CF HOlRL\' AVERAGED ClRRE~TS PER MG~Th. 
IIA~E PROJECT MA~AGER-ATL.NTI( GENERATING STATIC~ 
HCH ~I.JI'EEI< ;tCI t22 iOCC 
INSllllliCN CR AGE~CY PUBLIC SEF~lCE ELECTRIC A~C GAS COMPANY 
STREET EC FARK fltCE 
Cin IIEIIJIIK 
STATE liE~ JERSEY 
ZIF CCCE 011(1 
FilE NA~E 
141 
CLR~E~TS (55E~~Et I~ ~Ek JERSEY CCASTAL WATERS fROM 
1 <; 'l2 
NCRlH All~~Tl( CCEAN, CCASTAlt U.S., NEk JERSEY, ~PRil ~~~C~C~ CECE~EER GENERAl GECG~AfHIC AREA 
HEtT EtY 
ABSTRACT A SlltY CF CCEA~ C~PRENTS Cff TtE MC~TH CF GREAT 
BAY, Nfk JE~SEY IN ThE ~ICINllY OF l~E PRCPCSED ATLANTIC GENERATING SlATICN 
WAS CCNHCHC FRCM APIHl ltiRCUG!-i CECEMEER lSn. CUJ<RENT IIETEPS DEPlCYEC AT 
DEPTH~ Cf 4 .. 5 AIIC lt-11 METERS AT Sf~E~Al SHES CGIIUNVO~SLY MCNITORED CURRENT 
SPEEC ANt [JRECTICII~ FlNCING5 ~ERE PRESENTED AS lHE fREQLE~C) OF OCCLRRENCE Of 
CURRENT SPEEt tNt CIRECllCN Of hOlRl~ A~ERAGEC CLRRENTS PER ~O~TH. 
~A~E PRCJE(T ~A~AEER-~TLANTIC EE~ERATING SlAliOh 
FHCNE ~l~E£~ 2Cl 6~2 1CCC 
JNSllTlllCN (~ ~&ENCY PUELIC SERVICE ELECTRIC ANC GAS CCMPANV 
S 1RE El tC f IIR II Pl/lC E 
CITY NEkARK 
STAlE NEk JERSEY 
ZIP COU CllC 1 
fiLE N"•E 
Of REt CL~\ CREEK 
GENERAL GECCRAP~IC AFEA 
REO Cl•H Cl<fEK 
CURSORY SlOLOGlCAL SUR'E' OF THE UPPER EAST BRANCH 
ABHRACT 
FOR l~E LPPER EAST B~ANCH Cf REC CLAY CREEK CLRINE M~1r AUGUST AND NCVEMBER 
19t9. BIClCCICAl SlRVEY CATA TAKEN 0~ ThE 3 CCCASIONS INCLUDES COLNlS AND 
SfECIES tETERMINATICNS Of AQlAllC PlANTS, 'NIMALS, FIS~, PHYTOPL-NITCNt ANC 
EEN lt lC AN lt'Al s. 
~M•f 
PHIIE NlMeEil 




liP COC £ 
FCEEI<T STRUBlE 
215 6S6 Clt7~ 
BRANDY~INE ~AL~E\ AS~OCIAliCN lNCCRFQRj!TEC 





FilE fiHE C2A CHfR~ lEST ~ISSIGN 
EE~EFAL EECGF~FHIC All£~ L.S., CCASTAL~ NCRTH ATL~"TIC, CHESAPEAKE EAY• 
~IRGI~IAt FCCC~CKE ~1\ER, CHINCClEAGLE E~Y 
ASSlRACT l"ISSIOI\ Hllt Fll. lt I<HCH 6, 1912, Wllti IIALlCfS 
SHllCI\ C-54 AJRCIUfl H~IPFEC lilT·~, A C2A Alii: T-Il CAMERAS FOR CHESAPEAKE BAY 
ECClCGICAl PROt:!< A~ CFF ICE. CSJECTIIJE - lC lEST C2A CAl' EllA SYSTEI' PR ICR TO 
~All~( S\SlE~S OFE~AllCfl~l. 
~AME PtUL AlfC~Sl 
PHCIIE HIIBER cC4-€24-3411 
INSTITlTIC" CR AGEfiCY NATJC~AL ~ERONAL1ICS A~C SFACE ADI' 
STREET (HSAPEAIE flAY ECClOGICAL PRCGRAM OffiCE 
CITY ~AllCFS lSLAfiC 
!l~fE ~~~Elfllt 
ZIP CGCE 23331 
fiLE N~l'f OPT~ fROM 'IIRGIIIIA-MARYUMJ CCOPE!lAliVE FISH TRAWL 
SlR~E\S I~ CHES~PEA~E SA\ 
GEI\EF~l CECEFAFHIC AREA u.s., COASTAL, NCRTH AlLAfiTIC, CHES~PEAKE ·eAY 
ABSlR~(l ~EFCFl Gf CATA F~C~ ~6 30-fCOl CTTER STtllONS 
TRAI!lS AT 24 SlATICIIS CURINE ThE VIRGHIA-H~YlANO CCOPEI<ATI\IE FISt- TRAWl 
S~R~£'15 IN Ct-ESAPEA~E BAY 2CC !Ali~ITYilEMPERtlURE STAliCNS CC~SISTS Cf 
SU~FICE INt ECTlC~ ~EASL~E~EfllS. 
NAME LIBRARIA~ 
FtC~E ~l.E£~ 7C3-t42-2111 XI~ 
INSliTUliCN CR AGE~CY ~IFEINIA l~SliTlTE Cf 'A!lJ~E SCIENCE 
CIT~ GlCLCESlER FOINl 
Sl~lE ~IPGIIII~ 
liP COCE 23Ct~ 
FILE ~A~E C~TJ CN CC~STAL CLRRENTS Off CHESAPEAKE BAY 
GEIIERAL GECGFAFHIC AREA 'l.S., CCASHL, IICRTI- HUIHICt MCUH Of CHSAPEAKE 
en. >viFGH 1~ 
ABSTRACT A tAlA ~EFCFT CF TI-E CC,SlAl CUR~ENTS OFF l~E MCUT~ 
Of TI-E CtiESAPEA~E EAY USING SU~fACE ANt BCTlC~ ORIFl CE~ICES RELEASED AT 25 
tlfffFENT LCCAllCN! C~ER A 2 YEA~ FERICO. 
~AME LIEF~Rlt~ 
PHCNE ~l~EER 7C3-t42-2111 XlS 
l~SliTlTICN CR ASE~CW 'IRGI~l' INSllTUlE Cf M~Rl~E SCIENCE 
CIH GlClCESTH HHl 
Sl~TE ~IREI~I~ 
2IF CCCE 23Ct2 
1~3 
FILE N''f CATING CF LATE FLEISTCCENE tNt hOlCCE~E RELATIVE 
SEA LHEtS Ill COSlAl CEU~AH 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA NCRlh A~ERICA, l.S., CELA~A~E, COASTAl ~REAS 
ASSlRACT CATA CN ThE CARECN-14 OATIN( CF ORGANIC ~ATERIALS 
PRESEIIT IN RECE~T ~·~I~E SECIMENT CORES TA~E~ lN ThE STATE CF CELAkARE ARE 
PRESENTED 111 REFCRT FCFM TC IllUSTRATE ThE CETER~l~E[ LCCAL RELATIVE SEA LEVEL 
CURVE FCR tCLCCENE TIME ~llh E>TEN!ICNS INTO LATE FLEISTCCENE EPCCh. 
~AME CA~IEL F. EEl~~Af 
Ph(IIE HHH U2 i:!t 2%; 
INSTITLTIC~ CR AGENCY GECLCGY CEP.RTMENT, U~I~ERSITY CF DELAkARE 
CITY NEMARK 
STATE CELAkARE 
ZIF ecce 1s111 
FILE ~AME DEB~IS SLIDES A~C flOOD CA~AGE FRO' hURAIC~NE 
CA~IllE IN ~ES1 ~IFGINIA 
GENERAL GECGF~FHIC AREA NORT~ A~ERICA, u.s., WEST 'IRGINIA, GREE~BFIAR 
CCl~l~ LEhl~ElFG 
AB<TRACT STUDY Of CEERJS SLICES A~C RELATED fLOOD DAMAGE ~E5ULTING fRCM HLRPICANE CA~IllE I~ THE LOEELIA 'lJCRANGf NEAR lEWISBURG, WEST 
\IRGI~IA I~ 1970 A~C 1971. 1534 SLICE SITES WERE LCCAJED FROM SOIL 
CCNSEFVATICN SER~ICE AIR PhOTOGRAPhS. DATA I~CLUCES LE~Glh Of SCAR HEAC, 
"AXI~L~ WIClH CF SCAR HEAC, AVEFACE CEPTH 1 AVERAGE PERCENT SLOFE OF SITE, 
AZIMUTt CF ~CVE~E~T, GECLCGIC FCR~ATICN AND lllHOLOC,, 'EGETATIONt SCIL 
T•ICKNESS, SOIL tCRJZCNS AND T~ICKNESS, SCil·COLOR, SCil TEXTURE, AND 
Cl~S~IflCAli(N GF !LCPE fAILLRE. 
~A;E RAY~C~C H S(h~EIDE~ 
FHCNE ~l~BEP 315 341 4252 
INSTITlllC~ CR AGE~CY EARTH SCIENCES CfPtRTMENT 
STREET STATE UIIIVERSIT' CCLLEGE Al OS~EGC 
CITY CSiEGO 
STATE ~EW 'CRK 
liP CC£E 131;6 
FILE 1\~I'E 
GENERAl GECGPAFHIC AREt 
Off \li<Gl~U 
CECAPCO CRUHACHNS CF H~FCU CANYCN-JUM 1973 
L.S. 1 COASTAL, NCRTH ATLANTIC, CO~TINENTAL SHELF 
ABSTRACT SLP~EY Of CRUSTACE'II CO~I'lNITY IN NCRFCtK CANYON, 
TRAWL A~C fCT CATA FCF CECAPCCS EMPhASIZED. LIFE HISTORY, ECCLCGY, A~D 
CISTRISlliO~ Cf OCI'IN~I\1 CECAFCCS. 
NAI'E FAll hAEF~EP 
FHC~E ~li'SEP BC4-642-2Il1 
JNST ITI.'T I Ct. CR AGE~C'r VIR<; ItdA INSlllllE CF fi~RIH SCIE~CE 
CITY (lClCESTER FCINT 
STATE ~IPGJ~IA 
llf CCC£ 23C6.< 
144 
FILE hA~E CECAFCCS (f Cnl~CCTEAGUE fAY 
GE~E~Al GECG~APHIC AREA NCRlH AlLA~llC, u.s., [El~A~~A FENI~SULA, 
CJ-;Ifi(CHAHE fAY 
AESTRACT SlR\fY CF CHINCCTEAGUE SAY CC~OUCTEC TC DEFINE T~E 
CISTRJBUTJCN A~C AEU~C~~(E Cf CECtPCC CRU!TACEANS. AfL~DANCE CCRRELATED WITh 
P•VSIC•l ~N( c•E~ICAl FACTCRS. A SERIES Of l~t SlAlJCNS ALCNG GRID T~A~SECIS 
WERE !APPL£0 ~ITH A 24 INCH OYSTE~ CREtGf. FEFRESE~TtTIVE SERIES CF SPECIMENS 
~ETAI~fC I~ CBL ~LSEL~ CCLLECliC~S. 
~~ME llERARIA~ 
FH~E HPfEF 3Cl 3Zt: 4~S I 
INSlllLTICt. CR AGENC' C~EStPEA*E fiOLCCICAL LAEC~ATCRY 
CITY SCLC'C~S 
ST.TE ~AFVLA~C 
ZIP CCCE 2C~tS 
F llE t.~~E CEEPIItHR TtERMAL FOIIEI< FUNT STUOY-CELAIIAI<E GE~EFAL GECGI<APHIC A~EA ~C~Th A~E"ICA, L.S., CELAkARE 
ABSTRACl ~ISSICN 11115, FLJG.T Cl, w•s ACCOMPLISHED CN MARCH 
21• 1~12, LllLlliNG A kALLCPS fLIGhT CE~TE~ C-54 AIRCRAFT E'UIPPEC kiTH A T-11 
HRHL ~APPJIIG CA.,£RA AN( /. AIH-2 THERMAL IR SCANNER, IN COOPERATICN WITH THE 
U.S. ARMY ENGI~EER ~A1ER~~1S E~FERIMENl ST.ll(~. TtE CIJECTIVE CF T~E fliGhT ~~S Tt IM~GE TICAL ChA~GES IN TtE POSITIO~, E~TE~Tt ANC INTENSITY CF THERMAL 
PLLMES E~ITTEC EY ltE CEEP~~~E~ PO~E~ fL.Nl lHROLGtOlT A TIDAL CYCLE. THE IR 
SCAN!IfR PRI~TS CJC ~Cl lA~E. 
~J~£ I'ICtjfl CC~GER 
PHONE H~BER SC4 ILH 3./ill 
lNSTITUTICh C~ A~E~C1 NATIC~Al AERCNAlliCS ANC SPACE AD~ 
STREET CHEStPEAKE fAY fCCLOGICAl P~CGRAM OfFICE 
CITY hALLCFS ISlt~C 
STATE VIFGI~IA 
ZIP COCE 23331 
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FILE ~t~f OEl~W~RE ~IR 'U~liTY MONITORING S~STEM 
GENER~l GEOGRAPHIC AREA · ~0~1~ AMERIC~t l.S., Dfl~~ARE 
tESTRHT AIR «;UAliH CHA .HIC!i I<A'oE BEEf\ CCUECTEC GN A 
CCNTI~lClS EASIS FRC~ 1969 TC l•E fRESENT ~~ A N~MfER CF PCINT SOURCES 
~HRCLE•Ctl tElAWAPE ARE AV~Il~ELE IN COMPUTER PRINlOLT FCRM. MEASL~E~ENTS CF 
CCNCE~TRATICN~ CF CJOXICE, ~ITRCGEI\ CICXICE, CARECN MCI\OXICE, TOTAl OXIDANTS, 
~~~:~~~~~L~~~~~E~N~A ~~~~~~~~~S~A~i!~~O~y~:e~A :~~S o:~~;R ~~~~~~~O~~~~~ ~~~ ~~~· THE 
DElAkARE AIR QlALI1~ MCNITCRI~G SYSTEM. 
N~ME STAff-AI-R RESOURCES AND SOLID ~ASTE 
PHONE 1\L~BER 3C2 61B 4191 
Jt<!SliTUTlCtl (li A(;HCY CJIIISlON GF EN\IJROPI1'1ENlAL CCHRCL 








FilE UH tElAIIARE A~D I'.A.R'WlA~O ll~I<RIER ISLAND SASE liNE CATA 
M l~S lCh 
GHERAL GECGIHPtHC AREA tiC Inti .AllAH IC~ CC~S TAL, L.S., DElAwARE A~O MARYLAND 
•asTRACT MIS!lCN ~C2Et fl1Ghl03, liAS ACCCMPLISHEC C~ OCTCBER 
16, 1910, UllllliAG A ~AllCFS fLIGHT CENTEP LEASED hEliCCPTER EQUIPPED IiliTH 
FCLF 1-11 'ERIAL ~AFPING C~MEF•s. lhE CBJECTIVE CF ThE FLIGHT hAS TC CBTAI" 
BASE li~E tAlA Cf THE BARRIER ISLA~tS FRO~ CAFE HE~LCPEN SCUTH TO JUST ABOVE 
lhE ~AF~lA,0-~1RGI~IA LI~E Ch ~SSATEtGUE I!LA~D. 
~A~f ~IChAEl CO~GER 
fht~E ·l~EEF EC4 t~4 3411 
INSliTUTICN OR AGENCY ~AllCNAL AERCNALTICS A~C Sf~CE ftCM 
STREET ChESAPEAKE BA~ ECtlCGICAL PPCGRAM OFFICE 
CITY kAllCFS ISLj~C 
ST,Tf 'IRGI~IA 
ZIP CCCE 23331 
141: 
filE ~~~E CEt~•ARE fj~ E~TFA~CE TICAL CURRENTS ~:~~;!~TGECGf~FHJC AFE~ NC~l~ ATLANTIC OCEAN, CCASTAL, DELA;ARE BAY 
ltE (AlA I~ TH15 REPCRT ~ELATES TO A~ l~VESTIGAJIUN 
CF TH REUiliCN~t-IP fEHHN l~E t.~.lJR CF THE ATL11NliC CCEAN Off TH Hill JEI<SE~ 
COAST ,IN[ llif WATER E~TERING HE DElHARE EH. THU RfUTICNSriP i.AS £XPLO~ED 
THROLGH A CLRREhT ~~~[ SALINITY 'fASLRE~E~T ~TLDY. Th£ DATA ~AS All CBTAINEC ON C~E FESfAJCf CRLISf CN OCTOBER 21 1 1912 0~ BCARD THE R/' SKIM'E~ FR(~ THE 
. UNIVEP511Y CF O~l~~~P£, COLLEGE CF MARJ~E SlLDIEs. . 
NAME CE~~lS f(lJS 
F"CNf ~LMSER . . 3C2 73E 1212 
lNSTITlll(~ (R AGE~C' UNI,ERSITY (f OELA~ARE 
STREET CClUGE U Hi<IH STlJCIES 
Cll' ~E~I~K 
~UTE CH.ti!-'H 
ZIP Cct E 1'11 13 
fiLE -~~E VELA GE~EP~l GECG~APHJC wARE SA~ FRC~T INVESTIG~TIO~ CRli~E~ AfSTR~CT AREA ~D~TH ~llA~TIC [(ft~. u.S., COASTAL, ~EiA~ARE B~Y 
THIS FILE CChlAI~! THE CHEMIC~l A~O fHYS!C~l OAT~ 
CCllECTED AS PAPl CF ~ STUDY .(f f~CNTAL SYSTEMS IN THE DELAWARE EAY ESTUARY. 
THE CATAo CCllECTEC fPDM JA~UAR~ TC ALELST 1S75 CN BCARD THE U~IVERSITY CF 
DELAWARE RIV kClVERINE, I~CLUDES SALI~ITY, TE~PERATURE, T1DE, DISSCL~EC C)YGE~. ~~~C~I~, NIT~ATE, ~!TRITE, FtCSFhATE, A~C CISSCL~EC GR~~NIC CARBCN I~FCR~~ll(~ fRCM 2C HYCRCERAPHIC 5TATIO~S CLRING 3 !EFARATE CRLISES SCME 
ISCLATEC SILICATE ~~ALYSES IIERE ALSO RL~ A~D ARE I~CLUCEC I~ ThE FILE 
hAME U\IH l FIEST • 
FH~NE /lll'llER . 3C2 13f 1212 
IN~TITlTICN CR AGE~C' l~I~ERSITY Cf OELA~'RE ~~~~ET CCLLEGE Cf ~~~I~E STUtlfS 
c ~E~'RK -l~TE CELJ~~Rf 
ZIP ecce JS7Il 
14 i 
FILE ~t~E CEltw~RE EA~ P~YSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY CRLI~ES 
GENERAL GECG~APHIC ArEA l'ICRlH AllA~liC CCEA~, L.S., CCASTtl, tELA~ARE BAY 
AESTRACT THIS FILE CC~lAl~S THE CATA COLLECTEC CURI~G 5 G~E 
CAY CRLJSE! GN t•E L~I\EFSilY CF OEL·~~~E•S F/V S~I~MER: JULY 12TH, CCTC6ER 
5TH A~D l3lho ~C'E~EER 11, l<.i72 AIIC JA~L~RV lEt JLLI 28, 1973. DATA TAKEN OVER 
TICAL CICLES I~ THE lO~ER CELA~ARE SAY NEAR THE ShiP A~CtO~AGE AREA INCLUOtS 
S~ll~llYt TEMFEFATL~E A~C TICAl SlAEE ceSEPVATIO~S AS RELATED TO M~RI~E 
FHNTS. flU IHLUCES HLINilY Alit TEI'FEI<~TUI<E PPOflLES, AS Hll AS SOME 
SECC~I CEFlH DATA. 
"A~E 
FliCNE HfleER 






302 7~€ 12U 
UNI~E~SITY Cf CELAhARE 
COLLEGE CF MARJ~E STUDIES 
IIEIIM<I< 
tELA litHE 
l <;7 11 
FILE "A~E CELP~ARE CLtY RESCLRCES 
GENERAL GECGFAFHIC AREA NC~lli A~ERICA, l.S., CELAWA~E 
ABSTRACT T~E RE~ULTS CF CETAILEC A~ALYSES Of THE PhYSICAL 
PRCPERTIES Of 4E SAMFLES Cf CLAYS CCLLECTEC fRCM VARICLS GEOGRAPhiC A~D 
SlRATIGPAFhlC RfEICIS IN CELA~ARE, fRC~ 1St1 TO 1965, ARE PRESENTED I~ REPORT 
FCRM. ltE FURFCSE Cf ThE SlLtY hAS TG [ETE~~l~E THE CC~~ERCI~l vALUE CF THE 
CLAYS. ~NALYSES I~CtLCEt 'LICK A~C SLO~ FIFI~G TESTS, FA~ PROPERTIES AND 
FCTAFY Kit~ lE~TS. 
NAME 
FHC~E HHU 





THC~~S E. flCKfll 






FILE ~~~E CELAIIAPE ESTUARY AND SA' CCCPERATIVE PRCGRAM hlfH 
SlATE Cf IIEk JE~SEY 
GE~EFAL GECGFAf~IC t~EA IIC~T~ ATLANTIC CCEAII, u.s., CCASTAL, CELA~ARE BAY, 
CElAwARE RI\ER, NE• JERSEY 
AESTRACT ThiS FILE CC~TAIIIS T~E CAlA FROM THE MEA5LREME~T GF 
46 C~E~ICAL ANC PhYSICAL FARA~ETE~S FFC~ WATER SA~FLES TAKEN MCNTHLY FROM 54 
~LIIICIFAl t~C I~ClSlRIAL EFFL~E~T CISC~ARGE ftCILilY ALONG THE DELAWARE Rl~EA 
A~C ESTUARY IN NEh JERSEY. E•C~ fACillT~ MA~ hAVE MllliPLE DISCHARGE FCINTS 
~•ICh ~ERE SA~fLEC. l•IS ~C~ITC~I~G FRCGFA~ CA~RIEC Cll EY T~E STATE Cf NEk 
JERSEY FC~ THE CRECr EEGA~ C~ JULY lt lS67 A~C kill CG~liNUE CN A ei~CNThLY 
EASIS l~TC ThE FUTL~E. T•E SlATE CF ~E~ JERSEY DEPARl~ENT OF HEALTt FE~FCR'S 
THE A~ALYSES A~C HAS lHE~EFCRE ThE f~CCEOLrll LET~ILS. 
~AME ~ICtA~t lERICRIEllO 
PHOIIE 1\l~eER · tCS Ui3 9~0C 
lNSTITUTIC~ C~ AGENCY DELA~ARE ~I~ER EA5111 CC~MISSICN 
STREET STAlE POLICE ROtC P.o. ECX 360 
CJTY TRE!'IlU 
HATE NE., JHSEY 
ZIP CCCE CC6C3 
FILE ~A~E OELA~ARE ESTUARY ~~C fAY CCCFERATIVE PRCGRA~ ~Ilr 
STATE iF CELA.ARE 
GE~ERAL GEGGFAPtiC ~PEA hCRlh ATLA~TIC CCEAN, L.s •• COASTAL, OELAhARE BAY, 
CEL.oi~ARE RIVER, CELA~ARE 
Af51PACT THIS FilE CC~TAJ~S THE CATA FROM THE MEASLREME~T OF 
47 C~E~JCAL AND PHYSICAL FARAMETE~S FRC~ w•tER SAMPlES TAKEN MC~TrlY CR 
Bl~C~THLY FFOM 34 ~U~lCIFAl .oi~C I~CUSl~IAL EFFLUENT CISCHARGE FACILITIES CR 
SA~PLI~G SITES ALO~~ THE CELAWARE rl\ER AN[ ESTuARY IN CELAhARE. EAC~ SITE CR 
FACILIT) ~AY ~AVE ~LlliPl£ CISCrAFGE fCINTS k.ICH hERE SAMFLEL. ThiS 
MCNilC~l~G fR((FAM C.oiFRIE[ CLT SY TtE STATE Cf CEL~hARE fOR ThE CREC, BEGA~ 
JUY J, lS67 A~C kilL CCNll~UE CN 111E S~ME EASIS It-.TG lH fUlUH. THE DELAkARt 
CEPARTME~T CF ~AlUPAl ~ESCL~CES A~[ EII~I~C~~ENTAL CC~li<CL PERFCAMS THESE 
A~AL,SES ~~[ ThERE FCRE ~~S fPCCECUR~L CETtiLS. 
htME RlCtARD TERlC~IEllC 
P~C~E ~~~EE~ 6C9 ES! S5C6 
lN51ITlTIC~ CR AGE~Cl DELJ~'RE RI\ER EASI~ CC~~ISSIC~ 
~TREET SlAT£ POLICE RCAC F.C. 6CX 3tC 
CIT~ lRE~TC~ 
STtTE ~E~ JEP!EY 
ZIF eccE ce6C3 
14'> 
FILE ~~~E CEl~htRE ESTUA~l hATER QUALITY SURVEILLANCE PROGRAM 
GE~EFaL GECGFAPHIC AREA ~ORTH ATLA~TIC• CELAWARE EJY, LOWER fAY ESTUARI~E 
~EEJC~• 'AFCUS ~CC~ FE~~SVLVA~lA TC T~E~l[~r ~EW JERSI) 
AESliUCT SINCE JliLY S, 1H2t THE kAlER OEPARTME~T HAS 
CCNCLCTEC A WEEKL' SLRVEl fY SCAT CF T.E CUALITY Cf THE ESTUARIN€ kAlERS OF 
TH CELIIWARE IUiiER HCM 1'\AI'CtJS •t(K, FA, TO lRENTt~, 1\J. THE PRCGI<AII CONSISTS 
Of ~ hEE~Ll CCLLECliCN Of ERAS SAMFLES FRO~ THE CENTER CF THE ~A~IEATIGN 
CHAMH AT UCH (lf 23 SHTICt\S. EAC .. LCCATICN IS FIXHJ BY THE· PILOT OF HtE 
EOAT fY REFERENCE TC SUCVS~ RAI\EE LlGtTS, AND CTHE~ 1\A~IGATICN AIDS. ANALYSES 
INCLLCE: IERCLR,, ALLIII~L~. TEMFEFATU~E, Ft, tlKALiaiTY, TURBICITY, CISSOLVEO 
CXYGEf\, 1!0£ • CCO, SPEC lflC CCHlCT AliCE, CI-LCR IDES, CRTHo-Af\'0 PCL'Y-FiiCSPHATES, 
~fiiiONIAt 1\Jtr<ATE, 1\lTRil£., PHMLS, MUHYLEJI'E Bllif ACTI~E SUBSTANCES, C\'ANIDE, 
1(1Al COLifORM~, FECAL CCLIFCR~S Af\D SlREPTCCCtCJ, Zli\C, CALCIU~, ~AEI\ESIUM, 










CEMd~ C. lll.GIR 
215 6ll6 1176 
PHUHELPiiU \I!AlER CEPT., HSE~RCti AND DEvELOPMENT 




filE f\Aj(f DEL~~A~E Fl!H •IERATIC" 
GENERAL GEOG~APHIC AREA NCRlH AlllNliC, CCASTAL, L.S., DELAwARE A"D MARYLAND 
ABS1RAC1 A hEI\lY FHE MCI\TI- HGGHIG STliCY TC DETERMINE hOW 
FISH USE l~E ChESAFEAKE t~D tELA~tRE CAI\AL 11\ THEI~ ~IGR~llOhS AhD ~CVEMEhTS 
wAS CCNDlCTEC. ThE fL~POSE kAS TO GAl~ SCIIE K~CWlEOGE Cf THE GEOGRAP~IC 
tiSTFIEUTICN Of FISH ~~~~ SfEI\1 SC~E FAPT Cf T~EIR liFE CYCLE II\ THE CANAl 
AREA. THE PRIMARY lAilGEl SFECHS hAS TH AI"'ERJCAN Si-;At, ALOSA .SIIPiOISSIMA., A 
TOTAL Cf 13 ~PECIE~ ~EFE llGGE[. 
~~ME RCI\tL k. S~ll~ 
PHCIIE Hl'll£1< 301 45~ ClOO 
INSlllUTIC~ CR AGE~C~ UNIVERSITY Cf I'ARYLAND 
STREET NtTLFftL RESCURCES 11\SliTLTE 
CITY COllEGE FAilK 
STATE lftR,lANC 
211' CctE 2C7~C 
15C 
FILE IIA~E CEl~wtRE FIS~ Slll,EY 
GENERAL GECGFAFhiC ARE~ NCPlH ATLAIITIC, [CASTAL,·L.S., CELAhARE AND MARYLAND 
ASSlllACT A T~ENlY 1111\E M(~lH SURVE' CF ThE FISt\ 1~ lHE 
C£LAioAPE PCRllCN OF lHE CHESAPEA~E ~·D DElJ~'~E CAI\Al kAS CCIICLCTEC. 
FAPAHElERS INCLUCE C£U~l AND SFE(IES CfTER~l~ATlON OF fACH CATCH, ~YG~OGRAPHIC 
O>'!l~ AN[ lENGH/hEIH\1 RAllCS (f FISH CAUi;H AT SHECTEC SHliCNS. 33 SPECIES 
CF fi~H hERE CAf'TLRH Ct;Rlt\E HH SAf'PlHG ffi<JIJO. 
1\A~E MALCCLM H. lA,lCR 
FHC~E ~l~£E~ 3C2 738 2B42 
!NSTITlillCN CR AGEt." LNIHRSIH (f !JEUioARE 
STREET CCLLEEE CF HllHE HHIH 
CllY LE~€5 
5TATE CElAhARE 
liP CCCE lSS5S 
FILE ~~~E DEL.kAR£ FISHERY SlRVEY CF LENTIC ~ATEPS 
GEI\E~Al GECGFAFhiC A~El ~C~TH A~ERICA, L.S., CELAkARE 
tSSlRA(l DAlA CCllECTED DLRING A SL~\EY CARRIED CUT IN 1914 
CN THE DEL,~ARE FISHEPY CF LENTIC WATERS APE PRESENTEC IN REPORT FCR~. 
EMFHASIZEO IN THE STUDY ARE PCFlLATICN CH~RAClERISTICS CF FISH SPECIES 
INHAEilJNG l~E PCNCS A~O hAlER 'liALlTY FA~t~ElERS CF l}E FONCS. 
~AM£ STAFF- DI~ISIO~ Cf FISH AN[ hllDLIFE 
fHCNE ~l~BER 3C2 t7S 4431 













CELAhAFE RI\ER fjSIN A~tCRC~CUS fiS~tFY STUDIES 
NCRT• ATLANTIC, CCASTAL, L.S., OElAhARE RIVER ~~C 
AESTRA(T D~TA CCLLECTEC CL~ING ~ SlLC' CC~CliCTED FPC' 1969 
10 1~73 CN lHE ~~~CFC,CUS FIS~fPW IN T~E DfLA~·RE RIVER 8ASI~ ARE FRESENTEC IN 
PEPCPT fOR~. E~F~ASIZEC I~ ThE STUDY ARE MI(RATICN PAJlE~~S CF ACLLT A~D 
J~~E~ILE S~AC, SA~PLI~G ffFICIE~ClES CF 5 T'FIS CF ~ETS INC 6 ~ESH SIZES Of 
THE (lll~ET A~[ FCFLlAliC~ C~A~A(Tf~ISTICS Cf THE AClll AND JU\ENilE SHAD. 
~AMf STAFF-ClVISICN CF FIS~ AI\C ~lltllFE 
FHCNE ~l~EER 3C2 ~7S 4431 











FILE ~~~E CElt~AAE ~IVER ftSIN CCPMISSICN MONITORING IN 
Ht-1\SH "'" IA GE~EFAL GECGFAP~IC AF£~ 1\C~T· ATL,~TIC CCEtN, CCASTAL, CELA~ARE BAY, 
OEUiiHf R 1\ER AESl~Atl FC~lY-SIX CtEMICAL AND F•'SICAL PARAMETERS ~ERE 
MEASL~EC F~CM WATER !AMPLES TAKEN MCNTHL' fFC~ 36 MCNICIPAL AND INDUSTRIAL 
EfFLLENT DISCHARGE FAClllllES AL(I\~ lHE CELAkARE ~1\ER IN PENNSYLVANIA. EACH 
FACILITY MAY HAVE ~ULTIPLE DISCtARGE SITES EACH CF ~tlCH ~ERE SAMPLE[. THIS 
P~CJECT Slt~TEC I~ Jll' CF 1S61 AN( IS CCNTIN~ING 11\10. lHE FLTLRE AS PART CF 
THE CElAkARE ~IVER EASIN CC~MISSICN CCCPE~All~E AGREEMENT MONITORING NETWORK 
~ITH TtE CCM~C~~EALl• Cf fE~~SYL~~~It. 
~AME RIChARt lEPTCRIEllC 
fhCtiE H~BH 6C9 ES3 9~CC 
INSllTUlJC~ CR AGE~CV OEL,~A~E RI~ER BASI~ CC~~1SSIC~ 
STREET STAlE PCLICE ROAD P.O. 80) 3tC 
CITY T~E~TC~ 
ST~Tf NE~ JER~E' 
ZIP CCCE CHC3 
FILE NAME DELA~ARf ~l)ER EASIN hATE~ 'LAllTY 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA ~CFl. AMERICA, L.S.~ ~Eh JE~SEY, PE~NSYLVA~IA 
ABSTRACT ThE CELA~A~E FivER eASI~ AeCVE TICEWATER hAS THE 
FCCU! FCR A CC~PLElE SlltY Of t•E CHE~ICAL ANC BICLCGICAL INDICATORS CF WATER 
'LALITY. ThE MAIN CSJECTJVE CF THE STLCY ~AS TC CELl~EAlE MAJCR PCLLLTICNAL 
PROBLEMS. ThE ~E~ JERSEY CEfAFlMENT CF fNVIRCNME~TAL P~CTECTIO~ ANC THE 
fEN~SYLV~~lA CEFARl~E~T Cf ENVlFCN~E~TAL RESCURCES ~CRKEC JOINTLY CN THIS 
PRCJECT; E~CH 'GE~C' CARP'l~G CLT T~E A~Al,SES OF lHEl~ RESPECTIVE WATERS. 
NA~E CHIEf EICLCEIST 
FHCNE H~BER 60S 2"i<i 7754 
INSllTUliCN GF AGE~(Y NEW JERSE' OEPARl~E~T OF ENVIRONME~TAl PRClECTIC~ 
Cl\1510~ CF WATER RESClRCES, EICLCGIC~l TECH~ICAl SUPFCRT UNIT 
~lPE£1 F.C. EC~ ~SCS 
CITY TRE~TC~ 
SltTE NEW JERSE' 
ZIP CCC€ C€t<i5 
FILE ~A~E DELA~ARE RI~ER PCkfR PLA~T THERM'l PLU~ES STUDY 
~ATERMtYS E)FE~l~E~1 STATIC~, L S A~~y CGRPS CF E~G 
GE~EFAl GECGFAFHIC A~Et L.S., CCASTAL, ~CRlH ATLANTIC, DELA~ARE BAY, 
CElU.HE RI\Ef< 
AESlRACT ~ISSIC~ ~CS3o FLl. It ~G~. 11, 1971, WilH ~ALLCPS 
STATIC~ C-54 AIRCRAFT E'LIPPEC ~llt A T-11 'E~IAL ~tPPI~G CAMERA, AN RS-7 
THER~'L INFRAREt. SCANNER 'NC A PAT-5 PRECI!IO~ RADIATION THER~O~ETE~. FLIGHT 
~ACE 1~ CCCFE~·llC~ ~IT~ ~ATER~AlS EXPERIME~T STATIO~ (f CCAPS CF ENGINEERS AT 
~ICKSBL~G, ~ISSISSIFFJ. CEJE(llvE- TC OEFI~E THE LCCATICN A~O EXTENT OF 
THER~Jl tiSC.APGE FLUMES FACM CEEPhATE~, ECClSTO~E A~C fLRLI~GJC~ FOSSil FLEL 
ELECTRIC GE~E~~Tl~~ Plt~l~. 
N~ME ftLl ~LFCNSI 
FHC~E H~SER H4-~~4-341J 
11\SliTLTIC~ (~ A'E~CY ~ATICNA(.AERDNALTICS ANC SPACE ADM 
STREET CHEStPEAKE SAY ECCLCGICAL P~CGRAM OffiCE 
CITY ~AllCFS ISlA~C 
STATE ~I~GI~IA 
liP COtE 233!1 
fiLE NA~E CELA~AAE Rl~ER F[~ER PlAt-T THE~~AL FLU~ES STUDY 
GENERAL GECG~AFHIC A~EA ~CFTH AME~ICA, l.S., NEW JERSEY, DELA~ARE RIVER 
AESTRA(l MISSION WCS3, fLIGhTCl, ~AS ACCOMPLISHED C~ 
NOvEMBER 11, lSll• UllLill~G T~E ~AllCPS FLIGHT CE~TER C-54 AIRCRAFT EQUIPPED 
kiTH A T-11 AERitl MAPFING CtMERA tNC A~ R~-1 THE~MAL JNFRAREC SCA~~ER ANC ~ 
PRl-5 PRECISIC~ FACIATIO~ THER~C~ETEF. T~E fliGHT. kAS ~AtE IN CCCPE~ATICN WIT~ 
T~E ~AlERhAVS EXFfPIMENT STAll(~ CF Tt-E CGRPS CF E~GINEERS AT ~ICKSBURG, 
MISSISSIPPI. TtE CeJECTI\E Cf TtE FLIGHT ~AS TC OEFI~E THE LCCAliO~ 'NO EXTENT 
OF T~ER~Al DISCHARGE flU~ES FRC~ CEEPhATE~, ECDYSTCNE, ANC BURLI~GTO~ FOSSil 
FLEL ElE(lFIC (E~EFATI~G FLANTS. 
~AME ~IC~AEL CC~GER 
Ft-OE HHH EC4 824 3tj l I 
JNSTJTUTIC~ CR AEENCY NAllCNAL AERCNALTICS ~~D 5FACE ACM 
Sl~EET CHES~PEAKE fA' ECOLOGICAL PRCGRAM OfFICE 
CIT~ ~AllCFS ISlt~C 
STATE ~IRGI~IA 
ZIP cere 23331 
15'?. 
FILE NJ~E DElA~A~E ~1-fR ~LR~E~ 
GENERAL EECGFAF~IC AREJ NC~T~ AMERICA~ L.s •• COASTAL, CELAkARE RI~ER 
ABSl~ACT l~IS FILE CC~TAI~S THE OELA~ARE RIVER SLR~EY DATA 
Tlli\H SINCE foiAV l<J10 Cl'i /l fo\CNTHY llASIS, t'A) THRCUGH GtlCEER, Ill 11 STATIOI\S 
Cl'i T~E RIVER BY THE CLPCNl CD~P~NY. lHE PAR/lMETE~S ~E·S~REC INCLUDE DISSOLVED 
CXYGH•• RI<AlUilYt CHlCRitE, lHFtRHURE, /l~C Rl~EI< FLCll. 
~A~E E~ll l!IESl 
HiCNE lllf<eER 60~ 2<i<.i 5CCO INSTITLllO~ CR AGE~CY CUFCNT COMPANY, EN~IRONMENTAL COhTRDL DIVISION 
STREET C~AfoiEfRS h(RKS 
CITY CEEF~ATER 
STtTE NEh JERSE~ 
2iP ccn ce<J<::l 
fiLE ~l~£ OflAhAI<E Rl,ER !UR,EY; EDCYSTCNE GE~ERATING STA 
GENERAl GECGRJHiiC tRU U.S., CCASUL, HRTH Alltt.IIC, CElAioARE RJIJER, 
PEN~!~LVANlAw PtiLACELFtiA 
AeSTRACl 
ECCYSTCNE PC~ER GENE~All~( 
PhllAtetPHit f~. 
N~f# £ 





SU~~~' OF flS~ ANt HYDROGRAPHIC PARAMETERS AT THE 
SlAllCN·l~ THE CElAhA~E ~~~ERIN THE ~ICI~ITY Of 
EC .. ARC C I<A~n 
IC~T~WCL(GlCAL ASSCC INC 
3Cl HRESl C~IIJE 
IHHJI 
fiH ~UI< 
14 E5 C 
FILE Nt~E OELA~JIRE ~IIJER ~tlER Afi,LYSIS AT CHAMBERS kORKS 
GENERAL GECGRAFHIC AREt ~C~TH AMERICA, u.s., COASTAL, OELAkAPE RlVER, NEW 
JEPSE'• CEEFhATEF 
AESTPACl THIS FilE CCIITAHS THE COMFlElE CATA FRO!! 
EICLCGJCAL~ CHE~ICAL, A~C PHYSJCJIL ~O~ITORl~E OF THE CELAkARE RIVER AT THE 
OLFCNT CHA~BERS ~CFI< 11\lEl DEEFk,lER fiE~ JER~EW. ltiS MCNITCRI~G BEGA~ IN 1971 
AND IS tCNE CAll' FCF ~CST Cf ThE 6f P~R~~ETE~S f#ElS~REC BY THE ENVIPCNMENTAL 
CCNTPCL5 CI,ISIC~ Cf ClfC~T CC~F~NV. 
N~IIE f~Jl ~IESl 
PHCNE ~l~fEF 6(5 2~9 500C 
INSllllTICN CR AGENCW DLPC~l CC~F~NY E~~IRC~~E~TAL CDNT~CL Cl~ISIGN 
~lREET . CtA~BER ~(R~S 
CITY CEEfk~lER 
SHTE 1\EII JERSEY 
2H CCCE CE023 
154 
fiLE N~~E DEL-~ARE ~ETLAN£!, CC~STAL, JI~C IIAPINE SllCIESo 
CCllE(f (f ~~FINE ST~ClESt LNI\ERSIT't OF DELAMARE 
GE,.ERAL GECG~AfHIC .HEI t.s., CCASTH, HFTH AH.HTIC, IH.'UkARE en 
A6SlR.CT 'ISSICI\,W218, FLI. 11 JLLY 1, 1913, ~Ilt llALLOPS 
STATIH C-54 AIRCRAFT El:ildPPEC klH 1-11 AERUL ~IIPPI~G OMERA ~!liD ~II I2S 
CAI!ERA 5'tS1E~ U COCPEili\11(11 ~llti COLLEGE CF 1/,ARINE STUDIES Cf UNIV. U DEL. 
£8JECll~E- TC CBT~IN 11\lERMEGitlE Al~ITLCE IMAGER'f CF DEL. COISTLIIIE CF DEL. 
BA'f Af\D HIANSECTS OF SA)' Ill CC"lNSEY 1'1\ER-ECI'BAY HCI< ANC AT OPE MAY-CAPE 
t-.EHCPH. fU{JH M~Cf TO CCINCHE .. ITH ERH CIIERP.eSS AM IN SUPPORT CF GROLNIJ 
lRLT~ TEAMS TA~l"G kiTER s•~FlES fRCM N~SA ~ALLOPS tELICOFTER A~D LNIV. GF 
CEL. PChER BCA15. ~E~lHE~ - hA2'ft AI~ TE~P. 6 tEE. ( AT 11,500 FT, PSL WITh 
~INC Cf 14 Kf\C1S ft<C~ 30C CE~. 
~AME PALL ALFC.Sl 
FHCf\E •t~EEF E04-E24-!4ll 
JNSTITLTICN C~ AGE~C~ NAliC~Al AEFC,,LliCS A~t Sf~CE ADM 
STREET C~ESAFEAKE EAY ECCLOGICtl FRCG~AM OfFICE 
CIT~ ~~llCfS lSLl~C 
ST,TE ~IR€1NIA 
ZJF CCCE 23331 
FILE NIME OELA~ARE 1S15 SlATE hATER 'LALITY I~VENTOF\' 
GE~EFAL GECEFAP.JC AREA IICPTh AMERICA• t.s •• COASTAL, OELAilARE 
ABSTRACT T~I! ~EPCRl INClLCES DATA CCLLECTED BY THE 
CEPA~T~ENT CF ~ATU~~L RESCUFCES GF T~E STAlE Of DElAkA~E PLRSUAIIT TC l~E 1975 
ST~TE kATER QlAlll't ~~~E~TGF~ P~ESE~lEC TC THE u.S~ E.F.A. THE filE INCLUDES 
F~YSICtl CtE~IC~L, ElClC~IC~l, tNC ~UTRIE~l C~IA 0~ ~3 STREAMS, RivERS A~D 
SMAll fAYS fRO~ I'<AY TC CClCBEI< l<iH AS itElL A5 COf<PIIRATIIIE CATA PRII'ARILY F!<CI'I 
ThE !AI'E PERIOC lN 1S7C. 
~A~E 
PHONE H~ eER 





HH'I' lot. UTC 
3C2 t7€ ~171 
STATE Cf [flAhA~E 
CEFJFT~E~T CF ~ATLFAL 
CC\iEI< 
CEU!otRE 
1 !j<j c 1 
FilE ~t"'f DELEA' 
RfSCl:RCfS 
GENERAL .GECGRAPhiC AREA ~C~lh ATL~~TIC, l.S., CCA51AL, CELA~ARE dAY 
tESTRACl CLR~E~l ~ELCCI11E5 ANt ~L!FE~CEt SECIME~T 
CC~CENl~ATICI\S itERE ~C~IlCREC '' AFPROJI~ATEL' 43 STATIC~S ThRCLGHCLT THE 
CEL~-~PE B~Y FC~ ~ fEFICC Cf T~C YE~RS. 
NAME CR e l C(5TCI~ 
ftC~E ~l~EEF 717-ti<-~411 
I~STITLll(~ CF AGE~(~ P~~l~E 5CIE~CE ((~SCRTIU~ 
(]TV ~llLERS~lltE 
SlAlf fE~~S~t~•~J• 
2JF CC£E 11!!1 
1~5 
FILE ~~~E DELl~EATlC~ CF FCCC WEB REL~liCNShiPS OF RESIDE~T 
~NC ~I{RATCR) FINFISh SPECIES 1~ liTllE EGG H~RBCR, ~f~ JERSEY; INTE~IM REPORT 
CCVEFI~E T•E PEFICC f~C~ ~ULY 1913-JU~E 191~ 
GE~EFAl GECG~APhlC AFEA ~GRTH AllANliC CCEAN, CC~ST~l, U.S., Nf~ JERSEY, 
LIT1LE EGE ~~RECR 
ABSlRACl ~ SllCY ~AS CCNCUCTEC f~CM JULY 1973 TO JUNE 1915 
CF T•E STCM~Ch.CC~lENTS Cf RESltENl ~NC MIGRATOR) FI~FISH SPECIES IN LITTLE 
EG( tARBCR, NEW JERSE' TC 'lA~liTATlVElY MAf THE TRCFHIC RELATICNSHIPS 
EXlSli~G 8ElhEEN TtE VARIClS CfG~~~~~S l~H~BITING THE ESTUARINE SYSTE~. 
~~ME PRI~CIPAl FIS.EFIE~ BIOLGGlSl 
PHCNE Hfii!ER tCS t52 S5tS 
JNSTJTLTIC~ (R AGE~CY ~Eh JERSEY CEP~RlMENT OF EAVIRC~ME~TAL PRCTECTICN, 
01\ISIC~ OF FISH, EAflf A~C S~ELLFlSHt SLREtL Cf FIS•E~IES 
STREET N~CCTE CREEK RESEARCH STATIOf\ 
CITY AESECC~ 
STtTE ~Ek JE~~EV 
2IF CCCE 0€./:Cl 
fiLE f\~flf CElfi~RVA ECCLCGIC~l SLR\EV PLAf\KTCNIC A~D BENTHIC 
CH~I\!H!: 
GEf\ERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA NCRl~ ~lLANJIC, CCASTALt u.s., DELMtRVA PENINSULA, 
C~ESAFEI~E A~C CELAkARE CAI\Al 
ABSTRACT CATA CClLEClED 01\ THE Plti\KTC~IC AND BEI\THIC 
C~G,~J!MS FCUI\[ I~ l~E ChEStFEAKE ANC CELA~ARE CAN~L Al\0 ADJACENT ~ATERS 
ClRING l~E 1974 ECCLCGICAl 51LCY CF T~f A'LATIC EN\IRCI\MENT IN THE VICINITY CF 
THE FRCPCSED SUflflll fC~E~ STATI(N A~E PRESE~lED IN REPORT FORM. SPECIES 
CETER~JNATICNS ANO ClSTRIBUTIC~! (f PHYTDfL'N~TCN, ZOCPLANKTO~ ~~C SE~THIC 
CRG~Nl!M! ARE GIVE~ IN CFCER T( CBTAIN l~FCR~~TJON AECUl DAILY ~NC SEASONAl 
CtANGES IN FCPLLATICN SlFUCTURE. VITALITY STUDIES CN TtE ZOOPLA~KTCN ARE 
I~CLLCEC. ltE RESULTS Cf A CCMFFEHENSI\E A~ALWSIS CF T~E PHYSICAL/CtE,lCAl 
E~Vl~CN~E~T I~ THE CA~Al ~ATE~S CURINE T~E EICLOGICAL S~MPLING PROGRA' ARE 
ALSC ~V~ll~ELE. fiE~SlFED PARA~ElE~S l~CLUDE CCLIFCF' CCUNTS, NLlRIENTSt 
PIGMEN1S 1 HEAVY METAl!, Cll AND GREASE, lE~fEFATURE, SALINITY, CJSSCLVED 
CJYGEN GAS, PH, TURBICllY ~NC l~tNSP,RE~CV, tARC~ESS, ICTAL ALK~LI~ITY, 
C~RBC~AlE ~lKALl~IlY, SUlfATE, ICTAL DISSOLVED SCLICS, SUSPENDED SOLIDS, TOTAL 
HCSPHRUSt DI!SCUEC PHSHCRLS, ~ITRHE-~ITRCGENt ~llRIH-~ITRCGEN, AMMONIA, 
CRG~NIC NITRCGE~, fiAGNESil,, CALCIL~ ANC TCT~l SILICA. . 
~A~E tlC!C~ tOEN 
FHO~E ~l~EER 3C2 419 32C5 
INSTIT~TICN 0~ AGENCY CEL~ARVA FCkE~ t~£ LIGhT CC~P~~~ 
HREET SCC !<IlliG 5HHT 
CITV ~IL~I~GlC~ 
~TATE CELtktRE 
2.1F CCCE lSSS'i 
FILE NAME 
REPC~TC 3C APRIL 1972 lC 
GE~E~Al GEOGRAPhiC AREA 
TIDAL t~C Rl~ER ~~lEFS 
1St 
OELMA~\A ECCLCGICAL SUR~EY-FI~AL SITE SELECTICN 
17 APF Il 1S73 
NC~lH ~llA~liC, CC~STAL, L.S., CEL~ARVA FE~INSULA 
AESTRACT MARI~E ElClCGICtl OAT~ CCLLECTEC CURI~G A~ 
E~~lfC~~E~ltl 5Tl(~ CF FCU~ FCTE~TIAL SITES CN T~E DELMARYA PENI~SLLA FOR 
~UClfAR GENERATING Sl~TICN~ ARE PRESENlEC iN REPCRT FC~M. THE STUDY ~AS 
CCNCLCTEC fFC~ 30 ~FRIL 1972 lC 11 APPIL 1Sl3. TkE FCUR SITES ~ERE LOCATED IN 
TtE CkEStPEAKE ANC CELA~AFE CJ~ftL, REC LIC~, COE~SA-~~~RNA AND CLAI~CR~E 
~REAS. tAlA CONStSTEC OF FtYTCPlA~KTCN, lCCPLANKTCN t~D EENTHCS FAFA~ETERS AS 
WEll A! PEtSLRENEN15 Cf TE~PERtlURE, CJSSCl~EC CXYEEN, p~, SALI~ITY AND 
TURBICITY, ~UTRlE~l SAPFlfS FCF TOT'l ~ITRAlE-NJTROGEN AND REACTIVE P~OSPHCRUS 
kERE JLSC CCLLECtEC ~1 THE C~~Al SIJE• 
~AME CIREClCR 
PHCNE HHER 3C2 42S 32C5 
iNSTllUTICN.C~ AGE~(~ DEL~ARVA FCkE~ J~C LIGHT COMP~NY 
HREET . ECC nr.G SHUT 
CIT) ~IL,.IMiTCN 
~lATE CELt~ARE 
lJF CCC~ lSE~S 
FILE ~t~£ OEL~ARVA CR~ITHCLCG~ STLCIES 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA ~C~l~ ~MEFIC,, l.S., CCASTAL, CELMARVA FE~INSUL., 
CElh.~E, BRAf\CYWINE CFEEK, ECMEAY HGCK WtllE ClA) CREE~, CAPE HE~LCPE~ 
~BS1RACT THIS FtLE CC~TAI~S TAXCNCMIC LISTS CF BIRCS ANC 
CRNITHCLCGIC~l !UFV£1 Ctlt fRC~ THE CEL,.A~~' PENINSULA AREA PRIMARILY IN 19~ 
EUT l~ClUClNE SCME P~EVICLSLY TAKEN OAlA AN[ SOME HISTCRICAL REFERENCES. THE 
CAlAt TAKH I~ SUR\IE'I FCH• 1 IMll!CES SPECIES SI'ECJFIC CCLNTS lOWLS} ANO 










3(2 131 5774 
OElt~ARE CRNIThOlOGICAl 






FilE ~AH DElfiAP\1~ FIH BtRK llHUE 5Tll' 
GE~ERAl GECG~APhlC A~E~ NC~l~ A~EPICA~ L.S., ~ARVLA~C. CUANllCO 
AfST~ACT MISSION ~eta, FLIGHT 01. kAS ACCCMPLlShEO CN JUNE 
17 1 l9il, lllLIZIN~ A ~AllCPS FliGhT CENTEF lEASEC HELICOPTER E'UIPPEC WITH lkO T-11 AE~l~l ~-FPINE ttME~AS IN CGCPERATICN ~llH THE D~LMARVA PINE BARK 
BEETLE tSSCCIATJGN. THE CeJECTIVE Cf THE fLIGHT hAS lC M~P AREIS Cf PIWE BARK 
BEETLE lNFESTAl!CN 1~ THE CCJ CCRNf~/CLANTJCCJMA~OELLA SPRINGS AREA OF 
~ARVlA~tS EASTERN ~tCFE. 
1\AME 
HCH IIUI'HF 






Hii 124 3411 
~·llC~tL AERC~ALTlCS A~C SP,CE ADM 




FilE 1\AH tEL~AI<\tA FHE fJRI< I!EETLE SliR\JB 
GENERAL GECGFAF~IC AFEA ~CRT~ ATLAI'<TiC, CC,STAL, u.s., DELAwARE, MARYLA~O, 
\IPGII\IA ABSTR~Cl I'ISS10~ 1101:4 9 fllG~T02. US .ACCOt-!PliSHED 01\ SEFTE~EER 15, 1911 1 UTIL12ll'!(; HE IULlCFS FliGHT CEIIHR C-54 .OIRCRAFT EQUIPPED 
IIIHi CH T-11 JHitl MAPPING OMERAS IN CCGPERAliCt-1 WITH THE OHMAR\JA PINE 
B.ORK BEETLE COlNCil .. HiE UJECTIIJE Of THE HIGH liAS TO I>SSIST FGRESTERS CF 
TtE CEl~A~Iit PE~II\SULA 1~ FCLLCkii\(; THE SPPEAC Of THE PINE BARK BEETLE ALONG 
T~E £AS1ERN f(Fll(l\ Gf lHE PE~J~SULA. 
1\A~E MICHAEL CCI\GE~ 
fHCH HHH SC4 c-'41 3411 
lNSlll~llC~ CR AGENCY ~AllCNtl AERC~AlllCS t~C SPACE ACM 
STREET CHESAPEAKE fA~ ECCLOGIC~l FRCGRAM CFFICE 
CITY I<HLCFS ISL~~C 
STATE \IRGI·l~ 
llF CCI:£ 23331 
FILE Nftllf OElEP~IHTICtl OF E.IIS 29C-H IUSICUES IN MILK AND 
i!NI~H THHE5 
GE.EFAL GECGftFHl( AFE• ~CFT. A~ERIC,, U.S., ~Eh JERSEV, PARSJPPA~Y 
AESHA(T STU:' CF B.LIS 2CJC-H (2-CI'LC~C-r-.-USCBUTYIIYLI 
tCElt~IllCf) RESJCLES .LINt METI>ECLITES 1~ ~ILK, MLSCLE, LIVER, Al\0 KIDNEY FOR 
ll~ESTCCK TtJT •tc lAlEII fEEC FRCUUCEO FROM BASAMAIZE TPEITEO C'GPS. 28 
SAI'PLES HER A~AL'UEC. CIH IN(llCE 5Af'PlE lYPE, HRTIFIOTICN lEiiH AND 
CCIICEI\lP~TICN Cf SAS 2SC-~ I~ ftFTS PER MllLICII. 
t.A~E RCN~LC J. SCRLDAlC, DIREClCR 
HC~E H~EEF 31~ 341 3t3S 
INSllTLliCI\ CR AGEIICY LA~E (1\lAFlC E~\lFC~MENTtl LJSC~ATC~Y 
STREET KI~( .Allt SlATE LI\IVERSITW CCLLECE AT CS~EGC 
CIT' cs;e~c 
STAlE HI> 'C~l< 
llF ecce u1a 
15 € 
FILE NAME DETER~I~AliC~ Of THE SIZE AI\C ClST~lBUTICII Of ThE 
A~NUAL LEftl CEEP tt~'ESl 
EE~E~~l CEC(~APHIC AREA ~CPTH A~EflCt, L.S., ~E~ JE~SEY 
AB51~·CT . Nl~EER5,CF tEER lEGAll' ~ARVESTEO IN ~AkiCLS 
~LNTING SEASC~S I~ THE C(LI\TIES, lCkNStlPS, ~LNICIFtLITIES, A~C MAN~GEMENT 
2CNES CF ~Ek JERSEY hA~E EEE~ CETERMIIIEC ANNUALLY SINCE THE FALL HL~TING 
SEASCNS CF lS6C. tAR\E!TEC CEE~ hA\E BEE!\ CLJSSiflED ACCCRCING lC SEJ ANt AGE. 
N~ME FRI~CIFAL ~IlCllfE 8ICLCGIST 
FhC~E 1\U~BER 2Cl 1!! €1~! 
!NSllTLliCh CP ~GE~CY NE~ JERSEW OEFAfl"EN! OF EN~!RCN~ENTAL PRClECTIC~, 
Cl\l!ICII OF FISt, GA'f A~C ShElLFIShERIES, ELREAU CF IIILCllfE ~AIIAGEMENT 
STREET Cll~TCN hll[LIFE ~ANAGE~E~T A~EA 
CITV HA,fl(~ 
~TATE NE~ JERSEY 
liP CCCE CEE-'1 
FILE NMH 
FHCHGFAfH) 
CHERMINING PGPllAHCN Of ~NGI<GEESE ev AEfliAL 
GfNE~tl GECGFAFhiC ~Rft NORTt AMERICA. L.S., CCA!T,L, CELAI<ARE BRIGANTINE 
F~ClC A~t VISUAL CENSUSES WERE CCNDLCTEC CN THE 






INSliTLllCN CR AGE~CY 






PRI~CIPAl FJShEFIES BlClCGIST 
(;(9 292 661:]6 
~EW JERSEY CEPARl~ENT OF E~~IRGNMENTAl PRCTECTIC~ 
S~ELLFIS~EFIES, fLREAL Cf hlLDllfE ~-~AGEMEI\T 




fiLE N'ME OEVELOPME~T AT OCEAN CilV ~A~BCRt EFIGAI\Tifl.t, NE~ 
JHS£) 
GENEP~l GEOGRAPHIC AREA ~C~l~ ~MERICA, L.S., CCAST~l, IIEM JERSEY, 
E~IG~f\.TI~E, CCEt~ ~AFECF 
~BS1RACl lN JLLY 1~73 l~IS SlUCY ~~S UIICERTA~Ef\. TC CERIVE ~N 
E~VIFCNMENl~l CAlA EASELINE FFCM W~ICt ~fl. AS!ESS,EIIT COULC BE ~ACE FCH 
CEVELCFEME~TS ~1 ST. GECRGE•S ltCRCFA~E AT CCEAf\. HA~BC~, ERIGA~TINE, 1\Eh 
JER5f,. ~EA!LREMENTS ~ERE TAKEf\. C~ Flt~T t~[ tNIMAl FCPUltTICNS, ~ETAL5, 
PtVSIC~L PIRAMETERS A~t (tEMICAl PARA~ElE~S CF lHE HYCRCSPHERE. 
~A~E JAC~ ~C C(R~IC~ 
fHCl>E H~EEI' .<15 Mi <;CCC 
lNSllTLTICN CR AGE~C) JA(~ ~C CC~~~C~ A~[ ASSCCIATES. !~C. 
HHET ~11 Clt UIICASlH POAD 
CIT' eEF~~N 
STtTE PE~N~Yl\A~IA 
lif CCC£ 1S3l~ 
FILE 1\t ~E 
SLFPCRT T~E EREECII\G Cf 
GEI\EFAl GECG~AfhiC AFEJ 
I'AH1~ 
ClAlCM fLC~t ASSCCIATEC ~llh SALT MARSH PCCLS THAT 
lHE SALT MAASH ~OSQL!TC AEDES SCLICITAI\S II\ DELA~ARE 
/ICFT~ A~EfliCA, L.$., CELA~A!<E, BO~BAY HCOK, PORl 
,lBSli<IHl ILE/ITlfiCATJCI\ AI\C CISTRIELTICN IS REPORTED FOR 
CCMMCI\ CIATO~ SPECIES I/1 l~C !IlES IN CELAktRE ~ARShES. TIDAL PCOLS Ill THE 
MARS~E~ ~ERE SAMFLEO C\EF A lHFEE ~Cillt FEFICC Ill 1St7. 
~AME 11\Hfl-LIEPAI<~ LCAtl 
PHI\E H~EER 3C2 73E 2'155 
lNSTlTlliCN 0 AGHO Ul\liiHSITY Cf OEU .. ARI'o I'CI<RIS l!BI<ARY 
STREET SCLTh CCLLEEE AV£/ILE 
CITY /IEhtflK 
~TATE CELt~tRE 
llP COtE lS1ll 
FILE /ltME CIFFEREI\TIAL PREOAliOI\ BY fiShES CN THE Sl/10 
ShRlMf, CP~~GOI\ SEFlE~SPl~CSA 
GE~EFAL GECGFAPHIC ~~fA NCfll~ AMERICA, L.S., CELA~A~E, COASTAL, OElAkARE 
SAY, ERC~CKILl ~I\EF 
AESlFACl SPEClME~S OF CRA~GC~ SEflEMSPINOSA kERE CCllEClEO 
AT VARJCUS DELA~ARE BAY SITES ALO~G hiT~ FISH SPECIPE~S. STOI'AC~ CCNTENT 









Ill HP-Ll BRAF Y 
3C2 Be 2t,~5 
UI\IVHSITY Cf 
~Ol Hi CCLLEGE 
f'\EkiRK 
CHhAFE 
1 '.i 7 11 





CIGITIZEC FEtKS JI\C lRCUGhS FROM PEN AIIC 11\K ~A~E 
GE~EFAL GECGFAPHIC AFEA 1\CFT~ ATLAIITIC CCEJh, U.S., CDASTAL, ATLA~TlC CilY 
1\Ek JERSEY, VIFGIIIIt eEAC~ \IIRCINIA, lltGS ~EAC NCRTH CARCLINA, CA~lCIIA BEACH 
FLC~IOA, C~EStPEAKE SA' BRILGE TLN~El, hCLCE~ 8EilC~ ~OFT~ CA~CLII\A, 
~RIG~lSvillE SE,lCr ~CPT~ CAFCll~A 
AfSlRACT DATil )1\(LUCES DIElllZED I!A'E PEAKS AND TRCLGHS F~CM 
PEN A/IC INK hAVE RECO~CS fCR 1 EEACHES AL(~( THE EAST CCAST Cf THE U~llEC 
SlATES FCR A ShCRl FE~ICC CF THE-LESS T~AII CIIE OA' EACI-:-CEC l'irl5,lc 197C,3l. 
CEC lSlC, 21 A~G 1S1lo 
IIA i"E 
fi-'CI\E IIVEER 






~R 1. TrC~FSC~ I CCEAIICCRAPrY BRAIIC~ 
20;1 ~2!-i::<;S 
CEPARTMENT Qf T~E ARM~tCCASlAL E~GINEERING RESEARC~ 
KJIIG~AII ~~IlCIIIG 
fCI'l llEL\ICIR 
IIIRG Ill Ill 
fiLE ~AI'E OI!TRI6LllCII ANC ABLNOA~CE Cf fiSHES IN 4 'ARSH 
~I\ ER HPES OF THE CHCFT~H 
GENERAl GEC(RAPhiC AR£A 
CCASTAL 0 CfCPTA~K ~JVER 
NCRlr AllAI\11(• L.s •• C~E!AFEAKE EA~r M·~VlANC, 
AESlRACT EXTENSivE CCllECliC/1 SE~IE$ Cf JUVEIIiLE fiS~ES AIIC 
YCUNGER AGE GRCUP FIS~ES UlltlZI~G VARICLS MARSh TYPES I~ THE CHGPTANK RIVER 
SYSTE~. LEIIGTtr hEIEHT. ~UI'EERS, SPECIES tC~FOSI1IC~ A~D 8IOPASS OAT' fO~ 
CESCRIPliU Of FlS*' CCIII'L~IlY. Gl<ChTH CHA fCR #ILCSIO JUVENILES llf\C CALCULATED 
ERChl~ OAlt FC~ hHITE fEFCt• ~fllCI! PERC~. Al\C PlMP~If\!tED SLNFlSH. BICLCGICAL 
11\FCP~JTIC~ RETRI~VASLE AC~CSS EIIVIRG~MENltl ~ARA,ElE~S FCR A~/llYSIS CF 
CJ!TAifUTICN AAO A!!CCIAlJC~S ~IlHlll CCI<~L.ITY 
J\A~E ~.l<. CIIPiEF 
fi-CNE HI'HR 3Cl-;1ti-53El 
INSTITLTIC. CP llGf~CY MtRYltl\C CEfARTI'ENl Of 1\AlLRAL RESClRCES 
!lREET lA~E! STAlE CFFICE EUILCIIIG 
CITY A~N~FCLI~ 
!TillE l'tR,tt~C 
lJF CC[E 214(1 
ttl 
'fiLE ~AI'£ CISTHEIJTIO~ ANt 61CUGIO.l STlJCIES OF ANAt;ROMGUS 
FIS~ES CFF!tCRE NC~lH CARCLJ~A 
GENEUL GEOGR~Phlt AHA 1-<U lt All~N llC, CCASUL, u.s., SdUH- CAilOUNA 10 
viRt:HU 
lleSlRACl ~ SlLIJ'I' 'fEHEH FEeRWRY l'.i62 AND JULY l'.iH TO 
CHEll~ IH .AGE, SllE, WEIGH, LE!IiGTH, ~t:UM~NCE AND OISTRJBUfiON Cf ANAORCMCUS 
fiShES IN CEPHS OF. FRO! TtREE ,lC THREE-Hlii\CRED FHtCII.S FllCM CAFE .RCMUN, 
5UlTf CAROLINA l( CAFE CtAJlE5, \IFGINJ~.· . 
1\.ME e.f. HCLLAI\C, J~. 
PHCI\E Hli1lER '.ilS 726 7C21 







CJIIISICI\ CF CtJifliERCIAL AI\D SPCilTS FISHERIES P.C. 
i"CCI<EHAI: C 1 n 
NC~H C.AilClli\A 
"Lt5!1 
filE ~AH Cl~lRIBtiliON ANC ECCLCG'W Cf EO'APHIC, CIHCI'S IN TH 
CAN~RY CREE~ SALT ~~llSH 
H~H~l HCHHHC ~liE~ NCRUi AlL~NUCr li.S .. , CElAiiiARE EA't, c.AI\~RY CREEK 
S~ll liARS~, CCA!ltl 
AfSl~A(l ~ TCTAL Of 1C4 SPECIES liiERE ICE~TIFIED AS BELONGI~G 
TC AT LEAST 01\E OF THE FIVE EC~fHIC OIATC~ ~SSEMELtGES U~CER !~VEST!GATICN IN 
THt. CAUi<'l' CI<EE1< StU I"AFSt 1 LEI<ES, lELtl'llllH. THE HLL SPAliTINA AL 1EPN1HORA, 
e~PE E/1\K, CkARF SFAAllNA ALTE~~IFLC~A, CISTIChLIS SPIClTt, AND PAI\1\E EACH HAD 
IH Clll\ RECCHdlA6LE CIAH" UGAI\12A1ICN. THESE fL.Cf<lSliC ASSEMELAGES loiERE 
SEO TC ClffEI< lfl lHII< I:OHA~T SFHIES, tSSOCJATJCN CF SPECIES, AI\C 
E~VIRCI\ .. ENT'l C~ARACTE~J!TIC! l~RClGHDLT THE YEA~ STLO~. lBE STUC'W APEAS kiTH 
SPER~Il(PhYlE CC~ER ~ERE ~CPE Cl,IRSf ll\ TtTAL NUMfER'CF CIATOI" SPECIES, 
PAFTlCULARLY IN THE I<II\TEF AND EARLY SPRING. CCCU~~E~CE AT A PARTICULAR STLOY 
.ciRH ll,ciS EASIER 10 EXPlAH ThllN PERlCillCil'f AT THJll SUllO;. IT IS THCUGHT AT. 
PRESEI\1 l~tT liG.T, lE~PERAlURE, CESICCATIC~, A~C StLINITY PLAY l~E CO~INANT 
RClE~ II\ IflfLUENCIH C]tl(lo tflh£At.CE thl: fi<CHH CN THE M.6RS~. SINCE THESE 
CIATC~S HE Ill THE EASE Cf ThE FC""Ct IIH 11\ lH SALT foi.HSI;i ECCSYSTEI' AtCNG loilTH 
THE G~ASSES, IT IS Fill l~AT ~ESE,RCH C~ eel~ EI\TITIES IS IMPEI<ATIVE TO AN 
UI\I:EIISHJ\CJH CF TH CUMFIElllCI\ 1!-llT S.ALl ~ARSHE~ flAKE TC IJELAIIA~E BAY 
~AH US!< tRJA~ 
fHCU ~UHH H.i t4!: ff14 
INSllTLTIC" CR tGE~CY UI\1\ERSIT'W CF OELJlkA~E ~~~I~E STATICN LIBRARY 
CIT~ lE~E~ 
~lAlt [Eltii~RE 
liP CCCE 1SS5S 
filE ~HE 
CANA~' CREE~ ~JLT 'AR!H 
Gfl\EF.Al HCC.J.HJ-Jt Jll£A 
CREEl< ~Al 1 ~A~SH 
1E.2 
CISlRIBUTlON AND ECGLCGY CF EOAPHIC OJAlC~S IN THE 
NCPT~ ~lLANlJC, U~S., CCASlAL, CElA~IlRE BAl, CA~AilY 
AESlFJl(l A TCTAL OF 1C4 SPECIES ~ERE ICE~TIFIEO AS BELCI\GtNG 
TO AT LEAH ONE OF .THE FnE ECIHHIC OUTCI' ASSEMBlAGES LHER ll\VESTHATICN IN 
THE CJ~AF'I' CREEl< SALT I"APSJ-, LE~ES, CEL,kARE. THE TALL SPARliNA AllERNIFLO~A 
EM~E fiNK. CWARF SPARli~.A AUERt-IFtCRA, OISTHHLIS SP ICAU, Al\0 P~Nt\E tACH t:;C 
ITS (\II llHGGNilo1BLE CJ/ll(., C-Rf~~lliiTICI';. 11-it:SE HUISTIC ASSEMtLAG-E< HRE 
SEE~ TC DIFFER II\ l•EIR CCfolli\A~l SfECIES 1 ~SSCCIAT!CN Cf SPECIES, AI\~ 
HVII<CNfoiEf\UL U:ARA£1EiliHIC.S 11-RClGhCt.T JH 'I'EAF STUJ't. lt:E SHCV AllE.AS ioilH 
SFEfl~HCP~'n.E CC\IER IWU ~CPE 01\/USE Il\ TCHL NUMff~ Cf DIATOM SPECIES, 
FARlltULAilLV IN THf- ~nTH ~NO EARl'tSPRII\G. CCCt;l<llEI\CE ill A PJlRTI(UlAR SlUOY 
AReA lii~S USIEfl TO E:XFLill~ lt:ll~ PEil!CCIC1H AT TEAl STATI£NA IT I~ lhOlGrT AT 
PRESE!Il THAT LJGtT, TE~PE~J!TUAE, OESICCATICt, AND S.Alii\ITY PLAY TrE CGMINAI\T 
llCLES II\ 1HLU€NCIH .CIATG/>1 IIBI.li\CANCE AH HOIITH CN THE MMSH. SHCE lHESE 
CJATC~S ll~E AT ~HE EASE CF THEJCGE ~ff I~ t•E SALT liA~St: ECCSYSTEM tlOI\G .. lTH 
THE G~ASSES, 11 IS FELT T•AT PESE,RCI-i (N 6(11-i ENTITIES IS IMPERATIVE TO AN 
UNOEf<Sl.cii\C 11\G H TU CCl\Tfl I llUTlCI'; T UT Sllll f'ARSHE~ I'AI<E TC CElAWAFE BA'I'. 
NA~E JOt~ C. E~~~(N 
Fh(NE ~l~EER 3C2 t1~ 44C3 








FILE NAI'E OI~lRIBLliCfl CF fFEE FATlY tCICS 
GE~ER.AL GECG~~PJ-IC AREA U.S., CCASTtl, ~CRlh ATLANTIC, LOWER CHESAFEAKE 
BAV, CCNTINE~TAl 51-flf, \IFGI~lll, JA~E! FI\EF 
Af51RIICT A VIMS THESIS GN TJ-E CI!TRISLTION c• FATTY ACIDS IN 
ThE LC~ER ChESAPEA~E A~C OLT F~Cfo THE ~CLTJ-. CATA CC~SISTS CF 37 STATICNS OF A 
SURFACE fiL~ SA~PLE ANC A SUESLRFICE St~PLEI2Ml EA. ANALYSED BY GAS 
Ct:R(~ f!HGU fhV C-IC 1C C-a .. 
NAH HlLIA1' HCHl'tRE 
fhC~E ~l~EEP lC3-f~2-~111 
JNS1JIU1IC~ CR IIGEI'.C'Y Vll<GINIA l~511TL1E CF IIAJ<II\E SCtEI\CE 
CITY . GLOLCESIER fCI~1 
SlATE v1P~I~I~ 
ZIF ecce 23C62 
flU 1\AH 
SPAllll VARIATIC~ I~ fCCO 
GEI\EP~l GECG~~PHIC AREA 
t\ EI!~IH 
10 
OISTRIELTIC~ CF GRA'V S'll~RELS Mllh RESFECT TC 
~HHti\CE 
NC~TH A~E~ICAt l.~., CELA~A~E, 1\E~ CASTLE CCUIITY, 
HS Til IIC l 
A Sllt~ CCI\ClClEO II\ 
RELATICNSHIP BElwE£1\ 
HLI\U~Ct. 
P~ES£1\TEC II\ REFCRl FCR~ tRE CAT~ CCLLECTED DURING 
A CEl~WtFE CECICUCLS ~CCOLOT CLRING 1972 TC DETERMINE THE 
(R~l !'LIRREL CISTRIBUTICI\ AND ~A~IATIOI\S IN FOCD 




3(2 73S 245~ 
UI\IVERSIT'V Cf DELA~ARE 
HI!ARI< 
HHE l:fUli~RE 
ZIP CCC E ISH I 
FILE NA~E CRAFT A!SESSMENT CF THE FCTEI\TJA~ E~VIRCI\MENTAL 
! .. fACT CF ltE CCI\SlRLCTICN A~D CPE~ATICN OF ~ NEW 4ER5E' SPORTS AI\D EXPOSITION 
CC~Pl£) AT ~ SITE IN EAST ~UlhERFC~D, NE~ JE~SEY 
GE~ERAL GECG~APHIC A~£A ~CFTt AMEFJCA, L.S., 1\EW JERSEY, SEI'GEN COLNTYt 
E~ST Pll~ERfGRC. CCAS~l 
ASSlR~CT. THIS IS A PRELI~INA~Y EN~IRCNMENTAl IMPACT 
STATf~EI\T (CI\TAI~I~( SC~E CATA ~NC CC~SIDERAelE INTERPRETATION Cf FOlENTIAl 
ENVI~CI\~ENTAL I~PACl. ThE SlLCY I~CLUCES A!SESS~ENlS CF NCISE, COo NCX, 502~ 









OF. JA~fS A. SC~~IC 
.215 641 311C 
J~CM ~CCCR~ICK A~C 
c6C ~ATERLCO RD. 
CEVCI\ 
FHIISYL \Md A 
H3~3 
ASSCCJtHS 
F IU 1\M<E [RHH SPCIL EVAllHIONS 
GE~E~Al GECGFAPHIC AFE~ 1\CRl~ A~E~J(A• L.S., CCASTAL; NE~ JERSE~. CCEAI\ 
CITY, CCWFHS ISUH 
AESTRACT A ~EGE1A11C~ CC~ER TYFE ~AP IS PRESE~TEC AlONG WITh 
HEhliF IC A 1101\ OF SP ( lL AREAS ~M 1-E IGHS. FC FULJ!TION EST IMATIGN GF SE\IEN 
SPECIES Of BIRDS IS GI'E~ IN PFEPARPTlC~ FCR DETER~l~l~G NESlii\G DENSITY OF 
h~DII\~ SJRC! ANC PCS!IBLE FUT~RE INCREASE Cf SIZE Cf ~ESTING AREA. 
~A~E FRI~CIPAL flS~E~EIS BIOlCGISl 
FHCI\E 1\ll'fEP tC<;i 2S2 6686 
INSTITLTICN OR AGE~C' NEW JERSE' CEPAJl~ENT Of EN~I~CNMENTAL FRCTECTICN 
l:l~ISICI\ OF FISt, GAllE, AIIC SHllflSH~lESo ElKEAU OF llllDliFE ~AI\AGHENT 
STREET P .. C. EG>t tHe; 
CIT~ TPf~TCI\ 
~TATE NE• JERSE'V 
ZIF CCCE C8t.C~ 
164 
FILE IIA~E 
GEIIERAL GEGGPAPhiC AREA Cl(' FAR~ [AlA ~•< < ~(~lH ATLANTIC C(EAI\, L.S., CCASTAL, ~.w. fJGL.T, ~~.T.F~ l(~( ISlA~C n • r 
AfSli<ACl ·• 
lCNG l~lA~C WE . ~- CLCK F~R~S LCCATEC AlC~G l~E EASTERN SECTIC~ CF C~VGE~-DEMANC RE SA~flEC fAC~ [fCEMEER 196<; lC l~E PRESENT FOR 8ICCHE~ICA~ ~ICRCBJCJA. ' Ph, fAFliCULATE MATTER, AND ((~1\T A~D SFECIES DETER~I~ATICN CF 
~At-E 
F.I-:CI\E fll!ISER 






RIC~ARt E. ~TRZEPEK 
.516 <!!'i 2t22 
SUFFOLK CCLNJ),CEFARTMEI\T CF EI\~IRC~•Et~TAL CCI\TFCL, 




DlPC~T CCEA~ CISfCSAl 
1\CRlh ATLANTIC CCEAN, L.S., CCASTAl, DELA~ARE, ~Ek 
FlU 1\HE 
GEI\fRAL GECGFAPHIC A~E~ 
\IASt'HGlCII t.C. 
165 
Ol.TCh Ell' DISEASE STUDY-~IRGINIA 
1\CFlh II'E~IC'• U.~., ~IRGII\IAt SAXIS ISLAI\C, 
ABSTRACT IIISSHI\ k21l'3, fllHiT 01. WAS ACCQI'.PllSHC ON MAY 
2C, 1'3Ht UliLIZIM: TH WHUJP~ FLIGH CEf.,lfR C-54 .AUCRAFT Hl.IPFEC IIITH Ah 
125 MfM I'ULTISFECTFAl CA~EP~ A~C A T-11 'ERltl MAPFII\G C~MERA• II\ CCCPERATIGN 
WITh lhE 1\ATICI\AL CJPllAL P~RK SEP~ICE. 1~15 fliGhT IS A CCNTINI..ATICI\ OF A 
tUTCh ElM CISEASE STLCY IN WHICh CISEASEO lR~ES ARE ~ll.OIED lij~OUGhOUl THIS 
PERIOD CF JIIFESlAlJC~. 
~\HE 
PHCM MMllER 





I' JCI--IIEL CCI\HR 
EG4 f.£4 3411 
NAliCI\Al AERCNAlliCS Alit SPACE ADM 




FILE ti~~E CYI'it~IC BASIN CtA~ACTERISTICS STLD,-SOIIBRIDGE 
RJ~ERr £ElAWARE Alit eEA~EF OI!M Rl~ER, ~APYlA~D 
GENERAL GECGFAP~IC JIPEA U.S., tCASTAlt l'iCRlh AllAI\liC, CHES~PEAKE BAY, 
~ARYLAII£ 1 EEAVER CA~ B~A.Cht DElA~ARE, SC"'ERICGE BJA~Ch . 
ABSTRACT ~ISSICN tilSC, HT. 1, Wllh IOALL(iPS STA. C-!:4 
AIRCRi!Fl H;IJIPPEC ~ITt 1-11 Alit AN 12S C,IIIHRA SYSTEI" Ch l'iCV 16, l'i12, IN 
CCOPUATIO loiiTh TH.E GECLCGICAL SUI<\IH Cf TH CEPT Cf 11\TERICR. THE fliGJil 
~ACE C\IER SCIIE~ltGf ANt EE\IER [JIM ~l,ERS It\ tEL. AI\£ Mt. OSJECli\IE- TC EXPOSE 
11'\Y (1~A,IC EASIN CliARACTERISTI( CtANEES t•i!T HA\IE TA~EI\ FLACE SIIICE THE lASl 
fHCTC ~ISSICI'i CF OCT. 25, lS72. GCCC IIEATtE~ II!ITt Ttll\ CVERCAST, VlSieiLITY 
!-6 ~llf!r AIR TE~F. 8 tEE C AT 5COC fT. A~C 2 DEG C AT lC,OCO FT., ~Sl ~INO 
CF 2C KNCT5 FRC~ 1!€ CEG. 
N~fiE 
Fi<CtiE M~eER 
INSTITlTICN C~ AGEI\C1 




FAIJl lllfC~S I 
H4- f24-:!411 
NtTIC~Al ~EFCIIAUliCS ~NC SPACE ADM 
CHESIPEAKE EAY ECCLCGICtl P~CG~AM CfFICE 
ULLCP.S lSUH 
~ lH 11\ IJ! 
2:!321 
166 
fiLE NA~E CYNJ!M1C BASIN CtAPACTERISTICS STUCY-SCk BRICGE ~I~ER, CELA~ARE ANC BEA~ER DA~ ~IVER 1 ~AR~lA~C 
GENERAl GECERAfhlC J!Rti . U.S., COASTAL, ~CRTH ATLANTIC~ tELA~AR~ SAY, 
[flAk,REt !C~fRlDCE Rl~E~, ChEStfEAKE.EAY, MtRYlANt, BEA~ER CA~ R1'E~ 
ABSTRACT I'ISSICI\ '11164 1 Ft.T .. l 111111- lolllGFS SlATICN C-54 
'IRCPAFT EQUIPPEC ~ITH T-11 ANt 125 CAMERA S)~TE~S 01\ CCTOBER 26, 1972~ IN 
COCPfRAliCN WITH l. S. GECLCGICJ!L SLR~EY Cf DEPT~ tf l~TE~1CR. fLIGHT 'AOE C~ER !C~eRJCCE A~t BEAVE~ [AM ~IVERS IN tEL •. tNC Mt. OBJECTI'E- TC COMPILE A 
BASE LINE STUCY CF Etc• FIVER fASINS FCR.LSE IN OBSER,ING DYNAMIC SA!III 
CURACHRIHICS FRC~ ERT5 HAGEFY. FliGHT Ill CLEM< IIEATHR, VISIBILITY 7-lC 
MILES, •1R TE~F. 10 CEG. C AT 5COC FT., ~Sl WITH kltiC Cf 5 KNOTS fROM 210 DEG. ~·~E P~ll ALFC~S1 
PHGIIE lll~EEP 604-~24-3411 . 
INSllTLTiON CR nGEI'iCl NAliCII'l AERCN~LliCS ~~[ SF,CE AD~ 
STFEET CHES~Ff~KE £A~ fCCLCGICAL FRCGRAM OFFICE 
CITY ~AllCfS ISLAII[ 
STATE ~IRGJNIA 
21F CCCE 23337 
FI~EI\I~JFMf Dl~AMIC FI~ER EASIII CHAR,CTEPISTICS STLCY-SCWBRICGE 
r ~ t CEltMARt A~[ fEA,EF CA~ FivER, ~~~R~lttiC 
GEI\EFAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA l.S., COASTAL, l'iCFTH All~NliC, CHESAPEAKE SAY, ~ARYLAIIO, EEA~ER Ct~ FIVE~; tflAW.RE fAl 1 [fl.WARE, SC~BRIDGE RI~ER 
ABSTRACT ~ISSICN 11237, Hl. 1, JULY 25, 1913, !«ITt; l!ALLCFS 
SHllCI\ C-54 AIRCRHT HlJIPFH 111111-. l-11 HRJIIL MAPPING CAI'ERA AM 125 
I'ULTISPECTFAL CAI'fFA SYSTEH IN COOPERAliCh ~llH WATER RESCURCES Dlv. CF u. s. 
GECLCGICAL SlR\E~. CEJECTI~E - TC CDTAI~ MllTISPECTRAl l~AGERY CF SC~BRICGE 
AIIC fEA~EA tA~ ~IVEPS F£~JCCICALL1 FCR ~SE I~ CO~Pill~G A HISTCRY Cf DRAINAGE ~ASIJI CYNAI<ICS Cf E·CI- CF TH I< l~ERS. fliGI-1 MADE [~ HAlE WEATt.Efl ~llH SCME ~C~TlEREC A~t eROKE~ ClClCS, AI~ TE~P. 14 CEC. C AT 55CO FT., 8 OEG. C AT 9soc Fl., ~SL kllt ki~C Cf IC-15 K~ClS FRC~ 2~5 CE~. 
~AM£ PAll AlfC~!I 
fHC~E ~~~EER ~C4-S~4-3411 
INSliTUliC~ CR AGENCV ~AllCI\Il AfllCI'iAIJliC! Aft[ SFACE ACM 
STREET C~E!APEAkE EAY ECCLCGICAL PFCGRAM CFFIC€ 
CITY loALLCPS ISLA~O 
STATE viRGI~IA 
ZIP CCCE 23337 
FILE t.~I'E 
~I~EPt OEl~~~RE ~~[ EEt\E~ 
GE~EF~l ~EC~FAFhlC AFE~ 
DELA~AFE, EllE~CAlf 
lt 1 
D'~A~lC RI~E~ fA5l~ ChARtClE~ISllCS SlUCY-SCWBRIDGE 
Ct~ ~1\ER, MARYLA~C 
L.S., COASTAl, ~(RlH All.ANllC, MAR~LANDt EASTO~, 
~BSHACl IIISSIC~ wl~2t fllHT lt APllll S, 1973 1 kill- WAllCPS 
Sl~liCN C-54 AIRCRAFT E~LIPFEC kll~ T-11 AERltl IIAPPl~G CAMERA AND l2S CAMERA 
SYSTEI' I~ £CCPER~T!C~ WIT~ kAlfR RESC~RCE5 Cl\. OF L. S. GECLCGlCAL SURVEY. 
0 SJ EC TIAl SCAN"EJ< t.AIJ E-UM;n EHC S Cf ~EG f H liOf'. At-.C tfl.llli'>AGE CI-:AR KTERI S TICS 
Cf SC~BRIC~E A~C EEt~ERCtl' FIVE~ EASINS CUPING EARl' SPRING. hEATHER- HAZY 
WITH lCh ~~[ 1-:IEh !CATlEREC CLCLCS, AIR lE~P. 2 DE~. C AT SSGC FT., IISL WITH 
hiND Cf 1~ ~~ClS FFCI' CSC CE~. 
~AiiE PAll ~LFO~Sl 
FhCH Hl'eER t04-t24-3411 
INSTITUTJCN (~ AGENC' NATICNAL AERO~ALliCS ANC 5P.CE .ADM 
Sl~EEl CHHIPEAH E.AY HCLOGIUL fi<CGRAM OFFICE 
CITY ~ALlCfS lSLt~C . 
SlATE ~~~~~~~~ 
liP cotE .23337 
FILE ~t~E D~NAMIC ~l~ER BA~II'> CHAR.AClERISTICS STUDY-SOkBkiDGE 
PI~E~St CELA~ARE A~C EEAVEP CA~ RIIJEP, ~ARYlt~C 
GENE~IIl GEOGFIIPHIC .AREil U.S., CCASlAt, HHH tllAI'>liC, MllRYLANO, EASTON, 
DEL~~ARE ELLE~CALE 
ABSTRACT MISSICN W.2C8, Fll. 10 MH 1, l'.i73, .. ITH llAlLOPS 
STATIC~ HEllCCflER E'UIPPEC kiTh T-Il IERI'L ~APPI~~ Cti'ERA ANC 125 CAMERA 
SYStE• IN CCOPEPATIC~ kilt h'TEF RES. CIV. Of U. S. GECLCGICAL SURVEY. 
OBJECTIVE - TC CBTAIN l~ll'E~Y Cf ENERCENT LE'f A~O PLA~l ACTIVITY lN SCWBRIDGE 
AN[ fEA~ER DA~ RI\ER BASI~S. ~EAT~ER - CLEA~, WITh 'CC. ~AlE, AIR TE~P. ~3 
DE,. AT 55CC Fl., ~SL hll~ kl~t •1 l! K~DT! FROM 3! CfG. 
~AME PALL AlFC~SI 
fHC~E H~llH 8C4-E<i4-34ll 
INSlllUlJC~ CR AGENCY ~AliCN~l AERCNA~TICS ~~C SF~CE ACM 
STREET C~f!APEAKE B~~ ECCLCGICAL PROGRAM OFFICE 
CITY ~ALLCFS ISl~~t 
STATE ~IRGI~IA 
ZIP CCCE 23331 
lH 
FILE ~A'f CY~A~IC ~lvER BA~I~ C~ARAClE~ISTlCS STUCV-~ARYLA~D 
GE~EFAL GEC~~Af~lC AFEt NCNT~ ~ME~ICA, l.S., MAR,lllNC, OELA~ARE 
ABSTRACT ~JSSICN ~251, fLIGhT Cl, kAS ACCG~PllS~EC GN 
CCTCffR 16, 1S13, ~liLill~G l~E kAllCFS FLIG~T CE~lEF C-!4 AIRCRAfT EQLIPPEC 
WITH A T-11 AHHl ~APPING CAHPA ANO In HlUSFECTilH CAIIERA SYSTEt<. TliE 
fLIG~T ~AS IIPOE 1~ CCCFEFATIC~ ~11~ T~E hAlER RESCLRCE Clv!SICN Of T~E U.S. 
GECLC~lCAL SURIJEY. l~E OEJECllvE CF T~E fliGHT kAS lC CElAI~ I'LlTJSfECTRAL 
I~A~ER' Cf ThE ~IIJER E~Sl" CLRI~G fA~L· ~Ull~~ FCR LSE I~ STUOYI~G A~C 
OEFI~J~G RI~ER EASI~ £'~·~!(~. 
h·~E MICtAEL CC~GER 
fHCM N ll' EE~ SCt; 1:24 3<411 
INSTIJLTICN CR AGE~CY NAlJC~Al~AEFGNAlliCS A~C SPACE ADM 
STREET CHES.PEAKE EAY ECCLCCICAL PRCGRA/1 OFFICE 
CITY ~AllCFS ISlA~C 
STATE ~IRGINIA 
llf CCCE 23337 
FilE NHH lJ)I'A~IC~ OF fALL AIID ~INTf:~ PCPLUTIC~S OF FU~nlvS 
1-ETEHCllll ~ 
GE~ERAL (ECG~APHIC AREA 1\CRTH A~ERICA, L.S., hE~ JERSE,, lUCkERTD~ 
~BSlRJitT FUCI.JLUS HEHROCL IT uS, HE ~ll'~lCHCG OR SAlT MARSH 
KllllFlSh, IS SlUOIEO I~ TERMS CF ITS LIFE ~ISTCRY ANC EEtAVIORAL EIClCGY. 
THIS STLDY ~C~ITCRS f(fULATICII SllE C~AhGES TI-ROLGI- FALL A~O EARLY hiNTER, ANC 
l~VESTifATES CISfE~5Al ANt I'CBllll' CF TtE fiSH. 
~·~E ~EFERE~CE LIE~AFI'II 
FHH 1\li~EER LCl i3-' 11tl: 
INSliTLllOII (R ACE~(' LIBR,RV [f ~EOICI~E ANt SCIE~CE, RUTGERS lNIVERSITY 
CllV ~Eh E~lN5hlC~ 
ST~TE ~fh JERSEV 
ZIP CCCE Cc~C3 
FILE ~~~£ EAST SHI~~ECCCK CllRNAL CATA 
~ENE~AL GEO~R~PHIC AREA ~CFlh ~~ERICA, ~.s •• CCASTAL, NEW. 'ORKr LC"G 
I~LA~C, EAST SrlNNECCCK Et~ 
ASSlRACT CAT• ktS PRCCLCEC CLRING A 24 hOUR FERICO BY 
SlLDENlS ~AJORI~G I~ ~API~E SCIE~CE tl SC~TtAMFTCN CCLLEGE. AT THAT Tl~E 4 
SlAlJCNS kERE ~A~PLEO, •Nt THE fCLlC~l~G FAFA~ETER! ~EFE ~EASUPEC: 
lE~PER~llREt SALl~llY• ~ITF.TE, ~ITRllf, P~CSPHATE, CIS5CLVEO OXYGEN GAS, 
CLCUC CCVER, WII'>C VELCCIT'• ~~C ~IN~ OlRECTIO~. 
~A~E J. F. 'El~EF 
F•C~E ~~~EEF !lt iS! 4CCC 
JNS11Tl1IC~ CR AGE~C' SCLT•t~FTC~ C(llEGE MAHl~E SCIENCE CENTER 
STPEET TLCKAHCE RCAC 
CITY SC~Ttt~flCt-. 
SlAlE ~Ell VCH 
liP CCtE ll'.itf 
flU fit~£ 
GEhE~AL GECGFAP~lC AREA 
l~lAtiC~ EAST S~l~flf(((K 
ABSTRACT 
~Eh 'C~K ~~S SP~PlE{ B~ 
CCtlEGE. TtE P~R~MfTERS 
UH 
FrCNE HI"BER 
INSTITtTIC" C~ ~~Ef>CY 






~ENE~AL GECG~AFrlC AF£A 
ltS 
EAST S~INNECCCK NEw OAT~ 
f>GFT" ~MfRIC~, L.!., CCASTAL, NEW YCRKt lCtiG 
En 
EAST Stl~~ECCC~ EAY NE~R SC~l~AMPTON, LCNG ISLAND, 
STUCE~TS ENPCLLEO I~ I"ARINE SCIENCE AT SOLTtA,..PTCN 
I"EASlREt: lNCLlOE FHC51'HATE, NITRATE ANC fdlRITE. 
J. ~. IIELIIEF 
516 .tf3 4CCC 





EJ!STERN i'AR£\tOCD TPEE DATA J\~0 PRCDLCT VIEl0$-1\GilTH 
~C~lt AMEPIC~, u.s., NCRlH CAROLINA 
AI!S lPACT 
SPECIES OF 
S TlO \.,. 
T~E HEI€hT, Cer, StAPE, VGLLME, A~D AGE Of ELE~EN 
EASTERN .-.AROIICCO TREES ARE MEASUEt IN lt!IS CNGOli\G ~CRTH CAROLUA 
Uti£ 
fHC~E Hfti!H 









614 36<; 4471 
NCRThEA~T FC~EST EXPERIME~TAl STAllCN U.S. fOREST 




EASTERII rJ!RLkCG[ TREE CAlA J!NC PRODuCT 
GENE~AL GEOGPIPhiC J!FEA NCRl~ A~ERICJ! 1 u.s., Vl~GINIA 
AB!lRACl ThE hEIGhT, CE~, ShAPE, ~CLLME 1 AND AGE Of ELEVEN 
SPECIES Cf EASTERN hARC~C([ TREES J!RE MEASURED IN THIS CNGOlNG VIRGINIA STLCY. 
~~~E RCBE~T E~lSEI~ " 
HnE flt.HEF (:14 3t'i ~411 










FILE t-It~ E 
YIEl£5-PE~~!Vl\A~Il 
GENEFAL €EOGRAPHIC A~EA 
111: 
E~STE~~ H~PEIIOCC TFEE CATA A~D PRCCLCl 
~CFTH J!~ERIC'• L.s., PEN~S1L~ANIA 
~BHRACT 
SPI:CIES Cf 
Tt£ ~£1G~1, Cet, SHAPE, VGLL'E• AND AGE OF ELEVEN 













614 3£:S 41111 
~CRTfEAST FOREST EXPERIMENTAL STATICN ~.S. FOREST 




EASlER~ tAHI>OCC Ht:E CA H ·~t PRCCLCT Y IELCS-IIIEW 
GENERAL GEC~FAFHIC AREA hCFl~ AI'ERJ(A• L.S., liE"' VCFK 
J!ESTRACT T~E HEIGHT, CEH. SHAPE, VCLU~E, ANt AGE Of ELEVt~ 
SPECIES OF EASTERN tARt~CCC TREES ARE I'EJ!SLPEC I~ TtlS ON~OING NE"' )CRK STLC). 
NAI'E RCtlE~l t~ISEI~ 
FHUE HHH 614 36~ 4411 










FILE ~~~£ E~STERN LONG ISl~N[ SCLND-SLSPENOEC SEDIMENTS 
GENERAL GECG~AFHIC AREA ~C~Tt ~~fRlCit t..s., CCN~ECTJCLT, NEk ~~VEN, LO~G 
ISl~~C SCL~C, fiStEF! ISlt~C SCUN[ 
IBSTRACT ' 2-YE~R STLC~ Cf 'C~ThLY CeSE~VATICIIS Cf SUSPEftLEC 
~ATEFltLS lT A ~EThCRK Cf 11 SltTICNS IN EASlER~ LCNC ISLAND SCL~D ~~S 
(CNOUCTEC. WATER SAMPLES ~ERE tN~LYSEC f(~ TE,PE~ATU~E. SALihlTY• CISSOLVEC 
CXYGfN. lNC SICLCGICtl CXY(EN [E~tN[, tS ~ELL AS FC~ CC~CE~TRATICN CF 
SUSfEIICEO ••rE~IAL~. ~INC STRESS ANC ~IVEF CISCHA~GE CF lhE CONNECTICUT RlviR 
~ERE CflAINEC fllC' CltER 5CLRCE!. 
NA~E C~. FPANK EC~lE. 
Phct.E H~fER 2C3 1146 lCH 
JNSllTlllCN C~ ~GE~Cl ,..ARI~E SCIE~CES l~STITUTE, LNIVERSIT) CF CCN~EC1ICU1 
5lREE1 ~Hn FCHl 
Cl1Y G~CTCN 
~lATE ((h~ECllCll 
llP CC[E C~3~C 
111 
FJLE Ntf!IE EtSH.U<C CRUISE "'· E-G~-74 
GEIIEP~L GECGf,PriC '~'E~ NCRlr All~NTIC CCE~N, U.S., COASTAl, MID-ATLANTIC, 
110FT .. C~RCLJIIA, CHHAPE 
AESTFACT THIS CR~ISE REPCRT INCLUDE~ OCEANOGRAPHIC DATA 
TA~E~ AT 4( ~TATIOIIS AlC~G A ECC MILE CRUISE TRAC~ RU~IIIIIG ROUGHlY "E FROM 
SEAUFCRT, IICRTH CARCLI"~ lCRCSS ThE GULf STREAM, Nk TO l .. E MCUTH CF THE 
ChfS£PEJKE EAYo liE CLT TC TrE GUlf STREAM• AIID Nk INTC C~PE hE"lCPEIIt AT ThE 
f!IGUT~ OF DELA~ARE.BAl. [AlA TAKEN IIICLLCES SL~f~CE 'lit PRCFILE SALINITY, 
TE~PER~TURE 1 015SCL\fD £XYGEN, ClSSCLVEC CRGAIIIC CAR8CII, PARTICULATE ORGANIC 
CARSCII~ lllTR,TE, NITRilE, TCTAL REACTIVE fHCSPHATE, TCT~l 5IllCAlE, 
CHOFCfiHLl J, CtRfCI\-14, PlitECH"tlCII fiGIHIIlo PARTICULAlE C.hiTIN, 
C~ITI~CCLYTIC f'CTERI~, AND PARTICULATE LI~~T SC.lTERII\G INFGR"ATICN. IN 
•ttiTICI\ FCR W~TER M~SS lRACIN~, SLRF~CE A~D PROFILE CS-137 A"t ~ACIUM-228 
USEC Ell~ ~~TER SAf!IFLE TECH"I'lES ANC SPECIAL CAST S~~FLER TEC~NIQLEICS-131!. 
FEGLL~~ WJ~t. ~AVE• A~C VETECRClCGICAL CBSEFVATION WERE ~L$0 TAKEN. 
~AH HLAH ~lPEEI<MAII 
FHCI'IE HfiEH 3C2 1U I~ U 
INS111U1ICN CR AGEIICY lNI,ERSIT' Cf tELAkARE 
SUEET CCllEGE CF I'ARIIIE STUCIE~ 
CITY ,..E.tR~ 
~T~TE CElt 
21f COI:E l'.i"lll 
FILE ~HE EtSHtAflt CFliiSE fiC. E-l'.if-72 
~EI\E~AL GEOGFAPHIC AREA NORTH ATLAI\TIC CCE,N, U.S., COASTAL, MIC-ATLANTIC, 
CELAMAREt ~CPT~ CAFCLII\A 
•eSlRACT THIS SlUCY 11\CLUCE! DATA ltKEN AT 14 OCEAI\CGRAPHIC 
STAllCNS AlC~G A 600 ~IlE CRUISE TR~(~ FU~~IhG RGUG~LY SE FROM DELAWARE BAY, 
C~fE ~E~LCFEN TC T~E SAR(~~SC SEA JlST BEVO~C THE Gllf STREAM A~O Theil Nk FROM 
TtE S~RGASSC SE~ TC ~ fOINl CLCSE lG TtE MCUTH OF THE CHfS~PEA~E BAI ~NO iNTO 
BEAlFCRl IIC~TH C~~CLli\A. t~TA TIKf~ iNCLUCES SURFACE A~O PROFILE S~liNITY, 
TEfo'Fff~lUflf• 1\lli<.IIH, NITRITE, HCSP~IllEt 5ILICA1E, CHCl<CPHYLl /l, 
PHAECPhHII'I, CS-13iv llACilfo!-.~2E 1 FAtlll'-2,2f, THORllil'-.228, LEAC-210o 
fCLCIIIlii-21C, fliFllCUUlE ~~t CISSCL\IEC NEI'Clll~ AS IIEll AS REGUAR lrHI'<O, WAVE 
AND ~ElECRClCGICtL CESERV~TICNS. 
IIA~E 5TLAF1 ~lffE~I'A~ 
FHCNE ~UeER ~02 131: 1212 
INSllllliCI\ (~ AGE~CY UNI~fRSITY CF tfLAkARE 
SlFEET COLlEGE Cf ~ARINE STUDIES 
CITY IIEktRK 
STATE C.ELHIIH 
2IF CUE 1S711 
FILE NHE 
ClifHPHKE fAY 
GEIIE~Al GECG~IFHIC Jl<fj! 
I<CUTh \ IIH II\ H 
AllSlli.ACl 
SANC MIVES ON THE CCEAN 
1\Af!l E 
FHNE Hl'(ffR 






ECHC SCl~ClNG RECCRDS AT TrE MOuTH Cf THE 
u.s., CC~STALt ~CRTH ATLAN11Ct CHESAPEAKE BAY 
ECHC SCUI\C111G SURVEY TO MEII!URE MIGRATICN RATES Of 
FlCCR AT THE ENTRAIICE TO CHESAPE~KE EAY. 
JCH LLCitlCII 
1C3-4~'.i-8CCC 
CLC tC~JNICN UNI~ERSITY 




FILE ~A~E ECCLCGICAL ANC TA)CNC~IC 5TLCIES Of THRIPS 
ASSCCJATE~ ltiTr ASFtRAGUS Ill NEit JERSE~ 
GEIIERAL GEOGRAPhiC AREA ~CFlr AME~ICA~ L.s., ~Eit JE~SEY, ~Ull!CA HILL 
ASSTRACT THIS FAPER III'E~liGATES SEASC~AL ACTIVITIES Cf 
lHRIFS ESPECIALLY tLRl.G ~A~\E~T SE~SG~. ALTITUDE TE,..DENCIES Of TH~IPS FLIGHT 
~CTI~ITY hERE CETER~INEC. SPECIES CC~PCSITJO~ THROlGHOlT THE G~Oiti~G SEASO~ 
ANC ACTIVIT' CCRRELATEC ltiTH hEAT~£~ lRENC! ~tERE ~LSC l~VESTIGATEC. 
~A~E REFERENCE llfRAFIAN 
PHOM HMfER .2Cl 732 176t: 
I~STJTUTJGII CP 'GfiiC~ LIBRARY Of ~EDICIIIE Al\0 SCIENCE, RUTGERS UNIVERSITY 
CIT' ~Ell E~LIIS~JCII 
ST~Tf NE~t JEKSE' 
ZIP CCCE C€SO 
FILE N~~E ECCLCGICAL CCI\SICERATIC~S fCF OCEAN SITES CFf NEW 
JERSE~ f(R fPCfCSEt ~UCLEAR GE~E~ATI~G STATICNS 1 ~CLUME CNE, PART GIIE, 
ECCLCGICAL STUCIES I~ l~E \ICI~IlY Of CCEA~ SITES 1 ~NC 6 
GE~ERAL GECGRtPHJC AREA NCPT~ ~TLAI\TJC CCEt~, CCAST~L 1 U.S., NEW JERSEY 
~BSlPACT A~ ECCLCGIC~L STLC\ Gf lHE ~A~l~E E~VIRCN~E~T Cf 
T~E CE~TRAL ~Ek JERSEY CC~STll~E Ill T~E VlCI~ITY OF THE PROPOSED GFFSHGRE 
AlLA~TIC GENERATING STATit~ kA! CC~CLClEC CUFII\G SEPlE,BER T~RCUGH NC\EMEE~ 
1~71. PCPLLATJC~S A~C Cl!TRIBLTIC~S Cf FISH, €EN1~1C l"VERTEERtTES, 'NC 
flAII~lCN ~ERE INVES11GATfC. LE~GT~ AIIC hEIG~T FRE,LENC' DISTRIBUTICNS CF 
SPECIES OF FISt ~EFE CETER,INEC. INlERVIE~S kiTH CC~MEACIAL Al\0 SFCRl FIN Al\0 
!HEll FISHER~E~ FRC~ICEC l~f(R~~TIC~ C~ lCCIIL FISHERIES fRCM JA~UA~~ 1S7G 
TH~CLE~ IIC\E~EEF 1~71. 
~~f!l E 
PHCH HI'EEP 
IN~llllTIC~ CR AGE~C) 
STREET 
C I 1'1 
HHE 
.llF C((f 
PliCJECT 1-\JNtGER-Allll~liC GHH~lHG STAT ICN 
-'Cl ti2~ 1CCC 
PlStlC SE~~ICE ELECTRIC ~~[ G~S CCMFt~Y 






ECCLCGICAL CISTFIE~TIC~ Cf SALT 'ARSh T~BA~IDS 
~G~lt A'ERICAt L.S., DELA~ARE, CCASTAL, LITTLE Gf~EF~l GECGF~fHIC ~RE~ 
CREH ~ARH AESTRACT SALT ~A~SH TA8AI\ICS ~tRE CCLlECTED HOURLY EACH DAY 
FROM JllY lC SEPlE.fER 1S68 lh~ClGh 1S14 f~(~ LITTLE CREEK DELAkARE. POSSIBLE 
Cli\T~Cllli\G ECClC(JCtl PARA,ETERS SUCh AS SKY, WINC CIRECTION· AI\D SPEED, 
TE~FEFATURE Al\t RELATI'E tlMIDIT' ~ERE ALSC ~EASLREC TtlS STLOY hAS CESIGNED 
TO GHHER eASE 11\FCF.,Illlll\ FCR CESHiiiM CF (.(NTRCL I'HHCS. 
liA~E PAUL CAllS 
PHCiiE 1\l,.EEF 302 738 2526 
INSTITLTICN CR AGEI\Cl CEPl. Of ElilO,.GLCGl Ali£ AFPLIED ECCLCGY 
STREET Ulil~ERSITY (f CELA~ARE 
CllY NE~t~~ 
ST~TE CELt~~RE 
ZIF CCCE lS711 
FILE N~ME . ECCLCGICJ!l CIS1RI6LTIO~ Cf SALT ,.ARSh TABAI\IOS 1\C~T~ AMERICA. L.S., CELAkARE• COASTAL, LITTLE (EI\EPAL (ECGFAF~IC AFE~ 
CRfH I'ARSH 
ABSliiACl StLl MtRS~ ltBAI\ICS wERE CCLLECTED HO~RLY EACH CAY 
fRCM JULY TC SEPTEMBER lS68 l~PCLGH 1914 FRCM LllllE CREEK DELA~ARE. PCSSIBLE 
CCiiTFCLll~~ ECCLCGICAL PtRt~ETfRS SLC~ AS SX~. WII\C CIRECTIGN AND SPEED, 
TEMPEF,TUIIE AN[ RELATIVE ~UI'ICll) wERE ~LSD MEASURED. THIS STUD~ wAS CESIGNED 
TO GAThER SASE 11\f(R~tli(I\ f(R tESlGIII~G Cf CC~l~Cl ~ElHCOS. 
~AI'E Jet~ C. BR'VSC~ 
fi'CI\E HfoiEER 3C2 tH 44(3 









FILE IIAfoiE ECCLCGICtl EFFECTS LPCii ESTL~RIES RESULTI~G FROM 
LA(C(Ii CC~STRUCTIC~, CREC(l~E, fllli~G, ANC fULKhEADING 
GENERAL GECG~AFHIC AREA ~C~Th AI'ERIC,, L.S., OELAhARE• COASTAL, 11\CIAN 
FIVE~ EAY, FfhCfCT~ EtY, LllllE AS~C~O~AN BAl 
ABST~ACT ThiS STLCY J~CllCES SEASCNAllY TAKE!\ CATA CN 
VA~JC~S ~tTLRAL lFEAS AI\C LAGCC~ SYSTE~S LCCATEC I~ ThE LITTLE BAYS CF 
SCUTtERN DELA~ARE FCR T~E TIME PEAICO JL~E 1573 TC ~~y 1~74, TtE A~EAS Ill 
'LESTICN kERE EXA~IIIED FCR SELEClE£ ASFECTS {f WATER C~EMISTRY 1 flLStlNG 
CHARACTER15TIC!• fiSt SPECIES, CCllfCRP EACTERIA COLIITS 1 BCD LE~ELS, COUNTS CF 
EE,..HIC AH PEUGIC Atd~ALS, AI\D SH,CltllC~ IN BCH E£1\HilC Al\C FElA(lC 
CCMiiLI\ IllEs. 
/ltfi£ 
FlfCNE ~ li'SER 





OP. fRA~Kli~E C. UAIBER 
3C2 738 1.212 
COLLEGE Cf foiARI~E STLCIES 




FILE ~~~~E ECCLCGICAL EFFECTS UPO~ ESTUARIES 1974-75 
GE~EFAL GECGfAF~IC AREA 1\C~lh ATLAIITIC CCEAI\ 1 u.s., COASTAL, CELA~ARE, 
liTTlE ASS~~OMA~ BA,, REtCECTH EAY, I~OIAII ~l~ER fAY 
llBSlRACT ThiS fllf CC~TAiftS THE CATA GE~ERATEC FRO~ A STATE 
Of CEL,WARE FRCJECT TC A!SESS TtE ECGLOGICAl EFFECTS lPGN THE "SPAll SAYS" 
ESTUAR' !Y!TEM! RESUlTING FRCM CCNllliUEO D~ELGINE J~[ fiLLING CPERATICNS Ill 
ThE AREA ARCLIIC LITTLE ASS~WC~tll, Rf~CEDlh, tiiO INCIA~ RI~ER SAYS. THE DATA 
lAKE!\ 011 A SEASCNAL BASIS FPCM FAll 1S14 U~Tll SLM~ER 1S75, INCLUDES SALINITY, 
TEMPERATURE, FISH A~D SE~lhiC SFECIES CJSTRISLTICIIS AIID CC~NTS, AND CISSCLVEC 
()YGEI\ IIIFCR~ATICII FFC~ SCME 3i STATIC~S Ill AND ALO~G THE 8AlSt LAGCC~S, AIID 
TICAL CREEKS Ill ThE TEST AREA. SC~E SEDIMEIIT ANAL,SES ~ERE ALSO PERFCP~ED. 
IIA~E FRA~~LI~ C. C~IEf~ 
FHI'IE /ll~EER 302 731: 121-t 
INSlillTICh CR AGE~C' UI\I'E~SITY (f CELA~~RE 
STREET COLLEGE Cf ~~RIIiE ~TUDIES 
CITY 1\EWtRt< 
Sl~ll CELA~A~E 
lJF cere Isltl 
175 
FILE ~~~E ECCLC~ICAL STUCIES IN ThE EA•s AND CTHER hATERhAYS 
~EAR LITTLE EGG I~LET A~t I~ ThE CCEA~ IN T~E VICI~ITV Cf THE PRDPCSEt SITE 
FOR lHE AlLA~TIC GENERtli~E Sl~TIC~, ~Eh JEPSEY 1 PAPl C~E ~Nt PART ThC 
GE~EPJL GECGFAPhl( AFEA NCRlh ATL~NTIC OCEAN, CCASTAL, u.s., NEk JERSEY 
~85l~AC1 A~ ECCLCGICAL STLCY Of ThE 1E~RES1RIAL AND MARINE 
ENVJRC~MENTS Of ThE CENTFAL ~Eh JEPSEY COASlllNE IN lhE VICINITY CF THE 
P~CPCSft OFF!HCRE ATLANTIC GENERATING STATICN hAS CCNOLCTED DU~ING JA~UARY 
1912 THRCUGh ~A~Ch 1973. SEASC~tl PCPLLATICNS AND tlSTRlSLTICNS CF ~A~MALS, 
EIRDS, FEPllL£!, A'FHIBIANS, LtNt FLANTS, PELAGIC ANt OE~ERSAL FIS~, 
IC~l~'CPLAN~TCN, ZOCPLA~~l(~, Ph)TCFLtNKTC~, A~C EENlhlC ANIMALS ~eRE 
DETE~~l~EC. ~E•SURE~E~lS Cf hAlER TEMFEFATLFE, SALINIT,, CISSOLVEC CXYGEN 









PFOJHT 1<\M\AGER-AllANTIC GENERHING STATICII 
201 622 7000 
PUBliC SERVICE ELECTRIC tNt GAS COMPANY 
SG FAFI< PLACE 
1\EI<AI'K 
t<E\1 J £ ll s E'f 
Gi lC 1 
filE N~H ECCLCEICAL STUDIE~ IN HiE BA'tS AND CTHEI< IIATEfH•AYS 
NEAR LITTLE EGG I~LET A~C Ill lhE CCEA~ IN TtE VICINITY Of T~E FRCPCSEIJ SITE 
FOR HIE JlllAtiliC HfiEI<~TJNG HATHN 1 IIEII JERSEY; \ICLLH ONE-FISHS AM 
EIPEFI~ENTIL STUCI£S. PROGRESS REFORT FCR ltE PERJCC JA~L~RY-CECEMBE~ 1974 
GE~E~AL GECGF~fHIC ~~Et ~(~1~ All~~Tl( CCE~~. CC~STALt U.S., NE~ JERSEY, 
LITTLE EGG IHEl 
ASS1RAC1 A~ ECCLCGICAL STUCY Of T~E SPATIAL AND TE~PORAL 
FOFULATICNS A~C CISTRIELTIC~S OF THE FISHES A~D THE ICHTHVCPL~~KTCN IN THE 
SA'S A~[ ClhER htTER·A~S NEA~ liTTLE EfG !~lET A~C J~ THE OCEA~ IN THE 
~lCI~IlY CF THE FRCFCSEC SITE fO~ THE ATLA~TIC GENER~TING STATION, ~Eh JERSEY 
h~S CCNt~CTEC f~C~ JANLA~V THRCUGh ~C~EMEEF 1~74. lE~GlH-F~E,UENCY 
DISTRIELTICNS CF 12 SFECIES Cf FISHES ~ERE CETER~I~EC C~ A MONlhlV BASIS. 
~EASLPEt PARA~ElEFS Of ~~TER QLALITY l~CLUCEO TE,PERATLRE, SALINIT~, AND 
CISSCl~EC C~YGE~ Gts. 
~A~E 
fHCNE HHE~ 





f~CJECl ~A~AGE~-ATLANTIC GENERATING STATIO~ 
2Cl 6~2 7CCC 
PUELIC SER~ICE ELECTRIC AND G~S COMPANY 
ec F~il~ fLACE 
~Ehi!RI< 
NEll JE~SEY 
Ci lC 1 
li6 
FILE NIH ECCLCGICill Slli!JlE~ IN HE IJA\'~ AND CTHER IIATERiiJlVS 
NEAR LITTLE EGG INLET J!~C I~ l~E CCEA~ IN ltE ~ICINlTY CF THE PRCPCSEC SITE 
FOP THE llllA~liC GE~ERATI~G SltliCN, ~fh JERSEY; \ICLU~E lliC-EPffAUN,, MARINE 
ALGil£, EENTHIC J~VE~TEfRtlfS, P~YTCPLANIITCN, AND ZOCPLA~KTON. PROGRESS ~EPCRT 
FOR l•E PE~ICC J'NlAP~-OECE~EEF lS~~ 
GENE~IlL G£CGRAPHlC AFEA NCFTh ATLANTIC CCEAN 1 CCAS1Al 1 u.s., NEll JERSEY, 
lllllf EH IHEl 
AESTRICT AN ECClCGICJ!l STUCY OF THE SPATIAL AND TEMFORAL 
PQPULATICNS llNC CIH~H!UTICNS CF TI-E EfiHUt, HE ~AilJNE ALGilEt HE IJENT11IC 
~~~ERTEHtTE~t HE fHYTCFLANIITU, lli\C TH lCCPlANKTCN IN THE BAYS AND OTHER 
hATERk,YS ~EAR 1JT1LE EGG INlET ANt IN ThE GCEilN IN THE 'ICINITY Cf THE 
PROPC!EO !J1E FCR ThE ATLANTIC GE~EPilTl~G ~li!TIO~. NEll JERSEY liAS {Q~DUCTEC 
FRCM JINUilRY ltRCLCt CECE~EE~ 1914. MEAS~REt PARAMETERS Cf WATER QLALITY 
INCLLCEC lEMPE~ATLPE, SAL!NlT'• A~O CISSOL~ED CX1EE~ fAS. 
~A~E FRCJECT ·~~'GER-~llA~TI( GENERATING STATIC~ 
Fhet\E HfieER 201 t22 iCCC 
INSliTLllC~ CP ACE~(' PUfllC SE~~JC€ ELECTRIC ANt GAS CCMFANY 
51REE1 H HP~ H~CE 
CITY ~E~tR~ 
STATE 1\tl! .iEPSEV 
2JF CDU OlCl 
FILE NA~E fCClCGICAl STLCIES IN THE BAlS AND CTHER WATERkAIS 
NEAR LITTLE EEG INLET A~C IN T~E CCEA~ IN lhE ~ICI~Il' Cf THE FRCPCSEC SITE 
FC~ THE ATLANTIC GE~EFATI~G STATIC~, ~Ek JEFSEY; VCLUME D~E-FIS~ES. PROGRESS 
FEFOFT FCP l~E FERJCC JA~lt~'-LECE~eE~ lSl! 
GE~EFAL GECGfAfhJC APE~ NCRlH AllA~llC CCEtN. CCilSTAlt U.s., NE~ JERSEY 
~ESlRA(l AN ECCLCGICAL SllVY Of 1HE OCEAN Off THE CCAST CF 
~EW JERSEY IN THE ~ICl~Ill (f ltE FPCPCSEt SITE Cf THE ATLANTIC GE~E~ATI~G 
STATIC~ A~[ CF TtE e•vs ~~t ~tTERk~VS ~EA~ LITTLE EGG INLET ~A! CO~DLCTED FROM 
J~NUI~Y ThRGUG. CECEM8ER 1~73. POPUlAllC~S 'N[ Cl51R1EL1ICNS Cf ADLLl FIS~ES 
~Nt IC~THYCPLA~~lC~ ~E~E ~CNilC~EC ME~SL~E[ FARA~ElE~S Cf kATER QUALITY 
I~CLL[Et SALINITY, lEMfE~ATU~E, CISSCL~Et CJYGEN, A~C SECC~I CEPlH. 
NAME P~GJECT M~NAGER-ATL~~liC GE~E~All~G STATIC~ 
P~C~E ~lMEE~ ~Cl t22 iOCC 
INSTlllTICll CR AGE~C~ PLEliC 5E~~ICE ELECTRIC ll~[ GtS CCMFtNY 
STREET €0 fJ~~ Fl~CE 
·cltl ~E~~~~ 
STilE liE~ JEPSEY 
liF ecce CllCI 
Ui 
fJLE ~~~E ECCLCGICAl STltJES IN THE 8~YS ANC CTHER ~ATER~AYS 
NEAR LITTLE EGG l~lEl A~t IN ltE CCEA~ I~ TtE VICI~IT~ CF THE PROPOSEC SITE 
FCR ThE ~Tl,NTIC EE~ERATlhG STATIC~, NEW JERSEY; ~CLU~E ThC-EP!FAL~A, MARI~E 
AlGAE, AN[ EE~TriC I~VEFTEEFATES. f~CCFESS ~EFORT FCR T~E PERIOC 
JA~l#R,-[ECE~E£~ 1~7! 
GE~EFAL GECG~APHIC A~EA NORTH AllA~TIC CCEA~, CCASTAL, L.S., ~E~ JERSEY 
AESTPJ(T 'N ECCLCGICAL STLC' Of THE OCEAN OFF THE CCAST CF 
NEW JERSEY IN ThE ~ICINilY (F ThE FRCFGSEC SITE Cf ThE ATLlNTIC GENE~ATI~G 
STATIC~ tNt Of T•E EAWS ~NC ~ATER~AYS NEAR LITTLE EGG INLET hAS CO~DLCTEO FROM 
JANUJR' lhPCUGt CECEMSER 1S73. PCfllAliCNS tNt CI5T~lfUTICNS CF EPIFAUNA, 
~AlliN€ AlGH ANC BENHdC 111\IEillEERATES HRE ~C~ITCI<EC. lEIIGH-HEQLE~O 
OISTRIEUllCNS CF ThE ATLANTIC SU~F CLA~r llCC~ CRAB, ANU BLUE CRAB kERE 
[ETER~ltiEC. ~E-SLREC PARAMETERS CF kATER 'lALITY INCLLCEC SALINITY, 
TEHFEFATURE, CJ5SCL\EC CI,GE~, ~~[ SECCti CEFTH. 
··~E PROJECT MANA(ER-ATLANTIC GENERATING STATICN 
PHONE NlMEER 2Cl 6i2 7CCC 
INSTlTUTlC~ Cll AGEf\:0 PLBLIC SEI'~ICE flEClRIC A~C GAS c·CMPAN¥ 
STREET SC f~l<l< PLIICE 
CIT' "E.AR~ 
STATE tiE~ JERSEY 
liP CCCE CllCl 
FILE t.:t~E ECCLCCICAl STLDIES IN THE fAYS AND ClHE~ ~ATERkAVS 
NEAR LITTLE EGG INLET AN[ IN ltE CCEAN IN THE VICINITY Cf THE PROPOSED SITE 
fCR TtE ATLANTIC CEtiE~ATING STATION, NE~ JERSEY; ~ClU'E lHREE-PRGTCPLANKTON 
A~C FERIPHWTCN, ZGCPLA~KTCN~ A~C lERPESTPi~l STUCY. FPCG~ESS REPCRT FCR THE 
PfRICC JA~LlRY-CECE~BEP 1S13 
tENEP~l EECGPIPHIC AREA NORTH ATLANTIC CCEAN, CCASTALt U.S., "E~ JERSEYi 
NCRTH AMEPICA, U.S., ~EW JER!El, CCEAN CCU~TY 
AESTPACT AN ECCLCGICAL SlLC1 Of ltE CCEAN CfF THE CCASl CF 
NEW JER!E1 IN THE \ICINITY (f TtE PRCFCSEC SITE Cf THE ATLANTIC GENERATING 
STATIC~ t~C Gf lfE fAYS, hATER~lYS ANt LAND ~EAR LITTLE EGG INLET hAS 
CCNCLCTEC FRCM MAY 1q12 lhPCLGh MARCH 1974. PCPULAliC~S AND DISTRIBUTICNS Cf 
FHYTCFLA~KTC~. PERIPtYTC~, ZCGFlt~KTCN, A~C TERRESTRIAl ~EGETATION ANt 
hlltliFE WERE ~CNITCREC. MEASURED PARAMETERS CF WATER 'LAllTY itiCLLOEC 
!All~ITY, TE~PERATLRE, DIS!CL~ED CXYGE~, SfCChl CEPlhr NITRATE PlUi NITRITE, 
SlliCA1E 1 ANO C~lt(fHCSFHlTE. . 
NA~E PROJECT MANAGER-ATLANTIC tENEPATING STATICN 
PHC~E ~l~EEF 2Cl 62~ 1CCC 
INSTIT~TICN (R AGf~C¥ PlSllC SE~VICE ElECTRIC Alt G~S CC~P~NY 
~TREET SC FA~K Pl~CE 
CITY N£'~~~ 
!TAT£ NE~ JERSEY 
21f CCCE 071Cl 
lH 
FILE N~ME ECCLCGICAL STLCJES IN TtE SAYS ANC CT~EA ~ATER~AYS 
NEAR liTTLE EGE INLET A~£ I~ ltf CCEA~ IN THE VICINITY Cf THE P~OFCSEC SITE 
fOR lhE ATlA~TIC GENE~~~~~G STATIC~, NEh JERSEY; ~CluME THREE, t '~ANTITATIVE 
STUC¥ OF ThE vEGETATIC~ NEAF ThE CREAl EA' ECLLEVA~C, TLCKERTC~, ~€~ JERSEY, 
PRC(PESS REFCRT FC~ l•E Pf~ICC JANLAPV-CECE,EER 1914 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA ~CFTt A~ERICt, ~.s •• tiE~ JE~SEV, CCEA~ COUNTY 
lfSl~ACT A SlLOY OF ThE fLC~A ANC ~EGElAIICN ~IT~!~ THE 
lCO-FCCT RlGHT-CF-wA) CF GREAT fAY tOLLEvARC, lllTlE EGG b\REG~ TOWNSHIP, ~Ew 
JERSEV ~AJ CCN[L(lEC FRC~ JULY Th~CUGh CCTCEER 1S7~ 10 ASSESS EFFECTS CF THE 
TR~NS~ISSJC~ CCR~ICC~ fCR ThE P~DFCSEC Cff!tC~E ATL~NTIC GE~EPATI~G STATICN. 
~EASlREC PtR~METERS INCllCED DJ~T~IEUTIC~, CE~SIT~, a~t CANCPV CCVER OF PLA~T 
!FECI£!, tGfS CF SfECIFIEC T~EES A~D StAUBS, AhO GRG,~IC CGNTE~l A~O PARTICLE 
Sl2E Cf HILS. 
~AME 
FHCI>iE H~eER 





PRC~ECT MANAGER-ATL~NTIC GENERATING STATICN 
2Cl 622 7COC 
PLeliC SE~viCE ELECTRIC ANC GAS COMPANY 




FILE NI~E ECCLCGICAL STUtiES IN l~E BAYS AND ClHER ~ATER~A~S 
NEAR 111TLE EGG INLET A~D IN THE CCEA~ IN TtE VICINITY GF THE FRCPCSEC SITE 
FC~ THE ITLANTIC GE~EF,Tl~G ST,TICN• ~EW JEFSE,, PRDG~ESS REPORT FCR THE 
PERJC[ JAHM<'t-CECEHER 1<;1.!: 
GE~E~AL ~ECGFAFHIC AREA NCRTH Allll"TIC, CCEAN, CCilST~L, U.S., NEW JERSEY 
AfSTPACT AN ECOLOGICAL STLC' Of THE OCEAN OFF THE CCAST Cf 
NEW JE~SEl I~ THE ~ICINIT~ CF ltE PACFCSEC SITE Of THE AllA~TIC GE~E~ATING 
STITIC~ A"C (f T~E B~YS, MUlliCA RI¥ER, AAC ~ATER~A¥5 F~O~ ~A~AHAkKEN 
CALSEhAY, LGNG B~ACt I!L,~C, T( AllA~TJC CITY, Nfk JERSEY hAS CCNCUCTEC fRG~ 
JANLAFY TC CECE~BEF 1975. PCPULATIONS •t.:o CISTRIS~TICNS OF JUVENILE A~O ADULT 
FISH, ICtT~YCPLtNKlCN, 2CCPLAN~TGN, AND BENTHIC CRGANJ5~S ~ERE ~CNITCRED 
REGlLARLYo ~EASLREC PARA~ETERS (f ~tiER QLALITY INCLLCEC TEMPERATuRE, 
SALl~Il,, [ISSCL~Et ()YGE~, ·~t SECCtl CEfTH. 
NAME FRCJECT ~AI\AGER-tllAATIC GENERATING STATIC~ 
fHCNE NlHH 2Cl 622 7COC 
INSlilUTICA CR AGE~C~ PUEliC SER,ICE ELEClRIC ANC GAS CCMfA~Y 
STFEET EC fANK PlACE 
CITY NEkl~~ 
ST~TE NE' JERSE~ 
liP CCCE 07101 
fiLE ~A~E ECCLCGICAL STUCIES IN ThE ~lCI~ITt GF THE PROPOSED 
SU~~Jl FCkEP STATIC~ Fl5tES GE~EFAL GECGFAP~IC AREA NORT~ AMERICA, u.s., OELA~ARE, CCASl~L, CHESAPEAKE 
~NC CELA~AFE Cl~~l ~BST~ACT t.EEKLY SEINE, TR~~l, GilLNEl, ~NGLING ANC CREEL 
CHSU S~MHES HRE TAKEf\ I~ HE CHSAPEAKf AND OElAkARE CANAL FROI' JAt..UARY 
lt73 TC CECEM8ER 1913. ThiS STLDY ~AS CARRIEt OUT lh CChJLNCTICt.. ~ITH AN 
IClhYCflAN~TCN SllCY ~HIC~ CC~TAINS THE hAlE~ CHE,ISTFY CATA. 
NAME hLCSCN hCE~ 
FHCNE ~l~BER 3C2 42t 353S 
INSTITUTICN OR AGENCY OEL~AR~A PC\IIER 







FILE 1\ti'E ECCLCG1CAL STUCIE5 IN T~E VICINITY CF l~E PROPOSED 
Sl~~ll PO~EP Sl~TIC~ ICTMYOFL'~~l(~ 
GEHFAL C:ECGFtH:.H A~U 1\CHH AHI<ICA, l;.S., CELAkARE, COASTAL, CHESAPEAKE 
li\C tElAJARE CA~Al 
'fSlFACT IC~T~YOPlANKTCI\ lCwS ANC lEMPERAllRE, Ol~SCLVEO 
OXYGENt PH, SALINITY• A~C SECCHI CEflH ~E~!lREMENTS kERE CARRIEC OUT IN ANC 
IlEAl< TH CHSAFE~l<f AMI I:EUIORE Ctoi\Al nEEKl'l fROM llPilll TO DECEMBER 1973 
1\AME ~UOSCN HCEII 
FHChE 1\l~EEI< ~C2 42t 3~3t 
INSllllllCN 0~ AGENCY OELMAR\A PC~ER 
Sl~fET SCG KING STREET 
CITY ~Il~IIIGTCII 
STATE OEltkARE 
ZIP CCCE ItSSS 
lSC 
FILE NA~E ECCLCGICAL STUCIES IN T~E VICINITY GF THE PRGPGSED 
SUI'Mil PCkER SlAlJCN, 'Cll~E ~: ICHl~'CFll~KTCN 
GENEF~L GECE~AFHIC ~REA NCRTt ATLANTIC, COASTAL, U.S., DELMARVA PE~INSULA, 
C~ESAPEAKE A~O CELA~ARE CA~Al 
AfSTRACT CAH CCtHCTEt Ch ThE ICI-<Th~CPLANKHJI\ FOLND IN THE 
ChESAPEAKE A~O CELA~A~E CA~Al t~C AtJACEI\1 ~AlERS tLRIIIG 1hE lt14 ECCLOGICAL 
STlC' CF ThE AGUATIC EfVIRCNI'E~l I~ ThE VICI~ITY Of THE PROPOSED SU~MIT PC~ER 
PlANT AFf PRESE~TEC IN PEPCRl FOR~. ThE tAlA ~AS GAThf~Et e~ USE Of .5 METER, 
.5MM 'ESH PlA~KlCI\ ~ET5. SPECIES CETE~~IhAliCIIS AND CISTRlfUTICNS CF 
IChlh,CFLAa~TCN Ch SClh ~E~TIC~L ANC hCRIZC~lAL LE\ELS ARE PRESENTED IN CROER 
TO OETAI~ INFOPf'H ICN C~ CAll 'V tNC SEASONAL CHANGES II\ POFlLATICN STRUCTURE. 
lENGU-FRHLENCY OIHRIBLllCIIS Cf SHIFEt E~SS UR~H Jll\C PERCEI'ITAGES CF 
\llALITY IN STRIPE[ BASS fGES ARt INCLUCED. tAlA ON ~ATER CEPT~, SALllllTY, 
CCNClCll,llW, TE~PERATLRE, CIS!CLVED O)~GE~, Ph, SECChl CEFT~ ·~c TICAL PHASE, 
CETAINEC C~Rl~G All St~FllNG E~ENTS Cf IChl~YCPLAN~TCN, ARE LIKEhlSE AVAllAijlf 
It- HE HFCFT. 
II AME 
FHH IIUI'EH 






SU~MlT fOkfR STATiCN• 
GEIIEPAL GECG~APHI( AFEA 
OHJllllRf (~1\AL 
3C2 -4.2~ 3H!; 
CEL~~Rvt FGkEfl t~C 





ECOLCGICftl STUCifS tN T.,E ~lCINITY Cf THE PROPOSED 
VGLlME ;: TERRESTRIAL 
1\(Rlh A~Efli(A, L.S., CELA~A~E, CHESAPE~KE ANC 
ASSTRACT OAT' CCLLECTEC tLFII\G A STLCY CF THE TE~RESTRIAl 
ECCLCGY Gf ThE SUM~IT SITE ARE~ ALONG THE ChESAPEA~E AIIC CELA~ARE CANAL FRO~ 
JANUARY lt~CUGh CECE~fER IS74 t~E PRESENTE[ IN REFC~l FC~M. SM~ll MAMPAL 
POPULATICIIS kE~E I'CIIlTCREC fY CATCh PER LNJT EFFCRT ANt ~CAD KILL. SPECIES Of 
AMP~lelANS A~C PEFliLES AS WELL AS SPECIES A~C NlMEERS Cf BIROS ARE RECC~DED 
AS ThE ANII'Al5 CBSEFvEO Ill THEIR ~·Tl~Al ~AElTATS. A f~EECING BIRC SURVEY hAS 
ALSC Ct~RIEO OUT l( CETEF~INE SE) RATICS AIIC T~E ESTIPATEC NUMBERS Gf ACLLlS 
Fffl lCC ACHS. 
II AME 
F.,CI\E HI'EH 






30.2 .t.2'i 3H5 
CEl~AflVA FChER ~~[ 
€CC I<HG SlREEl 





FILE ~IME ECClCGICAl ST~CIES IN. ThE \ICINITW CF THE FRCPCSED 
SL~Mil PO~ER STATIC~, ~Cll~E 1: FIS~ES 
€E~EFAL ~ECGF~F~l( A~Et ~CRT~ AllftNTIC, CO,STAlr L.~., CELMAR~A PE~INSLlAt 
C~ESAPEAKE AND CEL~~ARE Cl~~l 
~SSHA(T CAH CGllECHC C~ THE fiSH~ PRESENT H THE 
CHESAPEAKE 'ND CEl~~ARE CA~Al A~D ACJACENT ~ATERS Cf THE CElAkAAE ANC ELK 
FI~EFS CURING ThE 1974 ECClCGlCAl STLC' CF T~E AQUATIC E~VIRCNMENT I~ THE 
\ICINITW CF T~E FRCPCSEC SU~~IT PCkER PlANT AFE PRESENTED IN REPORT FCRM. THE 
CATA IIERE G:ATHREO H 325 1'1ALLS CF A lt-HCT TRAWLr ll3 ti.HLS Cf A lQ-fGCT 
TRAklt 358 SEJ~E CCllECTICNS, 70 GlllNEl SETS ANt 21 CA'S Of CREEl CENSUS. 
SPECIES CElERMINATIC~S t~t tJSlRielTIO~S A~E PRE!E~lED CN A BI~EEKLY BASIS l~ 
CFCER TC CETAIN INFCR~ATIC~ C~ SE~SC~·l C~~~GES IN FCFLLATION SlRLCTURE. 
STC~tCt ~NtlYSES CF SE,ERAL SPECIES Cf FISH ARE AL5C 'I~EN ON A SEASC~Al 
f!.oiSJS. LENGTI-FREQlEHW CISTRJElTIONS A~D CHCULHEC (;RCWTH RATES H PRCMII\ENT 
SPECIES ARE I~CLLDEO, AS A~E TtE RESLllS CF TAGGI~G SlUCIES ~~C FECUNCilY 
STLCIES CF EGG FRCOUCTIC~. CAT~ CN wATER DEPTh, SALINIT), CO~OUCTJVITY, 
TEMPE~AllREw CJSSClVEC C)YGE~ GAS, PH, SECCti CISK DEPTH, AND TICAL fHASE, 




INSllllliCN CP ~GE~C' 
STREET 
HCH~ HCH 
3C2 li~<; 3:iC!: 
CEl~·R~A fC~ER t~[ 








STATICN J~l' e -
GENERAL GECG~APHIC 
DELAUFE R IllER 
I sec;~ 
E((l(GICAL SlUt' JN TkE VICINITY OF EDGEMOOR 
CECEI'f!EF <;, 1970 
I'I.REA MllHi ~HAHIC CCfiN, CCHTtL, L .. S., DELAtr.ARE BAY, 
ABSTRACT lkE tAlA I~ T~JS FILE CCNSISTS OF SvRVEYS CF fiSHES 
ANC LAPGER JNVEFTEEFATES IN T~E CELAWARE RIYER IN ThE VICINITY Cf THE EDGEMCOR 
PC~E~ PLANT. PkY!ICAl, CkE~ICAlt TIO,L, ANt ClkE~ CATA PERTINE~T TO PCPULATION 
FLUCllliO~S IS ALSC l~ClltEt. T~E CATA ~ERE TAKE~ EET~EE~ JULY c Al\0 OECEMEER 
<;, H1C .. 
UI'IE 
ftiCIIE 1\L,.EEF 





lilC~CN F. hCH 
3C.2 4~S 34S4 
CEl~ARVl PC~ER A~C 






FILE NA~E ECCLCGICAL 5Tlt~ CF THE CELA~A~E RIVER IN THE VICI~ITV CF tRTIFICIAl ISlA~C PRCGRESS REFC~l fOR JU~E-CECEMSEF lS68 GE~ERAl GECGRAFHIC All£• ~UFlk AllA~liC, L.S., CElAhA~E RIVER ~fSl~~(T E>TE~SIVE fiSk CATA FCR THE DELAhARE RI~EP IN ThE VICI~IT~ Cf ARTIFICIAL l5lA~O IS fRESE~TEC. CATA ANAL~SIS RELATI~E TO I~PACl 
Cf SllE~ ~LCLE~F PC~ER SlATIC~ C~ FISh CO~~~~ITY. C~T- CO~ERAGE J(NE THROLGt CECE~BER l'it8. h~CRGGRAPHJC l~fCPMATIC~, FISh SPECIES liST, teL~CANCE, LE~Glht A~C SlATIO~ SI~IlAFllY CC~FA~ISC~S FRESENTEC. SA~PLINE GEAR INClUCEC 
16 fOCl TR~Wl, EEACt SEI~E, fY~E NET ·~D fLA~KTC~ NET. PRCJECT TC CO~TINUE 
fCR ~f\ER~l YE~RS A~C I~CFEtSE IN SCCPE. 
flAME viClCR J. SChLlfF 
FhCH ~liH£1< 3C2 3H H5<: 
I~STITLTICN 0~ AGE~CY IChlhWCLCEICAl ASSCCltTES 
Sli<fET SO 35 H 2 
CilW ~ICCLElC~~ 
!TATE . CELtk.RE 
21P CCCE 1S7CS 
FILE ti.HE 
EE~EFAl (ECGFAfHlC APft 
~AHlt~[ 
E((l(GIC~L kETLA~CS ASSESSMENT 
NCFTii AILA~liCt CC~STAL• l.S., CHESAPEA~E EAY, 
AB51RAC1 fiLE CCNTAINS ~ElltNC ASSESS~EfiTS RELATIVE TC 
fERMil .FPLICATICNS U~CER ~·AYltfiD kETLANO LA~, ARTICLE t6C, SECTICN 718 TC 
731. lARGELY QUALITATIVE CATA FFC~ SITE ~ISIT 1 4 SITES RECEIVED CUANTITATI~E SA~PLI~G: ~VSTIC ~ARfC~. S~LG: tARS(~, FRC~TIEI<TC~~. ~CNTEGG BA't Df\ELGPMENl CC~PCFATICfl. CATA (RCSS FEFERENC£ TO CA!El FILE IN ONR, FISHERIES ACJII~ JH~A 1 ICfl. 
NAME 
FliCNE tll~EER 
INSTITLTIC~ til A(;E~CY 
STREET 






~~RVL~~C CEPARl~ENT GF NATLRAL 





TAkES STATE OFFICE 
FILE 1\AH 
~CRCI\E S~X~TILIS, IN ThE 
GENERAL GECGRAPHIC AREA 
AI\C CfltWIF£ CAI\~l 
1€3 
ECCLCG~ A~C EARLY LIFE hiSTCRY CF STRIPED BASS, 
CELA~~RE ESTltRY 
NCR1H AllAI\llC, L.S., CELAhARE Rl\IE~, ChESAPEAKE 
ABSTRACT TH HilER OElAiltRE IIIVH H TH \IICINITY Of 
ARTJFICAL ISLA~t, 1\EW JEF!EY liAS Sl~CieO FOR TWO 'E~R!. THE'CBJECllVE liAS TC 
DElERHt.E TH UI<U LifE HlSlOH AM ECCLCn Cf THE STRIHI: fASS, ~CRCNE 
SAXAllLIS, WITH EHt\ASIS Cl\ HltiES CF AH, GRthHio FOCD At-.0 DISTRIBUTION. 
Ill~£ ldlllilll H BAHN 
PHOIIE 1\L~EEF 6C9 646 8366 
INSTITLTION OR AGENCY ICHlH,ClCGICAl A~SCCIAT£S 
STREET ecx 35, fl .. C. i 
CITY PICCLETC~~ 
STATE DEli~ARE 
ZIF CCtE 197C9 
FilE II•PE ECOLGG' AND ~ANAGEPENT Of STREAMS 
GEIIEPAL GECGFAF.IC AIIEt 1\(Flh A~E~lCA. l.S., NE~ JERSEY, MICDLESEl COLNTY 
AESTRHT I< SECTION Cf HAlHC(]lE fRCiCK LCCAT€0 IN SCUTH 
CRLNS.IC~ TCW~SHIF Cf PICCLESEX CCLNTY kAS t•ANNELIZEt fOR MOS,UITC CONTROL IN 
T~E SLMMER CF 1.74. SLR\EYS CF ~tlER CUAlll1t WATERFO~l A~D MUSXRATS hERE 
CDNCLC1EC EEFORE ~~0 ~FTEP ChA~NEliZATIO~. lhE SURVE'S ~EFE MACE INITIALLY 




lNSTITlTICN C~ ~GE~CY 





FRl~CIF~l FIS•E~lES 8IClCGIS1 
tc'ii ~s~ t6e6 
NEW JERSEY OEfA~lMENT Of ENVIRONMENTAl PROTECTION 
S•Ellfl!HERIESt 8LREAU (f hlltLIFE ~ANAEEMENT 





FILE NA~E ECCLCG\ A~D MA~tGE~~Nl CF LFl,~C S~·~PS 
GENEPAL GECE~AP.IC ·~EA ~CFl. ~"EPIC•, L.s., 1\Eh JER!EY, BE~~ER ShAMP 
~ll[LlfE ~AN~GEME~l AREA 
ABSTRJICT 1-S PIH OF CllTA Il\11'\f FR E- JMPCUI\CMENT CATA CN TH t 
BEAVEF SkA~P hllCLifE "ANJIGE"E~T ARE~. MCS,lll( ClfFJ~G STATIONS ~ERE 
ESTABLISHEC Al\0 SAIFLEO Ill CCI\TFCL ANt PRE-J~PCUND~EI\1 AREAS. AERltl 
FHCTCGFAFHY tNC E~Cli\C SllCIES hERE USEC TC DEVELOP A CC\IER TYFE MAP Gf THE 
AREA~ CCUNT REflECTS CI\E ~CNTH ~A~PliNG IN tPRil fCF ~CSCLITG ltRVAE OF AECES 
C~~ACENSIS LSING A STA~DtRC FCFCELII\ CIPFEF kiTH C~E Clf STATICN USED FOR EAC~ 
lEN PERCENT CF ThE SAMFLE AREA THAT kAS UIICER WATER. 
NA"E PFl~CIFll FJS~EFIES BICLCGIST 
J't-,Ct;E t;L~fE~ 
JNSTITLllCI\ CR AGE~CY 





fOS .C<;.C f6~6 
NEh JERSEY CEfAFT~ENT CF ENVIRCNMENTAl PRCTECTICN 
S~EllflSHf~lES, EU~EA~ Cf ~IlDLIFE M~NAGE~ENT 




FILE Nl~E ECAF~IC AlG~E IN ABANCONED FIELDS CF THE PIEDMONT 
OF NH JERSB 
EE~EPAL GECEFAPHIC AREl NC~Tt A~ERICA, L.S., NE~ JERSEY, SOPERSET CCUNTY 
A6S1RAC1 SCILS fRCM FIELCS ~ANGI~G Ill YEARS SINCE 
ASAh[(I\~E~T F~C~ ThC TC ElG.TY-lhREEo AND A CLIMAX FOREST kERE ASSA1EO FCR 
Al~Al CCMPC5ITION. ThE CISTRIELliCNAL PATTEFNS OF 22 CENERA Cf 8 ALGAl 
tl\IISICNS ~NC lhEIF FElATl\IE ~EU~Ct~(E hERE CETERMINEC. RESULTS ShC~ED SCME 
[lfFE~ENCES IN GENERIC CC~PCSITIC~ ~IlH IIICFEASING li'E SINCE ABANDC~~E~Tt EUT 
NC E\lCENCE CF TEMfC~AL CR ~EASC~Al SUCCESSIC~ WAS FCL~C. 
N~ME REFERE~CE LIBFAFIAN 
PHCIIE 1\lf'BER 2Cl 132 1161: 
INSTITUTICN CR ~GE~CY LIBPARY Of ~EOICINE AND 5CIE~CE, RlTGERS l~IVERSlTY 
CITY ~t~ EF~~S~ICK 
SHH !IH JEPHY 
llf CCCE C€9C3 
filE N~l'f 
. fitJRSHS 
ECAP~IC f~ClCRS Jilt P~CCLCTI~ITY CF ESllA~l~E 
L.S., CCIISTftl, t.C~T~ AllA~TIC, VIRGINIA, EASTERN 
YCRK Rl\IER 1 kARE All[ CARTE~ CPEEK ~IIPS~ES 
GENERAL GEOG~~P~IC ~~EA 
ShCRE, wAC.JPRE~GUE ~ARS~ 
ASSlRIICT CATA Cll ThE fCAf~IC FIICTC~S II!IC PRO[lCll~llY OF 3 
Thf E•SlE~!I S~C~E CF \I~GlNIA kERf CGllEClEC tT 2 ESTUARIIIE ~~RS~ES CF 
Sl~TIC~S ~C!IlhLl FCF 
!I~PE 
PHOt.E Nllt'fH 




lC ~C!ITHS fl~I~G 1972. 
ll8f<ARIAN 
7C3-e42-2lll 





FILE ~~~E f[CYSJC~E THER~tl fCWER PlA~T STUCY-PEN~SYLVANIA 
GE~ERAl EECGRAPHJC AREA ~CRlH A~ERJCAt L.S., fE~~S~lVA~IA 
ABSlR~Cl IIISSIC~ Wl16» fliG~T 01, WAS ACCOMPLISHED CN MARCH 
26, 1~12, LTILIZING lHE ~·LLCPS fliE~l Cf~TE~ C-54 AIRCRAFT E'UlPPED WITH A 
T-11 HRIH CAHilA AH A~ tAC-i. Tt:fRIIAl IR 5CANNER IN CCCPERAllCN ~ITH THE 
L.S. ·~~y E~GJNEER hATER~tYS E)PERIMENl STA11Gh. J}E OBJECTivE OF THE FllG~T 
WAS TC IMAGE T~E EXTENT A~C l~lENSITY CF THER~Al FlUMES EIIITTEO BY THE 
ECCYSTCNE fCkEF PLANT AT ftiLACELP~lA PENNSYlvA~IA. THE I~ PRINTS DID NOT 
UH. 
NA.ME 
FI-CNE HfrE ER 






EC4i c2~ 3411 
NtliCNAL AEFONAlTJCS A~D SFACE ADM 
ChEStPEA~E fA~ ECCLOGICAl P~CG~AM OFFICE 
hAllCPS ISLAND 
\IIRGlt.U 
FILE ~·~f ECEEMCOF tiR CU~lllY MCNITCRING SYSTEM 
GENERAL GECGFAFHIC AREA N(RlH A~EFICA, L.S., CEL~hA~Et ~lLMlNGTCN 
AfSTR~Cl l~REE ATMC~PHERIC POLLUl~NTS, ~ITRCGEN ClOXIOE, 
OJJOE! CF NITRCGEN 1 A~D SULFU~ CIO~ICE ARE MEASURE[ tCURlY AT THREE PCINTS IN 
THE ~ll,INGTON, CElAhARE 'REA. klNC SPEEC AND DIRECTION ARE ALSC MEASLRED IN 
THIS SlUC~ THAT SEGA~ IN 1973 ~NC IS CCNTI~LING t.O~. 
~A,E HLCSCN HCE~ 
FHlNE NL~HR 3C2 .lt2S 3~3i 
INS111UliCN CR AGE~CY CEl~AR\IA FC~ER 
STREET fCC ~ING STFEEl 
CllY ~~l~INGTCN 
SlATE tELI~A~E 
liF COCE lS~~S 
FILE NAIH EFFECT Cf EN\IIRCNMfNTAl SAliNITY ON THE Ail'ltiO ACIDS (F BALA~US Iil'fFCVI!LS CA~.I~ 
GE~EPAL EECG~AFhl( AFEA U.S., COASTAl, tiCRTh ATLANTIC, ChESAPEAKE BA~, 
VIRGINIA, JAMES RivER, ~IRGINIA BEACH 
~BSlFACl FREE A~lti( ACI[ CCII'PCSITION OF MUSCLE TISSUE OF THE 
CC~MCN EARNACLe, BALANUS I~P~C\IISUS WAS Slltl£0 Al tO~, 3 TC 4 PARTS fER 
lHOUSA~[• INC tiGht 2€ TC 3C P~~lS PER TtOLSAND, SAlitilliES. 
~AME LIB~ARIJN 
fHC~E til~BEP SC4-t42-2111 
JNSTJTLTJCN CR AGENC~ VIRGINIA l~SlllllE Of MARINE SCIENCE 
CllV GLCLCESTER FClNl 
STAlE \IPGINIA 
2lf CttE ~!Cf~ 
!So 
FILE 111M EFFE(l Cf GEESE EAT OUTS ON fLORA AND FAUI\A OF lHE 
SALT ~tRSh 
GENEFAl GECGFAfhiC 
loi llCLIFE REfUGE, 
ASS TRACT 
AFEt t.CFT~ ~MERICA, L.S., ~f~ JEFSE~, BRIGANTI~E 
~fiSLER~IllE ~ILCLIF€ ~REA 
FAtJI\A litRE INH5THATEO 
NAI'E 
HC~E 1\L~EER 
INSTITLTICN C~ AGE~CY 





ffffClS C~ WEGET~TIC~ DE~SilY ~NO !~VERTEBRATE 
BEFC~E ~AC AFTEF GEESE FEECIN' CN TWG SALT ~ARSHES. 
fPI~ClfAL fiSrEFIES eiOL((IST 
tOS ~S~ f6tll 
~Eh JERSE~ CEP~Rl~ENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PRCTECTION 
A~C StoEllFISHEFIES, ELREAL CF hllCLIFE ~·~~GE·E~T 




FILE ~J~E EFFECT CF GEES~ EAT-OllS CN THE MARS~ fLORA AI\D 
HUA 
EE~ERAL GECGR~f.IC AREA NCRT~ AMERICA, L.S., NE~ JEPSE~, B~IG~NTI~E 
\lllDLIFE H FLGE 
AESTRACl PRELI~I~AFY It.VESliGATICN Cf S~C~GEESE EAT-CUT 
G~A21NG EFFECTS 0~ THE IN\IERTEERATE fCFLLAllCN IN T•E BRIGANTI~E ~ILCLIFE 
REFLGES M.RS.E5 kAS CARRIEC CUT. A CCMPARl~CN FOR SE\EN INvERTEBRATES l$ 
PEPORlEC BETWEE~ ~CR~AL \EGEJATED PLOTS AND etRREN EtT-CUT PLOTS. 
~A~E f~INCIPAL FlS~EPIE~ BlCLCGISi 
PHONE t.ll' B ER tCS :2S2 6 tU 
JNSTlltJTJCN CR AGENC~ NE~ JER!E' DEFA~lMENT CF E~•IRG~ME~T~l fRllECTICN 
Dl\IISIC~ Cf FIS~, GAME A~C SHEllFIS~E~IES 1 fL~E~U Cf ~llCLIFE MANAGE~E~T 
SHEET F.C. EO) lECS 
CIT~ T~f~TC~ 
STtTf NE~ JERSE' 
ZIP CCCE C6t~5 
FILE ~·~£ EFFECT Gf SOIL CISFOSAl CN BENTHIC CCM~~~ITIES 
GE~E~Al GECGFAFHIC ~FEA ~C~Tt AMERIC~, L.S., COASTAL, DELAWARE, LE~ES 
'6S1RACT lhE FURPC!E Cf lhlS. STLOY kAS TC EVALUATE THE GROSS 
ICC~~L~IT' CI!FLPlJ(~, ~CFT~LilYJ BICLCEICAL EFFECTS CF CRECGI~G A~O O~ERBCARD 
SPOIL CISPCSAL I~ ThE 6RE,Kkj1ER hARBCR. LE~ES, DELA~ARE, ON BE~ThlC MARINE 
It>IIEHEfRilTES.. lH Sllt'l CCNSISHC Cf THREE jSPECTS: ll PhYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY 
~~0 ~ERIAL FhClCGPAFtY, 2) MARINE GECLCGY, ANC 3J MARINE EICLCGY. ~FECIFIC 
CEJECTI~ES ~ERE: 1) 10 CElER~INE THE REltlJ\ElY SHCRT-TERM OISPERSICN CF 
SPOIL! FRCM ORECGI~G, '~t 2) TC CfTER~I~E lt£ SHCRT-TER~ BlOLGGICAL EffECT Of 
SFCIL CISPCS'L fRC~ [~fCtlNG. T~ERf hERE 1C3 STATIC~! ~IlHIN ThE Sl~CY AREA 
liHICI< liERE 5AI'FLEO THEE TJI<ES; IJECEI<!BER l'i7lt I'JlRO 1'>72 AND JUliE 1'>72. THE 
FAPA~ETEPS CETER~llEC 1~ lhE STLCY 'REA ARE CLRREJ\1 SFEEO AND DIRECTION. 
SPECIES DETERI'IJIATJC~ AJIC COUNT OF BENTHIC ANIMALSo SALINITI, lEMfERATLREt 
CJSSCL\ED CXYGEJ\ 0 EH 1 SilE A~AlWSIS Cf SEDIMENTS, flCI<ASS CF BENTHIC tliiMALS 
A~O ~ECCHI CJSC CEFTH. 
1\AMf 
Pl:iO~E HIIEEI< 





~EAR t•E ICLTH Cf CELA .. ARE 










CF ~~RillE STUCIESt UI\IVERSITV OF tELAWARE 
EfFECT Df SPCIL CISPOS~L GN EENThiC CCM~l~IllES 
EA'I 
~C~T~ ~llA~TIC, CC~STAL, U.S., OELAkARE SAY, 
A8SlRAC1 CATt fPC~ A CC~F~E~ENSIIIE STUCY OF lHE GRCSS 
EfFECTS CF CRECGI~( A~O D\ERBCAPD SPCIL DISFOSAL C~ ~ACFCEE~THIC ANI~Al 
CO~~l~JTIES IN T~E lE~ES BFEt~~ATE~ tAF8CR F~C~ CECE~EE~ 1S71 TC JLLY 1912 ARE 
FPESE~TEC IN FEPCRl FO~M. PAJCP OBSER~ATIO~! lNCLLOEC HWCRCGRP¥1C CAT~ 
CTE~FER,TU~E, S'LIIIllY A~[ CISSCLVEC G~'GE~); CYE STLDIES ANC CRCGUE STUDIES 
CF Cl~RENl FATlER~S; SECI~E~l (C~PCSITIC~, lEMfERAlUPE AND EM; BATtY~ETRY ANU 
SFCll CEFCSITIC~ FiTl~RI\S; A~C ~ACRCBEI\T~IC A~l~Al CISlRif~TIO~S. 
~AI'E CU ~AlRER 
fHH ~LHEF !C~ f4~ 4CCC 
tNSlillliCN DR AGENCY CCLLEGE CF ~ARI~E STUDIES, U~lVERSlTY Cf DELAWARE 
CIT' . LE~ES 
STATE CELt~ArE 
liP ecce JS<;H 
lH 
FILE ~JI'E 
t~t ~~~¥LA~t CSFPE~~ EFFECTS Cf E~VIFC~MENTAl PClluTANlS GN CGN~ECTICLT 
GE~EFAl &ECGFtFhlC ~Fft NC~Tt 'TLANTIC, CCASTAL* u.s., CO~NECTICUl AND 
fiAI<HJttl: ., 
A8STR~(T t T~C YEAR STUCV CCNDLCTEC IN 1S66 AND lScS IN 
WtiCt EGGS ~ERE f)CkA~GEC BETkEEN NESTS Of CSFRE'S I~ ~ARYLANC ANC 
CCNNECTICLT. TkE SllOY TESTE!: THE ~YfCTHESIS THAT ThE CECLINE IN FEPRCOUCTIVE 
SUCCESS Of CCN~ECTICLT CSP~EYS IS EY SCMETti~& WITHIN THE EXTERNAL E~~IRCNMENT 
CF TH EGG~. 
flAME 
PHNE HI' EER 





STA~LEY N. ;JE~E~ER 
~Cl 17t 4tH 
8LREAU CF SFD~T fiShERIES AND kllDLJFE 




FILE 1\t~E EFFECTS OF FERTILIZER NITRCGEN AND fkCSPHCRLS 0~ 
GROWTH A~C FLCWER fLC CEVELCP~E~l Of ~~CCCCE~CRC~ ·~CSEU~ ELEG~~S' ANC 
'AHFICA 1 
GE~EF~L EECSP·F~!C ·~E~ NCRT~ AMERICA. L.s •• CELA~ARE, ~E~ C#SILE CCUNTY 
'ESlRACl fFESE~TEt I~ REFCRT FCRI< ~RE EATA CCLLECTEC DURII\G 
~ STLCY CCNCUCTEC I~ CElA~A~E FRO~/ 197C 1( 1S1l TC DETERMINE TH€ EFFECTS Of 
FERTILIZER ~IlFCGE~ LE,El~, fHCSFH(RLS lE,£lS A~C ''RIOUS SOIL ·~E~t~ENTS CN 
GROWTH ·~C flO~E~ [f,ELCF~ENT IN 9-MCNTH OlD GkEENkCLSE-GPOWN LINERS CF 
RtCCCCE~CRC~ CLLTI~·RS 'RGSElM ElEGA~!' A~t 1 A~ERICA•. 
~AMf ~CFRI~ LIERARY 
FHC~E ~l~fER 3C2 13~ 2455 
INSTITLTICN OR AG£~Cl UNI~ERSITY Cf DEL,~ARE 
Clll ~EhtR~ 
~HTE CHA~tH 
2tf (([£ l'i711 
HS 
filE At'f EFfECTS Cf ~ARS~ ~CDIFICAliC~S 
GE~ERAl GECGF~PHIC AREA ~CFTt AMERICA. l.s •• ~Ek JE~SEY. TUCKAhOE ~ILDLIFE 
HE' ABSTRACT TEST FlCTS hA'E BEE~ ESTAfLISfEC CN THE SALT 
MARShES CF ThE TlCKAHOE ~llCLiff A~EA 10 MC~ITCR ~~~ERTEERATE PRCCUCTION AND 
CHANGES IN \EGETATICN AfTER l~EtT~E~l ~ITt CFEN ~ARSH hATER MANAGEMENT 
TECH~I,LES. TH~EE YEA~S CF FRf-TREATMENl DATA IS PRESENTED. FOND A~D DITCH 
'LTE~ATICNS hiLL ee CARRIED CLTt 50 lN~ERTEfRATE AN[ ~EGETAric~ CCLNTS hERE 
CCNE (~ CC~T~CL A~( flCTS TO Ef TREATEt. 
~A~E PRINCIPAl FJStERIES 8ICLCGIST 
fHCNE ~l~EER 60S 292 668t 
INSTITUTION CR AGE~CY ~E~ JERSEY CEP~RTMENT CF E~VIRCN~E~TAL PRCTECTIO~ 
CI\ISIC~ Cf FISH, ~A~£ A~C S~ELlfiSHERIES, SlREAU CF WilDLIFE ~A~AGE~E~T 
.!!HHET F.c. EO HC~ 
CITY TFE~TC~ 
STJTE ~E~ JE~~EY 
2If CCtE Cft~~ 
FILE NA~E EFFECTS Cf PESTICICES ANE EN~IRCN~E~TAL PCllUTAftTS 
C~ ~AILS A~[ S~CREEIRC5 
~E~ERAL GECERtPhl( AREA ~C~T~ 'MERICA, CCASTALt L.S., NEW JERSEY 10 SCUTH 
ORCL lf\ll 
ASS lRAC 1 THE EG~S Cf CLAFPER R-6 Il• ~ IllET, AI'.D AMERICAN 
OYSTE~ CATCtER ~ERE CCLLECTEC FFCM NEh JERSEY TC SCLTH c•RCLINt llNC MEASURED 
FC~ ThiCK~ESS A! ~Ell AS CR€1l~CCHLC~I~ES A~C FCB. 3!0C EGGS WERE MEASURED AND 
3C EfGS ANJLYZEO FCR CFGl~CChLCRl~E Ff~TICICES ANC PCE. 
NtMf R. I. SMIT~, CIREClOR 
FHCNE ~l~fE~ 3Cl 116 4fEC 
INSlJTUliC~ CR AGE~C1 PAll~E~l hiLCLIFE ~ESEA~CH CE~TER 
STREET 'IERATORY BIRO AND HABITAT ~ESEARCH LAB(RATCRV 
CIT' LAUREL 
STAT£ MAR,LA~C 




EFFECTS (f PCWER PLANTS I~ T~E LCWER OELA~ARE RIVER 
EE~E~Al GEOGRAPHIC AREA ~CATH ATLA~TIC, CCASTALt l•S•t OELAk.RE RI~ER 
teSlRACT TC CETERMI~E TtE EFFECT~ CF THERMAL DISCHARGES BY 
ltREE fOkER PLl~TS LCCAlfC C~ THE OELAkARE Fl~ER EETkEE~ lRENTCN N.J. AND ThE 
Pt. - [fl. liNE, T~ElvE ~A.Pli~G STATIC~S hERE US£[ lC CeTAIN k~TER SAMPLES 









tR. Cl~CE E. GCttCE~ 
.a~ !ti :nee 
TtE llCAtE~V Cf ~AllRAL SCIE~CES 




fiLE NJ~E EFFECTS. OF S~CC.tRIN C~ BACTERIAL SPOT Cf PEPPER 
EENERAL GECGFAFHIC aFE~ ~C~lh AMERIC~, L.S., DELA~t~E. SUSSEX CCU~TV 
ABSTFACt PRESENT£[ lh REPCRT FORM ARE CATA CCllECTED DURING 
STUDIES CCNCUCTEC I~ CELA~APE CLRING 1~6t C~ THE EFFECTIVENESS CF SACCI-ARI~ IN 
((~TFClll~( EACTERIAL SFCT (f PEPPER (CCPSJCL~ ANNLM L.}. INCLLCEO ARE RESLLTS 
Cf CBSERVATJC~S C~ TtE CJFFEFENCES EEThEEN FEFPER PLA~lS RESISTANT ll~t 
~LSCEPTIBlE lC SAClEFIAL !fCl. 
hA~E MCRRIS .LitRA~Y 
fHCNE fll~eER 3C2 i3f 2455 
INSliTLTICN OR AEE.CW L~IVERSITY CF CELA~ARE 
CITY ~EhtRK 
STATE tElA~ARE 
ZIF CCCE 1S1ll 
FILE NJME EffECTS Cf SPRA~ ~llCHES CN SOil TE~PERAlURE• SCil 
MCISlLREr AN[ GFChTt Cf ASF~RAGU5 A~C CIRECl !EEGEC FEFPERS 
GENERAL GECG~AFHIC A~EA ~C~Th t~ERICA, i.s., OEL.6kARE, SUSSEX CCUNTY 
tSSTFACl DATil COLLECTED CLRING FIEtD STLCIES CCNCUCTED IN 
CElAktRE CLFING 1961 TC CflER~I~E ThE EFFECTS CF SC~E SPRAY MUlC~ ~ATERIAlS Cft 
SCIL lf~fEF~Tu~EY 5Cll ~CISTURE, GRChl~ Cf [lfECT SEECEC PEPPERS A~D ASPARAGUS 
SPEAF FRCCLCTICN A~C YIELD ARE PRESENTED IN REPCRT FCR~. THE ~LLCI-ES USED IN 
THE !LR,EY I~ClUOE SLN ~t~ (t FAFAFFI~ ~AX E~LLSIC~l. ELVACET lA PQL)VJN)L 
ACEHTE E,_lLSICNh SOIL SET Ill i!UUCIHE-STYFEt.E CCFOLYI'ER) ANC CCIIEIIIATIONS 
CF EL~ACET AN£ SCll SET ~lTt SlN ~AJ. 
N.6~E M(F~J! Ll(R,t!R) 
PHCM H ~fER 3C2 'i3 ~ 2455 
INSllllliC~ CF A~E~C' U~I~ERSITY (f CEL~~ARE 
CIT~ ~E~AR~ 
!lATE CElt~AR£ 
liF CCCE 1~711 
1 s 1 
FILE t\AI'E EfHClS CF TEI<FEFtlURE JIM SJ!llt.ITY Ct-1 
CS,.C~EGUllTICt-1 Of CEVELOfi~G SFIN~ CCGfiSf. (SCUALLS ACAt.ThiASI EMeRYOS 
GENERAL GECGFAFHIC AREA NC~lH AlLANll(, L.S., OfLAwJ!RE EAY, CCASTAL 
AESTRACT SPI~\ CCGfiSH• S~UALUS ~CA~T~IAS LINNAEUS, EMBR~CS 
kERE ACCLII'A1Et TO A !ALINITY Cf 26 FA~lS FER THCUSJ!NC AN[ lC CfGREES C FOR 24 
HCLRS, THEN lRANSFERFEO INTO SlllNITIES Cf 16, 26 ANt 36 PARTS PER THGLSAND AT 
TEMFEFATUFES Cf 3, lC ANC 20 DEGREES C. AFTER 62 HCUFS, PLAS,.A SAMPLES WERE 
CBTAINEt. THIS FROCEDLRE ~AS AGAIN REffATEC ~ITH CTHER E~SRYCS AND PLASMA 
SA~FLES CETAINEC AfTER 1~ tCURS. THE SA,.PLES kERf At-IALY2Et FCR PLA!MA LREA, 
CHLORitE, -ATER ~~[ C~MCTIC PRESSl~E. SALI~ITY HAC lhf GFEATEST EFfECT ON 
lREA, C~LOFJCE A~C CS~CTIC PFESSLRE. HC~EVER, HIGH TE~PER~TURE (~0 CEG C) 
APPEAREC TO I~FLU~CE PlA5~A LREA ANt t~LCRIDE ElCRETlC~. THIS STUDY SUGGESTS 
THAT SPJ~Y tCGFISt E~BFYCS ARE ~YPER(S~CFEGLLATCR5 A~C RE,Ul~E €6 ~CLRS TC 
OB1Ait> CSI'CTIC EQUIUERUH. THY i<EHt THIS fCUUU!RUlfol tn VM<Ylt.G TH MAJOR 
PL'S., CS~CTIC SCLLTESt lREA ~~[ SCCIUI' CHLORIDE, lt. THE BLOCO. 
~AME LIBRARJ~~ 
PHCIIE 1\li'EH 1C2 t-45 6t74 
INSTJTLTICN DR AGEt.CY UNI,fRSIT' Cf CELAWARE, ~ARif\E STATION LIBRARY 
CIT' LEkfS 
STATE CElt~ARE 
ZIP CCCE 1S5~S 
FILE f\HE EFFHTS Cf TROPICAl STCR" AGf\ES Cf\ THE CHESAPEAKE 
Sll'l 
GE~ERAL GEOGFAP~IC AREil L.S., COASTAL, ~CRTH ATlANjic, C~ESAPEA~E EAY, 
H~G I~ lA 
AESiRA(1 ~tSSIC~ kl~3, FLT. I, kllH MALLOPS STATICN C-54 
AJ~C~Afl E'llPFEC kiTH T~C T-11 Af~ltl CAMEFAS ON AUG. lt 1972, IN CCOFERATION 
kiTH ~A. l~STITUTE CF ~AFI~E SCI. IN TANGIER ISLA~C, ,A. REGIC~ CF CHESAPEAKE 
BA~. OBJECTIVE- TC AC,UI~E AIFECR~ ~ATLRAL CCLOR A~( fLACK & WHITE l~AGERY TO 
I~VESliGATE SEOI~E~TATIC~ lh CtESAFEAKE SAY A! RESULT Cf TROPICAL STORM 
RA(NES"• fLIGhT IN FiJR kfATHERt NC CVERCA!l, CONSIOERIIBLE HAZE, AIR TEMP. 10 
CE€. C AT lCOCC FT., ~!L kllH \ARIASLE ~~~D !FEED. 
~A~E FtUL tlfCNSJ 
PHOH 1\l~E!£11 H~-1:24-3411 
INSTITUTIC~ C~ AEEt.C~ f\AlJCI\Al AEROI\ALJICS AI\C !fACE ACM 
STREET C~E~tPEA~E EAY ECCLCGICAL PFC€RAM OffiCE 
CIT~ ~AllCf! I!Lti\C 
!TtTE Vl~(ll\lt 
21P CCCE 2333i 
FILE f\~1'£ 





EFFECTS OF ~ARitTICN t~ DISCHARGE Cf\ THE STREAM 
ChRISTIANA RI\ER [ELA~ARE 
AREJ! NGRl~ AMERICA, C(ASTAL, u.s., CELAWARE, C~aiSliJ!~A 
'ESTPACT TtlS Fi(E CCf\lAI~~ STREAM CHEMISTR~ CATA fCF THt 
CHRISTIANA PIVER• OELAkA~E CLRI~G l~E FERJCC fRO~ APRIL 1S73 TC JA~U~RY 1974. 
THE CHA .CCLLU:TEC H 3 STAT 1Cl\S J!lGf\G ThE SlREAI'I INCLLDES SCOJll't SFECIFIC 
CGf\CLCT ANCE, NITRATE, SLlfATE, CFT~CF~CSPt~TE, TCTAL HARDNESS, CALCIUM 
PAFD~ESS, ~·G~ESI~M HtRC~E!S, SILICA, CtlCRJ[E, ALKALI~ITY, A~C Ph. PPYSICAL 
FAFA~tTERS SUC~ J!S STREA~ STAGE Af\C STREAM FLCW AFE ALSC MEASURED. 
NA~f REf£REl\CE llEFAF.Ita 
F~C!\E f\lf.fEP 3C~ 13f .24~5 
INSllllTICl\ CR AGE~(' uNIVERSITY (f CELtkARE 
STFEH f<O~~IS LIE~An 
Cll~ NE•IRK 
STAT£ CELA~AFE 
liP (C[t 1S711 
FILE NHf EGCHEll HIC~MSS IN IHR~HG CCVE POPLLATIONS 
Gf~ERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA ~CRT~ A~E~ICA, L.S., ARlZCNA, CALIFC~l\1~, GEORGIA, 
I~OIA~At ~EW JE~SEV, NO~lt CARCLINA, CKLl~DMA, SC~Th CAKCTA; UTAH, Y!PG!NIA, 
IChA• LCUISIANA, ~ISSISSIPFI. ~l!SCURI, ~EERASKA, 1EJAS 
'BSTRACl CC~CLClEC IN l9t9 At-10 1S70, Ttl$ STUCY CC~PAREO 
EGGStElL THICKNESS (f THE MCRNI~G CC~E PCPllATlOAS IN 16 STATES. 
NAME J.f. KPEJllE~ 
FtC~E ~l,EEF !Cl 116 4iSC. 
INSliTlliC~ (p AGENCi U.S. B~~EAU CF SPCRT fiShERIES ANC ~ILDLIFE 
ST~EET PAllJE~l ~llDliFE FESEAFC~ CE~lER 
CIT' ltUFEl 
STATE ~AR,lA~C 
ZJF ecce ~c~1c 
FILE Nt,.E 
GENERAL (ECGFAFtiC A~Et 
ANC [flA~AF1 c•~tl 
ElE~E~TAL A~ALYSES Cf C AI\£ 0 CANAL SECIMENTS 
NCFTH ATL~~TIC, L.~., CHESAPEAKE BAYt C~ESAPEA~E 
AfSlPACT CATA P~ESE~TEC f(R 19 51tliG~S It. ThE C Af\C C 

















THE IIF fClllll(~ EC~~C 
GE~EFAL EECGFAPhiC AREA ~C~TH AMERICA, t.s., PEN~SVL~ANIA, PHILACELPHIA 
~SS1PAC1 TtE PURPCSE OF l~IS MCNITGRI~G PRCGRA~ IS TC SUFPLY 
THE ~IR PCllUllC~ DATA ~ECESSAPY 10 I~F~C~E T~E 'UALITY Cf PHILACELPHIA'S AIR. 
AT PRESENT ELEWE~ SltliC~S CC~TINUCUSL' MCNITCR CC, SC~, NITROGEN CXIOES, 
HY[RC(ARBC~S, CC2, ClCNE, ~NC FARllCULATE MATTER IN THE AIR. COEFFICIENT Gf 
HAZE, lE~PERATLRE, A~O ~INC CIFECTIC~ A~[ SfEEC ARE AlSC ~EASUREO AT CNE 
STATIC~. C~TA ARE FEC I~TC A CC~PUTEP AN[ STCREO FCR (5 CAYS~ ~CNTHLY AND 
A~NUAL FEPCPTS ARE JSSLEO ~llH CCMFILATICNS Cf A'E~AGE PCLLUTICN LE~ELS. BASE 










215 Ht 516<: 
flillA tEFT Cf PLELIC 




FILE NAME EIIEFCY IJTILJ2ATJCN IN ThE liARS~ CR~e, SESARMA 
FETICll~TU~ (Stll 
GENERAL GECG~APHIC ARE~ NC~TH tllANTIC, IJ.S., CEL~WARE SAY, CANARY CREEK, 
CC~SlH 
ABSTRACT ThE ~ARH CRIIE, SESARfii.A I<ETICULATUM CSAV), fEEDS 
PFIM,FILY UFON T~E COCGRt!S, SPARTINA AlTE~IIlflCRA, [IJRING THE SUMMER MONTHS 
IN CAIIARY C~E£K MARSH !lEWES, tELA~APEl. I~ SC OCIIIG, SESAPfiA IS A PAPT Of T.,E 
SECONC, C~ liERBI\CFE, TRCPJC lEVEl Ill ltE ~ARSH. A STUDY WAS UNCERTAKEN TO 
[EJE~fii~E THE ENEFCY UlllllEt EY SESAR~A Jll FEEDING lPCN SPARTl~A C~ER 
llNAR-MONlHLY PERICCS. A~Cl~TS CF SFA~TI~A I~GESTEC J~C ASSIMILATEC, I~ TERMS 
Cf GFAMS OFY hEIGHT, WERE FC~~[ FC~ THREE (RCuPS (F CPABS. THE~E STUCIES 
INDICJTE ~ PCSSIBLE RElATIC~SHif BETWEEN Tt£ QUANTITY CI.E. G~A~S DRY WEIGHT) 
ANC/CR QlALITY {I.E. ASSCCIATEC ~ITH ~A1UFI1Yl Of SP~RTINA AVAILABlE TO THE 
CRAES A~O l~E A~C~~TS I~GESTEC tNt ASSIMILATEC. THESE CAlA, IN AOOITICN TC 
CATA f~CM RESFIRAli[N MEASUREME~lS WERE CO~BI~EO kiTH lNFORMATIC~ FRCM THE 
LITE~ATLRE 10 CC~Sl~UCT E~E~GY EUCGETSw I~ TEPMS CF CtLCRlC VALUES~. fOR THE 
THREE ~RCLFS. SlESEQUE!IlLY, THE [AlA WERE EXTRAPCLATEC TO THE MARSH ECCSYSTEM 
TC OBTAIN ESTI~ATES Cf E~EFGY UTILI2A1ICN El THE ~A~SH POFULATICN Cf SESARMA. 
NAME LIB~AFIA~ 
FHI\f HI'8ER 3C~ t~~ tt14 
INSlll~TIC~ CR A'E~CY UI\IVERSIT~ Of DELAWARE, MARINE STATION LIBRARY 
CITY lE~ES 
ST~TE OELA~ARE 
ZIF CCCE 1S55~ 
FILE NAI'f 
RETICll~TU~ (St11 
GE~EFAL GECG~APHIC AREA 
CHEll 
154 
ENERGY LTJLIZATICII IN THE fARSh CRAB, SESAR~A 
ABSlRACl THE ~APS~ CR~B, SESA~~t PETICULATU~ !SAY), FEECS 
FRI'~~llY lfC~ Ttf COCGRftSS, SPARli~A ALTER~IFLORA, OUPI~G THE S~M~E~ ~O~TtS 
l~ C~NtRY CREEK MAFS~ (LE~ES, CELAkAREl. l~ SC CCI~Et SESARMA IS A PART OF THE 
SECO~O, CR HEREI~CFE, T~Cf~IC LEVEL I~ ltE ~AJSt. A ST~CY kAS LNDERTAKEN TO 
OETERI'l~E THE E~EREY UTJL12Et E\ SE5ARNA IN FEEDING LfON SPARTI~A C~EP 
lL~AF-fC~T~lY FERICCS. A~CLNlS Of SPARTI~A I~GESJE[ t~C tSSl~IlATEC, INTER'S 
CF GRA~S C~Y WEIGHT, kfFE FCL~C fCF lt~EE GRCLPS CF CRABS. THESE STUtiES 
JNtiCJTE t FOSSISLE RELtliC~StlF EET~EEN TtE QUA~lllY II.E. GRA~S CRY WEIGhT! 
ANC/CR QUALITY II.E. ASSCCIATED kilt 'AlURllYl Of SPARTINA AVAILASLE TC ThE 
CRAB! t~D THE A~CL~lS I~EESlEC tNO ASSI~ILlTEr. l~ESE O~TA 1 IN AOCITICN TO 
CATA f~CM FESPI~ATIC~ MEISUREMENTS, ~ERE CCI'SINEO kiTH INFOKMAllO~ FRCM THE 
llTfPAlURE TC Ct~Sl~lCl E~ERCY BlDGETS, IN TERMS Cf (AlCRIC ~AlUESo fCR THE 
T~REE GRCLFS. SUESE,UE~TlY, l~E CAlA hERE E~TRAPCLATEO TO THE ~ARSH ECOSYSTEM 
TC CET~IN ESTIMATES Cf E~E~G~ lllliZ~TICN ·£1 THE MARSH PCPtlATICN CF SESAR~A. 
~AME JCh~ C. BRVSCN 
F•CNE ~~MEER !C~ E1t 44C3 








FILE NAME E~TC~ClCGICtl CCLLECTIC~ 
GE~EPAL GfCEFAFhlC AFEA . ~CRT~ AMERICA, l.S., NE~ YCRK 
ASSTRACT THE CCllfCTICIIS Cf ThE NEW YORK STATE MLSEUM ARE 
THE L'FGEST SCIENTIFIC CCLLECTICNS I~ ~EW ''~~~ NCRTH GF ~EW YCRK CITY. THEY 
ARE lSEt FCR RESEAFC~ A~t 11\SlRlCTIC~ FC~ SC.,CCLS ~~t CCLLEGES AS ~ELL AS fOR 
INCI\ICUAL SCIENliSTS. CCLLECliC~S APE WEll CATALCtlEC €XCEPT FOR RECENT 
ADDITIC~S ~HlC~ ~ERE SCIENTIFIC STLDIES. ~~~~ TYFE SfECI~ENS OF I~TE~~ATIO~Al 
I~PCRTA~CE A~E FRE5EN1 I~ T~E CClLECllCN,.~·lCH CG~lAI~S APPROXIMATEL~ 30C,COC 
SPfCJ~E~S. IT IS CIIE Cf T~E T~R£E L~RCEST CCLLECTICN! IN NE~ YCRK Sl~TE IT IS 
ALSO C~E Of THE CltEST, CAliNG SACK TC 1S!4. IN At01TIC~, THERE ARE 
JPFRCXI~'TELY 3,CtC fLA~T SPECI~ENS SHChlNG I~SECT t'~~GE OR WCPK, INCLUOI~G 
ThE ft~CLS fELT GAll COLLECTIO~. PARliCULAFLV OUTSTA~Ol~G ARE THE COLlECTIO~! 
Of LA~GER ~CT~S AN[ EUlTERFLIES, FLIES Cf ~E[ICAL tN[ ~liS~NCE IMPCRfANCE, 




INSllllTICN C~ 'GE~CY 





CR. hlGC Jt~~e'C~ 
516 414 -!El~ 





FILE Nt'f E~~IRCN~E~l A~D StllNJl' TCLE~AlCE IN T~E GENUS 
fl!IClll$ 
GE~fP~l GEQGF,PHIC AREA NCFTH ~~EFIC~, L.S., ~155CLRI, TE~NESSEE, FlCRIDA, 
GEORGI~. CC~NECTICLlt ~CFTH CARCLJ~A, ALAEA~A, CALIFC~~IA 
tBSTRbCT THE CBJECTI~E CF lHIS Sll[Y kAS TC CCNSIOE~ THE 
CCRREL~TICNS fETkEEN E~VI~CN~ENT'l S~liNITY ~NO FHYSIGlOGICAl TOLERANCES Of 
HICH t~C lC~ SALINITIES IN A REPRESE~TATIVE GRCUF CF SPECIES OF f~~DUlUS. 
PARA~ElERS ~EASLREC I~ClUtE: SFECIES CElE~~lNtTIG~ Cf CE~ERSAL FISH, CCUNT Of 
[f~EP~Jl FISt, SAll~JTYt ANC CALCIU~. THE CAT~ wERE CCLLECTEC FRCM lStS-1912 
Al SITES l(CATEO ~~ ~ISSCli<I, TEN~£SSEE, flCRICA, ~EORGIA, CO~NECTICUT, NCRTH 
CARCLJ~~. AlAEAMA, ·~C CILlfCRNJA. THE CATA ARE A'AILABLE I~ FLBLJShEC FCRM 
A~O ~E~E COLLECTEC EV DR. FCBEAT k. GRIFfiTt, BICLCGY tEPARTMEN1 1 SOUTHEASTERN 
~ASS~CtlSETTS l~IVEFSilYt NCRTh DART~OLTh. ~ASSACHlSETlS C2747. 
NAME CR. FCeEFl ~. G~IFFITH 
PloCH 1\LI'Hii 617 <;~7 93tl 
JNSllTlliCN C~ ~GENC~ SCLltE~STE~~ IIASSAChUSETTS LNIVERSIT• 
SliHET {illi loESlPCI<l I<Ctc 
CllY 1\(Rlh DARTIICLTh 
!TATE 11~5StCHLSE11S 
2H CCU C2i4i . 
fiLE Nt~E E~~~~(~~ENT'l ASSESSMENT Cf ~COCBUR~ CREEK MARSHES 
GENEI<H GECGR~flilC AFU 1\CHh Af!ERIO, L.s ... CCA.STAL, 1\Elo JERSn, 
GLCLCE!JER CCl~ll. ~CCCBl~· CREE~, ~E!SI~ft ~L~ 
AES1RAC1 THIS STLCY CCNE lC EVALU~TE ~CCDSUR\ CREEK MARSHES 
~S H-n EXIST 10 i:ElERHH PClEflltJil IHIICT! I:UE TC A PRCPOSEC RCUT2 1-2'>5 
1~1ERSEC1IC~. I~CLlCEC I~ 1•1s EXISTI~E CC~DlliO~S STLCV ~ERE CAlA CN BASIC 
VE~flAliON, Ahii'Al CCII~U~ITIESt P~CClCli~Il~, ANC ~AlE~ 'UALITY CHE~ISTRY. 
Nft~E ~AtFH ecce 
FHNE ~I.IIHR HS 1~1 t14t 
INSllllllC~ (~ AGE~CY FUTCERS U~I\E~SllY 
STREET BICLCG~ OfPtRT~E~l 
(llY Ct~[EN 
~TAlE ~f~ JE~SEY 
HF ecce CH<2 
1S6 
FILE 1\Hf EI\VIIiC/It'HHL CC/ISuLTATIC~-loHL~NCS LYM.liA¥EN Ai<EA 
CF LC~EF CtESAPEA~E EA' A~D Ell2A6ETH Fl~EF 
GENERAl GEGEFAP~IC AREA L.S., COASTAl, ~CRlH ATlA~llC, lOhER ChES,PEAKE 
BAY, VlRGI!\lA, L'~N.AVE~ EAY, ELIZAeETH ~1\EF 
~BSlRACl Sl~~E~ CF t'C~CGP~FHIC AI\[ SIClCGICAL P~RA~ETERS CF 
lCkEP CHESAFEPKE fA), LY~NHJIVEN BA' ANC ELIZABETH ~I~ER, VJI. OATA CCLLECTEC lN 
CCNJU~CliC~ ~ITH CC~l~ACl ~CR~ FC~ CG~l~AClC~S A~C LA~C CEVELCPERS 
·A~£ Ftll KIRK 
PHGNE llliiBEI< H:'i-ltE<.l-SCCC 
lNSllJlTJC~ CR ACENC' OlO CCMII\10~ L~I~ERSilY 
STREEl I~SlllLJ£ CF CCE~~CGRAP~Y 
(JTY 1\(RF(l~ 
STAlE ~I~Gl~IA 
2IP COCE 235(8 
filE 1\A~E EIIVlRCII~E~lAl I~P,CT ANC EfflCAC' CF O'LCX USED FCR 
G~PS' IICTH CCNlRCl IN ~~~ 'C~K STATE 
GENERJL GEC~RAP~IC A~EA 1\C~Tt ~~ERICA, L.S., NE~ VCRK, wESTCHESTER CCUNT~ 
AE!TRACT A !lltV Of fFFECTS CF FESTICJCE CYLCX 011 PlANTS, 
A~l~PLS Al\C IN5EC15 Al SJX 50 ACRE SITES I~ "ESTCHESTER CCU~TV, N.Y. CURING 
JUI\E, 1971 IS PRESENTEe. SAMfLfS aERE lA~E~ THE CAY ffFC~E SFRA,ING t~C 9 
TIMES AfTERhAPOS, L~Tll lC6 c•ws ~FlER SPAtVI~G. TWC hEAT~ER STATIONS WERE 
fSTAELIS~EC• t'EASL~I~~ WI~C SFEEC ANC ClRECTICh AT 5C A~C 8 FEEl, tNC 
TE~PER~TURE, RELATl~E rl~ICITY PNC PRfCIPlltliC~ CC~TII\uCuSLY FCR: ~EEKS AT 
THE f FCCl SlATICN. THE FfFSlSlA~CE Cf CYLCX RESJCLES ~AS MEASLREC €1 LEAF, 
TWIG, LITTER, SCIL MLt, FIS~, EIRCS, RCCE~l A~D I~SECl SAt'PLES, A~ALVZEC BY 
EXTRftCTIC~ l~C GAS C~RCMATCCR~f}~. SCIL CAGA~ISM Df~SlllES ARE ~ECCRCEC. 
I~PACT CN E!RCS AIIC ~·~~Al! ~AS ~EtSLREC BY ~CRTALllY• BEHAVIOR AN[ tBUNCANCE, 
~NC RESICUE LEVELS• CENSITY Cf MACROIN~ERTEERAlE~ AT 5 SITES ~AS SAMFLEO 36 
liMES. CRGANIS~S PER SFECIES FE~ ~ETE~ IS ~ECCRCEC. ~CRIALITY CF GYPSY MGT~S 
~H CHER IIISEC1S 15 HASLHC H 5C HCTS. 
N~~£ R~~MCNC L. MJRLE~, DIREClC~ 
FHC~E ~l~eEF 315 ~73 8673 
INSTilUTJCN CR A(E~CY APPLIE[ FC~ESTF~ ~ESEA~C~ l~STITUlE; 5 ~OCN L!oKAKY 
SlFEET CCll£Gf CF fNVI~CNMENlAl ~CIENCE A~C FCRESTRY 
CIT' S\FACLSE 
ST~TE NE~ 'CR~ 
·ZIP CCCE 13.aC 
1 <; 1 
FILE N~~E E~VIRC~~ENT~L I~FACT ASSESSMENT CF ! PROPOSED 
AllE~~lli~E~ f(R CftFACITY f)PA~!IC~ AT FtiL~CELPHIA I~TERAATICAAL AIRPCRT 
GE~EF~l GEC'F~FHIC AFEA ~C~TH AMERICA, t.s., PENNSYL~ANIA, PHILADELPHIA, 
FHILltELPHIA I~TERt,TICN'l AIFf(RT 
AESTFACT AN •sSESSMENT CF 5 PROP05EO ALTERNA1I~E5 FCR 
E)fAt!ICN AT PtiLAtELPtl' ItTE~NtTICNlL AIRPORT hAS BASED ON GECLCGIC 
CC~OITICNS~ VEGETATICA kiLCLIFE HISTORICAL !IlES, AND PARKS A~C REC~EATJONAL 
A~EAS. CESEF,ATJON! ~ERE ~ACE BY JACK ~C CCR~ICK AtO ASSCCIA1ES, l~C. FROM 
JANUA~Y, 1S7G 1( CClOEERt 1973. ThE APEA S~FRCUNCI~G ThE AIRPORT hAS CBSERVED 
ANt PECCRCS KEFT 0~ 5PECJ£5, hABITAT A~[ "IG~ATOFY h~eiT5. 
~A~E JACK ~C CC~~IC~ 
HiOE HHH .()5 (:41 SCCC 
INS111L1ICN OR AGENCY JACI ~C CC~~lCl AN[ ASSCCitlESt I~C. 
STREET ~ll ClO L~~CASTE~ RO 
CIT~ EEF~~~ 
STATE PE~~SYL\A~It 
ZIF CCCE lS31-' 
FILE N~I'E H~HCiiHHH I~PJlCT STJTEI'ENT ON TH CCNHRUCTION 
AND CFERJTION CF A CFECGEC SPCIL DISPOSAL ~REA IN LCGAN TCWNSHIF, GLCUCESTER 
CC., II,.J,. 
GENERAL 'ECEP~FhlC ~REA NCFTh AMERICA, u.s., NEW JERSE~, GLOUCESTER COUNTY, 
LOGA~ TC~N~HlP• CCA~lAL 
AB!TR~Cl l•IS FEFO~l IS AN ASSESSMENT Of ENVIRONMENTAL 
C~ANGE Tt~l kOlLD BE LIKELY TC RESULT FPCM ltE USE Cf ThE SITE FOR ClSPCSAL CF 
tllEOGE SFCILS .. HiE CAT A tilE All E IT tiER FAU~AL IN VEl\ lCRY OR wATER QUAL 11~ DATA. 
NAflf CR .. JIIMn A .. SCHH 
FHnE HHER 215 (:41 3110 
JNSTillllCN CR AGENt\ JA(~ •ttCFI'ICK Alit ASSCCI,TfS 
~lREET E~C ~~lERLCO RO. 
CIH CHU 
STilE FE~~~Vl\ANIA 
21 F (([ E PB::! 
fiLE l\MH 
!EAS~CRE tNC lhf ~ILEU~ 
GEl\ERAl ~ECGRAPti!C AREA 
CCUH, FIRE JHA/IC 
lH 
E/1\IPC~MENTAL ~~~E~TC~Y (f ThE fiRE ISL~~[ ~ATIC~Al 
FLCYE ESTATE, SUff(lK COU~T~, ~Ek YORK 
~C~lH A~EFIC~, l.S., COASTAL, ~Ek ~CBK, SUFFOLK 
AfSTRACT ThiS ~EFORT CCNl~I~S Flt~l t~C ANI,.l SURVEY DATA 
OJ\ THE fiRE ISLANC ~AT!C/I'L SEASHCRf ~~C hJLELR FLO'C ESTATE IN SLFFCLK 
CCLNTY, NE~ YCR~ ThE STUCY, CC~E F~CM 1~13 TC 1915o INCLLOES CCL/ITS t~C 
SPECIES DETER~I~AliCNS CF BIRCSo ~A~MALS, REPTILES, AMPtlBIA~S, IINC LISTS CF 
LA~C PlANTS ll ~JRICUS SlLCY ARIAS ~IlhlN ltE 2 GENERAL LGCATICNS, SIG~IFICANT 
tiSTCRICAL ANO LITERIITLRE CATA INCLLDED TC tMFLIFY FlfLC ~GRK. 
~~~~E JAC~ ~C CCF~ICK 
fhC/IE ~l~fEP ~1! t41-SDCO 
INSllllllCl\ CR AGE~CY JtC~ ~C CCR~ICK A/IC ASSCCIATES, INC. 
STREET !11 GLC LANC~STEP FOAC 
CIH EE!lt~YN 
SlATE JE~NSYL~~NIA 
llf C£CE JS31~ 
FILE ~~~£ E/I~IBC~~ENTAL CL~LITY Of J~I'~ICA EAV 
GE~ERAL GECGPIFHIC AREA NCRT~ A~E~ICA, l.S., CCAS1Al 1 ~EW YCRK, ~.Y. 61GHT, 
JAIIAICA BH 
AESTRA(T ThE H\IIRCN~Hltl QUALIH Gf JM!AICA BAY !'AS HEN 
L~OER ~~~E!JIGATIC~ !I~Cf l'ii1C. ~PPRCXI~IT£LY 140 STAliO~S HA~E SEE~ SAMPLED, 
Cf ktiCH SC STATIC~S ARE IN ThE eA' ~RCPER, !7 ARE l~ EA5I~S AlO~G T~E BIIY'S 
HHHRII AIIC EJ!STERII ShCI<E, A~C 2G IRE ll\ RCCKAWAY INLET AND ThE ADJACENT 
CCEAN. ~AlER ~~llVSIS, SEDI~E~l '~ALYSIS I~D eENlHIC ANt ~LANKTCNIC SLRVEYS 
HA\E eEEl\ CCNE J!T EACH STATION. ThE WATER S~MFLES ARE CCLlECTED 1 ~ETER 8ELCk 
ltE !URFACE AND 1 ~ETE~ (ff THE fOlTC,. TH£ PIRA~ETE~S CETERMI/IEt tRE 
ELECl~ICAL CONDUCliVITY, TE~FEFATLRE, tiSSCL~EO CXVGEN, CHLORI~ITY, 
EIOCtEMICAL OXY'E~ CE~AAC, SECC•I CJSC OEPl~. CRlHCPHOSPHATE A~O ~ITRITE. 
SECI~ENTS ARE ANALV2EC FG~ ~EFCORW, ARSf~IC, SELE~IU,, LE~D, CHRCMIU~, NICKEL, 
ZINC, CCFPEP, CCEAll, CAC~IOM, SILVER, ~ANIICILM A~O MOLVBCENUM. SIZE A~ALWSIS 
Al\C CLA' ~JNERlLGGY APE ALSC CElE~MINEt. 
~A~E kllllt~ h~~~IS 
fHONE ~ l~ EER 4112 IS C S4 14 
INS1Jlll1C~ (p AGE~CV CEFtFT~E~l Cf GECLCGY, fRCCKLVN COLLEGE 
CIT 'I BRCGH '~ 
SllTf IIEk 'CRK 
ZIP CCtE 1121C 
)I; c; 
FILE t.JH EII\IIRCI\I'Ef\HL (;UHITY Of NEw YORK BIGI"il 
GEI\E~AL GECG~APHIC ARE' ~C~T~ A~EFIC~, L.S., CC~STAL, 1\EW YCRK, N.Y. BIGHT 
Hqi<Hl TH fi\IJIRCNMENHL I;UALIH CF THE 1\EII YC~K EIGHT 1-:AS 
iEEN ~~DE~ 11\~ESTIGATICf\ SINCE 1910. AFFRCaJM.TELY 130 STATION~ HAIJE E~EN !A~PlECt ~~t AFE SITUATE( IN Ttf tUOSCN CH~NNELo T~f 'llAI\TIC BtACh SHELF, THE 
~LLCGE DlSFO!Al AREA A~C LCNG ISLA~D StElfo kATER ·~·LYSIS, SECIMEI\T ANALYSIS 
;NO B~NTHIC AI\C PLAf\KTCNIC SL~\fYS HAVE fEEl\ CCNE. ~ATE~ SAMPLES ARE COLLECTED 
1 I'ETEF EELCW THE SURfACt Af\C 1 ~ETEP Cff ltE BOTTCM. THE ~ATER SA~P1ES ARE 
ANALY2£D fCI< p~, TE~PEPATlRE, ELECTRICAl CC~OUCTIVIT't, CISSCliJEC OXYGENt 
C~THCPtCSP~AlESw CtLC~CFtlll t, e, c, CiSSCl\EO ~EAVY MET~lSt ~ITRATEo 
NllRITEt c•LCRI~ITY, AlK,LI~ITY ·~C SALINIT'· SEOI~ENT! ARE A~ALYZEC FOR . 
MERCLR,, ARSE~ICt CMPO~ll~, CCffE~. CGf~llo ~ICKEL, CAC~ll~t LE~C. ZII\C ANC 
~CLYeCE~~~. SIZE ANALYSIS Cf TI-:E SECIMEf\TS IS ALSO CONE. 
~~~i ~IlllAM ~tRRIS 
PhOH 1\li'EEll H2 i8C 5411 . 
lNSTITLTICI\ CR AGE~CV CEP~RT~E~l CF GEClCGYt E~CC~LY~ CCLLEGE 
CITY e~CCKLY~ 
STAlE ~Ek YC~~ 
Zlf CCCE ll.HC 
FilE NAME E~~IRCI\~E~ltl ~lCI~TIC~ I~ 1\E~ YCRK ST~TE NCRTt AMERICA, u.s., NEh YCRKo GREAT lAKES, N.Y. GE~EPAl GEC~FAFklC .FEA 
e IGtn IESTRA(T TtE CEPA~T~Ef\T CF ENVI~CN,ENTAL CC~SERVATICNS 
~ADICLCGIC'l Bl~E~U MCNITCRS T~f ENVIFC.Mf.T TO OETlR~lNE THE LEVELS GF 
~M~-~~DE PtCIG~·CTIVIT't. IN l<iil 8 1 5CO RACIOCHEMICAL AIIALYSES IIERE MIIOE ON 
2
1
52t ~A~PLES. ~LCH Cf ThE SjiMfLING IS OCNE I~ THE \IC!f\ITY Cf ~UCLEAR 
FACILITIES ~1\t IN TtE SU~~CUf\ti•G AREA. lEVELS OF RACIC-ACTIVITY IN AIRt 
~·TERt ~ILK, fALlCLlt !ECl~ENT A~D BIC~ATEFIALS j~R£ CETEPMINEO. 
NAME MR. ELGE~£ J. ~ICHJEt 
HCH f\l,.eu; 518 ~~i HCC 
JNSllllllCN OR AGENCY BLPEPU CF FtCICLCGICAL fCllLTICN CGNTROlt NY STIITE. 
CEFT E~~IRC~MENTtt CC~SE~V~TIC~ 
STREET 5t ~CLF FCtC 
CITY ALB.I\'t 
STATE f\Eh 'tC~~ 
ZIP COtf 12.21:1 
2CC 
FILE f\t~E ff\Vl~GNME.TIIl RESEARC~- CREAl SClTH BAY 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA •GFlh AllA~llC CCEtl';, U.S., CCASTAL, •• Y. EIGHT, 
(IHH SCUTt fA'f 
IIBSlRACT lt SlAllCNS IN CREtl SCLTH eAY ~ERE SAMFLEC EVERY 3 
kEfKS FJC~ JUNE ISIS TC ltE PRESENT·FOR TUReitllY, lEMfE~AlURE, SAll~ITYt 
CISSCL~ED CX,GEN, tiG"l l~lEN!ITY, 1\lTR,lEt TCTAL NIT~CGE~, SECIMENT SIZE 
~NAL~515ANt CCL~T AN[ SPECIES CfTER~INJTIC. Cf EEf\l~IC FLANTS. 
~~~f KENNETH L. £KOEllNER 
fHCN£ ~l~fE~ 516 751 79CC 
JNSTITUTICN CR AtENCY N'l SlATE DEFT GF Ef\IJIRCN~Ef>.Hl CCNSER~AliHt su•r 
~TREH f:LiltiN~ 40 
CIT~ S1CN~ ERCC~ 
STITf NEk YCRK 
ZIP CCCE ll7~C 
fiLE N~ME E~VI~CN~E~l~l RE~EARC~- ~CFICHES etY 
GENEPAL GECE~'Phl( •REA NCRlh ATlANTIC CCE~N, L.5., COASTAL, f\.Y. BIGHT, 
f<.CRJCHS f,t\'t 
AESTRACT 6 STATlCNS If\ MCRIC~ES f~Y ~ERE SAMPlED CNCE EVER~ 
! ~EEK! FRCM AFRIL 1S73 10 ThE FRESf~T f(~ IL~SICITI, TEMPERATURE, SALINITY, 
OlSSCL~fC CXYGE~, llGtl INTE.SITY, NITRATE, ICTAl NITROGEN, SEDIMENT SIZE 
'NAL,SJS ~f\C CCUNT A~C SFEC!ES CETER~I~ATICN OF fE~ThiC fLtNTS. 
f\AME KEf\1\Elh L. E~CET2NE~ 
FHCNE ~l~EER !lt 1~1 iSCC 
INS1Ill1ICN C~ AGENCY ., !l,lE [ffT Of EN~IACA~fNTAL CC~SERVATICN, SUNY 
Sl~EET BlllCIN~ 4C 
CITY STC~l E~C(K 
STATE ~E~ '(~~ 
ZJF COtE lllSC 
FILE A~M£ ENVIRC~MENT~l RESEARCh- S~INNECOCK BAY 
GE~EFAL GECGrAFHIC APE~ 1\0~Tr ATLA~liC CCEtN, u.s., CG~STAL, ~.~. EIGHT, 
SHIHECCCI< En 
ABSTRACT 6 ~TITIO~S I~ StiNAECCC~ BA~ ~ERE SA~PlEC EVERY 3 
~EEKS FRC~ AFRll 1S7! TO T•E FRE~Ef\1 FCR TL~eiOilY, lE~PERATLRE, S'll~ITY, 
CISSCLI/Et CXYGH, LIGHT lf\TEN~IlYt fiiTRAlE, ICTAL NIHCGE!•., SHIMEH SIZE 
AN,LYSIS, CCL~T .NC SPECIE! EETE~~INATICA Cf fE~THIC flA.TS. 
~A~f ~E~~Elt l. E~CETlNER 
fHC~E ~L~EER 516 151 1~CC 
IN5TlllliOA CR AGEf\CY ~y STATE [EPl Gf E~VIRC~~ENTAl Cl~SE~~ATIG~, SUhY 
Sl~EET Elll[ING 4C 
CITY !lC~' E~CC~ 
STATE ~E~ 'tCRI< 
liP eccE 111~c 
FILE t.A~E 
lt.CI'~ ~I~E~ SlAllG~, 
GEt.EFAL GECGFAFHIC A~EA 
IIICIH ~1\'EI< 
2Cl 
EN~IFCNME~!AL RESPCIISES TC THERMAL ClSCH~RGEo FROM 
I~CJjiN ~I~E~, CEL·~~~E 
1\CRTI- AlANTJC CCfAt., CCASHL, U.S., CELAWARE, 
ABSTRACT STlCIES RElATI~E TC THE Et.~IRC~~Et.TAL EFFECTS OF 
T~E l~tiAt. FIVEI< FCWEI< Sl,liC~ CF l~E CEL~ARVA PChER At.D liGHT CCMfAt.) 0~ THE 
lt.OIA~ RI~ER ESTUAR~ kERf l~ITlATED It. l~e6 AS A RESULT OF I~TERESl CN THE 
PA~T Cf THE CELMAR~A PCkER A~C LJG~l CCMFA~Y IN CCLLECTION Of BIOLOGICAL FIELD 
DATA FRCM T~E Jt.DJAN RIVER PCkER ~TATIOt.. It. 1967 THE SluDIES hERE AOCED TO 
THE ECISCN ElECT~IC INSTITHE C((lliNG IIAlH I<ESEARUi PHJECT ti<F-4~) CF THE 
JCHt.S HCPKI~S LNIVE~~llY. TME !TLCIE~ HAVE IN~CLVEC t CETAILED EXAMINATION Of 
kATEI< CUALlTV At.C t.UTPIENTS IN ACCITION 10 TEMPERAllRE I~ THE INCI'N RIVER 
ESTURY. Fl5HERIE5 DATA Hr<E CCLLECTEC n U.E I~OHII RIVER TC STI.JIJY THEllNORMAl 
CISTPJEUTIC~ Cf lOULT Alit JUVEIIILE fiS~ES Gf BOTH RESIIJENT AND MIG~Al~~ 
.SPECIES ~S ~Ell AS l~E Ol5TRIBUTICN REL~TI\E 10 THE THE~MAL DISCHARGES FROM 
THE 11\DIAN RI\ER PCWER STATICII. STUDIES Cll T~E SPECIES CCMPOSITION Al\0 
OISTR18UTICII EEIIlHIC 11\VEFTEER,TES HA~E AlSC BEEN CCNDUCTEC IN THE \ICINITV OF 
THE IJ[IAN FIVER PCkER S1AllON. FLAII~TCIIIC IIIVES1IEA1ICNS HA'E 11\VCLVEC 
POPULAJJCN AND CIVERSIT~ 51UlJIES IN THE ESTUARY, All[ tAVE BEEN AUGMEIIlED BY 
EIIJR'I~MEt.l STLCIES Cf T•E EFFECT Cf PASSIIIG ~ICRCSCOPIC CRGANIS~S THROUGH THE 
CCNCE~SER S~SlEM Cf THE PCWER SlAllCN. 
1\A~E HlCSC~ F. HCE~ 
FHI\E HMHR 30~ ii2S ~4S4 
INSliTLliCII CP AEEIICY CELfARVA POWER ANC LIGHT COMPAI\) 
STREET 8CO.~l~G ~TREET 
CITY ~~l~lt.GTCN 
SlATE CELAIIA~E 
ZIP COtE l'if~S 
fiLE U~E Et;\IJ~CNHNUt SlRIIEY Of A~ INTERIM OCEAN CLMPSITE 
~ICCLE ATLANTIC BIG~T 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA ~CRT~ AlLANllC CO~liNENTAt SHELF, U.S., MICCLE 
tiTUIHIC Blt;hT, CHSAPEAKE BHHT, INlERII' lCEAt. Cli~FSITE 
ABSTRACT ~ Sl~IIEY CRUISE hAS MADE TC A PROPOSE£ INTERIM 
SlUCGE CUMFING SITE CN THE CCNllNENTAL SHELF IN THE l'lCClE ATLANTIC fiGHT IN 
I'AY 1S13. CSSER)AliCNS ~EPE MACE Cf ClRCULATICN P~TlERNS, SECIMENT 
CCI'PCSlliCN, BtT~Y~ETFY, killER 'LALITY, HEAVl METALS l~ SECI~ENTS ANt 81CTA 0 ' 
fACTlRJCLOGV, FHYTCPLANKTCII C(~~UNITJESt ZCCPLANKTC~ COI'I'UNITIES, 'ERTEBRATES 
ANt fHTIHC 11\VEFHSFi!TES H Tftl STATIC~S Ill. ANC IIRClt\0 ltiE OUMFSIH AREA. 
~A"t ~ARCLC C. FillMER 
FHCNE 1\lP.BER 301 765 lOOC 
INSTITlliCN CR A(EaCV hESTING~CUSE OCf~N RESEARCh LABORATC~Y 
SliiE£1 P.C. EO 17ll 
CIT) A~~AfCliS 
ST~Tf M~RlLANC 
liP CCCE 214CI 
2C2 
fiLE t>:HE EN~I~C~~EI'Il~L Sl~'EV Of tN ll'll£RIM CCEA~ CUMPSITE 
P.ICCLE ~llt~ll( El(~l 
GENERAl GEOGRAPHIC AI<£~ ~OFT~ AlLA~TIC 
ATLA~l){ SI<:t<To CMESHEIIKE EIGH, INlEI<ll' 
ABSTFACT A SUPPLEI'Et>:TAL 
MOE 1( TI'E li'!TERIJI( HU:H CU~FSJTE 1.3-14 
CC~MENCEC. ~ATER SA~PLINE kAS OCNE AT C~E 
lUG IIH\ Al'IN. 
CC,.Tli\E~TAL S~ELF, U.S., MICOLE 
CCEAt. CUHSilE 
~ATER SAMfLI~G PIGGYBACK C~UISE ~AS 
JULY 1S73 0 AFTER DUMPING hAC ALREAO~ 
!TATICN ~IT~IN THE CUMPSITE FROI' THE 
NAME 
HiCI'IE H~eER 
INSTITLTJCN OR AGENCY 
cnY 
t~RGlD [. FALI'ER 
3Gl 765 lOCC 
sun 
llf CCC£ 




FILE NJ~f EPlfAL~AL STUCIES 
UIHRAl GEOGilAPIHC AREA NCRTH AllAflliC CCE.cl.No L.S., CCASTAL, !I.Y. BIGHT, 
NEk JERSEY, SlC~E H'~EC~ 
IESTRACT 1 SlATICII LCCATED AT STCI'IE HA~BCRo "Ek JEPSEY ~IS 
SAI'FlEO FRCP. tCTCfEF 1S72 lC THE PRESENT FCR CCUl'll A~D TA)C~CMIC LIST Of 
EE~ltJC A~l~ALS A~C FLil~lS. 
NAME SICNEV S. HER~~~. CI~ECTC~ 
F'"'CH HHEF 215 e'.il 7CCC )~E3 
INSlllllHI'I CR AGENCY THE IIETllli\CS H.STllUTE 
STREET LEHIGH lNI~ERSill 
CJl) fET~lE~EI' 
STAlE FE~~S)L~~~I· 
ZIP CCCE lSCl! 
fiLE ~HE EFIUCTICLHY Of CYSTER tiSEASES IN CHESAPEAKE SAY 
GEt.E~Al EEtG~AFHlC A~EA NORTH ATLA~TIC, u.s., CCASTAL 1 lChER CHESAPEAKE 
e~Yt 'IPGI~IA l~IBLlA~JES, ~ESTER~ ShCRE (f StY 
ASSTFACT ~ORlALITY ~AlES CF OYSTE~S IN THE lCkER CHESAPEAKE 
eAY FEGICN HA~f EEE~ OETER~INEC EY TR'l CClNTS ANt SAMPLING FRCM PLBLIC AND 
fRIVATE CYSTER fEDS SINCE 1950. PREVALENCE Of DISEASE CRGANISMS Ill. CYSTE~S 
CERMC"STICILM MIIRIIILM, HHhHIA ~ElSCfll, I'INCHINU CCSTIILE HAS BEEII STUOIEC 
BY SA~FLI~G OY!TER TR,YS ANt ClSTER BEtS SINCE l'.i5C, 1959, AND l96C 
RESHCTIIIU\' .. Ulf SA~FlES Cf O!TERS CiETAJI'IfC fCR tiSEASE OIAG~CSIS CVER 
THESE PERICOS CF TIP.E HAllE PESlllEt 11'1 A FER~lNENT CCLL£CTIOI'I CF 0\EP 150COC 
SECTICI'Ift ti'IC Sltii'IEt SLICES. 'LL GAfE~S CN TRA) LClS f)AMINEO FOR ANY 
tiSEASES, liVE OYSTERS C~ TRAl LOTS E~A~INEC I~ S~I'FLE SIZE Of 25 CNE TO FIVE 
li~E! EACH YEAF FOF SPECIFIC Cl!E~SE CFG,~JS~S 
N'~E CR. JAY O. A~CRE~S 
FHCNE ~l~SER 804 642 2Ill )61 
lNSTillTJC" CR AGE~CV VIREINIA INSlll~lE Of ~ARI~E SCIENCE 
Cll~ GLCLCESTEF FCI~l 
ST,TE \IRGINIA 
2If CCCE ~30e~ 
Fit£ 1\t~E 
GEI\EFAL GECGFAFHIC A~E~ 
CF LCH IH~IIC 
2C3 
EI<CSICII Cf HE 1\CI<Tii SHCRE CF LONG ISLAND 
IIORTH AMERICA~ L.S., CCASUl, t\EW YCRI<t NCRTH SHORE 
ABSlRACl THIS FILE IS A CC~fREHEIISI~E STUCY Cf THE RATE OF 
EI<CSJCt\ Cl'i TH ENT HE MRH SHRE Cf LCNG ISLAND. AS SHORElii\E DEVHCPMEI\T IN 
THE ei-CCLI\TYREGJC~ ~ILL INCREA~E Ill THE flllRE. SHCRT aNc LCNG RAI\GE PLANS 
ARE FRCPCSEC FCR TtE StC~ELIIIE AREAS ANt P.tiRA~ETERS STUDIED INCLUCE ALL TYPES 
Cf eEAC• PI<CCESSES, TICAL 11\FUENCES, METEOROLOGICAL INFLLENCES, ERCSICN RATES 
!11\C CCEtNJC IIIFLLEI\CES. 
NAME 
FHCIIE Nl.l'llER 
INSTITlllCN OR AGf~() 





t~ .. £. s. tl\IIES 
~H 24t 23t1 





filE NI~E ERlS PHCTOGR~P~IC IMAGES Cf THE C~ES~fEAKE AND 
CELAM~~E ElY ~EGIC~S 
GENEI<AL GEOGR.APHIC AREA IICI<U: ~lLHTIC, t..S., COASTAl, ChESAPEAKE SAY., 
tHA .. ~FE en 
AeSl~ACT FHCTCG~AF~IC I~ACES TAKEII EV S~TELLITE OF THE 
CHf5tPfAKE AN£ [flA~·FE EAY CCASTAl REGJCI\5 A~E AVAILAELE AT COST AS PRIIITS OK 
TRANSPARENCIES. T~E FCllC~liiG I~AGES ~ITH ~AlES A~E Of THESE CEI\EI<AL REGICIIS: 
lti91!1!3• OCT 1C 1 1S72; 113315141, CEC 3, 1~72; 113315144, GEC 3, 1972; 
11E71514C. JAil 26~ 1973; ll€715142, JA~ 2t, 1~73; 120515141, FEB 12• 1973; 
12051514~ 1 fEE! 13 1 IS??; 1313151~1, JU~ 1, 1S73; 134'515134, JIJL 7, 1973; 
134S1~141, Jt.L 71 1'513; 13€515131, ALG 12, 1S13; 138515134, AUG 12o 1973; 
1~031!12!, •uG 3C, 1S73; 14031!132, A~G 30o 1S73 
~A~E PtCTC COCL~E~TATIC~ AREA 
fliCH Hfi!EF 202 t:~!: 4C·CC 
JNSlllLlJCN OR AGENCY ~CAA-IIE!S 
STREET FCB 1\C. 4 
CITY ~~S~I~ETC~ 
!TATE DI~l~ICl CF CCll~fJA 
llf CCt£ 20233 
,((4 
FILE 1\A~E ESTH.ATEt flli'BERS li'IC SPECIES CF Al'iACRCI'OUS ANC 
5PAkNJNG IN lYFE 7 l'.tiP~Ii A~EAS SEMil~AOPC~CUS fiStES 
GENERAl GEOGRAPHIC AREA 
M'~YlA~C, ChCFTAI\~ ~IVER 
~C~lli 'lLAIIlJC, L.S •• CHES.tiFEAKE S.tiV, CCASTAL, 
ABSTRACT EaTE~SI-E ~li'I!ERIC AND BICLC~ICAL CAT.tl CN 
A~AORC~CUS A~C SE~IANACRC~OUS flStES PASSII\C A FISH kEIR Ill CHCPTA~K RIVER 
.tiBCVE ZCIIE CF TICAL I~FLLENCE. TAGGING STLOV AND PCFLlATICN ESTI~ATES 
11\CllCEO. 2 YEAR ~TLC\. 
UI'E 
FliCIIE HHU 







~AR,LAIID CEF.tiRTMENT CF NATURAl 





FILE NAME ESTI~AlES CF LA~C I~ FC~MS EY 1'\~IIICIFALITY ANC 
CClNlYo NE~ JERSEY, 1971 - SFEClftL RfPCRT NLMEER 18 
GEIIERAL GECGRAP~JC AREA ~C~TH A~E~IC~. l.S., ~Ek JE~SEY 
AE51RACT ESTIMATES Cf LA~D LSE IN t;E~ JERSEY BY MLNICIPALITY 
ANC CCLNTY ARf RECCRCEC Ill ThiS 1S71 5LRVEY. l~E REPORT SPECifiCAllY GIVES 
VALUES FCR THE AI'Cl~l Cf ICTAL CRCFLANC ~A~\IESTEC, TClAl PERMANENT 
PASTlRELA~t, TOTAL PASTU~EC CRCPtA~O, lClAt ~CCOLANO, TOTAl LA~D I~ FARMS .tiiiC 
ICTAL FERCEIIl CF LA~C I~ FAR~S. 
~ft~E FGREST ~A~AGE·E~l !ECliCN C~IEF 
PHONE NlMEER 6C9 ~S2 2!31 










fiLE ~~ME ESll~~TI~C SPECIES AND CC~~U~lliES I~ THE FISH 
FCFUlATIC~ CF SlS,lEt~~~~ Fl~TS ~UASER' A~£A 
GE~ERAL GECGFAFHIC APE~ ~C~TH ATLA~TIC, U.S., ChESAPEAKE BAY, ~AR,lAND, 
CCASTAL, ~l!,lEHJ~~A fltlS 
~SSlRACl EXTENSIVE COLLECHCNS Cf Jl'vENllE ANt YCU~GER AGE 
GROUP fiSHES Ulll12l~G ltE SUS,UEHJ~NJ Fl,lS ~REA AS A FEEDING GROUND AND 
~URSE~V ARE~. LENCTt, WEJGtT, NLMBERSt SPECIES COMPCSITION AND BIC~~SS CATA 
fOR fl!t CCMMUNITY CESCRIPTICN. GRChTt DATA fCR JU~E~ILE ALEWIFE, ELUEBACKt 
~ND A~ERICA~ SHAD, SCALE FEACINGS AND CALCUL~TEO GROWTh FCR WHITE PERCH, 
YEll(~ PERCH, ANC PUMPKINSEED SUNfiSH. INFCR~ATICN CCR~ELATED TC A~D 
RETRIEVABLE ACRCSS 33 PARAMETERS £R RANGES kiTHIN ElCt PA~AMETER OR 
CCI'.BH~liO. 
II .All E ...R. CAfil ER 
3C 1-261-5361 FHCIIE HHEP 
INSTlTUTICII £R AGENCY 
SHEET 
fiARllA~D CEF~RTMENT OF 1\AlURAl 




SUH .MAR HAflll 
ZIP CCCE .H4C 1 
FILE N~~E ESTIMATICII CF TCl~L LENGTt Ill STRIPEC BASS VIA 
MEASlREMENl Cf VE~lEB~Al ~NC FILLET LE~Gltl 
GENERAL GECGRAPHIC AREA NCRTt ATLANTIC CCEAII, CCASlAl• U.S., NEk JERSEYt 
GREAT SA' A~O liTTLE EGG t~~SC~ 
~BSTRA(T A STUDY k~S CCNt~CTED FFCM APRIL 1973 TC ~AY 1974 
OF ThE RElAliCNSiilPS CF lClH UMTh fC~K LENGTh STANDARD LEIIGTH, fiLLET 
LENGTt 1 ANt VERTEEFAE LEII~lt. OF STRIPED BASS CALGhl IN GREAT SAY AND LITTLE 
EGG tARBOR, NEk JERSEY. 
1\Afl.f 
PHCNE fll~eER 
INSTITlTIC"' CR AGEH'f 





PRINCIPAL flSHE~JES SlGlOGISl 
6(9 6~2 9!:S~ 
NEh JERSE~ CEPARl~ENl CF ENVlRt~MENTAL 
SHELLflS~, BUREA~ OF FIShERIES 





FILE NJME ESTUft~INE fENTHIC SURVE~ 
GE~E~At GECG~AFHIC AFEA ~CFlt ATLANTIC, COASTAL, u.s., CHESAPEA~E BAY 
ABSTPACT \EGETAll\E SlR'E' CF GCEINSICE EASTERN ShCRE 
~AFYLA~C A~[ TPifLlARIES tNNL~L FALl S~~VEI CF WATERFC~L hABITil. tAlA 
JNCLUCfS 1~59-1S61 SEASCNS. VEGETATIO~-VCll'ES AND SPECIES, BE~ThlC 
ANI~AlS-COlNTS A~D SFECIES LISTS PER STATIC~ 
1\A~£ VER~CN STCT15 
PHCH H~BH 3Cl-2ti7-519~ 
JNSTITLTJCN CR AGENCY ~ARVLANC tEFARlMENl OF NAlLRAL RESCU~CES 
~TPEET TA~£S STATE CfFICf BUllCI~G 
CITY IIN~AFCLJS 
STATE MARVLANC 
ZIP (([E 214(1 
FILE ~~~E E~TRCPHICATICN STLCIES ~~ THE PAMliCC RIVER, 
ALBER·A~LE SCLNC 1 A~C NELSE Rl\ER, ~ORTh CIFCLINA. 
EE~EFAL GECGF,PhlC 'FE' IIORTt A~fRICA, COASTAL, u.s., NORTH CARCLINAt 
PAMLICO RI~ER, AlfE~~PRlE SCl~C, ~ElSE ~JvEF 
teST~ACT ELTRCPhlCATIO~ STLDIES FOP lHE FAMllCC Rl~ER WERE 
BHUN 1~ Hti6, fOR 11-lf. AlllEfiA~U SCUIIC AH HUSE RJ"V£1<. SlUCIES WERE eEGUN IN 
1~7(~ FtR.~ETEFS ~C~JlCREC JNCLUC£, TE~fE~·TL~E, SALINIT~, CISSCL,ED CXYGE~, 
. FtCSftCRUSo NITRCGE~, A~[ CHLCFCPH~ll. 30 STATIONS IN THE PA~llCO ~ERE SAMPLED 
BJhEEKL1t 1! SlAllC~S IN ltE ~ELSE ~IVE~, J~t 15 ST,TICNS IN TtE ALBE~ARLE 
SCL~t ~ERE SAMFLEC ~C~Ttl1. 
N'~E JCH~ E. HC6eJE 
FHCNE H~ EH 91 «.i 131 .1:5£9 
INSTITLTICN CR AGE~C' NCPlt c•RCLINA ST,TE U~IVERSJll 
STREET CEPIRT~ENT CF ZCCLCGY 
CIT'f P'lfiEt 
ST,Tf ~ORlt CAROLI~A 
liF CCCE 216C1 
FILE tO~.E 
CfUHilE 
EVALUATICN OF C'TCtABlE TPOlT STOCKING fRCGRA~ IN 
GENERAL GEOG~APHJC ARE' NCFTt A~fRICA3 l.S., CELAkA~E 
AESTRACT DATA CCLLECTEC CLRI~G A~ f~ALUATICN C'RRJE[ OUT 
FFC~ 1~71 lC 1~73. CN THE t•TCtAfLE TROUT STOCKING PROGRAM IN OELA~ARE ARE 
P~ESENTEC IN RfPORl FC~M. E~P~'SilEt 1~ T~E STUCY ARE ThE PERCE~l C~TCH LF 
STOCKEC TRCLT BV !fCRT FIShER~A~ IN 12 fll ~NC TAKE STFE~MS ANC T~ERfFLKt THE 
SlCCESSF~L~ESS Cf THE SlCCKING fPC~R~~. 
N~ME !TAFF- Cl\ISlC~ Cf FISh AND ~ILDLIFE 
. fHCNf ~l~EEF 3C2 ~18 4431 













GENER~l GECEFJFtiC AREJ 
M~R~LAI\t, EASTERN SHD~E 
NC~T~ ATLAN11Ct ~.5., CHESAPEAKE BA'• CCASTAlt 
AESTR~CT EXTENSl\E DATA BASE 01\ l~ CHAI\1\EllZEO STREAMS 
tNCLL(JI\( ~ATER C~E~IST~V, EENTtOS 1 A•t fl!tES. CCMPARISCNS AC~CSS STREAMS 
SASEt UPCN TIME Sl~CE t•t~~Ell2EC. CETERMII\tliON Cf RECC~ERY TIME AND SEQUENCE 
Cf SICTA ANC CtEMICAL FAClCRS. 
1\A~E k.P. CA~TE~ 
FHCNE HfiEER 3Cl-.2t7-.5361 









FILE NA~E E'~l~ATICN Cf ThE ChANNEl ClTFJSh, ICTALLRlS 
PUNCTilUS R~flNE5QlEw IN NE\ JERSE~ 
GENERAL GECG~APHIC AREA NCFlh ~~ERICA, t.s., NEk JERSE' 
ABSTRACT A STLC' ~~5 CCN£LCTED IN NEh JERSEY LAKES FROM 
AFPIL 1'53 THRCLEh ~~RCh 1911 TC CETER~l~E THE ~'LUE Cf CHANNEL CATFISH, 
tCTALURUS PUNCTATU~, AS A SPCRl FISH. THE ~EPRCDLCTI'E SUCCESS OF STCCKEC fiSH 
k~S E~ALUATEC IN tNE LAKE. EIC~SS,YS kE~E FERFCR~EC CN THE CATFISH IN EIGHT 
ACID k~TER l~KfS. CESCRIPTICN Of SPORT FIS~E~IES ACTIVITIES IN,OLVING STGCKEC 
CATflSt ~AS CBT~I~EC. 
td!I'E 
;;;;cne: i,lrCtit 
!~SliTLllC~ C~ ~GE~CY 
CIVISICN Of FISii~ GAMEt 




FRINCIP~l FlSiiEPifS SICLCC:IST 
<:01 .<::6 :C313 
~Eh JEP.SEY CEP~RlMENT Gf E~VIRONMENTAL 
ANC SHEllfiSHERIES~ BLREAU CF FIShERIE.S 





fiLE NHE EVAlUH !Ct. (F 1110 NEh ORG~t.CPHJSPHJRLS II\ SEC riCIOES 
FCR ~(~QlllG CCNlR(L II\ £ElAkAfE 
GENER~L €EOGF,fliiC ~RE~ NDRlli AMERICA, l.S., OEL,kARE 
~eSUACl PHSHTEr Ill FEHH FCRII ARt: CATA CCLLECTEC 0\JRlNG 
FIELD AND lAfCFATC~Y STUtlf.S CC~CLE~EC IN CELAhARE DLRING 19EO AND 1S6l lC 
£VALLATE Tt£ EFFECTS Cf lkC NEk CRGAI\DfHCSFHCRUS INSECTICICES, CIERCM ANC 
BA,TE~, CN THE SALT M~RSH ~CS,LITG AECES SCLLICITAI\S. EMFH~SIZED ARE THE 
EFFECTS CF ThESE I~SfCliCIEES ~S LAR~ICIOE!. THE LEVELS CF RESISTA~CE CF 
DELAkARE POfULAliC~~ CF A. SCLLI(IlANS JO S~C AND CCT P~E ALSO GIVE~. 
N~~E MCFFIS LJER~~1 . 
PHONE ~lMSfR 3C2 73e 2455 
JNSTITLTIC. CR ~Gf·C~ UNI~ERSllY CF DELA~ARE 
CIT' NEkAR~ 
STATE DELA~~PE 
l!F CCCE l'.illl 
FilE NAIIE EVAllATIU CF .. 11\TER TIHiUT STOCKING PROGRAM.$ IN 
ROLN£ VALLEY A~C SfRlCE FLN FESEP~CIR5 
GEI\ERAL GEDG~APHIC APEA ~C~lt A~EFICA, l.S., ~fk JERSEY, tUNTERCCN COUNTY, 
SFRUCE FLN PESEPVCIRt RClNC VALLEY RES£~VCIR 
AfSlRA(l A SllDY ~AS CCNEUClEC IN FOLh£ ~ALLEY A~C SPRUCE 
RUN PESERVCIRS, ~E .. JERSEY, FRC~ JANUA~Y IS11 THROUGh tECEMBER 1975 TC EVALUTE 
hiNTER CNC\E~BEF T~RCUEH fESRU~~YJ STOCKINGS CF lRClil IN CCMPARJSCN TC THE 
~EGUL'R PRE-SEA!CA i~ARCHJ STCC~I~GS IN REllliCN TC tll tG~T~IB~T!CN TC THE 
UFCC.IAG l~CLl SEASCN SEGIN~INE l~ ~FRIL AN£ l.iiJ PCSSISLE BENEFITS IN lRCUl 
G~C~Tt. THE RELATIVE MERITS OF SRCCX lRC~T. B~OhN lRCLTt ANC RAINSC~ TROLT 
HI<E CCI"FHH. 
NAME 
F11CN£ ~VB ER 
INSTJllliCN CR AGE~CY 




Hf CCC E 
PRI~CIPAL fiSHfFIES BICLCGIST 
201 23t 2313 
~fW JERSEY CEP~RlMENT Of EN~IRCNMENTAL 
INC SHELLFIS~, 3UR£~U CF FIS~ERJES 





G I P 5 ~ -
FILE ~A~E 
lNI~ER5JTY CF CKl~rC~A 5:01 F.k. TuESC~Y SEPTEMBER 4,1~79 
CC~~L~ITIE5 CF THE NE~ 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC A~f' 
FCRE~l 
E\~FCl~~NSPIR~TICN FRCM lCkLA~O VEGET,ltCN 
JER!E\ FINE B~RRENS 
~CPT~ ~MERICA, u.s., NEk JERSEY, LEEANGN SlATE 
ABSTRACT E~AFClRANSPIR~TIC~ FRCM TtE ThREE LOhLAND 
~EEET,TICh CCM~UhlllES (5hRUE, tARCWCCC SW~"F' Aht CED'R ShAMPJ CF THE NE~ 
JER5El PINE BARRE~~ hAS MEASURE[ f} LYSI~ElfRS J~ ltE ShRUE CO~MUNITYt AND 
~NAL~515 CF THE WAlER TAELE FLUCTUATIC~S IN THE TREE COMMUNITIES. RATES Of 
EVAPCTRANSFJRATION ~ERE CC~PAREC FCR TH€ TH,EE CO~MLNIJIES. 
~A~E REFERE~CE llB~AFit~ 
FHCNE ~l~EER ~01 13~ 11tt 
INSTITLTIC~ CR A~ElCY ll!FARY CF MEDICINE AND SCIE~CE, RUTGERS lNIVERSITI 
CIT' ~E~ ERLNS~JC~ 
STtTE NEW JERSE\ 
ZIP CCCE Oe9C3 
fiLE N~~f EJCH~NGE Cf NUTRIENTS A~D S~LlNITY EETWEEN EA~T 
Rl~ER ANt lCNG ISlAND 
GENERAL GEOG~APHJC AREA NCPTH A~E~ICAt L.S., NE~ VORK, NE~ YGRK BIGHT, EAST 
Rl\ER 
AESTRACT THE RESEARCh IN\OLVES ThE E)CHANGE CF WtTERS, 
NUTRIE~l~t ANC SAliNITY ffTWEE~ T~E UPPER EAST RI~ER AND LCNG JSLANO SOUND. 
kJNTER• SPFI~G ANt SUMMER SEASCNAL CATA kA! COLLECTED ~NC ANALYZED eETWEEN 
JANU~RY AN£ ALGlSl 1912. CURRENTS, SALI~IT\ 0 PHCSFhATE, AND OISSCLVEC OXYGEN 
hERE MEASURE& tlCN' A CRCSS-SECTICN SEPARATING THE UPPER EAST Pl~ER FROM LCNG 
ISLA~[ SCUNC AT SE~ERAL CEPlhS. THE CATA ~AS COLLECTED CVER A CCMPLElE 
SEMICllRNAl TIDAl CYCLE FC~ TE~ SEfARAl£ EXff~IMENTS. SAMPLING hAS OCNE EVERY 
~C~F CLFI~G T~E liC~L CYCLE. 
NA~E OR. JCSEPH lC~GCBtRCI 
PHC~E ·l~EEF 21~ S9~ !CCC 
INSTITUTION CR ACENCl SLN~ M~Rill~E CCLLEGE, SCIE~CE CEPA~TMENT 
STREET fCRT SCHUYLER 
CIT~ BFC~) 
~~~TE NE~ lORK 
21F CCCE 10465 
fiLE NlMf 
I~PRO~E~E~l TC THE GAFDE~ 
GEhER~L GfOGFlP~IC A~E~ 
CCl~lYt lC~S FI~E~ 
<lC 
EXI~TING ENvi~O~~ENTAl CCNOlTlCNS FCR T~E ~RCPCSEC 
STATE PARKkAY ANC RCUTE 9, OCEtN CCU~TY, NE~ ~ERSCY 
NCRTh A~ERICAt l.S., COASTAL, NEW JERSEY, (CEAN 
~BSTRACT T~IS REFORT CCNlAI~S fHY51C~L. E!CLCGICAL, A~C 
kATER QLALITY J~FCR~ATICN C~ THE EXIITING ENVIRO~MENTAL CO~DITIC~S I~ AUGUST 
1913 1~ THE AREt (f PFOFCSE[ GARCE~ STATE PARKkA) AND ROUTE 9 l~ CCEt~ CtL~TV, 
NEW JE~SfY. P~RAMETERS, ~EASlREC I~ A SI~GLE SURV€1 1 I~ClLCE lE~PER~TURE, !ALI~IlY, CC~OlCll\ITY, fHt CISSCLVEC (JYGE~, TURBltJlY• CISStLVEC AN[ 
SETTLEABLE SCLIC!, CClNTS ANt SFECIES CETE~~INATICNS Cf FISH, INVERTEERATES 
~Cl,lJC FLANTS, flRCS, MA~~ALS, AND LA~O Pl~~lS. • 
NAME JAC~ ~( CCR~ICK 
P~CNE ~l~EER 215 t41 SCtC 
lNSliTUTICN OR AGE~Cl JtCK MC CCR~ICK A~O ASSCCIATES, INC. 
STREET 511 ClC lA~CASTEF FtAt 
CITl BER~lN 
Sltlf PE~NSll~ANlA 
liP ecce 19312 
fiLE Nt~E 
f~EECI~G EJRC SFECJES 
GE~EFAL GECGFAF~IC AFEA 
~ARSh AREAS 
E~TJNCTICN AND ThE REGlLAlJCN OF THE ~l~BE~ OF 
NCRTt AMERICA, L.s., OElAhARE, KENT CClNT,, TIDAl 
~ESl~ACl ThE EXTINCTION AND THE REGULATION Of THE ~L,BER CF BREECI~G BIRO SFEClES 0~ 11 ~CCCEC TICAL M'~Sh ISLANCS IN CENl~Al CELAWARE ~ERE l~V£S11GATEC f~C~ 196~ JC 1S6!. tNNLAL CESERVATIONS ~ERE ~ADE 0~ EACH ISLA~[ Of T~E Nl~BERS CF INCI~lCUALS PEP SffCIES CF EIRtS LIVI~G ENTIRELY (ff 
lkE 1Sl~~C5. E~Ct ISLANC'S APEJ A~[ fATChi~ESS Of ~EGET~llON ~ERE RECCRDEO. ~~~E INTERLIBRARY LCAa CFFICE ThE ChARLES PATTE~SON VAN FELT LlfPAF' 
FHCNE ~l~fER 





~15 ~4! i5=a 
U~l~E~SilY (f FEN~SYLVANIA 





FILE f\~H EHCII liEHAFU. tH 1\CJIIJHRJI\G SUTICI\ 
GEHRH GECH~J:I,J( AI<El 1\CRH AMERICIIt U.S.y NEI' JERSEY, UI\ICN CCI.ii\TY, 
li 1\0 Ell 
llllSTI!JI(l EXXCI\ CCI<PCIHTICI'I I".ONITCREC SEVERAL POlLUTANTS FGR 
A CIIE '1'10 C"f-1\Alf VUP FEI<lCt IN 1916 AND 1CJ17 AT ThEIR tii\DEI'It NEw JERSH 
"ffii\E~Y. t~ERIIGE ~CIIl.,LY ~EttlNGS ~ERE RECCRCEO IN THE REPGRT FCR SULFUR 
CIOXICE, OlCNE, 1\Ili<CGEN OICXICEt CAP8CI\ MCIICXIDE, Al\0 HYDRCCAPBCIISt kHJLE 
READINGS kERE PECCRCEC E\ERY SIX CAYS FOR SlSPENCEt SULFATE 1NC SUSPENCEC 
FARTfCULATlS. ~EAT.ER till~ kAS l!LSC RECORCct SC T~AT II~GUNTS OF PClllliiNTS AND 
kEAT•E~ CCIIClliON! CtllC EE AS!CCIATEC. 
1\•H SEI'IICP El\1/.IRGNI<HHL SPECULISTS 
fhCNE HI'8ER te':l 2'i2 61.23 
ll\SliTlliCI\ CR A~El\CV NEW JERSEY B~RE~l Of AIR POlllTlGN CC~TRGl 
STREET LABCP A~C llltUST~V BUll[I~G 
CITY lRE~TCN 
STillE 1\E~ JE~SEY 
21P COtE C€t.<~ 
FILE ~A~£ FIICTCRS AfffCtl•G ACCUMULATION, TISSLE 
Dl5TRl5UliCN, II~C Eli~IhlTIC• (f MERCUF' 1~ T~E AM£~1CA~ OYSTER, CRASSOSTREA 
~IRGIIII~ (GJELI~l 
GENERAL GEOGRAP~IC tREA NCRlh AllANTICo L.S., DELAWARE BAY, 1<1SfllLION 
RIVER. CCAHAL 
~BSTR,CT OYSTER~, CRASSCSl~EA ~lRGI~ICA kERE EXPCSEC FCR 3 
DAYS TO 20!HGCl2 C~ C~3 2C3~GCL AttEC CII!ECTLY TC •RTlflCIAl SEA hATER OR 
AOCEC fRECC~CENTFAlEC CN TtE MARINE CIIITG~, FhAEGDAClYll~ TRlCCRIIUll~. ThE 
CONCE~TRATICN Cf 2C3hG IN FIVE TISSlES ~AS ~EASU~Et f(R 45 DAYS AFTER ~ERC~RY 
~AS ~E~C~EC fR(~ l•E A'fiE~l ~tTE~. TC STlCY ThE KINETICS OF MERCLR~ lPlAKE 
I~ G~SlfRS• ~CULT CR~SSDTREA VIR~INICA lG~fll~l kfRE HELO I~ SEA WATE~ 
CD.lAl~l~G EITHE~ lCPFE CR lCOfPf ~EFCLRY fCR 45 O~)S. ~ERCURY CGIICE~TRATICNS 
I• TISSlES ~ERE OETER~IIIEt fY 'NALYSIS Of INCIVICLALL' HOMOGENIZED CYSTER 
~E~T~ lSIIIG kET CIGE5TIO~ AND FL~MELES~ AB~ORPliCN SFECTFCFHCTCMETRY. 
NAME Llc~ARIA~ 
FHUE ~L,fEF 3Ct. t~5 H1 
INSTITLTIC~ CR AGEIICY lNI11ERSITY Cf CEL'W~REr ~~RI~! STATIO~ LIBRARY 
CIT' lE~ES 
~TATE CELAkARE 
ZIP CCCE l~S~e 
212 
FilE liHE fACTORS EFFECTI~G ~ERCN AND EGRET REPROCUCTIO~ C~ 
fEll F HCh I ~liii'IC 
GE~EFAl GECGFAPhiC ll<ft NC~l~ ATLANTIC CCEAII, L.5., COASTAl, DELAWARE BAY, 
FEA PATCH HLANC . , 
AESTRA<l THE CATA IN THI! STUDY IS DERI,ED FROM A !LRVEY GF 
HERC~~ AND EGRETS AND THE FACTCFS EfFECTI~G l~EIR REFRCCUCTICN Gil FE~ FATC~ 
ISLAfiC Ill ThE [fLAhAH E!H ESTUli<Y. lH Slln, Ul\tERTAKEI\ FRGM MAY UHIL 
SHTEflfJH 1'375 A•t CCNTIIIlJNG IN 1916, PRCtlCEO QLAliTAliiiE AND QUAIHHIWE 
OAU 011 FLIGHT RCU1E5, ~CRTHilHS, t-AlC!- ~IIC CU.Hh 512ft GRG~Tt-: AIIC FEEDING 
RATES, ftED~ING SU~VI~CRSI-IF, flCCKI~G Alit FEEDING, SPECIES CI~ERSJTY 
f~fQUENC' A~O CO~PCSITIC~, PRECAllCN AS EffECTED 8' fllERN~l I~FLUEI\CES, AIIO 
NESili\G SlCCfS!. SPECIES IIICLLCE GRE~T BLUE hERD!\ GlCSSVllAIS, GRE•T EGRET, 
LITHE ELLf HHt., Sf\Cn HI<Elo l[UISU~Il HRCN, BLACK CR., NIGhT liEilQI\, 
YELL(~ C~. 1-ERC~S. 
1\UE 
FHCI\E Ill!<!! ER 






hLCSO P. tC E~ 
3C2 li.l':l 34S<4 
CEll'tRVA FO~ER ·~C 





fllCTCRS II\FLUENCINE PCPLLAllCN SIZE CF BLUE CRABS -
~!GRAll(~ [f Jl\EIIILE5 
GENEP~l GECG~~F~IC A~fl! 
TANGIER !Cll\0, PCTCMIIC 
AE5TRJ!CT 
NCFT~ ATLANTIC, CCASTAl, L.S., CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
RI\ER, fAllXE~l ~I\£R 
STATIONS IN ThE LPPER PCRJIOI\ Of THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
ARE !AfiPtED kEEKL' CF 
N'M E 
EI~EEKLY FFO~ ~A~ l 1( CCT 1 FCR BLlE CRteS 
SlEF~EN C. SLLKJN 
PHCNE flli<EER 
lNSllTUTICN CR IIGE~CY 
CllY 
HHE 
21 F CCC E 
FILE 1\J!ME 
. El[E~lAlLS FGPllATIC~ AT 
GENEPAL GEOGR~PhiC A~EA 
HSHACT 
OISlRIElllC~ CF ~Elt~flS 
CHEESE,Lt~E, ~fk JE~SE~. 
TICAl C'Clf~ A~C FLCRA. 
~lli'E 
ft<CfiiE HHER 




3Cl 3t.6 42€1 )(6t 




FACT£RS lllflLE~CI~G THE t!STRJBLT!C~ CF A ~ELAMFLS 
C~EESEClAKE M~R5~ 
~CFTt ~MERICt~ l.$., NE~ JE~SEVt CrfESE,UAKE 
r•IS PAPER I~'f!TlGATES T.E FACTOPS AFFECll~G 
EICE~TtTLS I~ THE CrEESECLtKE Stll 1'/lRSH lh 
T.E f'(TCRS CC~SICERfC ARE TEI'PER,TlRt, StLINITY, 
~EFEPt~CE LlERlPI~~ 
2C 1 1:!2. 116ti 
liSPtRY Cf ~fCICINE AND ~ClEhCf, RUTGER~ L~IVEKS!TY 
liE II ERL~ SIIICII 
M~ JER~E' 
Ct<JC3 
FILE ~~~E FALL PANICL~ lFA~ICU~ CIC~CTCMIFLGR~M MICHX.) 
GRC·l~• CC~PEllllC~t ~~0 CC~T~Cl 
GE~E~AL GEOGFAP~IC ARE~ ~CRT~ A~ERICA 1 U.S., O€LA.~RE 1 NE~ C~STLE CCUNTY 
ASSTRACT GtTA COLLECTED D~RlNG STUDIES CONDUCTED l~ 1968 ON 
THE GRC~HI Cf FALL fMdCUII. II'< Sl:\IERAL EI\VIHJI<I'HTS, Al\0 ITS CCIIPETITHlN AND 
CO~TfOL I~ FIELC CCFI\ 11\ tElA~~RE ARE PRESE~TEO I~ REfCRT FORM. GREE~HOUSE, 
GRCWT~ CHA~eER tNt FIELD EXPERI~ENTS kERE UllllZED IN THESE STUDIES. 
1\A~E P£RRI~ LIER~RY 
P~GI\E ~L~EE~ 302 ;3E 2455 
INSllllliC~ £R AGE~CY UJI<I,ERSITY (f CElAkARE 
CITY 1\EkAPK 
STATE CELikAFE 
2IF CO[£ l'ii711 
FILE I\IH HR-fiELC SEWAGE RELEASE SIIIULATIONS 11.10-AllANTIC 
EHtH 
GEI\E~AL GECGFlfhlC A~f' ~DPTh ATLANTIC CCEAN• COASTAL• ~.s., ~ID-AlLAI'<JIC 
I!IGt'l REGIOI\ 
~I!SlllACl HIS FILE CCNTAitiS H'fCRCGRAPhiC MUSURE~EI\lS CF 
C~RREI\TS Al 5 SlATICNS IN THE ~lC-All~NTIC fiGHT tREA KI\C~I\ AS EPA REGIO~ 111 
CCEt~ CIFCSAl SITE. PARA~ETERS ~CtiiTCREt, uti A CCtiiltiUCUS BASIS FOM A 54 DAY 
PfRJCC FROM SEPTEMEER 4, l9l5t INCLLOE CURRENT SPEEC '~C CIRECllON, TIDAl 
~ANGE ~NC fERICt, 'tit ~AlEF CEFl~. 
~A~£ 51E,EN TOWtiSENO 
FHCNE ~l~I!ER 215 6S6 3E64 
INSTITLTJCI\ (R AGE~CY CITY OF P~llAOELP ... IA ~ATER DEPARTMENT 
STREET ~UI\ICIPAl SERVICES BUILCIN~. 15TH ANC JFK BOULE~ARO 
CIT'I fHlACElHHA 
STATE FENI\SYLVANIA 
ZIP CCCE l'iilC1 
f llE t.JH 
DHA 
fAUNAl SURVE~S CF NORTH CARClli'<Ao OlSTRlBLTlONAl 
GENEPAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA tiCRlH A~ERICA 1 l.!., NCRlH tARDLINA 
AESTR~CT fAU~~l SU~VEY Of NORTH CARDLltiA lENTIC INC LOTIC 
A~J~AlS. EJCLUDII\G 11\SECTS, I~CLUOES THE E£tLCGICAL INC ElHClCGICAL 
CHARACTERISTICS fCR EACh SPECIES. AhCILLAR1 JhFORMJliDh ON TEMPERATURE, 
CISSCL,EC CXYGEh, ~ETERCLGGJC, ~~C SOIL OAlA AS ~Ell AS DISTRI!UTICNAL MAPS. 
~A~E JDM~ E. CCCPER 
fHCNE ~l~EER 91S f2S 1451 
JNSlllLliCN CR AGENC' OI~ECTCR Cf ~ESE~~CH AN& CCLLECTICNS, STATE MUSEUM 







MiPH CARCl INA 
21611 
214 
FILE ~j~E fAU~Al ~A~IAliO~ CN PEllGIC SARGASSUM 
GENERAL GEOGR~PtlC ~REA u.s., CCASTALt 1\0PlH AllA~llC, GULF STREAM ~N[ 
SAR<:HH SEA 
A8STRACT CfSC~IPTICN A~O A~AlYSIS (f ThE NCN(OlOI\IAl 
MACRCfAU~A tSSOCIAlEC ~IT~ PElAGIC SARGASSL~ COLlEClEC IN LATE SUM~ER, LATE 
WINTER ANO EARL' Sl~l~G fRO~ GLLF SlREA~ A~C SARG~SSC SEA ~REAS. T~E 34 
SA~PLES CC~lJI~E[ 61 SFECIES ~~[ 1J.i3~ 11\ti~IDUALS 
N~M£ LIBP~RI~~ 
f~C~E ~l.E£P SC4-f42-2111 
JNSlJTUTJCN OR A<:ENCY 'l~GINIA I~SlJTLTE Of ~~fil~E SCIENCE 
Clll GlCLCESTER PCINl 
STATE ~IRGI~U 
ZIP COtE ~3C62 
FilE NA~E FEC~l CCliFCR~ CCLNTS FOR NEk JERSEY SHEllfiSH AREAS 
GENERAL GECG~APhlC AREA NCRlH ATlANTIC CCEA~. CCASTtl. CELA~ARE S~Y 
AfSTI<I!CT UE SHEllfiSti CHTRCL UNiT HAS SEE!\ SAMPlli'.G SII'.CE 
1913 IN CRtER TO RECORD FECAL C(llftFM EAC1E~I- Ct~~TS fG~ TkE hEW JERSEl 
ATLI!~l1( (CtST ANC tElAWI!~E BAY REflONS. SE,ERAl ~LNCREO STATICI\S HA~E BEEN 
SAIIPLEC 5 lG 15 li~ES FE~ YEAP CURING lkE ~U~MER A.D Of1EN 1 CT~E~ SEASCNS. 
NAME SlfE~~ISER Of SHEllflS~ CCNIRCL U~Il 
FttU NU~H~ H'3 t~2 li5f 
INSllTLTICN CP 'GEH~ Nfk JERSEY l)fFAICHIENT Of EliYIRCMH:NTAL fRClECTION 
CJ~ISJC~ Of ~AlER RESOURCES. ShELlfiSH CC~lRCl U~IT 
~TREEl F.C. tCX 28C9 
CITY TREI\lC~ 
STATE Nf~ JERSEV 
Zlf CCtE 06625 
filE NIMf FJLARI~l ~OR~ I~CICE~CE IN AEDES C'~~DE~l~ 
(tiPlERA: Clll(ICAO MID SYLVIUGUS flOIHCHliS MAllURliS OHOMASl FROII A tELA~AFE ~tCtlCT 
GEI\EFAl ~ECG~AfHJC AREA tiCPlH A~f~ICA• U.S., tElA-ARE, NEkARK 
ASSlRA(l · A STLCY TESTING ~ARIOUS ~OSQUJTUES FCR FILARIAL 
~CRM I~fE!TATICtiS IS FRESE~TEC. IT ~AS FOL~C THAT AEDES CA~ADE~SIS WAS THE 
Cl\lY IICS,UITC SPECIES INFESTEt. CC~MCN ~AMIIAl! IN THE AREA ~ERE TESTED FOR 
FilARIAl J~fESlAliC~; A LARGE FE~CENT kEPE fCSITl-E. 
~'llf I~TER-lltRA~~ l(Ati 
PHCNE H~llER 3C2 13E 2455 
INSTIJUTJ(~ CR AGE~CY UNIVERSITY Cf DELA~ARE, ~O~RIS Ll8RA~Y 
STREET SCUT~ CCLLE'E A~E~lE 
CIT'I HUI<I! . 
ST,Tf CElAkARE 
liP CCCE 19111 
215 
fiLE Nt~E fl!f 
GE~EF'L GfCCF~FtlC A~EA Ntl<Tf ATLANTIC, ~.s., ChESAPEAKE BA~ 
AllS1FAC1 TE~ SlAlJtaS I~ THE UPP£R tt<ESAPEAKE SAY kERE 
SAI!PLH MCl\TiiL~ BY (llEI< TRAkL TO OElEl<fUNE CCI'lPCSlHOII Cf ADllLl fiSh fAUNil, 

















fiSh Al\0 fiSt. LAl!\IAE COLLECTED fROM ATlANTIC 
U.S., CCAS1A1, ~DPlH ATLANTIC, CHESAPEAKE SAY, 
PAMl'NHY IU\ER• HPX PI\IH 
GENERH GECGPHhJC lll<EJI 
VIRGINIA, EA5TERa ~tCRE, 
AllSlRACT ThE ((IJNh lEMH. ANt .. IDENllflCATlOt. Cf PELAGIC 
A~t 1(RJ Rl-E~S kERE TAKE~. 18 STATIONS WERE SAMPlEt 
CATA APfEARS IN \IIMS SPECIAl SCIE~TIFIC REPCRT NO 33 
LlflRARlllt\ 
FISt fRC~ lHE FAI'U~KE~ 
I!CUHL'V fCN .H 1'01\'TtS. 
t..UI,f 
PHONE NLI'Hii 









fiLE NA~E FIS• C[~~L~JllfS AND CJfEP VERTEBRATES Cf NORFOLK 
CAN1CI\-JUNE 1~1! 
GENERAl GECG~APHIC AllEA L.S., CCASTAL, ~CI<lH ATLANTIC, CONTINENT~l SHELF 
(ff lllflGir.. u 
AESTRACT E•T£~SIVE CCLLECTICNS OF BICLOGICAL MATERIAL, 
CBSEP,tliONS Of llfE HlSlCR,, MERISTlCS, A~C 'CRFHC~ETFlCSt DISTRIBUTION DATA 
ANt CC~MCNIT' ~lFLCTlRE JNtL,SI~. 
NAME J A 'U~lCK 
ffC~E ~l~BEP 8C4-f42-2111 
INSTITLTICN OR A~E~C1 Vl~GINIA l~SlllUlE Of ~Aill~E SCIENCE 
Cll' GLC~CESTE~ FCINl 
STAlE \IPGl~lA 
2IF CCC£ ~3Ct~ 
216 
fiLE NI~E FIS~ EGGS A~C LtRVtf GE~E~AL (ECGFAPHIC AREA ~CPTH ATLAhliC, l.S., CHESAPEAKE SA' 
ABSTRACT EGGS, LARVAE ANC JtVENILES (f ESTUARINE FI~HES ~ERE 
SAMPLEC EIWEEKL'V, ~T f(l~lEEN UFPER CHESAFEA~E BAY S1~TIU~S 1 C~ER A T~( YEA~ FE~ICD. THE FU~PCS£ (f T•E INVESTJEATIC• ~AS TO CESCRISE CRGA~IS~ ABL.DANC~, 
ClST~lEUTIC~ ~NC ~CVEME~T ANC TC MONITOR ANl POSSIBlE EffECTS Cf LREOGI•G A•c 
SPOIL tl!FCSAL ACTIVJTIE!. 
N-'~E WilllAM l CCHL 
PHONE lll~eER 3Cl 326 4281 







l\'Rl SPECIAL REPCRl ~0 4 FIS~ EGGS A~C LA~\AE Of THE UFPER CHESAFE~~E BA~ 
(E~E~~l ~ECG~AfHJC AFE~ ~CRT~ ATLANTIC, l.s., Cf.ESAPEAKt 
MAGOT~Y, SUSQLEHA~~A RI~ER! 1 C t C CAI\AL 
-'llSlllACT F IS. HG ~NC LAfl\'AE OAlA fflCM 37 
LPPER CHESAPEAaE BAl A~D SE\ER~L 1RI£LT.RIES ARE SUI'~ARIZED ~A"E ~lLLIAM L CCVEL 
PHCNE Nli'BER 3Cl 3~~ 42El 
INSTITLTIC" (~ AGENC~ CHE~APEAKE 81CLCGICAL LABC~ATCRl 






IlA "V, PA liJ XENT, 
STAHCI'>S I~ THE 
IN A REPORT FuKM. 
Fl~: ~::e~;CII\11\ Cf AFllfiCI:ts~S~::~• LA~VAE, AND WCIJ~G I~ lHE OELA~A~E RIVER 
GE~ER~l GECGFAPHIC AREA NCRTH ATLANTIC, L.s., OEL~MARE RIVER COA~TAL 
ABSTRACT CCLlECTIC~S Cf EARLY LIFE HISTCRY Sl;CES i~ THE \IICI~IT~ Cf SALE" ~LCLEA~ FOwE~ ST~TICN. GE~R USED \AS ~ HALF METER PlAhKlCh ~El. I~TENl CF SlUC' ~AS TC ICfhllf~ AND OETER~I~E l~E SFATIAL ~hC SEASChAL DISTRIBUTJC~ Cf EGGS, LAFVAEt tht S~ALLE~ 'CLNG fiSHE~ AN~~ALLY RtPtlllivE F~CGI'~to IS OFHHt., ~• 
NAME 
HCIIE IIU~EH 




l If CCC f 
~ICTCP J. sc•ttfF 
2C2 3H Hts 
ICHl~'CLCGJCAL ASSCCIIT~S 





FILE ~A~E FISH ~Ill I~VESTIGATIC~S l~ ~ARYLANt hATERS 
GE~ERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA NC~lH AllA~llC, (CASTAL, ~.S., CHESAPEAXE EAY, 
HHYLIM 
~ESTRACT ~EPCRlEC FIS~ KILLS I~ MA~YLA~D hATERS, hATER 
A~AL,SIS, A~AL~SIS Cf FIS~ FC~ CAUSE Of tEATH. DATA fROM ~21 KILLS, 72 IN 1973 
THRCLCH CCTCBER 11. CCLfiTS, SIZES, SPECIES LISTS, \ALLES FCR FISHES I~VCLVED. 
~AME HChAFD KI~G 
P~C~E ~l~EE~ ;Cl-2t1-51t~ 
IN!llllliC~ C~ 'Gf~CY ~ARVLANO DEFART~E~T OF ~ATU~AL RESCUMCES 
STREET TA~ES SlATE OffiCE BUlltlaG 
CllY A~~APCllS 
!tATE ~tRYLA~t 
ZIF CCCE 214Cl 
FILE ~AME FISt ~C~E~E~JS-~ARVLA~C STUCY 
GE~ERAL GECGFAFHIC AFEA NCRTH ATLANTIC, COASTAL, u.s., OELA~ARE AKD MAR,LAND 
A851PAC1 A T~E~TY-£11 ~t~T~ FIS" TAGGING StUD~ TO CElERMINE 
ThE ~CVE~E~TS Cf FJ!~ lN.lhE ChESAPEA~E A~C DELAk~PE C~~~L ~AS CGNOUCTEC. TWO 
TVfE! CF T~GS ~ERE USEt: l~E CIRLI~ TAG ~AS tPPLJE£ TC S~All FISh !LESS ThAN 1 
FCOTJ AAD ltf FElEPSEN DISC lAI ~AS USED ftP LARGER FISh. MIGRATION STUDIES 
IIERE HSC CCNtlCHC ~ IT• THE l'H CF lllR,lSU IC TRA41SI<IT TEPS. 
~AME CCI.JGUS E~ R lTC!! IE, JR. 
F•CNE ~UI<EER !Cl 45~ ClGC 
INSllTLllC~ CR AGE~CY UNIVEPSITY Cf MARYLAND 
5TREET NAllRAl RESCURCES I~STITUTE 
CITY CCLLEGE PARK 
STATE I<IP~ltNC 
llf CCCE 2C74C 
FILE tiHl flS~ SlP~EY IN lH MARYLAND FCRTION Of THE 
CHl!AFEAKE AND CElAkARE CANAL 
GEtiEFAl GECGFAFhiC APEI NCRTt AtlANTIC, COASTAL, U.S., DELA~ARE AND MARYLAND 
.t8STFACT A l~ENTY-NINE I'CHti· SllR\in CF THE FISH IN THE 
,,PVLA~t PlRTICh Of T~£ CtESAPED~E A~C tElAkARE CAN,l ~AS CONDUCTED. 
PARAI'ETERS INClUtE COUNT AND SPECIES OETER~IN~TIO~ (f EACH CATCH• HYDROGRAPhiC 








2JP (([ E 
OCLGLA~ E. FITC~lE JR. 
3Cl 454 ClCO 
U~l\iERSITV CF ~AFVL~N[ 





GENEFAl GECGFAPHIC AREA 
~BSH<ACT 
IN TtlS FILE. RELEASE AND 
Sl~IPEC EASS, ~HllE fEPCI-
CEL lAGEJtiG INFC~~'TJC~. 
~AilE 
fHl\E ~l~ EH 





FISt TA~GI~G CATt 
NCRTH AlLANliCo L.S., CtESAPEAKE EAW, MARYLAND 
FISt T~GGING CATA fROM l~tC THROUGH l96S INCLLOEO 
RECAFTLRE I~FCRIIAll(N fOR CVER 20000 fiSH INCLUDING 
tNC 1C CTHER SPECIES. THIS 15 A MASTER FILE FOR ALL 
C(lG HTCI-lf 
3C1 32t ~2H 




FILE ~AI<E FIStERIES BICLOG' 
GENERAl Gf(G~APHIC ~REA ~CFT. 'llAtlllC CCEA~, U.S., CCASTtl, CElAWARE, 
LITTLE ASSthOMAN BA,, INCJAN RI\ER SA~ 
Af!STRACT THS FILE CCt.Tili~S CH.EMICAlt PhYSICAl, ANC 
EICLCEICAL CATA G~ 4 CIFFERE~l LAGCC~ SYSTE~S ANC ~DJOl~JNG E~EAYMENTS IN THE 
LITTLE ASSAkO~A~ AN[ It.Cil~ RI\ER SA'S AREt IN DELAWARE. THE C~TAt TAKEN AS 
PART CF A~ !~FACT STUD~ GF CREC~I~G A~D FILLI~G CPERATICNS, INCLUDES 
TE~PERATLRE. SAL1NT1Yt DI!SCl\EC CXVGEN, PHCSFHCALS, ~ITRtJE, ~!TRITE, 










302 i3E 1212 
CCLLEGE Cf ~APIIIE STUCIES 




FILE NAI<E FISHES A~D FISH LARVAE CCLLECTEC FRCM ATLA~TIC 
PL~tiKTCN C~UJSES CF P~ PATHFINCER 
GENERAl GECGFAP~IC AREA U.S., COASTAL, NCPlh AlLA~TlC 1 CHES.PEAKE BAY, 
SCLT~ER~ Ct£SAFEAKE 8~Yt VIRGI~IA COAST AN[ COASTAl INLETS, viPGINIA 
A8SlRACT FISH A~O FISh l'FvJE CCLLECTED DURING ATL.NTIC 
PLA~KTCN CFUISES.CF RV FAT~flNCfR hERE MEASURED AT 12 ST~TIONS MCNTHL~ FCR 1 
YEAR. FCSITION Cf STATICN! IN IJIMS SPECIAl SCIENTIFIC REPCRT ~C lB; DATA IN 
~EFOFl H 2t 
t.IIME 
FHCIIE HI'H~ 
INSlllUllCN OR AGENC~ 








CF I'ARI~E SCIE~CE 
FILE t.tME 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC ~REA 
HSHHT 
MttOTHV 8~'• VA. AREA 
UI'E 
PkCM 1\lfo!SER 






flSkES CF M~GCTh~ BAY; ~lRGINiA 
~.S. 1 CO~STAlt ~CFTH ATL~NTJC, VIRGINIA, ~AGOTHY BAY 
SlR\EY Cf FISh AND FOCO HABITS OF FISh FCLI\D IN 
SlR\EYEC Cl\ A •c~TH!~ B~SlS. 
F/oY E li<CSCI\G 
SC.ti-'tf9-8CCC 
OLD OCMlt.IGI\ li\IVERSIT~ 
lt.SllTLTE CF CCEAI\OGR~PHI 
1\CRfCLI< 
~ IIH INU 
235CB 
FILE NAME FIShES TAKE~ BY SEI~E IN ThE CHESAPE~KE AI\[ 
CELA~AFE ClNAl At.C JCJACE~T ~AlERS 
HI\EFH HOGRAftiiC AI!EA t-;CRlli HLAJ\HC, L .. S. r CElAkARf RIVfR.t CCIISTAL 
tf!SHACT fEII(t-. SEII\E SURH~ GF TH C AND D CANAl AIIEA AND 
ADJACEI\1 ~ATERS CURII\G 1911 CCNDUCTEC II\ CCI\Jli\CliCI\ ~ITH OELA~ARE SAY FISH 
SU~VEY. INTEI\T TC A!SESS ~C~E"E~TS eETkEE~ C~ESAPEA~E ~~0 CELAk~RE 8AVS BY 
ICL~G flS~ES ~~C US£ OF (~1\'l lREA AS ~ NURSE~V AREA. A~ A~~UALLV REPETITIVE 
PRCGF'~ IS E)FECTEC. 
1\ Afol E 
FHCI\E ~li'EER 






€ENERAl GECG~AP~IC AREA 
CLAY CREE~ ~ATfRS~EC 
VIClC~ J. SC~llER 
:!Cl 31~ H6<:1 
JCFl~YClC~ICAl ASSCCitlES 




FHR.6 AI\C fAUI\A Of kHITE CUY CREEK AI\D >.jAllEY 





ltiS REPORT COI\lti~S TAJCNC~JC LISTS Of THE PLA~TS 
FCUI\C I~ l~E htiTE ClA' CREEK ~AlERSHEC. 11 IS A CCMPO!IlE 
CF FJELC 1\Cl£5 FROM SEVERAl CC~l~IBUTCPS CLPI~G 19f9 ANC EARLY 
1\AH 
FI1CH HHH 






3C2 731 5174 
CElAi~PE 5IEFR~ (llB 




fiLE Ntt<E FLCR~l PRCCESSE! (f ThE C~~E GRASS LNIGLA PANlCLLATt 
GE/IE~.41l GEC(Fi!PHC Af.U 1\GRlt< AllANUC, CCJISTAL, L.s., NOI<H CARCLII\A 
~B51RAC 1 IN ¥ES1lGAT JCII IIITC HE flCI<Al PPCC ESSES Cf IIORTh 
CARCLIII~ CL~E GPASS UI\ICll FAIIIC~LATA ~IT .. ~AlURIT) CF l~FlORESEI\CiSe SUJL 
TEMPERATURE, AI\D 1\C~MAL I~CICE~C£ R~bi~TIC~. 
~JI~E liEFAFIIN 
PHONE ll:lt<llEI< Sl'.i 737 3364 
INSTITLTICI\ CR J!GEIIC~ NORTh CAI!CLJNA 5TATE liii~E~Sll' 
STREET C.l-. Hill llSP~~'V 
CIT~ RAltiGH 
ST,TE NCRT .. CtRCLINA 
FILE Nt~E FLO~lSTJC AND fCCLCGICAl SLR~EY CF ASS~lEAGLE ISLA~D 
GEI\ERAL GECGFAF .. IC A~E.41 ~CRlk JTLAI\11(, U.S., CELMARVA PENIII!LLA, 
~SSATEAGUE ISLAIIC, COA!lAL 
ABSTPACT MCCI~ATELY I~TENSI'E EGTAIIJCAL SURVEY Of AS~AlEAGLE 
ISLAN£ ~tBil~T TVPES. 3 5ltTIC~S, 2 SITE ~15115 WITh 41 LINE TR-NSECTS IN DUNE 
(;RAS~, ~e IN HAf\HHCt. lCtiE, Jl\t !iS U SOlE h.tlEIHl. SPHIES LISTS FCR EACH 
Hl811~1 tf\C AELIIO.~CE. SCt<E c•E~IC.41l MEASUREMENTS ON SOIL IN EACH HABITAT. 
N~~l . LIEFt~I~I\ 
PHC~E ~l~EE~ 301 454 !C11 
INSliTLTIC~ CR AGE~C' MC~ELCI~ LIER·~~ 
51~EET LNI~ERSilY Cf ~ARYLANO 
CIT) CCllE~E ftR~ 
STtTE ,.R,LA~C 
ZH Ci:rt ;tC7-4( 
FILE N~~E FlC~ER I~ITIATICI\ 1 PHGTCPfRICC, A~O TEMFE~ATURE AS 
RELATEC TC FRCPA(tlJC" Cf CCRNUS FLORIC.41 RltRA 6~ SOFT~OCO CUTTINGS 
GENERAL GEOGRAP11lC AREA 1\C~l· l~ERICA, L.s~, DELA~~Rf, NEW CASTLE CCUNTY 
tEST~ACT PRESENTEC IN REFCRT FCR~ ARE CATA CCLLECTfO OuHJNG 
SllCIES CC~CUCTED II\ t.C~lhEFh CELA;~FE FRC~ 1~5S JC 1S5S lC CETERM!N£ THE OATE 
Cf FLCRAl l~lTIATICh, TtE hU~EER Cf LC~G DAY! ~ECE5SARY lC PRf~Efil SLM~E~ 
OC~M~IICYr '~[ TI-E EFFECTS CF E)lE~CEO CAYS 'fit LG~ TE~P€RA1URES lN 
CVER-hl~TE~IftG CF FCCTEC Clllii\GS I~ TtE CCG~CCC. 
~A~£ MCR~lS LIERARY 
fHCNE ~l~EE~ 3C2 138 2455 
JNSTITUTlCI\ CR AGEI\CY LNIVERSJlY CF CfLA~ARE 
CIT~ ~Ekft~K 
!TAlE CELA~'~E 
ZIP CUE 1~1ll 
FILE ~t~E Fl~CT~ATIC~S I~ TWC CSMCREGULAlOR' COMPONENTS, ~REA 
A~C ChLO~ItE, CN TtE CLEA~NC5E SKATE RAJA f(LANTE~IA ECSE 18C2, ~PCN 
~CCIFICATI(N Of THE SALI~I11 Cf THE EX1ER~ll 'EC1U~ 
GENE~Al GEOGFAI~JC A~£A NO~lh ATLANTIC, u.s., DELA~AREt LE~ES BREAKhATER, 
hAloK~MT ASST~ACT ThE CLEARNOSE !KATE, RAJA EGLA~TERIA, ~AS SUBJECTED 
10 CILLTIO~S A~C CCNCE~lRATJtNS Cf lhE SALiNITY OF ThE EXTERNAL MEOlLM. THE 
EFFECTS Of THIS lRf~lMENT UPCN THE PLAS~A LREA ANt ChlCRitE CONTENT hERE 
~ECCRC££ ANt CRITICALL1 ANAL,ZEC. DLRING tiL~TlCN EXPERIMENTSt SKATES .WERE 
TRANSFfRREC INTC DIFFERENT CILLTICNS ~Nt S'CRIFICEC lWC AT A TIME AT DEFINITE 
INTE~\itlS fCF SEVHlY-UE HC CH-I'IHF I',CIJR.S. INlllALl ~. THERE IS AN ACUTE 
LCSS CF UREA ANt C~LGRIDE WHEN SKATES ARE FLACED INTO V~RIOUS DILUTICNS OF 
SE~~ftT£R. AftER 11'15 INillAL LCSS, TI'E RJTE·Cf LCSS EECC~ES MCRE GRACUAL. 
ACCLI~AllC~ TO ~ SILINITY Cf 21.0~= ~At CCCl~RED 8~ lf.E END OF ABOUT FIFTY 
l'tLRS. AN lNC~EASE IN BCTH LREA AfiC CHLCRlDE ACCO~PIN~I~G AN INCREASE IN 
SALIIHH, tAS eEH CBSEI<\ED WIT!- 6LCCil SAMFLES CCLLECTH AT t<AI!KSNEST DURING 
CNE-1-tlf ~ TICAL C~Clf. BEC~IJSE Gf T'"E MAGNITUDE OF 5~LlfllTY CI-ANGE ANt THE 
SCARCI11 Cf RAYS CAPTLREC·r Ml CEFINITE CONCLUSICNS CAt> fE DRAWl\. 
NA~E llE~A~l~~~ 
fHNE Hl'fER :Ct E4~ H:'i-4 
INSTITLTICfl Cl< HHCY UIIIIH~SilY OF DELAWARE, I'ARitiE STATION LiBRARY 
CIT' lE~ES 
SlATE CELAWARE 
liP CCCE IS!SE 
FOREST SURVEl I~ THE' SC~T~E~ST fOREST l~FCRMATICN FILE NMH 
RETRif'oH tfHl GENE~AL GECGI<AFHIC A~fA ~C~lH All,~TIC, Ct~ST~L, u.s., VIRGINIA, ~GRTH 
CIROll~~. SOUTH C~~CLINA, CECRGJ~, flCRICA. 
ABSTRACT ~C~IT(RINC CF FCREST ~ESERV£5 FRO~ ~ERl~l 
P~CTCC~APH1 ANt f~CLNt S~~FLlNC. OBSERVATIONS INCLUDE AREA PER SPECIES, VOLUME 










704 258 2850 
.PRCJ f:C 1 LEIIC EJ<; 





GE~EPAL GECGF~PHIC ARf~ 
FCFGE Fl\EF, MCRICtES fA~ 
FCR~E ~~~ER- ~CFICHES e•~ 1S66-1968 
NCRlt AI'ERICAt u.s., t\Eh YCRKt CCASTAL, N.Y. BiGHT, 
ABHIUCT SlltY HWCLVEI: 6C STATIC~S H .. liiCH SAMPLES kERE 
CCLLEClEt ANC ~NALY5EC FCR !All~ITY, lE~fEfATLRE, thLCRCPHYll A, 
(~lHCfhC~fhAlEt ~ITPATE, T~A~SfAPE~CY, AMMC~IA, TOTAL NITROGEN, TOTAL CARBON 
E~ CEFT~ FRC~ 5U~F.CE lC ECTlC~. 
~AME . CF. JC'"fl P. e~FLC~ 
PHH t.LI'EH 60 2!f 4441 
IN511Tl1JCN CF AGENC\ CCF~£Ll l~I\EPSITY 
STREET 221 LAt\G~LIF L•E~ 
CITY llt~CA 
ST.lE ~E .. 1CP~ 
HF ecce Vt~5C 
FILE lit fiE 
Sl~VE' 
FRESI- hHER INVESUGATICII.S-OHAiiARE LAKE At\0 POND 
GE~EFAl fECEF•F~IC ~Ff~ NC~Tt ~!'ERICA, L.s •• CELA~ARE 
ABSTRACT CAT~ F~G~ A tl~t.CtCGICAl SlUCY CARR!EC CUT OURlfiG 
ltE S~I'~ER CF 19~3 Ct. 13 f~ESt~•TER PONCS JN CELAWAR~ ARE PRESEt.TEC I~ REPCRT 
FCRM. ~EASLREO PAPt~ETERS FCR .E,CH PC~D Jfl(l~tE ACLATIC AND StCRELINE SPECIES 
Cf VEGET.TIC~, SFECIES Of fiSH, ECTTC~ TVfE A~O CERT~l~ WATER QUAlll~ 
P.AUMEHRS. AlHi EfltLCSU ARE SLRHY I'•Ps tflt f!AlHHET~Y Ch.6.RTS OF THE PONDS. 
NAH 51Aff-Cl\ilSUJfl CF FISH Ht WILDLIFE 
FHCH ~nEH 3C2 f.7f 4431 










FILE ~t~E FU~~I ASSOCIAlEC kiTH RCCTS Of SO~BEAN IGl~Cli\E 
~AX) IN CElAhARE 
fENEF~l ~ECGFAftlC ~~EA ~C~lt AMERICAt. L.S., DELA~AFE 
IESl~ACl PRESENTEt IN REFCRI FCP~ ARf DATA CCLLE(TED FRO' 
STUDIES CCNCUCHC Jll. CELAIIAI<E ctJI!lH l'iM CN THE SPECIES OF FLtiGI ASSOCIATED 
WITH RCCT FCT I~ SC1eEANS •. CETERMINATICtl! Cf THE f.THCGENICITY Cf ISCLATEC 
FUNGI SPECIES (~ SC~BE,~S fY TtE INlCUlUM !Cil I'IXTLRE METHGO ARE l~Cl~DEO. 
~A~E . ~CR~IS liERAR1 
fHCNE ~l~EEP 3C2 738 2455 
INSTITUllOfl CR AGENC1 lNIIIERHlY CF CELAIIARE 
"(11~ ~Eh~RK 
STAlE CElA~AFE 
liF ecce 19111 
FILE ~HE GA~E ~~RVE5l ANC: CENSLS ~C:Fl~ AMEFICA9 ~.s •• ~E~ JERSEV 
~LNlER ~AR\ESl RA1E5 Cf GAI'E FARM F~EASANTS AI\C GENE~~l GEOGRAPhiC AREA HSTRHT 
QlAll A~E REPCRlEC CN 
IIAH 
ltREE ~ILCLlfE ~AI\AGE~ENT ARft! 
PtlCI\E tlll'eER 
JNSTITLTJCN OR AGE11C~ 





PRINCIPAL WlLOLIFf 8ICLCGIST 
2C 1 135 Bl'l3 
NEW JERSEV CEPARli'ENT Of EI\~IRDNMENTAL FRCTECTICN 
JIID SHllfiSHI<IES, ellREAU CF hllOllfE 14JIN,IIGEMENT 




FILE NA~E GA.~A ~A' ATTENLITION PCPC:SITV Of DEEP SEA CORES 
GE~E~AL tECGFAFHIC AFEA hC:RltWICE CCEAN 
JIESli<ACl TfE CHP Stll CRill lNG PRCJECl Al SCR lPPS 
INSTITLTICJI Cf CCUNCGFIIFiiY IS t.:NURTAKEN Oil THE .I!C~J(E Of THE JOINT 
CCEAHGI<APHC INST lllTIGt-S FCR tEEF EAI'Tt S~f!FLING tJCli!ESI. TC DATE CSDP HAS 
l~KE~ GEClCGICAL A~C GEGf.,YSlC~l CJIT~ fROM THE DRILLING SHIP GlOMAR CHALLENGER 
AT 3€3 SITES O~ER l~E ~CillO CCE~~S. CRIGIN#L CATA fRCM lrE P~OJECT ARE INO~XED 
~"t ~FCHI~EC ey T~E IIIFCI<~JITIC' HANCLING GRCUP. CE1A1LS Cf THE PROCESSING AND 
RETRIEV~l ~ETHCDS ANt CtPAEILlTIES ARE CUTLIIIEO IN A SERIES OF NCTES AVAILABLE 
fR(M T~E GFOUP. tACh TYPE Cf [AlA OBTAI~EO Cli<ING THE F~CJECT LS Mtl~TIIINED AS 
A SEPARATE FILE. SECJ~ENT CEIISITV AI\C FC~CSlTY Cf EACH CCRE ARE MEASLRED B~ A 
GJIMN' FtV ~TTEN~ATlCN PDRCSITV EVALLAT(R (GRAPEJ. THE G~~PE CATA ARE RECORDED 
CII<EClLV FRCM l~E ~AChl~E CNTG MAG~fll( lAFE. LATA ARE ESSENllAllV CC~Tli\UCUS 
(45C COlNlS PER 1·5 P! CCRE SECTIO"l· UITA fl<£1< LEGS 1-20 hERE UOTIZED FRCM 
~~ ~~tlCG SlFIF. 
I\.IIME 
fliCI\E HHH 






COCRCI~Ali"G STAFF SCIEI\liSl 
114 4~2 :352«: 
CEEP SEA C~ILLING FRCJECT, SCRJFPS 11\STITUTION Of. 
F.C. EO 152S 
Lll JCLLA 
OL IFCil ~ J,t\ 
S2CS3 
2<i4 
FILE 1\t,E G~S CHROMATCGRAF•1 CF OEEf SE~ CORES 
GEI\EilAL GEOGRAPHIC ARfA ~OPll~ICE CCEA~ 
AESlllACT THE CEEP SEA DI<ILLli\G PROJECT Al SCRIPPS 
11\SllllllCN Of CCEAI\CGR~FrY IS JIFFl~l,lEC ~IT~ ThE ~CII\T CCEANCGRAPHIC 
11\SlllUTIO~S FCR tEEP E~FTt S~~flii\G IJCICES). DSDF hAS lAKEI\ GECLCGIC~L Al\0 
(ECPt~SIC~L CATA FRCM THE CRilLING SHIP GLC,AF CHAllE~GER AT 3€3 SITES OVE' 
lHE ~CRlt CCEA~S. CRIGJI\tl Ctll FRCM l~E PRCJECT A~E lhCEXEC ANC ARCHIVED BY 
ThE l~f(R~ATICJI HA~CLI~E GRCUP. CET~ILS Of THE PRCCESSI~G AND RETPIE~AL 
~EltCCS Aht CAfABILiliES IIRE.OLTLI~Et Ill A !E~IES (f ~CTES AVAILABLE FRCM TbE 
G~CLF. tACh TYPE Cf CAl' CBTAI~£0 DU~lf\' ThE PROJECT IS MAINTAINED AS A 
SEPARATE FilE- GAS (~RCMATCER~~S hERE CBTAI~EC SPO~AtiCAllY THRCLG.CUl lHE 
PROJECT. lhEY ARE ~SEC TC CfTEF~I~E C~R€C~. CICXICE CCNTENT Of PGRE kA'TfRS ·ft~D 
THE CC~FCSI1ID~ Cf H1CFCCAPEC~5 ~HE~£ TtEY EJISTEC. 
Nll~E CCC~CINATING STAff SCIEI\liST 
fHCNE Nl~EEF 714 4~2. 3~2E 






f llE 1\~,.E 
CELHilFE R lHR 




GATX CGAPORIIllC~ PFOPOSED TERMINAL FACILITY CN THE 
EE~E~Al EECEFAPHIC AREA NCPlh A~ERICA, u.s., NEW JERSEWt DElll~·RE RIVER, 
GLCVCESTER CCllllYt •EST CEPTFC~C lC~f\S.IP 
ABST~ACT IN PlTllflif lGEETHER AN E~VIRCN,.ENTAL !~PACT 
STIITE!IENl fORTH fRCPCSEC CCNSlHCTICI\ CF HE GATX CCI<FO!<ATICN•S HRMINAL 
FACillT' CN THE DELAhAFE RI~ER NEAR ~ESl CEPTFCRO TC~~SHIF, NEk JEI<SEW, THE US 
ARIIY CCI<PS Cf ENGINEERS CC~PILED DATil EASEl!~E SUR~E)S FEC~ 1952 TC TtE 
PRESE~T. A~ CVEPALL tSSESS~E~T Cf LCC'l TCFUGRAPtV, tiCRCLCGY, ECOSYSlEMS, 
kATEP 'liD AIR 'UALIT\', AI\C Cli"ATE WAS MACE iN RELATICIISHIF lC T~E EfFECTS Cf 
THE PROP05EO ACliC~. 
HH 
PHCNE Ill~ e ER 






215 557 2~44 
t;S ARMV CCRFS Of 
2H AH CHESHUI 
flillA[ El FHIJ! 
FEHSYL\11\'IH 
l'ilC€: 
EIIGINEERS, PHILACELFHIA CISTRICT 
STREETS 
fiLE ~~~E GEE!E MC~EME~lS 
GENERAL GEOGR~PhlC ~~EA hORlh ATLANTIC CCE~N, u.s., NEW JERSEY, DELAWARE BA' 
ABSTRACT DAILY CENSUSES M~CE ON A ~AJCF ~lGRATION P~THWAY 
CVER t THREE YEAR PERlCD l~DICJTED THAT THE PEAK FliGHT MO~EMENTS FOR CANADA 
GEESE CCCUR~EC ffT~EEN OClCBER 11 10 OCTCBfR ~3. 
NA~E PRI~CIFAL FIShEFJES EICltGJSl 
PHCNE lll~Bf~ 6C'.i 292 HH 
INSTIT~TICN CR ~Gf~CV NEW JERSEY CEPART~ENT OF ENVIRONMENTAl PROTECTION 
DIVISICN Of FI~Ht GA~Et AND SHEllflSHE~lESt ElREAU CF WilDLIFE ~ANAGE~E~T 
SlREET F.C. ECX lSCS 
CIT't UHlCI\ 
51ATE NE~ JER!EY 
llf CctE Oll625 
FILE Nt~f GECLCGIC CCNlRCl Cf GRCLI\OWATER MCVEMENT IN A 
fCRTIO~ Cf THE Cfl,WAFE FIEC~C~l 
C:EIIERAl GECGFAPHIC AllH 1\0I<Th M!ERICA, t; • .l:., 1\CfllHIIESTERN IJHAWARE 
~eSTFACT D~TA AND AQliFEI< CHARACTEFISTICS AS ~IELD, DEPTHS 
TC PRCtlCTI~E ZCN£5 A~O ~Ell C'~A~IC! ~llE CC"PAREC AI\C RELATED TC GECMCRPHIC 
FE~TUFE! 1 STRLCTURIL GECLCEY• liTHCLCGY ANC ~ICRDCLIMATE TO DETERMINE THE 
GECLCGIC UCTORS Hill CONlRCL HiE OCCLRilENCE ANt ,.C~HIEI\T Of GllClNDWATER 
~llhll\ ThE tfl~WIIRE f!EC~C~l. 
~~ME ~~llER M. lEIS 
PHONE ~l,.BER 302 738 2569 
INSTITUliO~ CR AGE~CY GECLCEY DEF~IlTMENTt UNJ~ERSITY OF OELAhAilE 
CITY 1\E~tllK 
STilE CElA~ARE 
2IF CCtf: 19111 
FILE l\M!E 
GENERAl GEOGRAPhiC AREA 
AeS lR~.Cl 
BY ThE USE Cf 5EOI~ENT 
UME 
FHCNE Hf'EEil 





GECLCGIC SlUCif! I~ DElAiAilE fAY 
NCilTH ATLANTIC• t.S., CCAST~lt CELAWARE BAY 
SECI,.ENT SlllUCTLRE IN DElii.,RE fAY HAS EEEN STUCIED 
CCRES OfTAI~EC C~ER A THREE YE'F FERICC 
C~. R.E. S~EillC~I\ 
302 131! 2CCC 
GEGlGG' DEF~RT,E~T 
l~I~E~SITY (f CElAW-RE 
NHoJRK 
CHIHI<E 
1S1 I 1 
226 
filE ~A~E GECLCGlCAl INWESTIEATJG~S Cf MA~YLA~O•S ATlANTIC 
CCE~~ ~~0 C~ES~PEAKE EA' !HCRELI~ES, GEOLCGICAL S~~~E't eRA~CH Cf ThE ~~RYLAND 
CEPARlMENl Cf h~TLR~l RE!Cl~CE! 
(EhE~Al GEC'F'fhiC A~£~ u.s., COASTAL, ~GillH ATLA~11Ct CHESAPEA~E BAY, 
MARVLA~[, PCTCM~C RIVER, LITTLE ~SSA~CMI. EAY TC Chi~CClEAGUE EAY 
AllSTRACT MIS~ICN WL14, Fll• lt MA't 11, 1~13, kll~ ~AlLCPS 
STATICN C-54 AIRC~ilfl E'~IPPEt kiTH 1-11 ~E~Itl M~PPI~G CA~ERA A~C 12S CIIMERA 
SYSTE~ I~ CCCFERATIC~ WITh GECLCGIC~L SUilV£Y ERAN(h Cf MC. DEPl. CF ~ATURAl 
llESOLilCES. CEJECTIVE- TC reTAIN REMOTE SENSING IMAGERY IN kAVE LENGTH BANCS 
Cf lt'E llllll-SPECHAL !CANliH teCAI<D HE HTS SATElliTE. IMAGERY kill llE USED 
~S ~GRCLNC TRUJhn FCR INTE~fREll~E ERT5 IM~CERY WIT~ RESPECT TC GECLCGIC AND 
kHER RESCli'CES C~U. I!EillhER- ClOUtY WITh 'IISIBllllY 3-5 MILES, All< lEI(P. 2 
CEG. CAT ~5CC fl., MSL ~ITH A kiNt CF 17 ~NCTS FRC~ 230 CEG. 
N~f'E PAUl tlfO~Sl 
PliCNE H~BER EC4-~2'i-34ll 
INSTITUTIC~ Cl< ~GEI\0 NAHOI'!Al AEROh/llTICS A~D Hii.CE AOfol 
STREET C~E!~PEA~E EAY ECCLDGICAL PFCGR~M OFFICE 
CITV kALLCF! ISlt~C 
SltTE VII<GINIII 
liP ecce 23331 
FILE NAME GEOLC~ICAL INVESllGATJCI\S CF MAR'tl~N0 1 S ~llANTIC 
CCE~~ AN& C•ESAPEA~E BIIY StCFEll~ES 
GE~EFAL GECG~AF~IC AREA NCRlt AMERICA, t.S., foiARYL~hC 
AB51~ACT ,.JSSICN W245, FLIGHT 01, wAS ACCOMPliSHED ON 
NOVE~EER 1, l'.i73, UTJllZING THE h~LLCPS SlAliCN C-~4 AIRCRAFT E'UIPPEC WITH A 
T-11 IERI~l ~AFPING C~~E~~ ~NO AN 12S ~llllSFECTRAL CA~ERA SYSTEM IN 
CCCPEPAliCN ~~1~ TtE GEClCGICAL SURVEY BI<A~Ch OF ThE ~ARYL~NC DEPARTMENT OF 
NATURAl RE5CLRCE~. THE OBJECll\E OF THE fLIGhT WAS. lC CllTAIN FllSE CClCR 
INFRA~EC ANC MtlTISPECTRAL fHClCG~AFMY CF ~tRYL~~CS ATlANTIC OCEAN A~C 
CHES~FtAKE fAY S~CRELINES. ThE l~AGE~Y kill 8E USED IN SENSING THE ~Al~E OF 
ERTS I~AGE~' FCR ~ONJTORI~G ~HC~ELINE CHA~GE5. 
NA,.E ~IC~AEl CC~GEF 
E~CNE lllifiEER £04 E2'1 3411 
INSlllliliC~ (I' AGE~CV ~ATICNAl AERC~ALllCS ANC SPACE ACM 
STREET C~ESAPEA~E Bil~ ECCLOGICAl F~CG~AM CFFICE 
CITY kAllCFS ISltNO 
SlAlE · 'IFGI~IA 
liP core 2!!!1 
221 
FILE t-Al'£ GEUHY Cf TH FHl ZC~E. 
GENEP~l GEOGPAPHlC ~REA NC~TH AMERICA, L.s •• ~CRTHE~~ CELA~~RE 
ABSTRACT T~E GEOLOGICAL ~AKELP Of THE FALL ZC~E BETWEEN 
kll~INGTOt. AND NE~ARK IS IN\ESTIGATEC 1( CETE~MINE ITS CAPABILITY TO SUBSTAIN 
THE FRESENl PATE Of fCFLLATICN ANC ECCNcMIC GROwTH. A STRUCTURE CONTOUR MAP Of 
T~E CRYST~LLINE BASE~ENT CCMPLEJ AND lllHCFACIES ~APS Cf THE THICKNESSES CF 
lHE CVERLYJNG PCTC~~C FOFMATICt. ANC THE (~ERLINE £LATEFN~RY CEPCSITS ARE 
CCNSlRLCTEO FRC~ THE ELECTfiC AND CESCRIFTI~E LOGS Cf 140 WELLS. 
NA~E NENAO SfCLJ~RIC 
PHCNE Hf'Htl 3(2 73S 2S33 
JNSTITLTICN (R AGft.CY DELAWARE GECLCGlC'l SURVEY. L~IVERSITY CF CELAWARE 
CITY NEh~R~ 
~T~TE CEllkA~f 
liP CCCE 19111 
FILE N·~E GECLCGY, .tYCRCLCE,, ANC GEOPHYSICS Cf CCL~MBIA 
Sf£11'\Et.TS It. TH M U:OLETOfv-(JCfSSA AREA, CHA .. ARE-IiYORClOGY AM: GECPI-YSICS 
GENERAL GECGFAfHJC AFEJ ~CRT~ A~E~ICA, L.S., NC~TtCENTRAL CElAkARE 
~e~l~ACT H'ORCGR~PHlC ANt GEOPtWSICAl D~T~ CCLLECTEC D~AJNG 
~ STLC't fRO• l'i6S UiHlJGI- 1S7C CF CClLME 1.6 SEtl!I.HTS IN THE MIDCLETCIIN-ODESSA 
AREA 1 CELA~AIIE Ar:E PFESEIITEC IN REFCRl FORM. llif tiAIN PLRPOSE Cf ThE STUDY .WAS 
TO IN,ESTIGAlE ThE LSEFLL~ESS Cf TtE AESlSTI~ITY SCLNOI~G TECHNIQUE IN THE 
lCC,TICN (f POTENTIALLY fFCCLCTIVE E~CUNC~~TER AREAS. RESLLTS Of RESISTIV lTV 
S(l~CiNGS ANC .. ~lEA lE,EL AND 5AlUF~llCN 11-ICKNESS SLR~EYS Of THE CCLUMBIA 
SEti~ENlS APE GI~E~. 
~M"f 
fHCi\E HMBER 
INSTITOTICN C~ ~Gfi\C' 




KENNETH c. ~CCt~LfF 
3C2 738 .2€33 
tELA~ARE GECLCGICAl SLP~E~ 





FILE ~~~E GECLCGY, tYDRCLCG)t AND GECPH)SICS Cf CCLL~BIA. 
SECI~ENlS IN lHE ~lCCLETCk~-CtESS~ 'RE,, CEL~k-RE 
EUHAL HCGF.tflitc ~PEA 1\CI<H A!",£RICA, l.S., NO~TH-CEI\TRAL CELAIIARE 
~8STRAC1 GECLCGIC D'T' CCLLECTEt CLPING A STUDY CARRIED CUT 
FFC~ 1~67 ltROU(h l9t'i Cf CCLU~El' ·sECIMENl~ IN THE ~ICOlETO~N-COESSA AREA, 
tELA~ARE ARE PRE!E~TEO IN PEPCRT FOR~. THE ~~~ESTIG'TICN ~AS CCNCUCTEO IN 
CRCEF TC tElfR~INE ltE CC~CITIC~S ANt E~VJRCN,ENTS Of OEPCSiliCN OF THE 
CCLU~€1' SECJMENTS. SEOJ!"ENTARY STRUCTURES AND lE)lLRES hhlCH AAE CCASIUEREC 
TO SE REPRESENTATI\E Of l~E GECLCGIC HISTCFI CF THESE CEFCSITS kfRE GIVE~ 
SPECIAL ATlf~TIC~. THE STUCY hAS PLN I~ TkC PtASES h~ERE ThE RESULTS CF A 
SLRFAC£ 1~\ESTltATIC~ CF fCUR CUTC~CPS Gf COLUMBIA CEPCSITS ~ERE ThE~ APPLIED 












3C2 i3E 2B3 
iJELA~A~E GEClCEICAL SURVEY 




GfNERAL GECG~APHIC AREA ~CP1H A~E~ICA, L.S., CC~NECTICLT, LCNG ISLANC SCUNO 
AfSTRtCl SEIS~IC REFLECTIC~ PRCFILING WAS CARRIED OLT OVER A 
4 ~EAR PERIOD I~ LC~G ISLA~D SCL~C. ST~IF CttRTS CC~TAIN CATA FRC' 1000 MILES 
Cf SHIP TRACK. HUCDS USED U.ClUi:Ei: liH (L~, SPAI<I<ER, BCOMER, At\D 3.5 AND 12 
KtZ Flt\EE~S. CtARlS l~CJCATE lA,EFS Of SU~f,CE SECI~E~TS ANC EECRCC~. 
NAH CR. JOI-N J:;Ool HG ' 
FtD~E ~L,fER 2C3 ~~t 1C2C 
INSliTLTICN cR AGE~CY ~ARI~E SCIE~CES INSTITUTE, LNI~ERSITY CF CONNECTICUT 
~TREET A\EF' FCI~T 
CJTY GFCTCN 
~~~TE CC~~ECTICLT 
2IF CCCE Ct32C 
FILE Nt~E GECF~'SICJl hELl lOGS IN OELAhARE SlATE 
Gf~EFAl GECGFAFHIC A~EA ~C~l~ ~~ERIC~. L.S., CELA~~PE 
~ESTI<tCT GECP~VSICAL WEll LCGS A~E AVAILABLE FCR 
'PPRC)I~ATELY 42! ~'LIFER hELl! I~ THE STAlE CF CELtkARE. lCGS l~ClUCE 
TE~PEP~TURE, ELECTFICAL CCNCLCTI,IT't ANC ~tTLPAl RA[ICACTI~ITV LCGS. NCT AlL 
hiLLS tAVE BEE~ ~EA!LREO FGR l~E ~A~E PARA~E1E55. 
~A~E CElAhA~E GECLCGICJl SU5~EY STAFF 
FtC~E ~l~fER 3C2 i3~ 2€3! 
JNSlJTLTIC~ (~ AEE~CW CELt~tRE EICLCEICAL SLAVE' 
CIT~ ~E.AF~ 
STtlE CELAIIARE 
ZIP CUE 1S111 
FILE ~~~E GILGC GE~E~AL €ECGF~fhiC A~EA NO~Th ATLANTIC CCEA~, u.s., N·'· BIGHT, CCASTAL, 
lCNG ISLA~[, ~LffClK COL~T,, GILGC 
ABSTFACT YIElt OF BE~ThlC PLANTS A~D SPECIE! DETER'l~ATICN 








llF CCC E 
c•~IS flEHILLER, HEAD CF 'ARI~E RESOURCES SECTION 
516 .:34 '-ttl 
SUFFCL~ CC~~TY,CEPARTME~T Cf fN~I~O~MENTAl CONTROl 




FILE NA~E GllH GENH~L GECGI<IIFHIC ~UA NORU ATLANTIC CCEAN, U.S., N.Y. BIGHT, CCASTAlt 
LONG JSLANC, SlfFOl~ CCU~l,, GlLEC . 
AESlPIICl YIELD OF BENThiC PlANTS AND SPECIES DETERMINATION 









Ct<l<lS flfltlllERt tHO Cf M~RINE RESOURCES SECTION 
~H 2::4 2t~2 
SUFFOLK COUNTY 1 CEPARTMENT Cf ENVIRO~MENT~l CO~TROL 





FILE hAME GRAI~ !IZE A~Al,SES OF CEEf SEA CC~fS 
GENE~Al GECGF~FtlC ~REA ~CRLC~ICE CCEA~ 
ABSTFACT TtE CEEF SEA CRJLLING PRCJECT AT SCRIPP! 
INSTITUTION OF OCEA~CGRAFHY IS AFFILIATED ~ITH THE JOINT CCEANCGRIIPtlC 
INSllllllO~S FCR CEEf EAFlH SA~Pll~G (JOICE!l. CSCF HAS l~KEN CEOLCGICAL A~U 
GEOFHYSIC'l DATA fRO~ Thf CRILLI~G StiP GlCI'AR ChAllENGER Al 3€3 SITES OVER 
THE ~CRLC OCEANS. CRIGINAL CATA FRC" THE FRCJECT A~E I~CEJED A~D A~CtiVEC e' 
THE HFCR~ATJCfo HAULING I:RCt.P. CEUILS Cf THE PROCESSING AND RETR IE\/Al 
~ETHCCS A~t CAPASILITIES tRE OLTLINEO 1~ A SEPIES CF NClES A\IAILA8lE FROM THE 
GRCUF. EAC~ TYfE Cf CAlA (STAINED DLRING THE FRCJECJ IS MAINTAINEC AS A 
SE~IIRAlE fiLE. SEDIMENT GRAI~ SilE A~Al1SES tRE CC~E ·~~RtXI~AlflY CNCE PEA 












GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC A~EA 
HSTRACl 
SCLNC~ CF ~CRJH CAPCli~A. 
tl.UIE 
PnOH HHH 





C(CFCI~~TING STJff SCIE~TJST 
71~ <45.2 35;1(: 
CEEF SEA tRilliNG PROJECT• SC~II'PS J~STITLTION Cf 




GRAI~ SIZE CLR~ES OF SECIME~lS IN TtE SCL~CS CF 
~CRTI- ~llANliC, CCASTAL, ~.s •• NORTI- CAROLINA 
A~Al'ISI~ CF THE G~AIN SIZE CF THE SEDIMEhTS Of ThE 
liB~AilUI\ 
915 CJ33 2211 
OEPARl~EI\1 Cf GECLCGY liERA~Y 





FILE ~A~E G~Af.IC A~ALYS15 Cf CLR~€~T VELOCITY, SALINITY, 
Df~SITY ANt TE~PE~ATURE CL~lNG PERICDS Cf EEB AND FLCCO IN THE ENTRANCE TC 
l~I~flE ~~CALS C~A~NEL 
GENERAL GECGFIPhiC ~~E~ 
I'Clli-'o VHGII'dll 
ABSTfUCT 
Eee ~~C fLCCD TJCE IN 
SYNCFTIC INlE~~IlS Cf 
~j\H 
FHC~E Hf'IEER 




, .li F CCCE 
FHE NtU 
GENHH GECH~PHC j\~H 
GREAT Hlll- SAY 
~eS TRACT 
U.S., CC~Sl~l, ~C~l"' ~TLANlJC, CHESAPEA~E BAY 
SlR~EY OF •vDRCGRAPHJC FARA"ETERS DURING PERIODS OF 
T•E ENTR~NCE TG TMJ~ElE SHCAL CHAI'i~El. c•11 RElLCEC TC 
ll~E ~~C {Eflh , 
I<CNHD JC~I'i5CN 
llC4-Itf9-8CCC 
ClC tCMINIC~ ll'il~£RSI1Y 




GREAT SCll~ fAV EAST 
Hl<lt- Hli!Nl lC CCEAN, L.s., N.~ .. SIGHT, CCASTAlt 
VtRlCUS C•E~lCAL AND PH\SICAL ASPECTS OF lt-E 
EASTERN PC~TJCN Cf GREAT 
1~7~ lC TH£ FRE~f~l. 
SCLTt- EAY ~ERE MfASURED ~~ 12 ST~TICI'iS FRCM NOVEMEER 
HIH 
fHCH HHEli 





F llE li~I'E 
GENER~l ~ECGF~FHIC ~REt 
GR£•1 ~ell• llA'I 
CHRIS EIEMILlERt HEAD CF MJRJNE RESOURCES SECTIO~ 
5lf 2~4 2f22 
SUFfCl~ CGU~TY,OEPtRT~E~T CF E~VIRC~~E~TAL CO~TROL 




GREAT SClTH Stl kf!T 
NCRTH ATLANTIC CCEJN~ U.S., N.Y. BIGHT, COASTAL, 
~BSlR.CT v•RICLS CHEMICAL JND PHYSICAl ASPECTS OF THE 
!lESTER~ FCRTJO~ CF GRE~T SCUTH BJ~ kERf "El!URED AT 12 SlATIC~S fRC~ ~GVEMBER 
1912 lC TI-E HESEIIT. 
f\Aflf 
PHCIIE lll~EEP 
IN5TITlTIC~ CR AGE~C'r 




ChRIS BIE~JLLER, HEAD (f ~·~I~E RESCURCfS SECTIC~ 
su n4 :u..:2 
SLFFCL~ CCl~lY,CEF~RT~E~T CF E~VIRC~~ENTAl CONTROL 





FILE Nt,.E GRCll\t kiHEI< lEIIHS Ill CElJlkARE JANLARV, 1962-JLNE, 
l~ot 
EEIIEFAl EECGF~FhiC AFft 1\C~T~ ~MERICA, l.S., OELA~ARE 
JBSlFACl GRCL~C ~ATER lE~ElS Ill EIGHT CCAST~l Fl~lll 
CBSER~·TIO~ ~ELLS •FE PFESENTEC FCR T~E FEPlCC J~l'iLAFY~ lS62 TO JU~E l96t• GRCU~C ktTER LEVELS I~ CIIE PlECPOIIT WELL ~RE GIVE~ FC~ JA~~ARY, l960 1 THRCU~k 
JL~E, l9t6. FPCM TtiS [All A~ I!SESSMEIIT IS ~~DE CF ThE EFFECTS OF ThE 
1961-1St6 CRCUG•T (~ ERCL~[ hATER LEVELS IN CELAWARE. ALL hEllS ARE LCCATEO IN 
AREA~ Cf LITTLE CR ~( fl~PIIIG. 
N'ME I<.C. ~CCI:Plff 
PHONE ~L,.fER !C2 1!~ 2f33 
iNSiiTLTICN CR AGE~C'r OEltkARE EEClCGICil SURVEY, ~NIVERSITY OF OELA~ARE 
CITY ~EhtR~ 
HHE DEllllollliE 
.llf CCC£ lS711 
FilE NtH 
IHAH 
€E~E~·L GEGGFAPhlC ARE• 
f\A5Hl-HFHll< CCLf.l'Y 
GRClHWAlER CATA FPOM 1\ASSAli-SLFfOll< CClHYr LCNG 
~CiiTH AMERICA, U.S., NE!o YCRI<, LCNG ISLAIIC, 
ABSTRACT 511\CE JA~UAR~ 1~76 EhER'Y ~ESGURCES CC~PA~V. 
INCOPPCRJlfC H~S BEEN s•~Fli~G GRCU~CWATE~ fRCM U.S. fECLDGICAL SUR~EY WEllS 
IN NASSAL-SLFFCLI< CCUNTY, lCIIG ISlllNC. PA~~METERS ~EilSLREO ARE: ~AGI'iESlU~, 
IRON, C~LCIU~. ZI~C, ARSE~IC, E·~IU~, C~CMIL'• C~RC~IL~, LEAC 'ERCURY SELENlL~. !ILVE~, CRGJ,.IC t•fMICALS, Af\D Vllil~ES. t•TA ARE AV:ILABLE F~GM 
E~EFGY ~ESCURCES, IS~ ALEWIFE fRCOI< FA~K~Al, CAMER!CfE, ~ASS~~t'SE~·s fn~ THE CCSl Cf REf~OI:LCT IC/1. " .. 'I u 
1\A~ f 
PP.CNE ~l~BER 






611 661 31CC 
ENE~G' RESClRCE! CCMPAN,, 






FILE ~~·E ERUU~C~ATcR QUAlll~ OAT~ 
GENERAL GEOGRAP~IC AREA ~C~1~ ~ME~JCt 1 u.s., GRE~T LAKES, NEh YCKKt lONG 
ISlA~£, N.Y. fiGHT, CCASltl 
tBSlRACl THE l<ATE!l PESCUilCES OIVISIC:I\ Cf HiE Ut.ITEI: STATES 
GECLCGICAL SUilVEY MCNITDRS GRCUNCWATER QlALilY IN NEM YORK SlATE kiTH EMPHASIS 
CN LC~G ISLAND. ThE~E ~llf ~fP~C)J~~TELY 52 STATIONS CC~FRISING THE NETWORK AND 
23 P~RAMETER~ CAt. fE CETER~It.EC #1 EJCt ST~llCN. ~ECORCS CN GROUND WATER 
QU~LITY ~FE SICREC CN MA<NETIC CJ!C. !C"E Cf THE PARA~ETERS hHICH ARE 
DETER~INED ARE: SILICA, tJ!SCl\EC IRCN, ~A~GANESE, C~LCIUM, ~AE~ESJUM, SODIUM, 
POTASSIUM, FH, CCLO~, AM~Ct.I,, EIC~RBDNATE 1 SULF~TE, NITRATE, NITRITE, 
C~lCFICE, t~C F~CSF~~TE. 
NAME 
FHCH flliHUl 





CHIEF Cf CC~FUlEF ~PPliC~TICNS 
51S 'tl2 31Ci 
lNITEt ST~TES <:ECLCGICAL SUilVEY 
BO <;~e 
ALe~NY 
t. Elo 'IC Rll 
122.Cl 
FILE N~H <:~CHh OEVflOffofNT ANC CCNTRDL Of BARNYARD GRASS 
AS AffECTEC EY C£RTAJ~ EN~IRCNMENTAL CONDITIONS AND hERBICIDES 
GENE~Al GECGF~PHIC A~EA NCFlH ~~EFICA, L~s., tELAk~~E 
AE(T~~CT PRESENTED IN REPCRl FORM ARE DATA COLLECTED DURING 
iiELC AND G~EE~HCLSE SllitiES CCNCLCTEC IN tELAWARE fRC~ NCVEMEE~ 1962 TO APRIL 
19(16 CN BHNYAH GRilSS TG tETER~ IH THE FACTO~S AFFEC liNG SEED GERM INATIOt-1 AND 
SfEr:LINE HERGENCE, THE teiLin CF BtR~URC GIUSS TC CCto~PETE "lHi CERTAIN CROP 
PLANTS ANC THE CCNT~Cl CF BA~NYtRt GRASS WITH CERTAI~ tER8lCIDES. 
NA~E . MCRFIS liERtRI 
PI-ONE HIIEH 3C2 1:31: 2455 
JNSliTLTION CR AGENCY UNJ\E~SITY CF DELA~A~E 
CITY NE"tRII 
STATE tElt~t~E 
liF CctE 19Hl 
FILE NA~E G~Chl~, DE\ElCf~E~T ANC CC~T~Ol CF hilC RACISH 
GE~EPAL GEC<:FAPHJC A~EA NCRT~ AMERICA, L.s •• DEL~WARE, NEhARK, GEO~GETC~N 
ASSlRACT C~TA CCLLECTEO CURING STUDIES CARRIED OUT IN 
CELAhHE fi<OM 1CJ67 TO l'>(lf TO CElERI<\l~E U!E EFFECTS CF ENVIRONI<\ENTAl 
CC~OITICNS ON GE~MJ~AllON 1 G~ChT~ ANC CEVELCF~ENT CF ~llt RACIS~ ARE PRESENTED 
IN ~EFCPT FCRM. EXPERI~ENlS ~ERE PERFOR~ED IN GRChTH CHAMBERS, IN T~E 
GREE~~CUSE A~C IN llE FIELL. 
NAME H(R~JS llt~A~Y 
PHCH IILHER 3C2 13£ 2455 
INSTITLTICN CR AGE~C' U~IVEASIIY (f DELAkARE 
CIT' ~E.AFK 
51JTE CELtkARE 
lH CCCE 19111 
fIlE NAt' E 
PERn, ~CCCUS ,llf'EIHCAHS, 
GENERAL GECG~APhlC AREA 
RIVER a CHAFY C PEEK 
GRO~TH 1 REPRCtlCTIC~ ANC FCCC HABITS CF T~E WhiTE 
IN l~E CElAkARE FIVE~ ESTLtRY 
NCRTH ~lLANTIC, CC~SlilL, L.S., CELA~ARE SAY, LITTLE 
ASSTflACT GRCHH, REfROCUClHlN ANC f((C HABITS CF TH WHTE 
PERCH hERE STUDIED EY CSTAINING A NU~eER OF SPECIMENS FROM TtE DELAkARE SAY 
ANt SEVER~l !~All lPIBLTARIES. THE C~TA GAl~EREO IS INCLLOED I~ AN l~FUBLISHED 
M.S. THESIS LOC~TEt 11\ TH lJ~I\E~SITY Of I:HAkARE LIBRilRY. 
~~~E LJeFt~l~N 
PHONE hlMSER 3(2 736 245~ 
INSTITLIIO~ CR •EE~C~ MCRRI! liBR~RY 
STREET LNI~ERSITY OF CEL~h~RE 
CITY NEhilRK 
STATE tElAMARE 
ZIP CCCE 1S711 
FILE Nil~E ~IBITAT EVALLATICN STUD' OF FU~DULLS lUClAC 
GE~EFAL GEOGFAFHIC AFEA lJ.S., CCASTAl, ~(~1~ 'TlANTIC, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
VI~GINIA, fASTER~ S~ORE, SE~SICE 
~BSl~ACT A H~EITAT EVAlUlllCN STliCY CF THE SPDTFIN KilliFISH 
IFUNCLLlS lUCIAfl ~~S ~ADE ON THE VIRGI~IA E~!TER~ SHCRE fOR·l YEAR. 
EICLCGICAl CCNtlliCNt lE~GlH A~C Sf) Of THE FElAGIC fiSH WERE ~£ASUREC ALCNG 
WITH tYDRCGRAPHY. A REfO~l IS FCUNC IN CHES SCI lS6i t(3J. 
N~~f. C E RICHA~CS 
FHCNE ~l~fE~ 703-t42-2111 
INSTITllJCN CR AGE~C' VIREI~I~ lNSTllllf Cf ~~RiflE SCIENCE 
CITY GlOUCESTER PCIN1 
~T.TE ~IREI~It 
Zlf COtE 23Ct2 
FILE NAH 
~ClJNlAJ~ I~DUSTRIES 
tE~EPAL GECGF~FHIC ~~E~ 
~ACt< HI SACK 
HAC~EhSACK AIR ~(NITORlNG STUDY FCR THE HARTZ 
~CFT• AMERICA, NCRTHERN NEk JERSEY, CCASTAL, 
ABSTR~Cl Ttl! ST~[~ IS Cf AIR QUALITY ~EASUREMENTS MADE 
AVJACHT TC THE t-.ARTZ MCUUAIN INCUSTRIES CFFICE EULCHG,. THE SITE IS LOC~TED 
\EFY hEAR THE tACKE~SACK ~IVfR I~ IN ~~E~ TH~T IS PRESE~TLV BEI~G CE,ElOPED. 
F~O~ JlhE 1973 TO JUlY 1S13 ~EA5LREME~TS CF SC2t CC, t-YCRCCARECNS, 1\G~-METHANE 
~YCRCC~R6C~S, A~C P~RTICULATE ~tTlER kERE ~ACE AT ~0[~ A~D 5:CO PM EVERY 
kECNE~DA~, FRIDAY, AND SU~OAY. Cll~ATClCGICtl 0~1· kERE OBTAINED FRO~ THE 
~ATIC~Jl MfATHER SfFVICE. 
UM 
FHfiE HP<W< 





0~. JA~ES A. SCH~l[ 
<Wi t41 31H 
JACK MCCCR~lCK ~~D 






Fill: NAI"E HARetP ClL£ Ul'l:fl\ APTS. CLTf.All bAH 
EE~E~~l GECG~,P~IC A~E~ NCRT~ ATLANTIC CCEAN, u.s., CCASTAL, N.~. BIG~T. 
lCNG ISLA~[, ~E~l BAB~LC~ 
'BSTFA(l l STATION AT A !EhAGE T~EATMENT FACilll' LCCATEC IN 
wEST I!ABYLC~ US SUPLEC fRCit~ JAHA~~ 1~70 TC TtiE FRESHT FCR hATER TRANSPORT, 
~ATH TEI'PERIHURE, H, P~I<TICUlHE I'ATHR, BICCHEMICAL OX"YGEN CEIIA~O, 
OISSCL,ED CXYGEN 1 CCLIFDF~S, A~[ SLSPENtEC !CLIDS CDR~ kEIGHT). 
NA~E GCFtc• J. ~All 
Ft\CNE HIVSER 5lt ~;.; 2t~2 X242 
lNSliTLTIC~ CP A(E~CY SUFFOLK CCU~T~, CEPARTMENl OF ENVIRCNIIENTAL 
CCNlRCL, hAlER FCLLlliCN CCNlFCL !ECTIC~ 
SlFEET 13~4 IVClCR P~RKkA' 
CITY ~AlPPAlGE 
Sltlf NEw YORK 
liP CO[E 117£7 
FILE N.tt<E 
GENERJL GEGG~APHIC ARfA 
HSHRN SHH 
HARD ClAM DISlRtBlliCN, ABLNCA~CE, AND Sllf 
NGP1H AlLANTIC, tO~ST,L, l.S., ~ARYLANO, CCEANSIDE 
JBSlRACl ~CDEFAlE MCNJlCRI~G PROGRAM TC EVAlUATE PCSSIBLE 
tEPUTICN (f PCFUUTICNS E~ ESOUliJR DREDGE. 12 SlAliCNS, TEST SHES llliClUDEO 
CCMMERCIAl SITE ANt ~£ARB~ CC~lFIJL JREA. tAlA INCLLCES SIZE ANC CE~SITY 
FAPA,ETE~S FCR RA~E ~~C [~EDGE GEJR. 
NAME Jl~ CASE~ 
FHC~E H~llH 3Cl-f<7-812~ 
INS1J1U1JC"' CR AGENCY ~YE,ILLS REGICNAL STAll("' 
SlPEET F C ECX fc 
CITY ~)E~lllS 
STATE ~AR)LAND 
ZIF CUE 2161<; 
FILE NA~E HARt CL~~ SL~wEY 
GENERAL EECEPAFHIC ·~EA U.S., CCASTAL, ~C~lH ATLANTIC, lO~ER CHESAPEAKE 
BAY, ~IRGI~IA, LCkER RAPfAHA~NC(~, MCBJACK elY, YCRK Pl~ER, ~A,PTCN 
RCADS-lC~ER JA~E~ Rl\EF, EASTE~N ShCRE Of ~IFGINIA 
ASSTRACT CCU~TS Cf H~~C (l~~S (MERCE~~FIA ~EFCEN~RlAl BY 
SIZE 4~[ ~EIGtl ~ERE TAKE~ AT •eRE T~~N 3CC STATION! IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CVER t 61 t<CNTH PERJOC EEGIN~I~G l~ ~ECEMBER 1~67~ ABLNDANCES ~ERE CETERMINEO 
l~ QLAllTATI~E AREAS, A~O G~ChlH RATES kEFE CCMPllEC. THE OAT~ ARE ~V~ILAELE 
FRCM VI~S (~ PL~CHEC C~RCS. THE ~ESLllS CF THE STLC' HA~E BEEN PUBLISHED IN 
VELIGEP lffll, AND IN CHt~APEAKE ~CIE~CE. 
~A~E JCSEFH lCESC~ 
FHCNE IILHER 7C3-t4£-all 
I~SllllTICN CR ~GE~Cl VI~'INIA INSliTlTE Cf MARINE SCIENCE 
CITY GlCLCE!lER FCI~l 
STAlE ~lFGINIA 
ZIP CGCE 23CfZ 
FILE NMH 








HEAV~ IETALS Ia CCtSlAL FISHES Of 1\CRTH CA~OLiNA · 
NCRTH ~TLANTIC, CCASTAL 1 L.~ •• NORTH CAROLINA 
HEt'Y P!ElAl SURVE' Cf ~GRT~ C~ROLINA CG~SlAL fiShES 
R ICHRC EARI!EI< 
919 728"2111 
OlKE lNIVERSIT~ ~~Pl~E L~EC~ATORY 
EEAlfURT 
Hf<lH OI<Cl HI! 
:<S~lt 
fiLE ~~~E tEA~Y ~ETALS J~ CEEP SEA FISHES 
EE~EFAL 'ECG~AfHIC AREA kOPTH AllA~TICt CO.STAL, L.s., CCNTINEhTAtSlOPE 
'851P~Cl ~EAVY METAL A~AL,SiS OF A>AL AND lATERAL PLSCLE, 
liVER, KIDNEY A~C ERAIN Tl~SlE fRCP ATLANTIC FELA&IC fiSt ANC FRCM PRESERVED 
SPECl~E~S FRCM T~E SPITHSC~I~~ INSliTLTE. 
~APE RICHARD EAREER 
f~(~f ~L~EER 91S 1~E 2111 
INSliTLlJCN OR AGENCY CLKE l~I~ERSITY ~ARINE lAEC~ATCRY 
CIT~ BEAlFCRl 
SlATE ~CRTt CARCll~A 
ZIP CUE ~E!llt 
filE ~A~E ~EA~~ METALS IN CElAwARE fAY SECIPENlS S- CF P~IlACELPtiA SLLDGE AREA 
GENERAL GECERAP~IC AREA NCRTt AllANllC CCEAN, COASTAL, CElAkARE BA1 
AE!TRACT T~E STLCV CCN€ •s PART [f A ~~RINE E!GLCGY CLASS 
fiElC fROJECT, I"'CLLCE5 ltE tlliJlYSES FCR ll~C, C~RC~ILM, CCPPER, lEAC, AND 
~ERCL~Y IN 2 SEDIMENT CORE! lA~E~ CN CCJCSER 13~ 1S12 tT T~E NORTH ECGE CF ThE 
~HIP CHAN~El CF DEl~~tRE EAY S~ CF THE ORIGI~Al fHllADElPHlA SE~AGE SlUDGE 
CU~P SITE. lHE SITE liES tPPRC~I,AlELY lC ~JLES CFFSHC~E lC THE N~ Of THE 
SHIPPING CtA~~El. ltE lCltl l~SlE,EC 5ECI'E~l ~AS lAXEN I~ 2 S~All HA~D CORES. 
THE SA~PLES ~EFE ACIC CI~ESTEC t~t ANALVZEC IN TRIPLICAlEC WITH REFO~TtC 
''lUES AS '"' A'E~AGE J\lf<IEEF. 
~A~£ C~tFlES EFI~E 
FtC~E ~L~eE~ 3Ci 73E 121~ 
INSTilLliC~ CR AGE~C! li\1\ERSll' (f CELA~ARE 
STREET CCLLE~E CF MARINE !TLCIES 
CITY ~E~J~K 
STHE CELAUH 
HF CUE 1~711 
FILE NHE 
GENEFAL GECG~APhlC ARE~ 
lC 1\H ~(IH 
237 
HEA~I I'ETALS Ill MARLIN ANt Cl~ER Blllfl5H 
~ESlER~ ~ORTH AllAIITIC, CCIITINENTAL S~Elf, JAMAICA 
AESlFACl BlllFISH LE~Glht ~EIGHT, AI\C GCNCOAL OE~ELCPMEI\1 
ANt ~EA~Y ~ElAl CC~lfaT (f AXtl ANC LATERAL MUSCLE, li~ER, KIDNEI AND BRAIN. 
lCO FIS~ FRCM ~ESliRN 1\CRlH ATLANTIC SHELF kATE~S ~ERE EXAMINED. 
NA~E ~ICfAFt EAFEEF 
HCI\E Ill: flEE F <; lS i2E a 11 
INSlJTLllC~ CR AGE~CV CLKE UlllVERSITV ~ARIIIE LAECRATORY 
CJTI BEAI.:FC~T 
Sl~TE NCRl~ CAROLINA 
ZIP CCtE 2E5lt 
fiLE 1\HE 
IN THE FCR~ER ftiLACELPHII 
GEI\EFAL GECG~APhJC AREA 
OELA\IARE 
hEA~Y METALS IN SEDIMENTS Al\0 SURF CLAMS (SPISULA) 
TRElTEC SE~~GE SlUCGE CU~P AREA 
NO~lh ATLANTIC CCEAN, CCASTAlt t.s., NEk JERSEY, 
AllSTRACT TtllS IS A STUDY CF THE ACCLI'I.:lAll()N OF rEAllY I'ETALS 
Ill THE FORI'ER fhllACELPHI~ lRE~TEC SEkAEE SLUCGE CUMP ~~EA OFF OF CELAkARE 
fAY. TH SURV E'V 1 TAKHI AT 48 SEPARATE STA TICt.S, 111/CLLCES ANALYSES fOI< 11 
INOJC~TORt HEA'1 METALS IN BOTH SLRF CLA~S ~Nt THE 5ECI~ENT AT EACr Cf THE 
STATIG~S. THE ~TLCY FEPICD ~AS FRC~ CECE~SER 1'74 ~1\lll 1915. 
t.~I'E STEVE~ TCkNSE~D 
PHCI\E 1\VBER 215 6B6 3BM 
INSTITLTICN CR AGENCY CJTY Cf FtllADElPHIA ~ATER DEPARTMENT 
STREET ~UI\ICIFAL SER~ICE! BUILDING 15TH AND JFK Bt~D 
CITY PhllACELFriA 
STATE PEI\~S~l-AI\IA 
ZIP COtE lSlO 
FILE NA~E tiEAII'i METAU IN lttiALES HI Hl<lH CARClli\A 
GENERAl GECG~AfHIC A~EA NC~lt AllA~liC, CCASTAL, u.s., NO~TH CAROLINA 
ABSTRACT kHALES LENGTH, ~EIGHT, !EJ, Al\0 AGE DATING, HEAVY 
METAl AIID FESTICICE CCHHT (f ~XJ!L H\0 lATHlAl fiUSCLE, liVH, KIDNEY, ANO 
e~ti~. 7C ktAlES kEFE EX~fii~EC. 
NAME RICH~R[ fA~EER 
HCU 1\li'EH c;Ic; 1:<E 2111 
IIISTilLTICN 0~ ~GE~C' CLKE ~NIVERSITY fi~RINE LASC~ATCRY 
CITY 6EAlfCRT 
~T,TE NCRlh CARCLIN~ 
ZIP CCtE 2€516 
fiLE 1\AME hEA~l ME1AL5 STLDIES fC~ THE E.I. CUPCIIT CE~EMCU~S 
AH CC .. JA~ 1S71 
'ENERAL GEOG~APHI( AREA NCRTH All~IITJC, CCASTAL, L.S., CELA~ARE SAY 
AB!TRACT FII\FISt, Ellf CFAE, ShRIMf, CYSTERS, ~1.:[ C~ABS, 
MUSSELS ~ERE OETAIIIEC FRCM LCCATICIIS Ill THE CELA~AFE RI~ER, !lEAR ThE E.J. 
DlfO~l CHAMfERS ~CR~!, All[ kERE AIIJ!lYSEt FCR tEAV1 MEl~LS. THE RES~LTS ARE 
PRESENTEC Ill A ~EPC~l ~hiCh IS A~AILABLE F~Cfl E.l. CLPCNT CENE,.ULRS ANC COfiPAN' 
~AI'E CR. Cl,DE E. GCUlCEN 
FHCI'IE HHH 215 !Zt1 34CC 
INSllTLlJCN CR AGENCY THE ACAtEI'Y CF IIAJLRAL SCJ£1\CES 
STREET IIINE1Ef111H Al\0 THE PARK~AV 
CllY fhllt£ElPtl~ 
STATE PE~~5,l\A~It 
21F CCCE 191C3 
F Ilf t.'A~E 











HEA~Y ~l~E~Al ~~tl~SIS Cf NORT~ CARCLINA BEACH SAND 
NO~TH A~ERICA• CCASlAL, L.S., ~CRTH CAROLIIIA 
A~~LYSIS Cf SEACt SANC Cf NCRTH CAROLINA 
llfRARJH 
SIS S33 2.Hl 
CEFt~l~E~l CF GECLCGY LIER,~Y 




HEl~INTHS Of SE\EN SPECIES CF AQUATIC TLRTLES FROM 
GENE~Al GECG~AfHIC AREA 1\C~l~ All,~liC, CCASTAL, o.s., 1\0~Tf CA~CLINA 
AfSTRACT INVESTIGATIOI\ CF HEL~INTH fARASITISM OF AQLATIC 
TURTLES IN NCRlH CIRCllNt. INCLlCES CESCFIFTICNS, lifE C~CLES AND MEASuREMENTS 
Cf PARASITES AS ~Ell AS INCJCEIICE PER SPECIES OF TURTLE. THE LIFE HISTORY CF 
THE tELI'I~l·S INCLLCES CETER~I~AllCN OF INTERMEDIATE HC!lS. 
NAME LHfltlllH 
PfCNE ~l~EE~ SIS 4zi 3364 
JNSliTlliCN OF AGE~C~ NOFlt CARCLINA STATE UNIVERSITY 
STREET C.H. tiLl LIBRAF\ 
CITY RALEIG~ 
STATE ~CFTt CAFCLI~A 
ZIF core 276C1 
23<; 
FILE NA~E ~E~fiCltE CC~EI~ATitNS IN SC1BE~NS 
GENE~Al GECG~APHIC AREA ~(~lh A~ERICA, L.S., CELA~A~E, SUSSEX CCUNTY 
ABST~~CT DATA CCLLECTEO CLRING STLCIES CONDUCTED FROM 1964 
TO 1~~! IN ~HIC~ SEWERAL HERBICICES ~E~E TE!TEC ALCNE A~[ IN CC~BINATION FOR 
T~EIR EFFECT 0~ hEE[ CC~l~Cl AhC SCYEEtN YIElC A~C CROP INJURY IN CELAWARE ARE 
PRESENTEC 1~ ~EfCRT fCRM. ThE EfFECTS Of CCM81NA11CN5 CF HERBICIDES kHICh 
MIGHT BE USED lC CC~TRCL A BRCACER hEED SPEClRU~ ANC TC REDUCE hEREICICE 
lNJlF' 1( SCYBEA~ hERE DElER~I~E[. 
N/o~( liORRIS LIBRARY 
HlC~E H~EH 3Cl HS 245~ 
INS1lUJ1JCN OR AGHCY LNI'vERSll'Y Cf CELAioARE 
CITY NE~ARK 
STATE CELJ~~RE 
liP CCCE Jc;ill 
FILE UH HllO CCLONY BRHCING BIClC" 
GENERJILGECGilAFIHC AREA NCPTH JI~ERICA, l..S., P'ASSACI'LSHTS, CUX.EURYt CLARKS 
ISLA~C, A~D li'E DEL~~ARE FIVER, FE~ FATC~ I~LAND 
~ESTRACT A RESEA~CkER JIT THE MA~CP'El BIRC CBSERv~TCRY, 
M~SSAC~LSETTSo IS CC~CUCTI~G J! STUCY Of hEFCN COLON' BREEDING BICLCGY AT PEA 
PATCh ISLJ!Nt IN T~E DELAkARE RIVER AN[ Al CLtRKS 15lANO, Ol~El~'• 
MASSACHSE11S. GAlA CCLLECTICI\ EFHRTS l~ClltE: H-iE tiEIGH Of ADULTS AND 
CHICKS; THE TI"E Cf ~RRIVAL, ~ESTING 1 ANt tEPARTLRE; THE NUMBER Cf EGGS LAID 
ANt T~EIIl INCUBATIO~ PERICC; ANt CB!ERV~TlC~S OF fEEDING ACTIVITY. 
~A~E BRYl~ HAR~I~GTC~, ASSISTA~T CIRECTGR 
ft!CNE flli'EER HI 224 35~~ 
lNSllTLllCN CP ACENCY MANCK£1 ElRC CBSERVATOR' 
CITY ~ANC~El 
ST~TE "AS~AChlSETTS 
liP cere C23~5 
FILE Nl"E I'ERCN DEPREC~liCN AT C~ARLES C. HJI,FCRD HATCHERY, 
~ACKEll~TC~~, NE~ JER5EY 
GE~EF~l GECG~~PhiC A~E' NCFT~ ~MERICA, L.S., NE~ JERSEY, hARREN CCL~TY 
ASSlRACl lhENlY GREtl BLLE ~ERC~S ~E~E tESTRCYED I~ THE ACT 
CF tEFRECnlOI\ AT HE Ct-lllilES C. t-A'HCRC 1-.JlTCI-,ER' IN h.ACI<ETTSTC!<l\, NEw JERSEY 
EET~EEN 5 JlLY ANC 1C ALGLSl 1~11. THE hEPC~S hERE SEXEt, AGED, wEIGhED, ANC 
~EJlSLREC AI\C 11-EIR ~TC,AC~ CCNTEI\1S hERE AN~LYZEO. . 
~'ME PRli\CIPJll FISI-ERIES BICLCGJSl 
f~(fiE ~L~EU 6C9 2~2 6tH 
INSliTUliCl\ C~ AGENCY ~Eh JEPSEY OEPJlPT~ENT CF E~~IRC~KENTAL PRCTECTICN 1 
ti~ISJ(N Cf FISH. (Jl~E A~C S~ELLFIS~E~IES, ELREAU CF kllDllFE liANAGEiiENT 
SHEET f .. C. eo lH~ 
CIT' T~EI\TCN 
SlATE ~EM JEiiSEY 
21F CCCE CH.<~ 
240 
fiLE ~~~E HIGr RESOLUTICI\ SEISMIC REFLECTION PROFILE~ IN 
~ICCLE DELA~ARE St.' 
GENEFAL GECGFtPf.J( JlFf~ ~CRTr All~NTIC, ~.s., CCASl~L, MlCDLE OElA~ARE BAY 
~eSTRACl 116 ~AUTICAL MILES CF ~lGr ~ESOLUTICN SEIS~IC 
R EfUCJION FRCF ILES CCLLHT EC lt< Mt CCLE D ELAURE BAY, FRCM MAY l<i71 1( AUGIJ ST 
1~7lt ARE A~AlYSEO ~NO CCRAEl~lEC ~IT~ ~S ~ICELY SP~CEC SEDIME~T SAMPLES 
CC~ClR~El\Tl, CCLLEClEC ~ITt CCFES A~C/C~ G~tes. 
N AM f ROGER C. MCC H 
fHCNE ~l~EER 3C2 73S 256S 
JNSTITUTICN CR AEENCY GECLCGY CEPART~E~l, UNI~ERSllY Cf CELA~~RE 
CITY NE~~RI< 
ST~Tt CEl~k~~E 
liP CCCE 1~11I 
filE N~~E hiSTCRICAl CATA FILE CCNCERJNG hATER 'LALITY PAR~~ElfRS IN ThE ERANCY~li\E RI\ER B~SIN 1S'i6 TC 19/0 
GENERAL GEOGRAPhiC AR£~ NOFl~ A~ERICA• COASTAL, U.S., PENNSYLVANIA, 
DELA~~RE, BRANCY~I~E RI\ER BASIN 
ABSTRACT ~ISlCRlCAL [AlA FILE CESCRIEING wATER TEMPERATURE, 
C.O., ECC, FH, TCTAL Ali<ALINITY, NITRITE, ~ITPATE, CrLCRINE 1 FLLCRl~E, SLLFAlEt IRON A~C lCTAL ((LIFCR~ 1~ T~E E~Sl ANC ~EST BRANC~ES GF THE 
ERANt,hi~E RI~E~ CU~li\E Th£ PE~JCC 1S62 ThRCLGH 1919; AND IN THE MAl~ STREIM 
Cf TH BRAN[Yioll\E Rt.ER FRCII lS'it llii<CLGI'i lStS. 
~A~E hilliA~ SEllEFS 
fhCNE ~l~EER 21! 45~ l~CC 
INSliT~TICN (F ~CE~CY TAl CCLNlY CO~SER~'NCY Of THE BRAND~kiNE 
STREET EN\IFC~Mfl\l'l ~·~AGE~E~T CE~TEF 
( ITY CtACC~ FCI<D 
SlATE FE~~S,l\ANl~ 
liP CCC£ ~~~11 
:241 
FILE ~A~f ~ISTCRICAL ftATER ~UALITY RECORD FOR THE BRANDYWINE 
RHER 
GE~E~Al GECGFAFHJC 'F£t ~CFTt A~ERICA, CCASTAL, u.s., PENNSYL~A~IA, 
tELA~A~E, ERANCYWINE Rl\ER SASI~ 
ASSlRACT TtiS FILE CCNTAI~S THE hiSTCRICAL WATER QLALITY 
DATA FCR ThE BRANOY~INE RIVER BASIN A~D hATER!HEO. THE fiLE INCLUCES NITRATE, 
IIITRITE. A~~Ct.IA, lOTH ~CUtS, CRGA/IIC !'AllERt CALClt.;fll, IIAGNEHUM. MANGANESE, 
Ct;ORU:Et SCCIU~, 1-,AI<tNESS, Tt;REHITY, ALIIAllf'.ITY, eoc, AND BACTERIAL COUNT 
tAlA TAKE~ CN AN IRREGLLAR BASIS FRO~ le63 ThRCUGH 1911. T~E ~ETHO[S USEt 
\IARIH AS,T£CMCLCG't I~PI<CHC ell CJ\H liAS HWAYS HPCIHEC AS YEARLY AVERAGE 
VALUfS. tATJ\ Tt~£~ FRCfll 1946 CN IS FAIRLY CCNSISTENT WITH REGARD lC THE 
CONSERVATIVE FARAI'flERS AND THEREFORE MCRE ~EllABlE AS A PECOPC. 
,t;A~E klLLIA~ SELLERS 
fliCNE HMSER 215 45S 19CC 
lfiSlJTlTIC~ CP J\GE~CY TRI COUNTY CCNSEP~ANC't OF THE BRANDYWINE 
SlPEET EN,IPC~MENTAL I'A~AGE'E~T CENTEP 
CITY C~ACOS fGRC 
STATE FE~~SYLA~lA 
liF CCt£ 1'5131 
FILE IIAH 
li~RBCR A~C \ICINIT) 
GE~EPAl GEOG~APHIC AREA 
URECI<t COASTAl 
tCLCCENE fGPAMl~lfERAL CISTRIB~TION IN NEW YCRK 
NC~Tt AME~ICA, u.s., NEW YORK, N.Y. EIGHlr NE~ VCRK 
AI!S TRACT THE STUJ:Y t U~tEH AliEN BY P .• AollOZZOUh CONCERNED 
FCRAMJNJFEPAL OJSTPIBLTICN A~O ASSCCIATIC~ IN 10 BO~INGS FROM THE HARLEM RIVER 
Al\0 GCli#NUS UI\.A.L 11\ NEW HRI< HAPBCR Al\0 SHEPSHEAC BAY AND ROCKAWAY INLET. 
CRAI~ SIZE ANALY$1St SPECIES CETER'l~AliON AND COUNTS CF FCRAMS INCICATEC 
FORAMINIFERAL A!SCCIAllCN kiTH SHELF SECII'E~TS. VERTICAL fAUNAl ~ARJATIONS 
HfiE MHO .. 
NM•E 
FHCH HHEP 





CR. JAI>ES I'EllET 
212 5'ii8 34H , 
OEFA~TME~T Cf GECLCGY, NEk YCRK U~I~ERSJTY 
. lCll MAIN BliLOJNG, WAS~I~GTO~ SQUA~E . 





GENERAl ~ECG~AFHIC AREA 
tAllHIS 
ABS ll<llCT 
CISTFIELTIC~ Of PlfRCPCCS 
Ufi,E 
FHU.E HfoHP 





HCPIZC~Till A~C -EPTICAl CISlRIBUTIC~ CF 
NC~Th ~llANllCt COASTAL, U.S., ~ORTH CA~OLJNA, CAPE 
IN~ESTIGATICN Cf THE VERTICAL AND fC~llC~Till 
CFF (APE 1-ATlERilS. 
llllRilRUII 
s19 ne 2111 








I-CST-PARASITE RELATIONShiP CF GLYCINE I'AX AND 
\AF. HJH 
NCFlt A~ERICA, u.s., CElAWARE, SUSSE> COliNl'Yt 
~e!TRtCT OllTt CCLLECTEC CURING FIELD STUDIES CONDUCTED IN 
DElllkARE CU~IIIG 19tC Oil l~E SIGNIFICANCE Cf CEVELCf~EIITAl STAGES Of THE 
SOYeEilf'. FLA~l Ill RELATIC~ TC THE CEVELCF,.E~T CF THE FL~GUS OIAPCRl~E 
FHASECLCRU~ VAF. StJ'E VI~ ~AllRAllY CCCLR~I~G AND J\RJIFICIAll't INTRCCUCEO 
INCCULU~ A~E PRESE~lEC IN REPCRl FCRM. lHE ~ELATIVE SUSCEFTIBILIJY OF 7 
SC'tBEA~. \A~IETJES TC ThE FCC A~t STEM ELIGtl hAS ALSO DETERMINED. 
Hfoll MCPfllS li BRAR't 
FHCNE ~l~Ef~ 3C2 738 2451 
INSTillJllC~ CR AGENC~ LNI~ERSITY CF CELA~ARE 
CIT~ Nf~~R~ 
STATE CEl~hA~f 
liP CC[E 1~111 
243 
FILE ~t~E HCU~lY tVfF~GES (f AIR MC~JTCRIN~ DATA 
GENEFAL GECGFAFHlC AFE~ NORTH A~ERICA, t.s •• NE~ JERSEY 
AS!l~ACT T~f ~Eh J£~SEY BUREAU CF AIR POLLUTION CO~TROL 
~O~JTOFEO ~IP POLLUTA~TS AT EIGHT !ITE! lHRtUGHOUT ~Eh JERSEY A~D CHESTER PA 
EElhfE~ JllYo 1~14 A~O SEPTE~EERt 1916. THESE SITES ~ERE CHESTER, PA., CAMDEN 
TRAIL£P PAFK, FRINCETO~, MCGUIRE AIR FD~CE BASE, S~~OY HOCK, ANCORA, eAYONNE 
TRAILER PARK, 1~0 El,ALVf. THE MChJTCRINE CF CZG~E lCCK PL~CE ~~ ~Ll SITES 
EXCEPT EAYC~NE TRAILER PAFK ~11H t•TA tCCU~ULATEE CNl) FROM MAY TO SEPT. EACH 
YE,R. CATA FCR PRINCETON 15 ~VAILASLE FOR CNLY JULlt 1S14 hlTH MEAS~~EME"TS CF 
JLST CZCNE. ALSC, D~TA FC~ SA~t'l HCCK IS A~AilABlE C~LY. I~ JULY ANt AUGUST, 
1~74 A~O CAl. FCR ~~CC~A IS AV~ILAELE G~LY FPCM JULY TC CCTGBER 1914. BOTH 
SITES PECCRtEC C~LY CZCNE ~E,CINGS. T~E BAYCN~E TRAILER PARK "C~IICRI~G 
STATIC~ Ott "CT BEGI~ CPERtllGNS ~~lll FESFL~RY, 1Sl5 hHILE BI-ALVf DID NGT 
BEGI~ ITS ~CNllCRl~G UNTIL Jl.Eo 1975. CAMC£~ TRAILER PARK MAihTAINEt GNLY 
CCNTINUCUS SU~~ER MCNITCRJNG Cf CZCNE lE\ElS. 
NAME SE~lCR E~\IRC~~E~l~L SPECIALIST 
Htllf IILI'fH tc<; 2~2 t:i~3 
INSlllLTICN GR AGE~CY liE~ JERSEY BUREJU Cf AIR POLLUllCN CONTROL 
STREET LAilCR AIID HDL.STF'I BUILtH<: 
CITY JRE~lC~ 
HATE H\1 JHSO 
llF (([f (H:2~ 
FilE 1\~H tilCSU FnEF 
GEIIERAl GECGFAFHIC AFE~ ~CRTH ATL~~TIC OCEAN, L.S., CCASTAL, NEW 'CRK 
81~~1, h~CSCN FIVE~ FR(~ THE e•tTE~V TC EEtR ~CU~l~l~ 
AllSTI<.eCT 20 SHTIC~S Ifl ThE 1-.UCSCN Rl\IER WERE SA,..PLED FROii 
JLLY l~ll lG AlGLST lSll FCR ''RICUS CI-E~ICAL, PH~SICAL, AfiD BIOLOGiCAL 
FAI<AMEHRS. 5CH Cf HESE IfliCLLCE CISSUVEt OYGEN, TE~PERATURE, Ph 
TU~BJOITY, CRTHCPHCSPI-ATE, NJTRJlEt fiiTRITE, HEAIIV jllfJALS, BlOCHE~ICAl OXYGEN 
DE~ANC, AND CHLCRCfHVLL A. j~~fASUREMEI\15 \IERE TAKEN OVER A TICAL CVCLE AND WERE 
SFREtC CUT CIIEP ~EIIERAl ~EEK~. 
fo<A~ E t:R. ~UI\ I. ,.H HKt 
fliCH ~UHEii 21;( ~6;( CHC 
JNSlllLTICN 0~ AGE~CY I~TERSTATE 5~1\ITATICN CCii~ISSIGII 
STREET 1( CCLL~El~ CIRCLE, R~ 162C 
CITY ~E~ YC~~ 
STATE fiE~ VC~~ 
2Jf CCCE !CCI'S 
FILE ~A~E HlCSC~ RI\IEF ESTLt~) STL[l 
GENE~Al GECGPAFHIC AREA ~CRTH ATLANTIC, t.s., CC~SlAL, ~E~ VCRK, fi.Y. 
BIG~l, ~lDSC~ RlVEF ESlLtF' 
ABSTRACT lrE PROJECT CC~CE~~S THE ~C\E~E~T CF TRACE ~ETALS 
I~ lrE ~lD~CN RI~E~ ESTUAF,. s•~fLES (f ~AlER (AT T~E SURFACE, MID-DEPTH, AND 
BCTTC~J ~1\[ SECI~E~TS ~FE SEINE CCLLEClED ~~ 19 STATIO~S CN A CNCE PER MCNTH 
EASIS. TrE S~~FLES ARE SEING 'NAL'IZEC FCR CCPPER, ~ERCL~V, NICKEL, CACMIUM, 
LE~O, CHAC~IUM, CCEALT, (~LCIU~, I~CN, ~AG~ESIUM A~C 2INC. THE wATER FRACTION 
IS EEIN(; SEPARHEC IHC ClSSCL1iEC At-It FllflliCULATE fRACTIONS. IN ADDITION, SIZE 
A~ALYSIS A~C MINERALCG1 Cf SEDIMENTS, SPECIES DETE~MINAliO~ CF MtC~GflCTA A~l: 
fENTtiC ANI~ALS, 'NC 5ALI~ITY, lE~PER,TURE t~C CISSCLVEC OIWGE~ ARE ALSO 
NAME 
FHCH HHH 




z If (([ f 
CR. JOSEPH A~Crll~ 
:214: stC €Z3~ 
CEP~~TME~T Cf BIClCGY, ~EREERT H. LErMAN CCLLEGE 




FILE h~H . HlOSHI~ tG~SSIU EEN-El H.N. {lCOGCNIOAE: 
HUCSctdiUE Suf F.N.) FRCI! A CHP-SE~ FISH IN THE IIESTERI'i NCRTH ATLANTIC 
GENEP~l GECG~AfHIC AFEA ~ESTERN NGRT~ .All~~TlC CCEA~, HUCSC~ CANYON 
AeSTR~CT AN LI\LSLAl ZCCGCI\JC TREM~TCCE, HUCSONIA AGASSIZ! IS 
CfSCRIBEC fRCM THE I~lE!TI~E CF THE CEEF-SEA FISH tLEPCCEP~Al~S AGASSIZ!. THE 
T~EI!PlCCE IllS l~KE~ IN tlCSC~ c•~YCN, !nESTER!\ NORTH ATLANTIC GCEA~t AT DEPTHS 
CF 1,919 TC 2o~91M. FARA~ElE~S MEASURED lNCLLCE: SFECIES OETER~I~ATICI\ Of 
PELAGIC FISH ~1\C PAR,SITES, CClfiT CF PELAGIC FISh AN( PARASITES, LEI\GTH CF 
fA~ASI1ES, ~C~ftCMETRIC ~EASLPE~E~T GF FAI<ASITES• SAMPLE OF PARASITES. THE 
DATA ~ERE CCLLEC1Et 81 CR. RGI\ALC A. CA~PeEtL, B!ClCGl CEPARTMENlt 
SOlTHEASTEFI\ MASS,CHLSETT5 L~I~E~SITY, ~CRTr tART~CLT~, ~·SSAChUSElTS C274l, 
A~D ~~E AVtiLABLE I~ PUBLJ!rEC fORM. 
~~~E CR. FCNtlC t. Ct~fBEll 
fHCH HHH tli ~Sl n;1 
INSTITlTICN CR .AGEI\C' !ClltEASTER~ 'ASSACtUSETTS U~IVERSJTY 
STFEET OLt ~£STPCRT RCAC 
CITY 1\CFl~ CtRl~(llt 
ST~TE ~'55-(HUSETTS 
llf ecce c;741 
FILE t\~1'£ 
H~~FTC~ RCtCS ~RE~ 
GEt\E~Al GECGFAPHJC ARE~ 
VIR&It\IAr ~JR&It\1' EE~C~, 
AESTI<ACT 
RECREITJO~;\l AREAS lfl TH 
~~·I( 
PtiOt.E 1\LHEI' 





FILE Nt~ f: 
GEt\ERAL GEGG~APHIC .AREA 
EAHEFN SHI'E 
HL~tt\ FAlhCCEt\IC fUNGI Cf VIREit\1~ fEACH ANt 
L.S., CCASTAL, t\C~TH ~TLAt\TIC, CHES~PEAKE BAY, 
1-~..,PlCN I<CAOS 
Sli<\E~ CF fAl~CGEt\IC fU~GI It\ THE BEACH Stt\CS Of 
H~~PTCt\ RCACS AREA AND 'IRGINIA BEACH, ~A 
PHL i'IRI< 
E04-45S-tCCC 
OLD CC~lt\IC~ Lt\l,ERSITY 




HLfiTER PERFC~~A~CE SURVEY, lli-3 
NCRlH ATL~NTIC. CCAST~L, L.S., CHESAFEAI'E BAY, 
AESTRA(l O~U kEI<E CflAIIIH fRCII 32 SHOUCK HUI\TS H 
It\OICATE THE EffECTS Cf HUNTER ACTIVITIES CN THE •ITERFCwl. t\UIIBERS Gf BIRCS 
HIT t DC-NEt At\! UHEt "HE I'ECCRCEt ~S -Ell AS OfSERVAllOIIS 01\ HUNTERS' 
~CT JUT Ie5 .. 
UH 
PHCN E 1\lMB ER 





V Ellt\CN S TC TT S 
3Cl-2f1-51S~ 
M~R'IlAND CEFART~ENT OF 1\ATURAL 





FILE NA~f MUNTER PERFORMANCE SUR~EYS IN ~ARYlA~O SEA DUCK 
lilt\111\G 2CHS 
GENEP~L GECGfAPHIC AREA NCRTH ATL~t\TIC, COASTAL, u.s., CHESAPEAKE eAY 
'BSlFACT ~ HNTER PERFORMANCE SURVEY kAS CONDUCTED ON 5.2 SEA 
CLC~ ~U~TS FRCII 1S~5 TO JS7C IN CEEP ~ATER ~REAS Cf M~RYLANO, TC tETERMINE 
CRIPPll~C lOSS OF SEA CLCKS, SliTAElE tlt\TJ~G TEChNl,LES Al\0 ACHERENCE OF 
HUNTERS TC llEGULATJCI\S II\ TfE SEA CLCK ZO~E. 
1\A~E \ERI\(1\ STCTTS 
nne ~LHEF 3CI-.a1-~l'i5 
INSTITlliCI\ Cl< ~GEI\CY ~AR,LJ~[ tEfAI<T~Et\T OF 1\~TURAL RESOLRCES 
STFEET lA .. ES STATE Cffl(E BUILCING 
CITY At\~IPCLIS 
ST~TE ~AR~l~~D 
ZIP CO[f 2 14Cl 
246 
FILE 1\t~f HU~TEI< PERFCRMA~CE UNDEP THE .. ATERFGkl POI~T SYSTE' 
IN t<H JERHY 
GE~EFAL GECGFAFHIC A~Et 1\C~TH A~E~ICA, L.s.~ NEk JERSE~ 
ABSlRACl I~ 1~70, 1911• 1972, l"t 1975 SPY Bll"D 
CBSE~\ATIOt\S WEllE CC~tLCTEC IN Nfh JER5E~ 1( EVALUATE THE kATE~FCWl FCINT 
SVSTE~ A~D TC tETERMlNE Hll\lER FERFCR~A~CE L~CER THE S~SlE~. 
~~~E PI<I~Cif'l klltllfE BIClCGIST 
FHONE tiLI'BER 6C'J 2'l2 6~66 
JNSTITLTIC~ C~ AGE~CY NEW JERS£~ DfPARl!IENT Of EN,IRONMENTAL PRCTECTICN, 
CIVISIOh CF Fi!H, GAllE AND SHElLFlSHEFIE~t fl~EAU Cf WilDLIFE 'At\AGE~ENT 
SlllEET F.C. EO: 18CCJ 
ctn TREt~Tc~ 
STATE NEW JERSE'I 
ZIP CCCE 06625 
filE N~llf Hlt\ll~GlC~ SEhAGE lRE~lME~l FlA~T CATA 
GEI\ERAL GECGR·P~l( t~EA NCFTH ATL~NTIC CCEA~, L.~., COASTAL, N.V. BIGHT, 
lCfiG l!LA~t. SlffOLl< CtU~l,, hlNli~GlC~ 
ABSTRACT 1 ~l~TlCt\ AT A Sf .. ~GE TPEAT,E~T PLAI\T LOC~lEO AT 
hU~TI~GTO~ ~AS SA..,FLEC FRC~ JA~UAil' 1S1C 1£ lHE FRESENl fO~ TOTAL SGllCS, 
PARTICUlATE M~TTER, 6ICCHE~lC~l CXYEE~ CE~tt\C, CCllfCR~S, kATER TRANSPORT, 
hAlER TE~PfPAlU~E, Pt, TCT~l CI-LCFI~E RESICU~Lt AND SC.VENGER ~ASTE flCW I~ 
ULL£11 sncr. u .• 
I\ AilE 
H!CNE HfoBER 
JNSlJTUTICII (~ AGENCY 





GO[(N J. kATT 
516 234 262~ )242 
SUFFOLK COUNT~, CEPARTMENT 
CUTI<Cl SECT)(~ 





FILE 1\A~t HLRRJC~NE AGt\ES CLAM SU~'EY f~CGR~~ 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA NG~TH ATLANTIC, CO~ST~L. u.s., CHESAPfAKE BAY, 
P'lRHtllt 
ABSTRACT E)TENSl~E SUR~EW CF SCFT CLAM PCPULATION A~C 
OISTRIBUTICN AFTER THE PA!SAGE tF HURPIC~t<E AGNES. D'l' COLlECTEC E~ 
CUIIE~CIAL CU~ FIHEI'IIEfl. IIAI<KET Alit St..B-~M<KET CCUtHS, 'vClUIH PER ACRE, SIZE 
IN I~CHES fCF !lE~lFfT CllfiS. 
NA~E f l ·~~C~S 
FHH HP'EEF 3Cl-~E7-5H4 
INSTITLTIC~ CP AGENCY ~ARYLAIIC CEFAilT~EIIT Of ~ATUI<AL PESGURCES 
STREET TAkES SlATE CffiCf et..ILCI~G 
CIT~ ~~~JFCLIS 
~TATE ~JR)L~~C 
ZIF CCtE 214Cl 
FILE 1\HE 
GENEPAl tEOG~AP~JC APEA 
Uti<: JHAIICt JAHSHI<T 
AI!STI<ACT 
JLlY 1~73 TC THE fPfSE~T 
CJRECTICN, Tlt~l ~EJGtl, 
II AME 
HNE t.VEEP 






~l[R( 1H£R~Al flElt STLC~ 
NCRlH ~llA~llC CCEAII, L.S., CCASTAL, 1\.V. fiGhT, 
2 SlAliCII! lCCAlEC AT JA~ESFCRT WERE SA~PLEC FRC~ 
Hll WHt:R HI'IHRAlli<E, CLRI<ENT SPEED, CURREIIT 
WIND ~FEEC, ANC WIIIC CII<ECTIOII. 
I'A'I'Htlt CRI!CCll 
~lt ~~~ t3(( 14!1 
lCNG ISLAI\t LIG~lliiG CC~P~~y 




filE 'NAIIE H)CfiC THRI".I!l FIHC Sll(Y 
&EIIEPAL GECGFAPhiC AREA NCRT~ AllANTIC (CEAN, L • .S., CCASTAL, N.~. SIGHT, 
LC~G J!LANC !Cltlt, !~CPEtAII 
AESTFACT 2 STATIC~S LOCATED AT SHCREHAM WERE SA~PlEC FRO~ 
JULY 1'13 TD T•E PRESE~T FCR ~ITER lE~FE~ATlFE, CUR~E~T SPEED, CLRR£1\T 
CIRECTICN• litH tE JGHo kii\D SFEEt, Af\0 UM D.IRECTIC!'i. 
NA~E RA,~C~C· CR15CCll 
FHH lllHH 5H: S:31 t3CC X4.51 
INSllllliCll CR AEE~C' LC~E ISL~~t LIGfTlliG CC~FAll~ 
SlREEl 11~ E~ST CLC CCU~l~Y RCAC 
CIT' •IC~SVILLE 
STAlE ~E~ 'CRK 
llf (([£ llSCl 
FilE N~PE H'CRCGEll SLLFICE FROCLCliC~ A~C ITS EFFECT 
GEIIERAl GECGR~fhiC ~~£~ NCRlh A~ERICA, t.s.,~OELA~ARE. CCASTAL, LEwES, 
C~~AF' CREE~ ~~~~Sr 
AESlRACT TrE SEASO~AL ~AFI;llOll Cf H'C~CGEf\ SUlfiDE 
PRCtlCT JC~ MS EEEI\ ~EASt.;RH ~H wAS HUNO AT ~ MAUI'LI" CLRlNG THE LHE SPRING 
MC~ltS Al\C AT A ~11\IPU~ CO~JNG THE Wll\TER PCNTHS. l~E Af\AEROBI{ PICRCORGANIS~S 
RESPO~SIBLE FCR SUlFl~E PRCC~CliC~ WEPE OESUlfCTC~tCULt' I~ C~ANGI~G 
f~~IHIIfiHl~ A~O OESlllfCII.U:IUC 11\ ((!\SlANT EN~IRCNI'IENTS. 
fiHif INlEPLIIlRH'V LCH 
HCH IILHEF 3C2 'l3f 2~3E 
INS111U1ICN CR AGENCY. ~CFRIS LIBFA~I. LNI~ERSIT' Cf CELAW~RE 
CITY ~Ehi!FK 
Sl~lE CEl~~~~~E 
1JP (([E l'iill 
FILE HI'E 
GEI\E~Al GEOGRAPhiC AREA 
CAIIJ!F' CREE~ ~A~S~ 
24S 
~YCPCGEI\ SULFIDE fROOlCliCII A~O ITS EFFECt 
~O~T~ ~~ERIC~, l.~., CCASltl, CElAWAREt lE~ES, 
AeSTPAtl THE SEA~CNAL \ARIATIC~S OF ~YCRCGEN Sllfi(E 
fRCtlCTJC" t-AS EEEfl ~EASLHC ANC WIIS FCU~C AT A IIAHI'LII ClflHG THE tAlE SPRING 
M0Nlt5 ANO AT A MINIMUM ClRHG ThE IIHT.ER I'CIITHS. HE tlliHROfiC t~ICRCCRGANJSMS 
PESPCI\Siflf FCR SULFICE fFtCUCTlCI\ ~ERE OE!LlFOTCI'IACLLll' 1~ CHANGIIIG 
EN~HCNMENTS AND Cf5UlfCUBRIC Hi CC~HANT ENHilCIIHNTS. 
1\AI'E J(r~ C. £FISC~ 
FI'.CNE ~LI'EER 302 EH 44(3 






~EkAF~ A~EI, Cfl~kl~E 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA 
CFE~lEP ~Ekt~~ tPEt 
ABSTRACT 
fPCGFA~ CC~CuCTEC f~C~ 
I~ PRESENTED I~ ~EFCRT 
OISCt-~I<GEC A~C RELtTEC 
UIH 
FHCI\E H~BER 
INSTlllTICN CR AGEIICY 
cnv . 
.STATE 




HVORCGECLOG~ CF SELECTED SITES I~ THE GPEATER 
110FT~ t~ERJCA. L • .S., OELAkARE, ~EW CtSTLE CCU~TY, 
C~lA CCLLECTED FFC~ A G~Cli\CkATER EXPLORATICN 
AFFIL, 1913 1( MARCh, l'S7ii IN ThE GREATER NEII.!RK AREA 
FCF~. ltE CATA l~CLL[E kElt CESCFifTICNS, kATER VCLLMES 
CFtwCC·~~. A~C kATE!! 'LALITI PARAMETERS. 
JOrN h.o lA ll EY 
302 Bti 2S33 
OfLA~ARE GECLCGICAL SUR~E'I', LNIVERSITY Cf CELAWARE 
~EWtRK 
CHHAH 
1 c; 1 L< 
FILE NAPE HVCRCGFAfHIC A~[ ~LTRIEI\1 [tTA FOR ~ORFCL~ 
Ct~YC~-JL~E l9i3 
GE~ERAL GECGPAPHJC ARE• l.S., COASTAL, ~(~lh ATLAIITIC, CO~TINENTAL SHElf 
CFF \ JR(ItdJI 
ABSTR~CT .,[PCG~AP.IC SL~VEW CF ~O~FCLK CA~WCN, ADJACENT 
SI'Elf ~H HJACE~T HGFE. PRCFIUS .6Ml tAU FRCN BIOLCGlOL SAI'PU~G STAT ICNS. 
1\LTRIENl C~ 1A FCR C, F. A~C ~ 
1\ti'E J tl ~l.SIC~ 
PHC~E ~L~EEP €04-t42-2lll 
I~STITUTI(~ (~ ~Gf~C' ~JR(J~!A IN~liTllE CF ~~~I~E SCIE~CE 
CIT' C:tClCfSTE~ F(I~T 
Sltlf ~IRGI~IA 
ZIF CCCE ~:3C(:.< 
<:4<; 
FILE ~A~E ~~CRCG~~FHIC A~[ StCREli~E STUCIES 
(£NEPAL GEOGPAPHIC AREA ~CFTH AlLA~llC CCEA~, CCASl~L. ~EW JERSEY, CELAWARE 
e~' 
AfSTRACl l~E SHEllfiSH CC~l~Cl L~IT H~S EEE~ CARRYING OUT 
D~E AND D~CGLE STUCIES I~ CRDEF TC MCNITCR CllUTIO~ ANC MIXING RATES CVER 
TICAL C~CLES Cf PCJ~T SOL~CE CllflC~S. THE C~OGUE 5TLtiE! hA~E BEE~ CONE FROM 
SANCY tCOK fA~, SCUTH ALC~G TtE ATLANTIC CCAST AN[ I~ DELAWARE BA~ IN NEW 
JE~SE' kATERS. TtE CYE STUCIES hAVE BEE~ CCNE FROM GREAT EGG HARBOR ~OUTH 
ALCNG THE ATLANTIC CCASl AND IN DELAWARE EA' IN NE~ JERSE' ~ATERS. 
·A~£ SLP£~VISE~ tf ShELLfiSH CCNTROL UNIT 
FHNE Hf'llER ~OS f5~ 11~~ 
lNSlllLTICN C~ AEE~CY ~fW JERSEY OEPART~ENT Of EN~IRONMENlAL PRCTECTICN 
ti~ISICN CF WATE~ ~ESCU~CES. S~Ellfi5~ CCNl~Cl UNIT 
~lREET F.C. fOX 26CS 
CITY 1~ £111C ~ 
ST~Tf NEW JERSE~ 
ZIP CCOE CBf25 
FILE NAIH j,~OROGPAPtilC DAlA CCUECTICII tJSING SlAR-DElAWAilE BAY 
GEIIER~l GECG~~FtiC AREJ NCRTt A~ERICA, L.S., DELAkARE BAY 
ABSTRACT ~ISSICN ~249 1 fliGhT 02t WAS ACCG~PLISHED CN AUGUST 
30, 1'>13, llillZIM: A SHh AFB F-4C HRCI<Afl EQLIPP€1: IIITH AN ANIAP({-120A SIDE 
LCCKI~G AlRECRIIE R~CAR SYS1E~. THE CEJECll\E OF THE FliGhT WAS lC COLLECT 
HYDRCGRAPI-IC OAlA C\ER TH tElA~AFE BAY REGln CCIHU:IIIG ~Ill- A LANCSAT-1 
CHPFJS.S .. 
t.AME 
fliCNE fill' EEl< 
INSliTUTICN CR AGE~CY 







H4 t24 .3411 
NATIO~Al AEFONALTJCS 'NC SPACE ADM 




kYC~OG~APkJC DATA COLLECTION USING SLAR-VJRGJNIA, 
GE~E~AL GECGfAF~lC A~E~ NCRlt AMERICA, ~.s., VlREINIA, ~ARYLANO, OELAkARE. 
AESTRACT fii5SICN k24S 1 fliGhT Cl,. liAS ACCCI'PllShEC Of\ AUGUST 
3(, 1H3, ~llllZIM A SHAio AFE f-4C AlllCRAfl EQUIPPED ldH AN AI\/APQ-102A SIDE 
LOCKING AIREOHNE RtCAR 5~5TEM. THE OEJECTI~E (f ThE FLIGHT ~AS TO ST~CY TIDAL 
VARIITIO"S• CCEA~ SICE A.£ BlYSitE ALC~G ltE CElMAR•A PENINSULA TO COINCIDE 
~llt A LAI\DSAT-1 0\ERPASS. 
1'\AMf 
PHCI'\E ~LHH 






1:04 4!24 3411 
~AliC~~L AERC~AUTICS ANt SPACE ACM 





fiLE NAME H'OFOGRAPtl{ tAlA FCR TtE kESTERN G~lf CF MAI~E 
GENERAl GECEFJlfhlC AREA NCRTh ATLAI\TIC, CFfSHCRE NCRlH AMERICA, kESlERI\ 
Gllf CF ~Alflf 
ASSTRACT HYCFCGRJlFtiC CATA FOR lhE ~ESTER~\ Gllf Of ~AINE 
WERE CCLLEClEO BET~EE~ NC\EMEER, 1~74 ~~() J~NLARY, 1'>75. TE~PERATLRE, DEPTh, 
SAll~lTY, CURRENT SPEEC ti\C ti~ECliON WERE fiEASURED. THESE OAT~ hiLL SE 
A~AILAELE IN A FCRlhCC~I~G REPCRT. 
N~ME hEN£All B~CkN 
PHCNE H~I!ER 603 f62 1234 
JNSliTUTIG~ CR AGE~CY LNJ~ERSITY OF ~Ek HAMPSHIRE 
tin tURtAM 
ST,Tf 1\E~ HA~PSHIRE 
llf (([f 038~4 
FILE NAME HYORCGRAFHIC OAl~ FROM THE ~Tl~I\TIC PLANKlCN CRUISES 
GENEFll. EECGFAftJC AREA u.s., CCASTAL, NCRTH ATLANTIC, MOUTH Of CHESAPEAKE 
!lAY lC FALSE CAFE, ~ACHAPFEAG~E l~lEl, ~IPGl~IA 
AfSTRA<T A REPCRJ CF ThE HOROGRAPt'IC DATA OF 2<: SlllliCI'.S 









GENERAl (ECGRAPHJC ARE~ 
MCllt, ~HGII\IA 
'ESTRACT 
MCL'Th OF CtiE~APfAI<E BH, 
NAI" f 
PtOfiE H,.EEF 











GF ,~Rl~E SCIENCE 
hYCRCGRAFHIC CATA-~CUTH Cf C~ESAPEAKE B~Y 
L.S., CCASTAL, ~CPlH AllA~TIC, CHESAPEA~E eAY 
HYC~OGRAPHIC CAlA TAKEN AT A~CHCR STATIC~S AT T~E 
~CI<H SHE 
RCI\HC JCttfiHf> 
SC'i- 4S'.i-cC CC 
CLD CC~I,IC~ Lr.I~E~SITY 
JNSliTllE OF OCEAI\CGRAFH~ 
HPfCU 
\Ill( IN Ill 
i:35Cf 
FilE 1\H•E 
HlEil CIIUt l'iH 
GENE~Al GECGFAFHIC AREA 
Af\C HIEUTHIES 
251 
hYDFCGRAP~l( Slij(JES Cf ChESAPEAKE SAY; CLRRENT 
1\CRlH ATLANTIC, c.s., CCASTAlt lOhER CHESAPEAKE SAY 
AESTPACl CLPFE~l SFEEC A~C CIRECTICI\ ~EASUREMENTS hERE MADE 
EVERY lkEI\11 ~ll\UTE5 fCR FIVE CAY FERJOOS AT APPROJIMATEL) lCO STAllCI\S IN THE 
LO~ER CtESAPEA~E EA,, FAfPJI~JINI\OCKa YORK, ~AlES, ElilAfETH, SACK, PCGUOSONt 









H'i E42 2111 liS~ 





FILE ··~E •vD~C,RAP~IC SUR~EYS 
&E~EFAL GEC65AfHIC AFEJ ~C~l" Alli~TIC CCE~~. ~CRT~ PACIFIC OCEAN, U.S., 
CCHUL, MHI\E~ NEW hAMPSHIRE, MSSACHIJSETlS, RHODE ISLANC, CCI\~HliCUT, NEW 
WORK, lEk ~E~SEY, fE~NSYL\~NlA, tfLA~AFE, ~~~YLANC, tfSTRICT OF COLU~etA, 
VIRGI.IA, ~CFTt C~~CLJNA, SOUl. CA~CLI~A, GECRGIA, fLCRICA, ALASAMA, 
~ISSISSIPPI, LOUISIAI\A, lElA!, CAllftR~lAt CFEGO~, klS~I~GTCI\, AlASKt, HAkAil 
ABSTRACT tAlA fASE .CC~SISTS Of CVER 23,COC Il\OI~IOUAL 
hYCRC&~tPhlC SURVElS SINCE 1134. T~ESE SLR\EYS ARE RECCRtet CN SCAT SHEETS ON 
THE ~ESSEL AS T"E !LR~EY IS TIKE~. THEN SENT TO THE hYCROGRAPhlC DATA SECTION 
FCF fHCESS 11\G 
NAME 
FHM HHER 






GENE~Al GEC~FAf~lC AFEJ 
FEAR 
C~IEF. HIO~CGRAP~IC CAl/! 
.3C 1 4St i'iC E 
~AliC~Il CCEAI\ ~LPvEY 
6CC1 EJECLTI'E 8CllEVARC 
RCCIIIIILLE 
II'RH~H 
SECTICht COCE 3233 
HYCI<CG~I!f~Y Cf ClfE FEAR JIRE/lo NORT~ CAROLINA 
~C~lH ATL/li\TIC 1 (0/lSTAlj u.s., NORTH CARCLINA, CAPE 
ASSTFAC 1 
HiE OFE FElli< 
FHAI'ETHS AS 
t.A~E 
A T~( /!NC CNE ~/llf Y~A~ !llOY CN T~E HYDROGRAPHY Cf 
ARE/! I~ NCFTh CARCLINJI ~~~S CC~CLCTEC. STL[Y INCLUDES SLCH 
S/lli~lTl, TEI'FERilURE ll~C ClS!ClVEC Q)YGE~. 
FHH l\I.~EH 





'ilS 13i ;15ES 





GENE~Al ~ECGFAPHIC AREA 
RIVH, CCA~Hl 
HYCFCGR,Pk~ CF THE BRC~CKILL RIVER ESTLAR~ 
ti(FTH All,NTIC, L.s., OELAkARE BAY, BRCADKILL 
A651RAC1 hYCFCGF/!PtiC SUF~EYS Cf TtE fRC/lCKllL MJVEP WERE 
I'ACE TC CETERtHM THE IIET CII1CULI!l ICN PATHRN Al\D lH FluSHING RATt. SALit-.ITY, 
TEI'PERAT~Rio A~D ClR~E~T \ELCCITl ~E~E MEASLFEt. l~E NET CJRC~LATIC~ PATTERN 
OF THIS ESlLAPY.IS CI\E I~ k~lCH E€€I~G CURFE~TS CC~li\ATE THE hAlER CCLUMN AT 
Hl LEHLS. 
tiiUH 
PHCN E III.I'EER 





3C.2 ne 2~3t 




FILE t-.ti'E HYCRCLCGY CF 1HE CCLUMBI• IPLEISTCCEI\Ej CEPCSITS Cf 
CELAh/lFE A~ APFRAIS'l CF J PEGl(l\Al kATER-lJBLE A'LifER 
GE~EPAL GECGPAPHIC AREA NO~TH AMERICA; l.s •• DEL•k~RE 
tBSTPACT THE RESULTS Of A GUANlllAli\E H~DRCLCGIC APPRAISAL 
CF COLLI'EIA IPlEISTCCENEJ OEPCSITS ll\ CELJI~/!Rf ARE FRESENTED I~ RfFGRT FCRM. 
THE FlPPCSE Cf l~E ~Tl[Y ~·S TC CEFINE T~£ H'[RALLIC C~JR.CTERISTICS Of THE 
~EGIC~JIL ktTER TAELE A'UIFER, lC ESlt~AlE FEChARGE TO ll~C &ISC~ARGE FROM THE 
ACUIFER A~t lC •SCERT~IN THE LCNG-TEP~ A~AiltBILITV Cf ~ATER FRCM l"£ AQUIFER. 
0/llA LSED I~ lHE ~EFC~l ~ERE CCLLECTEC FPC~ lS52 TfRCL~H 1971. PARAMETER 
MEJS~~E~E~lS I~ClUCE WATER lEVElS IN hELlSo l~ICKNES~ Cf SJTLR,TED CCLUMSI~ 
CEPOSITS, TRA~S~ISSIVIT' \'LUES CF ThE tCUIFER ANC ~ElATICNS CF GRCU~C WATEM 
lC SlRFACE kAlER. 
1\MH 
ftOEHHH 




ZIP CCC E 
STIIFF 
:::c2 ne 2B2 
CEl~~ARE GECLCGICAL SUR~EY 
UNI\ERSIT' CF OELAMARE 
HI!HK 
C ELA ~ARE 
19 ill 
FILE NH!E 
CASTLE CCL~lY, I~lfFIU~ 
GE~fFAL EECEFAFHIC AFEt 
CCll\H 
I-S5, RCLTE 4C CCRRICOR TRftNSPCRTATICN STUCY NEW 
FEfCI<l, /11(. 2 
NCRTH AMERICA, t.s., OELAhARE, CENTRAL NEh CASTLE 
AfSlRACT EN~IPCNMENTALL~ ~ELATEC tAlA CCLLECTEO FRC~ 1974 
Hif:OLG*' l'.ii5 DLRIN( HiE CEUhAH 1-<J!S i<CUTE 40 CORRICCR TRANSPORlATIC~ STUDY 
~llE PRESENHC I~ REPCRT H~fo. IIE~SURE~EI\T Po!R~METERS INCLUDE LAM USE AND 
SURF~CE ~AlER RE!ClRCE DETER~J~ATICNS, SPECIES LISTS Of AQUATIC PLANTS AND 
P•YTCFL,INKlCN F~ESENl IN kATER BCDIES hllhiN THE CCRRICOR, OISTRibUliCNS Of 
TREE-tSSCCIJITIIJN Ull ITS Ill FCRESTEO AI<EtS Alii) A~BIEU NOISE lE'4HS AtcNG All 
IIAJC~ ~Cl.U ~ .. 
NAJI(E 
PliONE NlMEER 




OfFICE Cf PLANNING, RESEARCh AND E~AlliAliCN 
3,2 t:71l 5~<J5 




FILE ~A~£ ICHTHYCLCGICAL !L~~EY Gf ~E~ JERSEY WAR~WATER 
SUHI"S 
GE~ERAL GECG~AFHIC A~E~ NCRlH A~ERICA, l.S., NE~ JERSEY 
~ESlRACT A STLCY kAS CONtlClED FRCM OCTCBER 1S73 THROUGH 
JULY 1~16 10 DElER•I~E PCPlilllJC~5 A~O ClST~J£UTIC~S Cf fiSHES IN NE~ JERSEY'S 
~ARHk~TER STREAMS. fiShES ~ERE SAMPLED ey ELECTRGSHCC~IIIG. WET hElGhlS WERE 
TA~E~ CF All CCLLECTEO fiSHES. MEA~UREt PAFA.ElERS Of ~AlER CUftliTY INCLUDED 
TEMFE~AllRE, Cl!SCL\EC C)YG£~ GA! A~C Fh. 
~AME PRI~CIPAL FISHERIES BIOLDEISl 
PHONE ~lMfER 2Cl 236 2313 
INSTJTLTJCN OR AGE~CY ~Ek JERSEY CEPARl~ENT CF EN~IRC~~ENTAL FRClECTICNt 
DIVISIO~ CF fl!ho GAME, A~V ShELlfiSHERIES, BLREAU Gf tiSHERJES 
STREET FRESthAlER FISHERIES LASOR~TC~Y 
CITY LEEA~CN 
ST~TE ~Ek JER~E) 
lJF CCCE Ce633 
2~4 
FILE ~~ME ItE~llFICAliCN CF GRA~IN,EAE FRAGME~TS IN SALT 
~ARS~ fE~TS tNt THEIR USE I~ ltlE tCLCCE~E FAlEO EN~I~ON~ENTAL RECC~STRUCTICNS 
GENERAL GHGFAPIHC AREl NCI1Th AMERJO, l.S., DElllii~R£, BOWERS BEACh lEwES 
fEAC~. SCllH BCkERS ~ftPS~t LE~E5 C~EE~ MAP!h 
ABSTRACT Stll MARS~ PEAl hCRIZO~S FRO' ELEVEN CCRES TAKEN I~ 
ThC ~AP~~ LCCALITIE5 IN tEl~W.FE kERE STUCIEC ~SING LlGhl AND STERECSCAN 
~ICRCSCOFEC TEC~~l,lES. ThE NATlRE Of GREftNIC MAlEPIAl IN EACh CORE IS 
CESCRJBEC ftluNG ~IlH PARTIClE SIZE A~Al~SIS. 
NA~E J~lER-LIBRAFY LCA~ 
PHC~£ ~l~BER 3C2 73S 2455 
INSTJl~llCN CR AGE~CY UNIVERSITY OF CELA~ARE, ~ORRIS LJBRA~Y 
SlPEEl SCllh CCLLEGE A\ENlE 
ClTY NE~ARK 
ST~Tf tELAkARE 
liP CCtE 1<;711 
FILE t.tH 
GENE~~l GEO€R~PhiC JREA 
Nfh JERSE~, STCNE ~-RECR 
lMHU~COIFFU!!CN IDENTIFICATION CF FI!H EGGS 
NCFlh ATLA~TIC CCEtN, U.S., CCASTAL, N.Y. BIGHT, 
ASSTRACT 4 SltTICNS LCCATEC AT STCNE H~RSOR MERE SAMPLED 
f~C' M'FC~ 1S13 lC ThE PRE5E~T FCR lE~PERATlREt SALIIIITY, CISSCL'4E[ CXYGEN, 




INSlllUliCN CF ~GENO 




SICNEY S. HEFIIA~, CIRECTCR 
215 6<;1 1CCC )SE3 





fiLE NAH lilt Ul'i HVER ESltAPV Sllt"Y-1'375 ~1\M;Al REPCRT 
EE~EFAl (f(EFftF~lC AFEA NCRT~ AlLA~TIC CCEANt u.s., COASTAL, DELAhAREt 
IIICIAII lli\ER, I~CI~~ FI\f~ EA' 
AS~l~~CT T~IS REPCRT CC~TAI~S CHE~ICAL A~O N~TRIENl DATA fOR 
THE !~ClAN RIVER ESlUARV SVSTE~ fRO~ JUliE 1Sl4 TO JUliE 1~75. 11\CLUOED IN THIS 
FilE J~ INfCil~HIO~ CN TEHEiiAHI<E, SALINin, PH, CISSCLVEC C.IOGEN, OISSCUED 
CRG,IIIC All£ INCRGAIIIC CAR£CN, ~JTRATE, NITRITE, CIS!CLV£0 ORGAIIIC NITROGEN, 
CRT~Cf~CSFhATE, 101Al tl!SCL~f[ FhCSFkCRUS, SILICATE, lCTAL SCLIDS, CHLCRIAEt 
SllFtlE• IRCN, CALCIU~y ~lGIIESIU~, PCTASSil,, MAIIGANESf• CCP~ERt NICKEL, AND 
21~( CtliCEIITFAliCN. l~IS CATA ~tS TAKEN AS FART (f A~ EN~IRONMENlAL I~PACT 
STUDY EY HCUJHCAL Al'i~lY!TS, INC. FCR I:HP'iiRlA PChER ANt LIGhT CGI'PANV. 
~A~E JC~~ E~ey 
fh(Nt ~liBER 3Cl 435 4CCC 
Il'iSllTLTltN (~ AEEI'iC) ECCLCG!CAL ANAL,SlS INC. 
STREET 6(0 ~Y~ChL~!T A\E~LE 
CJTV BAllii'CRE 
STAli ~A~lLANC 
ZIP CDCE 212IC 
FILE NAI'E INGJAN RIVER INLET kAWE FAllER~ STUDY 
GE~EFAL GECG~AF~IC AFEA ~(Flh ATLANTIC, CCASTAL, u.s •• DELAkARE, INDIAN 
I'IVEii INLET 
ABSTRACT ~lSSIC~ k25€, fllEhl Cl kAS ACCOMPLIShEC CN 10 
CECE~EER, 1~74. ThE CBJEC11\E Cf TtE FllGhl kAS lC SlltY ~A~E PATTER~$ IN THE 
INCIAN RI\ER I~LET ANC BElhA~Y BEACH A~EAS Cf THE CELA~ARE CCAST. 
Nti'E C. ~tllLOCK 
FHC~E ~L~EEP EC4 124 3411 
INSllTUTIC~ CR AGE~CV N'TICNill AERCNALliCS AIIO SPACE AOMINISTRAliO~ 
STREET C~EStFEAKE f~W £CCLCGIC.l PRC~RAM OFFICE 
CITY ~ALLCPS ISLAIIO 
STilE vi~GI~IA 
ZIP CCCE 233~1 
flU: ~tfle HO Ill~ HvH INLET wAifE Sllt'l 
GE~ERAL GECGFAPhiC AREil NC~lt All~~TIC, CCtSTtlo u.s., CELAhARE, ~ARYLANC 
AESlRACT MISSION ~229, FLIGhT 02, kAS ACCCMPLIShED CN AUGLST 
11, 1~7;, LTILIZIN( lt;f iiJILLCFS SUllO~ C54 H~CRAFT E'UIPPEC IIIli' A T-11 
AERUL 111\FFltiG CAIHRA ~N[ A hEliUM IIEO lASH IN CCCPERATICI\ ~dlf, ThE NASA 
LAIIGLEV RESEARC. CENTER A~C lhE CCLLEGE Cf MARINE STUClES AT TtE U~lvERSITY OF 
OELAkARE. ThE (fJECTI~E Cf THE fliGhT ~AS TC CSTAII\ AERIAL PhOTOGRAPh~ AND 
LIISEF f~CFJLES Cf hA~ES AFPRCAChiNG I~C(AN RIVER BA~, CElAhARE F~O~ A tJST.NCE 
Of 5C •tlES CFF SHCFE Of 10 lh£ ltiDIAN ~~~E~ INLET. 
1\A~E ~ICtAEl CCNGER . 
PHONE IHt<EEP tC4 c24 3411 
JNSTITUTIO~ (R AGENCV NATIONAL AERCNALTICS ANC SPACE At' 
SlREfl CHfS~PEA~E fAY ECCLOGICAL P~CGRAM OFFICE 
CiTY ~AlLCfS IStt~C 
SlATE VI~ClNIA 
2IF coce .<:3337 
FILE tt~~E 
ABlNtANCE tN£ GRC·l~ Of 
GENE~Al G£CGFAF~IC A~EA 
SA~, I~CIA~ RI\E~ 
INDIAN RIVER 'ANAEEMENl fOELAkARE)~ CCClRPENCE, 
H~IHCH 
U.S., COASTAL, MRlti ATLANliC, CElAhAREt DElAkllRE 
ABSTRACT 8 SEINE hALLS PER •EEK FCR 1~ ~EEKS Cf CCCLRREACE, 
ASLNCANCE •1\t ER(hl~ CATA Cf ~ElltACE~ IN T~E INCIAN ~IVER~ CELA~ARE. CATA IN 
REPCPTS A~[ CN CAT~ StEElS. 
IIAf.IE tECFGE GRtlll 
Ff,CH 1\lHEF 7C3-t42-.<1Jl 
INS1Ill11CN CR AEE~C~ Vl~EI~IA JNSTIILTE CF ~ARIAE SCIENCE 
CITV GLCUCESTER PCINT 
SltllE \IHG INH 
llf CC.tf 23(t2 
fiLE I'IAI'E 
GE~EFAl (ECGFAFHJC A~EA 
LCNG ISLI~t, FATChCElE 
ABSTRACT 
PATC~CG~E ~AS SA~FLEC 
C•Pc~JU,, ~INC, I~C~, 
~AH 
FhCNE H~Sfll 





lhClSl~I~l h~STE ~~MPLlfl( PEPCRl 
NC~lh AllA~liC CCEtN, l.S., CCASTAL, N.,. EIGHT. 
1 STtTICN 1T A~ JNtUST~JAL CCMFLEX LCCATEC IN 
fFC~ FEE~LARl 1913 lC l~E PRESE~l FC~ PH, ~ICKEL, 
LEA[~ Cll~, A~C hAlE~ T~ANSFCFT. 
RCEEFT h ORTE~ 
5lt 2~<; C5CC 
JlSlU~ RGE A~O ~C~S, INC 





CCI\TRCLLEC CCfA!I CI~PCSIIL 
GEIIEF~L GECGFtFhlC ~FE~ 
OF Nf• JERSEY ~liD CEL~~~RE 
J~CUSTRIAL hASTELINE STLDW- ~ SYSTEM fCR 
NC~l· ~TLANTIC CCEA~, CONTINENTAL SLOPEt CFfSHCRE 
AESlPACT T~IS STLCY hAS CCIIDUCTED 10 DETER~IIIE T~E 
TECHNICAL, ECCNC~ICr ~NO ECCLCGIC FEASIEILIT~ Cf Cfll~ERING ~ATERBCR~E WATER 
COIICEIITR~lES FRCM F~Il~CElFHI' TC BEYCIIC T~E toNTINEIIlAL SHELF. THE INTENT IS 
TO DISFCSE OF UNUS~BLE RESICUES AIID PCLLUTA~TS IN A CCIITRCLLEC ANt EffECTIVE 
MANNER l~Al~ILL A~CIC EN\IRCII~EIITAL t~~AGE. tAlA CCLLEClEC IN ThE ST~CY AREA; 
11\CLLCES FAUfiH FCHJLATICI\Sr CLI<REIIT AIIC HMFEilAHRE .,EASlJREMEI'HS, DHSCL~ED 
DXYGfN ~Nt CCEAIIIC ChE~It•t ~NAL1SES. CATA Al\0 s•MFLES ~ERE COLLECTEC FRCM 
ShiP ANC ~lBMER~IBLE. 
UIIE 
PHCI\E HMBER 





c•ARLES T. t~~E' 
215 ltltS lCCC 
fRA~KLIN INSlllllE RESEARCh 
£ENJ·~~~ FRAI\KLI~ P~RKW~V 
P"IlACELFtH~ 
P El\115'tl-.ANH 
1 CJl c:; 
LABCRHCRIES 
fiLE ~~~"E INHlBlliCN Of PERE~NJALS BY YELLOW fCaTAIL CN 
FIFSl-VEA~ CLC flflCS 
GENE~Al GEGGFAPHIC ARE~ 1\CRlH AMERICA, L.s., 1\Ek JE~SEYt ~ARREN CCUNTY 
ABSTRACT If AR~eLE L~I\C Ill TEMPERATE EASTERN LNllEC STATES 
IS PLCWED IN ThE SFRJNG tNt THEN ABANDONED A DEN!E STANt Cf ANNUAL PLAIITS WILL 
USUALU CEIIElGf CUFIIIG UAT GRCidl\l1 SUSON .. THE SMLL 1\UMllEil Al\t: STUNTED SIZE 
Of PEREI\NI~LS IS CETERMINEC TO BE CUE TC T~IS DENSllV OF ANNUAL PLANTS. 
NAME REFERENCE LIER~Fllll 
fhCI\E 1\L~EER 201 13~ I766 
INSliTLliON CR AGENCY LIBRARY Cf ~EOICINE ANO SCI£1\CEt RUTGERS UNI~ERSITY 
CITY liE~ S~LI\S~lC~ 
ST~TE ~E~ JEPSE' 
Z lP CCCE CliS C3 
fILE ~HE 
SLUGE DISPCSH ARH AH 
GENERAl GECGR~PHIC ARf~ 
ISUliC, CCASHL 
~5E 
l~hE~ N~SSAU COUNT) ShELF BETWEEN OfFSHCRE SEhAGE 
LC~G EE~C~ ISL~~O 
1\CFlt ~~ERICA, L.S., ~Eh YO~K, II.Y. BIGhT, LONG 
AB$TRAC1 ~ CETAllfC STUCY CF HEA~Y METALS IN SEDIMENTS Cf 
THE I~NER LChG ISLAND ShELF H~S SEEN LIIDER ~~~ESTIGATIC~ SINCE CECEMEER 1973. 
AFPRC)lfATELY ZCC SlATIC~S tA~E SEE~ SA~PLEt EETkEE!I ThE OFFShORE SEkAGE 
SLUDGE CJSPCSAL AREt ANC LCNG EEACh ISlAND. SEDIMEI\15 hA~E BEE~ ~NALYZED FCR 
CACMIIJI<, li~C, ~ICKELr CGeHT, lEAC, CCFPHt CHRGI'IUM, HRCURY, SilliER, TINt 
~AI\ACJLMt ~~C ~ClYECEI\lJ~ A~D CtEMIC.L CXYGE~ CEI'A~C. C)YGE~ PRCFILING HAS BEEI 
tC~E AT IOO AOCJTICIIAL 5TATICN5. 
~AI'E ~llll'~ hJFFJS 
FHOt.E lll:~eH ;112 18C ~417 
INSliTLliC~ CR AGEIICY CEP,~TME~l CF GECLCGYt f~CCKLY~ COLLEGE 
CITY B~CC~LlN 
5TftTE ~E~ VCRK 
llf COtE 1121C 
FILE ~HE INSECT PARASITES CF ThE GREEN CLO~ERkCR~, 
PH~TH,PENA !CAERA If) 
GE~EFAL GECGFlFHIC ~REI NCRTH A~ERICA, l.S., CELAMARE 
ABSTRACT fRESENlEC IN REFCRT FC~ .. ARE CATA CCLLECTEC DURING 
FlEtt STUCIES CC~CLCTEC Ill tELAkARE CURI~G 1~65 TO DETER~INE THE SPECIES Cf 
INSECTS ~HICH PAHASITIZE THE GFEE• CLC~ERkCP~ LARVA, ThE CEGREE Cf PARASITISM 
E1 EtCt SPECIES A~C THEIR SE~SC~AL CIST~JBLTICNS. JIICLLCED IS THE SEASONAL 








MCH IS liER,RY 
3C2 13S 2455 




FILE ~~~E I~TA~E SCREE~ Sl~\E~ C~lA 
GE~ERAl GEOGRAPHIC AREA NCRlH ATL~~TlCr CCASTALr L.S., DElAhARE ~IVER BASI~ 
ASSlRACT fiWEE~U ICENTlfiCATICN, CCUM AM: TGTAL LENGTH CF 
FISH CAUGHl IN IKCLSTRIAL ANt fOkEF FLA~T IIITAKE SCREENS ALG~G THE CELAkARE 
RIVER. CATA IIICL~OES TE~FE~ATURE AI\C CISSCL~EC OXYEE~ CBSERV~TIONS. 
II~Mf JCSEPh f. ~IllE~ 
PHO~E ~l~EE~ 6C'i 3~1 Cll5 
INSTITlllCN CP ~GENCY DEL~k~RE ~l~ER EA~IN,AI\AOPCMC~S FIShERIES STUDY 
HREET F.C. eo 'i5 
CIT~ RCSE~C~T 
ST,TE NE~ JERSEY 
ZIF ecce os556 
FILE ~~M£ I~TER~~l ANC E)lE~~AL lRA~SfCRT OF ALGAEt fRCTCZCA. 
A~C FL~Gl E'Y SE~ GlLLS 
GE~ERAL GECGR,PHIC AREA NCRTH AlLA~liCt CCASTAL, L.S., f\CRTr CARCLINA 
AESlRACl IIIVESTIGIITJCI'f Of lf\TERN~ Al\0 EXTERII:AL TRAt.SPORT Of 
ALGAE, fl~Glt AND fRCTCZCA S' !EA GlLLS FRC~ NCRTH CARCllNA. AI\~L,SIS lt.CLUOEO 
Il\!fE(llCNCF TCTAL CICESll\E TFACK fRC~ ESCPhAGUS TO CCLCN OF 64 GULLS FOR 
AlGAE ANt FRCTCZCA ANt 34 GULLS FCR FLNEI. f)lER~Al 11\SPECIION Of 2C GULLS; 
fEATrERS, lEAKS ANt FEEl FOR ALGAE, PROTC2At AND f~I\GJ. 
1\A~E lJEFtFJAI\ 
fhCI\E *l~EER SlS 431 3364 
INS1ITL1HI'I Cll HEM¥ 1\CI<ll- (ARCLII\A SlATE LNl'IIERSJH 
STREET c .. t-: .. HILL .UERU'Y 
CITY RALEIGh 
STATE ~u~l~ CAPCLINA 
lll' CCI:E ~ItO 
fiLE 1\HE INHRSllllAL WA1ER~ OF CEEf SEA CORES 
GE~ERAL GfCG~A~~IC AFE• hC~ttklCE (CEA~ 
AESH.HT lt-;E CUP SEA ORHLIIIG FI<CJECl H SCRIPPS 
INH Ill TIOI\ CF CCE~HGFAFHY IS ilff ll UHC ldlt- HE JOINT CCEA,..CGRAPI-ilC 
IIISTITLTIO~S FCR tEEf EAFTh SAVPLING IJOlOE!l. DSDP hAS lAKEN GEOLOGICAl AIIC 
·~Gt1ll'tr~~lCAt CATA 1'Rt:J1ilt!E tRlllHG Shlf GUI'AR Ct'AllEJ\GER Ill 383 SITES CI/ER 
l~E h(RlD CCE.IIS. CRIEllltL [AT' FRCM TI-E P~CJECT ARE INOEJED AND ARChiVED BY 
ThE l~FCRI'AllGI\ HAII[LINE ERClF. CETAILS Cf ThE P~OCE!SINE ANC PETRIEVAL 
METHCCS ANt CAPABILITIES ARE ClTLit.EO I~ A SE~lES Cf IICTES A~AIL.BLE FROM THE 
ERCUF. EACh Tli'E Cf tATA CETIIIIIEC CU~JNG ThE PROJECT 15 MAINTAIIIEO AS A 
SEP.ORHE FILE. H-E INTERSliTIAL wATER tf EACH CCRE I<AS ~OlllNELY SMPLEC AI\C 
~EASLREMENTS Of Ph, fht ~All~Jl), SllflCE t~t CALCIU~ CC~CE~TRATICNS hERE MADE. 
N~ME CCOFCI~tTI~G STJff SCIE~li~T 
PHCNE ~l~BER 114 452 3526 





2 If ccu 




GENE~Al GECGFAfhiC A~f~ 
ASSlFHT 
2:7 ECAT CPERATCRS ~ERE 










11\Vf~TCRY [f TfE CfARTE~ SCAT INCUSlR'Y IN NE~ YORK 
~D~lh AMERICA, L.S., ~fh· 'C~* 
IIWEI\TCWt OF TH (tARTER BOAT INOl.Slln 1/1 /lf:W YU<K. 
f(U~O. A ~Af (f l~E ClSTRISUllCN Cf ChA~TER EGATS PNC 
FFEFIFEC~ SC CPERATCRS hfRE 1~1ERVIEhfC ~llt A 
MI~LCS t. G~AlZfP 
3B ~13 £6~C 
CCllEGE CF E~VIFCN~ENTAL SCIENCE ANC FORESTRY 




flU IIA~f lf\1/ESTIGATICI'i Gf SLRFACE ANC Sl.BSURfACE HDHIEI\TARY 
CEPO~JlS I~ CffShCPE E~-IRCN~E~lS (f lCI\G l!lAI\D 
GENERAl GECGRAPHIC ~P£A l'iCFlh '~ERJ(A, L.S •• ~E~ YO~K, II.Y. BIGtl, LONG 
ISL~~[, FIRE 1!LANC 1 CCA~l~l 
AB~lRACT AI\ ~~~ESTI€ATIO~ Cf SURFACE AND SUBSl.RfACE 
S£CI~ENTAF't CEPGSITS 1/'i DfFSHG~f E~VIRC,_.E~TS CF SCLTHE~a LOIIG ISl~N[ hAS BEE~ 
INlllATft. APPRCXI~ATELY iC SLRfACE G~AE SA~PLES TA~EN wiTH A ShiPER SAMfl£R 
A~E UNCE~GCING SIZE J~t MINE~ALCGICAL ANAL)SES. A SERIES OF ~EOJMfl'il CORES 
titVE ALSC BEEN ANALUEC MHASCCPlCALL't ANC 8) X-RA~ TEC.,NIQUES. SEISI'IC 
REFRICliCN PROFilE! ~EFE RLN C~ lHPEE fA~AlLEl EtST-kEST TRENLll'iG LII\ES FRO~ 
RE,I'iClCS CHANNEl TC E~ST CF ~C~JChES I~LET. FRCJECTS CC~CERNING ThE PRESENCE 
AIIC £JSTRIBUT101\ CF I'ICRCFLD~II A~C ~ICRCFALAA ARE ~LSC L~OER IA,ESTIEATI£N. 
NAME CR. ~IIHCIIY ((I( 
lNSTITLT!ON OR AGENCl ACElFHI LNI\ERSll~t l~Slllllf CF I'ARl~E SCIEIICE 
STREET SCLlt ST. 
Cil' G~~tE~ Clll 
SltTE ~t~ 'CRK 
llf CCCE 1153(). 
FILE 1\AME I~'IIE~Tl~ATIC~ CF SlRf.OCE A~C SLBSl.~ftCE SECIMEIIT~RY 
CEFO~IlS 1~ CFfS.CFE E~\IF(~~E~TS Cf SCLT~EFN LCIIG ISLAI\0 
GENE~Al GECG~AP~IC AFEA IICRlh ATLA~TIC CCE~N, l.S., CCASTAlt N.Y. EIGHT, 
(ff Cf FIRE l~lA~O. 
AtSHACT 
& SECI~Et.l 5TRLCllFE 
ISlA~t EET~EEII ~,R(h 
UI'E 
FHI\E 1\Lt<EER 





SEJSfiC REFRACTICN PROFILES, SEDIMENT SIZE AIIALY~IS 
~EASlFE~E~TS kERE CC~[l(TEC tl cl STATIC~S Cff CF FIRE 
191~ T( ALGUST 1S1~. 
CF. Hncn CCII 
!;H ~s4 nee 
I[ELFtl LI\IVERSll,, INSlllllE CF 'A~l~E S'I~N~E 





FILE ~t~£ INVESTIG~TICNS IN THE MCRTALilY OF STOCKED TROUT I~ 
~E~ JER!E' ~TRE~M! 
GE~EFAl tECGFAF~JC '~£1 ~G~l~ AMERJC~. U.S., ~E~ JERSEY, NORlHERN.CCU~liES 
tBSlRA(l STUDIES ~E~E CC~tLCTEC 1~ ~£~JERSEY TRCUT STRE~MS 
f~OM CCTOffR 1'64 TtRCUEH fEBRl,RY 1S6i 10 CETERMI~E I~ SITU MCRTAllllES Cf 
THREE SPECIES Of STCCKED lRCLT. CtE~ICAL F~F.~ETE~! Cf hATER QUALITY MEASUREC 
Cl~I~G ThE MCRTALITY STUDIES I~CLUCED TEMfE~ATURE, DISSOLVED O)YGEh GAS, ICTAL 
'LKALI~ITY, Pt, A~t CCNCE~TRATIC~! CF NLTRlENTS A~O METALS. 
~AME PRI~CIF'L FlS~EfiES 8JCLCE1SJ 
FkC~E .L,EER iOl ~3t i!l! 
INSUTLTlO U AGHCY t>lfh JERSEY tfPAinMENT OF EIW lRCNMENTAL PROlECTIONt 
CJVISICN Of FISH, ~AME, At.t SHEl.lFISHRIESt BlREAU CF FIShERIES 
!lFEET F~ESh~ATf~ flShEFlES t•eGJ~lGRY 
CIT~ LEB,~C~ 
SltlE ~EW JERSEY 
liP COCE 0£8!3 
filE ~·~( IN,ESTJ,AliONS INlL THE SCLltiERN NE~ ENGL~NO REt 
Cl'Ail fl!:MR' 
GEHRAl GECGR,PtllC AI<E' NORlt-1 AllAN11C, •RABBIT EARS 11 fiSHI.G GfiCIJI\0 Al\C 
JEFFRIES lHGt 
A£STRACT ARTHUR &AIIZ AIID J.F. hER~~AN CCNCUCTEC 
11\~ESTIEATICIIS IIITC ThE SCUThER~ NEW E~GLAIIC RED CRAB (GERYO~ 'LIN,IJEDENS) 
FISHf~Y CURING 197! A~t 1914. SAMPLING ~A! CCNOLCTED Cff THE ~HCOE ISLA~D 
COAST AT THE a~ASBIT EA~Sft FIS~ING ~RCU~O A~D IN THE GULF OF ~AlliE Al JEfFRIES 
LEDGE. THE fAFA~ETEFS JIICLltEt IN ltiS STUDY ARE: SPECIES DETERMINATION, 
CtlN1 1 EICLCGICAL CC~tlTJOI\, SUt CARAPACE ldCTH, CATCHJEFFCRT, DEIIELCPMENTAL 
STAGE, A~D MJGRAliCI\ STUDIES Of EE~T~lC t~JM~LS. 
NA~E tRTHUF F. ~Jhl 
Pt-ICNE ·L~EER 4Cl 2S4 45~4 
JNSTITLTICN CP 'GE~Cl RtOtE tSL~Nt CEf~FTMENT Of ~~TURAl RESOURCES, 
CI\I~ION Of Fl~H A~C ~ILOllfE 
!TPEET 150 ftklE~ SlFEEl 
Cll~ ~~C~FCRC 
!STAT£ RHtE lSUI\C 
HF ecce ca!2 
fiLE ~lH INH.SllGAliCNS CF 'ARHA~D•S llDAl SHCRHHES 
tE~ERAL GEDGR,PHIC ~REA NCFlh 'lLAI\lJC, CCAST,L, L.S., CHES,PEAKE BAY, 
"~RYL.~[, ASSftlEAtlE ISLA~D 10 fEN~lCK lSL~~[ 
ABSTRACT "IS!JC~ kl66o fLT. 1, F£8. 12, 1973, WITH ~ALLOPS 
STATICN C-!4 AIRCRAFT EQllPPEt ~ITt\ A 1-11 A~D A~ 125 (~~ERA 5)5lE~ II\ 
CCCPEFATICN kiTH ~C. EECLCGICtL .S~RVEY. CE~ECTIVE- TC tONTINLE ~O~ITOMING THE 
.D. SHCRflJ~ES FCF Ct,l\GES IN liNt FOR~ CCI\FIEURATIC~ AND LNCEFk~TER ShifTS IN 
SA~O B'RS ~Nt CHAN~ELS. ~~~GERY ~ILL ALSC BE LSED hhE~ fCSSISLE fCR l~~C US~, 
COf!MlNITY LREA~I2ATICN, HC ~RCHCLCt:ICAl STLt:IES. FLJGFT I~ CLEAR WEATHER. 
AI~ TE~P. 4 CEt. C AT lC,!CC fl., ~5L ~ITM ~~~0 OF iS K~OTS FFO~ 32C CEG. 
Nl~i PALL ~lfC~!I 
FliHE ~LHE~ 504-£24-3411 
INSllllllON CR AGE~Cl ~tllC~tl ~E~C~A~liCS A~[ SPICE ACM 
STREET C~ESAPE~Kf fAY ECOLOGICAL fRCGRAM OffiCE 
CITl ~tlLCfS JSltNC 
ST~Tf \JR(l~IA 
llF CCCE 23331 
fiLE lltl"f 
C~ESAFftKE EAY ~t-IC THE 
(ENEFAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA 
~~ll~UH 
~~~ESTIGATICI\5 CF "'llRYLANOS TIOAL SHORELI~ES CF THt 
AllA~liC CCEilfl 
l.S., CCASlAl, NCRTH ATLil~JIC, CtiEStPEA~E BAY, 
ABSTRACT ~lSHCN W174, HIGH lt OCHBER 20, 1972• ldHi 
WtLLCFS STATIC!\ C-!4 AIRCRAFT EQLJPPEO WITH CNE 1-11 AERIAL CA~ERA A~C A I2S 
FOUR-CtANtiEl CAI'ERA Ill CCCPERAllO" ~Iltl MC. GECLCGICAL SlRvEY HROUGHOUT A 
LA~GE FCFTJC~ CF C~ESAPEA~E f~V, ~C. ~EGlCN. CBJECTJVE- TO AC,LIRE AIRBCR~ 
I'ULTJ-CttANhfl fALCK S WlilTt AI\£. f~U:E CCLC!< HAGEI<Y FCR l~vESTIGATJCI\ OF MO. 
TICAl ~~(RELINES TC ~LFPCRl ERTS lti~ESTIGATICtiS. hEAT~ER- CLEAR, VI~l81Ll1Y 
10-li ~IL£~, AIR TEMP. lC £EG. ( AT lC,!OC fl •• MSL WITh A hiNC Of 35 KNOTS 
FROM 34C CH. 
tHfol,f 
PHONE 1\lf'SER 





FAl;L Alftf'S J 
H'i-£24-3411 
NATIONAl AERCNAlllCS A~D SFACE ADM 
CtESAFEilKf EtV ECCLCGICill P~CGRAM OFFICE 




FILE ··~E I•VESTIEATIC~S (~FIShES CAPTURED 8' lRA~lS IN THE 
CElA~ARE BAY AREA, ~'ORCGR~Phl( STUDIES I• lhE DElt~AFE Rl~ER ESTUARY AhD A 
PllCl HI.C\ Cf 1\LTiiHNlS It. HE CHAIIIAFE Rl\ltR ESlUAR'I 
GENERAl GEOGRAPhiC AREA •tRlH A~ERlCA, tCASTAL, u.s •• OELAktRE £AY 
AESTR~CT CATA CCLLECTEC CURING A STLC' CONDLCTED FRLM 195€ 
TO 1!5' CN FISH FOFULAllCN~, M)DPCGRAPhit CC~CITICt.S A~O NUTRIENT 
CCNCE.lFATICNS CF CELA~ARE EAY ARE P~fSENTEt IN REPORT FORM. EMPHASIZED IN 
lt;E JIIHSlHATJCN Ai<f: ~PHIES Allll CClf>IJS Of fiSH StMFUD BY .CllER l~Aiill ANC 
MEA!URE~ENT! CF ~EAlHER CCIICITICNS, "AlER TE~FERATl~E, s•LINITYt DISSOLVED 
C),GfN GAS AND C~G~NIC AIID I•CF'I~IC F~CSftAlE CCNCENTRiliO~S. 
r.AH STAFF- tl\dSICI'i Cf flSt A.O ULOUFE 
FHUE H~SEII 3C2 c78 4431 










FILE II:HE lCIICSPHRE Vf!HIOL SOUNDINGS 8.1 HClRlY VALUES 
GENERAL GECGFAFHIC A~Et ~CRlC~ICE, l~~C 
ASSlR.Cl ttlJ StEElS OF tCURLV ~ALUES FCR EACH 
CtARAClERISllC SCALED e' A STATIC •• THE ~CST l~PCRTANl AND MGSl CCM~C~LY 
SCAUt CIURtClERISliCS PH FCF2, W3CCCf.<:, FOES ANC f-MIN. OTHER 
Cl<ii~HHR lSHC~ AIH SCAl£0 llV ~.HY SHllCN~. HJURn 1\CfilliL'i l'ECIAI'I \iHliES 
[fRt~EC FRO~ ThE HOLR~Y \tlLES FC~ ~EARLV All STAJIOAS 'Rf PUBLISt~D Ill 
IO~O!PtEPIC tAlA A~O AFE ~LSC A\AilAflE o• Fl11CH£t CARDS OR "AGNETIC TAPE. 
UI'E lll\HICN CHIEF 
f~C~E ~l~fEF 303 49S lCCC .6461 




llf CCtE SC3C~ 
FILE NAI'E J(~C!f~ERIC EAC~ A~D f(FhA~C SC.TTE~ €.12 
GE~E~Al GECEFAFtiC AFEA kCRLtkiCE, lAND 
AB!lRACl Hflf UH HE Cf CCCUFRHCE IYES CR IIOJ 01\LV-
CHH CAToe IBACKSCtTTHJ GI'IIC FACIC RANGE li<MJ ANO CIRECTION IDEGREESJ. 
FORWARC ~CAllER DATA ARE CF SIGNAl l~lENSil' Cf TH£ SCAlTEREC SIGIIJL. CATA MAY 
BE CN STR lP Ct-ARlS, :t.-Y FLCTSt CR CAH SHElS. 
NA~E tl~l~IC~ ChiEF 
PtO~E Nli'EEF 3C3 4SS lCCC X64c7 








ICIICSPhERIC ELE(TFC~ CENSIT), NIH) IVERllCAl 
GE~E~AL €ECG~APHIC AFEA ~CI<tt~l[E 1 l'~t AESTF~CT ELECJ~Ch tENSlT' \15 HEIGhT, N(hl, 1$ DElER~lhEC BY 
SPECIAL iiEClCTICII CF ICNCG~Afi.S AHDIH CERTAIN to!OJ:ELS CF lli\CSPHERJC 
STRUCTlRf. I'HtiJ FRCfllES CtN BE RECLCEC FROI!. ANY IO•oGRAM IOHlCti S11GkS 
!UFFICJE~l tETAIL. CCMFC511E ~(Hj f~(fJLES CJ~ AL!C EE FREPAREC ~HJCh GIVE 
HCL~L~ .. ECI~~ ELEClRC~ CE.SITY vALUES. 
Nt~£ Dlvi~IC~ CHIEf 
PtiC~f ~l~EE~ 3C3 4~~ lCCC ~64t1 




liF CC£E SC3C2 
~!~~c~f14 !.rr .. -. ·~ •~r• 10N(J5PI1ERIC ~EI<llCAl SCL~OINCS B.l ICNCGI<AI'S 
~'·~~,.,L ~~~~r~rr1~ Pre~ ~CFlC~IDEt L~h[ 
lBSlRA(l iHESt PRE iHE EASIC RAw C~TA FOR IO~OSPtEFIC 
\IERTICH I~ClCHCE SCUNClt>GS. l'tNY tJfFERE•T FEAlLHS IICNCSPHERIC 
CHARACTERISTICS} ARE !CALEO FRC~ lHE IC~tGRA~S ~NC tiE FRESENTEC C~ CtTA 
!~EElS AS tC~RL~ \AlUESt ~C~T~LY ~ECI~NS, fTC; OR ARE PLCTTED CN RACIC 
fRE~lf.CY ~S liME flCTS. IC~CGFAM! ~RE ALSC A~Al~ZEC 10 GIVE ELECTRC~ DENSITY 
\S HJGJ,l IVERliCAL) OAH 1 ~CIH. 
~~fiE CIVISIC~ ChiEf 
PHCI'IE H~BER 





3C3 49S lCCC X64cl 





FILE ~t~f IC~G~P~ERJC vERTICAl !Cl~DlNGS- f FlClS E.l 
GENERAL GEOC~APHIC ~FfA •tFlCjJCE, lt~t 
IESTRACT ThE!E ARE fl(TS CF THE CllR~Al vARitTIC~ (f SEVf~Al 
ICNCSFHERIC ChA~AClE~ISTICS, ~SUtlLY SASE[ lfC~ 15 MINUTE VALLES, SOMETIMES 011 
tCUFl~ V~LLfS. (hjR~CTERISTICS ~REF-MIN, FEES, FOE, f(flt FCf2, FXF2, A~D 
HPE ES. NOl All STATJCIIS F~EFAI'E F-HCTS fUT 11GLFH 1/I!Llf F-PLCTS CAI'I til: f~COUCft FFC~ tCLPL' \•LLE tAlA StEElS. 
·A~f 01\I~ICI'I C~IEF 
FHCH HHH 3C3 499 !CCC H4t:i 




lJP CCC£ S03C~ 
2t5 
FILE NHE JAH~HI<l 
~E~E~~L GECGF~ft.JC ~FEt NO~l~ AllANliC CCEAN, u.~ •• CCAST~lt N.,. BlGHTt 
J~MEHCFl 
AESTPHT 11 !TATIOM LCCHEC AT JAI'E5PCIH, LCfiG lSUI\0, liERE 
S~MPLEO F~C~ JLLY 1973 TC JULY 1914 FCP C~lOFCPHYll ~~ PrOTOS,NTHEllC RATEo 
(OLNT Cf F~YTCPLA~KTCI\, CCLNT Cf lCCPl~NKTCN, BICM~SS CF ZCOPL~NKTCI\ 1 COUNT OF 
tEMER5Al Fl~11r COll\1 (f PEUGIC FISH, Bltf'ASS OF I:EIIUS~l fiSh BICII~SS CF 
PELAGIC FISH, lENGTH Cf CE~EFS$l flS~, LEI\Git OF PELAGIC fiSH, ~ElGHl Cf 
OfiiHStl FISH, WEI(H CF PEUEIC fiSh AH CAliNG Of IJEf\fl<SAl FISH, ME DATING 
OF PEL~~IC fiSH• SlO~ACH CCNlE~T A~ALJSIS {f DE .. ERSAL fiSH, STCMAC~ CCNTENT 
AUUSIS Cf PEUGIC FJSI', H~~Ul CE'IIELCFfo!EIH OF OfMERSAl fiSHr G(ll\ACAL 
CEI/HCPHU OF FEUGIC f1Sti11 CCUt>;T Of EENT!<'IC ANlMAU, BlOMSS Cf BEIITHIC 
~NI~ALS, AND ~fDI~E~T SIZE li\J!LY!IS. 
At'f ~£PEERT A~STIN 
PhONE NLMBER 516 6tS 5tCC 
ltiST JTUTICII CF J!HI\C~ NEW \CRK CCEAII SCIENCE UBC~IIlCIPt 
HREET CHHP EE 
CITY ~CNlAl~ 
STITE Nfk lCRK 
ZH ecce 11954 
FILE Nt~f J~PAIIE!E ~REEN PHEASANT lh~ESllGATICN 
GEIIE~Al GECGF~FHIC AFft ~C~T~ ~MEPICJ!, u.s., 1\Ek JERSEY 
HSHACT PEfi-PAISEO JIIPAI\ESE GREH fHfASHilS HAllE BEEN 
RELEASED A~~UALY I~ THE SFPII\G SI~CE 1S7~ Ill SIX 1\Ek JERSEY COUNTIES, IN A 
'ORien Of HBllATS HFES All VCIV Cf NIITIVE ft1EASAI\T PCPlUTICNS. 11\ CllOER TC 
ESTAHISh Hlf-SlSlAINING PCHlATICI\S Cf TH FHEJ!SJ!l'll. CATA 01\ TH CISPERSAL 
AND SUCCESS Cf RELE~SEC f~EJ!SJ!~TS HAVE BfEI\ PRESENTEt IN REPORT FOR,. 
NAME FRI~CIP~L ~ILCLIFE BICLCGI!l 
fHO~E ~l~EER 609 ~S~ 66E6 
JNSTITLTJCN CR AGE~C~ 1\Ek JERSEY CEFARl~EI\T Cf E~VJRC~MENT~l P~CTECTION, 
DJVISJC~ CF FIS~. ~·~E Aht S~ELLFJShERIES, BUREAU Of ~ILOLIFE MAN~GEMENT 
STREET PC EO 16C9 
CITY T~E~TCN 
~lATE ~Eh ~E~SEY 
.Z IF CO££ Ult2! 
26C 
FILE ~A~E JElL,flS~ I~YESllGATJCN, CU,RTEPLY ~EPC~T, 1 APRIL 
- ~0 JUE 1~11 
GE~ERAL GEOGRAPhiC AREA ~CFT~ ~llA~TIC. U.S., C~ESAFEAKE BAY 
'fSTRACT 32 ~lJ!TIO~S ~ERE SA~PLEC FCF JELLYFISh fClYPS A~C 
CYSTS (~ .ATLRAL C'SlER StELL SUBST~ATE SEflEMBE~ ThACUGH CECE~BER lS11. CNE 
Sl~TICN ~·~ OE!ERVEC f(~ ~EOLSAE FFC~ ~9 MtRCh lSll, 1( 3 SEFTEMBE~, 1971. 
~liME VEXlER HA~Et. 
FHNE H'MHR H~ t~2 2111 
I~SlllLTICN CP ~GE~C~ Vl~Gl~IA I~!TITLTE DF M'RlhE SCIE~CE 
CITY GLCLCE!lER FCI.l 
STATE Vl~GJ~lJl 
ZIP COCE 23C~2 
FILE ~HE JERSEY CENl~AL PCHR At.O LIGHT AIR I'Ct.IHRING 
HHCR~ 
GE~EFAL {fOGRAPMIC AREA ~CPlH AMEFICA, ~.s., NEW JERSEY, GILBERT, GLEN 
EA~C~E~, Sll~EVILLE• l~IC~ BE~(~, hf~~E~ 
'E!TFACT JE~SEY CENT~AL PChfR A~C LIG~T CCHFAI\~ HCNJTCREO 
FOlllliC~ l~C ~EJlltE~ CCt.CITIC~S ~E'R ThE !ITES Of ThEIR PG•ER GENE~ATING 
STATHl~S EHWEEN AfRIL, lH~ AI\C AUGUHt lSi'i MD PlACED lHf !lATA II\ REPORTS. 
T~REE POlllTIO~ ~G~IlCRI~G SITES ~ERE LCCATEC NEt~ l~E GILBERT FOkEF FLANTS, 
ONE ~EAR TtE GLEN G'~Ct.EP FL~I\T, ThO 1\EAR Ttf SAYRi~lllE PLANTS, TWO SITES 
NE~R TtE UNION eE~C~ PL~NTS ANC TkG NEAR ThE kERNER PLANTS~ HOLRLY A~ERAGES CF 
tiFFERE~l PCllllAI\TS tERE .RECCRCEC AT All lE~ .. O~IlC~INE STATICI\S. 
~flECRCLCGICll Otll hEFE C~lY FECCRtfC '' !I) STATlCNS Ell6ERT 1 ANC 31 GLEN 
GIIRC~ER, 5t,REVILLf 1, lNICI\ BEACH 11 A~O hER~E~ 1. 
~A~E SENJCF E"~IFC~ME~ltl SPECI,LISTS 
FHChE 1\lfiHR 1:0~ .2S2 61.t! 
l~SliTLll(t. (~ AEENCY ~Ek JERSEY BUREAU Of AIR POLllTJON CCNTRCL 
S lRE E1 , LAfCF Jli\C ll\t1J5 H 'I BUILC 11\G 
CITY TREt.lCN 
ST,TE ~E~ JERSEY 
11F CC[f Cct.t~ 
FILE ~HE 
JilfM-HEN 
JLVftlllE ~ElNC~NCE ANC ~~{~AliO~ SU~VE' CF AllA~TIC 
~CPTt ~TL~NTIC, CCAST~L, L~S., ~AINE TC FLCRIOA GENERtl GECG~~F~IC AR£j 
AESlRACT lEI\ ~EA~ 5lR\EY Cf ATLA~JIC ~ENhA££" F~CM MAINE TO 










Sl S 126 45SS 
All~I\TIC ESTL.Rl"E FIShE~IES CENTE~ 





GE~E~Al GECGFAf~JC A~E~ 
HST!lACl 
TO OETER~l~E l~E ~tvf~Ef'iT 
t<~H 
FliCI'IE HHEF 





JUVEtiiLE IIIHf< JOt; ~hAC LCI!ER Rhf:R lfiAIIllNG CATA 
t<Cf<l~ lllll~TIC, CCtST~lt L.S., CELAIIARE RIVER BASIN 
. CTlH 11110 CCSS HAioL SJIMFH5 ~ERE TAKEN ElloCt\TI1lV 
Cf JUVE~ILE ALCSICS I~ Thf LOkER CELA~ARE RI~ER. 
JLSEFH F. HllEI< 
coc; 3Cj 1 o u! 
CEL~~A~E RIVER SJ!SJN,Af'iACRC~CLS FIShERIES STUDY 




fjlf Nlii'tf Jl';El\ILE AfllEIHCJlf\ ~HAl: LHIVfR HUH\IE Afl:l-<iliiNCE 
CIH 
GENERAL GECG~AFHIC AREA t<CRlH AlLtl\11(, CCtSTtL• L.S., CELAII~RE RI~ER BASIN 
HSTRACT ICEUIFIC.H lGII, CCLf'ilt ANt TO.TAL LENGTH Cf ALL 
SPECHS CAlHll AT lit NCII-TIOH DEUIIAH HilER SUHCI\S. tAlA 11\CLUCES 
TEMFEFATl~E A~t CU~~E~l CESEF~tTIC~S. 
~JMf JC!EPH F. MILLEF 
PliOt.E HHEF 6C<; ~<;1 C 115 
INnlllTIOt. CR AGHC'W OELHHE FIHR USIN.A~ACHHliS FlSI-ERIES STUCY 
!TREET P.C. fCX 9! 
CIT' ~CSE~C~T 
ST~TE ~E~ JE~!EV 
2lf CCC E OS5!6 
FILE NJME ~llllfiSH FREC~TIC~ CF 'CSQLITCES I~ LCk LEVEL 
J•PCli~CEt tEL~~~~~ SALT ~~~SHE~ 
GEt.E~AL GEOGRAPHIC AREA ~CF1H tMERIC~, L.S., CELt~•FE, KENT CCU~TY 
lfSlF~(T PRE~ENTEC IN REPCRT FOR~ ARE DATA CCLLECTEO OuRI~G 
Sli.OIH CCNCI.CTEI: FFO~ 1961 l( l'!i69 H TkC lC~ LEVEL II'PCIJNDEC MARSHE5, KENT 
CCliNT,, CEL~WP~E TC CETEFMlNE lHE EFFECTI~Et<ESS CF I~CIEENCUS ~llllfl5~ AS 
FRECtl(~S Cf MCSGllTC LA~\~E ANO l~E 015T~IEUTICN A~D 5FECIES CC~PCSITION Cf 
T~E fCfllAliCNS THFCLG~Oll T.E SEASCt.. lt<CLLCEO ARE CESERVATICNS ON ThE EXTENT 
CF ~CS,LITC EREECJ~( IN l~PCLNCEt AREAS ANC ThE EffECTS Cf l~PCLNCMENlS Ot. THE 
ECCS~Slf~ f~ESE~T IN ThE ~~LlEFEC ~A~5~. 
NAME ~(~~~~ LlfRli<'W 
F~C~E ~l~EER 3C2 43£ ~455 
INSTIT~liCN CF lCE~Cl · U~J\E~SlTY Cf DElt~ARE 
Cll~ ~E~lR~ 
HATE CHHtllE 
ZIF COtE 191 ll 
FILE NPME Kllllf15h P~EGAIICN Gf ~CS,lllCES IN LC~ LEVEL 
l~PCL~CED CEL~~A~E SALT ~t~ShE! 
Gf~EFAL EEOGP~PHJC lREA NCRlt AMERICA~ l.5., DELA~A~E. ~UNDERKill ~~~EN, 
LEIPSIC, ~ASTEII ~lRSH A~C !tCFl ~lRSP 
lBSTilACT JMPCLNC~fNT ANO ~C!QLilC CC~TROL 51LCY ~AS CAR~IEC 
OU1 FRO~ ~AY TC ~C';E~EEF, 1968 IN ~·CRT ANC ~ASTEN M•RShES. PARAMETE~S LGOKEC 
ll t•CLLCE CCUNT ANt TlXC~C~IC LJSlS OF FISt, ANIMAL!, BIRDS, ~OSQLITOS, 
~EGETATIO~t A~C Kllllfl!H. 
1\Af'E 
Pi; ONE NlMBER 
IIISTITUTICI'i CR AGf~CV 
S lRE E 1 
CllY 
HAH 
2 IP CCCE 
Hlil ttTT.S 
3C2 BS .2~H 
CEPARTMENl Cf 






flU t<Jl~.E KIN($ PARK ~CSPllAL SE~AGE lREAT~E~T PlAhl DATA 
GE~EFAl GfCGftF~IC AJEl ~C~lh ~TL4~1IC CCf~~. u.s., CCASTAl. N.~. BIGHT. 
LCII( lSL~Nt. SUFFCLK CClN1Y9 ~If'iG! fA~K 
AB!l~ACT l ST~TICII Ill l SE~IlGE TFE~T~EhT PLAhT LCCATED Al 
KINES PARK ~AS SA~fLEC f~C~ JAt<UilRY 1S7C TC T~E P~ESEt<T FCR WATER TPA~SPORT, 
P~. ~ftlER lE~PERATlRE, BICChE~ICill OXYtE~ [t~ANC• ftRllCliLAT£ MATTER, ICTAL 
C~LC~!~f ~ES![l'l• ([L!f[~~S. SUSPEN[f[ SGl!CS !CRY WE!GtlJ. D!SSCL,ED OXYGEN, 
[l(E5TCR TE~PERAlUREt At<t CIGE!JCR Fli. 
•AME GDPCCN J. hAlT 
PhC~E •u~EEF !1~ .2:~ .2t~~ )~4< 
lfliSllTLTICN OP .tGHO SLffCLK CCLHY 1 CEPARTf'EI\J Cf ENVIRCNf\\EI\HL 
CCNT~CL. hATER PCLllllCN CCI\1RCL SECll(l\ 
SlREEl 132-4 IICTO FllRil~J!Y 
CIT~ HALffALGE 
STillE 1\Ek ~(~~ 
liP CCCE llHi 
FILE ~'~E LAKE EUT~CPhlCAllOh ClAl!IflCATION 
Ht-~EiiAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA tiCI'lh .ciMfRICt, l .. S., H._ JHSEY 
HSTRJ!CT Tt!E f!IOLOGICAL lECHI'HCAl SlPFCilT ltlll Cf TH 
OEPARlMENl Cf EII'VIHIHflllH HCTECllGN US I!EE~ CCI\CUCTIIIG A IOHR SAMPLING 
fRCGFA~ Cll Hit JH.Sf'I'S Lti\ES MC PCIICS .. ThiS SAI'IPllNC:. ALUOUGh MAIII'l¥ FOR 
CETER~IN.clllO~ Cf ltE TROPhiC SlATE Cf EACH ~ATER ftt~, HAS INCLUDEC ~ATER 
'UAllll SA.Pll!IG OF l~fNl,-Sia PARA~ElERS. f~CM 1915 TO 1977, 46C lAKES ANO 
FOliOS HA-E eEEII SAtPLEC (liCE, ~NC CF l•EsE, 299 hAVE BEEN SAMPLED l~ICE. THIS 
IS All CNGCIIIG SllD) .. 
NAME CHIEf flCLCCISl 
Pt!CNE llll'fEI< l:CS 2'i2 7154 
IN!liTlTICN CR AGE~C1 NEll JERSEY CEFAFTI'ENT Cf EIIVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
CJ\l!ICN Of hATER RE!OlRCESt BICLCGICAL TE(HIIICAL SLPFC~T U~ll 
STREET P.C. fCX 210S 
CIT~ T~£~1(~ 
STilE ~E~ JER!EY 
11 F cue oet:~!: 
FILE Ulolf LAM: USE Fll£ lSH. 
eE~ERAL GECGRAPhiC ARE~ NORTh AME~ICAt COASTAL, u.s., FE~~S~LVA~IP, NEW 
JERSEY, GLCLCESTE~, CP~CE~, ME~CE~, SU~ll~GTC~, ~~~TeCMEF~, tELAkARE, CHESTER, 
PHll~CElFHll A~t ElCKS CCU~llE~ 
ABSTRACT ThiS FILE CC~lAl•S THE LANt USE tATE GA~NEREC FROM 
ThE AEPIPL Ph(TCtPAftY Cf ThE g CCL~TV CELAhAPE ~ALLEY REGIONS l~ ~E~ JERSEY 
A~C FE~NSYL~ANIA IN MARCh A~O AFRIL lSlO. 1~E.CCU~T1ES CO~EREC I~CLUDE MERCER, 
GLCUCESTER, EURLINGTCN, J~t CA~OE~ IN ~Ek JERSEY Alit CEL.hARf, P~lLACELPHIAt 
~CNTGCMERY 1 £UCKS 1 ANC ChESTER IN PENNSYLVA~IA .. fRC~ ThESE PHCTCGRAPHS 88 
CAHHRJES Cf U!t.C USE WERE ICHtTlfHD CN A Mii'BER Cf H~ES PER CEIISUS BU.CK 
PER CATEGCR~ BASIS. ThE TCTIL A~E~. CATEGCR12ED EIICCtPASSES ~ORE l~AN 300C 
S'UAPE ~ILES .. ThE TCT~l L~IIC U~f CATA hAS SEEII TRA~SLATEQ INTO A 13 EEIIERAl 
CAHHR~ CtDEC REGIONAL ~AP 11\CLUOEO ldltt ltHS FILE. 
~A~E ~l(hAEl hCtfE 
fHCfi:E HHER 215 ~ll'l 30CC 
JNSliTlliC~ (~ AGENCY tEL,hA~E VALLEY REGIONAL PLANNING CCMMISSIC~ 
STREET lEl~ JFK BClLE~Aft 
(JTY P~llACELP~lA 
STATE fEIIIISYL~AliiA 
11P CCtE JSlC! 
21C 
FILE ~~~~E ltP~~E t~[ fCSTLARWAE STUtlES OF ThE CAPE FEAR ~RH, ~.C .. 
GE~E~Al GECGFAFHIC A~Et NC~TH Allti\TIC, CCASTAL, U.S .. , NORTh CAROLINA, CAPE FHI< 
ABSli<ACl A FCL~ MCIITt STUC~ Cf LARVtE AND POST-lAR~AE FISHES 
CF CAPE FEAR, NOI<lh CAROLIIIA ~A! CO~DlCTEC. STUD~ 11\CLLCEC ~EASURE~EIITS Cf !ALI~11Y A~O lEMFEFAllfE AT EACh CCLLECTJ~( STATICII ~S WELL AS CCLNT! AND IDE~TlflCATJCN CF fELAGJC ANC CEMERSAl FISt lAR~AE .. 
NAME B.J .. CCFELA~C 
F~Q~E ~~~EEF 919 131 25t9 
INSlll~liC~ CR AEEaC' ~CFT~ C~~CLI~A STilE U~I~E~SJT¥ CIT~ RALEIGH 
~TATE ~CRT~ C~RCLJNA 
liP CQ[E 216(7 
FILE litH 
THE lCIIER HC~O~ E!ll.OR~ LATE PLEI~TCCENE STRATIGRAPH' At.O PALECECCLOGY CF 
GHE~Al HCGFIIFHIC I!FH t.UH AMERICA, ~.s., COASlAL, NEW YGRJ<, 11.~. SIGHT, LO~ER ~lOSOt. ~J\E~ ESl~AF\ 
~SSlFACT FC~t~INlfERS A~C POLLEN IN CORES lAJ<EN IN THE ~lCSOII RI~ER EST~AR' fRCM PEEI<Sl<ILL, NEk YC~K, TG ltE 1\ARRCWS, AllC~EC THE RE(O~STRLCTICN Cf ThE fCCLCGIC ANC ST~ATJeRAPtlC DE~ElCPMENT CF T~E ESTUARY 
OLFlt.G UTE-FLEISHCEt.E, TII<E. Tt!E lilliE CORE~, UP TO .i!f! FEET IN lEIIGl,_,, 
PENETRATED SECIMENlS JHAl ~ERE OEP!SITED I~ FRES~ kATE~, BRACKlSt kATER, ANC 
MARINE EN~l~CN~E~T~. THE fCRA~It.IFE~S ICENllflED IN lhE CORES ARE CIVICEO lt.TC 
fCUR ASSE~ELAEES. EACh Cf ~~ICh IS CHAR~CTERISTIC Cf A SIOTOFE. TH~EE OF ThE A~SE~BLAGES THRI~E IN THE ESllAPl .. THE fGUPTH, CC~fCSEC Cf SENltC~IC fORA~I~IFE~~. 1! N(~ FCUIIC I~ THE ~REA ~GFltEAST Cf EASTERN~OST lCIIG ISLAND 
SCUNC. TIC'L CCNCITICIIS ~ERE ESTAflJSHEO IN THE ESTLA~' PRlCR J3,0CO R~OJCCARBO~ 'EAR! ~&C, ~HEREAS ESTLAFI~E CCNCITIC~S ~JTH SALI~ITIES ~lGH E~Clet lC £LPFO~l FCR~~~~JFERS CCCUR~EC 111 COC YEA~! AGC .. ~A~£ OR. DEII~lS ~ElS~ 
FHOIIE ~l~EEF ~12 621 /6S4 










Gft.E~Al GECGPAPhlC AREA 
llllCliFE HflGE 
HSnHT 
Of ~ECRCPSIES PFEFCR~ED (~ 
CCCl~~fNCE Cf PARASITES 1~ 
NAME 
FHN E lilt<£ ER 






LE~O PCISO~l~G I~ CAIIACA GEESE IN CELAh.RE 
NCRTH A~ERICA, L.S •• tELA~A~Et ECMBAY HCC~ NATICt.AL 
CCNCUCTEC IIi lStf, THIS STL£1 R£PCR1S T~E RESULTS 
1 CtfiACA GEESE SlSPECTEC CF LEAD fOISCiilliG. THE 
CRGAii! ~A! AL!C NCTEO. 
GECflGE E. fllGUl 
3Cl llt 4HC 
U.S. BLREAU Of SPCRT FIShERIES AND hllOLIFE 




FILE N'I'E UHlt Mit HICI<HSS Cf lii'ClEo LIIIE HARCSI:Ell CLAMS 
IN itE GREAT SCLT~ BA' GEiiEFAl GECGFAFHIC A~E· t.C~lh A~ERICAt L.S.~ COASTAL, NEW ~CRK, GREAT SO~lH 
en AB!l~ACl ~ SlL[Y hAS CO~CUCTEC I~ l~E GREAT SOLT" BAYt NEAR 
ISLift NElli 'YCRK Cl:RING Hi!r-11r OF lH LENGTH AND U·-lCKf'ESS Of LIVE H~RCSI'ELL CLA~!. E~llMATIO~! ~ERE ~AtE Cf THE SIZE/AEE REl~TJCNS~IPS OF l"E POPULAllON. 
4000 S~~PLES ~ERE CESE~VEt Al 2 S1~1IC~S, EACh VISIJEC lC TIMES. 
NA~E F~EtE~lC~ f~~~~" 
HCS\E IILI'EEF tC1 ~5t ~CCl 
INS1lll11Cf\ (R AEE~CY CCR"Ell U~I~E~SllY 
STREET Fl!~ LABCRAJCR~ 
Cll' ll~#Ct 
STtTE IIH< 'O~K 
liF CCtE 14B3 
fiLE NA~E LICHSE HCORCS CF THE SUE CRAil F ISrERlES VIRGINIA 
Ht l'tR'VUHo JBCj&-1«;6( G~NE~AL EECGRtPHl( AREA L.S.~ CCASTAlt 1\(RlH ATLAI\11Ct C~ES.PEA~E BAY, 
~JRGI.II 1 ~tRYltNC ABSTRACT Sl~\fY (f CC~I'ERCIAL ElliE CR'e FISHERY wiTh RESPECT 
TC 1\L~eER Cf LICEN!~S ISSUECt 1YFE Of FISHING I'ETH[C ~SEt, TCl~L 1\LMEER OF C~ABEERS, HMEH Cf P.ACIIHG 11ClSES JIM THE CCST Cf liCEt.:Sf 111)1(£5; lf'if-1960. 
~·~E LIERARIA~ 
FHCH 1\lMEER BC4,-642-2lll 
INSTITLTICN C~ AGE~C~ VIRGI~IA l~SlllllE CF MARINE SCIENCE 
CIT' GLCLCESlER fCifll 
STilE ~IRGI~IA 
liP C U: E 230t.( 
FILE NI~E LIFt HISTCI<\ Of CHLCRCPiiThtl,..US AGASSIZI 
EES\EFAL (fCCFifhlC AR£t NORlt AlLA~llC~ u.s., NCRF~LK CAN~O~ 
AESlRACl LifE Hl!TC~Y '1\C tiSTRIElliCN CATA fOR 
C~LCRCPHT~ALMUS A'ASSIZI 1~ l~E \lCI~llV Of ~ORFCL~ CAll~(~. [AlA IIICLLCES SEX 
RATIOS, LENGTI'S, REFRCOLCli\E STAGE A~C FECLt.:CIT~. tCAL IS TC FRCVICE INFUT TO 
ICTAL ECCLCGICAL SlR~fY OF SLCPE AliC CAIIVC~ lCHT~YCfAUNA. OVER lCC SFECI~E~S 
CETAI~EC lC CATE. 
UIIE 
PI'£NE H~EER 





€C4 E42 .till 




Of MARJ~E ~CJE~CE 
fiLE N•ME LIFE HJ~lCR' SlltlES CF e•R~~·RC GRJSS 
GEiiER'l GEO'~'PI'l( ARE' ~CFTt A~ERJCA, l.S., CELA~ARE, NEW CASTLE CCUNTY 
ABSTRACT P~E~E~lEC I~ FEFCRT FCR~ ·~E CATA CCLLECTEC CURING 
FIELC Alit ~PEEfltCUSE STUCIES CCNCUCT£0 IN CELAWARE OU~l~G 1S63 ANC lS64 lC 
OElERIIINE l~E EFFECTS [f CER1Al~ E·~IR[N,E~ltl CC~tlTICNS CN TtE Gf~~INATlCN, 
GROhlh AN£ CEVELCF~E.TAL (f BAFiiYARC €~•ss. TtE ENVl~OiiMENTAL CC~DITJCNS WHICH 








F l.LE NAI'.f 
GE~E~Al GECGFAFHIC AFEt 
BRAN[,~l~E C~EE~ 
~CR~ IS. L llli<AR1 
3t.2 ns 2.415~ 




LI~•CL(GJC'L SLF\E~ CF ltE SRA~CYWIN~ CREEK 
NCRTH AMERICA, u.s., PEN~S'Vl\A~lllt DELA~ARE, 
AB!TFACT - A 5U~~EY Of TtE ERANCHES Cf THE BRANCYki~f CREEK TC 
CETEFMINE ~ELATIVE CC~CillC~ (f W~TE~ tEAll. CR FOLLLTIC~ ~AS CC~DLClED. 
FACTCRS EXlMINEC I~CLUCE: lll:MBER Cf FISH, SPECIES, lE~PERATLRE kATER 
lRAN~PCRl, CIS!Cl~EC CJYGE~, CC2t tL~All~ll'• PH, (CLUF 'NC ~L~BE~S CF 
l~CI~IClAl~ I~ EACH Cf SE~ERJL '~CUFS Cf CFEIIilS~S • 
• ,~E RCBERT !T~UBLE 
PHO~E Nl~fEF 215 6S6 0475 
INSliTlllCN OR AGENC'V BRA~C,~IIiE \AllE' JSSCCl.TIC~ l~CCFFC~tTE[ 
STREET 4CS FAR~E~S A~C ~ECrA~I(~ BUilDING 
Cll' ~E~l CHE~lEF 
Sl~TE PEii~~~lVA~lt 
liF CCCE 1S3€C 
FILE NAI'£ LJPIC HCCHHISHY Cf tHAallH SALT I'.ARSh 
EII\HCUHTS 
GENERAl GECGPAPHIC A~EA NCRlH A~E~l(A• l.S., tEl.llkARE TICAl MARSH REGION 
.AfSTPI!CT OI!H fRtll HE E.XAMlNATIOII CF FI<EE fl!lrt I!C IDS ANC 
AllPI'iAliC HCRCCMUCIIS H J. 4-,.ETEf. CCI<E FHI' THE <!REAl S.ALT MARSH 1\EAR LEIJIES, 
OELA~J.RE A~C 1~ ESlUI!RIIIEt TlCJ.L CREEK Alit SURFACE MARSH SEDIMENTS ARE 
PRESE~lEC AIIC CISCLSSED IN REPCRT FCPM. lHE SECI~EI\1 CCRES A~E OIVI0£0 FCR 
J.IIAl'tSI~ 1~10 ~( CM 11\lER\ALS. 
1\A,.E PAUL J. SWfllANC 
FHCNE 1\lMBER 3C2 6~5 2~6~ 
INSTITLTJCN CR AGENCY GEClCGY OEPARlMENl• UNI~ERSllY Cf DElAWARE 
CITY ~EWA~K 
STATE DEli!.ARE 
Zlf CCC£ 1'3111 
FILE NAME LIST (f HIGHER ~t~INE fU~~J CN CECAYING MARINE SAlT 
I<I!RSI-. fUNlS 
GENERAL GEOG~AfHlC A~EI! l.S., CCtST~L, ~(fl~ ~TLA~TIC, CMESAPEAKE EAY, 
~~~~~~lA, fLIZABfl~ FIVER, LYNtitA~fN BA,, ~IRGINIA BEAC~, BACK BAY 
AESTRACT SlR\E'V OF fli\GJ, JlSCGit'VCEHS Af\C fviiGI liiPfRfECllt 
FCOIIt Ch fl.l!llSI-: HAS$, SPARTI~A SFP, II\ MI!RS~ES OfT~£ ELIZABETh RIIIER, 
LYNI\hi-EN BIY £ACK BAY Alit VlRGJIIIA BEACH. CLLTURES ~NC SPECIES CESC~IPTIOII 
AVA IUELE. SURVEY HIClUllES COHNTS Cfl SPECIES OCfillNEIICE Md) ECOLOG' 
IIA~f PAUL KIRK 
fliCNf NlMfER 8C4-4E'.l-8COC 
INSHTIH leN CF AGENC'l' ClC CCMINHh l.tiHfRSI 1'1 
S lRE£1 11\S lllUH Cf CCEAIICGRAP~Y 
CITY 1\CRfCl~ 
STATE 'JR~INIA 
Zlf ecce 23soa 
FILE N~Mf llltCLCGIC CCNTRCl OF SlREAMkATEP CHEfllST~Y IN A 
FCFTICII CF 11-E BRANCYklN£ CREEK, FA 
GEI\ERAL ~fO~RAPhiC AREA IIC~Tii AMERICA, t..s., PENI\Sll~ANIA, CHESTER COUNTY 
'BSlPACl SIX SIII!LL hi!TERStECS IN A PORTION OF THE BRANOYkiNE 
CREE~ I~ PEIINSYLVA~IA WERE 5Tlt1Et TO OElER~I~E IF I!N£ TO WHAT EXTENT DRAINING 
~ATER5 REFlEClEO fllNERillCGIC OlffEREIICES lli<CIIf TU iiESPECTI~E ll~SEJHNTS. THE 
SIX ~AlERStEtS WERE UNtEFllllll EV AMPtiECLITE, ANORlh05ITE~ ~~llRTZ MCN10NITE, 
GRANCCIORllEt ALBITE CHL(RITE SCHIST A~D OlJ~CClllSE ~1(11 SCHIST. Sll~PlES WERE 
CCllECTEO FCR GH YEA~ H APPI<UUIATELV (fiE MONTH lfllTfR~ALS. lH SAMPLES WEllE 
~~~~~l,lEC FOP ~LL MAJCR IC~S fllS SlllCil. 
NA~f INlEP-LIERARY l(ll~ 
FHCN£ NlMEEF !C2 1!~ ~~5~ 
INSlll~liC~ CR AGENCY U~l~ERSIT' Cf CELlhARE, ~CR~IS liERilRY 
Sl~EET SOUTH CCllEGE A\EfllE 
Cll' ~EWill<~ 
~TATE CELl~llRE 
ZIF CCI:E l'i1ll 
214 
fiLE t.'AI'E LilllE L.HE ltllET CAH 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA NCRlH AlLA~TIC CCEtN, ~.s., (CASTillo II.Y. ElGtT, 
NEk JERSEY, LITTLE li!~E lfllET 
I!ESlRil(T Nl~EROU! STATIO~! LCCATEC AT LITTLE Lll~E I~LETt ~EW 
JERSEY ~EPE Sl~flEC FFC~ J~~f 1'37! TC l~E FRE!ENT fOR ChLOROPHYLL At 8, AND c, 
NITRITE, ~ITRilE, A~MtfllA, TCTAL C~GANIC NJTRGGE~, CIS!Gl~ED O~G~~JC ~lTRCGE~, 
tiSSOlVEC ORGANIC CARBOII, lCTill PhCSFhCRUS, OISSCl\Et CXYGEN, FhCTCSYNTHETIC 
RATE, SECHEIIT SIH ~~HYHS, SALitiiH, TEI'ffFATUilE, SECCHI DISC CfPlt-, COLNl 
tNt SFtCIES CETERMJNI!TIO~ CF ZCCPLANKlOII. 
~AM£ JA~E! [l~l~[ 
PhC~E ~l~EEF tO~ ~64 17t6 X~2! 
INSllltliO~ CR AGE~C\ llll~EilS l~IVEilSJTY 
SlllEET [fPilRTI'EIIT Of BICLCG~, SCIENCE 8LILDJNG 
CIT\ CI~CEII 
SlATE ~E~ JEll~£~ 
2lf CCtE OflC2 
filE ,_.,ME LITHRAL iolt.C AH IIAV£ CHAIHC HFECTS CN CEOIIR 
ISL~II[, PtR~A~ORE ISLANt tilt THE kACHAPilEAGL£ INtEl 
GENERAl ~EDGRAPHI~ AREA l.S., CC.STAl, NCFTH .TLANTIC 1 ChESAPEA~E BAY, VIRGJIIIA, WACHAFilEAGUE fillET, PARRAMCRE ISLAIIO, CEDAR JSLAIID 
ABSlRA(T ~IS51G~ klGB, FLl. lt FEE.lt, 1S72, ~ITH kALLOPS 
ST H ICII ChAilTEP Et ffll H LICC F HR HU JP FEO klTH 1i 1-11 ~ERIAL C._,IIERA~ IN 
CCCPERIITID~ WITH TtE \A~ 1NSTITLTE CF MI!RIIIE SCI. J~ ~ACHAPRE~GUE INLET, VA. 
I!REA. CBJECliVf: - TC CHlH NATLPI!l AI\C fAtH-CCtCI< IIRECRN IMAGER) lC 
111\IESTHAH LITH!lAl ~~~~) hiNt CYNAMH: EffECTS Of! CUTER SAM<S CF ~~~. SEACOAST. 
FLJGtT ~ACE IN CLEAR WEAltER, hiGH lti~ SC~llEREC CLCLtS, ~IP TEI'F. -z OEG. C 
AT 5.CCC Fl •• I'SL hilt- klllt Cf lC-15 K~CTS HC,. 260 CEG. 
~AME PAll ALFCII~I 
PHO~E ~ll'fEF SC4-E2~-3411 
INSTITL'TIDN CR A~HCY 1\ITIC~Al lHCNAlliCS llU SfllCE ACI' 
STREET CtESilfEAKE EAY ECCLCGICJ.l fPCG~AM OffiCE 
CITY ~AllCfS 15Ll~[ 
STI!TE ~~~(INIA 
llf CCCE 23337 
FILE Nt~f liVE C~!TER BED A~O ClllCh !LR~EY Cf THE tElA~ARE 
B~Y A•D TFIELTAFIE! 
GE~ERAl ~EOERAPhiC AREA NCRl~ AlANTIC, [CASTALo L.S., OfLA~~Rf fAY 
AESlRtCT CATA CETAINEC CLRING A SLR~E1 CCNDLCTED FRCM 1~11 
10 Thf fRE!ENT C~ ThE li~E 01S1ER fECS Of THE CELAMA~E BAY A~D TRIEUT~RIES ARE 
PRESENTED I~ REfORT FCR~. ~EASl~EC PARAMETERS INCLLDE CISTRIEUTIGNS CF SPAT 
~~~C C~STERS, T•E STATUS CF TtE ~5X INfECllCN AND VCLLMES Of ~AFKET OYSTERS 
HAR~E!TED A~Nl~LLY. THE PLRfOSE CF ThE INVESTIG~TlO~ tAS SEEN TC CETERMI~E THE 
LCCAliCNS ~~~C CCI\CHICJIS Cf t.All~ill SEED eftS IN Cf<CH TC AIC I~ HE PLANNING 
CF lNCFE~Sft C~STEF fRCCUCliCII. 
NA~E SlAff-tl~ISIC~ CF FIS~ J~C kllCLIFE 
fHIIE MiHEF .'3C2 tH. 4431 










FILE ~HE LCEHER ESCAPE \EilTS 
GEIIERAL GEOGRAPHIC 'REA ~CFT~ t~E~ICA~ L.s •• COASTAL,. RHODE ISLAND, COX 
LECGE, NA~RJGANSETT BA,, F~OOE l!LANC !CLNt, BLOCK ISLANC SOLNC 
tBSlRA(l lHE SIZE, LCCATIC~ ANC CCNFlELRlTIO~ Cf ~ARIOUS 
CCNSTRLCTIC~ ~Alf~IALS CF ESCtPE VE~TS IN LCBSTER TRAP! HA~E BEEN STLOIEO 
SINCE 1~15. THE 1R~PS A~£ lOC~lE[ Ill CC~ LEDGE, RtCCf ISLAND SCUNC, flOCK 
ISLA~C !Cl~O, ·~[ ~AFRtGl~SETl EAV CLT 10 ltE MIC-!tELF REGION Cf ltE 
CCJIHNEI'HAL SHLF., THE TPtPS illlE tEPCSITEC Ill THESE 'REAS BY CCMfol£1lCIAL 
f !Shli\G VnSEU. !E\HAL fAI<A~flEFS .HE IHASliU:t: hfHt;T • C~RAFACE LENGTH ANO 
kiCT~ 1( [ETEF~l~f ThE SllE FRE,Ufi\(Y1 A~t £AMAGE, ~LCt. AS MISSING APPENDAGES 
A~t SHEll t~MAEft CC~E J( ltf LCBSTE~S FAG~ lRAP! •Ilt; AND WlltGUT ESCAPE 
HNTS.. CHCI'/Eff(Rl CF LCBSHRS IS tEHR~HEC• ALCII.G ~ITt REHIIiliCN OF 
SUB-LEC'l LGE!l£1<!. RCCK CRjSS, A~Q SEA BASS IN lFE li<APS. 
t.AI'E CA\IC fOIIOEN 
Ft:CH HHEF ~() 1 2'i4 452<4 
INSTITLTIC~ CR AGENC~ RfC[E ISLAI\0 DEPtRlMENT CF lli~JURAL RESClRCES. 
CI~I!IC~ Cf flSF A"C ~lltllFE 
STFEET 15( FO~LER STREET 
CilY wiCKfCilt 
SHH FH(CE ISlAH 
21F CCtE C~~~~ 
FILE fltftf 
(ENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA 
lllfH:HI~ 
216 
LCESTER GffStORE NCRTt CARCLINA 




• SLFIIE~ TC tETEF~lNf CISJRIE~TICN, ABU~CAIICE, 'NO 
IMFCI<HI\U Of"HE AJ>!Eil.ICAI\i LCBSTH CFF JHE 110n1- CAI<Olll\A 
NtH 
FHCN E IIlii B ER 








GENERAl GEOGRAPHIC A~EA 
"llCll~.t 
E.F. FCLLANC, JF. 
91'i 7~6 H21 
NG~ll- CAROLINA CEfART,E~T OF JIATURAL ~~C ECCNGMIC 
CIVJ!ION CF CC~MERCIAL A~D !FC~lS FISI-E~lES P.G. 
HCHI-.EAC Cin 
1\Cfi U CAI<C!I ~A 
~B!l 
LCESTEI< PRCJECT 
NCRlH AlltllliC• CC,ST~L. L.S., COASTAL, NC~TH 
ABSTRACT BICLCGICAl A~C fi-VSICAl CI-A~~CTERISTICS Cf LCBSTERS 
OETJIIHC fRO 5S SHTJCNS ~RE RHCRC£0 fOR LIFE 1-ISlORV., I'AIIAGE~HT 1 lAGGII\G 
ANC ~''RKETING ~TLDIES. ALSC, I~FCR~AliC~ Cflll~EC (1\ CTHER PCTENTI.ll1 
li'PCRTAI\1 C(MI'EFCIAL SFEClES (f CFLSlACE,NS. 
~A~E B f tOllAND JR AND All¥~ B fO~Ell 
PHCNE HMEH 9l'.l-726-7C21 .X231 
JNSTITLTJCN OR ACENC) NCRll- CAR(LIN,, DI\ISIC• Cf CCPPEFClAl tN[ SPCATS 
F ISHFIES 





GE·E~'L GECE~·FFIC AFE~ 
\IFGHU . 
HSlllACl 
l08!1EF l~ A CC~~EFClAL 
II'~· E 
H1CNE H~IJER 







P c eo Hs 
~CHHH CIT'I 
IICRlt CtRUH~ 
l(flSlH fi<CJECT .iLlY 1912 TC CECEMEER 1973 
IICRTH ~TltNTIC, COASTAL, t.s., NCRJH C~RCliNA TC 
A STL[) TC CETER~l~E TrE ~ALLE OF lHt A~ERlC~~ 
FESCLFCE (ff ltf CC~!l Of NCATH CARCLI~t. 
e.F. rGll,IIC, JR. 
919 726 7C21 
~CRTh CtROli~A CEPtRTMENl Cf NtlLKAl A~D ECO~O,IC 
Cl~l!lCN OF CC~MEilClAl A~D SFORTS fiShERIES P.C. 




I>EhEFAL GECGF.4f.HJC JlFH 
.ftBSlRACl 
CLJMtlCLCGJC.ftl CAT~ C~ 
USEC A~C C~LIBFATEC G~ 
IIAH 
FHCI'IE HHER 





lOCAl CLIMAlCLCGIC~l D~lt 
~(Flt A~EPI(A, l.S. 
366 l.S.~EAT~ER STATIChS REFCRTII'IG LCCAL 
SlANCAFO ~EATtE~ SERVICE FORMS. fiElD l~STRLMENTS A~E 
A hEl~CR~ ~TANCARD. 
c•JEF, AT~CSFhEFIC SCIEhCES LIBRARY 
3Cl ~o;~ -'itC"i 
hCAJ 1 ENVIRCNMEI'ITAL DATA 5ERVICE 




FILE ~A~E lCI\G lSlA~O SCU~O BASE SLRVE~ 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA hC~TH AllA~TIC CCEJIN, u.s., COASTAL, N.Y. fiGHT, 
lCNG ISLANC SOUNC . 
ABSTFACT 142 STATIONS LCCATED IN LONG ISLANC SOUND kERE 
SAf'PLEC fRCM JUlY 1S72 TO SEPTEI"BER 1913 f£1< SALINIT)', TEIIPfRATUJ<E, DISSCl¥H 
CXlGEN 1 ~ITRATE, CFTtCF~CSFHAlf 1 IFC~, A~D CCLNT ANC SPECIES CETERI"INATION Of 
SENTHJC ~~~~·l! AND "'ICRCEJCIA Cf COllfO~MS ANC MEIOfAUNA. 
N'Mf 0IPEC10R 1 l"ltCLE AllA~TIC CCAST~l FJS~E~IES CENTER 
PHO ~E HI'EEI' -'0 1 EU C2CC 










FilE t-;~,.f LONG ISUNC SCLNC CLI<l<HT fiLE CFR-455 
(f~EFAl '£C(FlftiC AFfA NORlt AllANJIC CCEAN, l.S., CCJISTAlt LCN( lSLANC 
SCU~C A~D BLOCK I!l,Nt SCLN£ 
•eSTFACT fiLE CCNTAJ~S r•TA COLLECTED FROM LONG l!LANO A~D 
etOCK l5lAND SOLNC OLRI~G lHE ffRIOt APRIL 1S65 TC SEfTE~EER lS67. 
APFRCXI~·TfLY 165 SlAllCh$ kfRE CCCUPIEC CLFI~G THIS PERIGO. MCSl STATIO~S 
hERE S~MPUO FCR A PERICJ: Of AfOUl ~ CA~S. jlfTER CEFTf ~AFHO ~Ill' WATER 
DEFTH• SCME STlTIG~S h~~~~G AS ~A~Y AS 3 I"ElERS E'UAll' SPACEC IN ThE ~AlER 
CCLUM~. Fllf CC~TAIAS EXACT lhFCPMATIC~ CN TtE STATION POSITION, Kl~C OF METER 
LSEC, CURATlGN CF Cf!ERV~TIG~S I~ CA,S, jlflE~ CEFThS. CLRRENT SPEE[ ANC 
DIRECTICN. I'HEPS lSH IIIUE TH RCBEI<TS llACH CURRENT MEHRt GCCC~I\E 
fHClCGFAFHJC RECCRCING METER A~C TlCLS MAR¥ I. NCT All STATICN! HA\E BEEN 
~RCCf!SEC TC M·G~ETIC. 
fiAI'E 
nne HHER 





CtiEF, CCEA~C~RlFHJC SUF~EY 
201 ~<JE E5Cl 
NtlJC~Al CCEAN SURVEY 




FILE ~~~E LO~' JSlA~C-NEW '[RK BIGhT kATER PCLLUllC~ STUDIES 
GENERAL GECGRAPHIC AREA L.S., CCASlAlt ~CRTt .ATLA~TJC, ~EW l'(RK, lONG ISLANC 
AESli<ACT MISSION W2C2 1 FLHH lt .tii'Rll io 1S13, LllliZING 
ThE h.IILLCFS ST,llCN C-5~ AIRCRAFT E'OlFPED ~llh fCU~ ~ASSELELPC CAMERAS AND A 
~Llll-C~A~aEL CCE·~ CCLC~ Sf~SC~ I~OCS) IN CCCPE~ATION hiT~ NASA'S lANGLE1 
RESE,P(h CfNT£F FCP T~E E~\ilRO~MENltl PRCTEClJON AGEAC~. THE OEJECli~E Of JHE 
FLJGH lo.a5 TC MAKE A CCflREUITIO~ HlWEH ltf liASSEltltO 11'1\GER'I Al\0 UE MCCS 
CAlA RElATI~E TC ~AlE~ FCLLLTICN II\ T~E LC~G ISLANt-~fh WCRK SIGHT 'REA. CLEAR 
~fAThER, kiTH ~CDEFATE ~IZt. AIR lEMPERAllflE hAS 13 OEG. C Al 17,5CC fT. I'Slt 
kJNC CF SC KAOlS F~C~ -'f5 CEG. 
NAME FAUL AlfO~SI 
PHCNE ~l~EER £(~-~24-3411 
INSTITLTICI\ Cfl 'Gfi\C~ NATIONAL AEFD~AOJICS ANC SfACE ADM 
STFEET CtES,fEA~E EA~ £CClCGICAl PPCGRAM OFFICE 
CJT't ~AllCF~ ISUH 
~lATE ~J~tii\I. 
ZIP CCCE 233Ei 
FILE ~A~f LC~~-lERM EffECTS Of LIG~T INTENSITY AhO I~ORGA~IC 
t-1 IlROHN AH fltiO~PHOGLS HRIChl'fl\l (1\ Tt\E CCM~t;~IH HRUCTt;liE Cf ECHiilC SALT 
~IRSf CIATC~S A~D !TA~CI~G CRCF Cf SCIL ALG~E 
EEI\EPAL EECGRAPHIC AREA NCRTH A~EFICA, l.5., CflAfARE, SUSSEX C(L~TY, 
LEkE~, CA~AFY CliEE~ ~~RSH 
lESTRACT LCNG TERM EffECT! Of liGHT 11\lE~SITV Al\C ~UTRIE~T 
EI\Riet~EI\T CN HE HRUCTlliiAL CI·.AR.ACTERISllCS OF ThE EIJAPIHC CIAlCI! CCI!MUNIH 
AI\[ 51HCIIIlG CRCP Cf All ED.AFt:IC HGAE lllt:tEITlNG A FLRE STAIIIJ Cf c•~Rf 
SPARTINA kERE l~VE!llGAlEC II\ lhE CA~ARY ClifE~ MAR!h. 115 TAXA ARE lCEI\TlflED 
.AN[ CE!CFilE£ I~ TtR~! Cf LISTFlBLTIC~. 
~·~E 11\lER-llERAii\ LCtl\ 
FHUE HHEii 3C2 738 2455 
!NSHTUTI!J!I CR A(HCY LNIVERSIH Cf CHAIIARE 1 I'CFRI~ USP.AR~ 
SlFEET SGUl~ CCLLEt£ A~E~UE 
CIT~ ~Ek~F~ 
ST~Tf CEl~~ARE 
liP CCCE l'>ill 
f.Jl E NAME 
GENERAL Gf(GFAF~It t~EA 
~lREI~tA, \IREINIA BEACH 
AEHUCT 
~IRGI~IA A~AILABLE F~O~ 
tiAH 
PHCNE ~l~BER 





lC~G!HCRE ClRREJlS Cff ~lRGIJil BE~CHt VIFGINIA 
ll.$., CCASTAL, ~CPTH AllAf>iliC, CHESAPEA•E BAY, 
STU£Y Cf lO .. GSHCRE CURREflH Off ~IRGINIA BEACH, 
Cl~ EC~l~l(~ l~l~EFSJTY CATA S~EfTS 
PEHR flEISUER 
H4-<iS<;-8CCC 
CLC CCIIINICN ~~1\E~SIT~ 




FILE 1\t~E LCWER CELIIAR~A PENINSULA fl~E BARK BEETLE SlUCY 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA ~GFl~ PlLA~TJC, CCtSTAL, l.!., ~IRGINlA, PARKSLEY 
AfSTRACT MISS!CN hlCE, FLIG~T Cl, kA! ~CCCI!FllShEC CN 
FEBRU~RY 1, 1972, llllllll'IG HE I!HLCFS fl..IHl CENU:R C-5~ AIRCRAFT HUlPPEO 
hilt\ lilt T-11 HRIAl I'APFING OHI'AS II\ COCPE~ATIOI'- H111 THE AGRCNO~Y 
tEPAR1MEN1 OF THE VIRGll'llA fCLlTECH~l( I~Slllllf ~~[ ST~TE Ul\l~ERSITY. THE 
CBJECli~E (f ltE Fll(Hl k-S TC CfTAI~ tERlAl IMAGE~V CF A CROSS 5ECTIO~AL AREA 
CF TtE CEl~tPVl FE~I~SULA EfT~EEN PARKSLE' AND ACCO~AC~, VIRGINIA FCR 










llC4 E24 ~411 
~tTIC~~l tEFC~AlliCS t~[ Sf,CE ~C~ 
(hES.PEJKE fAV ECCLCGICAL F~CG~A~ (fflCE 
~Ill LCFS !SlHC 
\lf<HNIA 
FILE /\HE 
~El'IEPAL EEOG~APtiC AFfA 
LA~E, ELJZtBET~ Fl~EF, 
A6Sl ~ACT 
2SC 
LChf~ FU~(l (f E~CK SAY, VI~GlNIA 
l.S., CCAS1Al• NC~lH ATLPNll(• BAC~ EAV, STUMPY 
\lHI~H 
Slll~EY Cf HE LC~ER HHI HLND IN ThE AREA OF BACK 
eA,, Sll~P\ LA~E A~C 
~"'E 
ELllAEET~ ~1\ER, vA. 
FHCNE H~BEil 







CLC tC~l~lCN U~l\EFSITV 




fiLE N~"f LC,ER HLCSC~ ~I\E~ SASI~ SlUCY 
GENE~~L GECGRAF~IC AFf~ NCRTh A~ERICA, U.S., 1\EW YORK, LOkER hLIJSG~ RIVER, 
ALBA/\,, hE• 'ORK, ~E· VCR. Cll' 
ABSTRACT THIS SlUCY IS AIPEC AT fACILITATING THE 
CCORCI~ATlCN Of CC~SER\AliCNt fV I[E~TIFJN( JG~ICLLTURE ·~C RURAL ~ATER NEECS, 
UPSTREt~ FLCOCkATER CAM~GES, A~[ lFSlPEA' SfCIIIEI\T A~[ fROSJCN P~OELEMS. 
~,~E kATERS~ED/PlANNING 800~ STAFF LEACER 
FHCNE Nll!efR 315 443 335~ 










FILE NI~E LC~f~ Fl~E~ l~lfllt~Y C~Tt 
GEI\ER~l GECGFAftlC AFEt 1\C~lH ATLANTIC, COASTAL, L.s •• DELA~ARE PI~ER BASI~ 
ABS1RAC1 FIS~ ~ERE SA~PLEC ~CNTtLV fROM 21 SlATICN~ IN THE 
DELAWPFE RIVER lRlfLTARIE! EMPLC,ING CllER TRAWL, fFA~E T~AWL, t~C ~tll SEl~E. 
CtLCRIIIEt fht lLRBICJl~, C~lhCf~CSfH.lE, 1\llF~TE, (~~ECI\ [lCXICE, ·~RCNESS, 
Al~All~ITY, ti~SCL,E[ CX~CEI\, 'NC lE~PERATLRE kEFE MCI\llORED. 
1\J~E JCSEPH F. 'lllEF 
FHC~E 1\l~EE~ 609 391 0115 
INSTITlTIC~ CR AGE~C\ CELl~tRE Fl\Eii EASII\,AI\t[li(~(LS FIS.ERIES STUCY 
SUHT P.C. EO <;~ 
CIT~ ~CSE~C~l 
STJTE ~fi JEP~E~ 
HF CCCE CS5!E 
ZH 
FilE ~·~E MACRCBE~ThiC COMMtiNITIES ON THE INNER CONTINENTAL 
ShELF Of \IRGINIA 
GE~EF~L GECGFtfhiC AREA u.s., COASTAL, NORTH ATlANTIC, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
INNER ShELF OFF VIRGINIA, C~PE CHARLES TC M'RVLANt ECROER 
~B~lFACT CCMI\l.NITY STRUCTURE ANALYSIS Of MACRD-11\\IERTEBRATES 
Cf ThE I~NER CC~TI~ENT~L StELF CFF lhE COAST Cf IIIRGI~I~. DATA l~CLUOES INDEX 
Cf SFECIES RICh~fSS ~~C l~tEX CF SFECIE~ E\IEN~ESS. 
~t~E M~RVIN WASS 
FHCNE HHER 8C4-M2-2111 
INSTITUliC~ CR AGENCY \IIR~INIA I~SlllllE Of M~Rl~E SCIENCE 
CITY GLCUCESTER POINT 
SUH \HGltiiA 
21P CGU ~3Ct.t 
FilE MfiE fii!CI<CEEI\lhCS CF NEll YCRK EIGHT 
GENERAL GECGPAFHIC AREA N(~lH A~EFJC~, u.s., NEll YCRK, ~.Y. BIGhT, COASTAL 
Af51R~CT . THE STUCV 1~\l(l\IES THE MACRCBEftTHOS Cf THE 
INTERTICAL ~~V Sl6110AL ZC~ES IN T~E NE~ '(R~ BIGHT REGIC~. THE ECCLCGICAL 
OISTRJBUTIC~ Cf ~~~~ALS A~O FLt~TS will BE CETER~I~EC AND SPECIES 
CETEF~I~~TICNS ~Ill BE ~ACE. ThERE ~~E P~ESE~llY EIGhT STATICNS. TtE NCRTERN 
MOST STATIO~ IS NEAR lHE ~ASHI~GlC~ B~ICGE. 
~~~£ CR. JA~IS RCZE 
FHC~E ~lMEE~ 212 621 7478 
lNSTJTlTICN CR AGENC~ DEP~RlMENT Cf BIClCGY, CIT' CCLlEGE CF NEw YORK 
HREET 13SU STREET ANC CONVENT A~ENUE 
CilV tiE~ \CR~ 
HHE NEit 'CRK 
lH CCCE 1C031 
FILE tWH ~~~MiAI<KlN IWr C~H 
GHEFAL GECGFHHIC .llFU ~Cf<H ATUNTIC CCEAN, u.s., COASTAl, N.'f. BIGHT, 
tiEk JER~E'• MANAHAh~lh Bt' 
AB!TP~Cl 'NUME~CUS ST~TIONS LOCATED ~~ MANAHA~KIN BA~, NEh 
JERSE'f hER£ SA,PLE[ FROM JUNE 1~73 TO THE PRE!ENT FCR ChlCROPH\LL ~.B, A~D c, 
fHTRHE, IIITRilE, .llMMIJIIU. lCHI.. CRGANlC tdlRC£EN, TCTAl CISSCLIIH ORGANIC 
~I UiCHfl, CIS SCI.. VEt CRG~N IC tARBO~, l CTAl PHO~PHORLS, C I S50 LVED OnGH, 
FtCTCS,NltfTIC RATE, SECIMENT SIZE AfiAL~SIS, 5ALIN11Y, lE~PERATL~E, SECCHI 
CJSC CEFTH, CCl~T AfiO ~fECIE5 t£1f~MlfiiNAliC~ Cf lCOFLANKTCN 
fiA~E JAMES ClRANC 
PtO~E fll~EEF 6(~ ~64 1166 X255 
INSllllliCfl CR AGENCY RllGERS L~l\ERSll\ 
STFEET CEP,RTMENT CF BICLOGY, SCIENCE 6LILCJNG 
CIT' (~~££~ 
~TATE NE~ JERSEY 
liF CCU 061C2 
FILE ~A~E ~~~GA~ESE STAlLS CF CCASTAL PLAIN SCILS IN CELA~ARE 
GEfiE~AL GECGFAFtlC .ll~fA NCRTt AMERICA, t...S., DEL~WARE 
AS5l~AC1 C~TI CCLLEClEC CU~lfiG ' STLC' CARRIED Oll IN 
1~69-1910 CN HE Mtt>.(;ANEH SlAllS CF 13 CCASTAL PLAIN HILS lfl tELAWARE ARE 
PRESENlEC IN REPCRT FCFM. FE(C~CEC A~E TtE SCIL PH, EFFECTIVE CATION EXCHANGE 
CAPACITY, CRG~~IC FRACTICN A~C ~E~Sl~E~E~TS Cf CHEMICALLY EXT~ACTEC FRACTIO~S 
Cf ~lfiGANESE AS AFFfCTEC B' LI~E T~EAT~EI\15. QLA~TITJES Cf H'NGA~ESE I~ EACH 
CHE~IC'L FR,CTJCN A~E FURTHER REL~TEC TC S~CRT TER~ lPTAKE Of ThE ~LTRIE~T BY 
SC'ff!E ~ ~~. 
NAME 
FHCI\E fiLHEF 




3C2 Bf ~'r5! 




FILE N~~E M'NUAL ~IR MCNITCRING S~~TEM 
GE~EFAL GECGFPFhlC AFEJ ~CFTH A~ERICA, L.S., GREAT LAKES. NEh YORK 
AfSTRP(T ThE EUREAU Of AIR 'UALil~ Sl~~fillANCE Cf THE 
~.V.S. OEP#Rl~ENT Cf E~VIPC~~E~T~l CO~SERVATJCN MCNITCRS AMBIENT AIR QUALITY 
THRCLGt ~N AIR ~OJHRING HThCRK. TtEilE ARE APPROlHATELY 3CO MHAL STATICt\S 
t.JTHN TIH~ SYHEM. SAHlES FRCI< EJ!CJ., SlllllO~ ARE .ti\HYlEO FCF< EIGH 
P~R~~ETERS; SUSFE~CEO FAPTICLES, SETTlEABlE, SULFAllCN, POLLEN, NITROGEN 
CICXJCE, CtLORICE, LEAC ANC EFFECTS. THE NlMeER Cf P~R#METERS ~E~SURED VARIES 
FCR E~CH STATIO~. ltE AIR ~(~JT(RI~G SYSTE~ ALSO CC~lAINS CONTINUOUS AIR 
~C~IlCFS ~tlCH 1\L~EER 19 (SEE ECBC ~C. 1223J. 
~A·E MR. FALL BERRY 1 F.E •• CI~ECTCR Of El~E~l CF AIR 
'lllllY SlF\EJLL~~(f 
PHCM IIVEEP 
I~STITUTIC~ CF ~GE~CY 





5 H 457 123~ 
NEh YCRK ST~TE CEPARl~E~T CF ENVIRC~~EIITAL 




FILE N~llf ~A~I~E FINFISH A~D SHEllfiSH SURVEY 
GE~E~Al GEC&F,fhiC AR£' 
~AF'l'~t, CCEAN !ICE 
NORTH AllA~TIC, CCASTAL, L.~., CHES~PEA~E BAY, 
AESlFACT· BEACHSEINE AND JRA~l SUA~E' Of FISHES CCCLRRING IN 
!lAYS CN OCEAN!ltE EASTERN StORE, ~AR~LA~D9 t,CRC CATA ~~~~ EACH COLLECTION, 
SPECIES LISTS, HZ£ RANGE, ~UIIfERS. SUM1Afit COLUCTID!>. TECHNH;UE APPLIED AND 









J II' CASH 
301-€27-812~ 
~YEMILLS REGIO~Al 





fILE NAME f'ARHE FISHEI<IES fATCH J!H EFFORT STIITISTICS 
GENERAl GECG~AfhiC AP£A NCRlh All'NTIC, CCASTAlt LELAWARE 
All51RAC1 CAH CCLLHTEC tHING A SlillHY CJIRI<IED OUT IN 1960 
CN M'~I~E SPCRT FIS~ERIES ACTI~ITIES IN CELAWARE ARE PRESENTED IN REPCRT FORM. 
E~F.A!JZEC IN THE SlliDY A~E ThE NLMEEFS Of fiSH Tl~E~,FilCM CELAWARE ~ARINE 
A~O ESlLA~INE ~ATERS 1 TtE TClAl EFFC~T REQLIREC TO CAlCH FISH ~ND PRI~CIPAL 
LCC~J,TJC•S AND SEASChS Cf CATCh fCR IMPCRTA~I MARINE FISH SPECIES. 
~A~E ST~ff- tl\ISICN Cf FISH A~D kllCLIFE 
fh(fiE IIUHER 3C2 t1S 4~31 













~ARIIIE FISHES Of ~IRGINIA 1 S EASTERN SHCRE 
t..s., CCASTAL, 1\CFTh ATLA~TIC, EASTERN SHORE Of 
/)6Sl~ACT TtE ~tRl~E fiSHES Cf VIRGINIA 1 S EASTERN SHORE hERE 
STUCIH f()l< 1 YEAR AT 2C ~lATIOI\S. AN .UINCHTED CHECKliST OF SPECIES IIITH 
lEMPERATLREo Al'C SAlli\ITY tAlA AT THES CF UPTUH AIIC FOR~ LE~GTH, SEX AND 
Aff.l'iCtiiCE AH FI<ESEfllEIJ IN A ~EPCflT IN CHS SCI. 19i0, llt4), 235-24S. 
~~~~E C E ~ICHA~O~ 
HCt.E HI' EEl< 10 3-M.t-21 11 
IN51IYlliGII CR AGE~C' Vli<GI~I' 11\Slllllf CF ~A~I~E SCIEIICE 
CITY ElCUCE~TER PCI~T 
~TAlE \1~(11\IJ 
2H CCCE 23Ct~ 
FILE UI'E 
GENEPAl GECGPAPHlC APEA 
HSliUCT 
CF CCASTAL ~IRGit.IA. 
h~H 
FHCH ~U8ER 





MJRINE fU~GI CF fACK EAY, ~IRGINIA 
U.S., (CASlAlo ~(~lh ATltiiTIC. BACK EAYt VIRGINIA 
SURVEY ()f HIGhER MARINE fl~GI CF THE BACK EAY AREA 
CCllECllG~ I~CllDES CLLTLRES CF 24 SFECIES 
PllLL KIRK 
SC4-48S-80CC 
CLC CCI'IIIICN li~I\EFSil~ 
IIISTITUTE OF CCEA~CGRAPhY 
MFFCLII 
~IRE IN U 
~35(1l 
f!U N.Oiolf IJARII'E UGiliCCi..HS flii\GJ CF LUtER CHSAH~~E eAY 
GENERAl GECG~AP~IC tRfA ~.s., CCAST~L, t.CRlh AllANliC, lOhER CHESAPEAKE B~'' IJIRGI~IA, GLOlCESlE~ fCIN1 1 FCRT ~CCL 1 ~Af'PTC~ ~C~DS H51R~Cl I'!AI<IH ASCG~YCETES ANC fliNG! IMPERFECTI CCLLECTICNS 
M'DE CN SUf~ERGEO ~CCC PtNEl! •Nt CN D~lfl~CCC. SllDY I~ClUDES EFFCRTS IN 
DETE~~~~~~G SEA!C~Al tiSli<IELTIC~ A~C SfECJES ODf'II\ENCE 
··~~ PALL ~~R~ fHCNE Nl~EEP 8C4-4S9-8CCO 
JNSTITlTJCN CR AGEI\C) ClC tCI'llllCN lNI~EPSJT~ 
SlREfT INSTITlTE CF CCEAI\CGRAPh'\ 
C llY 1\CRHU 
STATE ~IR(INIA 
ZIF C([E 235C8 
2c5 
FilE ~t~E ~ARl~E RESCU~CES ~O~ITORINGt ASSESS,ENT AND 
PREClCTION {MAR~~FJ 
GE~E~AL EECGFtf~l( ARE~ ~CRT~ ~TLANTIC CCEAN, hESl COAST OF NO'A SCOTIA, 
(llf Cf MAJ~E, GECRGE~ BA~~ 1( CAFE HATTE~~S 
~fSlR~(l TtE tAT~ CURRENTL1 STORED IN THE MARMAP INFORMATION 
$)S1E~ AT ~INGSlCN, ~HCCE ISLANC ~RE CC~CER~EC WITH TtE CtlLECTJON ~NC 
~NIL151! Cf FLANKTCNIC 'NC ASSCCIATEt ENVJRCN~ENTAL C~TA. ThO SERIES OF 
SU~\IEYS H~\1£ BEH CCNOUCTEC SIIICE 1911: CCLLECTIOhS OURif\G THE F~ll, ANO 
SPRING ERClNOFISH !U~\IEVS CF ~CAA FISHERY ~ESEAR(h 'ESSELS IN THE NCRTH 
ATLANTIC FRC' ~(\1~ SCCliA TC (~PE HATTERAS ANC I~TENSI\IE BIMONTHLY SA,PLING 
lfllD-SEfTEMEH URCIJGI- f<,JC-foiARCI-J Cf GEQRGE.S llANK J.S P~RT Cf JCII\T 
INTER~ATICNAL SLR\IE~S Gf lAR~~L HERRI~G A~O 11-EIR FCCC. THE PARAMETERS 
11\CLUOEC ~FE: ll,.,E• FCSITJCI\9 hiNC SfEEC, kiN£ CIRECliCN, CLOUDS, SK~, 
TEfiP£RA1URE CAJR AND h~TERJ, kA~E A~PLITUCE, \OLU~E, CEFlH, ~CLUME 
CETER~INATICI\ CF ZCCFL~I\~TCN, fERSISTAI\T Fl(~TING ~ATERJAL; CCLNT OF PELAGIC 
FISH, fELAGIC ANIMALS, AI\C ZCCFLAf\~TCN, SPECIES DETERMINATION, TAXONOMIC LIST, 
MCRPI-C~ETRIC ME~5URE~ENT, LE~Glt, CE\ElCFMENTAL ST,GE, Al\0 BIO~ASS Of 
ZCOflAI\~TCNo LE.GTH AI\C Sf) OETE~~li\ATICN (f PELAGIC ANI~ALS AND SALINITY. 
SUFPLE,.,EI\TARY 11\fCPMATICN lf\CLLtES Sl-IP HEACII\G 1 SHIP SPEED, TCk OlRATION, 
TVFE Al\0 AFERATURE SllE Of GEAR, t.IRE Al'iGl..ES, AlHUCl FACTCRS AND REMIIRKS. 
FEFERENCES ARE AlSC ~ACE IN Tt-JS CAT~ e~SE TC OTt-ER EXPERIMENTS PERFO~MEO ON 
T~E CCLLECTJCN Fl~TfCR'S AT TtE SA~E Tl~E, SUCH AS )81 ORCPS, GROUNGFJSH lOkS 
ANt ~YDROC~SlS, ~hiCH ARE SlCRE£ I~ CT~EF S~STEMS •1 ~CCCS HClf C~ NCDC. 
NAME CHlEh l<jlRJH ECCS1STEfoiiS CIVISICN 
FHCNE H~EER 4(1 iSS S326 
U511TllJCN CR AGHC'f NllTICNH "'~ll\E FIShERIES SERVICE, NARRAGANSETT 
lAB, NCRlkEAST fiSHERIES CENlEF 
~TREET SCUl~ FERRY RCAC 
CITY NARRACA~5E11 
STATE R~CCE ISlANC 
ZIF ecce c2et<2 
FILE N~IIE 
SPCRl FIS~fR' SlF\E, 
~ENEF~l 'ECGFAPHJC AREA 
'FI\EF EAV INC FEtCECTH 
~ARJI\E ~PCRl FISHI~G IN~ESTIGATICNS - SALT WATER 
NO~lH CA~ERICA, CCASTAl, u.s., DELAh~RE fA,, INDIAN 
.IIE5HACT 
1 S!i3 lC 1$5~ 
REFOFl FCRI'. 
f lSI- SPEC lES 
Ojllt CCLLECTEC C~RING A SURVE1 CARRIED CUT FRO~ 
G~ THE SALl-~lllfP SPCRT FISI-ERV IN DELAhARE liRE PRESENTED IN 
E~F~tSIZEO IN THE INVESTIGATION IS 11-E CATCH/EFFORT OF SPCRT 
E' ~£11-CC A~t LCCJTIO• CF CAPT~RE. 
N~ME 
PHCNE HMEER 






STAFF - tiVISIO~ (f FISt ANC kiLOLIFE 
3C2 Oc 4431 




1 S<;C 1 
FILE tiA~E 
UHHHATIC" ~ARI~E !PCR1 fiSHING I~VESTIGATICN- GRAY SEA TROUT 
::~~=:l GECGI<AFHIC AREA NCRlH ~lLA"llC, CC~STAlt U.S., CELA~ARE eAY 
CT DATA COllECTED Cl~ING A STLCY CARRIEC OUT FRuM 1947 
TO lS~! ON THE GRA~ SEA l~CUl IN CELAhARE •ATE~S A~E PPESf~TED IN PEPCRT FOAM. EMF~'-Il£0 II\ THE INVESliGATICN ARE Tt.E SEASONAL GONAtAl tEVElOP~E~T IN ff~ALE SEA TROlTt A~E-FRE,UE~C1 OISTRIEUTICNS, SIZE-fREQLEf\C1 CI~TPIBLTICNS 
ANC 11-E RELIABilll' OF DAll~G SEA li<CUT EV SCtLE A~NLLI. • 
::~:E ~luB"" STAFf - tl~ISIO~ Of FISt- ANt kiLOLIFE 
" "' <~ 3C2 t1S 4431 









FILE ~JME ~-~5~ CE5l~~CTIC~ 
GENERAL GEC&F~F~lC A~E~ NORTt AMERICA, L.s., COASTAL, 1\Ek JERSE~ COUNTIES 
CF: EEPGEN, H~CSCN• LNIO~, ESSE), ~ICCLESEX, ~O~~CUTh, CCEA~, BURli:GTON, ATl~I\TIC, CAFE MA~, CUfiEERLANC, SALEM, CAMCEN, GLCUCE~TER, ME~CER 
ABSTRACT CCA!TAL Sl~\E1S ~EPE CC~FlfTEt C~ All ThE TIOIIL 
HRSH£5 CF ~EW JH!E'W TO CETER~IH HE EFFECTS OF FILLING ANO tii<ING FROM A 
TCTAL Cf 2t3,051 ~C~ES OF TIDAL ~ARSHES, 61,618 AC~ES CR 23.5 PERCEN; ~AS ~EEN 
LOST TC fllli~G A~O OIKI~E I~ ltE F~ST 20 ,EA~S, 1953 TC 1973 lhE FILE (CI\TAI~S ClT.II (~ LCSSES Mllt-Ih EACh CClNlY, O~TA 0~ l'WFES CF LCSSE( ANt 
FE~CE~T LOSSES FilCH C~ECEJNG, FILLING, CE,ElOFMENT, AaO I~PO~I\O,ENiS ·A~E PPJ~CIFAl flSI-E~JES eiCLCGIST 
FHCNE ~L.eER 60S 29~ tttt 
lNSllllllC~ CP IIGE~CV NE~ JERSEY CEPARTMENT OF EN~IRONMENlAL PRCTECTICN 
CIVISICN CF FISH, GAME, A~C SHEllfiShERIES, BLREAU Cf ~llCLIFE MANAGEMENT ~lREET F.C. eCX 1BC9 
CIH lR EN 10 ~ 
ST~TE NEk JERSE'W 
ZIP CCCE C€625 
FlU NlME . MARSH PLA~l f~CClCllVll' ~C~Tt A~ERICA, L.s., EAST CCAST, NE~ JERSEY, GE~EFAl GECGFAFHIC ~FE' 
·II.At\Hhl< It\ J!AR SH ~eSTR~CT PRCCUCTIVITY IN~ESTIGAIIONS Of THE ~ASCULAR PLA"l 
COMPOU~T Of HE .f<AioA LAIII<If\ ~AI<SiiES llti<E CCNTlt\lEC llUI<II\G 1974-1975 AS PAin 
Cf Otl C\ERALL STUDY TC E~AllAT£ THE RCLE Cf THIS NEll JERSEY SALT !lARSH SYSTEM 
IN RELATIC~ TO ITS CCNTRIBUTJC~S 10 THE ESJLARY. MEASLREMfNTS ~ERE ~ACE ON 
SALI~lll LE\EL!t DEPTH OF FLCCCI~G, THICKNESS Cf PEAT, AECVE ANO BELO~ GRCUt\0 
FROtl<liC~t OLCI<IC DETERI'II\ATIHS 1 CO~MUNll'Y ANALYSIS, BIGMASS ANIJ 
tECCHCSIT It~. 
NAME 
fi'.Ci\E nL~ t H< 
!RSlllli!Cft CP IGE~[1 
tl\JSICN Of fl!H GAME ANO 
STREET 






H<J c::~ sscs 
~EW JERSEY CEPA~11'E~T 
SH€ll FISHHIES 




OF ENV!RONME~TAL PRC1EC110N 
STATION STAR ROUTEt ~ILE PCST 
fiM<SI- HCtUCTI\IITY ANI:: ll\VERlEilRATE INOICIES 
f\CRTH AMERICA~ L.S •• NE~ JERSEY, CEDAR RUN STUDY GE~EFAl GECG~APHIC AREl 
HEA LSING lCC SA~PLI~G STATIONS, INVERTEERATE 
VECETATIC~Al T'PES kERf DETERMINED AND CGRRELAlcD fOR THE 
tREA. 
ABS lRAC 1 
FCPULHICf\S AU 
CHAR RU STUD'I 
~AIVE 
fH(N.E Hl>eER 
I"STJTUTI(f\ (~ AGE"C~ 





fPif\ClP~l FlS~ERIES BICLCGIST 
HS 2S2 66S6 
NEW JERSEY OEFART'E~T Of EN~IRONMENTAL PRCTECTICN 
A~O SHEllfl St\EI< lESt lllREAU Cf flo ILCL IFE I'! AN AGEMENl 





GE~E~Al GECG~~~HIC ARE~ 
CHEESE'l~lE Sltl£ FARK 
MJRS~LANO SLRVEY! IN CHEES,LA~E STAlE FAPK 
11-CRTt A~ERJCA, L.s •• NE~ JERSE~, MIDCLE~E) ~OLNTY, 
AB!T~ACl . ltiS ~f~CRT FRESENTS A SU~~ARY Cf A STI.CY CONDUCTED 
EY ltNC ANC ~IF, Of THE C~EESQUAKE STATE FA~K MARSHES. VEGETATIVE CG~E9 lYFING 
AND lA~D L!E Ht$ BEE~ FEfCFlEO lN A CC~E~ TYFE ~AF. LA~~~l COUNTS Of AECES 












GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA 
HI<TO 
PFI~CIPtl FIShEFIS EIClCGIST 
tOS 2S2 66S6 
NEh JERSE~ CEPARTMENT CF ENVIRCNME~lAL PRCTECTION 
I~[ SMELLFIS.EflES, flRE~L CF hlLCLIFE ~At\AGE~ENT 




MA~llA~O DEPARTMENT Of ChESAPEAKE BAY AffJIRS 
L.S., CUSUL, IHI<TJi HlAIITIC, Ct'ESJlPEAXE BAY, 
ABSlRACl ~ISSie~ kl31, FlT. 2 kilt kllllOPS STATICN C-54 
HRCRHT E\;IJIPPEO UTI- TH T-Il AERII'!L CAMERAS 011 JLH 3, 1972, IN CCCPERATIGN 
kiTH Tf-E Mt. DEPT Cf CHE!APEA~E e.ey llfflliRS Ill ELKlCI\, MO. REGION OfJECTIVE-
TO AC,LIRE ~i!lURAL A~t FALSE-CCL(~ REICT£l~ SENSEt IMAGERY Of hETiANO 
VEGEHT ICtl Sf'ECIES Alit Mt~SHES TG ESTABLIH eASEUNE IJATA FGR FLTURE EARTH 
. JESOt~CES lEC~~ICAL ~AlEtliTE E)fE~I~t~lS. FLIGHT Jtl CLEAR kEAT~ER, IICCERATE 
HAZE, AIR 1E~F. 2 CEG. C ~T lC,COC FT. 16 CEE. C AT 2~0C FT., MSL kiTH ~JND OF 
J5 KNClS fi<CM 26( CEG. 
11-AI'IE 
fhCNE Hf'fER 







N~TIC~Al tEFOIIAU11C5 ANC SP.CE ADM 





FILE ~~~f ~~R'L~~O DEP~~T~E~T OF C~ESPPEAKE BPY AFFAIRS 
kHUUS STUDIES 
GENE~Al GEOGRAPHIC ~~fA l.S., CO~STAL, ~CRTH ATLA~TIC, CHES~PEAKE BAY, 
~,RYLP~t, ELK RI\E~ 
ABSlR~CT fi!S~ION kl25. FLT. 1• AFRIL 28, l<J72r WITt< WALLOPS 
STATIC~ C-~4 .'!IRCRAfl tdll· HO T-11 AEI<IAl CAfiERAS H CCCPERATION kiTh MC. 
DEPT. Of CHESAPEA~E BAY Aff~IRS I~ ELK FIVE~. flO. AREA. OBJECTIVE - TO UTILIZE 
Al~BCR~ ~AllRAL ANC FALS£-CCLCR IMAGER} FOR ltENllfiCATICN A~O DISTRIBUTION OF 
.. A~ShL~~[ ''UATIC CC~MUNITIES IN PREPARATIC~ FOR ERTS CVEPP~SSES. fliGHT I~ 
GOCO ~fATHER ~~~~ ~CCEFATE H'lf. 'IR TEfiP. 6 CEG. C AT 2,5GO FT., MSL kiTH 
kiN[ Cf 15 KNCTS F~C~ 320 CEE. 
NAME P~ll ALfC~SJ 
FHIIE nHH EC'i-~2"1-3411 
JNSllllTIDII CR AGE~CY kATIC~AL AERC~ALliCS INC SPACE ACM 
STREET CHSAPEAKE EAY ECOLOGICAl fRCG~AII CFfiCE 
Cll) ~AllCFS JSL~~C 
STJTE \IR~INIA 
Hf CCU 23331 
FILE lltl'f ~A~lER IIHL PECUCS 
GEIIEPPL GEOGRAPfJC AREA NCRTh A~ERlCA, L.S., CELA~A~E 
A6SlRACT f'CFCLOEIC 'NC GECLCGIC ClTA COLLECTEC CURING ThE 
CRILLI~G Cf ~EllS IN CEL~h~Rf ARE RECG~DEO 0~ hEll SCHEDulE CATA SfEETS ANC 
fiLED Ill THE PIASTER IIELL FHCI<DS M~ll\H 11\EC EY H·E DEUIIARE GECLOG ICAL SURVEY. 
THE ~ASTER ~Ell PECC~DS filE W~S lNlliATEO IN 1951. PA~Af'ETER IIEASUREMENTS 
INCLUDE WEll DEPTH~ ~ATER LEVELS SEFORE AND AfTER PUMPING, SPECIFIC CAPACITY 
ANt ELEVATION 11 TtE ~ELL SlFftCf. 
1\AM£ STiff 
FHCNE ·l~SER 302 73S 2S33 
INSTITLTJCN CR AGENCY DELAWARE GEDLCGlCAl SUAVEY 
CITY NEWARK 
STATE CELA.APE 
2JF ccu l'!i7ll 
FILE NA~E ~ERClR~ DATA fCF ThE ~CFT~hfST ATLA~TJC 
GE~E~Al GEOEFAFhlC AFfA NCRlt AMERlLA. ~.S., CCASTAL WATERS; RHCOE ISLANC 
fERMlO~ ISLAIIC~t NAR~~EA~!Ell EA~ 
AESTRACT C~RING T~E SU~~ER AND f~LL Cf 1~73 ANC ThE SUMMER 
Of 1174, MEASLRE~EI\15 CF ~ERCl~Y I~ THE kATE~ CCL~M~ ~EFE MADE IN CCASTAL 
~ATERS CF Nfk E~GLA~D A~C ALCNG ~ TRANSECT FROM NA~RAGANSETT BA~, RHCDE ISLAND 
TC T•E Eff~UCA ISL~~DS. SAMFLES kERE lA~E~ CN R/V TRJCE~T CRUiSES 137. 145, 
152. hWCRCERAPhiC DATA IS AT U~I\ERSllW Gf ~HCCE I!LANO, G~AOU~TE SCHOCL Of 
CCEA~CGR~H~ .. kJlHR US SHPLEC FRO" SURFACE AND TH MICRC-lAHR FRO~ A 
FUfEER ECAT WELL A~AV FRO~ THE R/\ 1RIDEN1'5 lRAC~. 
NA~E OR. kllll~~ FiliGf~AlC 
HiCti£ IILHER 20.3 ~4f 1020 
U.STJTI.illCN C~ I'IGEHY MHliNf SCIENCES INSTITUTE, UdVERSllY OF COIINECTICUl 
STREET A~E~' fOI~T 
CITY ERClCN 
~TAlE CC~~ECTIClT 
liP COtE Ct34C 
FILE NA~E MERCU~Y J~ lfE EN-IRONMENT 
GfiiERAL {;ECG~APiilC AREA NCRlti ATLANTIC• COSTAL, u.s., CEUiiu!RE B~Y 
AESTR~CT THE fiRST SECTJCN OF THIS TWO-PART REPORT REVIEWS 
B~SIC PROPERTIES CF HRCLRY AH ITS COPCU~CS AS RELATH TO THEIR EffECT Gil 
V~RlCU~ HCElS Cf H-E EN-IPC~MU.T .. AfoOt.G TH TCP ICS CISCUSSEIJ ARE THE CHEMICAL 
FCRMS AN[ tAZARtS Cf MERCURY, INClCE~TS CF MERCURW CCNTA~IIIAllCN, ECVERNME~TAL 
SlANCARCS A~C TCLERA~CE LJ~lTSt lE~ELS (F ~~RCUR\ IN TrE ATMCSfliERE, 
BICSFHE~E. llltCSftfRE A~C HYCRCSf~ERE, AND TfE flUX THROUGH EACH SEGMENT. THE 
RE~LITY Of ltE MERCLR~ PRCBlE~ GtCBALLY A~D lCCAll~ IS EYALUATEC. A 
CO~PFEHE~SI~E ~E~JEW Of THE ACCEFTEO IIElliC[S CF A~AlYSES FOR MERCURY AND ITS 
CCMFCLIICS IS ~LSC FRESENlEC. THE SECCNC SECliGN REfORlS ON RECENT STUDIES CF 
MERCLFY lE\ElS IN lhE CELA.ARE SAY REGIO~ 'Nt COMPtRES TtE CCNCE~TPATICNS 
FCUN[ lti 1~£ ~AlER~ AND SEOlME~lS T( VAllE~ FFCM (lfE~ ARIAS. 
~l,E [J~ECTCR 
PliCNE Hfi'BfR 3(2 13B 1212 
lNSTJTUTICN CR ~GENC' CGllEGE OF ~ARI~E !TLDIES 
STREET. FCEI~SC~ ~lll 1 LNIYERSITY CF CELAWA~E 
CIT~ ~E~AR~ 
~TATE CEL~-A~E 
liP COtE 19111 . 
zc;l 
FilE ~t~E ~ESA NE~ YORK SIGHT PRCJECT 
GEhEilAl Gi:':OGI<APHIC AREA 1\CI<lh AllA~llC CCHI\, U.S., CCASHlo t\Eii YG!UI. BIGHT 
•eST~ACT 10~ STATIONS lCCAlEO l~ l~E NEk YCR~ BIGHT liERE 
SA~FlEC FFC~ ~A~C~ 1S73 lC ThE FRESE~l fOR VARitUS ChE,lCAL, PHYSICAltiANO 
EIClCGJCAL ~AR ueus. SCI>IE CF HESE JIICLUCE .SAlltlllY, HMPERATLRE, HE/.IIIY 
t!ETAU AIIALYSIS Cf SEOII<EI\l, AlliO COLNlt \lEIGHT. A"ll lEI\GTI1 OHERMif>IAilON OF 
llll~~~EFHl FnH. oiRECTCRt MIOtlE AllANllC COASTAl fiSHERIES CENTER 
FHC~E ~l~BE~ 201 812 O~OC 
INSliTUllCN CR AGENCY 'l[C~E AllAIIiliC CC~STAL fiSHERIES CEIITER, 
[EFAFT,EI\1 Cf Ct~•tFCE 





EEIIEFAl &ECGFAPhlC A~EA 
ASS lRACl 
hERE SA~PLEO FRCM JA~UARl 
{IRE(ll(N. 
UH 
PHCH 1\lf' B ER 




FILE N ..AME 
GENE~Al GECGfAF~IC A~E~ 
I!Al• HRGHI~ 
A.ESHHT 
~ARI~E f~~fi. ASCC~YCETES 
UH 
fkCI'IE HHER 





~AI\Cl hOCK ;.ARII\E lAECRAHI<Y 
.-.IHUI\CS 
1\Eio JERSEY 
~ESA SEA BED D~JflER DAl' 
NORlt A1LANTIC CCEAN, ~.s.~ CCASTAL, N.Y. SIGHT 
55 SlATIOIS LCCAHC FRU lfiWE~ fAY TO GEORGES BANK 
1914 TC CC1CI!E~.l~l4 FCR CUR~fl\1 SPEED AND CURREI\T 
ELio~llC BAHCR 
516 2it6 111it 
MARINE SCIENCES RESEARCh CENTER, SL~Y 
STC!IY ERO£K 
. NEt. 'C~K 
111H 
~ElAECLITES CF ~IGhER MARl~E fUNGI 
U-.S .• , CO AS TAle 1\CR 11< A llANllCo LOWER CHESA fEAKE 
SU~\IEY OF SELECTED METAI:ICLJTES FCLI\0 ltl THE HIGHER 
'II[ fLNG1 I~PERfELTlt FCU~C 1~ LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
P~Ll KIRK 
804-489-SGOC 
CLC CO~l~IC~ L~l\E~SITY 




FILE N'~f MIC~CfiCLCGICAL ~N~LYSJS Of ~API~E E~VIRCh'E~TS 
EE~EFAL GECGF~FhlC AFE~ ~C~T~ ATL~NTICt COASTAL, L.S., SHELF I SLCPE FRGM 
~AF)LA~O lC GEC~Eit 
AE~l~ACl AIIALYSIS·c~ S•ELF A~C SLCPE SECIMENTS FROM VIRGI~IA 
At\C ~.C. CCASTAL hATERS FCR SAClE~IAL Al\0 VIRtl CCMFO~E~TS kiTH A~ClllARY C~TA 
CN W~TER TEMPER~lLFft C.C., !All~Il~, '~[ ~lTFIE~lS 
NAME t~. R.R. CClhELL 
PHCNf ~l~BER 3Cl 454 5376 
INSTITLJIOII CR A£EI\CY U~lVEF!llY tF 'ARYLAND 
!l~EEl CEF~~TME~l OF .ICRCBIOLCEY 
tJTY COLLEGE FARK 
STtlE MAR~LAIIC 
l!P CCtE 2Cl42 
FILE ~'~f MIC~GhAVE OCEAN tA~E STLOl-VIRGINI~ 
GENERAL GEOGFAP.lC AREA ~CRT• All~~llt 1 CCASTAL 1 u.s., viRGINIA 
~ESTRA(T MIS!JCN W21~r FLIGHT Cl• ~AS ~CCOMPliSHED C~ ~AY 
16• l'l14, Ulllli~G lH ~~llCFS FllH1T CE!IiH!l C-54 A!RCR.AFT EQUIPPED ~ITH A 
T-11 ~fRJ'l ~AFfll\:E ClNE~' tNC l ~l(RO~A~E SENSOR IN CCOFERATICN WITt THE 









fllC 1-AEL COl\GER 
fC4 ~~4 3411 
IIAllCNIL AERC~~LllCS Al\C SFACE At~ 




fiLE 1\lliiE "'.ILUECI1Co UlAhHE CCPII STliCY 
tEIIE~~L GfCGF~fhiC lFEil l.S., COAST~l, NCRlh ATLANTIC, DELAWARE BAY, 
tELA.IlFE, fiiLL!BCRC 
ABSTRACT MISSHN W235• HT. 2, JIJLY 26 1 1~73, WITH ~AllOPS 
SlATICl\: BELL 2C4-B HllCCPlER El;t..IHEC ldll- HoC T-11 HIHAL MAPPI~G C~MERIIS II\ 
CCOfEFtllCI\ llllt IGI1Ct.CI'l CHT .. Cf Vll. PCLYHChNlC INSTIHTE AND STATE UJiiiV. 
CEJECliVE- TO CSTAIII CCLCR ANt FALSE COLOF lNFRtREC l~AGER) Of' CCP~ FIELD 
FCR L!f IN fV,LlATl~G CAlA A~·L)SIS TfC~~~'~ES. FllG•T IN SLIG~TLY CLCUDLY 
kE~TtE~, ~l~IBJLilY 6-8 ~ILES, ~~~ TE~P. 2~ DEG. C •1 ~CC FT., ~SL kllH h!~O 
CF 15 TC lf MILES FRC~ ~~~ CEG. 
~·~E FtLL tLFC~SI 
FhCNE Hl'etR H4-t(4-3411 
INSliTUTJC~ C~ AGE~CY ~ATIC~tl AERON,lTICS ANt ~PACE ADM 
STREET CHESAfEAKE B') ECCLCGICAL P~CGRA~ OFFICE 
CITY nAllCPS ISL~NO 
SltlE \I~GI~lA 
2JF COEE ~33EI 
2S3 
fiLE ~~~E Ml~EFALGGICAL A~ALYSIS Cf FOSSILS A~D RECE~T 
CALtlllC A~O ARAGC~ITIC ShElLS 
GE~EFAL (ECGFJFhl( AFE# ~OFT~ ATLANTIC, COASTAL. l.S., ~IRGINIA lC FLORIDA 
,BSlRACl CEPHALCPCO A~D GtSTROFCC StELLS FRO~ THE 
SCUT~EASTER~ u.s. ATLANTIC SHElf wERE ANALlZED fOR CALCILM. IRON, ~A~GANESE, 
MAGNE!IlM, POlA!SIL~t SCDIO~~ A~O SlRCNlllK C~ A PHYLUM LEVEL CC~PCSITION AND 
SPECIE! LE~EL CCtPC!lllO~ FRC~ fCTt RECE~T ANt FOSSIL PERIOCS. 
~A~£ PAll C. RAGLAND 
FHCNE ~l~EER 919 933 2211 
INSTITUliC~ CR AGENC~ DEFART~E~T Of GECLCGY 
StFEET U~l,ERSJTY Cf NORTH CAROLINA 
CITl CHAPfl Hill 
STATE NORtH CARCLINA 
ZlP ecce .21412 
fILE NAIH 
OlffR~CTIC~ AND lE~TlRAL 
GE~ERAL GEOGFAP~JC AREA 
HCOK lC CAFE ~AY 
~CDEl ANAL~SIS CF HEA-Y MINERALS BY X-RAY 
SlUCifS CF ~Ek JEFSE~ BEAC~ SANCS 
NCRlli A~fll!CA, l .. S,., t-Ek Y!J~K BIGHT. CUST.Cl SANOY 
AfSTRHT THE )4AJCR GEJEClJVES Of lt.IS STUDY ~ERE ll TO 
DE~ELCP THE CTALCRA AND H£SS TECHNIGLE FCR TtE QUANTITATIVE Hfj!IJV MINERAL 
l~.tlYSIS EY X-R.tY DJFFRACTictlt TC MEIISI.illE lH ABlNOANCE Cf THE HEAVY MINERALS 
Cf NEk JERSEY BEACt S~NCS; 21 TC ChARACTERIZE THE HEAV) ~INER~l ASSEMeELAGES 
c;LALI Hli \ElY e ~ GRCUF IM THE~ .tCCUt::ING TO JH lR li-RJ!l 0 IF FR~CTI ON 
•FJN(E~PFJ~TS" J!NO GUANliTtTI~flY E\ PARTICLLAR RElAtiONSHIPS BETWEEN THE 
~J!RICUS HEAV~ ~~~E~AL SPECIE!; AND !) tO RELATE THESE CHARACTEFISTICS AND 
OVERAlL TE>TLRAL FAPA~ETEFS TC CC~STJ!l PtYSIOG~APHY ANt PROCESS ELEMENTS. 
SEtllliENl SA~PlES hEH CCllEClEC ey ((RING tlRING lhE PER.IOD FRCM JIJNE 8 TO 
JUNE 13• l'lC. A TOtAL CF 15! SAMPLES ~EPE lAKEN FFC~ S~~CY HOCK Tt CAPE MAY 
FOINT. C~E ~UNCRED CF THE SA~PLES ~ERE C~CSEN FOR SIZE ANAlYSIS, AND TkENTY 
SA~PlES WERE C~OSEN FOR X-RAY Clff~ACTICN fHE~V~ ~ElALS A~AlYSIS). 
NA~E l. JA~ES Ct~~LEShC~TH 
fhctiE ~IHEEP 4!C.i .!:31 4!3~ti 
INSliTL~ICN CR AGE~CY liNI\EPSIT~ (f T£LECC 
CITY lOlEtO 
STAlE CtiC 
liP COlE 4!6(6 
fllE UH 
GENERAL GECGPAPHIC APEA 
IStAH, FIFE ISUNC 
MCCER~ lNC ~~CIE~T BARRIER SECIMENTS 
~CFlh AME~ICJ, l.S., ~Ek YC~Kt NEW YCRK BIGhT, LONG 
ABSTRACT THE ~AJ(R CEJECli~E Of ThiS STUCY IS TO UNCfRSTANC 
ThE EffECH Of ~ TRANSGRESSlClN Ct. A CCAST tiA~ING A BARRIEil-lAGOCN SYSTEII. 
INLEl-FillJNG SANDS CAt> fE lJTllllH IS AN lUICATC~ Cf FCRfiEP lCCATICt.S OF 
BARRIERS. FIELD TECI-NII;UES INCLUCEIJ CCF 11\G (HAI\0-Tt;B£ lNii C:OXJ, COLLECTING 
SPCT ~~~PLES. PLANE-lAeLE.MAPFI~Gt TR~I\Ct-11\G, ECHG-SCU~DING, ~~KINE EPOXY 
RHIEF-PfElS, #NC C~lLLING. LAECR~.TORV lECht-HlJES I~Clt..CE AERIAL PhCTCGRAPhS, 
SIZE A~ALYSIS lN[ Sl~l!STICAL lRfAlMENT Of CATA. T~€ SEti~ENTS ANC SECIMENT 
STRLCT~RES CF T~E E'~RlfF-LA(C(~ S'STE~ ~AS SlUDlEO TC LNDERSTAND THE 
SEDJ~E~TAR' ~E,UENCES ANC CE,ElCfMENT Cf SlCH ' S~Stf~. 
NAME CR. JC~~ E. SANCE~S 
PHONE ~L,fER 212 2~[ 4312 








FILE fii~E MCCHN MA~St ANC NCN-MARSti ClA~S 
GEfiEFAL GECGFAFHIC AREI NORTH ATLANllC, CC.STALa L.s., ~ORTh CAPCLINA 
HSlRHT CU~ MINERAL ANAUSIS Of lhE COASTAl SAlT lt,ARSHES 
TO ESTABLISH ltE DI~TRIBlllCN Cf ~ARSH A~C ~(~-MARSH ClA~S. 
~~~£ LJIRlRIAN 
fHCfiE ~LMeEP ~19 9!3 2211 
lfiSTIT~li(N Cll AGENC~. tEP~RlMENl CF ~EClCGY LIBRA~¥ 
STREET lNI\fRSJTV Cf NCRlt CARCllNA 
CITY CHAFEl hiLL 
Sl,TE NCRlt CtRCLJNA 
ZIP ecce 27412 
FILE NtME MCNJTCRJNG FISH ~IGRATIO~ IN THE DELA~A~E RIVER 
GE~EFAL GECGFAF~l( AREt ~CFT~ A~E~ICJ!, u.s., NE~ JERSE¥, DElAWARE RIVER, 
EfTW£E~ fl~llNGTCN ISL~NC A~t tlC~ JSLA~O 
ABSTRACT FIElt S~R\EYS ~f~f CC~DLCTEC 4 Tl~ES DURING 
APFil-Jl~E, 197~ TC tETEF~INE THE EFFECT Cf DREDGING CPERATIOhS IN fHE 
OElA~'RE RI\ER NEAP ~EhBClt ISlA~O (~ ~AlE~ CLALilY, ~~~BICJTY• A~C FISH 
0 l.HR lBIJllCNS At<D HVEI'EH S. HASI.iREIHIIT S Cf VEilllCAL PROFILt:S OF D HSCL VED 
CXYGEflt TE~fE~AHIIE. A~t (CidJUCTIIIH~ loERE UKEN ALO~G kiTH llETEI<MlNAliCI\S Cf 
FISH CE~SITIES ANO ~PECIES. 
~A~E 110¥ CEN~~RK 
fHC~E hlMBER 215 ~~7 2S44 
lNSTITlTJCN Cll AGENCY US 'RMY CORPS Of ENGINEERS, FHllAIJElFHIA CISTRICT 
Sl~EET CLSlC~S •tLSE, 2N[ ANC C~ESTNUT STREET 
CITY P~IlACElP~I' 
ST,TE PEtiNSYL~ANit 
ZIF ecce 191C6 
F JlE fl HIE 
E~CAvATIC~ AfiC SLASTI~G 
EEfiE~Al CECC~~P~JC AFfA 
ESTLA~,, ~APC~5 ~CC~ 
~CAITC~ING FISHES I~ KAACt ~~~t APRIL 1975 DURI~G 
H ThE CHAiiARE IUHil NEAR 1-'Ali(LS HOCK, PHI\SYLVANIA 
1\Cilll- AllAI\liC CCEAN, U.!., CCASTAL. CElAkARE Ri~ER 
ABSTRACT THIS FILE CCNlAifiS fl!H AELNCANCE AfiC NIGRATlCN 
DATA fC~ THE CElAhAFE Rl~tR fiE~F MARCUS ~CCK• PEfiNS,LVANIA DURING BLASTING AND 
f)I(A\ATJON CPERH.ICIIS Ill .Hi<ll JNV NAfln l'i'i~ .. DAU lAKttl INCLLDES PELAGIC 
FISH COLNTS ANC SPECIES OETER~l.ATICNS ALCfiC ~ITH CISSOLVFO GXVGEN, AIR ~NO 
~AlEF TE~PERATLRE, A~O liC'L Sl~CE. T~IS R£~CRT ~AS CCNE FOR u.s. AR'Y CCHPS 
CF EHHifEI<S; HllHElFhlA ClSTRICT ll' IChTiiYLOGICAl ASSOCHolES• INC. 
Na~E RC1 Cffi~AFK 
FHC~E t.l~EEF 215 ~91 2944 
IN!l!llllC~ (R A6E~C1 L.S. tR•\ CCPFS [f E~GI~fE~ 
ST,EET C~STCMS HOLSE 2~t ~NO CHEST~~~ STREET 
C!l' Pffl~tELPl-1~ 
ST~TE fE~~S1L\A~lA 
liP CC rE HH+' 
Filt iiHE 
A~PtifiA~S CF \IPGINIA 
GEfiE~Al GEOCF~Pl-I( ~FfA 
CCASlH fLAit. 
MCI\CEENET1C Tl-f~MATOOE PARASITES OF REPTILES AND 
NCRlt AllAI\TICt U.S., Cl-ESAPfAKE BAV, VIRGINIA, 
AESTRACT PJAJSITE SUPVEY Cf AMPHIBIAI\S ~ND REPTILES fROM !HE 
CCASlAl PlAlfl CF VIRGI~IA. CCL~TS FEP ti\IMIL fER CRGt~, TAXCI\CI"IC liSTS BY 
HEC I U CF l-C$1 
~~I' E 
Pl-OtiE Ml'fEF 
INSTITLTIC~ CR AGEfiC) 
CITY 








CF M~~lfiE SCIEI\CE 
FILE ~~~E ~C~TtlY htATtER C~LE~VARS AND.MISCEllANEOLS hEATHER 
FACTS f(F ~Eh VCF~ CITY 
GEI\EPAL GECGF~ft-IC A~El ~CFTt A~E~ICl; ~4Sot ~Eh YCRK; NEk ~ORK CllV 
t8Sl~~(l CAll~ ~fATHER CAlAIS CC~PILED AI\D AVERAGEC TC S~CW 
TEI'PUHt;RE, PHCHITATl(~, i<EUTIVE tUI'lCITh WINC, SNGltFAli., hEATit.G D.EG!lEE 









ChiEf, AT~GSPtE~tC SCIEI\CES liBRAR~ 
3Cl 427 ?ace 
~CAt, El\~l~Cfii'E~lAl OATA 5ER~ICE 
806C 13Jt ST. 
Hl \IER SfR 1H 
MAI<HA~C 
2CS1C 
filE flllH ~Cj;ICHH 
t:fflfllAL UC<;RMhiC M<E~ NCRlt- A1lAl\1IC CCEAI'>, l.S., l'.Y. BIGHT• CUSUL, 
LONG ISLA~O, SLFFCl~ CCL~l,, ~C~IC~ES 
•esT~ACT YlELC Of BENT~IC PlANTS A~D SFECIES DETfR~l~ATlCN 








C~Rl~ lllEMJllER, HEAD Cf 1ARI~E RESCU~CES SECTICN 
516 ;<34 ;.~:~;. 
Slff(LX CCUfiT~,CEf~RT~EliT CF ENVIRO~MENTAL CO~T~Ol 
13~~ MClCR PARKkAl 
~tUHilUG£ 
NEw HR~ 
filE NtMf t-'CRICHE$ 
GENfRH HCUilPHC H£t NCRH ATUl\TIC CCEAN, L.S., N.~ .. 8HHT, COASTAL, 
lCNf ISLAND, SlffOLK C(l~ll; ~(~IC~ES 
lli!SlR,I(T VIHC Of eHThiC fUINTS ANC SPECIES DElERMINATIOtl 
OF PCRJC~ES ,..APSH lAliCS ~E~E C(tiCLCTED Ill 1~ 5TATICNS FRC,.. ,..., 1913 TC 
CECHfEF 1~7.3. 
I\ ,I~ f 
PHGH 1\l~EEI' 






GEfiEFill GECf~,lftlC AREJ 
MORICH~ SA' 
.tES Til tC l 
MORICl-E~ BAt ~ERE I'EASLREC 
II All E 
HI(~E Hl'eHI 





C~RIS ElE~IllER 1 tEAD Of ~A~I~E RESCL~CES SECTICN 
516 .234 2622 
SLFFCLK CCLfiTY,CEFARHEl'T Cf EI\VIROI\/<EIIltl CCNH<Cl 





1\CPTt ATLANTIC CCEAN. l;.i., N.1. BI~HT, CCASTAL, 
V~~lC~S c•f~ICAL ~ND P•1!ICAL ASPECTS Of THE 
~1 12 STATIC~! f~C' NCVE~bE~ 1~i2 1( r•E FRESENf. 
CtPIS El£1-'lllfR, tEAD Cf ,..ARII\E RESC~~CES SfCTlCN 
!itt 2.34 ua 
SLFFCLK CCUfiT~,CEFARTPE~J CF EN~IRO~,.El\1Al CC~TPfl 




FILE NHE MGRICHES llAl EEftvER DAM CREEl< OIUR~Al 
GENERAl GECGRftPHIC AREA ~OFT~ ~~ERICA. t.s., CO~STAL, NEW VfjRK, LONG 
ISL~~t, ~(RIChES SAl, EEA\ER DAM CREEa 
ABSTRACT . CATA h~S GE~ERATfC BY STUCE~TS MAJORING IN MARINE 
SCIENCE AT SOUT~AMPTCN CClLEGE AS PART OF ~N ACACEMJC EJERCISE. DATA ~ERE 
TAKE~ ~CURLY FCR VNE kEEK (~Al 9 THRCUGh MAY 161. l~E PARAMETE~S MEASURED 
INCU.tE lEti.PERATURE, S~LitdTY 1 CISStl~H OVGEN GAS, AND SECCtii DISC DEPTH. 
~-ME J. R. hELKER 
FMCNE ~lffEF 51t 2f3 ~CCC 
INSTITLTICN OR AGENCY SCLTI-iAI'PlCN COllEGE MARI~E SCIENCE CENTfR 
STREET TLCKAhOE RGAO 
CIT~ SCLlhAMFTCN 
STATE NEh VCRK 
ZIF CCDE 1196E 
FILE NAME ~(RICHES fAV CILR~AL ANC SYNCPTIC STUDIES 
GEUI'Al GECGUFtiiC ~FE' NORH AMERICA, L .. s .. , COASTAL, 1\EII YOAAe LOI\G 
ISLAI\0, ~C~ICH£5 Bl'l 
AB!TF~Cl ThiS FILE IS I~ l~E FCR~ Of AN ACADEMIC EXERCISE 
PfRFCRfiEO BY SlUOEU! f!AJCiiiNG IN I'ARUE SUU'ICE AT SCUTI-A,.i'TCN CCLLHE 1 LONG 
I SUI\t • 1\h VCR I<. PMl~HlfRS lr!HE I'.EASUREC lleEKLV CIJR lNG THE HDNTH OF AIJGliS J. 
PAR~METERS MEA!UREC 11\CLlCE TE~FEPATLRE 1 SALINITVt OI!SOL~ED OXYGEI\ GAS, 
NITRAtE• IHTRilE, kiNO tii<ECTICt>, hJI\C SPEE£ 1 WRRfi\T SPEED, AIID CLOUD CCVER. 
UH J. R .. WELI<Eil 
PHONE NlMBER 516 2S3 4COC 
11\STJTUTICII C~ AGENC~ SOIJT~AMPlCN COLLEGE MARII\E SCIEhCE CENTER 
STREET TLCI<lHCE ROAt 
CIT~ SCllHAI'FlCI\ 
HHE NEiro 'ICRK 
ZIF C(CE 11968 
FILE NlME I'CRIChES SA~ NLlFIENT tAlA 
GE~E~Al ~ECGFAFHJC A~EA NC~T~ AMEiliCA, u.s., COASTAL, NEW YORK, lONG 
J~LAI\0, ~(RICHES BA'I 
ABHRACl UIS FILE IS ltl TH FORM Of AN ONGOING EXERCISE fOR 
STUDENTS fiAJCRJNG Ill 11-RltiE SCIENCE Al SOLHiAfiPTON CCLLEGE. <J STAT lOllS HERE 
SAfiPlEt l~FRE,UE~llV EV STUC£1\lSt •1\t THE fCllOWli\C PARAMETERS WERE MEASUREC~ 
NITR~TE, ~ITRITE, AI\C F~CSPhATE. 
NAME J. F. ~El~EF 
F~CIIE ~L~EER 516 i83 ~CCC 
IN!liTLTICI\ CR A~E~Cl SCUl~'tiFTCN CCLLEGE MARII\f SCIENCE CENTER 
ST~EET TUCKAMCE RCAC 
CJTV SCUTttMPTCN 
s u lE 1\Eh 'V( ~l< 
2JP CCCE ll~tE 
2'i8 
FILE IIUI!f .,UICHS !Hl SHLLFISI-i GRC-.ING AREA lS 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA IIC~JH ~MERICA, l.s •• CCASTAlt NEN VCRJ<~ LCNC 
ISU!I\C, foi(R lCI:l.ES EAY 
t8S1RAC1 THIS FILE IS A llEPCRT FCR T~E ENVIRONME~TAL CCNTRGL 
U~JT tT STCI\' BROCK, 1\EW YCI' •• FEPCilT tEAL! ~llH lhE TYPES OF FOLLUT~I\TS I~ 
MORIChES BA~ AtiO ThEIR EFFECT C~ lHI! StELlfiSH GRthiNG 6REA. FA~A,ETERS 
I'EtSLRH It.CLLCE FllECifiHTICII .IIMCUI\l, COC, CI:E, COT, DIELDRIN, 1EI'PERATURE, 
.WEHHR, CISSOL~ED CHHN C:AS, ~OLU~E DElfRHI<ATIC/Ii Of fiHRGfiOTA, AIIC CCUIIT 
ANt 5PECIE! CE1EPMIN~TIO~ CF 8£1\THIC A~I~AlS (CLAMS). 
~~~E J. ~. llELKER 
Pt!CfiE 1\VBER 5H: 283 4CCC' 
INSTITLTIO~ CR A~E~CV SC~THA~PlGN COLLEGE ~ARI~E SCIENCE CENTER 
STREET li.Ci<l,..Of flU( 
CITY SOll~A~PTO~ 
SIAl£ NEW ~ORK 
liP COtE ll'iite 
FILE tal'f 
~ENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA 
fiCR ICHS f,!l\' 
fi,CR IC!-lH SA 't JS~rl'ii6l 
fiCHt II.I'ERlCilt t...s., 1\Eh YOr<K, COASTAlt N.Y. BIGHT• 
ABSlRACT 
ISLAH IN Clli:ER 
fiCRJChES UV CN 
UH 
STUCY Cf fiCRJCrES SAY ON THE SOUThERN S~O~E OF LONG 
TC CETERfllfiE THE lflfLUENCE CF fiUT&IE~TS CISCHA~GEO liTO 
T,..E GPOhlH ~Nt IBUNCA~Cf CF T,..E FLANI<TCN POPULATION. 
PHONE NU•EfR 





F llE UfiE 
GEfiEPAL GECGFAFHIC AFEI 
FO~GE ~!VEil• MCRIC~ES fAY 
CR. JCrN P. BARLCh 
6C7 .i:~6 'i4~1 
CGil/liELL UIII~ERSil\ 




MCR lUES EA'f t<i6~-19t5 
~CFT~ A~ERIC~, L.S., NEk YORK, CO.ASTAL, N.W. BIGHT, 
ABSTPACT T~E FlRFCSt Cf ThE STUCY WAS TO DESCRIBE THE 
VARI~TJONS IN PHOTOSYNTHETIC ACli\ITY I~ ~OfiCHES 6~~. SAMPLES ~ERE CCLlcClED 
CUFI~~ T~E SLM~ER ~C~ltS FFC~ 1S6~-65. l~E S''PLES WERE ·~~LVSEC FC~ 
CHLCIHHVLL ~ .. fHSHAlf, tdTRJlTE, PHHSYTHTIC RATE, TRA~SPARENC'I, SAUNI n 
~ht lEMPE~ATURE. All SAMFLES WERE COllECiEC FRCM A Shlf 1 BY CEfl~, FRCH 
SLRF,Cf lC BOlTCM. 
UH 
PHIJN E Nlfl eER 





CR. JC~N P. €ARLCk 
6C7 2~6 -4441 
CCil~Ell UNI\ERSll\ 




FILE ~~ME ~CRFHCGf~ESIS Cf FEC Fl~E PCCT STRUCTURES 
GENEFAL GEOGRAPhiC ARfA ~CRlt AMERICA, u.s., ~EW YCRK 
ABSTRACT CfSER~~TIC~S CN THE MCRPHCEENESJS Cf CONIFEROuS 
RGCT SYSTE~S AND FUNGAl liiTE.RRELATlCNSHIP.S. MCRPHCLCGY (F RCOTS UNDER VARIEO 
fUtiGAL IHlUENCES. AT lEAST 5CCC CllSERUTJCf\S TAKEII II.CSllY FRCfl NEW YCRK, BUT 
Al.SC SOME SAfi;PLl~E lh THE ~C~TH~ESl ANC Fll\LANO. 
N~II.E ~lGH E. ~ILCG) 
FHOIIE 1\l,EEF 315 ~73 S815 
INS T Illllct\ tR AGHC ~ CCL LEGE Cf El'l\i UCM!ENTAL SCIOCE Aid) FORESTRY 
H~ EEl '\04 llliCK ULL 
Cill SYF,CLSE 
STJJTE H!o 'CRK 
HF CCC£ 1.3.HC 
FILE NAME MORPHD~ETRIC DATA CN TfE RCCK CRAB CANCER IRRCRATUS 
GEl\EI<H UOGI<APt~IC ti.REA u.s., CCA.SlH, l\CRTH ATlAIHICt EASTERN SHCI<E Cf 
IIIRGif\111, Clilt.CC1EHlE 1 \IHINU 
~ESiRA(T AS f~Rl Of THE \lfi.S RCCII CRAB PRCJECh I!OCY lENGTH 
A~D II lOTH ( f Pfi E- tH f()Sl-liCll CA~C ER IRRCRHUS SHC U4ENS jjfRE MEASIJREC. 
liHRE~SICNS t.EI<E CCf'PlHC Cl\ "CI<PhOETRIC ftiRtiM.ETE.RS. SPECIMENS WERE 
CClLECTfO f'GNTiiLY FROM Jll'lf 1S11 lhROlGH JU~E 1972 IN THE NEAR SHGRE ~ATERS 
Off ChiNCOlEAGLE, ~IFGll'IJA USl~G A 40 FCCT CTTER TR~WL. WATER TEMPERtiTURE, 
SALII'illY, CISSCL\Et CXYEEh AAC SEDIMENT SIZE WERE MEASUREO FOR EACH TRAWL. 
t<AI'f PAll 11AEf11El< 
PHC~E ~l~EE~ 703-f42-~lll 
INSllilliCl\ CR AEEAC~ Vll<EJ~I~ l~STITIJTE GF li~RINE SCIENCE 
CITY GLCUCESTER FCINT 
HHE IIIHit.U 
ZIP COtE 23Ct2 
FILE UH MOSQUITO PREVALENCE ON IMFCI:NOH ~ND DITCHED SALT 
M~.R~tES lN ASSD~CiiA~ ~ILCLIFE ~l<Et, DEL~~'RE 
GEIIE~Al HCGfiJifHlC AH~ NC~H IIMER ICA, t. .. s •• CELAIIARE, ASSOioOMAI\ IIILDllFE 
IRtA 
IESTRA(l fRCii MIIRlH TtROUEH OCTOBER, 1~56 A STLO~ IN 
ASSO~CMAN hiLOLJfE AREA h'5 CC~ClCTEG lC ceSE~IIE MCS,UlTC PRCDUCTICN 
I~FLLE~CED BY CITC·I~G A~C IMFCU~tMEIITS. PAPAMETERS I~CLLCED TAXDNCMIC LISTS 
Cf 1~5ECTS, MOSQUllO~, BIRDS, ~~0 ANI~AlS A~D PH,SICAL FA~AMETE~S Cf THE 
ASSO·C~A~ •ttCllfE APEj! 
N~l' E 
FI<O~E H~BEP 















FILE ~~~E I'CS,lll( FRCtlCTlC~ A~C kJLCLIFE USAGE IN NATURAL, 
PITCtEt, JN[ IMFOUNDEC TICAL MARShES I~ AS!C~CMA~ hllDLIFE AREA, DELA~ARE 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA ~ORTH AMERICA, L.~., CELII~ARE, ASSOkOI'A~ klLDLlfE 
~~£11, LITTLE IISSChC~AII E~Y 
I!BSlRACT ~SSC~CI'A~ hllCLIFE AREtl CN liTTLE ASSCWCMAN SAY WAS 
SlUDJH fRGf' fEeRUAR~, l'S5t TC NOVEMB£R. l~!if 1111 OI<OER. TC COMPARE THE 
PROClCTIDN CF MCS,LITCS 1~ l\Alt~Al, DIJtHet, JNC I~PCU~tEC S~LT ~A~SHES. Ttlf 
~BLNCA~CE CF ~ILCLIFE, I<I!It.F,llo TE~Pfi<~TUREt SALINITY• llOES, VEGETATION, PH 
A~C ~JlER DEPTh kERE ltE PARA~ETEFS Mf~!UREt. 
~AME F~A~~ ~URFh~ 
FM:NE ~~HER :!0.2 13€ 252.C 
INST!Tll![~ [A AEE~C~ tEP,Al.EAJ DF E~TC~OLGG~ 
STREET LNI~ERSIT~ OF DELA~ARE 
CITY hfkARK 
SHH DEUioUE 
UF CC£E l!i1ll 
FilE t.A~f 
GENERAL GECGPAPHIC A~E~ 
CFEEK ~ll[LlFE JREt 
MCSUiiTCES ANt hli..CllfE IN UIPOUf'lCI<!ENTS 
NCPTH A"E~ICA, L.S., CElAWAI<E, ~E~T CC~NTY, LITTLE 
ABSTRACT . . lhH HlC' CETEHIIIES HE MCS,UITC EREHING FOTE~Till Cf A PREJMPCUNCEC MARS~. IT STUDIES THE CHA~GING ECCLCGIC~L AND 
EN~IRCN~ENTAL CC~DITJO~S Cf t ~A~!t AFTER lliFCUNCI~G, IINC IT ((~PARES THE 
WILDliFE LliLIZATIC~ ANC ~CS,UITC BREEDING FCTENTIJl BETWEEN A NATURAL MARSH 
l~C A~ II'FCLACECMJ~Sh. FPCM AFRJL, 195q TC CCTOEER, l9t0 THE FOLLO~ING 
FAFA~ETERS ~ERE SlUCJEC IN ThE lllllE CPEEK klLCltFE tREA: PH, S~LINITY, AIR 
At.O ~liTER lE~PERATlRE, ~t1ER G£FTH, ~~~~fALL, SP£CIATIC~ Cf FISh ~EGETAliON 
6olltlJFE, tNt HHllTCES.. ' ' 
l'iAf'E 
fi-CH ~UHH 






30.( 73€ 2526 
CEPtRHHT CF 







FILE ~liME MCLTH CF TH£ CHES~FEAME ElY FCLLUTIC~ STUCY NCRlb ATL,~TIC, CCASTAL, u.s., VIRGINIA, CHESAPEAKE GE~EFAL GEOG~APHIC 'FEA 
f~' ~Cllh . AfqRACT MISSICN W218t FLIGHT Olt WAS ACCOMPliS11EC ON 
CECE!IEER u. lSJLt, llllllli\G 11-:1; t.ALLCFS FliGhT CENTER C-54 AIRCR~FT EQUIPPED 
lollH A 1-11 AH JAL MAPFH{ UIHRAt A HEI<IHL IR SCANNER, A PRT-5 PRECISION 
RACI~TICN THEI<MCMETER, A~C THE MCCS tMLlliCHAI\1\EL CCEA~ COLOR SENSCRt IN 
CCCFEFATICN lilTti ~ASA• S UINGLE'I RESEARCt; CUTER. THE OI!JECT IVE OF THE FLIGHT 
liAS TC STUCY WPTER fCLLUllCN Al l"E MClTH CF THE CHESAPEAKE fAY. 
NAME ~lCHAfl CO~GER 
FHCNE ~l.EER 804 fi4 3411 
JNSliTUllCN CR AGENCY 1\ATICNAL AERCNAlTICS 'NC !PACE ADM 
STREET CHE~APEAKE BAY ECClOGICAL PROGRAM OFFICE 
CITY kALLCFS lSL,~D 
ST~TE ~IRGI~IA 
Hf CCCE 23331 
FILE NAME MCliTH (f HE SliS,LEHAt\NA RIVER BASE liNE DATA 
~JSSIC~ u TH Of 
Ga•a IC ARE• ~cRTu Alt••tiC- CCAST~Lt U.S., ~ARYLA~C, "CU GE~ERAL GEC ~~rH ~ " n ~" • 
HE !UHlEHANIIA R IV Ell ER A6<TRACT ~ISSICN hC21t FllGHT01 1 ~AS ACCCMPllShEC CN OCTOB 
i1 1S70, UTILIZING A WAllCPS FLIGHT CENTER lEASED hEllCCPTER E'UIPPEC WITH 
fOlR T-11 AERI.Al I'.JlPFU.G CJMERAS. HiE CBJECllVE CF HE FLIGHT hAS TC CBTAIN 
BASE LINE DAlJl (f CHESAPE~~£ 1AY Al ThE ~OUTH CF THE SUS,UEHANNA RIVER. 
~~ME MICHAEl CCNGER 
PHCI\E NlMfEII 8C4 E24 3411 
JNSTITIJTION CR AGENt\ NATHltiAl AEROfiAIJliCS AN£ SPACE ADM 
STREET CHESAFEAKE EAV ECCLOGICAL OFFICE 
CITY MJlllCf~ ISL~NC 
STATE ~IRGINIA 
liF CCtE 23327 
3(~ 
FILE t.JI'f I'CVEMENT Cf SIJSfHCED At.D SCU..lE COIICENTI<HIGNS 
kllHIN THE CHESAFtA~E B~Y PIVEP SYSTEMS 
GENE~~l GECERAPhlC 'REA U.S., COASTAL, IICRTH ATLANTIC, CHES~PEA~E BAY, 
OElAhARE CAML 1 CI-CFlAt.K FIVEII, ldCC~ICO RhER, RAFP.tli-.~NIICCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
ABSTRACT MISSION 11203, FLIGHT 1, ~~y 16, 1973, WITt- WALLCPS 
SHliCN C-54 AIRCRAfT HLJPPEI: hllH 1-11 AEPitl MAPPING CM<ERA AIIO 125 AERIAL 
CA~EFA SY~TE~. Fll~ .. l ~ACE FCR IJ. S. ~R~Y E~GINEERS kATERWAYS E~PERI~ENT 
STATIO II .tlS AN ERTS lNOERfl IGU fiiSSICtl .. OllJECTIVE-lC FRC~ IDE REfotCTE SEIISCR 
IMAGERY CF CHE5AFEI~E EAY Fl~EFS IN SA~f SfECTRAl BANOS FRO~ T .. E AIRCRAFT'S 
12S CtMfRA AS ThAT Of ~ULTI-SPECTR.tll !CANNER CN ERTS SATElliTE. 
NAME PAll ALFC~Sl 
fHCfiE H,HEF 804-~24- 3411 
lNSllllTIO~ CR AtEt.C\ ~All(j',Al AERONAUTICS Al\t SPACE ACM 
STREET c•ESAPEAKE fAY ECOLOGICAL FRCGRAM OFFICE 
CITY ~ALLCFS !SlANt 
STilE \IREINIA 
llF (([f 233!1 
FILE Nt~£ ~C~E~E~T GF SUSPf~CEC PA~TIClE AND SCLUTE 
CC~Cf~T~ATICNS WIThiN C~ESAPEAKf BAY RI~ER5-RAPPA~ANt.OCK, YORK, CHCPTA~Kt 
WICOMCCO, ElK, A~O CHE~APEA•E tELA~ARE CA~Al 
GE~EFAL GECGFAPHIC 'FE~ U~S., CCASTAL~ ~ORl~ ATLANTIC, DELAkARE BAY, 
ChESAPEAKE CElM•AR.E CANAL, CHESAPEAKE BAY, FAFPAH~IIif\CCK RIIIER, YCRK PIVER, 
C~CPTA~K RIVER, liiCC~CCC Fl~EF, ELK ~IllER, JA~ES RI~ER 
HSTRHl "ISSIC~ lill2, Fl T. 1, lolltl WALLOPS STATICN C-54 
URC~AFT H:liPPEC UTH T-11 IIH ~~~ 12.S C~MEliA SVSTEfl CN OCTOBER 10, l<.172t IN 
CCCPEP~TIO~ k1TI1 U. So AFMY ENGINEER h~TERWA'IS EXPERIMEIIil STATICN (WES). 
FLIGI1T CCVEREC PCRliCf\~ CF PAPfAI1A~NCC~, ~(Rl<, C~OFT~NK, WICCMCCC 1 AND ELK 
RIVERS. AND CHESAFEAI<E A~C DELAWARE CA~Al. CEJECTIVE - TC LOCATE A~D MONITOR 
~CVE~ENT Cf SUSFENCEC PARTICLES AND SOLUTE CCNCENTRATitNS kiTH lNFLOh ANC 
TICAL ACTIC~. ClEAR WEATHER WITH ELLE SKIES, ~ISIEILJTY 1o-15 ~ILES, AIR TEMP. 
+1 DEG. Al ~.5CC Fl. "SL loll .. loiNC Cf E K~CTS FRO~ 3t0 CEG. 
~~,.( PAll ALFON~I 
FHCNE ~l~EEP 604-€24-3411 
INSlJTUTJCN CR AGENO MTJCNAl AERCNALHCS AI\D HACE AC/ol 
SlREET C~ES~PEAKE SAY ECCLOGICAL PRGGRAM OFFICE 
CIT' ~AllCPS ISLA~O 
ST,TE ~IRGINIA 
ZIP CCCf 23337 
F.ILE K~H MCIJU4ENT Cf SUSfHDED P~RTICULATE AND SOLUELE 
CC~CEhlRAllOKS ~Jl~JK ThE CHEStFEA~E BAY Rl~ER SYSTEMS 
GENERAL GECGP~fHIC AFE' U.S •• CCASTtl, ~CRlH AllAKllCo CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
VIRGINIA HRI< RHEfi• RAI'fAHAIINCCK FIVE!<, ldCU\ICC RIVER, ChCPTAM<. I<IVER, Ell< 
.1\EF TC DELAWAPE FI\E~ 
A.ESlRACT MISHC.N Wl~C, Fl. 1. FEE. 28, 1973, Iilli< \!AllCPS 
SlA. C-5.1f AIRCUFT E'UIPPEC HH 125 AND 1-11 .eERUl M.t!PPING CAMERA SVSlEMS IN 
CCCPEi<H ICN UU U S .!RIO'i ENG I !lEER W.ATER\!Al S STA. fllGtil CG\IfR EO PCRT ICNS CF 
THE R.t!PfAHANNCCI<, VCRI<t ChGFTA~I<, liiCCMICC, AKD ELK RIVERS AIID li<E CHESAPE~KE 
JNC tELAWAFE CANAL. CBJECllVE- TC CBTAIN liiNTER IK~G~R! 0~-T~ESE_R!~E~~-FCR 
I'H\IlUING THE 11\flCW CF SUSPEKOED PARHCLH ANO DIFftRtNliAlt loiAiiNliiJUt!) Of 
NAME 
p;,cNE Hl<fER 







N'TIOI\Al .IIEROIIAUTICS ANt SPACE AOM 




FILE llt/I!E MGVEII,ENT OF SlSFENOEO PARTICULATE AND SOUlE 
CCNC HHAlJCN 5 H Tt! IN 11-lE Ct!ESAfEftKE fAY J!t.C ITS MAJCR TR lfUTAR lfS 
CE~EfAl GECGFlP~J( AREA u.s., COASTAL, NORTH ATLANTIC, CHESAPEAKE BAYt 
tElAWARE CA~Al CHOFTANK I'I'VER, WICCMICC RlVHo li~PPAhANMlCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
tBSTRACT ' HSSICr- W22C, Fll. 10 JLNE llo 1S73t WITH WALLOPS 
SHTICf> C-54 AIRCUFT HUIPPH ~IHi T-ll AERUl MAPHM> Cft~ER~ ~Nt 125 CAMERA 
S'51E~ It. CCOPERtTICII II!Th "AlEFWtYS EXPERJ~EhT STATICN CF THE CORPS Of 
ENGIIIEERS. CEJECHVE- TC CBTAIN MULTI-BAN£ IMAGERY Of THE MAJOR RIVERS 
EI'PTUI\G lHC CHESJ!PEAI\E 6.11\'., IMAGERY HU BE USED IN CEliiiEATII\G ARBS OF 
hiGH FA~11CULJ!lf '!\[ SCLUJE Ct~CEI\TRATIONS. WEAThER - tAZW hlTH A FE~ 
SOTHRU: CLOUtS, 'HSIBILITY UP TO !i MILES, AIR TEfiiP. 10 OEG. C AT 10,000 fl., 
MSL WITh ~11\0 Of 21 K~OlS f~C~ 32( CEC. 
UI'E F'Ul tUOf\Sl 
PHOI\E 1\lfoiBfR tC4-f24,;..34ll 
11\STJTUTIO (~ .e<:ei\C'r NATIONAL AERCNALTICS AND SPACE ADI' 
STREET CHE5~PEAKE E~1 ECCLCGICAL f~CGRAM OffiCE 
CITY ~~LLGPS l~L~I\0 
STAlE VI~Gl~JA 
ZIP COtE ~3;31 
fiLE Ufif 
CAL~ERl CliFFS, I'AR'tlJI\C 
G£1\E~Al GEOGRAPhiC AREA 
AESlRACT 
~OVEMENlS Of SJRlPED BA~S II\ THE CHESAPEAKE BAY ~T 
NCRlH ATLANTIC, CCAST~L. L.s •• CHESAPEA~E e~y 
ti\TA IS P~ESENTEC IN REFORT FCR~ CN THE RESULTS CF 
ST~CIES CCI\[UCTED If\ THE VICII\ITY Cf CALVERT Cli~FS 1 STRIPED 6~!5 TA~Glll~ MAR 'YUH. 
II" AM E 
PHOKE NlMEB 
INSTITLTJOI\ CR AG£1\Cl 
STREET · 
CR •. CL 'tOE E. GCLLCEN 
21!: 567 :nee 









fiLE Nt~f "SRC CALISE tCJCl 
fft.EFH HCc:F.I!H.JC ~H~ f\C~H ATLANTIC OCEAN, COASTAL NEk YORK BIGHT, LCNG ISLAf\C !OlNC, NEk VCR~ 
IESlllACT TH t<YCRCGRAPHIC Sl.RVEYS OF lONG ISlAND SCIJND hERE 
lESHNEO lG IOHTin HYDHGFAFiHC EVH<lS CF HGIGI\Al Slft.lfiCA~CE ANC TO 
ESTAELIS .. EASELI~ES FCR CC,.P~R~TIVE STUCIE~ Cf WATER Ch~RACTERISTICS. DATA WAS CET~IN£[ FFOM 1€ STA11Cf\S TAKEN II\ l'JtCJ 
~ME CHAHES c. ~HI:'I 
FHC~E ~l,.EEF 516 i4t-1710 
INSliTlllCt. CR A~E~C' ,.A~I~E SCIE~CES ~ESEARCH CEl\TER, SUNY 
C!TY STC~Y SRCC~ 
HATE H~ YCI'K 
liP CCtE llHC 
FILE t.I~E MSRC CRLISE lCCI 
GENERAl GECGF~PHIC ~REA NC~l~ ftllAt.TIC CCEAK, U.S., CCAST~l, N.Y. BIGhT, 
LCN€ ISlAt.C SClf>[ 
ABSTRACT SLHE'iS hEllE CCHLCTECJ TC CETER,.IM lt!E T l,.E-SP~CE VARI~TICNS Cf Ttf PtVSICAl .liND CHE,.ICAl fR(PfRTIES Of lHE hATE~S I~ LCNG 
ISLANC 50lt.t. ~EO~~[ THE F/~·~I(,.~C. 
~'~E CHARLES D. HARD' 
FHCI\E ~l,.EEF 516 246 171C 
II\SlJTLTlCN CF AGEf>C' MARINE SCIE~CES RESEA~CH CE~lER, SU~Y CIT~ STC~Y ERCC~ 
STlTf ~Ek lCR~ 
llP CCC£ 117SC 
FILE t\~lif 
GE~ERAl GECGRJFhlC AREA 
HRl< 
3C5 
~S~C C~LISE 7ClC 
NCRl" ATLANTIC GCE~I\, CCASTAL, 1\Et. YORK tll€HT, 1\EW 
~ESTRACT THE PH)5lCAl C~lR-CTERI!llCS CF T~E S~Elf A~D SLCPE 








IIALCCl~ J. BCt.~A~ 
5lt 2<16 iilC 
I'ARINE SCIHCES RESEARCt; UNHR, SLNY 
HG~' I)RCU 
1\ H 'CI~K 
117':iC 
flU Uf'E MSRC CRUISE 1014 
GEI\EIIAL GECGUfklC AREt 1\CI<lh ATL~HlC CCUN, CCPSUL, NEW )ORK BIGHT, LONG 
JSLA~t !Cl~t, 1\EW YCRIC . 
All!lRHl t.IH lilXING CF HE WATER CClUiiN RESliLTEC IN AN 
AI!SEIICE CF VERTICAl tlFFERENCES 11\ PHYSICAL P,IRAI!ETEfS tullHG Tt;IS CCTCBER 
19i0 CRLISE. A ORA~TIC IIIF~C~E~E~l .. AS 1\CTEC IN THE VERTICAL ClSTRIBLTION OF 
CJSSCt\ED CXYGEt. Slt\CE ThE #IIJGlJH 197C I"INIMUII .. JlMMCNIA FCRMED 11-!E LARGEST 
MEASIJ~Et F~ACTICN CF lhf CISSOLVEO FCR~S Of ~ITRCGEN lt. ,llMOSl All AREAS Of 
LCNG ISLA~D SCL~D. tAlA ~,15 Cfl#IINEt FROM 33 STATICNS TAKEN IN 1970. 
N~~E CtARLES D. HARD' 
PHOt.E NlliEER 516 246 1110 
INSTITLfiON DR AGENC' MARINE ~CIE~CES RESEA~C~ CE~lE~, SUNY 
CIT) STCN'Y ERCCK 
STATE t.H \CRII 
l IF CCH 111':iC 
FILE NAil£ I"SH CI<I,;IS£ 1101 
GENEPJll ~ECGFAF~IC AFE#I NCRTH ATLANTIC OCE~N, CCASlALt NE~ YCRK BIGHT, LONG 
ISLA~O ICL~O, ~E~ 'CFIC 
AeH~ACT THE hYD~CGRJlPHIC FEATURES Cf lO~ER NEt. HRI< BAY.t 
UPFEil NE~ YCRK BAY, THE E~ST FIVE~, LCNG ISLJl~O SCLNO AND 6LOCI< ISLAI\0 ARE 
OISCRIEEO. F~O~ DATA OfT,lNEt IT ~6 STATIONS TAKEN JN 1971. 
NAME CHA~LES D. H~P[Y 
FHCNE ~l~EER !lf 24t 111C 
INSllllliCN CR A~Et.CY MARINE SCIENCES RESEARCH CENTER, SU~Y 
CITY 5TCNW !RCC~ 
STtTE ~c~ YC~~ 
2IP COtE llHC 
3Cf 
FILE N~ME ~S~C CRUISE 11Cl 
EE~E~AL GEC&F~FHIC tFEA ~CRTt; ATLJlhTIC OCEAN, U.S., COASTAL, N.,. BIGHT 
ABS1RAC1 THE [EFTH, TE~FE~AlURE, s•LI~ITY AND DENSITY CF 
SHELF A~C SLCFE k'TE~S OF NEt. )CRK Bl(Hl hERE IIEASLRED AT 32 STATICNS USING AN 
STC. BCA~C THE Rl~ LNC,lNlED 
~A~£ M~LCOL~ J. ECk~A~ 
FHCNE ~li'SfR !: 16 246. 71 lC 
INSliTUTICN CP AGENCY MA~INE SCif~CES RESEARCH CENTER, SLNY 
CIT' STCNY ERCCK 
STlTf NE~ \CRK 
liP CCtE 117SO 
FILE NtME ~~RC CRli~E 11C2 GENERAL GEC~RlPHIC AREA 
ISLAN[ SCUN£• ~E~ 'CFK 
AESTRACT 
~CRTI1 ~TlANTIC CCEANt COASTAL, NEw YORK BIGHT, LCNG HJli<ECI< 
lFPER t-iEl! 'tCRK fAY, 
DESCRIBED. CATA IIA5 
N~l'!f 
THE HYCRCGRAPHIC FEATURES OF LOWE~ ~EW VORl< BAY, 
THE EAST RIVER, LG~G ISL~NO SOlN[ ~~t ELCCK ISLANC ARE 
OSTAI~EC FPC~ 49 STATIC~$ IN 1911. 
PHOIIE H~EEf: 





GENERAl GECEFAPHIC 'RfA 
ABS1RAC1 
SALI~ITY, tNC CE~SITI CF 
MEASlREC. A BOARC lHERJ~ 
p I'IIH 
PHCNE lll~BER 




CURLES c. HARD\ 
516 246 171C 
~ARI~E SCIE~CES RESEARCh CE~TE~, SU~Y 
STOH ll~CCI< 
~B ~Hit 
11 ;<; c 
~SFC CRUISE 7102 
NCRT~ ATL~I\TIC CCEAN, U.S., COASTAL, N.Y. BIGHT 
THE ft;YSICAL CHAI<ACTERISTlCS CEPTH, TEMPERATURE, 
SHElf AND SLOPE ~AlERS OF ~Ek ~ORK BIGHT t.ERE 
UO~l~lfO. 
MALCCl~ J. SCkMIN 
5H 246 7/lC 





FILE UIIE fwSRC CRliH 730~ 
GE~ERAL GEOtPJfhlC AP£A NORl~ ATLANTIC CCEA~, u.s •• ~.Y. BIGHT, LONG ISLAND 
SCll\iC, COA~TAL• ~E~ lCPK HAREO~a NEk )(P~ 
ABSTRACT SU~f~CE DRIFT Of T~E NEW YORK BIGHT kAS DETERMINED 
8' THE l!E Cf DRIF1 CA~D CAT~. 
NA~E CHA~LES D. t~PCY 
FHCNE ~l,.BER 516 246 711( 
lhSTITlTICN CR AGENCY ~ARINE SCIENCES RESEARCH CENTER, SlNY 
CITY STC.Y eRCC~ 
SlllE ~E- )QRK 






"SK CIH..lH 730t 
NCRlH AllANHC CCEAN, t;.S •• CCASTAl, t;.Y. BIGHT, 
Sl.Rf.tCE CRIFT t ·eCTTO". IJRlfT Cf killERS 1\E~R A 
SLLOGE OUIIP Sill 
kilt CHGUS. 
H lH 1\H ~CRK HGHT WERE INVESTIHTED BY USE CF 2 BOUYS 
IIAH 




IIALCCl) J. BCk~AII 
516 24t 7HC 




FILE t..tH foiSilC CRUISE i3CS 
GHEI<AL GHGFAFI'i!C AHA NOlH HUl~TIC CCE.tN, u.s., N.Y .. BIGH, LONG ISLAND 
SOUNC, COASUl, NEW YORK HARBCR, 1\EII! 'fORK 
ABSlPACT 1~15 RESEARC~ FlltJECT WAS INTERESTED IN fRACING THE 
Et.VI~Ct.MENTAl IMPACT Of THE PCll~lANTS ~HICM lRE CISC~AI<GEO INTC THE ~PEX Cf 
THE ~E~ )Qf<K BIG~T. FAFTIClL~R I~lE~EST hAS GIVEN TC 'M~CNIA ANt NITRATES. 
~~,.E l~EF CLEO~ll 
PHCNE 1\li'BER 516 246 711C 
INSTITLTJCN CR AGE~CY I'PRI~E SCIE~CES llESEARCh CENTEI<, SlNY 
CITY SlCI\Y EllOCK 
STtTE liE~ 'GRK 
2H CCCf ll7SC 
FILE NAME 
GEI\EFAL GECG~APHIC JlRfll 
SC~NC, NEh VCR~ MAFSCR, 
AESTI<ACT 
fHYSlClL P~RlMETERS ~ERE 
l'iAfo!E 
PHONE H"SER 




i"~PC CHISE 13CE 
NORl~ ATLANTIC CCEAN~ l.S., N.'t. BIGHT, LO~G ISLAND 
(CJ51Al 1 NEll! YC~K 
DAH fOil TliE tiEii YCRI< BIGIH CN VARIOLS CHEMICAL ANC 
CCLLEClEC FRC~ 14€ STATICtiS CU~I~G AUGUST CF 1973. 
nEF CUEIJJLl 
5H 246 1110 




fiLE N~I'E 1'1. SHAl I'ARB(R 
Gf~ER~l GECGRAPtlC ~REA ~CRlli AlLANliC CCEAN~ U.~., CCASTAl, ~.Y. SIGHT, 
LCNG ISLAND, ~1. SI~AI I'AFBC~ 
HST~.HT 2t SlATIOI\S lCCHED H 1'1 • .SHill liAI'BCR kERE 
SA~FLEC FRC) SEFlE~SE~ 196€ TC THE PRESEI\T FCR ORTtOPHOSPHATEt NITFATE, 
NITFITE, ClilORCFI'Yll '• ClilCRCffYLL 8, CliLC~CPHYll C, SALIIIITY, TE~PERATURE, 
CCPPER, NICKEL, LEAD, CHRCMIU~, CCBALT, ~JGftESIUM, SECIMENT SIZE A~ALYSIS, AND 
CClNT JNC SPECJES tETEPPl~AliGI\ Cf P~YTCPLA~KTOI'i AND BENTHIC ANIMALS. 
~~~~~ JOHN A. BLACK 
FHCNE ~l~EER 516 132 l60C X243 










fiLE "'~E MULTI-CiiANNEL OCEAI\ CCLCR SE~SCR lEST 1115510~ 
GE~EPAl GEC&F~fHIC AFEI L.S., CCASTAL, ~[Fl~ All~NTIC. CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
VIR~I~JA J~MES RJ\ER TC NE~PORT NEkS S FCCC~C~E SCl~O lC CAFE CHARLES 
ASSnACT I'ISSHN h:2COt fLIHT lt APFJL 3, 1913, LTILIZING 
li·E IIALLCPS STATIGt\ C-54 AIRCR~FT HUIPFEC ldlH TIIO t-ASSELBLAC CAI'ERA AI\D A 
~ULTI-CtA~~El CCEA~ CCLC~ SE~SCR. lliE CBJECliWE CF lHE FliGHT kAS TC lEST THF 
MLLTI-CHAIIHL CCHN CCLCR SENSCF UHER HYING COtiOITIO~S PRICR TO USE ON A 
CATA GAT~E~ING f'ISSIC~. LC~ e~OKEN CLOLCS, VISIBllll' lP TC 6 ~llES. ThE Alf 
TEI'PERAltJRE liAS 10 CEG. C AT l io!CC Fl. ~Sl, IIHO CF 50 l<fiCTS FRO~ 295 CEG. 
IIA~E fill tLFO~SI 
PHONE M~ B ER H4-f21t-3411. 
11\STIT~TIC~ CP AGE~C'r NAllC~Al AEROf\AlllCS AIIC SFACE AOI' 
STREET ChE!~PEAl<E EAY ECCLCGICAL PFCGRAM OFFICE 
(In IIAUCFS nUMJ 
SlATE ~IPfl~JA 
ZIP CCCE 23331 
3CS 
fiLE~~~£ MLLTIMARSh I~VE511GATIO~S, ~ATERFCWL HA~vEST 
GE~EIUIL GEOGI'i!PIHC AREA 1\0lt ~MEPJC.ol, l .. S .. , CCASHLr NEW JERSEY, SANOY 
~CCK f.oiY ~NC ~EtCS lSSECCI\ BAY 
ABSlRACT ~ATERFC~L UTILIZ~TIDN AI\C ~LNTER SAG HARVEST CHECKS 
ARE REPCRTEC FOF TtE SAI\CY tCCM BAY ANC ~EEC5 ABSECON EAY ~ETLAI\0 AREAS. 
WATERFD~l LliLJZATICN AI\C PERCEI\1 CC~FCSITICN ARE REPORTED FCR 9 SFECIES II\ 
SAI\OV tCCK EAV ANO FCR 10 SPECIES II\ ABSECCI\ EAY. HARVEST NUMBERS ARE GIVEN 
RELATIVE TC H:~TER t.TILIZAliGN fOR THE PERICD FRCI' CCT08ER THROUGH JANUARY IN 
BOlli AHlS .. A TOTAL Cf 611 HlNTERS HRE CHECKEC CURIIIlG TH SEASON FOR A TOTAL 
BAG Cf 175 CLCKS; 321 ERANT; 14 CA~ADA GEESE; ~3 SI\Ck GEESE IN l~E 
•eSECCN-~EECS 81~ STLC' A~EA. IN THE S~Nt~ ~COX EAl AREA 193 HUNTE~S kERf 
CHECKEC-TCTlL ~~R,E5T kA~ 199 ClC~S A~D 2 GEESE. 
~~~E PRINCIFAL FISHERIES BIOLOGIST 
FHCNE NlMSER 6C9 292 6686 
JNSTITLTICN OR AGENCY NEW JERSEl tEPARl~ENl Of E~'IRDI\MENlAL FRCTECTICI\ 
OIVISIO~ Cf FISH, GAME, '~0 S~ELLFIS~EFIES, ELREAO Of WILDLIFE MAN~GEMENT 
STREET P.C. eo }C(jj 
CIT' lfiE~TCI\ 
STATE NE~ JERSEY 
ZIF CCCE C8t2!i 
fiLE NAI'E f!Lf.ICIPAl tH HCI.JSTRIAl U.HUENT liN£ EFFLUENT DATA 
GE~HAL GECGHftHC AfifA NCRH ATLANHC OCEAN, l.S., COASTAL, NE\11 YCRK 
SIGHT, NEk VCR~ ~ElRCPClllt~ AFE, 
AfSlRACT 250 STATIONS JN THE NEk YORK METROPOliTAN AREA WERE 
SAI'PLEO FRCM JANLA~Y 1943 10 THE PRESE~l f(R ~ARIOUS P~YSICAl, CHEMICAL, AlllD 
BIOLCC,ICAl FARHETUS. THE LAST TI'REE YEARS DATA ARE 01\1 Pl.iNCHH CARDS. 
N'l'f OR. ALA~ I. M~TELKA . 
PHONE ~l~SEP ~12 ~6~ 03~C 
JNSllTLTICfl CR AGE~Cl I~lERSTAlE 5~~11ATIC~ CC~~ISSIC~ 
STREET IC CCLU~BUS CIRClEt RM lt2C 
Cfl' ~E- ~CR~ 
Sl~l£ ~Eh ~CPK 
21 F CCCE lCO IS 
fllf N.lfq 
GE~ERAL GEOGFAPHIC AREA 
~'RYUI\C 
31C 
MlS~~AT fCCC HAE!l! 
NCFlt ~~ERICA, (C.oiSTAl FLA1~, PIECMCNT, U.S., 
ASSTR~Cl A SLR~EY Cf THE fC(O H~EITS OF ThE FLRBEARING 
MUSKRAT, CNCATR~ ZEBETHICO~ ~ACRCCON, IS l~TENOEC 10 AID I~ IMfRCvii\G ANC 
WJCE~ING ltE Ml!K~Al ~ABilAT. l~CLLCEO IS t ~EVIEW CF SEvEN EARLIER ~lSKRAT 
SllWIES fH~ l'HC HI<L lS51. HERE ARE CIFFERENT FOCO HABITS OF fo/USKI<ATS 
LIVI~G IN fRESt ~NC ERACKISH kATER AND THCSE INHAEITING STREAMS, RIVERS, DEEP 
P0~05, A~D L~KES AEAI~Sl ltE MJRSH O~Ellli\E ~USKRATS .. 15C MUSKR~TS WERE 
T~APFEC Af.C KlllEC fCR SlOMA(~ CONTENT ANAL,SIS• ~~ICH ~IELDEC SEASCNAL 
CI!TRIBUTICN G~~FH! Cf CCNSOMEt PltNl FARTS AND FLANT CRCLFS f(~ BRACKISH AND 
FRESttATER ChELLERS. SE~~CN,l tlSTRIBLTICN Of PLANT FAPTS FROM STO~ACH CONTENT 
ANALY5JI hEPE FECCPCEC FC~ EACt 51ATIOI\. ~ICfiCSCCPIC A~ALYSIS ~AS CO~P.oiKED 
WITH BCH THIN SECTIONS tMi tlREC-GLUE FEEliNG. ItiGHTH GREEN ~LGH WAS 
ICENllfiED TC GE~EF~. 
• A~£ 
PHCH H~EEF 
INS T JTU.llCN OR AGENCY 
1\tllFH IIESCUHES 




fILE ~A fwE 
GENER~l GECGPAP~IC ARIA 
SIIIIM'fl~ 
Jt~ES R. GCLCSSEPRY, CIRfClOR 
3Cl 2.t1 51S~ 
~AR~LA~C kiLtLIFE AOI'INISTPATICN, tEPARTMENT OF 




NAPIS tS-ClCl EA~T CO~ST LIGHT SHIP DATA 
NCRlH AllA~liC CCE~h, u.s., EAST CO.ST, PGRTLANt TC 
'fSTRACT FILE CCtiTAI~S ~EE~l~ Sl~FACE A~C SUBSURFACE 
TEMFEFATURE AM SHHITY fU 12 LIGI"IT HIPS ,LCNG THE EAST CCAST Of THE UNITED 
SlATES fOR TfE YEAR 19!6. teSEFVATIONS FRO~ l~E FOLLC\IiiNG LIGHT SHIPS ARE I~ 
THE FILE: PCRlLANO, BCSTO~, NANTUCKET, AMEFCSE, EARNEC,AT, FIVE FIIT~O~S, Wl~TER 
'UARTEP S~CAL• CtESAFE,KE, CIA~CNC StCALS, FRYING PAN AND SAVANNA. 
NA~I CCE~I\CGRAPHIC SERVICES BRAI\C., D7El 
FHC~E ~L~EEF 202 6!4 750C 
INSlJTI.JllC~ CR AGENC' ~AliCNAL CCEAf.CGFAFHIC DATA CEIITER 
ST~EET NCAA/EO~/NOOC 
CIT. ~ASHli\GTCtl 
SHH DIS1RIC1 CF CCllf!ElA 
2IF CCO£ 2023! 
311 
FILE NIII!E NAPI~ il-Clt2 HU:SC-N CANYOfl Cl.illRENT I'ETEilS 
GEI\EFAL GECG~APHJC AFEt NCillh ATL~~TIC GCEAN ~UOSCN RIVER CAN~ON 
'BSlRACT ~ SU~VE~ Of THE HI:SCN llHER CANYCN IN 1961 B~ THE 
u.s. NAVAL CCEA~CG~AP~lC CFFICf. ShiPS INVCL\EO ~ERE THE USNS SANS• GILLJSS, 
ANt l~NCH. THIS FILE CCNT~JNS ECTTO~ ANCHCRED GECCY~E CURRENT ~ETER O~TA FOR 
FOLR STATICNS. SEISI'IC O~U .tlll[ ECTTOf', PHTCGRAPJ.S l!ERE SENT TO NGStC. 
N~~f OCE~NOGRAPHIC SERVICES BRANCH, 0761 
FHC~E ~l~EEF 202 634 7500 
INSTJTUTICI\ CR AGENCY NAllCNAl CCEANCGPAFHIC OATA. CE!ITER 
STFEET NCAt/ECS/NCCC 
[llY ~ASHihGTCN 
STAT£ CiSlRJCT Cf CCLl~BIA 
ZIP CCCE H4!35 
fiLE N.tME NAPIS 71-13SC J .. C. (;Rt;ISE t'H 
GENERH GECGR,lt:f( IIREA tiCI<H HlANTIC CCfAN; U.5., COASTAL, DElAhARE BAY 
AND ~1\ER 10 PHillltElPHI~ 
ASSTR~CT flU COt.SISTS Of CATA FROM J.C. CRUSES l-14 AND 
16-!1.. ACTlAI. CRl!H REPCRlS URE ~CT CLFIH BUT SU/I.I'tR't LAiA iS iNCLUDED. 
PROJECT ~~S A JCJNl STLC~ tf TtE OflAWARE ESTU~RY FRCM l~E MOUTH TO 
PHILICflPH!II BY ltE lNl~E~Sll't Of DELA~ARE At.O RUTGERS U~IVERSITY f~C/1 
1954-l'i~CJ. TOTAL CF 16 CRUSES .. Ei<E M~OE JlFFRCXII'.~TElV 4 PER YEAR. 
t.~/IE OCE~NOGRAPHIC SERVICES BR~NCH, 07~1 
PHONE NlMEER 2C2 6~4 7~CC 
INST Jllil 1(11 CF ,HEM'! NAT.ICNAl CCEAMJGI<IIPHIC CATA CENTER 
Sli<EET ~C~A/EC~/1\CCC 
(JlY kA5HJ~G101\ 
STATE CISlRICT Cf CCLU/IeiA 
ZIP ecce 2C235 
flU NHE NAP1S 12-0~1~ H~DRCGRAP~JC DATA 
NC~lH ~llA~TIC CCE'~ GEI\E~IIL GECGFAFHIC A~E~ 
HSlRIICT FILE CCNlAihS 5f H\DROGR~P~IC STATIONS FRO~ THE 
JSlAH, ti.IIFP,l!.III\SETT I'Hlt.E UBCRHORY, TRICE~l CRUISE lNivERSIT~ CF fihCCE 
n-cca. 
~AH 
FliCN E HI'E fR 





CCE,I!I\CGPAPHIC SEF~JCES eRI!NC~, C7tl 
202 634 7~CC 
~IITICN~l CCEIINOERAPHIC·CATA CENTER 
~C~IIIH~/NCCC 
W.I!Stlt>HON 
CISlFICl Cf CCll~fiA 
2(23~ 
312 
FHE IIHH NAPJS 7.t-C~~f 1-~CIICGRAPI'IIC CATA 
GENEPAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA t.O~ll- ~lLA~liC CCEtN 
~eSTR,CT FILE CCNlAINS 3t CCEANCGRAFHIC STATIONS FRC~ THE 
lNI\IHSITY CF RI-OCE ISLJJH, ~,tHH.IINSETT MARINE lAilCI<ATCI<Y, TRIDENT CRUISES 
NC. Tl<-9~. lR-S'i, 1F-1C9 
NAME 
HIC liE I' I,; fiE EF 





CCEA~OGR.tPI-JC SERVICES BRAt>C~r 0761 
2<2 634 nee 
hATIC~Al CCEA~CGRAFHI( [IITA CENTER 
HtlllftU~CCC 
kiiSHIHTCt. 
Oi~iRiC1 (f CCLL;EIA 
.<C23! 
FILE NA'f t.APIS 72-0135 ATI'CSPHERIC ANC SURFACE POLLUTANT 
ni!NSFCRT 
GEI\EI<AL GECGFAFHIC AFE~ ~CFTt llll~~llC OCEAN, NARRAGANSETT BAY, N.,. BIGHT 
ABSTf<ACl DATA TAKEN AT 114 STATIC~S HR FATT't ACICS, 
t~tRCC~R£C~S AI\C ~EAV~ ~flALS 1~ EICLCGIC'L I'ATERIAL ~S PART OF ICCE. 18 OF 
ThESE STATIONS ~ERE SAMPLE[ FCR METALS IN ~IR. THE ~A!N PURPOSE OF THESE 
EXffFIKENT~ ~A! 10 TRACE Ali'C5FHERIC A~C Sl~fACE PCllllANTS ON ThE OCEANS. 
~AME OCE.NCG~AfHIC SE~VICES fRIINCH, C76l 
PHONE 1\l~BER 2C2 634 75CC 
INSTJTlliC~ CR AGE~C't 1\~TJCNAL CCEANO{RAPHIC O.ATA CEhTER 
SlREET ~C~tJECS/~CCC 
CIT~ ~IStiNGTCN 
51A1E CJSTFI(T Cf COll~EIA 
ZIP COtE 2C235 
filE !ltlif 
GENERAl GECGPAPHIC tREA 
HUIITI( EIGH 
ASS TRACT 
THE ~AlERS Cf ChESIIPEA~E, 
NAME 
FHCNE HIIHR 





NAPJS 7.t-ll<iC STO DATA 
L.S., CCASTAL~ ~C~TH ATLAIITIC, C~ESAPEAKE BAY, ~10 
CCLLECTJC~ (f PJESERVED SFECII'E"S OF FISH FCUNO IN 
BA 't IINC THE HC-A lLAH IC e IGI- T 
f<,n fJI<.[SOG 
H+*.t;ES-HCC 
ClC CC~l~IC~ UNI~ERSIT't 
I~SlllllE Cf CCE~~CGRAFHY 
NCR FCL~ 
~!PC HI U 
ii350E 
313 
FILE IIHE NAfiS 72-l3i!O TEMHI<ATUfiE-,OEPTH DH~ 
GENERAL GfO(fiAPH1C AREA NCRTH AllAIIliC CCE/111 
AfSTRI!CT FILE CO~SISTS CF 3~ OCEAN STATIONS. 1-lEASUREMENT OF 
DEPT~ AND lEMPERATlRE ~ERE ~I!Df AT EAC~ STAliCN. SI!MPLJI\( CEPTt VARIEC FRCM 
SURftCE TC 3CO ~. ~C IIIFCR~ATICN A~I!ILI!ELE AS TO METhCCS USED. 
NI!ME OCEANCGRAfhJC ~EPvlCES fR/11\CHt C76l 
PtOtiE 1\li'EEii .t02 t34 i5CC 
lNSTITlTION CR AGE~Cl 1\AliC~Al CCEA~C(R/lfhiC CATA CEIITER 
~TREET NOAAIECS/NCCC 
CIJl kA!hl~GlC~ 
STATE 0 ISH ICT Cf COLU/'.e IA 
liP COCE 20235 
FILE N/.1~£ NAP IS 13-0C~S li"JORCGRAPhiC DATA 
GEIIEPAl GECGI<AFHlC I!FEA IIC~lt AllA~TIC OCEAN 
~BSTRACT FILE CCIITAINS CCEANOGRAPHIC STATIOII CAT/I CCLLECTED 
I!'W UnUSilY CF 111-CCE IHili\C 1</V TRHHT HRIL-JUNE 1'572. 41 STATIOIIS WERE 
/'ACE CURING T~C CRUISE~. 
Ullf 
ftiCNE H~HR 














FilE 1\HE NAPIS 73-0810 PliVSJCAL AN[ CHEMIC>IL STATION DATA 
GENERAL GEOGI<APhiC AREA NCRlH AllilfiTIC tCBNo I.;.S., CCASUL, NEii YCRKt LCNG 
ISLAI\t SCL~t, ElCC~ ISLA~C SCU~C 
AESTRACT DATA TAKE!\ '1 124 STATICI\S Cff LGNG lSLAhC, NEW 
YCF~ IN 1971, BY T.f NEW VCRK CCEAN SCJE~CE LASORATOR1. PARAMETERS MEASURED 
l~CLLCE ~INC SPEEC Jilt CIRE(TICN• CEflh, TE~PERATUREo !Alii\IT'W 1 CISSCLVEC 
C:XY"H• PliOSPt,A lEo 1\JTRCG £1',, ClllORGFHYLL, S ILICOI'i 1 ~liD CARGTENO lOS. 
UH CCEA!iGGR.APiiiC SERII ICf::S i!RANCii, D7H 
PtiCNE NLMBER 2C2 634 7!0C 
INSlJTLTICN CR AGENCY NAllCNAL OCEANOGRAPHJC DATA CENTER 
STREET 1\(IA/E[!/~GtC 
CJT'W ~AS~I~GTO~ 
SlATE tlSTFICT Cf CCLUMBJA 
liP COtE 2C235 
3llt 
fiLE Ml't NAPJS 74-C3E'i HR BALL CHHlCAl A~ALYSIS IJATA 
GENERAL GEGGRiiPhiC ~REA NC~l~ AllANTJC, ~ESTERN NCRTii ATL~IITIC, GULF OF 
MEXICC, IIClnH PICIFJC; CUSTAL, l.S., lf:xAS, flCPIC~ 
ABSlR~CT THIS tAlA FILE CC~Till~S T~E ANALYSIS OF 14 TAR BALL 
S.AMFLES CCLLECTEO FRCM ThE NCRl~ ATLANlJC, GLLF CF Mf)ICC, CCASTAL FLCRJCA AND 
TEXA!t AIIC 2 lCCATIC~S I~ l.E NCRTH PACIFIC. F~RA~ETERS REPORTfC INCLUCE 
I'INEFALCG~, METALS, FAI<AfiNS, SLLflR 1 CXlEEN, ALKANE!, ISOFRENCICS, 
lSC-~lKANES, A~O AliFHI!TJC hYO~CCARBG~S. SAll~AlEC AN[ ~RGMATIC HYDRCCARBONS, 
AND hETEROCO~PCU~C! (Cf tN U~K~CkN T1P£J AFE !EPAR~lEO FROM TA~ FRACTION BY 
liQL J[-SCU t CHilOATHRAfh~ • SATlRH E fRACTIONS FROM lH 1 ARS II ERE ANAl VZEC BY 
EAS-LJ,IJIC ChllOM.ATCGR~Pt!Y. FU MlRMAL ALKANE! AND ISGPRHtOID ISC-ALKANES It. 
THE Cfl(J TC CI2CJ FA~GE. 
NAfiE 
PHONE lllM8ER 














FUE t\JI<E NllPJS 15-'Cl2€ "AlER QLALIH I(EASUREMENTS Ill NEw JERSE~ CCASlJll )'lf~S 
GEIIE~AL GECGFJlfHIC JlFE' NCRTh ATLJlNTJC. t.S., COASTAL, NEW JERSE'W 
AB~lf.lACl Cll 8 'ND 27 /'ARCH, 12 JlNC 21 ~UNE, Al\0 ll AND 25 
JIJLY 1914 ~4 STATIOIIS WERE SAI'PLEO fV THE Rill SEA 'lJEST IN THE VICHdTY Cf THE 
fRCPCSEO JllLJlNliC EE~EFAliiiG STATICN Cff T•E 1\EW JEI<SE1 CCAST. TEMPERJlTURE, 
SllliiiiTYt Fh ~,tll£1< CHMJSlRY MD l:ilSSClVH OYGEI'i SlliiPlES liEilE OflTAINED. 
TEMFE~ATlRE, SllLIIIITl, ANt Ph ~EI<E MEASUPE[ Ill SilL. 
NAME CCEANCGRJlFHlC SERVICES ER~l'iCH, C76l 
PtCNE HII.EER 2C.2 t34 12c;e 
INSTITLTIC~ CF AGE~CW NllTICNAL CCEAIIO(RJlPhiC CATA CENTER 
STREET 1\C.tllliEOS/~C[C 
(JTY ~Jl!~INGTGN 
STATE CISlPICT CF COLU~EIA 
2IF CQCE 2023~ 
FILE 1\A~E 
H.!) H.!' E FC!NT S1Un 
GENERAL GEOGRAPhiC AREA 
A FR JC t 
ABSTRACT 
SUTIO<S CN 10 CRLISES 11\ 
NEAR THE BCTTCM Bll RAI\(E 
ti~I'E 
FHCI\E 1\li"EfR 
JNSTJTvTICN OP AGEI\C~ 






\ .. 1\~PIS 75-0592 ClRRENTDI\1~. fRCM R/V HHCENT CRUISES 
1\C~l~ A1LAN1lC, COASTAL• u.s •• CA~IEBEAN, COASTAL, 
SliESLRfACE CURRi':IIT IJATA liAS COllECTED fROM ~2TS ARE 
l969-1S7.<. HiE OEPTJiS CF ThE \!ARlOlJS lt\STRlJM N 
II\ CEFT~S F~C~ 10 ~ TC C~E~ 4COCO M. 
OCEANOGRAPHIC SERVICES BRANCH, C7tl. 
2C2 6:!4 7~0C 
NATICI\AL OCEANOGRAPHIC CATA CEI\TER 
. !ICU/HS/iiCCC 
I> A 5H HIG lOt. 
tiSTiliCT CF CCLUI'EIA 
2C235 
IHPIS. 15-CH4 MHA-NEII 'YCRK eiGHT ClRRENT DATA FROM 
BlC~! H A LAI\TlC COASTAL. u.s., N.Y. BIGHT AND GENERAL GECGFAPHlC AREA ~3::ENTTSPEEC,'tiRECTION~ TE~PERATURE, PRESSURE ~B~J:~~~TIVJH I!ERE CClLEClED F~C~ CCl~ i4 lC DEC. 74 LSlfiG 220 HUT-WIRE BUOS 
IN TtE fiE~ ICR• EIGHT. CCEAIICGRAPHIC Sf~~ICES B~A~CH, 0761 fi.&H C FHC~E ~l~BEF 2C2 624 J~C EI\TER 
lNSlllUllCII CR AGENC~ fiATICNAL OCEAIICG~AFHIC OAT~ C . 
ST~EET NCtA/EC5/I\CCC 
!ItA Sh Il'IG lC II ~~~~£ CISlRICT OF CCll~BIA 
ZIP CCC E 2C23!: 
FlU N~I'E ~APIS 15-CS3lo i5-121C ~ESA hAlER P~YSICS AND 
C~EI'I~lF\ AREA IICR1H ATLAIITIC, l.S., CCASTALo fi.Y.CREUIGIHSTES IN THE GEIIERAL GEOGRAP~IC 463 STATICIIS kEPE SAMPLED DURING 1 -
AESTRIICT E <;H fARAI'ETHS I'EASUREt:: 11\CLUCEO; 
NH \CRK SIGHT fRO~ ~Oli. 1913 ~~l~~~ o!YGe;, AMMCNILI1, NITRATE, NITRilE, ~J~Lit< llYt l.E~PEI<ATlH• p~, C~~ SUSPEt.CEO ~CLICS, ~tiC CHLOFOPHYLl A 
ftCSFtATEo SILICATE, TlRSID~CE:~cGRIIPHIC SEFVJCES BPANCHo [761 
NIIME 2cz t'4 7"CC FHNE IIL~EH ' f c 1\AliC~Al CCEAt<CGRAFHIC CHA CENTER lNSlllUTICII (~ ~G ~ ' NC~t/ECSIIICCC 
STPEET ~AS~I~GTO~ 
CITY !JI<T~ICT Cf CCLL~EIA STATE ·c:3 ., liFCCCE ~"-
316 
FILE ~A~E ~tPIS 75-1210 f~~IRCN'E~T SURVEY CF TWO INTERIM ClJ~P SITES. MIDCLE -1LA~liC SIG~T 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA ~CFl~ AlLAfllJC, MICOLE ATLA~TIC BIGHT, u.s., COASTAL 
AESTRACT A 5ECC~C CCEA~CGFAPHIC Sl~~EY CRUISE WAS ~ACt TO AN li\TERJ~ ~Ut<ICIFAL SLIJCGE CUI4PSITE At;[ IfllllALLY TO AN INTERIM CLMPSITE FOR THE 
DISPCSAL Cf INCUSTR IAL ACJO t.A5TE II\ ThE FALL CF JS13. ecn1 SITES IRE LOCATEC C~ THE CO~TlNENlAL SHELF I~ T~E MlOCLE ATLA~TIC SIG~T. OBSERVATIONS IIERE MADE 
OF THE •YCRCGRAPHJC ANC EAT.YMET~IC CONOlllCI\5, ~AJC~ CI~ClilATICN PATTERNS, 
kATER QLALITY. SECI•e•t CCMFCSITIC~, HEAV~ METALS IN SEDIMENTS AND SICTA, fACTfFlCLCG~t F~ITCFLANKTCN AhC ZOOPL~I\KlOI\ COMMLNITIES# VER1EERA1ES A~D EENTt!C II\VER1EERA1ES 
NAI'E 
FkCNE flilMBER 
JNSTITVTICI\ CR AGE~() 









CISlRlCT (f CCLVMEIA 
20235 
BRANCH• OUi 1 
GAlA CHTER 
filE IIJ,.E NAPI5 16-128<; \11/l!S BACHRlCLCG'i Gf~EFAL GECGFAFHIC ~REJ 1\CRTt ATLti\TlC, 1\CRTHEASTERN L.S., COASTAL ~I!STRA(T FlU CCNTAINS BACTERIOLOGICAL DATA CCUECTEO bY 
Vt,S. FARA~ETEF~ PfASL~Et 11\CLUCE SfEClES CETERMli\ATICN Of MICRCBICTA, CCUNf 
CF /l!lCFCEICTA, k.TE~. SECJ~ENT, ANC AIR TE~FE~ATURES, DEPTH, PRESSLRE, WINO 
CIRECTIOI\ AND !PEEC, WEAThER, AhC llEHl ATlE~lATICI\ 
NAI'IE CCEAI\CGI<AFHC SERVICES ERANCh• C761 PHCNE 1\L~BER 2C2 634 75CC 
INSTITLTICN CF AEEI\CY NATJCNAL CCEANIJERAFHIC DATA CE~lER 
HHET HHIHSnccc 
CITY ~AHINGTCN 
STillE CISHHT Cf CGLLf'II!IA liP CCCE 2C2~5 
filE litH 
GENE~Al GEOGRAPHIC AREA 
teS TR HT 
NAPlS 1t-l344 AlL~NTIC COASTAL EXPERI~E~T L~s~~ C.C~STAL AlLA~TIC CCEJ~ 




















FILE ~tfE NAPIS 7t-14C2 FI~ RCT PRCGRAM 
GENE~AL GECG~~PHIC AREA ~C~l~ AllA~TIC, U.S., CCASTAL, N.Y. 8IG~T 
•ESTRACT THE OeJECli\E Of THIS P~CGR~M ~AS fC STUDY THE 
BlOLC~JCAl CONCITIC~ Cf CISEASEC FINS CF FISH. THE SAMPLING ANt DATA 
CCLLECTION TOOK PLACE FRCf FEERU~RY, 1~13 TH~OUGH (f(EMBER, 197! I~ THE 
NORTtEASTERN UNITEC SlATES. SCME Cf ltE PAPAMETERS MEASURED kERE AIR AND WATER 
TE~PE~tlURE, S•LINJTY, hEATHE~, SPECIES OETERMINATICN OF PELAGIC FISH, COUNT 
Cf PEUGIC FISt-, BICLCGICAL CCNDITICN Of PELAGIC FISH, I'ERISllC MEASUREMENT IN 
PELAGIC FISH, ANC LE~GlH CF FELAGIC FISH. ~CT All CF TtE STATIONS kERE SAMPLED 
FCR lt-E s•~f FARAMEJERS. 
NAME 
FHC~E llli'EH 






202 634 1500 
N~liC~AL CCEA~CGR~PHIC 
NCAJ IECS INCCC 
IIHt-liiGHN 
0151RICT OF CCLL~BIA 
tH~ CEHER 
FILE N'~E ~AFIS 76-1613 NATICNAL CCEAN SURVf~ TIDAL 
lNFO~UllC~ 
GENERAL GECGUPtllC ARfA NUlt i!lUNTIC. u.s., CCASUL, CHEASAPEIIKE BAY 
ABSTRACT 1HI5 FILE CC~TAIIIS WATER LEVEL ME~SvREME~TS TAKEN 
EVERt HALf I-CUR IN CHASAPEAKE I!AY FROft JANUARY 1t 1912 THROUG~ JlJNE 30, 1974 
£Y TtE AAllCNAL CCEAN ~U~VEY. 
NAI'E CCEHCGRAPHIC SU\ICE5 I!RMICicr 1:761 
Pt!CNE IIU,.EE~ t02 t34 1HC 
lNSTITUllCN CR AGE~CY NATlCIIAl CCEANOGRAPHlC CATA CENTER 
~TRfET NCAtJEDS/IICtC 
CITY ~tStiN~TON 
SUlE I:JSliHO Cf COLLI'£1A 
llf COtE 20235 
FILE NA~E NASA SKYLAB: APPLICATION Of SKYLAB IN THE STUDY Of 
COASTAL fRCC~CliVIl' AREAS 
GENE~Al GECCF,PHIC AFE~ u.s., COASTAL, NCRTh ATLANTIC• ASSATEAGlJE ISLAND 
•BSTRACT PROJECT TO CCRRELATE CHLCRCP~YLL A~O PhVTOPLA~KTON 
CO~Cf~T~~llCNS TC ~EMCTE SE~SING TEC~~l,LES. REMOTE SENSING ~~~~ THE USE OF 
SKYlA~ 2 lh COCPERATION ~llh ~A~A LANGL' 
NAME HARCLC G. ~tRSH~ll 
Ft-CI\E ~UHEP fC-4-~SS-fCCC 
INSllllliCI\ CR AGEI\C' CLC CC~I~l(ll U~JVERSITY 
STFEET CEPT Of BICLCG1C'L SCIENCES 
(11~ ~C~fCL~ 
Sl.lE \I~GliiiA 
.liP CO[E .<3!:Cf. 
3Hl 
filE 1\~,.f ~ATURAL G 
r:E•·ERAL "EOG"APHJC ·AM" A RACIAl ION Of OEEP SEA CORES ~ " ~ ~ AREA ~C~LC~IOE CCEt~ 
•eSTR,CT THE CEEP 5EA DRILLING PRCJECT AT SC~IFFS 
INSTITLTICN Of CCEAIICGRAf~Y IS JfflLIAlEC ~llt THE JCI~T OCEANCGRAPHIC INSTITUTID~S FCR CEEf £AFT• SAMPLIN~ (JOIDES). DSCP HAS TAKEN GECLCGICAL AIID 'ECPt~SICAL DATA FRO,. THE DRILLING SHIP GLC~A~ CtAllE~GER AT 3€3 SITES OVER l~E ~CRLC CCEA~S. CRIGINAL DA1J FR(M TtE P~CJECT ARE i~CEXEC ANC AMC~IVED BY 
UE .lliFCRfoi.AliU HAHLIH (;~Clf'. CEUJLS (f ltl£ PROCfSHNG ANC RETR IEIIAL MET~O£S ~~~[ CAPABILITIES ARE OlTli~ED IN A SERIES Cf NCTES A~AILABLE FROM THE 
GROUP. EAC~ T~PE CF CATA CBTAINEC CURl~(; TtE PROJECT IS ~AINTAINEC AS A . 
SEFAPATE FILE. ltE ~-lU~AL GA~Mt ~AtiATIC~ CF ~ANY CCRE SECTIONS hAS MEASURED ~CUTJNELY CLRIAG l~E EARL' PhASE CF ThE P~CJECT. RESlllS ARE REPORTED JN 
CCLNlS PER 3 I~C~E! CF CCRE FE~ 1.25 ~l~lJTES. 
~A~E CCOPCINATI~f STAfF SCIENli(T 
FHCM: flUSH 714 452 3526 ~ 









fiLE NA~E NATU~Al lclSTCRt OF CCYPOCE QLADRATA ~ITt CCMPA~ATIVE INIIESTIGATIO~S OF (C,PCOE CE~ATCPHTHAL~A AfiD CCYPCCE CCRCIMANA 




't. UHI'PT IS 
UME 
CCMFARISO~S HAVE fEEN MADE Cf RELATED BEHA~IOR IN 
CF THE GENlS CCYFCCE 'UACRAT' FROM CEL~~~RE A~C CERATOPHTHALMA 
FFC~ ~LSTRALIA. CIFfERfNCES IN .BEHAVIOR PATTERNS ARE ~OlEO AND ~~C£ Tt REL~TE T•ESE TO ~ARJCUS ASFECTS CF THE Ea~IRCN~E~l. 
fHCU t.lJf'EH 
INSliTUllCN Cl< AGENC~ 
CIT'f 
INlEFLieFAFl LCAII 
3C..i! 131! ~:oi3t 
ONI~fRSITV Cf CELA~ARE, MCRRIS LISRARY 
Nfh~RI< 
nne 
liP CCCE CHAII~H 1<J711 
319 
F HE UJI'E 1\ATUilAL RESCURCE INVENTOR 'I OF MIDDLE Rl.ll STUDY 
~Ill~. ~Ek CASTLE CCL~TY, CELA~A~E 
GEf\HAl HCGUFHJC AllU 1\0HH ~~ERICA, t!.S., COASTAl, DELAkARE, NEll CASTLE 
CCLNTl, PilE CREEl, ~lOOLE RLa 
~fSUHT TH liATER CHMISTil'l• Pti'ISICAL AND BIOlOGICAL 
PARAMETERS COGEIIT TC A II.ITUilAl IIESCLRCES ll\\IEIITCRY Cf lt>E MIDDLE RUN STUDY 
lREA Jfi 1\'EI\ CASTlE CCU.TY, OEUitiii!E WERE SlH<VUEO IN 1975 AT S STATICNS. lHE 
P.ARAHHFS MEASUFH 11'4 2 SURVEYS INCLIJCE STRE~M FLOit, TEMPERAlllRE, 
CCtitlCTJHTY 11 Ptir CISSClltEC £XYGEII't CJSSU\IEC SOtiCSt 1-ARONESSr AMMONIA, 
NHUTE, ft<CSPI-iHE, AIJELO,Iil Nlli<CGU.r CCLlfCRMSt COUNTS AND SPECIES Of 
.AQUATtC JN\ERTEERATfSt A~PiiiBl~N!, REPlllE5 ~NO 'A~M~L5. 
~~~~ JAt~ ~C tC~~~C~ 
FIIOI'iE 1\lJMfER .as t~i SCCC 
JNSTITUTIC~ CR AGE~CY J'C~ ~C CCR~JCK A~C ASSO~IATESt I~C. 
~TREET 511 CtO lA~CASTEI< ~CAt 
CITY eERW)N 
HATE FU.MYLIIANU 
llF CCCf lS31~ 
FILE U~E NE 35 SUTIGI\S 
GHUAL GECGUFHJC AREA f\O~U AMERJC~, U.S,.. NEr. ~CRK, GI<E~T LIIHS 
AI!STUCT MAXII'\Ufo' TEMPERAH;RE, MINIMLM TEI'IPERATLRE A~O 
PRECIPITAllON OATA COLLECTED ~~ 57 STAHO~S UROLGI-!Gl.T NEii YCRI< SHTE COVEIUNG 
THE FE~J(O 1926-1956. 
UH 
FiiCU HI' Efli 





CR. EERNARO E. OET~IER 
. 601 i~6 3(3~ 
CCRNfll UI\1\ERSITY 




FILE N~fo'E f\Et<TC~ SllCIES tf lliE C~PE FEAR AREA, N.C. 
Gfi\Eilill GECHAPHIC ARU NORTI'i AllAtiliCt COASTAL, U.S., NORTI'i CAROLINA, CAPE 
FEAR 
AI!STI<ACT A TltC YEAR STUO'V OF TtiE CAFE fEAR IU\IER ESTUARY AND 
CCEAf\ CFF CAl<. lSLAHh t.CI<lti UFtllNA I\ AS CUCUCTEIJ • .HltY I ~CLUDEO 
ESUeLISifiiENl. CF HE I!~GttiTUtE ~NC IHHRSin CF THE NEKlOI\ AND ESTA8LISHING 
EN111RGM~EN1Al CRITERIA HR THEIR .Httt.;CllllllY. lt\ll<lY-HC SPECIES INERE 
CCllECTEC UCM liiiEIITY-CNE SAfwPLI~G SHTICNS, CCUNTEO AND KE\'EO. THE \lAST 
M~JCFJTY CF SPECIES COLLECTED ~EPE Jl\IENILES. 
1\AIIE E.J. CCFUIIH 
HCNE HIIEEI< SIS 131 .HH 
lNSTITLTICN Ci< IIGE~C'I NCRT~ CARCLINA SlATE UNl~ERSll~ 
CITY R~LEIG~ 
STATE NORT~ CIIROlJ~A 
ZIP COCE 27tC7 
. fiLE NJ.ME NEOFUSI< IN WVA AFENARH 
GENER~l GEGGRAP~IC J.FE~ NCRTt III<ERJCA, L.S., MAINE TO NEii JERSEY, COASTAL 
AB5TRACT SINCE 1'575, OR. SAIJL a. SAllA AT TliE UNIVERSITY OF 
RtCOE lSLIINt•S NA~RAGANSETl BA'V CAMPUS• NARRAGANSETT, RHODE lSLIINC C2882, HAS 
BfEN C6SER\IING NEOFLIISM IN MWA ~RENA~IA CSCFl-SHELlft CLAMJ. NINE SITES FRCM 
COASTAL fi.AHE TC NEli JEI<SE\' hERE CtiCS£1\ BY THE OEGiiEE Cf EIWIRONMENUl STRESS 
PRESENT. THESE FDLLUTEC, MCCERATELY, AND hlttlY PCLLUlEO STATIC~S AFE VISITED 
Al QUARlERl) 11\lERVAlS .• fARHETEilS MEASUPH INCLUDE: CCUI'il, SPECieS AND SEX 
OETERf'INATICtlt lENCill',, IIET ~Nl SHlCI<fD IIIEHH, ANll fi!Oilft;OP'ETRIC MEASiiREMENT Of 
BEI\Tt!JC AI!UALS,. USTCU::GlCR SliCES Of D!~EASE!J ClAI'!S, AND SlCREO TISSlJE CF 
NEOPLASTIC CLA~S A~E A\AilABLE. l~E D~TA ARE STORED C~ flt~Ct<EC CARDS. l CARD 
f(R f'CI- OF lt;E ),fCC CLA~S 5TllliEC !C fAR. 
t\JME DR. SALL e. S~ILA 
PHChE Nlfo'£E~ ~Cl 792 6239 
INSTITt!TICN CR AGEl\(; 'I U~I\ERH n CF i<t<CCE ISI.Ht 
STREET N'RRAGANSEll BAY CAMPUS, MARINE BUILOING 
CIT~ ~·~~AGA~SETT 
STilE RhCCE ISlA~O 
2IF ecce o~ss~ 
filE NAME t\ESl HlE SflECliGl\, f'ICRCEIIVJRCNfiEI\T MD PRECATICN 
CF YELLCWJICKET ~~~~SFS, VESPllA MACiillfRCNS CBLYSSOI'iJ, IHYMENCP1ERA 1 VESPIOAEJ II\ A CECJDUCUS CELA~A~E kCCCLCT 
GEl\E~Al GECGFAFHJC A~£A l\CFTt ~fo'ERIC,, L.S., OElAitARE, 1\EW CASTLE CCUNTW 
ABST~ACT PRESENTED IN REP(Rl FORM A~E DATA CCLlECTft CURING 
FJEU SlUCJES C(j~j(:tiCTEC H A UCIOUCUS CEUioARE IIICOCLC1 OUR lNG 196~ AND l96t 
CN TI-E ECOlCGY OF Tt<.E YELLOkJAC¥Elt VES FULA MACULIFRC~5. EM PH AS I ZED t RE 
FACTCRS AS~OCl~TED ~ITt ~EST SITE SELECTJO~, ~GRTALJT'V FACTORS ASSOCIATED ~lTH 
.U11'iUH YELLtWJACJIET WASP PCPlLHICN LEVELS At.D NEST MICI<CEN\IlllOt<MENT. 
NAME MCRRI! LIBRAR'I 
FHCt.E ~U~EE~ 302 l3S 2455 
JNS1I1L1101\ CR AGf~C' L~l~fRSilY CF CElA~ARE 
CITY NEhARK 
~TAlE CEtt~~PE 
21F (O[f 1~111 
FILE t.HE 
GENERAL GfCERAPHIC. AREA 
ISLIIH 
3.21 
NESliN~ CENSITIES Cf ~Ati~G BIRCS 0~ SPCIL ~REAS . 
~C~lH A~ERlCAo l.S., ~Ek JERSEY, COASTAL, COwPENS 
ABSTRACT IIEHLTS Cf IIESli~G TRMSHTS CN CCWHIIS ISLAND 
RCCKHY IS J<EPUTEC .. TH lRA~SfCT Sl.RH~S REPCRT t.UfiBERS CF NESTS FCIJ~D FOR 
GRH 1 HR ElS 1 SNnn EGI<ETS t EltCI<-(RCkiiH I\ I HIT t-Ell Ct. t lITTlE HUE HHON, 
GLOSSY IBI~, TRI-CCLORE£ tEFCII. ALSO, EXTRAPCL~TIOIIS ARE PERFORMED TC ESTIMATE 
TCTAL ~U~EERS CF NESTS FCF EACt SPECIES CN ttWPEIIS ISLAND. A STATICN OR 
TRANSECT RANGEC FRC~ 20C 10 3CC YAROS Ill LEIIGTH At.O 6 TC 12 YAROS IN WIDTh. 




INSliTlTICN CR AGEt.CY 






GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC ~REA 
HU 
PRI~CIPAL FIStE~lES BICLCEIST 
~()'> 292 ~6t6 
~E~ JERSEY [fPAPT~ENT Of ENVIRONMENTAl PROTECTION 
~hELLflSHE~IES. E~REAU OF ~ILOLIFE MANAGEMENT 




NESTING SLR~EV IN CEDAR RLN STUO~ AFE~ 
~C~TH AMERIC~t L.S., ~EM JE~SEY, CECAR RU~ STUDY 
ABS lRACl NEST HARCt:ES liERE MAOE Ill JII~E MARSH VEGETATION 
TYPES 011 T~f CECAR Rlt. STUOY A~EA. A TCTAL OF 14' NESTS hERE LCCATEO IN 100 
ONE-tALF ACRE SEARCH AREAS. 
1\A~£ PRliiCIPAL FIS~ERIES BIOLOGIST 
PHCNf Jlli'BER 6C9 2'i2 6~8E 
INSTITLTICN OR ~GEIICY NEh JERSEY CEPARl~ENT Of EIIVIRCIIMENTAL PRCTECTICN 
OIVI!ION CF FISH, G~~E ~II[ SHELLFIStfRIESt BUREAU CF liiLCLIFE ~ANAEEMENT 
STREET P.C. BC) lSC'i 
CITY lRflllCII 
STATE Nfh JfRSEl 
ZIP CCCE (8152~ 
FILE IIA~E ~EL1FAL12ATICN EXPERI~E~T! 
GE~EFIL tf((f~FtlC A~E# NG~T~ ~~E~JCA, l.S., NEk JER5E,, CA"DEN CCUNT~ 
t8S1RACT TkC tCIC F(h[S (~ THE kiNSLCh TRACT, CA~OEN CCU~TY, 
NEii JEI<SEY, WERE USEC H. ~ STUI:Y CONDliClE!J FRO~ AP~ ll 1965 ThRCUGH M~RCH 1970 
TO IN~ESTIGATE T~E FEASIBILIT~ tf It.CFE,SIN' THE PH AND ALKALI~ITY OF ACID 
FONOS THROliG~ APFLICATIC~ CF H~CF~TEC LIME 'NC TtEN MAINl~INING THESE LEVELS 
BY AFPLYING CRLS~EC LI~ESlC~E tS REQUJI<Et. hAlER QlALIT~ PARA~ETERS khiCH ~ERE 
MfAStREt CLRING lHE !TlC' IIIClliDEO TEMFEFAlt~Et tiSSCLVEt OXYGEN GAS ~NO 
CARBO~ CICaJOE (AS, AL~~LI~JlV, J~[ Ft. 
HIME PRIIICIPAL FISHEFIES BICtCGISl 
Pi'CIIE fll~EEF 2Cl 23E 2313 
INSTITUTICN OR AGENC' ~Eh JERSEl DEFAFT~ENT OF EIIVIRCIIMEIITAL FRCTECTJCI\, 
Dl~I~ICN Cf Fl~~. GA~E, ANC SHELLFIS~E~IfSt ElREAl. OF FISHERIES 
STREET FRE!H~AlER FISHERIES LAECR~lC~Y 
CIT~ LEEAIIC~ 
~TATE ~f· JERSEY 
ziF ecce csE33 
fiLE ~~I'E 
GENER~l GECER~FhlC A~EA 
CClNH 
1\'Eh CASTLE CCU~T~ "'ATUR'L AREAS STUCY 
~CRTH AMERICA, C0~5TAL, U.S., DELAWARE, IIEh CASTlE 
AfST~A(l ThiS fiLE CC~TAJ~S THE fiELC SLRVE~ CATA FCR 61 
SEFAFATE NtTURIL AFE' LCCATE[ WITHIII ~EW CASTLE COLNTY DELAWARE TtE DATA TAKEN 
FI<OII 5EPlHI!ER 1974 lilllll JUliE 191.5 It1CLUCE5 INFORMATION CN VEGETATHit. TVPES, 
SOIL TYFES, RCCK FC~~ATICt., WEGETATJC~ AGE A~D SIZEt SICTA AND FAUNA FRESENCE 
IN EACH AREA, A~D SIZE AIIC SPECIES tAlA IN PARTICULAR CN FERNS. A 
CUSS If ICH lOti Cf UCh ARE~ IS MACE BASED CN lHE ABO WE li STEC CATA. EACH 
SLR~E~ ARE~ ~AS PRCFILED LSING lOC FOCI DIA~ETER TEST AREAS F~CI' GRCUNO TO 
TREE CA~CP' lE\EL. 
f1 A tiE 
fHH IIHefF 













NEw CHRCH -CAK Hill Pli\E tlAPK BEETLE STUDY. :~~~ ~~~fl :ECGUftilC H H 1\0ilH .tilER I CA., u .. s .. , II JRtilNlA, OAK 1-\Ill~ 1\Eii CHURCH 
AtJS TRACT fii SS lOt. WC4~, fliGI\101-. .IIIAS ACCOMPL ISHet CN MARCH 
5 1S71 UllliZit.G ~ liAllCPS fllG~T CENTER LEASED HELICCPTER ECUIPFEO WITH 
FOUR T-h AERIAl I'AfPING Uf!EPAS Ill CCOFEPHICN lill" TH INSECT AND DISEASE 
INIIE~TlGJllJOf\S BllAIICii Cf lH 1/lRGINU tEPAinMENT Of CONSERIIAllON AND ECONOMIC 
CEIIELOFMENT .. TliE OBJECTIVE Cf THE FLIGM WAS 10 DEJECT Plt!E BARK BEEllE 
INfESUTHlt. CF PJNE TREES 11\l TtE 1\EII CJ,liRCf< TC OM< liAtl AREA Of 'II.IRGINIA .. 
Ufl E IUCU El CONGER 





CI-HI!PEAKE UY E«JlOGJCAl PRCG~AM Orf-~­
\oAllCPS I SLAIID 
V IP€11\IA 
23337 
fiLE 1\Hf NEW JERSU SPC~lS CCMPlE) MCtHlCRING REPORTS 
GENERAl GECGR~F~IC ARfA ~C~ll- ~MERIC~. ~.s., COAST~l, NEW JERSEY, 
AB~~~:gs~CK, uPPER AI\D UJH\~~~R;~l~R~~~TAIIIS THE fo'.CIITiiLY ENV IRONMfNTAL 
MCNilCRING CATA fOR TH I'ARSH LAI'-05 ECI<OERING CN ltif ~FPER A~~y L;~~=T~E~~;~LEX CREEK hEAR HACKENSACK, NE~ HERSEY It. THE AREA Cf T~E NEk JER 
(ITE THE [AlA TA~Et. SI~CE ~AFCt 1973 INCLUDES: TICAL •EIGHT, TLRBIOITYt Pli, TE~PERATURE, oissotvEo c~vGEtt, FLtATJNG sotics, SlSFE~oeo scttos, cotcR, tiL 
AND GREA5Et RAINFAll, ~EA~Y ~1\t TR,CE ~ETALS, SALIIIITY, NITRATE, NITRITE, 
A,.fo'C~lAt TCTAL f~C5ftORU5 l!t.C FECAL CCliFO~M .. 
NAflf JAC~ •c CCRI'ICK 
PtlCH MUEII as ~41 9CCC 
lNSTITlTHlN CR AGHC'I JI!CI< ~C CCRI'ICII Ht ASSCCUTESo IIIC. 
STREET ~11 CLO LANCASTER RCAO 
CIT~ EERkY~ 
STlTE PE~N!Yt\ANIA 
lH CHE 1931.2 
FILE hAME t.Eh JERSE' STATE llR PCLL"TJCt. CCNTRCl CC~TINUOUS AIR I'CNITC~JNG AETkC~K 
GE~ERAL GECG~APHIC A~EA NC~l~ A~E~ICA, L.s •• AEh JERSEY 
AESTRACT ~2 AIR ~GNITCRING SITES HA~E ENCOMPASSED ThE NEk JE~SE:Y CONliMJCtiS AIR fi.OHTCI<UG t!ElhCI<Jii SIHE 196~. A I<EFOilT OF HfE MEASU~EtE~lS Gf AI~ FCllLTJ~lS ARE PRII'ITEC EACH MCNTH All£ ARE ALSO STCREO AT 
HiE Effl CE~TRAL COflflllER IN MPTH CARClltiA. THE COHII\IJOliS AIR MGNITCilS THAT A~E SlATICf\ED IN TUILEPS JI<E lCCATEC lt. StYCtiN.E CAMCEN, NEWARK, ELIZABETH AIIIO ~HC~A .. THE A II< MU. JTCRS TtAl ARE SJATICNED PERMANENll Y ARE lOCATE.C IN AtiCCRA, ~SElJPV PARK, ATLA~TIC CIT~. SLRLINGTCN• CJlfltEN, ~lil~llETHt FREEI-CLD, 
HACK£1\SAC!<• JE~liE'I ClTY, I'CRHSiChNo fliHRSCN, PAli!..SilCRC, PE!\NS GROVE, PERTH 
Ai'!BCV, PlULL!f~fl~G. S(MER\I!L!.E; HII.S F.::VEII AtiC TIHNiOi\. 
l'IAIH ~Ef\ICR EN~UONl"EIIHL SFECULISTS 
FHCNE NU~EE~ 609 29i t1~3 
INSlllliliOt> CR AGE!ICV Mh JEI<SEY lllREAU CF AIR POllUTION CCNTROl 
STREET l'eCR AND IIICUSTR' BUILCING 
CITY T~E~lC~ 
STAT£ NE~ JERSEY 
Zlf CCCf 0€6~5 
FILE #'IAI'f t<'Eh SPECIES CESCPIFTIONS Cf MOf>IOGENU, CIGH.EA, C£SJOC.A, 1\UATCCA, IN PRCI:IlESS 
GENERAL GEOGRAP~IC AllEA ~ORT~hfST ATLAI\lJC OCEANo ~ltSON CA~YCN AESTR~(T NEk SPECIES DESCRIFTICNS CF ~CNCGENEA, CIGENEA, 
CfSTCtA, J!NC f\Ef'ATCCES PESll lEt fi<CM S~MPLINE CF HUDSCI\ CAIIYCN, 1\0~ThiiEST 
AllAIITJC CCE~I\ CURJI\G T~E FALL CF 19i3 TC AFRJL 1916. PARAMETERS ~E,SlJRED 
INCLUDE: SFECIES DETERMINATION CF PARA~ITES, PELAGIC FISH, Af\t SENlMIC 
J!NifiALS; CCLIIT Cf FHASJTES, PELAGIC flS"' Al\1: BENTMC Al\JIIALS; lENGTH Of P~RA~ITESo MCRFhCMETRIC ~EASUREMENT OF PARA!llES, AND !AMPLE CF PARASITES. 
DHA WERE COLLECTED ll't DR,. RCt\JlC '· CAMPI!Hl, BICLCGY CEPARTMEI\T, 
SOlTHEASHRI\ MAS SJ!CHSETTS UN J\IERS ITY, NCRH DARTIWlTii, MAS SAC HLSETTS 0274 h 
Alit ARE AVAILABLE 111 PlBll!hEC FCR~. 
NAME CR. RC:~ALC A. CAMFEELl 
FtONE ~LMEER 611 ~91 ~321 
INSTITLTIC~ CP J!Gf~CY SCUThEASTER~ ~ASSACHUSETTS UNI~ERSIT~ 
SJREET Clt HSTPUT FCIC 
CITY NC~Tt D~RTMClTH ~TATE ~ASSAChU~ElTS 
liP COt£ C2Hi 
325 
FILE ~A~E NEh ~[~~ ElG~T tPEX 
GENERAl GEOGRAPhiC AREA NC~TH A~ERI(A, L.S., NE~ YCRK STATE, NElli VCRK CITY, 
~-'· El~HT 1 CCASlAL HSlllACT THE ARIIY CCRF OF Ef\GIIIEER~ CCt.OlCTEt CEPTti 
MEASL~ffiH lS 111 TI-E liE Ill Hili<. E U:rT H~ NCAt .. THE PPOJECT AREA EXTENDS FROM 
lthER NEk YCRK EAY• StlTH TC 4C CEG 1 11 ~IN f\ORTH. ThE EASTERN BCLNOA~Y liMIT 
IS 13 CE<:t 40 MIN IllEST. HIS,..IC Alit SIDE-SUN SCII~R DHA kAS AlSC COllECTEC. 
1\IIH , ..... I'USZAK 
FHCIIE NlMBEil 212 U4 CI8C 
JNSTITlTJCI\ CF AGENC1 ARM\ CCRP Of ENGINEERS 
STREET 26 FEDERAl HAlA 
CIT~ NEk YCRK 
5TIITE NEW YCRK 
liP ecce Hen 
FILE 1\AI'E NElli YORK 616"1 SEDIMENT 5URVEY 
GE~ERAL GECGFAfriC AREA IIC~TH A~E~ICA, U.S., NEW ~ORK, N.Y. BIGHT~ COASTAl 
HSlFA(T THE liE. YCRK BIGhT SEDIIHNl SURVEY OF JAI\liiiRY 7, 
1S74 ~~5 A R~PlC RECC!IlSS~hCE Cf T~E PE~lC~ IN ORCER TO DETERMINE THE 
f(lTEUUl FOllUllOt fRCBLEI'S. THIRTEEII STATIONS hERE SAfo\PlEC FRGM I!HCH TCUL 
ANC fECAl COLIFORM CCl~TS kERE I'ADE. ~~TER SAMPLES ~ERE AlSO COLLECTEC AS PART 
Cf THE SECII'E~T !AtfLE CCLLECTIC~. T~E SAMPlES WERE ~~ALYZEO BY THE NEW YOR~ 
tEfARTMfNT Of Eh\lRCNMENl'l CC~SER\AlltN. 
NAME GECRGE C. ~E~E~ 
PHC~t N~fff~ 212 ~t5 5C51 











GENERAL ~EOGRAPhiC AREA 
YUK t-AIIECR 
326 
NEW YCRK HA~fDR ANNUAl !LR,EY 
~C~ll' AMERICA, l.s •• NE~ YCRK, ~EW YO~K CITY, NE~ 
AB!TRACT CEP~InMENl CF lUTER RESCUI<CES HAS MCNilCRED THE 
kATER QUAliT' tf NEw ~OR~ HARBCI< SINCi l~CS. THERE ARE 44 STAT10~5 I~ THE 
NETWCR~ ANt THE PERIOD (f SAfo\FliNG USUALL~ E)TENOS FRC~ JU~E 1ST TC SEPTEMEER 
15TH. THE FARA"ETE~S OETER~INED ~~ T~E SUR~EY ARE SALJNITW, TE~PERATLRE, 
IHSSCLVH CJCYGEN, tHOCHMICAl O~YGEII OEIIANO, IINO COllFO~M BACTERIA. HTHGCS Of 
~EIISLREME~l MA\E CI'A~GED TtRCL'H THE YEA~S. AII~UAl REPORTS ARE AVAllAElE FRCM 
19!0 lC lHE PRESENT. 5TATJCNS ARE SA~PLEC (~CE EjlCt- WEEX EXCEPT FOR S STATICNS 
WHICH A~E SA~PlED TWICE EACH kEEK. l~O !A~FlES ARE CCllECTEO FRCM fjl(H STAJCN. 




INSTillTI£N D~ AGE~C~ 
PCllllJCN CC~TRCl 




~R. kllliA~ ·Fl<ESSM.tN 
2U 9~f 7!CC 
CEPl Cf WATER RESOURCES. EPA BUREAU Of WATER 




FILE NA .. E NEW ~CRK STATE ERGHON AND SEOI~ENT INIIENTCI<Y 
GE~E~Al GECG~AfHIC AFEt ~C~l~ AMEI<ICA, U.S., NEw YORK (All CCUNliESI 
AfSTPA(l RECOGNIZI~G THE ~EEO FCR fACTUIIl INFCR,..ATIC~ ABCUT 
ERCSIC. AN[ SECI~E~lAllCII lN PlAN~ I~( fCR. ThE FUTURE, THIS STUDY REVEALS SCIL 
ERCSICN AND SECI~EftTAliON lllf(R~ATICN FCR USE B~ LOCAL SOil CCIISERVATION 
DISTRICTS, OlHER GCVERIIMENlAl 'GE~CIES, A~C l~TE~ESlEC PESEARCtES. SOil lCSS 










STATE RESOLRCE. CC~SER~ATIC~IST 
315 413 H3C 
LS DEPARTJ!ENT Cf AGRICUllLREr SCIL CONSERVATICN 




FilE IIH E 1\EW YORK SUTE fRESHWATER hE llANOS IN'wENlCR'V (iENERAl GEOGRAPHIC AREA t.OnH .AfiERIC.A, HITEC SUHS, NEW YC:RK STtTE 
.AfSlRACT THE NEk YORK STATE fRESthATER ~ETlA~OS INVENTORY 
CCNTAINS fiAfS Al\0 OH.A H All UE loETUt•WS Ift NEW YCJlK SlATE THAT ARE lARGER 
lHAN"CNE FIFTH HECTAflE. f.ARAfiETERS lNCllDE lANO USE, VEGETATICN CD~ER TYPES 
AND AEI<Hl PHDTOGUPI-Y. WETUNCS ARE: WET 1\EA00\11,. flOCCED OE)ICIOIHS TR€ES, 
DEAD FlOODED TREES• flCGOEO SHFUES, EMERCEt.TS, O~AJNEO fiUCKLANC, ~EVE~TEO 
DRAINED MUC~LA,t, FLCAllNC VEGETA1JCN1 OPEN WATERw LPLANO BODY, MATTEO 
VEEETITJOt., ANt flCCOEC CONIFER TREE!. 
NAME fiR. ERIC FFIEO 
fnCNE iliifo!Hi< SH 4~1 4Hi 
INSliTUTICN CR AGEIICY NEW WCRK ST~TE CEFT. CF ENVIRCN~ENT~l CCNSERVATION 
STREET GA,E fAR~ RCAt 
'CITY tElfo.AR 
HHE Hli \'CIIIC 
2 IF. COCE 1:2.2 Ct 
f llE N~I'E hfN YCRI< STillE t;NIVERSITY - ~ESl:llS CF A SERIES Of 
~ETEfDLb~ICAl CBSEF\AliD~! 
GE~E~Al GECG~~F~IC·~Ffl 1\CFT~ A~ERIC.A, t:.s., NEW YORI< 
,BSTII~Cl 
NEii 'fCIII< AilE 
HFOI<Ht ARE 
IIAH 
fiETECRCLCHCAl C£SERIIATlUS fiAtE AT 36 STATIONS IN 
RHC.RTEC IN 2 ~ClliHS CC~HHG HE YEARS ta:t6 TO 18t3. PARAMETERS 
TEMPEUnREt PRESSlREt IIHNil. CLOl<OINESS, AfiD PRECIPITATICN. 
FtiCNf Ill .. ~fER 





t•IEft Al.CSFtE~IC SCIENCE& liBRARY 
301 421 HCC 
1\C~At ENVIRONMENTAL DATA SERVICE 
EOtC l3U ST. 
UL \IER SPR II\G 
IIA~'IlAM) 
.HSlO 
flU t.o!H NITilATE CCNTAI'IUTlfJN Of TtiE. WATER-TABlE A(;UIFER IN 
tEl~~tRE , 
GENER~l GEGI1UPI1IC JR EA NCiiH Af'Eil JCAt U.S., tElAWAREt MOORES LAI<E ( t<ENT 
CClNlYJ AND POillER-IiCCDS RCAtS (~E~ CASTLE CCL~TYJ 
AESlRACT tAlA CN TU NITil~TE CONCEI\lRATICN Al\0 SPECIFIC 
CCNtLCT~NCE Cf G~ClNOW~TER IN llit tlFFERE~T GEClCGIC~l lCCALITIES, 
PCRTEF-~OCOS I<OOS <IF EA. HW CJ!Sll E CCI.I\TY ,,_t MCOI<ES LAKE A~E.e, KENT COUNTY, 
CCllECTEt FFDM AOG~ST, 1~71 TO MAY 1 1~12 ARE PRE!EI\lEO IN REPORT FCR~. 
PROBlEMS CF GROLNDkATER CU.lAHMTICN B't l'illRATES, E5PECIALLY It; SUBU~BAI\ 
AREAS, Al\0 F~E~EI\Tl\E ~E#SU~ES 'FE ClSCLSSEt. 
,_,I'E J.C. MIUH 
FHH HHU 302 BE 2!6S 
lNSliTUTICN CR AGENC't tEL~~AilE GfG~CGIC~l SURVEWe U~IVERSITY Of CELAWARE 
CIT~ ~EiiJRK 
SlATE DEL.A~AFE 
liP CCU Hill 
328 
FJlE ~~~E IIITROGEN FERTILIZATION Of llRf 
GENERAl GEOGRAPHIC AREA "CiiTH AMERICA, t.s., OElAkAFE. 1\EW CASTlE CCUNTY 
'BST~ACT PRESENTED IN REFCRT FORM ARE DATA CCLLECTEO DURING 
AN 11\'\ESTIGATIU: CCI\DUCTEC IN CELHARE FROfo 1960 lC 1<;61 CN THE RESPONSE Of 
ESTAELJS~Et l~WI\ TUFF TC ~JTE A"O TI~E OF APPLICATION CF SEVER~l NITROGEN 








I'ORR IS llBilAil't 
302 738 245~ 




flU NAfoE t.Cjil Etii/1~01\MENUL SUC'I DJ!U 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA NCRlH All~t.TIC t~t ~CRT~ FJ!CiflC ANC GULF OF MEXICO 
J!ESTR.ACT A StRIES Cf 600YS A~CHCREO II\ THE G"lf OF ~EXICC, 
ALCN(; t•E J!TLAIIllC CCAST Of THE U.S. AIIO AlC~G THE Al~SK~II PACIFIC C0.4ST. THEY 
A~E P:~T CF A .ElW(PK FOF T.E ~All(N~l WEAThER SERVICE. EACH BUOY iS 
INTEilliOGATEt 1!'1 RJ!CJC EVER't 3 11ClRS Hili EACH Cf ITS fARAI'ETEflS llllh TH 
CAPABiliTY Cf IIITEI<POGAUCh AT lilY TIME. IIETECROL1:GICAl DATA IS ARCIHHO AT 
THE ~ATIC~J!l CllMAllC CEI\lER. J!ll DATA FROI BUGYS hlTH CCEANCGiiAPHIC SENSOilS 
GCES lC fiOCC llllTl< CCFIES GF MET tAlA TO ASHVILLE. PRJNTOl.TS ARE AVAilABLE IN 
ORIGINA1CRS FOilMAT OR IN A S1A~CARCI2E[ 1\Q[C FCRMAT. lC CJ!TE EBOl IS AT 
36(3CJI\ 73(30)k, EB02 AT ~7(30)~, 8S(CO)W0 EBC3 Al S5(541N, 147(54111, E8i0 AT 
27C3ClN E810CJ• AI\D EB12 J!T ~6(CCtt. S4lCCI~. 
IIJ!ME CCEA~DGRAFHIC SEFVJCES BI<Af1Ch 1 C761 
FhtNE t.U~E£R 2C~ t31i 1~CC 
INSliTLT!C~ CP 'GEIICY NATIC~'l CCE~~OGRAPHIC tAlA CENTER 
STREET NCAAIEDS/~CCC 
CllY k'StiNGTON 
STAlE ClSlJl(T CF COll~fJA 
21f (Otf ~023~ 
.FILE ~~~E fiC~-C~NSUMPTlVE hATERFOiil ~C~TAliTY SURVEY, 111-4 
GEI\EPAL GECSRAPHIC AREA ~OATH ATlANTIC, CO.STJ!L 1 u.s., CHESAPEAKE EAY, 
fASTER~ SURE 
~EST~ACT FR(~ JAN 1S12 lt.lll LATE MA~CH 1972 .T 
~PFRC)lMlTElY ElkEfKLY PE~JC[S A SE~IES DF ERCAD~ATER s•ORELINES WERE SURVEYED 
TC CClNT ANC SPECitlt CEAD hAlERFCWL kA!HEC A!hDRE. 
1\~ME \E~~C~ STCTTS 
Ft'Ct.E Hl'eE~ 301-a 1-~ l S! 
INSliTLTICt. Cll .A(E~CY ~tRYllNC CEFA~TMENT OF NATURAL RESOLRCES 
SlREH T.AIIn STAlE CFFICE BUILC IM! 
CITY AN~AFCliS 
STATE ~AI<HHO 
liP CCCE 214Cl 
3~9 
filE ~A~E NCN-tC~SUMPliVE hATERFOhl SURVEYS (LEAD POISDNINGJ 
J I J-~ I SLFPLEMH 1-8 J 
GE~E~Al GECGF~FhiC ARE~ NC~lh All~~TIC, U.S., CtESAPEAKE BAY, COASTAL OCEAN 
EHS 
ABSlllACl O~H Cfl TH INCICHCE Cf LEAC lEVElS IN iiATERFOkl 
SPECIES HIC IN St-OJ!l kATER flABilAT~ U fiAR.HAIIO; IIIRGHIA AND NORTH CAROLINA 
I~ PllESENlEO I~ ~EFC~l FCF~. 
~~~f VER~CN STOTTS 
FHCfiE fll~EER 301-267-5195 
INSlllUTJOII CR AGENCY fo(ARHAI'ID DEF~RTMENT Of NATURAL RESCI..RCES 
Sl~EET TAWES STATE OfFICE BUILCING 
CIT' ANfi~FGLIS 
STATE MAR'L~NG 
liP CCCE 214Cl 
FILE ~HE NOI\-CONSUMPll'vE ltATERFCIIl SLR'vEYS ILEAC PCISOtili\G) 
II I-H SlfflEI"cEf1 1-J!) 
HHFH EECGF.IIFHC AHJ! NORU ATLANTIC, COASTAL, t..S., CHESI!PEAI<E BAY 
ABSTRACT EOTH AERlH Ill\[ <:HUNO Sli~\iEVS WERE USEC TO 
ESTII".AH 11-.E lllJ~.8ER Of WHERFCH, INCllDING THE fiOBER OF SICK OR CEAO 
INti \I IHALS Ill \tAR ICliS PC liDS Al\t CREH~ Cf (t;EEN ANNE • S ANC CECIl COUNTIES, 
I'~I<YUH, CUJII(; 111\C AFTH .ol SE\IfFE CUT BI<EtK OF LE~Il POISONING. 1~ THE 









VERMlfl S TCTU 
301-267-5195 
~ARllAfiD OEFARTMEN1 OF NAllR~l 






filE ll~fE NCRl~ CARClli\A SAFRIEil ISLAI\0 STUEY 
GE~EilAl GEOGRAPHIC A~EA ~CRTh ATLA~TIC, CCASTAlt U.S., NORT~ CAROLINA, 
EHillH IHANIJS 
AB!lllACl ~JSSICI\ WlOl, FLIG~T 01, WAS ACCOMPLIShED ON 
fEERUA~' 4• 1S72, U11Ll1lfiG THE ~ALLOFS FliGhT CEI\TfR C-54 AIRCRAFT EQUIPPEC 
ltlTH 01\E T-Jl IEPIJL MAPFIIIG Ct~fRA 1~ CCCFE~ATIC~ kiT~ T~E GEOLOGICAL 
OEPAFT~ENT Cf TtE LIIIVERSllY OF 'l~GINIA FCR ltE L.S. PARK SERVICE. l~E 
CfJECJlVE OF TtE fllG~l ~.AI lG CST~l~ AE~IJ!l I~AGE~V CF ThE ~O~lt CAPCLINA 
SAFRJER ISLANCS fCR A CC~TIIIUJIIG SJ~CY Cf LITTORAL Chi!~GES CAUSED EY TIDAL AN& 
SlC~~ J(TICII OVER ~~ EXTE~CEG PERICL CF TI~E. 
~AME ~ICtAEL CO~GER 
fhC~E ~L.eEF BC4 1~4 3~11 
INSlllUTION OR AGENC~ IIATICN~l AERCN~LTICS A~O SfACE ACM 
STREET C~E~APEAKE BA~ ECCLOGICAL P~OGRAM OFFICE 
CITY ltAllCfS ISLHO 
SlAT£ ~IRGI~IA 
Zlf CCCE 23331 
filE NA~E NC~lH CARCLIN~ ~ETl~NCS, THEIR CISTRIBUTICN ANC 
U ~ .6G E HilT 
GENERAl GEOGRAPHIC AREA NCillh A~EPJCA, CC~STAL, u.s., NO~TH CAilCLJNA 
AE.sTR.ftCT A URGE SCALE SURVEY CF loETL.olNOS IN COASTAL .NORTh 
CAROLJ~Il ktS CDNOLCTEC BEl~EE~ 19~7 ~fiC 1S51. PRI~CIPAL STUCY OEJECTIVES WERE 
TC LCCATE, CUISIH, ANC ~.olP lolfllAIID A~EIIS, ~fiC TO EVALUATE THEIR CEVELOPMEtll 
PCTENTUL FCR ldlCUfE IESPECl~llV lolATERFO.LJ. THIS tAlA BASE IS UHlllH E'1 
THE PER~IT SECTION Cf T~E ~.C. tEfART~EIIT CF IIAlUR~l ANt ECONO~IC ~ESOURCES 
~HEN fPCJECTS JN~Cl\E kElLIINt AllER,llt~S. 
~A~E ~f~NETH A. kllSC~ 
F~C·f Nl~EEF 91S S~l 7~Sf 
INSlllliliCN OR AGENC~ IIO~TH CARCli~A ~llCLIFE RESCIJRCES CCM!o(ISSIC~ 
CIT~ RAlElG~ 
STATE NCRT~ CPRCLINA 
liP COtE 21611 
331 
FILE N~~E NC~l~ SE' ~A~BOR S~~llfiS~ GRCWING ~REA 26 
GHEilAl GECG FAPH IC ARU MRUI AMERICA, ti.S ... CCASVIL, "EW YORKt LONG 
J!LA~t, 1'1(~1~ SEA tARBCR ~BSTRACT SAMPLES kERE COLLECTED 01'1 15 SlATICNS IN NCRTH SEA 
tlAf!BCR, SlfftlK CCI.lf>T't, t.Eii YUK TO CEHRHH Tt;E IIUfR QUAllH Of THE 
SHLUISti PROClCING WATERS IN HliS ARH .. PAR.HETEfiS MEASURED INCLUDE AIR Af.IO 
!lATER lE~PERATlRE, SAllNilY, OISSCL~EO CXYGEN GAS, CCI.lNT Of MICRG!llOTA (fECAl 
A~D CCllfCRMj, A~t llCtl F~ASE. 
NAM£ BRLCE ~ACJilll~~ 
Ft-!CltE 1\lfii!Efl 516 151 i'iiCO 










FILE NAME NCRThPCRT VILLAGE SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT DATA 
GHEPAL «:fCGFAFHIC AI<EA IIORTHATLAt.liC CCE,Nt U.S., COASTAL, 1\.,Y .. BIGHT, 
LOIIG ISUU, SIJff(U: UillllYa 1\Cillt-PCRT ~BSTRACT 1 STATIOII Al A Sf~AGE TRfAT~EI\T PLANT LCCATEC AT 
liC~THPCRl k~S S~~FLEC FRC~ JAIIUARY 1970 TO T~E PRESENT FOR TOTAL SOLIDS, 
PARTICULATE MATTER• f!IOttEMfCAL OXYGEH CEJIAMJ, CISSCL\IE£ CXYGENt !lATER 
TRANSPCRT, !lATER TE~JEFA1l~E 1 F~ 1 TOTAL CHLC~IIIE RESICUALt COLJFORMSt SU~FEIICED SCLIDS tORY ~EIG~l), Al\0 MIXED Ll,UCR S~SPEIICEC SOLIDS. 
~~~£ GCROCII J. ~!All 
PHO•E IWIIEE!l 516 234 2622 X24~ 
INSTJTlTION CR AGE~CV SLFftlK Ctl~lYo CEFART~EIIT OF EIIVIRCNME"TAL 
CUHCLt litTER POlll!TICN CCIITfiCL HCTICN 
STREET 1~24 ~CltF f~ll~\AY 
CITY filFPAl~E 
HATE Hll YCI<l 
2H COtE 11il7 
332 
fiLE IIA~E NCTES ON lElRAPtYlllDEAll CESTCOES ff!OM TH£ ATLANTIC 
CCASl Gf 110FT~ tMERJCA WllH DE!CRIFTIO~S OF T~C ~Ek SFECIES 
GENERAL GECGRAPtUC IIRU IIC~U ~f!IERICA. l.S .. , ATLIIHIC CCASHL hATERS FROM 
liE._ JERSEY TO \IRC:JIIIA, CHSAPEAI<E BAY 
'BSlRACl llECE~l CCLLECTID~S Gf ELAS~CBRANCH CESTOOES FRO~ 
HIE AllANTJC COAST ANt CHSAFHKE B.eY CUI<H<: THE Sltoii'ERS OF 1961 Al\0 1968 
RESt:lJEC lh l<hJI\EilOWiiil:M ~PII\JCEfHALliM SP.II. ANt R. lJIHONI SF.N. BEit\G 
tESC~JfEC fRCM l~E !Ot:Thf~N STi~GRIIY 1 CIISYIITIS A~ERICIINA hiCEBRAND A~D 
SCkRCEtER. fARAMElERS MEASlRED I"CLUCE: SFECIES DETERMINATION IINC COUNT OF 
OE~EFSIL FISh, SFECJES OETER~I~ATICI\ AIID CCL"l Of P'RASITES, lEl\GTh. AND 
f;\(~llH(HiilH ioiHSliilEHH Cf PARASITES.. THE DATA litRE CCllECTEO BY CR. RONALD 
A. CA~PEEll• SICLCGY CEPARTMENl, SCLiHEASiER~ ~ASSIIChlSETTS UNivERSITY, NORTh 
OARIMCUTH, ~ASSACkLSETTS 02747~ AND ~RE AWAJLABL£ IN PUilliSHEO FCR~. 
~A~E DR. RONALD A., CA~FBELL 
FHt~E ~l~EEF 611 997 9321 
JNSTJTLTIDN GR,AGENC' SC~lhEASTERl\ ~ASS~CHUSETTS l~IVERSITY 
STREET ClC kESTFCRT ~OAt 
CITY NCRlH DJRl~ClTH 
~TATE MASSACHUSETTS 
lH ecce 02747 
FILE NIM£ NURSERY ~REA !UR~EY OF THE CUTER BA~~S PEGJCN 1 
~CPU UHllfiA 
GENE~AL GEOGRAPHIC AREA ~O~Th ~TtA~TIC• CCASTAL• l.s •• NORTH CA~OliNA 
tBSTF~CT A STUDY IN ThE ClTER BA~~S REGION OF NO~Th CARCll~A 
TO DETERMINE lU EXlEU Cf Hf!SERY .'IREAS AH THEIR UTILIZATION BY ECONOMICAlLY 
I~FCFliNT SPECIES Of flllfiSH ~NO CRUSTACEA~S FRC~ J~~UARY 1974 THROUGH 
CfCE~EER 1974. S'"PLES CCLLEClEC ~llH CTTE~ TRAWlS CTHifiTEEN FCCT A~D TWE~TY 
FOOT hEAORCPE LEI\Gl~) Cf C~E GlAR1ER l~CH ~ESH, A~C SEI~ES (lkENTV FEET A~D 
SJ)T~ FfEfl Cf O~E GlAf!TER IIICH ~ESH. 
h.'l~f ~Al~' kCLFF 
FHC~E ~l~fEP 919 126 7C21 











FILE ~~ME NLTRIENT A~C CHLCRCPH,ll fRCflLES, ELlF CF ~AI~E 
GE~ERAL GEOGR~PHIC AREA ~OFTh 'TLAhllC CCEA~, GULF CF MAI~E AND GEORGES BANK 
AESTRACT THE '~ALYSIS CF CHLC~CP"'LLS A~t ~UTRIENTS FROM 
FIVE CRUISES I~ ThE GECRGES SA~K-GULf CF M#I~E AREA WAS CONE B) THE BIGELOW 
l~ECFATCRI FOR GCEA~ SCIENCE~ FGR ThE ~O~T~EAST FISHERIES CE~JER Of THE 
NATIC~Al ~A~I~E FI5"ERIES SERVICE TC SUFfl\ E~~IRC~~ENTAL DATA FOR THE 
CE~TtR•S ATL~~TIC tERRl~E PRCGRA~. T"E DATA RESICES EOTH AT ThE BIGELOW 
liiECI<ATCR't A~C AT THE NORTHEASl FISHER't CENTER AT kCCCS HCU:, IIASSACHUSETTS. 
~~~~£ ~~. Cti!FL£S YE~lSCt 
I'HCM HIIEER :207 633 5~7.C 
INSliTLTIC~ C~ AEE~CY EIEELOft LABORATGR~ FOR OCEAN SCIENCES 
Cll\ ~ESl BCCTHEAY hARBCR 
STAlE ~~I~E 
liP COlE 0~515 
f llE t..tl'£ NUSECGE (CYPERI.S ESCIJLEIITIJS L.l COI'\li<OL If\ CCRI'\ 
GENERAl GECG~IIPHIC AREA ~CFTt A~ERICII, ~;.s., CELAhii~E, SUSSEX CGLNTY 
~ESTRACl PRESENTED If\ REFCRT fCR~ ~RE' CATA CCLLECTED OURII'\G 
STLCIES CCNCLCTEO I~ CELDW~PE fRCM 1910 TO 1912 ON ~ERB!CICAL CONTROL OF 
NUTSHH, CYPERUS ESCULEIITLSt Il\ CCRf\ flELCS. EMFH~SIZEO ARE UE EFFECTS Of 
tERBICJI:£ TYPE, RAlEt folET~CI: CF If\CCRfGPATICl\ AND DATE OF APPLICATIOf\ CN CCRN 
11'\JL~~ Af\C YlELCt f\LTSECEE CGf\TPOL, BRC~OLEAf CONTROL AND GRASS CONTROL. 
~A~E ~CARIS LIBRAPY 
fHCNE ~l~EEP 302 7!8 245! 
INS111U11Cf\ CR AGEI'\CY LNIVERSITY Cf CELAkARE 
CITY 1'\Ek~RK 
STATE CELAkAPE 
ZIP CCU lS; 11 
FILE ~A~E C1 REJLlY PhYlCPLAf\KTON CATA 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC ARE~ NCRTH ATLANTIC CCEAN, u.s., CCASTALt N.Y. SIGHT, 
1'\E~ JERSEY, F~RilAf\ EA,, lO~ER AND LPPER 8A~ 
ABST~IICT .ca ~TATIO~S I~ PIIRITA~ fAY, LCWER ~~C UFPER BAY 
HRE SAII,PLEC CHE EllERY 3 "HKS FRCM FEB .. l'.i71 TC THE PRfSENT fOR COUf\:1 AND 










DIRECTOR, MIDDLE ATLA~TIC CCASTIIL FISHE~IES CENTER 
:i01 E1:i C2CC 
MIOCLE IITLA~TIC CCASTAL flShE~IES CENTER, 





REHC~Cl~ ANC INCIA~ RI\ER 
GE~ERAL GEOGRIIPHIC AREA 
DEUIItfiE fAit 11\0 IAti ~nER 
334 
CCCl~RE~Cf A~C ClSTRieUTIC• Of LARVAL f!S~ES IN ThE 
SA'S CF CElH'I<E 
~C~lt .tllA~llC, CCftSTAL• U.S., RE~OEOTH 6,1, 
ABSTRACT THE tEUI\CANCE A~C CISTRIBUTIO~ Cf LIIRVAL ANC 
JUVE~JLE FISHE5 II\ THE CELAIIARE BAY A~C TRIBLTARIES hAS SlUDJEC. DATA IS 
INCLLCEC IN U~PLBLISI-ED 11.5. THESIS AT THE Uf\IVERSITY (f CELAkARE. 
ti A/If LIBRAR 1M 
PHCNE NlMeER 3C2 731! 2~5~ 
lf\STITUTIC~ CR ACE~Cl MCRRJS llBRAR~ 
STREET U~l\ERSIT~ (f CELJh~Rf 
CITY ~E~ftR~ 
~TATE CEL~h,Rf 
21P CCCE 1S111 
f JLE ll'l'f 
REHCECTH A~C l~CIA~ RI\E~ 
GE~EF'l GfCf~lPHIC IRE~ 
SAl, IIIOIA~ ~1\E~ EA~ 
OCCURRENCE AND CJSTRISlliOI\ Cf LARVAL FISHES IN THE 
EAY!: Cf CEL.Ir..PRE 
NCRU ATUIITIC, t.~ •• CCASlAL, DELAwARE, REHCBCTh 
~ESTRIICT MCNT"LY SURFACE PLANKTCf\ TCWS TAKEN AT 18 STATIONS 
IN THE RE~CBCTh 'N[ lf\CI~~ RlVfR EAYS, CElt~lRE fRO~ JU~E. l'.i6E THRCLGH MARCH, 
19i0 I<ESll lED I~ f<;C LAR\AE. HFRESENTHG 20 SfECIES. DEVELOPING STAGES 
CCLUCTEC ~l\C REPCRTEt ON INCLLCE THf: ~CLK-SAC STAGE, l'H LARV.tl S14CE, ANC 
TIH PRE-JlHtdlE ~HGf. 
UH 
FHCNE HI'EER 
JNST ITLTICN 0~ AGfi\CY 




3C2 73a 223t 




IICRR IS li BR,!RY 
FILE N.ti'E CCEAII SEACH, FI~E ISLANC, SEwAGE TREATMENT PLANT CAH 
GE~EFAl ~ECGF~FHIC AF£, . ~CPT~ AlLA~TIC CCE~N, ~.s., CCASTAlr N.~. BIGHl, 
LC~G ISLJN[, S~ffOLK CClNTY, CCEAf\ BEACH 
ABSlFACT 1 STATIC~ AT A SEktGE TREAT~E~T PLANT LOCATED AT 
CCEA~ fElCh kAS SA~PLEC FRO~ Jl~E 1969 TO ThE PRESE~l fC~ ftATER JRANSPCRT, 
PARTICLLATE MAlTER• BICCHE~ICAl C~YGf~ Of~t~C, TCl~l CtLGRINE RESICUAL, 
TEMFE~ATLRE, SLSFE~tEt SCLICS ICRY kEIGHTJ, ANt COLIFORMS. 
f\A~E GCRCCII J. kAlT 
PtC~E NL~EE~ 5lt 234 26~2 X242 
INSlllLTICN (RAtE~(~ StffCLK CCU~TY, CEP~RT~E~T OF ENVIRCNMEI\TAL 
CCNTFCL, ~'TER PCLLUTICf\ CC~TRCL SECTION 
STREET 1324 ~CHF FHJC~t't 
CITY H~lffAltE 
STATE ~E~ V(~K 
21F CCCE 111£1 
!35 
FILE ~~~E OCEAN DISFE~SAL STOCY 
GENEIIAl GEGGilAPHIC AflEA Mlllt! AllHTIC CCUNt CCASUlt u.s., NEIN JERSEY, 
C£UkAPE ABSlfiACl A STUDY -AS CESICI\EO TO TEST METAL ASSOCIATION IIITH 
FlGCVUNt £EPOSIT ANil tilf'AI'\ ARTIFACTS lC DElfliMlNE LOI'IG TfRfl SLUDGE 
CJSTR 16UTICN IN CRCER TO CE'vELCPE A SlUOY fUI\ f.()fi FI.HURE SURVEYS .. TtiE STUDY 
EtitCMFASSED Hlltl PH LAO HPtlU IH CUFCU D ISFERSJIL SITES 
1'\~Mf STE\E~ lO~NSEI\C 
Ft!Ct.f ttUftiEEF 215 6U .31'64 
!1\!SHTtJllCN Cll AGHC'I CIT" Gf Pt-:JUDELPt!IA loiATU CEFARTI'EI'IT 
STREET llli\ICHAL SEI<\IC:ES BUiltlt\G 15TH tliiC JFK !.l!.\ID 
CIT"' FtliUCHFl-11' 
STATE PEI\1\S"'L\AI\ll 
llf CCC£ lUCi 
fiLE tUllE CCE.OI\ DISFCSll Cf I!ASTE fi.OTfRHL - CEUIIiARE BAY 
GEUil.OL GECHAFt'IC AFU NCRTI' AMERICA, t,; .. s., OELAIIARE, DElltliARE BA'h CCASTAL 
ABSli'I'ICl HE lfiHlAl STUtY EY Hi£ NORTHAST MARINE HEALTH 
SCIUCES UiltRi11iJR1 CF lJ1E DH~loARE 6AV tfFSHCRf SElnACE Sl\JCGE SITE !:lAS 
Fl'~~Et TO ./ltD J~·CEFII\l~G TtE FRCELEM A~O I~ PL,A~~ING Cf FUTURE 
ll'i\EHIG/lTICNS .. TU INHSTUilTIDII FOCUSE£ UPCI\ ShELlfiSH GROWING AND hAlER 
'IUALIT'I. StiELlF!St C:RCI!J~G CRIHRIA IS 8.ASEC IJPC:t. EACTERIO!OGICAL <:UHlTY Of 
TI-lE ~!'ITER~. nEPEFCI'iE HiE sn.n US 0 IRfCHil H llETERfUNlNG THE f)(TEf\ l OF 
S.ACTERIAL FCLLUTIC~ Ill T"-E ARE/l Df TtE SEW/lGE SLUDGE SITE .AI 24 STPTIONS. 
TOTAL (CLifCR~ A~D FECAL COLIFORM! ~ERE OETER·I~EC l~ THE WATER AhO IN CLAMS. 
t-'£AV~ f'ElAlSt SI.CH liS CUPER, CHI'lUf!l. CCEilllt CtRIJI"IUMt NlCKELt LE.ADr 
MANG,~ESEt 2INC AND IIICN hERE 'LSO DElERMIIIED IN CLAMS. 
NAME GECFGE C. I'EHR 
PtUE ~LfiEE~ 212 ~65 50!:1 










FILE NI'I'E OCElN OISFOS.AL (f k~STE MAJERI.AL - NEW 'ORJ< BIGHT 
GENERAL GECGRAPHJC AI<H IIO<Tti llfiEIIIOt U.S., 1\Ek YORK, N.Y. BIGHt COASTAL 
ASSH.ACT HE INITIAL STIJCl BY THE NORTHEAST MARII\E 11EALTH 
SCIEI\CES LABCRI'IHR'I CF TH l'.fh "'CRi' fHHT SEIIIAGE SlUCGE CUMP ARfAS WAS PLANNED 
TC AIC IN CEFihii\G TtE PFCElEM AND IN PLANI\I~G OF FUTLRE INVESTIGATIONS. THE 
MAil\ FART Cf TtiE lNVESTIGAllCN ~AS DIRECTEC TOWAFD SHELLFISH G~CWING AND WATER 
PROTECTIO~. S~ELLFJSH G~£hiNG CRITERIA IS EASEC liPCN BACTERICLCGICAL QUALITY 
CF T.E kATERS. TtE~fFCRE TI-E STUDY WAS tiRECTED AT OETERMII\I~G THE EXTENT Cf 
BACTERIAl PCLLUllCt. Ill THE AREA Of THE SEIIIAGE SlUCGE CUfiP SilE AT 29 STATIONS. 
1~1Al CCLIFORMS liN( FECAL CCllfCR~S kERE CETEPMII\fD IN THE WATER ~1\D IN CLAMS. 
HUIIY I'ETHS, SUCf. AS CfFfER, l!t-.C, CGEAL T. C!-.ROMIUM, II<O~t MANGANESE, NICKEL 
AI\C LEAC WERE AL!O CETER~i~EC I~ ~~lER A~D I~ CL~~S. 
~AME EEC~EE C. ~fi!R 
P~ONE ~L~EER 212 165 5051 
IN~TJTlTICN OR ~GENC" OEP~RTMENT (f HEALT~. ECUCATION AND hELFI'IREt FDA 









fiLE NHf OCEAt. DISPCSAL SiTE Cff THE CCAST CF HARYLIII\0 
GE~EFAL EECGF4F~l( AFE' 1\0RTf. ATLANTIC CCEAN 
I'IBSTIIACl THE EfiVI RCNI'ENT H FRCTfCTICN AGENCY, ENV IliCIIMENTAL 
IIESE~RC• LAECRATCRY• ~AS BEEN CCLlECTING CATA Sl~CE ~~~~CH 1974 FRO~ T~C CCEAN 
CISPO~AL SITES APFRCXIMATELY 6( MilES CFF ltE COAST CF MARYLAND. THE 
FAFAHTEII~ INClltEt IN THS STLU ~RE: ~LUI'It.UM, CAtMWM, Ct!ROIHOM, COBALT, 
CCfPER• IRCN, LEAD, f!ANGINES£. NICKEL, SJL~ER, IITAIIIt.M, VANACILM Al\0 llNC IN 
BOTH ThE SEDIMENT AIIC CRGANI!M!. ~EASlREMfiiTS OF ~ETALS IN CLli'S liNt SCALLCPS 
ARE SEP,RAlEO BY l'lSClE ANC CPGA~S. CltER PARAMETERS INCLUDED ARE: SPECIES 
CET£R~J~.AT1CN OF eE~ThiC tNJ~ALSt hEIGHT OF BEhThlC 'NIMALS ANt LE~GTH OF 
EENTtiC I'I~II'AL!. CCNTACT OR. t.~. fHflFS, SCIENTIFIC AND TEC~~ICAL CIRECTCR, 
EPA ~~,I~G~f!ENT.AL FESE~RC~ l'8[~~TCFYt SOUJt FERRY RO'D NARRAGANSETT RHODE 
ISLAH (.21!1:2. • • 
IIAfiE 
FHONE HI'I!ER 






tl<. 1:.1<. FHlfS 
4Cl. nc; 101 
E~VIRONMfNfAL P~OTECTION 
LAEC!i.61C H 
SCUll- FfRiiY RCAt 
~ARI<AGAN SE 11 
HCCE JSLANC 
028l2 
AGENCY - REGIOI\ 1 
fllf ~~~E CCEA~ hARBCR EST~TfS 
GE~EPAL ffCGF~fHJ( ~Ff~ ~CPT~ ~Tl~NTIC CCE~N. U.S., N.Y. BIGHT, CCASTAL, 
LCNG ISLA~t, SUff(l~ CCl~TY, CCE~~ hA~BCR ESTtTES 
IB!TRACl YJELt Of IENT~IC PLANTS AND SPECIES DETER~INATICN 
Cf OCEII\ HIRBCR ESTATES 1-11\RSt-, lANDS "ERE CO~OLCTEil AT tl STATIO~S FRCM MAY 
1912 H tfCHBER l'.i12. 
Ul'f 
FHCH H~BH 





Ct-RlS BIEMILLER, t-EAO Cf MARINE RESOURCES SECTIGN 
516 234 262~ . 
SUFfCl~ CGL~T~.CEPARTMENT Cf E~~IRCNI'ENTAl CONTROL 




fiLE N·~£ OCE~N ~ARBOR ESTATES 
GENERAL GECGPAPhiC 'REA ~Cflt ~lLA~TIC CCE~~, U.S., N.Y. BIG~T, COASTAL, 
lCNG lSLANt, SlffOLK CCUNTY, OCEAN hAREOP ESl~TES 
~BSlRACl ~lflC CF Bf~THIC PlANTS A~D SFECIES DETERMINATION 
OF C<Etl ·~~BCR ESTITES ~ARSH l~~DS "E~E CCNCUCTEO AT 1! 5TATICNS FRO~ MA't 
lSH 10 tfCEMBER HB.. 
~~~£ 
FHCN f N lMB ER 






GENEPAL GECGFAFHJC AREA 
C~ROlliiA, NEW JERSE,, 
c•RIS EIEMillER, ~EAO OF MARINE RESCURCES SECTICN 
516 .234 21:22 
SUFFOLK COLNT~70EFART~ENT OF EN~IRONMENJAL CONTROl 




OCEAN 1\II~E CllM.AlOlOGY- SHIF8CARO CBSEIWATICNS 
IICPlH .ATLAIITIC CCEftN, U.S., COASTAL, NORTH 
NAG5 HEAC, ASHE\JllE, ATLANTIC CITY 
ABSUACT 
ASfiE\flllEr 1\.C .. 
IIITH 11~\IE CAGH 
ALH Cl\iEll. 
S•HHAI<t f!E.ASUHHNTS Cf lOVE hEIGH AND PERIOD AT 
ARE CC~PARED ~ITH SIGIIIFICAIIT WAVE HEIGhT AND PERIOD 'EASUREO 
AT NAGS HEAC, ~.(. A~O All~~TIC CJT~ ~.J •• wAVE DIRECTION IS 
NAME 
FhUE flU EU 






OP. D.L. hAR~lS I CCE~~CGRAfHY fRA~CH 
204: .:!2!: 13'i7 






AI\C FfR ICC~ 
GEhEPAl GEOEFAP~J( ~FEA 
CCASHl 
Af.HRACT 
Al\0 INK RECOR£5 tA\E 
OSSER~~TIC~S FRC~ 43 
MH 
PHOH HI'EER 





l IF CCC E 
GCE.el\ wAVE Cll~tl(LCG'V - SIGNIFICANT WA~E HEIGHTS 
NCRlH ATL~IITIC CCEAI\, NCRTh PACifiC CCEAh, u.s., 
SJG~IflCA~T wAVE ~EIG~l AND FERlOt CATA FRCM PEN 
BEEII CIGITIZEt Ct. PUNChEC CAHS. ThE CIIU COVERS 
SlATICI\5. Sl~fLED C~lll. 
MR E. TtCMP~QI\ I CCEAIIOGRAP~, 6RAI\CH 
2C2 325 739~ 
OEPIIRTMENT Cf l~E ARM),CCASlAL E~GIIIEERJNG RESEARCH 
K liiG~AN Bll LD lt\G 
FCH e EL~cu 
\IRGHH 
22CtC 
FILE A~~E OCElli ~~VE tAlA 
GENERAL GEOGI<APHIC AREA t\Ulh JlllAHIC, t-C~Hi PJ.ClfiC, U .. S .. , COASTAL, 
\IJHJNIAct Hk JEPSf"Yt t.OI'lt CAFOliNA, HORGIA, CALIFORNIA 
ABSTRACT FILE CC~TAI~S RECCRCS Cf hJlVf HEIGhTS FROM ATLANTIC 
CllYt IIEII JERSEY; ltHiGJf>jU BEACt· VIRGIMA; NAGS liEAO, NORlli CAROLINA; DAYTOI\A 
£EH!', FUlRJilA; lUE WCRTt, FLO~IDA; l'iAFLES FLOIIIllA; ltRIGIHSVILLE BEACH NORTH 
CAROliNA; Ct!UAPEAI<E BAY BRIVGE-lUNIIEl VIRGINIA; 1-CLCHi BEACH NORTH CAROLINA; 
SAVAIIU lHtiT CiECRHA; tEST JN fLCPlCA; POIU ~UGU, tliNllNGlOt.i BEACii 
CALIFCI<NIA. CATA IS RECH\Ell FRCM AlTCMATED lotA\IE GAGES. DATA IS BASIC \lAVE 
CAlA FCR ESTABLIShiNG ltA\E CLJ.ATCLCGY AIID fCR SPECIAL RES~ARCt PROJECTS. 
AFPLH:HICt\S PP.CGP.J!MS t!AH BEeN W!<I!TH SV U!E C.E.R.C. ADP STAFf FCR THE 
FCLUkii\G FUNCTION.S: CCMPtHH SPECTRA AND CRCSS-SPECTRA Cf TUIE SERIES USING A 
FAST fOURIER TRA~SfCR~. SELECTS• EtiTS• ANC ¥ERlFVS CATA RECCRCS FDR FURTHER 
FRCCE SS It-G. CO~PUHS 0 ISH JeUlJCI\I fliNCT ION Cl' DATA FO IIHS AND S EL ECTEC 
~OIIf'IITS .. CCMPUHS SELECTEe PARAMETERS OF ENERGY SPECTRUII. COMPUTES NCRMALIZED 
ENERGY i!ANC SPECTRllo!, ENER4i\' liNE SPECTRllf!. SELECTES, SORTS, ANO BLCCJ<S OAT A 
BY LCCATICN Al\0 TlJo:f• CUHJTES I'.EAI\ ~NO. STAI\CAI<D DEIIIATION OF EACH BLCCJ< OF 
tAU. CCMFHES TltC SETS Cf tiAVE HEHHTS AN[ FEIHOOS, FCR DATA CBTAJt.ED FRCII 
tlffER lNG AfiALYHS ,Elt\COS fRCM lttE SAME GAt:E, OR fi<CM TIIO DIFFEREfiT 
LCCATICNS .. COf!PliTES JCJH ClSTI<IBUllON TABLES OF t!EIGHS, PERICC Al\0 
tEIGfil-RATIO ANC MIGHT, PERICC At-0 tlEIGHT.,-IlAUO STATISTICS. COfi.PUTES JOINT 
fll.llHlfUliCN HBLES CF IIHE hEIGIH liS FUHC, 1-:EIGH liS .. OEFTH, HEIGH VS. 
TIME CF OA'• A~C I<ATIC Cf kAVE hEIGhT AT SURFACE TO tEPT~ WITH PEAl< PERIOD. 
CO"Pl HS SPECTRA ~NC SIJtl~tRilES fY £ANCS. COIIPUTES JCINT OISTRIBUTICII CF W.AVE 
t.EIGtlS II~ .. PERIOD~. LISTS CAllY SPECTRA A 1 SYNOPTIC TIMES. COI'PUHS JOINT 
tl SllliEt:T Hfl HBLES CF liEHtiT lf\0 PER ICt, CCMPUTES SEA~CN.AL AND ANNUAL 
SUMMIIRIES. PLOTS !>AVE HJGH Oll:TRJBUTION ClR\E ON SEHGR,PH. CCMPUTES HEIGHTS 
ANC FEFICCS DF E~C~ ~AilE. PA~KS HEIGHlS Alit CCMPUlES CU~UlATIVE F~EQLENCY 
OJSTf<JftJTIC.t. .. SCALES HIGHS At\D PlOTS 01\ FI'!YLEIGH PJIPER .. COMPUlES TIME SERIES 
CCR~ESPCNtiAG Hl TUCREl JCAL HlllllER SFECHA. 
NAME CR .. t.l .. HARJ<IS· I CCEANCGIUFHY llR~NCii 
Fii.CNE l'llfiBER 2t2 32!J 13S'i 











BIGtl OF THE VJR&II\JAN 
GENERAl GECGRAPHJC AREA 
8 u:an, VUGJNU 
ABSTRACT 
CCNTI~EIIT'L ShELf CFF 
Nlfl f 
PHOIIE 1\li!I!Eil 





OCEA~CG~AFHJC UU COLLECTEt IN HE ChE.SAPE~KE 
SEA f~CM 1S6E TtROvf~ 1969 
U.S., CCASTAlt t-CFTH ATLANTIC. CHESAPEAKE B~Y 
SLR~EY CF HYCFCfRAFHIC F~~AfiETE~S ON THE 
lHE COAST OF VA TO Tt,E ENT~ANCE TC CHESAPEAKE BAY. 
LIBURIAII 
a c4-642-2111 
~IRGINIA JNSTITLTE CF ~~RINE SCIENCE 
GLCLCESTER FOJNT 
•i 'I nr 'I'JII." • 
.... f\\::lf'.&Jol. 
2:3(64 
FILE f>i,lfiE OFFSHJRE CISTRifUTION OF tHTROGEN AND PHCSFHORIJS 
GENEIIAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA U.S., CCASTAlt NC~TH ATLANTIC, CREGCN lNLET, NORTH 
URCLitd TC CAPE Ct!ARLESt HRGHiiA CCNlHHUL SfoiELF 
ABSTRACT SAllt.IT\, MTRCGHI ANC Pt;CSFHORIJS hERE I'EASUREO AT 
83 STATIONS 01\ THE VUGIUA CCMINENTAl SHlf AT U:E SLRFACE 1 lo!ID-CEFTH ANC 
BOTlCfll. CATA IS JII'ClUCEO Ill \!filS ~ASlER FILE 
NA~E WILLIAM M'CINTYRE 
FHONE MMBEil 7C3-642-2111 
USTITUTlttt CR .liGEIICY VIR(;INIA INSllllilE OF MARifoiE SCIENCE 
CITY GLCIJCESHR HUT 
SHH VIRGINIA 
ZIP CCCE .ii30t2 
341 
FILE ~~~E OFFS.CRE SlTl~G f~CGRftM 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREJI HI< lH M U.H IC, CUSHlr u.S., NEW YCRK, N.Y. Bl GHT 
.HSHACT H-E CEJECTIVE CF TI<E HRK IS TC HELP DElER~II\E 
lltiEU.ER THE CfFSt<UE SITII\t CF PC .. ER PUNTS U. Tt.E l\Eh YOI<K BIGH IS 
E~VI~CI\MEI\TALLY CESlFAELE. l•E FIELD SA~Pll~G AND DATA COLLECTION PRCGRAM ~Ill 
PROVICE BASELI~E CAT~ CN ThE PhYSICAL, ChE~ICAL 'NC BICLCGICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Of AN HC !C;L~RE HLE AHA H H-.E IHGI-T. HiE. STUtv AI<EA IS 15 MILES OFF THE 
SOUT• SHORE CF LC~G ISLAI\C FROM EAST RCCKA~A~ TO MORICHES INLET. ThE SAMPLING 
ANC tATA COLLECllCI\ PROGRA~ hAS CCNCLCTEC FFC~ CCTCEER lt 1973 TO SEPTEMBER 
31, 1~74. THE PARA~ETER5 DfTER~lNEt WE~E Tf~PERATUREr SALINITY, CURRENT SPEED 
AND tiRECTIOI\, CISSCLVED CX1GEN, P. ANt LIIHT EXTI~CTIO~. IN ADOITIC~, 
HDII'Et.T T'IPE, SIZE ANADSIS CF SHifiEIIlt HiCT1VE NllRITE, REACTIVE NITRATE, 
Al'foi.CN IA, SPfC lES CETEI<fl 11\tTICN CF ZCCPLMdOCN1 SENTIHC ANIMALS AND MICROSIO TA 1 
'Nt EIC~ASS Of BENltiC Pl~~TS ANt ANIM~LS ~E~E OETER~It.Et. CCUNTS Cf 
PHYTCPLANI<TGN, ZOCPLA.KTCN, fo'ICRCIHCH ANt fENlHIC ANJfiALS WERE ALSO CtNE. 
UH CR .. hill lAM PREll 
FHCNE .l.BER 212 6~S 5CJC 







GEIIEPAL GECG~AP~IC AFEA 
··~'llANO 





f'lCRTt\ ATLANUC tCEANt l.S •• COASTAL, N.'i .. BIGHT, 
AESlRACT SINCE MAY, JS661 CCUNT A~O SPECIES DETERfll~ATICN Of 
IHCRCillOTA II\ SECUtHl AI\C ~HER HjV£ EEEN CETERMINEO IN CFFSt-ORE OUI'PSIHS 
CFF I'AFYLANC. HEAVY METALS, SUCH AS CACMIUM, CHROMILMt COBALT, LEAD, AND ZINC 
IN SECIMENl AND IN BID I'~TERIAL HA~E BEE~ ~EiSURED JN THE NEh YCRK BIG~T TO 
DETER~IhE l~E NCR~~l EAC~tRClt.t LE,ELS OF hE~VY ~ETALS. SALINIT1 A~D 
TEI'FEF~lUR£ AT ALL SHTIO~S AIH UKEN AT TtiE SURFACE, I'JD-DEFTH, A~O BCTTOI'. 
THREE TIMES A 'EAR. 
UfiE 
FHCNE NlMBER 







4Cl 2ti7 230i 






GENEPAL GEOGRAPhiC AREA 
\lRGUH 
34.2 
CFFS .. C~E STLCIES CF AI\ACRC~CUS FISH 
NCR1H ATLANTIC, CCASTilL, l.S~ 1 NORTh CARCLII\A TC 
ABSTRACT A SLR,E1 TC 1~\ESliGATE THE CCCLR~E~CE CF EACK 
RUNNHG AIIO VCLi\G-Cf-THE-'IEilR HH~CI'GIJS FISHS It. TH ATLANTIC OCEAN FROM 
CAPE LtCkOUT, ~C~T· CAPCLINA TO CAPE hENRY, ~!RGINIA. ALSO CERTAIN BIOLOGICAL 
CHARACTEFISTJCS, DI!TRIBlTJCI\, JNC fOREIG~ FISHERY AfFECTS ON ANJlCRQ~OUS 
FISHES APE SLRI/HH ALCH ftiTH HHit.G STL£1fS CFFS .. ORE TC CETERMINE MIGRATION 













ECIIJRt t. MCCC't 
919 726 70.21 
NORTH C.1ROLI~A CEPARTME~T OF NAl\.iRAL AND ECONOfo\lC 
OIVJ!lCN Cf CCI'MERCIAL ANC SFORTS FISHERIES P.O. 
MCCJ<EHAC C JH 
~CllU UROl HA 
2~5~1 
Of.FSt-CRE STI.iCJEl: Of ANACROMOUS FISH OFF NCRTH 
GE~EJAL ~ECEFJf~JC ~FEA NOFTt ~TLANTIC, CCASTAL, l.S., NORTh CAROLINA 
lSSlRA(l . A·SllDY IN ~974 .TO tElER~INE k .. EN eJ~C~ RU~NING ANO VCUN,-C~ThE YEAR A~ACRCMCLS FISH lEAVE Tt-E ALSEI'ARLE SCLND AREA DF ~CRTH 
CAROLl~A AND ENTER THE llllANJIC OCEJN. ALSC BlCLCEJCJll CHARACTERISTICS SUCH 
AS: SPECJEs~ Sf~. ve•~-tLAss cc~FCSITtc~. LENGTH ANt hEIGHT ARE DETERMINED. 
fiSHING ACTI'vlTIES Cf FOHJGN VESSELS CFF t.CRlli CARCLINA M~E BEEf\ 1'\C~HORED. 
l'GGING ~TlCIES (f OFFSHCRE AN•t~C~CUS FISt kEF-E ALSC CCNCUCTEC. 
NAME EChtFt G .. ~CCCV 
Pt'UiE IIL~eER H~ 12t 1C.a 






tiVJSJO~ Cf CCI'~E~CIAL ANt SPORTS fiShERIES P.C. 
f!ICCI\fH~D C llV 
fiCFlh URCl HA 
2E5!1 
343 
filE UJwf Cll CISPfRSICtl STLCY I 
GEhERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA ~ORlH ATLA~TIC• CCASTAL• u.s., VIRGI~IA 
AeSTRilCT ~lSSJCt; 263 0 Fl.IGH 01 liAS ACCOMPLISHED ON 4 
ffllRI.iARY, 19i4. HIE CBJECTIH Cf TI-lE fUGtll kAS lC SHin OIL OlSPEilSHiN 
PATTERI'IS AND SPill THICI<I'IE.SS l!ili\G AERIAL FtUCGfi~FtW. 
I'I~Jw£ G. GREll 
FHOI'IE tili!EEfl liC-4 1:.24 3411 
INSTJTI.ill()N CR AGENO NATIOI'IAL llEROMlUC.S ANt SPACE ADMU<lSTilATICN 
STREET Ct<.£SJHAKE EAY £CCLOGICA.l PROGRAM OffiCE 
CITY IIALLCfS J.SLll'lt 
.STATE \IR€JNIA 
ZI F CCt E 23337 
fiLE ~lME Cll Dl!PERSICN STLCY II 
EEI'IEfiAl GECGFAFhlC AfiEA NCfiT~ ATlANTIC, COASTAL, l.i • .S., ~IRGII'IIA 
AllS1RAC1 f'lSSICt. 11.263, HIGH C2 liAS ilCCOMPLJSHEC CN 5 
fEilRUARY 1914,. TH CBJECUVE Cf HE fLIGHT WAS TC ACl AS A FCLLOII UP TO 
MISSICN W2E3, FLIGHT Ol'S OIL !fiLL PftlOGRAPfS. 
N~~E J. tClll~EEF 
JHCNE ~lfiBER €C4 E24 3411 
INS liTiiTICI\ CR AGENCY NATlCI\~l AERONA\IllCS ANt SPACE AOMINISTRATICN 
STRUT CHE5JF£AitE BllY ECUOGICAl PRCGilAM OFFICE 
CITY llllllCPS ISLilNO 
S1A.1E \lfiGltdA 
liP COt£ 2333i 
FilE I'IAfoi.E OIL SLICK IHSfERSIOI\ Slt.OY-VIRGINIA 
GENERAl GEOGfiAPHIC AREA NCRlH ATL~I\liCt CCAST~L, c.s., VIRGII'IIAt VIRGINIA 
e EACI-
AeSTRACl MIS5ICN h035, fllGhTOl, hilS ACCCMPLISHEt ON 
CECEf'EEfi 4, l":l1C, UllLillNE A IIALLCPS FLIGH CENTER LEASED HELICOPTER EQIJIPFEO 
~!Tt ThREE T-11 AEFJilL M~PPING CAMERilS II\ COCPERAllC~ IIIlTH ThE VIR~II\IA 
II'ISTJTliTE CF fiARifiE SCIENCE. UtE CSJEClliiE CF THE FUG.HT WAS TO SlliOY THE 
tlSPERSICI'I Cf A CCI\lFCLLEC CIL SLICK l~ENTY-FCUR fCURS AFTER THE SPILL TCOK. 
PLtCE USJNE COLOR llNC BLACK Ill\( IIHITE AERIAL FILM. 
1\A,.E ~ICtllEl CC~GER 
fhCNE ~l~EER €C4 ~24 3411 
INSliTLllCI'I Cll AGfi\CY" 1\ATltl\lll AERONAIJTICS ANV .SPACE ADM 
STREET CHE!AFEA~E eAY ECOLOGICAL PRCGRAM OFFICE 
CITY ~AllCPS ISLANO 
STATE ~IFGI~IA 
21P COt£ 23331 
344 
filE ~HE tiL SLICK liiSPEilSIOI\ STLOY-VIRGINIA 
GHERAL GEOGUPHIC AREA t.CRlH AllAflliCo CO.ASTAL, t.S.y VIR<iiNIA, VIRGINIA 
EHU 
.t8SlllACT HSSIOI\ 11034, fliGHOl, W.6S ACCOMPLISHED CN 
CECEflf!fll 3• 1970• Ul ILI211\G A llllLOPS fLHhT CENTEA LEASED HEUCCPTER EQUI fPED 
WITH UREE T-11 AUHL "HPING CA~EfiAS, lfl CCCPERAlJCfl kiTH THE VIRGINIA 
INSllltlE CF "t.tRIU SCIUCE. 1H rEJECTIVE CF HiE FliGtH WAS TO STI.:C'V lHE IJSE 
CF REMCTE SEhSlNG TECtihHL'ES II\ TRACINE THE CISPERSIOt. Cf OIL SLICKS. 
NAME ~~C~~EL CC~GE~ 
FHCI\E MJf'tEII EO"i f21t 3411 
INSliiliiC~ CR A'E~C~ 1\AJJC~Al IIEFC~'IJT!CS Al\t SPACE ADM 
SUEET CHSAFEAl(E S.A'Y HOiOGiCAi. fRCGI<AM OffiCE 
CllY W'LLCFS ISLAND 
SUH \HGihlA 
liF CCtE 23331 
filE tiAM£ Cll SPILL tUECTICII STliDV-\IlRGII\JA 
GENH.H GECG • .HtilC ARU NCRTtl lllLANJIC, CCASTAL, l.i.s., VIRGINIA, CHESAPEAKE 
EAY Ll~~l ltkER . 
At1SlllACT MISSION Wl.C«.i, HIGH C.t!• kAS ACCOMPLISHED Cti MAY 
11, U12• UllliZIIIiG THE "ALlCfS FliGHT CEI'Ilfl< t.EilSEC l<tLICCPTEF EQUIPPED Willi 
'N UC-2 TtEUtL IURAREt SeAMIER It- COCPER~TION lillt! THE \IIRGINIA ltiSTITUTE 
OF MllRINE SCIENCE. THE CEJECTIVE Cf THE FLIGHT WAS TO ASSESS TH CAPAfiLITIES 
Cf A lfE~MIL lt.FRAFEC SC~IIit.EF lC DETECT Cll SflllS. 
ti~M£ I!ICI"A El CC!t.~ER 
fHCtiE !lf'BER S04 E24 3411 
lNSllllTJON CR AGEI\CY fo<41TICI\Ill JlERCNAl HCS AI\C SFACE AI:M 
.HREET CHSAPEAI<E fi!Y HCLCGICAL PRCGRAM OFFICE 
CIT~ ~ALLCP! ISLA~O 
STAlE VIFCII\iiA 
2IP COtE 233!7 
FILE UH 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA 
~HO~JA 
GIL SFilL CISfE~SICN STUDIES 
l.S., CC,Sl~l, ~C~TH •rL~~TIC, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
ASHilACl ~lSSin WlS9, HIGH 1. MAI<CH 21:t 1973, lllllllNG 
Tt-:E WAllCPS SUTJOI\ C-54 AIRCRAFT HUIPPED lo!IlH TH 1-11 AERIAL MAPPING 
CA~E~AS ~Nt ~ ~ICRChA\E FAtiCMETER I~ CCCPI~ATICI\ WITh T~E NAVAL RESEARCH 
LAECFATCRY. lHE C£JECTIVE CF t•E fliGHT hAS lt CCRilELATE CJL SLICK DATA 
ACQUI~ft FRCM THE MICROWAVE RACICMETER hiT~ IMAGER) lAKE~ kiTH AERIAL CAMERAS 
CC~TAINING COLCR ANt FALSE CCL(~ I~FRARED fll~. CLEAR hEATHER VISIBILITY UP TO 
5 ~ILES. AIR Tf~FEFATlRE ~AS 7 CE,. C AT 1!0( FT. MSLt WINO OF ~0 KNOTS FRCM 
045 l E(;. 
I' AI'£ 
PHONE MMBER 





HLL AlfOfiS I 
H4-i14:4-3411 
NAllCNAL AERONAtliCS A~C SFACE .ADM 




flU NHE Oil SPill OHPERSICN SlUCIES 
GE~E~AL GECGFAPHIC AFE~ u.s., CCASTAL, 1\CFTP ATLANTIC, ChESAPEAKE BAY, 
VHEit.H 
AB5l~AC1 ~IS51Ct. Wl9~, flJGtT 2, M~RCh 29, 1S73, UllllZING 
HE UllOFS STATIOII. C-54 AJRCRtFT HUIPFEC llllti 1\10 1-11 AERIAL MAPPIIIG 
CAMER~S AND A ~ICRCloA~E RACIC~ETER I~ CCCPER~liCN wiTH Ttf NAVAL RESEARCH 
UB(IlAlCRY. THE UJECT lVE (f TI-E fL IGH WAS TO CCNTINlE THE CORRELAliCN 
ST~RT££ ON THE PRE~ICUS CA' CF ClL SliCK OAT~ TAKE~ €1 ltE MICFOloAVE 
~ACIO~ElEP ~llh ThAl ~ECC~D£0 0~ COLOR ANt fAlSE COlCR INFRA~EO AERI~l FILM. 
GCCD loEATHER, VISIEILIT1 lP TC 5 ~ILES. AIR lE~PERAlURE liAS 13 OEG. C AT 15CO 
FT. '5L. hlNC CF 12 KNClS fROM 2C DEG. 
NA~E FILL ~lFCNSl 
FliCNE ~UBER H4-t24-3411 
lNSTITUliCN (~ AGENC't NATIONIL AfRONA~TICS AND SPACE ADM 
STREET C~EStPEAKE BA't ECOLOGICAL PRCGRA~ CfflCE 
Cll1 WALlCPS ISLAND 
ST~lE ~IFGINIA 
2IP COt£ 2!3!1 
346 
FILE ~~~£ Cll SPILL tlSPEFSICN ST~t~ 
EE~EFAl EECGfAfflC A~EA NORlH AllA~liC, CO~STAL 1 l.S., CHESAPEAKE fAY 
AESTF~Cl MJSSICN WCl!t fllGtTCl, IIA~ ACCOMPLISHED C~ JLNE 
1~, 1S1Ct LllliZII\G THE h~llCF~ fllEHl CE~TER LEASED fELICCPTER E'UIFPED WITH 
4 l-11 AERIAL ~.IIFPIIH CAI'HAS U CCCPERATICt. hiHi lH HRG!NlA JNSlllUTE OF 
~IRI~E SCIENCE AT ~ LCCATION Nf~R T~E ChESAPEAKE liGHT lOkER. THE OBJECTIVE CF 
lt.E flHHT lriAS TC LSE I<HCTE SENSE£: IMtG£1n TC INVESTIGATE HIE SURfACE CIL 
FILM llilC~NE~S AIIC riSPE~SICN FEAHRES HHLENCEC t1 wiNJ:S A~O CURPENlS. 
NAME M. CCNEER 
PHO~E Nl~EEF SC4 E24 3411 
INSTllLTION CR AGENO NATJU.Al AUO~Al TICS J!H $FACE ADMI~ISHATION 
STREET CfESAFEAKE EAY £CCLCGICAL CffiCE 
CIT' ~All{fS ISLJNC 
STilE ~IRGINIA 
Zif CCC£ 23337 
FilE NtMf Cll ~PILL CI~PER5ICN Sll[) 
Gfi\EHL GEct~HHC AilE~ NCHJ-c HUNT IC, COASTAl, l • .S., ,_IRGINIA CHESAPEAKE 
E~Y llHT 
18Sl~A(l MISSION WCl~, FLIE~JOS 1 ~AS ACCOMPLISHED C~ 
SEPTE~BER 2t lSllt lllliZING THE ~AlLCPS fLIGhT CENTER lEASED C-54 AIRCRAFT 
EQUifPED k]lh A T-11 AERill ~AFFINE CAMERA IN COOPE~ATICN lollH THE VIRGINIA 
INSTilllE CF MARINE SCIEIICE. HE CEJECTII/E Cf THE FliGHT liAS TO IMAGE AN Cil 
!Pill IN TtEATlA~liC OCEJ~ CFF l~E CfESAFE,KE LIGHT TChER. 
NAME IHCUU COI\GER 
fHCNE ~l~BER ~04 i24 3411 
INSllTLTIGI\ CR AGENC1 N~TICNAL AERCNAlllCS AIIC SPACE A[M 
STREET CfES~PEAKE EA' ECCLOGICAL PRCGRAM OFFICE 
CIT't I<I!LLCP-5 ISLAIID 
STtTf VIREJNIA 
ZIP ecce 23337 
FILE NtMf OIL IFILL OJIFE~SlC~ SllC) l ~IRGINIA 
GENERAL GEOGRIFHIC ARfA NCPl~ ATLANTIC, CCASTAL, l.S., VIRGINIA 
AfSTRACT ~I!SION kOSlt FliGHTC2, loAS ACCCMPLJS~E[ Cll CCTCBER 
14, 1911, lllllliNG t ~ALLCPS FllEtl CENTER C-54 AIRCRtfT EQUIPPED hiTH A 1-11 
'ERltl ~AFPJNE CAME~A IN CCOFE~All(~ Wll~ lHE ~IRGINIA I~STITLTE Of 'ARINE 
SCIENCE. l~E CBJECTIVE [f l~t FliEHT hAS J[ RECORC THE [JSPERS10N CF A 
CCIIHCLLE£ CJL SFILL TH.I\T'l-fClll •oliRS AFTEJ< THE Sflll CCCLR~EC. 
~A~E I'IC.~EL CC~GER 
FHI\E ~UHEF 8Cit 1:.?4 3411 
JNSlll~liCN CF ~GENC~ IIATICN~l AERC~AlliCS ANC SF~CE ~CM 
~TREE~ CHE!~PEAKE EA) fCCLCGIC~L PFCGRA~ CfFICE 
CIT1 wAllCFS ISLINC 
STATE ~IREI~I~ 
liP CCC£ 23331 
347 
FILE ~A~E OIL SPILL CISPE~SlCN STUDY ll VIRGl~I-
GE~ER~l GEOGRAP~IC AREA ~ORl~ AllA~liC, CCASTAL, u.S., VlRGI~IA 
A€SHIICT MISSICN WC9lt fliGiiTOl• WAS ACCOMPLISHED ()~ OCTOBER 
13t 1CJ11, lTlliZING A UllCPS FLIGt:l CUHU C-54 AIRCRAFT EQUIPPED WITH A T-11 
AERlH fiAFPING (A~UA If\ CUlFHHICN WIT!< HE VIRGINIA INSTITUTE Of MARINE 
SCIE~CE. TtE CBJECll~E CF TtE FLIGHT WAS TC STUD~ THE CISPERSICN OF A 










804 U4 3411 
"ATJ(NAL AERCN~lTICS AND SPACE ACfi 




flLE NAfiE Oil Hill Slt.t'Y 
GEIIEFAL ~ECGFAF~lC A~Et NCRT~ ATLANTICw COASTAL, u.s., VIRGiillA, CfESAPEAKE 
en 
ABSTPA(T 11\IS.SION W2!!it FLIGHT 01 liAS ACCOMPLISHED 011 16 
OCtOfER• 1913. H-E CflJECtJVE Cf TU HIGH !lAS TO OElHN PHOTCGRAPHIC IMAGERY 
CF All Cll SPill FC~ USE Ill LCC~TING THE POSITION Of THE AIRCRAFT IN RESPECT TO 
TtE tAlA TAKEN FRO' THE JICR(k~'E ~A£ICME1EF. 
N~M£ J. ~CLLINGE~ 
FHCNE iiU!eER EC~ £24 3411 
INSTJTtll(ll C~ AG£~CY NATICIIAL AEFOIIAUTICS ANt SPACE ADMINISTRAliON 
~1REET CHEStFE~KE EAY ECCLCGIC'l f~CGRAM OFFICE 
CITY hALLCP! ISLAIIC 
SlAlE ~l~GINIA 
iiF COtE 23331 
FILE Ill~£ Cll SFILL STUCY 
GENERAl «:ECGRAfHIC AHA M:ll<lH IHLANT IC, CUSTAL, tl.!., 'VIRGIIIIA, CtESAPEAKE 
lHiil lCkH 
;iBSlRA(l I'.ISHO~ hC15 1 FLIGH06, !lAS ACCCfiPLISI1£C Cti AUGUST 
3t 1971, E'UlPFEt kiT~ AN AAC-~ TfER~AL INfRARED SCA~NER Ill COCPERATION kiTH 
THE 1/JRGI~lA li'<STITlT.E OF IURINE SCIENCE. THE OBJECTIIIE OF THE FLIGt:l WAS tO 
DETECT /J~ CIL !:PILL CFF ThE UHS/JPEH£ LIGJ-1 lOkER lN THE ATLAN11C CCEAN. 
1\~H ~lChAEl CONGER 
fHCNE ~l~BER 804 E24 3411 
JNSliTLTION CR AGEI\CY 1\/JTJCN/JL AERCN/JLliCS ANO SFACE ACM 
SlREH CHStPEAI<E fU ECOLOGICAL PRCGRAM OFFICE 
CITY ~/JllCF~ ISL/J~O 
ST~Tf 1/lRGli\JA 
ZIP CCC E .23337 
FILE NAil£ 
GE"EF/Jl fECGF,fhJC /JPf~ 
BA'Y llGfl 
CIL .SPill SHC'Y 
NCRT~ AlLANliC, CCASTAL, L.S., ~lRGINIA, C~ESAPEAKE 
A€5111/JCT MISSICN kC71• fliGHlOl, liAS ACCC~HISHEC Cl\ AUGUST 
3, 1S11t UllllllNG A hALLCFS fLJGtT CENTER LEASEC tELICCPTER EGUIPPEC WITH 
fOUR T-11 /JH Ul t<HPING U~ERAS II\ CC()FERATION UTH THE 1/IRGII\IA INSUHiTE CF 
~ARIIIE SCIE~CE. THE CfJECTI~E Cf ThE FLIGtT hAS lC CCCUt<E!IT ThE SP~E/JC OF A 
t<A~ ~ACE Oil Sflll Cll fltC~ Pill WHITE, COLCR, A"C f/JLSE CCLOR 11\FRARf[ FILM AT 
CI\E HOLR IIITERIIALS F~Dt< OSOO lC l!OC OURINt THE CA,. 
NAME ~~C~AEL CCI\EE~ 
ftCI\E ~U~EE~ EC4 ~2~ 3411 
JNSHH:l!Ct< CR 1\GEM:'t 1\:lHUI. Hi<Cll.AuiiCS ,;Nt SPACE ACM 
STIIEU CHSAPEAI<E BAY HCUlGICAL fRCGRA~ CFFICE 
CJT'Y kALlCFS ISl~Nt 
SlJ!l£ IIII<GI!IJA 
2JP CC£E ~3331 
fiLE NA~t CJl SPILL STOOY - ~IRGI~I~ 
GEttEJIH GEOGRAPtJC AREA NC!H!c Al!..Ali>!HC. CCASTAL, l.S .. , \llllGIMA 
AllSlRACl f!ISHCN WC30, fliGH01 1 WAS ACCCMfliStiEC Oil! NCVEflfE~ 6• 1940, LTillliNG A ~ALLCPS FLIG~l CENTEP LE~SED HELICCPTER E'UIPPEO 
IIIlTH ll:iREE T-11 HRUl I'AFFIH (llfl,fR~S Ill CCCPERHIO!I hiTI:i H<E ~IRGI!IIA 
1NST11UTE Cf I'~RI!IE SCIE~CE. TtE OBJECli~E OF ThE fLIGrT kAS TC t<~~ITOR THE 










804 E24 3~ 11 
I>HICN'L AEACNAUliCS AM) SFACE ACM 
CtE~APEAKE BA~ ECCLOGICAL PPOGRAM OFFICE 
hALL CPS I SlHD 
\IIRGI~IA 
23331 
FILE NAME OIL ~PILL, IIA\IAl RESEARCr l'f(~~TORY 
GENERAl GECGF~P~JC ARE~ U.s., CC/JST~L, ~CPTk ATlANliC, CHES/JPEAKE BAY 
ABSTRACT ~ISSIC!I ~217, fll. 1, ~~y 8, 1973, WITH WALLOPS ST~T)CII C-54 AIRCRAFT EQUIPPE[ hiT• T-11 AERIAL MAPPI~G C~MERA ANC NAVAL RES 
LAB IICROkAVE RACICMETER. (fJE(TIVE - TO CflER~I~E RE~CJE SEI\SI~G CAPAeiLITY• 
Of Tt;E f<IC- IIA\E ~AtHHTER flJI< I..SE IN DETECTING Al\0 LCCAliNG CIL SPilLS. 
kE'l.ER- ~CtERATELY .Al' EITt T~III CVERCA!lt Alii lE~P. 18 DEG. C Al 15CO Fl M~L loiTti A lol!IC OF 1 I<HT~ FRCI' 141 CEG., •• 
~A~E P~Ul llfC!ISJ 
FHCIIE H~EER H4-E24-3411 
11\STllUTIC~ (~ AGE~Cl 11/JTICNAL AERONALIICS ANO SPACE ADM 
STREET C~ESlPEAI<E EtY ECClCGICAL P~CGRAM OFFICE 
CITY hALLDfS l!LANC 
STATE IIIFGII\1' 
ZIP COCE 23331 
fiLE NAME OIL 5PILL, ~A,AL FESE~RCH LABCRATCRY 
GENERAL GECE~AP~IC ~REA U.S., CCASTAL, ~C~TH ATLANTIC, CHESAPEAKE BAY 
AeSTRACT ~1~510 1121.1, FU. 2, f(f,Y 9, 1973, kiTh WlllLOPS 
STATIO~ C-!:4 AII<CRAfl EQllFPEt \1111-. 1-11 AERIAL MAPPIIIG CllMERA IN CCOFERATION 
klH t.AIIAL RES. Ul'. CEJHTHE- TC C61AIN If'AGEPY CF ANY REf/AlliS Cf AN OIL 
SPill ThAT hAC lA~E~ PLACE THE PRE~ICUS DAY. hEATHER- MECIU~ OVERCAST, 
1/ISIEILITY lP TC 5 ~1LES 1 AIR lEMF. 18 CEG. C AT l~OC FT., MSl WITh ~ kiNO Of 
15 K~ClS fFCf( ltC lEG. 
t-AI'E 
PHCNE H~BER 
lNSTilUllCN C~ AGfhCl 






NATICNAL AERONAliliCS AND SPACE ADM 
CHE~APEAKE etY ECOLOGICAl PRCGRAM OFFICE 
\I!AllCf~ !SUNil 
VIr«: It. lA 
-'3331 
FILE NftME ON THE BIOLOGY OF THE !AND SHRIMP, CRANGCN 
SEfTEMSPlNCSAt Ill lHE tELA~ARE B'' A~EA 
GE~EFAL GECGFAPhiC ftFE~ t;CRlH AllANTIC. l.$., OEl~-ARE BAY, COASTAl 
ABS1RAC1 EEl.EE~ CCJCSER 1958 ft~t [ECEMEER 1960 2500 
SPECII'ENS (f TI-lE S'Nt SHFI~Pt CRANGCN SEf'HI'SPINOSA (SA'IJ, WERE CCLLECTEO FROM 
SULLOllo. UHRS AlOG ThE SHCRE~ (f lH CELHtRE EA'Y AREA. THE eiGlCG'Y Of ThiS 
StoRlMI' hAS fEEt. STltlEO ~JU IIUARI: TC ~~OHht REPROCLCTION AND FlJCD. C. 
SEPlfMSfi~DSA hAS CCLLEClEO FRCM WATER IN ~toiCH THE 5All~Il'Y R·~GEC fRCM 4.4 
TO 31.4 PPl ANC IN ~HICH THE TEfiPERATUH f)ITRfMES URE 0.0 A~t -'6.0 CEGREES. 
THE €RC~JH RATE CF C. SEFTEMSFJ~CS~ WAS FCL~t 10 EE AfOUl 1.6 MM PER MCNTH AND 
NO SEASON~l VA~lATJOII I~ THIS FATE WAS CBSEPI/ED. A SIZE DIFFERENCE IS APPARENT 
EETWfE~ ~ALES .At;O FE,AlES. THE lC~GESl fE~AlE MEASU~EC kAS 70 MM AS CCMPARED 
10 41 lili fU THE lUIGEST MALE. TH MAJ(R BFEEI:ING SEASCN fCR C. SEPTEMSPINOSA 
hAS fRCfl ~ARCH TO OCTCSER, WITH CVIEERDUS FEfiALE5 APPEARING THE YE~R ROU~D 
f)CEPl FOR CECE~6ER. 
flUE 
fH(]NE t;LMBER 
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DELAWARE fiARINE STAli(N LleRARY 
3~C 
filE NA~E CPERtTIO~ ANC ~AINlE~A,.CE CF ChA~"ElS 
CifiiEI'Al HCHAFtiC AHA NCRH AMERICA, t.S., COASTAL, NE\11 'tCRI< SUTE, NEW 
YCRI< Cil'l, t..'t. SIGH 
ASST~A(T T•E ARMY CORP Of ENGINEER~ ~AS HAD A PRCGRA~ FOR 
THE OPERAllCN AIID M.II~TEI\Af\CE Of CHJI~IIELS UI\(E UHO. DEPTH I'EASUREMENTS ARE 
CETHIIINEO HRCCUGtCl.il TI-E PI'CJECl AREJ!. TI-E tREA Uf CONCERN EHENDS fROI' 1\ESl 
PCI~l CN 11:-.E tiiJllSOt. FlliEF TC HiltY HOOK ANI: EAST ROCi(~kAY, INCLI.!Ol~G t>.Ew YCilK 
hARBCR, RARilAII ~1\ER AH RA~Il.H EJIY. 
flAil£ MF. kRIGHT 
FHCNE lll~B£R 212 264 C181 
lNSllTUTJGN CR ACENCY ARII\ CCRF CF EIIGINEERS 
ST~E£1 26 FEDER~l FLAZA 
Clll ~Ek YC~~ 
STAT£ ~Ek l(R~ 
ZIP CCtE 10CC1 
FILE NAME 
'lUI< fHHl 
ORG~~IC A~D HEA\l METAL GECLHEMISTR~ JN ThE NEW 
EENERAl GECE~APhiC AREA ~CRl~ AI'E~ICA, L.s., AllAIIliC CCEAN, NEh YCRI< 
BIGHT, EAST RCCI<AWAY 11\LET, JCIIES INLET, fiRE ISLAND l~LEl NEll YORK 
~ESTRACT ThE PlRFOSE Of THIS NCAA - fl~OEO RESEA~C~ JS TC 
DEll~EATE DlfFEPEIICE! I~ CRGAhl( J~t tEA~Y MET'L GEOCHEMISTRY GF NEAR SHORE 
'l[ f~TCHES RflATI~E TC Cff-SHCRE DISPCSAL APEAS A~D ClHER SGURCES kiTHI~ THE 
~E~ YORK SIGHT AS A SIG~AlU~E FCR lHE ~CVEMEhl OF SLUCGE THRCUGH T~E SIGHT. 
1;0 101Al SA~PLES liE~E HIIEII FCR 3 CC"SE<Uli\IE CAYS lh 3176, 5 CAYS II\ 4/76 
MC 3 C~YS H cl7t. 
t;AME 
FHNE JlliHfR 





CR. ~lllll~ HAFFIS 
212 IH !:417 
BI'CC~LYN CCLLE~E - GEOlCGY 






FILE !'IAtrE CRGU•CCHLCRI!'IE HSECTieJCE RESIDUES IN SOILS ANt 
. SCil lNVEIIHflUTES ffl{.ltl AUJClillURAl ·lJltiOS 
GENERAl GECGI<AFHIC AI<EA Hl<lH Af'ERitA• l.S., AUBAJIA, ARKAf'tSASo MJSSOURlt 
IllJtiCIS, K'NSASt tCUJSIAN~, M~R~l~Nt, AND ~ISSISSIFPI 
ABSTRACT SCi! I. S At<D EARTHitCRfi.S Af\t CThEI' SOIl INV ERTEIJRATES 
iiERE CCllECTEt FRCit 67 A(RJCI;l Tti<Al FHLC HI E STATES FIIOM MARCH TO OCTOSER 
1967 .. SAMPLES HRE ANALHED BY GAS CHRCfiAHGRAPHY fU tOE, DCOt tilT, ALDRIN, 
[J£Lll<1!'1t ENORIN 1 HEPTACHLOR EPC)IOE, ANO GJMitA-CHlCRCANE JNSECTICIOES. 
~A~E C~~RlES [. GIS~ 
FHCNE 1\lMBER 3tl 116 4UiC 




ZI F eccE 




FILE NIMf . CRGAt.oCtilORINE PESTiCICES JINIJ fOl'rCHLCIIINATED 
UPH£1\YlS HI llUCI< tlJCl< EGGS FRO! THE UNIT££ STAlES AND CANADA-1971 
GENHAl GECHAfl-llC AREJI NORTJi ATLANTIC, CCASTAlt l..S. ~NO CAIIAtA, MAINE, 
fiE\0 tAI'PStilRE, HRftUlt I'~SSActlSETTS, COfiNECTICI.ilt Nfli 'IORKt lliEioi JERSEY, 
Cfl~IIAIIE, UIIYLAI\0, !'IOVA SCOTJ~, NEW BRUNSWICJ<, QLEBEC• AIIO 01\TARIO 
ASS TRACT BUCK tlU CAllAS IIUf:lRlPl.S J EGGS WERf COLLECTED IN 
1971 f~O! UE 1\CUHASlE!U~ UNilEC SUUS Af\D CANADA. TWC EGGS IIERE COlLECTED 
f~O" EACP. Cf 61 1\ESTS. ONE EGG FIIO~ EACH CLUTCH WAS IIANDCftlY C~OSEII FCR 









JE~II' 1<. LCIIGCCIIE 
3Cl 11t 4HC 
u.S. BI.:REAU Cf .SFCH flSI-IERifS ANC WILOliFE 




fiLE ~~ME OIIGA,.OCHLO~I~E RESIDijES IN WCOCCCCK ~I!'IGS, 11 
SUTH l<.l'iC-71 
GE~ERAL (ECGFAPtiiC AIIEA NORT~ A~ERlCAt U.S., LCUI!lA~A. ~AINE~ MIC~IGAN, 
tiEk tAJIPSHlRE• flfk JERSEY • HW Yll~K, HI\NS U\IAN lA• IHSCCNSIN. 1\QRT!i AND SOL TH 
eAROLI~il A•& GECRGJA 
AtiSlPACT A SLRVEY Cf CRG,~CChlCRINE RESIDUES IN kOOOCOCK 
WI~GS kAS UNtERTAKfN TC CElER~li\E kHETHER T~ESE Wlf\GS ARE SUITABlE FCR SHOWING 
~EGICNAL DIFffi<EfiCES IN FE5HlifS Al\:0 TC UHU A BJISEUNE Il'<i H7C-11 FOR LATER 
Ctii.PAIIISCNS .. WCCtCCCII WIHS WEllE OBTIIINEt fRCI' THE i!NIIU'L HUNTER•S IIHG 
SURVEY • SA~PLES "ME f!Ull' E IGIH STATES ILOUSIANAo MAl 1\E• !<II CHI Gil~, NEW 
HA~PSMl~E. ~EW 4E~SEY, 1\E~ YCRK• PE~t<SYLVA~JA, ANt kiSCCNSINt AND ONE 
1~1-5141£ ·~f· :~0~1~ A~t SCLlt c•RGLiAAt A~O GECRGIA) 
1\AI'E I<I.A.R. MCLANE 
f~(~E ~ti'SE~ ~Cl 176 4ESC 
JNS111U11CH DR AGENCY U.S. SUREA~ Cf SFOPl FI!HfiiiES AND kiLtllfE 
STREET PAltxENT kiLDL.IfE RESEAf<CH CEIITER 
CJl~ lAU~El 
~TATE ~,R,lAIIt 
ZIP CCtE ~CtlC 
f llE tOME 
GENERAl GE{GFAFHIC AF£~ 
IH.UG 
ABSl Rii(T 
CRIGI~ A~£ GECtCGlCAL HISTCRY OF ASSATEAGLE ISLAND 
1\CRTH ATlANTIC, u.s •• CELMAR~A PENINSUlA ASSATEAGUE 
SMAll SURVEY CONTAINING CATA FROM 26 BOR[~GS IN THE 
~ICINITY OF AS!AlEAGlE 
ISlA~t eCI'flEX. SCCREt 
fCLU .. 
ISlAND CC,OUCTEt TC OETERfiiN£ ltE AGE ANC ORIGIN OF THE 
CCRES ON tEFH! H liHCii BIOMATERIAL OF MARSH ORIGIII kAS 
NAME 
PHCNE Nllti!ER 





. RESJCUES IN E~GS 
GENERAl GECGRllfHJC ~~fA 
~~~YUI\t 
ABSTRACT 
CCIINfCTlCUl ~E .. E AIIAL,ZEC 
1\AI'E 
fHCH HHH 






3Cl 326 42tll 




CSFR£Y REP~CCUCllC~ Ill ~fl,TICN TO PESTICICE 
~0~1~ 'I'EIIIC~. CC~STAl. U.S., CCN~ECTICUT AND 
C!FREY TISS~ES, EGGS AIIC fiSh FPOM MARYLANC AND 
FCR CPG~NCChlCRII\E PESTICIDES AND Fee. 
Po I. SMil~, DIRECTOR 
3Cl 176 4SH 
PAT~XE~l ~JLCLIFE FESEARCh CE~TER 





FILE ~A~E C\ER~INlERI~G A~C CISFE~S~L Of TETR,NYChUS 
TURKEST~NJ UGARC\ ANC NI~CLS~l 
GENERAL GEOGRAFHJC tREA NCFl~ A~ERIC~. t.s., CELAhARE 
HSTRACT .PRESEt\lEC It\ REfORl FCRJi. AilE tATA CCLLHHC CURit\G 
A ~TlC' CCNCLCTED It\ CELAWA~E CURl~( lS68 ~NC 1969 (1) TO INVESTIGATE THE 
RELATJCt\S~lP EET~EEN ThE SlRAWBERR) SPICER MITE, TElRAt\VCHUS TLKKESl~N;, AND 
Il! SLSPECTEC 0\ERWINTERING HCST, RED CLOVE~; (2) 10 CETERMJ~E THE METhODS Of 
CISPERSAL LSEO BY T. TURKESTA~l A~C (3J TC CETERMINE WHAT EN~IRONMENTAL 
fACTCfiS AR£ JN\OL\IEC IN THE MITE'~ ~C\EI'EHS. 
NA~E Ji(~~IS llER~P~ 
fliCNE fllMEER 302 736 21t~~ 
JNSllTLllCfl (R A(Efi!Y UNIVERSITY CF DELAWARE 
CIT) ~E~AFK 
ST,lf CELA~ARE 
liP ecce 1S111 
F JLE N"'H 0 \ERwH lER HG ANI: 1:1 SF Ell SAL Cf T ETIH NYC I< US 
TI..RI<ESHtd 
~fNERJll €ECGRJlP~IC ARfA NORT. AMERICA, L.S., OELA~A~E, KENT COU~TY 
AB~lRACT ASPECTS Of TI<E ECCLCGY Cf ThE STRAwEERRY SPIDER 
MITE, TETRANYCiiU! TURKESTA~l wERE STLOIEO I~ SCYEEJll FIELDS lN DEL~wARE. 
O'¥Eflll JfiTHHG HO U.f EHATI CNS A til: ABUNCAIIC E ARE l'lfi'CRHC. 
fi'IIME INTH-LII!RAR'W leAN 
FHCI\E Nlfo(EE~ 3C2 738 2455 
JNSllTUTlCN OR AGENt' UNI\ERSITY Cf DELJlkARE, MCRRIS LIER~RY 
STREET SCUTt- CCLLEGE AVENt;E 
CllY NE~t~¥ . 
~UTE CEUI<tRE 
2IF ecce 1'>711 
filE I'HIH 
CIIFCLIU 
CENEFAL GECGFAPHJC A~EJl 
HSTilHT 
MCNITCRS NL~BfR OF SPAT, 
UH 
FhON E fllfoiB ER 







CY!TER MCNilCRINC CF PLA~TEO CULTCH IN NORTH 
NORTH AMERICA, L.s., NCRTH C.tRCLINA, COASTAL 
I. STUCY IN TH COASTAL AREA OF NORTH CAROLINA wHICH 
GRCIITH, Jl~t SLF~l\AL TIIICE A ~EAR. 
fENTRESS fi,UNtEN 
Sl'i 126 1C21 
NORT~ CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF ~ATURAL ANC ECCNCMIC 




fll£ NtME 0'51E~ ~~F~E~ 
GENE~Al GEOGRAPHIC AREA NC~l~ ~Tl~NliC, CCAST~lt u.s., CHESftPEAKE BAY, 
fiJRHtH 
ABSTRACT 'NNLtL SU~VEY CF PARYLA~C CYSTER BAAS, ~ATLRAL ANC 
PLAI\TEO, tAlA INCLlCES NlfieER AI\IJ SIZE OF OSTERS; ASSCCUTEt I~VERTEBI<ATES 
RELATI\E AELNCA~CE; I~CICENCE Cf tRILLS; ~CTES Ofl CCNCITIQN, COLOR, AND GONAD 
CE~ELCfJif~T; CEFTH, TEMPfPATL~E, ~NO SALI~ITV. LCNG lE~M SLR~E' DATA 
lv~llAELE. AVERA(E 12~0 STATIONS PER ~EAR, 1~ YEA~S DAlA 
UME hiP( l[ # CAlliS 
Fti(~E H~BfR 3Cl-2E1-53H 
INSTITUTIC~ CF AGENCY MARVLANC CEFARTMENT OF NATLRAl RESOURCES 
STREET TAkES STATE CFFICE BUILCING 
CITY ANNAFCLIS 
STAlE fiA~'lA~D 
ZIP CCCf 214(1 
FILE NA"E CZC~E fLIEtl DATA 
GENE~Al GEOG~AP~IC AREA NCill~ A~E~ICAt L.S., NE~ JEPSEV 
AEST~~CT SEVERAL fLIGhTS kERE TA~EN IN ThE MONTHS OF JULY 
ANt AUGLST. 1S15 A'O 1916 TC OElEil~l~E ClC~E lEVELS. ALL FLIGHTS wERE TAKEN IN 
li<E EARl~ •tRNING Cll E~RLV AFTER~CCN. THE FRIMARY CSJECli~E OF THE FLIGHTS ~AS 
TC CETAIN ~CRI2CNTAL ~~C VERTICAL CZCNE fRCfiLES 0-E~ ~OST AREAS OF NEW JERSEY 
TC OfTE~MINE TfiE FELATI~E I~PCRlANCE Cf LCCAL GEt\EFATICN AND TFANSPORT. 
~E~SUR£~E~T5 Cf C2C~E l<fRE USUALLY TA~E~ E~E~Y 5CO FEEl LP TO /CCC FEET. 
~A~E !E~IDR ENlllRCN"E~l~L 5FECI,LIST 
fhCNE ~l .. EfR 609 ~92 6i~3 
INSTilUliCN OR AGENCY ~H JHSEY SlREAL Cf AIR FClLUTICN CCNTROL 
ST~EfT LASCR ANC INDLS1~' BUILDI~G 
CIT~ TRE~TC~ 
ST~TE NE~ JER!E~ 
liP CCCE C€6i~ 
FILE tUU PAINlf~, VIRGif\1~ TRUCK ANC CRtiAIIENTAL RESEARCH 
SlAliD~ AGRIClLTLR'l STlC~ 
GEHI<Al GEOGJ!AJlttiC ARE.t Nt\RTH ATLAUICo COASTAL, u.s., CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
\IRGJ~JA, FAJ~TER 
Ae(JRACl fi.ISSIO(( W241o fll. lt kllH WALLOPS STATICN t-54 
AIRCilAfl 0~ SHlEHEI< 6. 1973, E".IFPft Wilt\ TWO T-11 AERIAl iiAPPHiG CAMERAS 
IN CCOFERATION Wllt AGIOOJ\Of(Y GEPT. ()f VA. PCl\TECHNlt IfiSTITt.;TE AND STATE 
lMV. OBJECTIVE - 10 OSU JN LA Tf Sl'MMER COLOR AND FJILH CCL OR INFRARED IMAGERY 
OF PUI'HINGS CF PAIUER, VA. TRUCK At.t ORNAMENTALS RES .. STATION. IMAGERY Will 
fE USEt Ill f'ONJTCP.IIIG GRCWTti Al>lt VIGOR OF PLANTS AIID IN OETERMINlt\G PLANT 
SIGNATURES .. FliGti.T IN SUGHTL~ Cl£UlY WEATfiER WITH SCATTERED TO BROKEN 
ClCI:CS• \IISHJJUH 3-4 !IllES, IIR lEHF. 20 CEG. C AT lCOC FT., MSl WITH loiHiO 
Of lC KNClS fRCM 22! CEG. 
IIAH 
FtiCNE lllfHII 






SUTICN AGIHCIJLTli!IA.L STUDY 
(;£NE~AL GEOGRAPHIC AREA 




NATICNAL AERONALTICS ANO SPACE ADM 
CHES.fPEAI<E BA'W ECCLOGICAL PRCGilAM OffiCE 
kAllCPS ULAND 
\UG INIA 
PAINlEII, VJRGII'iJA TRUCK ANt ORN~MENTALS RESEARCH 
\IIRGIIIIA FGLYTECf'NIC INSTJTHE AND STATE IJI\II/E~SITY 
t.s., COASTAl• 1\CRTH ATLAIITJC, CHESAPEA~E BAY, 
tiSSICII ~17St fliGhT 1, CEC. 12, 1972, ~ITh WAllOPS 
SUTltfl C-54 .U~UHT E'lilPPEt liiTh 2 1-11 CAII.ERAS Ill COCPERATIOI'i kiTH 
~GRONCMl DEPT. CF VA., PCtHECtiUC H.SUTliE AIID STATE Lt<IV. AT PAIJ\TER TRUCK 
,ANt tRAAI"EfllAl HA., PAII\THI• VA. CtMLLOliiG MISSIOII CF A SERIES OF FLIGHTS 
,ADE THIICU~fOUT ThE 1972 GRCiil~G SEASON FOR 11\VESlJGAli~G CROP GRC~TH RELATING 
10 SCllt CISEASE• AIID CUlllVAliOJ\ VA~l~lJOI\5. ~fATtiER- CLEAR, VISIBILITY 
JQ-15 IHLE~. AIR THP. +2 CEG. C A.T lOCO fl .. , f'Sl IIITI1 WIN!: CF 15 KNOTS FROM 
24C uc;. 
1\Af!E 
FhCN E 111!11 HR 







tiATICr.Al HROt<AlliCS AN£ SPACE ADM 
CHESAPEAKE E~~ ECCLCGICAL FRCG~AII CfflCE 
hollLCP~ ISUNC 
'f!H IN Ill 
-'3331 
FilE *'Aft£ PAINTER, VII<GINIA TRUCK AND ORNAMENTALS RESEARCH ~TATIOI\ AGRlCllllR~l SlUt~ 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA u.s., COASTAL, NCRlH ATLA~TIC, CHESAPEAKE BA'W, 
~lRGJ~JA, FAINTER 
ABSTR~Cl ~JSSIO~ h213t fliGhT 1, h~S ACCOMPllSHEC ON MA~ 21, 
1973, lilJLIZING TH UllCFS STATlOI\ C-!54 AIRCRAFt HHilPPEO WITh ThO T-11 
A£11 IH i'APP lNG CAMERAS IN CCCPHATJ CN HTti THE AGRCNCMY DEPARTMENT OF VIRGIN lA 
FOLYTECtH\IC lfiSlllllE AJ\C HAU UlUV. fJRSJ II\ A SEIUES OF SliMMER AND EARLY 
!liJTliiiN MlSSlCNS CVER u. lRlCit ANC CRNAI'EI\lAlS RESEARCH STA. AT PAINTER, VA. 
CESIGNEC TC CB lAIN FALSE CCLCR IHUREI: JUGERY OF ThE PLANTINGS PERIOD !CALL~ 
DU~ING' Tt!EIR GRCrJT~ CYCLES FOR USE It\ ~EA~JJRit\G "ElAiiVE PLAftT VIGOR EY 
SfECJES. HCO kfATt!ER fltllt 1/ISIIliUH fRCM 1-10 I'I!.ES~ AIR Tf~f. 20 CEG. AT 
lGCC FT. ~~L. )INC lC ~1\Cl! F~(M 230 tE'• 
~'"£ PA~L ALFC~SI 
PHOI'I.E 1\ll'llU BCit-112-4-3411 
I .. STlTLTlON DR AGENCl NATIONAL .AEilOIIAlliCS llt\t SP~CE AOt' 
S TR tEl CHEHPUKE eAY ECCLOG l"l PROGRAM Off ICE 
CITY kAllCH ISUIIC 
SlATE 1/JR(;INIA 
ZIP ecce 23337 
FILE Nl~E PAlECNlOLOGl AI'ID BIOSTIIATIGRAPH~ CF tEEF SEA CORES GENH~I. HCHAft!C I'IRU WCRlttHDE CCEAN 
ABSl~ACl THE tEEP SEA tRILli~G PPCJECT Af SCPIPPS 
II'ISTITUTICN OF CCEA~CERAPtY IS UNCERTAK£N CN THE AD,ICE Of THE JCI~T 
CCEANCGRAPMIC JNSlllUTICNS FOR tEEP EARTH StMFLING CJCICES). TC O~TE CSDP 11AS 
TA~EA EECLCGICAL AH GEGI'tiYS I CAl CAU HOM ThE GRilliNG StiiP GLOMAR CHAllet.GER 
AT 3~3 SITES OVEII ltE kCFlt CCEANS. GRIGlNAL DATA FROM THE PRCJECT ARE INDEXED ~~0 ARCtiiVEt B' ltf INFCRMAJIOI'I fiAIICLJIIG G~Ct.;P. CEJAJLS Cf THE FRCCESSJNG AI'IC 
RETRIEVAl METhODS AIID CA~IBlllliES APE OUTLINED I~ A SERIES CF NOTES AVAILABlE 
F~CM ltE GPCUP. EACt TYPE OF CATA OIITAJNEO tlRJNG ltE PRCJECT IS MAI~TAIJ\EC AS 
A SEPARATE fiLE. T~FEE lNtl~ItUALS FRCCUCE ~A~OkRITTE~ REFGRTS Cf THEJII 
~ICRCSCCPIC fJ,~J~AllCII CF TfE CCIIES. ~lCh CF THIS INFORM,TION 15 AVAILABLE IN l~E INJlJAl FEFC~TS SEFI£5. 
NAME CCCFOI~AliNG STiff SCJE~TIST 
FHCNE ~l~fER 11"0 ~S~ 3~(t 











CE~EFAL GECCFAFHIC A~£A 
l!IGIH 1 CCAJ:lH 
P~RtECOLCG~ CF EENlHCNIC FORAMINIFERA AND 
(f T~E CCNTI~E~lAL SHElf Off LCNG ISLAND 
N(lHii AMERICA, u.s., NEt. YCRJ<, LCNG ISLAND, N.Y .. 
AfHR.IICT ThE STtit'r IN'IIOLVES A PARAECCLCGIC U.\IESTHiATICN Of 
RECEtil MICilC-CI<G.Hl~JI.S, HPECIHLY i:UHCII.IC FORAI<HJFEIIA, Of H£ COHINENTAL 
StElf Cff LCIIG ISLA~C, NEk YCRJ<. NINET1-0NE BENTHONIC FORAMINIFERAL SFECIES 
HRE ICEHIFIEO. Cf THESE, SD1'1-H'iEN lofRE fCUNC TC BE lli/IIIG 1!1 THE TIME CF 
CCLLECllCN. THE ~EJIAINIIIG FCRf(S ~ERE NCT REPRESE~TED £Y LIVING SPECJf(ENS. 
ThfSf SFECJES tChEVER CCIISlilUlE LESS T•AN TloC PERCENT OF THE TOTAL 
POPULATIOII. PLAIIKTCIIIC FCF.III<IIIIFE~A AIID OIAlO~S loERE llSO EXAMINED. BlO FACIES 
ANt EICTCPE! kERE £ETE~~I~EC SY CLUSTER A~AL~SIS. 
~~~£ C~. GfRAlt ~. F~IEOMAN 
FHCIIE fiUH£11 518 270 61t74 








F ll£ NAME PARASllES OF FISHES Cf ltiE CHSI!PEAI<f !lAY ~EGlON 
GEIIERAL GEDGFAP~l( A~t.ll NCRlti ATL,NTIC CCEI!N, U.S., CtESAPEAKE BA\, 
COAS UL, JAttES, 1C~I<, IIHPAt~IIIICCI< R IHRS 
ABSlRI!CT P~FI!SIH SU!i'WEY Of FlSiiES lll THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
REGIOII tCST RECCRCS, lNCICEIICE AIID SE\iERilV Cf l!IFESTATICIIt CRGAN SPECIFICITY, 
HISTOLOGY Cf IHFESl,liCN LCIIG-lER~ ACCL~LLATIVE STUCY 
"'~f CA~It Z~ERNER 
fHti\E HMfEII fCit-61t2-2lll 
INST lllT ION OR AGEN" 1/IRGIIIIA lN.SHTllE Cf MARINE SCIEI\t;E 
CJTV GLCLCESTER FOINT 
STAlE \IRGifiiA 
ZIF ctt£ act:.e 
FILE NAIIE 
GEIIEfAl GECGFI!F~IC AFEA 
lRIBllJIRIE~ 
FA~A5ITES OF STfiFEO EASS 
u.s., NORTH ATLI!NTIC, COASTAL, CHESAPE~I<E fAY AND 
AESTRAO PARASlTE SliRV£1 Cf STRIPED SASS IN THE CliESAPEAKE · 
SA~ ~REA A~C TFIE~TAF~ ~1\ERS. fAL~Al liSTS BY AREA, SEX, SEASON, AGE Of FISH. 








CIV II: ZHIINER 
EC4-642-2111 





A~t fi'f•I'HSJ I~ 1\0IIU. 
GENEPAl GECGFAPHIC AREA 
COA SH l PU I~ HJ OCHN 
35£: 
PA~tSlTES Cf T~E CCASTI!l Pl~INS ((RLSTACEANS, FISH, 
CARCliiiA 
NC~TH ATLA~TIC, CCASTI!L, u.s., NORTt CAROLINA, 
ABSTPACT CENfFjL SUPVEY Cf COASTAl Fl.IIIN AQU~TIC AIIIMAl 
fAPASlTES Cf NORTH CAROll~A. HG.S1S INCLUDE AMFHIPCCS, CRAES, CEMERSAL F1Sh A~G 
loHLH. 
NJ!Mf 
FHUE Ill 1-SEP 










FILE liA~f F~RASITIC HMENCPTERA- INSECT ~SSGCIATIGNS IN A 
BLACI<LIEHT T~~p COLLECTIC~ 
GENERA~ GECG~APHIC A~EA IIC~lh ~~~ERICA, L.s.~ ~Eh JEIISEV, BURLINGTC~ COUNTY 
AESTRA(l PRE~EIITED IN REFORT FCR~ liRE CAlA CCLLECTED DURING 
' HU" CC!ItLCHD Ill 1970 AT HIE USU EEMflCIAL INSEClS li!BCRATORY• 
MCOFESTC~II, NEh J£RSEY, 10 DETER~INE THOSE SFECIES Of EEIIEFICI~l I~SfCTS, 
PJ!RTICULARLY H'~f!ICfTERA, THAT ARE ~lTRACTEC TO Bl~CI<LIGHT lRAfS A~D THE 
fCSSIBLE LSES CF ltlS t11F~CTICII ~S A TCCL FO~ ThE ENTOMOLOGIST. 
t.AH I<CRRIS liBPI!II'f 
· fHC~E ~l~ffll !02 73E 245~ 
INS lJlll JCN OR AGENC'Y LNIHRHT'f tf CELAioARE 
CJTY NE~ARK 
SlATE CELAioA~f 
liP COtE lS7ll 
FilE IIA~E PARI!SITIS~ Cf BIROS BY PROTCCALLIPHCRA BLCkfliES 
UIPH:RA: CI!LLIFHCFICAEJ I~ CEU~AI<E 
GENEPAL CEDGP~PHJC ~RfA ~CFT. ~~ERICA• L.S., Ofltk~FE 
~ESTili!(T PRE~EIITED I~ REfCRT FCR~ ~RE CAlA CCLLECTEO DURI~G 
FIELD STUDIES CCNCUClED Ill 1S61 ANC 1!6€ TC DETERMINE kHAT SPECIES Of BIRDS 
ARE F.lRASlTJZEt BY FRCTCCtlllfhCfil! II\ CElAioARE. THE kOCO TliRI.ISH POFUlATlCN AND 
ITS SPECIES Of FRCTCCALLIFHCR~ PARASITES AilE f~FHA!IZEt. 
~A~E ~C~RIS LIBRAR~ 
PHONE IILMBER 3C2 138 245~ 
I~STITUTICN Oil 'GE~C~ I.INIVERSIT~ Cf DELA~ARE 
CIT~ ~E~AP~ 
~TATE DEL~~~RE 
ZIF CCCE 19111 
359 
FILE UH PAJ<l IV CCCL~~E.f\CE OF TtiE SilVER PI-lASE OF lt!E 
~I'ERlCAtl EH. M\GUlllll I<GSTRATAo JN WAlERS GnRL 'UNG TtiE EASTEI'N tiCRlH 
AMERICA~ CO~TlNENl~L ShElf 
GEtiEUL GECGUfhiC ARU u.s •• COASTAL, NCin*i ATLANTIC, CONTINENTAL SHELf 
Off HRGifiJA 
AESTUCl ElEVEN REPROtliC1 lliEL Y MAT\;~ lNG SPECIMENS CF THE 
AJI.E~ lC ~N EEL WERE CCL LEC lED DURING THI<EE II'ICEPENDEH CFF-SHORE TRAWLING 
CPERITICNS •. REFCRT It\ClltfS HRPMMEHIC ANALYSIS Of CAPTURED EHS 
NAI!f LJBRARJA II 
fhCNE lllfi!U 804-f42-2lll 
iNSiiiiJiiCN OR AGEI\CJ HRGINIA HSTITIJTE Of P'AIU!IE SCIENCE 
CITY GLOLCESJER PCIN1 
SlATE \UGJf\JA 
21P {C!:f act~ 
fiLE tiME 
"lRSt-ESlliAI<It\E ECCS't'SlEfl 
GEfiERAL GEOGRAPHIC ARfA 
LITTLE EG~ INLET 
PARTICULATE OR,ANIC DETRITUS IN A NEW JERSEY SALT 
tiCI<Tt HlAfHJC CCEAI'it CCASUl, u.s .. , IIEW JERSEY, 
ABS1RAC1 UHS FILE CCUAHS QUALITATIVE ~NO 'UANTITATIVE 
UTA EN ThE P~RTICllATE CRGAI\lt OETRIHS U A SALT MARSH ECOSYSTEM .. THE DATA 
CCUECTEC S EASOIIAll Y FRCfl AUGUST 1912 t.t.T ll JUNE 1913, ltiCLUDES OETR HAL lOAD 
liCi.UfiE, lOUR TR.11115f01<1 1 lli:E HIG•t. SEOlJrEI\T T'tPE• PARTICULATE ORGAN CARBON 
ANC l\ITIH:GEN, (.lilCRO.PiiYLl A1 ANO COlNTS CF lOCPLAM<TCtl ~Nt PHYlCPlANI<TCN. TtiE 










as ~en ;t944 
U.S. 'RtY CC~FS CF ENGINEERS 
CUSTOJ4S HOlSE 2l\.C AND CHESTNIJT STREET 
FI'ILHELPI-U 
FHIIS'tl\AUA 
1 Cjj lCti 
360 
FILE NAJrE PATCI-CGUE SE~ER tiSTRICT CATA 
GEfiEFAl GECGFAPtliC AI<EA NlRTii ATLANTIC CCElN, u.s .. , COASTAL, ti..'t. EIGHT, 
LOliG ISLlllt, SUffCll CCllllY, FlTCHCGUE 
.U!SHACT 1 STATION AT A SEkAGE TREAli"ENT PUlt\T LCCATEC Ill 
FATCI'HlE liAS SA~flEt fRCf! JHlUIIY l97C TC JH PRESENT fOR WATER TRAtiSPORTr 
UTER TEP'FERATURE, Fh P "n J ClilATf HAlTER, 6 ICCHEM ICAL O'fGEN Ofi.IIINO, TGTAl 
C~LORI~E RESICLAlo CCLIFCRf!S• ttit StSPfNtE£ SDLICS (tRY hEIGhTJ. 
NAMI GCHCII J .. kiiTT 
Pt:CNE tllt'B ER 5lf 23.4 2f22 )1242 
INSTITUT!Ctl CP AGEI\CY SUffCilK CCliNTY, OEFARnEU Gf EN\IIRC~MENTH 
CO~TFCL, WATER PCLllllt~ CC~lR(L !ECTIC~ 
SlREH 1324 MCTCR PARKwAY 
CITY HtLfFIIIJEE 
STtTE ~Ek 'ORK 
llF cere 117£7 
filE 1\'I'E FCB 1 S AhC· FESTICIUS IN SlRJPEt USS 
GEIIE~AL GEOGRAPhiC AREA NCRT~ ATLANTIC, CGAST~L, l.S., CHESIIFEA~E BAY, 
MAR'tlANt, fiANTICCKE A~D ChCFl~~K PIVER! 
IESTPACT PESTICICES AND FCB•S IN SliiiPEO BASS EGGS. 24 FISH 
CCLLECTEO FRC,. l\A~llCCKE tNt ChCFTANI< RIVERS, "AR'tlANO CURING SPAhNING SEASON 
I~ 1972 ANt 1913 .. EIICKGRClllt LEVELS SGLGhT AIIC PCSSISLE EFFECTSOt\ SUCCESS Cf 
SPAhiii~G E~ALLAlEC. 
I\ A !liE 
FtiCN E Hfl6 ER 







~~RYLAND CEFARTP'EIIT OF 1\AlURAl 





FILE NAP'E PECCNIC ANV flANDERS BAY S~NCPTIC 
GENERAL GECGF~F~I( AREl IIC~TH ~~E~IC~. ~.s., COASTJIL, NEW ~ORK, LONG 
ISL~NC, FECCNIC ANt FLANCEFS SAY 
.ASHR.41Cl TtJS fiLE IS lfl HE f(f<JI' Cf Jll', ACACEMIC EHRCISE 
FEFfCR~Et f~ !TltEN15 MAJCRING IN MARIIIE SCJE~CE ~~ SCUlHAMPTCII CCLLEEE, LC~G 
ISLA~O. fiEk '0~-. FA~A~ETE~S ~fASl~Et 'S P~~T Cf 11-IS EXERCISE INCLUCE 
NITRATE, ~IlRllE, A~O ftC!fl-lTE. 
~AMI J. ~. ~El~EP 
FI-C~E ~L~fEF 5lt 28! ~OCC 
INSTITlliCk CR AGE~C' SCUlh,flflC~ CCLLEEE M'RI~E SCIENCE CENTER 
STREET lLCKAhCE RCAC 
Cll't' SCUltAMFTCN 
STATE ~E~ 'tCFK 
liP CCU llSH 
3H 
filE fiHf 
lCNG lSLAfiC, fiE~ lC~K 
PELtGIC FIS~ EGES AND LAR~AE OF THE PECCNIC BAYS, 
Gft.EFH GECUJIFHC .HEJI NORH ATLANTIC CCEAN, u.s., CCASU1., N.'t. BIGHT. 
BLOCK J!lAfiC !ClNC, PECCNIC BJI\S 
HSHA<T 13 STAT IONS UlCATEC IN lliE PECONIC BAYS hERE 
StMPLEC FRC~ ~A't 1911 TC 1S7~ FCR 5ALI~l1Yt lEMPER~TLREt A~O FECUNDITY OF 
FElHIC flSii. 
t.AME 
fliCH ~I!~ I!H 




!TE\EN P. FE~RJI~C 
516 t"iti 11B 





FILE tillH PEitSISlENCE OF li-!E HILKY-SfCJ<E DISEASE ORG~NtSI'!S OF 
lliE JAPANESE BEETLE IN OELJI~~RE 
GENERJIL GECGRJIFiiJC JIREJ NCR1. A~ERICA, u.s., CELA~ARE 
AB51RAC1 CAH CCllECTEt CIJI'ING TH SIJf'MER MC FAll CF 1972 
CN TliE tiSTRJBIJT1CN CF TliE MILK~-SPORE DISEASE WITiiiN THE LAR~AL FGPlLATION OF 
TliE JAPA~E~E BEETLE I~ DELAWA~E ~RE fRESENTEt IN REFCRT fCRM. EMPH~SI2ED IN 
THE SH.O AFE GPU FCFUUTICI'I tHSITIES AT 14 TEST SITES TI'ROlGHOI;T DELAWARE 
A~[ THE ASSCCIATEC I~CIDENC£ Of 'llK,-SPCRE tlSEASf EASEt CN THE TYPE CF 









3C2 i.H .t~~~ 
UNI\ERSITY Cf DELA~ARE 
I'IHARI< 
tEL ~II ARE 
lSI 11 
FILE I'IHE PESTJCICE DATA 
GEI'IEFAL GECGFAfHIC A~EA l'l(~lH AlLAI'IliC, CCASTALt U.S., CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
EASTERN St!CREr ~ORK, RAPPAHANNOCK, JA~ES, EliZABETH RI~ERSt LYI'II'I~A~Efl BAY 
JI651RAC1 RESllTS Cf fESTICltE AI'IAL~SES PERfORMED 6~ THE 
VIRGII'IIJI JI'ISTITlTE Cf MARII'IE SCJE,.CE AND T.,E 'IRGINIA STATE WATER CONTROL 
BOARC CN O'~lERS OBTAI~Et FRC~ THE LC~EP C~ES~PEA~E fA) A~C T~IEUTARIES ARE ON 
FILE ll TliE SUFfAU Df S~EllfiSt SA.ITATICN 
N~f!f ClOOE k • ._HEY, CIRECHF 
l'liCIIE 1\U EEF 604 HC 19.!7 
INSlllLliCI'I CR.AGE~C~ BlFE~U Cf !li£LLFIS1i S'NITATICN 
STIIEET JAIHS MAOISON 8li)G., 109 GCVERI\OR STilEEl 
CIT) IIIC~tC~C 
SlATf \JII(JNIA 
lJF CCCE .t3<:1S 
362 
FilE 1\~~E PESTJC!tf ~CI\ITCFII\G PRCGR~M 
GEI\EFAL GECGFAF~JC AJ<E~ ~GRTH ATLAI\TIC; CCASTAL, L.S., CHESAFE~Kf EAY, 
EAHEIH SHCR£, H lltAL RIVHS ~I'IC ens 
JlfSlF~CT CVSTERS CBl~INEC AT Sl) .~01\TH INTERV~LS F~CM 
SlJITIC~S LCCATEO I~ TICAL TRIBUTlFlES ~Nt Bl'S OF ~IRGINIA ARE A~ALYSEO FOR 
OCT, CCC, CCE. ClELOFII'It PCB. THE CATA IS U!EC TO MCNITCR SHELLFISH 
CONT.AIHNATIOI\ BY UE CHEHCALS. 
~AM£ CLCYOE k. WILEY. tlREClCR 
PhONE flll'eER SG4 HO H31 
INSTITLTICN CR ~GENC' BLREAU Cf StiEllfiS~ SA~Il~lJC~ 
HICEET JAHS l'~tiSCI'I lll[G., IO'i GCVERNOR STREET 
CITY RICfi'CI\0 
5l~Tf VI~~~~~~ 
ZIP ecce 2321~ 
fiLE HH 
GENEPAL GEOG~tPHIC ~RfA 
NEk HllK Cll"t 
Pt Cf RAI~WATER I~ I'IE~ 'YORK CIT) 
NC~T· 'MERit~. L.S •• CCASTALt NE~ YORK, N.~. BIGHT, 
ABSTRACT THE PH Cf E\E~Y PIIECIPITATICN E~ENT SINCE OCTOBER 
1970 t~S I!EEN MEASLPEC AT A ~JlE Al 'LEENS CCLlEGEr flUShiNG, I'IEk YOR~. SOME 
AODITIO~Al ~EASlRE~ENlS C\ER THE SAME FfRICC hAVE EEEN MACE ~T A SITE IN 
8RCC~L~~. ~Ek YORK. MEl~ ~CI'ITtilY ft VALUES tAVE ~ARIEC IN A SINIJSOIOAL PATTERN 
OURINE THIS PE~ICDt THE LC~EST ~ALUES BEING FCU~D IN JllY ANO AUGU~T AND THE 
HIGHEST IN FEBFLlR' JNC CCTCEEI'. A~E~AEE MC~THLY \ALUES !lANGE FROM 3.7 IN JULY 
1913 TC S • .t IN fEERUAR) 1972. TtE CVERALL ~C~T~LY -~EPAGE fOR 1q73 ~AS 4.30. 
1\C CCI<PEUTIC~ IS HPARHI T 6EHEEN ACICITY At-0 \ICLLI'E CF RAIN. SOME C.UMICAL 
ANAl,SES f(R SLLFATE AI'ID ClHEP IC~S HA\E BEEN MACE; ACICITY CORRELATES ~IT~i 
SllFHE CCII CHI HAT Ht-i fCI< T HS E SAI'FLE !. A COlT 101\Al FARA~.ElERS DETER I' I NEC IN 








CR. t''ID C. LCCI<E 
212 54!0 H3l 
DEPARTME~l CF C~E~ISTR~, 
flUSt I~G 




filE l\AI<E PtiU!tElPt-.U CCEAI'l tu~PJI\G SITE SURVEY 
GEI\EFAl GEOG~APHJC AREA li.S .. CGASTAl~ NCRTH ATLAHIC, CtiESHEAKE fAY, 
CCEH. CIT\ 
~BSTJIACl SURVEY Of IHilRCoGI<AfHIC AfiD BENTHIC PtiRA ... ElERS AT A 
FRCPCSEO ((fAN OU~PING SITE fCR ThE CITY Cf FhllAtELPt.IA lOCATEC lC ~~l~S OFF 
THE COAST CF OCUN CITY• I'.AR'LAt<O. SllOY. CESIGNEO 1C .tflEfiMJNE EffECTS OF 
CCEill'i CIJf(P INto. CA TA IS PF li'AI<Il 'f Cfl lCCFLAHTOI\ 
f\~1'.£ JCS EPH Ftif'NS 
PliCNE HIIEER ~Cl-ft5-1CCC 
IttST ITUICN OR AGfH'f kES T 11\GKJUS.E ELEClll IC CCilPORAUON 
STREET CCEH FESEAFCh LHCUJOPY, ftX 1771 
CiiV A~N~FCliS 
STATE ,.tR'flAflt 
.ZH CCC£ 214(4 
FJI.E l'tllfE PI-CTCfUM£TRlC lltAl CURR£1'<1 PROJECTS 
GENERAl GECG~AfHlC AREA 1\0~lti ATlAfiTIC GCE~N, U.S., CO.STAlt SOUTH 
URIJUIIA, lltRn CAJICllf11A~ M .. SSA(t;USfllS., FLORIDA, flU. 'tiJRI<t OElAIIIA!<E 
~SSTRACT 6 Pt-.CTCI:RA~ETRIC TIDAL CURFE~T PROJECTS WERE 
CCl\CI.iCTEt. CO~HEUD fRCJECTS lfiE CMHESTCII I'.ARBOP UFRIL, 196;il; OCRACOKE 
11\LEl, MlRlli CAI<OlUA CCCTCEER l".i62H tND fOSTCN ti~REOR CHAY, l911J .. IN THE 
TAfiP.t UY • fltlllCA FI<CJ ECT TrE FhCTCGRA PHY liAS TAKE I\ liNt SOME MEASLREMENTS 
WEllE ~teE, BUT TH PROJECT liAS 1\E\ER COI'PLE1H. It\ Th£ LOI'iG ISUNC SOU,._Il AI'IC 
tELHA!<E Rl'IE!l• Ul'V lH PI'£TC<:IlAft-S HllE Hl(fl\,. 
~A"'I CJ.Jff, OCEANC<lRAPHC St.IC\if'Y BRANCH 
FHCNE 1\LHER 301 'f<J6 S50i 
JNSTITUllCI\ CR AGENCY t<AllCNAl CCEIII'l SlRIIEY 
SlFfET 6001 EXECuTIIIE EIJLlEVARC 
CIT'f FCCKHllE 
Sl~Tf ~AR\LAI\D 
ZIP CCC E .e0652 
FILE NMooiE PHClCGRAPHS Of CCAHAl lCIIG ISHNC UM:FCRI'S ANI: 
UH LSES 
GH<ERAL GECGRAFIHC ARE.. HRTI' AI'EHCA, L.s .. , 1\EII YCRK, COIISHL, lCNG ISlAf110 
H51R~CT Al!CLT 34C HRIAl FHlTOS AtlO 66C GROUt-.D PHOtOGRAPHS 
CF CCASTAL LCNG ISLAIIt WERE TA~E~ IN 1915. PICTURES APE kEYED EY O~TE, 
PCSlliC~, ll~CFCR~ ~~V LA~D USE TYPE. AIRPrClOS TAKEN AT ALTITUDES Of 1000 TO 
3CCO FEET. tll t\,IlAE1E ~S 35 ~I' l~A~~p~~~~NCIES. 
hAME tA~IC E. H~RFER 
fi'ICH fiLI'HR 315 4113 €141 
I~SllllTIC~ CP AGE~CY CCLlEfE Of Eh~JFONMENTAl SCIEI\CE AND FO~ESlRY 
STREET 3Ul IIIIR~t!Hl 1-lllt 
CllY SY~tCUSE 
STAlE ~E~ YC~K 
2 U CGCE 1321( 
~64 
FilE 1\A~E PHCTCE~APtS CF ~EC PI~E RCDT MORPI-OlCG't 
fEI'IERAl GEOGRAPHIC A~EA IICRTH A~EFJCA• L.s •• ~E~ YC~K 
AEHRACT AI!Oll SIX li'OUSAI\D PHCTCGfiAPHS Of REO PaE RGOl 
StRUCTURES ICEflllflEt 10 SPECIE!, TI~E ll~D Fl~CE CF CCllECTIO~. SOME 
FtOTC~ICRCGRAP~S Of FU~GI I~ TI-E RCGTS. 
I'IAIU lilGli E. l!HCCX 
PHCIIE fll~EE~ 315 473 1!815 
JNSTITHICl'i CR AHIICY .CctlEGE CF El\VIf'CI\MENHL SCI£NCE ANt FORESTRY 
STREET 4C4 IlliCK HAll 
CITY SV~lCUSE 
STAlE f\Eit 'tO IlK 
llf (([£ 13210 
FILE NAME PHYSICAL Af\AlYSIS CF THE Iflti~N RIVER ESTUARY 
CREPCFT 9) ECISC~ ELECT~It JNSlJTUTE CDGLJN~ WATER RE5EA~CH PRCJECT CRP-491 
<:EfiEPAl GECGFAfHIC AFEA NC~T~ ATlANTIC OCEAN, CCASTAL, U.S., OELAkARE, 
lfltHN R IHF 
ABSTRACT THIS Sll!CY IS AN. At.AUS1S CF Pt¥SICAL, HYO~CGRAPiiiC 
A fit TEtlfEilATliRE CATA fiWI TI-lE ECISON EUCTR JC INSTITllE RESEARCH P~OJECT 
~P-'t<J, 11\0IAI'< UVER SITE IIG. 4, tlRJ~G THE YEARS 1S6E T.HR£UGH 1971. fA~AMETERS 
IN~ESliGATEO HR TtiS FOIE!i FLH•T STUDY lt.CiUtE ICIVER flOW, kHfR TEMPERATURE, 
SALI~llY~ kltiC SfEEt, Wlflt DIRECTION, PRECIFITATICN Al\0 EWAPORAliCN ALONG 
I~CJAN PIVER BElC~ tllllS£CRO CA" 1( FEfPER C~EEK. 
NAME JC~fl E. EOliiGEIC 
PHCI'lE NLIIEER 3Cl 366 33CC 










FilE N'M£ P~'SICAl ANO CHE~ICAL CATA FCR CHOFT~~K Rl~ER 
GEIIEFAL GECGFIF~IC ARE~ NC~Tt- ATlANTIC• u.s., C~ESAPEAKE BA~, MARWLAND, 
COASTAL, CHPlAN< ~hER 
AEST~ACT P.YSJCAl AND Ct-EMICAL O .. lA FOR 4 STATIC~! AT 2 ~EEK 
INTER~ALS BETkEEN Jl•E A~t ~OWE~BER OF lS71 A~t 1~72 1• T~E Ct-.CPTAhK RIVER 
SYST£~, ~AR~LAI\C. tATA BlSE FILEC a•c C~CSS 11\CE~ ~~~~ FISH CO~MUNlT' DATA. 
FEPORTEt AS MONTt-l\ A\ERAGE FC~ EACH FA~A~ElE~ 
~AI'E ~.F. C'FTE~ 
fliCNE H~llER 30hU:7-53C: 1 
JNSTITlTJCfl C~ ~GHCY ~~I<Yltt.C tEFARTI'ENT Of NATURAl RESClRCES 
STFEET TA~ES STAlE CFFICE BUILDI~f 
CIT' ANN~FCLIS 
STATE ~A~1LA~t 
liF con 2t4C 1 
filE t.Hf 
E~VIRCN~ENTAL A~SES5E~ENT 
GE~E~Al EECGF~f~IC ARE~ 
tENLOPEN, BETHA~' BEACH 
31:5 
PtYSlC.AL ASPECT OF BASELINE STUDIES FOR l•E 
CF SLSSE> CCl~lY CCEAN CLTFllLS 
NCFT~ AMERICA, U.S., DELAkARE, COAST, CAPE 
JlBSlRHT TH Pl:RPCSE Of HE STUD't hAS 10 INVESTIGATE THE 
PliYSICH ASPEC15 Cf THE MJlRINE rNVJRni'EH .H TWO SilE AREAS ALONG THE COAST 
Of OEL~IIARE ~EGAI<OJM; TH£ PCSSlfl£ lCCAliCI\ OF OCEAfi CUTFAlLS., THE STUDY 
INCll[£[ T~E fiELD ~EASU~E~EfiTS OF CURRENTS A~O CIRCULATICN AND FIELD 
llElER.,INAliCII CF THE CENSIH SlFUCTUPE Tt-R(l·I:HCUT TH YEAR. CATA TAI<EI\ JULY 
1913 lHPCUGt- AL(LSl 1974 CFF eETHA~Y SEJlCH AND CAPE HENLOPEN, CELAWARE 
I~ClltES CLRRENT 1 lE~FERATlRE, SAllNITl, DENSITY, ANt ~11\0 MEASURE~EI\15. 
1\A.,E JCt-N D. CIT~ARS 
FHCNE ~l.,ffR Jt2 1!~ 244C 
INSliTUTJCI\ CF J!Gfi\CY tEPARlMENl (f CIVIL ENGINEERING 
STREET l~I'E~SIT~ Cf tEl.A~.ARE 
CITY NE~~RK 
STillE tEl~~~E 
2IF (O[E 1011 
FILE N.A~E P•YSICAL, CtEHIC.AL, AND BIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
IN TtE B~.ANDVMl~E RIVER EASIN 1~11 10 1914 
GE~E~Al GECGfAfHIC AREA ~C~lt A~ERICA, CC~STAL, U.S., PENNSYLVANIA, 
tELAhA~f~ ERAN[YhlhE RI~ER BASIN 
.ABSTRACT A~ HTERtiSCJPll~AFY STUn ·cF THE BRANDYWINE Rl\'ER 
WATERSt-EC CURING Tt-f 'EARS 1971 THROUGH 1914 ~AS CCNOUCTEC. PARAMETERS 
IN\E!TIGATEO DLRIN~ ThE STUDY INCLUDE ICTAL fHCSPHjTE, CRThOPHDSPHATE, 
DISSCLVED CIYGEN, CtlORCPt-Yll .A, CARClENCIDS, SECCHI DISC tEPlHy .AlP, NO, 504, 
N.A, CI, ~G, Kt C.A~ SC[ ANt CCC. PAR.A~ETERS kERE RECD~DEO CCI\TINLOUSLY IN SOME 
CASES, SI-~C~THLY, CAllY CR 'U.ARTERLY IN CTtERS. RIVER FLOW WAS .ALSO MONITORED 
C~ A CC~TJNUCUS £ASIS. 
I\ A filE 
FHN£ HHER 






.H5 45'> lCJCC 





THE llRAtiCY .. INE 
CENTER 
3H: 
FILE NA~E fti'Vl( 
EE~EFAL GECGF.AfhlC .A~EA NC~l· AllAI\liC CCEANt u.s •• CC~STAL, N.~. BIGHT, 
filE AT SClllti B n 1 H l HCLC 
'EST~ACT A STUDY Of Ph)TCPLA~KTOI\ ANC fACTERIA I~ THE 1\Eh 
YCRK BJG•T ANI: EREAl SCLTh EAY ~AS CC~CLCTEt FRO~ 1S6S TO THE FRESENT. 52 
STATJC~! kE~E S.A~FlEt. 
fiAH 
FHUE ~Ufoe£1< 





J •. M. CASSIN 1 ASSC(IATE F~CFESSCR 
516 2S4 a1CC ~l!t! 




11 !3 c 
FILE ~~ftE FhYT(FLA~~TCN P~CCLCTIVITY NUTRIENT RECYCLING AND 
ENERE) FLOh IN ThE INNER ~Eh YCRI< El(Hl 
GENERAL, GECGI<APHIC AREA ~CFTh A~E~IC~t U.S., COASTAL, NEW YGRK, N.Y. BIGhT 
HSTR ~CT SEASONAL VAR IAJ ICN~ IN THE DISTRIBUliON ANC 
MG~Ill.iDE CF Pl-'tTOHJ!M<HN AM) lCCPLHI<TCfl llfliNCAfiCE AN£ PRCCUCTIV tn IN THE 
OUMPilG G~CUh£5 (f NEh VCRK flEtT kill BE STUDIEC. SELECTEe ENVIRONMENTAL 
PllRJ!MEJERS kill BE CCMPAREC 10 THE SEASCI\At \ARlllTIClS. ThENT1-ThRfE 
PARAftETERS ~Ill BE CETEFMINEC. THE STUDY hiLL FOCUS Cl\ THE RELATICNStiPS 
EETkEE~ F~YlCPLAI\KTCN PRCtLCTJVIlY, lURSICITY, N~T~IENT COfiCENTRATIOI\S, VOLWME 
TRIINSPCRT CF T•E hUCSON RIVER A~C lCOPlllNKlCN GRAZING. THE STUDY IS DESIGNEC 
TC PROVICE INFCR.ATI(fl ~E,Ul~Et TC PRE[ltl ANC MCfllTCR THE IMPACT ON THE 
FELMilC ECCSYSTE~ EV TH QUANTITY AND QLALITY OF fo\UtdCIPAL hASTES A!ID DREDGE 
HC llS OISCHARGEC HilC ThE NH )(R~ EHH. 
NAME CR. THOMAS MALONE 
PHCNE ~LHER ~12-t2l 1433 
11\STITlTICN (~ llGENC' CEPIIRTMENT CF BICLCGY, CITY COLLEGE OF NEh YORK 
STREET l!Elt STREET Afl[ CCNVEfiT llVf"UE 
CJTY Nth HlRI< 
~TATE fiE~ VC~K 
ZIF CCtE 1CC31 
367 
fiLE I!AI'E PHYHJPLM<IITCNIC PRlfiAIIY PJIOIJUCTION IN ChiNCOHAEUE 
ll~'f 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC 'REA hCfll~ ATLANTIC, U.S., DfLMAR\A PENINSULA, 
, CHNCClEAGlE BAY 
ABSTRACT EASELlfliE t::ATA f.CR CHINCOTEAGLE BAY CONTAINED IN 
T~IS FILE FRCM 3 TRAIISECTS. PRCJECT CBJECil\fS hERE TC ASSESS THE tiSTRIBUTION 
Cf PI<JIURY FRCCUCTJCN AND IIUTRI UTS IN HiE SA 'f. NITRCGEN., PHCSPH()RUS, CARBON, 
CHCRCPtYll, CXYHN Aldl C-14 PRtJOUCTIVIU, AND !tATER CttEfiiSTRY lNClUIJED. 
I!Afif LIER,RIAII 
fttti!E fljUfifEP 3Cl 3~6 4~61 
INSHT!Jl!(t; C!i M>!NO O!ESAP£AI'.E lllGLCGICAl LAiltRATCRY 
CJT'f SCLCMCNS 
HATE fiAilYl.AI\IJ 
ZIP COtE 2C6U 
F llE NHE PINE llARK BEETlE lf\FESTATICN STUDY 
GE~ERAl GECG~A~HIC APEJ flj(RlH ATLANTIC, CCASTAL, u.s., VIRGINtA, EASTERN 
SHiH 
AilS lfiACT lOSS lOti: W05~ • fllG .. TOlo !ftAS .ACC011PL1 SHEll CN APRIL 
1'!1, lS11 lliLUUtG A loiALLCPS FliGHT DENTER LEASED HELICCPTER HilHPPEO WITH 
fOlR 1-11 IERHL M,IPfHG CIIURAS Ill CDCPERHICti lilTH TI-E VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT 
CF FOFESJR\. T+.E CfJECll\IE Of ltE fLIGHT ~AS TO ~~~GE l~FESTATIGN Of THE PINE 
eAR¥ eEETLE IN THE ~AJTS,JLLE, VlRGI~IA ARE~ USI~G RE11CTE SENSING TECHNIQUES. 
.AME 'lCHAEl CC~GER 
fliCIH Nt,ll HR H-4 E2-4 3 H 1 
INSlllUHCN CR AGEfiU NATICNH AEROUUICS INC SPACE ADM 
~TREET ChE!APEAKE EA'f ECCLCGICAL PRCGRAM CffiCE 
CJTY kAllCPS ISLAt.C 
SlATE \IIR"lfiiA 
lH COtE 23331 
f.ILE lltl'f FINE BARK tlEETLE STUDIES- \IRGINJA 
GENERAL GECGRAFHIC AREA NC~lH AlLA~TIC, CCASTAL, U.!., ~IRGINIA 
#eSlRACT MISSION WC31, FLIGHT Cl, kAS ACCOfiPLISHED CN 
NCVEMEf~ ~~ 1970, UTILIZING A !ftALLCFS fLIGiil CENTER HELICOPTER EQUIPPEC WITH 
FCLR 1-11 IERlll ~'FFING CI~E~ISt 111 CCCPE~ITION ~ITH ThE INSECT AND DISEASE 
JN\I£Sll€1lTICN fRAN(tl. Of TliE Vli<Glldll OEPilAHEH Of CONSER\IATICN At\0 ECONOMIC 
llE\ElCFMENl. TH OSJECTI\E Cf THE FlJGI-:1 !.1£ TC AIC lN Ell~lUATJt.G TH SPREAD 
'NC [£G~EE CF FINE e•R~ BEETLE JNFESTATICN I~ THE WATlS~ILLE AREA OF \IRGINIA. 
l~fl E I"ICiiAEl CCt.GU 
P11CNE HHEF S04 €24 3411 
INSlillllOt. CR AGENC) ~~liC~Ill AE~C~'UTICS ANC SFilCf ACM 
STREET C~ESAPEAKE EAY ECOlOGICAl FRCGPAM CFFICE 
ClTl ;llLLCFS ISLti\C 
ST,TE \IRGI~JA 
2lF CCtE 23337 
36S 
FILE N'f'.E Plfi:E BIRII eHTLf STUDIES -VIRGINIA 
GEt.ERAl Gf()G.I!APtliC AREA NCI<TH AlUNTICt COtSTAL. u .. s., VIRGIMA 
~BSTRACT MISSICN 11021, HIGH C3o .hAS ACCOIIPLISHED ON 
CCTOHR 11-. lSlC• UliLIZING A liiUOFS FliGt.T CENTER lEASEC HELICCPHR EQUIPPEC 
.JTH FCUR 1-11 AERIAL ~AFFING ClMERilS IN CCCPERATICN hlTH THE I~SECT AND 
DISEASE IN\ESTIGATICNS B~ANCH Cf TfiE VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT Cf CCNSERVIlliCN AND 
ECONOJIC CEVElCP~E~T. THE CBJECTIV£ CF T~E FLIGHT ~AS TC ~CNITCR ThE SPREilC Of 
ltiE PJU BAPK BEETU lt.FESUTICII Ill lH IIAlTS\IILt.E, VIRGINIA AREA. 
t.tMf MIC~AEL CCI\GER 
PHC~E Nl~EEF 6C4 £24 3411 
l~STITUtlCN CR IGEWC~ aiJICAAL AERC~ALliCS ANC SP~Cf llC~ 
STPEET CHESAPE,KE S'Y ECCLCGIC4L PROGRAM OFFICE 
CITY ~All£~S ISLt~D 
STATE VJR(INJA 
ZIF CCCE 23331 
FILE NliH 
GEHPit GfCH.U:tiC AHA 
StORE 
PINE BARk BfETlE SlUOIES-~IRGINIA 
f'iCI<Tti ATlANT IC• COASTAL, li.S., \IIRGit.IA, EASTERN 
AESTRACT ~ISSIO~ W033t FllGtTOJ, ~AS ACCOMPLISHEO Ot-t 
tECEMBER I. 191C• tliUZING A II~LLCFS FLIGHT CENTUl LUSH HELICCPTEP EQUIPPED 
WITH f(liR T-11 AERUL IIIAfFIMi OMEUS, IN ((QfERATJON kllti THE INSECT AND 
DISEASE lNHSHGATlCN ERAIICH U THE VlRGHHA I:EPARH'Hl Of CONStRVATICN Al\0 
ECONOMIC DEVELCP~EI\T. THE CBJECli\E CF THE FLIGHT liAS TC ~!0 IN AS~ESSING TtE 
DEG~EE 'NC fJTENT Cf tAfii~E TC J fAtlY 11\FESTEO STAND OF PINE TREES 61 THE 
FI~E eiFK EffTL£. 
NAME 
PrCNE H~EER 






H4 ~24 3411 
NtTIO~AL AERCNAlTJCS ANC SPACE ADM 





FlU UH PI~E EAFI< BEETU STUDY 
GENERAL GECG~APHIC AREA ~CFlh A~EFICA, U.S., VIRGI~IAt EASTERN ShORE 
Hl.SlU<T t<ISSICN 110!0. fllCiiTOlt liAS ACCOio\PliSHED 0/1. MARCH 
fo 1~11, ~11l12I~G A k'LLCFS FLIGHT CE/ITER lEASEC hELICCPTER EQUIPPED kiTH 
FC~F T-11 AE~IAl Ct~ERAS l/1 CCCPERJTI0/1 kiTh THE INSECT ~NO £!SEASE 
INIIESTIGATJtN BRANCI- OF TH IIIRGINIA OEPARJIIEIIT CF CCI\SEI<\IATIOt. ANC ECONOMIC 
DEIIELCftENT. THE CEJECTI~f Cf TfE fLIGHT WAS TC ASSIST IN THE STUDY OF DAMAGE 
TC PI~E STt/ltS IN THE WATTSVllLEo VIRGINIA AREA FRCM ThE II\FESTATICN CF THE 
PINE BARK BEETLE. 
tulfo'E 
·PHONE 1\lll. e Ell 






H4 1:~4 .3411 
NATIONAL AERONALTICS A/IC SFACE ADM 




fiLE ~AJf PIN£ BARK BEETLE STUDY 
GElEI<Al GECGUPHIC AllEA NCI<lH Allll/lllC, CCASTAL, U.S.- VIRGINIA, iiALLOPS 
JSLHt 
A851PAC1 ~ISSICN W069• FLJGtT 02, WAS ACCOMPLISHED ON JUNE 
28, 1911, UTlllZINE ~ ~AllUPS fliGHT CENTE~ LEASEC HELICCFTER E'~IPPEC WITH 
FO~R T-11 lE~lll M'PFING CII~ERtS IN CCCPE~~tiCN iilTH TtE INSECT ANC CISEASE 
JN\E!TIGATICNS ERA~CH (f THE ~IRGI~IA CEFAFTJENT Cf CONSERVATION AND ECONOMIC 
D£\IELCPJE/IT. ThE CEJECTI\E OF ltE FliGhT WAS TC flV IIPEAS CF PINE TREES 
LCCATED 0~ THE ~ALLCFS fllGtT CENTER ERCU~CS FCR USE IN MONITORING ThE SPREAD 
CF TtE fi/IE SARK BEETLE t15EASE 0~ ThE 1/ISlALLATlC~ 
lA'E MICtAEL CO/IGER 
fhClE ll~EfF 8C4 1:24 3411 
INSlllUliCN OR AGENC~ NATICNJ!l AERCN~lllCS ANC SPACE ADM 
STIH£1 CtHAPEAKE BA'I ECCLOGICAL PROGRAM OffiCE 
CIT~ ~ALLCPS ISL~~D 
STATE \IRGI~I· 
liF CCtE 23331 
3iC 
FILE NJ~E FI~E BtRI EEEllf STUC)-\IRGI/IIA 
~£NE~~l EECGF~F~IC AR£1 NCRl~ AlLAI\liC, CCASTAL, l.S., ~IRGINIA, ~ATTSVfLLE 
ABSTRACT ~ISSIO~ k039t flJ(rTOl, kAS ACCOMPLlSHEC ON J~NUARY 
1St 1911, lllllli~G A ~AllCPS fliGhT CENTE~ LEASED hELICCPTE~ EQUIFPEO klT~ 
FOUR 1-11 AfRIAL MAfPING CA"fi<AS I~ CCCFERATICN kiTh H'f INSECT ANC CISEASE 
INIIESlJGHlU fRI!IICI1 Cf THE VJRGI~U UPARlHI\T Of CONHRVATICII AND ECCNCMIC 
OEIIELOFME~T. ThE OEJ£CliVE CF TH£ fLJGrl hA5 10 STUDY THE AREA JUST EJ!ST CF 










Ell~ £2~ 3411 
IIATIC~~L •ERCII.UTICS AI\[ SF~CE ADM 




FILE ~~Mf FI~E B~R~ EEEllf TEST SITE STlCV 
GEf\IRAL GEOGRJ!PHH ARU NORH AMERICA, CCASTAlo l'.~., \lllGlf\IA, wALLCPS 
ULA/IC 
HSTilHT MISSION IICEI, FLIGHT CI, liAS ACC"PliSHet Cl'< JUl\E 
14, 1~11, Llillli"G A -AllCFS flltHT CE~TEF LEASED ~ELICCPTER EQUIPPED kiTH 
fCUR l-11 IEPI~l ~lfPlNG CAMEFAS I~ CCCPERATICN IIIlH THE INSECT ANC CISEASE 
f~~NC~ Cf THE VIRGI~IA CEFAIIT~E~T Of CGNSE~~ATIOI'< A/10 ECC~CMIC CEVELCPMENT. 
THE CBJECTI~E (f TtE FllthT hAS TC ~C~JTOF Ttf PRCCRESS Of A RESEARCH PRCJECT 
AI~Et 'T CCNTRClllf\G ThE SPREAC Cf lrE PillE SARK BEETLE. 
NAME ~ICiiAEL CC~tEF 
HUE ~L ~fEF fC4 l24 ~411 
INSllllliC~ CR AGE~CV fi~TIC/IJll JlERC~JlTICS ANt SPACE AOM 
STREET CtESAfEAKE BAY ECOLOGICAL fRCGRAM CFFICE 
CJTV hJlllOFS ISlAf\C 
SHTE \IHINIA 
liF CCCE 23331 
fiLE NJ~E FLJlf\~TCf\ STLCIE! l" DElJlhARE EAY 
'EI'<EIIJll ~fO(PAPtiC AREA NCRTt Jlll.~TIC, CCASTAL, L.S~, OELAhARE B~W 
ABSTR~CT Pl~~KTC~ STLCIES ~E~E CCNOUCTED I~ THE CELAWARE BAY 
AREI FRC' 1S29 TO 1~3! ~11~ A CONCENlR~TICA (f lHE SlUt' FRO~ EARLY 1S30 TO' 
MIO 19!3. PLA~~TC~ FCfll~TICNS hEPE SA~PLEC APFRCXI~•TELY CNCE A MCNTh AT 
~BC~T 40 STATIC/IS. ~~ALV!ES I~ClUCEC ICENTIFICATIGas, COLNTS, lENGTHS •NC 
VOLU,ES CC~~EL~TEO .ITH SE~SG~, TE~FE~ATUPE, SALI~ITV A~D ChLCR,PhVLL DATA. 
f\~~E [~. ~f(~Gl~NA E. tEEVEY 
PHONE H'8fR H4 3'.i2 1121 
I~SllTUliC~ CF AGE~Cl fLCRJC~ STATE MLSEL~. LNI~ERSilY OF FlORIDA 
51~EET ~lSEL~ FC~C 
CITV GAI~E~~ILLE 
HAlE FLO ICA 
liP COCE 32611 
FILE ~~~~E PLA~KTGN STLOIE~ Cf THE C'PE fE~R APEA~ N.C. 
GENER'L GEC~~APHIC AREA NCPTt ATLA~liCt CCASTAL, u.s., NORTH CAPOLINA, CAPE 
FEAR 
AeSTFACT . ,A nO AM O~E HILF YEAP SHit'/ ON THE PHYTOPLANKTON 
ANC ZCCPlA~K 101\' Cf THE CAPE FUR AI<H (f 1\CI<lH CARGllliA WAS CCNOUCTED • STUDY 
lfiCLUtEt ECJH CCUtT AND lllEI'ITlf I CAT ICN AND SPECIES 0 I\IERSITY OF PLAM<lQN .. 
1\t~£ a.J. CCPELA~O 
PHONE NL~BE~ 919 137 25SS 
INSTITUTION CR AGENCl NORTH CARCllNA STATE U~IVEFSITV 
CITY RALEIGH . 
SlATE NCPTH CAPCli~A 
llF COC£ 21tC1 
FILE NHE 
Atill L.H \'AE 
GEI\EI<Al GECGFAFHIC AFEl 
tAFVLAI'IC 
PLAI'IKTCN SURVEY FOR ABUNDANCE OF STRIPED BASS EGGS 
NCJ111 ATLAtil lCt CO~STALt U.S., CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
ASS li<ACT LCNt; TERI' PLAIIiKHN SAMFLING PROGRAM 10 MON IlOR 
STIIHGTH OF STillPEt EASS HAR CLASSES It. ~AilYlAI\0 RIIIEI<S .. IN EliCESS Cf 5000 
SAIIPLES 1 CCCIHS 1 Sll£, At.O SHCIES LlSTS FCII EACtt SAMPLE. SAMPLING f!J[ MARCH 
TC 11.1 t JUE. 
NMIE 
FtiCfiE f\I.I'I!H 




ZIF C:c£ E 
JCSEFI' ECCN£ 
301-261- n ~s 
~~~Yl,NC tEPA~TI'f~T CF NATURtL RESCU~CES 




FILE ~,1'£ PLAI\~TCNIC fiStt EG~ CATA 
HNEUL UOt;UPiilC AREA NCRlti ATLANTIC CCEAN, c.s., COASTAL, t..Y. BIGHT, 
LCtiG ISlA~D SCI.tiCt fl~X fCflt TC I'JSE~Y PCI"l 
. HSTRHT l.<OC CflSERVAliOf\~ ltERE GAltiEREO FRGI' JAI\1,;/li<Y 1962 
TC I!AY 1C36~ II\ LCIIC:i ISU!H SCUI\t Cti SlllJI\llYt TEI'PERATUREt AIR TEMPERATURE. 
ll\t fECllltJTY CF fEl~'JC fiSt. 
NA~E GECPEE C. ~llLIA~S 
fHtNE ~U~EEP 516 2~6 1i1C 
JNSlllUliCN CR AGE~CY I'ARI"E !CIENCES FESEARCH CE.TER, SUNY · 
(lTV S10N' BROC~ 
STAlE I'IE~ YCR~ 
21P CCOE 11 HC 
FIlE NAH PlANKTO IC FGI<Afi II\ IF ERA AND ThE CRETACECIJS-TERT URY 
SClNC/lR'I IN CffllP/ll OEL/lklRf 
EEI\ERAL ~fCEI<AP~IC AREA NCRl~ A~ERICA. L.S., CELA~A~E. CENTPAL ~E~T CCUhTY 
ASSlRACT tAU. CN HiE SPEC JES Of IJPFEIIMCST CRETACEOUS AND 
LCilEilf\CST lERTUR'V FLA~KlCtllC FCPAI'II'\IfEM PI<ESENT HI 7 CORES FRCI'. A OEEP 
kATER lEST ~ELL ttl THE CCASTAL FLAil'\ Cf CELJ~ARE ARE FRESENTEC. T~E DEPTH OF 
THE CI<ETACfCUS-TEI<lUP'I HtJNtAR'V IS OEJERMINEil 6Y lHE FALNALBREAI< CF 
PUNt<.HfHC FCIUMINJFER/l IISSOClATEO klltl UiiS GECLc.GIC SCLNOARY. 
AAME RCBEJlT R. JCI't/lli 
FHONE Hfti!ER 3C2 73ti 21:6~ 
llliSllllTICI\ CR /lGENCY CELAhARE GECLCEICAL SLR~E' 
CITY liEkARK 
SUH CUAURE 
ZIP CC&E , l'Slll 
F Jl E N~ME PLAN 1 SI'CilE Plt.:H HUC'I-fii.6Jl'VUhC 
GENERAL &ECIR'f~lC ~IlEA I'ICRlh Afi!ERICA• u.s., MARYLAND 
ASHRACT IY,ISSJCt. 11212. FLJGI'T Oh hAS ACCO~PLIS11ft ON MAY 
21, 1974 1 UTILI21NE HE WlllOPS FLUiH CENTER C-54 AIRCRAFT H:UIPPEC kllH HliR 
"A!SELBlAO CAMERAS A~O OIIE T-11 AERIAL MAPflfiG C.6MERA IN CCOFEPATICii kiT" 
NASA'S LAIIGLEY flE~EARCH CEt\TH ANt UIE HVUICIIMENHl PROTECTION AGENC,. THE 
CBJECTJIIE CF UE FLI~tiT US TC CBTAit>. AERJ/ll PtiClCGil~PtiY Of THE FOLLCIHNG 
ELECTRIC PC~ER STATIO~S fCR USE I~ A PO~ER .fL~NT S~CKE PLU~E SlUOYJ CALVERt 
CLIFF~" liD •• tHAlli PCIU, 1'\C., tiCKEilSCI\, U., PATAFSCO, MO., ~i\0 111Et\NA, ~0. 
~~~E l!lCt,EL CONGER 
FHCI\E lll~llEF 804.824 3411 
INSliTUTIO~ CR AGENCY ~AliCNAl AERCNAlTICS A~O 5FACE ACM 
STI<~ET C~ESJPEAKE BA~ ECOLOGICAl PROGRAM OFFICE 
CITY ;AlLCPS ISl~~D 
SHH IIJREif\IA 
ZIP CCOE 23331 
flU N/l~E PLANTS CF CAPE liEIILCFEN 
GENER'L GfCI:IlJftiC AREA 1\CFTt A~ERICA. l.S., CELA~ARE, CAPE HENLCPEN, 
CCASUL 
ABSTUCT MACFCSCCPIC USCI..LAil LAIIO PLANTS wERE COLLEC TEO IN 
ltE L'lt SPRIN~ ANO EARL~ SLI'I'ER Cll ~lit NEll< CAPE hEIILCFEI'I, CEL~~lRE. ALL 
PlAI\lS loiERE CClLEClEC ltCU&t PARTICULAR .61TEflllON WAS PAID TO lHE PLAIITS Of 
THE SALT MAJlSt1 ltE ACIC SA~, ANt lHE EEAC~ CCIIE CCMFLEX. THE FLANTS ~ERE 
lllEI'IllFIEO lSlr..E GRA'l'S l'tNUAl CF HHNY. HEIIEVEP PCSSIBLE, BCTH THE FERTILE 
Al\t THE STERilE FAF1S Cf EACt PlA~l ~/lS CCllfCTED. 
~A~E RlCtARC CLARIIE 
FliCIIE .l.EEF 3C2 138 l~lt 
JNSllllllCN OR AGENCY COLLEGE CF "~PINE STUCIES 
STREET RGiliNWII I'All 
CIH Hhllllll 
STATE CEL~·ARE 
2JF CCt£ l~Hl 
373 
FILE ~~~E PCCC~CKE ~1\E~ f~SI~ STLCY 
GENER~l GEOGFAPHIC AREA L.!., CCA$t~L, ~C~lH AllA~liC, CHES~PEAKE E~Y, 
~JRYlt~C, FCCC.CKE SCU•t AtC Rl~ER AESTR~CT ~IS!IC~ klS2 1 FLIGHT 2 1 AFRIL 9, 1973, ~ITh WALLOPS 
STATIC!\ C-54 .AIFCRAFT HUlPPEt WITH 1-11 AERUL MAPPING CAMERA AND AN 12S 
CJMER~ SYSTEM 1~ CCCPERAliCN WITH ~D. CEPT Of CHESAPEAKE BAY AffAIRS. 
CBJECTI~f - TC CBlAlN Hllll-BANC IMAGERY tf PCCOMCKE RIVER WETLANDS ~OR USE IN 
Al\tLYllNG ~EllA~t ~EGETATIC~. ~E~THER- ~AZV WITH lOW A~O HIGH BROKEN CLOUDS, 
AIR JE~P. 2 OEG. C AT 9~0C FT., MSl WITH WIND OF 12 KNOTS FRO~ 090 OEG. 
NAME PAll 'LFC~SJ 
FHNf ~UeER E0~-£2'4-3411 
IN'TITLTICN CF AGE"'CY NlTICNAL AERCNAUTICS A~D SPACE ADM 
s1iien CHSAPEAKE en ECOLOGICAL FRCGRAM CFflCE 
CITY WALlOPS ISLAND 
Sl~lf ~I~Gl~IA 
21F (0[1 23331 
FILE flAr-E FCCOHKE FIVER HLtY 
GENERAL GECG~AFHIC A~EA N(RlH A~ElitCA, L.S., ~A~YLA~O, SNCW Hill AREA 
ABSTRACT MISSION w047r FLIGH102r ~AS ACCOMPLISHED ON MARCH 
llr lSllo UTILIZJN( A ~ALLCPS FLIGHT CE~TEF LEASED HELICOFTER ECUIPPEO WITH 
f(U~ 1-11 AERIAL ~AFFINE CAMERAS I~ CGCPERATICN WITH THE BUREAU OF SPCRT 
FISHEl< leS At-t ldU:llfE Al\t THE PCCCMCKE IUH~ COMMlTTEf. Tt-;E OllJECTIVE OF THE 
fLIGtl ~AS 10 CBTAU BASE liNE tAlA Cf HiE fCCCIWKE RIHR BETWEEN SNCW HILL 
JNt WHilC~, f!AF,LA•t FOR LSE IN WATER RES{LFCES MANAGEMENT. 
UH ftlCUEl CCt>GER 
fhCt>E ~l~EEF SC4 S~4 3~11 
INS 111UTJCN GR AGEN.C y t>A HOll AERCIIHT HS tt.C SI'ACE AtM 
STREET CHE!APEAKE fA) ECCLOGICAL PRCGRAIII CFFICE 
CITY WALLCPS ISLAflt 
SlATE \IRGI~IA 
ZIF CCtE 23331 
filE ~li'E 
U~llEC !TAlES EECLC,lC~l 
GE~EF~t GECGFAFHIC AFEA 
IIAP,l.A~t, FCCC~£KE FI\E~ 
3i4 
PCCCf"CKE Rl~ER ~EllANDS ~EGETATICII !TlC,, THE 
SUPIIE't 
L .. S., COASTAl, 1\(RlH ATL.AIITIC 1 CHES~PEA~E EAVt 
IBSTFA(l MlSSIOfl h2CS 1 FLI. 2t ~AY 1~, lS73, kiTH ~~LlOPS 
SHliC~ HliCCFlH Et;;IJJPPEt hiH T-ll AERIAl IIAPPIIIG CAMERA .ANC I2S CAMERA 
SYSHf" H COCPERAlJ(.N WITH l.,. S .. GECLCGICAl SlRVEV,. OEJECTIVE- TC CBT.IliN 
~EMOlf SENIIIIG IMAEEFY Cf fCCC~C~E Pl~ER Alit ACJACEIIT lCkLAfiC FCR 
ltE~TJFIC,TICII OF WEllANt \EGITATIOfl ALCIIG ~1\ER. 
N.fME PALL AlfCIIS I 
PttCIIE ~LHH S0~-1:2~-3411 
INSlllLTICII CR AGEIIC' II'TICIItl AEFCIIALTICS AN[ SP.A(E ACM 
STREET ChESAPEAKE EAY ECOLOGICAl fRCG~AM CFFlCE 
CITY ~tll(fS ISLtiiC 
STilE ~IRGINIA 
2IF CCtE 23!!1 
FILE NA~E PCFllATICN fJCL£G1 CF Af"PHlCARPLM PURSHJI IN THE 
NEk JfR5EY fiNE BJRRE~S 
GENERAl GEOGRAPHIC AREA 110~1~ ~ME~IC~, L.s .. , hE. JERSEY 
AfSTRA(T FIVE NEW JERSE~ FCFllAliCfiS (f AMPHICARFU~ PURSHJI 
(AN A~MIAL fAUCOIO GFI!SSJ WEllE INH.STH.HEt AS TO CISTR:IBUTIO~Al FATlERNS, 
REPRCtl.CliVE PATTE~t..S ANt HHL lNG VHCR ldTtdtl DIFFERENT HABITATS 
NAME liEFEFHC E ll ERAR lAf. 
FHChf ~U~EfR 2Cl 1~2 l16t 
HSTITtiTICN CR IGENCY lH!RARY (f HOICII\E ANt SCIEIICE, RUTGERS UNI'JERSlTY 
CllY NEW fRtlNSkiCK 
5TATE NEk JERSEY 
liP ecce CHC3 
' FILE 1\I~E PCPULATICN C~NAf"IC! CF Plii~ATE At~O PUBLIC CYSTER 
BEDS I~ \IFGI,.JA. 1541 TC 1561 
GEIIER~l G£CGFAFhlC AFEA NCRTH ATLANTIC, l.S., COA!TAlt LCWER CHESAFEAKE 
BAY~ T~IB~TARIES AIID liDtl C~Ef~S 
AllSTII.ACT ANNU~l PCPULAllO ASSESSI'EIITS CF OYSTERS Ill THE 
LOkEF CHESAPEAKE 6., A~O t\U~ERCLS TRIBUTARIES ~AVE EEEN MAtE SINCE 1S47. DATA 
ALSC INCLUCES CCUIITS Cf C~SlER SPATFALL Al BClH SEASC~Al lNTEii~ALS 'NC WITHIN 
SEASCII INTEIIVAlS f(R Ml'IERCUS STATICtiS IIITHH THESE IRHS. CCClliFENCE, 
i!BUN£ANCE ~NC CISTRIBLTIO~ Cf PliECAlCF!, fCUllNG CRG,IIIS~S, SCI!VENGEFS AND 
(l~EF ISSQ(J~Tf~ Cf C'SlfF SEC CC~MU~IliES 1! AVAiltELE BUT NOT SU~MARIZEO 
f)CEFT (£NERALLY. £~TA C~ PARASITES SUCh AS FE~ CFABS, SACCllllllCS, 'Ut CRABS 
(PARASITIZED, I! A\AJLABLE Bll 1\Cl EASILY ~CCESSISLE .. 
"''~f CF. JA' O. AfiCRE~S 
FHCNE ·l~BER S04 642 2111 X67 
INSliTlTlCN tR AGE~CV VIRGI~IA JIIS1I1L1E Of ~ARIIIE SCIENCE 
CIT' ~LCUCfSTER FCJNT 
SlATE \IFGINIA 
~IF CCCI 23Ct2 
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FILE UI'E fCPCUTICNS CF UUE-WJNGfD TEAL ON fAIRMOliNT AND 
CUL I SLANt W ILDllfE fo!~N~GE~EIH AREAS SEP1Efo8ER l<Jll 
GE~EI!Al GECGUPHIC ARU NUltl ATUIITIC, CC.iiSTAL, U.S., CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
FAJRfrClNT ANt tEll IS LA~D• IIARllllNll 
ABSTRACT . ... Tt\REE llERUL Sl.ili.\IEYS Cf DEAL ISLAND AND FAIRMONT 
I!ILUIFE MANAGEMENT AREAS, hERE MAtE CURING SEPTEMBER,. 1971, TO OETE.R/II.lNE THE 
POfULAliCN Of BUE-kiNGEC lEAL lfl RELAliCN lC CUtER WATERFOWL SPECIES. A 
RE~ClTAtil REPCRT CUCLUCEt Ttln J.t. URLY SPECIAL BlliE-WINGED TEAl SEASON WOCLD 
NCT fE ltVJSABLE 1~ ltESE AREA~. 
UME liERUII, STCTTS 
fio!CNE il:i..MtER 3C 1-~in;..~E~ 
lNSllll!liC·ti Cta. AGft.C~ ~Aft~LAtd1 CEFA.Rl~£N1 Of NAT.tRAL RESOURCES 
STREet lAltU SlATE CfFJCI: BI.JiltU.G 
CI1Y AfiNilPCLIS 
!TATE ~ARJLAIIC 
llf COtf 214Cl 
fiLE NAfrf PCST llGNES CYSTER RECOVERY SURVEY 
GOHAL GECGUFHJC Af!EI f\Oin*l ATLAIHJC, COASTAL, u.s., CHESAPEAKE EAY, 
l'.lRHAH UlfRS 
ABSTRACT f'ARYlAIIO OYS1U FRCDUCII\f.i AREAS IN CHSJ!PEAKE BAY 
liEI<E Slf'Flfl.i AT 'OJ!flTERLY lt.TERVALS 10 tETERf\ltiE Al\Y EFFECTS OF HUilRltANE 
AG"ES Cll lt'-f CCI\DITIC14 CR NlMSUS Of CYSTERS. 
UIWE CAll 1£ c;. CAllE() 
PhCNE ~L.BER 301 32t 4261 
INSTllUllCfl U AGEIICY CtHAPEAKE BIOLllGICAL LABCRATCRY 
S TREE 1 BCX 38 
CITY SCLCMCNS 
SlATE ~ARYLJ!NC 
liP eoCE 2CtU 
FILE t.AfiE PCUIIC NET EFFCRT SlRVE'1 IN LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
GENERAL GECGRAFHIC AREA NCRlh ATLANTIC, CCASTAL, u.s., CHESAPEAKE BAY .AND 
TRlf!LlHHS 
ABSTRACT TABllAlJC~ ANC GIIAFHH SUI!fiUY CF PGUNC NET FISt'iERY 
Ill LCWER ChESAPEAKE BAY J!NC ITS TRIBUl~RIES. STLOY AREA SURVEYED BY AIRCRAfT. 
CATA lfiCLUCES ACll\E PCLNt NET!. 
NAME . JCtN fiERRINER 
FI'CNE HfiEER H4-t42-2111 
INSTITLTICN CF AGE~Cl VIRGlfllA INSTITUTE CF MJ.RINE SCIENCE 
CITY GlCLCESTEii FCINT 
ST~TE 'IIIRGINI' 
ZIF ecce 23062 
3U: 
FilE NAME POLNO NET SAfiPliNG FCil CCfi~ERClAl C~TCh 
GEfiERill GEOGPAP~IC JIR£11 NCRT~ ATLA~TICt CtAST~l, u.s., CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
IURYLAflli 
AE~TPACT SOH~EP T~POUGH fALl SAMPLING Of COMMERCIAl POUND 
NET CHCt:ES fOR CATCH COfiPUIHC~t SIZE Cf FJStt ffl, CATCH, ~GE AMLYSIS Cf 
CCfii'HCIAL flSiiES. tAlA UCK H 195S 1 197() TC PRESENT MORE INlfNSIIIE SURVEY. 
IVfUU 1 :SAMPLE PER MCNU. UiCLlDES SlRlPEC fllSSt ~fAI<FIS!i, 11ENt.ACEN 1 BLUEfiSn, k~llE PERC~, ~~C Sf(l. 
~~fiE JCSEPt BCCNE 
PHC~E ~lMEEP 3Cl-267-57S5 
!NST!lliTION OR AGENC' M.tRll.At~t &EPARl~-£~1 Uf 1\AlLiiAi.. iiESCUr<CES 
~lREET TA~ES Sl'AlE OFFICE SUittJNG 
CITY Afi~IPCLIS 
~TATE M~RYliNC 
ZIF ecce 214Cl 
FilE NIME FRECIPITATIO~ ~~~~LYSIS 
GEliEFH HCGUFtiC ARU NCI'H ~MERICA, \i.S., NEll YORK, GREAT LAKES, N.Y. 
e U:HT. 
ISS TRACT TH UN IT Et STAlES GEOlOGICAl SURVE'I'o DHI SICN OF 
WATER RESCUACES CCUEClS ANil ANJILYZES PIOECIFITATION. HURTEEN PAf!AI'HERS ARE 
fiEASl.REO AT EACH SlATICN kHCH tF.E rwUltLY CCJI!POSITES. RECORDS ARE A\AilASlE 
FRCM ~I'PROXIMATELY AUGUH 196!; TC THE PRESHT. SOfiE Of ltU PARAI'ETERS MEASUllED 
ARE CJILCIUI't M~GNESilM• 5Ctl~fl, fCTASSll,, SULFATE, C~LCR!CE, AMMONIA, 
NitRATE• CCfltUCTIV IT't. ~Nt Ft., AT FRESEhT TtiERE ftRE HELVE SUCt< STATIONS IN 
NEirl YCfll< SlATE, Cf ldUC., FCIJR ARE IN THE GFUT U.KES AND LONG ISLANO AREA. 
NAME C~IEF CF CC~FUTEF ~PPLICATICNS 
FtdlNE 1\UMUR S H:-412-31C1 
INSllll.JllCN CR AGEHY OfoiiTEt HATES HCLCGlCAl. SliR~E'f 
!1REEt BCX S48 
tllY ~LB,I\Y 
SHTE Hill YCI<K 
2 U COCE 1.(2(1 
FILE 1\AH 
AI\V FJUNA Of TtE PlRELA~C 
CCUIIT~. hE~ JER!E~ 
GEI\E~~t {ECEFAfhiC A~f~ 
LOEAN lOWf\S~lF, CCA!lAL 
!165 lllA(l 
CONSEQUEfltE5 CF 6lllOING 
FRCPERl,. THE SCILS tAVE 
SlltlfCt hilt FESULTS lh 
NAME 
FtiOIIE lltJftEEfi 






PRH UoJIIAI<Y CtAI'ACTERIHTJGf>, Cf VEGETH ION, SOILS, 
INOU.HRHL PARI< SITE, lOGIII\ TOhNSHIP, GlClJCESTER 
1\GRlh AII,ERICAt L.S., t.Ew JERSEY, GLClJCESTER COUt.TYr 
T~IS IS A PRELIMlf\ARY SlUCY Of THE EN~IROI\MENTAl 
liN 11\ClSlRIAL fARl< Cl\ PRf\lCLSlY lJNOE\ELOPEC 
EEEh STUCift I~ OflAIL. hllOLlfE Af\0 FLORA hERE 
Hl!l. 
t~. J~MfS A. SCtftlt 
H5 tit 'i 3110 
JlCl< ~CCCR~lCl< ~~C ASSCCI,lES 




FILE NA~E P~fllMIIIAF~ CRAFT ENVIRGNMEN1Al IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
Of fiVE PR{fGSEC ~LTER~AllVES fO~ CAPACIT• EXPANSICN AT FHIL~DELPHI~ 
JNlER~ATICI\~l AIRFCFl 
GENE~~l 'ECEF~FhlC AFEt NCRl~ AMERICA, ATlANTIC SEABCARO, OELIIWIIRE EAY, 
SG~Th~EST P~ILACELftlAt 1INJCl~~A~5~ 
ABSTRACT TtiS EN~JRON~E~TAL IMPACT STATE~E~T IS ~ 
CCMPREHENSJVE E~VI~CN~E~TAL Sll[' OF TtE MtRSt SLR~CUNCING PHILADELPHIA 
JNTE~~tliD~AL Al~FCRT. IT lNCLLCES tlSCUSSlON AND GAlA ON FOPULATICNS AND 
OIVERSITV Cf ~fGEltTICNt ~~~MALS, FISH, REPllLES, A,Pkl8IANS, AND 61RtS. IT IS 
tELL REFERENCE[ lC FFEVICLS SlUtiES. 
Ufrf JMHS A. SCtMlO 
FHC~E Nl~EEP 215 647 3llC 
· lNSTJTUTJON CR AEENCY JACK MCCCR~ICK A~O ASSCCJATES 
STREET E~C hATERLCC RC. 
cn'l cno 
ST,Tf PENJS~L,ANlA 
ZIP CCCE 1S333 
3H 
FILE NtM£ P~ELI~INAR' ECCLCGICAL t~All~TION ANC RECREATICNAL 
CE~Il! LITTLE li~ICl~ ISL~~C ANC VICI~ll' 
GEHI<IIl GECGFAHilC AH~ IICI<Th III'!ERIO, U.S .. COA!:iAt, OELAioiARE RIVE~, 
fE~NillVAIIIA, CELA~AFE C£LI'ITY~ liTTLE TINICLM ISL~N[ 
AESTRACT ThiS SlUCY kAS A BASIC ECOLOGICAL lii~EIIICRY CF 
·LITtlE TINICU~ ISllt[ 'II[ VlCIIIITY Jf\ClLCJ~G kATER ChEMISTRY ANC EIOLOGICAL 
SURVEY I~FCP~~TICN fFG~ TtE ISl,NO AND OflAkARE RivER NEARBY. THE DATA, TAKEN 
If\ l~lC ANC 1911• INCLLOE5 hATER TEMFEFATU~Et PH, fCC, ChlCRlD£, 
ORTHCF~CSFh,lE, CFGI~JC ftCSPh~TE. 
f\Aflf JACI\ ~C CCfH ICI< 
PHONE NlMfE~ 215 647 900C 
INSlllliliCN OR AGEIIC'I JACl( I'.C CCRftiCI\ M•C ASSCCIIlTES 
STREET 511 OLC lANCASTER ROAC 
CITl eE~~y~ 
SlATE PEIINSYLVANJA 
ZIF ecce 19312 
fiLE Nll'f PRELIMINAR~ IN~ESllGAlJONS Of THE LCt.G-fl~NEC SCUIC 
CFFS~CFE ~CFlh C~FCllN~ 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC.AREA ~O~lli PllA~liC, CCtSTAL, u.s •• NORTH CAROLINA TC 
\IHGUlA 
l6SlRA(l A STLCY IN 1914 TO DESIGN liNt EVALUATE TRAWL GEAR 
StilTAEU HR HE EFFECT IV£ CIIPlLRE CF HE FHAGIC LUG-FJNI'IEC SQLit (LCUGC 
FEH£IJ ti'IC AOIFTAHE TO l.hE TUCITWML t<Cflltf CA~CLUA FISiiER'V. ALSC, A 
COLlfCTICN OF ECCtCGl"L AfiD BJCLOGICH· tAlA CN THE LONG-FJMiEC S(llilC IN 
CFFSHCFE IICFlh CARCLINA ~ATEFS. 
l'ltl'f EC~ARO G. ~CCC' 
FHOf\E ~l~EE~ 919 12t 70~1 
INSllllllON CR AGENt~ IICFTH CARCLII\A CEFARTMEIIT CF NATURAL ANC ECONOMIC 
FESOLilCES 
llREET tl~ISICI\ OF CC~MERCIAL AND SPORTS FISHERIES P.o. 
ECX 1 t9 
Cll'V ~CCFEhEAC CITV 
SHH NORTH CAROllf\A 
2JF (CCE 2E5~1 
FILE N~ME P~Eli~I~APY l~VESTIGATJt~S C~ T~E StORE flS~ES Of 
T~E DElJk-RE e~Y tPEA 
GE~ERAl GEOGRAPHIC A~EA ~CRTH A~ERIC~, CC~STAL, u.s., DELAWARE EAY 
AESHACT CHi\ CCllfCTED fllCM 195i! TO l'36C ON lhE St'C<RE 
f !StiES Of lt'E DElAloAI<e BAY ARU ARE FRHEf\Tft lN Rt:PCRT fCRfl. EMPI<AS lZED 1 tl 
lj,:E Sllit1 AilE SPECUS Al\0 CCI.:NTS Of FISh S~MPltD llY SEINE AND ECOLOGICAL 
CUW IT lCNS UH1ER loiHCt UIE FISH ARE fOlND. 
tiA!iE . SUFF- tl'IIISICJ\: Cf fiSh ANC killlllfE 
Ft!CM ttt;MUR 3C2 6H 4431 











1 S9Cl 1 
PRELIMINARY LlftNClCGICAl STUCY Of BIG fRESh POND, 
GENERAL GECGRAFftiC AFE~ 1\CRT~ AMERICA, u.s., CflASTAL. ~EW YORK, LONG 
JHAi\0., SCiJlliAf'HCIIt BIG fllESii FCH 
AEHFACT lr.E lAKE MISSAPOGllE ASSOCIATIOII RHlifSTED THE 
SOI.iUAftPTCt. CCLLEGE fo'AI<HE SCIEfiCE CEt.TER 1t CO~CliCT A PRELIMINARY 
lNHSTHATlOf\ (f HiE fACHillS Ul'ltlNG TO Ttlf APPARENT tETE~lCRATION CF THE 
IdlER Ql.iAUH Cf SIG FFE!:n PCNt. fi!R&HtERS SlUIJIE£ lhCll.iCE I:ISSOl\IEO OXYGEN 
US• HiCSUUU, /lllRATE, NlTfiiTE, CHHtt TEMflERATIJRE• SECChi DISC DEPTH, ANO 









J. II. hElKER 
516 2E3 ltCOC 







fiLE NtftE fRlMtRY AQUATIC PIIODUCli~ITY 
'Et.ERAL GEOGRAPhiC AREA IICillli 1!1'1fl<lCAw l: • .S.? CCASTAL, NEW JERSE'Y, LITTLE 
EGt HRECI< 
ABSTRACT THl~ IS A REPCRT Cf T~E SECCNC Yf.JR, STARTING JULY 
1914, Of A CCl'H JNllltiG ECOLOGICAL HALUATICJ. Cf NATLR~l SALT f/Ail!liES ~1\t 
DE~ELCFED ~REA! Of BEACh tA~EI\ kEST. EftFHASIS HAS fEfN CN STUDIES Cf PRIMARY 
FROIJUCTlVIT'I AU fdlHHh IN TH EAYo SALT I'APSHES, ANC LAGOUNS OF ThE SYSTEM. 
1\EW FEITURES Df.ThE SECOND 'EAR ARE SlUCIES Of 1\lTRCGEN FIXATION AI\C STUDIES 
Cf PI'JIIAIIV PFOtl:CT 101\ llY BENTJilC Al\0 IIARSH SURFACE ALGAL liATS. HIE PUSICAl 
fACTCPS T•AT WERE I'EASl:REt ARE TfiiFEPATUPE, SALINITY, ClSSGl\IEO OXYGEN, AND 
WjifR lRAhSFARE~CI. c•EMICAL PARi~ETER! iNCLLDE AM~Dhl'• NiiRAJE, ~IlMiiEt 
O~GA~lC Nil~OGE~. C)ICI2AELE CA~SCl A~C PLA~T PIGMENtS. 
1\ll'f PAUl ·A~ER 
fHCt.E NlflfEF 6C9 652 9589 
INST ITIJTI~ OR AGE NO NEW JERSE'W OEP.Afl HENT GF ENHRCI'd~fU Al fi<UECT Hi fit 
DIVISIG~ CF FIS~ ~AI'E A~t StflLFIS~ERlES 
STREET NACCTE CREE~ RESEARCH STAliCN STAR ROUTE, ~IlE PCST 







flU f\~H PPI~JIRY PROCI:CliON AND UPCRl CF PlAI\l lll.lllERIALS 11\ 
THE !All llllR!H ECD!,!lfll 
GENERAL GEOEF'P~IC ~FEA 1\0RJt AMERICA, l:.S., CCASTAlo 1\Eh JEPSEY, GREAT 
BA'r, ~llllCA Rl,fR ESllAF~ 
ABSTRACT OfJECTIVES (f TtE FRESEt\1 STUD'r WERE TO ME~SURE THE 
FRCCLCll\11~ Of A .ID-LAlllLDE ~All ~A~S~ lGrEAT B'Y-~UlllCA RIVER ESTUARY! 
AM lkE EXfCH Cf CIIGMI'IC fi.ATEI<JAL Pl<ltUCEC TJ.\ERE. HE COMMUNITIES STUDIES 
fi<CII. t.CVU!fER l~E8 Tt AlGiiST l$1C kERE VA.SCLLAR fUNT5 MUt FLAT ~flit "ARSti 
SlRFACE ALG~Et ANt FHHCPLAIIKTU. OTHER P~RJ!HTE!lS fiEASUI<Et WERE SALINITY, 
CfS!CL'IIEt CJYG£1\, PlAIIT Fl€~£111 CCNCE~lRATICI\ 1 TURBIDITY, PARTICUL,TE 
CXYtfZ,BLE CARSCN (CNTEI\T Cf lhE SESTtl\t AI\C TIDAl CUI<KENT. 
IIAME JA~iS tUfi,ll[ 
Pt!UIE HHER tOCi 1~ 1 U4S 
. INSllllTJCI\ CR AEEIICY FUT~f~S UNIVERSIT' 
STREET EICHGY tEfAHftEH 
CITY CA~tft. 
SlATE 1\Ek JE~SE'W 
ZIP (Gtf CclC~ 
FILE t.HE 
GENE~Al GEOGRAPHIC AREA 
CHI~CCTEAC:UE EAY 
3€1 
FRI~~~y PRODUCTION Of ChiNCOTEAGUE BAY SALT MARSHES 
~ORl~ AllA~liC, L.S., CEl~Jl~\IA PEI\l~SULA, 
lBSlRA<l . CNE lii'E EIIAltWTICII CF SAlT MARSH VEGET.ATICN IN 
\1 ICI~ITY Of CHU.CCTEAGI.)E fAY. SPECIES LISn, AI3UI'i0ANCE, At;D flAPPING Cf MAKSH 
TYPES FRCM ~C SAMPLE SITE~ AllOCAlEO TO t ZCNES I~ AREA. 0.25 St METER SAMPLES 
CLIPfEt ANt ~1\ll~ZEt. 
II ~I'£ . 
FHCIIE Ill HER 











FIL£ ~AilE P~JI'ARY PFDtUCTl~ITY ANt NITROGEN 
GENERAl GECGAAPHIC A~EA NC~lH AllAI\11( CCE,N, c.s., CCASTAlt N.Y. BIGHT, 
NEw JERSEY, GRUT E.l'l' ANt fo!lLLIC' RIVER 
AESTRACT , 4C HATIOt.~ LCCtlEt AT C:I<HT SAY Alit MULLICA 1<1\IERt 
NEk JERSEY hERE SA~FLEt FRCM JLNE 1951 TC THE PRESENT FOR CHLOROPHYLL A, B, 
lU C, fo<ITRHE~ NJT~ITE, !lfi.I!CNU, TOHL CAGAtdC NIJRCGEN, DISSCt\IEC CRGANIC 
NITROGEN, tiSSOlVEC ORGANIC CARSO~, TCllll P~CSPHCR~S, CISSCL\IE[ OXYGEN, 
fHCTCSYNTHETIC RATE, Sllli~JJY, TE~PEI<ATURE, SECCHI CISC DEPTH, COUNT AND 
SPECIES CEJERMIN!IlJON Of ZOCPlA~KTOt. 
NA~E J'~ES C~Pt~C 
FHNE H ~ eER (09 Cj64 116E X2~5 
IN5111LTIC~ tR AGENCY RUTEERS UNI\IERSJT' 
STREET CEFART~ENl Gf BICLCGY. SCIENCE BUllClNG 
CITY CAMtEN 
STATE NEk JERSEY 
liP (C[E CHC<C 
FILE 1\111'£ fRGCUCTION AND tfCAY OF MARSH ElDER (IVA 
FRlTHCENSJ 
GENERAL GECGR,FHIC ARf.l u.s •• CCASTAL, NCFTH ATLANTIC, CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
\IRGitdA~ \llRGINIA eEIICtiw l'tiiNUiiEf\ 1 ELilAHTH RIIIER 
AfSlR,CT SU~VEY CF M~RSHES lN l~NNHAvEN BAY AND EliZABETH 
RnER• VA. TC DElEI<f(!NE THE CCf\1Fl£liT !CN BY THE I'AI<St: ElCERt IVA FRUTESCENS, 
TC TH TOTAl Fl<((;lJCliVIn CF TH l'lilRSt 
fljfl£ PAI.l !<IRK 
PfC~E tili'EE~ SC4-4S9-EOCC 
JN~TITlliCN CR AGE~CW ClD OCI'II\lCI\ L~IVE~SITI 
ST~EET INSTJTLTE Of OCfAIICGRAFHY 
CITY ~(~f(l~ 
STATE ~iRCIN1A 
21f ecce ~::see 
FilE NAME 
GEIIEFAt GECG"APt:JC A~EA 
JSS lliACl 
CISTFIELTIC~ CF fiSH EGGS 
CONOlCTEC. SlL[~ CfSEPVE£ 
l~ENlY SFECIES CF fiSh. 
flAil E 
ft.ONE 1\UHER 






PRCCUCTICI\ ~t.O CISTRIEUTICN OF FISH EGGS AND LARVAE 
1\CRTH AllJI~TIC~ CC~STAL, L.s., DELAIIARE tii\C MARYLAI\0 
A VfJR iCN( SJUCY OF lHf PROOLCTIGN AI\C 
AI\C LAR~AE IN THE CHESAFEAKE AI\C CELAWJAE CANAL kAS 
tVCRCG~APhiC CAT!! !IS kELl AS THE FECLI\OilY CF SOME 
~CEEFl ~. JCh~SCII 
301 "l51j ClCC 
UIIIIIERSITY CF I'A.~LAND 




FILE NAI'~ FRCtUCTICt. ~NO CJSTRIEUTICN OF STRIPE[ EASS ~GGS 
GENERAl GEOG~~PHIC AREA NCRTH tlll.A~TICt CC,ST.At, L.S., Cfl~kti<E !!tiC MARYLAND 
AliSTR"T A HIC VEAl< STUCY Cf TH PRCCLCTION Al\0 OISTRIBIJTION 
OF STIUPEC fASS EGGS 1~ lHE CHESAPEA!If ~~~t tELilii,RE Clll'iAl liAS CCNDUCTED .. 
PAR,41~flfRS INCLUDE fECLhCITYt CCUNTS ~1\C ICENTIFICAllON OF ADLLlS CAPTURED. 
~AMl RCSERl 1<. J[ftiS(N 
F~CI\E ~l~EEF 301 454 ClCO 
INSTITLTICt. DR AGE~C~ LIII~f~~ll~ (f I'A~VLANC 
STREET NATURAL RESDLRCE~ INSTITlTE 
CITY CCLLECE F'RI< 
ST~TE fi~RllANC 
Zlf (([f 2C1"lC 
fiLE NAI'E FRCCLCTIVITY RE!FC~SES Cf TkG CElAWIIRE TICAL RIVERS 
TC Et.F ICHIU\T kllk tMMCt.IUI'I llfllt JNOI<Gilt.lC fHSPiiCRCU! 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA ~C~Tii llTLA~liC, L.S., CELAkARE BAY, SRC!!Clill 
FI\IEFt I'UPtER~lll FI~ER 
tSSTRA(l lkC E~ T~O FACTCFitl E~RlCtMEhl EXPERIMENTS WERE 
CCIICLCTEt C~ ~AT£R SAI'PLES FRCM TWO DElAkARE TIDAl ~IVERS CVER A NINE I'ONTii 
FERICD. UHER Jl<llfiCIAL CGII'I:ITJO~~ HMCNIL/1 CHLOI<HE UERC Af\0 100 LG-AT/ll 
AND FCTASSILI' H!CSFtUH llfllC lt.C 2C LC-ATit) TRE~HEUS PRCOUCED A \ulR!EH Of 
RE~PC~SfS CF R~CIG!ICTIVE CJRECI\ UPTAKE RATE~. M051 FRE~LE~Tl~ (40 CF 58 
SERIES) NO SlG~IftCAt.T EFFECT (h PFl~AF' PFCCLCll~JlY RATES ~AS CBSERV€0. 
IfiiTERtCliCN CF THE HEATI'Et.U CCCURPEC U. HEVEN CF TH EIGHTEEN EXPERIMENTS 
YIELCJ~G SJGt.IflCA~TLY CJFFERENT I<ESPCt.SES. STIMLLATION AND IN~IBlllCN OF 
CAI<BCti lflt~E FESLLlEO ~11• ECt• AMI'O~IlM A~D PhCSPhATE Et.RICH~ft.TS CN BCTH 
RI~ERS. THE RESUlTS CA~~Cl BE SlTISFACTCRilY EXPL~IAE[ CN THE B'SIS Of THE fN 
~JTU t.LTRIEIIT CC~CE~TR,llC,S. 
N~~E . LieF~Fltl\ 
fH~E HiHE~ ~0~ tit! Hilt 
~NSlilllJC~ CR AGE~C' ltiiVEPSITY Cf DEl~kARE• ~~RINE STATION LIBRARV 
CITY LE~ES 
S1tlf CEL~hAI<E 
2IF CClf ~~~~S 
FILE ~~f'E PliOl:RESS REPORT FOR ThE PERICD JAIIUARV-OfCEMBER l'i7C 
GHEI<AI. GECGr<AfHIC H. flo fiCI<U nUH lC, u.s,., CELAWARE RIVER 
ABSTFACT DAU FRO~ Fll\ fiSH SAfifliMi f'J TRAWL SEINE AND GILL 
l\ET ft. lfo\E UClf\Il'Y OF AlillfiCAl lSlAfiD U ThE DELAWARE RIVER IS PRESENTED IN 
u, AtliiUAL REPOiiT f(lR UE UAR 1910. THE PRH'AI<V PURFCSE Of THE STUtV IS TO 
PRESEI\1 AN ACClRAH fASElUE AUJfiST llt-ICH FII\CINGS SUBSEQUENT TO OPERATION Of 
ThE SALEM fiUClEAR .GEfiEiillllNG STATION. 
tHI'E \!ClCR J .. 5CHU.Eil 
PHCfiE fll.£EP 609 646 a366 
JNSllllliCN CR AGEfiCY ICHlhY(l[GICAl ASSCCIATES 
STJiHT · BCX 35 140 2 
(llY ~ittLEiC-~ 
STATE CEI.AkARE 
2lf CctE 1HC9 
filE f'lAiiE 
I:ENEUL GEOGilAPhJC AREA 
UHEFN SHCI<E t JI.AR HAfiO 
GUALITATIVE SLR\E1 Gf S~EMERGENT ~EGETAliCN 
NCR Ttl AlUNl IC• COASTAL.- t.Su CH!:SAfEAI<E llAY, 
HSTRACT 
PLAhTS 1 QUAllTATI~E 
C*JER 1000 STATU:NS 1 
12 SPECES OF ROOTED 
UH 
f'tiCNf fllMBER 





EXTENSI~E SlR\E' CF S~BMEIIGEO RCOTEC AGUATIC 
R~tiKEC A8UMiANCEs j(ElAH lt FOI'AGE FCR HIGI<ANT WHERFOWL. 
1 VISIT, 4 REFliUHS PER STAllON. 3 DEPTH STUTJI, DATA CN 
A"JAliC PLA~lS flUS SE\IEIUL GEHIU OF >ILGAE. 
VfllHti STOTTS 
3Cl-,(t7 51'35 
MAR,lANO OEFARTMENT OF t.AlUI<Ai aeSO~RCES 




FlU N~I'E QUALIT'r MO.Hllil10 CCNTROL D~ COROGRASS SAlT MARSHES 
GEI\Eillll GfCGFAffHC /IFEA t-Hlli olii<EiiiCA• IJ .. S., NEW JERSEY, SEAULLE STUDY AREA 
HSTRIICT HilS SlUCV LCCKS Al liOS~._Il(l CCtHRCI. MEASURES II\ 
T~E SALT I<IRSH. THIS 11\CI.LCES SFDIL tlSFOS,tll• DITCHING, AND POND ALTERATIOI\ 
EFFECTS CN TilE FAlNoll At.O FLORA.. . 
1\AI'E PRJI\CIFAL FJS~ERIES 81CLCGIST 
f~CNE ~l~EER 60'3 292 6686 
JNSl Ill TlCh CP AGU.CY NEW JERSEY UPARTMENT Of EN~IRONMENT AL FR£.1EC l HlN 
CIVISICI'< OF fiSH11 UME1 ,lt\C St<EllfiSHRIES11 BLREAU CF Hltt.IH I!ANIGEMENT 
51PEET f.,(. Etx 18C9 
CITY tREt\lOfl 
SlllE NEh JERSEY 
liP CO£E CE6.(5 
fiLE NtME 
FEIIN.SBlRY lRIICT 1 L(llfll 
GE~E~AL GfOGilAPMIC AREA 
CClNT\ 
QUAUH CF SLRHCE AND StBStRFACE IIATEI!S OF THE 
I!UC~! CCl~TY9 FE~~S'l~~NIA 
~C~TH A"ERIC~. U.s., PEN~SYL~A~IA, LCWER 8~CKS 
AESlFACT IN UTE 1913 J<jC kUER 51MFLES kERE CGllECTEC FROM 
15 SlATHNS, SlfiPLfS kfl<f JAKEl\ JIT CNE FCCl 1111ER\IAL.S FRfJM THE IIATER SIJRFACE 
lC TH llCllOM. EAtt SAJ;fi.E US At.AlVlE£ Hill HMFEI<ATUIIE, SAliNITY, 
CCNttCll\llY• P~, JINO CISSCL\Et CJ,GEN. SP£1 ChECKS kEPE I!AOE FCR fEAWY 
METAlS• PHMLSt t-illRlENTS, CCLU, RESICliES 1 PESTICICES 1 BACTERIA ANC cYANIDES. NA~£ . CR. JAMES A. 5Chi!IO 
PHO~E NlMSEP 215 647 311C 
I~SiHiiiiCioi OR AGENC'I JACII MCCCRI'ICI< tfiC ASSCCJI!HS 
STREET 860 liiATERLCt: RO. 
CITY OE~C~ 
Hnt: PEMI'SYLVAIUA 
2lf CCCE l<j333 
fiLE NHE GUANTITATHE LllHCFACIES AI\AUSIS Cf PCTOIIAC fC~~IliC~. Cfllii~FE 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA ~O~T~ AMERJC~• L.s •• NORTH CE~TRAL GELAhAPE 
II!SlliA(l HE REHLlS Of Jl <;tJAtHilATHE LITHCF.<'ICIES AI\ALYSIS 
OF ltE P01Cf!AC FCRMAliOf\ JN A ~6 SQi;AI<f f!IU "~EA loEH CF CElAioARE CilY. 
CELAk.HE HE PllESll\lEC IN REFCRT FCRP. ThE STUI:V IIA.S I;~DCRTAKEN IN CROER Hl 
[(TERMINE THE llTtiClCGIC 'tARlAillLIT't Cf THE HillMilC HOJMENTS. HiElli GENESIS, 
EniiHCilio\ENlS Of [EfOSlliO Af>D HE GEUETRY CF SAN£ fCCHS COI'I:lllll\£1) IN lt1ESE 
DEPQHTS. HE flAU liHO II\ TH QUAHITlTIWE AIIALYSIS HRI: OlllAJNEO FROM THE 
ElEClPJ( LCGS Of 2~ IIELLS I.OCAlEO IN THE Sllt~ AFEI. 
NJIME NENAC SFCLJA~IC 
FfCNE f\L~EER 3C2 731! 21!33 
INSTITLTICf\ (~ AGENCY OELAII,RE GftlCGJC'L SURVEY 
SlREEl Lfii~E~5ITY (f OflAki!RE 
CITY NE~tRK 
HAlE DEUktH 
21F COtE l'.ii 11 
365 
FILE ~AH Cllllll'Y HJIREC~, \JRHNIA 
~EhERAl GEOGRAPhiC AREA NORlH AllAIIliC, CC~STAt, u.s., VIRGllllAt 'UINSV 
tiHECF 
ABSTRACT MIS51CII ~1C6 1 FLIEHT 03, hAS -CCC~PllSHft CN 
FEBPlllRV 1., 1972., llllllliM; lt-£ .. ALLOPS fllGtl CEtH€R C-54 AIRCRAFT Ef;UIPPEC 
.. llti T~C T-11 AERIAL ~APfJIIG CtMER~S Ill CCCPERATIO~ .. JTH THE 
AC.:CG~"K-1\CRTtiAI'FTCII Fl~l\1\IIIG CJHRlCl CCMI'JSSIOII·• TH OllJECTIVE Of THE fliGHT 
~AS TC CBTAIII LJIRGE SCALE CCLCR Ill I"~GERV Cf THE QUIN~Y HARBOR AREA FCR USE 
IN fOR.lLAllNG LOCAl FLAN~IIIG fCliClES. 
1\Al'E MIC.AEL CCNCER 
PHONE Nll'SER 6C4 124 3411 
INS T ITIHIU' CF AC Et\U 1'\ATJ(IIu'll AEl<OI\AUllCS ANt SPACE ADM 
STREET Uif~APEAKE BJIY HOLOGICAL PI<CCRAM OfflCE 
CITY hAllCFS 15l~Nt 
STAlE ~J~GI~IA 
ZIP CODE :t3!31 
FILE ~t~E R AIID ~ EST~TE~ 
GEIIEUL GI:CCFAFt<IC AI<U l'iCI<lti .llll~t.TIC ·UUI\, u .. s ... N.Y .. 6ICHT1 COASTAl, 
LOIIG JSUNt, SUFFCU CClNlY, R toN£ I' ESTATES 
ABSl~ACT YIElt Of BE~T~IC Pl~NTS AND SPECIES OETER~INATION 









CHRIS BlEI'.IlLER, tEJIO Of MARINE RESOiiRCES SECTION 
516 234 2.622 
SUFFOll< COUIHY, CEPA4HMENI OF ENIJIRCNl'EI\TAL CCtHRCl 
132<4 HHR Fl!lti<UV 
HHPflAlGE 
liE .. YC~K 
11H7 
filE 1\l~E R Alit ~ EST~TES 
GEI\ERAL GECGIUPHIC JIRU 1\0IIW JlllA~llC CCEAI'i, U .. S .. , l'l .. Y. !l1Gt<T 1 COASTAL, 
LCNG ISLAIIt, SlffOlK CCUI\1,, R )1\D M ESIJIJ£5 
ABSTRACT YIElt CF BEI\T~IC PlANTS ANC SFECIES DETERMINATION 
OF R INC M ESTATES MAR~li lAtiDS \1ERE CmCt.:elH Ill Ill SHliOtiS F~Ofo! I'AV 1972 TO 
llECHI!!Eil Hl(.. . . 
~AME C~Rl! flEMJLLER. HEAO Of MARl~E RESCURCES SECTICN 
PHOlE hlMSEF 5lt 2!4 2t22 
lNSTITl.TICN CR AGfNO SlfFOU< CCt.lt.T'I,CfFART~EU Cf U;\IIROI\IIEI\TAL CCNTI1CL 
Sl~fET 1324 ~CTC~ F~flK~~~ 
CIT~ r~lFF~lGE 
STtTE 1\Ek ltRK 
ZIF CUE ll7S7 
FUE NAH 
GEI\HAl HOGI<~Pt;IC ~1<£~ 
CA~OLI~A, \f~GINIA 
3Et 
Rl~ D~N ~CC~E SlATICI\ l(G CAT~ FRitiTCUTS 
NCRl. ATL~NllC, COASTAl, U.S., COASTAL, ~OFTH 
ASSTRJICT RJ~ CAN MCCRE STATICN LCG DATA INCLUDING PhYSICAL INFOF~ATICI\ tNt CE!CRIFllCAS OF All SlAIICas 
hAIIE e f •tllAt.O JF At.C llll'N E PCWELL 
FHOI\E fll~BER Sl~-726-7021 X237 











PI' ROeERl CCI\PAt, CRliS£ lC - I'GG01015010 - CO~E 
GENERAL GEOGR~PHIC A~EA kCI<lCklt£ 
JlfSTRACT DET~ILEC IIEGASCCPIC SECJ~fi\T CESCRIFTIC~S CF SPLIT PISTC~ CO~fS CCLlfCTEC IIECJIRC TtE 1</~ ~OSEPl CCNPAC, CRliSE lC BY COLlMBJA UtiJV~RS~TY•s lAI'Otil-DOtlERJ'Y GECLCGlCIIl CSSEI<\AlOR't. fAI\AI'.ETERS REPCRTEC ~LSO 
ltiClUC E. LA lllliOE, lOI\GITI.DE t C CR~fCHD OEFTH, P.C. R. tEPT!i, CA lE TAKE~\, OAT£ 
CPENfC flCk-11\, ~1\t CCFE lEI\GTt, liS wEll AS MICROSCOPIC~LlY ESll~AlEO 
. fAlfUlOLOGY, frii\EiiALCt:Y, Al\t SECIMEf\T HZE. 
flAME I'A~II\E GECLC&V t~C GECF.YSICS GROUP 
FHCNE H~fER !03 <iS'i lOCO Xli336 












Rill RClHRT CGIIRAO• CRUISE 11 - MGGCJ1.015011- CORE 
GENER'L GEOf~APhiC JFEA kCRlt~ItE 
A8<lRACl DEUHH fiEGASCtfiC SHlJIIUT CESCRIPTICt\S Cf SPLIT 
PISTCI\ CORES CCLLECTEC ABO~RO l~E R/V ROBERT CCNRAD• CR~ISE 11 BY COLUMBIA , 
l.ir.JVEFS IJY•S LAIICNl-DOtiEFlY HCl((;JCAL CllSERUTORY .. FARAf\ETH~S REPCRHO ALSC 
UCllCE: LAliTtCE, Ult.GllUDE, CCFRECHC tEnt:,· P.O.R. CEPT.ti, OHE TAKEN, DATE 
CFEHEC Ftlili-ltl,. Atdl COllE UNGTtt AS HLL AS IHCROSCOP.ICALL'l fSlli'AlEO 
fALECI\TCLOG\, fllt.ERALCGYt Al\0 SECI,.EI\1 Si1E. 
NAME M'RINE GECLCGY Al\0 GEOPhYSICS GROLP 
ri1CNE NU'IBER 3C3 499 I. CCC J!.633 E 











R/\ RUERT CttiRllt1 CRIJ ISE 16-IHiGClO lSO 16-CORE 
DESCP!FT!Cti lGEDLCElJ . , 
GEttERAl GECGfiAPHIC ·uu tiUlH AlUNllt CCUN, SCLTI! All.tNTIC OCUN 
AESliUCT tEUllft MEGASCCfiC SEOI~Ef\T DESCRIPllCNS CF SPLIT 
PI~TCN CCRE<: CCLLEOEO AECIRt lf!E ll/11 RCJJEilT CONRilt, CRi,;ISE 16 eY COlUMBIA 1.11\IVE~.!iJlY'S LIIMCNl-OOHIH't t:EtlCt:ICAl CllSUIIATORY. PARAMETERS REPORYEO AlSO 
!tiCLUtE: LATITLOE, lONGIHJtE. CCRIUClEO OUlH, P.O.R. CEFTH, DAlE TAKEN, DATE 
tfE~EO Flt~-lti 1 AlO CORE LENGTH, .tS ~Ell AS tlCRCSCCPlCAlLY ESTIMATEt 
FALEUlCUJt:Y, I'It.EfiAlC(Y, Al'it HD UUfiT SIZE. 
~AI'E MARINE GEOLOGY Al\0 GEOPHYSICS GROUP 
fHCNE ~l.EER 303 499 lCCG Xt33~ 











fiLE IIIIi! ll/11 I<OEEI<T CONRAC, CRUISE ~- MGGIHC15CC9- CORE CESCRIPliCN IGECLCGlJ 
GEtiEFAl GECt:fAFHJt ~~fA ~CRLCktOE 
ABSlRAtl CETAILEO MEGASCCfiC Sfti~E~l OESCRIPTIOf\S OF SPLIT 
fiSTCt. CORES COlt ECTE!: AECAJiC ltE Rill ROBERT CONRAD, CRLISE 9 I!Y CHliiiBIJI 
UNJ\IERSITY•s lAI'OU-OU!ERl't GEClOHCAt CESHUTORY., P.ftRAMETERS REPCRTED AlSO 
tNCLLOE: lATITUDE, LCNUHCE, CCI!RECTH tU:U, P .. O.R. IHPTH, DATE TAKEN, DATE 
CFEhH flCII-11\, ANt COH lENt;H, AS WELL AS MlCRO~tCPICALLY ESTIMATED 
PALECNlOltGY• 1'11\EFALCGY, ANt SECII'Ef\T SIZE. 
NAME MlliNE GECLC(;Y .eNt GHPhYSICS Gli.OUP 








NHICJI\Ai. GHPHSICiii. PNt SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL DATA 




~E~ERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA t.C~Th AllA~liC CCE~h. CC~ST'l• ~.S. 
'ESTRACT DET~llEC MEGASCOPIC SEDIMENT OESCRIFTIC~S Of SPliT PlSTC~ CCRES COltECTEC ASCARO ltE Rill ~EMAt CRUISE 11 BY CGL~HEIA UNI~ERSITY•S LAI'()~.f-JJCHRH U£LCUU!. C£SfP.VATOI!Y. FAI<A~ETEIIS REPCIITEC ALSG lNCll.DE: 
LAT!TUCE, LOhG11UCE• CORRECTED CEFTH, P.O.R. CEPTH• OAT£ TAKEN. DATE OPENED fLCW-1~. A~D CCRE lE~GlH. 'S ~Ell AS ~!C~CSCCFICALLY ESTIMATEC PALEONTOlOGY, 
I'JNfFAlCGY. Aht SfCII'EtiT SIZE. 
NAME ,.ARJ~E GECLCG't J~t GECPtYSICS G~OUP ftC~E ~L~EEF 303 ~9~ lOCO X633ti 











R/V VEI'A, Cfi.UISE 13- MCGOlC35Cl3 -CORE 
Gfl\Eiilll GHGHPHC lli<U NCRlli ATLJI\TIC CCUI\, CCASUL, U.S. 
ABSl~ACl tETJILEt ~fCJSC(flC SEDIMENT CESCRIPTICNS OF SPLIT 
PISTC~ CCRE~ CClLEClEC AEC~R£ THE RJV VEMA~ CR~ISE 13 6~ COLL~BIA U~IVERSITY 1 S 
LA~O~T-CDtERlY GEOLOGICAL CBSEFVJTCR¥. PARt~ETERS lifPCRlfC ALSO INCLUCE; 
LAlilUOE, LCNGITLCE, CCRFECTEO tEPTt 1 F.D.Ii. CEPTH, tATE TAKEN, DAlE OPENED 
flOW-11\ 1 ANt CO~E lENGTt, AS WELL AS MICROSCCPICJLL~ ESTIMATED PALECI\TCLCGYt 
~INE~ALCG), ANt SEDIMENT SI2E. 
1\t~£ ~ARINE GECLCG~ AND GEOPHYSICS GROUP 
PHONE NlMBER 30 499 lCCC Jl633ti 








GE~E~Al GECGFAfHIC Af£~ 
FACJfJC CCfAN 




Rl\i ~EI'A, CFUJSE 15 - I'HC1C35015 -CCRE 
~CPTH ATLAI\TIC CCE~N, SOUl~ ATLANTIC OCEAN, SOUTH 
AllSlllACT O£H ILH MEOSCCflC SEDIMENT DESCRIPTIONS OF SPLIT 
PISTCN CCRES CCLLECTEO AfCARO llif R/V VEMA, CRUISE 1! 8~ COLUMEI~ ~NIVERSITY'S 
LA~OlT-DtHERlY GEOLOGICAL CBSEFV~TCRY. P~RJ~ETERS FEPCRTEC ALSO INCLLCE: 
LIITIT~OE, LC~GITLCE, CCRRECTED CEPT~, F.O.~. OEPTH, tATE TAKEN, DATE OPENED 
FlO.\rr-It<, AtiC CCFE lENGTh AS wELL AS f!lCflOHCPlC~lLY ESTIIHHD PALECI\TCLtGY, 
MlNERALCGl, A~[ SEOII'ENl ~llE. 
lt~E . MARINE GECLC~' Al\0 GECP~'SICS GROLP 
PI1CNE UMBER 3C3 4S9 lCOC )6331: 













~/\ \EMA, CRLISE 16 - ~GGQ1035016 -CCR€ 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA ~C~lt~ICE 
J8S1FA(T tETAILEC MEGAStCPIC SEDIMENT OESCRIPTIC~S CF SPLIT 
PISTCN CORE~ COLLECTED ABCARD lHE R/V \EMA. CRLISE 16 BY CCLIJMEIA UNIVERSITY'S 
lA~C~T-CChERTY GECLCGICAl CeSER~J!TCRY. FARA~ETERS REPCRTEC ALSC INCllCE: 
l'TITLCE, LO.GITUOE• CORRECTED DEFTii, P.D.R. CEFTH, o•TE TAKE., UATE CPENED 
FLCW-11\, Al\t CCRE LENGTH, J!S kELl AS "lC~CSCCFICALL' ESli~ATED PALEGI\TOLOGY, 
MI~ERAtCGY, AI\[ SEDJ~E~T SIZE. 
1\~ME MARl~~ GECLCG' J~t GECP~'SICS EPGUP 
fHClE NL~EEP 303 499 lOCO Xt33t 












R/V VEMA, CRUJSE IS- MGGClC35ClE -COflE 
GE~EFAL EECGFIIFHJC 'FEll kCFLtWICE 
~BSlRACl DETAILED MEG~SCCFIC SfCIME~l OESCRIFTIOI\S Of SPLIT 
PJSlCII CORES CCLLECTEt ~fCAfl() TH R/\1 HMA, CRIJHE Hl SY CCLIJMEIA UNnERSlTY'S 
LAI'ONT-OOH£Rl~ GECLCGICIIL CESER\IATCR~. FAR,~ETERS REFGRTEC ALSC INCLUCE: 
LATITUtE, lC~GITIJD£, CC~FECTEO CEPTH, P.t.R. CEFTH, DillE TAKEN, DAlE OPENED 
FlCii-Jtl, 1111[ CORE lE~GTti, ~S tHL AS HCRCSCOFICALU ESTI.I!ATH PALECNTOLOGY, 
MINERALCGY 1 AND !EOJ~E~T !IZE. 
NIIME MARINE GEtLCGY '"£ GECP.~SICS GROUP 
PHCNE ~l~eER 303 499 lCCC X633S 










fiLE ~A~E R/~ Vf~At CRUJSE 19 - MGG~lC35019 -CORE 
DESC~lFTIO~(GEtLCGYJ 
GE~E~AL GECG~AfHIC A~EA kCPLCkiC£ 
ABSli<ACT OHHLEO MEGASCOFIC SEOiflftH OESCRIPTIOI\S CF SPLIT 
PlSlCI\ CCR£S CCllEClEll A£URC TH R/V IIEMAt CRUJSf lS 8Y COUMBIA LNIIIERSllY'S 
L~~O~T-CChERTY GECLCGICAL OBSER\AlORY. FAPA~ETERS REPCRTEC ALSO I~CLLCE: 
LHJ1UCE 1 LOfiGJllCEt CCRFECTEO OEFTHt f.£ .. 1'. DEPTH, tllH TAKEN, CHE CPENEO FLOh-11\ 1 Al\t CCFE Lfl\€1t, AS WELL AS ~JCROSCCPICilllY ESTIMATED PALEONTOLOGY, 
MINERALCGY 1 AI\C SECJ~f~T SIZE. NAME ~ARII\E GECLCGY A~O GECPhYSICS G~OUP 












R/V \E~A, CRUISE 20 - MGGC1035C2C -CORE 
EE~ERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA kC~ltklOE 
HSTAACT CEHILEC MEGASCOPIC SfOIIIENl DESCRIPUC~S Of SPLIT 
PIS1Cfl CORE~ COLUCTEt ~I!CARO HE RIV VHMt C!IUISE .tO 8\' COLt;Mflll UNIHRSITY 1 S 
UI~CIIT-CCtiERT\' EECLCc;IC~l CfHR'IATGRY,. fAR.AilETERS REfDI<Tfli ALSO INCU.OE: 
l.ATITUCE# lCNG!lUDE, CORRECTEC OEFTHo P.O.R. CEPTH, D.Alf TAKEN. DAlE CPENEC 
flOW-I~, A.O CCRE lEI\GTH, ~S ~Ell ~S ~lCRCSCCPICALlV ESTIMATED PALEONTOLOG~t 
~INfR~lCGl, AN& SE&l,ENT SIZE. ~A~E MARIIIE GECLCG\' ~lit GECF~YSICS G~OUP 
fll;(t\E ~t;HEI< 303 ~9S lOCO X633E 












GENERAL GECGRAFHIC A~EA 
FH If IC GCUN 
3S2 
RJV ~E~A, CRUISE 21- MGG01035C21 -CORE 
NC~lt ATLANTIC CCEA~, NCRTH PACIFIC OCE•N, SOUTH 
ASSlRAC~ CETAILEC ~EGASCCPIC SEDIMENT DESCRIFTIOIIS OF SPLIT 
PISTCN COlaS CCllECTEC AllCARD lH R/~ \EftA, CRUISE 21 Ill CCLUt~,fJA UNlliERSITY'S 
LAf'Qtll-COfiERTY <iECUGIC~L CfHii11ATCRY. fAR.H~ETERS REFCRTEC ALSO INCLUDE: 
L.ATITLCE, LCNGJTUCE, CCIHlECHt tHlh P.C.R. tEPTh OHE TAKEN~ CATE OPENEC 
fLCW-It., A!IC CORE LEI\GHi, AS I!ELL AS l'lCRCSCOFlCALLY E~Tl~ATEC PALEONTOLOGY 
i'H.EF,ALCG), At\t SEClfiEH SUE.. ' 
N~l"f 
FHCNE HI'BER 








''Rl~E GEnLCGY iht GEQPh~S~CS GRGUP 
3C3 499 !QGC X6338 
1\AllCNAl GECFHYSICIL AIID Stl~R-TERRESTRIAL DAT.A 




R/IJ llflo\At Cl<liiSE 2~- MGG01035C22 -CCRE 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA NC~lf ATLANTIC CCEAN 1 SCLTH ATLANTIC C~EA~ 
ABSTRACT OETlilEt ~EGASCCPIC SEDI~EI\T DESCRIPTIC~S Of SPLIT 
PJSTO~ CC~ES COLLECTED AEC~Rt l•E f/~ VE~A, CRUISE 22 fV COLUMS!A UNI~ERSITY•S 
LAMCf\T-COtfRTY HClCGJCAL CESEI<IIHCRl. PARI~ETERS i<EFCPTED .USC INCLU!;E: 
LATITL!:Eo l0~€i1U)E, CCI<RECT£0 tEFTh 1 P.O.!<. CEPTI'it ClH TAKEN CATE OPEI\EC 
FLCir,.Jh 'fiC CC!lf lEJ\IHt-. liS ~Ell AS fo;l(Rt.HOFIC/lLLY ESliMATEC,PALEOtHGLGGY ~IfiEFHCGh ANC SHIMENT HZE. • 
UfiE fl~l<ltiE CiEOLCGY M•t GEOPHSJCS GROUP 
FHCNE 'l~ffP 303 499 lCCC ~6!31 











R/11 \/EMil, Ci<LISf ~3- "'(G01C350a -CCRE f Jl E t.: llfl E 
OESCFIFliC~(GECLCG') 
UIIU~l GECGFAFttlC ARU I\ORT11 AHA~llC CCEtN 
ABClRACl CfTllLEC Mt(ASCOFIC SEDIME~T DESCRIPTIONS OF SPLIT 
iiSTC~ CCREc CCLlfClEO AfCARC T~f R/V VEMA, CR~ISE 23 8Y COLO~flA lNIIIERSlTY'S 
LA~C~T-OCHE;TY GECLCEICAL CBSEF~IlCRY. PAR~"'ETERS FfPCPTEt ALSO lNClltE: 
UlllUOEw LCMITUt£ 1 CCPI<ECHO CEPlt\1 P.O .. R. DEPTHo DATE lAKE~, DATE CPENEO FLCW-l~t AIIC CCRE LHGlH, IS IIELL AS t!ICROSCCPICAlU ESTHI.ATEO PALECNTOLOGYt 
MINERALCGY 1 AI\D !EDII!EI\1 SIZE. UM E MARINE GECLCGY HI: GECPHl ~ lC S I> ROUP 
PHil\E 1\li'Hfi 3C3 .lt9'l lOCC Xt33B 








CCOE Ct21, ~C~AJECS 
etlltER 
CUUHC 
R/~ ~f~~, CRUISE 24 - MGG01C35024 -CORE 
GE~EPAL GECGFAfHIC AFEA ~CFLCkl[£ 
ABSlFA(l OETAILED MEGASCOFIC SEOI~E~l DESCRIPTIONS Cf SPLIT 
Fl510 CCIH~ CCllE<lEO AEOI<C ThE R/V VEMA• CRUISE 24 BY COLLMBIA ,LNI\IE~SilV'S 
l~~C~T-CC~ERTV GEOLC~ICAL OSSER~AlCRY. PARA~ElERS REPCRlEC ALSG IIICLL[f. 
LATITLCE LOIIGilLCE, CCRPECTEO OEPTH, f.O.F. CEFTH, tATE TAKE!\, DATE OPENED 
FlCW-111, 'ANt CCI'E UHU, AS loEll AS fHCIICSCCPIOLLV ESTIMATED PAU:ONlOlOGY, 
MINE~ALCGY, ANt ~ECI~EIIl 5llE. 
NAME ~ARII\E GECLCEV Alit GECP~YSICS GRO~P 
FtiCNE MMEER 3t3 4SS ICCC )1633f: 














1<1~ \iEl'At CFi.,ISE 26 - ,...CiG01035026 -CC~E 
GE~EPAL GECGPAPHIC JPEA NCRlH Allti\TIC CCEA~, SCUTh ATLANTIC CCEA~ 
AfSTRACT tET,ILEt MEGASCOPIC SEDI~ENT DESCRIPliCNS Cf SPLIT 
Fl~TCN CCRE~ CCLLECTED AfCtRC lHE R/~ ~E~A, CRUISE 26 BY CCL~MBIA ~NI\IERSilV': 
LA~C~T-DDtERTY GECLCEIC~l CBSEF~~TCRY. PJRt,..ETERS ~EPCRTED ALSO INCLLOE: 
LATITUCE. LCNGITUCE, CC~RECTED CEPT~t P.O.~. DEPTH, tAlE TAKENt CAlE CPE~ED 
FLCII-Ht liN£ CORE LENGTH, AS IIELL AS HCRCHOFICAll'l ESTIIiATEO PALEOI\TCLCGY, 
~~~EFAlCG'• AI\L SECI~EI\T SIZE. 
~A~E ,..ARII\E GEOLOG'I Al\0 GECFhYSIC! GRCUF 
FHCI\E ~l~EEP !C! 49S lOCC X~l3E 








GE~ER~L GECGFAFHIC AFEJ 
CCIIHAL, l.!. 




R/V ~EMA, CRLISE 3-MGGC1C35CC3-CCRE OESCRlfTIOI't 
NGRTH ATlANTIC GCEIIN, Gllf Of ~EXICO, CAPieBEANt 
AfSTRA(l O£TAILEC MEGASCOPIC SEDI,ENT DE!CRIPfiCNS CF SPLIT 
FISTCI\ CCRES CCLLECHO HOR[ HE R/\1 1/EMA, CRUISE 3 EY CCLUMBIA UNIIIERS!n•s 
LAf'OH-I:CtERTV GEUCHCAL CBSUIIHOR,. PARI!I•ElERS REPCRTEC ALSC ltiCLLCE: 
lJITilUOE• LCI'.GITLDE• CCR~ECTEC CfPTht P.C.~. DEPTH, GATE TIIKEI\r GATE CPENEG 
FLCh-INt ti\C CGFE LENGTI', AS hELL AS I!JCI<OSCCPIC~ll't' ESTHUTEO PALECNTOlOGYt 
~INERALCG't'• A~C SEGI~ENl SIZE. 
1\AME I'APHE GECLCG~ HC GECFHSICS l:RCUP 
FHC~E •u~EEF 3C3 499 lCCC )t33E 
INSlllt.;lHN 01' IIGEI\0 ~AllCNAL GHfl1YSICIIL ~M; SCUll-TERRESTRIAl OATA 
CHHU 











~/V VEMAo CRUISE 4-~GGCIC3!C~4-CORE DESCRIPTIO~ 
GEt-EF~l GECGF~fhl( APE~ NC~T~ ATLANTIC CCEAN 
~BSlRACl IJETAILED MEG#ISCCI'lC SftUUH OESCFIII'TIOf\S Of SPLIT 
PISTCN CORES COllECTED AECAI<t TH RJ~ 11EMAo CRtHSE <II 8'# CCL\J~SIA UfllVERSIT\"S 
LAMONl-OOtiERlY GHLCGICAL CE!SER\iAltRY. fAUfiETERS I<EPCI<TEt ALSC INCLUDE: 
LATIJLtE. lONGllUOf, CCI<F~CTEC DEPTH, P.C.I< •. tEPTHt DATE TAKEN, DAlE bPE~EO 
flCk-Hio 111\t CORE LEI\Gllio AS l!Ell AS I<ICiHiSCOFitALLl ESll!oiATfC PALECNTOLOG'it 
MINERALOGY• AND !EDJ~EI\1 !IZE. 
NA~E MARlNE GECLCGY ANt GECP~lSICS GROUP 
PHCNE I'IU'BER 3()3 49<; lOOC X633£ 












Rl\1 IIE~A, CRUISE i-MGG01C350C7-CORE DESCRIPTION 
GENEPAL GEOGR~PHIC ~PEA NCPl• ~ll~NTIC CCEANt CCASTAL, u.s., GULf OF MEXICO 
At\STRACT OEUHEll ~EGASCCFIC SECII!ENT tESCI<IPTICI\S CF SPLIT 
PJHC~ CORES CCLUCTH ~EOPC TtE 111\1 VEI'A• CRUISE i BY COLUMBIA IJNIVERSlTY 1 S 
U~i,Gl'IJ-tCHIHV GECUl,JUl Cf~fR\I~TCRY. PAR~METERS HfO~UD ALSC INCLUDE: 
lATiTUCE, LCNGlliJOE, CCI<RECTEC CEFTh, P.D.P. CEPT~, O~TE TAKEN, DATE OPE~ED 
. fLCk-Itl, A~O CCR£ lE~GTHt AS ~Ell AS l'lCRCSCOFICALLV ESTI~TED FALEONTCLOGl, 
l'l~EP~lCGY• AND SECJI'E~T !JZE. 
NAME UI<J t<E GHLCGY HC GfGPtYS ICS GROUP 
fHCNE MJI<EER 303 49 lCCC l\6331: 











FILE ~PfE RJlOAR lfAGE~Y Cf CHESTER RIVER 
GENUAL GECGI\AfHlC AREA l.S., CCASUL, HI<U! AU.ANTH• CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
~lRYL~~t, CtESTER RIVER 
ABSTRACT IIESTHIGhGlSE AI HCLFII\E SHE-LOCK lNG PAOAR SYSTEM 
USEt TO G,!J~ER GEGfll,lPhJC AND 'EOLOGIC'l INFORMATION CN C~ESTER Rl~ER REGIG~ 
RJlOAR lfo!AGERYt llEtitEREt IN FCR~ CF M,P, lSUl lC SLFPlEI'HT OTHER TECtif\JQUES 
SLC~ AS .AERIAl FIUHGI'AFHY AI>IC fiELt SlRVEY~. fliGlil M~OE FEe. 1972 20000 FT 
hJHi OC-6 AJRCRilfl. ' • 
~AME HAI<ClO PAli'Eil 
ftiCI'IE ti.UMEEP ;Cl-11:5-ICCC 
lr.STIH.ilCN Oil IIGENC'r ilfSllHHOt.:S£ ELECTRIC CCRf!JMTICN 
SlttEET OCEAt, RE.SEARCii l.AtH::~.ATOFI• fGA ii'7l 
CITY lltitiJFCLIS 
~TATE I'IR~l~tit 
liF ccu .a~c~ 
fILE NAH 
GEfiER~l GEC,FAPtiiC ~REA 
~ETRCPCLITt~ Af<Ett BPCN), 
AESTRI!CT 
FRECIPIT~TJO~ ~MCl~l A~O 
YCRK ~fTRCFCLlTAfl ~RE~. 
NAME 
FHCH M.iH!EI< 





RAI~FAll SAI'FLifiG SURVEY 
NGiiH AMERICA, l,i.S., NEW YCRK, 1\EW. JERSE't.o NEll HRK 
~AlHtTTA~, CAlt~Ellt PCRT (~ESTER 
. l~E P~RPCSE GF ThiS STU01 ~·5 TO ME~SUI<E 
Ph St tS TC tSSESS ltiE ACID Rlllf\ PRCBLEM IN THE NEh 
CR. AlA~ I. I'YTEU<A 
.!12 5a~ C3fC 
I~lfRSTATE Sll~ITATICN CC~~ISSION 




FILE N~~E RARITA~ EAY EE~l.lC CE~S~S 
EEf\E~Al GECER~F~IC ~RE~ NORT~ ATLANTIC CCE~N, u.s., CCASTAlt N.'t. fiGHT, 
R,lRllllN 8A1o SA~01 ~CCK Ellt LCIIEP 1\E~ YCR~ EAY 
~ESTFil(T 6C !TATICNS IN R•RITAN BA1t SAN01 HCOK EA1 1 lCkER 
NEll YC~K EtY hEPE SAMFLEC FRC~ ~CV. 1973 TC r•E FRESENT FOR VA~IOLS CHEMICAL, 
FHYSJCH, I.IIC. EICLCGICAL FJlPAI'ETEPS. THESE PARAtoiETEilS It.CLlCE JEI'PERHuRE, 
SALillTY, tiSSCL\IEC CJYGEN, ~EA\Y MEllllS Af\~LYSIS, CCl~T ~NC SPECIES 
CETEFI'Ih~llC~ Cf BENTHIC lNI"ALS ANC MlCRCEICTA. 
tiAH DIRECTOR, IIIDCU AllANliC COASTAL FISHERIES CENTER 
FHCI'IE ~l~EEF . 2Gl B12 0200 











GE~EFAL ~ECGFAFhlC ARE' 
lChEF ~Ek ~CRK e~' 
3'll 
!HI< JHII eAY llEI\ltlC CENSUS - AMBROSE ChANI\El 
NOIHH AllAllliC OtEtillt u.s,., CCASTAL, N.Y. fiGHT, 
~ESHACT 16 SlAliCNS Ill AI<Bi<OSE Ct>AIIfo<EL lofRE SAJI,PLEO fRGII 
'l(UST 1912 TC JUL) 1973 FCR ~tRICUS CtEMJC,l 1 PHY5ICAL~ AND SIOLOGICAL 
PARAMETERS. THESE PARAMETERS 1#\CllCE TEI<FEPAllRE, S.tlllNITY, DISSOlVED GXYGEIIt 




INSl ITlTIOII CR A(; Eft() 






GENERAL 'ECGPAFHIC A~EP 
F~~ITJ~ E~'t, tt~ASKC~~ Fl. 
DIRECTCRr MIDDLE ATlANTIC CCASTAL FIShE~IES CENTER 
.<Cl en C2CC 
MIOtLE 'lL.tii\TJC CCASTAL fiShERIES CENTEP, 




R'PITAN fA~ f!ENTHIC CENSUS- CONASACNK PT. 
NO~T~ ATLA~TIC CCEJN• v.S., COASTAL, N.Y. EIGHT, 
JBSlPACT 12 STAliCNS IN RIRITIIN BAY kERf SAMHH FROM APRIL 
1972 1( THE PRESE~l FCR ~~RIUUS CHEMICALt PtlSICAL, AND BlOLCGICAL ~~RAMETERS. 
THESE FARA~ETEPS I~CLltE 1E~PERATLRE 1 SALl~l1Y1 OlSSCL\EO OX,GEN, HEAVY METALS 
~NAL,SJS, COlNl ANt !PECJES lETE~MlN~llC~ CF EENTHJC ANIM~LS AND MlCROBJOTA. 
NAME tlRECTORt MIDDLE ATLA~T1C COASTAL FISHERIES CENTER 
fHCNE H~BER 201 872 020C 











GENER~l GECGFtPHIC A~EA 
H~n HiCK e.n 
RARilll\ el' llEJ\lHlC CEI'ISUS - l\AC EA~LE 
~CR1~ ATLANTIC CCE~~. ~.!., CCASTALt N.~. BIGHT, 
Af!HRACT 15 SHTIO~S If\ HI'ICY I-CCI< B.ol't FROM APRIL l'.i73 TO 
THE PRESENl ~E~E SA~PLEO FCR 'lRICUS CtE~ICIIl 1 PI-1SICAL, ANO EICLCGICAL PARA~flEPS. THESE f~RA~ElEFS I.CLUCE TfMPE~~TURE, SALINIT,, DISSOlVEC OX~GEN, 











GENEFAL GECGFAPHIC APEA 
lOhEF ~Ew ~CR~ EA'I-
DIRECTOR, ~IDCLE AllAhliC CCASTAL FISHE~IES CE~TER 
2Cl 81~ C.2CC 
~IOCLE ATLA~TIC CCASTAL FIShEPlES CE~TER, 
5ti\C' HCC~ ~~~~~~E LA8CRATCFY 
t.I H Uf\ t!: 
Hlo JHSEY 
0132 
RAR llllN ellY BENlt-IC CEN!iU5- DREDGE HOLE 
IIORT~ ATLA~llC OCEAN, U.S., COASTAL, N.Y. EIGHT, 
ABS lRACl 4 SHTIOM If\ lCkH 1\H YCRK BAY WERE SAMPLED FROM 
JvlY 1972 TC JUL1 1913 FO~ VARICLS C~E~JCAL, PHYSICAL, AIID BIOLOGICAL 
PARAMETER!. THE~E FAFAA~ETEFS l~ClltE lEMfEFATURE, SALINIT~, CISSOLVEC OXYGEN, 




JNSllTLTICN (R AGENCY 





CIRECTCR, ~lttl£ ATLilfiTIC COASTAL FlSHERJE! CENTER 
201 1172 C2CC 
~lt£lE ATLANTIC COASTAL FIStERlES CENTER, 





F ll£ IIHE RtR IT ~N BtY-SAflit'Y HCOK flAY 
{ENERAL GEOGRAPHIC A~EA ~CRlH ATLA~liC tCEtN• u.s., COASTAL, NEW YORK 
EJG~T 1 RARITAN BAit SAIIVY tCCK B~Y 
AB~TRACT 15 STATIC~S Ill ~~RITAN ~Nt S~NOY hOCK BAYS ~ERE 
St,Fl£0 HC!t JULY 1S71 TC ~l.iGUSl 19il FOR 'VARIOUS CHE*I.ICAL, Pli'rSICAL, AND 
BIOLCGICIIL PARM!ETERS. SCME (f THESE 11\CLUI:E, TEMFERATU!E, CISSCLVEI: CXYGEN, 
PH, TLRl!IOIH, CRTH[Pt\CSFI-:.ATEt 1\ITRJ\.TE, fHTIIITE 1 hE.I!V~ METALS, AND CtllOROPtl'tll 









OR. 'L'N 1. MYTELKA 
212 5E2 03SC 
IH1£RS1A1E !A~ilAliON CC~~lSS1C~ 




FILE. UJIE RfC CLAY CREEK SLRVEY 
Gfi\EIIAl GECGFAfl' IC AI<E~ Mil'lti AI<Eil ICA, IJ.S., PEI\NSYLVANIA• CtESTER COUNTY. 
CELAiiiiPE, IIEW CASTLE COUOYt RUl CLAY Ci<EEK . 
AB(TRACl THIS fiLE CCI\TAI~S THE ~ATER QUALITY ANt POLLUTION 
SIJRVU UH TUEI'I ll'i OCTCBER l<Jt6 AT It STATIONS ALOtiG THE REO ClAY CREE.K .IN 
CHESlER COlNTY , PE~~S~L'A~l' 'Nt ~Ek CASTLE CCUI\lY kATERS~Et AREAS. THE DATA 
Of SL~VEY lYPE, I~Cll.iCES SINGLE Tl~E Mf~SUI<EMENT OF Fl'o TEMPERATURE• 
~lk,LINJTW~ HARDIIE!St C~LCRltE. 1\llPATE ~S kEll '5• COLNT ~NC SPECIES 
CETER~II\AllCN OF l~!ECTS, ALGAE, FRCTCZCA~!, 'hD 11\VERTEBRATES. 
ll~f FOfEFT STRUBLE 
FHCNE tHftBfP 215 6S6 047~ 
JI\SllllTJCN OR .tGENCY BRANC'VWINE ~AltO ASSCCIAliCt\ IIICCRFCRIITEO 
SlREET 4C9 fAR~fRS Al\0 MECHA~ICS BUJLCING 
CITY ~ESl CHE5TEP 
~TATE fEI\~SYL\~~IJ 
ZIF CCCE 1S3H 
F IU ~HE RHEilENCE MUSEU! Cct..LECTIOII 
GE~E~~l GECGFAfHlC AFEA ~C~lH ~Tl~~TIC~ CC~STAL, u.S., NORTH CAROLINA, 
ESTUARlhE, ~~Elf, S~OPE 
AB<l~ACl 25 ~E~RS Cf COLLECTIO~S Of BIOLOGICAL SPECIMENS ~~CM CAROLINA WAlE~!, ESTLARINE, 5~ELF, A.D SlOPE. SFECIMINS CCLLECTEC AT EAC~ 
STAlJCII ARE ftAFI<ED llllt: I LOl HftS£1<. 
UH 11. K l.RB'I-SII Ilj, 
fHCNE ~UBER 'il'l 128 2111 
JNST ITLTION CR AHHY DUI<£ UH\IERSIH "AI11NE UBCIUTCRY 
CIT' EEtUFCRl 
SHTE IICFn CA~Cllii.A 
ziF ecce 285Je 
FILE NAME REGlCIIAL IN·E~TCRY QF W~lER SUPFLY FACILITIES ANC ft~JOF ~ELL Cli~EFS 
GENERAl GECGRAPt11C ARE' NCRTH AME~ICA, L.s., CCASTAL, NINE CCUNTJES IN THE DfLAli~RE VALLEY Cf FENI\SYLVANIA ANt NEW JERIE~ 
ABSTRACT THIS FilE CU.UI~S lf'<HUCRY CJITA Ofl EACH METHOt; OF ~ATE~ SUPPLY Alit ON ALL WELLS IN THE DELAWARE VALLE' ~EGlON. !:AlA ON PEAK ANO AVERA~E kATER LSAGE, CAP~CII1 Cf hELLS» AQliFER LOCATIC~S A~t USAGE, AND 
SERVICE AREA HA¥E BEEII CCLLECTEC. l~E CGUNTJES U~DER STUCV IN NEW JERSEY ARE 
HCUCESHR• CA~CH.'~ I!UHIM>TGN AN£ MERC Ell AND Ui PENP.S'il \AN lA ARE EIJCKS, 
CElAW·APE, FIHLI!DELFtliA• lo\CNT4;CMERV~ A!\!l CHESlER~ !li!S fl!.E INCLUIHS DATA 
CG~PILED HU VAI<ICI.S SCli<CES ELl USES THS J~FCRII.ATICN lC ARRIVE AT NEW DATA 
LSEt TC PllEF~IlE R£GICNAl MAPS. 
NAME MJCj,AfL ~(LfE 
FHC~E ~U~EEF 215 ~61 JOCO 
lN~llllTICN CR A~ENC~ CELJ~ARE VALLEY FEGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION 
STREET 1819 JfK BCULEV~FC 
CIT' F~ll~CfLP~JA 
SlAlf FE~N!YlV,NIA 
llf CCtE l<SlC; 
fiLE ~l~E REGICNAL PHE~CLCGICAL STUCIES WITH PERSIA!\ LILAC 
GENERAL GEOGRAPhiC AREA NCRT~ A~E~JCA• EASTER~ CANACA, ~CilTHEASlE~N AND 
NCRTH CENTRAL L.! •• i\Eh 'CRk, ERE~l l~KESr LAKE CNTAPICt N.Y. eiGHT tBSTR~(J CBSER~ATltN! CF LILAC PlA~T! AS SFECJAL, hiGHLY 
SENS!li\E IIETECFOLCGICAL INSTRL~EaTS TH'T I~TEGRAlf T~E CC,PCSllE EFFECT OF 
hEArtH FAC1CRS SlCr AS TE~PERATlRE RAHIFAll, HUI'IDin, HNC, JINC SlJ~!.,IH I~ THEJ~ {RCliTH RESFC~!E. 
IIAH 
FHCNE f<UBER 




OF. ~.T. 'IITTlill 
315 1€1 2211 




AGRICULTURAL E)FERI~ENlj!JICN STATIC~ 
4C 1 
filE ~tME REGJCNAL WATER PGLLUllCN CCNTRCL PLAN FOR 1985 
GHHAL GECGFIIFHIC HEll IICFH AMERIC~, u.s., f'Et\NSYl\IANIA, fl;fk JERSEY, 
CELA~ARE RllER \tlLEI 
ABSlRACl HIS FILE COUlt.S HiE REGIONAL WATER PClllllON 
CCIITFCL CAlli FOR TtE DELA~ARE VALLEY. THIS CATA FILE SEGLII fN 1968, IS UPCATEC 
EVER' ~ YE~RS fOR lHE fLFPCSE CF f~CJLITAll~G ANC tiCit\G IN CCMPREHENSIVE 
PLAIINING FC~ UREAN tEVELCPPENl TOkARC THE YEAR 19S5. THE DATA INCLUDING WATER 
TRANSFCPl ALCNG M~JOA STREAM!t AND ARE~ CF OPAIN~GE lS TAKEN USING CONVENTIAL 
FlCk ~ElE~S AND INlERFRETATICN! Cf O'EPLIIPFING AERIAL FHCTCGRAPHY Cf THE 9 
CCUNTY CELJMARE VALLEY REGJCNS IN NEk JERSEY AhO PE~~Sil~A~IA. THE DATA IS 
UHO lC GENERATE A ~EGHUL I'Af. 
Ul'f f',JKE kClfE 
fHCNE 1\liiBER 215 5E1 3COC 
11\STJTUTICI\ CP ~GEI\C~ CELAIIIARE VALLEY REGIOI\AL fl~NI\II\G CCM~ISSICt\ 
SlREEl · 1819 JfK llCllEVHli PEI\N TCURS 
CJTY Pl'illACHPHIA 
STAlE FENI\SYL\A~JJ! 
liP ecce Ill<! 
FILE 1\AH REMEEll- BAY AND INDIAN RHER BAY IIETLAI\OS STUO'V 
CHUAH 
GEI\EFAL GECGRAPHJC APEA NCRTH ATL,~l!C, CO,STALo u.s., DELA~ARE 
ABSlPACl MISSIC~ W~44r FLIGI-1 Clr hAS ACCOMPLISHED ON 
CCTOEER 15 0 19731 U11Ll2JN( lHE WALLOPS fllG~T CE~lER C-54 AIRCRAFT EQUIPPEC 
1!111-1 HO T-11 llEPIH HHU\G CHIERilS It. CCCPERATICN WITh THE COLLEGE OF MARINE 
SlltlES Cf THE UU\IUSITY Cf DELAhAR£. UE CBJECllVE C·f THE FLIGHT WAS TO 
CllUH COLOR J!Nt Flll:::E CCLCR 11\FRARED FHCUGI'APH~ CF UE OEUIIARE lolETLANCS 
SLRRCLNOJI\G REHCBEll- At.C I~tlll\ PIVER 8AYS. TI-IS II'J!GEFY WILL BE USEC lN 
.. AfPJH SPECIES, lflOliCII At.C EXTENT Of wfllAI\0 IIEGElAllCN IN THESE fAY AREAS. 
t.A .. E .. lCtAEl CG~GER 
FtiCH HHH SC4 E~4 !411 
JNSlllUTJCN CR AGENCY ~Al!CN'l AERCNALTICS tilt SPACE ACI' 
STREET . CHESAPEAKE EA~ ECCLCGICAL P~CGRA .. CFFICE 
Clll ~IILlCFS ISL,NC 
STillE \IRGI~I' 
Zlf CCCE 2333i 
4C2 
FILE IIA~E ~El,JI~E GFO~Tt, REPRCCUCliCft 'liD CIST~IEUTIOII CF 
THE FCCK CFAfr c•t.CER IRRCRIITUS, 11\i C•ESAFEI~E SAY CLRING ThE ~INTER 
GE~E~AL EEOGFAPHIC APEA 1\0RTH ATLA~TIC, l.S., CG.SlAL, LC~ER C~ESAFEAKE SAY 
'BSlFACT ~CCK CR~es, CANCER lRRORAlUS, WERE COLLECTED IN CHES~PEAKE BA\ FPCM CC~ .. EFCIAL ELLE CFAE CRECGE BCATS BETkEEN 1 CECE~BER 1970 
AND 2l AFRIL 1911 TC ST~C' Cl!TRlBUTl(N liN£ AEUIICtNCE 1 ~l(RATCRY PATTERNS, 









804 i:42 2111 
VIRGINIA JNSliTLlE 
GLCUCE STEP PC INJ 
\IRONIA 
23Ct:2 
Of ~APINE SCIENCE 
FILE NA~f RE~ClE ~CNilCRS 
GENEFAL GECGFAF~IC APEA NO~ll- ~TLANTIC CCEAN, u.s., COASTAL, NE~ YCRK 
fiGHT, ~Ek 'ORK MElROFOlllAa APEA 
AES lf<ACl 8 Sl H IONS IN THE NEW YCRK METROPOL IlAN AREA IIERE 
SA~PLEC FRC~ JA~LARY 1~63 TC THE fRESfaT FCF FH, CISSCLVEC OXYGEt., 
TEI'PfRITUREr AIIC ElECli<IOL CCHUCTIHlY. 
a'~£ CP. IILAN I. ~YlELKA 
fHCI\E ~l~fEF 212 5€2 (38C 
INSlllUTlCN OR AGENCY IN1EPS1ATE SANlltlJCN CC~~ISSICt. 
STilEfT IC CCLUI'BlS CIRCLE, Rf' U2C 
ctn M:ll nil~< 
STtTE NEh ~CR~ 
ZIP CCCE lOClS 
FILE NA~E REI'ClE SENSING CF CIL SLICKS 
GENERAL GECE~AP~JC ~PEA l S COASTAL, ~C~lh ATLANTIC, CCNTINE~TAL SHELF GFF 
'IRGINIA, C~ESJPEAtK£ fA'V 1 YCR~ FIVE~, ~A 
AESTRACT lNTERFERUTICN JNC 1\NjiLYSIS OF REMOTE SEt.SING BY 
VARIABLE ~A~ELENGTH PHCTCEFAFHY CF CJL SFJLLS FLChN f' NASA hALLOFS STATICN. 
REFCFT INCLUCE5 lYFf Cf CIL SPILLEC, Cll TEMF, ESTIMATED ThiCKNESS Of OIL AND 
RillE Cf Cll SLJCK ~PREACING. 
NAME 1-AV CEN GCt<ttN 
Pt;Ct\E 1\l~fER EC4-t42-2111 >!<:i1 
I~STITlliC~ CR J!GE~CY VJRti~IA IIISTITUTE CF M'RINE SCIENCE 
Clll GlCLCESTEF FCI~T 
ST,TE ~IR(JNIA 
2IF CCCE 230t2 
4t3 
F JU Njf'f REPCRl Ct.! OCUli PCLLUTICt\ CAlSES Al'il: RUEOIES Ill 
TtE ATLAI'iliC CC~STAL '~E~ 
GEIIERAL GEOG~APHJC AREA NCRlH ATLANTIC CCEAN 1 CCASTAL• 1\EW ~ORK 1 1\Ek JERSEY 
AES1RACT Tkl5 REPORT GIVES AN CVERVIE~ OF THE FISHKILL AND 
Al\OTJC CCIIDJTHIIS CFF U!E NEh JERSE'I CCASl Dt.RING Sl'"lllf:R1 1976. HiE I:.IITA 
CONTAINED hiTHIII IIICLUDESS 1) A C~ART s•ckJNG AVERAGE CO~CENTRATIONS Of LEAD 
IN lH Sft I .. E.I\TS CF TH h Ek )'OR I< ll ICilil AFE>t At-.0 2J EffU.ENT OHA FO~ 52 
CCA!TAL MLNICIPALITIES. . 
II'I'E SENJCR ENVlROIIMENTAL SPECIALIST 
FHCI\£ HMeEil 6C9 2'52 l!i7f 
lNSl HI.T JCN 0~ AGENCY NEii JERSEY CEPAR lfi!ENT Of EMtiRCIIMENT H FRCTECT Hill 
Dl11ISICII (lf iiAUR RESCI.RCES, Ci.iiEAIJ CF iiAHii \iu.iiliH PUNNING ANC MANAGEMENT 
SlFEET P.C. eel ~ECt 
Clll TRE~TC~ 
STATE NE~ JERSEl 
ZIP C'CtE CSE25 
FILE ~AME· liE HCClClJVE e IClCGY • BfliAV IGR A tiD PCPULAT ION 
DVI\A)J(S Cf ELAC~ SEA EAS! 
GENERAl GEOGRAPHIC AI< fA 1\Cillli A lUNli C, li.S •• fillC-ATU~TJC e IGiiT, COASTAL 
AE!TRACT . EXTENSIVE DATA fiLE ON CENT~CPRISTIS STRIATA FROM 
IIElri \'CFK TC !Ollt! CAFCLHA HCCRfCFATHG SICLCGY Cf REPFOCUCTIOI\; AGE-GROiilH, 
Allll HECJ!IIG HABITS .. liVCROGRAP.IC DATA lAKH AT EACH STAlJCN .. SHDY IS TliE 
B'S!S Cf COCTCR~l RESEARC~ PROGRAM. lOfiC Cf SEX REVERSAl CR SEXUAl LABILITY 
CF TH SPECHS TO 6E E\IALUTEC IN FIHC AMi UBGfUlU'r .. 
NA,f LJNC~ P. I'ERCE~ 
FHOIIE Nli'IBEil 8C4 642 2111 
INST JTLTICN Cl< AG ENn V IRt'i JN IA lNSTITllE Of liAR HE SCIEIICE 
CIH HClCESTER HiiNT 
SlATE \IIRGI~IA 
ZIP CCC£ 23C62 
FILE NAfi\E ~ESEI<HH FHHSE tAU 
GE~EFAL CECG~AFHJC ARE~ NC~TH ATLANTIC~ COASTAL; L.S., OELAkARE RIVER BASIN 
ABSTRACT SI~EEKLY JtE~TlflC~TIDN ~NC COUNT Of FISH CA~GHT IN 
Tt<E liEST I! RANCh E AH BRMCH, A~O UPPER OEUiiARE H ~EllS. CATA lNCLL CES 
lE~PER,TLRE ANC CLFRE~l CBSEF\.TIC~S. 
NAME . JOSEPh Po ,._ILLER 
PHCNE HI'I!Eil 6C(j 3'51 CllS 
IN~llllliC~ Cll AGE~CY OELI~'RE ~IVER EASIN;ANAORCMCUS FISHERIES SlUOV 
~111EET f.C. EO 95 
CIT~ llCSE~G~l 
STllE NEk JE~SEY 
ZIP ecce Ce5~6 
FlU NM4£ RESIOE.H SPECIES CF ESTUARINE fiNFISH 
GEl\EIIAL GECGFAFHIC AFEA NCFTt ~TLANTJC, COASTAL, u.s •• CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
f'AFYUIIO 
ABSlllACT LCN€-TEIII' SEINE SUIIVEY IN MARYLAND TRIBLTARJES TO 
CHES~PEAkE BAV. MONITORING Of lEA~ CLASS STFENGTti, SPECIES CGMPOSITICN, ANC 
SEASCULllY Cf FISHS. CCI\SISTHT tAlA FlU FCR WHClE Pfl()JECT P£RIOC IN 
PClCM'C• CkCPTANkr NANTICOkE, SUSQbEtA~N~, WJCOMICt, SASSAFRAS, ELK, 
NORH'f~ST, ~NC EOJiEIOA IIIH~S. OThER RIVERS UCUOfD SliT NCl HR TH ENTIRE 
TI~E f~~ME hEll£ ChESTE~, FAT~XENT, "A~CKI~t BIG AI\~E,ESSEX, POCOMOKE, 
ELAC~~tTEP, Tlli.~SQLA~It.c;, CI"IC~M~CC~ICC, PILES, SGLTk1 MAGCTH~, FAlAFSCO, 
eACKt A~C ~ICDLE Rl\ERS. 
AAi-':E 
f I"CN E 1\lii.B ER 






AECO,,ENCATICN! fO~ THE 
GENE~Al GEOGRAP~IC AffA 
•E$T klNDSCR TCh~~hJF 
o~tSHr tCCH 
3Cl-261-57E5 
MARYLAI\0 CEFARTMENT Of NATURAL RESOLRCES 




RESCUPCf JNVENTCRY ANC EhVIRCNIIEIITAL PlAN 
lC.NSHif Cf lr!ESl ~INC~CR, NEii JEilSEY 
NCRT~ A~E-IC., L.s., NEW JERSE,, MERCER COLNTV, 
AEH!li!CT HilS SH:CY liAS FAIH Of A NAHRAL RESOlRCE IN\IENTCRV 
FOR T~E lOkNSHiF OF ~EST ~iNCSCR, ~Ek JE~SE' fURSU~t.T TC DE,ELGFMENT CF At. 
Et.VIRO.IIENUL OE\IHCfl(fNT HAN. TH fiiRM4EHflS SURVEYH DURING 1913 II\CLUDED 
STPHM CISCtiAilGE liNt t~AINJIGE Cf 5 TCWIISHH STREAM! lAJIOIIOIUC liStiNG CF 
PUNTS PRESENT, AIIO QUA LilA liVE SFECI E! CCl 1\TS OF B l~CS, AI•. PH 18 lANS; AND 
FHT IUS. 
NAME 
F I". C liE 1\ IJ fiE fli 










CCil~lCk ~~C ASSCCllTES, I~C. 





llNC 115 T~JEUTt~IES 
GEt!ifllAL GEOGRAPHIC. AREA 
SCUTHEilSTE~~ FE~ftS~L~IlNI~ 
4(5 
RfSlCRATIO~ Cf ShAC RU~S I~ THE ERA~CYWINE CREEK 
~OFTH llMEiliCI, L.S., NCRT~ERN CflllWilRE, 
llBSTRACT Clllll CCLLEClED DL~ING ~ STUDY hHIC~ t'AS BEEN 
CllRiliEC CUT fRCfi 1S67 lC l~E FRESENT ON Tt'E fEASIBILIT~ CF RESTORATICN Of SHAD 
~l~S I~ THE ERil~t~WINE CREEK llNC ITS lRlBUllll~ES A~E PRESENTED IN REFORT FCRM. 
THE SHOY t'AS IHllJDED 1111 llC:UilTIC EICLC<:Y 1111/ESTIGATICN Of THE EENHIC, 
FLAIIKTCIIIC llNt fiSt' FCFlJllllitNS (f THE CREE~ AND AN EVIllUATION Of WATER 
C:UilLIT' PllRilMElERS Cf lhE CREE~ ~AlEilS. 
NllfiE SHfF-tliiiSlC~ Cf fiSH lll\C WilCliFE 
FHCNE HfiEER 3C2 Ot 4~31 










FILE NIMf RESULT! Cf ~ARIDLS HEREICiCE APPLICATIOhS CN SWAMP 
lCCSEHIFE 
GENERAl GEOGRAPHIC AREA tiCFlt' .«<MERICJ!• t;.S., NEll JERSEY, TUCKAI-lOE, TUCKIIHOE 
IIILDllfE ~~~IGE~E~l tllfJ! 
ABSl~ACl IN LCCKI~G Ill MA~AGE~E~T CCNTRCL ~ElhCCS Of 
UNCESIREC fi~RSI-.-HFE HFHNIAL!., FCUR TYPE! OF CHEI'ICJ!L HEI<BICICU ltERE USED 
IN VIRIOUS DCSIIGES 10 CONTROL fllO~lH ANO CCC~PRENCE Of SII.«!MP LOOSESTRIFE, 
CECOCC~ -EFTICILLA1L5, Ill lLC~JHCE. IIEII JEPSEV. CCLNTS Cf STEXS OF LIVING 
SIIAfif LCCSESTRIH ltEI<E PEI<FORIHt BEFCRE ANI: AfTER TREJ!Tto,EH Of FLCTS IIITH 
h4!,3,4,5 CR 7 GAlln C!J!j!HS (f CHROL, A(lA-\IEXt AC;UJ!HtCL-X, AND 2,4,5-T 
CCLNTS ~ERE PERFCR.£0 CIIE lE'Il J!FTER AFPliCilliON Of EACH HERBICIDE. 
~AME PRI~CIPAL FISHE~IE~ BJCLCGI~T 
PHC~E 1\l,BEF 6CS 2S~ 6666 
INSTITUTION CR AGHCY H~ J£RSE~ CEFAFlfoiENT CF EIWIRCM~ENHl PRCTECTIGN 
DI~JSJCN Cf FISh, GJifiE A~C SHELLFIStE~lfS• BUREAU Cf ~ILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 
STRUT P.c. BQ) lHS 
CITY TRE~TCN 
~TATE NE. JERSEY 
liF CttE (€62! 
fiLE NA~E RHINCPJEFICCLA ~fG~CANTH~ GE~-fl SF.N. ~fFRESENTf~G 
ll NEk fA~ILY Cf TF~F~~GFt~NCt CESTCtES FRC~ l~E CO~~CSE RAY, RHINCFTERA 
ect-ASlS 
GE~E~AL GECGFAFHIC llFEA NCFTH •MERICA. L.S. COASTAL, VIRGINIA, CHESAPEAKE 
EAV 
ABSTFACT liHNCPHRJI IHGACANTHA GEN-ET SP.N. FROM THE SPI11AL 
VALUE .CF TtE CCkNCSE FAY, RHINCFTERA SO~ASLS TAKE~ IN CHESAPEAKE BAY, VIRGINIA 
OURI~G THE SLM~ER CF 19t7 lS CE!CRIBED. PtPA,ETERS ME.«!SUREC INCLUDE: SPECIES 
DElE~,I~JITJON CF CE,ERSAL FISH ANt PARASITES, CCl~l CF DEMERSAl FISH AND 
PARASITES, LENGTH (f PARA~ITES• ~OFP~C~ETRIC ~EASL~E~E~T OF PA~~SlTES, AND 
5A~PlE CF PARA~ITE!. CATA ~E~E CCLlfCTEC f' JUAN C~R~AJAL ANC CR. ~ONAlD A. 
(llfiFEELL Cf SCIJTIHJSHRN ~IISSACHSEllS U~IHRSIH, BIOLOGY DEPJIHIHNT, NCkTH 
OARl,CUlh, ~A5SACHL!ETTS (2147 tNC tRE A~AILAflE IN PUBLISHED FCRM. 
~A~f . CR. RC~AL[ A. CAMPeELL 
PHCNE Hil'eER til Cj'57 9321 
INSTJTUTJCN C~ llGENC) SOUl.EASTER~ fiA!SACHUSETTS LNI~ERSITY 
STREET CLC ~ESTFCRT RCA[ 
CITY NCRlh CARlfiCLTH 
!lATE ~AS5tC~lStTlS 
ZIP COCf C2741 
FILE NllH ~ItHEY kiiRFIELC CRl.ISES OF DetAt.ARE BAV 
GENERAL GECGRAPHIC AREA 1\CRTH ATLA~liC ((fAN, u.S., CCASTAL, CElAkllRE BAV 
AESTR~CT T~E fiLE CO~SIST! CF THE CAJA TA~EN DURING 3 
~ltll-Cil) CRliH~ CN DELHilRE BAY SEFTEI"BH 3C-OCTCEER 5, 1974, JANUAilV 6-14, 
1915, #NO APRil 30-MAY !C, 1975. T~E DATA lllKE~ INCLUDES TEMPERATURE AND 
SALI~ITY FRCFILES, METECRClCGICAL,.AlMCSP~ERIC A~O SEA STATE DATA, CURRENT 










3C2 na Ul.t 
lNI.ERSITl Cf CELA~~Rf 





FILE N'fl( PHEI< '~SESSl~Hil CF BCTTC/' fiSt'H 
EE~E~Al GECEFAf~JC 'RE' NORl~ ATLANTIC, U.s., CHESAfEAKE BAY, M~RYLANO 
ABSlQACl . .. CAJA IIICllitES AU FISH SLRVE't WORK CONOUCTEO BY 
CHESAPEAKE 1iiCLCGICAL L•BORATDRY SINCE DECEMBER l96C. £ISCRETE PROJECT fiLES 
ALSO COCEC hERE. THIS IS A !'ASTER FILE feR FISHES. CCUECTIOti DATA INCLUDES 
kATER CHEMISTRY, ~EATkER CESE~VATIC~S, fiSh LISTS, ABUNCANCE, lENGlkSt hEIGHT, 
ANt HX liATICS. RHRIEVAHE l!'l RJ\IEI< COCE• SPECIES, HATICN, YEAR, CR DATE .. 
NA~E CCLG ~ITCEIE 
fkCNE HHfR 301 :326 42(1 
I~STITLTICN CR AGEtiCY ChESAPEAKE 61DLCGltAL LABORATORY 
CITY SGlCfi.CI\S 
HHE !I.~R\UfiC 
liP COtE 2.C6 .. £8. 
FILE Nt.I'E 
GENERAL ~E(GRAPHIC AREA 
I'JRYLINC 
RHER OllER LIFE HISTOR'f Slii<~EY 
tiOFlt. IIMERICA• PlECfiOIIT Al'lt CCAST•L PLAIN~ u.s., 
ABS lR,Cl t. S lt.iOY TO rEVHCF. CHSUS lECtiN IQUES FOR THE Rl VER 
CTJEil LSES EOTtl lUtE TRAPPII'IG AfliD CAilCI.iSSE~ FRGM CCfo'f<:EilCIAL TR~PPERS. t~;E 
OllJfCllliE IS TO DEHRI\11\E 11-E I'J!XIfo'llfl SliSHJII~BlE YIElCt UBIUT, ANC 
fiCLCGJCil CCtitiTIC~S Gf TH Cll£1! fllUI VAiliOUS li'8 ITHS AND UIIIJER VARIABlE 
STRESSES. TH STUDY INCLUDEC HC~E RAI\GE. DHSITY, lill8JTA1 PREFEREI'ICES, EFfECTS 
Cf liCit IHfiE CRAINilGE AS Il CCCLI<REO, EFFICIEM'f CF IICRK EffECT ANC I'IIRVEST. 
NIII'E JAMES R. €CLDBE~RY, DIRECTOR 
PHCI'IE lltfo'BER 301 2£1 51S5 










FILE NAME lli~ER IIAlfR TE~fE~ATURE SlillVEY-IiACKENSACK RIVER ANC 
O~ER FECK CHEK ACJ lCEI\1 10 Tt E BERGH GHEFATING STAT1CN 
GENE~Al GEOG~APiiiC AREA I'ICRlH Afo'ERICt., l.S., 11€11 JE~SEV, EERGEN CCUNTY 
AESTF.I!Cl A. SURVEY Cf IOlER lEMPEI!A TLRES IN THE l1ACKENSACK 
RJ,ER AND C~ERfECK CREEK ADJ~CENl lG l~E BEReEN GE~E~ATING STATION, NEW JERSEY 
WAS CCNCUCTED OURJIIG ~LGlST AI'IC SEPTE~EER 1S5~ TO CfTERMINE THE EFFECT OF THE 
t-HTfC CIRCULATING a!ATER I:ISCI-Ai<GE 0~ lfi<PERnURES Of IIAlER FOR CONDENSING 
STE~M. SOL~R AND ~ETECRClCGlCAl OAlA kERE CCLLEClEO C/JILY AT l~E GENERIITING 
STATIC~ CLFING l~f STLCY. 
1\A~E ~EChANJCAL Ol~I~lG~ CHIEF 
t&.I':LC ,,. att:t'n 
',_ .... ,. ... ''"'" .. L- ... 






.201 6.ti ctCC 
FlSLIC SERVICE ELEC1Rlt tkt GAS CCMFA~Y. E~ERGY 




FILE N~~E ~IVERHEAC SEWAif TREATMENT PLANT CATA 
GENERAL ~ECGRAPHIC AREA NCRlH All~tiliC CCEAN, u.s., CCASTAL• N.Y. BIGhT, 
LCNG 1SlAI'IC 1 SUFfHK CHI\ TV, R HER HEAD 
ABSTRACT l SlATICN I~ ~ !E~AGE TI<Ell~E~T Pl/J~T LCC/JTEC AT 
FIVERhEJIO U5 !ti'PUC FR(J( Jlll'ili,lfiV 1910 TC HiE PRESENT FOR WATER JRilNSPQRJ..e. 
hJI1£R JEMFUATLPE, PH, PllRllCULAlE M•HlER, lllCCHEMICill OY(;Eh tEMANO, HlUL 
SCL!DS• TCTill C~l(~!~E ~E!ICL~L. RA~ SLUDGE IPERCE~TAGE TOTAL SOLICSi, 
CIEESTED SlttGf CFEFCE~TaGE ~OlllllE SCLit!)~ AND CCLIFCICMS. 
~'~f GDRCCN J. ~All 
f~(~E ~l~ff~ 516 2!4 262.2 )242 
JNSTITUTICN OR AGE~CW SUFFCL~ CCL~TY 0 EEFARTI'E~T Of E~VIRCN~EI'IT/lL 
CC.TFCl, kiTER FCLLUllCII Cl:l.TRCL SECliCN 
S 1REE1 1324 MCTCR PARI<k.H 
CITY fi/lUPFAU~E 
Sl,lE ~Ek VC~K 
ZIP CGU llHl 
4CS 
FILE ~A~f RCCE~T fCFULATIC~S IN T~E CErAR RUN !T~CY AREA 
GE~EPAl GECEFAfhJC A~E~ ~C~TH AMERICA, ~.s., ~Eh JE~SEW, ~EC'R ~U~ STUCV 
~ll E.G 
ABSTRACT THIS REPCRT CEALS ~ITH DETER~I~I~G PCPULATJGN Of 
IIC[EHS, t<JCflCHlUS PENI\S'ILVANHUS, 1'.\..5 liU~ClllS, AtiD lAPA HIJOSOI'ilLS I~ 
HABITII\G TtE ~EGETATI~f T'PESt SPARTII\A ALTER~IFICRA, S. PATENS, I'A 
FRLTESCE~S, A~( CISllCtllS SFICATA, II\ TtE CECAR RUN STUCY AREA. TRAPPING 
EFFCRT HAS EEEI\ EXFENCEC IN SIX CO~ER TYPES THAT CCLLECTJVELY CCMPRISE 
APPRCXHATED SC PERCEH CF ThE SllDV 1\CI<EtG£. TtiE. RESfOIISE FCR THE EXPERIMENT 
~AS CAPTlRE SUCCESS, THE SQUARE RCCT OF CAfTURES DIVIDED BY lCO TRAPS NIGHTS 
FLUS 1; 1111 INCEX Cf RELI\11\E FCflLATJO~ ~IZE. 
flAME fRitiClfAL fiSHERIES SlClCGlST 
FHC~f a~~fEF 609 iSi ftEt 
INSllTlliCN 0~ ~GE~CV ~EW JERSEY DffART~ENT Of ENVIRO~MENTAL PROTECTION 
LIV IS JOII Of F 1St:. GAM ANI) SHELLF IS HER lESt BlREAIJ Cf II ILCLJF E f'Af\AtEI'EN l 
STREET f.(. SO lSOS 
CITY TREfllCN 
HAlE flEW JERSEY 
ZIP COtE CE62S 
FHE f\Pflf 
~Aili~E ECOS)SlEM~ 
GENERAL ~EOEP~FHIC AREA 
CALICC CFEEII 
~I!SlflACl . 
METALS 0~ IGRI(lllURAL 
ti.!l'f 
HiUE HI'SU 




ROLE Of SEaAGE EFFlUENT AND HEAVY ~ETALS I~TC 
NORTH ATLANTIC, CCASTALo U.S., NORTH CARCLINA, 
SURVE'I' OF TtE EFFECTS Cf SE!ooAGE EFFlUEI\TS JIND tiEAVV 
Al\0 ~·~l~E ECCSlSTEMS Cf NCRTh CAROLINA 
RICI-ARO SAPBER 
919 i2€ 2111 




FILE NA/<E PV EAST~AR[ C~UISES P~OGR£SS REPORTS, NCRFDLK 
CA~YCN STUCJES 9 CAPE 1-ATTE~A~ EICGEOGRAPhi(Al ST~OIES 
GENERAl GEOGRAPHIC AREA U.S., COASTAL, ~C~TH ~TLAATIC, CONTINENTAL SHELF 
GFF ~lRGINI~ INC NCRT~ CARCllNA \IRGINIA 
A85TRAC1 YEARLl SURVEY Of tYDRCGRAFHIC PAR~METERS ANC 
ZtCFlA~KTCI\ ON THE CONTI~ENTAL SHELF A~O SLCFE CFF TtE COAST Of NORlt CAROLINA 
AND ~lRGINIA. SAMfllNG tESI~Nfr lC STUDY TtE SICGECG~AftlC REGIONS A~O FAvNAL 
ECUatFY ~OFTh ANt SClT. Cf CAP£ hATTERAS AS ~Ell AS THE ~ORFCL~ CA~YCN AREA. 
NA~E GECRGE GRA~l 
FHCNE ~U~EEF SC4-t42-~lll 
J~STITLli(N CF AGENC' 'I~GINIA I•STITLTE CF MARINE SCIENCE 
CITY ELOLCE!lER FCII\1 
SlATE VIHI~U 
ZIF COtE i3C~2 
4lC 
fiLE NJMf SALII'IlH-lHPERllLRE CBSER~ATJC~S CFF \d~Gli\IA BEACh, H FG HdJI 
GENERAL EECGR~FHIC AREA U.S.~ CCASlALt ~CFlH ATLAI\llC~ CHESAPEA~E eAY, 
\IR'I~IAo \IRGI~J~ EEACI-
AESTRACT CURRE~T EGO) ANC SALINil~-lE~FERATUFE STLCY Cff 
VIRGI~J~ EEACH, VIRGI~l~ C~ O~T, SHEETS AV,ILABlE fRCM OLD OCMINIC~ 
UI\JVEFSIT'I'. C~ tCJN( STUCW ST,~TEC DCTCEER IS72. 
NAME FC~ALO J(H~!CN 
HCIIE M!I!HP 6C<-<~S-HCC 
JNSliTlJTICN Cll AGENO ClC U"HdC~ li\IVERSITY 
STREIT I~SliTllE Cf CCEA~CGRAP~1 
CITY NCPFCLK 
STATE \II<C::HU 
l IF CCCE a.sc t 
FILE NtH 
GENEIIAl lECGFAFHJC AFEl 
~~P\LA~C, SALISBlRW 
"!ALISeLR' VEGET~ELE RESEA~C~ F~RM 
U.S., COASl~L. NC~l~ ATLANliC, CHESAPEAKE EAY, 
AESlRACT . I!ISSICN ~235o FLT. lo JULY 26 1 1973, hllh ~ALLCPS 
SHTION BELL 204-B HHICCPTEI1 HUIPFH ltiH HO 1-11 JE~UL MAPPING C~to:ERAS IN 
CCCPERITION kiTH VEGETABLE RES. FARM .CF THE UNIV. Of ~0. LOCATED AT SALISBLRY, 
~C. CEJECTI\E ~ TO OBTAI~ CClCII ~NC f~LSE CCLCR lNFRAIIED IMAGERY OF PlA~TlNGS 
AT SAliSBLR'I' ~EEETAELE PES. fAill'l. IMAGERY W IU BE LS£0 BY PERSONNEL CF 
•tRTICULTIJPAL, £CT·~~~ All[ ENTC~OLOGY DEPT~. FOR STUOVII\G TEST BEDS CF 
STRESSED A~D LI\~TRf~SEO PLA~TINES L~DER CC~TRCLLEt CC~tiTIONS. FliGHT IN 
SLIG .. ll\ ClCLOl'l HATiiER. VISHILITV S-lC MILES, AIR TEMP. 18 CEG. C AT SOC 
FT., ~Sl hilH ~1~0 Cf 15 TC 1~ ~1\CT~ F~CM ~25 CEG. 
NAME FAUl ALFC~SI 
fliCNE HHER fC.tr-l2<4-34ll 
INSliTLTJC~ CR AEENCV ~~JJC~~L ~ERONALTJCS AI\C !PACE ADM 
STREEl CHE~~PEAKE BAY ECClOGlCAl FRCG~AM CFFICE 
CITY WALLCPS ISLAND 
SlATE \II<G IIIlA 
2JP CCU 4:3331 
411 
FILE ~.6~£ SALT ~AY l~FCU~C~E~TS 
GENfUL HCUAPtilt ARU t.CRTH A~fRICA, t!.S., NEW JERSEY, CAPE MAY COUNTY 9 
- CU~B £RLA,fl0 COlli lY lt.t S HEfl CClinY 
AllSTP.6CT CCtltFARISCNS Cf 1\lMEEPS Of EI~OS USING SALT HAY 
IMfOUit~ft;T AREAS /lfl( TIUL U.U~UTEC SAL 1 tAY AREAS IIERE MADE BEHEEN EIGHT 
PLCTS. BIRCS IIERE ((UNlEt EY DI'IVING AROlit\t TI'\E PERIMETER OF THE FUlTS AND 
COlNliNG IJIROS I!ITH B HOCUARS A~C A SFClllMi SCCPE. ALl COUNTS WERE MOE 
Pili CR lC lltn. 
NAME 
PI"UE ~lil'££1' 
iNSlilLIIC. CR AGE~C~ 





PRIIICIPAL FISI'\EF!ES BIDLCGIST 
609 4:9~ 66£6 
i\u, JERSEY CHAI<JJ<eNT Gf £1\VIRCNMENTAl PROTECTION 
AI'<ID .SHHLF I SliERIES, 




FI.LE Ul'f S'HY t!OOK Ulti'IMETRIC SURVEY 
GENEI!Al GEOGRAPHIC AREA t<GI<lli AMERICA, t.. s., NEt. JERSEY • SilNtY HOCK 
·~IJSTRACT TtE US NATICIIAL PARK SE~VICE ~ETAINEO T~IS FIRM TO 
CCNCLCT A eATt:YI'flRIC Sl.RVE'I DFf TliE SHCRE Cf SANtY 1\CCK NEW JERSEY, AS PER AN 
CRCEF EV l~E OS E~VlRCh~f~l'l f~OTECTJON ACMINISTRATION tEFAI. lt:E Pl.RPOSE ~AS 
TO UFOATE SEWER Cl.Tli~E LINES NEAR SAND~ liCCK. 
"A~E FtlllF SE~~S 
ft:CNE "l~BER 212 ~SS 735C 
11\SllTlJHCI\ CIC HEI\CY llllt< tGUTEN ASSOCIATES, INC 
STREET 420 LEXI ~GTCf\ AHMJE 
CITY NEW YCRK 
STAlE 1\Elt Yell I< 
liP COtE lCCll 
FILE IIA~E SCE~IC RESOURCES tf Tt!E hUDSON RIVER BASit; 
HNERAl GEOGI'<APtiiC AI<EA HRTH A~HIO, L.S., 1\Eh YORK, HUCSCN RIVER BASIN 
AESTUCT SLRHY OF 4:5C !CHIC SITES U. THE HUtSON RIVER 
BASil\ ~~ICii ~A~E Bffll I0£1\llflED BY FECERAL• STATE Al\0 LOCAL AGENCIES AS WELL 
AS P~I~Alf CROLPS. ICEI\llFIED tREAS CF POTEIITIAL ~TILIT~ BASEC ON LAND USE AND 
TCPCGFAFHY. SITES ~APPE£ AT SCALE CF 1 TC 500000. LOCATICN AND CESCRJPTICN OF 
SITES. A I'OtH 1.0 u·.ut..AH CR CCIIPARE SITES IS OEvfLCFH 
~ll'f CAVJC e. tARPER 
FHO~E ~l~EER 315 413 8141 
I~STIT~TIC~ (R AGE~CY COLLEGE 0~ EI\VIRCNMENlAL !CIEIICE ANC FOFESTRV 
SlREET 318 ~~~~!tAll hAll 
(IT' S'R~ClSE 
HATE Hh HRII 
liP COCE 1321C 
4U 
filE f\AI'f SEA DCCI< GRCl~D !IJR\In 
GENERAL GECG~JPHIC AREA NCRlh All~NllCoCO,STAlo L.s •• CHESAPEAKE EAY 
ABSTRACT SPECIES OfTER,HATICN A~& CCUIITS CF WATER FOWL UVE 
BEEN "'tE E"~ fAll SINCE 1968 • tuF HG AN fIGHT WE£K PER 100 FRO II SEPTEMBER TO 
NCVE~EER. TWO STATIONS ARE MCNITCREO: CNE •EAR ASS,TEACCE ISlAND, ~A~YLAND AND 
ONE NEAR fLACK ~ALNLT PCI~l CN TH£ CHCfTA~K RI~ER, IIARYLANC. 
fiAI'l VERNCN STOTTS 
PHCNE HIII!ER 3Cl-2H-51CJ~ 
JNSTJTHlCN OR AGENCY f!AR~UND tEPARU!ENl Of MHI<ill RESCli~CES 
STREET· HliES SUTE OFFICE I:UiltiiiG 
Cil, AIINAFCL!! 
!HH li.oiif\'UI'it 
llf CC[E 21401 
fILE filM£ 
GE~EFAL 'EC'F~FHlC AREA 
I!ARUAfll) 
SEA OUCK SlR \EY 
NCRTt ATLANTIC, COASTAL, L.s., CHESAPEAIIE BAY, 
.lllSHACT AN AER IA.l SIJRVn IS (;CNOlCTfD EACH FAll ALCNG LiliES 
150C ~~RtS Cff S~CRE Cf ~AR~LA~t•S CHESIPEftKf BAY• OCEAN SAVS, A~D ATl~NTIC 
CCEA~ fCPDfRS TC Dfl£RMI~E ThE Tifll~G A~D LCCATIO"' Gf TtE SO~THWARD ~IGRATICN 
U SH CUCKS. 
UI'E 
PMlNE 1\l,E Ell 







~tRYlt~C CEPARTMENl Of NATURAL 





FILE ~APE SEA NETTLE INvESTIGATIONS: POL,PS 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA NCRTh ATLAhliC, CC~STAL, U.S., ~OilThER~ CHESAPEAKE 
BAY AIIC fiAJCR llllfOTAilJES 
ABSTRACT HRlHI<t- CHfS~PEAl<E BtY H,l) ITS MAJCR TPIEUTARIES 
Tt 30 fiiLES UPSTREAM hAVE BEEN SAMPlED TkiCE 'EARLY, JU~E AND NCVEMeE~, FCR JELL,FISH FClYFS. 
.NAME 
PtiCNE 1\UI"I!ER 





£A\11C G. Oll€C 








GENERAL GECGPAfHIC A~E~ 
ISLAH 
SEAL SIGhTI~G NEJWCRK: NEW hAMPSHIRE TO LONG ISLAND 
1\CFlH HEI<lC~, t..s., COASHL NEW hAMPSti.IRE TO lONG 
ABSlRACl CR. t'CkARC £. WlNN HAS BEEN COLLECTING SEAl 
SHIH lNG NETWORK tAlA FOF THAT fOHIOPI Cf THE EASTEI<N UNITH STATES CCAST TttAT 
!TRElCHE~ FRC~ NEW HtMF5tiFE TC LCNG ISLAN[ SINCE li14. TfE filE CONSISTS Of 
CAlA ShEETS SE~T T£ CR. hlN~ fPC~ VA~ICUS SOURCES PICTING ltiE TIME, PlACEt 
SPECIES (~hEN ~hCWNJ 1 COlNl A~C CfTEN lhE llCAL ftilSE. CThER INFO~M,TION MAY 
EE NC1EC 1 CEPENOI~G 0~ lHE SCLRCE. 
NAME OR. tCWARO E. WINN 
FHONE NLMEER 4Cl 1S2 6251 






f llE tdiiiE 
CHHFfAH EAY 
GENERAL GECG~APHIC AFEA 
lC CtESAFEtKI LIGHT 




SEASCUl COfCSJlJC.N CF PtiYlCPLANKTCN Jill lCilER 
l.S., CCASTAl 1 IICRTti ATLA~TIC, lOWER ChESAPEAKE SAY 
AESlRACT Slllt'l OF THE SHSCIIAl CCfiFCSITJCII Cf PHYTCPLANKTCN 
IN THE LO~ER ChESAffAKE ll~Y. CCU~T, SPECIES CETERMINATION, TEMP AND SALINITY 
RECCRCEC-lCWER CUS~PEAKE SA't 10 CHESAPEAKE liGHT. A~AJl. tlS ou:: OCMINIGN 
Ulll~. 1tE515• 1~13. 
UH 
PHOI\E tiLHEF 





tARCLO G. fiARSHALl 
SC4-4E9-8CCC 
CLD OCIIII\1011 liii~ERSlTW 





fiLE Nt~E SEASCIIAL ENERG) 8l0GE1 CF DELAhARE CCASTAl AND 
MAR51-< A~Et! 
GE~ERAl GEOG~~PhJC AREA NGRlh AllANTIC CCEA~. CCASl~L, L.S.t CElA~~REt 
LEWES, CAFE HEIILCCE~, IIE\J~I< 
tfSTRACT THIS tAlA FILE, ~tlCH I"ClLCES C~GCI~G LATA 
CCllECliQ~, CC~T~I~S SCLA~ PACIAllCN, ~ET FtCIATIOI\ 1 !Cll TE~PERATURE, SOIL. 
HAT fLUX• AlBEDO IIEASlllEHNT, WIND PRC FILES, AND AIR lEI'.PERATLRE IMCRMATIG~ 
PERICDICALL' AND SE~SCNAll~ TA~EN CVEF t 2 TO 3 YEtR PERIOD BEGI~NlNG IN MtRCH 
1~71 I~ THE LE~ES, CflA~~FE 'AFSt', CAFE tENLOFEN SEtCH, AND AT THE MCRRIS 
lltJUR~ ON TtiE ll\lliERSlU Cf DELAhARE CAMPUS n NEHRK CHAnARE. THE SOLAR 
RADitliON [AlA AS (f NC~ IS STill SEI~G TA~E~ CCNTINUOUSLY Al lfhES A~D AT 
NEkAR~. ~(1 All ThE tECVE FA~A~ElERS hERE ~LWAYS MONilCREO All THE TI~E AT All 
THE !lATICNS LISTED. SCI'.E •ERE TAKEN Oil A CO~TINUOlS BASIS k~llE OTHERS WE~E 
TAKEN IRREGLLARIL't CR PERIOClCALLY CEFEIIOIII<: CN FIHC CC~CITIOIIS, SEMiCN, ETC. 
Nl~E FlCt~RC T. FIELC 
FHCNE NlMBER 3C2 HS 2~9~ 
I~'STITIHJCN CR AGENO UNIHRSin Cf DELA~ARE 
STREET· CEPA~liiENl CF GEOGRAPHY 
CIT~ ~E~AR~ 
HHE CEUHRE 
2Jf ecce 19711 
FilE NtMf SEASONAl PCPULAliCII TRENC~ A~O SEDI~E~T PFEFERE~CE 
CF HE H U!M IC MIT ClAM o fiUCU U1 P ~CX If" A, IN BREAJ<WA l ER t.ARBOR, OELAIIARE 
GEfiEFAL GECGFAPhJC ARE~ ~O~TH Afo'ERICA, L.S., OEl~hARE, CCAST~L, CELAWARE 
SA~. e~EIK~ATEF tAFEC~ 
tfSTRACT THIS PAPER f)AI'\11\E! SEASONAL TRENDS IN PCPULATICN 
OE,SITW OF II~CUll F~C)IMJ tNt CETE~fi'INE! TtE RELATICNSHIP BETWEEN T~E 6I~ALVE 
A~t ltE SEDlfi'ENT IN htiCt IT IS FCUND. FINCINGS FROfl' !EASC~Al SAMPLING 
INDICATE TtAl ltiE IhflLENCE Cf SECIMENl CN LlRVAl SETTING ANC SURVIVAl WAS A 
PHfi'Aii' FJIClOR IN HLlT FCPUllllH" £ENSITIES. 
NlM E H\TER-U BflAR) lCA~ 
PHO~E "lfi'EE~ 3C2 136 2455 
INSTlTUTICN CR AGENt~ UNI~ERSilW CF OEl~kAREo fi'C~RIS LI6R,FV 
STREET SCLTt' CCLLEEE A~INLE 
CJl~ "EhJR~ 
!TATE CElAktRE 
liF CCCE 1~111 
FILE t.H<f 
ECTOFFOCTA IN REHCf!Cl~ 
GE~E~Al 'ECG~~fhlC A~f' 
CCAST~l 
415 
SEASONAL SElllil\G Cf l~E H)CRCZCA Al\C THE 
f!ll't• OEHI!.I!RE 
NORTH AlLANliC, U.S., DELAWARE, REHCBCH: I!A't 1 
ASST~ACT T~E SEASONAl AND SPATIAL DISTRIBUliCN OF HICROICS 
A~C EClCPPOCTS CN PCNCERCSAFI~G LAlHI~G STRIPS, ~AllEC TC PILINGS AT REHCSCTH 
I!AY frAI'll\A• RHCfOTH UY• t£LAIOARE. WAS STI,;CHO HlCM '3 OCTOf!ER 1 1961 THROUGH 
1~ NCIJEMeEil, 19~~ .. UE SEASCNS CF AllACHMENT CORRESFCI\D kllH SEASCl\AL 
TEMPERATLR£ CHANGES. T~E DEGPEE CF SETTLIN' Cl\ T~E CCLLECTII\G STRIPS WAS 
CEfEI<HI\Et £!1 1) U,E lCHL NU4H.R Of .CClChlES AND UiEIR RESPECTIIIE AREAS FOR 
HiE EfiCI'I.iSllNG fRYCZOAI\, 111\0 2J TH SIZE RAM;E (SI.ifo CF HE VERHCAL CISTANCES 
OCCUPiED SY A SPEC1ES C~ 1HE CDLLECTii\G STRiP) AI\C THE DENSITY hiTHII\ THIS 
RAiiGE, AS tETEilf<.Jl\ft E'W Hf!S.A~HES TAI<Et< FllCfo\ AN AllfA OF 4.13 CM2t FCR THE 
!<flo All\ IN<: ECTOPROCTS AND UDRG 10!. TtiE El\111 II<OMENTAL FACTC~S C:f W~IIE ~CTIOJ\1 
.SUN E.llf/CSUE. U!HTATIOII: It<£ TIUI'\SPARffiC'I' UIIE TAKEN 11\H ACCOUNT IN THE 
CE!IG~ CF l~E EXFE~Jfo\El\1. - ..... 
NAI!E liSFAHJIJ\. 
FHllE IILHEF 304. t4! ~614 
INSUTllHil\ CR AGU.C._ lii\IHI<SITY (f CUAWARE fU,fHNE STATION liBRARY 
CITY , , LfltU 
~l,JE CEL'ti~R£ 
liP CO[£ 159!S 
fiLE ~IPf SEASONAL ~ARIATION IN THREE C.I!RBOHYCRAlE FRACJICNS 
Of lH LEAVES OF ILEX OFACA Ail. C\. 1 MI~S f'ELEN 1 Al UREE LIGHT REOUCTICN 
LEVEL5: AN[ THEil< FCSSJSLE PELATICN TC fLCkfRING ANt fRUITING 
GENEI<AL EEDGFAFHIC AREA NORTh AMERICA~ U.S., DELAWARE, NEW C~STLE COUNTY 
ANt !LSS£) CCL~ll 
'ESHACT PRESEI'ilE() IN I<EPCRl FORM AI<.E DATA COLLECTEC CURING 
FIElt SliJDJES CCI\DI.itTEt Jt. CEUII!Ailf. fl<()fr 1S11 Hl 1S73 ON TliE SEASOfiAL 
VARI,TION JN CJREO~~CRATE FRACTIONS, SURFACE AREA AND ~EIGHT Cf LEAVES OF THE 
A~ERI(~N ~CLLY, ILE> OFACA, Al l~REE LJG~l REtUCTICa LEVELS. INCLUDED ARE T~E 
EFFECTS Cf lHREE LI,HT RECLCTICN LEVELS CN BERRY wEIGHT. ~OLUME AND 
"RECHCRHE FRtC:liCN CCHEt.TRATIONS. CfiANGES JN TCHL C~RfOtl'ltR~H CONTENT 
ANt RELATIVE COMPOSITIC~ Cf SAMfLE TISSUE kll~ RESFECl TC FIElt FRESERVATICN 
~NC LASCFAlCFl 0~,1~(; I'ElM(O A~£ GillE~. 
N'ME ~OI<RIS LJE~A~I 
FfiCt.E .lf'EE~ 302 13E 245~ 
JNSlllUlJCN OR AGEt." lNIHRSITV CF tElAIIARE 
(llY NEIIARK 
STATE CELI~ARE 
ZIP ceca tSJll 
FILE 1\llif 
GENEI<Al GEOGRAPfiiC AREA 
Et't, \lFC:IN!A 
ABS lRACl 
lCkff CHESIFfAKE E~Y. 
N'AME 
fHM fllf'.f:Eil 






GEI\EFAL GECGFAFMIC AFEA 
LONG ISLANC, FIRE J!lANC. 
AeSTHCT 
f'O~TH FRCM APRIL 1911 TC 
tdiME 
FHCNE ~li'EER 






SECl~ENT A~ALYSIS Cf LO~ER CHESAPEAKE SA~ 
L.S~• COASTAL, •cRTH AllANTIC• lO"E~ C~ESAPEAKE 
SllE HALYSIS CF 6CTTOM SHH•ENTS COLLECTED FROM 
PElEii HEISCtH 
BC4-4S9-S CCC 
CLC CCf'l~IC~ U~IVE~SilY 
l~STilllE Cf CCEA~CGRAPh' 
1\C!<f(lK 
illRGIIIIA 
SECJ~E~T Al\tLYSIS OF SPIT PlATFORM AT DEMOCRAT POINT 
NGRTti ATLANHC OCEAN, U.S., COASTAL, N.Y. EIGHT, 
tE:I'Cfi<Al FCINl 
20 SUTIONS AT CEMCCRAl POlNl ~ERE ~Af<.fLEO EACH 
lUGUST 1S73 fOR SEti~ENT SIZE 'NALYSIS AND STRUCTURE. 
Cr<. MJINFRfD ~Olff 
516 261 6720 
HCfST~A ll\lVERSil) 
lOOC FULTCN AVE,. 
HE .. FHEAI: 
HW IC~K 
115~0 
FILE llt~E SEDIMENT ANALYSIS STA1I!TIC5 FILE 
GENERAL GECGRAPHIC ARfA l\OFlh ATLA~llC CCEAN, NCRTh PACIFIC OCEAN, u.s., 
CCASUI., f'AiiAlt. CALIFGRIIIA 1 t.IASHliiGTOfl, OI<EGOI\, Gllf Cf ME>IICC, FlCRli:A H 
NEll HRI! 
A£STRACT DAlA IS TAKEN 8' fiElD !l~·EIS er C.E.R.C. FIELD 
P tRll ES. C ISHJC 1 SURVEY FAI<Tl ES, CR UHf~ CCNTRACT n CCM~EI<C IAL F I i<~S. ThE 
S'Nt S'~PLES A~ALYZEC APE GPAE SAMPLES lAKEN FROM EEAChE! CR BCTTO~ SL~F~CfS, 
SlSPE~tEO SA~PLES TAKE~ fFCM ~AlEP, CR CCRE S~MPLES CBl~lNEC FROM CFFSHORE DR 
CNSHCRE lCCATICNS. Sllf ~~tLISJS ~Rf ~ACE EY ~ECH,hJCAL (HYCRCLIC) MEASUREMENT 
Cf f'LL VELCCITI. JFFLICtl,IONS PROERAfo\S APPLIED JC PA~ DATA ARE: PLCl SfDI~E~T 
SIZE '~'LY~J! GRAPH; Etll, VERIF,, REFCR~Alt LIST GEClCGICAL SA,PLE 
I~FOR~ATICI\; ~EtlCE RA~ CllA 1~ FCRM OF A tiGITALI2EC CECAY VS. TI~E CURVE TO 











2C2 3425 7C4'i 








SECIMENl tNt RO(K SAMPLES lCOFES, DITCHES AND 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC ~REA ~C~lr ~~ERICA~ L.s., CELAWA~E 
ASSTRACT GEDLCGICAL SEDI~E/IT A~t RCCK SA~PLES, CCRES, 
DITCHES, A~C CLTCF£PS 1 AFE AVAIL~BlE fCR I/ISFECTION ANCIOR ANALYSIS. WHILE THE 
MAJORITY CF SAMPLE! CC~E F~D~ LOCALITIES I~ CELAkAPE, A ~L~BER CCME fROM T~E 
SlRRClNCII\G STATES CF 'IIR~Jl\IA, f!.I\RVUH, flEW JERSE'f AI\C NEW YORK. INSTATE 
SA~PLES I~CLUCE M~RII\E SEtl~E/ITS. SAMFLES h'VE BEE/I CCNTINLALL~ ADDEO TO THE 
llERtPY SI~CE ~~~4. 
U~E 
fHCI\E 1\LMHR 




CELA~ARE ~ECLC€1CtL SUR~EY 
302 l3t 2S33 





f!LE NIME SEDIMENT CISlRietliCN H SCl:ThliESTEI<h DEl.A".tiRE BAY 
GENER-AL GEC~~APtiC AREA NCPT~ ATL.tlhTIC, CCASTAL, u.s., DELAWARE BA~ 
AB~TRACT 5EDI~Eh1 SA~PLES ~ERE CfTti~Et BY USE Of BOTTOM 
CPECGE A~C VIB~ACCFEP. TtEY kEFE ANALYSED liiTH ThE CBJECTIVE CF OETER~INING 
TtE P~ESEhl AE~IAl .tiNt VERTICAL tJST~IBUTICN CF SEtl~EhT TYPES IN A FCRTICN OF 
THE DELAWARE BA~ ~~t TC EXA~INE ThE SECJ~E~TARY ~ECCRC OF THE hOLOCENE MARINE 
TPAI\SGRESSIC~ l~ 1•15 ,t~FEt. 
NAME LIERARIA~ 
fhC~E 1\L~EEF 3(2 ~!f i4~~ 
INSllllTICN CF ACE~(~ ~CRPIS llBR.tiRY 
!nRffT l~J \HSIT'Y CF DUAioARE 
CITY NflotRK 
SlATE tElJkt~£ 
21f COCE lSill 
fiLE fiiH SECIIIENT CISTRJEUTION Ih £CUTHWESTERN OELAhARE BAY 
GEhERAL GECGilAfHIC ARH 1\0Hh ll.llAH JC, (-OASTAlt l.S., SOUTHWESTERN 
tflhHE Et'V 
ABSTRACT SECI~E~l CATA FRCM A SUR~EY CAR~JED CUT CURING 
1970-1911 Cf T~E ARE~l A~t VE~TIC~l 015TRl8U11CN Of SEDI~f~TS IN THE 
SOUlUESTER~ PCRTICf\ CF [tlll!<ltlRE EAY llRE PIHHNTEt IN REPCRT FCR~. THE PURPOSE 
CF ThE JNVESTI~AliCN ~~~~ TE EXt~l~f THE SECI~ENTATJC~ RCLE CF hOlOCENE MARINE. 
TflAI\S~RfSSICII Ill HIS llRU Of UlAioARE BAY,. llERIH SIJ!<FACt SEDIMENT SllMPLES 
~ERE CETAI~ED ~~~~ ll FCRESlER llNCHCR DREDGE; SEDI~ENT CC~ES hERE T~KEN ~ITH 
H~ND-CRIVEfl PLASTIC FifES, t~ lUGER-lRlCK CR A VIBRA-CCRER. 
1\ll~f RIC~ARO STRC~ 
PHC~E fll~eEF 3C2 738 2€33 
INSJillTICN OR A~Ef\Cl GECLCGY OEFilRTMEI\1 1 Ul\l~EPSITY CF OElllh~RE 
CITY ~EW~R~ 
HATE CEltUI<E 
llf CCH 19111 
filE ~~~~E SEDIMENT SAPPLES lll\0 SIE•E ANALYSES FROM AlLANTIC CCNTINENTilL ShElf tl~C !LCFE 
GENERAL GfCERilF~JC tREil NCFTH llTLANTIC, CCNTINENllll SHELF AND SLOPE, CAPE 
~AY ~£~ JERSE) lC •ALLCPS ISLA~O, 'I~Gl~IJ . 
ASST~ACT AfPFGXl~ATEl~ lOC SEDIMENT SAMPLES wERE COLLECTED 
BY A GR~B fROM T~E CC~li~E~l~l SHELF Af\C ((~TIKEN1Al 5lCPE Gf ThE NCRTH 
ATlt~TI( EfT~EE~ CAFE ~IY, ~Ek JE~SE~ tNC WALLCPS l~LANO, VIRGINIA. SIE~E 
~1\ALYSES CF THE SA~Pl£5 hA\E BEEN CO~PLElEC. BCT~ 5A~PLES ANt 'NALVSES ARE 
AVAILAELE FCR flRlhER STLC'V. 
NA~E · AlBE~T N. hARD, JR. 
fliONE NU~f£R 412 l'l4 73C~ 
INST JTUTJCN OR AGENCY OEPARTMENT Cf GECLCGY, 5lJflfEfi'W RCCJ< SHH COLLEGE 
CITY SLIFFER'W ~CCK 
STATE PEN~S'Wl\A~IA 
ZIF CCDE 16C57 
fiLE NA~E SECJ~ENT TRA~SFCRl IN TtE S~AllOW CCEAN ZCNE GE~ERAL GECGRAF~IC AFEA NCRTt AMERICA, L.S., NEk YCRK. COASTAl, SCUTH SHCRE 
Cf LCNG ISlA~C A~O 1\E~ YCRK fi(hT 
AfSTRilCT A FlCULT'W ME~BER OF ThE Lhl~ERSITV OF 
MSStCHLSElTS, HHEI<Sl, 15 STU:~IH SECI~HT TRA~SPCRJ IN THE SMLLC~ OCEAN 
lC~E ALCNG TKE SCUTt StORE Cf lC~G ISLA~O, NE~ YCR~. DATA ARE BEING COLLECTED 
RfGARCI~G CURRENtS, ~A.f!, WINCS, TE~PERAlLRE~ S~LlflllY~ SEDIMENT T'WFES ANt 
BCTTO~ CH~R~ClE~ISliCS. CNL~ ~~C~IVE[ CATA ARE ~VJILA6lE fOR INSPECTION. 
NIIH ALAN h lEOCRCOft 
PHO~E Nl~fEF 413 545 0111 
INSTITLTION DR AGENC' l/11\EPSllV Cf ~tSSICHLSElTS 
CIH tii.Hl<Sl 
~lATE ~AS!A(HlSETTS 




SECl~E~TIIRY PRCCESSES CF l~E SCUTH S~CRE Cf LCNG 
GEtlERAL 'EOGRAPHIC AREA 
VCR~ El€~T. <C~STAl 
ABSlliACl SEOHHURY fRCCESSES CF ne SCUTHERN SrORE Of LONG 
lSlAH FPCM t><EW \'UK 1-.AI'I!tR TO fo'ONlALK POJI\T ARE SlUCIES. SEOitJEf\TARY 
SlRt<lURH ARE CBSEI<\IEC IJSII\G EFCXY REliEf PEELS .. 'Gi<AIN SHE ANALYSES ANO 
rEA'\' ~JI\EFAL tETEF.li\ATl(I\S AFE tLSC STUCIEC. T~E STUDY CONSISTS CF JB 
STATIOtiS AT ldHU UI'ES lolfPE TIIKEI\. Jj~j ACOJTJCN JC 80) COPES AND 40 SHORT 
CCRIS (4 FEET! WERE CDLlfClEC~ AS ~Ell AS 135 GRAB SAfo'FlES. THE STATICNS AT 
litUCtt ThE CCRE-! IIERf TAKH ARE IIPPROHHTELY 3 MiLES GFFSHCRE. 
N'l"f CR .. JC~Jii E •. HI\IJERS 
PHOI\E Nl~EE~ 212 2EO 4312 






GEf\EUl HCHIIfHC AftU 
C~lNCCTEAG~E BA' 
'SSlPHl 











SED JjiiENTA liOt. 1ft CtiHtCClEAGlE fAY 
NCRT~ ATLANllCt L.S., OElMAR~A PENINSULA, 
SEt IMENT SURVEY Cf CHINCOTEAGUE BAY AREA TC MAP 
CAU FOR UHCN.tl SEASHRE PARk HICtUCES CATil fRCM 91 
ll6RilRIAII 
301 326 4261 







SECIMENTATICN IN RARITAN Rl~ER AND RARITAN BAY AND 
GEIIE~Ill GECGFAf~lC AREI ~ORl~ AMERICA, U.S., IIEh lCPK, NEh ~ORK 
'8S1Ril(l . . THE STLOYt L~OERTilkEN f) CfSH SIKKA 1 AS A MASTE~S 
PROJHT II\ 1951 CCI\CEFIIEC Tt.E SEOJJI!EtiTCUJO CF RARITAN RIVER AIID R.oiRITAN B~Y. 
GRill~ SI2E ANAlYSES, 51LlCDIIt TlTANIU~ ANt FERRIC ICN 111\ALYSES WERE 
DETE~JI!INEO. THE CHf~IC~l ANAL,SES WE~E CNLY CETER~I~EC FOR lE SAMPLES. 
!tCJTJCj~jAl C!iHJCAt. ANALYSES WERE lONE BY THE ARM~ CORPS CF HG!NEERS. THE 
.Tltl FOCU!EO CN THE A~EA 20 ~llfS LCN~ EElC~ NEW fRLI\SWICK FRC~ W~ICh 30 
CCR£5. ~ERE CCllECTEC. 
I'Uf! f 
PiiOJ\£ iil;;tEi4 





DR. J~IIES MEUEl 
a2 :se Jlttt 
OEPARlMENl Cf GECLCGY 1 ~Eli YCRK UNIVERSITY 




fiLE Nlf'lf SECitE~TCLCGY I~ l~E fo'CRJCMES IIILET AREA 
GENERAl GEC&FAPHIC ARE~ NORlt AMERICA• L.S., 1\Eh YCRK• N.Y. EIGrT LONG 
ISLANC, IICRICtiES II\LEl 1 CCASHL ' 
HSUHT TH SlUOYt lNOERlAKEN In f!IChAH !!ACKENZIE, 
CONCERN EO HE Ef\V IRCNI'EI\TS CF CEPllS IT I OtiS Gf llN OFfSt'CRE fARRIER SAN r: BAR 
SVSH!t r.T fi.CillCt:ES 11\Ult UJNG IHMC. Hl~lY fOUR SEDIMENT SAMPLES liERE TAKEN 
f1liJNE SIX TRAIIERSES NCRMH 10 THE lCNG AXIS Cf THE e,HRIEFI. THREE TRAVERSES 
~ERE LCCATEO C~ EACH !!0£ Cf T.E I~LET AT JCCO FCCT l~TERV~LS. GRAIN SIZE 
Ati.ALY.SIS, liEAVY /IIJIEFAL ICENTlflCATIOtt, At.IJ CALCIUI CllRilONATE DETEIII'HATICNS 
WERE CC"E CN All SA~PLES. ~ECilN A~O SlA~OlR[ [EVI~liO~ liERE C~lCULATEC. 
NAME Cl<. JJII'ES JIIEllEl 
PHONE ~LIIBER 212 ssa 3466 
INSTITlll(" CR ~EftCY OEPtl<lMfNT CF GEOLOGY, NEW YORk UNl~ERSITY 
STREET 1(11 ~AIN ElllDING 1 h~StiNGTCN SQU~RE 
cnv NEll -rcRI< 
HHE HI! YCIIK 
llf (O[E 1CCC3 
421 
FILE 111\~E SEC.IHIHOLCGY Of GREAT FECGUC EAY, LITTlE PECONIC 
B-Y, FL~NDE~S BAl 1 GAROI~ERS BA,, BLCC~ ISlA~C SCL~O, ANt LD~G ISL~NC SOUTh 
SHORE CCNliNE~l~l !hElf 
GENER~L CECE~APhlC ~FEA NORTh AMERICA~ L.Swt COASTAL, NE~ YC~K, LC~G 
ISLANC, PECC~IC AND GARCINE~ EAYSt ELCCK ISL~NO SCUNt ~Nt lONG ISLANC SOUTh 
SHC~f CCNllNENT~L !hELf 
ABSHACT TH HOlfi,EIITCLCt;Y C.f GPEJll PECCNIC fA't, LITTLE 
PECCIIIC En, FUII\CUS f.AY, <:ARCif\ERS EAY, HOCK ISUNC SOUNC, AND LOIIG ISLAND 
SOUTt SHORE CONTINENTAl ~HELf ~AS STUDIED. $1ZE AIIAL,SIS CF ~ECIMENTS AT 1000 
!lATIONS ~ERE CO~E A~C ThE STATISTIC~L FAR~~ETERS Cf GFAIII SIZf ~ERE 
CALCUUTEC. HAN HAll'; SIZE, SKHNESS, KURTCSIS AIIC SHIIURD CHH\11011 kfRE 
All EXA~JIIEO. GRG-~JC CARSON A~C CALCI~M CARfCNATE CCIITE~T Cf SC~E CF THE 
SEDI~EIITS ~AS ALSC CETE~~I~EO. CLR~E~T SfEEC AND OIRECTICN W~S MEASLREO AT 
SO~£ !TATithS TC Ct~FA~E WITh SEDl~f~T D1SlRISLTIOII. 
NAME CR. IIJCt:CLA5 CCCI-
EhOIIf ~L~EE~ ~12 ~20 142~ 
l~STJTllJCN OR AGENC' DEFT. CF E~RTH AIID EN\lR[NMENTAL SCJEI';CES, 'UEE~S 
CCLLEG Y ~~IVEFSJTY CF ~E~ lCPK. 
CIT' fLLS~l~G 
ST~Tl NE' 'CR~ 
ZIP CCCE 113t1 
FILE NA~E 5EDI~ENTS A~O TCPCGRAFH't (f THE f~IGA~TINE SECTOR 
Of THE JN~EF NEW JERSf' !tELF 
GENERAL GECG~AFHIC AFEA ~CRlH A~ERICA, t.s •• ~Eh YCRK, CCAST~L 
AeSTRACT THE SEDIMENTS A~O TCPCGRAPHY CF THE BRIGANTINE 
SECTOR OF HE JN~H 1\Eio JERSEY ShELF liAS .SHCIED. S llE '"Al YSIS OF 190 SAMPlES 
liAS OC~E A~t THE·Sl~TlSTICAL f,!RA~ETERS CF GRAIN SIZE CALCULATED. MEAN GRAIN 
SIZE, SKEWtiESS, KIJflTOSIS 111'10 SlM\C~RC [f\IIJlTIOII HH All EXAI"IIIE!:. SPHERICITY 
liNt MINERALCGY OF T~E SEDIMENT k,!S ALSO OflERMINEC. SEISMIC REFLECTION 
FRCFJLES BY SICE !CAll SC~A~ ~~[ SEISMIC REFRACTICII fRCFILES BY SONIC FROFILER 
~~~S INITIATED. FIICTC~ tN,LYSIS kAS APfLlEC 10 THE DATA. 
tiA~E CR. ~IC~Cl~S CCC~ 
FHCIIE lllfoEEil . a2 ~2C 14.22 
INSliTLTICN CR ACE~CV CEPT. Cf fART~ ANt ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES, QUEEt;S 
CCLLf(;E, CllV liii\ER!llV CF IIEh l(RK 
CJT~ flUS~ING 
S THE ~Eli \'H~ 
llF CCtE ll3t1 
filE II.AH 
GEIIE~'l GfCGFAPhJC ARE~ 
ABSli<A(l 
SEJSI'CHTEF IS AVA JUBLE 
M~E 
HiCIIE 1\L~EEP 





GENERAL GEO€R~Ph1C ~~fA 
\ IRGIIHA, CHNCClE~GlE 
422 
SEJS~IC STUCIES I~ CELA~AAE 
IIORT~ AMERICA, L.s., ~CillHERII CELA~ARE, ~E~ANK 
STRIP C~tRT CATA CCLLECTED hllh A SHORT-PERIOD 
FOR TH NORTHERN OElA~AilE f<EGICN FPOI' SEPlEtJEER, 
STAff Cf CEL,WAFE (ECLCEICAl SURVEY 
302 738 ;1~33 




SEII~CR TEST I'IS~ICII 
NCRTh ATUNTIC, CCASUL, U.S., CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
1972. 
AESTRACT kiSSICN W012, FLT. 1, APRIL 2C, 1970, hiT~ NASA 
LEASH IHICCPTER EQLIPPEO wiTt 4 T-11 HRHL MAPPII\E CA/I,ERAS. CBJECT lYE - TO 
lEST BOPESJGHTIIIG Cf 1-ElHCPTEF CHERA RAU AI';D CHC.K IIIPING FRCM CAMERAS TO 











NATIO~Al AERCNAlllCS ANC !PACE ADM 




FILE NtME SETTING CF THE A~E~ICA~ C'STER RElATED TC 
f~VI~CIII'ENTtl f~CTCFS All[ ltR~Al EEhAVICR 
'ENE~AL GECG~APHIC AREA l.S., COASTAL, IICRlH tTlANTIC, DELAWIRE SAY, ~EW 
JER~Elo CAfE Mt,, WESl£~11 CCAST 
ABSTRACT STLCIES Of AMERJCAII OYSTER SETTINGS CFf WESTERN 
COAST CF C~PE ~A~, ~.J. Ill REllTIC~ TC E~VI~C~~E~TAL FACTCRS ANC LAR,Jl 
BfHt~IC~. CCRRELATICNS Gf OYSTER lARVAl ABU~CANCE Al\0 CCCLRRE~CE CF SET 
COI"JlllE C. 
N"H 









(f~TER - UNI\IERSITY Cf MAI~E 
423 
F llE fi'AfiE SEVERAL ftCTO~S AfFECTIJ\G ,AESORPTION OF ATRAliNE 
AND tlftfNA~IC B' !Olll 
GENERAl GECGFAF~JC AFEA NCRTt A~ERICA• u.s., tELAkARE 
Al!STRACT PREIEfiTEC II\ FEPCRT FCRf' ~RE UTA CCLLECTEC DURING 
A STlCY CCM:UCHC Ill t:Elllk~IIE FRQI'I 19t5 TO 1966 TO JJHE~MINE THE RELATIVE 
IIIPCRTAJ\CE CF VARICUS FACTCRS AFfECTING THE CISAPPEA~Al\CE Cf PTRAlll\E AND 
DIPHEIIAIIIO liERBICUlES FRCflt Stll .. Efo!PHJ!SllH Il'l TliE IIWESTIGATICN IIIERE FACTORS 
SfftlfltAlU REUTEI: TO ICIL AI!SORPTION Of TtiE 1110 liER61CIOES .. 
NAME I!OIU<IS llBI<Aii'r' 








f ll E IUI'E SHlF OESERiiATIOM-IinROGRAPH~ 
GfiiUAl GEOGIIAPHIC AHA L.s •• CCASTAl, HRTtl All.AI\TICt VIRGINIA, 
CONtli\ENUl SHElf Cff CGAST CF U5TE!l~ ~MRf Of IIIRGIJ'.IA 
ABS1RAC1 A HHIH Cf '- .32 STATICI'I HCROGRAPHJC SURVEY OF THE 
CO Ill HIITAL ShELF 0 ff V JRHt.U. SALIN ll'V, TEI'!PERATLRE, OEP1H Al\0 SIGMA-T !diRE 
REPORTED Al 10 METER HTER'wAlS EElkEEI\ SLRfACE Al\0 f!ClTU AT EACH STATION. 
NAME liERtRJAN 
flkCNE ~VflER 1C3-642-21ll 
INSTITLTICN CR AGENCY VIRGINIA JI\SlllLlE OF MARII\E SCIENCE 
. CIT~ GlCLC€SlEF FCII\l 
SltTE \lR(INIA 
21F CCCE 230t2 
FILE N~ME 
~EI\EF~L ~ECGFAF~lC AllEJ 
OFF CCA£1 OF EA~lERI\ 
UlSTHCT 
CCI\TJENTAL S~Elf Cff 
UI'E 
fHCNE 1\ UIB ER 





u.s., COASTAL• 1\CRTH ATlANTIC, COI\liNENlAl SHELF 
SHCRE Cf \IRGI~IA 
A REPORT OF .51 SlAliOI\ hYDRCG~APHIC SUR~EY ON ThE 
\lRGJI\lA I~ ~Jt-1963. 
LIBRJRIAN 
7C3-642-2lll 11~ 






S~ELF CSSE~~AliC~S-HYORCGRAf~Y, CRUISE Cf AUGUST 
<:ENERAl GEOGRAPHIC Al<EA l.~.~ COA~lAt, HRlli ATUNTIC, CCI\TINENUL StiELf 
CFF (Hf!JffAKE B~Yt ~lREJI\J~ 
ABSTRACT SURf~CE TO BtTTCfl FRtfllES Cf hATER TEMPE~ATURE, 
SAliMTY ~1\1: tfi\SJTY IIIEH OEHII\Et AT 25 SlATIONS 11\i ThE CCNTII\EI\iUL SHELF 
WATEFS OFF THE CHSAPEAI<E BAY ClRIN( AlJGUST 1962. CISSClVH IJ)(YGEI\ LE\IELS 













FILE 1\A~l SHELF SEOIMENlS CFF C~E!APEAKE BAY 1. GENERAL 
LITHOLO~' A~O CC~FCS!TICI\ 
HI\EUl GEOGI<APtiJC ARU NCRTH ATLANHC CCEAN• u.s., CCASTAL, CHESAPEAKE 
B IGI'l 
AfSTRACl SEDIMENTARY ~ATE~IALS loE~E SII~PlEC EY GRAE FROM THE 
CHESAFUKE EHt!T ~EU()I\ Cf TtiE CCNTII\EHAL SHLF, 1\0RTI" OF HiE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
ElTRAI\CE. SJIMPlES FROM EACH Cf 113 STATIONS ~ERE AIAlYlft FOP FARTIClE SIZE; 
MEDIAl\, MEAt., SCRTHG, f'Ctf. CctRSE FllHTlO.S, 0.062 lC 1.00 Mfi kERE ~ISUALLY 
IOfNTifiEO FCF FfFCE~l CtfPCSilJCN. 
~Af'E f'A,NAilO f' ~IC~CLS 
FHOE HMil£F SC4-M4-.tlll 
INSTJTLTJCN CR AGENCY VIRGINIA l~£TillTE OF M~RlNE SCIE~CE 
CJTY GLOLCE!lER PCII\1 
STAlE \III<GIIIU 
liP COtf 23Ct2 
FILE NA~E S~ELLFJS~ CENSil' SURVEY 
GENERAl GECGilAPH IC ARH NO\ltl A ll~l\11 C, CCAS U.L• u.S •• CHES H EAKE EAY, 
f'.tRYlHt 
ABSTRACT EXHI\SiliE CF.ECG£ SlRVEY Cf fo!ARYLAI\1: SI"EllflSH 
BCJTCI<.o CAlli EJcTEI\IlS HCI< TO JS~5, FILE CAlli COt-SIS THT SINCE !Sell 2C,COO 
ACRE~ ~URVE~EC kfTH HVCRtULIC CRECGE. CYSTER ~~0 !Cfl Clllf' CCUNTS tl\[ VCLU~ES 
PER !Af'FLE AREA. FILE Alllli~EEt £) CCLI\1,. 
NIIH F L ~AMCI'i! 
PI'OI\E 1\U'I!B :aCl-267-511:4 
INSTITLTION CR AGENCY f'AR,lA~D CEFAillfENT Gf ~ATllltt PESCL~CES 
SlREEl TAkES STATE CFFJCE eUILCING 
til) A~~tfCllS 
~TilE MIRYlt~t 
llf CUE 21401 
FilE 1\AH 5HHECCC~ GE~EF~l GECG~APhiC ~REA NCRlt ATLANTIC OCEANt l.!., ~.~. BIGHT, COASTAL, 
LO~G I!LANC, SlfFOlK CCL~l~t !tl~~ECCC~ •eSTR~Cl ~IELC Of BE~Thl( PLANTS AND SPECIES DETERMINATION 
Cf ShlhNECCCK ,.~St LA~DS ~E~E CC~CLCTED Al 61 ST~TIO~S f~OM MAY 1972 TO 
DECHHF 1 c;;n. 
t\AM f 
PtHJIIE ~LHH 





ChRIS BIE~IlLER, hE~O Of ~ARI~E RESClRCES SECTION 
516 234 26~2 SlffCl~ CCU~TY,CEFARTMEI\T Cf ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 




FILE ~tH SHI~~ECCCII 
GENERAL GEOGRAPhiC AREA NCRTh ATLANTIC OC£ANt U.S., N.,. BIGHT, CCASTAL, 
LCNG ISlAAC, SLFFClK C(U~T,, SHINNECCC~ 
ABSTRACT , YIELV OF BENThiC PLANTS ANO SPECIES DETE~PI~ATICN 
OF SHIN~ECCCK ~ARSH LAaC! ~f~E tC~t~CTEt AT 15 STATIC~S FRCM M~Y 1913 TO 
lHHEH 1'57:! .. 
UME 
HlCH lllif!EH 






GE~ERAl GE(GFAFHJC AFEt 
~t<INHCCCK Bl~ 
AfSTRACT 
BAY ~ERE ~EASUFEt ~~ 12 
UH 
fHCIIE ~USE~ 





CHRIS fiEMILLER, HEAD CF ~A~INE RESCURCES SECTION 
516 2;4 :H:2~ SLfFCl~ CCl~TY,tEFARTPE~l Of ENVIRO~MENTAl CONTROL 





NORTh ATLANTIC CCEANt l.~., t-..Y. BIGHT, COASTAL, 
~ARICUS ChEMICAL A~O Ph,~ICAL ASPECTS OF SHINNECGCK 
SltliC~! FRCM Nt~EMEEF lt72 lC THE PRESENT. 
CtRIS eiEMILlER, l-EAD CF MARINE RESClRCES SECliON 
516 234 2622 
SUFFCU< CCli\H,OEPtRTMENT (f H~IRCt.JIIENUL COI\TROL 




F JlE NtfH 
GEt.EFAl (EC~~AFHIC AF£1 
HlANC, SH It.NECCCI< fA' 
~hli\MCCCJ< IHET DATA 
NC~T~ ~MERICA, l.S., COASTAL, ~Ek YCRK, LCNG 
ISSl~~(l fll£ IS A~ ACACE~lC E)fRCISE PERFORMED SV STUDE~TS 
MAJO~ING IN MARit.E !CIENCE AT ~CUTHAHFlCN CCLLEGE, lCt.G ISLA~C, Nf~ YGAK. 
FAFA~ETE~S ~ERE ~E~SUR£0 kEEKlV EV SlUtENTS fOR GN£ PCNTH tALGlSl J914J. THESE 
FA~tl~flE~S INCLLCE lEMFE~ATLRE, SALINITY, CISSOLVEO CXlGEN GAS, N!lRATE, 
NITRITE, PhG!P~AlE, ~1~0 DIRECTICN, kiND VElCCITW 1 At.C CLCUO COVER. 
A~~f J. F. Wfl~EF 
PHONE t.VBER 516 283 40CC 
INSTJTLTJC~ (R AGE~CY SCUTHAMPlCN COLLEGE ~ARJNE SCIENCE CENTER 
STREET TLC~~~CE RCtC 
CITY ~Ol THA~PlOt. 
STATE 1\Ek YGilll 
liP CO[E ll9t8 
FilE t.A~E ShOAlS AND ISlAt.D! OFF lHE ~CLTH Of THE SUS,UEkA~I\A 
RIVER 
GENE~Al GEOGRAPHIC AREA NCRlh ATLA~TJC, CCASTAL, L.~ •• CHESIPEAKE eAY, 
JIIJI<Yl,Nt, ~U!ClEHtt.~A RI~£1<, S~SStfR~S Rl~fR 
AfSTRACT ~lS!iiCN W2~i, ftT. 2, AlG~Sl 13. 1973, ~IT~ WAllOPS 
STATIC~ C-54 ~~~CR~FT ECUIPPEC WITh lh( T-11 AERIAl ~APPING CA~ERAS. CBJECTIVE 
- TC CET.IN IMA~EF~ Cf S~C~LS t~t ISl~~CS Cff JIIOLT~ CF SlS,UEHAN~A RI\ER I~ 
ChfSIPEAkE BAY. ~~~GEFY hill SE CC~PAPEC WITH IMtGE~} TAKEN BEFO~E TPOPICAL 
STCRJI .GilES TO VETHH!IE UE EffHT Cf ThE STCRP C~ THESE SHOALS AND ISLANDS~ 
fliGhT •AtE IN SCATlERfC l( ERCKEII ClOUDS hilH SOME HAZE, AIR TEMF. 5 DEG. C 
AT tC,!OC FT., P!L hiTh ~l~D CF 1! K.Ol! FFC~ 320 tEE. 
IIAME FAUl AlfC~SJ 
Jlt;CNE H~EE!l H'i-1:24-3411 
li\STITLTIC~ CP IGE~C~ NATIO~Al AERCt-.AlliCS AIIC SfACE AOM 
51REE1 ChES.FEAKE E~Y ECCLOGICAL P~CCRAM OFFICE 
(JTY ~ALLCFS ISLA~D 
51Alf ~JP(JNIA 
liP COtE 23337 
~2.1 
F IU UfiE Sj,OJ<Et<Afl 1 
GENEFAL GEOGRAPHIC AFEA 1\CillH HUI\TIC CCUN, I;.S. t COASTAL, N.Y • BIGHT, 
LCI\G JSLAI\t SCUI\t, !tCREt~M 
ABSTRACT 17 STATIDI\S LCCATEO AT SHCREHA~~ LCI\G ISLAND, WERE 
SA,PLEC fRC~ JANUAFY 1913 TO C£CEMfER 1S73 FOR SALII\llYe TEMPERATURE, 
DHSOL\EO CX~GEN. CURRENT SPHt, CI,;RfiEfll OlRECTICt\, 1111\D SPEED, liiNC 
OIRECTICN, lCTJII.. FHCHHCRUSt PAI<liCULAl£ PHOSPHOI<USt TCHL ORGANIC PJ'CSPtiORUS, 
NITRITE, 1\JlRATEt ttLCRCft)ll A, PH, TlRBlDilYt PHCTCS~NTHETIC RATE, CCUNT Of 
PHYTCPLAN~TCN 1 COLN1 CF ZCCPLAN~TCI\, ElCMASS CF lCCFLAN~TCI\, CCUNT Of OE,ERSAL 
fiSH, CCl;NT Cf PEUGJC FHt-. BICMASS Of CEMERSAl FISt<, BIOMASS CF FEUlGIC 
Fl~~. LEI\G1t Of CE~EFSAL FISt, LENETt Of PtlAGIC FISh, kEIGHT Of DEIIERSAL 
FJSM, ~EIG~l OF PElAGIC FiSH, ~GE tATi~G Cf CERE~SlL FiSh, AGE DATi~G OF 
PELAGIC FISH. ~TCIIACH CCNlE~l ~NALYSIS OF DE~ERSAL FISH• STOMACH CONTENT 
Al\i!USJS Cf PEUGIC f ISht GCNi!tAL OEHLOPMEl-11 OF DEMERSAl FISH, GO"-ACAL 
CE\IEUifii.EI\1 Of fHAGIC Fnloit CC\.Nl CF I!ENlHJC ANIIIALS, BICI!ASS CiF BENTHIC 
i!NJMtLS. A~O SfDlllf~l SI~E ANALYSIS. 
1\AMf HERBERl AU!TIN 
FHCf\E H,..llU 516 .66S 5tCC 
INS 1 JlUTICN CR AGEI\CY NElli 'WORK DCEAI\ .l:CIENCE lABCRAltllY 
STREET CRAHR EE 
CITY MCNlALK 
STATE hE~ 'CR~ 
ZlF CCCE 11«;5<! 
FILE Ni!ME SHCREHAI' 1 ECClCGICAL SllJ£.lES 
GEI\EFAL GECGFAFHIC AFEA NCRTH ATLANTIC OCEAN, ~.s., COASTAL, N.Y. f!GHTo 
lONG ISLA~t SCLI\C, ~~CFE~A, 
H!STPAU 5 STATIONS LOCATED AT SHCAEHAII IIERE SA~PLEO FROM 
JANUARY 1113 TC CECE~8ER 1914 fCR SALINITY, ClSSCL\IEC CX~GEN, WATER 
TEfi,PE FATIJRE, TCTAL SOLIDS, N lTR~TE, NllR IT E. TOTAL CRGAI\IC l'dTRIJGEN, AMMON I A,· 
TCTAI. Ffi.CSfHRLS, (RUICPhOSPHAlEt Fli• TOTAL RI<ALIIIITY, CHLOROPHYLL ,, COPPER, 
NIC~EI., A~O TUR£ICI1~. S~~FLI~G ~AS 01\ ~ MCNTI;l'f A~O Q~A~TERLY BASIS. THE 
QL~RTERLYll SAMFLII\G CCCLP~EO tURING A CIU~NAL ClCLE hllH SAMPLES EEII\G 
CCllECTEt E\ERY 2 HCLRS. 
UI'E 
PHCNE NlM.BER 






516 9~1 62CC )2356 
LONG ISLAND LIGHlii\G CC,FAN'f 





PECC~IC, GAROINERS '~t 
GENHAL GECGI<APhiC ARU 
IRAH, CCASTAL 
SHOI<ELli\E ~~CSICI\ SUR'E' Cf GREAT PECCI\lC, LITTLE ~AfE,GlJE EA1S . 
NCRlli AMERICA, t.s., hE~ ~CR~, ~.~. BIGiiT, LG~G 
AESTR~CT THE EROSlCN~L HI!TCRY Of lHE BEAC~ES ANC flUffS 
ALONG GIIEU PECCNIC. LITHE HCCNICt fiARtJHRS A~O NAPEAGUE SAYS IS CESCRIBEC. 
GECLC£1C HISTORY ANC PRESENT FEATURES Cf ThE !HORELINE ARE DISCUSSED. AN 
!N\IENlCRY OF S~CRELINE CHARACTERISliCS IS PFfSENIEC (SIZE ANALYSIS OF SEtlf!EIITS~ PER CHIT VEGETATICN, EEAC., liiCTt, BEACt: SLOPE, Al\0 ~AN-~ADE ~!~~~!~~~S-~1\~-T~EIR INfLUENCES ON NATLRAL 5~CRE PRCCESSES). PA~T!CUL'R 
:'.'~''! 1 u~r~~ M~~N .. ~~ ~~~~~A~-~~Fll- fRCCE5SES SlCI-1 AS SLIDES AIIO SuBSIDENCE AS -E~~ ~S ~w ,Hf •nf•u~~~~ ur ~~u~MS, ~JNC, AND IIAVES. A BEACH DESCRIPTIVE INDEX 
CCNHUIJI\G ft.fCRfiATICt> CN HCSICI\ OR ACCREllCN Al\0 THEIR RELATIOI\SiifFS TC 




INSliTUliCN Clli AGENt¥ 
CITY 
STATE 
CHAFLES C. H~Rt~ 
Slt 2~t 711C 
I'.AR.ltif SCIHCES 
STU~ BReCK 
FESEARCii Cf~TER, SUNY 
ZIP ecce NEW YCilK 111\iC 
flU fdi'E ~HlliEllNE SURVEY CATA 
GENEiiAL GECGilAPHlC AREA 1\UTH JITUI\TIC, CCASTAlr u.s., CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
EASTERN StCRE, VJRGJ~IA TICAL TRlBUl~lliES 
ABS1RAC1 THE TIDAL SliC~Ell~£ Of 'IRGII\IA HAS EEEN CIVIDEO 
INTO 101 AREAS Al\0 EVE~Y PFOFE~TY kiTHll\ lliE ~ATERSHEO Cf EACH AREA IS VISITED 
BY l~SPECTCRS TO CETER.l'E SCU~CES Of ~ASTE hhiC~ I'IE~T CCI\TPifLTE TC SURFACE 
kiTER PCLLLTJC~. fACH ~RE~ WILL EE SUR~EYEt ~1 SIX ~EAR INTERVALS ~ISTCFICALLY ThE SUFVEY kCR~ WAS LES~ FREQLE~T, ANt lHf ENTIRE WAiERSHED h~S NCl SLR~EHC 
NHE 
FHCNE IHMBER 





CLC~OE ~. WILEY, CIRECTCR 
EC4 710 7t31 
SLRfAl OF SHELLFISH SANil~liCN 





fiLE 1\JII.t SHIHI' ~ 
GEIIEI<AL HOGflAPIHC AREA 1\0lh JlllAI\TIC CCEJ\IIt U.S.~ CCASHL, 1\.Y. BIGHT t 
LCN& ISLAIIC SCUIIC, SliCREMJI~ 
ABSlRACl l1 STATICNS lCCHH Jll SHREfJllo\, LOI\G ISLAND, WERE 
SAMPlH FRU JUlY l9B TO JULY l'.i74 fOR CHORGPH'Ill A, PHOH.lSYIITHETIC RATE, 
COUf>IT OF PI-'HCPLAftKlCII, CCUH Cf ZOCPlAIIKTn, Bl(]MASS CF ZOOPLAI\KTCN, COUNT OF 
DEMEFSJL FISh, CCL~l (F fELA&IC fiSh, EIOi'JlSS Of OEMERSJIL FISH, BICMASS OF 
PELAGIC FISh, LEI\Glli Of CEME~SAL FISt, LENGTh Of PELAGIC FISH, kEIGHl OF 
DEMERSAL FISH, WEIGHT Cf PELAGIC flSht AGE DA11NE CF DEMERSAL flSiit AGE DATING 
OF PELAGIC FISiit STCMACt (01\TE~T A~ALYSIS Cf CEMERSAL FISH, STCMACii CONTENT 
~~JlLYSIS Cf PELAGIC FISh• GCI\ACtL DE\ELOPMENT CF DEMERSAL FISH, GCIIACAL 
CEVELOFMEIIT Of PELAGIC FIS~, CCL~T CF EENTHJC ANIMALS, EICMASS CF BEIITHIC 
JNIM~lSt A~C 5EOl~E~T SllE A~ALYSIS. 
UM f HERBERT All SllN 
fHCI\E HHEF 516 6t8 5EOC 
INSTITUTICN CR AGEH~ 1\HI 'CRK CCEAN SCHNCE UIBUAlCRY 
STFEET CRA~ER EE 
CITY ~C~ltLK 
STATE 1\E~ 'CRK 
Zlf C([E nc;s~ 
FILE N~ME SHCRESCAFE CESCFIPTICNS Of LCNE ISLAND CGASTLINE 
GE~ERAL GEC~FAFkiC APE' NCRTt AMERICA, c.s., CCA~TJIL, ~Ew YORK, LONG ISLAND 
CCA.Sl 
ABSli<ACT H SlX TH 8'1 FCUI< f<IILE $IHS CN lCNG ISLAND, 
SHRESCAPE tESCRIPlCRS Of LAMSCHE J:li'EI\SlCfiSt LAIIJ:FCI<f' CLASSlFJCATlCNS AND .5 
PARALLEL A•t PEI<fENtlCLLAR PROFILES ~RE FECGPDED FCR EAC~ SITE. 
N~H OAVJC 8. li~FPEI< 
fliCI\E HHH 315 473 €741 
INSllllTJCI\ CR AGE~C' CCLLEGE Cf EN~IFC~f'ENT~L SCIE~CE AI\C FCPESTRY 
Sl~EET 31€ ~ARSH~ll HAll 
CITY S~FJClSE 
SHTE ~H YCfll< 
2IF CctE B<:lC 
43C 
FILE N~~E ShOfll lER~ ~CIIIlC~I~G 0~1~ FCR ~Ek JERSEY 
GE~EPAL GEOGF~P~IC APfA NCflT~ A~ERICA, l.S., NEW JERSEY, JERSEY CITY, 
Vll\flt~[, ~ORRISTC~N, ~EkAR~, ~£EHAh~E~t HIGhlSTC~N, CAPE M~Y 
AfSTRACT MOBILE VA~S MCNilCRJNG CIFfERENT AIR PCLLLTANTS 
TRA~ELLEO 10 JER!EY CITY, HIGH151C~N, VI~Ettac, MCPFISTChNt NEkARKt ~EEHAWKEN 
A~D ClPf ~AY, ~E~ JERSEY EEThEEN FEE~U~R¥, 1916 ANC ALG~ST, 1977. FRG~ 
HERlt~Yt 1~16 Tt:RClGt M.AI'Ch 1916t A \.AI\ ~A~ SHliOt.H IN JERSE't (lH AIID 
MCNilCREC C.ARECI\ ~CIICXICE CCCI, S~LFL~ CJCXICf (502), NITROGEN DIOXICE 11\02), 
t'ti:RCU~eo~ (HOl Alit HOKE S~ACE. FRO• JULY, 1916 THROUGH ALGUSJ, 1976, A 
VA~ ~G~ITOFEC CC AI\C SMOKE ShACE IN HlGHTSl(k~ AND CO, ~02 1 ANC SMCKE SHACE IN 
CAPE MAY. FROM AlGl!l, 1916 THFCUGH EECE~BE~, 1976 ' \AN ~ACE ~CURLY CO 
PEACilGS 1~ ~fEtAwi<E~. f~C~ SEFTEMEE~, 1976 THROUGh NOVEMBER, 1~76 A ~AN 
MCNITCREC SC~, N02t CO, AND HCCJ l~ ~E~ARK. AND FRCM MARCH, 1976, THROUGh 
ALGLST 1977 A ~AN M(NITCRED ~C2o SC2, CC A~t S~OKE Sh.CE Ill VINELAND. 
~~'E SENICR EN,IRO~ME~lAl SPECIALISTS 
FHO~E ~lMEER 609 2~2 ~123 
JNSTIT~TICN 0~ AGEI\CY NEW JERSEY fl~EAU OF AIR fCLLLliCN CCNT~Cl 
STREET' l'fDR ft~C l~tlSlPY EUIL[l~G 
CITY lPE~lCN 
STATE NE~ JERSEY 
21F CCCE 08625 
FILE l'l~IH Sli'ULILM \ITIATO lfTHPSUDT: A PClENTUl kATfR 
ClAlllY l~tiCAlC~ 
GENERAL ~ECGRAFHIC A~El ~CRTH AMERICA, L.S., COASTAL, PENNSYL~A~IA, 
SOlT.ERN ChESlER CCL~TY, CELA~ARE, ~OFTHE~N Nflo; CASTLE COUNTY, Rft CLAY CREEK 
lfSTRACT ThiS FILE INCLLCES WATER QlAlll'1 DATA PERTINENT TO 
A STLOY CF 6LACKFLIES (SIMULILM 'ITIATL~ ZETTERSTECTJ I~ THE REC CLA~ CREEK 
~ATERSHEC Cf SCUTHEA~ ChESTER CCUNTV, PENNSll\ANIA AND IIO~THERN NE~ CASTLE 
COlNlY, DELAIIAI<E. •nH 'UJLIT't FAilAI'ETUS f/EASU~EC INCLUDE NilRAH, 
PJ-,CSPkATEt AM~Ot-U, CCLIFCI<MS, lii\C, fCI:a IRU;, THPERHURE, Pt, DISSCLVEO 
CXYGE~, TURE1CJT~, A~t flY LAF~AE CCLNTS. ltiS OATA IS l~CLUDEC IN A~ M.S. 
TliESI~t 1~14, lNI\EPSilV (f DEL~WIRE E' SVE£ t'ICE~ All. 
~A~E ftlll E~~EUTJS 
FHCNE 1\lMBER 3C2 73S 2~2E 
lNSTilUliC~ CF AEE~C' UN1\ERSIT~ Cf CELAIIARE 
ST~Efl CEPJI~T~Er.T tf EIITCfiCLCE~ 
CITY NEIIAP~ 
STATE CEltllt~E 
ZIP ecce 1S711 
li31 
FILE 1\~I'E SIMLLIUM 11ITTAH~- A PClftiTIAl liATEfl QUALITY 
11\tiCITCR 
(ifHIIAL GECGIIAPJ\IC A~EA NCUI-: A~ERICAt IJ.S., tELAURE, REt CLAY CI<EEK 
AllSlRJICT UH .. G SIX SlATUI\S IN TtiE REtl CLAY CREEK, lARVAl 
CC~HS Cf HiE O!PTERA, SIMt.llll"' \llUlliM lriEI<E COMPJIREO 1C MEJ!SUREMOTS OF 
TEMPEI'AllRE, TUlliO ITYt PI-:, CISSCLHO CXYEEN, AMfiOI\U, 1-lllRATEt 
CRTHUf.tiSFHH, BICCHMICJIL CXU:EN teto!ANDt ctliFClH< llACTERIAt IRCN, lii\C MID 
CllFPER. SAMPUI\G SHES IIERE CH05EN FCR FRCHMITY TO A \ULCAI'fiZEt FIBER PLAH. 
fiAfi·E IHER-llfUI<Y lUt< 
ftiCNE /ll~E ER 302 13c H~ 5 
lNSliTt.;llCI\ Cfl AHU:Y UNI'oiEilSJTY CF OELJIWAREt MORRIS liBRARY 
STREET SO~TM CCLLEGE A\EI\lE 
CITY NEIIARK 
!TAlE tELJIIiAflE 
ZIP ecce 1~111 
FIlE NM!IE 
A fOlEIITUL UlEI< HJILll'l 
GEIIEIIAL GECGIIa!PtHC JIHA 
cu-. CfiEEK 
SIMULIUM VlTTATlJI. ZETTERSTEDT 4DIPTERA: Sif!Uli lOAf) 
UitiCATCR 
NO~T~ AMERICA, u.s., NORTiikESTERN DELAwARE, REO 
AfSTUCT PRESENTED IN REPCRl FOIIM ARE DATA COLLECTED DURING 
A SHDY COfiCllClllC 111 1973 CN TH REO CLAY CREEK, CHUiARE TO CHERIHNE IF HiE 
LARUE Cf A CCfi#IUi IfiSECl SPECIES, TH 6LACKFLY SlHUUii UTTATIIMt COULD BE 
USED ~S All IRCICAT(~ DFGJNIS~ Cf ~Al£R 'LAliT\. 
NAJ!E MGFIC IS llfllAIIY 
FliClfiE llli'EER 3C2 73€ 2455 
INSTITLTICN ClP AGE~C' UIII~ERSITY CF OEllkARE 
till 1\EkiR~ 
HATE CEUURE 
2IF CCCE 1~111 
FILE Ntll£ 
GEt<E~Al CECfFAP~IC AREA 
EERMUOA TC KE' ·E~l 
51PllNCllA CF kEHEPtt tiCilTH .ATUNTIC 
NC!ntf AT lAtH JC• COASTAL, I;.,S., NOVA ~COllA TO 
AeSTRHT S IPUI\CUUI IDENTIFICATION AND OISTRIBLTICN IN THE 
kESlERI\ ~CFlli ATLAIIlJC. SHELf, SLCPE• RISE ANt ABYSSAL PLAIN FROM 1\0~A SCOTIA 
TO l!ERH.OA TC KU HST kJU ~A.Xli'Lfl JllfCili'HlCN EETiiHN 32 TO 36 CEG foiORTH ON 
1~~ SlCFE. . 
NAME 
FHUE HHEF 





e .. e. CllUP 






FILE lllfrf Sllf'E MCLOS Cf HE DISMAl St!AMP AND THE liOEkATER 
~~~£A 
GEUUl GECUAftiC AFH IJ•S•t CCASTAL, fi.CRTH ATLANTIC, CHE~APEAI<E BAYo 
tiS~Al SWAMP, 'JRGJ~lA 
AilSTilACT . . . SUilVEY Cf HE SliME MOLDS fCUND IN THE DISMAL 
SWAMP, VA Aflt ltWER CHESAFE,KE EA' AREA. SL~VEY 11\CLUtES tllSERVATICNS Of 
EN~IFO~MENlAl fACTCilS AT CCLLECllCh SITE. 
~~~~~ Pill KIRK 
fHC·NE ~HilER llCit-469-8000 
INSliTIJliON CR AGEIICY (LC tO~INICN UIII\EilS1TY 
Sl~EEl JNS111U1E OF OCEANOGRAPHY 
ern iiC~<Hu 
STATE VIRGI~IA 
liP CCOE 23506 
f ll E NAME Sf< All MAHf'ALS AIIC GRClittt CCVEI< IN SUCCESS ICNAL 
F IEUS 
GENERAL GECGilAPHJC A~EA NCIHH AI'EiliC.A, l.S., NEW JERSEY, 1-cUTCMSON MEMORIAl 
FUEH 
AllSTR.4Cl TfiE PlRFCSE CF THIS STtU IS TC FUIH!fEI< INVESTIGATE 
TH llEUTIUStiJP EETIIEEN TH SFECIES Of SMllL MAMMALS PRESENT IN ABANDONED 
flELCS ANC THE U!ClNT CF VEGETJITIVE CCVEII. JliE FIElD ~CRK CISTlNGUIStiES AMONG 
DlFFEllHl STRlCTUI!AL CClt\F IGlJRH lC/IS Of fi~CUC COVER AttC HOW THE DIFFERENT 
CO~fiGURATICNS APE UllliZEt BY T~E S~~ll ~A~~ALS. 
UH ~EFEilHCE LIBRARIA~ 
fHC~E •ttff~ 201 1!1 l16E 
JNSlllUliON C~ AGEt;CY LIBRARY Cf ~EOIC!Nf ANt SCIENCE• I!UTGERS UNIVERSITY 
CITY NEW f~LNS~ICK 
~TATE hEW JE~SEY 
ZIP CCit£ CEH3 
FILE "tfi.E SMALL SCALE SPATIAl DI.STUEUTICNS CF PCNC 
fHHCFLAU lOt. 
GEt<ER~l GiCGRAPtiiC AI!EA ~CRTH AJ<EPICA, u.s., CELAWARE, HOCKESSIN 
AB~lRACT ~~~OlE kATER SAflflfS kfRE TAKEt; AT T~~EE SCALES OF 
SMALL SCALE SPJTIAl SEFAFATICN FROM .4 POND IN NORThERN CiELAhARE TC OES~RISE 
JINCi IN'rEHIGATE T~E MTUH Of SII'LL SClU ftiYlCPlAfii<TCII CISTRIELiTICNS. SAMPLES 
hERE CCUEClEt 0 t.CVEflllfll. 12, 1<;75 FRCM 'i4 STATIONS AND hERE AI\ALYlED AS JC 
SFECIES CElERfll~ATICN ANt NUflfERS PfF SPECIE! PER 51Al10N. 
NAME 11\TE~LIBI<A~\ LCA~ 
f~C~E NlJMEEF ~C~ 13~ 222E 
IN~liTlliCN CR AGE~C' U~l,EFSITY Cf CElA~ARE ~CRRJS LIBRA~-. 
CJl' ~E·~~K 
HATE tEl~II~RE 
ZIF COtE l«ii711 
FlU NHt 
PHYlOFUNI<HN 
S~ALL SCALE SPAll~l DISTRIBLTICNS CF PCNO 
NCRlli AI-~ERICA, L.~., CELHARE, HQCJ<£SSH tf~E~Al GEOG~APHIC AREA 
AfSlR~CT WHCL£ W~TER S~MfLES WERE TAI<Eh AT T•AEE SCALES CF 
SEfA~AliCN HUll' A FChD II\ 1\01<11-EI<N DELAINARE TC DESCRIBE 
~ATUPE CF Sf/All SCALE FMlOPlAI\KTG~ DlSTRIBlJTICI\S. 
SMALL !CAlf SPATIAL 
A~C ~~~ESTIGATE TtE 
1'\AM E 
PHONE NU!EEF 






3C2 13S 2455 
LNI\ERSITY CF DELAWARE, ~CRRIS LIBP~~y 
SOLlt COllEGE AVENUE 
r.U.HI< 
!lEU ~iRE 
1 S71l . 
fiLE tUtU 5MITtlPCIH 
€EIIHH UCHAPHC ~I<El NGI<H ATLANTIC CCEAN, u.s., N.Y. SIGHT, CCASTAlt 
LONG ISLAI\t, SUFFCLK CCLNT~, SlillHPCI~l 
IIIJSTIIIICT Y IHt Of HNJIHC PLAI'ilS AND SPECIES OETEIH"ll\ATICN 









C~RI! 8IEMILLER, t~AD Of M'RINE RESOURCES SECTIO~ 
516 2:!4 2E21. 
SUFFCLK CCLNTY,DEF,RTMENT CF EN~I~CNMENTAL CONTROL 
1324 MOTOR PARK.Al 
ULFFALGE 
1\E" 'tC RK 
117f1 
fIlE N.lll< E S~ IlhfOit. 1 
GENER'L GEOER~PtiC ~REA NC~lt .llllANTIC CCEAN, L.S., N.Y. SIGHT, COASTAL, 
lONG IILANC, SLFFClK CCL~lV, S)llHFOINT 
A8SlR,Cl YIElt CF Ef~TtlC PL,NTS AND SPECIES DETERMINATICN 
Of S~lltPtiNT ¥.11RSH lJINC! •ERE CCNCLCTED Al 15 STATICNS FRCM M'V 197~ TO 
DECEI<EH 1 ~ 1:. 
"''" f PHONE Nl~EU 





CHRIS IJIEMILLER, ~EAD Gf ~A~l~E RESCL~CES SECTICN 
.516 234 2622 ' 
SlFFCLK CCUHY,CEFAIITH~l (F ENVIRONI'EIIHL CCNTRCL 




flU tOlit $1\Ct. GOCSE MID ERII~l tiAHEST 
GENERftl GEO(J<JlPI-IC MlEA. 1\CHI- III'EflJCJl, l.S., NH JER~n 
AESTRACT FIEL~ !lR\EY CATA CN tU~TER HARVEST CF SNCW GOOSE 
ANC B~ANT IS RffCRlEC FCP ~CVEMEER 11-ROlGh DECEMBER, 1~16. THIS OAT~ IS 
CCf!PAREC WITh liUHER QlEHICI\td!IH CH.II ~S hEll AS DAH CF HE t...S. fiSH AND 
ldlCLIH SEilvlC£. SlliCY II<EtS 11\CLUE fRI€ANTINE, RHCS-A8SECOh, OENI'<IS CREEK, 
1-EJSLEflVILL£, f(G lSL,I\C, Al\0 a~CI<-NIINTU)A~T. 
hAME FRIMifAl FISHF HS 6ICLCGTST 
PtiQH 1\IJMH HS ~<.i2 HH 
11\SlllUIICI\ (fl ~GfNCY NE~ JERSEY CEFAI<T~ENT OF ENVIROI\MENTAl PROTECTION 
CIVISJCII Cf fiSt. c;~I'E, Al\0 SHLlflSIHR IES, HREAU Of ~llOLIFE I'ANAGEMENT 
SHIEH F.(. eo lH<.i 
CITY TREt\lCI\ 
~lATE 1\Eh JERSEY 
lJP COCE C€625 
FILE II~IIE SNOW GOOSE, BRANT HARVEST 
GEI\EilAL GECGFAFhiC AilE' ~CFTH JIIIEPIC,, u.s., NEt. JERSE~ 
~fSTRACT . FIElO SURVEYS FFC~IDE lhfO~~~TIO~ CN HU~TER HARVE~T 
CF SfiiJII GEfSf .oiNt filtH C\H ' CNE YEAil PER lOt. CCI'FAIHSONS BETWEEN DEPARTI\Et.T 
OF EN~IRCNMENTJL PRCTECllG~ SLR\EYS AfiD U~lTEt ST.IITES FISh .IINC ~ILDLIFE 
SL~VEY! ARE REFCRTEC. 
"'~f fH!;NE t-HHR 
INSTITLTICN CR ftGE~CY 




llf CCC E 
PRI~CIP.IIL FIShEFIES BICLCGIST 
tOS 292 66S6 
NEW JERSEY CEPAillMENT OF ENVIRCN"E~lAL PRClECTIO~ 
S~EllfiSHfi<IES, EullEAU (f MILOLIFE MANAGEMENT 




fl~:~::~: SOCIAL CRGtiiiZAliC~ ANt EE~'VIOR Cf THE SEASICE 
GENERAL GEOGRAFHIC AREA NC~lt tTLAIIliC, CCAST.l, u.s., ~EW YORK, LONG ISLA~t, GRE'T SCllt Btl 
ABSTRACT IN~ESTIGATICII Cf lhE ECCLCGY ANC 8EHJIVICR Of THE 
SE.IISICE Sf.llllRCk ~Ilh. CB!ER~AlJCNS CF fECiiNCITV, SEX FATICS, CISTillELTICNS ~~U 
TERFITCFIES. THE 51ATIO~S \tRY I~ BI<EEDII\~ SEASO~. TII'E SPENT IN FORAGING, 
SI~GI~E ANt CltEP cft~VlC~IIL ACTl~lllES A~E NCTEC. . 
hll~f liBRARIA~ 
FhC~E ~L~EER 919 7!1 33E~ 
INS111U1ICN OR AGENC'f i\OFlt CIIJlCl.HA ~UTE liiiV£1<5llY 
STRE£1 ~.~. HILl liBRAR~ 
CIT~ F~LEI~t 
STATE 1\(RlH c•R(ll~A 
21F CCCE ~7ECi 
435 
FilE IIA~E SOU SUR\IEY Of lCCOf<AC CCUNTY, VIRGINIA 
GEHIUL GEOGRAPMC ARE/\ NORHi Afi.ERICA. 1. .. ~ ... IIHGII\U, HCCI'\AC COUt\TY 
ASSTUCT A SCIL SURVf'¥ Of ACCOMC COUNTY• VIRGINIA liAS 
CONCLClED. THJ! SURVEY I~CLLCES STL01ES 'NC CESt~lfllCI\S CF THE SOILS IN 
ACCOMAC CCIJNTY, AS t.fll AS ~APS CCI'\PilED FRCI!. AfRUl Pt-.OTOGR.CPt'S Of THE COUNTY,. 
UU PETRI 
PHOI\E 1\lHEfl 1Ci3 951 6461 
INSTITUTION OR AGENCY \IRGINIA FCLYTECH~IC l~STITUT£ 
STREET AGRCI\OY CEFT 
CIT' BlAC~SBURG. 
SlATE IIIRGII\1~ 
HJ: CCtE 240tl 
FILE Nlf!E 
GE~EiiAl GECG~AP .. lt AREA 
CCtil\1'\ 
<OIL SLRVEY Cf CLRJ!ITUCK CCiil\lY 
MlliH .tMER ICAo li .. s., NORTH CAROLINA, CLRRITUCK 
.tES TI<ACT CCUtHY SOIL SURV.EY INCU;DES GENERAL SOil 
ASSOCIJIHCNSt DESCRIPTIO.il: (f SCll TYfES, UGINEEiiiNG PRCPERTIES OF SOIL 
TYPES. Pt\'SICGI<AFtiY• HllEf, CI<PII\~Gf Al\1: ~CtHHL'V MAHHUI!, 1'11\II",UM, Al\0 MEAN 
TEI'PUiATIJREt R#U, At.O SI\CkHLL. 
NAME HlEEFT J,. £YRC 
FHNE ~IJftEER SlS iSS 42Cl 











FILE 1\AfrE SCIL SUI:W£YS CF 1\EW YCRI< STHE 
GEI\ERAL GEOGRAPhiC .CREA NCRTH AI'ERICA, L.S., ~Eh YCI<K 
AllSTRACT SCil SCHNTISTS ARE MAPPII\G All THE COUNTIES Hi l\Eii 
YCRI< STATE UCEPT HOSE • JltiN ThE CIH Cf l\fll 'tCRI< U. THE SCALE Cf 4 IJiiCHES = 
1 SQL~RE ,ILE AS PAJCT Cf THE 1\ATICtAL IN'E~TCRY CF SCILS .. ASCUT 4C 
fiELt\ICFKERS WCRK fULLHME CN li-IS EffCRl lC MAP THE SCILS OF THE ENTIRE 
SlAT£. COLNTIES SLR\>E'tEO INCU.CE; JEFfERSCN, ST. l.cliR£1\CE, FPAI\KUI\o CLINTCN, 
ESSEX, NIAEARA~ CRLEA~S, ~CI\~CE, WAYI\E, CShEGC, ONEIO'y HERKIHE~, HA~ILTCN, 
FIJLTCN• liJlRREN, SAI\ATCt:A, loiASHINCilCN, RENSSELAER, AlBANY, SCHENECTACY, 
SCHOtARJE. MCNlGCMER~. OlSEGC, Chf~A~G(~ ~IC!!CN# CCR1LA~C, o•c~DAG., 
TCJP~I~St C~YUG~, Sf~EC.C, YATES, C~TARID. LIVINGSJCN, GE~ESEE: hYDM!NG. ERIE, 
CCtUi'iiH li, H<HI\E, C ELA liAR E, BRC{lf'E, llCG_.e. Ct'.fP/UfiGo SCt'l.i~lER, S Hlii!H o 
tLLE{A~Y, CAJTARAlGlSo ChAUTAUGUA, SULLIVANt ULSTER• CRANGE, DUTCHESS, PUTfiAMr 
ROCKLA~O. ~ESTC~E~TE~, 5Uff(LK, ~~SS.tL . 
AAMf 0~ GERALD k CLSCA 
FHC~E ~l~I!E~ 6C7 256 3267 
INSHTUlJC~ CR AGENC~ Clli<NELL LNI\IERSIH 
STFEET 1(1 ERACfiElO hALL 
CIT' lltACA 
Sl,TE NEll \CRI< 
liP CCtf 14B53 
fiLE NA"E !CLAR Al\0 "ETECRClCGICAL tATA 
GENERAL GECEf~PhiC ARE' NC~lt AJE~ICAo U .. S., 1\EW JERSE~ 
ABS1RAC1 SCL~I< ANt I'ETEC~CLCGICAL C~TA HAVE EfEN CCLLECTED 
CCI\T!I\UOUSLY AT fCUF STAT ICI\S IN NEll JERSE'Y SINCE LHE 1'>76-EARLY 1CJ71 IN 
ll~DER 10 CI!TAI~ INfC~HATIC~ FCF FO~Sl6LE SCLAR APPIC~TICIIS WJT~IN THE 
TERUlCRY Cf THE PLELIC SERVICE ELECli'IC Jlfl[ GAS CCMP,NY. MEASUREO PARAMETE:RS 
JhClliOf GLCSAL lll\C tJFFUS£ Sf<Y PIICIAliOII• OR'W BULB lt-D I:EW PCII\T HMFE~ATURESt 
EAROfiHRJC PRESSURE, .tl\0 kiNO SFEfll AfiD DIRECTIC~. 
1\AfiE Sfi\ICR EI\~I~EEP-ELcCTRIC~l DIVISION 
FHCNE HH ER 2iH f.< 1 6E:CC 










FILE ~~HE SCL~R ~tOI~TION hOlRLY 2c( 
EE~E~AL GECGF~FHIC A~f· ~CFTt ~'E~ICt, l.S. 
~BSl~A(l 25CCCCC CBSE~\ATIONS CONTAJNil\G SCLAR RACI~TION AND 
FELATEC CAT~ F~CM 31 STATION! 1~ ThE ~N-TED STATES fCR THE PERIOD JllY 1952 TO 
tATE. CLE TO A SERlES Of CJRClM!TANCES, HLCH Cf THE SCl~R R~OIATIDA DATA ON 
FILE AFE NCk CCNSICE~EC SlSfECT EY ltE NATlCNAl kEATtER SERVICE. TtE PROBLEM 
IS 6EIH EXAMil\EC AJ\t (OI!RfCTiliE MEASURES ARE BEitiG PROPOSED. EXAMIMTION OF 
TtE RECCR£! INCICITES l~Al TtE MEASUPE~ENTS I~ THE EXTRE~E, ~AY RUN fROM A FEk 
PERCENT HIGH TO 2C 1( !0 FERCENT LCh. Ttf DATA ARE AVAILABLE ON DIGITAL 
~AGN£11C T'fE FPC~ NCC. 
NAME 
FkC !If M.ilolfH 






10~ 2~4 (Stl )0~03 





FILE tMH SC~E ~SPECTS (f fCfUUlJCN STRUCTURE, tENSITY ANC 
tlSTFJBUTICN OF TkE Sl!FRt-TitAL tMPHIPCO• ULCRCHESliA LO~GICCR~IS, 1/1 THE 
C~ESAPE,I~£ BAY APE~. 
GENE~Al GECG~,IPt!IC AFEA 
ASS TRACT 
lO~GICCR~JS, WERE STUCIEC 
ALONG l~E C~ESAPEA.E SA~ 
NCRT~ ATLANTIC, CCASTAL, U.S., CHESAPEAKE BAY 
PCPllA11(~5 CF ,I EEAC~ A~PHIFOC, TAlCRCtESTJA 
USING MARK-REC~PllRE METI-ICOS AT SEVEIIlEEN LCCATIONS 
~ /.fl f 
PHON£ H~llER 





VAPJEGATUS IN SC~TtERN 
GENERAl GEOGRAPHIC APEA 
EAY 1 INCIA~ PI~EP fAY 
u e ~AP UN 






SOME ~SPECTS OF ThE LIFE Hl5TO~Y OF CYPPl~COON 
DHAkA liE 
~OPT~ 'TLA~TJC, CO~STAL, U.S., OELAkARE, REHOBOTH 
ABSTFACl THE LIFE MISTCRY CF THE SH£EPS~EAD 'INNCW, 
CYFRI~(DCN ~~RIEEA1US hAS JN\ESTIGATEt IN !E~ERAL CO~SlAl BAYS OF DELAhARE. 
THE CATA GATHE~ED 15 JNCLLCEO IN ~N U~FLBLISHED M.S. THESIS LCCATED lti THE 
LNIV£R51T, Cf CELAh~·E Ll£FA~,. 
~t~E LlB~ARl~N 
FHCH HH!£11 3C2 738 2455 
INSTITUTION CR A(f~CY MORRIS LIB~A~Y 
SHEET UNlltEI<SIH OF CfLAhARE 
CIT\ ~E~A~~ 
ST~Tf CEL~kARE 
ZIP CCCE l'i711 
FILE NAfo!E SOH EFfECH Cf fLNGICJCES ct. ESTABLISHC ~PPLE 
SCAB LE~f lESIC~S 
'ENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA ~O~lH ~MERlCt• l.S •• ~IREl~IA, FRECERICK COUNTY, 
CELAhtFf, ~Ek c•STLECCL~lY 
ABSlRACl FRESENTEC IN REFCRT fCPM APE CATA CCLLECTEC CURING 
STUDIES CCI\CtJCHC tli<ING 1960 H 11-.E ldfiCHSlER FRliT HSEARCH USCRI!TCRYr 
ltii<Gll\JA A~C TtE HE~C~lES EXPERIMENT ST~TICh, DEL~h~R£ C~ THE EfFECTS OF 
fUt.GICIDES 011 fSTAEllSH£ lPHE SC~B LEAF LESICIIS liHER CCNOilJONS CF O~f' 
SfRH ~FPLICAJ lCll Cll I'RH JCLSLY Ul\SFHYEC lllHS. ALSO llEPORTEC AHE ThE 
FUNGICIDAL ~AllES Cf THE flliGICIDES LSED I~ THE ll\WESTIGATION AS OElERMINEC l~ 
AGAR FLITE lE~l~ IN ltE llB~AR,. 
lA~E ~CRRIS LIBRAR\ 
PHON£ NlMSE~ 3C2 738 2455. 
lNSTITUTICN OR AGEIIC' llii\ERSil\ CF DEL~hARE 
CITY l\Eh~R~ 
~l~JE DElt~A~E 
21F CO[£ 19111 
filE 1\HE 
TliREE OAK ~PfC IES 
GENEFAl GECGF~FHJC A~Et 
NEt.AR~ 
SC~E EfFECTS OF GREY S'ILIRRELS ON REGENERATION CF 
NC~TH AMERICA, L.S., DELAkARE, NEa CASTLE CCUlllV, 
AfSTFA(l FRESENTEC IN REPORT FOR~ ARE DATA CCLLECTED DURIIIG 
SlUOIE! CCliOlCTED IN 1972 AND 1913 I~ A DECJCLOUS ~CCCLCT. NEh~RK, DELAWARE, 
TG DflfR~I~E l•E EffECTS Cf GRA) S'liJ~RElS tSCIURUS CAROLINEJISISJ CN THE 
RfGENfPATJCNCF TtRfE.OIK SPECIES: WHIT£ OAK, NORThERN REO OAK A~O BLACK OAK. 
EMPHASIZED ARE UJ THE 'IUHJT'I ~1\C HALIH CF ACOPIIS f'ROOUCEO, (21 ACORN 
PPECITICN BV S'UlR~£LS All[ CT~ER S~All RCCENTS A~O 13) TtE AGE STRLCTLRE GF 
T~E C~K PCFLLATIC~. 
t.AH 
PHONE r.VEER 




MCI<F I~ LJfRilRY 
3C2 BE -'455 . 





FlU tiU'If SOME EFFECTS CF lEMPERAllRE AI\D SAlli\IlY Cfl THE 
LIFE fRCCESSES (f U.E HRJPED ¥llliFISil FUHllilUS MAJAliS (liALB~UIH 
GE~ERAl GEOGRAPhiC ~REA NCRT~ AMERICA• l.~ •• OElAkARE. COASTAL 
AB~lRACl . THIS 11\\ESTI~ATICI\ STUDIED SC~E EFFECTS Of 
ieMPEFATURE AND ~Alll\11~ LPON ltE STRIFED ~llllflSH• fUNttlUS M~JAllS. ITS 
OBJECli\IES IIERE 11-RHFOLC:: TC CETERI!HE ltE HJTCHIJIIG TIMES, SUES ~NC DRY 
hE IGHS CF EI<SI<YCS l!IClJilH Et AT C If FE fiE NT lEHERATliRE • S.~UNl n ANt CXVGEN 
CO~OHICI\S* TC OESHWE UE CX~GEN LPTAK.E CF H6Rl(~ I.IIDfR DlffEREtil TE~PERAlLR~- SAlltllY CC~Eli\AliCI\S; AI\C TC CETERMli\E LET~Al TE~PERATURE­
SALlliTY CC,.Bl~ITICI\S FOR DIFFERfNT LifE lil5TCRY STAGES. 
NAME liBRARIAI\ 
PHCi\E 1\i.:i'I:Ei< 30.2 t45 66 ill INSllTUliC~ CR ACE~CW U~IVERSITY CF DElAWARE, MARI~E STATION LIBRARY 
CllY lflli:S 
SHU CEUk.JPE 
UP tetE 1S5~8 
FilE ~A.I'E SOME EFFECTS OF lEMPERAH.Rf Ai\0 SAliNITY CN THE 
l.IfE fRCCESSE S CF ltE HRlP ED 1\Illl f!Sii fUJICiwLI.IS. MAJ.~llS IWALSAI.ii"J 
GElln!\l UCGUH!IC Af<U . NC~Ut AHERICA, t. .. s •• COASTALt OEL"WARE 
ABSTR!\CT THIS INVESTIGATICi\ STUDIED SO~E EffECTS OF 
TEMfEF~TURE AND ~~LINITV UPC~ l~E STPIFEO ~ILLIFISh, FLNCULUS i'AJALIS. ITS 
OBJECTIVE( hERE THilEEFOLO: TO CElERt<HE TH t!HCt!liiG TIMES, SIZES ANC CRY 
l!EIG.TS ci E~8RYC! li\CUBtlEC AT CIFFEFENT 1£MfERATl~E, SAllNITW ANO CXYGEN 
CO~tllJONS; TO OESERVE HE CXHEN UPHI<E Cf U0.6RYCS IJMlER DIFFEREI\T 
lEMPERAltRE-SAll~llY CCMBI~ATJCNS; A~C TC CETERMIN£ LEThll 
TE~fEFA!UR£-S.6llNilY CCfi!BU.AllChS fCR [JffERfNT LIFE liiSTORV STAGES .. 
~·~~ JCHa C. B~l!Gfl 
FHC~E fl:lHEF 302 ne 44G3 









FILE UH S014E EFFECTS Of THE TARfll~HEV PLAtiT BUG, Ll.GUS 
LIIIECLAPIS (PALJSCT DE llE'L'Cl5J• CN PEfPEP TPA~SPLA~TS 
EEIIEfAl GECGFAFhiC ARfA NORT~ A~ERICAw L.! •• CELA~AREo tiEhARK, BRIDGEVILLE 
ABSTRACT PRE!ENTEC IN REFCRT FOR~ ARE CATA COLLECTED DURING 
Flfl[ AIIC LABCR,TORY STUDIES CCNCUCTEC I~ ~E~ARK A~O BRICGI~IllE, CELAWARE 
CURING 1~61 Ai\0196~ TO CElERMitiE ~HElliER THE TARNIS~E[ PLAI\T BlGt LYGUS 
LIIIECLARI!t IS CAPIBLf CF CAUSIII& SIG~IFJCAIIT BUC AND BLOSSOM DROP Ill PEPPERS 
ANt ThEREBY AfFECli~G CROP 'lELC5. 
IIAI<E ,CR~JS llfF~FY 
FHCNE tL,BER 3C2 13£ 2455 
INS1!1(1!CN C~ j(f~CY UNIVERS!TV CF CEL.~ARE 
CITl NE~AFK 
ST IT E CEUI .. ARE 
ZIP CCOE 1 «;711 
flU ll~l'f S.CME ENVIROII'~EiilAl COtiSIOE.RATICNS GF IMFClJI\OEO 
TID-L M'RSHES C~ ~CS,UITO ~Nt kATER BI~C PREVALENCE. LITTLE CREEK hiLCLIFE 
AUI• tfUURE 
GENERAL GEOGRAfHIC ARE~ NCI<Tit Af<ERJCA, l:.S., CElA~UE, I<HT CClli\TY, liTTLE 
CREE• ~ILCLJFE 'RE' 
ABSTRACT fRE!EI\TEC Ill REFCRT FCRI' ARE tAlA CCLLECTED DURING 
A flElt HLO't CCNtLCTED FROM AFRJL !Stl 10 CCTC8ER lSt\2 CN TtiE LITTLE CREEK 
WILDLIFE AREA,CEUI-.ARE. HP.ASilEC JRE ~GUHJC IHRC POPULATIONS AND THE 
EIIVII<CI\,ENTAL FACTCRS k~ICh SEEM TO AFFECT THEIR NLI'BERS AND THE f~ClORS 
lii"U IM MCSQtiHO POPLLATIOt.! ill HE If!FOLNilEC fo!AilSJi AREAS. 
NA~E I'CR~IS lJER~PY 
fJ.CNE t.ll'ffR 302 131: 24~5 
JNSTITLTICII' Cl< AEE~CY UNIVERSITY Cf CELA~ARE 
Cll'l I'IEUF.I< 
STATE tELA-ARE 
ZIP CCC£ 1<;711 
fiLE NAME SG~£ li~CRCG~APHIC CCNCITICNS FCLNt Ill kiNTER IN 
LOIIER CtESAFEAI<E fAY A~O TtiElR PCSSHLE EffECTS ON Bllf CRAS (CAllii\ECTES 
SIPJCUS RAlhBUii) PCFLLATICt. 
GENERAL GEOGRIF"I( AF£' L.S., CO~STAlo ~CRT~ ATLANTIC, LOWER C~£SAPEAKE 
En, IJUGJI\U 
ABS lRACl 
CRAE [Rft(f fl5~ER~ 
N~ME 
FHH 1\t.i~EU 




HNHn ACCCuH OF Jo!Y£RCG~AFIHC OAH AN£: COMMERCIAL 
IN lOWER CHE~AFEAKf eA' IN TJo!E liiNlfF (f 1948-1~4S. 
Ll Ell ~R JH 
H~-t~2-.2lll 




FILE Nt~f SCME CBSER~ATICaS C~ THE SECI~ENTS CF T~E DELAWARE 
RIVER !CLTh Cf ~J!~laCTC~ 
Cif!IEI<Al HCG~APtlC AREA NCRlh AI'EfilCAt L.S., CELA~Jli<E, NCRTHRN f'<EW CASTLE 
cn~n 
,ESTRACT GEOlOGICAL DATA F~CM A SE~If5 Cf CCRES TA~EN DURING 
ThE SllMIIER Cf 1971 fRO A TEST fCRIMi IN TH DEUI.allRE RIVER AOJACH<T TO THE 
CEL~~~RE I'E,.CRI~l BRICGE ~RE PRESENTE& IN REPORT FCRI'. THE DATA INCL~OE 
PIIHRALCGV 1 TEXTURE J\H PAUNCLCO Of H-E SfOIMEI\T SA,.FLES. STUCV Cf THE 
OEFOSITICNtl E~~lRCN~£~1 tf THE CELA .. ARE ·l~ER LEACS TO INTERFRETATICN Of IHE 
GECLC(l(Alll RECENT hlSlCRV Cf ThE RJ\ER. 
NAPIE RCEEI<l R. J(R[A~ 
flhCIIE ~t.Hfll 302 13E 2833 
IN!llllliCN CR AGENC' CELA .. ARE tECLCElC'l SURVEV 
ST~EET LNIVERSll' OF CflA~A~E 
(Ill ~E·I~K 
Slll£ CEL·~-~E 
liP CCtE l~ill 
FILE '-'H 
CiENERAl GECGUPiiiC ARU 
BIV, ll'itH~ f!.ll'Y 
SOME PCPULATICN tYNAMICS OF THE £LLE CRAB 
NCRUi ATUNllCt l..S., CCASHL, CEUWARE, REHOBOTH 
AfSTR~CT DAl~ CN THE SIZE FREQUE~CIES ~NC PCFt.l~TID~ 
OENSITIEl Of THE Blt.E CR~e It. tELAWARE W'T£RS, FRO~ ftUEUST lS69 TO JLLY l91C 
ARE PRESENT££ 'ND CJ5ClS!ft. 
NAME JC~~ C. EFVSCN 
HCNE H.-,eER 3C2 t76 44C3 






(ENEFAL GECGFAFHJC AREA 
RE.CECTH E,V, J~tJt~ FJ~EP 
CCVEP 
CElt .. AI<E 
ISSC I 
SCM£ FOPULATJG~ CVt.AMICS Of ThE hARO CLAM 
NO~TH ~TlANTlCt L.S., CCAST~l, OELA~~R~, SCUTHERN 
,BSTFAtT OAT~ ON THE 51lE FRE,LENC!ES AND PCPULAliCN 
OENSllJES Cf TtE li.RC Clt~ JN tEl~W-RE W~TER!, FRCM A~GU!T 1969 TC JLLV 1970• 
. A~E FRE!fNlE[ ~NC CISCUSSEO. 
~A~E JC~~ C. BFVSC~ 
HOM fll#IEER 302 Of 'i4C3 









GENEF~L GECEF~PhlC ARE~ 
CF Rffl(f fRf~~-tlE~ 
442 
SC~E PCPUl~TIC~ CV~A~lCS Cf THE AMERICAN LCBSTER 
NCRTH ATLA~TIC, L.S., CCASTAL, DELA~ARE BAY, HARBOR 
AE!lR~CT OAT~ CN THE SllE fFE,UENCifS A~D PCPlJl~TIC~ 
DENSITIES Cf T~E A~EFIC·~ lCESTER IN CEL~~~~E WATERS, FFC~ AUGLST l~es TO JULY 
1970, AFE fRESENlEt J~C [JSCUSSEC~ 
I'IAI"E JCH C. BF~SO 
PI'CH HHH 302 tH 44C3 








fiLE N~~E SO~E PCPUL~TIC~ [1~AMIC! Cf THE BLUE CRAB 
'ENERAL GfOERAP.lC AREA NC~Th AlLlNliC, CCASTAlt L.S., DELA~ARE, ~EHOBOTH 
At.O I~DIA~ ~lvEP SAY~ 
AfSTR~CT OAT~ CN THE SllE-FREQLENCJES ANC PCf~LATIC~ 
DENSITIES Cf THE BLUE CRAB IN Cfl~~ARf hATERS, FRO~ AUGUST l9t9 TO JULY l97C 
.<IFE FR£SE~TEC t~C tiSCLSIEC. 
~A~E ROCNER ~INGET AND tO~ ~~LRER 
fhCNE lllHH 104: t4~ H14 
INSTITUlJCN 0~ AGENC1 COLLEGE (f I'~RHE SlUOIES, I,;NIIIE.RSITY (Jf CElAWA~E 
cnv LhEs 
SlATE tEli~~RE 
liP ecce l~S5E 
filE flt.H SOME POPLlATIOt. CVI\AMICS OF THE H~RC CUM 
GENEFAL GECGFAF~IC AFEA NCRlH 'lL~~TIC, CCtST~lr U.S., tELAkARE, SOLTHERN 
Ffi-CfCH Et"' 
AB51P~Cl Cll~ CN TtE SIZE FRE~UEI\CIES ANC POPLLATIOI\ 
CENSHIES Cf ThE HlRC CLAI'. IN CEUWARE loATH.$ 1 FHfo\ 'LGUST lS6<; TC JllV 1970, A~E fRESENlEt IN[ [15Cl55E[. 
~'~~ RCCNER klNGEl A~C CC~ '~L~ER 
PHCNE t.t.~eER 3C2 M5 66 74 
JNSTITLTICN CR AGENCV CCllEGE Cf MA~INE STUCIES, ~NIVERSITY CF DELA~ARE 
CllY LEWES 
ST~lf CELA~ARE 
.HF ecce l~'i~s 
443 
FILE N~~E St~E fCFULATlt~ tV~AMICS Of T~£ AMERICAN lOBSTER 
GU.Hill GECHAPiiiC AREA NOIITH ATlAJ\TlCt. COASTAL, l;.S., OELAk~RE 8AV, HARBOR 
Cf RlFlGE ERIA~klllE~ 
llESUA(T CATA CN THE SIZE..,FilEQUENCIES A~O PCPULATICI\ 
tEt.SllJES CF HE AI'E~ICA-" lCESTEII II\ &ELAWAI<E WATERS, F.ROM AliGLSl 1969 TO JULY 
l '370., ARE FRESENTH AI\D CISCt;SSEO. 
U,.E J<(CIIH kJfiGET Alit tCN II.Alii<ER 
Pt;tfiE MJHH 30.2 64!: 6614 
INSliHTIOfi tR AGOO CULEH U foAil.II\E STUOJES 
CITY lEkES 
STilE tEllkllRE 
liP CttE l'ii9!8 
fILE fiiHE SORA RAil, PCRZANA CAROUI\A, IN~ESTIGATIOt>S . 1\0iilr. AJ!EI<lCilt I. .. S., 1\EW JERSU, BURLINGTON COUNl't, GE~ERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA 
lOt 11\G I< Ill El< 
THIS REPCRT CJSCUSSES I~VESTIGATICNS CE~LING WITH 
UTA li\IClltES VEGETATIVE lUES CCIIRELAHD kilt; SCRA RHl 
tHHIEl TI CHS, JlfiD SEASCfiAL tBUI\DANU. 
ABSTRACT 




J~TJTUTJCN CR AG£1\CY 





FRli\ClPAL FIS~ERIES BIOLOGIST 
609 2'>2 6666 
NEW JERSE1 OEPARl~ENT OF EI\~IRCfi~EfllAL FRCTECTICN 
II tit SHELLFISH I< I ESt t!I.;REAU CF W tli:LlfE ~ANAGE~ENT 




fiLE N~~E SCURCE Aflt NATURE CF SHOtllNG ~ATERIAlS IN DELA~ARE 
HHtRV 
GENUAL GEOGRAfttiC Allfll NORTH ATLAI\TIC CCE.tN, t.s., COASTAL, DEU~J!RE BAVt 
IJElAUFE R I HR 
AESTFACT THIS FILE CC~SISTS OF ThE CUJ!LITATl~E AND 
CUANlATI~E D~lA C8TAJNED f~C~ .tt>~LVSES Cf 140 OElAIIARE ESTUARY SECIMENT CORES, 
24 CCilES Cl\ TtiE CGI\TlNENUl SI-Elf NE.IlR UE IIOLTH Cf DHAWARE BAY, Al\0 3 BEACH 
SAf'.fllES FRCI~ NEAl< CEUIIAH SfiOl<fS .. lf';f OAH 1 lAUh JIJI\E 1S69 TC ~AiiCh 1972, 
liAS USED TC OEVELCP .ll SEtltEtT.t~V ~ATEiii~LS EASEI.l~E FCR THE OELA~ARE BAY 
ESTt:~RY €Y TH fli-ILAt:Elfti.U tlSTR ICT OF HE L.S. AR~V CORPS Cf EI\GINEERS. 
!NFOR~~!In~ G~ fn,SlCAlt PihE~AiCGILAl, C~~~l\lC, EICGE~IC, AI\C TRACE METAL 
CO~TfNl Cf l~E !EOI~E~TA~~ Mllf~I'L IS I~CL~CEO. EOTTCM CURREhiS, DISSCL~ED 
CXV~E~t Pt:CSP~ITft Al\0 FEC'l COLifORM CCUI\T~ CF THE O~ERlVII\G WATER CCLU~I\ 
WERE ALSO HASlREO fCR llllllED TIME fHICOS CUII\G THS STUDY. 
tOME llCV CEI\ "'RK 
PHONE 1\L~BER 215 5S7 2~44 
11\STITIJTICI\ CF 'G fi\CV t;.S. AR~ V CCRPS CF ENGINEERS 
STREET CLSTCPS HClSE 2~[ ill\0 ChESTI\Ul STREET 
CJT't Pt:ILACElPI-IJI 
STillE fENI\SYl~'l\lA 
liP COCE 1HC6 
FILE 1\l~f SOURCE OF DETRITAL HEAW't MII\EI<AlS II\ ESTUARIES 
GENERAl GEOGRAPhiC AREA 1\0PT~ ATLA~lJC, CC~STAl 1 L.S., tELAkA~f, CELAWAPE 
EH 
iiBHRACl ' TlillH YEAR Slli:V CN TH SCURCE (Jf OETiliTAL HEAVY 
MET,LS II\ ESlUAiliES OF THE AllAI\TIC CO,STAL FLAX~ kAS CCfiOUCTEC. S~MPLES WERE 
TAKEN II\ THE CELAkA~E BAY '1\C AI\ALYlEC. TWEI.~E SiiMFLES IIERE COLLECTEC FOR 
.tf\ALYSJS EY IIE.t~S Cf T.E ISCtVI\AMIC ~EPARAlCR AND )-J<AV CIFFRACTIO~. THE 
RESUlTS CF ThiS A~AlYSJ~ ~~S ltEh CCMPAPED ~llH REL.tT£0 STUCIES TC FORM AN 
OVERAll fiCTlRE CF Tt'E A1Ufi1H COASTAL PUIIIS DETI<IHL HA\I'f METALS. 
A~~£ LIBFARI~~ 
FHCNE ·l~BER 404 E94 45C2 
INSTITUTJOII CR A~ENCY GECRGIA INSTITtlE CF TEChNCLCGV 
STFEET PRICE l:ILURT MEMCRIAL LIBRAR~ 
(JTY AlLA•1• 
·sTATE· GEORGIA 
liP CCCE 3C332 
FILE N~ME SClTHER~ RECCRD CF llTTOPINA LlTTCREA IN ~IRGINIA 
GE~E~Ai EECGFAFHJC A~EA NCPT• ~TLANliC, COASTAL, L.!., CHESAPEAliE BAY, 
VIRGINIA, CEL,~RV~ FE~NIN!LLA A~D OELA~ARE 
AB!TRACT S~tll FILE tCCUMENTING lCCALE, TIME, SIZE AND 
SPECIES CF LJTTGRINA AT CAPE HENLGPEN STATE PAR~, DEl,hARE ANt SOUTh END GF 
CHINCClEAGlE ISlANC, \IIREIHA. OAH FELATH TC CUIH<ENT I'ATTER~S, SPAIII\ING ANO 
GFCIIT~ Cf C~GAI\ISM. 
1\AH 
1'1-CIIE ~l.HE ~ 





JCHt-, ~. ~I<AHHR 
'il.t-35L-l631 X24E 
SliHAIIAY IP.STIH.TE 





fiLE 1\A~E SOYBEAN RCCT RCT AND ROCl M£RPHCLCGY AS AFFECTEC BY 
Till Jl\[ ~0-llll AfTER EARLE' 
GENERAl GECGRAFHIC AREA 1\CPT~ A'ERICA~ l.S., CELA~tPE 
AfST~ACT PRE!ENTEO I~ ~EFORT FCR. AAE DATA CCLLECTEO OU~ING 
A FIELD ST~D) CC~ClCTEC 1~ DELAWARE CURI~G 1972 CN THE EfFECT Cf TILL AND 
NC-TlLL tFTER EARlEY Ch ~CHEM~ RCCT ROT Al\C ROOT foi.Q~PHOLOGY. IN\IESTIGATEO 
PARAMETERS INCL~OE f)lf~~Al ,..~CFCSCCPIC RCCT DECAY; CCUNTS Of SPECIES Of FUNGI 
CCLO~llli\G RCDT!, RCCT foiC~fHCLCGY tl\[ SCYBEtN YIELC. 
~tfo'E ~ORRIS liBRARY 
FHC~E ~l~EEF 302 13€ 245! 
INSliTUllON OR AGENCl UNI\ERSITY CF CELAkARE 
CITY NEWAR~ 
SlATE [Eltt~~E 
ZIP CODE 19111 
FILE NA~E SCVEEAN •EEC CO~TRCL AN£ SOIL PERSISTENCE ~ITH 
liQUID AN[ GRA~ULA~ 1RifllRALI~ 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC A~EA ~CRT~ A~ERJCA 1 l.S., CELA~ARE ~BSTRA(l . DATA CCllEClEC ClRING SllCIES CCNCUCTEO II\ 
l9t3-1~6~ AT NE~AR~ A~C GECRGElCkN, CELAWAF£ 10 CElER,..INE THE EFFECT CF 
SE~ERtl E~\IRC~~ENltl F'CTCR! C~ T~E ACTIVlll CF SE~ER'L GRANULAR AND 
fM~LSIFIAELE CC~CENTRATE FCR~ULAliC~S (f THE ~ERfiCltE lRIFLURALIN ARE 
FFESEblEC IN REFCRT f(~~. RECCPCEC ~RE IRCACLEAF WEED AND GRASS kEEO CCNTRCL 
~EASUREMENTS~ SCJL ftRSISlE~CE AND CRCP I~JLR~. 
~A~E ~(RRIS LIER~RY 
FiiCN£ Ill HER 30 2 'l3 e 24; ~ 
lNSliTlliC~ CR A(E~CY U~IVEPSITY Cf CELAWARE 
CIT\ ~E~t\F~ 
STATE DELAWARE 
liP CUE 1S7ll 
fiLE NI~E 5PARTI~A E~~IRC~~E~TAL P~1SJCLCGY 
GE~EFAi GECEFAf~IC APEt ~(~1~ ATLA~TIC, COASTAL, L.S., MAINE TC SCUTH CARCLINA . 
lfSlRA(l tiN Il\VESTIGATIO~ CF SALT ~AR~H PLANT PH~SIClCGY 
~ITH STATIC~S II\ ~AINE• ~EW JERSEY, \IRGII\IA, NORTH ANC SOUTh CAROLI~A IS 
fEINC CCI\ClCTEC. t\~ALYSIS CF TtE 1! CC~INANT RANT SPECIES INCLLDES PCTASSIU~, 
ftCSF.CRUS, CAlCILM, ~ANGANESE, JRON, ALU~I~U~, BCRCN, PRClEI~, AND 
CARf(H1£FA1ES IN BIC MtlERJAl ANCILL~RY tAlA INCll[fS SE~IMENT TEMPERATURE, 
SAliNITY Alit TCTAL CIS!Ol~ED ORGANIC CARBC~. . 
NAME JCH~ l. GAllAGHE~ 
fliOI\E MJ~EH 912 352 16.31 
INSllllliON CR AGE~CY UNI~E~5JT1 (f GE(~GIA 
~l~EET MARI~E 11\Slll~TE 
CJlY StfEtC ISlA~~ 
STATE GECRGJA 
11f CCC£ 31~~1 
FILE NA~f SPECIAL FRCJECTS-5UMMER 1S15 
GENERAl GEOGRAP~JC AREA NCRl~ ATLANTIC CCEAN, U.S., CCASTAL, CELAkARE BAY, 
CANAR' CREE~, FCklEFS BE~Ch 
AfSTRACT THIS filE CCI\TAINS THE CCLLECTEt CATft f~C~ 10 
SPECIAL SU~~E~ fRCJECT FEFC~lS (CNE ev ThE U~IVERSITY CF OElA~ARE COURSE CMS 
628. ~CST OF T~E CATA IS CF ThE SICLCGICAl/EI\VIRCN~ENlAl SUR~EYS 11\CLLCING 
I!IRD, ZtCPLANUCNt ALGAE, ~ARSI-1 FLAI\lSo SHllFJSj,, AI\C fiSH. HWEVER, SOI'E 
SlfPCRli~E NUTJ<IHT AH CHHJCALIFI-YSICll CH/1 tiAVE BEEN INCLUOEO. THE AREA 
CC~UEC II\ TtiESE STlii:JES lt\Cll![H THf lCWEP GELAIIIARE eAh CANARY CREE~, 
fC~LE~5 BEACh, ~~C THE GfNfR~l LE~£s~REhCBCT~ AREA ~~RSHES AND EMeAYMENTS 
NAME ~ffEPEI\CE llfRARIAN 
PrCIIIE lllfiEER 3C2 B£ .2455 
lNSTITUTICN OR AG£~C\ U~l~E~SlTY Cf Dfl~~ARE 
STREET ~CRFIS llEF~~y 
CllW 1\EktRK 
~T~TE Cfl·~~RE 
liP CCCE !Sill 
441 
FILE UH SFHTilAl STUDIES CF Tt!E MCliTH OF Hit: CHESAPEAKE BAY 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA NCRlH AllA~TJC, CCASTAlt U.S., WIRGI~IA 
AESTRACT MISSICN W~Clt fliGHT Clt WA~ ACCOMPLISHED CN MAl 
31,. 191:: 1 l.llliZIN«i lhE ~11lLCPS fllGI-T CEI><HR HELICCPTEI< EQUIPPED llllt! AN 
12S•A• At.ll I. T-11 CAI'!ERA SYSTEfl IN CCOFEI<ATICt. Wllfl THE VIRGINIA INSTITUTE Of 
JIARliiE SCIEI\CE. TH OEJECTIVE Cf THE fliGfH \oAS 0(0 SUPPCR,l SFECTRCGFAPHIC 
At.AlYHS STLCIES OF UE ll.tllH CF HIE CHSAFEAI<E EAY I!EING PERfCRf!.Et CN HIE 
SKY HI! SATELliTE. SfECTUl FEAC INGS \IER E ALSC BEING TAI<EI>. FRCM GROI.!NC TRUTJl 
EOHS AT lt.E lli''E Cf THE I<ALlCPS fllGhl. 
~AilE fiiCt~El CCNGER 
PHONE Nll>!BER ' H4 E~4 3411 
i~S11TUT1Ct. CR AGEIICY NATIONAl AERONAtliCS AIID ~F~CE ADM 
STREET C~ESAPEAKE fAY ECCLOGICAL PFOGRAM OFFICE 
CITY liALUlFS J.SUI\0 
STAlE Vl~Gl~JA 
liP COCt a;:n 
FILE 1\AI'E SfCIL STUCIES Ot. TtiE EASTER~>. SHORE Of MARYLAND 
GENERAL GECGIIAFtiiC ~REA NOlli AfiEiilCA• CC~STAL FUI~. u.s., MARYUtdl, QUEEN 
Atitt,. SCIIERSEl, IIACCIHCO• lNt CCRCtiESTEI< CtUf\n . . 
AE!TRAt1 A .SlltV CF \EGAlAllVE REH~BITATID~ tF 6 SPOIL SITES 
0~ ThE fi.Y SitE tf T•l ElSlERN ShORE,. fiARVLA~O IS Sfl~G CCNOUCTEO. 
REtlllfllAT!Ctt STUDY OF 6 .SPCll HlES COt.SISU Cf CNE CRCSS TRANSECT AT EACH 
SITE. SAMFLES A~E l~~EN EWERV 50 fEEl tlCNE TRANSECT ARM. VEGETATIONAL 
AFfElFINCE A~t SFECIES LIST fCR 801~ SlPER 'NO INTER-TID~l SAMfLES AFE NOTED. 
NAME JAfiES.~. GCLtBERPV, OIREClC~ 
FHCNE NUtEE~ 3Cl i67 51S~ 










f IU Nil fiE SPOf;T F ISI'ING CA lCH RECCI<D FRO~ STEEL PIER, VA BEACH 
GE~E~AL GECGFAfHIC ~~EA l.S., COASTAL, ~(RTH ATL~NTIC, CflESAPEAKE BAY, 
VII<GI~U EEi!CH 
AilS UAC 1 TH CAllY SPCRT f IStHI\G CATCt- RECORDS FROM THE 
STEEL FIER AT VlRGI~JA BEACH kERE MEASURED FCR 135 ti!YS. THE flSfliNG ftAS 
~A~PlEt FR£M HARCti TtRCL(H CCTCBER. 
t.tM£ C E RICtAROS 
FH£~E ~li'BER 7C3-t42-2lll 
I~STITLTIC~ C~ AGf~CY WJR(INJA JNSTITllE OF MARI~E SCIENCE 
CllY GLClCESlEF FCJ~l 
SlJTE \li<(INIA 
21F CCCE ~3Ct~ 
44S 
FilE ~IJIE SFC~T fiSI-lNG FECC~t SURVEY Of VIRGINIA kAlERS 
GENEFAL GEOGiAPhlC AREA l.S., COASTAL, NCRTH ATL~NTIC, CHESAFE~KE EAY, 
VUGJIIU 
lBSlRACl THE SP(RT fiSHlhG f;ECCRO SLRVEY OF CHARTER BOATS I~ 
VIRGit.lA k4l£~S Cf Ttf CtfSlPEAKE BA' FOR 10 YEARS TO ESTABLIS~ PATTERNS IN 
SPORT flSHlt.G.Sl.RVE\ Cf S~ALL BCAT FlSHER~Eh IY l~TERVIIW AND lOG BOCK PLUS 
ESli~AlED EFFORT fl SELE[lfO ANV l<~~tCM CCL~TS CF BCATS. 
f<MIE C E lliChAIHJS 
PHONE IIU<BER 7C3-642-Zlll 
INSIITt;liOt. CR AGHCY VJilHNIA lMilH!JlE OF ~ARHIE SCIENCE 
CIH HCUCESTEI< PCHT 
SUH \;lRGINIA 
liF (([E 43C6t 
fiLE Ni!!!E SPCRT FISHIIIG SlFHY CF TH tHAIIARE ESTIJ~RY GfNE~~l GEOGRAPHIC AREA NCRl~ AMERICA, CCASTAL, L.s.,. OELI.kA~E I!AY 
ABSTRACT . tAU Cllll ECTEfl CURING A SURVEY CAI<R IEC CUT FROM 
1911 TC 19~3 CN THE SPORl FIS~ERJES ACll~lllES IN THE tELAWA~E ESTU~R1 ARE 
PRESENTED I~ REfORT fCR~. £MF11ASIZEC I~ ThE STUDY ARE THE RESULTS OF AN 
lhAl.~l CE~SUS C~ llE SPECIES ~Nt NUMBERS Of FISH LANDED BY T1PE CF FIS~ING. 
fiAf!E STAff- OHISlCti Cf FISH AIIIJ k!LCLIFE . 
FHCIIE NL~SEF 302 618 4431 







CLAY CREEK hATER~~EC 





l'ii '!iC 1 
SQUA~E FOCT CATA CN INSECT POPULATICNS It-. loHITE 
NCPl~ AI'ERJCA, L.S., FE~NSYL~ANIA, CELAWAPE, WHITE 
AS~TRACT STAGE, .AflTAT JNt POPULATICN CENSIT'Y GF INSECT 










215 ;t6S i1~3 
~TRCLC ki!lE~ PE~EA~CH CE~TER 





fiLE ~~'£ STA~Ct~C fEftETF~TICN TESTS GN CEEP SEA CORES 
GE~EFAL GECGFAFHIC ARE~ ~CRLC~IDE CCEAft 
HlSHHl HE CHP SEll tRILLING PRCJECT AT SCRIPPS 
JNSlllUTICN OF CCEA~OGRAPHY IS L~EERlAMEN C~ lHE ~CVICE Cf THE JCI~T 
CCEA~CER,PtiC lNSllllllC~S FOR tfEP EA~Tt !AHfLING CJOICES). TC DATE DSDP HAS 
TAKEfl GECltGJCiiL AM: GECFHSICH CHII HOM 11-E CRILLI~G SHIP HCMAR CHALLENGER 
AT 313 SITES 0\ER ThE .CFLC CCEA•s. CRlGINlL Clllt fRCM TtE PRCJECT ARE INDEXED 
~NO AFCHIVEC f\ ltE I~FCR,ATIC~ tANCll~E GRCLP. CETAILS OF THE PROCESSING AND 
RETRIE~AL MEltDCS ~~t CAPABillTJES AP£ OLTLJftEC IN A SERIES CF NCTES AVAILABLE 
FRCM ltE GRCUP. EACH T'FE Cf tAlA Dfl~l~EC Ct~ING l~E P~CJECT IS M~I~TAINEC AS 
A SEFA~ATE FIL~. STA~OARC FEftET~ATlCN TESTS lSING A PENETROMETER WERE APPLIED 
TO M~~y Cf T~f CORE£. Tr£ RESllllNG MEASU~E OF STiffNESS IS EXPRESSED IN MM Of 
FE~E1RtTIO~. l~E 1£!1 IS PERFC~~EC AECIJT 3 ll~ES Ff~ SECTION. 
NAME CCDFCitdTI~f SUff SCIEIHIH 
PHCNE ~t~BER 114 452 3526 






FILE NJI' f 
IN 1\E~ ~CR~ STATE -1~71-
GENERAL GECGRAPHJC AREA 
HRI< 
P.O. ECX ~~~S 
L.ll J(l u . 
CAL JfORNIA 
STATISTICAL AN.6LY5IS Of CIIT.6 FRCM EFFECTS STATICNS 
191.;i 
~C~T~ ~MERIC~. l.~., GREAT LAKES, LAI<E CNTARIC, NEW 
ABSTRACT 2C STATICI'IS MEA5liRING HE EFFECTS OF AIR FOLLUTION 
01\ VAlli COS I'IITE~IILS lll EIIER'ttA.'t lSE. EFFECTS ARE ~CTEC Ill DEGRHIIT ICI\ IN THE 
FCRI' CF CCRFCSICN Of I'ETALS, fACiftG CF fAeRIC DYES~ SREAKAGE Of NYLON 




I~STJTIJlJC~ CF A~£~CY 






315 7f2 ClCC J!C6 
NEW YORK STATE CfPT .. 
QlALITY CffiC.E 




OF E~VIRCNMENT~L C.CftSER~ATIOI\ 0 
f JLE N/.JH 
GE~E~IIl ~ECGFAFHIC AFE~ 
AllSlRACl 
STAlLS Cf l~E E~STERN Co•OlE I~ NEll JERSEY 
1\CRT~ A~E~ICA, L.S., NE~ JERSEY 
ACCCLNlS Of "I"f SFECI~ENS Cf THE EASTER~ COYCTE 
kHlCt ~AC fEE~ CCLLECTEC 
WE~E P~ESENlED lh ~EPCRT 
COCU~ .EFE GHEN. 
IN NEh JERSEY FRC~ CECEfBER lS5€ THFOLGH JAftLARY lS75 
FCRM. AGES, SEX, hHGtHS, ~Nr. €ICLCGJC~l CCHITICft CF 
fiAt<£ 
fHCNE ~USER 
JNSTITLTJCN CR AGENCY 




21F cu f 
P~I"CIP'L ~lLCllfE BICLCGI!T 
6C'i 292 6686 
NE~ JERSE~ CEP~Rl~ENT CF E~-IRCNME~Ttl PRCTECTIC~, 
ShEllfiS~EFIES, fLREAL Of kiLDllFE MANAGE~E~T 




filE ~~~~E STEEL SHCT EVAllllJCI\ A~C hJTERFOkL MCRTALITY 
GE~Eii~L GECGRAPtlC ~REA 1\CRlh AME~lCAt l.S., "E~ JERSE' 
ABS1RAC1 CUlft( HE 1976-1'>77 IIATEI\FCIIL HUI\TING SEIISON IN 
NEk JER£SY, Gll2ARC ANALlSIS, BClTCM SA~FlJNG ANt ~l~TER SUR~EYS ~ERE 
UlllllUEC 10 CflERHNE I'CRTALITY CAUSES fRC~ HUI\T lNG. AI\ALYSES WEllE PERFORMED 
TO DETERI'I~E EFFECT Cf L£'[ ShCT C~ ~AT£RFC .. t I'CRTALITV. 
1\AI'E PRINCIPAL FISHERIES BICLCGI~T 
FkC~£ HH£R 609 292 HH 
JNSlllUTJCN CR AGENCY ~Ell ~ER!EY OEFA~TMENT CF EN~JRO~MENTAL PRCTECTICN 
. [JVJHCI\ Cf FIS~, Ull£ AU SHELLFISHRIES, eLREAtJ CF tiillCLIFE MMGHHT 
STREET F.c. 80: HlCS 
( ITY TR EN TCN 
~TATE ~Eh JERSEY 
ZIP CCCE CS625 
FilE ~~~~E ~TRAllfiCATION STUDIES OF THE ltHITE-FOCTEO MCUSE, 
PERCIIYHtS LEUCOFU ~0\rE BtR.ACENSIS IFISHFlt (RCCHTH, CRICETICAEJ IN A 
Cflil~l~f [E(IClClS ~CC[L{T 
Gf~E~AL GEO(;~APHIC AREA NC~lH A~ERICAt L.S., CfltiiA~E. ~Ell CASTLE COUNTY 
Af!lR,Cl PFESE~TEC I~ ~EFC~T FOR~ ARE tAlA COLLECTED OURI~G 
A 5Tl0 COt-elCHO CUR[II.G 1SH-1St::1 H A CEUIIARE DEClDIJCUS HCCLCT lC 
CETERI'H'E ltE EXTEH (f A.FfCREtl STRHIFICHIGN CF lH UiiTE-FCCTED HUSE, 
FERCMYSCUS LElCCPUS MC\EHRlCEI\SIS, AT 3 LEVELS IGROLNt LEVEL, l HlER AI\D 2 
MElEF!J ~"[ TC EVAllATE \ERTICAL ~OVE~E~TS tS RELATED TC ~ABITAT CrA~ACTER. 
~A~E IICFPJS LIER~R' 
PHOfliE NlHeER 3C2 Bf 2<15~ 
INSTITUTIC~ 0 HEI\C1t LNIHRSIH Cf OElA~ARE 
CITY ~E~A~~ 
STATE CELA~ARE 
ZIP CCCE lS7ll 
4!1 
FILE NA~E ST~EIM I~P~G~E~f~1 PROGRt~ ft~ ANACRC~GUS FISH 
fiAf\AI:EI'EI\1 'AFC-3, HA£~(~ CtS FISI-- SUR \lEY H6'.i 
GEl\ERAl GECGiiAFHlC AI<U NOnti HLAI\TIC, COASTAL, U .. S., Ct1ESAPEAKE EAY, 
~ARYLtl\t CF~J~tGES 
ABS lRACT 456 .HRE,MS IN fCRlY-UREE OllAII'IAGE SYSTEMS IN 
EHitiTEf~ TJCEli~TERt ~~~~YUNC. CCIINHES WERE JN\iESTIGATEO FeR W.HER QUALITY 
SP~I!HfiG lSE BY AIIAIJ~CJ1CliS fiSti SPECIES .. 
I'IA~E C JtV O'CELL 
PHCNE M.UER 3Cl-267-5361 










FILE NAME STREAM I~PROVE~EI\1 PRCGRAI' FC~ ANAC~CMOUS FISH 
M'NAGEMENT IFC-3• AI\AtFC~ClS FISH SUPVEY 1910 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA 1\CRTH ATLA~TIC• CCASTAL. L.S., CHES~FEAKE BAY 
AND 
AESTF,Cl . 180 STREA,S IN ThiRTY ~ARVLANO RIVER SYSTEMS WERE 
lt\,ESliGATEil f(R IIATER QLAUTY Al\0 SFi! .. NINl> lH il'V ANAI:RO~CIJS FISH SPECIES. 
NAME C J'V C1 tELL 
PHO~E IIL~BER 3Cl-2t1-5361 







1'1.111\AHHII 1 HC-3 Cl-fS lER 
GEIIEFAL GECGFAPHIC A~E~ 
CHE51EF RI-EP CPi!IIIAl>E 




HREAM IMPIIO~Ef!U.l PRCGR~M FCR Jli\ACRC~CUS FISH 
1'1\EI< FISI-: IMIESllGATICN 
NORTH AllAI\llC 1 CO~STAL 1 tJ., S .. , CHESAPEAKE fAY • 
AilS UACl FISh INVES TIGA ll CNS IIERE CCNtt;CTED lC tEVEUJP MD 
EVALLATE Stl!II~G Alit ELE(TFCFISHJ~G TECHNIGLES FOR SM~ll STREAMS• 10 INDICATE 
SP~WNJN(; AREAS Al\0 ~USERY i!REAS FCR 1'11\i!DRCMtliS SPECIES, AND HJ DETERMINE 
PERICt5 Cf TIME ~PEI\1 IN THESE AREj!S llllHJI'I THE CHESTER RIVER DRAINAGE. 
~~~~E C J~Y C'DELL 
PHCI\E 1\l~fER 3C1-26l-5361 











MtNAGf~EI\T JlfC-31 CI-:ESTEP 
GENE~Al GEOG .. APHlC AFEJI 
ChESTER !liVE~ CPAI~tGE 
ABSTRACT 
liilTtUI\ THE Cf'ESTEI< RIVER 
IUI'f 
Ft!Ot.E 1\lf'.fftl 





21 F COtE 
SlREA~ IfolfRC~Ifi£1\1 FRCGP'f' FCP ANAC~C~OUS FISH 
FIVER kAlER QLALilY 
NCRTH Allti'ITIC, CCASTAL, u.s., CHESAPEAKE EAV 1 
hATER QLALITY Dill hAS CEltli\Et FCR 141 SITES 
t~AIN,~E, IN f'AR'tl~~C, CHCSEN AS A PJLCT STUDY AREA. 
C JA 'I 0 1 DHL 
301-26 i-5361 
CEP,Illi'ENT {f NAlLRAL RESCU~CES, FISHERIES 




FILE t.•I'E STRE'M IHPRCVEMENl PROGRAM FOR ANAOROMOLS FISH 
· MAI\A(;ffi,Et.t AFC-3; It-VEtHOiiY OF tAJI\S 
GEI\EFAL GECG~AFHJC AFEt 1\CPTt ATLAI\TIC, COASTAL, u.s., CHESAPEAKE SAY 
f!AI<YLAIIll TJCHAHR STREAMS 
ABSTRACT At. ~~~E~TCRY Cf STREAM IMPCUNCMEN1S OR CAMS WITHIN 
EHiilEEN IURYUI<it CCUNTin US lNCERTAI<EN 1C OETEI<MINE THE TOTAL LEhGTtl AND 
NUMBER OF STREAM~ A\AILAElE J.:SSPJ. .. I\11\.G A~D IIIJ~ERY AIIEAS. . 
NIIMf c Jn c•nu 
PtiCI\E l'lli'BER 3Cl-26 l-5361 






MJN,ffMENT, AFC-3; STREAM 
GENERAl EtOGRAPhiC AREA 
M~RYlll\t 
TAkES STATE CFFJCE BI.IILCING 
All. II tfC LIS 
fiARHAf\0 
214C 1 
SlREAI' li'P~OVEMEI'Il PRCGRAM FOR ANAD~OMOUS FISH 
IN\ESTI€~TIOI\ ANt IMFRC~EMENT 
I'IO~Tk ~llA~llC, CCAST~l, L.~ •• ChESAPEAKE 6AY 1 
ABST~~C1 lSS SlPEAMS 1~ ~'RYlA~C WERE INVEI\TCRIEC TO 
lCfNl!FY l~CSE ~AVIII.G PCTEI\TJI'IL lD SlPPORT SPA~NING RUNS Of AN~DFO~CUS FIS~, 
TO DETERMINE PRCBLEM AREI'IS, HABI1Al TYPE, CE~ELOFMEI\l~l STATI.IS A~O Cl~ER 
EC(L(GIC'L l~FCRf!~TJC~. L({S Cll ClhER CfST~UCTIONS TO MIGRATION ~ERE REMCvco FRO MlNY SlREII'S. L 
IIAH 
flit!IE H"eER 






C Jt'f ( 1 1:Ell 
~0 1-U 1-5:361 
CEF,~l~ENT Of N'TlRAl RESOLRCES, FISHERIES 




FILE ~~~~ STAEA~ QLAlll' Ctl' 
GElEFAl GECGFAf~l( APEA ~CFT~ AMERICA, L.S •• GREAT LAKES, NE~ YCRK 
~BSlRA(l THE LNITEC STATES GEOLCGICAL SURVEY, Dl~ISICN Of 
kJTfP RESCUACES, ~~I~TAI~S A STREAM QUALIT\ ~ElWCRK. AFPRGXIMATELY SEVENTY 
PARAMETERS ARE MfAILRED. MG~E~E~ THE ~L~BER Cf PARAMETERS CETE~MINED AT EACH 
STATIC~ VAFIES. THE fFE,UE~CY Cf SAf'Fli~G IS ALSO \ARIABLE, OEPE~CING LPCN 
PARA~Elf~ ANG CONDITICN5. RECC~DS ARE AVAILABLE FRO~ 1S41 AND ARE STORED CN 
MAGNETIC CISC .. THH AFE APPRGXlf'ATHY IZS HHIQIIS ldThiN lt;E hATER <:UALITY 
IIETWCP~. Pt;Y!IC,lt CHf~JCAL ANC eJCLCGICAL PARAMETERS 'RE ALL OF MAJOR CONCERN. 
NAMl CHIEF Cf CGf'Pll£R APPLICA11C~S 
FhG~E ~l~£EP 518 47~ 31(7 
INSTITlTIC~ CR AGE~C\ l~IlEC STAlES GECLCGICAL SUPVEY 
STPEET ECX S4£ 
CllY ALEt~Y 
SHlf 1\Ek UJRK 
zu ecce 1ac1 
FILE ~~~f STREAM SLR\E¥ 0~ lHE M~LLICA RIVER AND TRlfUTARIES 
GE~E~Jl GECGFAf.JC AREA IIOFTt ~~ERICA. L.S., NE~ JERSE\t MULLICA RI~ER 
ABSlRA(l ~ATER tLALilY SA~fll~G ~~C tNtlYSIS WAS PERFORMED 
1~ TtE ~ULLJCA FIVEF C~ER A l~REE YEA~ PERICC. 
~AME CEPART~E~l CtlEf 
FfC~E ~L~EEF tCS 2~~ 7i54 
lNSlllLTICN OR ~GElCY Nfh JERSE' CEFAPT~E~T Cf E~VIRC~HENTAL PRCTECTION 
tlVISICII Cf hATER RESOLRCES 1 lllCLOGICAL-lECHIIICAl SlfPCRT UNIT 
SlREEl F.C. 80 2SO<J 
CITY TRE~lC~ 
!lATE NEW JER!EY 
liP CCCE CEtZS 
FILE NA~E STRIPE~ BA~S lAGGI~G PROGRAM 
GENERAL GECGfAfhiC ARE~ ~CRlt; 'Tl~~TJC, CC~STAL, U.S.t CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
f<HYUH 
ABSTR~Cl CATA C~ 6320 ST~IPEO B~SS TAGGED IN MARYLAND WATERS 
BETwEE~ 1954 A~C 19tl. SilEo ~EX RATICS, AGE. ~CVEMEhTS CF TAGGED FISh. DATA 
F~CM RETLR~S SfA~S A~E~ fRC~ ~CPTH c•RCLI~· lC ~ASSAC~USETTS. I~TE~CEC TO 
FFQVICE ~IGRATIC. fiTTER~ DATA. INCLUDES lC l~CH 1( JLMBO FISH. 
•AME JC!Eft BCC~E 
FtC~E ~L~€EF 3Cl-~61-!7f5 
INS111LTIO~ CR AGE~C' "'~ll.~t CEFARTf<E~T OF ~~lUP~l RESCURCES 
STREET T·~ES STATE CFFICE BLILCING 
CITY t~NtPCllS 
ST~TE ~JR,LA~C 
2If (([( Z14C I 
454 
FILE ~~~E SlRLCTL~E ·~C CE~ELICT SURVEY Cf LISERT~ SlATE 
FHK, .h JEFS£'1 
GE~EPAL GECGF,fhJ( AF£' •cRTt AMERICA, L.S., NEh JERSEYt LIBERTY SlATE PARK 
ABSTRACT T~IS REPCRT I~ A~ I~VE~lC~Y CF ~AlERIAL ~~C REFLSE 
CN A~t ~ECtl ltE PIERS I~ LISERl¥ STATE PAR~, NEh JERSEYo AND A BAlHWMETRIC Sl~Vf) Of T~E tARSCR ACJOI~I~G lHE FARK. 
~A~E ftlllf Sfft~S 
FHI'YE HI'HR ~12 H~ i3~C 
JN!llllliC~ CR AfE~CY VA~ tCUTE~ ASSOCIAtES, INC 
SlREfl 42C lE>I~GlC~ J~E~LE 
CJT11 ~EW \'CRK 
SlATE Hlo \'Cill< 
ZIP CClE 1CC11 
FILE ~A~E STUCIES OF COPEFCDS ASSOCIATE£ loiTH MARINE SPG~GES 
GENERAL GECG~AFHIC AREA NCRTH A~E~ICAt L.S., ~C~TtEASTERN CCASTAL1 WOGCS HCLE. ECCTHfAV tAREC~. ~kA~S ISLANC, "~INE 
AB~lRAtT OF. I'LR~A~E H~S EEE~ ~CFl<I~G. SINCE 1960, kiTH 
CCPEfCDS A!SCCIATEC ~~~~ ~ARINE SPCNGES. tS PART Cf TtiS WORK, WATER 
TEMfE~AlURE ANC SALl~ll' ARE RECCRCEC IN ThE GENERAL A~E~ Cf ThE HCST 
CRGANISMS. SPO~GES ARE CCLLECTEO 6¥ CRECGI~G TC CSTAII'Y ll~E SFECI~ElS Of 
CCfEfC£! FCI< CESERIIATJC~ li\CER EXFE~HEI\TAL CCNOITICNS. 
~4~E CR. JOHN MlR~~~E 
f~CNE ~l~EfR IIC TflfftCNE AT SIMS, CONTACT B~ MAIL 
JNSTJTlTlCN CR A~ENC~ S-A~S ISLA~O ~AFI~E SlAllC~ 
(lTV M lillllRII 
STAT£ IIJIIH 
liP coc.e C4tss 
fiLE 1\~~E STl£IES Cf LACE flGS 
GE~EFAL GECG~APHJC AFEt ~CPlH A~ERIC~, L.S., ~EW ENGLAND 
ABST~ACT AS PART CF HIS STLC~ Of THE LIFE HISTORIES Of LACE 
SLGS, £)TE~5I\E SA~PlE CCllECTJC~S hEFE MACE fY CR. NCRMAN BAILEY, NCW A 
FEPMJ~E~T RESICENT Of S~~NS ISLANC, MAlliE. THIS COLLECTION IS THCLGHT TO BE 
lhE BE!T NEW E~GLA~C C£LLECTIO~, CCNlAJI'YING 4C TC 5C SFECIES. HE ~JIS ALSC 
CONE t C~ECKLI!T CF LACE EUES CN SkA~S ISLJINC. 
~~~E D~. ~CRMAN !. B'ILE¥ 
PHOIIE HI'I!EF H7 ~26 3144 
INSliTLTlC~ CR AGENC' MCHLER LJISCFAlCFY 
C llY SI!A~S ISLA~£ 
Sl~lE ~AI~f 
11F CCCE C4fE! 
455 
FILE IIAI'E SlLCHS Cf TH FIICTCRS DETEI<MlNING CROSOPMlA 
PCPULIITIO~S IN TG~IITO A~RCECCS,STEMS OF SCL1HERN NEW JERSEY 
GE~ERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA ~CRl~ ~~ERICA~ L.s.~ ~EW JERSEY, WATERFORD 
AtlSTRAU THIS SllDY IN\ESUGATES 1hE .FCPUlATICti CYUIHCS CF 
DROSOPHILA IN Ht<Alt 'NC CHEll tiUREY A{;I<OECCSYSTEIIS. fACTCRS CONSIDERED WERE 
SEASCUL AtlliNtllf\CE l<fLATEt TO FCOt SliPPl ~. HNE ~tiEl lEI< AND 1\EilltiER AND 
.CONUJelTIO"S OF fi'ERGEf\CE, II'UGI<ATICN AI\C SLRVIVAL TO PCPUl.eTICN CHANGE 
~AI'E Rffti<ENCE LIBRARIAN 
PHONE NU~BER 2Cl 132 116t 
JNSTJTUTJCN U AHI\CY LIBRARY Clf I'EOICINE AND SCIEIICE, RlllGERS Ul'<l\IERSITV 
CITY 1\ik !flli\SWICK 
SHTE 
ZIP Cctlf CSSO! . 
FILE NA"E STliClES CF T~E CREAl EGG ~ARECR RIVER ANC eAY, USE 
STLtlfS-F.~SE Ill 
GENERAL GECGI<APtdC AREA NCRTH AlUflliC £CE~h,. CCASTALt u.s., NEll JERSEY, 
GI<E.n Et;G ~.ARI!Cil RIVER .AH I! A\' 
ABSTRACT A li~E STI:tY Cf Tt!E GREH EGG 1-AIH!CR ESTUARY, NEil 
JERSEY W.AS CCNttJCHt FROI'. SEfHfi,BER 1S7C 11-,RClHI AUGUST ISH. CClll<iTS FROM 
· HR JAl Sl.il<\iEVS hERE IJSEt Tt CALCLLATE ESTUATED liAI\ rAYS OF USERS CF THE STUDY 
AREA IN ·~ OlffEPEI\1 ACTJ\Il't CATEGCRHh 
h.AMf PRINCIPAL FISHERIES 6ICLOGIST 
PHOl\E 1\UBEI< 6C9 652 95li9 
INSllllllON CR AGENCY fiEii JERSEY CEFAillfiEtH ()f ElfiiiRtlfiii\EtiTAL PRCTECTION, 
OlUSlCti Of fl~ ... G.AH Allll SHllFISH, !H;I<UU CF FISIHRJES' 
STI<£ET fiACCTE CI<EE~ RESf~RCH STATICI\ 
CJTV ~BSfC(tl 
STATE NE~ JERSE~ 
.liF CCtE Cc2Cl 
4~6 
FILE ti~ll\f SlliCIES (f THE GFEtT EGG HARfCR RIVE~ AI\C SAY 
CliEI'!lCH-fHSlOL Sli:CIE~-Pt\ASE ll ' 
GEfiEFAL GECG~AFHIC AREA NORTh ~TLAI\TIC OCEAN, CCASTAL, u.s., NE~ JERSEY, 
~REAl E~E tAilBCI< I<IVfF ~Nt EAY 
ABSTRACT . ll CtEIUOL-IWISIC.Al STUDY CF GREAT E~G HAIIBOR, 1\Eh 
JERS£~ hAl CCNCl(l£C FRCM ~EPTE~BER 1970 Th~CUG~ AlGUSl 1971 TO MAP ~NO 
CESCRI£E TH PHSICAL ANC Cliflo\ICAL ATTRJSU1E5 OF THE GREH EGG HARBC~ ESTUARY, 
MEASlRED hHER CiUAllH PtRlt!ElERS INCLUtED THPEiliiTUREr SllliNllYt Pt', 
OISSCL~EO OXYGEN, 'Nt CIISCL~Et CA~I!ON CICXJCE. MEASURED NUTRIENT WATER 
GlllliTY P~R"'IEHRS 11\CLUCEC 1\ITRATE, NHR ITE t Allf'CU lM~ tRTHCPI-.OSPUTE, TOTAl 
PtiOSPHAlE• ANC CElEI'Gfll:l CCf\CEIITRHJCIIS. COCENTRATICI\S CF SEVERAl CHLORINATED 
hYE~CC,RSC~S !~ fi!~ TlS!UfS ~ERE AL!D PRE!EIIJED. 
.Af'E PRINCIPAl flS~E~JES BIClCGIST 
Ft!CI\E lllf'EE~ 60~ 652 S56S 
lNSlllUTJCN OR AGENCY NE. JERSEY OEFilFTIIENT Cf EN\IROIIMENTAL FRCTECTICN, 
CIVI5ltl~ CF FISt, GAllE ~1\C S~EllFISht ElREAL Of FIShERIES . 
STREET 1\ACOTE CREH REHA~CH SlJ!llCN 
CITY AfSECCN 
HAlE ttE" J ERHV 
ZIP CCCE CE.ZCl 
F IU 1\lii\E 
HtOIH-fH~.SE I 
STUCIES OF THE EREAT EGG HARBCR RI~ER ANt fAY, fiSt\ 
GE~EIIAL GECEI<APtiC lliiEA NCRT~ ATL~NTIC CCEAh, CCASJAL, U.S., NEW JERSEY, 
GREA1 EGG MAPBCR Rl~ER A~t B'l 
AESHACT . A SI.R~EY CF TH flSt.ES CF PECK'S BAY, GREAT EGG 
HARBCR BAY AN& RIVER, THE l~CK,HCE RI,ER• lAC THE ~!COLE RIVER, NEW JERSEY WAS 
CCNDI.CTED FRC~ SEFlE~BER 1970 TtRCU€H ~tJEUSl 1971. MEASI.REC PARA~ETERS OF 
WillER QUAllTY I~ClUCEO SALINITl .AND lE~PERJTLRE. 
NAME PRINCIPAL FISHERIES fiCLCGJ5T 
FHCNE NL~ffP tC~ t!2 S!IS 
lhHillllCN Oil AGEfiC\' t.EW JERSEY tEFAH~EI\T Of EfiVIRCfiHENTAl FRCTECTION, 
CJVJSICI\ CF FISH, Gj~, AND SHEllFI!H, BURElL (f FISHEIES 
STREET 1\ACClE CREE~ REStA~Ch STATICfl 
CIT~ ABSECCN 
HATE foiEW JUSEY 
liP COtE Cc2C 1 
4.~7 
FilE r.tH STUCIES OF HE STANDING CROPS OF FISH IN NE .. JERSEY 
lAKES HC PCNDS 
'fi\EF~l EECGfAf~lC ARE' 1\CFl~ AMERICII, l.S., 1\E~ JERSEl 
•esrR.Cl • Sll.CY CN FIS~ fCFLlATICNS IN ~ARIC~S NEW JEFSEY 
lAKES lo~S CGNtlClEil HIO~ Mi\IEM!lf~ 1'953 THRCI..Gtl OOU6ER l<Jt2 TO GAIN INSIGHT 
INTO C~AR,CTERI!TICS CF FISh FCfLLATICNS ·~t THEIR REL.TIOI\ 10 CRITEPIA FOR 
FOFUUTICII SHAMES IIIIi[ h!I<IJESHELE CCI\POSITICNS UNtER CIFFERING MEAWRES OF 
HUllfo.ITY. ME.SURH PARAfJ.ElfRS Cf !otHER QlilllllY INCHDED ELECTI<ICAL 
CONClCll\11), 101Al Al~All~ll't 111\C fH. 
N•ME . fRl.CIPAl flS~E~lES BIOLCGIST 
PHONE .. LfJBER 2Cl 2!6 2313 
INSTIHTICII 0 ~GEIICY NEh JERSEY CEPAI<lMENT OF EMIIRCNMEIITAl PPOTECTJOI\, 
DJ.I!ICI\ Of fl!Hw IA~E, 111\C SHEllFIS~E~!ES~ ELREAU Cf fiSHERIES 
Sl~EET FFES~~ATER FISHERIES LASC~~TCRW 
Cll~ LESt~(· 
STtTE ~f~ JE~SEW 
liF CCtE OS833 
FILE N~ME ST~OIES CF l~E lFFER BARNEG~T SVSTE~, P~ASE I-FISH 
STI.:C lES 
GENERAl GEOGRAPtH C A REA tdll< lt: A lllltH lC CCEAN, CCASHl, u.s. t NEW JERSEY, 
l.PPEI< e'RI'iEGAT E!TL•R~ 
ABSTRACT • SLFH~ Cf ThE fiSHES II\ TliE UPPER BARNEGAT 
ESTlJA~lH ~YSTU, 1\Elo JERSEY WAS CCNOUCTEC HO~ CECEI'BfR 1971 THRGUG~ 1\iOVEfoiBER 
1S12 TO OETER~I~E .HAl SPECIES CF FI~FISH LTILIZE ESTUARINE hATEPS. ~EASUREO 
FA~A~ETEFS OF hATEF QlALITY I~CLUCEC TE~PERAlliRE ANt SAliNITY. 
~tflf PRINCIPAl FISHERIES SICLCGIST 
fh(~f .l.£E~ 60S t52 ~!8S 
JNSTITUTlCN OR AGE~CY 1\E~ Jf~SEY DEPARTMENT CF E~~IRCNME~TAL PRCTECTIDN, 
CI~lSICII Cf FISh, EAME •1\it S~Ellfl!h, BUREAU OF FISHERIES 
SHEET NACGTE CREEK RESEAI<CH SHTIC~ 
CIT~ AESECOI\i 
SlATE ~Ek JE~~EY 
21F CCU Cf2(1 
FlU 1\AI'E 
CRAB, C,lliiiECTES StfiC~~ 
GENE~Al GEOGR,PHIC ,REA 
fHt II 11<1: IIIlA 
SlUCIES 01'< CS .. OTlC ANt IO~IC ~EGULATION IN THE lltUE 
RJllHlf\ 
u.S., COASTIILt ~CRTH ATliiNTIC, LOhE~ CHESAPEAKE 




GS~CliC CCNCf~T~IITICN, SCCIUM AND PClASSIUM 
BlOCC Of THE lll~E CRAB, CAtliiiECTES S'PitUS, AT ~A~ICLS 
StliNlllE!i 
PHO~E lll~EE~ 










CF ~A~I~E SCIENCE 
FILE fiHE 
NCRlt CARO liM 
GENER'l EIC'R~PI-IC IIREA 
ABSTRACT 
A BAFPIER ISLI~t AT CLCK, 
NAME 
FHI\E fiL~HF 





SlUCY Cf EEAC~ FAUI\AS OF ' fARRIER ISlAND, DUCK, 
NC"Tt A .. ERICA, U.S., NORl~ CAROliNA, DARE COUNTY 
A OfiE YEA~ SllCY Cf BEACh Ft~~A A~C ITS ECClOGY ON 
~OI<lt CAI<OlliiA. 
01<. ~.J. EHUS 
H<; 1s~: tHe 
EAST CA~Cll~~ U~IVERSJT) 




FILE. f<AfiE STUO OF HE EN~ lfiCNMENTAl HfEClS CF NUCLEAR POIIER 
PLANl LOCtliCf< I~ ~E~ 'C~K 
GENE~Al GEOGRAPHIC AREA tiCfll~ AfJERICA, l.S., GREAT LAKES, NEW )CRK, FORT 
Cfi\JM ANt tlli\E ~ILE PCIIIT A~C STERliNG ANt ~ACDihGJCN A~D ATHENS ANC JANESPCRT 
A~Slflll{l A ~(CEL FCfl CC~F~Illi\IG E~~lfiCNMENTAl !MP,CTS Of 
1\iUCLftR PC~ER 5TATICNS fASEC Cf< T~E STABillTW, F~ACILIT1, RARITY AND ECOTO~E 
CI~Eil!ITY Of TERRESTRIAL ECCSY51E~2 ~AS lSEC TO EIIAllAlE ThE I~PACT Cf 01\E 
LAilGf (£~Tl~ AT FCFT CRUM• 1\Ek YORK, CCfPA~EC TO FIIIE DI5PER5EO SITES AT 
SlERLitG, l'iiNE MILE PCINlw ~ACCINGTCN, ATHE~St ANC JA~ESPCRT, NEk ~CRK. 
NA~E HlG~ C. C'~~·~ 
Ft!CI\E 1\lfi\EER IHi -47! e6Et 
lt\SliTl THN U HEHY CCllEGE Of ENVIRONMENTAl SCIENCE AND FORESTRY 
STREET 3~3 Eflt) hAll 
CITY S,R.CLSE 
STATE 1\Ek YCI1~ 
liP cere 1!;1c 
FILE IIA~E SlUCY CF 2CCPLA~KTCN IN SCUThERN NEW JERSEY 
~ETUHS ti<EA 
GENERAL GEOGRAPhiC AFEA 1\CFT~ ATlANTIC, CCASTAL, u.s., ~EW JERSEY, STONE 
1-tJlEC F 
A8S1RACl ThiS STLtl Of fAU~Al fCFUlATICNS ANt II~TRIE~TS IS 
BEI~G DCNE lN lHE ~~TlANCS AREA CF SCUl .. ER~ ~Ek JE~!El. Fl~E FIJEC STATIONS 
A~E USEC TO GAlHEJl ~AT€F SII~PLES FCR Nll~AlE A~D P~CSP~ATE ANAlYSES, AND 
EICLCEICAL SI~FlfS FCF SPECIES CETE~I\l~AllCII! AND CCLNlS. PRESENT CATA ALSC 
11\iClUCE TE~FERATURE A~C S~liNIT' CF WATER A~D CAD~IU~ CCNTENT CF EIClCGlCAL 
~AlEFl~LS. OATA TO BE ~CtEC TC ltf fRESENT MO~ A~E: CACMIU~. ~ITRATE, ANC 
FtCSFt~TE Jll SECI~ENTS A~C SEASCNAL VARIAlJCN! IN FISH EGGS A~O LARVAE. 
1\~~f !.!. HE~~A~ 
FHC~E ~L~£EF 215 E91 10CC X~S! 
INS11Tl110~ CR AGE~C' tfPT Cf flCLCGY, lEHIG~ UIIIVERSIT' 
Clll BElHlEHE~ 
SltlE FENIIS,LIJAII1t 
liP coce lHH 
F JLE t.lftf SUBLillCR~l I'ElOBEt<THOS CF ThE NEW "RK Bl GHT 
GE~ERAl ~ECG~Af~IC Affl NCFTH A~ERICA, U.S., NE~ YCRKt N.Y. BIGHT, COASTAl 
ABSHAU TH ECCU:lGY At-.0 tlSTRIBUTltN .OF THE SUBLITTORAL 
fiEICBEI\lt,(iS CCCI,;III<liiC Hi TH SUII'HTS Cf H<E LC~fl< HUDSON RIVER AND NEll YORK 
BIEHl ~Ill BE CF ~AJCR CC~CERN. OLRING Tti~ fERICD OF THIS FROJECT EMPHASIS 
~lll ee PL,tEC ON A JtfRlAihlhG THE 'U~NTJTATIVE CJSTRIBUTION OF ThE ~EIOFAUNA 
POPUlAT lUi CEN.Hll ES Al\C e ICI'ASS. THE liflATICNSHIPS EETiiEEN THE SPA HAl 
CISlRIBUTICN Of lliE MEIOFAlNA AND SEDli'ENTS ~Ill BE EYIMINED. SEASCNAL 
FLUCTLCTlAliOIIS Ill ~EICFAL~~ FCFLLATICII OEIISITIES hiLl ALSO BE EYAMINEC. 
tEl A IUD IMIESTIGAllCt. uf THE lEMPCRAl liNt SfATIAL OIS lRIBliTIOII CF ThE 
UlHIIAIIT TUCN, THE FREE li\111\G NEMATCOES, hill CCHEf\CE CURING U>e 'VEAR. 
iliii'E ti< • .iCi!n i Hi JEr. 
HiC~E HfieER 212 4121 1433 
INSTlTIJTICII Cli -GEI\CY CEPlRTMENT OF BIOLOGY, CIT't COLLEGE Cf NEk YORK 
STREET l38ltt STREET Attll CCtiVEIH A\IEI'<tE 
CITY NEk YORK 
STATe ~Ek YCR~ 
2JP Ctt£ lCCH 
flU NAME SOECRCUATf liCll STATION SllMMAR-. f llE 
GE~ERAL GECGfiAPttiC AllH ~CIIltf All~NliC CCEAN, 1\CRU! P~CIFIC CCEAN, U.s., 
CCASTJil, /oiAJI~E, USSACtUSfllS11 RliOCE JSlAtW, CCNNECliCUT, NEW YCRK, NEW 
JERSEY, PEM\SYl\IANU, DEUIIARE, /oiARYlAIIO, HI<GINIA• lllll'll'i CAHLINA, SCUHi 
CARCLHA, GEORGIA., fl(RJC.t., AlAUfiAt MISSISSIPPI, LOUISIANA, TEXAS, 
CAllfCRNJA, CRE~Ctt, ~AS~IfiGTCN, ALASKA, HA.AII 
JIBSTRACT CBSER\IATIOfiS AT SUEOROJtd!TE ISECCNCARY! TICAl 
SHT lChS iii<E SU,.#o!Aii llED HI UU fILE. H-E INFCRHATJOII CC~ES FRCM A StORT 
SERifS Cf CBSER \ATJCNS Jo!~CE Ill TH SUECI<O IN.t 1E STATICIIS • THE CATA IS TliEN 
RECUCEC EY CCMfAFISt~ WITH Sl~~lTA~lCUS OESER~ATICNS ~T A~CTHE~ STATION HAVING 
WELL CETEI'HIIEC 11 Ul CCMiUfllS .. PARAMETERS 11\CLUDEO M<E: 1-CA TES Of 
CBSEIIVATHlNS, ~-HAN THE LEIIEL, 3-MEAti LO~ ~.AT£11 UTLAIITIC CCAST) 0~ MEAN 
lOHP lCII liATER CPACIFIC CUSTh 4-8£1\CI'. Mil~l<. 5-HI'J,l RANGE .. 
·~I'E CtiEF~ TIDES SR~IICH 
PHONE Nl~BE~ 3Cl 4~6 846e 
JNSTJTUTICN tR AGENCl NATIC~Al CCEAII !U~VEY 
STFEET 6001 EXEClTJVE ECULE\I~Rt 
til~ ~CC~\lllf 
!TATE M~RYLftNC 
lJF CCCE 20852 
4l:C 
FilE NAME SLBSlRATE SELECli~E PI<CfEIIliES CF MA~SH PLANTS 
GENERAL GECGPAF~JC AllEA NCRTK ATlANTIC, CCAST~L, u.s., BAR HARBOR NAINE, 
lEkJS OELA~A~Et SAfELC ISLAND GECRGII 
ABSTRACT All IN~ESTlGATIC~ CF T~E RElAliONShl~ BETWEEN SALT 
M~RSK PLANTS ANt SEDIMENT CHEMISTRY IS BEI~G CCN&UCIEC .. STATICNS ARE IN MAINE, 
NEk JERSEY, ANt GECRGIA. 10 CC~JNAI\T PLA~T SffCIES ARE CORRELATED hlTH SOIL 
CCLCII, tEI\SilY• TUTLJlE, PH, SAlli\IU, lEMfHATUI<Eo CRGAUC CAIIBCN, !\ANGANESE, 
lflCI'lt PCnSSIUi, FMSHiCRLS• CHlOIIICE, ~~I'CMJ., NllRITE, NITRATE, AND TOTAL 
~ITfiCGH. 
NAME JOHN L. GALl~G~EF 











FILE .NA~E SLBSLIIFJ.CE I~RICATlCN Cf CCR~ AND ~lfALFA ~S 
INfliJEIICEC flY FERT ILIZ.tTIOt. ANt CRIFICE CESJ<iti AND R.OCT GROIHH INHIEITORS 
GEIIERAL GEDGI<APHIC A~EA NCRT~ A~ERICAo L.S .. , CELAW~I<E, ~Eli CASTLE CCUNTV 
AESTPACl PRESENTED IN REPCRl FORM ARE DATA COLLECTED OlRl~G 
FIELD STLDIES CO~OlClEt IN OELI~~RE FRC~ 1~67 to l~6E C~ T~E EFFECTS bf 
SUBSLRHCf IRRIGATIU CRIFJCE CESIGN A~D FERTIUlATIH I<ATES CN YIELD AND 
IIUTRIE~T AllSCRFTlCN IN CCRN GR~liiS, CORN ~~l~GE Alit AlfALFA. 
NAME ~CI\1<1~ ll£1\~RY 
PKCNE. ~l~EER 3C2 13E 2455 
lf\STITlTIU til "EIIC'I Ulll'IIERSlTY Cf OEUURE 
CITl IIE.IF~ 
~TATE CELJkJRE 
ZIF ecce 19711 
FILE fi~Mf 
IN CC~~LNllY SlRLCTU~E 
GENER~l CECGP~PhiC ~~f~ 
RHER EHLA!il 
4t 1 
SLCCESSIO~ IN A Mt~INE fClLI~G CO~MU~ITV: CHANGES 
~~C ~EChA~ISMS Cf Cf~ELCPIENl 
fiCRl~ AMERICA. l.! •• CELA~A~E, COASTAL, B~CAOKlll 
HSTRHT HiE DHELCP~Et.T Cf THE 1\AillfiE FtlJLIIIG CO.~.Ufilll IN 
ThE BRC~D~lll RI\E~ ESTUAR,, CELAW~RE ~AS SlLCIEC FRCM HAY, 1974 THRCt;GH 
JAfilJIPV, 197~. SESSILE IIIVE~lfE~ATES AfiC ThEIR MCTILE ~!SOCI~TES ~ERE COL~£C1EC ON ASBESllS- CE~Efll fA~El~ SET Cll OVER VARYI~G PERICDS Of TIME. 
SOH! PLAlll fl!ft.ELS Ht I'IHC fAIIELS loERE UTlllZED. CCLCl'.IZATION CURHS DERIIJED 
FRCM THE tAlA I'E\IU!.H TUT TH FOUllfi{ CCI'~LIIITY IH:ACHED A CYCLICAL 
E(;LILIBRJUI' IN THE MMEH CF SfECIES IIIITI-:111 ThO VEJII<S. Ill ADCITHlfi• GRAP_hS 










3C2 136 2H5 
UllllJEFSITY Cf OEUioARE, 





fiLE Ill~£ SUttEN IONOSPhERIC OISTLRBANCES C.6 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC APEA ~CPlt~ltE 
IESl~ACT SUDCEN IONO!PtiERlC OISTLReAIICES CCN!ISl OF 
SHORT-IoAVE fADECUl~ (S~FJ. SltDEN CCS~IC ~CISE ABSCRPTIOII ISCNA), SUDDEN 
ENhA~CEMENT CF AT~CSFHERICS CSEAJ, SUCCEN f~ECUENC' DE~IATIONS ISFOJ, SUDDEN 
Fh~SE 'NOMtLY CSPAJ 1 AND !UDCEII EllhANCE~EIIT OF SIGN~L ISESJ, THESE PHENCMENA 
ARE INCIR£(1 DETEClORS Cf SOLAF FLARES. I~ FIST CETIILS fROM E~Ch STATION wERE 
FUBLISHEO, EEEI~NJNt JAN 1963; A TABLE GIVES DATE; BEGINNING, ENDING AND 
jj~)(H'U/1! 111'4E IN lT FOR EACh EVENT; A~ I~FOI<UI\CE RtliNG 11 TC 3); kHESPREAD 
11\0E~; ~L~BER Of ~TAllC~ I<EfCPlS fY lYfE; FLARE If ~1\Ckl\; MCMATH REGION. BELOk 
TABLE ff~JCCS Cf 1\C CfSERVAliCIIS ~Nt S1Al1CN5 REPORTING ARE GI~E~. A T~BLE 
INCHATES 1\Uf!BER CF Sit PER CA._ B't I'CI'Alti llEGIO~. All ASCVE PUflllSHED IN 
SOl~F-GECP~YSICAL [AlA. ·~~y l~SCALEC ST"If CHARTS (f tf FIELC STREIIGTH 
RECCRCI~GS IN ARCti~ES. 1tE5E C~~ EE E~AI'I~Et FOR ShF. COPIES Of THE 
I~CI~ICUAL STATION REPCRlS ~\AILABLE C~ RE(LEST 
1\~ME Cl-ISIC~ CtiEF 
FhCNE ~l"'EER 3C! 49~ !CCC ~~~~7 




ZIP c'CCE H3C~ 
fiLE llt~E SlJMI'A~Y CESCRIPTICN Of CPER,TICN QllCKSIL~ER: IHIIThC~ 
GEIIER•l GEC~RAftiC ARE~ NCillt AllAIITIC, CCNTINENl.L S~ELF, L.S., MIDDLE 
ATLJIITIC EIGHT, ChES~PEAM SIGH1» I~lfRIR CCEt~ DL~FSilE 
ABSTRACT fEI\11-IC MHRCJN'oERTEB~ATE Clll.a COLUCTEC hlTH A 
ShiPEK GR'B DURI~G A PFELJ~I~~p' SLR'E- CRLISE TC til l~lERIM SlUCGE CLMPI~G 
511ft CPE~ATICN QUIC~Sil\ER, WEPE PRESENTEe IN REPCRT FORM. TH£ PURPCSE OF T~E 
CRUISE k.S TC CCLLECl EIIVIRCNMENTJL CAlA Of ltE DURP!ITE ARE• EEFO~E OUMFI~G 
Ut CC/IIHNCED. THE CRLI SE lCCI< fltC E II\ ~H 1913. 
IIA~E CC~ ~·U~f~ 
PI-lOtE H~BER :=02 t4!i 6674 
lfiSTITiiTIC~ U AGEI'IC't COllEH Of IIARIH STUDIES, llNIVERSIH Of CElAiiARE 
CIT) LE~ES 
ST.TE CELA~ARE 
ZIP CCCf 1S9!E 
fiLE NtME SLM~ARY OF ~OSQlllC TRAF CClLECTICN RECCRCS 
GENERAL GEC~R.PtJ( AREA NCRTt A~E~ICA, t;S, EAST COAST, OELAkARE 1 CHERAW ISLAIIC, Cl~WMChT, CELA~A~E CIT,, GLENVILLE, ST. GE(R(ES, STOCKTCN, SETtiANW 
BEACh, BROACI<Ill, DEUV fUCHt [0\'t:R, lUtES, MII.,FCI<O, ~EI-iOEOTH, ~.OCRES LAKE 
tESTRACT DATA IS PRESEI\TEC INDICATIN~ RELATIVE AEL~OANCE CF 
FEIIALE ~.QS(;UJHES HR TtiE 10 YHR FERJCC 1565-1975 I~ TkE ST~H CF DELAWARE. 
~S A~ EXFLIII~TIC~ CESCRiflN~ TtE FCSSIBLE REASCNS fOR THE FLLCTUAliO~S hCUlD 
INVOL~E A DETAILED AII~LYSIS CC~!JCERJ~~ SLCh FACTCRS ~~ TIDES, RAJNF~ll, 
TEfiPERJllRE ~IIC J~SECTICIDf t;StGE. 
~All£ RCBERT LAKE 
FHC~E ·L~eEF 3C2 138 2526 
INSTITUTIC~ CR AGENCY DEPART~ENT Of ENTO~OLOGY 
SlFEET U~I~ERSlTY CF CELAWARE 
CIT' ~E~j~K 
ST~TE CEL~~ARE 
liP CCCE 15711 
FILE N~~~ SLRFACE Cll CETECllCN 
GENERAL GECER~ftJ( ~REI IICRTt ~Tl~NTJC, CCASTAl, L.S., CHESAPEAKE BAY 
ABSTR~CT /oii~~IC~ ~02C, fiiG~TOl, k~S ACCC~FllShE[ CN AUGUST 
13, !SiC, UTU.IZINt: ~ IIAUCPS FliGH CENTER LEASED 1-iEliCCFTER HUIPPEC WITH 4 
T-11 IE~IIl MAfPING Ct~ER~S IN CCOPERATICN ~IlH THE V!RGifiiA I~STITLTE Of 
fiARI~E SCIENCE. TtE (fJECTJVE Cf THE ILJ(tl ~AS TO DETER~INE ThE OPTI~UM FILM 




INSllllTICN CR AGf~CY 





tC4 4:24 3~ 11 
~tTJCIIJL ~ERONAllliCS ANC !PACE AOI'l~ISTRATIGN 
CHE!,PE~~E E~~ ECClCGIC~L CFFICE 
IIAllCf ~ I HAM 
\IIHIIIU 
flU 1\JifiE SlRFACE OIL OElECUCN 
GENE~AL GEO€RAPtiC AREA 1\CRlt ~TLANTIC• CCASTALt u.s., VIRGINIA 
ABSTRACT fiiSSIO~ ~055t fLIGHTOlt ~JIS ACtCMPLIShEt CN APRIL 
46• 1911, l.lll.IliNt; A l!AtlCPS fLIGHT CHITEJ< LEASED tiEl.ICUPTER EQUIPPED lilTH 
FOLR T-11 AERIAL I<AFPII\G "MERAS IN CGCPERHIOI\ .. llH l.f;E VIRGif>IA INSTITUTE Of 
~ARINE SCIENCE. TtE OBJECTI\E CF THE FLIGt!l ~AS lC DETERMINE THE FILM AND 
FIL TEl< ((jii(£If\A1ICI\.S lhtl £EST tlSTlt.GU!Sfi OIL SLICKS fROM SALT WATER 
SACKCRCLI\CS AT IHffERfNl HiN ANGLES UD fRO~ \AR'flt.G fL YlM tiEIGHTS. 
~~frE frlCt~Et CCt.EEF 
FkCNE HfrHR ECit t.i4 3411 
INSliTtTICII Cll AHHY N~T JCNJIL ~ERONAI.iliCS ANC SPACE ADM 
STREET CHESAFEAKE SA~ ECOLOGiCAl f~CGRAM CffiCE 
CITY liALLCPS ISlAND 
STATE 11HiGINJA 
liP COU 23331 
FilE NAI'IE SIJRFAC£ OIL DETECTION STitt~ 
EEt.Eih'll GEOERAPf!IC AREA NCRU! AlLANliC. CCASTAL• ~;.s •• \III<Git.JA 
AllSTRICT f!ISSICN li082, fUGt.TOl• WAS ACCOMPLISHft ON AUGUST 
20, l'Ji1lo l:TlliZING A UllCPS FllG"l CEHH LEASEC HEliCOPTER HUJPFEV WITh 
FCUR T-11 AfRJAL MAPPING UMERAS U CCCPERUICN lflTH UE ~IRGINIA INSTITUTE OF 
~ARINE SCIENCE. l~f CEJECTIVE Cf ThE FLIGHT ~AS TO IN~ESTlGATE ThE IJSE Of 
REMCTE SENSING lEC~Nl,IJES II\ SlUCYI~G FUEL CIL CISFf~SICN. 
N~jllf l'llCtAEL CCNGER 
PHCNE 1\'lMBER 8C4 B.tlt 3411 
INST ITlTICN CR AGENO NATJCNAL IIERONAllJCS AND SPACE AOI'I, 
STREET Ct.EHFEAKE BAY ECClCGICAL PllCERAM OFFICE 
CITY· WALLCfS l~LANO 
~TATE VIRGINIA 
ZIP COCE as:n 
FILE t.eH SURFACE Oil DETECTIO.N SllO' 
GENE~AL GECG~AFHIC AFE~ NCRlH ATLANTIC, CCIISTAl• u.s., VIRGINIA 
lleSTiliiCT ji~JSSION ~Ce~, FLIGHTClo WAS ACCOMPLISHED CN 
SEFHPIEEII 14~ lHt. UllllllNG ~ WllllCFS FUHl CENHR lEASEC HELICOPTER 
EQliFPEC ~IH THREE T-11 HRIAL II\IIPPII>iG CAPIERIIS It. COCPERIITIOI>i kiTH Tt-E 
\IIRGihiA l~SlllUlE OF ~A~l~E Stlf"'CE. T~E CEJECTI~E CF TtE FLIG~T WAS TO 
CC~fAFE l~E USE Of fiLSE CClCR J~FFAREC FILM AGAINST BLACK AND ~HITE 
P.NC~RC~ATIC FILM FCR RECCRCING T~E CI!PER!ICN Of ' fr~~M~CE CIL SLICK. 
~AME ~ICHJEL CC~GE~ 
FHNE ~l;~I!ER H4 £24 3<411 
lhSllltTIC~ Cll A(ft.CY NATlC~AL ~EPO~AUJICS ~Nt SPACE ADM 
STREET C~E!.PEAK£ e~~ ECCLCGICAL PFCGRAM CfFICE 
CITY WALlCfS ISLlt.C 
STAlE \IF~I~I~ 
2H CCCE 233:31 
464 
flU fd.H SURFACE OIL OJSfEFSION-VIRGlNIA 
GENERAL GEOGI<AfHlC AREA NCRTJ-i ~TlHTJC, COSTIIL• U.S., ~JRGII\IA, ChESAPEAKE 
SAY UGH TCWEil 
AI!STRACT PIISS I Ct. Wl29• fliHT 01 0 liAS ACCOMPliS~ED ON MA 'I 
11. l'H.t, UllliZJNE A ~AlUlfS FUGJ,T CENTER lEASE£ hELlCCPTEil EQUIPPEC WITH 
fOlR T-ll tfRIIl MJIPPUG ClMEUS Ill CCCPERATICt. WITH HE VIRGINIA INSTlTHE OF 
~ARl"'E SCJE~CE. T~f CEJECTIVE Of IkE fliGHT WAS TO FROVIOE MULTISPECT~Al 
llHCTCGRAPt<'Y Of A H.dN-MACE Cll ~PILL FOfi lSE IN Slltli\G UiE DISFERSIOt-
CHIR~CTERI~llCS OF THE Cll C'Eil At. EXTE~OEC FERICC CF TIME. 
1\·~E MJCt~EL CChGER 
PHC~E t.l,BE~ 8C4 624 3411 
!~ST H!.T!CI\ Cli IGENC\' NATIGNJil .GERCiili.Al HCS Ai\iJ SPACE ADI' 
S lREET Cti£5tHAKE I!AY £CClCGIC~l PfiCGRAM OFF ICE 
CJTY ~ALlCFS ISL~~C 
STATE VIRGJ~JI 
liP COCE 2333i 
Fll E N~l'f SUR fi!CE WATER QUALITY CttES.dPEAJ\E BA'r-A TLANll C GCEAt. 
t.C~T~ 'TL~~TJC, u.s., CO,STAl, CHESAPEAKE BAY GE"'~fiAl GECGF~PhlC AfiE' CCE~t.111Ek 10 ~~NtB~ICGE 
ABSlRiiCT FECJIL CCllfCRI' fAClERJA ARE MONITOREO AT MONTHLY 
Siii'HES CEHINEC 'lONC THE SCUlli EASTERN CCAST OF INlER~IL~ FROM •ATER \IRGINIA, FRCM OCEAN 
IUfiE 
PfiCNf HI'BER 





VIH Ttl SHt61HCGE. 
M J CkE~St SA"'lTAPlAN SUPERVISOR 
EC4 ij21 4261 
VJR(It.I~ IEAC~ tEALTH DEP~RTI'ENT 
FCST CffiCE fOX 6165, PRINCESS ANt.E STATION 
~ IRC: INIA BEACN 
V II<I:JN JA 
234~6 
filE UH SLRFJICE WATER Siii'HING GENE~ill GEOGRJIPHIC AREA ~CPlt ATlA~TIC CCE,N, U.S., COASTAl, N.Y. BIGHT, 
lCt\G ISL~~t. AlLANlJC BEACii lC TCBAY BEACtl 
~BSTRIICT . 21 STATIChS LCC~TEC ALC~~ ThE ATL~NTIC ~NC TOBAY .fE~C.ES kERE SA~PlEC FPCM AFRJL 1911 TO SEPTEMBER CF EACH YEAR UF TC THE 
PRESE~l fC~ ~ATER lEI'PERAl~RE, CCLIFCPMS, Ph, P~RTICLLATE PlATTER, CHLGRICE, 
ElCCtE•ICAl CXYGEN DE~I"'C, tiSSCL,Et CJYGEN, ~ITRATE, NITRITE, AM~CNIA 
CRTHPt:OSPtAlE, At.t lCTAL Ft!CSfh!llE. • 
NAME ~CEE~l ClSl~A~( 
FHCNE Nll'fER 516 ~3~ 24C4 
JNSllTLTJCt. C~ A(f~CI htSS'U CCUNTY CEPARTMENT OF hEALTH 
STREET 240 Clt CCll\lR' FCtO 
CITY fo!INECLA 
STAlE ~E~ ''~~ 




SUI<f,CE WATER lEMPERATl;RE Al'\0 DENSllY AT TIDA-l 
EE~EfAl EECGFAFHJC AFE~ CCASTAL NC~T~ Al\t SOUTH AMERICA, PACIFIC ISLANDS 
ABS Til ACT £Ell loA lER THP ERAllRE A~C CEI\S IT IES WERE CES ERVEO 
fi< lfiH JLY H T ICE SHT ICNS Tt-HUGHOUT CCAS 1 Al NORTtl ANC SOlTH ~MER I CA. MCNTHl Y 
lEANS ~1\0 AAI\lAL ,EANS Cf THE SLRFACE kAlER lEMPE~AllRE Al\0 OEI\SlTIES ARE 
GlliH FOil EACH 'tfAF CF UHR11HIO Afl£1< 1'>64. EAilliER CBSERVAllONS ARE 
CC .. llJNEC H 5-YUP GPCUPS. NOT All HATIGI\S ARE AC1HEO FARTICIPATII\G IN THE 
PROGRA~ AT THE PRE!EI\1 TI~E. OEN51T' VALLES ARE RE£1,;(EC TC 15 CEG. C AND 
CCN~EPlEO lC SIG~A-T. 
1\AI'H 
PhOI'\E 1\LHH 
lNSTITlTIO~ CR AGE~C' 





CHfSAFfA~E fAY• 1/IFGJI\lA 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA 
Hllh \lHHIH 
ABS lRAC 1 
CHESAfEAKE E'~' VIFtl~l~ 
U14E 
Ft\CM ~lJHH 






FIS~ ~~t PLA~KTC~ S~~Pll~G 
GENERAL GECG~AFHIC ARE' 
AESTR~Cl 
CHIEF, CCEA~CGRIPhiC Sl~Vf' 
3C1 4<.it llSCl 
~~liCNAL CCEA~ 5l~'EY 
6001 EXECUTIVE EOULE11ARC 
RCU\IUE 
/II ,IR 'tl tilt 
20852 
SURFACE IIATE~ HRBIDITY IN TI-E ENHANCE TC 
t.;.S., CCA51Al. ~(RlH ATl~~liC. C~ES~PEAKE SAY 
Sllt1 (f SlRfACE ii~TER TlREitiTY AT ENTRAI\CE CF 
JCH\ LlCioiCI< 
1C3-4E<r-HCC 
Clt CC~l~ICI\ l~IVEFSITY 




SIJR'IIEY (f M1AVROClJS FISH SPIIIIII'IINE AREAS AFC-8-3; 
IN fRESHIIAlfR lRIBLTARIES 
NCR1h ATL~NTIC, CC~ST,Lt L.S., CHES,PE~KE fAY 
66 STREAMS JN JtE LPPER C~ESAPEA~E BAY DRAINAGE 
~E~E SAMPlEC hEE~L~ fRCM 
EGGS II\[ LJ~VJE. 
~lRCH TC JL~E 197~. fCR ~CULT ~~~CRO~OUS fiSt ANt 
NA~E 
HCH •lHEF 






C J') C•OHL 
~Ol-~61-!3tl 
CEFtFT~E~l CF ft'TlJ~AL RESClRCES, FISHERIES 





SEitllH SLF\E'I SURVEY CF AI\ACFC~CLS fiSh SPthlllNG A~EAS, AFL-b-3; 
GEI\EFAL GEOGPAPhiC A~E~ 1\CRTh ATL~~TIC 1 CGASTAL 1 u.s., ChESAPEAKE EAY ~BSTFACT CUPJI\( AUCUST TG ~OVEMBER 197~ SEINING kAS 
CONDUCTED HCII<; HO SHCI<fllNE SITES Ill THE LPFER ChESAPEAKE BA'i DRAIIIJ!GE TO DElE~~I~E ~~AOFC~CLS SFECIE5 ~L~E~t AFEAS. 
~l~E C JA' ('CEll 
FHCIIE ~l~fEF 3Cl-267-5361 






PLAI\KTC~ S~~Plll\6 IN UPPER 
GENE~Al €ECG~APhJC ~REA 
AllSlRA(T 




S~F\EY CF A~AC~C~CUS FIS~ SPAhNING AREAS AFC-8-3; 
C"E!AFEAKE fAY lNC ESTL~RINE 1Rl81,;T~RIES 
IICPlt 'lLA~TIC, CCASTAL, L.!., CHESAPEAKE BAY 
SlATIGNS -ERE S~~flEO ~T 
fOR flS~ ECES All£ l~RVAL 
~Ar-E 
4E SlRE~MS FLlS SEvER~l LFFER CtiESAFEAKE fAY 
71 SIHS, EIICt. Ct.E liME BflhEEN APRIL Al\0 JUI\E 1972 
fCRftS. 
FtiCNE IILMHR 






F llE 1\lfl£ 
IIATEF (tllll~ SLF~fY 
C JA~ (I CEU 
3Cl-.H:l-!:3tl 
DfP,RTfoiENT CF NATURAL RESCLRCES, FISHERIES 




SURVEY OF ANAORC~CI,;S fiSt SfAII~HG ARE-'S• ~FC-8-3; 
~EI\E~Al GEOGRAPHIC AREA 1\0~lt AlLA~liC. CCtSTAL, L.s., ChESAPEAKE EAY 
AESTR,(T 167 SITES hERE III~ESTIGATEt FCR hAlER QLALITY AT 8 
LPPER CtE!APEAKE EA' SITES, t4 ESTLA~IES All[ S5 ESTUARINE TRIBLlA~IES IN 
EALTJM(P£, MARf(~[, KEI\1, CECIL CCLIITIES, ~'RYLAIIC CLRliiG MA' ANC JL~E 1972. ~A~E C JA\ ('CEll 
Ft<HE ~UHF 3CI-a7-!3tl 
lNSllll:liCN CR AGENCY CEPA~HHT CF IIHLflAL RESCI,;FCES, fiSI-€RlES 'c~nJSlRAlJC~ 
S lRE El 
C lTV 
SU.TE 
· liF CCU 





FHE UH SURVEY Of AhADRCMCUS FISH SPAiiNING AREAS AFC-6-3; 
ST~E~fl IN~E~TieATID~ 
GE~EF~l ~ECGF~f~JC A~f~ NORT~ ATLANTIC, CCASTAL. L.j •• CHES~PEAKE SAY 
. JlllSli1AC1 STPE~M I'Clfi'ITUL ftR ~I'UDROIIOIJS fiSt. SPAiiflll'iG W~S 
ll'iiiEHH:ATH BY SURVEVIIIG ti~.BJUT TYPES, ANC NOTING FRCiBLEM AREAS, ALCNG ThE 
S~ORfLJ~ES OF 110 SlREAIIS ll'i l~E FOTCIIAC PJVE~ CRAIN~GE. 
l~~E C Jt~ O'tfll 
PHCNE l'ii.MefR 3Cl-.H:7-5361 
JNSTITtiTJ(f\ CR JIG£1\n tEPAR1MUH Cf NATLRAL RESCUI<CES, FISHERIES 









fiLE NAME SUHrE) CF A!JIAN l'ALARIA CCCI.ii<RJI\G It\ IHIIING CUCKS 
GENEI<Al GEe<:UPiHC U<U NCRU ATLANTIC9 CCASUL• u.s., CHESAPEAKE 
e.n-P~I'UCC ~OlNO 
AeHRACT 1CEH lf ICH 1011 CF POTEI\TUl PAnm;ENS AlONG wiTH 
Tt!EIR tl(iST AANc:E AUl ESlABLISHitiG f\Hfl.tl BICHGICAl REUTIONStllFS A~OI\G HCST 
AIIC F'RASlli SFEClES. 
fHCliE tll..flfEF 







GENE~AL GEOGRAPHIC AREA 
fASHI<t- SliCH 
ASS TRACT 
SlP~£YEC FU lltJI'llEI<S CF 
CN PEAI!-UH DAY~ .. 
1\.AH 
FHNE Hfof!ER 





R. i .. Si'ITH, illilEOCR 
301 176 481)0 
Pllll>Et.l loiLOllfE RESUIICti CEHER 




1\0~TH AllAf\TIC, CCASTAL~ u.s., CHESAPEAKE EAV, 
I'ARHHD STATE \t llClifE I'!AUGEI'UT ll.RUS WfRE 
~UNTlNG PARTIES FRGM AIRCRAFT, TC DETEI<MINE HUNTER-USE 
\'Eiil\(1\ STCTlS 
30l-267-51S5 
MtRYltNC (fPj\RJMtNT Of NATURAl RESO~RCES 





fiLE HIIE SUSHNCEC PARTICULATE CONCENlRAHONS f-ROM HIGH 
IJClli!E AIR ~AfiPlERS 
Gfi\EFAl 'ECGF~FHlC Alfl NCFT~ ~ME~ICA, L.s •• NE~ JERSEY 
ISSlRACl . SIIICE lS6t• THE Sl~TE OF ~Ek JEFSEY HAS BEEN 
IICI\JTCRJNG SUSPENCH FARTJCULHE CCNCENTRAllCNS FRCM Hl.(;tl ~OLU.tE AIR SAMPLERS. 
TH£ fiRST 31 SAMPLERS WERE INSTAllEC BY THE FEOER•l GC~ERNMENT IN 1966, eUT BV 
1972 THE NL~BEF Cf SAMFLfFS ~~~( E~tkN TC l'iE~RlV 70. ALTHOUGH ~ FE~ SA~PLERS 
tiiH fEEl\ ELIIUI'iHH SINC£ 1966, M,QST SIII',PLER~ HA'fE REMAHIED IN THE SliME 
lOCAlJCNS. CCMFUTf~ tAlA LlSll~G ALL PIRTICLLATE CCNCENTRATICNS CAt\ ff 
06TAI~ED Al EllHER ~NV E.P.A. CfflCE OR THROUG~ ltiE NEk JERSEY BUREAU OF AIR 
FOllUTJCN CCNTRCl .. 
NAME 
Ft.CU tti,,ME£1< 





SE~lCR E~'IRC~,f~l~L SPECJ,l1ST 
ECS 292 6U3 
NEW JERSEY BUREtU Cf ~IR POLLUTION 





FILE NIME SUSPENDED SECII'E~TS lh l~E ShElF WATERS 
GE~ERAL GECGFAf~IC AFEA ~CRT~ ATLAhTIC• COASTAL. u.s., VIRGI~lA TO MIA~l 
Af!SUACT AHLYSIS Cf SUSHHEC SCLICS Jh Tt\E SHLF WATER!: 
FRO! IIIR~JNIA lO MIAMI. SAMPLES FROif ~UiiFACE 10 BCTTOI' UTH AI\CJLLARV 
lEI<PEilATlRE INC ~AUUH.. ' 
N~Mf J.k. PIERCE 
FHCNE ~ti'8ER 202 381 5862 
INSliTlTJOh CR AGE~CY SMITHSC~IAt- INSTlllTE 
STREET CIIIISIDN CF SECJMENlOlOGY 
CITY ~AStiNGTCN 
STITE ClSlRJCT Of CCLLMBIA 
ZIP CCCE 2C5~C 
Fll£ NAME SlSQLEHAN~A fLAT! CRECGE ISLA~DS 
GENERAL GEC,~APtiC A~fA NCRTt ATLANTIC. COASTAL, u.s •• CHESAPEAKE BAV, 
'lRVltNC, ~US(lEHl~NA FLAT! 
ABSTRACT S~All SCALE SLRvEY TC CCCUI'ENT THE FLCRAL 
SUCCESSION CN C~ECG£ SPOIL l~lANCS II\ SLS,lEnA~NA FLATS. 61Rt SPECIES LISTS 
CCMFJLEC FRCM 3 VISITS FEF YElR SINCE 19~6. 
~A~E· VEPt-CI\ STCTTS 
FHCNE tolf!H~ 3Cl-267-5 1'0! 
INSTITlTICN CF.AGEf\CY MAR,LANil tEI'ARli'ENl OF NAllRAl RESCl~CES 
STREET Tt"ES Sl~lE CffiC£ tUILCI~G 
CITY A~I\AFCllS 
STJTE MARYLANt 
ZIF CCtE 214Cl 
FilE ~A~E SlSCLE~t~~A fllllS ~EGETftTIC~ SURVEY 
GEIIERAl GECGI<AI'IHC AHA tmnr ATlAI\11C, CCASUlt U.S., CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
~~RILAI\t SlS,lErAN~A flAl~ 
AB!TRACT EXTEI\SIVE SURVEY CF VEGETATION PRESENT ON THE 
SlSQlfH~NNA flATS. DATA FRC~ 19!7 TO PRESE~T, 11\CLUOfS CEPTH, SAlii\ITY, SECCHl 
REAOI~G, Fl,~l SPECIES liSTS, flAI\T RElATIVE AEU~OANCE, BENT~IC ANI~Al SPECIES 
liSTS. tATA BASE FCR kATEAFO~l ftRAGE AVAILA€1111~. SEISCNAliT~ Of VEGETATIO~. 
1\AME \EF~CN STCTlS 
FHNE HIIUR 3CJ-~f1-~J<;~ 
JtiSllllliCt. Cl< AGEt.CI f'AR'I'LANC l:Efllln~ENl OF NATl:RAl RESOURCES 
STREET TA~E~ SlATE CffiCE BUILCit.G 
(Jll AI\N~PCllS 
!TATE ~IRYlA~t 
ZIF COtE 214Cl 
FilE ~HE T-11 FIL HR TEST 
GEI'\EFAl (fCGFAFHit Af<U l.S., COAHAlt NCI<TH ATUNTIC, CHESAPEAKE Si!Y• 
VUGJIIH• hHlCFS l~llli\IC' 
'ESTRACT fll.SSIOI\ ~13~• FlT. lt Jllf>E Eo 1CJ12o 1\IH:. WAllOPS 
SUTICft C-54 AIRCR~fl OfF ~~SJ 1 i!AllCPS ISlAfiO AIRflElt WITH 1110 1-11 AERIAl 
C~~EF~5. OEJECTJVE - TC TEST Al\ll~IGI\£1111\G EffECTIWEIIESS AND CETER~li\E FILTER 
fACTCR5 FOR t.f\1 AERIAl CMIERA FillERS. fliUIT II\ CLEH \IEAT+!ER, NO CHRCAST, 
AIR lE~F. 20 CE~. C tT 2500 FT., MSl WITh kll\0 OF IC KNOTS FROM 26 OEG. 
"'~( Pllll ALFC~!l 
F~Ot.E t.lHEF S04-E24-3411 
JNSTITlTICN CR AGHC" ldliOAl AEROULTICS Af\C SFACE ACI' 
STREET CHSAPEAKE SAY ECOlOGICAl FRCGRA~ CFfiCE 
CIT' kAllCFS ISl~~t 
~TATE VIRGII\1t 




tERRI~E FRC~ ChESAPEAKE 
flAME 
HUE tiLHH 





YAG(ING AND E)PLCITATICN Cf tTlAI\llC l~REAt ~~RRING 
1\01<11- JllLAJIIT IC, COASTAL, l.~., MAR HAND TC FLORIDA 
lAGGI~G ~~C EXfLCllATJO~ STlCY Cf ATLANTIC THREPO 
l:lH H FlCR lOA. 
CHHHR 
4i IS i.U 4~9~ 
JlTLA~TIC ESTU.IlRINE FISMERIES CEI\TtR 





GENERAl GECG~APHIC AREA 
AESlR.Il(l 
~ENHACE~ fRC~ ~AINE 10 
lUll£ 
PI"CNE 1\L~BER 






GENERAL EfOGR.IlPHIC AREA 
.lle~lTR.IlCT 
410 
TJ~GI~C A~t MICPATICN Of ~CULT ATlA~TIC McNHAOEN 
NCRlH ATlANTIC. CC.Slj~L, L.S., MAINE TC fLCRICA 
THGHG AH IIIG~ATICN HltH5 OF ADI.JU ATLANTIC 
flCFltA. fiELC ~CTE5 CN FISH CCNCiliG~S. 
tiRECTCR 
CJl<; 12t 45S5 
ATL,t.TIC ESlLARJI\E f!SHE~IES CENTER 
N.llliC~Jll ~tRI~E FJS~ERIES SERVICE 
BEAlFOIH 
1\CHH CARCl II\ II 
2€516 
TA(EIN5 AND MJGRAlJCN Of AOLlT ATLANTIC ME~~ACF~ 
tiUTt Afo(ERJO, CCASlAL, U.S., CHESAPEAKE eAY 
TAGGING AND MlGRAllON Sl~[IES Of ADllT ATLAI\TIC 
MENtiACEII. HGGIIIG II\ 
II .Ill( E CHE~APEAKE fAY. FIELD NCTES 0~ FISh CCNCITIONS. 
PHOt.E 1\li'Efli 






919 126 4595 
AllA~liC ESl~ARI~E flStE~JES CEI\lER 




FILE NtMf TAG,ING JU\E~JLE ATLANTIC ~E~HADEN 
~ENE~Al ~ECGFAfHJC AFEA NC~Tt ATLAI\TIC 1 CCASTAL 1 l.l., MAINE TO FlORIDA 
.llBSlliACT TiiHINE SHO'I Cf JLVEULE Hl.ll!ITIC IHNH.ACEI\. FIEllJ 
1\CTES (1\ HtEJl.lll, CCNOITICN, IIJITH ".iAllll 
ftil,l DIRECTCR 
fHC~f ~l~fEF 919 l~f 4~~! 
JNSlll~llCN CR AGENCY AllA~liC ESlUAPI~E FISHEPifS tE~TER 
STREET NATIONAl ~ARII\E FISHERIES !ER~ICE 
Cll' EEALFCJT 
STATE NCRl~ CARCll~A 
ZJF C([t <:E~H 
fiLE ~AilE 
~E~EF~L GECGFAFhlC ~~EA 
KENTUCKW, PENNSVL~A~1At 
CA~OLJ~A A~O NEll lCR~ 
471 
TAXC~CfoY A~O HCLCGY Of SHNtNEMA M.AYFllES 
NOI<Tii AMERICA, t.S., GUO, IlliiiOISt INCUNA, 
lEf.l"ESHE liiRCJIIU, kEST lllRGIUA, MARYLAND, NORTH 
AfHilACT lClll OISSClVEC ~IJLIUS AND Pii ~ERE MEASURE& AT 
LOCA liONS THRCIJGHCU 1 ThE O!IC US tN htlfi<E MAHUE.S <if THE GENUS STENCNEMA II ERE 
FCUNt. 
UfiE 
fHCN E M.i'tl ER 
!NSliTLT!C~ CR AeEN£1 
STREET 




CCRIIELILS I. IlEfER 
513 fll4 7331 
Ut;JHC SUTES EMJIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGEtiCY 




FILE NAIIE TD HCJ~ SERIAll) CCfiPLElEt kHDS C06CO 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AFEA NOPlt A~ERJCA, L.S., fltRIOA, CAPE KENNEDY, 
VIRGIIIIAr NCRfOL~, WALLOPS JSLA~O, CALIFOR~IAt SANTA Mt~IC~, V~NDERBERG, 
DISTRICT Cf CCUiflfUr II.II.HUGTCII 
ISS1F.ACT 215CCG CBSfRVATICt,S F~C~ ~ STATIOt;s, l~E DATA '" 
THIS FILE wERE FRCtlC£0 FFO~ CESE~VED D~TA CBTAihED FROM ORIGINAL WBAN 22 
FCRMS SLFFt.f.MEUft ElY Il\TEI<fOUTEllt EXlliAPClAlEC Al\0 TllAt.SfERED DATA f(JR ONE 
klLO,ETEF tlTJTLCE I~C~EMENTS f~CM T~E S~Rf.IICE TO 21 kllt~ETERS. 
~A,E CJRICTCR, ~CC 
fliCI\E H:J•BER 10~ 254 CCJ61 XO~C: 
JNSlJlUTIC~ CR AGEhCY ~ATJCII'l CliMATIC CENTER 
STREET FECEPAL Elllti~G 
CITY AStE\IllE 
STATE fiCPlk CARCLllA 
liP COU 2HCI 
472 
fiLE 1\A,E TECtllCAL 'SSISTANCE TO CCMMfRCIAL fiSHERIES 
GEHFAL GfCGI<AFI-iJC ARU IIGRlH ATLAI\liC. CO~STAL, t .. s., DELA!o~Rf fAY 
~BSlR~Cl CATA COLLECTED CLRING A COM~ERCIAL fiSHERIES 
PROGUM IIHJCH t-AS fEEl\ CCIIOlCTE£ FRCM l<Jill TO THE PRESENT TO PRCVIDE TECHNICAL 
ASSISUhCE TC COII.ERCUL FISt.EI<.f'H,, SEA FCCC INCIJSlHES AND GOI;ERI\MENTAL 
AUTtiCRHS ARE FRESENTEt Ill REFCRT FCRM. MEASURED PARAMETERS It-ClU&E THE t:XlENT 
OF f<IH JNFECIICI\ Af'CfiG D'YSlEP.St SPU Rftlllillf'.HI Cll 1\ATl:IIAL GYSTER BEOSo 
OYSlEF EEt ,tt;C I!IIIHR BLU CRAI! FCFUUITICN STATISTICS ANC POPULATION 
CHAR,CTERISTICS CF BLUE C~ABS tiARVESTEll BY CCM~E~CIAL FOT FISHER~Et-. THE 
fl;I<PCH Of THE FRC€1lAI' HAS EEEN lC lMfRCVE ~AIIAGE~Etil AIID ECONCMICS Cf THE 
CO~MfRCI'l FIStl~G 11\CUCTRW II\ CflAkJ.Ff. 
!AI'£ STAff-CliJISitN Df fiSH Al\0 klltllfE 
fHCNE ~l~EfR 302 tiS 4431 







lEC~NJCAl REFORl tc£. t 
GENER~l GEC,~IPhiC 'llfA 
G~En en 
C SHEEl 
tO II El< 
tELAUI<E 
l'i'iC.l 
TEMPERATUI<E Rf(>IME. ATL,NTIC GENERATING SITE• 
NUn. ATUNTIC CCEAN• CCASUl, U.s., NEW JERSEY, 
ASSl~ACT A STUCY Of ThE CCEAN TEMPERATURE REGIME CFF THE 
f!CIITH CF G~EAT BAY, IIEll .JERSEY H THE \ICUIH Of TIH FRCFCSEO ATUHJC 
GENE!< I liNt: STA l JCI'i liAS CctcOUCTEC HO, J.PR ll 11-I<OIJGt JANLARY 1973. TE~PERA luRE 
llfCU1tfFS tEPLC'rfC AT CEPTHS (lf ~-~ ANt 11 METERS CONliNt;OUSLY MCNIHRED OCEAN 









PROJEC 1 .,AIIAGER-.IITLA~TIC GENERATING SU TIC II 
201 6~2 1COC 
FUELIC SER\ICE ELECTRIC 'II£ GAS CCMP~NY 





FILE hi~E TERPAlh STLtl tf TCM'S CC~E, VIRGihlA 
GE~EPAL (ECG~Af~JC AFEJ NCFl~ ATl~hTJC, CGASTAl. U.~., ~IRGlNIAt TOM'S CO~E 
ABSTRACT MISSIC/1 klC6 1 FllG~T C4, ~AS A£CO~Pl1ShEt CN 
FEEFUlPl 11 1S12 1 UllllllhG lh£ ~AllG~S fliGhT CfhTfP C-54 AIRCRAfT EQUIPPED 
klTH ThO T-11 lERitl ~APPING C~MERA! IN CCCfERATICh ~ITh THE CHihCCTEAGUE 
IIATH/IH hlltlJFE fEHHf Cf HE BLREIIU OF SfCRT FISHRJES ANC WllCllFE. THE 
OBJECTIVE Cf T1- E FUGI-:1 \-illS Hl tflH IN lARGE SCALE II'AGE11Y OF lHE UI\C 
SURRCU~CJ/IG TC~'S CC\E FCR USE Ill !llDYIIIG ERCSICN A/10 CEPCSIT!CNAL fEATURES 
OF 11-:E lERR,I/1 I~ ll"'! CC\f. 
NAME MICtAEl CCNGER 
PHCIIE l'l~EEF flC4 S24 3411 
JNSTlllTIGN CR AGEN" t>AliCI\Al JIEI<Gt.AlliCS Al\t SPliCE JIOM 
STREET C~EStfEAKE EAY EtCLOGICJil PRO~RAM OFFICE 
CIT1 ~ALLCPS ISL,~C 
STillE ~IR~INJA 
ZIF ecce 23337 
FilE N"H HH AI\D S'l~lEI'S E\iAllJHI0\'1 fliGHT 
~E~fP~l G£C~FAF~lC APEJ u.s., CCASTAl, 1\CRlH ATLAN11C, CHESAPEAKE SAY, 
~IRGl~JA, -ACHAFREJIGUE 
~BSlRACT lollSSICI\ Wl51 1 FlT • .t• 111111 WAllOPS SlATICN C-54 
IIIPCRAFT EQliPFED tillli H.li.B. SINGH ~GtEl J.AC.-2 THERI'Al SCIII\1\E~ Cl\ AUG. 18, 
l'ii72 1 11'1 CCCfEFATI (I\ hlU Ct1ESJ.HAI<E IWt EU:LCGICAl P!iC(RAM OFF ICE, 1\HA 
hAllCfS STATIQII1 V~. II\ IIAC~IIPFE~GUE, ~A. REtiCN. CBJECTI~E - A TEST AND 
SYSTE~S EVAllllliCN fliGtT tf PCTENTIAl APPliCAllCI\ Cf J.At-2 fOR fUTL~E COASTAl 
lAND-SEJI l~TEI\FJ.CE I~VESliGtliCI'I~. 
Nll~f PAll AlfCIISI 
PHGtiE 1\lHn EC4-~24-3411 
JNSllllTICti CR AGEIIC't 1\.nl~~Al HHIIAlliCS liNt SfiiC£ ~tl'! 
STREET CHE~IIPElKE SAY ECCLOGICAL fRCGRA~ CFFICE 
CIT't kllllCfS ISLI~C 
STAlE \IR~INIA 
UF CCU ~3337 
FILE N l!IE 
GENERtl fEO~RAPtiC ~REA 
KE1, flCRID~; GUlf CF 
TESTING ~LU~l~ll¥ A~COES I~ SEAkAlER 
NC~U AllAtlliC, L..S •• KlfTCI'EKE, ~UGII\111, IIIRGltdA 
~f)]t(, ftCFE lSl~llt 
lleSTFHT 
CCPHHCN Ill I!Cl .. 
IN 1~15. Sl,liC/15 
~l~MJ, AIIC kEEKlY 
HIS LCt\G TtRI4 ~llCY IS DETER fill\ I IIG THE €FFECTS Of. 
fFESh A~O S~LT hATER. T~E~TW YE"~ RESUlTS Will 6£ A~AllA6lE 
kERf SA~PLEC ~C~l .. LY Ill \IREINI,, kEEKLY AT THE lNl~. OF 
fCP THE 2 (llf ~TAllO~!. 
II"H 
FHt.E HI'EER 
INSllllll(~ CF "EfNCY 




tP. ~. lEE C~"lG, JF. 
::cs 35( 1472 
~SfiJIS 




filE ll'~f ThE A~ABILIT~ Of GRGL~O .AlER Ill NE. CASlLE CCUI'TYt 
DELA~tPf 
GENEPAL C£CGP~PhJC ~FEA NGRT~ AMERICA, L.s •• DEL~~A~£. ~E~ CASTLE CCUNTY, 
PCTCMAC FCR.ATICN• I'A~ClHY FCR~#liCN, PC~~~ lAUREl F(RPATICN, MANCOCPS 
f(F.fiJ llU 
IIBSlRACl GEClCGICAl A~D HYCFCGICAl CATA CGllECTEC FRCM 1~50 
THRCUGt 1910 Cll TH 11\l~lLABll JTY CF hAlER IN THE GI<Ot:l'<D-&oATEP RESE\IOIR!:> CF NEll 
CASTlE CO~NlY, DElA~A~E AFE PRESE~TEO I~ FEFCFl FCFfl. T~E UATft ii\CLUOE A REAL 
tNt HPAlHRAPHC CISliHHTICNS OF TH A<WlfHS AND 0£1ERI'INATIC~S OF THE 
H'DRllllC ·~C GEClCGIC C·A~ACTERJSTICS Of T~E AQUIFERS 
~A"E ~lllFF 
fhCNE ~l H£R 30~ BE .2€33 
INSllllTIC~ CR AGE~C' tEl~MARE GEClCGICAl SURVE~ 
SlllEET lNIIIERSIH llf CHAI!AJ:IE 
Cll' l'E~t~K 
STAlE CELII~A~E 
21F CtrE 1S711 
FILE ~~fl£ THE A~AILABILIT~ Cf GRCLI\O~ATER IN ~ESlERII SUSSEX CCLIIH, tfllii~RE 
GENERAL GECGI<APHIC ARU t;UH Al',fRICA, L.s., CHAI!A~Et WESTER/\ SUSSEX COUNTY 
HSlRIICT DATA CN THE GRCUCIIAHP AI\C fiYCROlGGY Of lriESTEi<N 
SUSSH (Ql.H\', CCLL ECHC FRet<~ 1947 TUOUGt- IS6B APE PRESENTED IN REPCRT fORM, 
G~CUNC--AT£~ ~ESER\CI~! AFE CESCRI8EC ANt lfE AVA1lABill11 Of ~ATE~ FRC~ EACh 
PRJ~CIP~l A(LJFE~ l~ ASSE5!EC. 
~A~E STAff 
FHC~E NL~EEP 3C2 7313 2633 
JNSl llt..TlC~ CR AGEt;O OELAURE GECLCGICH St!II~El 
STREET l/11\ERSITY CF tELA~ARE 
ClTY ~E~~R~ 
~TATE tELJiritRE 
IJP ecce lSliJ 
FlU NHE 
CCLNH HE II VA llABilllY IJF GRGLNOIIA TER IN E II STERN SUSSEX 
~EIIEPAL tECG~APHJC AREA IIORTH AMERICA• l.S., DELAiriiiRE, E~STE~I SUSSEX CCUNTY 
~llS TFA<T CAT J. CN TH GRCl.NCIIA TER GtOLOGY AND H'tDilGtCGY Of 
EASTERN Sl.S!E> CCL~ lY, CCllfCTEC fRO~ 1S44 TfRClGh 1968, AR€ FR~SENTID IN 
REFCFl FCR~. G~Clti(~ATER ~ESE~VCI~S ARE CESCP18EC, TfE t~AILABILIT~ (f WATER 
fPCM EliCH F RIIICIPJ!l Hl!IFER IS tSSESHt ~NC 5All-kA1ER PliOBLEt;S Ill EACH 
AQlJftR ARE CI~ClS~EC. 
II AME 
PHCI\E Hfii!ER 






302 73S Zfl33 
tELA~AA~ EfllOGICAl SUNVEY 




FILE tUM£ THE AVAIUBllll'l Of GROv.NtlUTfR IN IIENT COUNTY., 
CHAIIAf!Et UfH SFHIAL RffEilEf<C£ TC Ttff CCHR AREA 
GEt.EI'AL EEC.:UPtHC AllEA. NORTH AMERICA., t .. s • ., DEllli~RE., KENT COUfHY 
~8HfiA(.T t~H ON ThE C~OiiNCWATER GEOLOGY AND HYDROlOGY Of 
KU.T CCiiNTYt DElAWJ RE. CCUECTEO FROI' lS'tC THRCIJGH 19E7, ARE FRESEN.TEO IN 
~Ef'ORl fCRfl. UE Ft!FPCSE Cf THE lNVESTlGATlcti WAS TC CESUIBE Tt:E GROUND WATER 
RESEF\ICIRS OF ltt CtlNlY ~1\f) 1C llPfRJIISE TtE AVAJUBilllY Of WATER FROM THEM. 
NJMf SlAfF 
PHCI\E 1\!lMBH 3C2 736 .2e33 
INST ITI.IT UJN OR AG£1110 'I DELA .. ARE GetlCGKH SIJR:WH 
SliHH UH'IIff!SJTY Cf ttlAt<ME 
Ci'!Y i\fi•iRl< 
STATE CEt.J .. ARf 
2IF ecce 19711 
FilE tUMf UiE AVAilABiliTY ()f fi!At.GMiESE TO SOilEilNS AS 
llffECHC E'V liME AtiO CRGAUC f'ATTER 
GE~EFAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA NORTH AMERICA~ u.s •• OElA .. AFE1 SUSSEX CGUNTY 
ABSi~ACJ on~ COLLECTEll tURING A STUDY CARRIED OI,;T IN 1966 
TO DETERMINE TtiE AVAHABilllY Of fi.AN"NESE TO SOYilUf\S lH\CER tElAii~RE 
CllNDlliCNS AilE PRESU•TEP Hi RHCRl FCR14,. Tt·E "AJOR fACTCRS INVESTIGIIHO \!ERE 
LJ~J~G, CRet~IC flATTER• 14A~GANE~E ~PPLIEC AS A FOLIAGE TREATMENT ANO SOYBEAN 
'URIETY. AIIAlYSES lt\ClltEC SCJl ANC PlANT TISSUE CCNCEt.Jil.ATICNS Of ftiCSPHORUS, 
POTASSIIJM, liAGNEUU!~ CALCIUM INC Hf\CANESf AND SOil Ph ~Nt CR!;ANIC MATTER 
CCJNUI\TFATJCN AS AfFECHC I!Y Hi£ IIANlPlLATEC FACTOilS. 
NAME fiC~RIS liB~AFY 
P"Ctlf NUMEEP 3C2 l3t .H55 
INSJllUlltN OR AGE~C'f lit.I\ERSIH Cf CEUtiARf 
CITY 1\E~ARK 
HAlE CEUWJ\Rf 
liP ecce 19111 
41b 
FILE NIH HE £10tCUCAl HffCTS Of A tlEAlED EffU.EJI.T AND A 
MCCEL FCR C()fi~UNllY SlRlCllRAl CHANGE 
GENEPAL GECGPAPHIC APE~ NCRl" ATLANTIC, u.s •• DElAWARE, INCIAN RI~ER 8A}, 
INDIAN RJVER 1 CC~SlAl 
ABSTI<ACT TUS PIPER CIS.CLSSES THE EFFECT Of A THERMAL 
EfFLUEI\T Ct. A ~ACRCllUiTIHC ESTIJARJI'if IN~ER1E8RATE Clilif'Lf\IT'V. CH~M;Es IN 
CCI'Ji.li\JTY HRWCTURE ARE lflliESTJt;HI:D fY ME~I\S Of t.Uf\BERS CF INlllVJOUAlS AND 
SPECIES• AN J~tJC,TCR tRGAfiJSM• A PRESEI'iCE - ABSENCE COEffiCIENT, DIVERSITY 
(HJo Af\D EGUITABILJT-. C~TI INtlCATE ltAT CCM~UNITIES I~ lHE EffLUEf\1 CC NOT 
REACh THE If\lERACTIVE STAEE. A ~CDEl fQFMlL~TED If\ TERMS CF I~FORMATICN 
THECRY IS fi<CPCSEI: lh 111-:ICii CHTRUCT ION Of CCMMUtHTY 51RLC1URE MAY 8E 
JIIE~SulUO. THE f!GtEl ACtS i(i EU~TING THEURl A SCLRCE CtiANI\El, .S, WHCH TAKES 
INTO ACCct;U CCcMIIIJI\In lttHR"TJCt.S. HIS HtEl IS APFLIEO TO THE CAU ANO 
lliSTRUCTICfl Cf CCIHUUT'r STRUCTtRE IS fCUM) TC DECREASE kiTH iNCREASif\G 
DI~TANCE fR(~ THE EffLlEttl. 
NAME lJE~·RilN 
Pli.CNE lllfiEER :!t2 t45 6t71t 
INHIHTIC/11 IJF ~GEf\C'l Ufii~ERSITY Cf OEUWARE, Uf<JI\f SlATJON LIBRARY 
Cll'l LEkfS 
!T ATf DEUUI<E 
21f CctE l<:i'9~6 
FUE Nllo\E lt\f SlClCG'l tf ~THJOOTA GEMINATA ISAYJ 
CCCLECFlERl: 1\Jllt~LJC~EJ 
HUI<Al GECHAPIHC AREA t.OPTfi AMERICA, lieS~• DEU!!Ml.E 
A6SlPACT fllESENTEt IN REI'CRT FORM A~E DATA COLLECTED DURING 
fiELt INC LAECFATOPY STlCIES.CCNDLCTEG IN OEL~WARE tliRING 1910 AND 1911 ON ThE 
EJCLCGY Cf THE BEETLE STElJCCTI GEMJNATA• A NITICULJO INFESTING BOTH ~IPE AND 
DECAYING FRUIT. EMf~ASlZEt ARE lONGE~ITY SllOIES, FECLNOilY STLOIES, LIFE 
CYCLE CUilACTERlHICS ANt fOUl PliEFEilft.CES Cf BOTH Attill AND LAPVAL FCRMS. 
NAME MCR~l~ llfRAI<Y 
PHCNE 1\LfiEER !C2 13E 2455 
INSTITLTICN OR AGE~CY UNI\E~SITY Cf DELAkARE 
Cll} NE~.AR~ 
H .HE OEU!u!R£ 
.2IF CCCE 1S711 
fIlE UIIE 
GENERAl GEOGR~fHIC A~fA 
FJSP A~C WILCLJFE REFUGE 
4'il 
THE BICNOIHCS Of CULE) SAllt.Ai<IliS CC,UilltTT 
NC~l~ 1\~ERltA. U.S., CELAWA~E, EO~B~Y HOOK NATIONAl 
ABSlRACl EC~f~V HCOK ~ATJt~Al FISh A.O WllCllfE REFLGE WAS 
STUCIEt F~OM JUL,, 1~5S 10 NCVEMSE~, 1~~0 lt LEA~N AEOLT ThE HAbiTS, BREEDING 
ANt 'CAFTATIQ~S Of ThE ~CS,UJTC, CULEX SALI·A~IUS CCQLILLETT. COMP~RTIVE 
~CHHlCG'Y CF SLESPECHS It\ SALIM At>IO ~AIHAll Wl\5 H~SLREIJ .. TEI"PERIITLRE, 










3C2 131: 2!26 
CEPI\~HH1 Of 







AI\D ' PARTIAl RE\ISJG~ 
GENE~AL GECGRAPHIC AREA 
URGil\H 
T~E CAPRElliDAE tCRIJSTACEA~ AfiPHIPOCAl Cf VlRGINIA 
G~ ~AYEF•S ~ARlfTIES Cf CJP~EllA LATRElLL£ 
ABSTRACT 
CIPRitliD ~~F~JFCCS FCUNt 
t\M~E 
FHH ~LHH 




l .. S •. , COASUt., Hint! llTUUIC, CHS~PEAKE SAY, 
lP)CI\C~lC LIST ~~~t IDEj\TJfiCATICft KfY Of 
IN HE CHSAPEAXE BAY REGIOI\ CF V!RGHIIA 
LlflFAI<IJ!II 
E04-~42-.tlll 




fiLE t\~~E Ttf C~flURE ANt ~IRKING CF kiLO, NEiriBCRl\ 
k~ITE-TAilfD DEER f~WIIS 
GEI\ERAL GECGFAFHIC AFE~ ~CRTt ~MERICA, U.S., NEW JERSEY, HUI\TEROON COUNT~ 
IIBSHAO OIJE 10 THE 1\fE() TO CAPTlRE AIIO 14ARK A SAMPlE Cf 
tEE~ CCC~F~Il\G Nf~ JE~SEY'S ~IE~EF 'UALlTY CEER R~~GES, kHERE hiNTER 
EO~-TR~PFING ~~~S ~NPPOC~ClJVft A SILO~ ~AS CONOIJCTEC FPC~ 1969 THRCUGH THE 
!PPI~G Cf 1~14 TC CE\ElCf CAFTLRE ANt ~A~~~~~ TECHI,~ES fCR NE~fORN 
~HH-UJLEC !JEER Hkl'iS. TH FtloNS hERE SEXEO, hEIGii.ED, Alit THGEO. 
N'Mf PRI~CIFAL ;ILCtifE 8JCLCGI5T 
FHC~E IIL~fEF 2Cl 135 67~3 
INSTITLTICN Oil AGEI\C' 1\h JERSE'V Cl:fAHHI\T {]f EIIVIRCIIMHHl PRCTECTlON, 
1:: JHS JCI\ Cf FISH, UH AH SHLLFISHER JES.t l!lREAU Of ULDllFE I'ANGEIIHT 
STREET Ctl.lCII ~lltllfE ~-·~CE~EI\T A5EA 
CITY t~MPTON 
~1~1£ 1\Ek JERSEY 
llf ccr.e CH.n 
fiLE IIA~E THE CHAETCGIIATHI Cf THE 11\NER CONTINENT~l SHElf ~AlERS GFF ~IRGIIII~, THEIR TA~(l\(~W, AELIIC,l\CE, ~N[ tEPEIICEt\CE CN PHYSICAL FACTCF~ CF THE f~~IPCII~E~T. 
GENERAL GEC(RAP~JC A~EA ~.s., CCA~l~lt ~CFlH AltA~liC, CHES~PfA~E eAY 
HNEP CCHII\HHL HEt.f, \llFGHU ' 
'BSTilA(T CO~PLETE ACCGLNl CF THE 0151~IBUTIO~ TA~O~C~Y A~O 
EIOLOG1 CF THE CHAETOG~~ltS Cff TtE CC~ST (f VA Alit IN ChE5APE~KE EAY 
fiAH llfi<AfiiAN " 
PHO~E t\l~fE~ SC4-642-2lll 
lNSliTLTIGN CR AGENC~ \IRGI~IA IN511TL1E CF ~·~INE SCIENCE 
CITV GlCLCESTE~ FCINT 
STAlE \IHHIA 
llF CCC£ ~3Ct~ 
~~~~F:~~~~ECGFAFH IC A " HE HEI'l!STP'W Cf ChiT IN AS A 1\E~ MARINE RESOURCE ~~t NORl. AllAN1IC, CCASTAL, L.S., OELAhA~E S'Y ERCAC~llt ~IVE~t CA~~RY C~EEK, CLD ~ILL CFEEK 
ABSl~A(l l~IS STUDY k~S lf\OERTAKEN T!J DETERMII\E l.,E fOTE~liAl CHili~ SUfFLY fFC~ tlLE C~AB f)C~~ELETAL kASTE fRG~ PROCESCING 
CPE~'TIO~S. IT I~CLUCES C~TA 011 CHITJN CONlENl VARIATIOIIS IN BLUE CR;e WITH C~RAPAC£ LCCATIOl» ~Cll 5TIIGE, t•~·PACt hiCTH, A~O S£). THE tAlA GAT~EREO IS 
IlCLLtEC I~ AN U~flfl!S~EC PCRT1CN Of ~.S. l~ESlS lOCATEC IN UNIVERSITY CF ~~~~~~R£ liBRARY. CH.t IHLUtEI: IN UIIPl.iH .. f' .• s. li<ESJS, 1974, BY CI-ARLES JAHS 
IIAH llU<tRIAN 
FHCNE NlMBfR 3C2 7!8 245! 
JNSTJTUTICN CP •cE~C~ LNl\ERSlll Cf DElAiARE 
STREET ~.ti<R IS LJ£1CAR't 
CITY NE.AR~ 
~T.TE CEltk~RE 
llf Ctl: E l'H 11 
flU N~~f 
GEIIE~Al ~ECG~AFHJC ~~E~ 
RlliER 
ThE CCNClliCf\ CF [flAWARE OSTER BEDS 
NC~Tt ~TLANTIC, U.S., COASTAL, DELAkARE SA~, TIDAL 
AEST~~Cl . CATA 011 TtE CCNI:ITJCN OF CELA~ARE C~STER BEDS RI~ER, EA' AND ARTIFICAL, FRo• lS6S 1( JS7C A~E PRESENTEe. PARAMETERS IN~LUOE SU~CIIIG CFCJl.S, SIH-FRHLHCY CJSTRieUTJCIIS, PARASITE INFESTATIONS AND SUI'MER ~ECRUITI'ENT CF .SFAl. 
.fiJI~ E 
FHCNE HHER 





JUN C. ERYSCN 
:lC2 f11l 4~C~ 





fiLE Uti.E HE CCNtiTICt. Cf CElAkARE tVSTER BEtS 
GE~E~Al GEGGRAFhlC AREA NORTH ATlANTIC, Ct~STAL• ~.s., CElAkARE llAV AND 
TICAl UIJEF~ 
AI!SHACT OATil ON TkE COfltlliON CF OEUII!ARE CYSTER BEOS• 
RIVER. BA'I ANll ARTIFIULr fmlfl. 1968 lt 1911:, .ORE PRESENTEe. PARAMETERS INCUOE 
SUNCit\G CltOPS, SI.ZE-FREQHII:C't DISTRIIlUHCNS, PARASITE INfESTATIONS AND SUMMER 
IIECRlllMEN1 Cf HAl. . . " . 
fiA~E RCDNER klNGfl AND OCN fiAURER 
FHCNE Hf<llER 3C2 645 6674 
!NSTIHTIO~ CR AHI\CY CCllEGE Of .MARINE STUDIES, UfllliERSITY CF DElAWARE 
CIIY lfkES 
S1Al£ DEL.G~.GRE 
llF CUE 1S958 
fiLE NllfiE UIE CfllflUIUtH CF A MAtiAGEKEU PRCGRAM FCR SPRUCE 
filti HSEP~CIIl 
GENUAL GfCGRAPH IC AREA IICfiTH AMfR JCA, t;. s.·, NEk JERSEY, HUl\TEil£01\ COUNTY, 
SFR~(f FU~ ~ESE~VCJ~ 
AilS lRACl .G SlliD'Y Cf 111£ f ISti P(lfl,il/ITICN Cf SFRiiCE I<UN 
IIESEI<~OIR• hlJNTERttt\ COtJNn, NEAl JERSE'It W.GS CONOl'CTEO FRO~ Jllt\E 1965 THROUGH 
tCTOSER lStl~ !N OR£ER lG tf~ElCP A ~A~AGEII,f"T .PRCGR~~ FC·R THE RESERVOIR THAT 
~CUlt fRC~JDE A•t ~AJNTAJ~ OESJPABLE FISh SPECIES FOR A~GLING. INVEST!GAlfCN 
CF SfCFl FISHIAG AtTIVlllfS Jl\ l~E RESERVOIR kAS lNCLlDEO IN THE STUDY. 
~AME FfiiNCif.Gl flStf~lfS BlCLCElST 
JhCNE ~tJfoEER ~01 at 2313 
INSllll'liCN CR AGENC'Y NEk JERSEY CEFAFl~ENT Of ENVIRONMENTAL PRCTECTION 1 DlHHOH OF f.ISii, U,.E, .OtiC SliHLFIStiEUU 1 lllREAt CF FISHRIES 
S TREEl fRESii~n Ell HSt'H JES LAEORHCRV 
CllY LEBJNCN 
~lATE ~tk JERSEY 
llf COtE C~E33 
48C 
FILE NA~E lHE tEVELCP~ENT CF A ~AI\AGE,.EI\1 PROGRAM FOR ROUND 
~-llEY FESEF\CIR 
GENERAL GECGRAFHIC AR£~ ~CFT~ ~ME~JCA, l.S., ~Ek JERSEY, hUI\TERtON COUNT~, 
Rtl~C ~lllEY FESER\DIR 
IIBS1RAC1 A S1UOV Of l~E fiSh PCPULATION CF RCUNO VALLEY 
HSEI<~CiiR, tl.I\HROCN CClii\U, Nfh JER~H, l!J!S Ct:li'HilCTED FROM IIPiill 1~65 THROUGH 
SfPH.-tlER 1 S69 IN CI<DER TC IJEHLOF A ~At\AGfloEI\T PRCGRIIfo FOR HiE RESERVCIR THAT 
lo\CULC fRCVHE ~!It UHUU CES IFAfLf fJSti Sf'ECIES fOR At\GLING. MEA.SliREO 
F"llAfi,ETEI<S Df WATH Ql.AlHY INCLUDED lEI'PERnlRE, OISSOl'IEC OX'IGEI\ G.GS Alilll 
CAFBC~ D!OliCE Gt!, IL~AL!~ITYs FH• '"t SPf(!F!C CO~tUCT!~!Tl. SPORT FISHING 
llCTJVJllES IN TtE ~~SE~~CIR ~EFE AlSC INVESliGATfD IN TH€ STUDY. 
N~~E PRI~CIPAL FISHEFIE! BI[l(GJST 
FMOI\E "U~EEP iOl i3i 2313 
INSllllliCN DR AGEI\C'Y 1\Ek JERSEY CEFA~T~ENT Of f~VIRONHENlAL PROTECllONt 
C 1\ilS ION Of FISI-lo t:AH, ~~C SHHLF ISt-.fi<I ES, etREAl Cf f lSt-ERI E S 
STREET FIIEStillAlEP fiSt.fF JES UHUlCRY (JlV LEBl~C~ . 
SlATE ~Ell ~ERSEY 
lU COtE Ct.£33 
FILE litH ThE CEVELOPMENT OF A filANAGfMEIH PROGRAM FCR BAUER 
UKE 
GE~EFAL 'ECEFJP~IC AllfA NOIIlli AMERICA, L.s., ~Ek JERSEY. CCEAN COl~TV, 
BAlER UKE 
"!SlU(l A SlUJY OF U.E fiS.H PCPLLATICII Of BJ!lER llll<Eo OCE.GN 
CCLNn, NEw JERSE'Y, hilS COCLClEO FRO~ OCHBER 1964 Th~OUGH FEERUAR't 1966 Ill 
CRCER lC tE\IELU - I'AI\.GGEI'Efll FRCGIIAM FOR TH LAKE ThAT ~OllC FRGIIIOE IINC 
MAl~lAJN DESIRABLE FISM SFECIES FCR JltGllfiG. I'EASUREO fiiRAMETERS Of kATER 
,l,lll'Y INCLUDED TEI'PER.GTLREo CISSOLVEC CX,GEN GAS IINC CARBON OIGXICE GAS, 
ALKALl~ITY. F~. liND SPECIFIC C(~OLCTI\IlY. 
IIAI'E FIII~ClF~l FlSt-EFIES BICLCEIST 
Fliti\E MJHH 201 .<H 2313 
lNSliTlllCN CR IIGENCY 1\Eh JERSEY t£FA~TI'ENT Cf fi\VIRCI\MENTAL PROTECTION, 
CIVJSICN OF FJStit c:IIME, tNC SHfllfi.SHRIES• etREAl CF fiShERIE~ 
STPEET FRES~hATER fiShfFIES ltfCRATCRY 
. CITY LEBA~DI\ 
SHU 1\Eh JHSE'Y 
liP CO[E CE8!3 
4€ 1 
FILE ~~~E ThE CEVELCP~E~T Cf A ~A~ACEMENT PROGRAM FOR 
PRCSPHlCH lAIIE 
GE~EP'L GEOEF'P~IC AREA NC~Tf AME~ICA, u.s., ~EW JERSEY, GCEAN COl~IY, 
PRCSPERlCII~ LAH 
AE~lRACT A SlUCY Cf ThE FISH PCPUL~TICN IN PRGSPERTCWN LAKE, 
CCEA~ CCLNlV, ~Ell ~ERSEYt liAS CC~ClClEt fRt~ 5EPTE~££R 1963 TH~CUGf JANUARY 
1~70 IN O~CER TC CEVELCF A ~A~AGE~E~T fRCGRA" FOR T~f LAKE THAT WDUL[ PROVIDE 
~~[ M~I~TAl~ [fSIRAfLE FISh SPECIES FOR ANGLING. MEA5lPEO FARAPETE~S CF kATER 
QLAlll' IhCLUDEC lE~PER~llRE• [ISSOLVED OX)GE~ GAS ~•t CARSON C!OXICE GAS, 
ALKALI~ll)t PH, ~NC SffClflC CC~CLCll~lT,. 
~~ME P~I~CIP~L FIShERIES SICLCGlST 
FHCII.f ~l.~EH 2Cl 236 2313 
JNS1Jl1JTICN OR AGftiC'r t-E~ .ifi<SB DEP~RTI<EI\l Cf H~IIlCI\fo!EI\TAl fRClECTICN, 
Cl~ISICt- Cf FISH• (tME, AI\C S~ELLFIS~ERJES, SUREAU CF FIS~ERlES 
SlllEET FRESt~ATER FIShERIES LA8CRAlCRY 
CITY LEEAI\CI\ 
SHlE Hk JEI<SEY 
liP (([f Cll!! 
FILE ~Hf THE U:VELCFfiENT CF A IIAI\AGEI<EI'H PROGRAM fOR SMNNOC 
Petit ~.c .. 3 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AFfA 1\C~Tt ~MERJC~, t..s •• NEW JERSEY, CCEAN CO~NTY, 
S"AIIHC PCH 
ASS lRACT ~ Sllf.i¥ Cf HE F lSI- PUULHHJI\ IN St-AI<iNCC POND NO. 
3, CCEAII CCUNTY, NEW JERSE\, WAS CCNCUClED FFC,., ~PFlL 1S65 lHRCUGh OCTOBER 
1S(;9 II\ OCER 1C I:EVELOF ~ fiAIIHEfiEI\l f~CGU~ FOil n.E LAKE ThAT WOIJU: PRO\IlOE 
~NC IAI~T.JI\ CE!IRtfLE FISh SFECIES FCR A~Elii\G. MEASUAEC VARAfo!ETEFS Of WATER 
,U,LITY INCLUDED TEMPERAllRE, CJSSOLVEU OXlGE~ GAS fti\C CA~BON CICXICE GAS, 
~LKALI~llY~ FH, A~[ SfEClFIC CC~ClCTJ~IlY. 
~~ME PRI~CIPAL FlStERIE~ BICLtGIST 
FHCNE ll~BER 201 236 2313 
INSTITlllGN OR AEE~CY ~EW JERSEY CEPARlNENT OF E~VIRCNME~TAL PROTECTIQ~, 
tl~ISICN Of FISH, (A~E, ~lt SHtllflSI-EPIES, BLREAv CF FIS~ERIES 
STFEET FRESHWATER fiShERIES LABCRATCRY 
Cll' LEet~C~ 
ST~TE ~E~ JER~EY 
llf CCCE OS€~~ 
4E2 
FILE ~A~E THE CE\El(f~E~T Cf A ~·~~CE~E~T PRC(~A~ FCR 
STAFFCFC FC~(E IMF(l~C~Ell NC. J 
GE~ERAL GECG~AfHIC ~~EA 1\C~lt- A~EFICA, l.S., ~Ek JEFSEY, CCEAN COUNTY 
Ae~TRftCT A SllC~ OF ThE fiSH PCFULATICI\ OF STAFFO~C FCRGE 
lMPOLNDMENl ~0. 1. CCEA~ Ctl~TV, hfh JERSE'• ~AS ((~tLCTED FRCM AFRIL l967 
l~R(l(~ OClC8ER 1969 l~ (~CE~ TC tEVELCF A Mll~AGEMENT PRCGRAM FOR THE LAKE 
ThAT kCULC FRC,ICE ANC MAl~TAI~ CE~l~ABLE Fl!H SFECI£S F(R AIIGLI~G. 'EASUAfD 
PARAMETERS OF ~ATER QLAllT' l~CLLCEC 1E~P£~t1URE, Cl!SCL~EC CXVGEN GAS AND 
CAFBC~ CICJICE ~A!, ~l~Alli\ITV AI\C F~. 
~A'E PRINCIPAL FISHERIES BICLCGI5l 
fnC~£ ~l~EE~ 201 2~f 2313 
INSIITLliON OR AGEI\CY ~E~ JE~SEY OEPARl,ENT CF E~~IRCNMENTAL PRCTECTICN, 
CIVISIC~ Of FISH, GAM£, A~C Si-ELLFISHfRIES 1 BLREAU Of FISHERIES 
STFEEl FREStW.TER FI!tEPifS LABCRftTCRY 
CIT' LEBA~CN 
STATE ~Ell JE~~EY 





THE {JSPERSAl Cf FflkCLEUM hYCROCARECNS IN THE 
fCllO~I·G THE CC~l~ltCS Oll SPill 
~REA ~CFTt ~'ERIC'~ l.S., CELAkARf4 COASTAL CELAWARE 
ABSTRACT TltHTY-FClR SIJRfllCE SUCK AMi SIXTY-FIIIf fOTTOM 
SECI~ENT GR'8 S~MPLE! CCLLEClEC IN THE OELAkA~E ESTIJAR' CVER A SIXTEEN MONTh 
TIME FEPICD FFC~ JA~~ARV, 1915 TC ~A~CHt 1976 ~ERE A~ALYZEC FOR SATURATEC 
tYC~CC~FECAS. T~E I~PA(T Cf T~£ CCRINT~CS Cll SPILL, JA~LAR' 31, 1975 ~T 
~APCUS hCCI<, FE~NSYLVANI' khJCt RELEASEC AFFRCXIMATELY TWC MILLICN LITERS OF 
LIGHT ~RtBIA~ CRUDE ~AS 1\CTEC ]~ BCit l~E SLRFACE l~VER AaD THE 8DTTOM ~ECJ~E~TS. , 
NAME JI\T£R-LifRAPY L(~~ 
FHOH fllHH 3C2 'l3E 29t5 
INSllllllON CR AGE~CY UIIIVERSill (f CELIWARE~ ~ORRIS LIBRARI 
SlFEET !OLTH CCLLEGE ll'E~LE 
(Ill t-fhtPI< 
STJTE CELA~A~E 
1JP core 1s111 
483 
FILE ~l~E T~E [JSTRIEUTICN Of EXCESS TEMPERATURE FROM VIENNA 
HfiEFATit.G STATIO" ON TfUS U~llCCt<E llHER 
GE~EFAL GECGf~PHJ£ A~fl t.CRT~ ATLJ,..TIC CCEJN• u.s., COASTAL~ CHESAPEAKE 
BA~, ~ANTICCKE RJ~tR 
A8HPAC1 HIS FILE CCHAaS THE CUA COLLECTED AS PART OF A 
CCCLJN(; ~ATER fLCk SHOY U Ttif NANTlCCl<f FIVER BEHIEEN APRIL 12- 2t: 1973. 
lH SUPPCRH\E tAlA lAJtH INCLUDES SAlUilYo UTE!< Tfi<PERATURE. AIR 
TE~PEF~TlRE• ANt RIVER flCk ~EtSUREMENTS. 
NAME M. GRANT GRC5S 
Fl~ct\E HHEii 301 36t 3300 
iNSllllliCh CR AGEaCl lHE JCHaS HCPI<I~S UNIVERSITY 
STREET CHESAPEAKE EAY INS111L1E 
CllY tilLTl~CFE 
STtTE MARtlA"C 
llf CttE 21218 
fiLE ~~IU 
ESTU~~y, tELAkARE 
GENERAL GECGPAPHIC ARfA 
RSTIJAFl 
THE CISTRieUTICl CF FCRAMINIFER~, INCIAN RIVER 
~(Rlt. llllANIIt CCEAN, CCAST~L, u.s., INCI~N RIVER 
ABSTRACT THIS F!Lf CC~!A!~S THE f~YS!CAL AND CHEMICAL 
P.U<IlMEHR tAlA RELATING 10 A fCRAMINiffRA £1STRlBUllCN H THE li'itUN RIVER 
ESTU~~~. ltE CATA T~KEN OLRl~E lllGLST A~£ SEFTEMEER 1~66 INCLUDES TEMPERATURE, 
SAlUITlo Sttli',ENT PAUIClE SIZE, O.XICATICII-REOUCTICN PCTENTIALt HYDROGEN ION 
CONCEI\TR.IIliON• AN!l ORGIIHC CQUEJ'll AlCIIG WITH FOR.Giil 0 I~TRIBUTICN UlfORI'!ATICN .. 
~~~~E REfERE~tE LIER~RIAN 
F~CNE 1\li'EfR 302 13B ~4~~ 
INSllllTICN tR A~E~CY UNIYERSJTY Cf CELAkARE 
STREET ~ORRIS LIERA~Y 
CITY NE~ARK 
STAlE CELAk~RE 
ZIP COtE 1S111 
FilE N~~E ThE tiSTRIBUTIO~ OF FCRMINlfERA, INC!AN RI~ER 
ESTOA~'• tELAk~RE 
GENE~~l GECE~tftiC ~FE' ~CRlt A~ERICA. u.s., CELAWA~E. COASTAL. lNCIAN 
FI\EF ESlltR\ 
'fST~ACT T~IS TMiSIS EXA~l~ES THE ~BU~tANCE PATTERNS Of 
FCR~~~~IfEFAl SPECIES IN RELAllC~ TC OTHER PHYSICAL P~R·~ETERS SUCH AS 
TEMFEFATUPE A~V ft~ EGTTC~ CCR£ SA~PLES WE~E TAKEh AT 2C SITES IN THE INDIAN 
RJ~EP ESTU~RY FROM -LGlSl ~ 10 SEPTE~BER ~. 1566. . 
flAME 'l"TEP-L !ERA I<¥ LtA!I 
FHCNE ~LMEER 3C~ i3E ~4~5 
lhSTITLTIC!I (F JGE!ICY Ufll~E~SITY Cf DfL~k.REt MCRRIS LleRARY 
STREEl !Cllt CCLLEt£ '~E~LE 
CITY IIE~IR~ 
~l~lf ~EtJ•t~E 
21f (([E l'iii]] 
FilE II·JH THE VISTRIBUTIU Cf TEREACIL HERBICIDE 733 AND 
AMIHNE,. I~ TWC CRCtiARD SOilS, lJ!ICER TkC I'HCIFllAHOI'r ~hELSt AND ITS EFfECT 
011 WEED CClTRCL AIIC TREE E~C~T~ 
G£11ER~L EECCPAPMJC AREA NCRlH AMERI~At t.s., tELA~A~E 
AeSIRACT . PRESEHH It\ llEFQRT fCRI! ARE OATA COLLEClEO DURING 
A FJELD HU:~ CO.Ol(lf[) IN DELAkllRE IN 19~5 TC OEURI'HIE ltE EFFECT Cf TWG 
l£1/ElS CF PRECIFITATHN U THE [JSTR1flll0~ Cf HiE HEREICHES TERB~CIL, 
tiEREICICE 733 AMl AI'IlJI\E IN HIC ORCHARD SCJLS .. XNCLI.iDEO ARE Of!SERtoATICt.S 011 
THE FATTER~\ Cf OISTRlellllCN OF lHSE HRBlCIOES 0" i!E£0 CctHROl AND GROWTH OF 
NE.L1 FllNTEC ~FFLf ·~t fE,Ct ~FEES. 
~·~E . RORRIS LIBRAPl 
F~C~E ,l.EE~ 3C2 l!E 24!! 
JNSllllillCN OR AGEiiC-r LNI\ERSITY Cf tHAkARE 
(llY NEiiARK 
STATE CELilk~llE 
liP CCC£ JCj11J 
filE t..AiiE TtiE tiSTRJBUJIOtl, GROtiTii Af-40 LIFE lii(TORY Cf ~EL~IiPUS ElCENlAlUS IGASTRCPCOt: PLLI'Ut..ATAI IN THE Oflt~~RE EAY.REGJON 
GENERAL GECGRAPIHC AREA NCHt, A~ERICA, L.s., COASTAL 11 DEUW~RE eA't, CANARY CPEE~. ERCAtKILL FIVE~ 
ABSTRACT THE CATA II THIS FILE !S PURSUANT TC A STUDY ON THE 
[IS Til !BiiTICNt GROhTii, At.ll B JCLCGY tf nu SNHL, ~ELMPI:S BIOENTATIJS r AS n 
OCCUR. IN CELAWARE BAY liAPSHES. THE C~T~, CClLECTEO F~CM OCTCBER 1971 UNTIL 
CClOEER 1~74• 11\Cli.ICfS CClfllS Cf St."IlS, PUNT T'rPE Al COLLECTIOIII <fAJION 
S~t.li\ITJE~ Cf CREEKS NEAR COLUCTIUS, ~J.lO HZE HC AGE DATA CN THE SfiAILS 
CCLLECHC. TI-!U tAlA lttS U.CllJtEO IN AI\ fi..,S. TliESIS E't 1\E~l liCidRO PARKER 1~76, LNIVEPSITY Cf CELAW~RE ' 
NAME FPA~~ll~ CAISE~ 
fi·UE ~liHH ~0.4 i3~ 12l'f 
INSllllllCI\ CR AEE~C' UIII~EPSITY (f CEl'W'RE 
ST~£ET COLlEGE Cf ~~RiflE !TLDIES 
CllY 1\fWtR~ 
SHH CEUkAI<E 
21P CUE 1~111 
FILE ~A~E THE CISl~IBlliC~, GRC~TH ~~[ LifE HISTCPY OF 
~fLA~FUS EICENlJTUSt IG~ST~CPUCA: PUL~C~ATA} IN THE CELAWARE BA1 REGICN 
GENE~AL GEOGFAFHIC A~EA ~CRTH A~E~llAt L.S., CELAktME, COASTAL, CELAWARE 
BA1, CCtSTAl MtFSHES 
ABSTRACT I~ THIS PtPER TtE ~ELt"FUS fiCENTATUS, AN ELLGBIID 
G~STFCFCC ~HJCH INt,BITS THE StLT 'ARS~ES OF THE EA!T AND GULf COASTS Of NORTH 
AMERICA IS SlUCIEO. ELLCBIICS APE A PFI~Ill\E GRCLP Cf FUL~ChAlE SNtllS WHOSE 
BIOLOG1 IS COII.siOERtD Jf(FCRHI\1 TC HtE Ullt£RS1ANCHG Cf GASTROFOC EVClUHCN. 
tlSG IN~ESTIGATED ~ERE T~E DISTRIEUTICN Of 5NAILS Cf DELAWARE iAJ IN RELATION 
TO M~RSH PlAhTS, TtEIR CI!TRJSUliCN IN RElAliCN TC SALINITY A•D THEIR 
AOAPlAliCN 1( TICAl ('CL£~ A~D CU~FfNlS. 
~ H< f INHR-LI8RAR' LUll 
FHCNE ~l~EER 3C2 738 2455 
INSliTUTICII (R AGENCY LNIVER5J11 Cf OELA~ARE, ~O~RIS Ll8RA~Y 
SlFEET SOUTf CCLLEGE AVENUE 
CIT~ ~E~~~K 
STaTE CELA~ARE 
ZIP CCCE 1~111 
FILE NA~E THE OCNALCSCN STRAIN CF ~~INECW T~CUT tN NE~ 
JERSEV-CC~fA~l!CIIS WITH ThE NEW JE~SEY hATC~ERY STRAIN ARE MADE WITH REGARD lC 
SE~ERAl ChAFACTERl~liC! 
GENERAL GEOG~'PHIC AREA IIC~l~ .MERJCA~ L.s., NEW JERSE1t HUNTERCON COUNTY, 
SFRUCf ~lN FESE~~ClR 
ASS lRACl A STLDY liAS CCMIUCTEO FRCfol CCTOBE~ 1 'l63 TliROUGH 
JUNE 1S6S I~ SPNLCE RUN RESERVCJR, HLNTEROCN CCUNTW, NEW JERSEY, JC CC~PARE 
THE SUCCE!S Cf THE LIE (f THE CC~~LDSC~ STRJll\ OF RAINECk TROUT ~ITH THE 
SLCCE!S CF LSE CF TtE NE~ JERSEY tATCtERY STR~I~ IN ~PUT ANCh lA~E TROUT 
~ANAEE,ENT OF ~ECLAIMED PCNCS. CATA ON ThE RETURN eY A•GLERS CF lAGGEt FISH OF 
BOTH SlOCKEC SlRAI~S ~ERE CBTAI~EO OWE~ T~C fiSHING SEASONS. PARAMETE~S Of 
kATE~ ~UAllTY ~EASUREt CLRI•G ThE STUDY INCLUDED TE,PERATURE~ CISSOL~ED OXYGEN 
GAS CCNCENT~ATICN 1 PH 1 ALKALINIT~ ANO SPECIFIC CCNCUCT!UJTY. 
~AME FRI~CIPAL FIStE~lES BIClCGlST 
FHCNE NLMEER ~Cl ~3E 2313 
UIS111UTICII Cfl AGU.CY l\Efll JERSH IJEFAflMENT OF EN\IIRONMENTAL fRCTECTICNt 
Cl\I!ION CF FISt, GA~E 1 ANC StiELLFIStEPIESe BlREAU Cf FISHERIES 
!lREET f~EitkAlER FIStERIES LASC~ATOP1 
CIT1 LESA~CII 
STATE NE~ JERSEY 
2IF CCCE 08833 
fiLE NIIIH ThE E~RLY LIFE tlS1CRY t~C ECCLCGY CF SIX SPECIES 
ThE LO~E~ CELAhAFE RI~ER, ~ E~JCKISH TICAl ESTUARY 
~CR1H All~"TIC, L.S., Cfl~~·~E RIVER, CHESAPEAKE 
Of CRU~ ISCIAEIIJC.El I~ 
GE~fR~L GEGGRAP~IC AREA 
A~O Cftt•J~E c•~~L 
ABSTRACT A PCRTICN Cf THE LCWER CfLAkARE RIVER I~PCRTANT AS 
f lSH5 kAS SA~PlEC I<EGULARL Y FO~ CVEk 11110 HARS TO PROVIDE 
IN fGR~IIllC~ CN A Nl"fEP CF DFU~ SPECIES. 
A NOFSEP~ ~~E~ f(R 
EARLY LifE ~ISlCRV 
~liME 
PFCNE lllif4E£R 





CHIC l THI'IIS 
H'ii flit .f3t6 
ICHTHYCLCGICAL ASSCCI~lES 




FilE ~t~f TH£ EffECT OF AlRECRNE CEMENT KILN O~ST 011 THE 
S1RLC1URE ·~0 CCMFCSITICN CF lPlilNC VEGET,TJC~ IN ~~RFE~ CCU~TY, NEW JERSE1 
GE~EPA( GECG~AFHJ( •FE' NCRTh ~MfRJCAt ~.s •• ~E~ JE~SEY, WARREN COLNTY 
ASSI~ACT TtE \ALLE15 OF PCH~TCO~G CPEEK AND T~E MUSCGIIETCCNG 
Fl~EF Ill k'RRE~ CCL~TY. ~EW JE~5EY A~E UNCEPlll~ 61 li~ESTONE DEPC!llS. CE~ENT 
~IlNS E)flCJTI~G TriS ~I~EFAL •AVE CPER~TEC I~ THIS AREA FOR ~ORE THAll ONE 
hUNtPEC 'EAR5. C~ER THE 'EARS SETTli~G CF tiFECRl\E CLST HAS C~LSEO DRAMATIC 
EFFECTS 1~ FEGIC~·L SCil fH LE~ELS. ThE CBJECliV£ CF T~IS STlOY ~AS TC 
tETER~J~E ~hAT EFFECT, IF A~,, ~ILN DUST HAD Oil THE LPLAND VEGETAliO~ IN TtE 
\INCilY OF CE~E~l FlA~TS 
HH 
PHONE IHI'\UR 




tEAt li8RAR UN 





fiLE NA~E T~E EffECT Cf C£RT~lN CLlTURIIl TREAT~ENTS CN THE 
YJELC (f ASFA~JGUS 
GENERAl GECG~AFHIC AREA NCPTH A~ERICA, t.s., ~ARYLANC 1 KENT COUNTY 
AESTRIICT PRESENTED IN REPCRI fORM ARE DATA COLLECTED OURI~G 
FJELt STLDIES CO~DlCTEC I~ ~ENT CCUNT,, ~A~YLAND F~C~ 1962 TO 1965 TC STLC' 
CfRT,lh f~~SES CF ~Sf,FA,lS ClllLRf. E~PtASIZED ARE THE EFFECTS OF CRCwN 
PLAhTI~G CEFT., RJDEEJLE\fl lREAlMENl, ASPtR,GLS C~C~N DENSITY AIIO ~C~ hiCTH 
0~ SPEAR YIElCt SPEtP ~EIEHl •ftt THE Nl~BEF Cf SFE~RS FE~ CRGW~. 
~~~£ MCRRI~ LlBRAR) 
PHO~E 1\lM~EF 3C2 738 2455 
INSliTLllCN CR AHNC' l~J\ERSIH Cf CH~I!~RE 
CITY ~E~tR~ 
!lATE CElt~tPf 
liF CCCE 1~111 
FILE ~A~E THE EfFECT CF ttl C~ ~ITES IN THE SCIL 
GENERAL GEOG~APtiiC AREA 1\CRTH AfiERICAt l. .. S., tELAkAI<Et 1\Ek CASTLE CGUNTV 
AE~lR~Cl PRESEI\TED II\ REfCRT FORM JRE tATA COLLECTED DURING 
A Sllt~ COI\ClClED IN CELAW,RE tURI~G 1S58 ~1\t 195S lt CETERMII\E THE 
QllAIITITAll\IE Alit 'LHITATIV£ EFFECTS Of HA~'I CONCENTftAlUlNS Of OOT ON THE 
SCIL ~ITE PCPUL~TJCN. 
NAME 
PHONE 1\LI"EER 




MCPR 15 Llf RAn 
3C2 13E ~455 




FILE tWIE lH EFFECT OF U TRtGEN Ati.D PtiOSPHOIH.S 
EUHtF .. IC~TICI\ Cl\ tUTOII CO~MtJI\JTY SHiliCTUflE 
GEIIEFAL HCG~AFHIC ARH. 1\0RTti AMERICA, \!.s., NEll JERSEY, RIIR IT AN R IllER, 
f'ETUP~ ERCCI< 
~BSTUCT ThiS TESTS HiE t!YPUHESIS lHH OlATOfo\ COfiiiUNITY 
SlRlCltiRE (tt~NHS ltiTH UIINGES IN WATER QUALITY. Tf.E STUOY I!IAS CONDUCTED 
OUFI~t; UE FIRST Tt-RE ~EEllS OF JULY Hi61l IN A FRESM•ATER TRIBUTARY Cf THE 
RARJT.IIN Rl\ER CIILLEC MEllARS BFCCJI CN THE FIECMCNT Cf NEW JERSEY. THE . 
CCNCI.UH\f SUBILITY kiTH FfSPECT TO CCMMUI\IT'I STRUCHRAL PARAMETERS-BIOTIC 
CCMPiiSJTICN. OEt\SJlY, SPEtiH Cl\ERSIT' ANC llECUNOANC'II-SlRCfolGLY SUGGESTS TUT 
ENRIChMENT BY NITRATES ANC PHC!fHATE~ HAO f( SIGfiJFJC~NT EFFECT UPCN 
FUNCliCfdl lf\l.ER.IICHUS CCCIJfUUH HOIIG TtiE SFECIES CCMPOSING HlE COt'MIJNin. 
f>AIH REFERENCE LIBRARIAN 
fHCNE ·l~fEF 201 132 176t 
INS lllUliCN OR AGENCY liBRARY Cf I' EO IC If\E IINil SC IENCE• RUTGERS UNIVERSITY 
CITY NEW BRUNS~ICJI 
STAlE liE~ JERSEY 
ZIP CQ[f C~S(3 
fiLE NA~E THE EFFECT Cf SCIL TEMPER.IIlURE ON ASPARAGUS YIELD 
AI\D SPEAR Hlf 
GENERAL GEO~F~P~IC ~RE~ NCRTt A~ERICA~ u.s., tELAWARE, GEORGETO~N, NEI!IARJI 
ABSTRACT PRESE~l£C I~ PEFCPT fOR~ ~RE t~lA CCLlECTEt DURING 
f I ElC Alit ltECPAlCR'I SlUt lES CtNCIJCHO Ill liE hARK AND G fCRGETOIIN t DE LA hARE 
OURI~G 1S5~ AND 1959 10 DETERMINE lhE RELATICIISHIP BElltEEI\ SCIL TE~PERATUR£ 
AND A5P~R~GLS 'IIELD Al\0 SFE~R ~JZE. 
IIAMI MCRR1S llERAR'I 
P~OI\E lllf'EEF ~C2 1~8 2455 
INSliTUTJCII CR AGEIIC' IJIII\ERSIT' (f OEL;~ARE 
CITY 1\E~JR~ 
~TillE CElt~~Ff 
21P CCU 19111 
48€ 
FILE lll~E THE EfFECT Cf THE SPRA) IRRIGATION OF SECO~DAR'I 
lREAHD EFFLLEI\1 Ot- TtiE \'EGETATICII,. SClLS A~t GRC!il\thATER QUALJTV IN A 1\EW 
JERSE' fiNE BARREIIS hA511Al 
UNERAL GECGil~PHJC AR £A NO lilt AMERICA, L .. Su NEll JER SEV, .A TLAI\TIC CCUt'iTY t 
SlCCJITOII SlAT£ CCLLEGE. 
AESTRACl THE CtiE~lCAL, AI\C PHYSitCHE~ICAL CHJRACTERISTICS Of 
EFFLUENT• GRCUH UTEI<, SCilS AI\C VEHHTHN OF HiE STOCKTON STATE COLlEGE 
SfRA'I CISPGSAL SYSTEM AIIC CC~TPCL AREA AT PCMOIIA, NEh JERSEY I!IERE ~C~ITOREO TO 
EVAU:AlE UE Pfi'ISICAL Af\0 CtiHICAL CAFABiliTIES Cf THE SANDY SeiLS OF THE PINE 
£AR~£NS ~E(I(~ lC FENCVAJE SECC~DA~Y TREATEC EFFLUENT. EFFLUENT SA~PlES ~ERE 




JNSTJTI..TICN CR AGENCY 












FILE ~~~~E UE EffECTl\ENE~S Cf LCI!-LEt;EL IMPOlNOEC 
SALT-i"AllSflES IN CCt>lRCLliiiG ltiE PI<CCt.CTIH Cf i"CSf;UITCES 
GEIIE~AL GECGFAPHIC AREA NCRT~ AMERICA, L.S., OELAioARE, I<ENT CCU~T~, SHORT'S 
i"ARSH, "ASTERI\ 1 5 I'HSH, CI-AfiPeGI'E FCCL I'AI<St<t NATURAL i".U<SH, OCVER WEATHER 
STHHII 
ABSTRACT FRESEI\Tft IN RfPCRT FORI" ARE DATA CCLLECTEO DURING 
A STUCY CC~CUCTEO Ill 1~65 IINC ISI6 TC DETEPMINf THE EffECTIVENESS CF THE 
CHAMPA~NE PCIJL S'IHEM CR lCt.-LE\iEl IMfGLt.CHIIT AS A MEltiCC Cf MCSf;UITO CCNTROL 
If\ Tht TIOil SALT i"AFSHES II\ OELik.IIRE. E~FtASIZEC AilE PCPULATICNS OF IMMATURE 
MCS,LITCES, Fts• PCPULATICNS, ~EGET~TlOIIAL CO~ER, kATER TEMPERATIJRE 1 SALI~ITW ~t\ll t fP lH. 
tOME 
fH(Nf H~BER 




MCIIIO IS lifRARW 
3C2 73S 2245 




filE ~AME T~£ EffECTS CF CC~SER~~TIVE A~C NCN-CCNSERVATIVE 
SUBST~~CES CN T~E ~LACERKlll AI\ER 
GENERAL GECG~~FHIC ARE~ NCA1H AllA~liC CCEt~, ~.S., CCAST~lt CElAwARE BAY, 
"Li'£EHHl FI\IH 
ABSTRACT l~E DATA CCNlAINEC IN ThiS FILE WAS TAKE~ CURING 
HE FUll(]( JLIIE s, 197lt 1( ALHST llt 1971. hi-EN M\ INTENSIVE Ph'I'SICALt 
ChE,.ICAL, A~C BICLC~ICAL ElA,.I~AllCN GF THE ~LRDEAKill RIVER kAS MADE IN 
DELA~ARE. EIGhT SA,.FLING SlATIC~S tc•E~ING 10.8 RIVER ~ILES WEPE SELECTED. 
SA,.PLES ~EFE TAKEN AT LC~ ~AlER SLACK (L~S) FOR LNIFCR,.ITV. PHlSICAL 
ChARACTERISllCS MEASURED INClLCED C~OSS-SECTICNAL A~EAS, VELCCITY, TICAL 
CYCLE!, E51lARY ~ElENTIC~ TI~E t~t FLLS~INC RtTEv CPAINAGE AREAS, RIVER FLOW~ 
TE~PfRATURE, A~t S~SFE~DEC MAlTER. BICChEMJCAl TESTS INCL~DED PH, DISSOLVED 
DXYGE~, CO.tlCll\IlYt HEAV1 ~ElALS, CHLCFICES, TLREICITY, SlCC~EMICAL OXYGEN 
CEMA~[, NJlFCCE~ ~NC fHCSFHCFUS, CCLlfCR~S {TOTAl AND FECAL), FECAL 
SlREPTCCCCCUS, CARECN ICRGANIC tNC INOREANIClt AND CHLCRCPHILL A. 
NAME ~EFEFE~CE liER~RIA~ 
F~C·E ~UMEEF !C2 t~~ 4~9C 
INSllllTlCN CR ~GEN(Y CCLLEGE CF ~ARJ•E STUCIES-MARlNE STATION LIBRARY 
STREET lNI\ERSl H Cf DEU~APE 
CITY lEwES 
SlATE tElt~~~E 
11F CO[E 19~~c 
FILE NA~E Ttf EFfECTS CF EhVIRCNMENTAL SALINITY ON FREE AMINO 
JCIDS (f CFASSCSTR£A \lR(lNICA 
GE·E~AL GECGF~FhlC AFEA L.S., COASTAL, ~CRT~ ATL~NTIC, CHESAPEAKE 6AW, 
VIRGINIA. VIPGINIA BfAC~, JA~E~ Rl>ER, WO~K RIVER 
~6Sl~ACl ((~(E~TFATIC~S (f 21 FRfE A~INO ACICS IN THE 
A[CUClCR MUSCLE (f T~E OYSTEF• C~ASSOSTRE~ WIRGINICA, MEASURED IN RELATICN TO 
ThE !AliNI1~ Of THE ~AlEF fRC~ ~HICH TtE A~l~tl kAS TAKEN. 
~tME LIBFA~JAN 
PHCNE ~l~BER EC4-E42-2lll 
INSTITLTJC~ CR A~E~CY VJREINIA INSTITUTE Of ~ARI~E SCIENCE 
CIT\ tlCUCfSTER FCI~l 
ST,TE \IREINIA 
llf CCCE ~30E~ 
~sc 
filE NA~E THE EffECTS Cf tl~~ICA~E ftENES CN T~f ENVIRONMENT A~C CFEtNIS~S Cf T~ECtES~PfAKE EA' 
GENERAL GECGRAFHIC AREA NCRlt A~E~I(A, l.5., ~A~VlA.C, CHESAPEAKE eAY, 
PATUXE~T, fCTO~~C, SUS,UEtANNA• YO~K, JAMES, RAPPAtA~·CCK RIVERS 
AfSTRACl THJS REFCRT l~CttC£5 C~TA C~ ~A~lCLS ChtMICAL, 
PhVSICAlo A~O 61CLCG1(Al FARA~ETE~S I~ ThE C~ESAPEtKE eAY AND lAIBUTAA¥ RIVER 
~ATE~S TAKEN CLRJNG l~E FERl(C FRO~ ~AV TO ~C~EMEE~. 1~12 IN A~ EFfO~l TC 
A~SES~ ltE EFFECT CF lHE Sl(R~ fl(CC SU~GE (f HUR~ILANE AGNES. PARA~ETERS 
l~CLUCEC A~E FI~EF FLC~, SAll~ITV, TE~fEAAlU~f, lUFEICITV, ZINC, CCPFER, 
FESTICJDES {CCT 'N[ PCE), flUE CRABS, MIC~CEICTA, A~C ZCCFLANKlCN. 
~~~E R(V CE~~A~K 
fhCIH Hi'E ER ,(15 !iS 1 2~44 
INSliTLTIC~ (~ AGENCY US ARMY CCRPS OF ENGINEERS, PHILADELPHIA DISTRICT 
STREET CLSTCMS HCU5E- 2~[ A•c CHEST~UT STREET 
(lTV PHILACELPHA 
STATE FEHSH~A~U 
liP CCtE lSlCE 
FILE ~A~E THE EffECTS OF IPCMOEA PlRPUREA AND IPOMOEA 
hEOERACEA (~ GRO~TH AND ~IELC (f SCVEEtNS tNt METHCOS (f CONTRCLLI~G THESE 
SHCIES 
GfNE~Al GEOG~~PHIC AREA NCRTH A~EPICA, L.S., CELA~A~E 
ABSTRACT [AlA CCLLECJEC [LRI~G FIELD STUCIES CC~CUClED I~ 
DEl~kARE I~ l~t3 A~tliE4 10 IN\E!TIGATE THE EFFECTS Cf TkO SPECIES (f MCR~I~G 
GLORIES, IPCMEA PUAPUREA t~[ lFC~Et Hf[fRACEA, 0~ THE GRCkTH A~O WIELD OF 
SCYSf~~S 'FEfRESENlEC I~ ~EFO~T fCRM. ~AJOP FACTCRS STLDIEC hE~E REMC~AL O~EH 
JNC fET~EE~ RCW~, DATES Cf ~E~C\Alt PCPLLAlJC~S, SPECIES, DEPTHS OF EMERGE~CE 
ANt CAlES A~t •ETHCOS (f ~f~EICICE AfFliCATJCNS. 
~t~E MCRRIS LIBRARY 
FHC~E ~l~EEF 302 738 2455 
INSTJTUTIC~ CR AGENC~ LNI~ERSITY Cf CELA~ARE 
CIT~ ~EW~PK 
SUH CEL,Il~APE 
llF CCU l'.i111 
4'.ll 
filE ~J~f T~E EffECTS CF ThE~MAl EFflUE~l ON ThE AMERICAN 
CVSTE~, CRASSOSlREI VIRGINICA (~Ell~, IN I~CIAN RIVER 8A1 1 CELA~ARE 
GENE~Al GECGFAfHl{ AFEA NC~lH ~TLANTIC, CCASTAL. U.S., CELAhAREo INDIAN 
FI\IH en 
ABSTRACT ThiS REPCRT tlSCUSSES flELC tAlA COllECTED ON 
CRASSCSTREI VIRGINlCA IN INDIAN RIVER BAY •. tElAhARE C~ER ACNE YEAR PERIOD 
fROM JLIIE, lSIC 10 MAh 1S11 TC tElERI'IH SC~E Cf HtE EffECTS Cf THR,.Al 
OISCH~RCE FI<OM lH UU•ti~VA fCi,tR J!Nt UHT COJI.P,NY .el MILLSBORO, CELAIIARE CN 
ThE OYSTER. MCNThl' MEASLREMENlS INClUCE hilER TEMfEFATlFE, SALINITY AND 
l:lSSt:lvH OHGet..; ll\IE CVSlfR ShEll .J.!El6Hh lliltTH AN() 11Al~E THCI<NESS; AND 
C'VSUR THSU ftEl hEIGHt Dll't ij.UChl }.1\£ GlYCOGEN CCNTENl. STATION 1 IS 100 
~ETE•S lPSTRfA~ fR(~ CtCllNG hAlER INTAKE, STA110~ 2 lCCATEC Al THE ~CUTH CF 









:c,;; t4~ 6614 




STUCIES, UNIVERSITY Of CELAhARE 
fiLE Nl~£ ThE EFFECTS Of VARIATION IN DISCHARGE ON THE STREAM 
CHEMl!TRV OF ltE CHRISTIA~A Rl\ER, tElAIIA~E 
GUUAl GHGUFHI( AtlU t\Ci<H . .lfo!ERICAt l.s •• SOlTHEASlERN PENNSH\ANIA AND 
NCRltERt\ CELA~ARE 
AfSlPA(T STRE~M ~AT£R CtfMlSTR~ tAlA OBTAINEO FRC~ IHE 
ChRISllNA RIVER Al\C RCCKY RUN !TRfAI' FC~ THE FER!Ct FRCM AFRIL, 1973 TC 
J~l\UIIRY • l_'ll4 tilt Jli\Et 1973 H: GCTCilER 1 1~73, RfSPECTIVEL'It ARE PRESENTED II'; 
REFCRT FCRM. lCh FlCh SAMPLES AS hEll AS SA~PLES COlltCTEt OU~l~G lhE RlSl~G, 
PE~K A~C FAlllhG SlA~ES (f l~E STREA~S CURifl~ RAlflfAll EVENTS hRE ANAL~ZEC To· 
ILLU51Ri!H THE \IARitllCN CF CI-EMJCill PARAMETERS FRCM VALUES REflECTlNG GROUND 
hAlER ChEMlSlR~ lC \/AllE$ REFLECli~G THE EFFECT CF DIRECT PRECIP1TA11Cfl ANt 
RlNCFF. RAJNFALL ~EASlREMEI';TS AIIO (hE~JCAl ·~~LYSES CF kLNOFF ARE FRESENTEO. 
~h~E REEECCA w. ~Ell 
FhCNE fll~BER 3(2 738 2~6~ 
lNSTJTLTICN CR AGEII(Y GEOLOGY DEPARlMEfllo UNl\ERSilY CF DELAWARE 
CIT~ NEkAR~ 
STATE OElll~ARE 
zIP cerE 19111 
4S2 
FILE flAME THE EFFECTS Cf \tRYING fERTiliZER fCRMUlAS ANC 
liATES Cl' THE HCHh YIHC AH (,jt.AliTl CF IIFHES 
Ut.UAL HCHAFkiC ARU NOIHH AMERICA• L.s •• DELJ!IIARE• NEll CI!SHE CGUI\TY 
ABSlFACT FRESENTfC IN REPORT fOR~ ARE DATA CCllECTEO DLRING 
STUDIES CCNOUCTEC 1~ CELA~AFE f~C~ 1~5~ TC 1S60 Gil THE EffECTS OF FE~TiliZER 
fCRfllLA All£ RATE H tlili<HST ".iHITY, CClCJl ANt SJCRAGE Ql.illlllY CF FRliT FRCM 
lkFEE \IARIEllfS CF AFPLE T~EES. 
fiAfiE fi(~PIS liE~l~V 
fttCNE 1\l,.EER ::02 BE 24~~ 
lNSllTUliC~ CR IIEE~C~ U~IV£PSJT~ CF DELAWARE 
CITY ~E-AFK 
STtTE CElAkARE 
liP CCI:E 1'>711 
f llE No!H 
hERCNS AT TtE B~IEAl\llfiE 
EEI';E~Al EEOE~,P~IC ~PEA 
NATIC~AL ~JLOLIFE PffUGE 
THE FEEOiaG 8EH~'ICR ~NC ECClCGY Cf iiVE SFECIES Of 
~·TICl\Al ltll[lJFE REFUGE, NEw JERSEY 
NCRTt AMERICA, L.S., NEit JE~SEl, BRIGA~TI~E 
lfSTRA(T lflfCR,.AliCN 0~ lkE fEEDING ECCLCGY ANt eE~AVICR Cf 
flH SPfC lfS Cf ttUCI\S IS PIIESEI\TH IN ThiS FAPER. THE Hl.iNTING HABITS OF THE 
G~EAl ELL£ hERO~, ltE G~EtT EE~fT, ThE SNOh' EGRET, ThE LITTLE SLUE tE~CI\ ANC 
lkf LCLISIAIIA tERCN A~E Slt.CIEC TC SEE kttEl•EP THE~£ j!~E CifFEPE~CES IN THE 
lTlllZillC~ Cf FCC£ TH~T IS PCTE~TI,Ll~ AVAJl~8lE TC ALL THE SPECIES. 
Uflf HEAC liBI'APIAf\ 
f~C~E )l~Ef~ tOS 452 32[~ 
INSTIT~TICN OR AGENCY flRESTtNE liERA .. Y, PRl~CETCN ~~IVERSITV 
CITY PRJNCETC~ 
SlATE Hit JEPSEV 
liP CCtE Ct5~C 
45.3 
FILE ~A~E THE FIS~ES A~t tYCRCG~Af~IC PARA~ETE~S Cf WHITE 
ClAY C~EEK• CH~W.OI<f: At:EHRIPT ICf\ AND CO.,PARISC~ Cf 1S73-14 TO 1957-58 
GENERAL GECG~AfHIC AFEt NCRlH ATLA~TIC CCEA~. CCASTtL, U.S., CELAWA~E BAYt 
I~OIA~ ~IVER fAY, ~tilE CLAY C~EEK . . 
Af'TRACT A FI5H SUAVE\ USI~G A HAll SEI~E WAS CCNOUCTEC AT 8 
iTATICNS I~ ~tiTE CREEK, A~ ESTUARY Cf I~DIAf\ RIVER EAY, DELAWARE CN A WEEKLY 
EASI( f~OM APRIL 157!- JU~E 1~74. H'CPOGRAPHIC CAlA WAS CCLLECTED SIML~IANECU!L' ~ITH THE FISt CATA. WHITE CREEK IS TYPICAL Gf MANY ATLA~TIC 
(OA51 E!TL,RIES, HtVI~E EEE~ C~ECGEC, FILLEt, BULKt£AtEC ANC EJPOSEC TC 
GREATLY If\CPEASEC LA~[ USAGE ALONG ITS S~CRES. ThE ~URVEY WAS DESIGNED AS AN 
EXACT CUPLICATIC~ CF ~ FISH !TLCY CGNCLCT£[ EY THE BLREAL CF CC~ME~C!AL 
FISHE~IES lh 1S57-SS kHE~ lHE CREE~ ~AS LNtE\ELOfEC. D~Tt FRCM ThE 5( 
CCLLECTION CAWS lA EX.MihEC FCR T~ENCS O~ER liME A~D A~OaG THE 8 CCLLECTIO~ 
SlATICNS. (PART OF lNFUBLISHEC ~.S. T~ESIS EW THC,~S C. CAMPBELl• 1975, 
LNIVESIT~ CF Ofl~~~~E). 
NAME 
FHCI\f ~veu 






302 7::€ 245!: 
LNI~ERSll~ Cf CELA~ARE 




FILE NAM.E THE FISHS CF HlR LCII-SAli~ITV TICAL TIHI!UTARIES 
Of THE CELAWARE RIVER ESlLAR¥ 
GENERAl GECG~AFHIC AFEA NC~lH AlLANliCt t.s., OELAW~~E RIVER, BLACKBIRD 
Cl<fEK; llllCWAY CREEK, t-CPE CI<EEI<t APFG,Ultdi'HK CREEK 
AfSTRACT FCL~ LC~-!All~ll\ TIDAl C~EEKS CF THE CEL~~ARE 
RI~ER ESTUAP' kERE StMPL£t BY lR~WL ~NC SEINE TO LEARN ~~AT FISHES INHABIT 
TfESf CREEKS, lkEIR lEMPCRAL A~C SFAllAL OISTRlSLTIC~S, tNC TO EVALUATE THE 
RCLE CF THE TICAL CFEEKS tS !FAk~I~G ~NC ~l~SERY E~CU~CS. 
~~~E EARRY A Sl'lT~ 
PHONE ~LI'fE~ 6(9 646 8366 
INSTITUTION OR AH~CY ICHll-l\ClCGICAL A~SCCIAlE.S 
!lREET eo 35, R.C. 2 
CJTY ~IDDLE1Ch~ 
~TATE CELJ~~~E 
ZIP CCCE 1S1CS 
FILE t<JH 
GENERAl GEOGRAPhiC AREA 
tfSTRHT 
JaCLUCES t LIST A~C KEY 
PHCTGERAPtS A•c CIAGRt.,S 
.AME 
FliCN E Ill. I" fER 






TtE FUNGI GENUS A~ANITA IN NORTH CARCLI~A 
NC~TH AllA~liC, CCtSTAL, L.S., ~ORTr CAFOLI~A 
lAXCNGMIC SLR~E' CF ThE A~A.IlA Cf ~C~Tt CARCLiaA 
TC THE ~~ SPECIES (f AMANITA DESCRIBED, I~CLUOING 
CF HE HCRES. 
LIEii~RIA~ 
SJ<; i:i .33t~ 
~C~lh CAR(LI~A STATE UNI~ERSITY 




FILE NA~E T~£ tliEAT MARS~, LEkES, CELAWARE: ThE PHVSICGRAPHV, 
CLASSifiCATIC~, ANC GECLCGJC hiSTCRY CF A CCASTAL ~APSH 
GE.EFAL GECGFAFHIC AF£l ~C~Tt ~MERICA, U.S., OELAhARft SUSSEX CCU~TY, GMEAl 
~Ai<St CF LfHS 
ABSTRACT CATA FRO., SUeSURfACE INVESliGATIONS OF THE GREAl 
~AFSht lEhES, CELAhAREt CCllECTED FRO' 1S7l TC lS7~, 'RE ANALYZED IN GROER TO 
OEFJl\E A SfRJE5 CF SEDJ,ENTAPY F~CJES A~D E~VI~GN~E~TS CF CEPCSlliC~. THE 
SfDI.,ENTJ~Y fACIES PATTE~NS ANt EEOlOEICAL hiSTCRY CF A CCASTAL MARSH ARE 
OEli~EATEC 'Nt A GENEI<AL S'STE~ Cf MARSh CALSSIFICATIO~ IS PRCFCSEC. 
NAME ClE• ~. ELLIGTT 
FliCNf f>UMEER 3(2 i:f 2!H 
INSTITUTICA CF AGE~C¥ GEClCGY tEPART~E~T, UNIVERSITY CF DElAhARE 
CJTY lE~E5 
HAT£ CEUiotRE 
ZIF CCCE 19711 
fiLE NtM£ TtE HARO CLA~ 5lF~EV CF tELAhA~E BA' 
~E~EF'l GfC,FAF~JC ~FEI ~C~Tt ATLANTIC, CCASTAL, l.5., DELAMARE BA~ 
AeSTRACT FIELD DATA CN THE ~~RC ClAM ~ERCENAFIA ~EFC~N-RIA 
IN CElAioAFE BAV, CCLLECTEC C~ER A ltREE- 'fAR PERICC fRCM 197C TC 1973, ARE 
PRESENTED IN REPO~l f(R~. PARtMETERS ~EASL~EO INCLl[E T~E DISTRIBUTIC~ ANC 
tBU~[A~CE (f HARC (li~S t~t THEIR F~ECATCRS, l•E LE~GT~ Of CLA~S Aat THE 
~U~BE~ Cf CLAMS CCLLECTEC PER U~IT TIME OF TO~. TtEREE TYPES CF DRECGES WERE 
EMPLCVEt TH~CUG.(ijl THE !Tltl: (IJ A MCOIFIE[ CRAB CRECGE, 121 A HYDRAULIC 
SURF CLAM O~ECGE, •r.o 131 A MINJATLRE •VDRALLIC CREDGE. SEASCN'L VtRIAT!GNS IN 
GC~ACAL (CNCITJCNS ANC ELVCCfE~ CCNTENT CF •ARO CLAM! ARE ALSO INCLltEC. 
~AME RICHtRC ~EC~ 
F·C~f NU~EfF !C2 i~S 4CCC 
1~511TlliCN CR AGENC' ((LlEGE CF ~ARI~E STUCIES, UNIVERSITY Cf [ELA~ARE 
CIH lE~ES 
~TATE CELilhARf 
ZIP COCE 1SS5E 
fiLE ~~~E TKE ~ARC CLA~ S~RvEY Cf OEL~h/.~E eAV 
GENERAL GEOGRAPtl( AREA NCRTt •TLANliC• CCilSTALt u.s., DELAWARE BAY 
~ESTRACl FIELD DATA CN THE HARD CLAM ~EPCEN~RI/. Mt~CENARIA 
IN CELA~A~E 8/.~, CCllECTfC CVE~ A THREE - YEAR PERIOC FROM 1970 TO 1S73, ARE 
PRESEIITH IN HPORT FCRI'I. FAUIIETERS MEASUI<EC INCLU:E THE tlST/llSUTICI\ AND 
ABUNDANCE OF HARD CLAIIS A~O THEIR F~ECATCRSt THE LENGTH Of CLAMS AND THE 
NUMBER Cf CLAMS CCLLEClEC PER lNIT TIME Cf TCW. TtEREE T'PES Of CREOGES ~ERE 
EI!FLC'YEO lHCUGHCUT THE SlliCY.: ( U A I'CCIFHO CRAS CREDtE, 12) /. liHRAULIC 
SURf CLAM tREDGEo tNt f3J A MINI,TURE tYtRAULIC CREtGE. SEASONAL VARl/.TIONS IN 
GCUtllL CHICH Hlt.S 1!1\1: Gl YCCfElv CCNH.Nl Of HARD CLA~S ARE ALSC INCLUDED. 
1\AME J(~f C. 8~YSCI\ 
P~O~E ~l~fE~ 30~ 67€ 44C3 








fiLE NlME TtE HUDSON RI~ER ESTUAII): SECl~EI\lARY ANC 
GECCtE~IC~L FRCF£RTJE5 SflkEEI\ ~I~GSTCN Al\0 HI!VERSlRAk, NE~ 'ORK 
GEI\EFAL GECGFA~HIC AREA 1\0RTH ATLAt.TIC~ L.S., COASlAlt NEk YCRK, 1\.Y. 
ei,Hlt ~LOSCI\ FI~EF E~TllFY 
M:lSHACT TtiE CfJECTIVE kAS TO OCCLMENl CHANGES IN RIVER 
HYCRCGR~PHY ANt SECIMENTS I!~C TC STLEY l~E GECCHEMlSTRl Of THE SEDIMENTS IN 
DET/.IL. THE KNCWLE[GE SCUGtT klS JNlfNCEO TC YIELD SOME U~OERSTANCI~G Of THE 
~EDJMENT•S CAPACITl TO llES(RE (tE~ICll PCLLLTAI\lSt A~D l~E DEG~EE TC hhiCH 
l~EY hA~E ALREAD\ OC~E SC. THE PROJECT ~AS CC~FI~EC TO A 30 ~ILE SECTOR OF THE 
h~CSO~ FJ\E~ £ET~EE~ fOUGtKEEFSJE AND STCNE~ POINT. SPECIAL ATlE~llC~ hAS 
CIREClfO 10 SEDIMENTS ~~~EDIATELY lFSlRE,~ t~C CO~~STPEAM FRCM THE 
COI<Nt.ALL-HCR ... K1H LCCALIH. ~~H SA~PLES INC CORES CF BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, AND· 
TCP l~t EOTlCM ~AlER SAMPLES ~E~E CCLLECTEt. THE PARA~ElERS OETERMI~EC FROM 
~~TER ANALYSES ~ERE CISSCLVEC CALCIL~t fi~G~ESIUM, FCTtSSl~M, SCCl~M, SILICCN, 
ChLCFINE GISt IPC~, AllMJNLM, CCPFER, ~ICKfl, MANGANESE ~NO ZINC. ELECTRICAL 
CCNCLCTJ~Jll. S~Ll~JTY ANt Pli •ERE ALSC CETEI<MlNfD. CATICN EXChANGE 









OR. ALISTAIR k. ~CCRCNE 
2.12 !i€9 34H 
~E~ ~C~¥ l~IVEPSITY 
lCl ~AIN BllLDI~G, ~ASHlhGTCN 




fILE 1\~ ll.f 
fEEDlll( R~TE Cf T~f TFEE 
GEIIEFAL ~ECGFAFHJC AFE~ 
HFLH 
4~6 
THE INFLLEIICE Cf E~VlRCII~EIIT Cll THE IIESTLIIIG 
Sl!lllet. 
IIORTh AMERICA, L.S., NEW JERSEY, FRIIICETCII ~llCLlfE 
ABSTRACT DLPIIIG l~E SUMIIE~S GF 1571 AIID 1972, TREE SWALLOW 
~OIJLTS lofiiE CeSERHR ffHIIH H-EU 1\ESTLHGS CN AN ~CURLY BASIS AT UtE 
PRINCETOII WILDLIFE REFUGE. ltE INFLLEIICE Cf ~~RICUS EI\,JRCIIMEIIl~L FACTORS 
(TEMFEF/.TUPE, SKY CGIIDlllCIIS, ll~E Cf THE [~Y) WERE CCRRELATEt kiT~ THE 
FEECI~G R~TES tf Ttf ~E51LINCS 
NAME REFERENCE LIB~-Fl·~ 
FhC~E M!HH .201 13~ 1766 
iNS111LIICII CR AEE~C1 liBRARY Cf •EDICIIIE A~t SCl£1\CEt RUTG~RS LNIVERSITY 
Cll't U~ e~LI\SklCI< 
HHE "Ell JEI<SEY 
ZIP CUE CSSC3 
FILE 1\HE HE llFE CYCLE CF THE HRCPEAI\i CO.RN SORER CSTRifdA 
NIJi!ILALIS (h.l!SERh CN S~EET PEPPERS, CAfSJCUM AI\1\U~ l .. , AND ITS CONTROl BY 
f>Cll~ let< 
GEhERAl GECGFAFHIC ARE' 1\0~TH I!MERIC~, L.S., DELA~ARE, SUSSEX CCU~TY 
~SS1F~(T CATA CCLLEClEO CLRING STUDIES CCNOUCTED l~ CELA~ARE 
CURII\G IS1C-l<:i1l CN 1H LIFE CYCLE CF TI1E EUil(FEAI\ CCI<,_ EORER, OSTI<HIA 
1\LBll~lJS, l~ fltltS Cf S~EET FEPFE~S A~E PFfSENlEO IN REPORT FORM. fHE 
EEHAVICR OF All lifE STA~E~ IS CESC~IBED hiTH RESPECT TC THE PEPPER PLANT. 
1\11/<E f'Ci<F IS LIHHY 
fHCNE t.L~fER 30~ 13S ~4!5 
l~SllllliCN Ci< AGEIICY UI\IVE~SlTV CF DELA~ARE 
CITl ~EkA~K 
STtTE CEL~~ARE 
ZIP CCCf l':i111 
F llE Ntllf 
GENERAL GEOGR/.PHIC AFEA 
CCLI\lY, KENT CC~I\T' 
ThE ~HCPH)CE~E Cf HIE ~AFSI'ES CF SCUTHERI\ CELAWA!<E 
1\CFlt ~~f~ICA, l.S., COASTAL, DEL~W~RE, SUSSEX, 
./.B!lRACT 1111! FILE C(I\TAII\S CATA PERTAINING TO l~E 
SPECIJTJOII Al\C CJSl~IEl TICI'i OF BLLE-GREH ~LGAE II\ ThE f'PRSHES Of SCUTHRN 
DElAhARE. DATA lAKE~ I"CllDES AlGj!l SPECIES CCUI\TS t~C ItEI\TIFICAliONSo PLANT 




lhSlJTUTIC" C~ AfEIIC~ 
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FRUITS CF C~hTAtCUFf ~~C 
GE~E~~l GEOGPAP~IC AREA 
BEl~Elo l~lFElt OEL~AF 
THE NATLRE AND CCNTRGL CF SCil INSECT INJU~Y TC 
\IATEI1HlU 
NCRlH A~ERICA, l.5., tELAkA~Et SUSSEX CCU~TY, 
AESTRACT PRESENTED I~ ~EFGRl fCR~ 'RE tAlA CCLLECTEC OURI~G 
A Sli.O CC~LlClEO H SLSSO CCLIITY, tELAt.AH fRO,. 1966 TC 1967 TC EIJ~LUATE ThE 
CALS£, EXTE~T A•D CC.TRCL GF INJURY TO ThE SOIL CO~lACl SURFACE CF W'lERMELCN 
ANC CANTALCLPE. l~ClUDED ~Rf lHE RESULTS CF A~ lNVESliGATIGN TG DETERMINE 
lHfEffECTlwE.ES~ Cf fivE C~~ti£ATE I~SECTlCICES IN T~E CONTROL OF LARVAL 
POFvl~lJCNS CALSING l~JUF' lC f~UJT. 
NAME ~CR~IS LIEFA~I 
FMH M;H:ER 302 BE £4~5 
INSTJllllCN (A AGE~CY UNI~E~SITY Cf CELA~ARE 
CITY NE~'RK 
STATE CEl~kARE 
liP CGC£ 1S711 
fIlE t.~ H 
O~GANJC NllFCGE~ 
l~E NATLRE.DF ThE PYRCPHCSPHAlE EXTR~CTEC SCll 
GENERAl GECGR~PNIC AREA NCRlH A~ERlCAt l.S., CEL~~ARE AND ILLINCIS 
A8S1RACT FR~CTIC~AliCN Of FCCO,OKE SANtY lCA~ ANC SABLE SILT 
lCAM SCIL SJIMPLES 1 COLLECTH RESFECTIVELY FRCII DEL~t.AH .<INC IlliNCIS "AS DONE 
It. l5~~-1St3 TC !EP,RJITE VARICLS NITROGEN FRACTICNS FRCM SCll CRGANIC MATTER 
IIIlTH FYI<CFHSftiiH. MflhCtS Cf FRACT 101\AllUi INCLUCEO flAFER CUI<lAIII 
ElECTI!(PtOFESISt STRIP ElEClRCPHORESIS, PH GRADIEIIl ELLTICNt CCNSTANT PH 
ELLTICt. ANt EAlCh EJlRACTICN BY SH,MIN( AT CC~STANT PH. tETERMINATIONS ~ERE 
II'OE CF Pt, ICTAL CAReeN, lDTAL NITROGEN, ALPhA AMINC IIITROGEN, HEXCSE CARBON 
AfiC CJSTlLLABLE IIIUCGEN. 
I'< AM£ 
FhCI'IE NLI' eER 
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fiLE Nt~E l~E CCCURRENCE CF SALI~E GRCU~C ~ATER I~ DELA~Al<E 
HU fHS 
GENERAL GECGRAPHJC APEA ~CFlH ~MERICA, L.S., DEL~~·IlE 
,fSl~A(T O~TA ON TtE ChLORIDE CO~TENl (f G~OLND~~TER IN 
CELAkAR£, CCLLECTEO FRO~ 'PAIL, 1931 TO FEEPL~RY, 19t8, IS CCMFILEC ANO 
PRESENTEC lN REPCRT fCF~. THE GFCU~CkAlER StliNilY J~ ASSOCIATED WITH THE TYPE 
CF A'llfER fROM W~ICh lhE kATER k~S l~PEO. 
~A~E K.D~ ~CCCFUFF 
Ft-Cfi/E lllf'BER 302 1.3c 2~6<; 
l~SllTlllCN CR AGE.CY CELJh,RE GECLCEICAL SLR~E' 
Cln ~HAI<K 
STtTE CEL,!~ARE 
liP ecce 15711 
4H 
FILE NA~E THE CCEA~CERJPh) CF THE ~E~ YCRK BIEHT: PhYSICAL, 
CHE~lCtt, fiCL(ElC~l 
GENERAL EECGRAFHIC AFE~ ~OFlh ftllAIITIC C<EtN, U.S., CCASTAL 1 N.Y. EIGHT, H~HH 
'BSTFACT OA1A FCR THE NE~ 'CRK BIGHT, 5CLTH CF EASl ROCKA~AY 
I~LET, (~ lhE SP~llll ANt TEMFCPAl CISTFIBLTICN OF Ph~TCPLANKTON, ZOCPLA~KTO~, 
~NO fE~T~IC fAUN~, AS ~ELL AS ~~RIO~S ChEMICAl AN£ fhYSICAL PARtMfTERS, ~E~E 
CClUCTH fRO~ 1€ ~UliO~S DLR IM CCTCHR tH ~C\'E~Hfi CF 1971. 
~~ME C~. ROBERT NlZZl 
FtC~E ~l~BER 516 t66 5ECC ~43 
INSTlTlTlON CR AfENCY NE~ 'ORK CCEA~ StiENCE LABCR~TCRY 
~lREfl DFlhEF EE 
CITY ~O~l~L~ 
ST~TE NE~ lCRK 
ZIP CCCE 11S~4 
fiLE NA~E THE PERSISTENCE Cf T~lfllRAllll IN SCILS 
GENEPAl GECG~AF~IC 'FEl NCAT~ A~ERICA, u.s., CELAWARE 
ABSTRACT OATJ CCLLECTEC [l~ING STUCJES CCNCUCTEC FROM 19~4 
TC 19tt TC CETEPMJ~E T~E lENGTh OF TIME THAl l~E HERBICIDE TRifLLRALl~ CAN eE 
EXPfCTEt TC PE~SIST IN CEL~W~RE !OILS ARE FRESENTEC IN REFCRT FCRM. THE MAJCA 
FACTCI'S 11'1\ESTIGATH kERE HE EffECTS Cf hfRBICICE FCR~UlATlCN, ~ERBJCIDE 
RATE,~ERBICJCE I~CCFPCIIAllCN CEFTh, SGIL T\PE AND CLIMAliC FACTORS. A~ALYSES 
FOR ThE PERSISTENCE Of lRiflU~ALI~ I~ClUCf[ T~E ~EASLREME~T Cf STANC IIATINGS 
(f C(MPEFClAl CRCPS 'NC CRCP St~FLE hEI~~T~. 
~·~E IIORRIS LlfRA~Y 
f~CNE .l.SEF 302 13c 245~ 
INS11TU1ION OR AEE•CY LNHERSITI Cf CElhARE 
CITY ~fWARK 
ST,lE tELAkA~E 
liP CC£E l~ill 
FILE ~AME TH PEilSISTEt.CE Cf TRIFliJPAllt. IN SCILS 
GEt.E~AL GECG~Af~JC AFEA NCRl~. AMERICA, U.S., DELAWARE 
JIBSlllACl . FJELC SlUCUS WfH COt.Cl!CHC fROH 1S64 TO 1966 TO 
OEHRIHNE TU LEJ\GTt; OF TIH lt:AT THE HRBJCJCE HIFU;RAUN PERSISTS IN 
llELAioJIRf SCILS .. UJOJ< FACTCRS JII~ESliGHEC WEI<E hU£1CIC£ fCRHUtATICN• RATE, 
A~D- JJ\CCRFC~ATJC~ CEFl~t SCIL TYPE A~O CLII'ATIC FACTORS. T~E PERSISTENCE Of 
lRlfLIJRALlN kAS MEASl.REt e~ AlliALUlNG SlANt RATUG~ (f CCMI'HCIAl CRCFS ANC 
CIIOP ~Afi.PU WEJUTS. THE ~ET!!CO USEC TC At<AlY2E FOii II.AGNESIUM, PHOSP.,ATE AND 
FOTASSJIJfo'. Itt TtE SCIL JS lH 1\CiiTH OROli~A MElliCC, NCI<Ttl CAROLIM CEPAR~MENT 
Cf AGRICULTURE, 1S5e AJ\AL,TICAl METtiOCS fCR THE TESTl~G OF FARIIERS SAI'PLES 
(RALfiG•, "CRT~ CAFGli~AJ~ 
NMH 
PtiCNE HI'BER 






302 73o 2"'t55 
UJ\IVE~SJTY Of DELA~ARE, ~OJRIS LIBRARY 




fllf a#~E ltE PETROGENESJ~ Cf THE BA~OEO GNEISS OF THE 
Wll~I~GTC. •cFTh 'lttFA~GlE, CELA~A~E 
GHEFH HCUef~JC HU NOiilh Af'IERICA, l.s., l'iORTtiERN DELAlfiJIRE 
jiBSlRACl THU RHCJIT lfliVCl\iES A tEHILEt STUCY OF TtiE 
FETRCLCGY CF TI-E Et~CH GNEISS~ CI\IISICN OF U,E GNEISS IMC J<.APPIIBLE lMTS AND 
CETE~~IIIAliON Of lHf PETRCGENEHS Cf lHE GUISS CF THE Wlli'IHTC. COIIPLEX 
FRESE•T 1~ •c~THER~ CElA~A~E. 
~'liE I<AltERlNE A. SHEEO' 
fHC~E .l.fEF 302 7!8 2~6' 
INSlJTUTICN OR AGENCY GECLCGY CEFAIIli'E~T. UNl~ERSITY Cf CELAWIIRE 
CJTY NEWJIRI< 
STATE. CElAkARE 
UP COlE lSI 11 
f llE 1\A I'E 
GENERAL GEOGFAFHIC AREA 
ABSlRIICT 
t..Y. YIELCEC 55 SPECIES. 
~IIJ<f 
HCNE NUP'fER 
INSllllTJCN C~ JIG£~(~ 




THE P~AECFtYTA Cf lONG I5lANC, N.Y. 
NCRTH Allii~TIC, CCIISTil, U.S., •Ew YCRK, lCNG ISLANO 
SLP\EI OF TtE SE~TtiC PtAECFHYT~ Cf lONG ISLAND, 
CISTRIBLTIO~ AhD *EI TC Ttf SPECIES IS PRC~JDED. 
ll flliR JH 
'IS H~ Ull 
Cll<E Ut\1\lfRSIH 





FILE ~A·E ThE I<El~TFCtLCTlO~ AND INITIAL REESTASLISI-~ENT Cf 
UllEllA HAIJllAt.S GRISESCEIIS R.-c., /. ~AFASITE OF THe fli<OFEIIN CCRI\ ECRER (P,RAl!lA t.LBJLALIS (tEll.)), I~ CELA~~~E 
GEIIERIIL GEOGRAPHIC AREA NORTI- A~ERICA, l.S., OELA~AI<E 
ABSTRACT FREHHH I~ I<EFORT fCRf! "RE CATA CCLLHHO DURING 
STt!CIES CCNCLCHD f~C~ H!t: TC l'i6C CN THE FCSSIIllE USE Cf ThE IHRCClCEO 
PARASITE l'tCEllA SUBlJUt.S Gf<IHSCENS R .. -0 lli BHLCGICAL CONTROl Of THE 
ELRCFEA~ CC~II ECRER 1~ CELA~A~f. EMPtii!JZEO IN THE l~VESliGATICN IS ~N 
E~AlUATICh Cf 1/IIllAl ESl~BllSt~E/IT AhO OI~FERSAl BY ThE PARASITE. 
~A/IE MCFFJS LIER,RY 
FHCNE /ll~BER 3C2 736 245S 
l.STI1U1IC. [I JEE.CI UNI\ERSIT' (f CELA~ARE 
CIT' ~E~~FK 
STATE OELJI~ARE 
ZIP Cctf 1S1ll 
FJLE NAME THE ~HATICII5Hlf CF FLAIIT fEH JLIH tNt CUHICAL 
SFRt'S TO BtCTEFIJL SFCI CF fEfFER 
GENE~Al GECG~APHIC AREA ~CRlH II~ERICA, L.s., tElAkllliE 
AHTUCT PRESENHC IN REFCRT FCRM ARE DATA COLLECTED DURING 
STlCIES CO~OlClED IN CEL~kftRE IN 19tC-lS61 C~ THE ~ELATICNSHIP CF Plt~T 
r£RTILITY AND CrE;ICAl Sf~,y~ lC T~E EACTERICAL SPCT INFECTICN Of PEPPER, 
C'USEt EY ~ANTtCMCIIAS ~E~ICIIlCFJA. 
NAME IICFR15 liEFAF' 
HCU M;IIEH ~C2 i3t :145~ 
INSliTUliCN 0~ AGENCY UNJ\E~SITY Cf CELAIARE 
CITY NEk~FIK 
~TATE CElt~JI~E 
ZJP ecce 1nu 
FilE NA~E ltE ROLE Of I'ARShES IN PHOSPHORUS, ~ITRCGE~ ANC 
OElRlllS C'NAMIC! (f CCASlJl PlAl~ ESTUARIES 
GENERAL GECGFAfHIC AREA U.S., CGASTAL, ~CRT~ AllANllC, CHESAPEAKE eAY, 
\tJ~GIUA, 'CJIK RIVERo ~AH A~O. C.ARlfli CI<EHS 
AESTR.CT PtOSPtO~LS, Nll~CGEN ANt CETRITUS DYNAMICS Of 
COASTAL fSlUtRJES lN TtE LC~ER '(R~ Fl\tE~. 2 STATIC~S kERf SAMPLEC E•ERY MO~T~ 
AT ~CUPl' l~lEII\tAL~ £VEl< I ~4 tCUR TIOIL CYCLE F~O~ 1911 TO THE PRESE~T. DATA 
IS F~~l OF .A CIS~ERTATIO~ 
NAME 
FHNE ftLMeER 










Cf MtRINE SCIENCE 
FilE t.AH 
TIO~L ~~~Sf G~~SSES 
GEt.ERAL GEOGRAPHIC A~EA 
~~1<51-\ 
ABSTRACT 
.4PfRC~I~AlELY ~EEKLY FCR 
NAI'IE 
Ft-!CfiE 1\t:~EE!i 






l~E RCLE (F CFC~ESTID A~F"lfC£S It. ThE E~EAKDO~N Of 
Ml<lti A~ERI(A• l.S., CHAllAH, LEWES, CM'olflY CREEK 
A~PtiiFCC tNt ISCFCC PCPUlATIC~ LEVELS WERE MEASURED 
ll'REE I'CNTHS. DISTRISUTICN 11\ lHE MARSH hAS 1\0TEC .. 
It.TER-Ll8RAR~ l(At. 
302 13f 2455 
lNI~ERSll~ Cf OflAhARE, ~ORRIS LleRA~Y 




FILE NA~f lHE SEASCt.AL ANC SFATIAL CISlRISUTICN OF 1\ITRATE 
AI\[ 1\JlFllE IN T .. E SlRFACE IIATE~S CF T~O tflAIIARE !All MARSHES 
GEI\ERAL (EOGRAPHIC AREA 1\C~lh ~lLA~liC, U.S., CELAhtRE EAY, CAN.RV CREEK 
~~( ~LR£ER~ILL ~~~EF, CCASTAL 
~BS1RACT lH£ (ISTillllUTJCI'I Cf NITR'TE AI\!: NITR HE IN TWO 
~flEAS [f CELAW~RE SALT ~~~S~ WAS SlUCIE£ .. SEASONAL VAR1AllCNS IN NITRATE WERE 
CBSEF\IED hiTH ~AXIt<LM VAllES IN ThE Wll\lER ~r.t 1!11\Il"UI< VAlUES II\ THE SUMMER. 
1\llRITE 'PFE,REC T( S~Ch A StC~l PERJC[ Cf ~tXII"Ul" CC~CENTRAllONS IN THE FALL; 
WITH 1"11\IMLI< CCNCEI'ITRATJCNS CCCLFRING DU~I~G THE 5Ul"I<ER. 
N'ME 11\lERllBRAF' lC~~ 
PHCJIE Mli'EEF 302 136 :1236 
INSllllliCN CR AEE~CY l"CilRIS Llf~A~Y, UNIVERSITY CF DELAWARE 
CIT~ 1\EhtPK 
STATE CEL~kt~E 
liP COCE 19111 
FILE ~tl"f T~E SEASONAL ANC SPATIAL DISTRIBUTICN OF NITRATE 
A~C NITRilE IN THE SURFACE kATERS Cf Th( CELAhARE I<A~SHES 
GE~EFAL EECGFtFHlC AREA NCFTH AI<ERICA, l.S., OELAkARE, CANARY CREE~ MARSH, 
l'lRCERKILL I'ARSH 
AESTR~(T T~E ClSTRIBUTION OF NIT~AlE AND NllRITE I~ ThC 
~REAS Of OELA~ARE SALT ~ARSh ~AS STlOIEC fRC~ JUlY, 1966 TC DECEMBER, 1967. 
CAI\AFY CREEK MARSH• LCCAJ£[ ~EJF lhE ~CLT" Cf OEL~~~RE BAY, kAS ChARAClERIZED' 
BY hl~h SALINITY, LCW ~ITRATE WATER. TtE l"LRDERKILL MARSH, IN CENTRAL 
OEl~kAPE 1 ~AS CHARACTE~l2Et EY l(k SALINITY, HIGh NITRATE ~ATER. MAI\-~AOE 
CCI\TRCL SJRUCTLRES IN lhE ~URCEFKILL MARSh hERE FOUND TC INHIBIT FREE TIDAL 
EXCHANH, ANC nus MCOIF\ 1H CI!ili<ISUlJC~ Of r.ITR~H tNC 1\ITRIH .. 
~AME LIERARIA~ 
FHI\E fiUMHR ~C.t t~~ HI~ 
INSTITLliCN OR ~GE,(Y ~·~11\E STATION LIBRARY LNI~fRSITY Of DELAWARE 
CITY LE~f~ 
~TAlE CELJk~RE 
ZIF CCU lSSSS 
fILE t.Hif 
Al\0 t. lli<ITE II\ THE SUI<FACE 
GENERAl GECGRAPHIC AREA 
CREEKa ~l~OER~Ill Fl~ER 
5C.t 
lhE SEASC~Al ANt SPATIAL Cl!lPIEUTIC~ OF ~ITRATE 
W~TfFS lf T~C ~Eltk~RE SALT MARSHES 
NC~lH AlLANliC, l.S., CCASlAL, CELA~ARE StY, CA~AAY 
tESTRACT THE CISTRIBLTIO~ Cf 1\llFAlE Ar.D NITRITE I~ TWC 
AREAS CF CElAkARE S~LT ~A~S~ WAS STUCIEC. SEASCNAl vARIATIONS IN NITRATE hERE 
CESfR\£[ kiTH ~AXIMU~ ~ALUES IN THE kl~TER A~D MINIMUM ~ALLES IN THE SUM~ER • 
NITRITE ~PPEAREO TO SHO~ A ShCRl fERICO Cf ~tXIMUM CCI\CE~TRATICNS IN THE fALL; 
~ITH ~INI~l~ CC~CE~lFATICI\S (((URRI~G CURING ThE SLMMER. 
NA~E JOH~ C. BR,SCN 
fHC~E ~l~EE~ 3C2 678 4403 








fiLE 1\t~E ThE SFHAGI\A Of ~E~ ~OFK SlATE 
GENERAL GfC~F~P.IC ARfA ~(Fl. A~ERJCA, U.S., NORTH CENTRAl NEW YORK 
ABSJRACT THE PRI~CIPIL CEJECTIVE Cf THJS STUCY IS TO PROVICE 
A RE~liSliC ANC USAELE SFlAG~U~ IMCSSJ TA>O~OMV FOR ARWCLCGISJS IN THE 
NORT~(E~lFAL A~D NCFTHEJ!TER~ lNITEO STAlE! .41\C CA~AtA. 
NAME CI~EClCR Cf LISFAFIES 
Ft:CNE ~l~EER 31! "173 t6'i6 
JIISllllliC~ CR ~GHO STillE UNIVEilSIT'r Cf NEk 'wORK-COllEGE OF 
EI\~JROh~E~l~l SCIEI\CES A~C FCRES1R1 
SlREET F. FFAII~Ll~ MCC~ LIBRARY 
CIT~ S'RACLSE 
~TtTE NE~ \CRI< 
ZJF CCCE 13210 
filE NJMf 
JEF~fl EflhEEN l93'i ~~C 
GEIIEFAl GECGFAFHIC AFEA 
ccu~n 
T•E !TAll! Of ThE CSPRE\ Ill CAFE ~A\ CClNlV NEk 
l'i63 
NORTH ATLA~TIC 1 CO~STAL 1 u.s., ~Ek JE~SEV, CAPE MAY 
ABSTRACT CC~FARISCII IS ~JCE Of l•E PCPUlATIOr. CF OSPREYS IN 
C~PE ~~y CCUNTY. ~.J. Ill T~E lAlE 1930'S hllH lHAT I~ 1~63, AND htTH A 
POFLLATIC~ Cf THESE EIRCS Al lllGf~tN ISLA~[, ~ARYLANt .. 
~A~E FPECEFIC~ C. SC~~IO 
FHCNE ~L~EER 3Cl i7t 4SEC 
JNSlllLllC~ CF A(E~C~ eUREJU Cf SPORT fiShERIES Ar.D WILDLIFE 
STREfT PAll)E~T klLCllfE ~ESE~NCh CENTER 
CIT~ LAUREL ~TATE ~AR\lAIIC 
21F CC£E 2CEJC 
5C3 
FILE UH HE STUDY OF ~ERCt.;RY, HEA\i~ METALSt AND ORGANIC 
CHEMlCAL CC~TA~INANTS IN lHE FISH A~O ~ILCLlfE OF ~Ek YCRK I~CLlDl~G LAKE ERIE 
ANt l~~f C~l~PIC 
GEIIERAL GEOGIIAPHIC AREA t-Oiill-i AMERICA, 1: • .5., GllEn LAKES, LAKE ElliE, LAKE 
C~TA~lCt ~Ek Yt~Kw tltSCN ~~~ER . 
'BSlRACl THIS PROJECT, BEG!.;~ I~ 196lt EXAMINES SAMPlES Of 
FISH AND klLtllfE, CAl~ERED f~C~ EVERY FA~T Of NEW YORK SlATE, ON A DAILY 
BASIS IN CRCER lO A~CERTAI~ THE A~OlNl Cf MERCuRY, hEA~~ METALS, PCS RESICUES, 
PESTICIDE RE!ICLES. ANt (ltE~ CllE/l~IC ChEMICAl FCLllTA~TS EACH INCIVltLAL 
FIS~. EIRC, CR MAM~Al HA! ~ESORBEO A~O RETli~EO I~ ITS SYSTEM. 
NMH EARl J. Hlll<l<IS 
P!o!CH 1\UHU 315 331 CS lC INSlll~liCN CR AEE~C~ ~E~ YC~~ STlTE CEF~RT~ENl Cf ENVIRON~ENlAL 
PROTf(lJCNw RO.E PCllUTIC~ LtBC~~lC~Y 
STREET RCLTE 46 Ht 8314 FISti 1-ATCHRY llOilt 
cnv ROlE 
~lATE ~E~ YCRK 
ZIF COtE 134~( 
filE UH TtE SUCCESSIONAL CCNVERGENCE OF VEGElATIO~ fROM ON ltiE PJEOPC~T OF ~E~ JERSEY 
NCFlH ~~ERICA; ~.s., ~EW JERSEY, ~U1C~ESON MEMORIAl ER~SSltNC ANC BARE SOIL GE~E~~l EECGtAfhiC AFEI 
FCF ESl AB~lPACl HIS SliJtY IS A~ I~VEST IGATION Of hO T'fPE~ Of 
FIEL£S, A l-AY flElt AND A PlOIIEC FIELD, TC CETERHH THE RATE lt-C CHARACTER Of 
SUCCES~JCNAL CCN,EFGENCE Cf ~EEETATICN FPC~ GPASSL~~[ A~[ FROM eARE SCIL. 
~A~f REFERENCE liBRARIAN 
FHCNE Hfti!Eil 201 132 1766 
JNSTJTLTION CR AGENCY LIBPARY Cf ~EDICJNE ~NC SCIE~Cft RUTGERS UNIVERSITY 
CITY NEW f~LNS~ICK 
STAlE ~E~ JERSEY 
liF CUE OESC3 
fiLE N~~E l~E SLR\1\AL A~t G~CWTH CF TH~EE STP~INS CF RI!I~BOW 
TROUT ISALIIC GAIROHU lNOER (CHilTICIIS Cf hiGH fdlURI!l lEMPERATURES ~ITH AND 
kllhCUl CT~ER Fl!.ES 
GENERAL GECGilllfhiC ~Rfl ~(~lt AIIERICA, l.S., ~E~ JERSEY, HU~TERCO~ COUNTY 
AESTR~CT A STlCY ~AS CC~ClClED 1~ T~C liii~ClCGIClLLY 
C IFFHil\G f~R~ POHS tiEAP IHJSHCfiT, IIEII JE~H~ FROM SEPTE~BER 1565 THROUGH 
JUl\~ 1'67 lt CETERIIJNE UPPER TCLERASLE TEMFEFATU~E LIMITS Cf THREE STR~INS Gf 
RAI~BC~ l~Cll L~CER TYPICll hlR~ hATER CC~CITICNS. IIE~SUREC PARAMETERS Of 




JNSTJTUTJCN CR ~EE~CY 





PRI~CIF~l FJSI-E~IES BIClCGJSl 
201 23t 231~ 
NEw JERSE~ CEPARTMENT OF EN~JRCNMENlAl 
~l\0 S~EllfiSHERIES, BlREAu Cf FlS~ERIES 






SAlT ~A~SH ~05~liTC ~fCE5 
&E~EFAL £fCGF'F~IC 'Pft 
RHER 
THE LSE OF LOk LE~~l JMPCl~C~ENTS fCR CC~TRCl Of 
SCLICITA~S (~~l~EFJ 
~C~T~ A"ERICA, l.S., DflA.ARE, lE~ES, B~O~OKill 
tfSlRACT PRE- ANC fOST-JI'.HL~OI!Et.T .SllCY FCR IICHl.iiTC 
CCNT~Cl AT THE ERC,CKill FI~ER ~~1<5~ Ifl LE~ESt DEL~~I!RE FROM JA~UARY 1968 TO 
JANUIFY, 1~6~. F~R,~ETE~S J~CllCE TA)CfiCI!IC LISTS CF PLA~TS, A~IIIALS: BIRDS, 
FISH, JNC IICS,UITCS ~"C SC~E Pt,SICtl PAR~IIE1£RS. 
fiA~E f~~~K MuRFH' 
PHONE NlMBER 3C2 1~6 2!2t 
INSTJTUTJC~ CR AEE~CY CEPARlMENl CF E"lCIICLCGl 
STREET U~I\ERSIT, Cf DELJ~ARE 
CJT~ NE~AP~ 
~TATE CELtk,RE 
liP CO[E 1~711 
5(5 
FILE ~~~E TtE USE GF LOW LE~EL IMPGLNCMENlS FCR TtE CC~TRCl 
CF HE 5ALT-MAR5H MCS,LITC, AEDES HU.lCITAI\5 (W.tlli<ERI 
~£~EF.tll GEC~f~FtlC AREt NC~Tt .tiMERJCA• ~.s •• CELAkARE, SL!SEX CCU!Illt 
ERCACI<ILL ~AR!h, LE~E! 
AfSl~A(T PFESEIITEt IN REPORT FORM ARE DATA CCLLECTED DURING 
~ STUDY CCNDUCTEC Ill lS~a AIID ISIS 10 E\ALL~TE THE U5E CF C~AMP,tiGIIE FCCL 
S'SlfMS 111 C(lll~Cl Cf THE MCSGUITC ,tiECES SCLLICilANS CN CELA~ARE SALT MARSHES. 
ltE EffECTI\ENESS [f THE StALLCh DITCH .tiS A CEVICE 10 CCNTRCL THE WATER LEVEL 
Ill ThE PCOL ~Y!lEM IS LNCLLDEO. E~fH,SIZEO AFE MC!GLITC PRODUCTIO~, VEGETATION 
T'PE, ~ARSH ~AlE~ !~llllllY AIIC hiLtLIFE FRESENCE BEFCRE ANC AFTER 
TrECC~STRUCTlC~ OF I C~A~fAC~E PCCL ~~~TEH 0~ AN U~I~PCU~OED StLT ~A~~~. 
NA~E ~C~RIS LlB~AF) 
FHiNE 1\t.:I'EER 3C.t i3t 245~ 
INSTITUTICN CR AGENCY UI\I~E~SIT) Cf GELAhARE 
CJTV ~E~AR~ 
H.6TE CELHARf 
llF CCCE 1S711 
flU NHE TH IJSE OF VtRTEBRAL RINGS TO DETERMINE AGE AND 
GRCWT~ Cf R,tiJA EEL~~TE~IA 1 TtE CLEARI\CSE S~ATE 1 I~ OELA~A~E BAY 
Gf~ERAL GEO~FAPhiC AFEA NCRl~ ATLANTIC, L.S., DElA.ARE BA~, COASTAL 
ABSl~ACl AGE A~C GRChT~ ~AlES WERE STATISTICALLY ANALYZED 
fOR 53C CLEARNCSE SKATES, ~AJA EGLANTERIAt COLLECTEC IN 1963 FRCM LCkER 
DELA~AR£ flY AtC T~E ACJACENl AllA~TIC CCEl~. THIS l~FC~MATION hAS USED TC 
EVAL\.:Alf FRCPC!Et (FChTh lCNES lT~E tYALII\E FINGSI PRESENT IN THE VERTEBRAL 
CENTU, ~Ml Hi ESTII'\AlE HE GRnlH PATTERN Cf RAJA EGUNlEPU I~ CH~URE BAY. 
MCOIFIC~TICt. Cf A PI<E~ICLS TECH~ICUE ~~tE STATISTIC'l TREATMENT OF LARGE 
~L~BERS Cf 'ERTEE~~l CESEFVATIC~S fCSSIELE. ltiS STLOY INDICATED THAT THE 
FRCPC!EC GPOhTH ZONES hAt THE CHA~ACTERISliCS OF 1R~E A~NVLI. THE RIIIGS WERE 
FCLNC lC EE CO,PlElE A~O CCNCE~lFIC, TC INCFE~SE Ill ~LMBER IN LARGER SKATES 
A~O AfPE~PEt TC BE ftR~EC Ill ~Jt.lEF. 
IIMH li8~AI<IJll\ 
FlictiE IILfifH 3C.t t4!: 6614 
INS1Ill11CN CR AEEIIC' 'APl~E SlATJCI\ LJE~ARY UIIIVE~SJTY Of DELAkARE 
CIT~ LE¥E~ 
!lATE tEltk~PE 
liP COtE lSS~E 
FILE IIHE 
FGREH: A HANl IlAli\E 
GENE~Al GECG~AFHIC AREA 
FCREH 
THE VEGETATIC~ (f lHE ~ILll~M L. ~lTCHE~CN MEMORIAL CC~FA~I5C~ (f l~E~TY YEARS 
~(~1· AMERICA, t.s •• ~E~ JE~SE~, HUTCHESC~ MEMCRIAL 
ABSlRACl THE tlTCtESCN MEMCRIAl FOREST CAN RCUGHLY BE 
OIVJCEO 11\TO T~C fCRliCN!: 01\E CCCLPYII\E lhE ~ELL-CRAliiEt UPL~~C SITE, AND ThE 
OTHER OCCUPYII\G THE fCCFLY-t~ti~E[ LCklA~t SllES. fCUR DISTINCT SHRUE TYPES 
APE LCC~TEC .~~ Th£ ~flt-C~AINEC SITE AhC FCU~ DIFFERENT TYPES CN T~E 
PCORL !-IJRAl~EC !HE~. THE UFUt.C fOilEH IS Sli<ATIFIEO IlltC FOUR CISTit.CT 
LAYEF •• CAl<. A~O HlCI<CRifS DC~I~•TE THE MAl~ CA~OFl, CCE~CODS DCI'I~AlE THE 
IMl'I.EtJJTE LNCEFSTORY, TM St:f<U£-UYER JS DCI'II\ATEC BY MAPLE-LEAvED VIEL~NUM 
AND ltE HERS lAYER 811 •AY ~Fflf.THf PESIJLTS (f THE 1970 SURVEY WERE CCMPAREb 
. TC A 1~5C ~URVE~ CF T~E !t~E l((ATIC~S ~ITHI~ THE fOFEST. 
t.•Mf REFERENCE LIBRAPIA~ PHO~E NlMf€F 2Cl 732 1766 
INSTITLTICN CR AGE~Cl llBPARY OF .ECICI~E A~C SCIE~CE, RUTGERS U~IVERSITY 
CITY NEW B~U~ShiC~ 
STATE ~~~ JERSEY 
ZIF COCE CS~C~ 
FILE N~~E 
fHH!tJU SlUOlt 
GENEPAl GECGFAft:lC AFE~ 
EAF~JEF HLAND~ 
TtE VIRGIIIIA B~R~IER ISLAN£ OF THE CELMARIIA 
~CRTt ATLA~TJC• COASTAL, u.s., VIRGINIA, IIIRGINIA 
AB~TRACT ~lSSJC~ k052, fll~tTOl. WAS ACCOMPLISHEC 011 APkll 
15, 1S7J, UliLIZING A hAllCPS FLIG~T CEI\TEI< LEASEC ~ELICCFTER E'LIPPEC WITH 
fOUR 1-ll HR IAL MAPF IIIG CJ!~Eil tS H COCPcll~ 11 CN III Ttl UE II I~Gi~ lA JliST IT UTE OF ~Aill~E SCIE~CE. ltE CEJECTJVE (f T~E FLIGHT WAS TO OBlAIN PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGERY 
CF Ttf EAR~IE~ ISLANDS FRO~ T~E ~ARYLA~D/VIRGIIII~ <J,lE ll~E TC CAFE CHARlES IJIRGHU. ~ . • 
~AI'H 
PHOH Ill I' EEF 




li f CCC£ 
MIC~AEl CCI\GEF 
SC4 ~24 :3411 
NAliC~Al AE~CNAlTICS ~~[ Sf.tiCE ACI' 





filE NJME THE 1~15 CllBRf'K CF ~E~CPRHAGlC DISEASE A~CNG 
ktlllE-T~ILEt CEER I~ ~(Pl~~ESTEFN ~f~ JERSEl 
CE.EFAL EECEFAfhlC ARE~ NtRlh AMERICA, l.S •• NE~ JERSEl, •oRTHhEST COUNTIES 
ABSTRACT t STLCY "AS CC~CUCTED 1• ThE lATE SUMMER ~NO fAlL 
Cf 1~75 OF AN OUTBREAK OF EPilCCliC HE~CRRHAGIC CISE~SE IEHDI IN NCRTHWEST NEW 
JERSEl ~kiCH RE!llHC If\ liH CHlk Cf A~ ESTU!ATEC 1000 WHITE-TAILED DEER 
(CCCCCJLELS VIRGI~l-NUSl. ~GE ~·C SEX DlSTRlBUTICNS CF CEER E~AMINED DURING 
THE CUTBFEtK hERE CETER~I.ED AND CliNIC~L 5IG~S A~D GROSS POST ~CRlEM 
FATHCLCGY fi~DING5 ~ERE GI\EN. 
tAME PRINCIPAL kllCLIFE BICLCGIST 
FHCNE ~l~BER 201 735 8793 
INSllTlTION CR AGENCY · NEk JERSEY CEPA~TMENT Cf E~~IRCNMENTAl PRClECTIDNt 
Di\ISICN Of FISHt ~A~E A~C S~EllfiSHfRIES, EUREAU Cf hllDLifE MANAGEMENT 
STREET CLJN10N klltllFE MANAGEMEaT AREA 
CITY h~~flC~-
SHH 1\Ek JERHY 
21f CCtE OIBil .. 
FILE Nl~f THERtAl IR !CA~~ER lEST MISSION 
GENER~L GEOfRAPtiC IREA u.s., CCASTAl 1 NC~TH ATLA~liC, CHES~PEA~E BAY, 
~JRGJNIA, kACtAPREA~LE, HCG ISlt~C, ICRK RJ~ER 
~eSTRACT MISSICN Wl34, FLT. 1, J~~E 15, 1972, WITH ~AlLOFS 
STAliCN C-S4 AHCiiAfT HllPf'H loiTH Ull-2 THRMAL SONIIER. OBJECTIVE - TO TEST 











NAJICNAL AERONALTICS AND SPACE ADM 
C~E~APEAKE eAY ECCLCGICAL P~CGRAM OFFICE 
~AU.CFS ISU/110 
VIIHi If\ IA 
23331 
fll£ N'Mf ltER~'l IR SCA~NER lEST ~15510~ 
GE~f~~l GECEFAFHIC ~FEt ~.s., CCAST'L~ ~C~TH ATL,~TICt CHES~PEAKE BAY, 
VIREI~I~t WACH~PPE~GLE 
ABSTRACT ~ISSIC~ kl40, flT. 1, JU~E lEt 1S72, kiTH kAllOPS 
SlATJOl\ C-~4 AIRCR#T EQliPPEC UTH A~D-2 THERMAL H SC~Nt.ER TAKEN OllER 
~'llCPS ISL,at- C~1t.tCT£A~LE, \A. A~D to'C~IFREAELE l~LET. OEJE(ll\IE- TO TEST 
SENSITI\IH Of C~HJLL PEFFCRI'~NCE Cf ~~C-2 HERMAL SCA~NER. 
t.t~E PALL ~lfC~~l 
P~C~E ~l~EEF t04-c24-3411 
JNSliTLTICl\ CR AGE~C' l\~liC~'l ~EFCt.~lliCS ~~[ Sf~CE ~C~ 
STREET CHES,PE,KE SAY ECCLOGICAl F~CGRA~ CFflCE 
CIT' ~PllCFS ISll~C 
ST,TE \I~(INIA 
tlf (([£ ~:3~1 
508 
FILE "~~E HEili'H-I~FHH II'IGHY OF NEll YORK STAlE kATERS 
GENEPAL GECGFAFHIC A~EI ~ORTH AMERICA, t.s., GREPT l'kES, t.Ek YCR~, LAKE 
CNTA~IC, SAlt.l Lt~FENCE ~IVE~, ~UCSCt. FillER ESTUA~1 
. AESTRACT AERI'L THERMAL-JI\FAREC SENSII\G WAS AODED lC THE 1\EW 
YORK SlATE kAHR-(;LALITI SUPVULLAI\U fRCGR.ciM II\ 1910 TliRCUGH CCOPERATION ._ITH 
ThE U.S. CECLCGIC~L SUFVE¥. FIFTEEN ~UNDRED MILES OF SHCRELINE ALCI\G lAKE 
CNTARIC, Sl. lAWRENCE PI~E~ tNC lPE tLCSCN RIIIER ESTUAFY ._ERE SUPVEYE[ BY 
11\FR.AFEC SCAI\1\EP. CAT~ CDLlECTICf\ kAS MOI\llCREC IN fLIGHT TO INSURE PROPER 
'REAL AI\C TtER~Al DATA INVESlJG~llCN. ltE £E1ECTCR II\ THE SC.ciNI\E~ kAS 
RESPCNHIIE 10 RACIATHN IIAIIflEHTiiS lF TO ~C I'ICRCfotHHS. (;;UI!tHITATIVE IMAGERY 
(RICIC~ETRY) REACI~G5 TO 0.1 CEGRff CENTIGRACE kAS CONE. 
1\~ME CHIEF, HICRCLGGIC ~ECO~CS Al\0 INFORMATIC~ SECTJG~ 
FHCNE ~L•eE~ 518 412 3101 
INSTJTUTICI\ CR ACE~CY U.S. GEOLOGICAl SURVEY, hATER RESCU~CES CIVISIO~ 
SHEET fCSl CHIC£ eo~ <;4£ 
CIT~ ALBA~Y 
STilE NEk YCR~ 
ZIP CCCE 12~01 
FILE NA~E 
GENERAl GEC~FAPtiC ARft 
PENNS1l~AN1At \ERM(Nl, 
J El' SE' 
THICI<f\ESS CF THE A~ERIC~~ ~CCCCCCK EGGS~Ell, 1971 
NCRH AI•EIIJCA, u.s., CONNECTICLTt MAINE, ~ARYLANO, 
klSCC~SJt,, i'ASS.IICHHTTS. MICI-\IGAN, IHt.~ESCTA, NEW 
tESTRACl THIS FAPER REFCFlS THE StEll THICK~ESS Cf EGGS CF 
THE HE~ICAt. hCCOCCCI< Cff'.llCHIU IHNCRJ IN l9il IN CCMFARISON wllH THE SHELL 
UdCKNES~ !Jf fGiiS CCllEClEC DUI<If\t; TtiE PERJCC 1859-19-!S. 
flAME J.f. l<I<EIHEF 
ftiUE ~LHEP 3Cl iU 4HC 
ltiSlllliliCf\ (II ~GENO l!.S. BlREAU CF SFUT FIStfRIES ANC WllOlJFE 
SlRHT PATUENT ~ILIJLIFE RESHI<Ct. CHTER 
Cll~ l~UFEL 
HAH fot,lll)Uf\t 
ZIF CCCE tOtlC 
5C<; 
fiLE 1\MU l!O.H fHCt: ~A~II GJ!H filE 
EEI\E~J!l EECEFAFhiC A~EJ NGRlt: AlLANllC CCE~~. NCRl~ PACIFIC OCE~N, ~.S., 
CC~SHL. I'Ali\E, NEit HII,.FSHRE, ~llSSACHSETTS, RHCCE ISlAI\Il, COI\NECTHl.T, NEW 
YCR~t ~EW JE~!E~. PEI\1\S~l~AI\1'' CELJlltARE, ,.tRYLAI\t, IJJST~ICT Of COLl.,.6IA, 
VIRGII\IA, ~ORT. CA~CLINA, SCUTt CARCLINA, GEC~GLAt FLCRIOJ!, ALAEAMA, 
HSSISSIFPI, LUISJA~A, JE)(AS, CALIHR~IA, CHGQI\, WASI-11\GTGN, AlASKA, HAWAII 
AESTR~CT Tt:IS filE CCI\TAII\S TICAL EEI\C~ MARK INFORMATION FOR 
lH CCASltiL lNITEC SlAlES. TliE FilE l-AS EHCI- MAJ<KS fCR OVER 2000 LCCATIONS. 
EACh LOClllC:fl IS Of- CI\E FJIG£ CF A VQLUM~ HERE ARE 33 \IOLUMES COIIERING THE 
CCJ!ST. EACt DATA SHEET CCI\lAII\S GEI\EFAL GECG~APHICAL AREJ! CF ltE STATICNS, l~E 
E)ACT PCSITION ~NC ELEV,TID~ CF EAC~ INCIVItU~L Bf~CH 'ARK IS GIVEN. THE DATE 
CF l~E !URVEV 15 ~LSC El~EN. tAlA CA~ BE Gl~E~ ClT AS A COPV Of THE DATA 
Sl-iEETS .. A MAP H Al5C A~AILABLE FCR EACH STAH GIVIIIG Bft.CH 14iln lCCJ!TIONS. 
~~'E CI-IEF, litES 6~J!~Ch 
FHCNE 1\l .. EER 301 ~9E c4H 
Jti5llll11Cfl U AH~O tiHU~AL CCHN SURVEY 
Sl~EET ECCl DECLTHE 6Cl.LEVARD 
(lTV ~CC~~ILLE 
STATE ;AR)lll~D 
liP COif 2U~~ 
FlU IIAI'E TICAL CURRHTS ill MOUHI OF CHESAPeA~E BAV 
GENERAL GECGUfliJC AREA l.S., CCASTH 1 Hl<lti /lTUitll IC 1 CJ-iES~PEAKE I!AV 
Elll~A~CE, VlflEli\Iil 
ABSTRACT TIDAL ClR~E~l SFEEt AIID Cl~ECTICN AT_THE EI\TRANCE 
lC Ct<ESJ!FU~E £1W CflTHNH C~H 3C i'OlR PERICOS. DATA REDl.CED lC CBTAIN DEPTH 
PROfilES CF CUR~ENT Fi!RA~ETEPS 
NAME JC~t. LUO~IC• 
PHCNE fll~fER iC3-46S-SCCC 
11\SllTLTICII C~ i!Gfl\(1 OLD OCMIIIIC~ U~I~E~S1TY 
STREET I~SlllllE CF CC£~~CfR~FtY 
CITY NC~FCLII 
STATE \ll~(J~l~ 
2H COCE 235Cl: 
510 
FILE 1\A~E TICAL CLRPE~TS, C~ESAFEAKE EllY 
GENER~l GEO~~APhiC AREA 1\CRlH lllli!~liC CCE~~, L.S., CC~Sl~L, MA~YL~NC, 
~IR~lAii!, (}EStfE~~E £~~. 
ASSTRA(l VARlCLS ClR~E~T 5LRVE~S Of ThE CHES~FEAKE EAY A~C 
M~JCR lFIElTARlf! .ERE CC~CUCTEC I~ T~£ YEtRS 1911 10 1S65. ~CST STATIONS WER! 
CCCUPIED FCR ~h AVENAGE CF 4 CAYS ~IIH hALF hCLRll SAHFLES. SA,Pll~G DEVICES 
USED laCLLtE CURRENT fCLES, P~JCE CUR~E~l ~ElERS, EK .. AI\ C~RRENT METERS, 
FOfE~TS ~A[J( (l~RE~T ~ETE~S, ·~C VCI\ i!FX CURFE~T METERS. 
1\AME CHIEF, OCEA~CGRAFHIC SLR\E~ ERANCh 
fHC~E ~l~€fF 301 496 8501 
INSTJTUliCN OR AGfNC' ~AliCNtL CCEtN !L~~EY 
STFE£T 6CC1 EXECLTI~E 8CLLEVARD 
CIT~ ~CC~\ILLE 
ST~T£ ~Afl,LANC 
llf CC[f 2C65~ 
FILE NAME TICAL CLR~£1\TS, CEL~k~RE EAY ~~C RIVER 
GEtiEFAl EECGI<ill'tiiC /JF-f~ 1\CRH ATlAI\llC CCEAN, l..~ •• COASTAl, DELAIIARE, 
CELA~AFE a•~• [ELA.AFE Rl.\ER 
ABSTRACT A SERIES Of 5 SURVEYS Cf THE DELAWARE BAY i!NO RivER 
~EFE M~CE fRCM l~i4 TO lSSS. 42 SlillJC~S •e~E SAMPLE£ I~ 1924 LSING CURRENT 
PCLES A~C PFJ(E CUFFEI\1 METERS. IN JS29 A S~~VEV hAS CONCLCTEO 6Y THE ARMY 
CCRPS Of ENGINEERS CF ltif II\OIJ!~ RIVER 11\Lfl. IN 1S47, 62 Sl~TIC~S I~ THE SAY 
WERE Sii~PLEC AEAI~ LSJNG CURRENT PCLES A~t f~ICE ClRRENT METERS. THE 1953 
SlR~E1 (f Ttif Et¥ lSES 26 STATICNS SA,.FLEt hiTH CURRENl POLES, PRICE METERS 
ANC USUALLY CNE FOEERTS ~ACID CLR~ENT METEP PER STATIC~. IN 1959, 2 STATIO~$ 
~ERE SAMFLEO fRO~ THE fA~ El\lRti\CE A~O 2 F~C~ THE ~IVE~ E~TRA~CE. 
hA'E Cklff, OCEANCGRAP.IC S~R\E' BRANCH 
f~C~E ~L~BE~ 3Cl 496 B5Cl 
INSTJTUTIOI\ CR AGE~CV 1\AliC~~L CCEtN Sl~~EW 
~l~EET 6001 EXECUTIVE EOl.LEVARt 
C Ill FCCI<\lllE 
SlllE ~ARllANC 
ZIP CCDE 2CB~2 
flU N~Mt T IOH CUI<I<ENTSo lOhG ISLAND SOI..NO 
GE~E~AL GECGFAFHIC A~EA aCFTt All-~TIC OCEAN, u.s., COASTAL, lONG ISLAND 
SOl; tiC 
AESHACT A SERIES OF 1 SURVEYS OF HiE lOtiG ISLAt\D SCOND t~ERE 
TAKEN fROM 1Sl5 TC 1S39. All SLFVE~S CCNSI!TEC CF TICAl CU~RENT CBSE~VATIONS. 
ALL CBSE~\ATIONS •ERE TAKE~ ~ITH TtE USE CF CURRENT PCLES AND PRICE CURRENT 
!UTEI<S. TH SLRVEYS CCIIEREC THE HTIRE AREA Of lONG !SlANt ANt elCCK ISLAND 
SOLNC &!ITt-. SPECHL AllEf>TICN GIHI\ l( SHIPFIII-G CHANf\ElS AIIC tiAReOilS. 
NA~£ CtlEF, CCEA~CGRAPHIC SLRuEY BRANCt 
PHCf.iE H~BER 3Cl 49t 8501 
JNSllTl..TICN (~ AGE~CY NATICNAl CCEAN SlR~E~ 
S111EE1 6C01 EXECUTIVE ECULEVAilC 
CITY I<CCK\ULE 
STATE MA~'LAI\0 
liP COtE 2C8~2 
fiLE UH 
GENERAL GEOG~APHIC ARfA 
VCR~ tAPEC~ N.,. EIGHT 
lJOAL CLRRENTSo NEW VCR~ ~ARBCP 
NCFlh ITLA~llC CCEAN, U.S., NJW VCRKt CCASTAL 1 NEW 
ABSTRACT A S£~1ES Cf SUR~EYS CF ~EW YCRK HAReOR ~N[ 
~FP~CIC~ES WERE CCNCLCTEO Al~O!T CCNII~UCUSLY FRCM 1~19 TO 1959, WITh THE MOST 
CC~PLETE !tR~EY CCN[UCTED I~ lSSE-59. TtiS [AlA IS USEC IN TIDAL CURPENT 
FREOJCTICNS CF NE~ 'CRK t~~EOP ,NO AFPRCACtES. 
~A~E C~IEF, OCEANCG~AFHJC SL~WEY ER~NCH 
fHUE HH!U 301 4S6 8~01 
INSlllUlJCN DR AGENCY ~ATICNtL OCEAN 5LR~EY 
SlFEET 6CCJ E~EClliWE EClLEWARO 
CIT"Y FCCJI~IUE 
STATE I'AinLAN£ 
ZIF CCCE .COS54: 
fiLE NAI'E TICAL (lRFf~TS 1 ~JRGI~JA 
GEIIHAL GECGFAPHC /lfEA NCRTI- ATlANHC OCEilN 1 L'.S., COASTAL, YCI<K, JAMES, 
AND RAfPAHAN~OCK, \IFGINIA 
ABHIIACT t SlRHYS Of THE VIRGIIIIA CCAST, ANt THE Y(RKt 
JA~ES, A~C RAPFAHA~NCCK FI~EF!. CfSEPV.liO~I ~ERE CBTAI~EC E~ THE ~SE OF 
CU~RE~l FClfS, A~C FCBEillS RADIO CuRPE~l ~ETERS. 
~A~E CHIEF, CCEA~CGRIFhiC SLPVE~ EFI~CH 
FliCH ~UfifH 3Cl 'l9t S5Cl 
INS TI TllHiH CR AGHCl UllCUt (CEll~ SlllHY 
~TREET tOCI E>fCUli\E ECUlE,ARC 
Cll' ~CCKVIlLE 
STilE fi~R,LA~C 
2H (([f HE~;i 
512 
FILE ~~fiE TJCjll STUCIES Cf k'ChAPREAGUE INLET ANC WETLANDS 
GE~E~AL ~E(G~AfHIC ARE~ NOI<TH AllANliCr COASTAL, U.S., 'IRGINIA, 
h~CHif~EAGLE l~lET 
•aSTRACl •tSSIO~ WC~4, fLTClo UlllllEC A FLIGhT CE~TER 
tELICCfTER f'UJFPEC ~ITh FOUR T-11 tERJAl fiAPPING CA~EFAS IN CCOPE~ATICN ~ITH 
THE ~~~GINJA I~STillTE Of M'RINE SCIE~CE. ltE OBJECTIVE ~AS TO CSTAI~ COLOR 
ANV FALSE CClOR INFRARED IfiAGEF' Cf THE WACHIIFREAGUE INLET TIDAL MAR!HES. 
'ClUAL FLIGHT liNES AilE ~JfPEC. 
NAfiE ~ICHAEl CC~GEF 
FHNE Hi/<EH !;0~ .E24 3411 
lN!TITlliC~ CR AGE~C' ~Jll(~Jl ~E~CNAUTICS t~t SPACE ADM 
STREET CtES~FEAKE BA"Y ECOLOGICAl FRCG~AI' CFflCE 
CIT~ k'llCFS lSLtNC 
STATE \IFGINIA 
llf CCCE 233~1 
fiLE fltH 
GENEilAL GEOG~APfJC ARE~ 
~ACHAFREAGlE lf.iLET 
TIDAL STUCIES CF k'CHAP~EAGLE INLET 
NCillH ATLANTIC, CCASTAL, l.S., ~IRGI~IA, 
IEST~ACT MISS!CN WCE~, fliGHT C2, WAS ICCO~PllSHfD Ct. JUNE 
I, 1~71, UTILIZING A kALlCPS FliGhT CE~TER lE~Sft rELICOPTER E'UIPPEC WITH 
fCUil 1-11 AERllL ~tFPING C~~E~AS IN COCPERilTICN kll~ THE VIRGl~IA INSTITUTE CF 
MARINE SCIENCE. THE CfJECli~E CF lHE FLIGHT ktS TC CBTAI~ BLAC~ AND ~tilE ANO 









~ IChAEl C(fiGfF 
to4 u~ 3411 
~ITJCNAL AE~ONA~TICS ANC SPACE ADM 




FilE Nt~E TIDAl ST~CIES CF ~ACH~P~EftGvE INLET 
Gf~E~~l GEOEFAPtlC AREA ~CRTH AllA~TlCt COASTAL, U.s., VIRGI~lAt 
IIACHHHtGLE 
AESTRACT ~ISSIO~ WOt7, FLIEHT C3, ~AS ACCO~PLISHED CN JUNE 
1~. l~llo lliLIZI~E A hAllCFS fllE•l tEtTER LEASEC hELICCPTER E'UIPPEt WITH 
FCLR T-11 AERltl M~PFI~G CJMfRtS IN tccPERAllCN kiTH lhE 'IRGINIA I~STITvTE OF 
~~RI~f SCIENCE. lHE CEJECliVE (f ThE FLIGHT hAS TC CETAIN CCLCR AND SLACK AND 
lisHTE ltifiiARE£ II'AGHY (f 'ACI-tFIUtEU£ ltlltl ilND HE StcAll0\1 IIA1ER CFF 
FARRti'CRE ISLA~[ fCR USE I~ STltl~G liCAl fLCIIS. 
NAME ~lCHAEL CC~GER 
fli[I\E 1\Lf'EH t:C<4 £.<4 3411 
INSlilUliCN QP AGE~CY ~tliC~~l AERC~AlliCS AN[ SP~CE AD~ 
STRffT CHESAPEAKE EA) ECCLCGICAL PRCGRAM CfflCE 
CITY kALLCPS ISLAtiC 
STATE \IRGI~It 
ZIF CCCE .<333'1 
FILE ~·~£ TICAL SlUCIES Of WACHAPREA~~E INLET AND PARRAMORE 
ISUIH GE~EFAL GECGFIF~IC AFE~ NCRTH ATLA~TIC. CCASTAlt U.S., ~IRGINIAo 
WAC~tPFEtGUE INLET A~C PARRAMCRE ISlA~C 
AESl~ACT ~JSSIC. h086, FllGHT02t WAS ACCOMPLIS~EO ON 
SffTf~EfP 15t 1S71• UllliZlNG A WALLOfS fliGHT CE~TER LEASEC hELICCPTER 
E'UIFPED ~ITH fClR T-11 ~ERitl ~Affi•G ClME~AS I~ CCCFEFATlON hiTH T~f 
VIRGIHA lNSlllUTf tf ~AJ<Il\E HHNCE. HiE CBJECTI\IE Cf HiE fliGhT WAS TO 
CBHJ~ CCEA~ .llNt TICAL ClRREIIT tAlA FROI CCLCR Al\0 FtUE CCLOR lNHAREC 
PkCTCGRAPWY OF HoE .ACiiAPPEAGLE HL£:1 AIID HHAIIORE lSLAIIt. 
~~~£ MlCtAEL CCNGER 
FHCNE t.lii.HR 8C4 824 3411 
INSllT~TICN CP AGE~(~ ~ATIO~Al ~fPONAtllCS A~O ~FACE AD~ 
STREET CHE~#lPEJIKE 1:.11'1 ECCLtGICJIL PFOGRAM OfFICE 
CITY ~AllCFS ISLA~C 
STATE VlR(l~lt 
Zlf CCCE 23337 
FILE 1\Jif!f 
GENERAL GEOGRJIPHIC JIREA 
Rl~H 
ABSTRACl 
PliVTCFUNKHN PI<OtlCT JON, 
SLM~ER CF 1S15 Al A FI)EC 
~\tll~elE l~ TtlS l~ESIS. 
NAME 
fH~E nHEF 






TIDAL ~ARI~TICN~ 11\ Pt~lCPlA~KTCI\ PFCOUCTIC• 
1\CFlt A~ERICA, L.S., CELA.ARE. COASTAL, BRCADKILL 
CAllY IIEASU~E~E~TS tl hiGh ANC lO~ liCE Of 
CtlOROPh)Ll A ANt TCTAL ~A{JA.T E~E~~~ DURI~G THE 
STATIC~ I~ ThE Si<(JI[KllL RivER, CElAwARE ARE 
11\lE~-liERARY LCA~ 
3C.< ne 2H~ 
UNI~ERSJTY Cf CElt~PRE, II,CRRIS LIERAKY 




FILE ~~·~£ TICAL \IAFlATIC~S-CELMt~VA PENINSULA 
GE~EFAL GECG~AF~IC AFft NC~TH ATLANTIC, COASTAl, u.s., DElAwARE, ~~RYLANC, 
HFGHlA 
HSTR ACT MISS ION 112 n, FLIGhT 01, WAS ACCCMPUSI1ED CN AUG liST 
2t, 1Sl4t ~llliZINE t SHA~ A.F.€. F-4C AI~CRAFT EClilPPEC WIT~ A~ AN/IIPQ-102A 
SJCE LCC~ING AIRECFNE PAC~~ S~STEM. THE OBJECTIVE CF THE fLIGHT hAS TC STUDY 
TIDAL ~ARIATIG~S, CCEA~ SICE A~C BAYSIDE, ALC~G THE CEL~ARVA PE~INSLLA, ANt TO 
CClLECl ACOITIG~AL tlCRCGFAFHIC DAT~ I~ ThE CELAkAFE BAY REGION. 
Nt~f MICtAEL CCNGER 
PHO~E ~L~EEF SC4 f24 3411 
INSliTlTION CR AGENCl NAllC~Al AE~C~AlllCS A~[ SFACE AC' 
STREET ChESAPEAKE EAY ECCLCGICAL PROGRAM OfFICE 
Clll •AllCF5 ISltNC 
STtTE ~IR(l~IA 
2IF CCtE 23337 
F llE Nti'E TIDAL ~ETLAt\C SlLCIES .n IIACt<.AFREAGt;E IHET 
GENEFAL GECGFAfhiC AFE~ NCFlh ATLANTIC, CCASTALt L.!., ~IRGINlAt 
IrA CHHREAGLE 
AESlRACl ~ISSJON WClS, FLIGhlCi, kAS ACCOMPLISHEC C~ AUGL!T 
2C• 1~71, UTILIZING A ~AllCFS FLIGHT CE~TEF LEASE[ 1-ELICCPTEP EQUIFPEC ~!Th 
fCU~ T-11 JE~l~L ~tFPING C~~£~~5 I~ CCCFEFATICN ~llh TI-E VlRGI~IA INSTITLTf Cf 
~'~I~f SCIENCE. ThE OBJECTI~E OF lhf FLIGhT ~AS TC lOENTIFl A~O ~AP ~ETLA~C 
~EGElATICN I~ lhE ~ACHtPFE,GvE !~LET TlOtL ~tRSHES LSI~G flACK ANC ~~llE 
INF~AFEC lNt f~l!f CCLOR I~FRA~EC ftCTCGFAfhY. 
Nt~f ~IChAEl CC~GEF 
fhC~E ~l~fE~ S04 t24 3411 
JNSllllliO~ CR AGE~Cl ~tTIC~Jt AEPCNALTICS tN£ SPtCE ACM 
STREET ChESAPEAKE EA~ ECOLOGICAL fRCGRA~ CFfiCE 
CITY ~tllCFS lSlt~[ 
STtTE ~lR(INIA 
ZIF CC££ .<3331 
.515 
FILE UH TICH liETlAI\tS STLCIES Cf lliACtiAPREAGUE INLET AND 
VCFK FJ~fR ESTUAR' 
GEH~Al GHGFHHIC A FfJ 1\CI<ll' ATliiH lC t CCASTALe v.S., VIRGINIA 
~BSTF~Cl ~lSSICN h09f 1 FLll, UTILIZED A HELICCPTER EQUIPPED 
IiliTH HUF 1-11 AER lAL ,.AFFIN{; Ctl'ifiUS. GfJ£CTIVE WAS TO OBTAIN COLCR AND FALSE 
C()lOF INFRJIHC IMHERY Cf OCEAN MARSHES Al\0 ESTUAIHNE hETlANDS IN THE 
hACHJPFEJGlE AI\C YCR~ l<l~EF AREAS. ACTLAL fllG~T'llNES ARE MAPPEC. 
NAME MIC~Afl CCNGEF 
Pli(I\E HI<BER et4 E24 3411 
INSTITLTICI\ CF AGENCY NATIGNAl 'ERONAlliCS AND SFACE ADM 
~TREET ChEStPEAKE fAY tCCLOGICAl PRCGRAMS OFFICE 
CITY UlHPS iSlAND 
SltH \lli<HIIiiA 
ZIP COtE 23337 
FILE IIH•E TIDE FILE- MCNlHlY SLMMRY- CI:NTRCL STATICNS 
GENERAL GECGHPiiiC HHA NOICU All.H\TIC, 1\C:RTH PACIFIC, u.s., COASTAL, 
'l~S~J, P~CJFIC I~L~~C~ 
ABSTRACT THI~ FILE CCNTAlNS TIDE ~fiGHTS, TI~ES Cf HIGH ANO 
LCk 1\HER FCR THJSE liDE STATICN.5 llllilCli ~R£ 1\CT ~IJTCI'ATH. DHA SHEETS CONTAIN 
JNFORiiHICN ON liOAL HEIGtiT, JlEPHC, ETC .. O~U IS AliAILIIBlE AS CCPY Cf DATA 
SHfETh (/tiE SHET HR EAUI I'CUH. OAH IS KEPT ON STATIOti FOR A 10 YEAR PERIGO 
AFTU WI-ICt< IT IS fCRIII!kOEC J( THE ARCIH\IES. CHA IS I'AINTAINED Ill TIIC YEARlY 
lNITS Cf MCN1HL' !li'~AFIES. 
t>~fol E Crl Eft 1 HES 8RA~CH 
FHCNE H~6ER :301 496 8461: 
INSTITUTICI\ CR AGENCY 1\AliC"Al CCE~N HRliEY 
51FEfl 6001 EXECUTIVE fOLlEVARD 
CIT' PGC~\IllE 
ST~TE MARlLANO 
2IP CctE 2CB!52 
F ll E NM•f 
ESTUARINE CEFO~Il-fEEClN~ 
GE"ERAL GED~RAIHIC '~EA 
~EH0£011- Et'• !ALl' CC\E 
T IME-IlELATEC SlRlClURAl CiiAI\GES IN A SHALLC~ 
CCI'H~ llY 
NCRlH ATlANTIC CCEAN, L.S., COASTAl, OElA~/JREt 
AfSTR~Cl THIS fILE OtU 15 FURSUANT TO liME-RELATED CHANGE 
STIJCIE~ ON E.STlARI~E, fE~lHlC CEFCSIT-fEECit.E. 11-E tAlA, l~KEN ONCE EVERY 4 
~EEKS F~CI' I'AY 1~71 lNTIL JULY 1913 IN T~E SA~E ~REA Of SAllY COVE, REhDBCTH 
f'Y (tELAWA~fJ• INCLLOES CCLIIiT~ ANC SPECIES CETE~MIN,lJOf> Cf BENTHIC ANIMAlS, 
TE~PE~AlURE A~O SALINITY ft~ THE C~ERLYI~G kATER ((lUI'~, AS kELL AS 
~C~FHC~ETRIC SIZE CISl~lflliDN JNFOR~Allt~ C" THE eE~THCS. ThE SEDIMENT hAS 
tNRYZEC FCR SIZE JNJ: PERCEIIT VClATilE5. ThiS DATA LS CCNTAINEC IN /J PHC 
CISSE~1A1ICN e' LE~llE Et~•Rt. ~-lllht, 1976, L~I~ERSJTl Cf CELAWARE. 
N"ME REFERENCE l1BPAFIJN 
PHONE f>l~BER 3C2 738 223~ 
INSTITLTION CR AGE~CY UNI~EPSJTY CF CELA~ARE 
STICEET I'CICI<IS LJEUI<'Y 
CIT~ NE~'i<K 
STtTE CELA~ARE 
ZIP ecce 1s111 
FILE NMH 
CHHIIH SHEAf' 
GENERAL GEOGRAPhiC AREA 
NUIAR~ 
TI~E, SF~CE ANt fCCO PA~llliC~II\G I~ ~ FI~ST CRtER 
NCICTH A~ERICA, l .. S., 5ELA~AICE, ~Ell CASTLE CCU~TY, 
~eSTFACT THE STONEFL' fAlNA Cf A 0.56 FIRST CRCEF STREA~ WAS 
SlLDIEO C~ER A C~f YE"R fE~ICt. PARAI'ElERS MEASURE[ li!ERE DONE kiTHIN THREE 
SECTIC~S Of THE STREA~. TE~FCIC'l CISTRIBIJTIOh! Of 11 SFECIES Of h~~P~.S A~D 










:302 ua 2-45! 
UNI~ERSIT~ Cf CELA~ARE, 




I'CI<P IS llBRAilY 
~ 11 
FilE Nt~E lClE~A~CE ey NU~~EPY LINER~, wEEE CO~JPCL, A~D 
fEFSISTE~CE CF ~FRJ~( ~~[ FJLL tPPliCATlC~S Cf HEPEICICES 
GENERAL GfCGPAfhlC AFEJ ~CRTH AMERIC~t L.S., PEN~S'L'A~IA, ChESTER CCU~TY 
AE51FAC1 fFESE~lEC I~ REFCFT FCR~ J~f tAlA COLLECTED DURJNG 
SlUCJES CO~CUCTEC I~ SCLThERN PEN~S~l\A~lA FRCM l~E2 10 1~63 TO ESJnBLISH ThE 
EFFECT! Cf ~ARIOLS HERfiCitES AFFLIEC ~~ HlGt RATES C~ kfEC CONTROl A~D ThE 
CC~CITIC~ Cf ~UFSEF~ LINERS. 
~AilE ~CRI<IS llERAil'1 
ftC~E ~l~fEF 3C2 i3E 2455 
lNSllllliC~ CR AGE~C' U~lvERSlTY Cf Cfl~~~RE 
CITY ~E~ARK 
!HH CEL/.I!M<E 
liP COtE 1~711 
filE ~~~f TCPCGEOGRAP~IC FLORAL CCMIU~IllES Of lHE COASTAl 
HAl~~ 
GE~EFAL ~ECGftfhl( AREA NORTh AlLANliC, COASTAL, U.S., ~E~ JERSEY TC GERDGIA 
tBSlRACl FRI~tRILV AN ECCS~STEMAliCS fiELD STUDY OF THE 
~AJCF TYPES CF FlC~~lSTIC A~t PlA~T COMMLNITIES CF THE CCASTAL PlAINt FRCM NE~ 
JERSE) 10 EECRfiAt ~llH E~PHASI! CN ClAllT~ll~E A~ALYSIS A~C CISTRIEUTION. 
CC,MlNITV l'PES l~CLUOE flC~EEF, tCL,llC, ~ARSht GRtSs, SA~ANNAh, SCRUB, A~C 
FCFEST. CO~MUNITY (C~PCNfHS IHLUCE CANOPY, ~Uf!-CAI\OPY.o SHRUES, hERBS, AND 
~INE~. AI\CllLARY CAT' l~CLLOES ELEVAllCN, SLCPE I~ CEG~EES AND SOil TYPES. 
1'\AM£ HfEil.J E. RHFCH 
PHC~E ~l/'BEil S 1 S <;33 2211 
lNSliTLliC~ Cll tEE~CY CEP,RTMEhl CF BOlA~Y 
STREET U~l~ERSITV (f 1'\CFTt c•RCLINA 
CITY ChAPEl tiLL 
Sl~TE NC~Tt ClRCLINA 
ZIP CClE 21514 
FilE ~~flf TCTAL CCLIFCRM CClNlS fCR CCASTAL NEk JERSE1 
~CRTH AllA~liC CCE~~. CCAST~l, tELAhARE BAY EE~EilAl GECE~~PHIC AREA 
HST~Hl lHE SHELLFI~h CC~lROl L~IT ~AS BEEN SA~FLI~G TOTAL 
SINCE 1961 Al SE~E~Al H~~CREC CCEA~ AND DELAhAilE B~' CCLIFCR~ fACTE~I~ 
Sl H lU.~ .. 
~·ME SLPER\l5EF CF SHEllFISH CCNTRCL U~IT 
ft;CI'iE ~LI' fER H9 t5 ~ 11 ~E 
J~STITLTIC~ £F PGE~CY ~Ew JERSEY CEfA~l~ENT Of ENVIRONMENTAl PROTECTION 
CI\I!ICN OF hAlE~ PE!OLRCES, S~EllfiSH CC~lll(l L~IT 
nREET f.C. ECl< UOS 
CIT~ lFE~lC~ 
!lATE NEk JERSE'1 
ZIF CCCE OS625 
FILE NA~E TC~ICIT1 CF P~RIS GAEE~. ~EThCXYCtLC~ ANC ~EW 
C~GI~CFtCSF~•T£ JNSECTICICES TC SAll MARSh ~llllFISH AND CRUSTACE,NS 
GE~ER~t GECG~AP~IC AFE' NCillH A~ERICA, L.S., CELA~A~E. ~EhARK, FCPT MAhCN 
~tFSI< 
ABSTRACT PRESE~TEC I~ FEFCFT FCR~ tF£ C'TA CCllECTEC CURING 
A HU:Y CCNtuCTEt Ill tELAIIARE ClF lNG 19t7 ~~~1: 196f TC E\'AlUATE THE EFfECTS CF 
CERTAl~ PCTE~TI H CAMICJH 1\0SCLJIC CC~lRCl ltiSECTICHES CN HIHE 1\U-TARGET 
SALT ~A~!h CRGA~IS~S: TI<E CC~~(~ KllliFISt IFUI\DULLS HETERCCLIT~SJ, THE GRASS 
SHRI~F (Ptltf~C~ETES PUGICI A~C ltE fiOCLER CRAB ILEA FUGN~X). E~P~AS!lEC tR€ 
TI<E CL~LLATIVE Al\0/(~ ACLlE EfFEClS Cf CERlti~ GR~I\~Ltll A~D li,UIC 
FC~Mtl,TIOI\5 Of ~CSQLllO I~!ECTICICES C~ TtE 1\CN-TARGET S~LT ~ARSH CRGANISMS 
II\ Sl\tll SCALE FIELC TESTS, ltE PERSISTENCE Of CERTAI~ I~SECTICIDES II\ THE 
HASilAT •ATER Al\0 THE FE~CENT FECUCTICI\ Cf l.E SAlT ~AFSh ~CSCUITC BY 
LLTRA-LCW 'VCLUH HHICAllC~S Cf HSECTICHE H LAI<GE SCillE FIELC TESTS. 
1\t~£ MORRIS liERAR' 
PHO~E 1\l~EER 3C2 738 2455 
INSTITUTICN CR AGE~C' LNI\ERSIT~ CF DELAhARE 
CITY l'iEktR~ 
~lATE CElt~t~E 
21F CCC£ l~ill 
FILE ~~~E TCXICITY Cf SCME ORGANOPHOSPhATE INSECTICIDES TC 
SALT ~·RSH ~llllFISk AI\C CRLS1ACE~~5 
GEIIHAt. GECGUPt:IC HE~ HFH tMERICA, U.S., CELAWARE, NEW CASTLE COLNT'f 
~E!T~A(l P~ESENTED IN REPCRl FORM ARE DATA CCLLECTEO DURI~G 
A SllOV CONDUCTEC t.~RRICICES C~ THE ([M~OI\ KilliFISh, FUNCULUS tETERCCLITUS 
(l. ), GlltSS StiU;P, FALAE,.tNETES PUGlO t\Olll'll$ 0 AND BLL€ CllAB, CHHECTES 
SAPIDu5 RAlhf!L~. RESlllS OF ~CLTE ~~~C CL~LlATIVE lC)ICITY TESTS AS WELL AS 
STltiES l( I:ETHfiHE HiE FERSJSTENCE Of TESI IIATERIAU ARE INCLlOEO. 
IIA,.E ,.CR~I! LIEilAR~ 
PHCH HHEF / 3C2 13€ 2455 
lNSTITlTICN CR AGE~Cl L~I\EFSITl CF Ofl~~ARE 
Cl11 ~E~tFK 
~TATE CElt~tFE 
21F COtE lSill 
519 
FILE ~~~E TRtCE ~ETAl BASELINE STUtlES ON ThE MURCERKILL AND 
St. JC~ES Rl~ERS. OELA~ARE CCA!TAL PLAIN 
t;Et.EilAL fEOGI<IIPHIC ~RU MJnh AI',ERICA. L.S., COASUl.t DELAWARE, DELAiiARE 
£AI, ~L~CER~Jll A~C ST. JC~E! Rl~E~S 
ABSTRACT THE fRINCHAl FLRPCSE Cf UlS STUDY TO ESTAellSti A 
TRACE fl,fHt-BASELJH FORTH MlilltERKlll Rl"Eil PRIOI< TO CCMMENCHEH Cf 
OPER,TICN OF THE IE~T CCL~T' ~EGIC~AL SEWIGE TkEtT~E~T PLANT. BASELINES ARE 
ESTAELIStE[ fC~ J~(~, ~AE~ESJL~, ll~C. CtRC~IUM, COPPER, LEAD, CAD~ILM, 
~ERCLRI• NICKEL ,N[ STRChliLM. IN ACOITION TO THE E!T,BLISHMENT Of THESE 
BA!Eli~ESt TtE SECCNC FLRPCSE (f TtiS STUDY IS TC CC~lR~ST THE ~URtER~IlL 
RI~ER B~!ELINE WITH A SI~ILA~L~ ESlAELIS~Et BASELINE fOR THE ST. JONES RIVER, 
WHIC~ ~~S BEE~ TtE ~ECIFIE~T Cf CC~ESTIC SEkAGE ANt INOU!TRIAL A~O CTHER 
ORGAI'ilC WASlES FOR A "lifiBER Cf YEAI!S. BY CCJ<PARIH TtiE RESULTS CF THESE TWC 
fi~EI! SYSTE~'S BASELI~fS, IT IS ~CPEC T~AT SOME PROJECTION MAY BE !lADE OF 
rt;OSE I'ET AlS. SAMPlES kERf TJ!KEJ\ liT ~i: STA TIO!IS, AP FROIMATEL Y E\IERY Ulf-TO 








DR. RCBERT f. 






GHlCGY 1 UNIVERSITY Of OElAIIARE 
FILE ~AJE TRACE METAL ENRICHMENT IN THE SEA-SURFACE MICRGLAYER 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC ~REA NCRlH ,llAl\TIC CCEIN• U.S., COASTAL, N.Y. BlGkT 
~fSlRA(l SEA-SURFACE MIC~ClAlER ~A~PlES ~AVE BEE~ A~ALYZED 
FCR TH TPACE fifTHS HUJwl~UI'• IRC~, MANGAMSE. NICKEL, LEAD, AND VANADIUM BY 
ATOMIC tfSCFPTJCN SFECTRCJIETRY ANC NfUlRCN ACTIVATIO~. SAMFLES ~ERE COLLECTED 
IIITH POUETHHEhE SCilEH5 If\ THE {("STAL IIATEflS Of THE hE'i YORK BIGHT. METAL 
ENFU.,JEH lfl li:IE FHllCUUlE tilt Cl-lLCFCFCRJw-EHRACTAELE FRACTION CF THI':: 
SURFIC£ ~JCRGLA,Eil ~A! CC~PAFEC TC IIATER 20 C~ SELO~ lHE SURFACE. 
NAME ~CEE~T A. CLCE 
FHCNE IILJIEER ~01 1~2 tlll 
INSTillliCN CF AGE~CY GPACUATE SCtCOL Cf OCE~NCGRAPHY 
SHEET LNl\iERSin Of RtiCDE ISLA~O 
CITY KJMSTC~ 
SHH ~HCCf ISlAH 




GE~ERAL GECGFAFHIC ~~EJ 
CELAIIHE 
TRA<E METH EIIVHCNMENTS NEAR SHELL BANKS IN 
~.s., COASTAL. hCRT~ ATL~NTIC, OELAWARE BA~. 
AfS lilAC 1 
COllECTED FROM THE 
PPIMJR~ SOLRCE A~O 
~AU 
PHONE lll~BER 





S~~VEY CF TP~CE ~ETAL CCNCENTRATICNS IN 
CELAkARE BAY. REFORT CHAPACTERIZEO TRACE MET~lS 
l~E MJJ(R F~ClC~ l~FLUE~Cl~G THEIR tlSTRISUTION 
FFHERICK BOFP 
3C2-73B-2E42 
COllEGE CF ~ARINE STUDIE~ 








TRACE METAl Et/VIfiCNf'EHS ~EAR SJ',Ell BAt.IJ(S Ill: 
GE~E~Al GECGFAFHJC AREI 
AeSlRACl 
THE CEL,WJRE eAY NEAR 
LCC,lf AREAS SUITABLE 
t.HE 
fHONE 1\ilMBER 





NORTti ATLANTIC, CCASTAL, l.!., OElA~ARE 8.1.Y 
lRACE ~ETAL CONCITJCNS Cf THE eOTTO~ SEDIMENTS IN 
EXISTING CYSlER BAII:KS loERE H\iESTUiATEC IN ORDER TC 
FCR l~E LCCATIOII: Cf CULTUREC CISlER EANKS. 
ll ER ~R IAN 
3(2 i:38 245 5 
~.CRR IS LIBRAR't 
UI\:1\EFSIT' Cf tfl.eii.IRE 
flU AI< I< 
tflJWilRE 
1~711 
FILE NI~E TI!ACE MEl~L ENyJROII:MENlS NEAR SHEll BA~KS IN 
tElAioAH BJ!l 
GENEFAL HCUAPHJC AHA NCRTh Afi!ERlCilt u.s., CCASHL 1 CELAWARE, DELAWARE BllY 
#I!SlllA(J HE Pllii<J!RY t2JECTI'fE WAS TO TVPIFY THE TllACE METAL 
GECCHEJwiCAL ~SFECTS Of ltE SEtl~E~T~RY EII:VI~C~MENTS ~hiCH SUPPCRT CYSTERS IN 
DELA~AFE BAl. THESE ~ESLlTS FRC~JCE EASELJNE lNfORMATIO~ TO BE USfC IN THE 
CYST£!< URLY-WARUNG HtLliTICN HCtdTORJNG S'SlEM BEING CE~ELOFEC tlY HiE SlATE 
Of CELAWAI<E AND THE tNIVERSllY Cf CELAkARE. I~ ACOillC~, A FURfhER oeJECTIVE 
IS TO CHARACTERIZE THE Tfi~CE METALS CElERMINEC WITH ~ESPECT TO T~EIR 
GE~EI<Al12E[ SCUFCE• A~D TtE PRIMA~' FAClCR! CO~li<OLLING THEIR CISTFIELTICN. 
SAMPlES kERE COLlE(lEO fRCH 11£ DISCRETE LCCATIGNS l~ DELAWARE BAY. EASELI~ES 
'RE EHAEliSI-EC FU II<Ot I'AEHSIUI'\, liH. CtRO~lUM 1 CCPPER, LEAD, CAOIIILM, 
ME~ClRit NJC~Elt A~C SlRC!ITIU~. 
NAME OF. FCSEFT E. EI~~S 
H·CNE HfiBEFI 30.<! 73€ Hi~<1 
1NSTITL11C~ CR ~EE~CY tfPtRlME~T Gf GEOLOGY, LNIVERSilY OF OELA~ARE 
Cln H~I'!RK 
SHTE CHAIIAI<£ 
ZIP ecce IS711 
fiLE ~~~E l~ACE ~ElAL STLCIE~ CN T~E MURCfRKlll A~C ST JC~ES 
FIVE~~ DEL~~ARE CCA~lAL fltl~ 
GENERAL GECGFAf~It A~Et l.S., CCASlAL• NCRlH ATLANTIC, DELA~ARE BAY, 
OELA~A~E, ~l~OERKILL ~lVE~. Sl JC~ES ~1\f~ 
~E51FA(T SURVEY OF TRACE ME1AL CONCENTRATIONS IN THE 
5EDI~E~fS CF ThE PURCEPKILL A~[ 51 JC~ES Rl~ERS DEL·k-Rf IN ORDER IC ESTABL[SH 











COLLEGE Cf ~tRINE STUDIES 




FILE tllfiE TRACE METAlS Ill PETROlEUI: A lOCL HR MCII'ITCRII\G 
E~TltFI~E CIL ~Fill~ 
GEI\flli\l 6ECt:UPIHC Jll<U Ml~lf AI'!ERJCA• li.S •• DEUIIARE, COASlAlw DELAwARE 
EAV, CELAkARE RI\ER, lEkES 
JlESTRJlCT T~IS PtPER IS A~ ATTEMPT 10 LSE A~OLNTS Al\0 RATIOS 
Of SELECT TRACE METALS; lltii'ELV, IIAIIAOllh UOt., CCPffR, 1\ICKEL AIIC MtNGMESE 
Ill' HE ICE~liF lCH lCII OF CJL-SFILLS. TrESE fiVE MEULS hERE MOll ITOREO IN 
STRAIICEC Cll, OllV SURFACE FILMS. NATURAL fll~S A~O THE kJlTER CGLUMII' fOlLOWING 
lt<E CCRHTiiO~ IICCJ[EH WJ,J(Ii IHSULTEC I~ UE RELEASE Cf 1.9 )( lOUt LITERS Of 
CRLCE Oil TC THE CElAkARE RIVE~. CF THE FIVE METALS SllDlEDw ONLY NICKEL Al\0 
VJlNJl[JL, WERE f(li\C lSEflL A! Cll-!PILL TAGS. IT WtS FCl/10 THAT ONLY 
VANAtlOI+-NlCKEl ANC UfiAOltJf'-CCFPER RtllCS CCIJLO CISlli'<GliSH BETliEEN SPILlED 
CIL J~[ "'TLRtll1 CCCL~Rl~G fll~S. 
IIAIIE INTER-LIBRARY LCAII 
Fli(NE H,tfll 3C2 13~ ~45~ 
JNSliTUTICN OR ~GENCY UNI~ERSll) Cf CELAliAREr MORRIS LIBRARY 
STREET SCLl~ CCLLEGE A\E~UE 
CIT't ~EWtP~ 
HATE CEUUH 
liF [[[f lSill 
522 
FILE NA~E TRACE ~flALS I~ THE LC~GFIII ~J~E, PHYCIS CHESTE~I 
GEIIE~Al GfCEFtfHIC JFft ~CFJ~ ATlANTIC. u.s.~ COASTAL, NORFOLK CA~\CN 
'SSTRACl CC~CEI'<T~'llCIIS Cf THE HE~\Y METALS MERCURY, LEACt 
CA!:~lll', CCFPER, JIM: ,lli\C HRE CETER' 11\fD IN AXIAL Mt!;CLC TISSUE FRC~ 
TWENH-FIH SFEClKEI-S Of lCf<Gflf\ ~.AH, fHY<IS CfiESHRl. UE SPECIMENS WERE 
JAKE~ El 6CllDt TRt~l FRC~ 540 TC 65( METERS CEPTH CN lHE COIITINENlAL SLCPE, 
IN Ttf NCRFOLK CANVCII ~EfiCII OFF I•E ATLANTIC COAST Of THE ~NITED STATES. 
~AME ~E~~ETh ~. ~CC~E 
HiCI>!f HHER tC4 t42 .2111 
INSlliLTJCh CR AGE~CV Vl~€1Nf~ INSTITllE Of MARINE ~CIENCE 
CIT' GLCLCESTER PCihT 
ST~Tf VJR(l~lA 
ZIP CCOE 230t2 
FILE t.Hf 
SHORE Of tC•G ISL~t[~ 
GEt.ER'l (£0~R~PhiC AREA 
SHORE t CCII HAL 
TRAN~PORAliGN DF SAND GRAI"! AlONG THE 'TLJlNTlC 
hU. HRI< 
NCRT~ AMERICA, l.5 •• N.). BIGHT. LCIIG ISLANOt SCUTH 
II£STRACT AT LEAST ~CC SECliCt.S Of 5LRFIICE REPLJC'S FRO~ 45 
s•Nt ~RA1t.! CCLLECTEO ALC~G T~E ATL~IITIC SFCRE OF LO~G ISLAND, hE~ lCPKt 
EET~EEt. MONTAUK PCI•T A~C EIIST FAMfl(l\' WERE E>AMINEO BV ELECTRCN MICRCSCCPV AT 
MAC:I\JJF ICATJCNS OF AtOll !:~CCCX. 11-<E !HfLfS fllOM TH MCNTAl:K TIll t!NC THE 
I!EJ!Ct ACJACEI\1 n; 11 AT ~CNULI< PCIH EXtilf IHO GLACIAL lfXTLRES. lHE SAMPLES 
FRCM I!EACFES fLRTHER kEST JIICICATED THAT Gl~CIAL lEXlLRES WERE PROGRESSIVELY 
HPUCH ll' Bf:ACI- lEXTlRES. CBSEii,,Tict\S Cf SlRftCf TEHUI<ES YIELC INVALUABLE 
I~FOIU.H}(.fl CCIICEHING THE CflJGlfl lit-it lRJlNSPCIHATICII' OF SAIIO. 
h'~E CR. CAVIO KRINSLEl 
PHONE lll,SEF 212 445 75CC 
INSTJT~TJON DR AGENCV DEPT. CF Eii~TH ANt ENVI~CN,EfiTAl SCIENCES, QUEENS 
CCLLEGE, CITY UNIVE~SilV CF NE~ YCRK 
CITY Fll~HING 
STtTE NE~ ~CRK 
2If ecce ll3t7 
FILE Nt~£ TRAPPER H~R~EST, ~ECREAliC~~l A~D ECC~C~IC SURVEYS 
GE~ERAL GECG~APHIC AREA ~CFlt AMERIC~, t.s., hEW JEPSEV, ATLANTIC, SERGE~. 
BURll~GTCNt CA~tE~, CAPE HAY, C~~BERLA~C, E!SEX, GlCUCESTEP, HUtSC~, 
HlNTERDCN 1 ~ERCER, ~ICDlESEX, ~C~MCUTH, ~O~RISt CCEA~. P~SSAIC, SALEM, 
SC~EFSElt SUSS£~, lllCh, hiFREh. 
ABSTJlACl THIS REPCRT FERHHS TC THE At.NUAl SURVEY CF TliE 
l'.ARIIEST CF hilt FUR-IlEAFIM; AJIII.,ALS IN NEW JERSE'i OUilli\G THE 1S75-191t 
. TRAPP UG SEA SCI\. THE #if MILS IHU.O EO th· THE ~Ef'ORT ARE:: IWSKRAT, RACC!JOI'It RED 
FO~, GllEY FCX, ~I~~. S~ll., CfC5SLMt h£ASfl AlD SEA~E~. 
NMH PRINCIPAL ldUillFE BIOLOGIST 
FHClE ~l~BE~ 201 735 8793 
INS T ITUT 10~ CR AGENCY Mil JERHY OEFAI< TMENT CF H\ IRU\I!ENUl PRCTECT!CN 
CIVIHCN Of FISh GAP~ft AhO StiHLFISHiliESt BLREAU Cf IHltllfE MANAGEMENT 
STFEET CLINTON ~Il&LIFE MAN,GEI!ENT AREA 
CIT~ ttMFTCN 
SltlE hE~ JE~!EV 
liP CCC£ C€S~7 
FILE ftHIE lR,~l FISHERY IN~ESTIGATtCN 
GENERAl GEOG~AP~IC AREA 
AESlUCl 
Fl~~ER~ AilE PNESENlEC 
CCNSlFlCTI~E EFFECTS. 
hCRlr A1LAN11Ct L.s •• OflAiiolRE eAY:o CCASTill 
T.,E VARIC~S ASPECTS OF ThE tElAkARE BAY TRAWL 
liollr PARliCLLAR FEFE~E~CE TC FC~SlELE CESTRUCTIVE ANC 
UfH 
PrCNE illi'EEF 






FCFULATIC~S CF fECTINArlA 
GENEFAL GEOG~~PHIC A~EA 
FRA~KLI~ C. OAIEER 
3C.t 73S 1212 
COLLEGE Cf ~ARI~E STUCIES 




TUBE BlJllDING, GllUTH ANt SECII'EI\1 RElATICIISHIPS IN 
GClJl[Il FRC~ EA~~EGiT BA'Y 
~CFTH AMEiliC•• t;.S., CCAST.&lt IIEk JEilSEV, SARNEGAT 
U'1 
tBSHACT ltlS PAPER lliiESTlGATES lHf tlA£lTS CF THE wORM, 
FECTJ~~~~· ~~t ITS ~ELAliC~StiP TC ThE SEVI~E~T. SFECIFICALL~ INVESTIGATED 
kERE: lJ V~RIATICN I~ SHJPE CF kORM llBES FRO~ VJFFERE~T LCCATICNS, 2) THE 
PElAllCIISHlf' BEThEEt. TtE Ullf 11\C THf HII'H. 3J StH GRAIN SELECTION FOR TUBE 
llUil£J~G, 4) SE,SCII'l CI51FIEL110t. Cf THE ~CR~ 1~ EA~~E~T BAY· 
NAME REFE~E~CE LJE~AFI'~ 
FtC~E ~L~EEF ~01 73~ 17t6 
INSllllliC~ CR AGE~C) LlllF~RY (f ~ECICI~E ANt SCIENCE, RUTGERS LNIVERSITY 
CJl) ~E~ ll~lfiS~ICK 
~TATE ~E~ ~EFSE .. 
21F CCCE CHO 
fllf IIAI'f lkC 1\Ek SFECIES CF ECtENEIBCThRIUM (CESTODA: 
lETRtfliYU.ll:EAJ FRCI' SI<ATES II'< TI'.E IIESTHfl HliUi HUIITIC 
GEhfRAl GECtF~P~I( ~PEA WESlfFt. NCFTH ATLAI'<TIC CCEAflt \INE)AAO SCUI\D, 
HLOSCfl CAN\Cfl 
AllST~ACT A !lRVEY Cf HEL~I~TH FA~ASITES OF FISHES FROM NEll 
ENGLA~& COtS1Al .AlE~S kAS CC~tlClEO F~C .. ThE FAll Cf 1~71 TO lhE FAll Cf 
1913. ECf.HEIBCli-F llM lltiliYHilU~ SF.t.. IS CESCRIEH FROM UE DEEP-SEA SKATE, 
P'JA eATiiYPtiLA. ECHENEIEClliRlll' SCERINU~ SF.~., ~ FARASITE Ill THE SPIRAL 
I~TESTI~E<Cf THE SKATE! RJJA CCELLATA A~C P. ERJ~~CE.e, IS tESCiliSEC fROM 
~UEUI<V ~Cli\C HA~ liCUCS HU. I'.JlSSIICI-USETTS,. PARAMETERS MEA!ilRED li';CLUDE: 
SPECIES CETER~lNAlJC~ CF PElAGIC FI!h, OEI'E~Stl FI5Ht A~O PARASITES; COUNT CF 
fElACIC F!~H. CE~E~~~l FJS~= A~O P~R~SlTES; lE~GTH Cf PARASITES, I'ORPHOMETRIC 
MEASU~EI'E~l Cf fAR~SITES, AN[ SA~PLE CF fAFASITES. lf.E tAlA WERE COLLECTEC B'Y 
D~. PC~'lt '· CJlMPilEllt BICLC~\ CEfARTI'E~J, SOUTHEASTE~~ I'ASSACiiUSETTS 
Ul\IVHSITY, HHH DJRl~CLTH, fllASS~CHSETTS 02747• '~[ ARE AVAilAfLE IN 
FLH ISH[ fCH. 
NAfl'E 
HCH tiL~HI< 





CR. ~C.Alt A. CA~ffELL 
U1 ~'51 «i3.ia 
SCUTHHHR~ I'ASSACHUSETTS 





FILE NAME L S FISH 'H WllCLIFE SfllUC£ WHLAM STUDIES 
GE~EPIL ~ECGFAJ~IC A~Et ~.s., COASTAL, NCRlh AllANTICt OELA~~RE BAY, 
DELA~AFE, FEhCEClH .e~C l~ti~~ FI~EP 
AE5TRA(l ~ISSIC~ ~lEO, fll. 1 ~ITh kAllCPS STATIO~ C54 
AJFCPAFT E(lJPFEC ~ITH C~E 1-11 ~E~I'L CA~fFA ON AlG. 22. 1972, IN ((OPERATION 
kiTH [ffT. Of INTEFICR, U. S. fiSh ANO klltliFE SER\ICE I~ REHOBOTH A~D l~OIA~ 
R nER, tEl. AREA. CBJECTIH - 10 USE REHTHY Sfh5ED FHSE-CCLCR II'AGERY TC 
E~All,lE CllTUR'L ~CCJFIC,TIC~S Cf TICAL ~·R5tlANCS ~NC CEVELOP ENVIRONMENTAL 
IHPICT JNALYSIS Of ThiS PCRTIC~ CF THE tEl. CCASlAl ZO~E E~VlRCN~E~T. FLIGhT 
JN GCCD WE.THERt ~( C~ERCASlt llGtl t•ze, AIR TE~F. lS DEG. C AT 3ccc Fl MSL ~11\D OF 16 ~r>Cl~ FFO 310 CH. - •• . 
N·~f f'll AlfC~SI 
FHCtiE H HH 8C4-E24-3H 1 
INSlJlUllC~ CR AGENCY NAliCNAL AERC~ALliCS A~D SFACE ACM 
STREET CtEStPEAKE BA\ EC(LCGICAL PFGGRAM OFFICE 
CITt ~AllCFS lSlA~C 
ST,T£ ~IRGI~IA 
liP CCC f 23331 
FILE hA~f l S FA~K SER~IC€ NCRTH CARCLI~A, ~IRGI~IA, AND 
~~~Yl~~C CUTE~ St~K 51LCIES 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC A~EA L.S. 1 COASTAL, ~CRTH ATLt~TIC, CHESAPE~KE EAY, 
VIRGJ•I,, ~AFYLA~t, ~CRTt CARCLINA CllER EAN~S 
ABST~ACT 'ISSION ~12tt Fll. 1, ACCO,PLISHEC ~ITH WAllOPS 
ST~TIC~ C-54 JJRCRAFT ECuJPPEt ~JTH T~C 1-11 ~ERIAL CAMERAS ON APRIL 1~, 1972, 
IN CCCfEFATICN ~ITt U. S. PARK SERVICE ANt LNIV. CF \A. OBJECTiVE - TC UTILIZE 
FALSE CCLO~ IMlGERY IN AS!E5Sl~G LANE AN[ EICLOGICAL 'GDlflCATIGNS OF N. c •• 
\A. A~C MIFYL~~[ CUlEP BtNK5. 
NAME PALl ~LFC~SI 
fHCNE ~U~EE~ €C4-124-3411 
INSliTLliC~ CR AEE~Cl ~tTICNAl ~ERCNAUTlCS ANt SPACE ADM 
STREET CHESAPEAKE BAY ECCLCGICAL FRCGRA~ CFFICE 
CITY WAllCfS ISltNE 
Sl~lE \I~GI~IA 
2IP (([E 2333i 
FILE NJIME tii\ITEC STATES GECLCGICH SURVEY SlUI:Y OF FRESHWHER 
Hlli!ICS 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC APEA u.s •• CCASTAL 1 ~C~TH ATLA~TJC, CHESAPEAKE SA~, 
~tRYlA~C, ELKTCN wEllA~C~, PATL)ENl ~1\ER 
ASS1RAC1 JIISSJO~ ~167. Fll. lt WHH IIALU::PS STATION C-54 
HPCRAFT E<:UJPPEO tdU HO T-11 AEPIAL CAMEP~S Of\ SEfl. 8, 1972, H\ 
CCCPEPHICN kill- DEft. CF HHRlClit u .. S. GECLCGICAL SUR~EY lVIRGlNU CARTER, 
CFFitE CF FE~ClE SE~Sl~Gl IN EL~lCN, ~C. FEGICN. OfJECli~E- TO ~C<;UIRE 
1\.ATUFAL 'Nt fALSE-CIJLIH< II'AGERY OF fREStl-hATER WETLANDS II\ CGfiJUf\CTHJN WITH 
FIELD CSSERVATIO~S TC SUfPCRl ERTS l~AEER'Y Cf SAME t~E,. fllCHl IN CLEAR 
hEATHER, VISIBILIT' 6-8 MILES, AIR lEMP. 10 DEG. C AT lC 1 COO FT., MSL WITH 
WIN£ CF 12 KNCT5 FRC~ ~9( DEG. 
~AME FALL AtfC~Sl 
FliCNE M;I'-EER H4-U4-34ll 
JNSliTUTICN CF •GE~CY ~~TID~~l AERC~AlliCS AND SP~CE AD~ 
~lREET ChE~APE~KE EA) fCClGGlCAl PFCGRAM CFFICE 
CITY ~'LlCfS ISL~I\C 
51A1E ~IFGI~IA 
2IF corE 23331 
'526 
FILE MH U~llEO STAHS HCLOGICAL SUI<VE't-PHILACELPHA wATER 
CEPART~fNT ~C~T~LY CCCPERAll\E SlLD) 
GE~ERAL GEDG~APHIC tRfA ~C~l~ AllA~TIC, CCASTAL 1 CELA~ARE BAY, MARCUS HCOK 
PEN~SYLVANit TC LERLI~GTCN, NE~ JE~SEY 
ABSTRACT Sl~CE 1949 l~E F.lLAOELFhiA WATER CEPARTMENT ANC 
THE LSGS HA~E ((fiCUCTED A MCNThlY SURVE'Y Of l~E ~AlER 'UALITY Cf ThE OELA~·~E 
ESTLARl. SA,Pli~G IS CRCSS-SECTIC~Al tl EIGhT PCINlS EEThEEN MARCUS hOCK, PA, 
AN[ ElFlll\~lC~. ~J. tT E~Ct PCI~T, SA~PLES ARE TAKEN ThREE FEET BELOo THE 
SURF~CE AN£ THREE FEET AECVE lhE SGTTC~ AT EACH ShCRE, ~I[ CHAN~EL, A~D MIDWAY 
HlWHI\ EACh SHORE AMi fUC CHA~IIEL. THE C~TJI CE/IUSHHE HGRIZCNTAL 
STRAliFIC~liCN Cf lhE ESTUARY AS WEll tS VERTICAL tOMOfENEITY. PARAMETERS 
MEASLPEC INCLUCE: ll.Eo lE/IPER~TLRE~ PH, SFECIFIC CO~CLCliVJTY, CISSCLVEC 
C>YGE., ECC, C~LOPICE, AI\C SLSPE~CEC SECI~E~T 
~~~£ CENNIS C. El~IR 
f'HCIH 1\U~fER 215 6€6 UH 
JNSTJTlTl(N OR AGfNCY PhllACELPHIA kATER DEPT 
STREET li7C ~SB 15TH A~[ JFK Sl~C 
(lTY PHILACELPHI~ 
SlATE FEN~SYL\A~JI 
ZIP CCCE 1SlC7 
FILE NA~E UNIVERSIT'Y Of DflA~ARE AGRlClllURAl STUDY 
GE~EFAL GECGFAftlC AFE, U.S., CCASTAl• •r~Th ATLANTIC, CELAWARE BAY, 
[ELA~A~E, llllSSGRO 
ABSTRACT ~ISSlO 11150., HT. 1, wiTH WAllCPS !:TAllON C-54 
AHCFAFT ECU!PPH kiTH TWC 1-11 AERIAL CAI'Ei'AS Cl'i JUL'I 31 1 1S72 1 I~ 
CCCPEilHIO~ UlH HRCNCMY tEFT. Cf UHV. Cf CEL. AT tGRICUlll,RAl SHliON NEAR 
,IllSEC~C, CEL. CfJECTIVE- 10 ESTABLISH BASELINE CATA IN VISieLE ANC NEAR 
J~FFAFE£ SFfCTR~L REGICNS GF lE!T CRCPS lNCER 1\ATLRAL CULTI~ATICN. FLIGHT IN 
UEAR lriEATHR ~Ill- MTICEJBLE eFCJ<H CLCUC! ~~£ HIGhT UZE. AIR TEMP. 22 CEG. 
C ~T lCCO fl •• ~Sl ~11t ~INC Cf 12 J<I\CIS FRCM i8 CEG. 
·A~E PAlL AlfCNSI 
FHH HUH SC4-€a-34ll 
JNSllluTJCN CR AGENCY ~ATICNtL AERCNAlliCS A~C Sf~CE ACJI 
STREET CHE~APEAKE EAY ECCLGGICAL P~CGRAM CFFIC£ 
CJTY lriAllCFS lSl,Nt 
STATE \I~GI~II 
Zlf eccE ~333i 
5.t1 
FILE ~~~E lNI\ERSJT' Of CELA~ARE ~GRICULTURAL STUCY 
Gf.EFAL &ECG~JIFHlC AREA u.s., COASTAL, ~CRTH ATLANTIC, CELA~ARE 6Al, 
CELA~~RE, ~ILLSEC~O 
AESlUCl ~ISS ION WH3, FL T. 1 "llH ULLOPS SlAliCN C-54 
AIRCRAFT EQlJPPED ~llH T.C l-11 AERIAL CA~EFAS ON tUG. 29, 1972, IN 
CCCPfRAUOf\ WITH URCIIOY CEFT. CF U~IV. Cf CEL. AT AGRJCULTlRE STATIOI'I NEAR 
~ JLLSHRC, DEL .. OBJECTIVE - TC LSE HHBLE ANC NUR UHARE.O SPECTRAL 
SIGN~TLRES Of lEST CROP CANCF!ES l( ESTABLISh lDENTIFJCATIONt VIGOR, ANO 
!TRESS CHARACTE~ISllCS. FLIGHT IN GCCO WEATHER. THIN OVERCAST, EXTREMELY HAZY, 
AIR TEMF. 24 tEE. C AT lCOC FT., MSL WITH •1~0 Of lC K~OTS F~O' 280 tEG. 
NA~E FALl ALFC~SI 
H!CNE tiUHltR t<.4-U4-34ll 
INSllllTIU CR AG£H) t<.ATJCI\AL JIEI<Ot.AUTJCS ANt SPliCE ADM 
STREET CliESAP£AK£ EA'W EC.CUJGICH FRCG~Aft, ()ff!CE 
CITY WAllDfS ISltt.t 
S 1A 1E \lRGIMII 
2lf (Q[£ 23:331 
FILE Nllf¥E l.fd'VERSll'l OF O£UiiARE AGRICULTURAL STUOY 
GEttUAL GECGFAPHIC AUt u.s., COASTAL, t\CRTti ATLANTIC, DELAIIARE ei!Yt 
CELA~AFE. f¥ILLSfCPC 
~BSlllACT I'ISSIOII ~16St HI. 4. I!ITH kALLOPS STATION C-54 
~IRCRHl HUIPPEC Hlli ThC T-11 AERIAL CAMERAS ON SEPT. llt 1'>72, IN 
COOPERAllOII WITH JIGRCN(]I''W CEPl. OF lNIV. CF OELAW~RE Ill AGRICULTURAL STATION 
NEAR ~llLStCROo tEl. CEJECTlVE - TO US£ SFfCl~AL SIGNATURES IN VISIELE AND 
NEtR INfRA~Et REGI<NS TO EVALU,TE ANt IOENTIFY CRCPS LNOER CONTROLLED FIELD 
CONCITIONS. FLIGHT 1~ CLEAR ~EATHE~ ~llH fEll SCATTERED CLCUDSt ~ISIBILITY E-10 
MILES, Hfl lHF. H OEG. C AT 1000 ft., 'Sl ~ITti WHit CF 8 KNOTS FROfi! SE. 
~~~f PAll ALFONSI 
PHO~E ~l"fEF SC4-E24-3411 
JNSTIT~TION CR AGENCY ~AllCNAL AERONALllCS Alit SfACE lit" 
STREET CtESAFEAKE EAY ECCLOGICAL PROGRAM OFFICE 
CJl'l , ~.HUFS ISLHt 
HHE ~JRGihH 
2If CUE 2333 7 
FILE HM£ litH\IEilSIH (f OEUIIARE CC~.STAL ZCNE STUDIES 
GENERAL GECGRAP~IC A~EA u.s., CCAST~L, ~CRT~ AlLA~liC, OElAhARE BAY, 
tELAkJ~E. ~Ek CI5TLE TC CCEA~ CITY 
ABSTRACT I'ISSJOI\ Wl6C• flT. 2, WITH I!ALLOPS STATION C-54 
~IPCRAfT EQUIPPED ~iTii 01\£ T-11 ~ERIAl CJIMERA CN ALG. 2~, 1972 1 IN CCDPERATICN 
hlTH COLLEGE OF ~ARJNE SCI., LNJ\. Cf tEL. ALCNG ((A~T ZONES OF tEl. RIVER AND 
CEL.-~C. ATLANTIC CCIST~l REGIC~S. CEJECTJVE- TO lSE RE~OTELY SENSED 
FALS E-COLOF IMAGERY TC EVAllA lE CCASTAL ZCNE AQIJATI C SPECIES IOENTI F ICATIOI\ 
AM) CJHilHLllCN H fREPJ!R.tT 10 FCI< ERTS CIJEI<FASSES .. FLIGhT IN GOGO HATHER 
~ITH.~D OVERCAST, \l!IBILJTY lC-12 MILE~, AIR TE~P. lC DEG. CAT llt5CO FT., 
~SL kiTh WINC CF 5 Kl\CTS FRO~ 31C CEG. 
N~ME FAUl ALFC~SI 
Pt:ONE Nl.MtER SC4-~2~-3411 
lhSTITLTIC~ CF IGE~(l NATIC~AL AERONAUTICS ANC SPACE ADM 
SlREET CHfStFEAKf fAY ECClCGICAL FRCGRAM OfFICE 
CITY ~ALlOPS ISLANO 
STATE ~IFGI~IA 
liF COCE 23331 
filE ~J~E UFPfR 'FPC~A,ANSElT BAY STUC~ 
GENERAl EECGFAFHIC AFEA MFU AMERIU, u.s., MASSACHIJHTTS 1 COASTAL, CA~l~CUTht AFFC.AGI~SElT EAY 
ABSTRACT A SLRVE'I Of THE LPFER REACHES Cf APPC~JIGANSETT BAY 
TC OETEF~I~E ThE EffECTS CF SILTATICN FRO~ ~EARB~ CC~STRlCTION ON EAl FAUNA 
WAS CC~CUCTEC fOF T~E TCkN Of CART~OIJTH. A SECIME~l SIZE ANALYSIS ~AS 
CONCLCTEO C~ SAMFLES CCLlfCTEC F~CM 14 STATIC~S IN T~E EAY. AfTER ORil~G, 
SAMPLES ~f~E SC~TEC CN A STANCARC SET OF GECLCGlCAL SIE~ES AFTER 15 MINUTES IN 
A MECtAhiCAL SHAKEF, THE EENTHIC INVERlEfRATE FALNA ANALYSIS WAS CC~CLCTED IN 
ThC STREAMS A~t THE AREA IN T.E BAY AfFECTEC EY SEOI~E~T CEPCSITION. A NEKTON 
AhAlYSIS WtS CC~ClCTEO AT THREE AREAS Cf JlffC~AGANSElT BAY. PA~AMETERS 
JhCLUCEO IN THIS SlLC) ARE: SPECIES DETER~I~ATICN OF EE~THIC A~IMAL 1 PELAGIC 
FISHt OE~EFSAL FISt, AS •ELL AS CCIJI\TS CF EACH; ~C~TALITl OF eE~TtiC ~NIMALS; 
~~C ~IZE ·~ALVSIS. 
NAIIE 
HOlE ~UI'HF 





OF. F~A~CIS ~. C'EFIE~ 
tl1 ~91 S3~1 X4C4 
StlT~EASlER~ I'ASS,CtUSETTS 
OLC ~E~lPORl RCA[ 
t\CilH t'RTIICL H 
~ASS~CHSETTS 
CZ1~1 
U" IVERS lTV 
fiLE tO~E 
GfNEP~l GEOGPAPhiC APEA 
SLCPE AREA CFF ~E· JEFSE~ 
52S 
UFFER CCI\ TIHH tl SLOPE C !SPCSAL SA SELINE STUDY 
l'iCIHH AHAIITIC OCEtN, l.!u CFFSHORE, COI\liNfNTAL 
HSTRACT ThiS filE CCfiTAif\S BASEliNE fH'I'SlCJll, CHI':ICAL, AND 
BICLCGICtl CAl~ FELATEC TC A lt~GEP 11\CUSTRJAL ~ASTE CISPOSAL STI.Dl Cl\ THE 
LPPE~ (01\Tli\ENTAL SMELF CFF 1\EW JER5E,. INCLLCED IN ThiS SURVEY IS DATA ON 
CISSCLVED C)~GEN, ~ALIIII1Y 1 CLFPEI\T CI~ECIICI\ ANC SPEEC, TE~PERATURE, BENTHCS 
AIID fiSh CCUNIS, hEIG~lS AI\[ SilEo BIC~~SS ESTIMATES, ANC fiSH AND BEI\THOS 
SFECIATION TAKEh Cll 3 OCEAI\OGRtPHIC CRLIJES FRCM Jll' 1S67 UIITIL AUGUST 1910. 
1\AME ~CBEFl ERB 
P~CNE 1\U~fER 215 ~~E lCCC 
IN~lllllJCN 0~ ~GEI\Cl F~~I\KLI~ INSTITllft RESEA~Ch LABORATORIES 
STR EEl 2C JH Al'iD THE P ~RI<UY 
CITY P~ILACELP~I~ 
Sl~TE F£1\t~YLVA~ll 
21f CGCE l<HO 
FILE II.& fiE 
GENE~Al GECG~AfHIC AREI 
Bl~HT, LPFEP E~ST FIVER, 
UFFffl EtiST RIVER- hESTERI\ LONG ISLAI\D SCUIIO 
1\0fll~ ATLAIITIC CCEAN, u.s •• COASTALt !'if~ VCRK 
WESlER~ LCI\G ISLA~C SCUIIC 
ABSHACT 
ISLA~D !CLI~ ~ERE 
CISStLVEt C)YGEN, 
UH 
21 STATIONS IN LFPER EAST ~IVER ANt WESTERN LONG 
SA~FLEC FRO~ JlL~ 19S9 TC AUGUST l~SS FOR TEMPERATLREr 
(CllfDRMS, CtlORICE, AND CURREIIT CI~ECTION. 
FtiCN E till' fER 





C~. ~L~II I. ~YT£LKl 
a;: !S.O: CHC 
11\HRSTATE SAN llAT ION COI'I'IISSION 




FILE 1\A~E UFPEP EAST PIVER-aESTERN LONG ISLAND SOUND 
GENERAL GECG~APHIC APEA hC~lH AlLt~ll[ CCEA~, u.s •• CCAST~l, NEh YCRK 
BIGHT, UFPEI< E,ISJ I<HHt HSTE~N LCM ULA~O SI:UNO 
AESl~-CT 12 !lAllOII~ Ill lFFER E~Sl Rl\EI< AND hESTEI<~ LONG 
ISLAIIC SGU~C WEI<E !A~PLEC fRCM JULY 1S1C 1( ~lGUSl 1S1C FOR TEMPERATURE, 
C~LCI<ICE, CISSOL-Et OXYGEN, COLIFGI<MS, PH, TURBICI11, CRTHCPHOSPhAJE, NITRATlt 
NITR 11Et TOTAL CRGHIC CAI<SCt;, IRCII, CHRCI'IUM ANC CHOROHYll ~. MEASUREMEIITS 
kERE lA~fk CVE~ l TJ[AL CYCLE A~D WERE SPREtO OUT OVER SEVERAL hEE~S. 
1\Afi\1 Dl<. ALAN I. ~'rlELK>l 
fH(~£ ~l.fEF 212 5€2 C3BC 
JNSlJTUTICN bR AGE~CY INlE"SlATE S,!NllJTIGN CC~I'ISSICII 
ST~EET lC CCLUI'BLS CIRCLE, R~ lt2C 
CIT~ ~Eh YC~~ 
ST~TI NEw ~CRt< 
ZIP CCCE lOCl<j 
FILE NA~ E 
GEIIE"Al (ECC~AFhiC ~~ft 
SIGHT, LPfEF EA' 
HSlRHl 










LFFE~ tA~SCP SLF\EY 
NORlt AlLANllC CCEA~, L.~ •• CCASTAL, NEk ~CRK 
20 STATIOIIS I~ tPFER BA\ kEFE S~MPLED 2C TI~ES A 
TO ThE F~ESEll FCR 'lRIOUS Pt~SICAL, ChEMICtL, ANt 
C~lY Thf L~ST FEW YEtRS CATA ARE ON STORET. 
DR. ALAN I. ~~lEtK~ 
.0:12 5€2 usc 
INlEPSTATE SANil~TICN CC~~ISSICII 




FILE NAIIE \lEG flJ! TIU CCHF JS AN Utl Ill ATE FIICTCP Of NEST S 1T E 
SELECTICN I~ ThE llCGC TtPLS~-tYLOCICtLA ~~~STEllNA 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA N(RlH AIIERICAo l.S., tELAk~~E, ~EkARK 
AfSTFACl CATA hERE C(LLEClEO DURING THE 1973 TO lS74 
B~EECWE SEA50~S It THE k((DlOl (f TtE UIII~E~SITY (f DELAhARE•S AGRIClLTURAL 
STATICN FJIR~. CESERVATICNS JR£ ~EPCRTtt CN NEST tEIGtT, CISlRIBlTICN, AND 
fLEC(JIIG SLCCfSS Cf TtE ~CCC TtPLSH. 
~AME INTER-LIERARV LCI~ 
PhCI\E IIU~fE~ ZC2 i3f ~~5~ 
INSlllUTICN OR AGE~C~ UNI~ERSITY CF CELAkARE, ~ORRIS LlSRARY 
SlllEET SCl:lH CCLLEGE A\EIIlE 
cnv 1\EhJ!Ilt< 
HATE CEUUIU 
Zlf CCCE 19ill 
FILE NAI'.E 
.!RE~S 
VEGElATICI\ ~AFFII\G SURVEY Cf STATE OWNEC ~ATERFCWL 
GEIIHAl GECGFAFHIC AF.fll NCIITh Allti\TIC, CctSHl, l.S., CHESAPEAKE SAY 
.eESTP~Cl STATE CWIIEC "ATEPfCWL AREA~ hAVE BEEII I'APP€0 FCR 
\EEETATIVE TYPES SY AEPl'l FtCTCEFtFtY. BEfCRE ANt 'FTER ANY ,..AI\AGEI'.ENT 
PROJECTS Ttf AFE~S Ill (Uf5TICII AFf AGAIII ~AFPEO Al\0 ThE VEGETATIVE CC~MUNJTY 
CEHI< IBEC. 
IIMU 
PHONE 1\ VeER 







~tRYLAI\[ tEPARli'IENl Of NATlRAL 






FilE t.~I'.E HGEUTION OF Gl.lf ANO ATLANTIC SE/ICCAS1 STATES 
GE~E~Al GECGFAF~IC AF£j ~C~l~ ~TLj~fJC• CO~STAlt ~.s., MAINE TO lf)AS 
llBSTilA(l A \EGETAll\E SI.R\EY llF ~EACOSTS Of THE GULF AND 
AllA~liC !TATES JS SEJNG CC~tUCTEC. STUtY I~CLUCES SPECIES CETERMlt.IATICN, 
ECCLCGY 1 MCRPHCMEHIC MEt!UREHUt At.O CGfiMLNilY !ll<l:CTURE CF LAND PLANTS. 
SOIL llPE IS AtSC CB!E~\£0. 
~llME OF. ~ILEI.R Cl~CA~ 
FHCNE H~BER 4()4 542 6112 
INSTITLTION CR AGENCY l~IVER!llY CF GECRGIA 
!lFEET CEFJFTMENT Cf SCTA~Y 
CITY ~THE~S . . 
SHH HCH.IA 
liP ecce 3C6CI 
fiLE UH VEGETATIOt. Of THE RICHARD STCC~Ttt. STATE CCLLEGE 
NUll- -'HRlCA, t..s •• COilSTAlt NEW JERSEY, ATLANTIC GENER~l GEOGRAPHIC AREA 
CCI.~TY, GALLOWAY TtWNSHJP 
ABSTRACT THIS FILE CCNTAit.S DATA ON THE TYPES ANC SPECIES Of 
VEGET~TJO~S At.C ANIMALS PRESENT CN THE GRCl~DS Of STCC~TC~ STATE CCLLEGE, 
GAllOliA'I' TCIIf\St!H• Hll JERSn CURING THE SFPUG ~Nt SUfi.MER 1970• H'IS SINGLE 
SUI'VEY BRCI<E Uf Tfjf 'PEA INTO t GEMRAL HATICN AREAS AND OESC~IBEC THE FlCRA 
~N£ fALIIA OF EAC~. 
uu 
PHCN E 1\li'.B ER 





JACK MC ({)ftfi.JCK 
215 61t1 9CCC 
J~CI< MC CCRfiiCK A~C ASSCCIATES, INC. 





fiLE f\l~E VELCCIT~ CF SOU~O THROlG~ DEEP SEA CCRES 
GENER~L GEOGRAPHIC AREA ~O~LC~ICE CCEA~ 
A.fSTI<ft(l THE CEEP SEA ORllllM> PRCJECl AT SCAIFFS 
I~Slllt.iTICt. Gf CCEAMG~~ft~ IS lt.I:ERUHII (II THE ACVICE CF HE JCIIIT 
CCE~I\CG~·ftl( liiSTlTliTICNS FOR CEEP EARTH !AMPllt.G CJOIOESJ. TC DATE DSDP ~AS 
TA~EII GECLCGIC~l AiD GECPHYSIC~L CATA FROM THE CRILLII\G SHIP GLOMAR ChALLEIIGER 
Al 383 ~llfS OVER THE kCI'lt CCEtt.~. C~lGI~lL tATA FPC~ THE PROJECT ARE INDEXED 
't.C ARCI'.IVEt BY Tlif INFOI<IUT lOt. ~A hOLING GRCIJP. OEUllS Of THE FRCCESSI NG Al\0 
RETRIE~Al fEli'CDS AIID C~P~ElllliES ARE O~lli~EO IN A SERIES CF ~ClES AVAILAELE 
F~OM ]HE GRCUP. EACI' TYPE CF DATA CBT~INEC CIJRING THE FRCJECT IS MAINTAINED AS 
A SffAflATE FlU. IN TU Bl<l't PI-ASES OF lH flRCJECl ACCUSTIC VELCCITY 
DETE~'!NJTIONS ~ERf ~AtE [N CCRED MATERIAL LSING A DEVICE DEVELCPEO 6Y 
llUOl<lF. BEGINfllr.G kilt LE{ 11 A f-I!MllTIO~ FIHME HAS BEEN USE!:. THREE 
~ElO(IlJfS I 150 C~ CF CCREO M'lERIAl ARE TAKEN. 
NAME CCCFCI~All~G STJff SCIE~lJST 
fi-:CNE M,;,.SfR 714 lt52 35.<6 










FILE ~t~E VERllC'L DISTRIBUTION OF ESTUARINE FHYTDPLANKTON IN 
THE SlRF~Cf MICPCLA~ER '1\[ AT C~E ~ETER, A~t FLUClU~TJCNS IN ASUNCtNCE CAvSEO 
fY S~Pf,CE AESC~FllCN CF ~CNC~ClECLLA~ Fll~S 
GEhEFAL GECG~AfHIC ~RE' l.S., COASTAL, ~CFTH ATL~hliC 1 CHESAPE~KE SftY, 
~I~GJ~Il, ~(~K ~1\£~ 
~ESTR~CT A QUANlllATJ\E CC~PARISON CF THE PH~TOPL~II~TON It. 
THE Sli~F,CE ~ICRCLl~EF Cf '" ESTU,RY 'ht 11-~1 AT ' CEPT~ Of ONE METER ~AS ~AOE 
~SING A GAFRfll TYFf SCREEI\ A~D ~ fR~NTSCH' SCTTLE. SPECIES S~CCESSIC~ AND 
SE~SCNAL AfliiCANCE ~ERE tLSC f)A~I~Et. 
~·fiE liBFARitfl 
fHCNE ~l~BER ED4-642-2lll 
JNSTITI.TICN (R jGfiiCY VIR~INIA It.SlllLlE OF ~A~I~E SCIENCE 
CITY GlCl(ESTE~ f(I~T 
~TATE \IF,INIA 
llf (([£ 230t~ 
FILE ~A~E \tRllCAl ~IGRAllC~ ANC F~EC~Tf~Y EE~AVIC~ Cf ThE 
Sth[ SHRl~f, CP,~G(N SEPTE~SFI~CSA 
GENERAL GECGPAPHIC A~E~ ~(RlH AlLA~liC, L.S., C~ESAFE.KE BAY, CELJWARE SAY, 
CUSHL 
AB~lRACT DAlt CN HYO~CCRtPtiC FACTCRS •NC CCCURREN(E OF 
C~A~G(N SEFTE~SPIN(SA IN PATUXENT Rl~ER ANC ASSATEAGUE ISlAND, ~AR1tA~O; 
INDIA~ RIVER A~O CAPE HE~LCPEN 1 CELA~A~E h~lERS. PRI~AR' INTENT Of STUCY WAS 
EXPERIMENTAL CATA "HUi IS IICl CCCH,. 
f\Af'f LIBRARIAN 
PHONE f\l~EEF 3Cl 454 3011 
JNSTIT~TION CR AGENC' ~CKELCIII li8~A~1 
STREET UNI~ERSI11 OF MARVLANO 
Cll' CCLlEGE PtR~ 
STJTE ~AR,LA~O 
liF CUE 2C"l42 
FILE ~t~f Vl~S H1DRCGRAP~IC tAlA EASE 
GENE~~L GEOG~AP~IC AREA NCRlh ATLANTIC, COASTAL, U.s., CHES~PEAKE BAY AND 
llll6llHlE~ 
ABSTRACT All CCE~NCG~AFHIC DATA GEIIE~AlED AT ~JMS '~C 
RECCRDEC ON 'I~S CCEANOG~AF~~ FCFM 1 IS S1C~£t I~ THIS O'TA eASE. UNTIL 1971 
TtE t~T~ BASE JNCL~CES CNL1 Pt~SICAL MEASURE~ENTS Bll AFTER THAT DATE 
FRC\JSION hAS MAtE FOR ~ECO~tii\G (hEliCAL DATA AS ~ELL. THE OATt IS STtRED ON 
~AGNElJC DISC ELT I~ ~ETFIE~Et IN FRl~lCUT FCRM. EACh DATA POINT IS RECORDED 
.,ITt' CAY• f'CIIHt YEAF, TJME1 UliTUCEo lONUlLOE, RIVER CCOE, DEPTH Cf SAMPLE. 
tAlA 1~ RElRIE\ABLE BV SlATICN NLMEE~, RI\£R 1 YEtR, ~ONTt, DAY, PARA~ETER 
RANGE Cf VEARSr RANGE (f 'CNlHS, RANGE Cf CAYS, CRUISE~ VESSEL, TICAL CURRENT 
SU.GI, AREA tEFINEt BY LAT 'N[ LOIIG. ThE S)SlUI HAS THE CAPACIH FCR 
AOtlTJONAL INPll Cf PARAMETERS 'S l~E1 ~~E GE~ERATEC A~C RECCRCED CN FCRM 1 
~A~E JCfN PLEASANTS 
FHONE Nlfii6ER H.4 642 .Ull 
INSTITUTIC~ (R AGEIIC~ VIREINIA IN!lllllE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
CITV CLCLCESTE~ FCill 
STITf ~IRGINIA 
ZIP CCI: E ~3C:t2 
FILE NJME \IMS CIL DlSFERSIO~ SlLC' 
CE~EFAl 'ECGFAFHIC 'fEI u.s., CCASTAL, NCRJ~ ATLANTIC, CHESAPEAME BAY, 
VIRGINIA, CHE5AfEAKE liGHT lC~EF 
A6STRAC1 I'JSSICII ld5t:, flT. 10 WITH kALLOPS SlAliOII C-54 AIFC~AFT EtUIPPEC hiTH ONE T-ll AERIAL CA~E~A AIIO H.R.e. SINGER AAC-2 THERMAL 
fiiAFPER Otl .tUG" 15, l<Jl2, Ill CCCFERtliCN kilt 'vA. 11\STITLlE CF MARII><E SCI. NI:AR 
CtESAFE~KE LIG~T TCkER. OEJECTJVE- TO USE FA!SJVE INFRAREC, FALSE COLOR, A~D 
NllURJl CCLCR TC I~VESTIG,lE SlRFACE CIL Fll~ THIC~NESS tNt CISFERSJO~ 
FEATURES l~FllE~CEO f' ~I~DS A~t (L~Rf~TS. FLIG~T I~ CLOUDY ~EATEER WITH 
SLIGHT CVEFCtST .eN[ ~fRY tAlY, .eiR TEMP. 2! CEG. C AT 15CC FT. 1 PSL ~ITH WINC Cf 1! ~~ClS FRCM ~2( CEG. 
U.f!E 
Hi(NE ~UBER 







NATlCNAL AERONALliCS AND SPACE ADM 




FILE ~~~E \JMS OIL SPill SllDY 
GEIIERAl GECGFAFHIC AFE.e L.s., CCASTtL, ~CFTH ~Tl~NTIC 1 CHESAPEAKE BAY, VIRGJNI,, C~ESAPEAKE liG~l lOIIER 
ABSlllACT ,.ISSHII ill41J, HI. 11 WIH loAllOPS STATIO" C-54 
AHCUFT HUIPFEC HHi UI\E T-11 IERIH CAf'EFA AND HUS IIISTRlii'E!><T RS-7 
THERf',ftl ~CAM\Efl CN Jl.LY llt 1<;7~, lfl CCCfU.oiTICI\ ~Jll- VI. INSTITUTE Of MARII\E 
SCI. 11 A lCCAliCN 1\EAR C~ESAFEA~E llGHJ TC~ER. OBJECTIVE- TO LSE PASSIVE 
11\F~~~~[ ANt fALSE CCLCR II'AGE~Y TC !TlOY tiSPfRSICN Of A (01\TPOlLfO OIL 
RELEASE. FLIG .. T I~ GOCD hEATHER kll~ ~[ CVE~C~STr SLIGhT hAZE, AIR TEMP. 21 
tE£ C ~1 !CCC fl., ~Sl hiT~ llGtT A~D VARJ,ftELE WINCS. fi~E FRAMES INAD~ERTANT 
eEThEE~ llhE/RUN 1/f AND 1/~. 
N~~E F~ll AlfCNSl 
FtiCNE HI<B ER H4-E.C4-34 11 
IIISlJTlliC~ (P AGE~CY N.oiTlCNAL AE~ON,~TICS ANt SPACE ADM 
STREET ChESAPEAKE BAY ECOLOGICAl FRCG~AM CFFICE 
CIT~ kALLCFS ISLAND 
SltlE ~IFGIIIIA 
2JF COtE ~333i 
535 
FILE UH ~~~S ki~D SFEEC ~N[ CIRECTICN MONITORING DATA NOR 11i ATlAIITIC, CO~STALt t. s • ., CHES.HEAl<E fAY, YORK GE~EFAL ~ECGFAPhlC AREA 
RI~EF, ~-Ct~F~E~GUE ~If\[ SfEEC AfiO lllRECliC~ UE CCNTJIIUGUSLY RECORDED 
LCCJITEll AT HiE ~lRGl~JA l~SlllUTE CF I'ARIIIE SCIENCE'S IBS lRAC 1 AT FIXED STATIC~ 
GLOUCESTER PCiaT 
1'\lllR lfllER\AlS 
A~V kACt~PRE~tlE LABCRAlCRIES. THE OAT~ IS SUI'I'ARIZEC AT 3 
uu 
FHUE H~BU 






804 642 2111 X63 
~l~tiNIA I~SlllllE OF ~~~RillE SCIENCE 




F JLE N~l'lf U115-lRCPICAL SUH AGHS 
GENER'l GEC(F~PhiC 'REA u.s., CCAST,l, ~CRlH ATLANTIC, CHESAPEAKE BAY 
I'Ctlht HRG I~ IA ABHF~CT MISSICN Wl56 1 FLT. lt 11111' WAUOPS STATJCN C-54 JIJACR~FT HilliPPEO I!IlH TloO 1-11 AEI<UL CAI'EIIAS CN H:h 3t .1972, IN CCCPERATION 
~liM ~A. I~Sl!1U1E CF I'A~J~E SCI. IN AFE• Cf MOUTH OF CHESSPEAKE SA,, 
OBJECTIVE- TC JIC,UIRE liE~CTEl' SENSEC IMAGERY IN BlACK ANO ~HilE ~NC 
fAlSf:-CCLCR TC IN'IESliGAlE tAUGE CAtiSH IH HCPICAL STCAM "AGHS" .. fliGhT IN 
GOCO IIEATH£R ~~~~ fE~ SC~TTE~Et CLCUCS ~NO VEPY hAZYt AIR TEMP. 11 OEG C AT 
lC,COC fT., MSl WIT~ ~INC OF 1! KNOTS FliC~ 2EC DEG. 
NA~E PAUL ~Lft~SI 
FHCNE HHER tC4-~24-~411 
JNSllTlliCN Cli A~ENCY NATICN~L JIERONALTICS ANC SPACE ADM 
STREET CHES~PEAKE BAY ECCLGGICAL FRCGI<AM CFflCE 
CITY -~llCPS l~LANO 
SlJilE \IHGI~IA 
liP COU 2333i 
FILE UI'E 
GENEFAL GEOGI<APHIC AREA 
\IIiGJNIAt ~ACHIFFEIGUE 
536 
Vl,..S-kiCI:-tF~EAGLf TIDAL MARSt-ES 
l.S., CCAST~L, t.CRlH All.NliC, CHESAPE-KE BAY, 
HS1RAC1 f'ISSIO~ 111}~4. ft. 1. 1 WITt- ~All CPS STATION C-54 
AIFCRAfl E'liPPEC ~ITH lkC T-11 ~ERIAL CA~EFAS CN AUG. Bt 1972t lN CCOPERATION 
IIIli\ '0. USTITUTE CF MAFlt.E SCI. CVIMS). OBJECTIH- lC LSE lllACI< & \IIHITE 
IMAGf~l IN TliE RE~ A~D NEAR It.fRAREC SfECTFAL REGIC~S TC INVESTIGATE 
BCCNC~RIES CF S~LT kATER TICJil f'A~S.ES A~C FL~TS. FliGtl ~AOE IN FAIR WEATHER 
~ITh SLIGHT hft2£, AJR TE~f. 16 CEG. C ~~ 5CCC FT., MSL kiNO CF 5 K~QT( FRO~ 21~ [f(. ~ 
UJI£ UUl ALFCf\SI 
PHCNE MMHR SC4-S:.14-34ll 
JI\ST !TlT!Ct<i C!1 AGENO NAHCNAL liERCML HCS Alit H~CE ADI' 
StREET CHH~PEAKE I!AY ECCU?GICAL PFCGRAM OffiCE 
CITY kAlLCfS I!L~NC 
STATE ~JIIGI~IA 
ZIP ecce ."a3337 
FILE ~'~E VIRGINI~ AND NORTH CARCLINIA OLTER BANKS STORM 
CA~AGE 
GE~E~AL GEOGFAPHJC AREA l.S., COASTAL, NCRTh ATL~NliC, NORTH CARCLINA 
IBSlRA(l MlSSICI'I Wl8it Fll. 1, FEB. 13, 1'173 1 Ulli kAllOFS 
STA. C-54 lliRCJ<AFT Et:lii'PEt IIliTH 2 l-11 AERIAL MAPPifiG CAI'.ERAS M\C A K-17 
,..CLNTEC IN A 4~ CE(. ATlllLDE FCR GBLIQLE (C~ERAGE. lHE MISSION IN COCPERAliON 
UTh CC,ISUL RES. CH. CF CCilPS OF Ef\GIN. oeJECli~E- TC CBTAIN LARGE SCALE 
~ERTICAL A~t OBliClE I~AGEFY Of STCR~ [A~AGE I~ClR~EC fY A !liNTER STC~M 
STRII<ING IICROS5 CUST eElkEEfl H~f(ll< HD MIHH/SOUHI OROLINA 8GRCER. IMAGERY 
~ECORCEC EaTENSlVE EEIIC~ E~CSIC~ kHICt- llESlllEO IN SERIOLS PFOFERTY CAMAGE TO 
PIERS, HCUSES '~t MCTELS. CLEIIR ~EAT~ER, GC£C VISIBILITY 0 AIR TEMP. 5 OEG. C 
FRCM ESCO Fl., ~Sl ~~~[ CF 15 ~~CTS FRC~ 25C CEG. 
~~ME F~ll ,ILFONSI 
FHCNE HfEEil SC4-S24-3411 
INSTITUTIC~ CR AGENCY NATICNAL AERCNAlllCS ,1~0 ~FACE AtM 
STREET C~ESlPEAKE BAY ECOLOGICAL PRCGRAM OffiCE 
CIT' ~AllCFS ISll~C 
STtTE ~IRGI~I,I 
. ZIP CCCE 2333i 
!.:n 
FJLE tOME \IRGINIA BIIR~IEI< l~LANC SlLCY 
GE~ERAL GECG~AFHIC ~FEA NCFlf ~Tl,~TICt CCtSTAL, U.S., VIRGINIA EASTERN 
Sl-CR E 
tBS li<ACl ~ISS ICN k07e, fL HHO€t kAS ACCOMPLI SHED CN 
SEPTE~BER 2, 1Silt LllllliNG ltE ¥AllCPS FllGtT CENTE~ C-54 AIRCR~FT EQUIPFED 
~.llH HC 1-11 IEFitl ~llFfiNG CHH#IS Ill CCCFHATICI\ WlH THE UNIVERSIT'I' OF 
\IRGII\1~. HE CBJECTIVE CF HE fliHiT WAS 1C CBTAIN CClGR INFRARED lfv.AGERY CF 
P'RR~HCRE JSLAI\C/WACHAPREAGU£ 0 ~IRGI~I~ ~1\t CF Tl-E S~RRIE~ ISlAIICS FRCM 
~AllCFS ISLti\C TC Ft~~A~(~E ISLA~(. 
1\A~£ MICHAEl CCI\GE~ 
PHOH H~EEP EC4 624 3411 
INSTITLTIOI\ (R AGE~CY llllliC~Al AE~CI\AlliCS A~[ SFACE ADM 
HREET Ci1ESilPEtKE EAY ECClCGlCH FPOG~AM OfFICE 
CITY ~~llCf~ I~LJ~t 
STATE \IP(INJA 
21 F CCCE 23337 
FilE Ntllf 'lllRHNIA I~SlllllE Of I'A~ItiE SCIENCES wETUNIJ 
SllJC IE~ 
GE~EFAL GECGFAPHJC AREA L.S., COA!TALt •cRTH ATLA~TIC, CHESAPEAKE S~Y, 
~JRGJ~IA• ~ACh,PPEJGUE, PARiliiCRE JSLA~C 
IISSTPAO I'ISSICN lloHS, FLT,. tt kllH IIAU.OPS STATICtl C-54 
'lPCFAfl f(LIPFE[ lloiTH l~C T-11 AERIAl CIII'EFAS ON SEPT. llt 1912, IN 
CCCPEI<JTIOtl kiH IJA., lfiSTITUTE CF I'AIHI\E SCI. IN TH iiAChAPREAGIJE At.O PARAMORE 
ISlllfl[ AREAS. CBJEtli~E - TC CETIII~ fiiiTUR!ll CClCF ~1\C fALSE COlCR IMAGERY TD 
JN,E!TIEATE CCASTAL lCfiE fEATURES (f VEGETATION, EROSION, SECIMENT TRANSPORT, 
AI\C SALT UlER TICAL FLATS. fLHtH MACE IN CLEAR kEATiiERt IIJSieHIT'f t-10 
!IlLESt AIR TEMP. 14 CEG. C AT !CCC fl., MSL llolTH illf\0 CF 12 KNCTS FRCM S.E. 
fiA~E . PJUL 'lfG~Sl 
PHONE lllfiBER H4-E.24-31lll 
11\STJTUlJC~ (~ AGE~CI NATJC~AL AERO~ALTICS AI\D SF!lCE ADM 
STREET C~E!IPEA~E fAY ECClCGlCAL P~CGRAM OFFICE 
CITY ~All(f5 l!Lft~C 
Sl.TE ~~F~J~l· 
HP ecce · 23331 
5~8 
FJLE ~t~£ VII<CIIIIA CUTTER e•~K ~A~E !lLCY GE~E~Al GEOGRAPHIC AREA ~C~1~ AllA~iiC, CC~5TAL 0 L.S., VIRGINIA 
tBSTRACT ~lSSIO~ W2tf, FLIGHT Clt •As ACCO~PllSHEO C~ 
f\CVEIHER <:i, l<:ii4 lTillliH lliE ~AllCfS SHTJCI\ C-54 AIHR.AFT HIJIPPH lilTH TwO 
T-11 IE~ltl 'AfPl~G CIMER.S, IN CCCPERATIC~ ~IT~ ~ASA'S LA~GlE' ~ESEARCH CE~TER. THE CBJECTl\E CF ltE FLIGhT ~AS TC S1LDY ~~~~E P.AlTER~S ALC~G THE \IRGI~IA CLT£~ BAN~! ISlt~[S f~C~ TOM'S CAVE TO LITTLE ~ACHIPCNCG I~LET. ~~~~ 'lCtAEL CC~GER 
fHC~E HHH SC4 824 3411 
INSliTUTIC~ (R AGENCY tiATJCNAL AERCNALllCS A~D !FACE ACM Sl~EET CtES~FEAKE S~Y ECOLOGICAL PROGRAM CFFICE 
CITY ~AllCFS ISlA~C 
ST.Tf VIRGI~IA 
ZIP ecce 23E3i 
FILE 1\HH VIRGINIA lRlCK ~1\C OR~A~E~TAL RfSEARCt ST~TICtl AERJCllllRAl SlLDY I 
GEllER'( EECG~APHIC AREA NORTH ATlANTIC, CCAST~L, L.!., VIRGINIA, FAINTE~ Af~lR,CT ~ISSICN kCC2, fLIGtT 01, ~AS ACCOMPLISHED CN JULY 
li, 1':169, l Till liNG A IIAllCPS HIGH CENTEF LEASED HHICCPTE~ E(;UIPF£C WIH 4, 
T-ll H~Itt. P'APFING Ct,HlS Hi CCCJFERAT HN kiTH TH: AGJ<OtiOMY DfP.clRTMENT OF THE VJ~GINIA ~CLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE ANt STATE utll\ER511\. THE OBJECTI~E CF THE 
fLIGHT ~A. 10 OBTAI~ AERIAl PHCTCGR.clP~' Of THE PAINTER, VIRGl"IA AGRICULTURAl 
FESElRCH STATIC/\ FCR lSE If\ EVlLUATING Fil~ Af\D fiLTER CCMBINAllON! IN 
STU[~J~G ~E~ETATI\E fLANT VIGC~ fY RE~CTE SENSING. 
1\A~E ~ICt-AEl CC~GEF 
fHCNE H.HEF ~04 E21i .:411 
JNSTITlliCN CR AGE~() ~lSt 
STREET ChESAPEAKE SAY ECCLCGICAL FRCGRA~ CffiCE 
CITY W.clllCfS JSL~NC 
Sl~lE \I~GI~I~ 
liP (Q[f 23331 
53S 
FILE ~~ foiE VJHIUA li<IJCK A~C ORNAI\ENTAL RESEARCH SlATION 
~G~ICllTUR~l Sllt) 11 
GE~E~AL GECGF~PHIC AF£~ NC~Tt AllA~TICt COASTAL, U.S., VIRGINIA, ~AINTER 
ABSTRACT ~lSSION ~CC!, FLIGHT Cl, ~AS ACCO~PllShEC CN 
fEE~IJ'~~ lS, 1910, ~TILIZI~G A »AlLCPS fliGtT CENTER LEASED HELICOPTER 
E<iUifPH llllti 4• T-11 ~ERitl ~AFPI~G CAl'ERAS IN CCOFEFAliCN UHt THE ~GRONCMY 
DEPARTMENT OF THE .\IRGINIA .PCL,TECt~JC INSTITUTE A~t STATE UNIVERSITY. THE 
CeJECT tf ltE fLIEfl WAS TC CBTAIN eLACK, ~tilE, CCLCR AND FALSE COLOR 
lNfRAPEC IMAGERY fCR U!E I~ DElE~~INING TtE fEST TlPE Cf IMAGEFY FCR USE IN 
MAKI~G REMOTE SEN!l~G STLCIES Cf fAINTE~. \l~(JNIA AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
STH JCt< .. 
flAME 
FI'CU NUMEEF 







GEtlEFAl GECGFAFHJC AH/. 
VIRGlklAt fAINTER 
MICHIIEL CIJ~GER 






ECCLCGICAL PFCGR~M CfflCE 
VlllCit.U TRUCK A~C OR~IIIIEHALS RESEARCh STATION 
L.S., CCASTIL, "CFTH ATLANTIC, CHESAPEA~E BAY, 
ABSTRACT I'ISSIC~ kl30, flT .. 1. WITH UliiiV. {)f MICMGAN DC-3 
/.HCF/.fl EUIPPEO tilTH 1<-17 At.() P-.2 C/.ME~AS /.t-0 Atl ~U ~llll-SPECTRAL SCANt.ER 
Clil Mll'l 1~. 1912, I~ CCCPER/.TIC" ~ITH ~ASIIt ~JLLOFS ISLIINt ANC THE AGRONOMY 
DEPT (f THE VA. FCl~lECtNlC INSTITUTE AND SlATE UNI~. FliGHT lCCK PLACE OVER 
THE ~~. TRUC~ AND CPNJI'Et-1AL5 FE!. STA. Al PAlt-TER, VA. CBJECllWE - TC EXPLORE 
lSE Cf !I.IJL Tl-SPECTRAL I I'AHI<'I AND IUlOI'U lC DATA PROCESS lNG IN CEl ERMIN lNG 
CJSCRETE FlANl SIGNATURE~. 
flAM£ 
fHtH MJUH 







NATJCNAL AERCNALllCS ANt SPICE ~OM 






€ENERAL GECGRAFHJC APEA 
Vl~GI~JA 1 F~J~lEF 
5~C 
VIRGINIA TRLCl< A~t CRt.PI'ENTALS RESEA~CH STATION 
l.S., COASTAL, N(~TH ATlANTIC, CHESAPEAKE tA'I, 
ABSTRACT . . I'ISSIO~ hl3C, fll. 2, kiTH UtiiV. CF ~ICHIGAN DC-3 
o1UCRAfl H~IFFEt kiH ~1 MLLTI-SPECTIUL HANNER ~~~0 CH HASSELBUD CAMER,ol CN 
I'AY 1~, l~ict IN CCOPE~~TICN ~~1~ NASA, k~llCFS STATIC~ A~O THE AGRCNC~¥ DEPT 
CF VA. PCL,TEC~NIC I~SlilLTE A~D STATE U"IV. FliGHT TCCK PLACE AFTER SUNSET • 
OVER THE VA. HUCl< At-£ C~UMENlHS RES. SH. AT PAl~TER, v~. OBJECTIVE _ TO 
EXPLC'E JtE USE Of MLLl~SPECT~AL IMAGER'I tt.[ AUTOJATIC CATA P~CCESSING IN OETER,INING Ol~CRElf fLANl SIG~ITL~ES. 
~~~f PAUL AlFCt-SI 
~~~~E fll~eEF !!CIH24-34ll 
=N31iTLTJON CR AGENC' NAliCNAl AERCNAlliCS ~~[ SFACE AVI' c!~:ET UESAPHKE fAY ECCLCGICAL PROGRAM OFFICE 
UlUfS ISUH 
STJlE VIRtiNIA 
liF ecce 23337 
F HE NJf! E 
IGRIClllUR'l ~Tlt'l 
GENE~Al GECGPAPHlC A~EA 
\lRGI~IAw FAI~lEF 
liiRt:INIA TRUCK A~O CRt-A~ENTALS REHAI<Cti 
L.S., CCASTo1lt NC~Th All,NTJC, C~ESAPEAKE fAY, 
Jll!!lRHl . "JSSICN Wl3.it Fll. l IIIIU "AllCPS STATION C-54 AJPC~Afl E'liPFEC ~ITH l~C 1-11 IERIIl CA~EFAS CN JUNE 1• 1972, IN CCCPEPATION 
IIITfo< HRCNUV UFT. (f VA. PCLHECH'dC INSTITLTE ANC ~lATE UNIV AT TtiE 'VA lRLC~ AND CR"A~E"TAL~ ~E!fARCH STA.y PAI~TER, 'VA. CBJiCtl\E- T~ UTILIZE • 
\lSLAl AN() ~E~R I~FPAFEC SPECT~AL SIGNATlRES IN IN~ESTIGAliNG IRISH PCTATC 
PLANT UOklt• SCIL VA~IHICNS, ~NC Cllli\AliCN TfCHNIQlES. FliGHT IN GCOC WE~TtER• ~Q D'fRCA!l, !LIGHT HAlE, AIR TE~f. 20 CEO. C AT 1000 FT I'Sl WITH 
wno u 1.: Kl\Cl! HCI' ac ru:. ·• 
~A .. E PAll AlfC~SI 
FHC~E HUH SC4-E.i:4-3~ 11 
IN:liTUTICN OR AGEt.CY ~AllCN'l AERCiiiAlllCS A~C SF~CE AC" ~~T~ET C~ESAPfAKE BA) ECCLOGICAL PFCGRAM OFFICE 
ST • ~AllCFS ISLA~O ~TE \lRGJt-lA 
liP CCCE ~333i 
FILE tiAIIE 
AGRJlllTUPAl STLtV 
GENERAL GECGRAPHJC AREA 
VIRGI~lA, ftl~TE~ 
541 
~IRGINIA TRLCK A~[ CR~A~E~T~LS RESE~~C~ ST~TICN 
~BSTRACT HS~IO ~136 1 FLT. 1 i~IU I!HLCPS STATHJN (,-54 
AIFCPAfl f'LIPFEC WIT~ l~C 1-11 ~ERIAL CAMERAS 0~ JUtiE 12. 1~72, I~ 
CCCPERJTlCtl WITH TtE AGRC.CIIV CEPl. OF ~A. FCLVTECHtiiC INSTITUTE A~C STATE 
L~lV. AT TtE Vt. TRL(K A~O CFNJ~E~TALS RES. STATIGtl, PAINTER, ~A •• CBJECll'E-
A CCtlll~LlllO~ CF ~JSSIC~ ... 132 I~ STLCYJtiG I~ISH PCl.TC PLANT CANCPY ANO CTHER 
CFCP Jtl THE NEAR INFRARED AND \ISIELE SPECTRAl REGIC~S. FLIG~l I~ ClEAR 
WEATHER, ~CCEPATE HAl£, AIR TE~f. 20 CEG. C AT lOCO fT., HSL hiT~ kiND Of lC 
~~ClS f~C~ 1~5 tEG. 
t>IIH 
fH:fl:f HHEP 





PHL AlfCNS I 
ac~-sH-3411 
t>AliCNAl AERCtiAlliCS ~NC SPACE AC~ 




FILE NAI'E VIRGHIIl TRlCK lNt CRNAIIENHLS RESEMCH STilTlON 
AtRJ(~lTU~AL STLC~ 
GENERAL GECG~APHIC ARE~ L.~., CCAST~l, ~CfTH ATLANTIC, CHESAPEAKE SAY, 
VI~GI~I~. FAit>TER 
ABSTRACT IHSSHN 11142 1 flT. 1 lollh ll~llCFS SHTICN C-54 
lll~CPAFT HUIPFEC WITh HiC 1-ll AEiliAl CA~ERAS Gil JLH U, 1'>12, IN 
CCCPEFATIOtl loiTH Th£ ~GRCNCH) CEPT. Cf \A. FCLYTEChiiJC INSTITUTE AND STATE 
UNIV. AT THE VA. TRUCK AN£ CR~A~ENTALS RES. STATIO~, PAit>TER, VA. OBJECTIVE -
' CCNTINUATICN CF ~ISSICNS 1113~ AtiC lll36 FCR lNVESliGATICN OF IRISh FOTATO AND 
CT~ER CROF GRCWlH RELATING TO 5Cllt CISEASE, AND CLlli\ATICN VARIATICNS. 
~A~E FtUl ~lfC~SJ 
fhCNE t\lfi.BEP H4-€24-3411 
I~SliTUlJ(~ CF 'fENC\ ~~TICNll AERONAUTICS AND SP~CE ADM 
STREET CHE!tPEA~E SAY ECOLOGICAL P~CGRAM OffiCE 
CITY ·wALlCFS 15LAhC 
SlATE VI~Gl~IA 
HF COI:E 23331 
542 
filE ~t•£ VI~tlNIA TRlCK AND CRNAMENTAL! RESEARCH STATION 
tGRICllllRAl SllC' 
{Eaffjl G£CGF·F~IC t~Et U.S., COASTAL, NC~TH ATLANTIC, CHESAPEAKE BA,, 
WIRGJ~JA, FAl~lER 
ASSlRACT MJSSICN Wl4i, fllo 1 kiTH ~ALLOPS 51All(tl C-54 
AI~CRAFT EQlJFPEC lo11H lkC 1-11 AERIAl CJflffAS C~ JUL'Y lC, 1972, I~ 
CCCPfRHIOf\ IIIHi H~CH"Y CEFT. Cf VA. fCLHHhNIC INSlllllE ANC STAlE Ul\1\1. 
AT Vt. l~UCK A•t C~A~ME~TALS RES. STA., PAINTER, \A. CSJECTlVE- TC DE~ELCP 
AND E'AllAlE Mllll-SFECTFAL SE~SING TECH~I,LES FCR T~f tETECTIC~ CF PLANT 
SFECIES AtiC ASSCClATEC CISE.SES, SCll VARltllONS AND CULTLRAL PRACTICES U~OER 
tiJTL~AL Ef\,lRC~MENl'L CC~CITIC~S. FLIGhT I~ fAIR hEATtER, SliG~l ACCUMULATIC~ 
CF ClClCS AFTER REAChiNG 2!CC FT., SLIG~l ~ftZE VISIELE, AI~ TE~P. 23 CEG. C AT 
lCCC Fl., ~!l loll~ ~~~[ CF lC K~CTS FRC~ ItO CEG. C. 
~·~( PAll ALFCNSI 
FHC~E ~l.EEF SC4-f24-3411 
JNSliTLllCN OR AGENCY ~AliCNll AERCNAlTJCS AhC SfACE ADM 
STREET C~ES~PEAKE BA\ ECCLCGICAL P~CGRAM OffiCE 
CITY ~AtLCPS JSLA~O 
ST~TE ~lRGl.IA 
ZIP CCCE 23331 
FILE NAME ~IRGINIA lRLCK ANC CR~A~E~lAl! RESEARCH STATION 
AERICLLTLPAl STUD~ 
GENEFAl GEOGRAPhiC AREA l.S., CCA!TAL. ~C~TH ATLA~liC, CHES,FEAKE EAY, 
\JREltiiJ, BCSTC~ TC FAI~TEP 
AfSlRACT ~ISSICN k223 0 FLT. 1, Jll~ 21 1 1913, loiTH ~ALLCFS 
S1A TICN C-54 n RCilAfl HL IPPH II I U lk( 1-11 AER lAl ~APP lNG CAll ERAS It-
(CCFfFAlJCtl 1111• T~E AGRC~CM~ CfFT. CF THE ~A. PCL~lECHNIC ItiSTITUTE AND STATE 
UNI~. OBJECll~E- TC CBlAIN CCLCR A~D FALSE CCLGR INFRA~E[ I'AGE~'Y OF 
fUNlHGS 11 ~J. THO AII.C CHtloENHLS HS. STA. Ill PAlt<lER, VA. 01\E OF A 
SERIES CF fLIG~lS lC RECCRC VIGCR CF STRESSEC, FE~TILIZ£0 AND u~FERTILIZEC 
PLANlS l~RClE~CUl A flll GFC~l~ C'Clf. 
Nt~E F~Ul ~LFC~SI 
PhCNE ~l~BER £(4-~24-3411 
JNSTITlll(~ CP ~GEIICY N'TICNAL AERONAUTICS AtiO SfACE ACM 
SlREET CHStFtM<E HY ECCLCGICtl PRCGI<AM OFFICE 
CITY •AtlCP~ IStAIIO 
SUH VIHI~IA 
21P COlE 233l7 
FILE 1\'AH \IIR(; Jl'dA TRUCK ~tit CRNAMft. UJ.S RESEARCtl STA TlON 
AG~ICLLTLRll STLOIE! 
GEt.ERAL GECGR~f~IC ~FEJ U.S., CCAST~l, ~C~l~ ATLANTIC, CHESAPEAKE SAY, 
\lR~lt.IA• FAINTER 
AeSTFACT ~ISSICN Wll8t FLT. lt AFRJL 5, 1972, WITH hALLOPS 
SlATJCN C-54 AIRCRAFT ECLIPFEO ~~~~ ThC 1-11 AERIAL CAMERAS IN COOPER~TION 
WITH ~G~O~CMY OEFT. CF V,. FCllTEC~NIC INSTITUTE ANO STATE UNIV. AT THE VA. 
TRUCK 'ANt CFNA~ENTALS RE~. ST~., PAINTER, \A. OBJECTIVE- TO USE F~LSE CCLCR 
INfRARED IMAGER~ ~Ilk 1•0 SEP~R~TE FILTER CC~EINATICNS TO INVESTIGATE COVER 
CROPS ~NC CLLTJ~ATICN TECHNI,LfS CF CCNTRCLLEC AREAS. FLIGHT MACE IN CLEAR 
IIEATHF, VISIBiliTY 8-lC l'll£S, HR TEMP. 12 CEG. C Al lOOC flu jijSl lilTH l!INO 
Of 1&-1! ~NClS F~G· leC CEG. 
UME Ptul AlfOSI 
PHCNE HI'BER iC4-f24-34ll 
lNSlJTlTIC~ CR A(f~CY NATICN~l ~ERCNAUliCS AN£ SFACE ADM 
SlREET ChESJPUU fAY ECCLOGlCAl PRCGRAM OFFICE 
CITY •AlLCP~ ISLA~D 
STAlf. VJREINJA 
liP COCE 2333i 
fiLE NU1,f VIRGINIA TRLCK AND CRNAI'Et.TALS RESE~RCH STATION 
AGRICllll~Al ~TlCl 
GUUAl HCHAft:IC 'RU u.s., COASTAL, 1\()IITH ATLANllC, CHESAPEAKE BA'Yt 
VIRGIIIIA, PAIIIlER. 
'BSlRACT MISSICN W123, FLT. 1, APRll 23 1 1~72, WITH kALLCPS 
SlAllCN C-54 AJRU~FT HliPPEC IIITH TkC l-11 AERHL UHRAS JN CCOHilATICN 
.IlH ACillCNCMY tffl. CF ~~- FCLYTECtiiiC INSTITUTE ANt Sl~TE UN!~. AT THE VA. 
TRUC~ AND CRIIAMENlALS RES. STA~~ PAINTE~, VA. OEJECTJ'E- TC UTILIZE NATURAL 
AND fALSE-COLOF ~E~OTE SENSIIIG l~AGE~Y TC 11\VESTIGATE PRE-EMERGENCE, 
CULTIVATING lEChNI,UES, ~NO SOIL 'ARIATICIIS CF CIICPS. FLIGht MACE IN CLEAR 
liUTHII.o SCME rAZE, H~lllllllY 4-5 MILES, Alii THP. U DEG. C H lOCO FT., MSL 
~ITH ~Jilt Cf 6 ~NCT~ FAC~ 2~5 CEG. 
~~~£ FAUL ALFGIISJ 
FHOtH l\lMHR flC4-f24-3411 
INSTITLTICN C~ ACiE~CV NATIC~A~ ~EFOhAlllCS A~D SFACE ADM 
STREET CHE~tPEIKE eAV EC(lCGICAL P~OGRAM OfFICE 
CITY ~AllCF! ISL~~t 
STATE ~IR(INIA 




GEtiE~Al GECGIIAP~JC AREA U.S., CCA!T~Lt ~CFlH AllAtiltC, ~IRGI~IA, FAI~TER 
AES1RAC1 ~IS!IOti kl76, fliGtT 1. OCTCBER 26, 1972, hlTH 
kAllCJS STATIC~ C-!4 'IRCRAFl E'LIPPEO WITH 2 T-11 AE~IAL CA~E~AS I~ 
CCOfEPATICN hiT~ AG~CIIO~l OEPT. CF THE VA. FCLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE 
UUV. AT HltHU Tl1LCI! AH CICN,MENULS SU., FAIUEP, YA. I'.ISSION A 
COUJ~UATICN OF LIGHTS MHE lHRClJGHUT GRUING SHHN Of 1~72 FCR 
IN\E~TIGATJOS Cf CllCF GFC~lh HLATIH lt SCllt CJSEASE, ANC Cl.lliVAllON 
V~RilTICNS. RYE COVEF CPCPS kEPE Cf PRIMARY I~TERESl FOIC THIS fLIGHT. hEATHER 
- CLEAR kllh SLJGhl HAlE• AIR lE~P. lC OEG. C 'T !iCCO Fl., I'Sl kilt WINO Cf 5 
KMllS FFO 045 CH. 
t.~l' E 
PHJNE Nli'I!H 











NAllC~AL AE~CtiAlTICS ANt SFIC£ 110 .. 




~JRGINIA lRlCK Al\0 ORNAMENTALS RESEA~CH STATION 
L.S., COASTAL, ~(RlH ATLANTIC, CHESAPEAKE flAY, 
J!tlS lllACT MISSIOI\ IN16lt Fll. 1, hiTH lo'LLOPS .STATIC~ C-54 
HFCFAFl HliPfEC kiTH lWC T-11 HIHH CII .. HAS 0~ Ali€. 2lt 1972, 11\ 
CCCPf~ATlOII ~~T~ AGRCNCMY DEPT. CF ~~~. FCL)lECHNIC IN.STITllE ANC SlATE UNI,. 
Ill THE ~A. TRLCK A~D D~NJ!~E~TALS RES. STIITJC~. Ptii\TEF, WA. oeJECTIVE- TC 
PRO~JCE ~1!18LE A~C NEA~ I~f~A~fC SPECTRAL SIGI\ATliPES CF ~ARIOLS F'Ll CROPS 
UNCEP NIITliRIIl EI\~IRCNI'EIITIL CG~CITICNS. FLIGHT IN GOCC loEAlHER, NC C~ERC.ST, 




INS 1 Jll.llCti CR AGENCY 
S Til HT 
CITY 
STATE 
Z IF CCU 
PAll AlFCt-.Sl 
SC4-E.c14-3~ 11 
1\AliCI\Jl AERCI\AlTICS ~~t SFIICf ACM 






GE~EFAL (ECGF~fHIC AREt 
Vl~GI~IA, f~I~TE~ 
VIRclNIA TRuCK A~D CR~~~E~TALS RESt~RCH ST~TIGN 
l.S., COA~TAL, NCKlh ATLANTIC, C~ESAPE~KE fAY, 
ABSTRACT fol5.510~ ~16<; 1 FLT. 1, ~ITH ltoHLCPS STHION C-54 
tiPCRAFT E'LJFPEC ~toll~ T"C T-11 AERIAl CAMERAS ON ~EfT. llt 1S72, lN 
CCCPERtTIO~ WITh A(FCfiCMY tEPl. Of ,A. FCLYTECHfiiC lNSliTUlE ANC STAlE UN!V. 
~1 THE Vt. lRLC~ AaC (~~'~ENTALS RES. SlATJCNo PAINTER, VA. OEJECTIVE- 10 
STLCY foATUPI~G CRCf c•NtFIES IN VISiflE ANt INfRARED SPECTRAL REGIC~S. FLIGHT 
IN CLEAR WEAThER, \ISISilllY S-IC foiLE!o AIR lEMf. 15 ( Al 1000 fT., "'SL WITH 
tdNC CF !; J(~CH HO S. f,. 
tit,.. E 
PI-CIIE 1\li'EEF 







~A11C~~l tERCIIAlllCS Alit SFACE AC~ 
ChES~fEAKE EA~ ECOLOGICAL PRCGRAM OFFICE 
~.~LlCF~ I~ltf\C 
\ilR( IN lA 
23331 
FILE Nt~£ VIRGINIA 1RlCK A~O ORNAMtNTAlS RESEAPC~ STATION 
tGFICLlTURtl Sllt' III 
GE~E~AL EECGFAFhiC ARE~ NCRlH ATL~IITICj COASTAL, u.s., VIRGI~IA, PAINTER 
ABSTRACT !"ISS ICN WCCc; FliHT Cl, liAS ACCO,..,PliSHEO CN ~,ARCH 
lt• l~lC~ U1JLIZI~G A IIALLCFS FllEHl CEIITER LEASEC hELJCCFTER E'UIFPEC WITh 4, 
1-11 AERJAL I'AFPlM OHI'AS H COCI'EilATICII ~lTh TI-E AGRONOMY CEPART,..ENT Cf THE 
IJIRGIIIIA PCLYTEChNIC 11\STITUTE AI\C STATE UHIJERSITY. HiE OBJECTIVE CF THE 
FLIEhl ~AS TC C81Alll E~Rl~ SPRING IMAGERY CF T~E PtllllER, VIRGIIIIA 
AGRIClLTUFAl ~ESEARCH STATIGN 5tCkiNG ltE EARLY GRCklNG CRCPS. 
Nt~E ~ICt~EL CCfiGER 
PHOIIE tHHEF SC4 624 3411 
INSTITLTICN CR AGENC' NA~A 
STREET C•ESAFEAKE fAY ECCLCGIC~l FRCGRAM OFFICE 
CITY ~~llCFS ISL#IIC 
STATE \ li<GIIIU 
llf CCCJ 23337 
.5~6 
fiLE IIA~( VIRGINIA TRLC~ •NC CR~A~EIIltlS RESEARCH STATICN 
HR IClllt;~.l!l SlLCY 1\ 
GENERAL (ECGRAP~IC AREA NCRlh AJl~NliC, CCASTAL, L.S., ~IRGIIIIA, FAllllEf. 
AESlRACl ~IS5ICN WCC3, fllG~T Cl, WAS ACCOMPLISHED CN AUGLSl 
12, 1S6~, lTILill~G ThE ~~LLCPS FLIGHT CEIIlE~ LEASEC HELICCPTEP EQUIPPED kiT• 
FCUR l-11 AERIAl ~AFFING C~~E~AS I~ CCCFE~ATICfl ~lTh ThE AGRCNCMY CEFARTMENl 
Cf ltE VJP(INIA PCLYTECtNIC IN!TITLTE AIID !TATE LNIVER~ITY. l~E OBJECT Of THE 
fLIGtl kAS TC lMilGE SLMMfR \EGElAll\E GRC~l~ CF T~E PlAIIllfiGS AT THE PAiNTER 
VIRGINIA AGRIC~lTUFAl FESE,RC~ STill!CN ~ITt AERIAL PtCTCG~APHY. T~E 
Fh(TC(FilP~Y WILL E£ A~ALY2EC lC CElERMIIIE lhE BEST FILM A~O FILTER 
CCMfi~ATIO~S TC eE l.i!ED 1~ 51U(,ING Fltl\1 GAC~TH. 
N~,..f ~~C~AEL CC~(fR 
PtiCNE H~BER H4 t24 3411 
INSTITLTJ(~ C~ AGE~CY ~ASA 
STFEEl CtES~PE~Kf EllY ECCLGGICtl PROGRAM OfFICE 
CITV ~Jill CPS 1 Slllllll 
STAlE Vli'(ll\lll 
2IP CCCE 233:1 
filE U/tf 
AGRIClllLRA l SHC\ 
VlR(lNIA lRLCK AND CRI\Il'E~TALS RESEARCH STATIC~ 
GE~EFAL GEC~fllfhlC A~EJ ~CRlt ATLANllC, CCASTAL, t.~ •• ~IRGINIA 1 PAINTER 
ABSlRilCl /tiS!IO~ WCS!o fllCl USEC (-54 AIRCRAFT EQUIPPED 
~illtt lltC T-11 llffliAl ~AfPIIIG CII,..EiiAS. CfJECll\IE liAS TO 08TAII\ COliJl< lll\0 FAlSE 
COLOR I~FRARED IMAGERV CF FALL FLAI\TIIIGS Ill Ft!NlER, VA. IMAGERY WllS TC BE 
LSED I~ CC~JL~CliCII kiTH GRCUII[ TR~Tt CATA I~ DETERMINING FEAS18ILIT~ Cf USING 
~EI'OlE ~E~SING FCR CORRELATI~G AND CCC~~E~TING PLAt.l GRCWTH CVCLES. ACTUAL 
FLICtT LINE~ ARE ~~FfEC. 
UH 
FHCI\E fll~SER 
IIISlllLTIC~ (~ ~GE~CY 





£C4 t24 3411 
~'llCNAL AERONAlliCS AIIC SFACE ADM 
CtEStfE~KE EA'V ECCLCGfC~l PRCGRAM OFFICE 
~llLLCF~ ISLAt.D 
V lH HilA 
541 
FJLE 1\A~E VJRGl~IA TRUC~ 'tit CRNAMEiiT~lS RESEARCM STATION 
AG~ICtlllRll Sllt\ 
GHEI<Al GEOHAPHC AfCEA NCI<ll'. ATLMITIC,. CCASUl• u.s., VIRGINIA 
ABSTRACT JIISSIC~ ~022, fllHTOlt III!S ACCOMPLJSHC ON AUGUST 
26• 1~10. Ulll1ZING A kALLCPS FLIG~T C~NTER LEASED flEtiCOPTER E'LIFPED WITH 
fOUR T-11 AERJIIL II'APfii\G CJI".ERlS lfl CCCPERlllCl\ kiTH TH ~GRCHfolY CEHRTMENT 
Of THE VIRGII\IA FCLYTECI'NIC I~5TITllE ANt IT~TE UNIVERSITY. THE C6JECTIVE OF 
THE fl IH·l liAS TC Slt:CY lH UTE AUlST PlAhllliG~ AT ThE PAl liTER AGRICUlllJI<Al 
STATICN USJiiG BLAC~ A.V ~HITE, CCLOR ll•t FALSE CCLCR ll\fRAREt. 
~l·E MlC.AEl CCNGER 
FHCNE Nllo\BER S~ ll~-4 3411 
11\STHUTICN C1< AG£fo<U ~AllONAl AERONAlliCS AMI $fACE ADM 
SlREH CtiE~HEAKE eA'V ECCLOGICAl PllCGRAM OffiCE 
CITY ~ALLCFS l~lJ~D 
STATE VIRGI~IJ 
ZIP ecce 23331 
flU NIH \IIRI':INU WETUht 51\iDY 
GHHH GECGHftUC HE,l IICFTH JIOEI<ICA, IJ.S., 'Vli<C?li'\U 
USTPACT fi'JSSICI'\ I>ICt, FLIGHT 02, US ACCCMFllSiiED CN 
FEBR\IAfU t. 1'>7~, lJTJLillfiG A loiALlCFS ftlGU CEI\TER C-54 nRCRAfT Elil.ilPPEll 
~IT~ lkC T-11 IIERIIL ~APfii'\G CIMERAS IN CCOPERATICN klTM THE VIRGINIA 
INSTilllE Cf MARINE 5CIE~CE. l~E OEJEOTI~E Cf THE FLIGtl ~AS TC OBTAI!\ AERIAl 
CClOR lliF~AREC fliCTCGFAPHY Cf IO~~SHES AND ~EllANCS DIJRING THE DORMANT WINTER 
PERI([ fOR CC~PARJSCN hilt lfi'AGEP'V TAKEN OlRING THE ACli~E SEASCN. 
NA"E ~ICHAEl CC~GER 
HUE M;fi'EH H~ l24 3411 
INSTil\lliCN CR ~GE~C' N~liCiiJL AERONAlTICS Alit SFJCE AOM 
STI<EET CHE!APEA~E EAY ECCLCGICAl FI<CGRAM CffiCE 
CJlV WAllCfS ISUNC 
~TATE \IRGI~I' 
.ZH CCC£ .(333i 
546 
fiLE NAI'E HH:JlL CESCRIPUCN GF CHP SEA. CCRES 
GENEf~l ~ECfFAF~IC ~REJ ~CRLC~JOE CCEAN 
ASSTR~Cl THE tEfP Sf' tRILliNG F~CJECT AT SCRIPPS 
INSTITUTICN OF CCE~~CGR~PtY IS lNCERTA~E~ (~ THE AtVICE CF ThE JCI~l 
OCEAHGMFUC IIISllllTICiiS FC!< tEEP EAI<TH SI!Hlll'iG IJOJCESJ. TO CATE C:SOP t-AS 
TA~E~ I':EClCCJCjl ~~C GECP~YSJCAL CATA fROM THE GRILLING SHIP GlOII'AF CHALlE~GER 
IT 3Si SllES CVER TI-E WCI<lt CCE~NS. ORIGINAL tATA FPOII' THE PRCJECT ARE INCEXEC 
AND ARCHIVEC 8Y THE INFC~~lTJC~ ~AiiCllN(·GRCUF. DEl~llS Of THE PROCESSING AND 
RfTRII~'l ~EltCCS INC (AfAEILJTJES ARE OUltiNED IIi A SERIES Of ~OTES ~VAilAELE 
ff<Oio! ThE GRCUP. UO HPE Cf CATA CHAINED OlRIM THE HCJECT IS MAifiTAINEC AS 
A SEFARATE FILE. THE \!Slll CCRE CESCRIFTIC~S CO.TAIN ~CTES CN CCRE LITHOLOGY, 
CCLC~t STR\ICTLPES, CEFC~~IliES, MINERALS Alit UNUSUAL OCCI.iRREl\CES. ~OST Of THIS 
INFO~Io!~liO~ !S ALSC CC~T,!NEt Ja l~E lhlTIAL ~EPORIS CF TNE DSDP. THIS filE IS 
IN THE PRCCESS Cf fEJ~( tlt!TI2Et FCR CCMFlTEF RETRJE~Al. 
fltME CCORDIIIAllM STAff SCIENTIH 
FHC~E ~l~fEF 714 452 3526 










FILE NA~E k~CtAFREAGUE 11\LET COASTAL ZCNE STtCIES 
GENE~Al GEOGRAFHIC A~EA l.S., CCAST~lt ~CFl~ ~TLANTICr CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
~IR~INJA, WACHAPRElGLE 
ABSTRACT 'ISSIC~ hll2r ftT. 1 ~A~CH 10, 1912, WITH WAllOPS 
STATJCN C-54 AIRCRAFT EQUIPPED kiJH Oli£ T-11 tERIAl CAMERA AND CNE •FCUR 
CH~NIIEt• Mllll!PEClRAl 125 CAMERA IN CCCFEFATIOII ~ITH Vt. INSTITUTE CF MARIIiE 
SCI .. I~ ~ACtAPfEl,LE I~lET• , •• REGICII. CB~ECliVE - TO TEST fliGHT THE 12S 
Cl,ERI INC EVALUATE RESULTS (f BCTH CCLCR tNC PULTI-CHAN~El EltCK tNt WHilE 
lfi'AGEFV FCR APPLICATICN lC CAtSlAl ZC~E 1~\ESTIG~TIC.S • 
fll~E f~Ul AlfCNSI 
PHCNE H"BER BC4-S.(4-3~11 
I~STITUTICA C~ JGEl\C~ NATJCNAL ~ERONALTICS ~Nt SP~CE ADI< 
SlREEl CHEHfEAI(f BAY ECCLCGICI!l PRCGRAM CFFICE 
(ITY ~AllOFS ISl~NC 
STAlE VIFGI~JA 
ZIP COtE 23331 
549 
FilE ~Jpf ~ACtAPRE~GUE I~LET CO~TCLR STLD' 
(f~E~Al 'ECG~APHIC AREA L.S., CCASTAL, ~(RlH AllA~TICt CHESAPEA~E BAY, 
liii<GHlAt hACtHREIHLE . 
ABS1RAC1 ~ISSIC~ hi2t, fll. 1, JL~E 28, 1973, hlTh ~ALLOPS 
SUTJCN C-~4 ~HCj;AfT lrdll- ThC T-Il lllRlAL MAPPI~G CAHRIIS Ill COCPER~llCI\ kiTH 
VA. l~!lllllE CF ~ARl~E SCI. CBJECllWE - TC I~AGE 1tE hATER lEVEL CVER AN AREA 
Cf TIDAl FLATS I~ hACHtfFEtGUE IIILET ARE' tT 30 MINUTE IIITERVALS Cl\ BLACK AND 
~tilE lllf~AI<EO fll~. ~·TE~ l£\IEL OUTLINES CF FLIGHTS ShCULO GIVE SERIES Of 
CCIITCURS FCR MAR!h AREA AS TIDE FISES tNt fALLS. fliEHT ~AtE I~ hAZY hEATHEP 
~ITt SRCKEN CLCLDS. VISIBILITY FRLP 5-7 PILES, AIR TEMF. 10 DEG. CAT 9500 
fl., ~!L kllt ~~~C Cf 19 K~CTS f~C· ~~C tE~. 
~A~f FAll Alf(~Sl 
FHCNE I'IL~HR H4-t24-3411 
lNSliTLTICN CP ACE~C~ ~ATIC~Al tfRG~AlliCS tNC SPACE ADN 
~lREET CH~APEJlKE EA' ECCU?GICtll fHGRJlll CfFICE 
CITY ~JlllCFS ISllllt 
!lATE \lFEI~lJ 
.llf CCC£ 23331 
fILE 1'\l~E lllCHfllEJ!WE 11\lH STUC\' 
GE~EFAL GECGFAF~IC AREA 1'\CRlH ATLA~TIC, CClSTAL. L.s., VIRGI~IA, 
~ACHJPFElGLE l~LEl 
AESlRACl P.l~SIOI'I ~CClt FLIGI-!T 01. liAS ACCCMFUStiEI: Cl'\ JULY 
2• lgeg, Ulllllii'\G A ~ALLCFS FLIE~T CENlE~ LEASEC fELICCPTER EQUIPPED ~ITH 4 
T-11 lERJAL MAPPING CA~E~AS IN CCOFEPATIO~ Mllh TtiE VIRGI~IA II'ISTITUlE Gf 
~ARII'IE SCIENCE. l~E CBJEC11VE CF ThE fliGHT hAS TC CElAIN BASE LII'IE I~AGERY OF 
lHE ~lCtAfREtGlE l~LET A~C ASSCCIATEC ~ETLtNCS FCR LSE IN STUO~ING ~ETLANO 
MA~S.E! A~t TittL CFAl~AGE. 
f\llME MlCl-HL CCI'<GER 
PHONE l'il~SEP H4 ~.24 3411 
ll'<~llllliCN C~ ~G£~(~ 1'\ASl 
STREET CHE~IlFEilKE Ell~ ECCLCGIC~l FFCGRJIM CffiCE 
CITY ~PLLGPS ISLtNC 
SUlE 'II I HI~ H 
llf COCE 23237 
FILE M ~E 
GEIIERilL GEOGRAPhiC AREA 
~ll(hllfPEA,lf l~lEl 
550 
~Ht-tHEAGLE INlET STLCY I I 
~CRlh AlLA~llC, CCASTAL, L.S., VI~GI~IA, 
J!ESTR.HT HS~IO kCCt:, FliGHT Clo kllS llCCCI<PliSHEC CN 
FEfRUJRY 2Ct l97C, UliLillNG A hllllC~S FLI~~T CENTER LEASEC hELICCPTER 
fCLIFFEC ~ITH ~ T-11 llE~IAL MAFFING ('~ERA! IN CCOFERATICN hiTh THE ~IRGII'<IA 
II'<SlllLTE Cf 'ARI~E SCIEI'<CE. ThE CBJECTIVE Cf THIS fllGtl ~AS 10 GETiliN AERIAL 
FHCTCGFAPHY CF lhE ~tCtllFAEAGUf !~lET, l<lllSTCNE CREEK, AND ~ACtAP~EAGLE CtllNIIH. 
I'<ME 
HiCNE IIUHR 






GENE~AL GEGG~APHIC AREA 
~AChHFEAfl£ !fiLET 
I'IC!-tEL CCHU< 






ECCLCGICAL FRCGRA~ CFFICE 
~AChtFREAGUE INLET STLC~ III 
NCRlH ATLA~liC, CC~STll, L.S., VIRGI~IA, 
ABSTRACT ~ISSICN hCC7• fliCHT 01, hAS ACCCPPllSHEC CN fffRL~~y 21, 1970• UTJLIZII'\G A ~ALLCFS fllCHT CENlE~ LEASED HELICCPTER 
E'UIPFEC WITh 4 T-11 AERIAL I'AFPING CA~ERAS 1~ CCCfE~ATICN Wll~ THE ~IRGII'\lA 
I~SlllLJE CF ~~~~~E SCIEI'\CE. ThE CBJECll~E CF THE FllGtT WAS TC OBTAIN hETLAND 
A~C ~AFS. li'AGE~Y CF TtE WAC.tFREAGUE IIILEl FOR LSE 111 TIDAL A~C M'RINE 
~EeETJlliC~ SllCIE~. 
t.AH 
FHC~ E H ~BE~ 
INSTilllJ(~ CF AGE~C~ 
SlREH 
C lTV 
S lA lE 
ZIP ecce 
~IUHL CCHEil 
E04 f24 3411 
liAS A 




ECCLCGIC~l PFC~RAM GFflCE 
filE fill'£ 
GENE~AL EEOGRAPHIC AREA 
VIRGIIIU, fiETCfll\111 ISLAfiiJ, 
tCG lHAl\0 
551 
WACttPREAGUE INLET THERMAL vARIATIO~S 
L.!., CO~!IAL, ~CRTH ATLAIITIC, C~ESAPEAKE EAV, 
(UI~EV INLET, WAC~APREAGUE INLET, CPAIIEV ISLAND, 
IIBSTRACT f<.IS5JCN 11127, FLT. 1, JUliE S, 1912, WITH kAllOPS 
SUTJCII; C-54 AIRCRAFT HlJIPPEC UUi T-11 AERUl CAJ<fRA 111\C AI\ A~D-2 IR 
SCANHI<, U CCCFEUTICfi lilTH 111. INSTIHlE Cf #4ARlt1E SCJ. OBJECTIVE - TO 
CETAIN EXACT PCSITIC.Al £ATA Cf PCRT~BLE RADAR UNIT lCCATED 011; CRANY lSLAIID 
AIIO TC RECCRD TIDAL ~AlEF Tf~P. \IAFIATIC~S AlCII;G S~CPES CF PARRA~CRE AND CEDAR 
ISL,hCS AIIC kllhlll WACHAf~EtGUE INLET. fLIEtT MACE I~ CLEAR WEATHEI<, SOME 
tAlE, AIR TEMF. 16 CEG. ~ AT 3COC fT.~ MSL WITH klii;D Cf 15 KI\OTS F~C~ 230 CEG. 
NAME FALL AlfCNSI 
FHCIIE ~UI'EER fC4-E24-3411 
IIISTITLTICN DP AG£1\Ct NATICII,L AERCIIAUTICS ANC SPACE ADM 
STREET CHESAPEAKE fA~ ECCLCGlCAl F•DGRAM OfFICE 
CITY kAllCFS lSltNC 
STATE \IRGI~IA 
ZIF eccE 23331 
F JlE fHf!E UChJFR EAGUE I NUT TICAL £YIIAM ICS 
GENERAL GECG~AFHIC AFE~ U.S., CC~STAL, ~CRTh ATLANTIC, CHESAPEAKE llAY, 
~IRGINIA, ~ACHlf~ElGLE 
.HSTRACT f'lSSin td'iS, fliGkT· 1, APIHL 6, 1913, UTILilli\G 
l~E ~AlLCFS SlAliC~ C-54 AIRCRlFT E'UIPFEt ~Ilk A T-11 AERIAL ~APPIII;G CAMERA 
AND A t•ERf'Al IR SCA~NER I~ COCPERAllCN WITH THE ~IRGINIA 11\STITLTE CF ~ARII\E 
SCI£~CE. THE C~JECll~E Of T~E FLIGHT ~AS T( CETERMihE T~E SURFACE kATERFLCW 
PATTERNS H liACHAfREAGlE 11\LET CllliNG lhE Eell liCE CYCLE. I:RCGUE BCliYS WERE 
EI'FLC\'EO AS UGRIHUII f!ARKERS TC CtARl ltiE llDAl FLCW. CLEAil kEilTHEil, 
VISielllTV FI<OM lC-12 lHLES. 1111' lEIIPERHLRf US 10 CEG. CAT 4000 FT. MSL, 
1<11\0 Cf 2( UCH fFO 21:5 CH. 
~A~f P'LL ~LfGNSI 
FHCIIE ~l~SEP EC4-S24-3411 
JNSllTUTIC~ CR AGE~CY IIA11£NJL AERCNPLTICS A~O SfACE ACM 
STREET C~E~'PEAKE BAV ECCLOGICAL PPOGRAM OFFICE 
CITV ~ALLCPS ISLA~D 
STilE ~IRGI~IA 
ZIP CCEE 23::!37 
FILE N~~f k~CtAFREAELE INLET TIOAL OINA~ICS 
GE~E~AL CECGFAFHIC AFE' L.S., CCAST.ly 1\CRTt ATLANTIC, C~ESAPEAKE BAY, 
VIRGl~JA, W~CHAP~EIGUE 
A.BSlPACT ~ISSICI\ lil9S, Fl. 3. APRIL t, l<.i73, LTILIZING THE 
kAll[FS STHION C-5.11 AIRCRAFT HUIPPEC ldlH A T-11 AERIAL MAPPING CAIIfllA AI\C I 
lHER~AL IR SCA~NER I~ COCPER.TJC~ kiTH ltE ~·· 11\ST~ Cf M'RINE SCI. CEJECTIVE 
- CC~TIIIlATIOI\ Gf ltE ~ATERFLOII fAllER~ STLOY BEGUN WITH MISSION ISS, FL. lt 
IIPRIL e, 1S73. CLEA~ kEATtER, \J!IBILil~ lC-12 MILES, AI~ TE~P. 10 CfG. C ~~ 
~.CCC fl. ~SL ~11\C Cf ~0 ~~ClS F~C~ 2S5 CE(. 
~·~E PPUL ALFCNSI 
PHO~E HHH SC4-Il24-3411 
JNSTITLT!CN CR A'ENC' NAllOI\Al ·E~O~All!CS A~£ SFtCE •o~ 
SlRtET ChEStfEAKE fAY ECCLOGICAL PROGRAM OFFICE 
CITY ~·llCfS JSLl~t 
STATE ~lRGINJA 
ll F CUE 23331 
FILE ~~~E 
GE~E~AL GECGF~F~IC AFEA 
\IJRGJ~IA, kACHAFREAGlE 
~ACtAPREA,lE llllET TIDIIL 51LCIES 
u.s., COASTAL, NCRTH ATLANTIC, CHESAPEAKE BAV, 
AB!l~A(T ~ISSIDN WJ~4, fLT. 2, JUNE !C~ 1972, ~ITH ~AllOPS 
SUTWN C-54 EQllfFEO kiTH AAI:-2 IR SCA~IIER U CCCPERHICII WITh TI-.E \Ill. 
INSTJTlTE Cf ~JRI~E SCI. (fJECTJVE- lC C6S£R~E TICIL A(llGN WITHI~ 
~ACHtPRfJlGLE II'ILET ev IMtGING TEMP. CIFFEREIICES BET~EEN THE WATERS CF THE 
AlL.ll~TIC CCfAl CN EASTE~II fNt AND lHCSE Cf lHE SHALL(~ TIDAL FL~TS TC THE hEST 
CF 1M INLET .. 
I'IJIH 
P110t.E HfHEF 




2 If CCCE 
PAll AlfCIISI 
SC4-E24-3411 
N'liC~Al AEFC~~lTICS All[ Sf~(£ ~[~ 




FILE ~~~E ~AC~AfREAGL£ ~AfS} I~VESflGtTJCNS 
GE~E~Al GECEFAf~J( AFEA t.s., COASTAL, NCRlH AlLANliC, CHESAPEAKE fAY, 
\JRGINIAo ~ACHJPFEJGlE 
A€HRACT Ml~SICII 181, HT. 1, WITh ~lllLOPS SH. C-54 
AIRCRAFT E'UIPPED .ITH 12S A~D 1-11 CA~£~A (~ 1\C~. 2C, 1972, I~ CCCPE~ATICN 
hilt VA. !liST. CF ~AFJIIE SCI. tT WACtAPREAGLE ~APS~ES. OfJECTIVE- CBTAIN 
ftClC(~APtlC JMJGE~Y SLITASLE FCR tAPPING ~AFSH 'EGElATICN ENCLOSED fl 
WA(HtPREAGUE CtANIIEl ANO ELFTCN'~ Bti. 12S IMAGERY wAS 06TAIIIEC FO~ ~ARSH 
VEGEltTI'f ~ll[JES. CLEA~ kEATtER, VISIEILITY FROM 1~-15 MILES, AIR TEMP. -2 
C£G. C AT 5tCCC fl., 15l ~1110 Of 2C K~OTS f~C~ J!t tEE. 
U~E PHL HFOSI 
FHNE HHfll tC<4-t24-3411 
lNSliTLTIC~ C~ ~EE~CY AAllC~AL AfllGNALTICS ANC SPACE ADM 
SlREEl ChE~lPEAKE BA1 ECCLGGIC~L F~CGPAM CfflCE 
CITY W~llCPS I~LAND 
Slllf ~lFGIIIIA 
liP CCtf 233!1 
FILE ~'Mf ~ACHJF~EAGLE P~ECifiTATICN MCNJTORI~G DATA 
GENERAL GfCGPAPhlC AREA NCRlt ATLANTIC, CCASTAL. l.S., ~IRGlNIA, EASTER~ 
SHlH 
AESTilACT THE A~CLNT Cf PFECIFITAliCN IS CGNTJIIUCLSLY 
RECORCH til A FIXED SUTIU LCCI!HD AT ThE IIACHAPR£AHE LABOAATCR1 Cf THE 
VIRGlNlA l~SlllUlf CF ~llRlNE SCIENCE IN ~AChAPREAGLE 'JRGINIA. THE CATA IS 
STOR£0 CN llRIP ChA~lS AT GLOLCESTE~ ftiNl. 'JRGI~IA. 
~A~E Et LA-PENCE 
FHCNE llli'BEil EC4 C:42 2111 X6:! 
INSTJTUTICII Cll 'GE~C' VIRGINIA IN!TilllE CF I'APINE SCIENCE 
STREET tEFART~E~l Cf J~Sl~UMENTS ~~C OPERATIONS 
CITY Gl0lCE51E~ FOI~l 
STAlE ~IPGl~IA 
ZIP COtE 2!Ct2 
FILE ~~H 
(;ENE~Al OECG~APHIC AREA 
IIACHHPEHLf 
5~4 
WAChtPRE~GUE SALT hATER M~RSH SlUC\-viAGI~IA 
~CFTt tll~~TIC, CCJSTAlt t..s., viACINfA, 
tBSlllACl ~ISSIC~ ~21S, fliGtT Cl, ~AS ACCC,PLISHED CN JU~E 
IS, 1974• IJllllZlH TH ~JllCfS fl l(;hl CEI\HR C-~4 AIRCRAFT EQt,!PPED iollh A 
T-11 AERIAl MAPFIIIG C~~ER~ I~ CCOfEF~llC~ ~ITt T~E viRGINIA I~STITUTE Cf 
~ARI~E 5(1£1\CE. THf C€JECTI•E Cf ltE fliGHT ~tS lC CBTAIN FALSE CCLOR INFRARED 
IMtGEPY Cf t•E WtCt,fREAELE 11\LET SAll ~lATER MARSHE! FOR LSE II\ STLC)ING 
SPECIES ~IG~ATlRES. 
NtMf 
PHONE H ~BER 






cC4 t24 3411 
~AliC~Al AERO~~Ul!CS AND SfACE ADM 




fiLE ~t~E II~CtAPilEAGUE TIDAL MAPSH !llOt 
GENERAL EECG~APHIC ~Rf~ ~(Plt tlLA~liCt CCASTAL, u.s., CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
~IRGI~Itt ~ACtAFREAGLE 
ABSTRACT ~lS!IC~ W232o FLT. 1. JULY 24, 1973, klTr ~ALLOPS 
SHTHN C-~4 AII<CI<Afl EQllPPEC I.ITH lkC 1-ll AERIAL ~APPING CA~EilAS, IN 
CCCFEF.l!CN kiT~ ~A. 1/ISlJTLTf CF M~RINE SCJE~CE. CfJECli~E- 10 P~OCLCE A 
FILM AECCR[ CF ltE AERIAL EXTEI\1 ANC FlANT VIGOR CF MARSH GRASSES IN THE 
FCCL 1 S G~T AREA Of ~ACtAFREAGLE TIDAL 'ARSHES. FLIGHT I~ SllGrTLY CLCUDY 
~EAThfR, VISI61LIT1 lP 1( 5 ~ILES, AIR TE~f. hAS 12 CE,. C AT 5000 FT., MSL 
kllH kiiiC (f 1( ~~(TS FRCM C45 CfE. 
~IMf PALL ALFC/ISI 
FliO/IE l'llHEF S04-E24-34ll 
JNSTITLTI(~ CR AGE/ICl NtliC/IAL tE~C/IIllllCS '~[ SFAC£ ACM 
STREET CtES~PEAKE fAY ECOLOGICAL fR(G~AM CFFICE 
CIT~ ~lllCFS ISll~t 
ST~TE \IR~INIA 
1Jf (([f 2;3::1 
FILE NA~E hAC~AFPEAGlE ~E~T~ER CESE~~tTIC~S 
GE~f~Al GEOfFAPhiC ~~fA NCRTh ATLANTIC, CCASTAL, U.s., VIRGINIA, EASTERN 
~tCRE Af~TRACT CAllY OESER~ATltNS Of ~fATHER CONDITIONS ARE MADE 
AT 1~0( HOLR~ AT THE ~ACHAfREAGUE lAEtFATCF' Cf THE ~IRGINIA INSTITUTE Of 
MARINE SCIE~CE LCCATEt J~ ~ACtAF~EAGUE VIRGINIA. ThE OBSERVATIONS ARE RECORDED 
CN tAlA SHEETS AND STORED AT THE GLOLCESTEF FCINl lAEO~AlCF,. ' 
NAME ED tt•I<HCE 
HCNE lllifiEER H4 t~~ 2111 ).62 
INSlllUJICN Oil 'GEI\U 1/li<Gil\JA IN511Tl1E CF M~RlNE SCIEI\CE 
.HREET OEFIRliiENT CF JI\Sli<UMENTS ~MJ CPERATICNS 
CITY GlOUCESTER PCII\1 
HAlE VIHHU 
Zlf COt£ 23Cf2 
FILE NA~E kiCtlFREAGUE WETLAND STUtiES 
Gff\E~Al EECUAFtilC AllU M;RTH AllAl\llC, CCASTA.l.,.l!.s •• HRGIMA, 
I!HHJPFHH£ 
AI:S TRACT fl ISS ION IIC 16 1 fliGHT02 • t.AS ACCOIIPliSH ED Cl\ AUGUST 
4, l<.iU 1 Ullll2111G A IIAllCfS fLHtiT CENUil LEASEC. HliCCPTER ECUIPPEO kiTH fOUR T-11 lfRIAl ~APFII\G CAfiERIS IN CCOFERAliCN WITH TME ~IRGINIA l~STITUTE OF 
MARI~E SCIENCE. ThE CBJECTI\E (f l~E FLIGHT liAS TC DETERMINE TtiE BEST 
fiLI'JfiLHR CCf'flt\ATIOl\ fCil USE JN HA(;lf\G hETLAND ~EGETAliON. 
"'~E MICHAEL CCI\GER 
fliOIIE 1\ll'fH 604 t24 3411 
INSTJTlTIDN CR AGEIICl NATJCIIAL AEFCII~lTlCS ANt SFACf ACM 
STPEET CHS~PEAKE flA't ECOLOGICAL FRCGRAI't CFFICE 
Cll) ~AllCFS ISLJ~t 
STATE \JRGINIA 
llf tttE 23337 
5!6 
filE NIME WADING ~I~ER AN£ ~ESTERN MA~Sh, BICLCGICAl AND 
CtiE~ICAl ANAl)SJS 
GENERAL GEOGRAPhiC AREA NCRlH AllAI\liC, t.5., CCASTAl, NEh WCRK, II.Y. 
BIGtil, lO~G ISlA~t SCUI\t, ~ACJIIG ~IVE~, WESTERN MARSH 
.tflSHlHJ HiE STU:'~ IN'olil\ES A IHCLCGICH AIIO CliEHUl 
AIIAl\SIS Cf k~TE~S FRCII "'CI~G ~IVER ~1\C ~E~TERN MARSh lCCATEO CN THE NORT~ 
S~CR£ Of LCI\G lSlAIIt. ThE STltY AREA kAS SAMPlED FCLR TI~ES FRCM OCTCBER 1973 
TO AlGUST 1~14 AT SE\EI\ STATJCNS, {flilR STATICNS II\ ~~DING RIVE~ A~O 3 
STATICtiS I~ hESTE~· ·A~St). SPECIES CETER~J~AllCNS AN[ CCUNTS OF 
PHTCFUit.KlCti, 2CCH.Jif\KTCN ~Nil JCU,)()PlANKlCN \<~ERE LNCUTAI<EN AS WEll AS 
SPECJE~ 0!\ERSITY. "ATER QtiALIH AMLYSES COt.SISlEt [f Plf, SJilliiiTY, 
lEMPHAlliRE AfiD OHSClHD 0'\'GH. 
~~~~ t~. RCSERl J. '~LE~TI 
PHOIIE Nl~EEP 516 666 5~0C 
JNSllTtiTICN OR AGENCY 1\Eh 'CRK CCEAI\ SCIENCE LAEC~ATC~Y 
STPEET CFAU:R EE 
CITY ~Cl\lJIL~ 
STilE llf~ lO~K 
ZJF CUE lHl!~ 
FILE NI~E WAllCPS fliGhT CENTER PI~E eARK BEETlE TEST SITE 
GENERAL GEOG~#fliiC ~REA NORlt ATLANTIC, CCASTAlo L.s •• ~IRGI~IA• WALLCFS 
Hl~f\C 
'ESTI<ACT fUSSlCN loCSt, FllG1iT02t liAS ACCCMfliSl:iEC Cl\ APRIL 
3C, lSll, UTillli~G ' hAllCfS FliGHT CE~TER LEASED tEliCCPTER IN CCCPERATION 
~ITH ltE INSECT 1•0 CISEASE IN\ESTlCATlCNS fRAACH (f THE ~IRGIIIIA CEFA~TMEIIT 
CF CCNSE~~JliC~ ~1\t ECCIIC~IC CE~ElOFMfNl. THE OBJECTJ~E OF THE fllG~T hAS 10 
SltDY THE EFFECTS (f lFEJli~G SElEClfC TREES ~ITh A LI,Ult ~TTR~CTCR 
CFRO~TILUREJ Cll ThE coaTIII\MENT OF l~E fiNE BARK BEETLE. 
NA~E ~lChAEl CC~GEF 
Ftitf\E ~.IIHH £0~ il~ 34Jl 
JNSllllliCN CR AEE~C~ N~llCl\'l 'EPC~JLTICS '1\C SP~CE ACM 
STREET ChESAffAKE S~Y ECOLOGICAL FRCG~AII CFFICE 
CITY WAllCFS 1Sltl\C 
SUlE \IFGINIA 
llf CCtf ~3331 
FILE tiA.IIE 
GE~EFAL GEDEF,PriC ~PEA 
IHAH 
hAllCFS FliGhT CE~TER Pl~E E~PK BEETLE TEST SITE 
NCRlr ATLA~TIC, COASTAL, U.S., VlRGI~IA, kALlOPS 
AESTRACT lllSSIC~ kC5S, fLIGrTOi, ~AS ACCOMPLISHED CA MAY 17, 
1971 1 lliLIZl~E A ~ALLCFS FLIG•T CE~TER LEASED hELICOPTER E'LIPPED WITH FOLR 
1-11 ~EAIAl ~AFPJN( CA~EFAS lN CCDPERATION ~llH THE !~SECT AND DISEASE 
INH~liGATIU.S Bf<AHH Cf TtiE Vll<GHIA tHHlHt.l Gf CCNSERIIAT lO~ A/10 ECCNCMIC 
OEVELCPfiEfll. HE CEJECTI~t Cf HE FllGH "~S 10 CBTA IN FAlSE COLOR INFRARED 
FfCTCGf<tPt) Of A PJNE s•P~ BEElLE TEST SITE LOCATED ~T NASA'S ~ALLCPS ISLA/10 
JIISlHUHD~. 
fiJI liE 
PHONE Ill tiBER 






H4 U4 3411 
N~liCNAL AERO~AlliCS A~C ~FACE ~0,.. 




Fllf NA~f ~AllCPS FLIGHT CENTER Pl~f BAR• BEETLE TEST SITE 
GE~E~Al GECGF~fhlC A~Et 1\(~1~ ATL.~liC, CCftSTAL, u.s., VIRGINIA, kALLOPS 
JSUIH 
ABSlP~Cl ~ISSICN ~065, FLIGhT 03, ~AS ACCOI>'PLISHEO CN JUNE 
}, 1911, UTlllliNG A k~llCPS fliGHT CENlE~ LEASED HELICCPTER EQUIPPED wiTH 
FOLR T-Il JERitL ,..APFI~G C~,..ERaS I~ CCCPERlliCN ~ITH ThE INSECT AIID DISEASE 
~~~EHHATICI\S SRHCH CF TI-E VIRGIIIIA rEPAJ<li'ENT Of CONSERVATlON AND ECONOMIC 
tf~ELCPI'EIIT. ThE GfJE(ll\E CF ltE FLIGhT WtS TC 1>'01\IlOR AN AREA CF PillE TREES 
ON w•lLCPS FLIGHT CENTER lHAl ARE BEI~G USEE tS A lEST AREA FOR CO~T~CLLINE 
THE SP~EtD CF THE fi~E Bt~~ eE£1LE. 
~A~f ~lC.AEl CO~GER 
fHt.E HHEI' SC<i l::C4 3411 
INSTiltTICN OR A'EI\C1 r.All(~tL AERC~AlTICS A~C SfACE AD~ 
STREET C~ES~PEAKE BA~ ECCLCGICAL P~OGRAM OffiCE 
CIT' ~ALLCPS ISLI~C 
ST~Tf ~IRGI~IA 
ZJF CUf 23331 
FILE NJ~f hAllCPS FLIGHT CENTER PI~E BARK ~EEJLE lEST SITE 
Gf"EFAL EECGFIF~J( tPEI ~CPTh ATL~ftTJC, CCASTAL, L.!., ~IMGINIA, ~ALLCPS 
laA~C 
AESTPJ(l JISSICN WCf!, FLIG~T Cl, hAS ACCOMPLISHED C~ I>'A~ 
it, IS71 LTILIZING A ~ALLCPS fllGrl CENTEP LEASED hELICCPTER E'UIPFEC kiTH TkO 
1-11 AERIAl ~AFPI~( '''EFAS 1~ CCCPERil!C~ hlTh T~E INSECT AND GISEASE 
INVESllEHIOr.S BRANCI- Of TH \IFGI~IA DfPillllMENl Cf CCNSEI<IJAliGI\ Alii: ECCNCI'IC 
DE~HCFMENJ. HE OfJf:CllH CF 11-iE fliGt-1 lltS TC CeTAH FHSE COLOI< 11\FRAREC 
PHDTOERAP.\ CF t PI~E 6AFM BEE1Lf lEST SJTE LCCATEt '1 ltE hALLOPS FLIGHT 
CENTiP, k'lLCFS ISL,IIC, \IRGINI• I~SlALlATIC~ 
flAME ~HI-i~EL COGH 
HCIIE HI'IEH SC~ c~~ ::'<11 
INSliTLliCN CP ~GE~C1 ~AllC~tL AEFONALTICS ANt SPACE ADM 
STREET ChE~APEAKE EAl ECCLCGICAL FFCG~PM OfFICE 
CITY ~ALLCFS ISlt~C 
STAlE \I~GI~IA 
21F (([£ 23331 
fiLE UH 
GEIIEFAL GECGFAFHIC A_E, 
IHHC 
~ALLCPS FLIE•T CENTER PINE BARK BEETLE lN-ESTIGATlON 
NC~T· AllA~TlCt COASTAL. U.S., ~IRGIIIIA, ~-lLCPS 
ABSTRACT ~I!SIG~ ~gas, FLIG~l02, hAS ACCCI'IPLISHEC CN OCTCfER 
7, 1971, LliLIZING A hALLCFS FLIGtT CENTER LEASED HELICOPTER ECUIPFEC kiTH 
FOUR l-11 tEFIAL ~tfPING C~MEFA! IN CCOPERATICN ~~~~ TH£ DELMARVA PI~E EARK 
BEETLE ((~~Cit A~C TtE Dl\I!IC~ (f f(RESTPW Cf THE \IRGINIA CEPtRT~EI\1 CF 
CCNSEFVJlJ(N A~C ECC~CMI< £E~EtCFMENT. THE CEJECT CF 11-E FLIGHT kAS lC TAKE 
CCLOR PhCTC(RAPH Of AN AREA INFESTED ~ITH Fl~E B~R~ fEETLES. 
NAI>'E IIIC~AEL CC~GER 
PHCtiE H~EER H4 E24 3'dl 
INSTITlTICII CF lGf~(' NtTIC~AL ~E~C~A~lJCS 'NC SPACE ADM 
STREET ChES~FE~~£ EA. ECCLDGIC~l P~CGRA~ CFFICE 
CITY ~ALLDPS lSli~C 
STATE ~lR(l~J~ 
liP COCE 23331 
!iSS 
FILE ~A~f WALLCfS FLIE~T Cf~TER PINE BARK BEETLE TEST SITE 
CE~ERAL GECG~AFHIC AREA NCRTH AllA~liC, CC~ST~L. u.s •• VIRGI~IA, WALLOPS 
ISUH 
ABSTRACT ~ISSICN h072, flJGHT02t hAS ACCCMPLlShEC CN JULY 
12, 1911• UTILIZING A kALLCPS fLIG~T CENTER LEASED hEliCOPTER ECUIPFEC WITH 
FOLR T-11 AERIAL "APFI~G tAMER'S I~ CCCPERATIC~ kiTH TtE VIRGINIA CEPARTMENT 
Of CCIISERIJATICII A~O ECUCI'IC CEVELOPI'EIIT. lH OBJECTIVE CF THE FLIGHT WAS TO 
CCCU~ENT TtE SPREA£ CR CC~TAIN~ENT OF lhf FIIIE 8AR~ BEETLE IN ~ TEST AREA 
LCCATEI: AT lHE ltALUPS fLIGhT CENTER. 
lAfiE fllC~AEL CCN~ER 
PHONE 1\lfiBER Hit Ult 3411 
INSTlltTJC~ CR AEENC~ NAllCNAL AERONALTICS AIIO SFACE ADM 
STREET ChESAPEAKE BAY ECCLCGIC~L FRCGRAM OFFICE 
( IiY tiAlLH~ HUNO 
SlATE VIFEl~l' 
ZIP COCE 23331 
fiLE UH kRLOPS fllHll CENJER PI liE BARK BEETLE TEST SilE 
GEIIEFAL GECGf~F~IC AFEA Ntlil~ ATl~IITICt CCASTAL, U.s., VIRGINIA, kALLOPS 
JSUU 
ABHRACT fllSSICII k079t flHtT03t IUS ACCOMPLHt!EC ON AUGUST 
22, 1~11• UllLIZING A ~AllOPS fliGt!l CEIITER LfASEC ~ELICCFTER ECUIPPEC WITH 
fDlR T-Il tERIIL ~tPFI~G CA~ERAS Ill CCCPER,liCII WIT~ Ttf INSECT AIIC CISEASE 
INFEHATICN flli!IIC~ Cf UE IJJI<GINIA OEPART~EIIT OF CCNSER1iATION AND ECOIIOMIC 
CEVElCPI"Efll,. HIE CEJECTIH Of ThE FLIGt!T h.eS TC I'Cf\IHili THE PRCGI<ESS IJF 
E)PERIMENlAL ~CFK Cf FJIIE B'R~ EEETLE CCIITFCL. 
NAI"E ~ICI',EL CCNGER 
FHCNE Nl~8£R eC4 124 3411 
INSTITUTICN CF AGENCY NATIONAL AERONAlllCS AIIC !fACE AD~ 
STREET CHE!IFEAKE EAY ECCLC~ICAL PFOGRAM OffiCE 
CITY ~AllCFS lSL,~O 
HATE VlfH)HJA 
ZIP COCE 23331 
FJLENH£ 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA 
~IRGlNl~ kAllCPS ISl~~C 
5fC 
WA(LCPS ISLAND llllORAL REGIME BASE LINE STUDY 
NOFl~ ~TlA~liC, CCtSTAL, ~.~., CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
'BS TRACT 1'1 SHOll H2c;, fll. it, CCTCEER 19, 1970, liiTh 
liALLCFS SUTICfl CI'~HERH fELL 2(5 I'ElJCCPH~ EQLIPPEO liiTH A FOC CF 4 1-11 
~ERitl MAPFING C'MER~S. C8JEC1l\E - 1C CBTAJN BASE Ll~E RE~CTE SENSOR DATA FOR 
ThE CHESAPEA~E 8'' ECOLO,ICAL fRCGFAfl CfflCE CF THE STATUS Df TI'E LITTORAL 
RfGI"E Cf ~~LLCFS JSL,~C. fliGtl IN CLEAR ~EA1HER 1 "CDERATE HAZE, AIR TEMP. -4 
·DEE. C AT ID,OCO Fl., ~SL lill~ ~INC Cf 2C •NCTS FRC~ 280 DEG. 
NAME FAUL ALFC~S I 
PhCNE NUII!ER 8C4- t24-34 U 
I~STIT~TJCN (F ~G£~(1 NATJC~Al 'E~ONAUTICS ~NC SP,CE ADM 
SlREEl ChES~fE~KE E~Y ECCLOGIC'L FRCG~A~ CFFICE 
CiTY kALLCFS ISLANC 
STAlE \IHIIIU 
2If COtE 23331 
FILE NI~E h'LLCPS ISLAND~ VIRGINIA BASE LINE DATA FLIGHT 
GENE~AL GECG~APHIC AFEA NORTH AHERICA 1 L.~ •• ~IRGINIA. ~AllCPS ISL~NC 
HSlllHl ~ISSICN W04h .FLIGH1, US ACCOMPLISHED 0~ loiARCH 
11, 1~11, llJLJZI~G A ~AllOPS fLl~HT CENlE~ LEASEC ffLICCPTEil EQUIPPED WITH 
l~C 1-11 AERIAL ~AFFINE CI'I,Eil~S. T~E CfJECTI~E Gf Tt!E fllfHT WAS TO CSTAIN 










GENERAL GEOG~APHIC AllfA 
JHAN[ 
fllCt..AEL CGHER 
€04 1324 3411 
NAlJCN'L AERCNALJICS A~D SFACE ACfol 




WALlCFS STAliCN TERMINAL CCIIFIGlRATICII ~CJSE STUCY 
NC~lt ATL,NTICw CCASTAL, ~.s •• VIRGIIIIA, kAllOPS 
AESTRACT · MISSICN W210, FLIGHT Olt WAS ACCOMPLIShEO CN MAY 
1~, 1c;14, lTILIZlNG A ~AllCPS FLIGI'T CE~TE~ C-54 AI~CF,FT EQUIPPEt WITH TWO 
1-11 IERIJL ~AFFINE Cl~f~•s. T~E CEJfCTIVE Cf THE fLIG•l kAS 10 OBlAIII 
FHCTCGPI'!Pt CO~flliiEE OF WAllCFS SlAlJCN A~O THE SliHClNCIIIG AICE~ FO~ lSE IN A 
TER~I~Al CONFIGLRIITIC~ NCl!E SllCY eEINC CC~CUCTEC E~ ~ASA AT T~E ~ALLCPS 
FLJGH CEIITH 
flAME 
FI'CIIE Ill I' EH 






Hit U4 3<11 
IIATICh~l AERO~AlTICS A~C SF~CE ~C~ 





FILE f\A~E kASlE ~tNA(EMENT ~EPO~T 
NCR1H AlLA~liC CCEA~, ~.s •• CCASTAl, N.Y. SIGHT, GE~ER~L GEOGRAPhiC AREA 
f~5TEF~ LC~G ISL~~C 
ASS TRACT 25 51ATIC~S LCC~TEC AT [L(K f~R~S CN EASTERN LONG 
fRCM CfCEMEER 1S6~ TC ThE PRESE~T FCR BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN 
~AlTER, P~t CCLNT ANC SFECIES CETER,INATIC~ Cf MICRCBIOTA. 




INSlllLTIC~ CF AGf~C' 





~ H; 325 (6(( 
CCP~ELL U~IVE~SITY CUCK RESEARC~ LABCRATGR~ 




FILE ~t~£ wtTER CCNTENT Of CEEP SEA SEDIMENTS 
GENERAL EECGRAPHIC AREA ~CRL[~ICE CCEA~ 
~EST~J(T T~E DEEP ~EA GRILLING PRCJECl AT SCRIPPS 
l~SlllUllC~ Of CCE~~OGRAPt~ IS lNCEFTt~E~ C~ THE ~CVICE (f TfE JOINT 
CCEA~C~~~ftiC l~SlllUTlCNS fCR CEEf EA~lfi SAMFLihC lJOICES). TC OAlE DSDP HAS 
TA~E~ 'ECLCGIC~l AhC GECPH,SlCAl CATA FRO" THE DRilli~G SHIP GLCMAR CHALLE~GER 
~~ 313 SITE! O~E~ lHE ~CFLC CCEAN!. CRIGI~~l CATA FRC. THE PRCJECT ARE INCEXED 
A~O A~CHVH B'l lH IHCR~HIGI\ 1-~~CLIIIG G~OUP. CETAJLS Of HE PROCESSING AND 
RETRIE~Jl ~ETtCCS ANC CAFABILITIES ARE OLTll~EC IN A SERIES CF NCTES AVAIL~BLE 
FRCM lHE GRCLP. EACt lYFE Cf CATA CETti~Et LLFING THE PROJECT IS MAl~lAINEO AS 
A SEFAFATE FilE. CNE TC ltREE SAMPLES PER CCRfD SECTIC~ ~ERE hEIG~ED AND DRIED 
TC OET~l~ ~EASU~ES Gf CEN!ITY, fCROSlT' ~AG ~ATER CC"TE~l Cf THE SECIMENT. 
NAME CCCFCI~~Tl~G ST~ff SCIENTIST 
F~CNE ~L~IlER 714 4!2 352t 











lllA~llC GENER~li~E SITE, 
GE~EPil ~tCGFAfhiC ~~Et 
GREAT EA~ 
~ATER ~ASSES, lE~PERATlRE INC SALihiTW PROFILES, 
TE(H~IC~l REFCRT ~C. 5 
NCRTH ATL.NTIC GCEA~, COASTAL• U.S., NEh JEKSEY, 
AESTPA(l CAlA CF TE,FER~TLRE ANC ~All~Il' PROFILES TAKEN 
FRCM AP~IL lHRCLCH CECE~EEF 19i2 AT I NUMfEF Cf SITES Off T~E ~CLTH Cf GREAT 
eA,, ~E~ JERSEY IN THE ~ICI~ITY CF l.E PRCPCSED ATLANTIC GE~ERATI~G STATIC~ 
APE P~ESEN1EO IN REPCRl FCFM. 
~A~E P~OJECT MtNtGER-ATlANTIC GENERATING STATIO~ 
FHCNE Hl<llfR 2Cl c22 7CCC 
INSTITLTIC~ CR AGE~CY PUBLIC SER~ICE ELECTRIC ~NC GAS CO~PANY 
Sl~EET SC fA~~ fl~(£ 
CIH NHi\1<1< 
ST,TE NE~ JER~EY 
2IF COU Oi H 1 
FILE ~~~£ killER PCLLUTIC~ SlLDIES C~ lHE PCTG~~C, SE~ER~t A~D 
SCUI- I<IHR~ 
GE~E~;Il 'EC(FAFhiC ~FEA U.S., COASTAL, ~CRTH ATtA~TIC. CHESAPEA~E 6AYt 
I'Ai<YUIIC FCTOI'H FIHF, Hlltl Rl\fR 1 O~llRICGf-SEC~ETP~Y, 
FITTS~lllE-SAllSSL~~. SE~ERN Rl¥ER 
~BSlRACT MISSION ~196, fll. lo ~AFC~ 19, 1~73, ~IT• ~ALLCP$ 
SH .. C-54 Ali<CI'Afl HliPPEL IIIU 3 1-ASSELEUD C~fiERJ!S ANt AAC-2 IR SCANNER 1~ 
CCCPEfitTICN WIT~ NASA'S LANGLE' RE!. ClR. FCR THE EPA. CBJECTI~E - l~IGE WATER 
FCLLlTIC~ t~C FClllTIC~ (llFtllS (~ fCTC~A(, SEVER~ AN£ SCijT~ RI~ERS. lANC 
FillS ~f~E IM~E£0 CVER THE MA~YL~~C TOWNS (f S~liSELR,, PITTSVILLE, SECRETARY, 
t~C El~CKk~TE~. ~fAThER Cf 8RC~E~ CLtUGSw '151BIL11' Uf 10 7 MILES, tiR TE~P. 
1 tEG. C AT lCCC fl., fiSL HNC (f 3Q-40 KHTS fRCfl. 3CC tEE. 
~~~£ fAUL ALFC~Sl 
fHCNE lllME£~ SC4-f.l4-3411 
INST ITLT I(~ Cl< AGENO NATIC~AL AEFOhAL 11CS A~D HACE AD~! 
STREET CHf!tPEtK£ EAV ECtLCGICAL PPCGR~M OFFICE 
CITY 'AllCF~ 15lt~C 
STATE ~IR(INIA 
llf CCCE 23331 
565 
FILE ~·~E ~lTER QLALITV A~C HYDRO T~fRM~l FIELD S1LCW GE~ERAl GECGPAPHlC A~EA ~CRTH Jll~~TIC CCE~~~ u.s •• COASTAL, N.Y. EIGHT, 
lC~G lSLA~C, J~~ESfCFl ABSTRACT 5 Sl,TIC.S lCC~TEt A~ J~~ESPCRT WERE SAMPLED FROM 
JULY 1S73 TG TtE PFESE~l FCR 5Jll~ITV, OISSCL~ED CXlGENt EICCHE~ICAL CXYGEN CE~A~r. ~A1ER lE~PERATLREt TCltL SCLICSt ~~l~ATE, ~ITRllEt TCTAL GRGA~lC Nll~OGE~t A~,C~lAt ICTAL fHC!FtCRU5t CRTHGftCSPhATft Pt, iCTAL ALKALINITY, 
CHLCRCfHYll A, CCFPfR 1 ChFC~lU'• IAC~t MANGAhESft ~ICKEL, ZI~C, TLFBIDITY, AND 
CCUhT AN[ SPECIES CETEMINtllC~ Cf ~ICFCEIClt. 
tiH E STE\1£ I:ALlCI\ 
fHCI\E t\lMBtR 516 ~:!1 630( )12356 
11\STITLTICN C~ lCfi\Cl LONG ISLAI\0 LIGhllhG CC~F~NY 
STREET 115 EA51 lU: CCli\TRY f<GIC 
CITY HIC~!\IllE 
nATE Mw 'HRII 
ZIP COCE llECl 
FilE IIHE wtl£~ QUALIT~ DATA FOR kESlERN LCNG JSLA~D SCUND ~CFlt ·~E~ICA, L.S., CC.STAL CONNECliCLl AND NEh 
StU~[ EETkEEI\ SRltEEPCRl, CCNI\ECTICLT AI\D GE~EFAL GcCGFAf~IC AFEJ YORK 1 ~ESlfRI\ LOI\G ISLilhC 
~~~APC~ECK1 1\E~ 'CFJ( AE51RtiCT HiE CCEI.NIC SCCJI:n, SllliiFORDt CONNfCTICI.ilt IS 
$UR11Mi TC ~G~ I lOP ~Alf:l< 'LIIlllY II\ HI\ HtRECRS AL(IIG TI-E CUI\MCTIWT-1\Ew 
'CRK (CAST EET~EEN fRlCCEPCRT, CCI\1\ECllCUT -~C MftM~RCI\ECK, NE~ YORK. CISSCL~EC QXlGEN, P., lE~FERATLREt SALJI\Ill JlNC COLIFCFM BACTEPIA tRf THE 
lhlllftl PH<AMHR5 f!HSLREO ldH THE HSSIIHllTY Cf HJ:!I'IC: MCRE PARAMHERS 
LATEF. T~ESE C~T~ WILL EE ~\AILABLE UPO~ ~E,UEST. 
NAME . CA\IC EELL 
FHIIE H.~EH 2C3 321 .SIH 
JN!lJTlliCN CP ~Gfh(l CCEft~I( SCCIE1Y 
CIT) SlA~FCR~ 
S1~1E CC~~ECTICUT 
21P CCCE CH C2 
FILE Ntl'£ lRJSLlt~IES. ZC~E! ~ ~NC t hATER QUALifY ~AI\AGEME~T ltSII\ PLAN CELAkARE Rl~ER 
EENE~Al GECG~AFHJC Ai<EJ ~CPT~ AMERICA• L.S., NEh JERSEY 
tBSl~A(l TtiS REPCR POllLliCN CCNlRCL ACT A~E~D~E~TS CF l:l~E~:E~E!~,S:TISFY T~E FEDERAL ~AlER 
IS A\AILABlE IN TAELES ANC GRAFhS t~[ tEAL' kiTh. Af ~ATER QUALITY PLAhS. DATA PARII~EJHS MEASUREr H (tMFllN· ·· .... (. ~ . 'V RIClS hATER QLAlil't 
N
.!s£ Clll'Y FRCM W.ATER QlAlil~ A~A~\'~.~~T. c;IOA~~IEH{IlOlGHOLl NEio JERSEY. DATil CATALCGEC ~r - ~ (ll IN T~E UPPER S'lfM RI~ER 
PHCNE ~l~BER hEAt CF !ASI~ PLA~~ING, ZCNES 5 AND 6 • 
JNSTITLTICN CR ~GE~C1 ECS 252 l!lt: H~~~:s HN Cf ~AlE!< RE~OlRCES~E~J~~:s~~Ag;~~ :~~~~E~~~~~h~t~~~~~~Ul PRClECliCI\ 
CITl P.C. ECX 2~CS 
Slllf TfE~l(~ 
2If (((f ~E~ JER!EY 086~~ 
FILE ~~~E ~ITER QLALITY A~C HYDRO TrfRM~l FIELD SlLCY GE~ERAL EECG~APHIC A~EA ~CRlH AlLA~TIC tCE·~~ u.s •• COASTAL, N.Y. EIGHT, 
LCIIG ISLAI\C, J M1ES fO l ABSTRACT 5 SltTlC~S lCCATtC AT. J'~ESPCRT kERE SAMPLED FROM 
JULY 1S13 TG T•E PFESEI\1 FCR Stll~ITY, DISSCL~EO C~YGEN, BICCHE~ICAL CXYGEN CE~A~[• MAlER lE~PER~TlREt TCTtl S(LlCSt 1\llFATEt ~~T~ITE, TCTAL CRGAI\IC 
NITROGEII, A~~C~IA, TCTAL fHC5FrCRUS, CRTHCftCSFHATf, Pr, TCT~L ALK.LINITYt 
CHlCI<CFHYLL A, CCfFfR, CrFCI!IUI'o IRC~, MANGAI\ESEt ~ICKELt lii\Ct TIJPBIOITYt AND 
CCUI\1 AI\C SPECIES CETEMINtTICI\ (f ~ICF£El(lt. 
~A~E STE~E CAllCI\ 
FHCI\E 1\lMBER 516 ~31 630( )2!56 t~STIT~TICN CF J~f~() LO~£ ISLAhD LIG~ll~G CC~f~N~ 
STREET 115 EA51 UC CCl!I.TRV I'CiiC 
CITY HlC~!\IllE 
~TATE ~EW YCR~ 
ZIP COCE lltCl 
FilE 1\;!H kt1EF QUALITV ~AlA FOR kESlERN LCNG ISlA~D SCUND ~CFT~ P~ERIC~, L.s., CC~STftl CO~NECTICLl AND NE~ 
StU~[ EET~EEI\ BRlCGEPORlo CCN~ECTICLT A~D GE~EFAL GECGFAf~IC AFEl YORK, ~ESlfRI\ LO~G ISL~~C 
"~~APC~fCK, ~E~ 'CFM AEHRACT THE CCEtNIC SCCJEn, SH"FOROt CONNECTICUT, IS 
SURllH H 1'01\11011 HllH ".HilY Ill TEll I.URHRS ALCMi HE COI\1\ECTIWT-1\EW 
YCRK CCtST EET~EEN ERICCEPCRT, CCI\1\ElllCUT A~C MtM~RCI\ECK, liE~ YORK. CISSCL~Et OXYGeN. Pt, lE.FERATlRE, SPLINI1Y ANC (QtJfOFM BACTEriA tRE THE 
11\ITJAL P~PAMElER~ I'EASLREC ~11• THE FCSSif!LITY Cf •ccJ•G MCRE PA~AMfTERS 
(AlE~. T~f5E [~lA Wlll EE ~~AJLABLE UPO~ ~ECUESl. 
NAME [JI\1[ llEll 
f~(~f ~L~fEF 2C! !21 51ES 
1~51IllliCN CP AGE~C~ CCEAI\1( SCCIETY 
CJT1 51A~FCRC 
ST~lE CC~~ECTICUT 
ZIP COCE Ct~C2 
FII.E HH EASH Ht~ litTEr< 'l.JAlllY ~~~~i!HMENT BASlh Pl.<lNt SOLTI- ATLANTIC 
GE~EFAl GECGFtf~IC A~£l ~CFTt A~E~ICA, L.S., ~Ew JERSEY 
JBSTRA(T TtiS REP R fClllTIC~ ((~lPCL •cT t•f~(~E~Tc C 1 SER~ES TC SATISFV THE ffCERAL ~ATER 
IS AVAilABLE 01\ ~ATER Qli! T ~ (f lSI~ ~~ TERMS Of hATER QuALITY PlANS. DATA 
HEC lflC LCU TlOt.$. fAI<A~ ~ ~£:~/:~:r~g~ "F~~ l~~~~; Tfi!cl EFFLUH T CU THChS IHC 11\STITLTIC~Al CI~Ch,~EE< FEPOFTS . · IN MUNICIPAL A~D LCCATIG~, ~UNICJFALil;.·;NC EXISll:GCfNl!EI~YT•ES~ECifiC CISC~ARGER, DISCHARGE ~~~E . r ~ r ~1 P~CCESS. 
~tC~E ~UMEEF :~:D~~~ ~~~:· ATL~~llC EASI~ PLANNING 
JN!llllliCN C~ 'GE~CY NEh JER5EV Sl~::~51G~ Cf hATER RfSOLRCES, WATER QLA~:~~~!::~~E~:~~N~~:~:~~=TAL PRCTECTION 
CITY P.C. EO 28CS 
< TRE~lC~ 
.TATE Nfh JfRCEY 
liF CCCE C86i5 -
FilE Nti'E TRIBLlJ~IES, lC~£~ ~ ~Nt t hATER QUALITY ~A~AGEMEI\T BASIN PLAN tELAWA~E RivER 
'E~EFAL GECGFAFHJC APEJ NCRTI- AMERICA •· ~ ~e J . lBSl~ACT • v ••• , " h ERSEY 
POLLLllCN CCNlRCl ACT A~E~c!r:S REPORT SER~ES TO S~liSFY TI-E FEDERAL hAlER 
IS A\AIUBLE Ill TAHES AM; G:l;;S C~~i<;:~~~~~ ~~~M.S (f r,A~tR QUALITY PLAIIS. DATA PARA~£1EFS MEASURE! AT elM .· . • H V~RICLS ~ATER QLALilY 
IS CI\U fllCM WATER QLALinF;~~~'t~~~T~~~~IEliRCOLlTGH01 ~1 ~E .. JERSEY. OAlJ! CATALCGEC Nl~f " • n TrE UPPER SALEM RI~ER. 
PHCNE 1\l~BER tEAt Cf EASiN Pl~~~ING, ZG~ES 5 AND 6 
HS 2S2 157C 
I~SliTUTIC~ CR ~Gf~C~ Ntk JERS y tl\ISJ(N Of ~AlEF RE~ClRCES ~'lER E. CEFAPT~ENT Of E~VIRCNI'E~TAL PRClECTICN 
CJREET - ' . QLALITY ·~~AGE~E~T PLA~NING 
till P.o. ecx 2€0S 
TRHlU 
STtTE ~E~ JER(EY 
ilF (C[E 086~~ ~ 
FILE NA~E ~~TfP QlALITY ~C~lTCRlh~ FLA~ fCR LChG ISLAND SOUND 
GEMFH GECGFAPHC AHA t.CRU AI'ERICA, li .. S., CONNECTICliT, LONG ISLAND SOUND 
ABSTRACT I~ ~~ ATTEI'FT TC tEMONSTR~TE ThE FEASIBILITY OF A 
FllCPCSEt SAMfl!N(; fUt. TC f'Gt.lTDI< WATER QULI lY ltl lOI\G ISLAND SCUNC, 15 
STATIONS WERE ~A~PLEO JILCtiG THE LEI'GTt! CF ltfE Sm.:t.t. SAI!PlES IIERE TAKEN AT 
TH SI.RfACE MID AT THE llCTTOM At.£ WERE AUL 'tSEC FOI< BIOCHEMICAl OXYGEN DEMAI\0, 
ChLCRCf~YLL /1 1 TOTAl AND FECAl CCLIFCRM, CCNtUCTI~llY, DISSOlVED OXYGEN, 
NITR~H, 1\JTRITE, AI'MCNIA, HI, TCTAL fHCSFtiCRUS, CRTtiCfi-,CSPI1~TE 1 HMPERATUREt 
ANt TlFBIDllY. fCLR STATICIIS WERE ALSO AUL'ISEO FOR tiL AND GREASE. A COST 
ESllf',T£ OF SI.Ctl A SAMFLIIIG PRCCECURE liAS ALSC !'AtE. 
IIAI'E DJI<ECTCP, WATER CCI'PLJAI\(£ ~NIT 
U<Ct.E HUER .i03 ~tit 12-tC 
INSTlllliCt\ £R JIGEIICY UHIIHEIIT CF EMIH!ONMEI>iTAl PROTECTION 
Sl~EfT STATE CFFJCE BlllDING 
CIT~ 1-A~TFCRO 
ST,TE CCI\1\ECTICvT 
liP CCH ' CUH 
FIL£ IIHE WJIT£11 'UALllY Sll.itlES Of EAST BRANC.I1 OF REO CLAY 
CllEU 
GENUAL GEOt:UPMC AUA NCRlh AfiUIU 1 u.s •• PHNSUIIANIA, CHESlER COUNTY, 
RI:C ClA~ CllEEK 
AESTFACT Tt>JS FILE CCl\TAli\S PHYSJCA.L, CHEMICAL, ANO 
eJCLCEICAL SLRHY {)AlA FRCfl THE EAST 8RAHt (F TkE REt CLAY CREEK IN CHESTER 
CCL.il• PE.~SYLVJI.jj TAKfll Ill JUliE 1915. T~E tAlA FROM IC SINGlE SLR~EY 
SlATJCI'IS Jt1CUJC£S JflfCRf;IITl(tol 011 tlSSOl~Et ()HGEN 1 lEMFERATLIIE• Ptl• 
ALI<ALIIdn. CHLCRitE, Afi.IICNIA, H TRH E, UHCftit:SPt1~H, TOTAL CRGAI\ IC URBCN., 
SIJSPEUEC SCLI[S,. friiOCliiHRTUilAH PCPULAllOt., JP.,HtT ANt FISt; COJIIMLNIT1ES. 
1\AfiE RCBERT SlllleLE 
FHCIIE 1\lfiEEil 215 6~6 047~ 
INSTJTIJIJCII CR AGEIICY fRAt.CY~INE VALLEY ASSCCIAliCN JNCCRPCRATEC 
SHEET ~C9 FAR"ERS At\0 ~ECHAIIICS Sl:HDING 
CIT~ ~EST ChESTER 
Sl,TE PEt\~S)l~AIIIA 
liP CctE lCJHC 
FILE NMH 
fiUilCii SHHCI'~ 
Gft\HJIL GECGfAHtiC AHA NCRHi AMEIHCA, u.s., NEll YCRJ<, CCASTIILt GREAT LAKES 
ABSTRACT T~E t\EII YC~K ST,TE OEF~Rl~ENT Of ENviRONMENTAL 
CCI\iSUVlllCNS FlllE ~AHRS Cli/IHOII .,Alt\TAINS A loATER t;;ULITY SLRIIEILLANCE 
"ElWCRJ<. ThEiiE ~FE AFP~O)If'ATEL\ 35C ~AI\iU'l ~ATEII 'UALJlY STATICNS. SAMPLES 
F~C~ EACh !TATICN Allf ANtlYlEC FCR fiFTY PARA~ETERS. fCii EACh STATION A 
SA~fLJN~ fRE,UENC~ Cf ONE PER ~GNlH •As E~lAELi~EC. FFE,~Et\CIES AT SCME 
SA~Pli"G FCINTS WARY. TtEFE AFE ALSO TIIELWE AUTO"ATJC WATER QUALITY STATIONS 
IHTHJI' TtE MTWCI<I(. TH CEJECT IllES Of UE PURE IIIATERS CHJSION IS TO DETERI'INE 
THE TRUit (f kAlE!< 'UALin ANC CJSSEIIJNHf 11\fGRUliCII. 
NA~E f'P. RCN,LC ~A~LAlt 
FHCN£ I'L~B£R ~le 451 746; 
INSlJllllCN CR AHIICY CIIIISION Cf PURE I!AiER.S.N'I STATE OEPl CF 









FILE NA~f ~~TER QLAlll't Slll~EY Cf lCIIEP C~ESAPfAKE fAY 
GENERAl GfCGPHHC .tllU u.s •• CtASHL 1 t.Cillt< AllAt<TJC, LOWER CHESAPEAKE 
en, ~IRGUJA 
AESTPJCT hlTEP QUALIT~ A"C HYO~OGI<AP~IC S~R~E' Of THE 
tHSiiPfliilt t.A l o;. IRAN SECTS FRCfo\ TH BA ~ Hlll1 TC tl\titPGL IS, "'t::. 
Jl~E CC~ALC IDAMS 
PhONE ~VSEP ~C4-~E'i-8CCt 
INSTIT~TICI\ CP lfENC' OLC CCMJNJD~ UNIVERS1T~ 
STPEET INSTITllE Cf CCEII'CGR~f·Y 
CIT~ NORFCLJ( 
STAlE VJ~(JI\1~ 
liP COCE 23SC8 
filE fiHE wHER QUALITY IJIRJI!TIGNS lf.i lloE BRGADKILl K.IVER 
ES l\iJill' 
GEIIE~~L GEC~~~PhlC JllEA NCRl~ ATlANTIC> U.S., OElA~ARf BAY, eROACKILL klVER 
~BST~A(l l~IS STUCY ~~S l~IllATEt TC CfTERMINE ThE CYNAMIC 
PCLE CF TH BRCAI:KlU Pl~EF ESTIJ~~JIIf S~SHill IN ThE HAIISPORT Al\0 CYCLING Cif 
t.UlRIEI\15 IN TM CCASUl H~lRCHHl Cf wtilCI' ll IS A PARI. hHti HE (i0Al OF 
DEFIIIIIIG THE ~ECHAIIl~P! FFC[LCIIIG 1\UlRENT C'CLES AfiC THE RAMIFJCATIC~S Of 
T~fSf V~RI,TICIIS. CAT~ Cll 5ALINJ1Yt TE~PERAJLRE. Dl!!Ol~EO OXYGEIIt PH, SECCHI 
DEPT., INCRGAIIIC FtCSFHCRCU5 1 CRGAIIJC F~CSPtC~QU!, PARTICUlATE FHGSPHCROUS, 
TOTAL fHC!fHCRCLS 1 ~ITFilEt llllRAlE 1 AM~O~I,, CHLGROPH\Ll hA5 CBTAINEC. 
NHH llllR/lRI~~ 
fHI\£ HHEfl EC2 t415 6674 
INS llllliCN OR AGENCY lNliJEflSl n Cf CHAiiARft ~I!IHNE STATIO!\ liBRARY 
CITY Lf)£5 
51AlE Cflt~A~E 
ZIP CGCE lS~!!t 
FILE ~AME WATffl QUAL1T1 IJARIATICNS IN THE BROADKill RIVER 
ESlUAP\ 
GE~ERAL GECGFAPHlC 'REA NCRTH All,NTlCt L.S., OflA~~RE BAY, eRCACKILl 
R I\ ERr CCII HAl . . 
AllqRIICT OUR 11\€ llit. fEf<l(Q ffiOM JlU 16, l<J6<; AI\C FEBRUARY 21, l'.illr lfVORCGRAPtiiC PA.RAI>IEHPS ANt (Cf\Cft'fHATICt\5 Cf VARIOUS PHOSPHORUS ANC 
CCMBlf\EC 11\CRGAI\lC 1\lTfiOGE~ FRACTICNS ~ERE SUI<VEYEC IN THE BROAOFlll RIVER 
ESTUARINE SYSTE~. CCI\CENlFATlG~ WARIATIC~S Cf ~OST Of THE FA~A~ElER5 SURIJfYEG 
~FPEAF£C TO FDLLC~ BClH !EASC~/ll /l~[ TICAl flUCTL~IICNS. AMMONIA, INCRGAIIIC 
FHCSfHC~USt AN( C~lCPCPHYll ATT·l~EC ltfiR tiGHEST MEAN CGNCEN1RATIONS DURING 
THE S~~MERw WhilE TH£ MAXlM\iM MEAl\ CONCENTR~TICN! OF CISSCL~Et CXYGE~ AND 
KilRATE ~PFEAREO OlRING 1Hf ~JtlfR. l"E ti~HEST ~Et~ CC~CENTRA11DNS OF NITRATE 
AN£ (FGitHC fHSftCPLS MERE fOLNC CUFHG HE AUTU~N. 
NIME l~TE~l!ERAR~ LCJ~ 
FHCNE HHEI< 302 13S 2236 
INSTITlllCN CR AGE~CY MC~RIS liBRARY, UNIVEPSJTY CF CELAWAR£ 
CITY NE~J~K 
~TATE Cfl)~tF£ 
21f COtE 1'5711 
510 
fiLE t\HE ~ATE~ RESCLRCES CATA FC~ FE~NSYLVINIA, FA~l ONE, 
SLI<FIH kATER RECtRt~ 
GEtiEPAl GEOGR,PHIC A~EA IICF1t AME~ICA. l.S •• fE~NSYlVANIA 
~fSTRACT IN AN EfFCRl TC C~lALCG ~N[ CUANTIFY SURf~CE WATER 
SUPPLIES fC~ PEI\~S'l~AI\I~t ThE USGS tAS ~STA~LJShE[ APPRU)lMATELY ~50 STREAM 
CISCI-ARGE P!EASlfiJI'IG HATIONS IICRCS~ TH nnE. AFPROUI'ATEl't 250 Cf THESE <IRE 
CONTJfiLAll'Y MCNITCREO. lHE CHtH 3CC SUllO~ GENER~lf FllflTIAUY CCMflETE 
~ECOFC!. 5TREA' fl(kS A~£ ~EFCFTEC II\ CUEIC FEET PER SECOND, WITH ~A)J~A, 
fi:IAIII.~, AN£ IWI'IHLY I',EAfli fLCt! CALCULHEO. CEHILEI:i I<EPORTS ARE A\tAilAELE FOR 
!!~NY CF HE HAUO~~. 
~~ME 
fHCNE H~BER 






111 1S2 4!:14 
UNITEt STAlES G£GLCGICAL 




fiLE N~Mf WATER RESCLRCES tAlA FOP fE~hSVL~ANJA~ FART TWC, 
UHR QUlin flfCCHS 
EffiE~Al GECG~~PH!C AREA NCfllH A~ERICA, t.!., PE~A!YL.ANIA 
ABSTRACT THI! IS At. CNGOlNG STUDY CF THE QUALITY Of SURFACE 
kATERS CF PfNNSYl~ANI,. ltERE ARE APPRC~lMATflY 250 STAliONS FROM WHICH DATA 
ARE CCLLEClED, ~CSl OF ~HIC~ ~Ct.ITCR STFEA~ DlSCHAMGEt lEMPEkATLRE, SPECIFIC 
CC~CUCTI~lll /l~C Cl!SCL~££ ()YEEN. IN ACOiliC~, ABCUT 2CC !lATIONS REPORT 
BlCCH#!ICAL CXYHN OE~ANt, OHSCUH CA, I'G 1 M, K, Cl, F, .SllHH., filTRATE, 
CRlliCfHCSP.ATE, CAFBCN lllO.lUCE, EHARBC~AH, AN() CAilllCNATE, AS kEll AS Pli, 
AlKAll~ITY, HARC~ESS, ~C~CARfONATE ~~RCNE5S A~D CCLCR. 'BOUT 5C STATICNS 
ACOITIC,.AllY MCNITCR CISSOLVED SlliCt, ff ANC MN, CCLIFC~P! AND STREPTCCCI. 
SPOT CHECK! A~E ~ADE FCR SLRFACTANTS, l~PBJtiJY 0 ANO DISSOlVED AMMCNIAt Al, 
~!, CC, CR, CUr PB, tE. NJ, ZN INC A VARIETY Cf PESTICIDES IN ~AlE~ tND 
SHIHI\TS. THE DtH ~P.E P~Jf\TEC A~I\LALLY II< St..MI'IARV liEPCRTS. CETAHEC DATA 
FRCM ~'1\Y lNtl~ltliAL SlATIC~S t~£ A\AIL~El£. 
1\'H ' P. H!o!ARH 
FHCI'IE ·l~eEP. 717 182 4514 
JNSTITUT IC~ CR AHt;n lNITEO nAHS GECLCGIC~L .SL~~EY 
SlFEET 2~8 WALNUT STREET 
CIT~ liA~PlSEl~G 
STJTf PEN~~'l\ANI~ 
ZIP CCCE 171Ct 
FILE N~ME ~AlfR RESulRCES DE~ElOP~ENT IN THE MULliCA RIVER 
BASI~, P~Rl lit III 
'E~EPAt GECGRAFHIC AFEA NCRTt A~ERICA, u.s., NEk JERSE~, MUlliCA RIVER BASIN 
ABqUCT . HIS flU CCt.HltiS PH¥SIUL ANC CHEMICAL OATA ON lH SliRUCf ANt (RCt.t.DIIATH OF ThE fi.UlliCA ~HER !!ASH. THE tAlA, TAKEN FRCM 
l~tS TC 191!, INCLlOES 51REA~ fl(k, SALI~Il~, OtSCh~RGE, TEMPERATURE, AND 
DRAlt<AGE AilE A lhfCRMAliDN Oil lt.ARUI.iS SHHM IN TH MlEJI. 
IUIH I'AR \If\ GI<AJ\HilU 
fHUE IIIJHEF .201 93.2 'i8 17 
INSllllllCN CR ACEIICV RUTGERS U~IVERSll¥ 
SHEET kHER HSCI.RCES 
CIT' IIEII ERlNS~Jt~ 
SHH 1\EII JERSH 
OBO!.t 
fiLE NllfoiE kAlEil RESOURCES &E~ElOPf\Ettl IN ThE ~UlLICII PIVER 
EASIII FliRT I. EICLCGJCAl EV,LUATICN OF THE ~llllCA RIVER-GRE~T BIIV ESlUAPY 
GENE~AL iiEOGRAPHIC AREA tiCIITH IIHAflllC CCEJN, U.S .. , CC~STAL, G~EAT BAY 
•utLJC~ ~IVE~ ESTU,RY, fATSTO Rl'E~ 
ABSTUCT THH REPCRT COUH"S Ph~SICAL, CtlEMJCAtt MID 
EICUGJCIL tiiU PUi<SlJ,NT JO liN ECOLOGICAL EVAlUAlJ(ti Of THE ~ULUCA 
RI~ER-GREAT BAY ESTLIIRl ECOSYSTEM. ThE tAlA ~~~E~ FRC' 1968 TC 1969, INCLUDES 
Rl\iH flCiit llHTt!lc HVHlUI'AlE FCfUL~TlCN CCUNTS, SEIHMENT HPES~ PLANI<TON 
tOlNTS liNt Sf£( JES tETERJili\ATICNS, f 1St- CCUIHS AND SPEC lA llGNS, MARSH PlANT 
CC~MlN!n DEH!lMINATHlt.Se FUTICLUJE CAiiBUt AND OHTRUS lRAtiSPCRTe SllllNITY, 
AND 1Ef4FEJIATURE. S(flf CCGEt.T t-ISTCRICIIt RfCCPt AIIC LITERATURE tAlA IS ALSO 
11\CUCtEC. 
NAME 
Fh()l\f tii.:IH U 











F ll e t.:A I'E 
CU~JN~ Jll' 1SJ4 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC llllEA 
GHH f.n 
512 
IIATER TEMFf~~lURES IN NEh JERSEY COASTAL WATERS 
ABSTRACT ~ Slt;[Y Of CCEAI\ loATEf< TE~P~RATURE WAS COt\OUCTEC 
CFF TtE ~CLTh Of iiRfAT EAY, IIEII JERSEY 111 ltE 'IClt\11' Of THE FROPCSED ~TLAIITIC Gf~fR~liiiG STATICI\ O~RI~G JlilY 1914. lE~FE~AT~Rf RECORDERS DEPLOYED 
ll OEFThS CF l• 5.5, A~£ 11 METERS Ill SEVEI<tl SITES COt\TINLOLSLY MCNITORED 
CCEAh TEMPERATLRES. REPORTEC PARA-ETE~S I~CLUCEO CAllY ~AXlMLM ANC K!NIMUM THPERHlRE~. 
~~~~~ 
FHCU 11ueu 





F JLE NAIIE 
CURIH ~/J'Y 1'>74 
GENERAL GECGRAfhiC AFE~ 
GFE.H fl~ 
PROJEC 1 foiAI\AGER- HlANHC GENERATING S U lJOf\ 
2Cl 622 1COC 
PlfliC SER~1CE ELEtfRIC Jilt EAS COMPANY 




IlliTE~ TEMFEFIITLFES IN ~f~ Jf~SEY COASTAL WATERS 
NCRlH AllAf\TIC CCEA~. CCASTAL, U.s •• NEW JERSEY, 
ABSTRACT A SlltY OF ((fA~ ~ATEP TE~ff~~TURE kAS CCNtUCTEC 
Off HE MCliTJoi Cf UfH BIIY• Htl JEilSEY IN Tli£ lllCII'iln CF THE PROPCSEli 
ATLAIITIC (;ft\EPATil\G SUTION tliRJH MAY !'H4~ HMFEI'AH!lE !U:Ct!lCEP.S OH'LC'IEt AT 
DEPTHS Cf lt 5.5, AIIO 11 l',fTERS AT SEIIER~l SITES CtNUMJCUSLY IWNITO~EI: OCEAN Tf~PfFATURES. REPCRTEC PAPA~ETERS JhCL~CEt CAJLV MAXIMlM AND MINI~~~ 
TEMP EU lURE! .. 
UH 
PHCN E II ll' 8 ER 





PRCJECT MANAGfR-IIlLANliC GENERAliNG SlATICI\ 
2Cl 622 1COC 
P~eLJC SER~ICE ElECTRIC Al\0 GAS CC~PAN~ 





ClRl~G ~ARC~ 1Sl4 
GE~EF~l GECGFtfhl( lF£t 
GRE~T fA~ 
5i3 
WATER TEMPERATURES IN NEk JERSE~ COASTAL ~ATERS 
NCFTt ATLAIITIC CCEAN, CCASTAL, L.S., NEk JERSEY, 
'SSUHT ll STUC'Y Of Ct:EMI .,ATER lEMPERATliRE US CCIIDliCTEO 
OfF ThE MOlilH OF GREAT BAY, ~E~ JE~SE1 IN ltf \ICINllY OF THE PRCPCSED 
lllA~llC GEIIERtlJII( Sl~TICII [LFING ~~RCH 1S14. TEMPER~lLRE RECCROERS DEPLOYED 
~~ DEPTtS Cf lt 5.5, AND 11 METERS AT SEVERAL SITES CCIITINLCLSL¥ ~CIIITORED 









PROJECT MANAGER-AllANll{ EEIIERATI~G STATIC~ 
2Cl t2-' JCOC 
PlBLIC SE~~ICE fLECTRIC A~C GtS CCMPA~V 
SC f.A~K PUCE 
H .. ~lll< 
tiE" JERSEY 
OHCl 
FilE N~Mf ~AH~ TE~PEkJilLRES I/11 Hk JEI<!EY COASTAL linERS 
FRC~ Jt~LA~' r•Ftl(H CECE~EER 1913 
(E~EFAl ~ECGFAfHJC t~EA NC~lH AllA~llC OCE'~' CC~STALo L.s., ~£~ JERSEY, 
HEH £.6'1 
~BSTRACT A STLC~ (F GCE.Ifl litTER HI!PERAHRE IIA!> CCM:UCTEC 
Cff THE ~C~T· CF GPEAT e~), ~E~ JERSEY 111 ltE VIClflllY OF THE fRCPCSEO 
ATLA~lJC GENERATIN' SlAllCN FRO~ JANUARY T~PCLGH CECE~BER 1973. TE~PERATURE 
~fCORDERS CEflC~EC AT tEFl.S Cf lt 5.5, A~[ 11 ~ETEl<S 'T SEVERAl SITES 
CCNTI~lClSLY MChJTCREC OCEA~ JE~FE~ATURES. REPORTEC PARAMETERS INCLUDED DAILY 
Itt~ lfo!Ufl ANC I'. IN 11\Ufo lHPtl<AllRE!:. 
NAME FRCJECT MAN~tER-ATlANTIC GEIIERATl~G STATION 
FhCNE lllflfER 2Cl t22 iCCC 
I~!TITLTIC. (~ ~GE~C~ PUBliC SEF~ICE ELECTRIC A•D GAS COMPAN~ 
~lREEl eC fAFK FlttE 
CIT' ~EMtRK 
~l~TE ~£~ JE~SE~ 
liP CCCE Ci Hl 
filE ~A~E WATEP TE~FEFATLFES IN NE~ JERSEY CCASTAL hATERS 
FllCM ~PR!l TliRCUGr. tECU'tH l'il2 
GENERAl GEOI:RM'I-IC tREA ~UH HLANTIC ,((E/1,._, CCAS!Alt u.s., NEW JERSEY, 
GREt1 SH 
AE!TR~Cl A STLCV Of CCEA~ WATER TEMPERATURE WAS CCNDUCTED 
Off T•E ~Ollh CF GFE~l BA~, ~E~ JEFSE' I~ THE ~ICI,..Jll Cf THE PROFCSEC 
ATlA~liC (EfiERtTl~G ~TATIC~ CUFI~G AFRIL T~RCLGH DtCEMEER 1~12. TEMPERATURE 
FECCPCfFS EEPlCIEC tl LEPTHS OF 5.5 A~C 11 ~ETERS ., ~EVER'L SITES 
CChTI~LCL!LY ~C~ITCFEC CCfA~ TE~PEFATURES. ~EFORTEt PARA~ETERS INCLUCED DAILY 
~AXIPl~ tNt ~~~IMU~ lE~FE~ATli<ES. 
NAME fRCJECT f'A~ACEI<-HLAI\TIC GEMR~llNG STAT ICN 
fHCIIE H.Hfll 2Cl ii~-' 1CCC 
11\SllllllCN CR eGEI'<O flfllC SER\IICE ELECTRIC ~H GAS COMP~N~ 
STilEH H f.Jllll< PLACE 
CIT~ ~Ehtll~ 
~TATE NE~ JERSE~ 
21FCUE CilCl 
FILE NtME ~tlERFChl A~C Hl~lii\G 
GEI\f~Al ~ECE~APHIC AREA ~C~Th A~E~ICA. U.S.; NEh JERSE~, ATLANTIC COUNTY 
18S1RA(T EIGLCGISTS CCNCLCTEO 42 SPY BLIND OBSER~AliCNS TO 
E~ALLAlf EFFECT Cf ~eTE~FC~L HL~TINE PEGULAliCNS. THE DATP REPGRTE[ HERE 
CC~!I!T! MCSTLY (f ~(RlAliT~ Cf 20 SPECIES Cf BIRDS. TkE NEW JERSEW CEPARTMENT 
Cf E~~JRCII~E~Til PFCTECTICII kAS SET UP A PC!Nl S'!lEM FCR DEPICTI~G ThREE SIZE 
CATEGORIES OF SIR[! ~IllEO 8W ~L~TERS. ~CRTALIT~ CCLNTS ARE eRCKEN OCkN BY 
lkESE SUE CATE(C~lES AS SO; :2C, A~C lC FOI~T BI~DS. 
1\A'E PRINCIPAL fiShE~IES BIOLOGIST 
PHOI\E ~l~fE~ 6CS 2S2 6686 
INSTIT~TICN CR AGE~Cl NE~ JERSEY DEf~FlfoENT Cf ENVIROII~ENT~l PRCTECTIOII 
OI~ISIC~ CF FI!•• 'A~E A~[ SHEllfiSHERIES, EUREAU Cf ~lltLIFE MANA~EMENT 
STREET F.t. 50) ltC~ 
CllY HHHN 
~l~lE ~Eh ~ERSfY 
2IF eccE est~! 
515 
FILE ~A~E '-tlfllfOloL UR~EST It. RAI<ITAI\ BAY ANC GREAT BAY 
fCI.lE 1Uilt 
GENERAL GEOGRAP~lC A~EA 1\C~l~ A~EFICA, l.S., COASTAl• NEW JERSEY, RARITAN 
BA~ A~O G~EAT BA'r BCllE~ARO 
ABnRACT liATU<fCH UlllllATICN Al\ll hUNTER BAG CHECKS WERE 
CCNClCTEC 0~ TU RARITAN EAY AI\C GREAT BA~ SClilBAIUl IIETLAt.D Sll.itY AllEAS .. FOR 
~AUUN EA'r, hAURftl!l LTillHllC~ IS PfHiilH HR tlUCK tUCK, CANVASBACK, . 
SULF ~1\t CJL S<:OAII fCR 4 CATES H lE~MS Cf NUMBER Al'\t PERCENT .. HARVEST IS 
~EPO~TEC FCR OCTOBER TtROLG~ JA~UAR'r FCP G~EAlER SLAlf, lESSER SlALP, OLD 
~QLA~, BlffLEHEAt, CANACA EEESE 1 BLLE 1111\GEC TEAL AI\C CC,~CN EICER. FOR GREAT 
SA~ BCllEVARC, UlllJZATICt. IS FEFCFTEO FCR 15 VA~IElJES AN~ hAR~EST IS 
REPCRTE~ FOR lf VARIETIE! CF IIA1ERFOkL. 
NAME FRI~CIFAl fiStEFIES BICLCGIST 
fHNf fltJ,.HR H'.i 4'.i4 tU6 
lfiSTITlTICN CR AGE~(\ ~EW JERSEY tEfARl~ENT Of ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
DlVI~lON Of fl~~. GA~E, ~NC SHELlfl~~EFlES, ElREAIJ Cf hllOLifE ~ANAGE~ENT 
S lREET F. C .. ECX 18C9 
CITY TRtl\lCII 
!TATE NE~ JERSEY 
21 F ecce oa625 
FILE IUME IIAURFCIIL Il'iFOlHMENTS 
GEIIEFAl GECGFAFtiC ARE' NCFTt AMERICA, IJ.S., NEll JERSE~, CAPE MAW COUNTY, 
HlAt.llC COLNH 
;eSlF£(1 IN l<JI!i TC lCJ'ibo SIJRiiE'fS iiERE CONilUClED iC 
tETE~,.JIIE l~E EFFECTS Of lliC ~ATER LEVEL ~A~AGE,.ENl lECh~ICUES I,.ILLET AND 
SFIKE ~LSH ,.,~tGE~£1\Tj CN SJRC LTILIZATICII. ALTERATION OF WATER LE~El 
FERMITTEC INCREASEC WAlERfCiiL llllllAllCN CF AREA FlCTS. 
IIA~E PRI~Clf~l FJStEFJfS SICLCEJST 
f~CI\E IILUER fO'.i ~92 t6ft 
liiSllllliCN CF AGEII<Y NEil JERSEY CEPARTMENT Of EIIVIRGNMENTAL PROTECTION 
ti~ISICN Of fiSH• EA~E ANC SHEllFISHEPlESo ELREA~ tf ~IlOliFE 1'\ANAGE~ENT 
~lPEEl F.t. E(~ 1SC9 
CITY lRENlO~ 
Slt1E NE~ JERSEY 
ZIP COU Ct625 
!:U: 
fILE 1\HE 
GEt.ERAL GECGPAFHIC APEA k~TERFC~L ~CRTALJT) •e~ ~eSTFACJ NC~l~ A~E~ICP, U.S., " n JE~SEY 
CATAlC(EC IN T REPCRTEC INCICENlS OF kAlER fOkL MCRTAliT~ ARE E~lERl;IS CJL~~: FEfGFT. CAUSf~ (fSER~EC ~{RTALIT' INCLLCE DUCK VIRLS 
PCISUif\G: AM SE~~~~\~~~~.~~~"c!~~~\~l~~: ~~~~~S B~~~~~N~fl, CAlSTlC CI1HI CAL 
1975 10 1977. ALL [lHER ~C~TALITV CCLNTS ~~£ fUR 1ft 76 101 US IS REPCRTEC fCR tLRRJCANE EfllE FELATEC l~tlrf•J~ 7 1977 INCLUOJNG ~AME · ~ " -· 
FhCI\E ~U~E£~ PRI~~l~Al fl~HERIES EICLC€JST 
. 6C9 ~s~ 6tet lNSTITliliCII CR IIGENC'r t.EII 'ERSE 
ClliiSICN CF fiSH, GAflf AIIC StiEL~fl~H;Ri:~ARSlli'RENETA CF EI\VIRCNM£NTAL PROTECTION 
;1~EEl F.c. Hi '1809 ' l. CF ldl£LIFE I'A~AGEI'EM ;:~:E TRE~i[N 
iJP CCCE 1\Eh JEPHY 
CU25 
FILE t.A 1'E 
FCfLlA liCN! 
:~~~::~ 1GEC(~JF~IC AREA NCRTt AI'EFICA. u.s., ~Eh JERSEV 
IULNLTI<JTJCN• 1\CII-SPECIFIC :~:~~lEZI~A~:~~~~I. MCRUliH ~S CAUSED ev EOTUUSM 
CNE ~fAR SlRVE~ REFCPT. ~LSC REPCRlEC I( BJPC(A~D CETERGE~TS IS CC~FILEO I~ A 
CETERf'IIIEC IN 46 snes tHP , tt.E YEAR PERJcr;~ AFFEcrec E'r o.v.e ... nzs WAS 
1'\CRULJTV !S HPI'1RHn r:.-o , ~.-.r •• -~-·· . • 6Cll.LISM OLTBREAI<S At.D 
hHERFOWL fiORTAlin AND fACHiRS AFFECTING ~ATERFOtl 
REPORHC FCR iS.lCCATIC~·s· "'cy~;~s c:~s~~tCP~ ,.tCC~NTATH Oil SPILL MCRTAUl'l IS 
lCCAliU.S. • · ·~ lilY AI<£ REPCRTEC FCR 7 
UH 
ft'UE "LI'EU 
INSllllliCN OR AGENCY 





PRINCIPAL fiSHERIES BICLCGI~J 
t09 292 6686 
Nf~ JEPSE~ OEPARTHfNT CF E~VIRCI\I'E~T~l PRCTECTICN S~EllflShEI<IES, fli<EAU Of lillDLifE I'ANAGE~E~T 





FILE HH ~tTERFCkl ~C~l.LITY BY DISEASE, LEA[ POISONING A~O 
C ll Sf lll5 
GE~EPAL GECGFJfHIC .F(t ~CFlh tMERICt. t.S., NEh JERSEY 
tfST~~(l .AlERFCwl ~ORTAlllY AS CtlSEC EY CISEASE, LEAD 
FOISUdi\G tl\[ Cll SflllS IS PRESHTH. HWR MAJCR Cll SPillS AI\C RELATED 
'CFTILITIES ARf ~LSO PRESEI\lEO AI\C Cl!ClSSEC tS FAR AS TYPES LF Oilo ~1\0 
MCRT~LIT' PAlES DlPll\6 DIFfERE~l PhASES Cf 6IRC RESCtE. MCkT~LtTY IS CESCRI6EC 
AS 1\LI'BER l<lllH CLE H lf~J: PCISC~IH, CU. SPILLS, (I;OLERA, 1\CI\'-SPECIFIC 
~IRL!t Jl\t CAUSTIC FCISCI\I~G. ~EPCRT Cf EOllliSM PCISOI\11\G IS FEPCRTED fCR 9 
SPfCJES A~C 1~ ~REA!. 
UI'E 
PHCIH 1\lMI!ER 
11\SllTLTlCI\ CF tG£1\(Y 





PRI~ClPAl FIS~E~IES BIOLOGISl 
6(9 2S2 666l: 
1\EW JERSEY OEPARli'E~T Of E~viRC~MENlAl ~RClECTICN 
Aa[ S~EllflSHE~IES, EU~E~U Cf hlLCLIFE M~N~GEMENT 




FILE NA'E lltlHFCH H\EIIHTS 
GE~EFAl GECG~AffiC li~E~ NCRTh AMERICA, L.S., NE~ JERSEY 
IIBSlFACl FRE-SHSC~ Ai\C ~11\lER Bt/ltll\1: OPERAliONS kERE 
C~RRIEC ClT DL~II\G 1914 TC 1975. SA~[ING kAS ACCO,PliShED IN AJLAI\TlCt CAPE 
~AY liNC CU~BERlAI\C CCl~lJES. AlSC FEFCF1EC IS TRAPPINGS AI\C llBERATIDI\S Of 
Ct/IACt t:EESE CIITC HATE Cwi\EC ldll:llfE MANAGEMENT AREAS Ct;RING }Cj69 TC 1974. 
l\AU PRIIICIPAL FIShHlES 61ClCGJSl 
FhOfiE Hf'EH 609 ~9~ 66E6 
INS T Illl ICI\ Cl< AGEt.C~ to<Eio JERSEY C EFAl'lf'ENT Cf EI\IIIRCI\MENHl PRCTECTION 
CJ~ISICI\ CF FlS~, t•~E Aht ShEllFIS~ERIESt B~REAU Of ~ILDLIFE MAN~GEMENT 
HREET F .. C .. EO lllCS 
CITY l~E~lCI\ 
!l~TE ~Eh JfPSEY 
llf COU CSt.:<5 
FILE ~~~~E 
GEIIEFAl GECGFAFHJC AREt 
en 
ktTE~fl:hl ~CVE,£1115 





FIH-SEASCN A~IJ HNTER llAIIOil\G FOR 1'175 TO 1976 liAS 
Cll T~REE lilltllfE M'NIIGEMEIIT AREAS Ill liE~ JERSEY. SPECIES 
AIIC THFEE AGE CLASSES ARE RfPCRlEt. 
FHCI\E t<UEER 
IhSllltlTICII 0 ACifl\0 





FFI~CIFtl FJS~EPIES BICLCGIST 
HS 2S 2 6tH 
11£W JE~SEY DEPART,ENT Of EN~l~ONMENlAL PRCTECTICN 
All[ SHEllF!ShE~IES, ELPEAl Cf kll[LJFE ~AIIAGE~fiiT 





[LFI~G ~·FCh, tFFil, '"( 
GENERAl GECG~AFHIC AFEA 
HEH HY 
SiS 
~A\E CfSER.AliCAS IN NE~ JERSEY CCAST'L ~ATEKS 
~JY l~H 
~~Flh tiiLAiiTIC CCE~N, CCASTtiL, L.S., 1\EW JERSEY, 
AB!lRACl A STLD~ Cf h~VE t~tRACTERISTICS Cf TfE CCEA~ CFF 
THE ~(Lit Cf GPEtT EAY• IIEh JEPSEY II\ lhE ~ICINilY Cf ThE PRCPCSEO AllANTIC 
GENERATING ~lATICI\ l<A!i CODlCHC I:LH H MAPCH, APRIL, tiiiD '~y, 1975. ll wAVE 
~ItER ~AVE ~EASLFE~E~l !YSTE~ CEPLCVEC ~E~~~ lh~ PRCFOSEt Sift REC0~0£0 WAVES 
EllERY 6 hOLRS. REPCRTH ftiRMETEI<! INCLLCH SlGiilflCMl WAllE HEIGHT, MXIMUI' 
~ti\E .EIGtl, A~C PEA~ !PEClRtll PERICC. 
1\AI'E FRC~ECT MANAGER-ATLANTIC GfliERATING STATIO~ 
FHCI\E ~l~BER 2Cl 622 1CCC 
11\STITLTlCii Cll ti~E/ICY PUBLIC !ER~JCE tlfCTRIC Al\0 GAS CO~PANV 
SlFEEl ec fA~~ fltiCE 
CITY IIEI<tRI< 
STJT£ ~Eh JERSEY 
ZIP CCtE C11Cl 
fiLE ~Hf 
DLRI~G ~l~E. JLL,, ·~t 
Gf~ER~l EECGF'f~l( AFE' 
GPE~l en 
-A~E CBSER\AliO~S IN ~E~ JERSEY CCASlAl ~·TERS 
HHSl 1915 
NCRlh ATLANTIC CCEAN, CCASlALt L.S., ~Eh JERSEY, 
~fSTP~CT A STlCY Of ~AilE ChARAClERISTICS Of lHE CCEAI\ CFF 
T~E 'CllH Cf GREAT EAY, ~Eh JERSEY 1~ TtE \ICINITY Cf THE FaCPCSED ATLANTIC 
GE~EFATI~G STATIO~ W~S CC~ClClEC CLPING JU~E. JULY, llht ~UGUST 1Sl5. A hAVE 
FICEP kAIIE ~EASLRE~E~T SVSTEM [EPlCVED IIEAR THE P~CFOSE[ SITE RECCFCEC WAllES 
E~ERY 6 HOURS. REFC~TEC FtFAI'ElEF5 I~CllCE[ SIGNIFICAI\T WAllE ~EIGhT, MAXIMLM 
~~~~E t£1Gt1 1 AI\C PEA~ SPECTRAL PERIC[. 
NA~E PROJECT MA~AGER-~TLANT!( t:E~E~~TlNG STATIC~ 
PhUE HHfF ~0 1 f2~ lOCO 
INSllllliCI\ CR AGE~C~ PLEliC SEFIIICE ELECTRIC A"C GAS COMPANY 
STPHT €0 fAF~ FLPCE 
(11' ~EhtRK 
ST,l£ ~E~ JEFSEl 
21F CCCE CIICl 
FILE NA,_E 
C~RI~G SEflE¥BE~, CCTCEE~. 
~RAilE CBSEI<VUICt.S IN Ull JEI<SEV CCASTAL IIATERS 
A•c NCVEMEER 1~75 
GE~ERAL GECGRAPHIC APEA 
GFEn Ul 
NCRlH AllANTIC CCEAN, CCASHL, li.S., NEll JERSEY, 
AESTRACT A SllDY OF ~A'E CH~RACTERISTICS OF THE OCEAN Off 
T~f ,_ClTH Of GREAT EAY• ~E~ JE~SEV I~ THE VICIN!Tl Of THE PROPOSED ATLANTIC 
GENE~'TING STATION WAS CC~CUCTED DLRING SEFTEMBER. OCTCEER, ANt NOVE~BER 1975. 
A WAVE ~U:H IIA\E fHASliREI'Et.T SYSTEfo CEFLC'HO NEAR Ti!E PROPOSEI:: StTE RECORDED 
U\IES EVER'f 6 HUllS. REPUlEIJ P~RAMEIEfiS IIICLUDED HGNIFICANl ltA~E t\EIGHT, 
~AXI~U~ WAVE HEIGHT, ANO PEAK SPECTRAl FERICC. 
~AME PROJECT ~A~A~ER-~TLANTIC GENERATING STATION 
fMIH t.li'BER 2Cl l:22 1CCC 
INSTITlHU. Cli AC:t~CY PUSLIC SERVICE ElECTRIC AND GAS COMPAN'f 
SiRUi H PARI\ FUCE 
CJT~ NEWARK 
STilE NEk JERSEY 
liP CG££ C11Cl 
FILE ttHE Wl'JE FRCfllE SlltY-MAilUANC 
GENERAL GECGRAPHIC AllEA NCRlH AlllNliC, CCAST~lt u.s., ~ARYLANO 
AESlR~CT ~15SION hl~9, fliGHT 01, liAS ACCCMPLISHEO CN AUGUST 
lh l'i73r lllliZIN(; THE UllCPS fllG .. l CHTH C-54 IIACRAfl HliiPPH WITH A 
T-11 J!EIIHL ~AFPING (l~,ffill ANC A ULHJI NEU. LASER, Ill CCCPEAATlON iiHH Tt1E 
N~SA LANGLEY ~ESE~RCH CENTER. l~E C6JEC1lVE Cf ThE FLIGHT hAS TC M~K£ A STUCY 
OF ~A~E ACliC~ USI~G lf~ltt P.CTCERAftY ANt LASER fRtfJLE TAPES. 
UH 
FHCfo;£ H~BER 






GE~ER~l GECGFAFHIC AFE' 
llfSTRA(l 
YOIIK ~lATE FURI\ISHEC BY 
Ulll 
FHCH HHH 




M lChiEL CCNGER 
flC"t 13~4 3.ti l1 
~AliDNAL AERONAlliCS Allb 5PACE ADM 





NCFTH tMEPICA, u.s., NE~ YORK• GREAT LAKES 
IIEATtlcR DATA fr<ll' 320 fU.S STATIONS Tl<RCUGh OUT NEW 
IIEAltEF EURE~ll IT AStEIIILLE, N.C. 
c .... ctea~. 
315 1S7 2~H 





FILE NA~f WEEIJ CGMPETITIO~ IN SOY8EAN5 
GENERAl GEOGRAPHIC AREA ~CFTh ·~ERIC,, U.S., IJEL,IItREo SUSSEX CCU~TY 
IESTRACT PAE5ENTEO IN REPCRl FOR, 'RE CAlA CCLLECTED DURING 
A FIELD STLCI CC~ClClEO IN CELAh,~E CLPl~~ 1965 TO DETER~INE ThE EfFECT Cf 
IIEfD CCI'PETITIU ANt TH Tlf!E Cf WHO REI'O\IAl CN THE YIELD, SHND; LCDGIIIG AI\, 
hEIGtl Cf SC~BEAII!. 
U~E 
FHONE fo;lMeER 





3C2 131! 4:~5! 




flU NJIIIE hEllS FCR UtE CEHI'.IIATICN Cf CtllOIHCE '1\C loJITER 
lEVElS Ih A'LifU<S THAT CRCSS Tt.E CHESAPEAIIE ANO OfLAIIARE CANAl 
GENERAl GEOGRAPHIC AREA ~G~TH A~ERICtr L.S., CELAitAREt 1\Eio CASTLE COUNTY 
AeSTR,Cl A FFELI~IIIAFY STUC' WAS C~RRlED OUT FROM CECEMBE~ 
~~~5 THRCLG~ SEPlE~EER ~~~7 Ill CROER T( IN~ESliGATf THE FACTORS CCNTRCLLING 
TH OCI-At.GE CF UTE!< llHioEEII HE CtESAPHH M;D CELAURE CAI\Al AfiC THE 
~'~lfERS T~ROUG~ ktiC~ THE CA~AL PASSES. THREE WELtS kERE ORILlEO IN THE AREA 
Cf SUM~IT BRIDGE, CELAWA~E TG PER~IT A CETEP~INATICII Cf GPCU~C WATER GRADIENT! 
ANO lC ~AR* lHE EXTE~SIC" CF S~LT-WATER l~l~LSION. TMf ~ESULTS Cf THE STLCW 
A~E FRESENTEC JN REFCRT fCPM. T~E SECIMENl ~TRUCTlRES OF THE THREE WELL CCRES 
AS liEU AS THE SEClfiUl HHCllRES fi<O. 4.3 CCRES H.KEII FI<OM A H!<lt'-SCUTH 
GECLC~IC C~CSS SEtliC~ ·~t '~ f'Sl-~EST CRC!5 SECTION, BOlH IN THE STLDY AREA· 
A~E EI~EN. MEA!URE~ENTS CF WATER 'LALITV P~R~MElERS CF T¥E ~·TER FPC~ THE 
ThREE hELLS AI\C THE WAlER Ill THE CA~Al AR~ liSTED FDP ThE CURATICN OF THE 
STLC'• kAllR lE~ELS lolTHI~ T•E ~ELLS APE ALSC RECCRtEC FOR TH~ ENTIRE STLO' 
FUICC. 
1\AI'E 
FtiCNf HJIE ER 












GE~ERAl GECG~AFHIC AREA 
ISl~~t, •E~T PfCC~lC ft~ 
wEST FECC~IC EAY S'I\0FliC 
~C~TH A~E~IC,, U.S., CCASTAL, ~EW YORK, LONG 
IIBHRACT Cl!lt FILE JS U. HE FCRI' CF AI\ ACACEfollC EXfRClSt: 
fEFfC~~EC £1 STUCE~TS foiAJGFI~G IN foiARI~E SCIEI\CE AT SCUTHAMPTCN COllEGE, LONG 
ISLA~[, 1\E~ YCRK. fA~I.ElE~S ~ERE ~EASLRED ~fEKLY fCF THE ~CI\Th CF AUGUST, 
1S15 ,1\C I~CLUOE TE~PE~AlURE, 5~li~I11, CI!SCl~EC CXYGE~ GAS, FHCSPH.lE, 
~ITRilE, ~~~~ITE, CURREI\1 SPEEC Al\0 CIRECTICN, WI~D SFEEO AND CIRECT10N 1 SK~, 
A~C SEA SH 1€. 
fiHE 
PHCNf NllieEfl 





J. F. ltElKH 






MARI~E ~CIE~CE CEI\lfR 
FILE ~tM£ ~E~l SHI~NECCCK 1\lTRIE~l DAlA 
GE~EFtl (fC(fAfrlC A~Et ~C~Th ~ME.lCA• ~.s., COASTAL, NEk ~DRK, LCNG 
ISLAND, kESl !~IN~ECDC~ Et) 
tSSlRA(T HIS Fllf IS IN ThE FORI\\ Gf DATA SHEETS CCI'PRISEO f' STLCENTS MAJCRI~G IN ~t~INE SCIE~CE AT SCllHAIPlCN CCLLEGE, LCNG ISLAND, 
NEll '1CRI<. FARMETEFS HRE MEJ!SUHO ~EEKLY Cl..RlNG JUliE A~O JUlY, 1914 AND 
I•CLL[E Nll~tTfo NIT~JTE ANt FhCSPhAlE. 
NAI'E J. F. ~ELKEF 
FHCIIE lllHEF ~lt ~83 ~OCC 
IN!llllliC. CR A(E~C1 SCLTHA,PT£~ CCLlEEE M~RINE SCIENCE CENTER 
STFEEl TUCK~hCE RCAO 
(Jl~ SCUTtAMFTCN 
SlATE ~Ell HH 
lJP CCCE llSH 
FilE tiHE wEST SHNfiECOCK $'11\CPTIC STLO~ 
GENERAL GEOG~AFHIC AFEA NC~lH A'EFICA, L.S., CCASTAL. ~EW ~[RK, LGNG 
ISLA~L, ~EST Shlfii\ECCCI< 8A1 
ABSTRACT THIS filE I! A~ ACADE,IC EXEFCISE PERF[~~EE BY 
!TlOE~lS ~AJC~I~G I~ ~ARII\E SCIE~CE IT SDUTH,MPTCN CCllEGE, LONG ISlA~D, NEh 
1CRK. PtR,MfTERS ~ERE foiEASlREC kEE~L' CUPifG THE MCNlhS CF J~lY 'N[ AUGUST, 
1'574 AT 11 STATIONS. PAR~'ETE~S 'EASLFEC J~CLUCE ~Ill ANC kATER TEMFE~ATURE, 
SAll~ITl, CISSCLVEC CXYGff G,S, ~[TRATE, NITAlTEr PtOiPtATE, CLRRE~l ~ELCCITY, 
Wl~C ~ElCCilYw !EA !TAlE, ~~C ClOlD CC~ER. 
~A~E J. F. ~El~EF 
fHNE Hl'fER 516 a:: 4CCC 
JNSllTLTIC~ CF A(E~CY SCUTtA,FTCN COLLEGE MARINE SCIENCE CE~TER 
STREET llCI<tHCE flCAC 
CITY SCllrAMPlCN 
Sl.TE ~EW VCR~ 
ZIF CCCE llStf 
fiLE t\HE 
GENERAL GEOGRAPhiC AREA 
J!ES TR AU 
FFC" lhE CCJ!TAl fltl~ Cf 
1\~M E 
PhCH HI'EH 





f Ilf 1\'1' E 
Gf~ERAl GEGGR.PHJC AREA 
foiiRHAflt 
WESTERN CARCLINA LNIV~R~IlY HERBA~ll" C[LlECTIG~ 
~OFl• A~ERICA, CG.STAL, U.S., NCMTH CARCLINA 
CCLLECllC~ AhO fFEPARAlJC~ Cf ~ER€A~IG' SPECIHE~S 
~CFl~ A~C SOUTh CAFClf~A 
J. CA~. PilllllC 
104 <:93 7244 
DEP,Rl~ENl (F BClt~Y 




~EIL,~C BCLNCARl ~tFS 
NDRT. A1LANTIC, COASTAL, L.S., CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
ABSTRACT AERIAL P•CTOGRAPH FILE Cf All LANC A~O ~~TER 
INTERFACES IN lhE STATE (f foiAR,LANC. USEC 10 CELINEATE lANCWARt EOUNtARY OF 
TICAL kETLANCS. F•CTC~~A,ETAIC STANCARDS MET. COLO~ AND IR PHOlOS 1 II\CH TC 
ICOC Fl SCALE. BLCklP f~J~lS I INCH TC 2CC fl SCALE. 
~AilE ~ILLIAH SIPFLE 
PHOII£ NlMBER 3Cl-2t1-5~71 
INSTITUTIC~ (~ AEENC~ MAR,LAND CEPARTfoiENl GF NAlL~Al ~ESCl~CES 








filE ~~~E ~ETLA~O ~Affi~G ~TlCY-~tPYLA~C 
GE~EFAl GECGFAfhJ( AFEA NCRT. AMERICA, l.S., ~AP,LA~C 
~BSlFACl ~ISSIC~ W288, fliG•T 01, kAS ACCOMPLIShED CN JUlY 
31, 1~74, LTILIZJNG THE kALLCPS STATIC~ UH-IH HELICCPTE~ EQUIPPED hilt ThO 
T-11 AERIAL foiAFPJN( CAfoiE~AS ~~C ~~ 125 •e~ ~LLTlSP£CTPtl CAMERA SYSTE~ IN 
CCCPHAHC~ klU. HE SI<IlHGI\U~ IIISTITUTE. HE CBJECTI\IE OF HE FLIGHT WAS T.C 
PRDVIt£ RIMClE SEN!INE I~AGER~ I~ ~UlTlPlE kAVElENGlt EA~OS AT A VtRJET' Of 










H~ £~4 3~11 
~AliC~tL AERCIIALTICS Afl[ SFtCE AC~ 





FilE IIAH HllAHS ~AI<Sii STUCIES GE~EP'l GEOGI<APhlC AREA u.s., CCA~lAl• IICI<l~ AlLAIIllCt DELAWARE BAYt NEW 
JEP5n, llEHCilClt HSTRAO IHSHGN wla, FLl. 1. IIIAS ACCUFllSI'H flAY 26t 
1912 , ~IU kAllCFS S'I'HICI'I C-54 HFCHFT HliiPPEC WITH 1110 T-11 AERIAL CAMEI<AS 11'1 COCPERATIGI'I ~Ill' u. S. FISH ANC ~ILOLifE SER~ICE. LBJECll~E- TO ~ETER~J~E THE FEASJBILIT~ (f. CISTINGLISI'li'IG \lRICUS TYPES CF MARSH GI<ASSES 
fRCM lfllERfRETIIIE lflfi<~RED AEI<IAL FILM. FLIGI'l IN ClEAR WEATHER, All< TEMP. 10 
CUi. C AT 4 1500 FT., MSL ttllt tlilt-10 Of 2C KNCT5 FROM 040 OEG. NA~E PALL AlfC~Sl 
PHIIE MHEEii tC4-t24-a4ll 
INSllllliCII CR AGE.Ct II'TlCI'IAl JII<CI'IAUTICS AI'IC SPACE ACM 
SlRffT CHSAPEAKE !lAY ECCLCGICAl PRCGI<AM CFFICE 
Cll' ~~LLCFS ISL~NC 
SlATE \IFGINIA 
liP coce a:a.n 
FILE NA~f "~ITE CLAY CREEK CETRIT~l AND ORGANIC BREA~OOWh 
PRO tlCl HI< IIE"r Gf~EI<AL GEOGP.PHIC ~IlEA ~CRT~ A~EI<ICA, CCASTAL• U.S., PENNSYLVANIA, 
OfLA~~Rlt ~tilE ClA' C~EEK 
HHRJI(l · TlolS FILE CCNTAII'iS ~ATA ON HIE CETRITAL AND 
BIOCMt~JCAL BREI~[(~~ fRCtlClS IN lME ~HIT£ CLAY CREE~ O~~II'i~GE SYSTE~. THE 
OATA TAKEN ~CIITHLY SINCE 1972 1 GI~EI ~ELATIIIE A~DLNTS Of CELLULOSIC, LlPit, 
• . 'S 'N~ '"INC 'CIO ~ruroo"'''"S •s L.c•' C~RBCM~O~ATE, fMf~[LlC1 PFCiEi~•eo~ t ~ u Rr · R ~Lnruunu ~ •~•• 
lNfCR~lliCN ON 1tE lDlAl tl!!Cl\Et CR&A~IC ~ATERIAL. 
~A~E PCB!~ VA~I'itlf 
PHCNE •.ueER .t15 Uti 2153 
INSTITUllCN CF AEEI'ICY STROUt ~ATER RE!EARC~ CENTEr< 
S UEEl EAST LCtitU GPC\IE STREEl 
CITY LCfitCN GRC~E 
STATE FEN~SYL\J~lJ 
ZIP CCCE 1S31E 
FilE fit~E WflTE CLAY CREEK STREAM ChEMISTR' 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AllH IIOHt: Jl/HRICil, CCASHL 9 t.;.S., FE~NSYLVANIA 1 
CELA~APE, ~t:llf CLJlY CREE~ 
~BSlllACl THI~ FlU CCHAHS THE STIHA~ liATEFl CHHISTRY tAlA 
FCR Tlif WHITE ClAY CREEK lillTE~St:EC llRfA I~ FEN~S,l\ANIA llNO CElAiiARE TAKEN 
liEEKL~ F~C~ 1S6~ Tt:~ClG~ 10 Tt:f PRESEIIT AfiD CCNTIIIUING. TliE DATil, BASICALL~ 
FRCM t GENERAl 5TATI(fl AFEJlS, JNClUC£5 INFCPMATIOI'I CN PH, NITRATE, 
CRlHCFHOSPt:llTEt AM~CfiiA, SULFATE, CHLORitE, ALKALINll,, TCTAL H~RDNESS, 
C~LCJU~, VANAOIU~, NICMElt 8CRCfl, 2l"C• CCfPER, ~A"Gili'IE!Et IRCI'it SODIUM, AND 
PCTAUIIJM CN A JICIITI-LY SllSIS SINCE 1<;72 1 TH PARJICIJLATE LCAOHG AIIO ~AKE UP 
fll! fEE~ CETE~~INEC AS kEll. 
NAME . ROSJII VJ~NClE 
Ft:CIIE NUMEEF 21! 2tE 215! 
INSllllliCN OF llHNcY SHCLD IIAlER RESfllllCH CENTU 
STREET EAST lO~DCN GPC\E 51REE1 
CITY LCN[C~ GPCVE 
HATE Pfii.~YL~AfiU 
2 If CCC£ 1'53H 
FILE NllME liliiTE CLAY C~EE~ h'TERS~Et eJCLOCJCill SlR~EY 
GE~ERAL EfCGRAF~JC A~EI ~CRTM A~ERJC~, COASTAL, U.S.i FE~NSYl\ANIA, 
DElhiRE, ~filE ClA~ C~EEK 
Atl.STIIACT TMIS FILE CCHAHS UIE BIOlOGICAl Sl.iRVE'Y 
lNFOR~'liC~ FCR THE hHilE CLA' CREEK WATE~!~EC SINCE 1S6S. THE CATA l~KEI'I 
ltiCLUES t lllTOJI .liNt FRCHZCAN COUNTS ANC SPEC IE S. FISH r<ORTALITY A flO GRCioTH, 
ANC P~lMARl PRCCLCli\IlY ~EASUPEC E~ SE~ERIL JIETI'C£5. THE CATA hAS l~~EN ON 3 
DIFFEREI'Il STREA~ ERil~CHE~ AT 9 ST~1ICN5. 
N~~f RCBI~ ~ANI'IOlE 
PHO~E NlMEEF 215 26€ 2153 
INSTITlliON CR AGENC~ 5TRCLO ~ATEP RESEARC~ CE~TE~ 
SlPEET E#51 LONCCN GROVE STREET 
CITV LC~C(~ GRC~E 
STilE PE~N~Yl\ANIA 
llf CUE 1S3H 
fiLE hA~E ~tilE CtA~ CREE~ ~ATEFS.EC fl(h A~C CLI~~TCLOGICAL 
HCUCS 
GE~ERAl GEOGRAPHIC A~EA ~C~lt A~E~[(A• CCtSTAL• u.s., PEN~SYLVA~It, 
O£LA~tFE 1 ~·ITE CLA~ CFEEK 
ABSlRACT 1~1! CG~T~I~S r•E STRE·~ tJSChARGE A~t FLCh DATA 
FCR ltE ktiTE CLAY C~EEK WATERStEt A~EA IN FENNSYLVANIA ANC CELA~ARE FROM 1969 
Aat CC~TI~LI~( I~ lC ThE flTlRE. CLI~AlCLCGlCAL CAT• ~tS TAKEN CCNClPRENTLY 
kiTH lHE FlCh CATA (~ A ~EE~LY fASIS ~T 6 !TATIO~S ~ITh 2 NEW STATI0~5 BEING 
tCCE£ J. FAll 1S7S CN ltE ELC~ FU~ TRIBUTARY. PA~A~ElEFS MEASUAEC INCLUDE 
~AlE~ TRANSPCRlt flCWt ~A)I~U~ AND ~~~~~U~ TE~PERAlU~E, RAIN FALL, LIGhT 
IN1E~!I11 t~[ STFEI~ DISlhiREE. 
~~~E RCEJ~ \AN~ClE 
FHCaE ~l~eEF 215 268 2153 
INSTITUTJO~ CR A'ENCY 5TROl0 WAlER RE~EAPCH CE~TER 
SUfET E~ST lCf\CCN E~OH STREET 
CITY LC~C(~ E~C~E 
STJT£ PEN~S1L~A~IA 
liP (([£ 1«;:!1€ 
FILE Nt~E hlLCliFE lNCEJE! - CEDAR Pl~ STUDY ~REA 
GENERAL GECt~JPhiC A~EA ~CFTt A~ERIC~, l.S., NEh JERS£1. CEDAR RUN STUDY 
AH~ 
AB~TRACT eiRC CE~SUSES WE~~ CONOLCTE[ ON TtE CEDAR RUN STUDY 
I!RU .. TH CEI\Sll't ANC CI\IE~Hl\' Of BIRrS H FCUR GIFFERENT liiiEITAT TYPES WERE 
DETER~I~EC. llif fOl~ TRii~S£CTS SI~FLED A~E: 1. CREEK AND BAY ECGE, 2. 
.HTEHiflCRtt 3. JIJA-FATEN.5 1 Al'lt .it. LPLAfiO H THE lii:J!l IIARSHES CF CEDAR RUN. 
Sl) DI!1S FRCM AFPil U~Tll ALGLST hERE LSEC fCR SAMPll~G. 
NAtE PRINCIPAL fiS~EPIES BIOLOGIST 
PHC~E ~l!IEEF 6C9 2«;2 6686 
INSTITLTICN CP AGE~C' NEW JERSEY CEFA~l~E~T Of EN~IRC~~E~lAl fRCTECTlC~ 
DI~ISIC~ CF FIS~, Gt~E I!~[ S~ELLFI!tERIESt E~~EAU Cf WlltllFE ~ANAEEMENT 
SHEET P.C. €0 lHS 
CIT1 lPE~TC~ 
STATE ~EW ~ER~E1 
.liF CUE C8t2~ 
FILE ~'~E ~ll[LJFE I~DEXES- ~ESTI~G SURIJEY 
GE~EFAL EECCFAf~IC APEt ~ORTt AMERICA, l.!., ~E· JE~SEl, CECA~ ~U~ ST~D~ 
HE~ 
HSTRACT RESLLTS OF CRIGI!'IH FIELD .5.Jl[Y 0~ EIRC MSTIIIG 
IIIOICES ~ERE SlATISTICALl1 '~~LYZEC 10 CBTJlN POINT ANt INTEP~AL ESTI,ATES CF 
THE IIUMfE~ Cf IIESTS OF THE VA~ICUS EIRC SPECIES IN 1HE DIFFERE~l TYPES Of 
VEGETATION IN THE CECAR Rl~ MA~SHES. SlRLCllRE A~ALYSIS PELATES TC STRUCTURE 
Of l~PE! Of ~ESTS FCL~[ I~ Clfff~EIIT ~EGET~liCN TYPES. ~EPORTEO ARE ESTIMATED 
~U~BER CF ~ESTS ~~[ THE RELATE[ VEtETATION ALCNG ~llH lnE STA~DARD DEVIATIC~S 
FRCM T~E MEA~. AlSCt THE UFPER A~D l(~ER ll~IT Of lHE 95 PERCE~T CC~fl[ENCE 
I~TER\Al JS REFCRTEC FC~ THE ~U~8ER CF NESl~ FOR EftCH BIRO SPECIES A~D 
SflEClEt ~EGETATIC~ TYPE FCUfl[ I~ l~E STLC' ~REA. 
~AME P~INCIP~L FISHERIES BICLCGI~T 
FtC~f ~L~EEF f(S 2S2 ttft 
INSllTlllCN CR AGENC1 NEW JERSEY tEFA~T~ENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL FRClECTIGN 
DIVISIC~ Cf fl!t, &A~E A~C SHELLFI5HERIES, BLREAU (f hlLtliFE ~A~AGE~ENT 
STREET F.C. 8() 1SC9 
CITY TRHTCN 
!TAlE NEW JERSEY 
liP CCCf Ctt25 
FILE N'~E WILCLifE lNVESTJG,TIONS-MCSCllTO IN.ESTIGAliONS 
GENERAL GECGRAP~IC A~E' NCRlh A•EFI(A, l.S., tELAhA~E, TICAL WETltNCS 
AfSl~~CT C~TA COLLECTED CLRlNG A SL~VEY CARRIED Oll FROM 
19~6 1( l9c~ 0~ lHf SEJSCatl I'CHLllC FCfLUTIC~S H ASSiliiOitA~ JINC LlllLE 
CREE~ k!LELIFE AFftS. DELAIIJIRE ARE P~ESE~TEE IN REPG~l FO~M. ~ECO~DEC ARE 
SPECIES OETERMINATIC~S ~~~[ CCL~l! CF MCSCLITC LAP,~Et f~FAE ll~C ADULTS AND SEX 
DElER~I~ATICNS (f AClll MC5CLlTCES. SPECIES CETE~MINATJC~S OF WILDLIFE USING 
T~E ~A~S~ES ti<E J~(LlCft. 
NAMf 
FHCH ~LH£1< 
iNSllTLTJCN OR AGEkC1 
E~~IRC~~E~l~l CCNT~(L 




~lAff SI~ISIC~ Cf FISH I!~D hiLCLJFE 
3C2 OS 4~31 






FILE f\H£ W JU:llFE INVESTIGATIONS-MOLRNING CO'iE CEI\SIIS 
GENE~~L GEOG~APHJC A~EA 1\CFl~ A~ERJCA, L.S., CELA~A~E, KENT COUI\TV 
'ESTRACT DATA FROM A MOURNING OC'f STLOY hHICH HAS BEEf\ 
CARRIED CLT Ill ~EI\1 CCLI\lY, CEL~~ARE fRG~ 1953 TC T~E PRESENT ARE PPESENTEC IN 
HFCI'T FCFII .• CCUI\TS Of MCURI\111(; CCVES SEEN ~1\D HEAiiO CLRING THE ANfiiJAL SPRING 
BREECI~G SEASON CENSUS ARE Gi~EN. THE PLRFCSE CF THE STUDY HAS fEEl\ TC 
EHAELISti AN UDEX 1C f\CIJIII\UG DC\£ BREEtll\G !\UMBERS. 
~'llf STAFf-Ol~ISION Of FISH A~O ~ILOLIFE 
fHCI\E ~l~BE~ 302 678 4431 












1 ~<j( 1 
WILCLIFE INVESTIGATIONS-RUFFED GROUSE SURVEY 
NCI<lH A"'EHU, L .. s., CELAWHE, NANTICCKE ldLOLIFE 
ABSTRACT DIIU FRO! A F.liFfH GRCUSE SOP.VEY ld'il(h HS BEEN 
"RRIEO OUT IN THE NANTICCJ(E WILCLIFE tREAt CElAWAFE FROM 1972 10 THE PRESENT 
AJE P~ESENTED IN P.EFORl FCR~. l~E PUP.PCS£ Ef THE Sll['l H~S SEE~ TO EST~6LISH A 
RUFFH GRCUH PCPUATICN IN OELJ!WARE llY REIURCDUCTION Of llCULT BIRDS ANt TO 
EVILUATE TtE SURVIV~L RATE lNC EEtA\IICR PATTEFNS OF ThESE fiRtS. 
~A~£ STAFF Dl\ISICN Df FISH AND ~!LCL!FE 
fHCH HHH 3C2 t16 4431 












JN OELJIURE WllCLIFE IN\IESTIGATJONS-SlAlUS OF hHllE-TAILED DEER 
GE~EF#l ~EC~FIIftiC AFEJ NC~Th AMERICA, u.s., DELAkARE 
ISST:A(l . [AlA FRO~ A Slli[V ~HICh hAS eEE~ CA~RIEC CUT FRCM 
19A 10 THE PRESEI\1 ON UE SHTUS OF THE w:HilE-UILfll IJEER It. CHAioA~E ARE 
PRESENTEC IN RfFORT fCR~. ~EASl~Et FA~A~ETEFS INCLltE COUNTS Of fAGGED DEE~ BY 
Sf) J~C .~Gf CL~!St ORESSEC loEIEhTS CF E'GGEC CEER B' SEX AND AGE CLASS Al\0 
COUliOT. Cf RO.tlll KILLS. THE PlRPCSE Cf TH STLO' HAS EE£N 1( CETEilMINf THE RANGE 
Al\C CC~tlTJON Cf TtE llfEF hERD AS ~ BASIS fCF FCSSIBLE DEER MAN~GE~ENJ MEASlFES '~C RE(Ul~TICIIS. 
1\'AitE 
FHiH MiHEF 








HAFF-DI\ISJCt. Cf FISI' ~N£ IIILCLIFE 
:2C2 tH ~431 





kJltllfE INVESTI~ATlONS-UPLANO GAME KILL 
GEI>E~AL GECGFifHIC AFf' NCRTt ~MERICA, L.S., CELA~.tiRE 
,BSTFACT . DATA FPO, A STLC'I loHICH HAS fEEN CCNCLCJEC FRCM 1~65 TC lHf FRESE~l 0~ TtE tUl\TER SUCCESS CF UPLANC GI!ME IN PUBLIC HLNTING ~REAS Of CELJ!iltRE .till£ PRE.Ht.1H !N !if~ORT F!R!o., HASLP.EI: PAIW>!fTEl<S. IIICLvCE ~U~BER! CF flGGEt JNtl\f[LlLS FEF SPECIES ~~t ~U~fERS Cf ~OURS •UNJE[ BY HlNTI~t ARE,. hUl\TER SlCCfSS •AS EEEI\ tfTER~INEO IN ORCER TO EVALUATE FURTURE 
klltLIFE ~.ti~AGE~El\1 FRACliCE!. 
NAME . SHff-CIVISIC" CF FISH ~N[ WllCLIFE 
FtiCJIIE ~ll'.fER 3C2 tH 4.ti31 











WllCLIFE II'IIIESliG~llOI\S-~tHR fCill I'IGRHICI\ 
(EI\EPAL GECfPAPhlC AREA ~CRT~ A~ERICA, l.~ •• CELA~AFE TIO~l ~ARSHL~~OS 
ABSTRACT ttl~ F~C~ ~ kATERFCkl ~IG~ATICN STU(' h~ICH HAS 
eHl\ CA~R lEt CLT Jl\ DH/ll•ARE FRCI' l<.i5C lC lhE PRESENT ARE PRESENTEe IN REPORT 
FCRI'. MCNTHL~ AERIAL COLI\TS CF THE ~L~BERS (f INCI~ICUALS FER SPECIES 
Ulllllli\G CELAkA~E TICAL I'~~StlA~DS 'RE 11\CLLCED. ThE FURPCSE Cf ThiS 
f'l(RATICI\ STUDY h~S EEEI\ lC CETERI'INE kATERFO~l PCPULAllCI\ TRENDS IN CELAWARE. 
Nil~£ SlHF-tl\ilSlCfl Cf FISii ANC kilCliFE 
fl-:ti'.E HJIEER 3C2 ~143 4431 












liiLCliFE IN\iESliGAliQl\~t.HERFOIIL MIGRAT Hfl BANDING 
·~EI\EPAL GECI~AP~IC ARfA tiCFlH A~ERICA, l.S., tELA~AFE 
ABSTRACT CATt FRCM A WATERFOWL MIGRATIOtl BANDING STLDY WHICH 
1-:AS BEEN CARRIE[ OlT I~ CELAkA~E FRO~ 1950 TC THE FRESEI\T ARE PRESEI'ITEC IN 
REPORT FORM. ~EASURED PARti'ETEFS 11\CLUCE NLMBERS PER SPECIES OF Bl~DS TAGGED 
II\ CEltkARE AI\£ "UI'EE~S FER SPECIES Cf BIRCS RECAPTLRED IN DELAWARE AS hEll AS 
RElEA5E PO!ITIO.S A~O li,.ES A~O RECAPTUFE PCSillCI\S A"D TIMES Cf II\CIVIOUALS 
RHAHLREC lfl CEtAt.ARE. TM PIJiiPCSf Cf HIS EANOING SILO 11AS BEEN TC 
CETEI'IIJNE f<HRilllO~ CHARACTEFISTICS OF ~ATEI<FCWL PASSING THROUGI" CELAWARE. 
NAI'E SlAfF-CHlSIO (f FISt1 tH kllCliFE 
fHC~E ~l,.EE~ !02 ~7S 4431 













~llCllfE 11\~ESTl(lliG~S-~ATERfGWl PRGCLCTIGN 
GENERAL GECG~APhiC AREA l\C~l· A~ERICA, L.S., CELAiiA~E TIDAL MARSHLANDS 
llfSTRACT DATA F~C,. A IIATE~FCWL fPCCLCTlCl\ ST~CY (~R~IEC GUT 
IN THE TICAL ~AF!·l~l\CS CF CELtkARE fRCM 19~0 TO 19!6 ARE PRESENTED IN REPORT 
FCRM. MfASU~EC PARA,fTE~S INCLUCE NU~EER! (f BREEDING PAIRS, NLMBEFS Cf BRCCLS 
ANC SIZE! Cf BRCODS 8' SPECIES AS kELL AS 1\L,.EERS Cf ACLLTS, GRCUPS AND 
Jl~El\ILES FEF SFEClES. ltE FLRFCSE (f TtE STLC' WA! lC CETERMINE CLRRENT 
LlllllATIO~ CF lhE MARSHlAl\CS PS PRC[LCliCN A~EAS 8) ~AlERFO~l TO AID 11'1 
EVAllllTION Cf fLll~E ~AlERFGJl PR([LCll(~ I~C MA~~tERltl FRACTICES. 
N~Mf STAFf CIVISIO~ (f FISh tNt hiLDLIFE 
FHCI\E IIL~BER 3C2 67€ 4431 









1 sc; c 1 
fiLE NA~£ •IlOliFE ~~~ESll(ATIC"S-~ATE~fO~l Klll-~UI\TER 
SLCCl!S E~AlUATIC~ CN PLELIC tl~li"E AREAS 
GENERAL GEOG~APHIC AREA ~C~l~ ~MERICt, l.S., OELI~t~E TICAL MARS~lANCS 
lfSTFA(T tAlA FROM A SlLC' kHICH HAS BEEI\ CO"CUCJEC FROM 
1S65 l( THE PRE~E~l 0~ THE ~ll\lf~ SUCCESS tf hATERFCWL IN PUBLIC hUNTING AREAS 
(f DEltw~Ff ~RE PPESENlEt IN REPORT FORM. ~EASLREC PARAMETERS INCLLCE ~uMBERS 
Cf l~Cl~IOUALS B~GEEC PER SfECIES ANO 1\L~fE~S Of ~·~-hCLRS OF ~UI\TING BY 
Hli\TI~G tREA. ~L~lE~ 5LCCES! H'S EEEN CETER~I~ED IN C~DER TO EVALUTE fuT~RE 
~HE~HH ~MAGHEH P~HliCfS. 
NAME SlAFf-tl\iJSIC~ (f FISh ~~[ kiLtllfE 
FHCI\E 1\UEEF 3C2 tH 4431 













"ILCLI FE lt-.HST HATICIIS-WCCLCCCK S 11\G lNG GROUND 
GENERAL GEOGR~P~IC 'RfA 1\C~l~ A~ERICAt l.S., CELA-A~E 
A£STRACT DATA FRCM A ~CCtCCCK Sl~Gl!IG GRCUIIC CCUIIT STUCY 
~~ICH H~S fEEl\ CCNCLCTEC Ill CElAwA~E f~C~ 1S5C TO THE PRESENT ARE PRESENTED IN 
REPCRT fOR~. CCUI\1~ Cf kCODCCC~S SINGIIIG OlRIIIG THE AN~L~L SPRING fREECING 
SEASG!I CEN~lS ARE GIVEN. THE FlPFCSE Cf ThE STLD~ H~S BEEN TC ESTAELISH AN 
J!ICE> TC ktCCCCCK f~EEtiiiG ~U~EE~S. 
1\~Mf HAff-DI\lUCII Of FISH HD wlLCLlFE 
fhC!IE lll~fE~ 3C2 t78 4~31 










FILE !IAH idltUF£ I'REVAL HiCE ON LOh lEVEl II"PCUt.DIWHTS USED 
FCR ~O!QlilC CC~li<(L.I~ CELA~AFE~ 1St!-1S67 
GENERAl GEOGRAPHIC AREA ~C~lt AIWERICA, L.S., CELA~A~E, KE~T CC~~TY 
AfSTRACl PRE!E~TEC I~ REFCRT FCR~ ARE tAlA CCLLECTEC OURI~G 
All ECClCGlCAl 11\~ESTHATIU COWCHC FRCM 1St5 TO 19(:7 ON HW IMPOLNDED SALT 
MHSHS H I<E~T CCLNlYt CElHARE. EMPI"ASIZH AilE SlHHS 01\ '-ILDLIFE USAGE Cf 
l!WPGL~CEC A~C NATLRAL ~·RSM AREAS, hiLCLIFE f~OCLCTIC~ 01\ IMFOLNOEC AND 
~ATL~'L ~AFStES t~t VECET,TIC~ C~A~GES PfSttliNG fRC~ !~PDLNDMEN1Q 
UI'E ~CRRIS LI61</H'f 
f~CIIE ~l~EEF 30~ 72f 2~5S 
JNS111l11CN OR AHNC'f lNI\<ERSIT'I Cf CElllioARE 
CITY NE~ARK 
STATE CElt~A~E 
2JP COI:E JCjlll 
F JLE ~~~ H k IU:ll FE F~E'VALENCE ON lOw LE\iEl IIWPGUI\OIIEIIT S 
Gfi\E~Al GEOGRAPHIC AREA NC~lH AMERICA, l.S., CEl~k~I<Et STA~LEY StCRT MARSH 
AI\C RI,,C!IC ~A!lEI\ ,A~!t 
HSlRACl TC CC-GI<CHHE HHRESU Cf JICS\UITC CCt.TRCL, 
~ILCLIFE A~[ fiSHE~I ~GE~CIES, lCw LEVEL I~PCU~DME~lS ~ERE PROPOSED FGR 
STANLE) S~C~l ~ARSh ANCRAY~C~t ~AS1EII ~ARS~ fRCM J~NlAF,, lS65 lC CECE,BER, 
1S66 \EGE1A1IGN C~A~GES, ~IlCLIFE LSAGE AI\C fFCDLClJC~ WERE STLCIEC. 
~A~E . FRtll~ 'LRF~' 
F~CI\E NlfWBER 3(2 738 2~2t 
JNST HUT ICN 0 ~GEHY CEHRl,.ENl Cf EIITCMCLCG' 
SlREET U!II\ERSIT~ Cf CEllhARE 
CJTV ~E.AR~ 
~TATE CElthtRE 
ZIP CCCE lSill 
fiLE N~ME WINTER CRCGLE SllC), tllA~TlC GENERATI!IG SITE, 
lECt~IC~l REPCRT ~(. ~ 
GENERAl GEOGRAPhiC AREA NCRTh All~NllC CCEAII, CCASltL, L.S., ~E~ jERSEY, 
GI<EH fH 
AESTRACT FINOI~GS Cf ~ OFCGLE !1L0) CC~DUCTEC fRC~ CECEMfER 
1'>12 l"l<OlGH JAIILARY lS73 CF SUHCE AIIC SL6SLRFACf CCEAII CUilRENTS CFF HiE 
~CUlt Cf GREAT !lAY, I\ flo JERSE't IN HE UCI~ ll'r Of lHE FRCPCSEO ATLAIITJC 
GENERATING ~TATIC!I ARE FRESEIITEC I~ fEFCRT FCF~. 
~A~E I'RCJECl MANAGER-ATLANTIC GE~ERATING SlATICN 
FtiCI\E lllMSER 2Cl 1>22 1CCC 
11\STlTUTlCII (~ AGEIIC~ PUBLIC SER~ICE ELECTRIC AIID GAS CCMfA~Y 






FilE ~~~~E kiNTER FLOUNDER ~C~EHEI\T~, GPOhTH A~U ~ORl~LITY CFf 
f'A~S~CHSEll~ 
GHHAL GECUHhiC AFU NCRTti AJUIIHC OCEAN, GECRGES llAN<, 1\At\JUCi(ET 
!HCALS, fl12ARCS St,, lii~EYA~O SCL~C. ~AI\Tlt~ET SCU~C, CAFE COt SA~, 
~~SStCtiUSETTS S~Y 
AeSTRACT A~~Clt ~C~E CCLLECTEO CATA CCI\CERI\11\G Wl~TER 
FLCU~tEF fFSEULCFLflPCI\ECTES A~ERICANLS) ,.O\E~ENT5, GRC~TH AND f'ORTALITY CFF 
ltiE (CAST Cf MASSJC~lSETTS fFC~ lSIC TC !St~. T~E~lY-CI\E STATICNS hE~E 
LCCA1ED Ih 2~21~RtS BA~, ~~~EY~~t SGLNC, C'Pf COC fAY, ~~SSACHUSETTS BAY, 
EECR(ES EA~~ Al\0 ~~~TLCKET StCALS. T~E PA~Af'ElERS l~CLUDED ARE: SFECIES 
CETE~,l~ATICN, CCt~l. SEXt LE~GlHt ~CRl~Lill, MIGf~TIC!I STUDY ~~0 GRCWTH 
~llDlES Cf DE~E~SAL FISH. 
Ul<f Al1t>Cl0 HWE 
FhC~E ~l~EfF 617 tSE 115~ 
lNSliTUllCN CR AGENCY ~ASStC~LSETlS CEfAPTNE"T Cf fiSHERIES, WILCLJFE A~D 
RECRfJTIC~ll VEkJCLES, CI~ISICI\ CF MARI~E FIStERIE! 
Sli<E£1 HEilJTAGE PFCFESSJCIIAL fUIUit.G RCUTE 6A 
CITY SA!ICkiC~ 
STATE ~ASStC~lSEllS 
liP CClE C2~f3 
5<;3 
filE N~~E hl~TER FCCC ~AB!TS ANC BOCY kEIGHT OF ATLANTIC BRANT 
GENEF~L GECGFAP~IC APEA NCRTH ~Tl~~TIC OCEAN, COASTAL~ u.s., NEM JERSEY, 
EARNEG~T BA,, tA~ES EAY, JtFVIS SCu~C 
ASSTR~Cl DUPI~C A ThO YEAR FERICO f~O~ CCTOBE~ 1972 THRCUGH 
APRIL 1S74, 8Cl ~llANliC EP~~l (ERA~TA BEFN!CLLII) ~ERE COLLECTED ALCNG THE NEW 
JHSEY CCAST FCR AIIALYSIS CF fCO[ ~AEIT~ ANC BODY wEIGHT f'EA~t;REMENT~. 
CETAILEC FCOD hABITS INFCR~ATI(N ~AS NEECE[ TC TEST •vPCTHESES RELATING fOOD 
AVAlliBllllY TC HARVEST ~uSCEPTiflllTY ANC GF WINTER LOSS. 
NI~E PRI~CIPAL hiLCllFE BICLCGISl 
PHCIIE lll~fEF 609 ~9~ 66c6 
IN!TITlTICN C~ AGENC' liE~ JERSEY £EFA~TJE~T Of E~VI~CNMENTAL PRCTECTION, 
OIVISJC~ (f FISt, G~~E ANC ShELLFISHERIES, BUREAU Cf ~ILCLIFE MANAGEMENT 
STREET P.C. 8() l~C~ 
CITY T~E~TCN 
~T~TE ~E- J£RSE~ 
ZIP eccE Ce62~ 
FILE fiHI.f 











GENEFAL GECGPAPHIC AFEA 
AfHRACl 
~AlEFFC~l Ill ~tFYLtll[. 
fl5HERIE5 tNO ~llCLIFE 
NAIH 
FHNE IIIJHEF 





~ljllEP SUPVEV (f ~(N-GA~E BIPCS 
~ORTH AMERICt, CCil!TAL, U.S., ~ARYLA~D 
tNNt;'L SlllTEklCE S~ARYLAND) CENSUS FRCM 43 
F. 1. S/>\IH, l:IRECTOR 
3Cl 716 4CH 
P'TlaENl ~llDllfE RESEARCH CENTER 




tiiNHF IIATEPFC!ol ltiVENlUV 
NCFlH tllll~TIC, tC~ST~lt u.S., CHESAPEAKE BAY 
lC~( TERM 5URVE~, 1947 lrRClGH PRESENT, Cf 
SFEtiES ~~C CCLNTS FER SPECIES. FART Of euREill OF SPORT 
SURVEY Cf ~ATE~FCWL fL,WAYS. 
HRHN SHllS 
301-~6l-~1~5 
~~R~ll~t [ffART~E~T OF ~ATURAl RESOIJRCES 





GENERAL GEOG~APHIC AREA 
CLnCHH 
5S4 
~lTf (LAl CREE~ INSECT G~C~lh SlUOY 
~CFl~ AMEMIC~, l.S., PEN~SYLVANIA, CEL~kARE, W~ITE 
ASS TRA Cl 
CF I~SfCTS I~ ThE 
SELECTED AS BEING 
~HE 
kEIGHTS, AeL~tANCES, SE> STAGES AND SPECIES RANGES 
~HITE CLAY CREEK kATERShEC AREA ~E~E SlUOIEO. LOCATICNS kE~E 
SFECIFIC TD CERTAIN SPECIES OVE~ A THREE S'UARE ~ILE AREA. 
FHCNE Ht'BER 






.i:l5 2H 2153 
STRCUC ~ATER RE5EARCH CENT£~ 
EAST LCNCC~ GRCVE STREET 
LCIICCII GRC\iE 
fEll ~SYL ~~IliA 
1 'i3 '14 
fiLE ~~~E M(0[((C~ (f NEk VC~K STATE: NORTH AND CE~TRAL LO~ER 
IIH "Ill< 
GE~E~·L GEOGFtP~IC ~REA NC~Th A'ERICA, ~.s., NEh YORK, NORl~ AIID CENTRAL 
LC;ER llfk 'ORK, LO~G ISL~IIt• ACIRC~CCC~ 1 S~R,CUSE 
~e5TR~Cl T~E PuRfCSE Of T~IS PROGRAM ~AS TO STUD~ THE 
~CCCCOCK TC CElER'l~E HAF~ESl FATES CF k(C[CCCK FCFlLATICNS IN ThE ft(~TH, 
CEIITRIL A~O LC~ER liE~ YCR~ Sl~TE 
~~~~E CR. RCBERl E. C~A~BERS 
PHCIIE 1\l,EEF 315 413 EE45 
IN5TlTlllC~ CR AGE~C' STATE LIII\EFSIT' CF ~Ek YCPK, CCLLEGE Of 
E~VIRCftii'E~Ttl ~(lftCE A~C fCRESlRl 
~TREET ~52 ILLICI< ~~ll 
CITY 5YR,Cl~E 
~T~lE 11u. vu~ 
ZIF CC[£ 13~1( 
FILE litH 
GEIIEFAL CECGFAfHlC AFEJ 
AfSHHT 
HC£CCCK STLCY 
ftC~T~ AMERICA, L.S., NEw JERSEY, C~FE ~~y FENNI~SUlA 
T~E PeSllTS CF SEVEN VEAR~ CF ~COCCGCK BA~DING I~ 
OPE ~H ANC 
~CRTHIH Cf 
Cl~BERLANO C(IJ~llES tRE FRESENTEC AL(~( hiT~ AGE CO,PC5ITION. 
fll\[f( ElRCS IS PR£SfNTEt fPC~ ~UNTER .N[ RECCVER' OAlA. 
"'~E fliCH H~fH 
INS llllliCN OR AGENCY 
CIVISIC~ Cf FISH, ('ME 




PRINCIFAL FISHERIES EICLCGIST 
tiC'J 2'i2 HH 
~Eh ~EF~E~ CEPA~T~ENT Cf E~viRC~~E~TAl fRCTECTICN 
•N( s~ELLFIS~EFIES, etREAL CF wiLDLIFE ~A~AGE~E~T 




FILE fiHE HCCCCCI< 2CI\Iti€ 
GEaE~Al GECGFAPhiC AREA 1\CRTH AMERICA, u.s.~ COASltLt ~E~ JERSE~, CAPE ~AY 
COll\1\, SlS~E) CCll\lY 
HSHACT IIOG(CCl<, PhllOhELA MINCI~, HillER lJTILI2ATICI\ AND 
BA~ CHEC~~ ~£Rf CC~ClJCTEt Cl\ TWC STltY ARE~S IN CAPE ~AY COUI\T\ 1\E- JERSEY. 
t•E O~TA CCLLEClED I~CIC~TES A ClFII\ITE SFAil'l Al\0 TEMPORAL OISTRISUTICN IN 
MIGRATING ~OCOCOC~ 1~ ~E· JEFSE~. 
~A~E P~I~CIPAL FIS.EFIES BIOLOCISl 
PHOI\E 1\L~BER tCS 2S2 668~ 
INSliTlliCI\ CR ACEI\CY tiEk JERSEY CEPARlMENT OF EI\VIRCNMEI\lAl PRCTEClJOI\ 
01\ISJCN Of FISM• CA~Et ti\C SHELLFIS.EFIES SUREAU Cf hlltllFE MANAGEMENT 
STUET P.C. EO~ HCS 
CIT~ TFE~TC~ 
SHH 
HF (({ E 
iiH JEi<!EY 
CS62!l 
fiLE NtME )-~Al ~~~EFALCG' (f CEEP ~Et CORES 
Hr.Ei<~l GHlCRAPHC J!R EA IICRll:loiOE CCBN 
AE!lR~Cl THE CEEP SEJ! CRILLI~G P~OJECT AT SCRIPPS 
11\STilLTlO Cf CCHNOf.i~APJ-'1 IS lt.CERlAI(EI\ (1\ THE At\ICE CF T"E JCII\T 
CCEAI\(G~AFHIC 11\SliTlTIC~S FCR CEEf fA~T• S~~Plii\G IJOlDES). TC tATE CSDP hAS 
TAl<Efl HCLCGICH . .611£ GECPh'ISICH [AlA fROM ThE DRilliNG SHIP GLOI"AR CHALLEI\GER 
AT 383 51TES C~ER THE WCRLC 'CCElNS. Of!IGII\J!L tAlA FRC~ THE PROJECT ARf INCEXEO 
INC ~RCHIVfC 6~ lhf 11\FOFM,TIOI\ tA~CLI~G GFCUF. CETJ!ILS Of ThE PRCCESSING AND 
. RETR!EV'L ~E!.[CS '1\C CAP,f!Lil!ES ARE O~ll!~ED !1\ A SERIES CF NOlES 'VA!LABLE 
FPCM THE GRClJP. EACt T'IPE CF CATA CBlAII\EO OLRING THE fi<CJECT IS ~J!ll\l~INEC AS 
A lEPARATE FILE. X-FAY ClfFFACliCN TEChi\IQlES ARE USEC TC CETE~MINE RELATIVE 
~I~EFAL JBtia[A~CES C~ER E'C~ CC~EC 11\TER\-l 
~A"E CCCRtl~ATI~G STAff SCIENTIST 
fHC~E ~L~fE~ 7l~ ~!2 3~i6 
INSliTlTICN OF ~GE~C' CEEF SEA CRILLI~G FROJECT, SC~IPPS INSTITUTION CF 
CCU~CHHt.'\ 








fiLE ~~~E .VEARL~ Sl~MARIE! (f CC~l~Cl TICAL STATIC~S 
GENERAL GEOGR~Ph!C A~EA ~Cfllt All,~liC, 1\CRTH PACIFIC, U.S., CCtSTAL, 
ALAS~A, ATL.~Tl( C(t!T, PACifiC CCA!l, Gllf CF MEllCC, ATLANTIC A~C CARIBBEAN 
l!LA~C!, FACIFIC ISLA~OS 
'fSlRA<T SLM~ARIES Cf tAlA lAK£1\ AT CC~TRCL liCE STATICNS 
ARE J~CLLCEC I~ ThiS FILE. FARt~ETER5 CESCFIEEC ARE ~O~TtLY ~EthS A~C 
f)JFE~ES, tiGhEST llCES, LC~ESl 11C£S, tlGt ~ATER INTEF\AL IGREEI\WIChJ, LC~ 
WATER 11\lERVAl (GflEEN~lCHI, hiGh kATEF, LC~ ~ITER, FA~GE 1 TIDE LEVEL 1 SEA 
LE~El, CIFFE~E~Cf EET~EEa Tl[E lf~EL A~r SEt LEVEL, AI\C fiGhESl DAIL' SEA 
lE~EL. THE C~lJ IS PFESE~JEC I~ TAELLA~ FCR~ ~IT~ EAC~ PAGE CCNTAINING CNE 
PtRA~ElE~ ~EASlRED C\E~ ~ ~l~BER CF ~EtR5. 
NAME CHIEf, liCE~ BRAtiC~ 





~Al!C~Al CCEA~ SLP~EY 
6C01 EXECLTIVE ECLLEV.R[ 
ilCC 1<'1 Ill E 
~JI',UNC 
2Cf!2 
fiLE ~~~E YIELC ANC GRO~TH (f CCR~ AS AFFECTEC e~ PCllTRY 
~.41\lH 
GEI\E~·L GECGFAfhJC ~~El NCRl~ AMERICA~ L.S., CELA•A~Et SUSSE) OCLI\lY 
ASSTR.Cl PRESENTEe I~ REFCRT FCR~ ARE CAlA CCLLECTED DURING 
fiELC SllCJES CCNtlClED II\ SCUltER~ CELA~AFE F~O~ lSll JC 1973 lC CETERMINE 
THE EFFECl -Cf SEVERAl CCHEH~HH!\5 (f P{!.;t H~ ~~N!.!H O; !!olE GRCW!h Cf COP.N, 
ZEA ~A'IS, 11\ A~ EL-l(~ SJ~[l LCtM SCJL. MEtSL~ED PARA.ElE~S 11\CLlOE LEAF 
~11\EFALS. ~ITRCGEN FRACTIGIIS, C~GANIC tCJCS A~C TCTAL ElHANCL !CLUBLE SUGARS; 
LEAF ~ATER PCTEI\ll~L; lE~F AFEl IN(E); 5Cll SALI~ITY Al\0 SOIL ~l~E~~LS. 
N'Mt "n~IS LJeRJ!RY 
PhONE IILI'BER 3(.2 73e 2455 
INSTITUTI(N C~ ~GE~CY LNIVERSil~ Cf DELA~ARE 
CIT~ ~E~JF• 
SllTE tEL~~ARE 
Zlf CCCE l':iill 
FilE ~~~E ZCClCEICAl CCllfCTIC~ 
GE~EF~l GEOG~J!P~IC J!RfA hCRl. AMERICA, L. 5., hE~ ~C~K 
~flSTRACT HE CCUECTHNS Cf THE 1\Ew HRK STATE MUSEUM -ARE 
t•E LJ!PGEST SCIEI\TlfiC CCLLECTICI\5 IN NE~ lCRKo NORT~ Of 1\Ek YORK CITY. T~EV 
ARE UH FCR RESEAfiCH J!l\t 11\SHLCHC~ fOI< SCI-CCLS J!Nt CCLU:GES AS WEll AS fCR 
11\ti~IOLAl SCIE~TISTS. THE ZCCLCEICjL CCLLfCTlON ~CNTAINS APPRO~I~ATELY 
25C,CCC SfECI~EI\!. T~E FISH CClLECllCN FCR~£ A LARGE PJ!Rl ~ITH 200,00t 
SFECI~ENS, ~AINTAII\EC IN EART~E~kJ!RE CRCCMS. THE CCLLECTIO~ IS 6EI~G 
TRtNSFEFI<EC TC GLASS J'RS ftR CFEJ!TER EASE Cf STLtl. A LARGE AI\C INTERESTING 
INVE~JEER.TE CCLLECTJCN Cf ~3r1CO IS A~AILAfLE. IT CONSISTS Of ~N CUTSTANOI~G 
CCLLECliCN OF tR~~flSH, ;hJCt CC~SISTS CF ~COC SPECI~E~S. THE SIR£ COLLECTION 
CCNSI51S Cf 25CC SETS Cf EGGS 1~ I NE~~lY CCMPLETE COLLECTION DF All SPECIES 
1~ Ttf UNJ1Et Sl~TES, AS hELl AS NEW YCRK !T~TE. I~ •ctiTICN ThE ZCOLCGICAL 
CCLL ECTICfl CCH II It.S Ali M~FH IB IH CCLlfCHCfl OF lSOC 5P EC I MENS ~ REPTILE 
CCllfCllet. Cf 1 ,CCO SFEC lHr-S I!NC A 11/l,.ML CCllECTION CONHINit\G 6oCCO 
SPECIMENS. ThE ZCOLG~ICAL COLLECTION BEGAI\ ~BCUT 1~5C. 
~A~E DP. HLGC J~~~BACK 
fhCNE ~l,.fER 51€ 414 ~fl~ 







PlEA f\ Y 
1\Eh HRI<-
l~ao 
FILE NJ~f ZCGfLANKTCN OATJ! fRCM NCRfCl~ CANYC~-JU~E 1973 
GENERAL GEO€RAPHIC AREA U.S., COASTAl, f\CRlh ~TlA~TIC, CO~TlNENTAL SHElF 
Cff \lREHH 
ABSTRACT 2GCPltN~lCN CC~fCSITICNt SPJ!TIAL CISTRIELTION, ANO 
fliCI!ASS H liCRFCLK CANYO~ ANC /IEARB) OFH SLCPE ~flEAS. PAifl ECMC SAMflES, 202 
MICRC~ ~El. J!T 15C ~flER C£Flh. CCM~UNITY SlRLCTU~E A~ALYSJS 
NI~E EEC~GE ~RANT 
PHO~E ~l~EEF €(4-642-2111 
INSTITUTION CR AGENt) \IRCI~IA lh!lllllf Cf ~·~INE SCIE~Cf 
CITY ~LDLCESTEF fCINT 
SlATE \IFGI~l~ 
llf CCC£ ~3(6~ 
5SB 
FILE NtH 
CF ~FTlflClAl ISLA~C 
GENERAL GfOGR~PHIC AREA hCflt '1LANT1C, L.S., DELAWtRE RIVE~, CCAST-L 
~ESTRACT ZCOFLA~KTC~ 5LR,E1 CC~CLCTEC TC PRCVlCE BASEL!~€ 
DATA fGF f\~LUATIC~ Cf SALEM ~LCLEAR PCWER !tATICN IMPACT UPON BICTA. 










TO kllH ClAlln 
V1Cl£R J. SC~Ll£~ 
3Cl 378 llC69 
ICHlhlClCGICAL ~S~CCI~TES 




ZCCHA~KTn iN HO CELA~~RE E.STLARIES 11\ RELATIC~ 
GE~EF~l EfCEFAPHJC ARE~ NC~lH ATL,~TIC, CO~STAlt L.S., OEL-~ARE eAY, 
ERCA[KJLL FI~EF, ~LRCEF~lll FI\'E~ 
~f51F~CT ThiS FILE CC~TAl~S CHEMICAL, PHYSICALt A~O 
EICLCGJC~L OJ!T' 8 SlAltCa! l~ ThE E~C~C~lll AND MLRCE~KJLL RlVE~S TA~EN AS 
FtFT CF ~ STUDY (f PCLLUTIC~S FELAT£[ CHANtES IN ThE BRCAOKILL RI~E~. DATA 
~EFO~TEt I~CLLCES !ALINllV, TE~fEPATUPE, lLREICITYt ttCRCGEN ICN 
CCNCEf\HATIC~. CISHLVEC CXYCH, HCI<GtNIC NITRCH~t P~CSPHORLS, GHOROPHYLLt 




INSJITUTJO CF .Hfl\0 





GE~EFJL GEC~FAPtiC '~EI 
EA'I't \IRONIA 
REFEFENCE LIERA~IAN 
3C2 73ll 2Ji5~ 





ZOCPLAr-KTOI\ CF ChESAPEAKE EA't, AG~ES SPECIAL CRUISES 
u.s., CCASlAlt 1\0RlH ATLANTIC, LOkER CHESAPEAKE 
'fSTFA(l tYCRCGRAPtJC ANC ZCOPLAI\KlQI\ BIOLOGICAL 
MEASLRf~E~T! ~ERE TAKEN AT 4G STATIC!\$ IN ltE lG~E~ c•ESAPEAME e•v f(R 7 WEEKS 
'1 13 CF ltE STATIC~$ EACh ~EEK TC CETE~MI~£ THE EFFECTS OF HLRRICANE AGNES. 













OF ~ARI~E SCIENCE 
FilE ~HE ZCCFLA~KTCII CF LCMER C~ESAPEAKE BA~ 
L.~., COASTAL, NLRTH ATL~IITIC, LC~ER CHESAPEAKE GE~EFAL GECGF~F~lC AFE~ 
fn, \ IR(HH 
HSH.ACT ZOCPLA~KlCII ~E~!L~EMENT! FNO' 25 MCNTHL' STATICNS 
LCjER CtES~FE~~E EA~. AN c IN. BCN(O NET •AS LSEO CN AN 
BClTC~ TC~. ~CCC,PAN~l~( t'DROGR~P~lC tAlA "ERE ALSO TAKEN 
GECFGE (!<till 
FGR 2 ~E~RS I~ l~E 
CEll,LE SURFACE TO 
NAH 
FHIIE ~t;HEF 





GENEPAl GECGR'P~JC ~REA 
tJSlRICT Cf CCLU~Eit, 
IIESl \ IRONU. 
1C3-t4.<-2111 




133 SURFACE MCURLY ANO SPECIALS 433l 
"O~Tt AMERICt, L.S., CCN"ECTICUT, CELEwARE, 
f'tRYlAIIC, NEW JE~SE,, ~EW 'O~K, FEI\1\SYL~ANIA, ~lRGINIA, 
tESlFA(l TtJS FilE CCNTAINS All !LRFACE OBSER\IAliOIIS 
liHORCfO lNCllCING l<fCOiiC, HCC~D-SFfCI~l. SPECllol, lCC~L EXTR~, CRASI' Al\0 
Ct'ECl< £6SEH111CII~ fFCt< 1,3 SHTlCNS Hi< lH PERIOC Jll\E 1951-CECEMBER 1958 
LCC~l£C ~llt'IN A 100 MILE RACIU5 OF JFK 11\TERl\AllCNAL AIRFORl, ~Ek YO~K, NEW 
YORK, ~~!hlNGTCN N~TIOI\~l ~li<PCRT, DlSlRICl CF CCLL~EIJ Al\C ATLANTIC CIT~, NEW 
JERSE~. HClRS C0-2; Al\0 ~11\UlE: CC-59 FAST ThE HOLR wERE OIGITI!EO. THE DATA 
'RE A\llLAELE C~ FCStlC FIL~ f~C~ 1\CC. 
NAME CIREClCR, ~(C 
FhCIIE lllJI'EE~ 1C~ 2!4 C<.i61 >02C3 
INSllllJTICII CF •GENCY IIATIC~·l CLJMtTIC CENTE~ 
STREET FECERAL BlllDING 
CITY AShE\IlLLE 
STAlE ~CPlh c•Rtlt~• 
HF CHE 2SHI 
fiLE ~A~E 196E COlTC~l~Il ~ABBIT RCAtSIOE CENSLS-10-1S76 
CCTTCNTAJl RABBIT ~C~CSltE CEIISLS 
GENERAL GECG~~PHIC A~E~ ~CRlH A~EPICA, t.s., ~E~ JE~SE' 
AS~TRnT SIZES CF TU (Oll(NTAll RJIBEIT POPI.:LHIOtl 
T.RClEHCLT NE~ JER~E'I HA\E BEE~ STLDIEt ·~~l.LLY CU~l~E THE MCNTH Cf JULY 
SI~CE 19t6 THRCUGt RCttSlCE CE~SUS CCU~TS. 
ti~ME PRI~CIPAL ~ILCLIFE SICLCGI51 
FtC~E ~l~EE~ tOS ~S~ E6t6 
INSllllllC~ U AGEIIC'I 1\f~ JERSEY CEFJIFHENT Cf EIIVIRC~~EJ\HL PRCTECTJON, 
CJ~ISICI\ Cf FISt, Ct~£ All[ S~EllfiStERJES 1 6LREAU Of ~ILDLIFE ~ANAGEMENT 
~TREET P.C. EC) lSCS 
CIT' lRE~lC~ 
~UlE H~ JERSEY 
llf CC[E CH:<~ 
tee 
FILE ~A~E 8 AREtkl[E k~STE TREATMENT ~A~AGENENT 
GE~ERAL GECG~AFHIC A~EA ~(Rlt A~E~ICA, L.!., ~Ek YC~K, ~E~ YCAK CITY 
AfSTRACT ltE C~E~ALL CSJECTI\IES Cf lMIS PROJECT IS 10 
FRCVIDE tAlA FCR A R~llO~~l CECISIC• ~~KJ.( ~FPRC~CH TC THE CCMFLE> ~tlER 
'UALIT' FFCflE'S (CtE~ICtl, EICLCEICAL, PH~SICAL P~CPERliESJ FACEC 81 N.J.C. 
DURING THE ~EMAIIICER CF ltlS CENl~~'• CLARE~lLY, lHE C~LY CATA AVAILteLE IS 
BASED ON ~ "STEtCV-SlATE ~CCEL• hiTrCUl lAKJ~( ACCCU~T OF STCRMS 0~ TICES. 
CATA HtS SEE~ CSHHH Cll: IAI kllSlH~HR CI~CHARGES, (8) RECEIIIING hATEP 
CLlllTY, (() ~tTfR GUAlll' PRCFILES OF l~E HA~BGRS (NYC HARBORS) TC SLFPLEMENT 
lHE •I~TCRICIL ~~~C HtRECF SLF'£'5• 
~~~~E MR. ~ILLIAM PRES~MAN 
FHCNE ~l~EER 212 566 4121 
lNSllTUllON CR A~E~C~ OEPtRT~E~T Gf ~ATE~ RESOURCES 
SHEET 2447 1/,!J!\!(!F.AL H!LC!NG 
CIT' ~Eh )(FK 
SHTE Nh 'tCRK 
ZIP ecce lCCC7 

